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istry, entitled, " A topic or a message,' 369 ; Words
and their immortality, 377 ; Spreading the truth,

377 ; Remarks on a growth in grai e, entitled, " The
literary and the laboratory culture," 385; Tongue
sinning and conduct sinnine, 393 ; An editorial let

ter, 401; Resting and rusting 409; Comments on
an arraignment of spurious patriotism by William
Everett, 409.

Education The heathen, not converted bv secular,

55.

if not accompanied by regeneration may aid

the commission of the greatest sin, 144.

to fit persons for the duties of life. Remarks,
on an, 286.

Educational inheritance. Our, 213.

Egypt. Expected benefit to, by damming the Nile
111.

Notice of a work on arithmetic, &c,, found in,

3600 years old, 164.

Employees. Remarks on suitably rewarding, 41.

England. The weakening of the commercial suprem-
acy of, by intemperance, 260.

Church of. Summary of the claims of " High
Churchmen" of the, 268.

English language. The piedcminance of the, in the

correspondence of the world, 107.

The use of the capital letter in ihe personal

pronoun I, a notable peculiarity, 144.

Epistle of tender caution against stumbling at the

faults of others, 108.

Evans Lewis. Birthday reflections of, who died in his

32nd year, 239.

Evans Thonias, Concern of, in regard to progress of

religion in the soul, 106.

Concern of, for the maintenance of plainness of

dress, &c., by Friends, 107.

Everett, William. An examination of patriotism and
war by, 409.

Faithfulness. On the importance of individual, 286.

Faith. On saving, 82.

as distinguished from belief, 277.

On asking for more, 285.

The strong, of a little girl in God, 333.

Falling by heredity, rising by grace, 225.

Family. The great influence of the, upon individual

welfare, 202.

Farm. The world's largest, 294.

Farmer's boy. Advice to the, 37.

Faultfinding. The evil effects of the habit of, upoD
all, 86. 90, 297,

Faults. Counsel against stumbling at the, of others,

108.

Fiction. The killing effect of, upon practical sympa-
thy, 196.

Finiguerra, the engraver. Anecdote of, 214,

Finns. Imprisoned for their religion in 1826. Ac-
count of, 190.

The patience of the, under grievances from
Russia, 300.

Fire-fighters in New York city. Remarks on, 283.

Fire. How savage nations get their, 318.

Fisher John. Account of [concluded from Vol. Ixxii.

p. 411], 6,

First-day of the week. On the injury done by papers

published on the, 223.

Flower. The largest, in the world, 253.

Food. On Austrian " fig" coffee, 79.

Fool's folly. Extract entitled. A, 51.

For the Master's use—a parable, 94,

Forgiveness, The power of, 31. .307.

The blessing of, 85.

Football. Remarks on playing, entitled Risking life

for personal triumph, 169,

On ths injuries caused by games of, and the

duty of Friends in regard to them, 180.

Essay entitled Whether or not to justify the

dangerous game of, 244.

Fox George. Incidents in the life and ministry of, 3.

14.21.29.37.
Remarks on, as " Cromwell's greatest contem-

porary," 13.

Notice of relics of, preserved in London, 60.

Forrest estate. Notice of a report of the trustees of,

335.

France. On the origin of Friends in, 405.

Franklin Benjamin. On the moral wisdom of, 50.
Frilnd The, Remarks on conducting, 345. 382.

Friend. A, made instrumental in the salvation of a
dying woman, 389.

Friends. Religious communications addressed to, 10.

13. 54. 55. 188. 222. 247. 252. 262. 270. 271.
278. 302, 332. 340. 358. 366. 374. 395. 398.
415.

On the state of society of, 1. 9. 17. 33. 95. 105.

127. 137- 175. 217. 279. 305. 314. 345. 353.
359. 3S2. 415.

On the loss of spiritual power in the ministry,
attending modern innovations, 1, 17. 95. 127.
137.

Remarks on weddings among, 1.

Gleanings in the early history of, 3. 14. 21. 29.

37,

On the harmony and coherency of the doctrines
of. 9.

Caution to, against formal gatherings of peace,
temperance and missionary associati. ns, &c.,

13.

The preciousness of silence in the meetings for
worship of, 20. 111. 209. 2a9. 350. 372.

On the te-tirr ony of, to plainness of speech, &c.,
33, 253. 393. 394.

On the development and place of the Monthly
Meeting among, 35. 46,

On keeping up the interest of young people in
the Society of, 44,

On the mission of, 54.

of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Remarks on
the labors ol, among Indians in New York. 57.

On the doctrines of, inregard to the ministry,
57. 137. 201. 206, 233, 255. v65, 365. 369. 372,

Address of the three Monthly Meetings of, in

Philadelphia, in 1805 to their memters, 68,

Notice of the Vinlig Budbringer, a periodical
publishtd by, in Denmark and Norway, 71.

The early age of ministers among, at the rise of
the Society, 71.

Notice of visitors to the meeting hoiose of, at

Fourth and Arch streets, Phila., 71.

Report of a Committee of the Western Quar-
terly Meeting of, appointed to visit its subor-
dinate meetings, 78.

Account of the Quarterly Meeting of, held in
Medford, N, J., Ninth Month, 1899. 90.

Liberty of conscience purchased by the suffer-

ings of, 91.

The views of, in regard to the ministry the same
as those of the early Christians, 95,

Account of the meeting of, near Muncv, Penna.,
103,

Notice of a meeting of, in Philadelphia in aid
of the Doukhobortsi, 103, 324,

The distinctive reasons for the existence of the
Society of, 105.

Concern of 'Thomas Evans for the maintenance
of plainness, &c,, among, 107.

The doctrine of, in regard to war, 109. 371. 398.

Notice of a volume on the sufferings of the
early, 110.

On joining in membership with, 105. 113.

Remarks of non-members on the influence and
worship of, 118. 41.5.

On the importance of training the children of,

in the attendance of meetings for discipline,

121.

Replv to a criticism in The Literary World on
129.

and the Indians of Pennsylvania, 130. 139. 148.

154. 162. 170. 177. 187.

On maintaining the principles of, in travelling,

&c., 131,

Account of a tendering meeting recently ap-

pointed by, at Smithvllle, N. J., 1.33.

Notice of Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting of,

held Eleventh Mc nth 6, 1899, 135.

Illustration of the strength of character that is

fostered by attending mid week meetings, 137.

The effects of the pastoral system upon the So-
ciety of, 137. 107. 185. 191. 233.

Notice of the Western Quarterly Meeting of,

held at West Grove, Eleventh Month 24,

1899, 159.



Friends. Notice of a body under the name of, in Cuba,
159. -^48. -iTL^Ty. 3yi. 3ii9.

Notice of a Quarterly Meeting of, held at West
Branch, Iowa, Eleventh Month 19, 1*99,

159.

Quotations respecting, from John Fiske's
" Dut. h and Quaker Colonies in America,"
145, 167.

Notice of meetings appointed by, to be held at

Lanisdowne, I'a., 175. 1^3.

The fundamental principle of, to be reaffirmed

when Truth breaks fonh afre.sh, 178.

Notice <f Uaddimlield Quarterly Meeting held

Twelfth Month 14, 1899, 183.

Remarks on explaining the views of, 183.

The discontinuani-e of a paid psistor by the

meeting of, in Boston, 191.

The social life of, in Pennsylvania one hundred
year, ago, 197. 203.

On right religious teaching in the schools of,

201.314.

The faithful suffering of one of the conscript,

during the late civil war, 207.

Numerical statistics of meetings under the name
of, 215.

On the equal attendance of the meetings of, by
men and women, 217.

Testimony of Cork Monthly Meeting of Ireland,

concerning a young man, 226.

On dre.-s, viewed in connection with the So-

ciety of, 228, 230. 393.

are to' be faithful both as individuals, and as a

Society, 231. 205. 359.

Statistics of, in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.
231. 248.

Kemarks on considering and answering the

queries addre-sed to, 233.

The attitude of Friends in regard to pastorale

bodies, 233. 242.

Illustration of the adoption of the views of, by
other professors 241.

The testimony of, to plainness of dress and ad-

dress to be established in the earth, 253.

The doctrine of, regarding the Holy Scriptures,

260. 286. 329.

On the position of, in regard to doctrine, 2G2.

Remarks on recently published statistics con-

cerning, 263. 303.

Benevolent impu'ses not the essence of Quaker-
ism, but developments from it, 265.

The doctrine of, in regard to worship, 265. 350.

353. 372.

Notice of the appointments by, of public meet-
ings, 271.

Noiice of the Eastern Quarterly Meeting, N. C.

of, held Second Month, 1900, 271.

Comments on blessinus which have resulted

Irom the faithfulne.ss of, 27.5.

What makes a gnod Friend, 276.

Notice of an appointed meeting for, held at

Fourth and Arch streets, 279.

The belief of, in regard to justification, 302. 335.

The doctrine of, in regard to baptism, 310. 317.

325. 330. 339. 345. 347.

Description of a perfect Quaker, 311.

The views of the early, are still in advance of

the present times, 320.

Protest of, in Philadelphia in 1777, against the

banishment of some of their members, 334.

Episile of, in Ixjndon, in 1776, respecting

Friends in America, 334.

Warning to, anainst iraposters, 351.

Notice of a meeting for, in Paris, 351.

in Rich Square Monthly Meeting, N. C. Re-
marks on, 351.

A concern for, proposed, 354.

Remarks to stir up, to more faithfulness, 3.59.

The doctrine of, in regard to the light of Christ,

advocated by others, 369.

Notice of recent riotous persecution of, in Eng-
land opposed to war, 373.

Encouragement to, to spread a knowledge of

their doctrines, 377. 3s2. 415.

The views of, respecting civil government, 388.

The methods of, are more than mere customs,
391.

The decrease in the number of, regretted by The
SpringfiM Rfpublicn, 391.

Notice of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting of,

held Sixth Month 14, 1900, 391.

A member among, overtaken with a grevious

calamity for neglecting religious meetings.

Friends. Remarks on a spirit that would fritter away
the testimonies of, 398.

Protest of, against militarism in Great Britain,

398.

Caution in reference to eulogies at funerals of,

399.

Caution in reference to ministry among, 399.

On the origin of the Society of, in France, 405.

.K remnant to be found in various bodies of,

faithful to the principles of, 409.

The Holy Spirit which led our early, continues

the same, 415.

Friends Rcc-ord Deiwsitory. Notice of, 191. 201. 204.

Friends' library. Noiice of rare tracts to be added to

the, 335.

Friends' church in Newberg, Oregon. Notice of, 175.

Statistics of salaries (aid pastors in 279.

Friends' Teacher's Association. Noiice of, 175.

Friendly relics preserved in London. Notice of, GO.

Friendships of duty and of choice. Remarks on the,

247.

Fruitfulness. Essay entitled, 3.58.

Fuller Thomas. Extract from, on singing, 4.

Funerals. Extravagance aud sumptuousness at, con-

demned in the Ompd Messenger, 194.

Future. How does the past atiect the, 212.

(iencalogy. Essay entitled, 172.

Germany. Notes of a recent visit in, .326.

Genius in distress. Instances of, 99.

Gibbons Hannah. Passages fr. m writings of, 255.

Gifts for good objects. On not receiving, Irom the "in-

jurious," 330.

Girl. A, who acquired the habit of defeat, 238.

The ways of one busy, 268.

A little, " going to heaven " on a railway, 403.

Girls. Advice to, 219.
" (lift of listening to God. Extract entitled, " The,

111.

Giving. Remarks on, with simplicity, and not com-
promising with evil, 169.

Gleanings in the early history of Friends, 3. 14. 21.

29. 37.

God is love, 69.

Gold. Amounts of money represented in, 159.

Gospel. The choice made by Divine power in fur-

thering the, 83.

Govern your tongue. Extract entitled, 130.

Government. On the views of Friends respecting,

388. 397.

Grandmother. Love the, 179.

Gravestones. Remarks in the Oospel Messenger on the

inconsistency of, 194.

Great Britain and Ireland. Siatistics of sealing ac-

commodations in places of worship in, 143.

Green James, of Lurgan, Ireland, a minister deceased.

Account of, 230.

Incidents related by, of the conviction of an
evil man, during a silent meeting for worship,
253.

Grellet Stephen. Account of an interview of, with the

Emperor .Alexander of Russia, 82. 94.

Incidents in the ministry of, 116.

Interview of, and W. Allen, with Doukhobors
in Russia, 153.

Letter respeciing a meeting of, with Jews in

London, 235.

Grubb Sarah. Remarks of, in view of a low condiiion

among Friends, 378.

Guacharo butter. On, 378.

Guilford College, N. C. Appeal on behalf of the edu-

cation of girls at, 334.

Hague Conference. Appeal of British editors on be-

half of the, 302.

Remarks on the valuable work of the, 387.

Hampton John and Mary. Some account of, prepared
bv their granddaughter, 171. 181. 189. 195. 205.210.

220. 227. 2,34.

Hamton Ann. Testimony of Horsham Monthly Meet-
ing concerning, 18.

Handwriting. The importance of good, 12.

A plea for distinct, among Friends, 249. 273.

279.

Harmoniously laboring for Truth's honor. On, 10.

Harvard College. Account of commencement exer-
cises at, 401.

Health. The sanitary laws of Moses anticipate mod-
ern rules of, 12.

On the importance of gymnastics to the, of
school children, 78.

The evil eU'ecLs of the pianoupon, 95.

On worry, as the great American disease, 151.

Study in moderation not injurious to, 167.

Health. On the effect of mental moods upon, 202.

Ak-oholic medicines not necessary in reslori

274.

Helping the weak, 306.
[

Ileston Zebulon. Notice of the visit paid by, to ihe

Delaware Indians in 1773, 177.

Hoag Joseph. Notice of the first recording of the

vision of, 5.

Interview of, with a general in regard to war,

109.

Hockett Mahlon. Instructive incident in the life of,

394.

Holland Account of a recent visit in, 101.

Holy living. The simpliciiy and sublimity of, 274.

Holy Scriptures The sanitary laws of Moses, antici-

pate modern rules of hygiene, 12.

On searching the, rightly. 17. 286.

The authorized version of the, a masterpiece of

literature, 18.

The Revised Versicm of the, d' es not weaken a

single important fact or doctrine, 22.

Remarks on a quotation, not in the, 26 196.

A copy of the, containing valuable treasure, 51.

The Revised Version of the, confirms the views

of Friends regarding the ministry, 57.

Notice of an early Concordance of the. 79
Illustration of the high value set on the, by an

Indian, 91.

On ihe distribution of the, among Jews, 107.

Notice of clay tablets contemporary with the

time of Abraham. 111.

On reading the, so that they may be spiritually

profitable, 145. 200. 279.

Remarks on criticizing the historical facts men-
tioned in the, 154. 198. 241. 249.

On the artless simplicity of the style of the New
Tfstameni, 1.50.

Evidence of large sales of copies of the, 167.

The large acquaintance of President Kruger
with the, 215.

The, an anvil which has worn out many ham-
mers. 215.

Researches of the Prince of Granada upon the,

220.

Remarks on the above, 241.

An irreverent criticism of the, is working sad

havoc, 231.
|

The views of Friends in regard to the, and the

so-called "higher critics," 241.

On the neglect of the 253.

not the Word of God, which is Jesus Christ,

260.

On the importance to children, of committing
portions of the, to memory, 284.

Testimony of George Whitehead to the, 329.

The doctrinal use of the, in Friends' schools,

337.

The inseparable relation between the Old and
New Testament of the, 341. i

Extract entitled, The unknown realms of the,

342.

The writers of the, did not need explicitly to

tell by what authority they wrote, 377.

A translation of the, published in the Yiddish
language for Jews, 390.

The desire of Filipinos for the, 415.

Home. Be strong in the attachment to, 95.

Incentive to young men and women to establish

a, 103.

Appeal on behalf of The William Forster,

Friendsville, Tenn., 310.

How to surprise an enemy. Extract entitled, 85. .

Honor. On giving and receiving, from man, 271. |

Holy Spirit. A physical exhilaration sometimes ac-
|

cepied as the work of the, 41.

A humble joy a result of the, 107.

The, leads all who follow it, into unilv of doc-
trine and love, 262. 335.

The, is a teacher to the willing mind. 2S7.

The co-operation of the, in the church to be re-

cognized and realized, 287. 335.

How to keep up the interest of our young people in

our Society. Extract entitled, 44. ,

Comments on the above, 42.
]

Humility. Definition and illustr.ition of, 268.

Hurried and Hurried. On being, 76.

Hurry. Incident entitled An age of, 340.

Husband and wife. The mutual obligations of, 81.

Ice cave in Wyoming. A visit to an, 291.

Ice. On a cheap method <jf oblaininc, 362.
" If I were a girl.'' Extract entitled, 219.

Importance of distinguishing between true and false

conversions. The, 414.



Pm sorry I spoke cross." Anecdote of a little girl,

entitltd, 109.

idia. The testimony of a native of, respecting Christ

and so-called Chii>tians, 271.

Notice of an effort to relieve sufferers from fam-
ine in, 273. 376.

idian. Anecdote of an educated, and Prof. Marsh,

215.

idians. Notice of an account of some deceased, on

the Alleaheuy Reservation, &c., 57.

A temptation to intemperance resisted by Chris-

tian, 119.

Eeligious opinionsof the Leuni Lenape, in their

original state, 123.

Eemarks on hindrances to the civilization of

the, 125.

of Pennsylvania and Friends, 130. 139. 148. 154.

162. 170. 177. 187.

Eemark of, on " foolish water," 133.

On the methods of preparing maize as food by
the, lfj7.

The employment of, for "Wild West" shows,

209.

Illustration by Red Jacket of the means era-

ployed to obtain the lands of the, 267.

Notice of a recent revival among the, of Alaska,

335.

of America. Statistics relating to the, 351.

[dividual. The bringing out of the value of the, a

result of the progros of the gospel, 238.

ifluence. Remarks on our leavening, 86.

The, of one man for good, 299.

Our, upon others constantly exercised, 75.

ifidel. A convened, to bum his library, 39.

Account of the last days of Thomas Paine, 214.

The consistent lile of a Christian is to the, an
unanswerable argument, 372.

Eemarks upon an impious challerge of an, 391.

An, reclaimed, 405.

fidelity. Remarks on the statement of the belief of

R. G. Ingersull, read at his funeral, 33.

The desolation of heart caused by, shown in the

. family of R. G. Ingerr^oll, 47.

j

Remarks on the death of R. G. Ingersoll, 103.

the philosophy of despair, 311.

structive incidents and selections, 394.

Itemperance. The devil's missionary work to fos-

A flask of brandy which went round the world,

43.

The results of prohibition on, 67. 15.5.

Effect of one boy's example in refusing wine, 85.

Strength imparted to Indians by Christianity to

resist, 119.

A saloon-keeper's sign, 127.

Remarks on the effect of " foolish water," 133.

On the destructive effects of alcohol in the U. S.

army, 137.

A prayer of a boy for his intemperate father an-

swered, 155.

The striking results of prohibitory laws in

checking, 1.55.

The evil etlects of, in England upon the work-
ing classes, 260.

The town of Hobson, Ala., a colored settlement
free from. 271.

The danger of promoting, by alcoholic medi-
cines, 274.

On the power of alcohol to remove clothing,

furniture, &c., from the home, 279.

Comments on establishing the saloon in the

Philippines, 279.

Experience of a woman who had married a man
to reform him from, 383.

The blot upon the United Slates for carrying
liquor to the Philippines, 398.

iland. Account of a religious visit paid by Samuel
tapper in, in 1841, &c., 69 77. 84. 92. 11.5. 124. 131.

everence one of the perils of our day, 79.

lated ones. Religious counsel addres-ed to the, 247.

ms cnncerning the Societv, 7. 15. 55. 71. 79. 95. 103.

111. 127. 135. 143. 151.1.59, 167. 175. 183. 191. 215.

i31. 248. 2.55. 263. 271. 279. 303. 335. 351. 359. 367.

J75. 391. 399. 415.

lignificant work. Eemarks on the importance of
ittle things, entitled, 188.

janese. Politeness a national trait of the, 4.

women who dive for a living, 183.

Testimony of a, to Christianity, 226.

The religious views of many, of a spiritual

character, 391.

w. The recent persecution of a converted, in Pitts-

jurg. Pa., 132. 140. 146.

INDEX.
Jews. Notes concerning the, 53.

On the views of, respecting the expiation of

sins, 79.

On the distribution of the Holy Scriptures

among the, by John Wilkinson, of London,
107.

On the progress of Christianity among, 158.

The genealogical records of the, 172.

A Yiddish Bible published for, 396.

Job. Remarks on the exalted character of the Book
of, 70. 191.

John, the nurse in yellow fever in Memphis, 229.

Joy of the Lord to be felt amid humble surroundings.

The, 140.

Judge kindly. Extract entitled, 86.

.Judgment. Eemarks on differences of, 215.

Justitication. The belief of Friends in regard to, 302.

335.

Kelly Howard, M. D. A Testimony of, to the blessed-

ness of the service of Christ, 282.

Comments on the above, 297.

Kindness. Illustrations of, 163, 243.

On not deferring, until the propo-sied recipient is

dead, 164.

The, of two noted men, 214.

Illustration of, entitled Pass it on. 243.

Kite Euth M. Eemarks on tlie death and character
of, 86.

William. Eemarks on the character and use-

fulness of the late, 258.

Kites. Notice of varieties of, 27.

Klondike region. On vegetation in the, 258.

Korea. Girls and boys in, 372.

Lady. Eemarks upon a beautiful, 291.

On the use of the term, 375.

Lake Mohonk Conference. Notice of proceedings of,

on arbitration, 387. 399.

Language. The testimony of Friends in regard to the

plain, to be established in the earth, 253.

Encouragement to Friends, to use the plain, 394.

Latin laniiuage. Eemarks on the official use of, by
Eoman Catholics, 359.

Law written on the heart. On the preciousness of

obedience to the, 20.

Letter of Elizabeth Eogers after her return to unity

with Friends, 60.

of Jesse H. Haines on the lapsed state of the
Society, 127.

to Samuel Fothergill from one who was not a
Friend, 278.

of Samuel Crisp on his convincement of the

principles of Friends, 291.

of J. Bevan Braithwaite, 311.

Letters from the Orient, 11.

of Joseph S. Elkinton relating to his visit among
the Doukhobortsi in Canada, 46. 51. 59. 65.

of Eliza H. Varney respecting her visit to the
Doukhobortsi in Canada, 65.

of William Bellows, 65.

of Edward Browne, 250.

of Catharine vSeely, 261.

of Eiihu Burritt, 297.

of John Letchworth, 301.

of Morris Cope, 346.

of John C. Havemeyer on the need of lay

preaching, 361.

of Caroline E. Stephen on meetings for wor-
ship, 372.

Life of the Spirit. Essay entitled. The, 273.

Life. Spiritual, distinguishes man from the lower
animals, 101.

This, but the beginning of an unending, 183.

The effect of the rush of modern times in short-

ening, 198.

The high function of family, 202.

A Christian, sometimes begins very simply and
quietly, 231.

The secret of a calm and happy, 234.

The simplicity and sublimity of an, 274.

Life—temporal and spiritual. Essay entitled, 229.

Living. The cost of, increased fifteen per cent, within
a year, 198.

eloquently. On, 298.

Life-saving service. Statistics of the operations of, for

1899, 270.

Light. Some fruits of walking in the, 275.

Listening. On the Imbit of good, 287.

Long John D., now Secretary of the Navy Lines by.

Love. Essay entitled, 270.

Made right inside. Extract entitled, 126.

Mail. On carrying the, in pneumatic tubes, 22.

Maine. On the results of the prohibition law in, 67.
Making the best of his situation. Account of a pris-

oner, entitled, 196.

Making the valley of Baca a well. Extract entitled,

370.

Manners of God's family. Extract entitled. The, 141.

Markham Edwin. Notice of the life and poetry of, 19.

Marriages. Samuel W. Jones and Florence S. Moore,
168.

Chester Mott and Joanna Bowles, 200.
Ezra G. Griffin and Mary E. Brown, 216.

John G. Peele and Mary T. Saunder, 2.S8.

Ellas Crew and Matilda E. Crew, 344.
Alfred StHuding and Alice L. Crew, 344.

Nathan Kite and Anna Margaret Price, 416.

Massachusetts. Notice of the MSS. " History of Ply-
mouth Plantation," by Gov. Bradford, 383.

Eemarks on the early settlers of, 402.
Martyrs in Africa. Account of the recent death of, 239.

Mary, a praying servant girl, 375.

Mauna Loa, the Hawaiian volcano. Account of, 62.

Man. The duty of, in this world to believe, adore,
love and obey God, 270.

McKinne Alberta, a blind girl given sight, 143.

Meals. On the habit of making a silent pause before,

.55. 153. 225.

Mediocrity. On the, in wisdom of despising, 181.

Meek and quiet spirit. On a, 399.

Mennonites in America. The, 243.

Mental kodaks. On the training of children, entitled,

356.

Memorial of Narcissa B. Coffin. 5.

Remarks on the above, 25.

of Ann Hamton, 18.

of Charles F. Wakefield, 116.

of William Penn, 226.

of William Wright of Cork, Ireland, 226.
of Joseph Walton, 322.

Mercy. It becomes us to show, 134.

Merit. Essay entitled, 66.

Methodists. Eemarks of a bishop of, on worldliness
in the church, 79.

Equal representation granted to laymen among,
351.

Mice. On singing, 316.

Milhous Eobert. Selections from the letters and mem^
oranda of, [continued from Vol. Ixxii, p. 406] 34.

61. 86. 93. 156. 164. 211. 307. 327.

Minister. Not a hireling, 375.

Ministry. Eemarks of what is needed in the, 18. 332.

36.5. 386.

On a true call to the, 55. 129. 329. 394.

The views of Friends in regard to the, confirmed
by the Eevised Version, 57.

The testimony of Friends against a paid, 81.

The, in the early Christian church allowed only
to those who spoke from the Spirit, 95.

The presence of Christ felt in an assembly, bet-

ter than human, 100.

The severe exactions of a man-worked, 183.

On the recognition of gifts in the, 201. 255.

On a suggested retirement of persons above 60
years old from the, 206.

Those onlv who are cleansed are called rightly

to the, 207.

On the views of Friends in regard to the, 233.

251. 365. 369. 394.

Eemarks of James Emlen on a brief and lively,

263.

A hired man, neither Scriptural nor Christian,

263.

The testimony of Friends against a, exercised

as a matter of course, 265.

On the injury done to the church, by separating

those engaged in the, as a distinct class, 283.

On the power of Divine grace operating on the

mind, without outward, 318.

On the injurious efiects of a wordy, 365.

On the distinction between lecturing on religious

subj . cts and, 369.

Instruciive incidents in connection with the, 394.

Minnesota. Account of a recent visit to, 75.

Misquoted lines. Instances of, 196.

Miracles. On, 269.

Monkeys employed in a gold mine, 13.

Mother. Loyalty to, 15.

An appeal for the, 206.

Tender love and firmness of a, 227.

Mothers-in-law. On unjust criticisms of, 209.

Morality. Influence if mental activity upon, 26.

Moody bwight L. On the death and dedication of, 193.

Eemarks of, on " higher criticism " of the Bible,

198.



More eure wonl of phophecy . Essay entitled, The, 365.

Mormons. Antagonism to, in dillerent parts of the

Uniied Slates, 47. ,,...•
M.urning (larmenL-i. The lestimimy of h riends against

wearing, -jac. „. ^ ..... ^. -, .„
M.ivemenu of ministering triends, .. l.>..).). o/. 1 1 < .'.

y-j. 1U3. 111. r^7. i;i.'). mh. lon. lyi. ais. 203. .<oi.

3.V9.

Muncy Friends' Meeting. Account of, 103.

Music. Kemarks on accepting ihe cxhilamtitn caused

by, for the work of the Holy Spirit, 41. llil.

'iSl. 303. ^. ,

The evil eflecU of the piano from a medical

standpoint, 95.

A lover c.f, turnetl from it by a dream, 2,9.

Objections to, by Hannah More, 400.

My experience in a mad-hou.'.e. Narrative of the per-

secution of a c-nverted Jew, 132. 140. Ht).

" My mother is praying for me/' Extract entitled, lol.

Mysteries. Essay entitled, 278.

N«me. The new, 273.
.

Natural History. Do fishes sleep? 30; The ostrich,

43 ;
Phosphorescent animals, S3; The reindeer, 219

;

The shapes of birds' eggs, 250 ; Singing

The beetle as a grave-digger, 330 ;
The

ying

INDEX.

Patent Notice of the first American, 154.

Patience. On the blessings of. 37. lt>7.

Patriotism. Remarks on spurious, by William Ev-

erett, 409.
. , , . .

Passmore Mary K. Tract by, entitled, Christians,

obey vour Captain," 298.

Patrick', of Ireland, not a salaried preacher, 63.

Peace. The social development of, 23tf.

A iilea in behalf of, addressed to Christian pro-

fes.sors of every name, 371.

Penington Isaac. On searching the Scriptures rightly.

Illustration of, and comments,

The beetle „ __
terminating the giiisy moth, 333; .\ young Hy

sqi.irrel, 3.56; Intellectual ants, 405; Medical

stincts of animals, 40t>.

Nation. The true gl"ry of a, its intellectual and

moral superiority, 221.

The destru. ti n wrought by war on the Chris-

tian character of the, 380.

Nature. Comments on laws governing the forces of,

275.

Negro. Kemarks on the progress of the American,

301.

Nestorians of Persia. Notice of the absorption of, by

the Greek church, 63.

New Jersey. On the forests buried in the swamps of,

30'1-
, , ,

Ne?fspaper. The Montreal Witnexa said to be the only

Christian daily in the world. 111.

Newspapers. Statistics of the valueless contents of

manv, 39.

Kemarks on an effort to improve the moral tone

of, 257.

Not idle in the market place. Notice of a righteous

huckster woman entitled, 327.

Notes from ..thers, 39. 47. 55. 63. 79. 95. 103. 111. 119.

127. 143. 159. 167. 183. 192. 198. 215. 223. 231. 263.

271. 279. 287. 295. 303. 335. 351. 3-59. 375. .391. 399.

Number 135. Kemarks on an honest man entitled, 180.

Oath. An affirmation taken instead of an, 295.

Obedience to religious convictions better than discus-

sion, 60.

to manifested duty more important than knowl-

edge, 273.
" Of faith, fire-winged by martyrdom." Essay en-

tilled, 221.

Oil on troubled waters. The efficacy of, 108.

One bond left. Extract entitled, 84.

One day at a time. On living, 239.

One aim and one love in a poor African, 407.

Only a pin. Kemarks on the effects of a single indul-

gence in an evil habit, entitled, 190.

Only half a point. On the danger attending small

deviations from right, entitled, 413.

Opium curse. Statistics in reference to the, 324.

Oranges. On the growing of seedless, 370.

Ostrich. On the, 43.

Our meek and lowly example. Essay entitled, 188.

Overcome. How to, answered, 69.

Overdoing is undoing, 127.

Paine Thomas. Account of the last days of, 214. 2.'!.S.

Painter. C. F. Felu, a celebrated, without arms, 277.

Pale-tine. Letters describing a recent visit in, 11.

Paraffin fr..m the oil wells of Assam, 110.

Parents. The duty of. to bring them up in the nurture

and admonition of the U)rd, 81.

Parrish John. Notice of the visit by, to the Delaware

Indians in 1773, 177.

Pa.stor. The, as an official person not known in the

New Testament, 10.

Pastoral system. The destructive effects of, upon the

twti monies of Friends, 137, 167. 191. 240. 34.5.

Practical results of the. among various denomi-

nations, 1S5. 206. 233.

The evils of the, stated by Presbyterians, 263.

The influence of, to lessen the ministry of

women, 279.

17

Pernicious literature.

357. , . ,

Penn William. Notice of relics of, preserved in Lon-

don, 60.

Letter of, to the Indians of Pennsylvania, and

commenUs, 130.

Evidences of the ccJncem of, for the religious

welfare of the Indians, 139.

Incidents showing the aflection of Indians for,

A recent description of, 197.

Testimony concerning, from Friends at Keading,

Erg., 226.

Pennsylvania. The social life of Friends in, one hun-

dred years ago, 197. 203.

Pe,scade"ro, California. Account of a recent visit to,

147.

Perfumes from coal tar, &C., 87.

Peter the apostle blessed by Divine revelation to him,

351.
Extract entitled.Peter the Great and the Quakei

278.

Pharisaism a religion without C hristlikeness, 61

Philadelphia. Notice of public improvements first

started in, 170.

A proposed census of homes in, 223

A protest addressed to the mayor of, from the

Social Purity Alliance, 263.

A religious census of, 271.

Philippine islands. The demoralization in the, caused

by Americans, 125.

Phonograph proposed as a help in the study of lan-

guages. The, 360.

Photography. The aid furnished by, in scientific re-

searches, 343.

Pilkington the missionary killed after firing upon

others, 166.

Pity. On the service of manifesting, 414.

Plants that seem to reason, 163.

Plants. The date tree in Arizona. 28; The largest flower

in the world, 253 ; Long-lived seeds, 322 ; Seedless

oranges, 370.
, , , .

Plea in behalf of peace. A, issued by Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of Friends, 371. 375.

Poetry.—CJriginal. Our Consoler, 12; Memories, 37;

Danger, 69 ; Trusting Jesus, 69 ; Feeding, 94 ;
Chris-

tian love, 101 ; In the Sierra Moreno mountains,

147 ; At Pescadero Pebble Beach, 147 ;
The Doukho-

bors' thanksgiving, 148; Vocal winds, 173. 184;

Indian summer thoughts, 180; Guard thy thoughts,

204; When work is done, 213; The test of testi-

mony, 214; The river of peace, 252; When shall

war end ? 262 ; Lines, 267 ; Ode to Fourth and Arch

Street meeting-house, 274; The guests of the heart,

284; A true experience, 285; Sloth spiritual, 310;

My prayer, 381 ; Light vs. darkness, 405.

Poetry.—Selected. Alexander the Cireat, 5 ; The aged

Christian's psalm of rest, 61 ; Alone with my con-

science, 374; Boyhood days at Middleton, Ohio,

53; The books of the Bible, 260 ; Betake thyself to

ptayer, 414 ; A Camden Quaker ni

the mercies, 109 ;
Onscience, 202

4, 2.50; CJod's keeping, 93 ; He careth, 318 ;
If we

only understood, 85 ; In earnest, 156 ;
" I am," 196

;

Kansas' wall of corn, 77 ; Lines, 5.3. 260. 292. .381
;

The little mes-senger of love, 364 ; Lines by John D.

Long. .375; The man with the hoe, 19; The mes-

sage of peace, 44 ; Merit, 66 ;
Mother's room, 406

;

The new year, 206 ; A name in the sand, 244
;

" Nothing to do," 380; The petrel, 30; Put up the

sword, 188; Praying in spirit, 268; The penalty,

270 ; Palestine, 276 ; A prayer 230 years old, 340
;

A prayer, 3.56 ; Psiam Ixxviii, 414 ; The surrender

of conscience, 91 ;
" Sterling Stuff," .301 ; Sometime,

349; The seen and the un.seen. 396; The two

taverns, 19; The test of faith, 78 ; Why shouldn't

I ? 164 ; The water lily, 173 ;
" Worse things than

war I" 236 ; The world's perennial hope, 278.

Politeness at the expense of sincerity. On, 1 10.

Population of the world. The great increase of the

heathen, as compared with the Christian, during the

last century, 287.

Porto Rico. The small amount of money raised

relieve distress in, compared wiih that fo;

war for professedly humane purposes, 125.

Disorderly conduct of American soldiers in

300.

Poverty. An offer made to those in, not accepted,

Poet Christian Frederick. Notice of the useful ser

vices performed by, to Pennsylvania, 162.

Pray without ceasing," explained, 375.

Prayer. The, of a little boy for his father, i

1.5.5.

On unspoken, 3.59.

Remarks on applauding, 415.
. tm.

Power of Divine grace, preached or unpreached. The

318.

Preacher. A, shunning his cross, 223.

Preachers. Notice of a superabundance of salaried

79. 119.

On the failure of modern, to bring to view thi

retributive justice of God, 119.

An effect of theological schools, on, 125.

The, of primitive Christianity compared will

some modem, 1.35.

Queries addres-sed to, respecting the accordancj

of war with the Christian reagion, 166.

Kemarks of The Prerbyleriun on etiective, 186.

The tendency of salaried, to voice the senlimenti

of their employers, 193. 303.

Remarks of Gov. Rollins, of New Hampshire

on the injury done by, io amusing rather that

instructing the people, 209.

Women increa-singly recognized as, 231.

Comments on, .301.

on sensational topics reproved, 386.

Presbyterianism. Reasons assigned for the decline of

in New York, 79.

Presbyterian. Kemarks of a, on the priesthood o

believers, 283.
, r -ir

Presbyterians. Action of, in regard to McGifier

heresy charges, 263.

Remarks on the doctrine of, respecting foreor

dination, 303.

Remarks of, in reference to advances of Method

ist forms of worship among them, 335.

Prisoner. Account of a, making the best of his situa

lion, 196.

Prisoners. On the humanizing effect upon women, o

a baby, 124.

Prince of Wales. On the origin of the title, 339.

Proverbs of savage races. Some pointed, 119.

Providential deliverances, 151. 267.

Providential guidance. Instances of, 22. 146.

Present trial of faith. Essay entitled, The, 10.

Priestlincss. On the pretentions of, 262. 268.

" Prohibiiion does not prohibit."
"^^

statement examined, 165.

" Push the button." Considerations on working tc

gether with Christ, entitled, 3.

The truth of th

Quakri at Lurgan. Extract from. The, 175.

Quiet hour. On, The, 26. 412.

Rabinowitz Joseph, a reformed Jew. Account of, .5i

Railway. A little girl " going to heaven " on a, 403

Railways. On great world, 20.

On suitably rewarding the employees of, 41.

Reading matter. On the demands of fashion in regar

to, 76.

The eflects of bad, in producing crime, 117.

The deadening eflect of fictitious, upon the fee

Pernicious, on religious subjects, 357.

Red Cross report. An unofficial, 274.

Ree<l CJeorge W. Convincement of, through the ii

strumentality of Barclay's Apology, 333. 338.

Reformed Episcopal church. Doctrines condemns

by the, 143.

Regeneration. Man's part in, 231.

Reindeer. On the introduction of, into Alaska, 219.

Religion. The Christian, a religion of authority,

159.

The Christian. The effects of exemplified :

the i.sland of Ephati, 95.

defined, 28.

Remarks on the emptiness of a nominal, 28.

Remarks on ebbs and flows in spiritual expei

ence, 31. 394.

The test of, is its influence upon the heart, 10

by programme. Extract entitled, 119.

of the heart largely superseded by labors of tl

hands, 159.

The, of Christ contrasted with that of opinio

159.



^ligion. The, of Christ contrasted with that of self-

culture, 177.

to be promoted among men only by co-operation

with the Holy Spirit, 217.

On borrowed, o08.

depends on having the spirit of Christ, 359.

The final test of, 364.

Unconcern respecting, illustrated, 365.

Struggles and e.xercises inseparable from a pro-
gress in, 394.

On the importance of distinguishing between
true and false conversions in, 414.

Report of a committee of Western Quarterly Meeting,
appointed to visit its subordinate meetings, 78.

lespect of persons. On, 28.

levelation. Divine, to the apostle Peter blessed, 351.

;everend. The impropriety of the use of the word,
as a title of respect, 1 2.

The title of, declined by the author of "Verbum
^ Dei," 192.

Religious denominations. Observations on, 95.

Repentance defined by a child, 186.

'.ichest man in the county. Incident entitled, The, 66.

:ight word. Illustrations of the value of a, 389.

'.itualism. The effect of, upon vital religion, 375.

,oman Catholics On the doctrine of the apostolic

succession of the, 9.
'

The possibility that, may gain the ascendancy
in the United States, 103.

On confession and absolution among, 167.

Remarks on the claims of, 198.

The alienati n of men from religion in countries

where, predominate, 217.

A priest suspended for opposing wrong practices

among, 263.

A priest among, renounces the doctrines of, 367.

Escape of Archibald Bonner from the Inquisi-
tion, 379.

Eemarl.s of, rn the use of force by the early
'

professing Christian Church, 407.

^me. Saving banks used by children in ancient, 169.

When at, do as Romans do, a very dangerous
teaching, 361.

Inskin John. Self-denial practised by, for the welfare
of others, 279.

iUssia. Account of an interview of Stephen Grellet
with the Emperor Alexander I. of, 82. 94.

The chief ruler of, is em per r, not czar, 159.

Peter the Great of, and Friends, 278.

A c immission appointed in, to consider Siberian
exile, 348.

Incident in the French occupation of, 365.

lints. Essay entitled. 222.

ilvation. Objection to the doctrine of the final and
universal, (fall, 338.

imple of the past. Extracts from the Memoirs of
Catharine Seely, entitled. A, 254, 261.

Letter of Samuel Crisp, after becoming a Friend,
291.

diool. The importance of mastering the elements of
learning at, 18.

The unwise multiplicity of studies, a cause of
overstrain at, 126.

On training boys in, for self-government, 161.

Trouble in a public, over religious ceremonies,
223.

:hools. On right religious training in Friends, 201.
Remarks on the introduction of Froebel's meth-

ods in, 223.

Relations of Friends' Boarding, to their relig-

ious Society, 314.

The doctrinal use of the Holy Scriptures in
Friends', 337.

On training by the literary and the laboratory
method in, 385.

ihoolmaster. The influence for good of a conscien-
tious, 306. 347.

ia. On the phosphorescence of the, 83.

sa-diver. A talk with a, 201.

sasrinable literature. Remarks on spreading the writ-
ings of Friends, entitled, 382.
!Cret Sins. Illustration of the danger of, 188.
iely Catharine, of Darien, Conn. Extracts from Me-
moirs of, 254, 261.

sets. On the meaning and usefulness of, 30, 63.

ilf. God's Revelations of, to be welcomed, 229.
Forgetfulness of in order to please God, 275.

ilf-denial. On the blessings which follow, 87. 263.
irious facts by Herman Haupt, 28.

Servants of the living God." Extract entitled, 197.
meca oil. The usefulness of, 155.

insitive ears. Extract entitled, 116.

ilf-sacrifice necessary to the Christian character, 286.

INDEX.
Sermon is nothing if without the spirit of the gospel.

A, 303.

Sermons. The kind of, that are most needed, 415.

Seeds. On the vitality of certain, 322.

Self control. The necessity of, 380.

Sharpless Edward. Brief mention of the ministry of,

86.

Shawangunk Mountains. Notes on the scenery, etc.,

of the, 62.

Sheldon. Chas. M. Notice of, 399.

Shipwreck. Account of a recent rescue from, 238.

Providential deliverance from, 267.

Shoes of the world. The, 178.

Siberian exile. A commission appointed by the czar

in reference to, 348.

Sight for one born blind. Extract entitled, 143.

Silence about ourselves enjoined, 155.

The meaning and service of, in meetings for

worship, 289. 350. 354.

Sin that doth so easily beset described. The, 242.

Sins. Remarks on certain, compared to " little foxes,"

198.

Sin. Still it is, 268.

Sincerity. The virtue of 389.

Skin-grafting. Observations on, 116.

Slanders. On discouraging, in the family, 213.

Slave. Exclamations of a, on being liberated, 197.

Smithville, N. J. Account of a religii us meeting re-

cently held by Friends at, 133.

Sorrow. The secret of blessing in, is in acquiescence,

307.

Soul. The .spiritual awakening of the, is beyond the
explanations of science, 27.

The, at rest, 295.

Statistics of membership in the Yearly Meeting held
at Fifteenth and Race Streets, Philadelphia 368.

Stephen Caroline E. On starving and feeding in meet-

ings for worship, 372.

Stars as timekeepers. The, 215.

Strength in stillness, 250.

Studies. Divine help sought in our, 165.

Sturge Wilson. On the recent death and character of,

121. 151.

Suffering. On the growth of the Christian character
through, 150. 191.

Suffering for the cause of truth. On, 359.

Summary of Events, 8. 16. 23 .32. 39. 47. 55. 64. 71. 80.

87. 95. 104. 112. 119. 127. 135. 144. 151. 159. 167.

175. 184. 192. 199. 208. 215. 224. 231. 240. 248. 2.55.

264. 271. 279. 287. 296. 303. 311. 320. 327. 335. 343.

351. 360. 368. 375. 383. 392. 399. 407. 416.

Summer school of religious history, at Haverford, Pa.,

303.
" Swear not at all." Incidents entitled, 295.

Taber Louis. Brief notice of, and lines by, 61.

Talk well. How to learn to, 75.

Teacher. Common-sen^-e, knowledge and love should
mark the character of the, 164.

Intellectual training without religious experi-
ence not sufBcient in the, 347.

Temptation. The essence of, is disobedience to God,

Essay entitled, 395.

Historical notes respecting,

Temptation and Trials,

"Thanksgiving" days
192.

Theatre The, to be avoided, 28.

The withering efltect of the, upon noble emo-
tions, 145.

The killing effect upon sympathy, of the, 196.

A protest against the, by the Social Purity Al-
liance, 263.

Reasons for not going to the, 290.

Reasons why Jennny Lind left the, 362.

Then and Now. Address to college students by Prof
H. A. Kelly, entitled, 282.

"They say," On, 159.

Thomson Chas. W. Testimony of, to the weak and
beggarly character of the outward ordinances, 179.

Three days on the Rhine. Essay entitled, 326.

Time. What becomes of our surplus ? 60.

On trustees and embezzlers of, 22.5.

Titles. On unscriptural, given to preachers, etc., 71.

Tobacco. Testimony borne by Friends against raising,

276.

Tolstoy. Count Leo. Notice of the excommunica-
tion of, 399.

Tongue. On bridling the, 393.

Tract Association of Friends. Annual report of, 318.
Friends encouraged to spread the publication of

the, 377.

Tract published by, concerning George W^ithy,

Tract Society. Statistics relating to the American, 351.

Trees. Notice of curious, 7.

Truly called. Essay entitled, 55.

Truth diviner than fiction, 156.

Turn to the right. Essay entitled, 158.

Turpentine. On uses of spirits of, 252.

Twentieth century. A hopeful Christian outlook for
the, 35.

Tyranny of literature." Essay entitled, " The, 76.

Unchangeable and covenant-keeping God." Essay
entitled, " The, 332.

United States. The marking of the northern boundary
of the, with mnnuments, 247.

Universities in the United States. Statistics of, 47.

Unity. Essay entitled, 165.

Unspoken sermons. Extract from, 27.3.

Venning John. Account of, and the imprisoned Finns,

Visit to Minnesota. A, 75.

Voltaire. A testimony of, to the emptiness of his life,

311.

Waldmeier Theophilus. Notice of the asylum founded
by, in Palestine, 375.

Walton Joseph. 'Testimony of Chester Monthly Meet-
ing (N. J ) concerning, 322.

Wakefield Charles F. A minister deceased. Testi-
mony of Lurgan Monthly Meeting, concerning, 116.

" Waiting for my boy." Incident entitled, 106.

War. Incident in the late Spanish, entitled " Thou
callest me, friend," 18.

Results of the international conference at The
Hague respecting, 36. 39. 387.

On the effects of in the Soudan in barbarizing
English soldiers, 39.

Remarks on the non-performance of duty by
the churches in regard to, 55. 398.

On the horrors and butcheries of, 58.

The desire of Alexander I of Russia for arbi-
tration instead of in 1812, 82.

The prodigal expenditures of the United States
encouraged by, 91.

How militarism increases taxes, 91.

The surrender of conscience caused by, 91. 399.
Remarks on the aggression and rapacity urged
upon England in a, in South Africa, 91. 380.

Chri-tianity is radically at variance with, 105.

Interview of Joseph Hoag with a General in
regard to, 109.

Denounced by different nations before the ad-
vent of Christianity, 119.

The humiliating spe^ tacle now presented by
England and America in regard to, 125. 303.

380.

The striking contrast shown in expenditures
for, and for the relief of distress, 125.

The horrible results of the, in the Philippine
islands, 125. 398.

The effects of the canteen in the U. S. army
more destructive than bullets, 137.

Remarks on the approval of, from the pulpit,

153. 193.398.
Speech of General D. B. Henderson, of Iowa,

against, 162.

Statistics of the cost of the U. S. army for one
year, 166.

The duty of Christians to counteract the pre-
vailing tendency towards, 166. 282.380.398.
399.

Fresh illustration that, is not the occupation for

the missionary, 166.

Queries addressed to ministers, etc., in regard
to, 166.

The seat of, is in the human heart, 169.

On one effect of the present, in South Africa, 183.

On inflaming the public mind in favor of, by
the poet-laureate of England, etc., 193.

On bearing a consistent testimony against the,

in the Philippines, 194. 209.

Everywhere an outrage and a shame, 198.

Testimony of a Friend, drafted during the late

civil war, against, 207.

The, in the Philippines attributed largely to the
spirit engendered by boys' brigades, 215.

On the prevention of, in South Africa, 218.

The Louisville O'urier-Journal on the cruelties

of, and comments 223.

An Armenian who died rather than kill, 223.

Remarks on the responsibility of the President
for the Philippine, 233.

Incident entitled The tragic side of 2.38.

The abolition of, by pacific measures, 239. 387.



War. Declarations of C. H. Parkhurat, of New York
City, against, 2(55.

Commentji on a lax for, and other purposes in

the r. s., -jry.

The venlict of history in regard to, 27'.'. 380.

will be ende<l when nations come under the con-

trol of (.'lirist, 2S1.

Commenu on the decadence of proper public

feeling in ngatti to, 2!<2 ;J^0. 398,399.

Remark-t of Klihu Burritt on bearing a testi-

mony ag.iinst, 297.

A tract ngainst, entitled " Christians, obey your
Captain," 2'.iH.

Appe;il of the lx)mbardy Peace Society to the

nienibeni of the liritish pres.i against, 302.

The testimony of the eiirlv Christians against,

3IC..

The dangers resulting from, to the future free-

dom of thought, 320.

On the desolating efl'ect of, uiKtn the church,

329. 380. 399.

Statistics of the cost of, 351.

A plea in behalf of peace, addressed by Friends

to Christian professors of every name, 371.

Notice of riotous persecution of Friends in Eng-
land opposed to, 373.

The destruction caused bv, of Christian char-

acter, 380.

Protest against, by Friends in Great Britain,

398.

On the need of constant, serious and intelligent

opposition to, 398.

Declaration of the I.Ake Mohonk Conference,

1900, in reference to the prevention of, 399.

Remarks of \Vm. Everett, at Harvard against,

403.

A testimony against, in France, 405.
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The so-called "June

" The falling away came in with the struggle

have preaching; and so the preaching lost

I convincing power."

Such was the explanation lately given when

e was asked why his surrounding community

,d ceased to flock to what was once hailed as

e " June Meeting of the Quakers."

Some of the journals of travelling Friends

cord these great meetings, which were gath-

ed, especially that at Dartmouth, from the

rrounding country on the First-day following

e Yearly Meeting held on Rhode Island, as

tended by a thousand or more, and being

ivored with remarkable life and power.

About the time of the modern change in the

ture of the ministry, these meetings began

:wane. Although the neighbors said: "Don't

,5appoint us of having good preaching at the

me Meeting." The very attempt to accommo-

te them drove them away. There was, we

e informed, an anxiety to secure the " star

eachers " who had been conspicuous in the

jarly Meeting week, and this resulted in dis-

urses which in a human aim to draw, served

entually to scatter. The community were

ick to recognize the change of savor,— so

arly approaching that which they were ac

stomed to hear from pulpits, that they had

ly to stay at their home-meetings to get

caching that was on the same level as that

ard in the "June meetings." Therefore they

lid where they could get equal good language,

ual educated talent, equal fervor and elo-

ence, equal Bible expositions— if gospel min-

ify was to be these. They missed in the

idvanced" preaching a peculiar quality, an

ointed power though in unlettered men, the

lin force of convicting and redeeming grace,

for which the new expedients and modes could

supply no gathering substitute.

The same loss of power to draw in the outside

community when an appointed meeting has

been announced, appears now generally in these

same regions, in houses formerly thronged at

short notice. Confidence seems at a much

lower ebb in Friends, though increasingly "able"

as speakers, as having any special message, food,

or power that is not offered elsewhere.

Our one remedy is in a return to the exclu-

sive ministration of the Spirit in all worship

and living.

Friends' Weddings.

Probably in no other thing is the testimony

of our religious Society to the single media-

torship of Christ between God and men made

more distinct before a witnessing assembly,

than in our mode of solemnizing a marriage. A
covenant performed "in the presence of the

Lord " as the one Mediator, " and of this as-

sembly " as legal witnesses to satisfy the law of

the Slate, has an authorized and ample confir-

mation, to which the intervention of other

priesthoods than that of the great High Priest

of our profession can make no addition. They

are indeed an intrusion, and a usurpation of

the prerogative of the true Mediator of every

covenant that is made (as a true marriage must

be) between God and the contracting parties.

" What God hath joined together " is a union

exclusively of his, and not man's, performance.

Man cannot confirm it, in its Divine relation,

but it is man that can " put asunder," when

out of that relation.

Thus the Society of Friends stands almost,

if not quite, alone among all Protestant bodies,

as being consistently Protestant— if Protest-

antism means emancipation from the sacerdotal

system and principle. Others generally recog-

nize and employ in their pastors a priesthood

for ratifying the covenant of marriage, to say

nothing of what is called " Christian burial,"

and " the sacraments." These recognize a

priestly office in the pastor. But our view of

all those ordinances being spiritual allows our

holy Mediator the sole conducting of them.

In all Divine relations its words are: " Let noth-

ing stand between your souls and God but

Christ." This principle seems made very prac-

tical in a Friends' wedding. May it never be

encroached upon or stultified in the least by

aping of those modes which covet a priesthood,

or an elaborate ceremony which hugs close to

its ways.

As an illustration of where a little deviation

—whether in simplicity or in ceremonial will

bring us to, we quote from an Eastern daily

paper as follows, omitting names and matter

irrelevant to the principles involved :

Rather out of the ordinary weddings was that

which was solemnized at the Friends' chapel, on

Wednesday evening. The cozy chapel was filled

with the relatives and friends of the contracting

couple, and the platform was beautifully decorated

for the occa.sion with flowering plants, ferns and

palms. .Just after eight o'clock the strains of the

wedding march filled the chapel. Misses and

playing the music on the organ and violin.

The procession entered in the following order : [the

minister and his wife, the bride, etc.] At the close

of the march, prayer was offered by [the minister].

The bride and groom then arose and after saying a

few words the wedding ring was placed on the

finger of the bride, the sealing kiss was pressed on

her lips. Then the certificate was signed by the

contracting parties."

We do not note the above incident as clearly

an instance of sacerdotalism, so much as of

other tendencies—which will speak for them-

The Funeral March.—We take the oppor-

tunity to express a burden felt on several oc-

casions when we have seen wedding companies,

on coming up the long aisle of our meeting-

houses, adopt a slow, funeral march painful to

behold. The one explanation which we have

heard invariably given by spectators is, that it

is in order to afford time to be seen.

Spectacular effect really wins so little esteem

among beholders, that we wonder it can be in-

dulged as a motive by those who are studious

of a commendable occasion.

Display is one of the dangers and tempta-

tions of our public mode of marriage. For all

that, if we should drop our present public mode,

we should drop a most telling testimony for the

one Mediator of a Divine covenant. We should

dispense with perhaps our most effective op-

portunity of testifying unto the Truth as we

hold it, and before strangers who would never

otherwise have attended our meetings for wor-

ship. If the spirit of ostentation could be

eradicated from the human heart by a private

ceremony, this would be worth considering.

But as we can have no hope that it would, we

cherish the public testimony as a service too

valuable to be set aside.

No man can be provident of his time who is

not prudent in the choice of his company.

—

Jeremy Taylor.
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Consumers' Leagues.

One of the jirinciples that has been strongly

emphasized liy the Society of Friends is that of

the responsibility of the individual for every

act that he encourages.

To re\-ive this principle in our minds, let us

note some illustrations of it: If we buy goods

of an objectionable character, we encourage

the making of goods of that sort. If we buy

at an hour or on a day when the store ought

to be closed, we are responsible for its being

open. If we believe that the first day of the

week should be observed as a day of rest, we
are disregarding our princii)le if we do things

that involve the labor of others on that day.

We may hold ditferent views about all these

questions—as to how goods ought or ought not

to be made or sold, as to what hours or days

stores ought to be open, as to how much work
ought to be done on the First day of the week;

but whatever views we hold, we cannot escape

the fact that we are responsible for the mak-
ing and selling of the goods we buy, for the

hours kept by the stores, for all work that we
demand, all acts that we encourage.

John Woolman furnishes a most beautiful ex-

ample of one who kept his hands clean from
what seemed to him evil. He would not wear

dyed clothing because the dyeing seemed to

him to be associated with physical and moral

evil. He would not drink from a silver vessel,

because he thought it the fruit of oppression.

He had his letters sent privately, because the

post abused its workers. However our opin-

ions may ditt'er as to dyed clothes or silver ves-

sels, we can but acknowledge that we must be

pure as .John Woolman in motive and act in or-

der to reach perfect righteousness.

The number of people who feel a responsi-

bility for the making and selling of goods they

use seems to be appallingly small. I had a

thoughtful friend who argued that she might
as well wear egret plumes, even though the

capture of the egret is cruel. There would,

she said, be no less egrets killed if she didn't

wear their feathers. We hear like arguments
as to using clothing made under oppressive

conditions. Will our action make any differ-

ence? We do not know to a surety. One thing,

however, we do know: Our acts should be free

from any connection with evil. We want goods
that are morally clean, that are free from the

taint of cruelty and oppression.

In our modern complex life it is difficult to

know what is and what is not connected with

oppression. To help educate public sentiment

in the matter, the (.'onsumers' Leagues have
arisen. I should like to quote just here the

words of a successful worker:*
"The great difficulty that has presented it-

self to conscientious individuals who desired

not to take part in the oppression of their fel-

lowmen by buying goods made and sold under
inhuman conditions has always been that of

learning what those conditions were. It was
easy enough for the abolitionists to give up the

use of sugar and cotton, because these were
known to be ' slave-made,' but the conditions

of so-called ' free labor ' are more complicat-

ed, and in order to learn where and how ihe

*See the pamphlet entitled " Consumers' Leagues, by
Mrs. Charles Russell Lowell," published by the Christian

Social Union. 1898. 1 Joy St., Boston. Price, 10 cts.

goods they desire to purchase are made, it is

necessary to have concerted action, and from
this necessity was developed the idea of ' The
Consumers' League.'

"

I'ut the Consumers' Leagues have a larger
puqiose than merely enabling one to keep one's

own conduct clean. They aim to improve the

condition of workers in stores and makers of

garments. The buyer has it in his power not
only to abstain from evil, but positively to helji

the condition of workers.

The first Consumers' League was established

in London in ISUO. The first one in this coun-
try was that of New York, organized in ISDL*
The principles of the New York league are
stated as follows:

"(1) That the interests of the community
demands that all workers should receive, not
the lowest wages, but fair living wages.

"(^) That the responsibility for some of the
worst evils from which wage earners suffer

rests with the consumers, who persist buying
in the cheapest market, regardless of how
cheapness is brought about.

"(3) That it is therefore the duty of con-
sumers to find out under what conditions the
articles which they purchase are produced, and
to insist that these conditions shall be at least

decent, and consistent with a respectable exist-

ence on the part of the workers.
"(4) That this duty is especially incumbent

upon consumers in relation to the products of
women's work, since there is no point beyond
which the wages of women may not be pressed
down, unless artificially maintained at a living

rate by combinations, either of the workers
themselves or of consumers."

The league has kept a list of stores that con-
form to the " Standard of a Fair House." This
is called the "White List." In 1891 there
were but eight stores of New York which they
found they could put on their list. But since

that time, the management of the stores has
so improved that in 1898 there were forty

names on the " White List." The members of
the league have made repeated visits to mer-
chants, endeavoring to induce them to conform
to Fair Standards, and consulting with them in

a friendly way. They have at the same time
endeavored to educate the buyers to a sense of
their responsibilities. The league has directed
its attention especially toward securing com-
pensation of the employees for "over-time;"
and toward providing seats for women em-
ployees. Although there was already in exist-

ence a law demanding seats for women in stores,

they found that the law was in one way or
another evaded by many merchants. They
sought for several years and finally gained the
passage of a Mercantile Inspection Act, which
protects young persons working in shops.

Consumers' Leagues are at work in Thila-
delphia, I'.rooklyn, Chicago and Boston. " The
Consumers' League of Pennsylvania" with
headquarters at Philadelphia,! was organized
in 1897. It has now over a thousand members.
It states " the chief points in the conditions of
a Fair House" to be:

" A ten-hour working day;
Vacation with pay;

Compensation for overtime;
Conformation to present sanitary laws;

* More detailed information may be found in the pam-
phlet on "Consumers' Le.igues" mentioned above.

1 1227 Arch Street. Ellen M. Starr, Secretary.

Seats for female employees and permissi

to use them;
t^nes paid into an employee benefit fun(

There are many stores in Philadelphia and

other cities that do not come up to this star

ard; there are others that are far above

.\nnie .\I. MacLean, a student of the Universi

of Chicago, s])ent during the holiday trade t'

weeks as .saleswoman in two large Chica

stores in which the conditions were known
be below the standard.* In one of the stores

seats were provided ; saleswomen had to sta

all day, excejjt during the intermissions f

lunch and supper. The day during the holid

trade extended from 8 A. M. to 10 r. M., a

the exhaustion of .some of the girls was pitil

and very injurious. She found many other c

moralizing influences that could easily ha

been avoided by a decently humane manaf
ment. Her experience represents J,he lovv

grade Chicago stores; there are others wht
the employees are treated better than the (^c

sumers' League demands.

While the work of the Consumers' Leagu
has been directed in the first place toward c

taining better conditions for workers in ston

they have also investigated the making of g£

ments outside of stores. Here the task is mo
difficult. The New York league has extend

its work in this direction; and the Pennsylvar

league encourages its members to choose g£

ments made in factories and not in sweat sho]

The chief work of Consumers' Leagues is t

education of the shoppers. If merchants fi;

that the shoppers are interested in the moi

character of the stores, they will hasten

bring them up to the standards the buyer d

mands. E. Laetitia Moon.
Chicago, Sixth Month 19th, 1899.

The Useful Banana.—Immense fortun

have been made out of the banana busines

Revenues do not accrue alone from the sale

the fruit, for the leaves are used for packin

the juice being strong in tannin, makes an i

delible ink and shoe-blacking; the wax foui

on the under side of the leaves is a valuah

article of commerce; nianila hemp is ma(

from the stems, and of this hemp are ma(

mats, plaited work, and lace handkerchiefs

the finest texture; moreover, the banana

ground into banana flour. The fruit to be so

for des-sert is ripened by the dry warmth i

fiaring gas-jets in the storage places in whi(

it is kept, and immense care has to be tak(

to prevent softening or over-ripening. Tl

Island of Jamaica yields great crops of th

useful and money-making fruit.

—

Bodmi Tra\

script.
.

The record book of every Christian's life hi

some pages in it which were written at t\

bidding of that severe teacher, Disappointmen

Tears may have blotted and blurred the pa|

at the time, but as we turn over that page no\

and read it in the light of experience, we ca

write beneath it, "Thank Cod for these lossei

they were my everlasting gain. Thank Go

for these bereavements; they have saved m
soul from being bereaved in heaven." All thing

work together for good to them that love Coc

to them who are called according to his pui

.—Ex.

5ee The American Journal of Sociology for Yiti

Month, 1899.
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in the Early History of Friends.

(Contlnueil from page 412, vol. IxxU.)

Leaving State affairs, let us return to George

ix, who, in the year 1649, was much exer-

!ed to declare openly against all sorts of sins.

ling on a First-day of the week, with some of

! friends to Nottingham, to have a meeting

ere, having seen from the top of a hill the

eat steeple house of the town, he felt it re-

ired of him to cry against that idol temple,

d the worshippers therein, etc

le officers came and took him away (from that

jeple house) and put him in a nasty, stinking

Ison. But some time after the head sheriff,

hn Reckless, sent for him to his house, and

len G. F. came in, the sheriff's wife met him

the hall, and taking him by the hand said,

salvation is come to our house "—his speech

the steeple house had amazed many, and not

ly this woman was wrought upon, but also

r husband, children and servants were much
anged by the power of the Lord.

G. F. thus coming to lodge at this sheriff's

iuse, had great meetings there, and some per-

ns of quality in the world came to them, and

ey were reached very eminently by an invisi-

e power. A mighty change was now wrought

Reckless, and as he was walking with G. F.

his chamber said, " I must go into the mar-

it, and preach repentance to the people," and

cordingly he went into several streets preach-

g repentance. G. F. was carried back to

ison. In the meanwhile such a wonderful

iwer broke forth among his friends that many
3re astonished at it, so that even several of

e priests were made tender, and some did

nfess to the power of the Lord. G. F. hav-

g been kept a prisoner a pretty long time,

IS at lengtli set at liberty, and then travelled

before in the work of the Lord.

At Mansfield-Woodhouse he was cruelly beat-

'. and bruised with hands, bibles and sticks:

en haled out, though hardly able to stand,

d put into the stocks, etc. After being set

liberty the rude multitude stoned him out of

e town, and though he was scarce able to go,

pleased the Lord to heal him again, etc.

Out of Nottinghamshire, he went into Lei-

stershire accompanied by several of his

iends. At Barrow they discoursed with some
iptists, and asked them who baptized John

e Baptist and Peter, John and the rest of the

jostles, etc.

At Bagworth they went to a steeple house;

d after the priest had done, they had some
rvice there by speaking to the people. At
ventry he met with some ranters, and re-

oved them for their blasphemous expressions.

Atherstone, going into the chapel, he de-

ired to the priests and the people, that God
is come to teach his people himself, and to

Ing them off from all their man-made teach-

5, etc.

At Market-Bosworth, the people being

irred up by the priest, Nathaniel Stevens.

11 upon G. F. and his friends, and stoned

em out of the town. Nevertheless, this

ought on the minds of some others, so that

ey were made loving. At Twy-Cross was a

eat man who had long lain sick, and given

by the physicians; G. F. was moved to

ay by his bed-side; and the Lord was en-

jated, so that the sick man was restored to

alth.

After this he went into Derbyshire, where

his fellow believers increased in Godly strength;

coming to Chesterfield, they had him before

the Mayor, . . . when it was late in the

night the officers and watchmen led him out of

the town. At Derby, in the year 1650, he

spoke to a congregation of officers of the army,

priests and preachers, and they were pretty

quiet; but there came an officer who took him

by the hand and said, that he and the other

two that were with him, must go before the

magistrates, and they committed him and

another man to the house of correction in

Derby for six months, as blasphemers.

Gervas Bennet, one of the justices of the

peace who signed the mittimus dated 10-30-

1650, when they were sent to the house of cor-

rection, (an Independent) hearing that G. F.

bade him, and those about him tremble at the

word of the Lord! took hold of this weighty

saying with such an airy mind, that from thence

he took occasion to call him and his friends

scornfully, Quakers.

This new denomination spread so among the

people that not only the priests there from

that time, gave no other name to the Profes-

sors of the Light, but sounded it abroad. . . .

They have been called every where by that

English namef which sounding very odd in the

ears of some foreign nations, hath also given

occasion to many silly stories. . . . What
wonder if some being struck with the terrors

of God did tremble? But this being seen by

envious men, they took occasion from thence

to tell that these Professors of the Light per-

formed their worship with shaking, yet they

themselves never asserted that trembling of

the body was an essential part of their relig-

ion, but have occasionally said the contrary

;

though they did not deny themselves to be

such as tremble before God. G. F. wrote

while a prisoner at Derby to the priests at

Derby, to the Magistrates and Justices who
had committed him,' to the Mayor of Derby,

and to those of the Court and a few lines to

the bell-ringers of the steeple-house, called St.

Peters, in Derby. Several of the professors

came to discourse with him, etc. . . . The

keeper of the prison, who was also a high pro-

fessor, was much enraged against G. F. and

spoke wickedly of him. But it pleased the

Lord one day to strike him so, that he was un-

der great anguish of mind, and said to his wife,

"I have seen the day of judgment, and I saw

George there and was afraid of him, because I

had done him so much wrong, and spoken so

much against him." Towards evening the keeper

came up into his chamber and said to him, " I

have been as a lion against you ; but now I come
like a lamb, and like the jailer that came to

Paul and Silas trembling," etc. In this year

Elizabeth Hooten also felt herself moved pub-

licly to preach the way of salvation to others,

being the first woman preacher by what I am
informed, among those that began now gener-

ally to be called by the name of Quakers. Yet

I have found in History of the Troubles in

England, printed in the year 1647, that among
other persuasions at London there were also

women that did preach in large meetings, and

were heard by many with great satisfaction.

1651—G. F's commitment being very near

out and there being many new soldiers raised,

the commissioners would have made him cap-

tain over them, and the soldiers cried, "They
would have none but him." G. F. told them in

the market place, where they proffered him

that preferment, (as they called it.) " That he

could not do so, well knowing from whence all

wars do arise, and that he lived in the virtue

of that life and power that took away the oc-

casion of all wars." . . . And said "If this

be your love and kindness I trample it under

my feet," which so enraged them that they

said, " Take him away, jailer, and put him into

the dungeon amongst the rogues and felons."

Thus G. F. was put into a lousy, stinking place,

amongst thirty felons, where he had no bed,

and was kept almost half a year—at times he

was suffered to walk in the garden. His re-

lations and others came to see him, etc., and

had some interesting interviews.

[He wrote to the magistrates and justices

again, also to his friends, and a lamentation

about Derby.]

At length they turned him out of jail, about

the beginning of the winter, 1651, after he

been imprisoned about a year. Being set

at liberty he went into Leicestershire and

Nottinghamshire, and from thence into Derby-

shire and Yorkshire. In Doncaster and other

places he preached repentance. Afterwards

at Balby Richard Farnsworth and several others

were convinced. Coming near Wakefield James

Naylor came to him, and also acknowledged the

truth of that doctrine he held forth, likewise

William Dewsbury, who was one of those who
had been immediately convinced as G. F. was

himself, and found himself in unity with him.

Of these was also George Fox, the younger.
(To be coutinued.)

Push The Button.—" Have you pushed the

button?" was the query made of a young man
waiting for the elevator to descend.

"No; I don't believe I did," was the reply.

Thereupon he pushed it. Instantly the lever

in the cab on the top floor was reversed and

in a moment the door was opened. We all en-

tered the cab and in a short moment were at

our destination. The fire of meditation burn-

ed, and we mused and said:

1. His thoughtlessness kept several of us

standing in the cold, besides wasting golden

moments. So, too, many of us, because we

are careless and thoughtless, keep others from

the blessings and privileges they might enjoy.

2. We often are kept outside of the King-

dom because we do not do our part. Faith

must be the act of the individual. We must

lay hold and then God meets us in Christ.

3. (Jod is more willing, yea, infinitely, to

answer our touch and descend to lift us up

than man. But we must press the button

—

must be in communication with him.

4. Thus working together with him, we en-

ter through the door, Christ, and are lifted by

his marvellous power above the damp places

and cold winds and smoky atmosphere into his

eternal sunshine.

5. To lift us up the elevator came down.

Our blessed Lord humbled himself and came

down (and what a descent from Glory to the

grave!) that He might lift us up.

6. Reader, be not disappointed that you re-

main on the " ground floor," if you have not

pushed the button. Oh, push the button! and

countless blessings shall come to you and to

others through you.

—

Baptist Union.

Commonly with the increase of wealth the

desire of wealth increases.
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For "Thk Fhiend."

The Dukhobors of the Year 1815.

[The following e.xlract has been forwarded

to us as found in the Iklii/ious lu membra iiccr, a

weekly publication printed in I'hiiadelphia in

1815. it is interesting as showing the belief

of the Dukhobortsi at that time, and instruct-

ive as an illustration that spiritual knowledge
may be communicated to illiterate men. The
admission that this i)eople then served in the

army, shows, as in the case of Friends' gradual

disowning of keeping slaves, that all pointings

of Truth are not appreciated by a people at

once].

Petersburg, Sept. 2Sth, 1S15.

In a short tour from Petersburg, we fell in

with a colony of Cossacks, consisting of about
ninety persons, who are in these quarters for

the word of God, and the testimony of Jesus
Christ. They belong originally to' the Don,
and are of the sect of Duhabertzy*, of whom
you will find some particulars in Pinkerton's

Greek Church. Since they came to Finland,

they have had no books among them, not even
a single copy of the Scriptures. We had a long
conversation with one of them, who could not
read, and yet he answered all our questions in

the language of Scripture. We asked if they
had any priests among them ? He answered,
" Yes, we have a great High Priest, who is holy,

harmless," &c. Have you baptism ? We are
baptized with the Holy Ghost and with fire."

Have you communion ? " We have communion
with the Lord Jesus da ily." Have you churches ?

" I hope you do not think that churches are built

of wood and stone ; wherever two or three are
met together in Christ's name, there He has
promised to be with them ; and there is a Church
of Christ. We have now conversed about God
for more than an hour, and are of one heart
and one soul, we are a church when you will.

With the so-called churches we can have noth-
ing to do, as they admit drunkards, etc., but a
church of Christ is holy, and all its members
must be so too. You will find no such people
among us." What is your opinion of the new
birth (reading to him the passage of John HI),
" We are born the first time when we are born
of our mother, but the second time when our
hearts are changed by the word and spirit of
God, when we are led to hate what we loved, and
love what we hated formerly, when we give
over living in sin ; not that we are perfect in

this world, but we have no pleasure in sin as
before." What do you think is meant by being
born of water and of the Spirit 'I

" P>y water is

not meant baptism, but the word of C,od; for
we are born of the incorruptible seed of the
word which liveth and abideth for ever ; and
as it is the Spirit by whose operation this is

effected, so we are said to be born of the
Spirit ; that which is born of the flesh is flesh

;

so you see we are not Christians or born again
as we come into the world, we do not inherit
it from our parents." But seeing you cannot
read, how came you to know all this ? "

I

wonder you ask such a question. Has not .Jesus

promised to be with his people always, to the
end of the world : and has He not promi.sed to
give them his Spirit to teach them all things?
He has .said, when you are brought before gov-

•Spolt DuhoborUi by Pinkerton in his Appendix to tho
Present State of the Greeli Church in Russia, p. 248, New
York edition.

ernors and kings for my sake, take no thought
how or what you shall speak, for it shall be

given you in the same hour what you shall

speak ; now I believe the promise. I have

often been called to answer for my religion,

and I have always found Jecus true to his

word. And there now, when called to come
before you, I prayed Cod to fulfil this promise

to me, and He has done it. You see 1 speak
freely, and you seem satisfied with me. You
are the first we have ever met with in this

place who understood us. You must be taught

by the same spirit." Can any among you read?

"There are some among us who can read; but

you seem to lay much stress on reading and
being learned; Jesus Christ had no other learn-

ing than his parents taught Him, and the apos-

tles were unlearned men. It is enough if we
are taught of the spirit." We asked him if he

crossed himself before these pictures ? he re-

plied, "That we cannot do ;you know the com-
mandments ;" and here he repeated the first

and second. Are you obedient to the laws?
" As far as they do not interfere wuth our re-

ligion or our faith. We have sworn allegiance

to our Emperor, and we serve in the army."
You are called Duhabertzy " Our gracious Em-
peror has been pleased to call us so, and we
submit. We call ourselves true Christians

;

we are the same as from the beginning." Are
there many on the Don of your way of think-

ing ? "0 yes, many thousands; but they are

afraid to show themselves, or to avow their

opinions." Have you been persecuted? "If
any man will live godly in Christ Jesus he must
suff'er persecution." We then related to him
what was going on in the religious world, and
made him acquainted with the Bible Society.

I wish you had been present while we related

these things to him. He seemed to awaken
as out of a dream ; a heavenly joy beamed from
his countenance, which melted our hearts. At
last he exclaimed, " Now he is near. We have
long been expecting him to come, and long

been convinced it could not be far distant, but

never believed that such preparations were
making for his coming. No person has ever
told us of these things. I will go home to my
church and relate to them all these glorious

thing's. How will my brethren rejoice when
they hear them." We gave him a Russian
Testament, and some of our Society's publica-

tions to carry home with him to his brethren,

as he always called them. It seems they have
all things common or nearly so. Their con-

duct is most exemplary : they have a good
report of all men, even of their enemies.

The following is from Pinkerton's .\ccount

of this people, referred to in the preceding note.

"From among the common peasants, who
are in general not only illiterate, but strongly
attached to the external ceremonies of re-

ligion, there sprung up all at once a sect, in

the middle of the last century, that not only
threw aside all the ceremonies and rites of the
Greek Church, but who also rejected baptism
and the Lord's supper.

".\ sect of this description could not long re-

main unnoticed, or be secure from molestation,
both by their neighbors and by government,
especially as both were unacquainted with
their principles. .Accordingly they suff'ered

from all quarters continued persecution, being
continually exposed to reproach, and not un-
frequently to imprisonment. In their inter-

course with their neighbors, they endured tl

most abusive language, and other insults- ; ai

all were ready to construe every action of the

lives in such a way. as to point them out tl

disturbers of the public peace, and as the ol

scouring of society.
" The higher departments of governme

judged of them according to the repwts of tl

lower departments; and hence many of the

were sent into exile, as if they had been the wor
of criminals. In this manner the persecuti(

of the Duhobortsi continued, with few inte

missions, until the reign of the humane ai

peaceable .\lexander I.

" The Duhobortsi, till of late, had been ve
much scattered in different parts of the empir
seldom could as many of them be found in oi

place as to form a separate xillage. But, e

elusive of those in the southern provinces, th(

are dispersed throughout the government
Caucasus, Donkozaks, and .\rchangel; in La
land, and even in Irkutsk, and Kamtschatka.

" They say also that there are many of the

members in Germany and Turkey : but th

they are more persecuted in Germany thi

even among the Mohammedans."

Japanese Politeness.—The Japanese, fro

the highest officials to the humblest peasant

from the most aged to the boys and girls ai

little children, manifest such a studied polit

ness that they invariably and unconscious

elicit favorable remarks from all who vis

Japan, and the casual observer concludes th

it is innate. The courtly demeanor of th

people is held in very high esteem among
themselves. It has been taught for centuri'

by church and state, until it has become i

natural to them as breathing.

The fundamental tenets of their religi(

teach true politeness as one of the highest vi

tures; and reverence to parents, deference

old age, and courtesy to all strangers are co

sidered as essential characteristics to a su

cessful career in business, and of acceptab

worship before their gods.

The respect paid to parents does not cea
when the children are mature men and wome
but it is considered a privilege as well as a fili

duty to study the wants and wishes of paren

to the last hour of earthly existence. The san

disposition that is manifested by the childn

to their parents is exhibited by the parents

their children. The babies and children a:

not scolded or punished, and the parents wl

would beat a child would be shunned as a mo
ster. The children of the household, likewis

are remarkable for their courtesy to one anothe

It is evident that the family circle fosters tl

germs of the great national trait of ceremoni

politeness, and this excellent virtue should 1

practised from the heart universally, especia

ly by Christian nations, church organization

and family circles.

—

The Watchword.

Lord, my voice by nature is harsh and ui

tunable, and it is vain to lavish my art to betti

it. Can my singing of psalms be pleasing 1

Thy ears, which is unpleasing to my own? Ye
though I can not chant with the nightingale (

chirp with the blackbird, I had rather chatt(

with the swallow, yea, rather croak with tl

raven, than be altogether silent. Hadst The

given me a better voice I would have prais«

Thee with a better voice.

—

Thom,as Fuller.
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AN OLD POEM,

j

" How big was Alexander, pa,

I

That people call him GREAT?

;
Was he like old Goliah tall—

His spear a hundred weight?

" Was he so large that he could stand
Like some tall steeple high;

And, while his feet were on the ground,
His hands could touch the sky?"

"Oh, no, my child; about as large

As I, or uncle James.
'Twas not his stature made him great

;

But greatness of his name."

" His name so great ? I know 'tis long.

But easy quite to spell,

—

And more than half a year ago
I knew it very well."

" I mean, my child, his actions were
So great, he got a name

That everybody speaks with praise,

And tells about his fame."

"Well what great actions did he do?
I want to know it all."

"Why, he it was that conquered Tyre,

And levelled down her wall

;

"And thousands of her people slew

—

And then to Persia went

—

And fire and sword, on every side.

Through many a region sent.

"A hundred conquered cities shone
With midnight burnings red ;

And, strewed o'er many a battle ground,
A thousand soldiers bled."

"Did killing people make him great?
Then why was Abel Young,

Who killed his neighbor training day.

Put into jail, and hung?

" I never heard them call him great."
"Ah ! that was not in war

;

And him that kills a single man.
His neighbors all abhor.

" Well, then, if I should kill one man,
I'd kill a hundred more ;

—

I should be great, and not get hung
Like Abel Young before."

" Not so, my child, 'twill never do ;

The gospel bids be kind."
' "Then they that kill, and they that praise
! The gospel do not mind."

"You know, ray child, the Bible says
That you must always do

To other people, as you wish
To have them do to you."

1
" But, pa, did Alexander wish

That some strong man would come

[

And bum his house, and kill him too

;

And do as he had done ?

" And everybody called him great
For killing people so !

Well, now, what right he had to kill,

I should be glad to know.

" If any one should burn the buildings here.
And kill the folks within.

Would anybody call him great,

For such a wicked thing ?
"

—Angel of Peace.

Che Devil's Missionary Work.— TAe Am-
:an Issue quotes from the note-book of one

was present at a meeting of the Ohio
'lUor League some years ago, these words
ra an officer of the league who, when dis-

mng and citing the conditions of success in

trade, remarked

:

'It will appear from these facts, gentle-
Q, that the success of our business is de-

pendent largely upon the creation of appetite

for drink. Men who drink liquor, like others,

will die, and if there is no new appetite cre-

ated, our counters will be empty, as will our
coffers. Our children will go hungry, or we
must change our business to that of some
other more remunerative.

"The open field for the creation of this ap-

petite is amoncj the hoys. After men are grown
and their habits are formed, they rarely ever
change in this regard. It will be needful,

therefore, that missionary work be done among
the boys and I make the suggestion, gentlemen,
that nickels expended in treats to the boys
now, will return in dollars to your tills after

the appetite has been formed. Above all

things create appetite!"

This is the kind of " missionary work " done
by the 55,807 bartenders and 71,412 saloon-

keepers who act as satan's missionaries in the
dram-shops of this country. Could satan him-
self show greater and more malignant craft?

What are you doing to hinder it?

Memorial of Narcissa B. Coffin.

Nantucket, Mass., 1897.

Believing that the memory of the righteous
is well pleasing with Him with whom we have
to do, we have felt inclined to hold in remem-
brance the bright example of one the Lord has
been pleased to deprive us of, one who was a
living minister, qualified and sustained by the
influence of his holy Spirit, and whose lively

concern and labors of love are still fresh in our
minds.

Narcissa B. Coffin was born in Starksboro,
Vt., the twenty-eighth of Ninth Month, 1817.
She was the daughter of Ezra and Hannah
Battey and resided with her parents till about
the eighteenth year of her age. Although pos-

sessed naturally of an animated and cheerful

disposition, she was of a thoughtful and serious

turn of mind and was exemplary in her con-
duct and conversation, early yielding obedience
to the pointings and requirements of appre-
hended duty.

When about eighteen years of age she ac-
companied her mother, who was a minister in

good standing in the Society of Friends, on a
religious visit to what was called the Black
River Country, visiting numerous meetings in

the eastern part of the State of New York.
Not long after this event, she left her native

State to reside in New Bedford, Mass., where
for a number of years, she taught school.

The remarkable vision of her grandfather,
.Joseph Hoag, so much of which has already
been fulfilled, was taken in writing by her in

early life at his request, saying, as he pointed
his finger at her, "

I want that child to be my
scribe." She had never heard of it until he
unfolded it to her on this occasion. When he
had apparently finished, she read it over to

him and asked him if it was satisfactory. He
made no immediate response, but sat in solid

silence for some time, then said, " Yes, that is

right, and I now feel easy."

On the first of Ninth Month, 1849, she was
married to Alexander G. Coffin of Nantucket,
Mass., where she afterwards resided till the
close of her life.

In the latter part of the year 1858 she be-

came a recorded minister among Friends, and
in the Fifth Month, 1860, by the consent and

approval of her meeting, she paid a religious

visit to the meetings composing New England
Yearly Meeting, which was accomplished to the
peace of her own mind and the encouragement
of the meetings visited. In the Twelfth Month
of the same year she was again liberated to
attend Salem and Dover Quarter of that Yearly
Meeting and to appoint some meetings within
its limits. This visit, although performed in
" ^eat weakness " was also a satisfaction to
those among whom she labored.

Besides her great concern for her brethren
and sisters in the Truth, and the people at
large, she was particularly called by Him whom
her soul loved best to visit the poor outcasts
of society confined in prison houses, and many
a grated cell was unbolted for her to bear to
the lone inmates the glad gospel tidings of
" peace on earth and good will to men," and
hearts which appeared to be hardened in sin

and transgression were often melted into tears
of true contrition by her tender and persuasive
admonitions.

She was possessed of a natural gift of lan-

guage, which, coupled with her love for the
whole human family, rendered it particularly

necessary for her to keep close to her Guide,
and her apprehended departures at times caused
her much suffering, in the midst of which she
was oft heard to say, " Though He slay me, yet
will I trust in Him." But, through faith in her
Lord and Master, she was brought through
deep provings and baptisms and came forth
clear and bright as " gold tried in the fire."

In the Second Month, 1890, she was liber-

ated by her Monthly Meeting to visit in gospel
love some meetings in New England, and to

appoint some among those not members of our
Society, and in the Eighth Month of the same
year she visited, with the approval of her
friends, the meetings and families composing
New York Yearly Meeting, and also visited

those of the General Meeting of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware, etc. [She also had
other service while in these parts]. In the
Fifth Month, 1891, she was left at liberty to

pursue a concern, which had long rested with
her, to visit Friends in Great Britain and Ire-

land, as well as the little companies professing
with Friends in Norway and elsewhere. All

these late concerns were prosecuted under
great physical weakness, but her labors were
signally favored and many were made to re-

joice at her coming, and she returned home
with the sweet reward of peace.

In writing to a friend relative to the pros-

pect of her European journey she says, "I
have felt very quiet and easy since my return
(from the Monthly Meeting), sometimes [ex-

periencing] for hours together an inexpressible

sweetness, with the assurance that the journey
was required of me, and many, many times,

'Fear not ' pressingly added, but have been fa-

vored to leave it to Him whose cause it is, and
I could appeal to Him that it was to please Him
I had given up to it in weakness, fearfulness

and trembling. It seems so nice to just sit in

peaceful communion with the dear Master and
no burden resting on my shoulders. I also

know, if I will not take it, neither peace nor
that communion which is so precious will be
either here or hereafter. So I will bow and
take the cup, whatever its waters prove, in the
full faith that all the clouds He permits to rise

are big with mercy, and nothing will prevent
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them from breaking in l)lessin{ic.s on my head

but my own shortcomings."

At a Monthly Meeting at Nantucket in the

Sixth Month. 1S'J2, she had a striking com-

munication, a part of which was afterwards

transcribed from memory as follows :
"

I feel

that I have a message of I'.ospel love to the

younger members of this meeting. My exer-

cises have been great for them. I have yearned

for them with exceeding great yearning as I

stand with my feet upon the brink of the

grave, that there may be a deepening in the

root of life and a greater growth in grace and

the saving knowledge of our Lord and Saviour

Jesus Christ. Keep back no part of the price

of the land but make a full .surrender to be led

and guided by the Master. Oh, do not have

any longings for the flesh pots of Egypt, its

onions and garlics, nor have any desire to re-

turn, for its idols are there and you will be left

to worship them. The Father loves you with

an exceeding great love, and upon your shoul-

ders will soon rest the burden of society, and

oh that you may be kept under the Father's

wing
!"

At the last Monthly Meeting that she at-

tended, which was held in her room on the

twenty-seventh of Tenth Month, 1892, she was
lively in testimony which seemed to correspond

well with the tenor of her life, and showed her

continued exercise for her friends who were

soon to be left behind. From her communica-

tion on this occasion the following extracts

were taken :

" We must dig deep and lay a sure founda-

tion on the immutable Rock to withstand all

the storms, trials and temptations of the evil

one. This has been an unexpected privilege to

me, but the promise was given me 'as thy

days so shall thy strength be,' and truly it is

so. Oh, what a loving Father we serve if we
would only give up implicitly to Him ? And oh,

sayeth, my soul, ye that are bowed down and

tossed, lift up your heads in hope, for the day

of your redemption draweth nigh, wherein ye

will be enabled to give praise, high praises, to

the Lamb immaculate, who is forever worthy,

worthy, worthy, world without end." Though
her natural strength failed apace, her concern

for the Society did not abate. To one who
visited her at this time she said, " Oh, I have

yearned day and night for this little company.

I want every one of you to be faithful, the

stripping and purifying must go on, but oh, be

faithful, (iivemylove to all our dear friends.

There is an everlasting Arm stretched out for

all those who are willing to lay hold of it. The

fault is with those who will not accept."

In the latter part of the year 1892, the in-

firmity under which she had long been a suf-

ferer, increasing more rapidly upon her, it

became evident that her work was nearly ac-

complished, and it was her privilege to be able

to feel a spirit of resignation to the Divine

will, and to look forward in a full assurance of

entering into the state of blessed immortality

promised to the faithful. Near the time of her

close, not being able to speak above a whisper,

she was heard to say, " A glorious high Sanc-

tuary is our (!od to his poor children, to pro-

tect all that are within it. Re careful, dear

ones, not to get outside of the Sanctuary."

She soon after took her husband and daughter

by the hand and bade them farewell, and in a

short time became unconscious and remained

so until the close, which occurred on First-day

morning, the fourth of Twelfth Month, 1892,

when, we doubt not, her purified spirit was ad-

mitted into one of the many mansions prepared

for the just of all generations, there to join

the angelic hosts around the throne of Him
whom to serve is life eternal. Her funeral oc-

curred on the following Fourth-day, when her

remains were interred in the Friends' burying

ground at Nantucket, Mass.

Read and approved by Nantucket Monthly
Meeting of Men and Women Friends, held at

Lynn, on the twenty-fifth of Third Month, 1897.

WlLLIA.\I T. Olivkk,

Clerk for the day.

John Fisher.

(Couiluded from pase -til, Vol. Ixxll.)

He desired his Love to our ancient Friend

Elizabeth Richardson, and said he hoped to see

her again, meaning in immutability.

To a young man, not of our Society he said,

"
I am glad to see thee, and am obliged for the

trouble thou hast taken, there is something

good about thee ; I believe thou art well in-

clined, but like many others willing to go on

in the old beaten track, but when thou feels

any of the inward breathings of Truth, or its

discoveries, attend thereto, for I know thou

hast a sufliciency of it to begin upon in order

to make a good ending."

To his sister's Husband he said, " I have
loved thee as a Brother, and I know thou art

an honest man, and has something good in

thee, but there is also something of Shame
;

remember if thou does not acknowledge God
before Men, He will not acknowledge thee."

After a while his wife being so full that she

gave a little vent to her grief, he said, " keep
Silence before me, Islands, and let the Peo-

ple renew their strength."

On seeing a religious, inoffensive man, (one

of his Tenants), come into the room, he called

out, "Oh John, I am glad to see thee ; there

is one," said he, " that has minded the day of

small things," and spoke something of the

Lord's Goodness to himself and how well it was
with him, adding that he thought he was an

honest man, and did not doubt but it would be

well with him also.

To a Servant of his, he said he hoped he
would be faithful to his Mistress, and recom-
mended him and all of his Profession, not to

trust to the Priest, or the ringing of a bell to

do the work for them, but to seek for them-
selves ; that whatsoever was to be known of

God was made manifest in man, and blessing

the Lord, said He had not sent Bishop or

Priest to him to touch him or engage his at-

tention, but had come and touched him himself

and done the work for him.

On speaking to a Friend about the want of

regularity in some of his accounts by which he
thought his family would sustain loss, he said

it was no wonder that these accounts should

be neglected when he had neglected his own
great account.

He afterwards uttered many sweet expres-
sions, a few of which, that could be remem-
bered, were as follow :

" It is better to be here tho' in the house of

mourning than in the hou.se of rejoycing."
" Oh Lord, as I have found thee, I will not, I

intend, let thee go."
" Beautiful is his Countenance."

" He hath lift up the light of his count,

ance on me, and it is beautiful indeed."

On hearing the clock strike six he said li

j

had lived twenty-four hours longer than he e.i|

pected, and that it was the most Glorious, happ

day ever he had, and tho' he greatly regrette

putting off the work so long, yet rejoiced r

the Lord's goodness and hoped in that twentj

four hours he was enabled to find acceptance

as well as if he had been in the front of tb

battle ; and exhorted others not to trust t

that, but to begin early, that it is a fine thin

at such a time to have nothing to do but t

die, and that it was the Lord alone that di

the work for him.

He was glad to see so many of his Frien(

and Relations about him, and expressed an ol

ligation for their kindness in attending hi

and that sure they could have no other moti^

for it but Love and that we may be proper

called the Family of Love.

At another time acknowledging the kindnei

of his Friends, he said, " I know it proceei

from Love, for there is a tincture of good
you On expressing his great resignation ai

the quiet frame of his mind, he signified h

satisfaction in being in a good degree preservi

so since the beginning of his sickness, and th

he had not used any angry expressions to tho

about him, nor in word or thought murmun
at the Great Master.

He lamented the pride and vanity of fool

People, in spending so much time and pains

deck their poor bodies, an example of the vil

ness of which he thought was in himself, a

said, "I believe I am thus strengthened f

some good purpose for your sakes, and wi

you may attend to the advice of a dying Frier

and think of me sometimes that there was su

a one ; I am going but a little before you."

To a Friend he said :
" A Friend the oth

night told me there was good yet in store i

me, and I think I know now what it is."

the same Friend he said :
" I remember th

gave me some advice several years ago, whi

was good advice, though I did not then thi

it so, nor did thou speak it to me as th

should have done, yet I have often thought

it since and believe it was of use to me."

To his wife he said, " It is a great mei

that this was not the sickness or death

day or two, for I was not ready, but since

warning think I was not idle one hour."
"

I have been enabled since my sickness

give up Wife, Children and all, and set

value on them, in comparison of what is befi

me."

The Doctor that was sent for having returi

from the Country when he was informed o

(his dependance and expectation being ta)

off from such helps, and even from the des

of life,) he said, " give my love to him, I h

no occasion of him now," but on a Relat

expressing a desire that the Doctor should

him as he was sent for, he consented, and i

likewise prevailed on to consent to the putt

blisters on his legs, which in a short t'

began to be exceedingly troublesome to 1

and as it was observed that as at some per

of his sickness he seemed to place rather I*

much dependence on the Physicians, it was
]|

mitted that by them he was greatly exerci i

as the distress occasioned to him by the 111

ters was very great for two days, and ca- a

a severe conflict, which himself and those aLJ
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•n iiiiich lamented, after the fine, easy state

) iiiiiiil he had before attained. He said he
ij;ht they delayed his passage, and that but
them he would have been in his Master's

jse before ; and often prayed to be enabled
"out to the end and that his Faith may

t fail.

When he observed the light appear on Fifth-

Y morning, he desired to be kept quiet that

f, as he must mind his own business, and not
let many go to see him lest he should be
turbed, or in anything miss the mark.
Being much streightened for breath, he
d, "There is none to apply to at such a
16 but the Great Master ; it would not do to

jly to a Brother or a Sister, they could not

p in such a case." He desired his Friends
pray for him that he may hold out to the
I, and said to a Friend sitting by " pray for

that my Faith fail not." One or two more
nmg in, he said, "Oh, my dear Friend, I

ih you may all grow in Grace." "
I hope

) joyful tidings of salvation are coming to
Is ray hour near come ? Is my work done ?

tiently wait and quietly hope."
'

^ixth-day evening by his own desire there
some blood taken from him, after which

lay more composed, and turning himself,

[d :
" Come, who knows but I may get a little

the Great Master's company now before I

I after a while, said, " never fear, never
, I hope all will be well."

said, the Lord had greatly favored him,
ny times when none knew it but himself,
' he had too much neglected it, that he had
evidence that the kingdom of Heaven was
n to receive him.

That night being very uneasy, he many times
yed to the following purpose :

" Oh thou
st Gracious and merciful God, help me !

ve me not in the hour of tryal, my God !

p me, and be with me and grant me Pa-
ace."

ie had several times exprest a fear of los-

his understanding, which Seventh-day even-
there appeared some symptoms of, so that
seemed to lose nearly all recollection of his

less, yet was wonderfully preserved from
offensive language or other irregularities,

:t morning recollecting himself a little, he
some close questions to a Friend who sat
with him, to know what ailed him, how long
had been sick, &c. Said he believed he

I lost his senses and desired to know when
I how, adding, he hoped he had not said any-

offensive, or if he did he hoped to be for-

,
as he could not help it. At times after-

i_ he complained much of his head, but
1 his voice and senses preserved to the last,

said to a Friend a little before his depart-
"The sting of Death is Sin, and that is

)' the Lord's goodness taken away from

hird-day afternoon the twenty-second of
ond Month, 178.5, he quietly departed with
iomposed countenance, aged thirty-three
rs, and was interred in Friends' Graveyard
25th of the same, attended by a great num-
of People, at which time our Friend Edward
iton had a testimony to the Truth.

What may be to-nn^rruw s cross
I never wish to find

My Father says "Leave that to Me
.\nd keep a quite mind

—Selected.

Curious Trees.

A few miles from Sea Isle City, N. J., on the

; island of Five-Mile Beach, are to be found about
' as curious tree growths as there are in this

country, says the New York Sun. Nature
been lavish here in the formation of curious

trees. The Siamese twins, two monster hoUie.s,

grow up to a height of sixty-five feet. About
fifteen feet from the ground years ago, a branch
nearly a foot in diameter grew out from one of

the trees and in some unknown manner forced

its way through the trunk of the adjoining tree,

thus solidly joining the two trees together.

These trees are of the same thickness and
height, and both are thrifty.

A short distance from the curiously joined

holly trees grows " Crookedness," a cedar tree,

which has assumed a most fantastic shape.

This tree, instead of growing straight up into

the air, has taken a course along the ground,

only a few feet above it. The trunk grows in

this manner fully twenty feet from its base,

then it curves upward until its branches are

reached. There everything becomes a tangled

mass of branches, so crooked and intermingled

that to follow the course of «ny limb is almost

impossible". Within a stone's throw of the

Wildwood Station, on this island, stands the

arch or rainbow tree. It is a wild cherry.

During the many years of its growth its trunk

has assumed the shape of a perfect half circle.

The tree is more than two feet in diameter.

The trunk, after describing an arch, rises as

straight as an arrow to a height of thirty feet.

In 1892 President Harrison visited Wildwood
and was greatly interested in the odd tree

growths. It was upon the arch of the rainbow
tree that he and Baby McKee sat to have their

photographs taken. The antlers is probably

the oddest of all the odd trees growing on the

island. In this instance a large branch of a

red cedar has grown into the form of a deer's

antlers. The resemblance is almost perfect,

even to the length and thickness of the prongs,

of which their are five on each section. Un-
fortunately this odd branch was cut from the

tree of which it was a part by a curiosity hun-

ter. It was secured and is now on exhibition

at Wildwood. There is a number of these curi-

ous tree growths on exhibition there. Included

among them are a couple of holly branches

which take the exact shape of a harp. A num-
ber of small branches grow from the main ones,

taking the form of the harp strings. Philip P.

Baker, of Wildwood, has in his possession holly

and cedar branches which spell the name " Wild-

wood." The letters " w," "
i " and " o " in the

name are particularly well formed. A holly

branch has grown into the shape of an ele-

phant's trunk and the two long tusks of ivory

look natural, as the wood of the holly is a

creamy white. A tree of the magnolia variety

growing up through the hollow trunk of an old

cedar is another freak showing how oddly na-

ture provides for her children. A magnolia
seed undoubtedly was blown beneath the de-

cayed trunk of the cedar tree and in the course

of its growth found its way into the air and
sunlight through an opening left by a decayed
limb about ten feet from the ground. As the

trunk of the imprisoned magnolia expands it

will probably force the cedar to pieces.

Five-Mile Beach is not alone noted for its

curious tree growths. It is a garden spot for

wild flowers. A few years ago the Torrey Bo-

tanical Society of New York City visited and
explored every nook and corner of the island,

and its researches brought to light the fact
that no fewer than sixty-eight species of wild
flowers and several varieties of rare ferns were
growing there. Nearly every wild flower found
from Maine to Florida was included in the list.

AuTnoKiTY IN Religious Teaching.—"The
truth is, and it is one ever to be remembered,
that the Christian religion is a religion of au-
thority. It was not the result of a process of
searching after truth. It did not take its rise

from a study of natural phenomena in the
universe and in the mind of man. In other
words, it is not the product of inductive rea-
soning after the manner of scientific .systems.

But as the only way of salvation for a world
sunk in sin, it was a gift from God. It came
by way of divine and supernatural revelation.

It is something which men could never have
discovered or invented for themselves. This
means that a merciful God, looking forth upon
his helpless creatures, set in order certain

events and revealed in connection with them
their divine significance. The basis of all is

the Incarnation of the Eternal Son, which re-

mains for all coming time an abiding fact,

with all its wondrous power and efficacy. And
by and with this manifestation of himself was
revealed a body of truth, spiritual and ethical, to

mould men's soul's within, and guide and form
their lives. This is the glorious depositum
committed to chosen men at the first, and by
them transmitted to their successors for all

time. It came to men by authority, and it is

handed on by the same authority. There is

no other way. All manner of proofs may be
adduced to confirm the truth of God, proofs
from history and from individual experience,

but all these together would not have enabled
men to discover the truth. They have to do
with events that have happened, teaching that

has been given.
" We conclude, therefore, upon this point,

that the great fundamentals of the Christian

faith must in their very nature be taught upon
authority ; they must be instilled into the mind
of the child as indisputable things. The Scrip-

tures are to be searched, not for their discov-

ery, but to illustrate and confirm them. To
open the New Testament to the child and tell

him that he is to construct his religious faith

for himself, is a manifest absurdity. And it

is safe to say that it is never really done."

—

Living Church.

The yoke is not one thing and the liberty

another, but one and the same.—/. Pening-
ton.

Items Concerning the Society.

Joseph S. Elkinton arrived safely at home on the

l(5th instant after an absence of six weeks, the

greater part of which time wa.s spent among the

Russian exiles in Manitoba and adjacent territory.

The twenty-three hundred Dui<hobors held in

Quarantine at Quebec were liberated about the 28th
ultimo.

He spent two or three days with these and saw
about one thousand of them start for their Western
home ; the remainder were waiting for cars, which
ere then very much in demand on account of a

national holiday. Prince D. .\. Hilkoff sailed on the

first instant from Quebec to join his family in Swit-

zerland.
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SUMMARY OK EVENTS.
r.NlTEIi Statks Prompt approval by the State Depart-

ment of the work of the Peace Conference will be cabled

to the American delegates at The Hague, empowering

them to sign the protocols in the name of the United

States.

The Public Ledger of the 18th inst. says: The staff

correspondents of the American newspapers stationed in

Manila have united in a formal complaint, cabled by way

of Hong Kong, against the press censorship system at

Manila. They declare that the despatches made public in

Washington incorrectly represent the existing conditions

and err in the declaration that " the situation is well in

hand," and in the assumption that the insurrection can be

speedily ended without a greatly increased force. They

especially charge: "Prohibition of hospital reports; sup-

pression of full reports of field operations in the event of

failure: numbers of heat prostrations in the field; sys-

tematic minimization of naval operations, and suppression

of complete reports of the situation." The correspondents,

it is further said, had two interviews on the subject with

General Otis over a month ago, and complained to him

that "the evident purpose of the censorship was not to

keep information from the enemy, but to keep from the

public a knowledge of the real conditions of affairs."

General Otis " finally promised greater liberality, agreeing

to pass all matter that ho might consider not detrimental

to the interests of the United States."

W. Barclay Parsons, the engineer representing the

American railway concessionaires controlling the projected

railroad from Canton to Hankow, China, called upon the

Secretary of State on the 14th inst. and complained that

the Chinese Government, through foreign influence, is

obstructing the concessionaires. The Secretary has ac-

cordingly instructed the American Minister at Pekin to

use his influence in behalf of the American company.

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Vanderlip, just

returned to Washington from a month's trip through the

West, estimates that the amount of gold which will come

out of the Klondike this summer is $18,000,000, a large

proportion of which will go through the Government Assay

Office at Seattle.

George E. Roberts, Director of the Mint, has returned

from an oflicial trip in the West, during which he had

special opportunities to observe conditions and to ascer-

tain the feeling of the people on public questions. He

reports that the most perfect satisfaction prevails with

the present condition of the country. " I have never seen

a more prosperous condition," said G. E. Roberts. "In all

the walks of life there is prosperity and apparent content.

Crops are splendid, and the farmers are in despair because

of their inability to secure hands for the farms. This is

because there is plenty of work in the cities, and labor

has been drawn to the centres. Money is plentiful, and

the far West seems to have all of its share. In fact, there

is so much money that Nebraska banks, for instance, are

competing for commercial paper in Chicago with interest

at a low rate. I do not think this has ever occurred be-

fore. Heretofore the Western banks have never had too

much money and have had to borrow from Chicago and

the East. Money is going from the West to the East, and

this renders the money market in the East easy. There-

fore, American money is going to Europe, where interest

is higher."

The new treaty between the United States and Japan

went into effect on the 17th, according to foreigners in

the Oriental country the same privileges enjoyed by

native residents and imposing the same obligations.

F. B. Loomis, Minister to Venezuela, who arrived in

New York on the 11th on the steamer Philadelphia, says

that the only important public business of interest to

Americans is the treaty establishing an improved postal

service. The money order and parcel post systems are to

be put into immediate ojieration. He has succeeded in

getting this matter into such shape that this treaty was

signed and everything is in readiness to begin.

The trade between the United States and Brazil last

year showed a falling off, the exports to Brazil decreasing

half a million dollars during the year, while the imports

fell off no less than $12,000,000.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has made an

order prohibiting banks from affixing stamps to checks un-

stamped when presented.

President Rice, of the Electric Vehicle Company, says

that orders have been placed for 4200 electric carriages

worth $8,000,000. This is an indication of the rapid

growth in the popularity of these vehicles. A call has

been issued for a meeting in Ninth Month of all persons

interested in automobiles to form a national association

to protect their rights.

The Life Saving Bureau has received the following tele-

gram from Superintendent Hutchings, at Galveston, Texas,

who with a force of life savers has been operating in the

flooded districts: "Have rescued 542 people. Seven to

fifteen feet of water over the cotton and cane plantations.

Some drowned, many narrow escapes. Have surf boat and

borrowed boat and seven men operating now under keepers.

Waters receding."

The Texas Cotton Exchange estimates that the loss of

cotton in the Brasoa River bottoms will reach 200,000

bales, worth $5,000,000. At the same time the rains

which produced the great flood have so benefited upland

cotton that the crop this year will be the best ever har-

vested.

IU>ports were received at Duluth by grain men that vast

clouds of grasshoppers had alighted on the fields in the

vicinity of Rolla, N. D.

The Chicago Tribune of the 17th instant, prints re-

vised figures gathered from correspondents throughout the

country showing a loss of 141 lives resultant from the l:Lst

4th of Seventh Month celebration. Lockjaw caused the

death of 83 out of the 141.

There were 482 deaths in this city last week, which is

47 more than the previous week and 1 1 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 154

were under one year of age ; 249 were males and 233 fe-

males : 66 died of cholera infantum ; 59 of consumption
;

35 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 34 of

heart diseases ; 23 of old age ; 21 of marasmus ; 19 from

casualties ; 17 of diphtheria ; 17 of pneumonia ; 14 of

nephritis ; 14 of inanition ; 12 of inflammation of the

brain ; 12 of convulsions ; 11 of cancer ; 10 of apoplexy ;

10 of uraemia, and 9 of typhoid fever.

Markett, &C.—V. S. 2'8, 101 a 102 ; 4's, reg., 112 a

112J ; coupon, 112J a 113 ; new 4's, 130 a 130J : b's, 112i
a 113-; 3's reg., 108^ 108i : coupon, 109 a 109J.

Cotton was quiet, but steady, on a basis of 6f"„c. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.25 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.75 : city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.55. Rye Flour.—$3.00 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 74i a 74Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6c.; good, 5i a 5ic.; medium,

oj a 5ic., common, 5J a Sfc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5ic.; good, 4i a 4|c.;

medium, 4 a 4ic.; common, 2J a 3ic.; lambs, 4J a 7ic.

Hogs.—6 a Gic, and all offerings were sold.

Foreign.—The American Line steamer Paris was floated

by the salvagers on the 11th instant, and anchored near

the rocks upon which she had rested since she ran ashore

on Fifth Mo. 21. She was towed into Falmouth harbor on

the 12th instant.

Three months' court mourning for the death of the Czare-

witch. Grand Duke George of Russia, brother of the Czar,

who died on the 10th inst., of consumption at Abbas Tuman,

in the Caucasus, has been ordered. The Czar announces

that his throne devolves upon his brother, the Grand Duke

Michael, if himself'should die without leaving a son.

The largest mass of pure rock salt in the world lies

under the province of Galicia, Hungary. It is known to

be 550 miles long, 20 broad and 250 feet in thickness.

Over a quarter of a million of people have already per-

ished in consequence of the famine in Russia.

The recent outbreak of the plague is the first reported

in Egypt in fifty-five years.

Although pearls cannot yet be made in the laboratory,

they can be slowly built up by natural process ait the bot-

tom of an aquarium. Signor Comba, who has been ex-

perimenting for several years in the artificial production

of this much prized stone, is laying down a large quantity

of pearl oysters on the shores of the Mediterranean, with

a view to extended operations. The objection has been

raised that the mother-of-pearl .shell will not " live " in a

temperature of less than 68 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit, and

that the normal temperature of the Mediterranean is too

low to give any hope of the success of the enterprise.

The same experiment has been carried on in Queensland

and Western Australia with great success, but those coun-

tries are at a prohibitive distance from the chief markets

for mother-of-pearl, which are London, Hamburg and

Trieste, the expense of conveying the pearls thither being

too great.

The disproportion of the sexes is still very great in Aus-

tralia. In West Australia, c. g., there were only 54,000

women in a population of 168,000.

The customs receipts at Havana for Sixth Month were

$1,012,899. The total receipts for the six months of 1899
are $5,146,830.

The favorable reception given to the Mexican Govern-
ment bonds in the United States has created an excellent

impression in financial and business circles at the city of

Mexico, and is regarded as indicating that hereafter Mexi-

can enterprises will look more to the neighboring Repub-
lic than to Europe for financial

In Manitoba there are 2,500,000 acres under crops,

hich l,tMX),000 is wheat. |

9 been ri(
il.73. 1,

liavid J. Brown, CJtn. ; Kniilie F. Mctzler, I'hili

Thomas Diinn, I^., to No. 14, vol. 74 ; Margaret B«

ington, Va., Ann Klfretli, Phila. and Samuel Itenii]

ton, la. ; \Vm. Biddle, .Jr., I'a.; Mary S. Walton, Ft

.lames (J. Biddle, Phila. ; Tacy M. Bines, I'hila. ; .Id

W. Biddle, I'a., $4, two copies ; Josinh A. Robert.s, P
Joseph Koberls, Pa. ; Mary Ann Osborne and for I

nnind Osborne, Ind. : George Jones, Phila. and :

Charles C Haines, N. J. ; Alary Kandolph, Pliil

Pardon Tucker, K. I.; Hugh Foulke, Phila. and !

Susan Y. Foulke, Pa.: Henry Haines Phila, 16
himself, Newbold R. Hainee, and Hattie L. Deao
Ky. ; Hannah H. Ivins, N. J. ; Susan I). Ivins, N.
Lewis Tofi, N. J. ; Mary Ann Haines, N. J.; Huwi
A. Mickle, N. J. ; K. H. Richie, N. J.; Charle.s D
nell, N. J.; Anna P. Sliarpless, M. D., Phils.; Hei

B. Leeds, Agent, N. J., .S4, for Dt Joseph Stokes,

and R. Matlaik, Uriah Borton, Mary Anna Matia

Henrietta Haines. Etlwin H. Bell, Ebenezer Kobe
Joseph H. Matla.k, .'^ulli.- A. Kaiglin, Howard
Bell, Anna \V. llnoinn, Williiuii K. Darnell, Willi

Matlaik, Dr. N. Newlin Smkes and ror(;ideon C
lant, ()., Allen Maxwell, Iiul., and Klizabeth Wigg
for Mary J. White, N. C. ; Rebecca A. Cox, N. J.

;

Eleanor Magill, Phila. ; Eliza J. Barton, Phila. ;
,•

P. Dewees, Fkfd ; Joshua Jefleris, Pa. ; J. Kl

Hancock, N. J. and for Robert Taylor ; Joshua T. 1

linger, N. J., James M. Moon, Gtn. ; Mary Ann Jo

$4, for Margaret Outland, N. C. and Isaac Morj
Fla. ; Thomas D. Hoopes, Pa. ; Sophia R. Pusey, 1

Thomas H. Whitson, Pa.; Addi.son Hutton, Gl

Lvdia Ann Hendrickson, N. J. ; Anne E. Howell, C

and for Aubrey Howell ; Richard T. Osborn, N. Y.

for Edmund L. Post; William B. Moore, Pa. and

Rachel Eavenson ; Ruth Anna Sharpless, Pa. ;
1

nah .Mickle. X. J. ; Joseph L. Bailey, Pa., $10 fcr I

self, Sarah Bailey, Joseph Bailey, Franklin G. ."^"

It and Susan W. Warrington ; Mary E. Cadwula
I'hila. ; William Scattergood and for Charles C. S
tergood, Pa. ; Richard S. Griffith. Agent, Pa., $56

Gilbert Cope, Debbie E. Cope and for David O
Mary Ann C. Scattergood and for Abiah Cope, He'

J. Connor, Albert L. Entrikin, T. Clarkson Eldri

Tniman Forsythe, Benjamin Hayes, Edward H. i

Ralston R. Hoopes, Philena Hoope.', E. Malin Hoo
Ruthanna Hoopes, Joseph Passmore, Rebecca G. t

more, Mercy A. Roberts and for Elizabeth L. Rob
Deborah C. Sme^Uey, D. J. Scott and for Mary S

Kay, William P. Townsend and for Thomas Th
Mary Ann Taylor, Phcbe J. Walter, Hannah F. W
and Philena S. Y'arnall.

i^'RaiiiH'mees received after Third-day noon wil

appear in the Hecelpls until the following week.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetin

the Committee on Admissions will be held at Fourth

Arch Streets, on Seventh-day, the 22nd instant, at 10 ,

John W. Biddle, Clei

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes the position of te;

n a private family or school. Experience in pri

vork. Address, Box 54, Toughkenamon, Pa.

Died, at the home of Jarvis Harvey, also of

Minerva Harvey and his sister, Melissa Johnson, dau)

of Barclay and Sarah Johnson, on the Twelfth of

Month, 1899, aged Seventy-five years, a member of PU
Plain Monthly Meeting, Iowa. Her sickness of

month's duration was such that caused the most ii

suffering, which was borne in humble Christian pati

She was a diligent reader and wTiter of ancient Fr

writings, often quoting sentences from them in hei

sickness. Her mental faculties remained bright and

to the last. Her life for the most part was one of

affliction and truly she came up through great tribu

and we believe through mercy her robes were washe

made white in the blood of the Lamb, and that

forever at rest.

, on Sixth Month 21st, 1899, at her residen

Germantown, Abagail Ann H. Roberts, widow of S

H. Roberts, in her 80th year. She was a

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia,

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS;
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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houghts in the Neighborhood of an Ancient

Monthly Meeting.

Sojourning on his native eastern shore, where

fiends began to form a meeting in the year

385, the present writer was drawn to look

ick into the first half-century of the Society

ithin these parts.

Christ crucified, as "the wisdom of God and

le power of God " was believed to be the

iving Foundation on which those Friends were

)ncerned that the church in this place should

i founded.

In their first half century in eastern Massa-

lusetts, as in England and elsewhere, there

as much to make us now hazard the thought

lat the Society lived as much as in all its two

jnturies since.

What baptisms of fire and the Holy Spirit it

id known! Through what stress of persecu-

ons it had lived, what martyrdoms, what times

lat tried men's souls! What labors and perils,

hat conquests it had witnessed, what enlarge-

ent in these colonies, what strong vitality in

hrist, what unity in fundamental principles!

Here in eastern Massachusetts the Friends

id borne the brunt of the battle for religious

)leration in our country. The blood of the

)ur martyrs on Boston common had sealed

le victory for religious liberty in America,

riends were yet strong in the distinctive

Tiths of their mission on earth, and their

rinciples were strong in them. They gathered

lemselves into neighborhoods for their fellow-

lip in those principles, and to uphold before

16 world the standard of the living and speak-

ig Christ as the Word of God, the one Media-

)r between God and men, who " abideth a high

riest continually." Him would they know di-

3ctly, as being sheep of his that could hear

is voice. " Let nothing stand between your

souls and God but Christ " was the clear and

distinctive charge left in the words of George
Fox, upon them to keep. Away with all me-
diators, go-betweens, or middle-men but Christ,

the true Bishop of souls. Any substitute for

Him was a usurper, any intermediary but Him
a false Christ, any other intervener, an inter-

cepter—eclipsing the Truth, eclipsing his di-

rect Light. The whole system of sacerdotal-

ism, whether open in Episcopacy, or covert in

Presbyter as " priest writ large " or in pastor,

writ smaller, being thus clearly swept off from

their consciences by the discovery of Christ

as the Word and the Mediator— the whole

priestly system could not sweep away the So-

ciety, though it had tried long and hard to

do it—and may yet try again, both within and

without—we may say is trying it within, as if

preparatory to an easier victory eventually

from without.

It is inevitable that a church built upon the

rock of direct experience, or experimental

revelation in the Spirit of Truth, should radi-

cally difl'er from any that are based or depend-

ent on instrumentalities, or on products of in-

spiration rather than on inspiration itself—any

whose right of way is conditioned on history

rather than immediate grace; on delegates as

from Peter on to other delegates down through

the centuries sifting through delegate after

delegate, successor after successor, till one

would think the original virtue through Peter,

even if it could be historically delegated, must

e'er now have become diluted past recognition.

How stoutly and often we affirm that parents

however holy cannot give grace to their chil-

dren: how then can men however holy, impart

grace or spiritual validity to other people's

children. But "the bread of (Jod is He that

cometh down from heaven and giveth life unto

the world." It travels not, as human influence,

persuasion, instruction, or personal magnetism

may travel from man to man as conductors or

mediums, but Divine grace descends upon men

from above, that they may be individually fed

from above, and receiving obediently that life

from above may be born from above, taught

from above, illuminated, strengthened, author-

ized from above for every required word and

work ; and that words given by in.spiration may

be understood by inspiration given.

It is inevitable that this principle of inime-

diateness and perceptibleness in the manifesta-

tions of the Spirit of Truth, should build up an

harmonious coherency of truths and practice

peculiar to itself. So that a thoughtful man

to whom the doctrine has been new, could

scarcely under the witness for Truth embrace

one of the doctrines germane to that root and

follow out its spirit without sooner or later

finding his convincement in accord with its

whole outgrowth and system.

A Cappadocian Greek just after his gradua-

tion from the theological seminary at Hartford

came down to Philadelphia and sought some of

us out to say, that a few weeks before, in a

second-hand book store, he had- opened at the

chapter on Baptism in Barclay's Apology. On
reading a little he felt compelled to buy the

book, and after pondering the chapter was con-

vinced of the spiritual nature of the baptism

intended by Christ for his owti dispensation.

But the chapter on the Supper with outward

elements had no such force with him for a time.

At length that which cleared his sight for the

spiritual baptism did the same for the com-

munion of the Spirit. And then all the doc-

trines set forth by Barclay were opened to him

one by one as necessary to stand or fall as con-

sistent complements one of another. And so

said he: "I have embraced them all." Friends

became interested in him, and aided him in his

concern to translate the whole of Barclay's

Apology into the Turkish language,^which he

accomplished. This translation, which has been

lying in wait for some right use, has been sug-

gested as possibly available for the Dukhobors

who understand that language and the basis of

the doctrine. But the whole incident brought

out from a college president the remark, that

such is the coherency of all the Friends' doc-

trine in the one uniting principle, that it seems

as if the embracing of one of them in living

sincerity necessitates adopting the whole.

The truth of Christ the living Word being

the same for every link of the chain of doc-

trme, is good for them all and we can trust it

for them all. Apparently the first formal writ-

ten declaration of the faith of Friends ever

published, was issued in 16.57 from Boston jail

by three ministers, Christopher Holder, .John

Copeland, and Richard Doudney, of whom the

two former were the instruments of gathering

in the same year that which appears to be the

first organized Friends' meeting in America

—

that in Sandwich, Massachusetts. The con-

cluding portion of their creed or declaration

has these words: "So that before all men we

do declare that we do believe in God the Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit; according as they are

declared of in the Scriptures; and the Scrip-

tures we own to be a true declaration of the
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Father, Son and Spirit. . . . Turn to the

Spirit that showeth you the secret of your

hearts, and the deeds that are not good. There-

fore while ye have lifjht, believe in the light,

that you may be the children of the light; for, as

you love and obey it, it will lead you to repent-

ance, bring you to know Him in whom is re-

mission of sins, in whom (Jod is well pleased;

who will give you an entrance into the kingdom

of (iod, an inheritance amongst them that are

sanctified."

There is no separation here of the light of

Christ from evangelical doctrine. It leads into

it when followed thoroughly, and sometimes in

mercy alarms the sinner who has hated the

light to say "a Saviour or I die." It leads to

Him who tasted death, the wages of sin, for

every man: Who gave his flesh for the life of

the world, that the life thus to be had more

abundantly, might be more abundantly the light

of men—leading them to be reconciled by his

death and much more saved by his life.

We cannot go back to the days of George

Fox, or the pioneers of this meeting. But we

cannot resume the Quakerism of the sons of

the morning without going forward. By going

forward is not necessarily "keeping up with

the times," but with the daily openings of

Christ's Spirit. The times (so-called) may be,

in human practice and maxims, very wTong.

We are saddened that they seem largely so

now. But to go forward is to keep up with

the Spirit—to " make all things according to

the pattern shown thee in the mount " of in-

dividual revelation of truth and duty. If Quak-

erism were to keep up even with the times, there

would be no special reason for its existence.

Its peculiar progress has consisted and consists

in being in advance of the times, where the

Spirit of truth is Leader, saying " Where I am,

there shall my servant be " And as it is up to date

with Him rather than with the world, its sim-

ple following of the witness of the Spirit must

make it a leader in pure righteousness, whether

it dreams of its leadership or not,—more truly

so if unconscious of its leadership. Its life has

been prophetic, beholding and upholding ideals

in church and state and society yet to be real-

ized. Some of these the laggard times have

come up to. Some, like that of Peace on earth,

they seem at length willing to approach and

consider. But if only an employee of its pres-

ent day and generation, its ministry must be

hireling ; yet as a prophet of the Spirit the

Society would hold forth the word of Truth for

ideals of righteousness to which a crooked

and perverse generation hates to aspire.

Are we who remain, going in the newness of

the Spirit rather than in the spirit of newness to

be witnesses of Christ and so for Christ in the

twentieth century? The future will answer. We
will not say ;

" (io back to Him who can speak

to thy condition," but rather, "Co forward

and inward to the same—Christ Jesus, the

same yesterday, to-day and forever."

If George Fox had gone back from his revela-

tion of the spiritual Christ, he would have gone

back under a man-made and man-paid ministry

of the pastorate system. Shall a step back-

ward for him, be a forward step for us ? If

George Fox had wanted to go back one year

from his spiritual experience of Christ as the

Word of God, or our pioneers fifty years back

from their testimony for Christ as the practical

Head over all things to his Church, they might

have had opportunity to have returned to the

speakings and the singings and the performings

for worship that waited on the ordering of a

human leader. Where are we, if so recreant a

retreat for them, would be a glorious advance

for us ? Nay rather, shall we not seek

to say :
" For me to live is Christ. For

me to pray is Christ. For me to preach is

Christ. For me to praise is Christ :—Christ

once offered for the sins of many, the hope of

redemption ; Christ in us the hope of glory ;

Christ the head over all things to his members ;

Christ our communion and passover slain for

us ; Christ the Baptist of his new dispensa-

tion.^he Baptizer of all baptizers into the

Divine name wherever they go or are ; Christ

who hath all power in heaven and on earth,

hath power to forgive sins, power to conduct a

meeting."

If the churches of the land should yet have

such confidence in Him as to open out their

meetings to the free ministration of his Spirit

should we not hail it as a spiritual advance for

them ? Small encouragement they have in us,

if our meetings retreat towards them. Small

encouragement also on the other hand, if our

silence or our unstated ministry, for lack of

being held in the power of (iod does not de-

monstrate to them any superiority of the Spirit

and of power in our mode of worship. It is

not the fault of the Power, or of the mode

opened for its freedom.

There are signs in the times encouraging us

to apprehend that the twentieth century even

now begins to crave to be an enlargement

of the seventeenth, and open to a new revela-

tion of its unchanging gospel. May we be

faithful to hand on its legacy so well com-

pressed in these words ; "We commend you to

God and to the Word of his grace, which is

able to build us up." The same Word and grace

is able also to give us an inheritance among all

them that are sanctified.

Harmoniously Laboring for Truth's Honor.

As members " one of another," and of the

same spiritual body and household of faith, we
are equally dependent upon the one eternal

Spirit for ability to edify one another in love.

All the members being subject to that " law
of an endless life " which governs the whole
commonwealth of the true Israel of God, they
can labor harmoniously for Truth's honor.

By such exercise a growth in their several

gifts is experienced, and the preciousness of

increase in the knowledge and power of Divine

life inspires the struggling soul to press on ii

the conflict with every disabling condition.

An establishment as well as enlargemen

follows faithfulness to apprehended duty.

The peri)lexities of youth are removed o

replaced by the greater problems of an ad

vanced stage of experience, the needed strengt'.

and wisdom being added.

The weakness of our nature may often caus

the heart to fail; yet, in the midst of ever

discouragement, there is the immutable four

dation of belief in the love and power of ou

Heavenly Father, confirmed by the seal of ou

own consciousness of Him as knowing and owr

ing all who really trust Him.

With this assurance and hope in his mere

the weakest member may receive an increa

of strength by virtue of that vitality whic

the whole body possesses and " each joint suj

plieth."

Hereby also we have "fellowship one wit

another," and bear one another's burdens— thi

fulfilling the law of Christ.

How can we be otherwise " built up together

in a soul-satisfying sense, without coming inl

this hallowed relationship—which unites all t\

members in a holy covenant of peace? E.

The Present Trial of Faith.

The race in its wantonness has been

temporarily to defy the absolute Love.

One must either say this, or confess th:

history as it stands, in all its blood and tear

is the expression of the Divine mind.

The faith that [trusts God though he see

to permit] a temporary limit upon his ov

power, seems to me infinitely better than tl

belief that would destroy his moral integrit

We can bear the mystery of iniquity if its oi

gin is not in the Divine will ; we can wait

hope and work in joy if we can believe that tl

whole movement of God in Christ is to swei

his universe clean of everything but righteou

ness. This is the faith that is to take hold

men in the future. It has a power of appe

that no noble nature can resist. It offers

cause that is all Divine. It presents an

to be won by the joint action of (Jod and ma
wholly and infinitely good, and the moral n

ture of man needs the appeal of just such

faith. Geo. A. Gordon

A One-Wheeled Wagon. — Another fa

worth remembering is that however it may
in "our churches," in God's churches as 6

scribed in the New Testament no such offic

as " the pastor " was known. There were " p;

tors and teachers " in the primitive church, w
were the elders in the church, whom the He

Spirit had made overseers or bishops to she

herd the flock of God (Acts xx: 17. 28); a

there were men who were sent forth by t

Holy ( Jhost to preach the gospel of Christ, w
had a right to live of the gospel (Acts xiii:

I Cor. ix: 14); but a hired settled pastor, to

all the work, was as foreign to the chur

which ('hrist founded as a shingle-nail woi

be driven into the works of a well regulat m
watch. Is it strange that a wagon with o

wheel does not run smoothly?

"And remember, salvation is from sin, or

will never be from wrath: so said the ang

Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for He sh '

save his people from their sins."

—

Wm. Pei'^'
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Letters from the Orient.

(Continued from page :WS, Vol. Ixxli).

[Correction.— In the first portion of these

tters, on page 381, Vol. Ixxii the last letter

lould have been ascribed to Esther W. Straw-

ridge, instead of " Edward," as printed].

Tiberias, on the Shore of Galilee,

700 feet below sea-level,

Fourth Month 16th, 1899.

Our last letter went from Damascus, and

ow we are encamped on the shores of this

(vely lake, about half a mile from the town

f Tiberias. Behind us rise the hills of Galilee,

hile in front are the beautiful mountains of

Head. Snowy Hermon towers up to the north-

ist, reminding us of our scramble over his

)cky sides a few days ago.

Our march from Damascus began on the

Ith. We mounted our horses about 7.45, and

on left the city far behind. It is an inter-

ting place, but we were glad to leave it, for

is so filthy, and the dogs were abominable to

16 last degree. I am sure I would never want

lother dog if I staid long in Damascus.

It was a lovely day for the start, and we rode

»r four hours through a beautiful valley with

ermon before us. About noon our lunch tent

as put up by the side of a tiny stream, and a

est refreshing repast was spread out before

After a rest we continued our march, and

>de to Kafar Howah, where our tents were

b 1 ready for us, as our baggage passed us

)i
hile we were resting after lunch.

There is a small village at Kafar Howah, but

Je were camped in a charming garden sur-

)) randed by apricot, walnut, pear, and poplar

. A branch of the Pharpar flows near.

it n our march we forded the Pharpar several

01 mes, and also drank of its cool water. Our ride

as very pleasant, but after being nearly seven

tl
)urs in the saddle we were tired. Of course

walk the horses mostly and take only an

01 icasional gallop for variety. Before we reached

i| afar Howah the hills of Bashan came into

,pe ew on the south. At one place we saw some

fl iautiful gazelles feeding on the hillside. Chalil

ai it spurs to his horse and galloped madly after

m lem, hoping to drive them near that we might

n:ie them to satisfaction. We saw their little

til
bite tails as they fled before him, but they did

>;, )t come very close to us ; for the fields were
1 stony Chalil could not go quite at full speed,

I*iOugh he rode very furiously, and looked like

1)1 brigand with a dagger at his side. His cos-

! i ime adds much to his picturesque appearance.

iici Not far from our camping-place is the tra-

pUional tomb of Nimrod, and the Mohamme-
Mins say no dew falls on the ground in that

Ho cinity because of him !

slit Fourth-day morning we started about 7.25.

ai'e now began some very rough mountain
ivtlimbing. Our horses are wonderfully sure-

wliOted, and the cat-like agility with which
lii: ley climb over the stones is amazing. I never

lo'.w such roads, and would not have believed

kiiri possible to ride over them if I had not done
soil ! We lunched again near noon at a pretty

alati;tle green spot called Marj Hadar, where
t fl lere was water for the horses.

About two o'clock we again pushed on and

iifore we reached our camping ground our

'"iirses passed over snow, and we had some
'"yiow to eat ! Our tents were pitched on a

' *"|ireshing-floor near the village of Mejdal Shams,

njout three thousand seven hundred feet above

sea-level. We were near snow, and it was so

cold we took hot water bottles to bed with us.

Even then one had to pile all available clothing

on the bed before getting warm enough. In the

evening we had a call from the teacher and

preacher in the American Presbyterian mis-

sion in the town. He spoke English fairly well

and seemed very glad to see us. He asked if

we were Presbyterians. We told him we were

Friends, and we were surprised to find he seemed

to understand what that name implied. He
said, " Yes, you believe in speaking by the Holy

(Jhost." We told him we did not pay our min-

isters, when he replied, " Paul said, ' they that

preach the gospel should live of the gospel !'
"

He said he had so much to tell us, but he could

not say it in English. In the morning he brought

his wife and baby down to see us off.

We started about the usual time, and had

such rough scrambling over the rocks that E.

said he thought it was " tempting Providence
"

to ride over such places, and he walked over

some of the worst of it. After about two

hours and a half we reached the old castle

overlooking the valley of the Jordan, which

marks the boundary between Syria and Pales-

tine.

The beautiful hills of Naphtali lay beyond

the fertile valley, and the colors—pink, grey,

red and green, made an enchanting landscape.

We spent some time climbing over the rocks and

drinking in the charming prospect. It was here,

on one of these hills of Hermon, that the Trans-

figuration took place—or at least it is thought

so by most authorities.

By noon we went down the mountain to the

old site of Csesarea Phllippi, where we had

lunch. Here is one of the principal sources of

the Jordan. A beautiful, clear spring gushes

out of the rocks in a number of places, and

forms quite a rushing stream, bordered by pop-

lars and some other trees. We ate our lunch

on the floor of an old mosque high up on the

hill. While here we met a lady and her father

from New York. They had come up from Je-

rusalem, and were on their way to Beyrouth.

We enjoyed meeting them very much, and they

were full of enthusiasm about the trip. We
met two other parties, one of them (two Eng-

lish ladies), were robbed the night before,

which made Chalil very anxious when we en-

camped in the same place.

We rode round the hill of Dan and forded

the Jordan to see two large terebinth trees, on

which numerous rags were hanging. For these

are considered holy trees, and the people put

pieces of their clothes on them for offerings

—as we saw on the old plane tree in Damascus,

which I mentioned before.

* Our next ride was through the valley of the

Jordan, and was much smoother than mountain

climbing. We saw large flocks of beautiful

storks which let us come quite near them.

Our lunch place was by the side of another

source of the Jordan, a beautiful stream, in

which R. and I enjoyed wading very much,

though the stones were so sharp we could

scarcely stand.
Fourth Month 19th, 1899.

We camped that night at Jauneh, a Jewish

settlement founded by Rothschild, and it was

the cleanest and most civilized place we had

been in. Our tents were pitched high up on a

hill, which gave us an extensive view of the Jor-

dan valley, and the waters of Merom.

The evening before we reached Jauneh we
were sitting reading the Bible in our dining

tent, when two men walked in and came right

up to shake hands with me. Chalil had fallen to

sleep on the floor, but he soon sprang up and

acted as interpreter, though one of the men
spoke some English. They had a house in the

neighborhood, and when we rode by the next

morning they had matting and cushions on the

ground in front of the house, and we had to

dismount and drink some Turkish coffee with

them. It seemed very strange, but that is the

thing to do here, you must drink cott'ee on all

occasions, and if you smoke a hubble-bubble

pipe you are " right in it." It is needless to

say I have not begun to smoke yet, but I never

saw so much of it in my life, and there is no

telling what the consequences may be.

Fourth Month 20th.—Now we are encamped

on Mount Carmel up above the town of Haifa.

We left Jauneh early on the 15th, and reached

Bethsaida on the lake of Galilee about eleven

o'clock. There is nothing left of the town but

a few ruins. Our table-cloth was spread in a

charming little garden under a lemon-tree.

About us were oranges, pomegranates, locust,

palm, pine, apple, willow, apricot, mulberry

and tamarisk trees, as well as grapes and ole-

anders !

Before lunch E. and Chalil went up the shore

a little distance and took a swim. R. and I

waded awhile and then sat on the stones and

gathered the pretty little shells that are so

abundant there.

After lunch a boat came for us (which Chalil

had ordered in the morning), and our boatman

rowed us up to the supposed site of Capernaum,

where there is now a Franciscan monastery,

and a few fragments of ancient buildings.

After walking about a little we again entered

the boat and were rowed down to our camping

place a little below Tiberias. On the way we saw

Magdala, the supposed home of Mary Magda-

lene, and very near by the plain of Gennesaret.

On the other side of the lake the spot is pointed

out where the " swine ran dowTi a steep place

into the sea." It seemed wonderful to be ac-

tually in a boat on the lake of Galilee, and I

was glad we spent First-day there, so that we

might drink it in and receive a strong impres-

sion of it.

First-day morning we had fish for breakfast

right out of the lake, and they were good,

though we thought they lacked the flavor of

salt-water fish. There were hot springs quite

near our camp, the water of which contains

both salt and sulphur, I believe, and is con-

sidered very remarkable for rheumatism ; so

that people come and stay there for weeks,

just to take the hot baths. We thought it

would be fun to try it, so R. and I walked

down to see what it was like. We were ush-

ered into a large room, in one end of which

was a hole in the floor, which I should think

was six feet long by four feet wide and five

feet deep. Into this pit water was pouring,

and E.. Chalil and the man that takes care of

the bath were all interested to get it tempered

properly, for the water comes almost boiling

hot. Indeed it is so hot that people come and

boil their fish and eggs in the spring. Well,

at last the water was within a foot of the top,

and the three men pronounced it cool enough.

I could not reach it, and so took their word

for it and they went out. You may judge of
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our chagrin, when ready to bathe, to find the

water about as hot as could possibly be en-

dured. We tried to turn in cold water, but were

unable to do so. We then attempted to get in

gradually. It was very exciting, but we finally

managed it. I never was so nearly par-boiled

in my life. The room was all steamy, too. So

we really had the equivalent of a Turkish bath.

When through we ran down and bathed in the

Lake of l lalilee to get cooled off.

The birds, lizards, and fiowers here are so

interesting. 1 often wonder how I was so fa-

vored as to come to this wonderful land. Each
day seems so much better than the one before,

that 1 wonder when the summit of enjoyment

will be reached.

I hope we dfii press a few flowers and bring

them home in a tolerable state of preservation.

I never saw such bowers of beauty. Every hill

and valley is such a mass of bright, beautiful

colors, that we feel as though we ought not to

ride over them. The flowers that we cultivate

with such care grow wild here, and are finer

than we can produce with our best efforts.

S. E. W.

On Handwriting.—I had occasion recently

to examine the public land records of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and I was impressed anew
with what I have frequently noticed here and
elsewhere, namely, that good, sensible, legible

copyists have become almost extinct. In many
of the older states there are public records a

century or more old. These you will almost
invariably find wxitten in clear and regular en-

grossing hands. Copyists made a profession

of their work, and learned to do it thoroughly.

Now generally a copyist in a public oflice is

someone who has the requisite amount of poli-

tical influence to get the appointment. This

accounts for the fact that so many of our re-

cords are made in illegible, scrawling unformed
hands. I observe that some of the records are
lumbered up with the remarkable English style

of chirography so much affected by our young
women of the day—a style of writing that cer-

tainly has no place in a record book, if it has
anywhere indeed. While typewriting will large-

ly take the place of handwriting in the years
to come, there will always be a demand for

clerks that can WTite a sensible business hand
when called on to do so. Now, by a business

hand w^e do not mean the copy-book script

that is so largely taught. The ability to write
well is an art, only to be acquired by practice.

Hence it is worth while for any young person
• who expects to enter active life to practice
writing persistently until a good free hand is

formed. Otherwise well prepared young men
and women are missing good positions every
day becau.se they can't wTite. And there is so
little excuse for this that no earnest person
should permit it to apply to his case.

—

Path-

finder. ^^^^^
The youth of the land should be taught that

what they sow they will be likely to reap. It is

the good seed only that will bring good fruit.

How can it be reasonably expected that wild
oats are the kind of seed that will bring a good
and u.seful harvest? I urge upon the young
men that they as the architects of their own
characters, begin aright. There is no real

smartness in being wild. Sowing wild oats is

not a thing that any sensible person would
laugh at or regard as trivial.

—

Dr. Peters.

OUR CONSOLER.
Dear Lord how cnulil wi' c'l-r endure

The trials of this life,

If thou wert not consoling us,

In all our cares and strife.

Thou teacheat us the power of pain,

Our .souls, to purify,

And when the world seemn dark and drvar,

Thou all canst rectify.

If we will only trust thy love,

Thou'lt give a healing balm
To make our thoughts, so much disturbed,

Again regain their calm.

Thou never wilt forsake us Lord,

If we but trust in thee,

Thy mercy, pity, pardon too,

For us shall ever be.

Then let us in all trials and cares

Dear Lord, come straight to thee.

And thy sweet consolation seek.

To make our spirits free

From petty cares which oft annoy
And fill our souls with gloom,

For thou canst fill our hearts with joy,

If wo will give love room.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.
,N. J.

For "The Friend."

Reverend and Rev.

I read in this morning's newspaper that the

Rev. had been arrested for em-
bezzlement. Did the reporter introduce the

word " reverend " as a gentle bit of irony when
he specified the man who had been stealing?

No—he spoke in sober earnest, and evidently

thought there was nothing incongruous about
it. But how can a thief be reverend?

There is only one place in the Bible where
the term " reverend " is used. It is in Psalms
cxi: 9. There the inspired writer speaking of

God, exclaims, " Holy and reverend is his name."
The word " holy," is frequently applied to

men and women on the sacred page. Paul ad-

dresses his holy brethren (Heb. iii: 1). Peter
speaks of the holy women of old and of how
they should be adorned (1 Peter iii: 5.) We
are told to be holy in all life and conversation

(2 Peter iii: 11). Above all our blessed Saviour
is referred to as being holy. But He who is

the Son of God—He whom Paul says has by
inheritance a more excellent name than the

angels (Heb i: 4)—even He, is nowhere desig-

nated by the adjective " reverend." This lofty

title of respect, is in the Bible accorded only

to the Creator and Father of all things in

heaven and on earth. For Him only is this

word reserved.

Why then should men apply " reverend " to

clergymen, and " right reverend " to bishops,

and so on? How inconsistent! what presump-
tion, to ascribe to men the title or attribute,

which in the Holy Scriptures is applied only to

God.

Early church history reveals that in the first

centuries of the Christian era, this or other
titles were not granted to church dignitaries.

Indeed, there were no church dignitaries. W' ho
ever heard of the Rev. Mr. Paul, or Rev. Mr.
John ? Why should modern preachers arrogate
to themselves or accept a title, which their

preceptors Paul or .John never dared to assume?
In those early days there was no division into
clergy and laity: All stood equal, no matter
how^ different gifts were assigned by the great
Head of the church to its individual members.
There was the grand priesthood of believers,
and the one great high priest between God and
man, Christ .Jesus. I

But as the early purity became impaired, thi

appellation of "reverend" along with oUie

flattering expres.sions, crept into the slumlaT

ing church. For the past two hundred y«ar

the Society of FViends has been almost the i in

ly denomination which has protested agains

its use.

It is now a poor excuse to say that time

have changed, and that the need of this test)

mony on our part has ceased. The word mean
what it used to mean years ago—the idea i

the same. Even when u.sed to designate

class, it is in doubtful taste. There are, it i

true, some ministers who do not care for thii

handle. But neglect to address some other

in this way, and they are offended. It look

as if their pride was hurt—a pride founded o

the misuse of a word which means so muc
that is .sacred, and which should be addresse

only to God.

I have seen a Friend's pastor's cards printe
" Rev. so-and-so." How pitiful! Shall we g
back to the weak and beggarly elements oi

of which our fathers in the Truth were di

livered? Will not some dear Friends thin

about this matter, and resolve to contini

bearing this old-fashioned Quaker testimor

which is so founded on common sense and on

vital principle? Anyhow, why should we gi\

any flattering titles to men? Said one of oli

"
I know not to give flattering titles ; in i

doing my maker would soon take me away
(.Job xxxii : 22).

William C. Allen.

The Old-Fashioned Bible. —The A»ud
Quarterly Review lately contained a coUectic

of facts to prove its contention that the sar

tary laws of Moses were not only on

with the modern rules of hygiene, but in son

cases in advance of them.

The Jew, thousands of years before Chrif

settling in a semi-tropical country, was forbi

den to eat pork or shell-fish, and milk w
designated as a source of contagion. In t'

Talmud a method of slaughtering animals w
prescribed which is acknowledged to-day

our markets as the most sanitary.

Five thoBsand years before Doctor Koi

gave to the world the results of his research

in bacteriology the Mosaic law pointed o

the danger to man from tuberculosis in catt

but did not forbid infected poultry as foe

It was only a few years ago that German spe

ialists discovered that fowl tuberculosis w
harmless to man.

The Mosaic law also enforced the isolati

of patients with contagious diseases, and t

burial of the dead outside of all cities. The

hints the slow Gentile world did not fully i

cept until a century or two ago.

The wise lawgiver prescribed not only fai

ing at certain periods of the year, but the i

moval of whole families in summer out

camps, where for a time they could live ck
to nature and to God, and rejoice in both wi

innocent merrymaking. Many of the laws

Moses, like this one, the Asiatic Qiiartei

urges, were prescriptions intended for t fe

health of both soul and body.

Now that some of our young people proft »n

to regard the Old Testament as a book whc

mission is fulfilled, a careful study of it migflli

cause them to change their opinion. Ap;

from its moral teachings, its physical rules, h

ti
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eyed, would lessen the prevalence of some
the diseases among us, especially those

ich result from exhausted nervous systems.— Youth's Companion.

For "The Friend."

It is one thing to feel a liberty to do that

deh is agreeable to us ; it is quite another

feel a necessity laid upon us, to take a stand

ainst a thing which has become popular

long our associates.

Both are at times required of the humble
lower of Christ ; and both, no doubt have
eir place and use, according to the degree of

vine authority felt to accompany them.

But there is always a power accompanying
woe is me, if I preach not the gospel,"

ich is seldom, if ever, felt in the simple

erty to preach it.

So it is in what we may have to hand forth

any way. The written discourse may be ac-

•npanied by Divine authority, or it may savor

good in an intellectual way, but the power
reach the heart, depends upon the former.

To stand up against a current of popularity

seemed a cross to me, at this time ; but

iling that herein consists my peace of mind,

m made willing to bear the epithet of being

TOw-minded, or whatever may be said of me,

thus bearing my testimony against what
to me, to be gaining among the people

our Society; namely. The forming of asso-

tions and other less formal gatherings, for

•ious purposes, especially for raising funds

charitable uses ; and also, large family and
ool re-unions on birthday and other anniver-

ies.

would not wish to be understood as having
ection to the liberal upholding of good
ises, by means of contributions, etc.; but I

feel that I must throw in my mite, against

show and ostentation of gathering together

jreat companies for such purposes.

A/'e are a Peace, Temperance and Missionary

tpiety; and I trust we are a people who love

jigive charities in all good causes. But dear

ends, are we heeding the injunction to " Let
thy right hand know what thy left hand

th," when we assemble ourselves together

;li(i
make such public display of our interest in

ood cause? If the money we spend in pre-

I

ation for such events, and in travelling to

from them, together with what we sub-

be our names to give, were given in a less

lie manner, I believe we would receive more
robation of Him who said, " Take heed that

tj
io not your alms before men, to be seen of

(im: otherwise ye have no reward of your
Ijher which is in heaven."

'here is a perceptible increase in the number
•e-unions for celebrating anniversaries, etc.,

it seems to me are out of place. The
jtjple re-union of families, when kept in pro

bounds, without the extravagance generally

|Jwn on such occasions, in the preparation

•ich food to gratify the fleshy appetite; and
bout such numbers as are usually invited of

ff,.ant relatives, etc., might be allowable. But
jelieve that, were we more diligent to be
id following the dictates of Best Wisdom.

j[j|nanifested to each one of us individually,

;he Light within, we would find many other

's for being sociable with our fellow men,
^ptch would show less of selfishness.

jj^'he "poor" we have with us always, and

" the widow and the fatherless" should be no
less the objects of our thought than in the

time of our Saviour. Then there are meek ones
who come among us as it were, in vile raiment,

but whom we neglect to notice, while we have
respect to those in more costly apparel. Could
we be as careful and ofter a word of encourage-

ment to these, to hand the cup of cold water
to the famishing ones, as we are to meet to-

gether for our own gratification, I believe a

greater blessing would rest upon us spiritually,

and we would experience more growth in grace.

1 do not wish to look on the dark side, but I

desire to believe, and I do believe that there

are many among us who have large and open
hearts and who are seeking the things of the

kingdom, and to be found walking lowly before

men. But is it as universally the case as it

should be? Are not many of us harboring in

our bosoms, desires after show and vain glory?

Let us come out from among the things that

are keeping us from a closer walk with (Jod,

and be careful lest we drift in full current into

the ways and pastimes of the world. " Where-
fore, come out from among them and be ye

separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the un-

clean thing; and I will receive you and will be a

Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and

daughters, saith the Lord Almighty."

Mary R. Battey.
Sixth Month, 1899.

George Fox as "Cromwell's Greatest Contem-

porary."

The New Age recently contained a warmly
appreciative article on George Fox by A. E.

Fletcher, late editor of the Daily Chronicle.

The following extracts will be read with in-

terest :

—

" While we are celebrating the tercentenary

of Cromwell's birth we ought not to forget that

some of his contemporaries were greater than

himself. Amongst them was George Fox.

Thomas Carlyle, Cromwell's greatest biographer,

seems to have been convinced that of all the

heroes of England's heroic age, George Fox
was, at any rate, the most spiritually minded

and the most courageous. Perhaps the most
remarkable incident in modern history, says

Carlyle, is not the Diet of Worms, still less the

battle of Austerlitz, Waterloo, Peterloo, or any

other battle, but ' an incident passed carelessly

over by most historians, and treated with some
degree of ridicule by others, namely, George

Fox's making to himself a suit of leather. This

man, the first of the Quakers, and by trade a

shoemaker, was one of those to whom, under

ruder or purer form, the Divine idea of the

universe is pleased to manifest itself, and across

all the hulls of ignorance and earthly degrada-

tion shines through, in unspeakable awfulness,

unspeakable beauty, on their souls, who, there-

fore, are rightly accounted prophets, (Jod pos-

" Toward Fox's conception of Christianity as

a spiritual life, independent of churches and

sacraments, and of ( jovernments supported by

violence, the serious thought of the present day

is tending more and more, but it needed a cour-

ageous man to preach his doctrines in the tur-

bulent times in which he was born. It was

surely a bold thing to refuse to take an oath

at a time when oath-taking—the swearing of

allegiance to the State—was the corner-stone

of the Constitution ; and it was equally bold

to refuse to take arms when Cavaliers and
Puritans were engaged in a life-and-death

struggle. The dauntless courage, the fiery

eloquence, the marvellous energy, with which
this inspired shoemaker carried out his great
work, make as wonderful a record of hero-
ism and devotion as anything to be found
in the annals of war. Fox, however, was not
infallible, his great defect was his intolerance.

He believed he had the light, and that all be-
yond was darkness. With all his limitations,

however, he was a truly noble soul. Perhaps
no man ever suffered more for conscience' sake,

or bore his sufl'erings more patiently. Hustled
from one prison to another, thrown into dun-
geons reeking with loath.someness, and kept
there for weary months and even years, knocked
about, kicked, bruised, and insulted, he yet
never swerved from the course which he
thought it his duty to take. The Blasphemy
Act, the Act of Uniformity, the Conventicle
Act, the Five Mile Act had no terrors for him.

He defied them all. Nor would he stoop to the
tricks by which some of the Nonconformists
used to evade these iniquitous laws. These
good people, when they came to their meetings,
prohibited by the Conventicle Act, would have
'candles, and tobacco-pipes, flagons of drink,

cold meat, and bread and cheese upon the table,

and so when the officers of justice entered the
room it would be no religious conventicle, but
a social party of jovial Englishmen that was
going forward.' George Pox would never sanc-

tion artifices of this kind. He held his meetings
openly and took the consequences."

"The Quakers by no means escaped persecu-
tion even in the Commonwealth days. Crom-
well was favourably disposed towards them,
but the Independents, who dominated the army,
were bitterly opposed to them. I have often
expressed the opinion that if Cromwell had
been brought earlier in his career under the

influence of George Fox he would have become
a Quaker."

" Professor Thorold Rogers' remark to the

effect that the Puritans were exclusively upper
and middle class men, and cared little for the

workers and the poor, does not apply to George
Fox. As John Rowntree, of York, shows in an
admirable appreciation of George Fox, delivered

to the University Extension students at Oxford,

he used to visit the statute hirings to urge the

magistrates to fix the rate of wages fairly.

He seems to have anticipated Ruskin in his

contention for the principle of the living wage.
As J. Rowntree further shows. Fox was an
abolitionist long before Clarkson and Wilber-
force were heard of. ' When the institution of

negro slavery presented itself as a practical

problem to be dealt with, his faith that every

man, without distinction of race, was the .sub-

ject of Divine illumination and of a universal

redemption prompted him to urge emancipation
as the ultimate issue of domestic servitude.

Similar considerations led him to demand just

treatment for the Red Indians of America.'

Truly a noble soul
!"

Monkeys in a Gold Mine.—Captain E. Moss,
of the Transvaal, tells the following story of
the monkeys who work for him in the mines:

"
I have twenty-four monkeys," said he, " em-

ployed about my mines. They do the work of

seven able-bodied men. In many instances they

lend valuable aid where a man is useless. They
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gather up small pieces of quartz that would he

passed unnoticed by the working men, and jiile

them up in little heaps that can easily be gath-

ered up in a shovel and thrown into a mill.

They work just as they please, sometimes going

down into the mines when they have cleared

up all the debris on the outside. They live and

work together without quarreling any more
than men do. They are quite methodical in

their habits, and go to work and finish up in

the same manner as human beings would do

under similar circumstances. It is very inter-

esting to watch them at their labor, and see

how carefully' they look after every detail of

the work they attempt. They clean up about

the mines, follow the wheelbarrows and carts

used in mining, and pick up everything that

falls off on the way."— riV-Z^/.s-.

Gleanings in the Early History of Friends.

(Coalioued from page :{.)

(1. F. went to Selby and Beverly, and at a

steeple-house his speaking did so please the

auditory, that he was desired to come again.

But he directed them to their teacher, Christ

Jesus, and so went away.

Next day to t'ranswick, to (^aptain Pursloe's,

and Justice Hotham's, who entering into dis-

course with (J. F. told him he had known that

principle above ten years, and was glad that

the Lord did publish it abroad among the peo-

ple. The next First-day Captain Pursloe came to

G. F., and they both went to the steeple-house,

where (!. F. when the priest had done, spoke
to both priests and people—some received the

doctrine of Truth, and continued in it. He came
to York, and the First-day of the week he went
to the cathedral, and told them then, " this was
the word of the Lord God unto them, that they
lived in words, but God Almighty looked for

fruits among them." Then he was hurried out
and thrown down the steps. Yet several were
convinced. Next day to Burraby, and many
were convinced. Next day to Cleaveland, some
convinced. From thence to Stath, where he
had great meetings, and many received the
Truth, among whom was Philip Searth, a priest

that afterwards came to be a minister of the

Gospel among those called Quakers. . . .

Oftentimes he had opportunities to speak to

the priests, who when they heard of his coming
would hide themselves, when it was told them
the man in leather breeches is come ; for this

was his dres-T in those days, not out of any
superstition, but it was not unsuitable for one
that travelled so much as he did. He wore
linen also.

One of the priests, called Boyes, at Malton
did invite him to preach in his steeple-house,

but G. F. had little inclination to do that, be-

cause both priests and people called that place

of worship the " house of God " whereas the
apostle .said to the .Vthenians, "(Jod dwelleth

not in temples made with hands." And there-

fore he endeavored to draw people off from
them, and to make them sensible that (!od and
Christ ought to dwell in their hearts, that so

their bodies might be made the temples of

God. Yet for that time he went into the

steeple-house at Malton, when there were not
above eleven hearers, to whom the priest was
preaching ; but after it was known in the town
that G. F. was there, it was soon filled with
people. And when the prie.st had done, he sent

the other that had invited him thither to bring

him up into the pulpit. Hut (J. F. sent him
word that he needed not to go into the jjulpit,

that he could be seen and heard well enough
where he was.

At Pickering (!. F. had a meeting in a school-

house, where many priests and professors

came, and asked several questions, which were
answered to their satisfaction. Many persons

were convinced, and word was carried to Justice

Robinson that his priest, whom he loved more
than all the others, was overthrown and con-

vinced. After the meeting they went to an

inn and the said priest was very loving and

would have paid for (!. F's dinner, but this he

would not suffer. Then he offered that he

should have his steeple-house to preach in, but

G. refused, and told him and the people that

he came to bring them off from such things to

Christ.*

( ;. F. coming with priest Boyes into a town
and hearing the bells ring, asked what that

was for. They told him it was for him to

preach in the steeple-house. Walking thither,

he saw the people were gathered together in

the yard. The priest who accompanied him
would have had him go into the steeple-house,

but he said it was no matter. This seemed
strange to the people that he would not go
into that which they called the house of God.

But he stood up in the yard and declared that

the ground on which these their temples stood

was no more holy than any other piece of

ground and that all who
preach ('hrist, the word of life, ought to preach
freely, as the apostles did, and as Christ had
commanded ; that the Lord God of heaven and
earth had sent him to preach freely, and to

bring people off from the outward temples
made with hands, in which God dwelleth not

;

that so they might know their bodies were
to become the temples of (jod and Christ.

That people ought to come to the spirit and
grace of God in themselves, and to the light

of Jesus in their own hearts ; that so they
might come to know Christ their free teacher,

to bring them .salvation, and to open the Scrip-

tures to them. At length he and priest Boyes
came to this priest's steeple-house in the

moors, and the priest, going before, held open
the pulpit door, but G. F. told him he would not
go into it. And this steeple-house being very
much painted, he told him and the people that

the painted beast had a painted house. And
he told them that, as the end of the apostles'

going into the temple and synagogues was not
to hold them up, but to bring people to Christ,

the substance, so the end of his coming there
was not to hold up these temples, priests and
tithes, but to bring them off from all these
things to ('hrist, the substance, etc.

In Puttrington, going into an inn, he desired
lodging, but it was denied him; then asked for

a little meat or milk, offering to pay for it, but
this also was refused. After he was gone out
of the town, he desired to have some meat,
drink and lodging for his money, but they
would not suffer him to stay there ; then he
went to another house and met with the like

refusal. By this time it was grown so dark
that he could not see the highway, but per-
ceiving a ditch, he found a little water, and so

•Charles II., who had l)een crowned king by the Scots,
had been beaten with his forces by Cromweil. He hid him
self a whole day in a hollow oak and afterwards through
many hazards escaped out of England.

refreshed himself. Then he got over the dit<

and being weary, sat down among the fui

bushes till it grew day. Then he arose, a

passing on through the fields, a man came af)

him with a pike staff, &c. He w;is carri

back to Puttrington, guarded. At last a d

creet man called him into his house, where
got some milk and bread, not having eaten 1,

some days before. Then he was carried ab(i

nine miles to a justice. G. F. spoke to hi|

and laying his hand upon him, he was so brouf
j

down by the Lord's power, that all the wati

men stood amazed. Then he desired to i

what he had in his pockets of letters, &c. TI

G. F. pulled out his linen and showed that

had no letters, which made the justice say,
"

is not a vagrant by his linen," and set him
liberty.

There was a report that he would not lie

any bed, raised, doubtless, because about tl

time he had lain often without doors. He I

a great meeting at Puttrington, and many w^

convinced that day of the truth he preach'

and they were exceeding sorry they had

given him lodging when he was there befo

Justice Hotham asked G. F. whether any peo
had abused him ; but he esteeming it his d

to forgive all, told him nothing of that kino

A false accuser said before the people, t

G. F. said he was Christ. G. F. kindled w
zeal, stepped upon the table, and said to

people, that Christ was in them except tl

were reprobates ; and that it was Christ,

eternal power of God, that spoke in him
that time unto them, not that he was Christ

G. F. said that this false accuser was a Juc

etc., and this Judas soon after hanged h

self, etc.

At Warnsworth in Yorkshire, he being thr

out of the steeple-house, was sorely bea

with staves, and clods and stones were thrc

at him. At Doncaster, after the priest

done, he began to speak, but was hurried (

and haled before the magistrates, who thr*

ened him with death if ever he came thit

again.

Being put out with some of his friends, \

were with him, they were stoned by the r

multitude. An innkeeper that was a bai

seeing this, came and took them into his hoi

but one of the stones that was thrown, hit

head, so that the blood ran down his face.

The next First-day, G. F. went to Tick

where he went into the steeple-house, and tl

found the priest and the chief of the paris

the chancel, to whom he began to speak ;

they immediately fell upon him, and the c

struck him with his bible so violently on

face that the blood gushed out, and he 1

exceedingly. Then the people thrust him
of the steeple-house, beat and threw him dc

and dragged him along the street, so thai

was besmeared with blood and dirt, and his

taken away. Some moderate justices r

hearing how G. F. and his friends had I

abused, came to examine the business and
clerk was afraid of having his hand cut off

;

G. F., as a true Christian, forgave him,

would not appear against him.
(To he .oiUlmied.)

Blessed are they that do his commandmt
that they may have right to the tree of

and may enter in through the gates into

city. (Rev. xxii: 14.)
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For "The Friend."

fThe Dukhobors' Character and Belief.

BY WILLIAM EVANS.

fJs an appendix to letters describing a visit

J he Russian Exiles' villages in Assiniboia,

writer has thought it might interest some
ers to condense an account of their relig-

views and practices, from Vladimir Tchert-

s book, " Christian Martyrdom in Russia,"

ished by Geo N. Morang, Toronto, Canada;
he would recommend a perusal of the whole

[, as containing a full and reliable account
his remarkable community, to whom our

ntion has been so recently drawn,

heir origin is unknown, even to themselves,

they have no written or printed history,

has tradition preserved amongst them any
rmation upon the subject. The name, sig

ing " Spirit Wrestlers," was given as far

c as 1785, probably by the then bishop of

terinoslaff. It is not their own title for

r religious organization, but they style

ves " Christians of the Universal Broth-

lod," " because all men are equal, children

ne Father, God; and those who live in deeds

not only in word may belong to it and be

ibers of this universal body." The founda-

of the Spirit-Wrestlers' teaching consists

16 belief that the Spirit of God is present

le soul of man, and directs him by its word
in him. The Church is where two or three

gathered together, that is, united in the

e of Christ. Their teaching is founded on
ition. This tradition is called among them
Book of Life," because it lives in their

lory and hearts. It consists of Psalms,

ly formed out of the contents of the Old

New Testaments, partly composed indo-

lently. They found alike their mutual re-

and their relations to other people—and
only to people, but to all living creatures,

usively on love; and therefore they hold all

le equal, brethren. In all that does not

nge what they regard as the will of God,
willingly fulfil the desire of the Govern-

t authorities. They are industrious and
emious in their lives, and always truthful

beir speech, accounting all lying a great

They do not accept outward baptism by
sr, saying that water only washes off the

Banness of the external body. The corn-

ion of the body and blood of Christ in the

of bread and wine they do not accept;

ig that bread and wine enter into the

th like ordinary food; and are of no avail

le soul.

e society of the Spirit Wrestlers was origi-

a dispersed one. Nowhere did they at

form communities, but they lived, a few
lies in various villages, through almost
,vhole of Russia. They were banished by
Russian government from places where
were formerly settled, to Transcaucasia,

the Turkish frontier. Others were planted

e present government of Elisavetpol. They
always regularly paid State taxes and

led their other social duties, but as soon
lestion has been raised as to principle and
ns which in any way touch their religious

, there has been at once disclosed a corn-

difference from other peasantry. They
r frequent the churches; do not worship im-

; do not keep the ordinary fasts, and take

lirt in the recreations and loose pleasures

orldly people. They deem all extemalism

in the work of salvation utterly useless, and
therefore acknowledge one sacred, universal

and apostolic Church, which the Lord by his

coming has assembled, consecrated and replen-

ished by the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and which
is the union of all faithful and true Christians.

At their religious meetings each one may ex-

press what he knows or feels for the benefit of

his brethren, and the women are not excluded
from this. They have no personal property,

but each regards his property as belonging to

all. Each takes from the common stock that

which he needs. They take nothing from trav-

ellers who stop at their houses, either for

lodging or food, but they have been accustomed
to erect a special lodging house, where chance
travellers must put up, so that their community
may not be depraved by evil example. They
are compassionate even to household animals,

and almost entirely refrain from killing them.

Respect from children to parents is strictly

observed, and in general from younger men to

those older, though the latter, and even parents,

do not appropriate to themselves any ascendancy
over the younger ones, regarding themselves as

spiritually their equals.

There exists no punishment among the breth-

ren. As soon as a brother thinks another has

behaved improperly, he, according to the pre-

cise gospel instruction, reminds him that he is

acting wrongly; if the one at fault will not take

consideration, he is admonished in the presence

of two or three of the brethren; if he does not

take heed of them, he is invited to appear be-

fore the general assembly. There have been

cases, though very seldom, in which some of

the brethren have left the society, in order to

live at liberty according to their unrestricted

desire. It has even happened that wives have

deserted their husbands. The husbands in such

cases, do not detain their wives, but give them
liberty, at the same time giving them means to

live upon. Deserters may however be again

accepted into the society if they completely

repent and leave their immoral life.

The general round of occupations is filled by

each taking a calling. The tradesman attends

to commercial business, and the agriculturist

works on the land. But the majority of them
give preference to agriculture.

They have no written or printed regulations

for their communities, which it might be sup-

posed would lead to disagreement or disorder;

yet no such disorder has ever been noticed.

Parents watch over the conduct of their chil-

dren, correct their faults, and teach them the

Divine law. When a father dies, his place is

taken by the elder of the brothers; and in the

case of incapacity of the latter, his place is as-

sumed by the one next capable. And here it

may not be out of place to mention an incident

which occurred during a religious gathering at

Yorkton. A First-day school superintendent

who was present addressed the assembled Duk-

hobors, and at the conclusion of his remarks,

asked: " But do you teach your children?" A
patriarch Dukhobor, upwards of eighty, without

making direct reply, called for his grandson, a

little lad of six. The child was brought into

the midst of the assembly, when the grand-

father requested him to repeat the ten com-
mandments. This he did without faltering,

and no further answer to the inquiry seemed
needful.

The system of education among the Dukho-

bors is simple and uniform. As soon as the
child begins to speak and understand, his par-
ents commence verbally to teach him prayers
and psalms, and to tell him something out of
the Scriptures; and they thus continue to in-

struct him in Christian doctrine. When child-

ren have learned a few prayers and psalms they
accompany their elders to the meetings, recite

in their turn what they have learned, and chant
psalms with the others. Not only the parents,
but every Spirit-Wrestler regards it as a duty
to teach every child something useful whenever
he has the opportunity to do so, and to keep
him from evil whenever he has occasion. Ow-
ing to such education, the spirit of the parents
by degrees passes into the children; their ways
of thinking take deep root, and the tendency
towards good is most strongly encouraged by
good examples.

To be continued.

Loyalty to Mother.—It has been well said,

that whenever you find an instance of success,

you will find that success based upon substan-
tial qualities of mind and heart. There is no
one quality that will insure a man's success
more than loyalty to his mother, because the
qualities that produce success are largely the
outgrowth of such loyalty. It is the founda-
tion of manhood.

Let me cite two instances where great Ameri-
cans are noted for that loyalty. First, James
A. Garfield, who, when he took the oath on as-

suming the office of President of the United
States, standing in the presence of a great
throng that witnessed the inaugural ceremonies,

kissed the Bible, and then turned and kissed

his mother. Kissing his mother was something
that never had been done under similar cir-

cumstances, and it won for him the warmest
expression of admiration.

What greater lesson has been taught Ameri-
can youth than of President McKinley's loyalty

to his mother? He who holds the highest office

in the gift of seventy millions of free and en-

lightened people, laid aside the duties of his

great office to go time and again from the seat

of government to the bedside of his mother in

her humble Ohio home. With all the respon-

sibility upon him no member of the mother's

household watched more tenderly or more pray-

erfully at her side than he. It was one duty
his big heart would not entrust to another.

It is a sad fact that the American youth lacks

much of the love he should bear his mother.
You may be grown to manhood in years, but
your mother gave you more care during the

first five years in your life than you have given

her in all the years since. There is nothing

equals a mother's care during the first five

years of her child's life, when it is the most
helpless little creature on earth. There is no
sacrifice she will not make for it.

—

Exchange.

Items Concerning the Society.

Job S. Gidley left his home in North Dartmouth,
Mass., on the 23rd instant, on a proposed visit to

the Dukhobors in Manitoba. On reachinf; the Cana-
dian Pacific Railroad he expected to meet with Kliza

H. Varney of Bloomfield, Ontario, who has been

liberated to visit the same people.

We learn that Enoch Carter and wife and Ma
Chamness arrived in Liverpool, Kng., on or about

the 7th instant. They had pleasant weather on the

voyage, and no sea-sickness, and their strength

seemed improved.
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SHMM.ARY OK KVKNTS.
rsiTEl) STATfS. Th«' Stato Pi'partnu'nt made public

thi> »ubatance of rt'iiort* rw-eived frum Commissioner

Donby and HfniTal Otin, which contradict the atatoments

of tho corri.!ii>ondcnt» a.i to the condition of affairs in the

Philippines. From these it appears that the experiment

of establishinR municipal Kovemmont for the towns in

I'avito and Manila has bo«n a great success; that a num-

bt>r of ports have been opened to trade and " a disposition

to accept American sovereignty" is ever)'where mani-

fested; that the only large force of the rebels which holds

together is about 4,000 in Tarlac province and northern

Pampanga, and that " the only hope of the insurgent

leaders is in aid from the United States;" and that this is

the influence which enables them to hold out.

The Icttvrs addressed to the President average l.liOO a

day. Kighty per cent, of them never reach the eye of

either the fhief Executive or his private secretary. They

arc sorted by the clerks under the direction of Private

Secretary Portt'r and sent to the proper department* for

attention. The largest proportion of the letters ask for

financial assistance. The next largest number pray for

the President's a.ssistance in purely personal matters.

The resignation of Russel A. Alger, as Secretary of

War, has been accepted, and Elihu Root, the celebrated

New York lawTer, has been appointed his successor.

The trade of the United States with New South Wales
in staple articles has increased 127 per cent, in five years.

The customs receipts at this port for the year ending

Sixth Month 30th amounted to $22,387,642.43. For the

year ending Sixth Month 30th, 1898, the total receipts

were $12,(W2,172.81.

New York leads all the States in the production of

paper, Massachusetts is second, and Pennsylvania fifth.

In Pennsylvania fifty-nine firms are engaged in the

manufacture of paper, operating sixty-five mills. The
capital invested amounts to $12,000,000, and the annual

value of the product is $fi,800,000.

California has now about 30,000 acres of olive trees.

Two-thirds of them are not yet bearing fruit, but it is es-

timated that in five years California will be able to sup-

ply the market for the United States.

Eighty-four per cent, of the entire State of Idaho is

still public land, amounting to more than 44,000,000 acres.

Of this area it has been estimated by the Government Geo-
logical Survey that 7,000,000 acres can be irrigated suc-

cessfully.

A phenomenal demand for peanuts has resulted in an

advance of 100 per cent, in the price thereof, and it is es-

timated that at the new quotations the 1899 crop will be

worth between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000. A compara-
tively small district in Virginia will profit by the advance.

George B. Loving, of Texas, who is organizing the $40,-

000,000 cattle syndicate, will attend a meeting of the

company in New York on the 29th to underwrite the stock

of the company.
The great crater Mokua-Weoweo, on the peak of Mauna-

Loa, Island of Hawaii, has broken into active eruption,

according to advices received in San Francisco by the

America Maru, and a lava flow, throwing fire into the air

to the height of hundreds of feet, has started down the

mountain side toward the city of Hilo. This is the first

time in eighteen years that the great crater of Mauna-
Loa has shown signs of activity. The present eruption

promises to be the most notable in the recent history of

the mountain, and the damage done will be almost in-

calculable. Already Hilo is threatened, and the Volcano
House is right in the track of the lava flow. If some
agency does not turn the fiery flood no power can save

the historic hotel. All about the base of Mauno-Loa too

are cane fields and coffee plantations and these the burn-

ing lava will lick up in its course.

There were .110 deaths in this city last week, which is

28 more than the previous week and 13 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 163
were under one year of age ; 279 were males and 231 fe-

males : 73 died of cholera infantum ; 69 of consumption
;

33 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 31 of

marasmus ; 27 of heart diseases ; 19 of nephritis ; 17 of

pneumonia ; 17 of cancer ; l.'i of coAvulsions ; 13 of in-

flammation of the brain ; 13 of old age ; 13 from casual-

ties ; 11 of apoplexy, and 10 of Bright'n disease.

Markett, &e.-V. S. 2's, lOOi a 101 ;
4'8, reg., 112i a

113 ; coupon, 113 a 113J ; new 4'8, reg., 129 a 12<»J ;

coupon, 130 a 130J; .S's, reg., lllj a lllf; coupon, 112J
a 113 ;

3'8 reg.. 108J a 108i ; coupon, IWt a 109i.
CiiTToN was quiet, but steady, on a basis of 6|'cC. per

pound for middling uplands.

Fi/iiJR. Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.2.5 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, old, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, old,

straight, $3.2.1 a $3.40; do., do., new, straight, $3.1.5 a
$3.25; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.6.'. ; ritv mills, straight,

|

$3.35 a $3..50 Kye FivOUR.—$3.00 per barrel for choice

Pennsylvania. I

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 741 a 74Jc.
No. 2 mixed com. 3t!i a 36i|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 a 31 Jc.

Bekf Cattle.- Extra, 52 a 5Jc.; good,5J a Sic; me-
dium, 54 a 5|c.; common, 4f a 5c.

Sheep and I.ambs.— Extra, 5 a njc; good, 4i a 4Jc.;
medium, 4 a 4ic.; com., 24 a 3Jc.; spring lambs, 4 J a 7c.

Hous.—Westem, 6i a 6ic., according to quality.

Foreign.- To London, as to almost every large city,

the question of a water supply has been a serious problem.
I/ondoners now see a way to solve it. The Engineer of the
County Council has informed that body underneath London
is an immense lake, in a chalk basin 2500 square miles in

extent. The annual rainfall that sinks to this lake, 100
feet below the surface of the ground, amounts to 280,-

000,000,000 gallons, which would give a daily yield of 767,-

000,000 gallons. An artesian well has already tapped
the lake at Clapham, and it is pointed out that all that is

necessary to insure a water supply is to sink a sufficient

number of wells. The wonder is that London should hiiv;.

existed for more than 2000 years and never discovered
that the great lake was beneath it.

London banks paid out $20,000,000 in dividends on
Seventh Month 1. New Y'ork banks are said to have paid
ten times that.

The British Admiralty announces that England will con-
tinue to maintain a naval power equal to that of France
and Russia. Thirty-four articles of the arbitration scheme
were adopted at The Hague Peace Congress on the 20th
inst., and the firing of explosives from balloons will be
prohibited during hostile engagements.
Hamburg is still the wealthiest city in Germany. There

are as many as 136,872 payers of income taxes, although
all those whose income is under 900 marks are exempt.
Last week has been unusually hot and humid in Germany.
Heavy rains and hailstorms have occurred in various parts
of the country, inflicting much damage to the crops.
Many people have been killed by lightning, two such cases
having occurred in Berlin, where also a number were in-

jured. The River Havel at Potsdam was filled to its bank
for several days, and thousands of fish were killed by light-

ning. Floods are reported in the Spreewald, and in the
lowlands of the Vistula the hay crop has been ruined for
the second time this season. In Wurtemberg the crops
have been almost totally destroyed. The thunder at Han-
over was the most severe experienced for thirty years.
Many people in that province were struck and killed by
lightning. In Riesingebirge, Silesia, some deaths from
sunstroke were also reported. One hundred draught dogs
in Berlin were sunstruck during the week and irought to
the veterinary station by the police.

The Scientific American says: Utopia is now known to
be located at Orsa, in Sweden. The community has, in
course of a generation, sold $4,600,000 worth of trees,
and by means of judicious replanting has provided for a
similar income every thirty or forty years. In conse-
quence of this commercial wealth there are no taxes.
Railways, telephones, etc., are free, and so are school
houses, teaching, and many other things.

A mysterious epidemic, which has been prevailing re-
cently among the cattle on the island of Gothland, has
spread to the human beings in the district, and a large
number of patients have been admitted to the hospitals.
Some of the cases are extremely difticult to diagnose. Cat-
tle are dying by hundreds throughout the island as a re-
sult of the epidemic.

Mount ^tna is in eruption, and following the phenomena
earthquakebhocks have occurredlin Italy doing some damage.

Japan has a new lighthouse made of bamboo, which is

said to resist the waves better than any kind of wood.
Although the average rainfall in Sixth Month at Manila

is 14J inches, the precipitation for the last twenty days
has been 41 inches. General Otis reports that the whole
country is flooded, and that the troops on tho outposts
have suffered in consequence.

The results of recent drillings in Borneo have caused
many persons to think that Borneo will prove to be the
richest petroleum field in the world.
The ports of New South Wales are the freest on the

globe, and in none of the Australian colonies are there any
discriminating or differential duties.

The South African Republic has adopted articles of the
Franchise law enabling sons of Outlanders to become
naturalized at the age of 16, and to obtain the franchise
five years thereafter, and the concession will, it is under-
stood, avert troubles with Groat Britain.

The storm in Santiago de Chili, mentioned in the des-
patch to the Associated Press on Seventh Month 18, still
continued. The damage to rail and bridges is estimated at
6,000 000 pesos. The wheat crop, it is believed, has been
completely destroyed.

Women do the mining at Colombia. No man with any
self respect can be induced to engage in that occupation,
because in Spanish times it was the work of slaves.

United States ConsuLJenkins, at San Salvador, has
ported to the State Ilepartment by cable that San Sal

dor is in a state of siege, as the result of revolution

plotting.

Nearly 32,000 immigrants entered Canada last year,

whom 9,475 were from England and 9,119 from theUni
States.

One hundred and nine thousand locomotives are at pi

ent running in various countries.

Thirty years ago there were only about twenty-five
plosive compounds known. Now there are more than 11

RECEIPTS.
IJnlesaollierwIse speclfled, twodolliirs have beeu*

celved from each person, paylu); for vol. 73.

Tlioiiias K. Wilbur, Agent, Mass., $14, for liiiua

Jesse Tucker, James H. Tucker, Job S. Uidley, J<
S. Wright, .Sarah K. Milcliell ami Isabel L. Gillo
i:iiz;ib.ll. C. Dunn, N. J.; James S. Newbold, I
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SSTReniiUiinrai reeeirrd after Third-dny noon 1

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Durin
Eighth Month the Library will be open only on the

noons of the 3rd, 7th, 10th, 28th and 31st d.-iys bel

3 and 6 p. m.

Contributions to Dukhobor Fund to Sevi
Month 25th.

Judge Yerkes, $5.00; D. S. B., $4.00; E. C, New
$15.00; J. I. G., $100.00; M. C. B., $2.00; also $500,
be loaned. Wm. Evans, Treasurer,

252 S. Front St., Ph

Died, on the twenty-second uf Fifth Month, 1899,
Wood, wife of Caleb Wood in the seventy-seventh y
her age; an esteemed member and overseer of the Mi
Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia. The call of thii

Friend was unexpected, but the retrospect of her

that of an unassuming humility, with an untiring

fulness in the discharge of apprehended duty, givii

assurance to those who knew her best, that her
work was accomplished in the daytime and that her er

peace.
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itudy in Inconsistency ; and a Letter from

Whittier.

visitor to many meetings conducted under

name of Friends writes his impressions as

ows: "To profess the old profession of

mdz, that of Divine and immediate guidance

the Spirit, and in method and practice vio-

the profession in every turn of variety in

r religious ' service,' which is entirely con-

led by a human instrument, is to make a

ikery of the most divinely spiritual item in

ancient faith of Friends. They seem to

sist in this method with a sort of fatalistic

)lessness. They seem as if conscious that

method has lost its power. But as they

I by following it lost all they had, it is a

issity that they keep it up. It is this or

i.)iing. The method so practised is perfunc-

devoid of life as can well be imagined.

Jifferent is its effect on themselves or the

lie from what it was twenty years ago when

5sed the attraction and enthusiasm of

;lty, that it seemed to me as if it was an

'rt to extract substance from a ' squeezed

)n,' and that they were more than half

|icious of it themselves."

t the same time a letter comes to us from

ged Friend, as follows :

e had the privilege of some correspondence with
'''' jifted poet, .John G. Whittier. In his last letter,

^ ten only about one month before his decease,

rites: "I have read with interest the account

IB death and funeral of Morris Cope. He was

4 of the old school of Friends, and faithfully

tained the great cardinal doctrine of the So-

, which so many of its members seem to have

ely lost sight of. It is a painful sight to see

m|e Yearly Meetings going back to the very

things which our early Friends separated from. I

am comforted by the belief that the best men of

other denominations are drawing nearer to the

Truth as held by our ancestors; and I know that

the falling back of so many of those who still bear

our name is greatly regretted by them." This is

the very truth. At another time he used language

equally. regretful, and added "that if our Society

proved unfaithful in the upholding of the principles

and testimonies committed to us to bear before the

world, that they would not be suffered to fall to

the ground, " that others would be called in to sup-

port and carry them forward to the final triumph."

Search the Scriptures Rightly.

Consider whether the Scripture be your rule

or no? that is, whether in singleness of heart

ye wait on the Lord, to open the Scriptures by

his spirit, and to keep out your carnal reason

from thence (which cannot understand them,

but will be wresting them, and making them
speak as it would have them) ; or whether ye

take scope to search into them with that part,

which ever was shut out from the right knowl-

edge of them. " The natural man understand-

eth not the things of the spirit of God."

The spirit of the Lord alone understandeth

the meaning of his own words and He alone

gives the understanding of them, which He
gives not to the wise searcher and disputer

nor to the prudent professor (Mat. xi: 25), but

to the babe which He begets, to which He gives

the kingdom, and opens the words which the

Scripture speaks concerning the kingdom.

"The wisdom of the flesh is enmity against

God;" and in that search into the Scriptures,

it will gather only a knowledge suitable to its

enmity.

Thus the Jews were great enemies, and

strong enemies, by the knowledge which they

gathered out of the Scriptures written to them

;

and the same spirit hath also wound itself into

the Scriptures written since: and as then, that

spirit fought against Christ and his apostles,

with those very Scriptures which the spirit of

Christ had formerly written ; so the same spirit

fights now against the lambs of Christ, with

the Scriptures which were written since. Yea,

the great stronghold of antichrist at this day,

is Scripture interpreted by the fleshly wisdom:

for antichrist comes not in a direct denial of

Christ or Scriptures (He is too cunning to be

found there), but bends them aside by the

fleshly wisdom to serve the fleshly will, and

thus undermines the Spirit and exalts the flesh,

by a fleshly understanding and interpretation

of those very Scriptures which were written

by the Spirit against the flesh. And through

this mistake it is, that some innocently cry up

things practised at the first springing up of

truth, not seeing of what nature they were

and upon what account they were done, and

what of them were cast off by the same Spirit

which before had led to the use of them, through

Scripture expressly testifieth thereof. For,

(Rev. xi: I, 2) there was the measuring of the

building which God's own Spirit had built, part

whereof was reserved for (jod, part given to

the Gentiles, or uncircumcised in heart, who
are now the Gentiles, since the breaking down
of the former distinction betwixt Jew and Gen-

tile. That which God reserved for himself was
"the altar, the temple, the worshippers therein;"

all these are inward. The outward court was

given to the Gentiles, to those who would be wor-

shippers under the gospel, and yet had not the

circumcision of the gospel; to them the court

which is without the temple is given; and this

they get and cry up, and tread under foot the

holy city, trampling upon the inward, and un-

dervaluing it. Christ within, the .spirit with-

in, the law within, the power within, becomes

a reproach; and this they have the power to

do, even to keep down the inward, and cry

up the outward, and to persecute and slay the

witnesses whom God raised up to testify for

the inward and against the outward (as it is

now in the Gentiles' hands, and made use of

by them to keep dov\m the inward); and so the

building being thus taken down, the church

flies out of it into the wilderness. . . .

Many cry up the Scriptures for their rule;

but which of them is taught by the Spirit to

keep the carnal part out of the Scriptures?

Which of them keeps out their own will and

understanding, receiving their knowledge of

Scripture from that Spirit which wrote them?

Do not men rather gather a knowledge in the

flesh and then grow strong and wise, and able

to dispute and confident in their own way, and

become fierce despisers of those who cannot

own their interpretation of these Scriptures?

and thus the mind of God, the true meaning of

the Scriptures is not their rule; but an image

which they have formed out of it; a meaning

which their wit hath strongly imagined and

fenced with arguments, and the real mind and

intent of the Spirit is hid from them. So by

this means many both deceive their own souls

and help to deceive the souls of others, missing

of the plainness and simplicity of the Spirit and

gathering senses in the wit and subtlety of the

fleshly part, where the serpentine wisdom lodg-

eth and twines about the tree of knowledge.

Now what do these men do? whom do they

serve? and whither do they run themselves

and lead many other poor souls whom they

pretend to be helpful to save?

Isaac Penington.

The sign and singular effect of inward bap-

tism is the answer of a good conscience towards

God.
_ ^

I AM not ashamed of the gospel of Christ,

for it is the power of God unto salvation to

every one that believeth. (Rom. i: 16.)
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4 Te><timony from Horsham MoiMy Mating,

ConccrnimjAss Hamton, /<//»' M\f€ of John

llnmton of Wrighhtown.

She was born at Middletown. Bucks County,

in the year lTSO-1. Under the pious care of

her parents, and through the visitation of 1 i_

vine Crace. she early became acquainted \nth

the seasoning virtue thereof, which made her

v^iiling to submit to the Cross of I hnst, and to

follow Him in the way of his leadings, whereby

she was preserved from many of the vanities

and follies incident to youth. In the year 1 1 4b

she was married, and having a large lamily ot

children, she was careful to bring them up in j ^ incidents reported from the war

plainness and industry. Her husband departed *^ .^ :...„..;„„..,..,„„.

this life the tenth of the Ninth Month, in the

firmly fixed on the immovable Hock, ("hnst

Jesus, and her hope and confidence unshaken,

that there was a place of rest prepared for her

among the righteous, into which we doubt not

she is entered. .

She departed this life, in love and unity with

her friends and neighbors, on the twenty-eighth

of the First Month, ITilG, without sigh or

groan, aged sixty-five years, a minister about

twenty years, and was interred in Friends'

burying ground at Byberry on the thirty-first

of the same, at which time a solemn meeting

was held.
^

Thou Callest Me Fkiend."—There are

one; a ministry that will lead us to the fou:

tain, and leave us there."— H'wi. Pcnn.

For "TlIK I'"BIKM

vear 1775, about which times he appeared in

the ministry, and being faithful, grew in her

gift was sound in doctrine, accompanied with

a degree of heart-tendering authority, bhe

travelled at sundrv times into divers parts ot

the adjacent provinces, with Friends' approba-

tion, and was often engaged in the service ot

visiting Friends' families to good satisfaction.

She removed within the compass of Horsham

Monthly Meeting in the year 1792, and some

time after, bodily infirmities began to increase

upon her, yet her zeal for the cause of Truth

and righteousness did not abate. She was a

diligent attender of our religious meetings,

both for worship and discipline, and a lively

example, when there, by humbly waiting for

the arising of the power of Truth, and not

being forward in her public appearances. In

the time of her last illness, she was much af-

flicted with bodily pain, which she bore with

exemplary patience and resignation. She was

often concerned that her children might be

preserved in obedience to the manifestations of

Di\nne grace, speaking of the example of our

Saviour, and how He often retired from the

multitudes into the mountains and solitary

places, and spent much of his time in prayer

and meditation, she exhorted her children often

to retire to the house of prayer, and to delight

in inward retirement of mind. At another

time, when a friend was sitting by her, she ap-

peared to be in sujiplication to the Lord, but

with such a low voice, that not many words

could be distinctlv understood. Sometime after

she said,
" Oh, the severe pain that I feel, but,

if it will hasten this poor tabernacle one step

toward the grave, what matter if I can but be

preserved in the patience until the end come,

where my soul may be at rest in the inclosure

of that quiet habitation, where there will be

no more saying, '
I am sick.' M another time,

she said,
" Lord, shake terribly, shake all the

delights of this world, and turn the people's

minds more and more to seek thy Truth,"

then spoke in a few words, setting forth the

goodness of the Lord, and said, " Oh, death,

where is thy sting. Oh grave, where is thy

victory? Where there is no fear, there is no

sting." Sometime after, said to her daughter,

" Cive me up; let mc go and do not hold me.

I must go. I have given up the world, and all

that is therein, and am fully resigned to leave

it." And at another time, when in much bodily

pain, she said. "Oh Thou, that hast been with

me in six troubles, leave me not in the seventh."

She often apiteared to be offering up praises

and thanksgivings to the Lord, and through all

her afflictions of body, she appeared to be

that encourage, in the midst of discourage-

ment, the hope that, after all, " man's inhu-

manity to man " is not on the decline. Here

is an incident reported in a letter from the

American camp at Santiago, a few days after

the hard fighting there, at the beginning of

the siege. The correspondent said:

" While all these wounded were being cared

for at Siboney, the Spanish wounded were not

being neglected. It is impossible to say that

the Spaniards are not brave fighters, after once

seeing the bearing of their wounded as they fell

into the hands of our men. Every man of them

fully expected to be massacred on the spot.

Here is one instance:
" One morning, near General Shafter's head-

quarters, a dozen wounded Spaniards were hav-

ing there wounds dressed. One young fellow,

who was shot through both legs, lay on the

ground. The surgeon was trying to ask him

to move his leg so that his boot could be un-

laced, when Charles Pepper, the Washington

correspondent, volunteered to act as interpre-

ter. Stooping down to the Spaniard, he gave

the message, and, as is the Spanish custom, he

prefaced his remark with 'Amigo.' Instantly

the young Spaniard's face lightened with amaze-

ment and delight. He grasped C. Pepper by

the hand and exclaimed incredulously, 'Thou

callest me friend
!'

"
C. Pepper explained the remark to the two

other correspondents with him; and when they

too, shook hands with the Spaniard, and helped

the surgeon to unlace his shoes, it was really

a study to watch the surprised expressions of

the other Spaniards."— Comwionw-fn/f/!.

Thorough command of the three K's is se-

cured to the pupil only by constant vigilance.

No occasional practice of them will at all suf-

fice. Alike in the secondary and in the ele-

mentary school, during every moment of the

sessions, WTiting, spelling, speaking, composi-

tion, expression, ciphering, must be under sleep-

less inspection. Every exercise, every recita-

tion, every laboratory report, should be a double

test: of the pupil's knowledge of the topic it-

self, of his skill with the tools by which he

makes that knowledge evident. Hardly a skilled

career can be imagined in which .such early

vigilance will not be repaid a thousand-fold.—

James P. Munroe. ^
"There is such a thing as a very small gift

in a great many words; and there is such a

thing as a large" gift in a very few words. We
do not want an eloquent ministry; we do not

want a flowery ministry; we want a living min-

istry ; we want a baptizing ministry—a ministry

that will break a hard heart, and heal a broken

The Unrevised Version as a

Literature.

riiOM A LinTEU TO THE EDITOR.

Aside from the doctrinal standpoint, I thi

the Kevised Version is not to be compared wi

the King .lames version. My satisfaction w

therefore great when I came upon the folio

ing paragraph in Saintsbury's Elizabethan L

erature. So far as 1 know Ceorge Saintsbv

is not especially a Bible student, and not

ticularly interested in religious matters; 1

as a literary critic he stands very high

ability and scholarship.

[It is not the province of The Friend to

bitrate between its readers in their choice

versions of the Scripture of Truth. We g
place to the offered extract as asserting

undeniable rank of the Authorized Version

a literary monument; but must leave to e;

one his judgment as to which translation is

more correct representation of the wording

truth as originally written.—Ed.]

But great as are Bacon and Raleigh,

cannot approach, as writers of prose, the c^

pany of scholarly divines who produced—

w

is probably the greatest prose work in any

guage—the Authorized Version of the Bibl

English. Now that there is at any rate

fear of this masterpiece ceasing to be wha

has been for three centuries—the school

training ground of every man and woma

English speech in the noblest uses of Enp

tongue— every one who values his

tongue is more especially bound to put

record his own allegiance to it.

Among the translators were many excel

writers, an advantage which they possessed

much higher degree than their revisers

nineteenth century, of whom few wouk

mentioned among the best livmg writer

English by any competent authority.
.^

They had in the air around them an Euj

purged of archaisms and uncouthness,

adapted to every literary purpose, and yet

racy of the soil, and free from that burd(

hackneyed and outworn literary platitude.-

commonplaces with which centuries of volii

ous literary production have vitiated and lo

the English of our own day

hour had come exactly, and so had the nn

One of the blunders which spoils this ]iat

(the thirteenth of first Corinthians) in th(

vised Version is the pedantic substitutK

" mirror " for " glass," it having apparent

curred to some wise-acre that glass wa;

known to the ancients, or at least use(

mirrors. Had this wise-acre had the slig

knowledge of English literature, a single

of Gascoigne^, " The Steel Glass," would
)

dispensed him at once from any atteni

emendation. But this is ever and alway

way of the sciolist Revision

revision, constructed in corrupt followi;

the transient and embarrassed phantoij

ephemeral fashion in scholarship, may!

into the [unknown], after setting right a
\

here and there, transferring a rendering
|

text to margin, or from margin to text,
j

the work of the Mnrevised version will rj

unafl[ected by each of these futile exercitdi)
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For "The Fkiend."

Edwin Markham.
uthor of " The Man with the Hoe " and other poems.)

A distinct surprise has been offered to the
;lo-Saxon world within the present year by
rise of a new poet upon the Pacific coast,

i remarkable appeal to the fortunate classes

the world in behalf of labor, surrounded by
iditions of distress and privation, and con-
d within these for life, in the great poem,
he Man with the Hoe," has aroused the at-

tion of thinking men wherever that poem
been seen. It appeared on the eighth of

st Month last in The San Francisco Ex-
ner and produced a sensation unparalleled
!e the publication of "The Recessional."
i poem, however, is not so much in the na-
e of the awakening of the Nation to con-
r its responsibility and its guilt towards
er Peoples, as it is to rouse the public con-
mce wherever it may be led within its own
lain to study and relieve that distress of
poor which arises from no fault of their

I.

Charles) Edwin Markham is a native of Ore-
City, Oregon, born Fourth Month 23rd,

2, and to a marked extent what is so fre-

ntly termed "A self made man." On his

s side, he descends from noted Pennsyl-
ia Ancestry, namely Colonel William Mark-
the cousin of William Penn and his sec-

*iry; appointed also Deputy Governor for
nsylvania during Penn's absence in England
subsequently Deputy Governor of Delaware
691. Still later. Colonel Markham was as-

ated with Lord Baltimore in important pub-
iffairs. He was, indeed, a member of The

*rch of England, yet he agreed with his

ker cousin in " non resistance and the rights
he masses."

lie Markham family had already attained
liderable celebrity in England— another
iam Markham having been a graduate of
st Church College, Oxford, Dean of West-
iter. Bishop of Chester and tutor to the
ce of Wales in the time of Edmund Burke.

'|was distinguished for "a vigorous mind
Iprofound learning."

1 the mother's side, our poet is descended
the Winchells, a family also of consider-
repute, both in England and on the Conti-

This family showed the faith that was
"jiem by taking refuge in Holland from the
ecution in England, by which the Friends

'^uffered, rather than desert or deny their
ious beliefs.

le Winchells were, in no sense, of Quaker
i or connection, and they made their mark
e colonial history of this country, the Revo-
'nary War and the Civil War. But in ad-

^ to this, this family " has been noted for
" lectual vigor and aggressive activity in the
rs of church and state; many representa-
having been noted as legislators, preach-

"land scientists and in other learned pro-

le parents of Edwin Markham were pioneers
"crossed the plains from Michigan to the
"]ic coast, shortly before his birth. His
sr died before he reached his fifth year,
bis mother and her family settled in " a

2 (and beautiful valley near Suisun, in Central
• ,ornia," where he grew to young manhood,
" red to every kind of labor required on a
em cattle ranch, and depending for edu-

cation on the rude country schools and his own
ceaseless reading." His elder brother was deaf
and dumb, and his mother a stern and silent

I

woman, of strong character and great origin
ality, and these were the chief associates of the
growing boy. His tastes and his reading were
largely poetical: "Homer and Byron being his

first masters."

Edwin Markham entered the State Normal
School at San Jose, in 1871, " making his way
on money he had earned," and then pursued the
classical course of Christian College at Santa
Rosa, California.

For awhile he studied law, but he has never
practised. Hitherto he has been chiefly known
by his work in the service of education and the
progress of California, by occupying the posi-

tion of Superintendent and Principal of schools
at various places. To-day he is " Head Master
of the Tompkins Observation School, connected
with the University of California, where he has
been engaged for a number of years in work
which is highly significant to the interests of
academic education. Professor Markham's li-

brary is acknowledged one of the best chosen
in the State, and is especially excellent in the
department of philosophy and literary criti-

cism."

In relation to his poetry, I shall not assume
the function of a critic, which presupposes a
native quality to which I make no claim, and
an art, the result of labor and practice in which
I have no experience. I will, however, say I think
that the most of the readers who will for the
first time take his poems into their hands will

be impressed very much as I have been, both
with the poetical faculty which they indicate,

a thing, " not made but born," the sweetness
of their tone, and the devotional feeling which
is to be found in so many of them.
A poet who writes of the sufferings of his

fellow man must needs have something of the
Baptist's utterance, " The voice of one crying
in the wilderness." If that cry have nothing
personal or selfish in it, but is an appeal evoked
hy sympathy for other men, then there is in it

a nobility which deserves the general respect
and acknowledgment.
A book of poems, his first, has just appeared

from the press with the title, " The Man with
the Hoe and other Poems."

In this collection there is a sweetness and a
beauty which are seldom surpassed. There is

a suggestion of Robert Herrick and of William
Morris in some of these : but of a William Mor-
ris with an unconcealed faith in the Lord Jesus
Christ. No recent poetry of which I have
knowledge passes in these qualities " The Two
Taverns" and "The Prayer."

But, probably that characteristic of his poems
which will vibrate the longest in the souls of

men is that sweet charity which makes the
wrongs of others his own, and which appeals
for justice on behalf of the oppressed who have
found for themselves no voice. In his " Desire
of Nations " he anticipates for Him of whom
Isaiah speaks as " The Wonderful Counsellor,"

upon whose shoulders the "government shall

be," that He is coming
" to make the long injustice right,

—

to push bacl< the shadows of the night,

—

The grey tradition full of flint and flaw:"—

and less than this we cannot hope for from the

loving Lord who wills not that " any should

perish," whether from cruel environment and

hereditary wrongs, or from themselves going
astray. James M. Price.

Sixth Month 27th, 18i);).

[The following poems are given as illustra-

tions of the above article:]
" In a photograph which I have of Millet's

noble painting on this subject, the furrow at
which the poor laborer is standing, broken up
from a hard surface to the bottom by his

heavy hoe, is as deep as an ordinary furrow
made by a plough drawn by two horses."

J. M. P.

"THE MAN V7ITH THE HOB."
BY EDWIN MARKHAM.

iiade

1 the image of God made ke him:'— Geiifsis.

Bowed by the weight of centuries he leans

Upon his hoe and gazes on the ground,
The emptiness of ages in his face,

And on his back the burden of the world.

Who made him dead to rapture and despair,

A thing that grieves not and that never hopes,
Stolid and stunned, a brother to the o,x ?

Who loosened and let down this brutal jaw ?

Whose was the hand that slanted back this brow?
Whose breath blew out the light within this brain ?

Is this the Thing the Lord God made and gave
To have dominion over sea and land

;

To trace the stars and search the heavens for power;
To feel the passion of Eternity ?

Is this the Dream He dreamed who shaped the suns
And pillared the blue firmament with light ?

Down all the stretch of Hell to its last gulf

There is no shape more terrible than this

—

More tongued with censure of the world's blind greed-
More filled with signs and portents for the soul

—

More fraught with menace to the

What gulfs between him and the seraphiaB*
Slave 9f the wheel of labor, what to him
Are Plato and the swing of Pleiades ?

What the long reaches of the peaks of song.

The rift of dawn, the reddening of the rose!

Through this dread shape the suffering ages look
;

Time's tragedy is in that aching stoop
;

Through this dread shape Humanity betrayed,

Plundered, profaned and disinherited,

Cries protest to the Judges of the World,
A protest that is also prophecy.

masters, lords and rulers in all lands,

Is this the handiwork you give to God,
This monstrous thing distorted and soul-quenched ?

How will you ever straighten up this shape
;

Touch it again with immortality
;

Give back the upward looking and the light

;

Rebuild in it the music and the dream
;

Make right the immemorial infamies,

Perfidious wrongs, immedicable woes !

masters, lords and rulers in all lands.

How will the Future reckon with this Man ?

How answer his brute question in that hour

When whirlwinds of rebellion shake the world ?

How will it be with kingdoms and with kings

—

With those who shaped him to the thing he is

—

When this dumb Terror shall reply to God
After the silence of the centuries ?—Oakland, California.

THE TWO TAVERNS.
I remember how I lay,

On a bank a summer's day.

Peering into weed and flower,

Watched a poppy all one hour.

Watched it till the air grew chill.

In the darkness of the hill,

Till I saw a wild bee dart.

Out of the cold to the poppy's heart.

Saw the petals gently spin,

.\nd shut the little lodger in.

Then I took the quiet road,

To my own secure abode.

All night long his tavern hung,

Now it rested, now it swung

—

1 asleep in steadfast tower.

He asleep in stirring flower.

In our hearts the same delight.

In the hushes of the night,

Over us both the same dear care,

As we slumbered unaware.—Edwin Markham.
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Silence in our Meetings.

The letter by two Friends on "Silence in

Friends' meetin)j;s " brinf^s forward a very im-

portant matter, one on which it is rightly said

many of the younger Friends feel deeply. The

need for rest and retirement to the higher

plane is increasingly felt in the growing rush

of out,-iide business, and the service in silence

is a most precious heritage in the hands of the

Society of Friends, which requires constant

guarding in right use.

There is, however, a second manner of look-

ing at it, which is, I venture to think, desira-

ble to consider, in onler rightly to appreciate

its value from the intellectual point of view.

Many of the younger Friends have been edu-

cated in the modern scientitic spirit, and al-

though the spiritual facts at the back are ever

the same, the expression of these facts in a

manner to which they are trained will appeal

to them with a force which cannot always be

equalled by the e.\pression of the same facts in

the old phraseology; so that a statement and
consideration of the value of silence from this

point of view will serve, perhaps, to emphasize
its statement from the other. As was well re-

marked by F. B. Meyer, at Devonshire House,
" the action of the inward Spirit itself has laws,

and if one will become sufficiently humble to

merge one's own will in that of the Divine or

inward and shining Spirit, the will of oneself

and the will of the kfward Spirit will become
one." ... By going along the lines of its

action c^iow, work, and that a great work,

can be done by simply obeying and following

its impulse.

The action of silent waiting is a right method
for obtaining this influx of the highest Spirit

into the mind; and the interference of its

action at an early stage of the meeting is there-

fore not good. The gradual effects on the in-

ner feelings are quite marked, and there is no
want of reverence in naming them with the

object of endeavoring to follow the law of the

action of the inward Spirit.

The closing of the outward doors and the

quietness of the room, filled as it is with men
and women whose hearts and brains are all in-

tensely active, has a peculiar and solemn effect.

The quietness is deep, intense ; the trials and
cares and worries of the world drop away, leav-

ing a place for the coming of an inward peace,

which itself comes from the submission of the

thoughts to the Highest, and the control under

and identification with the Divine (or shining)

self, the light within. But for many—for most
indeed, until the control by the highest can be-

come a constant life—the interval is filled with

a surging wave and ebb and flow of feelings;

this gradually quiets down, and the bowl is

filled higher and higher until that fulness of

inner force is felt which is meant by the phrase
being " moved with the Spirit." This surging
and ebb and flow may vary indefinitely ; or it

may be quite wasted by turning the thoughts
outward, to business, stocks and shares, pleas-

ure, profit, or wearine.ss. But turned inward
towards what is high and what is good and
what is bright and shining, the force of the

spirit from below meets that from above and
is transformed up to the steady shining of the

"inward light;" and this is the one great fact

of which the Society is a jealous guardian.

By habit of contemplation and devotion to

the highest Spirit from childhood to youth and

mature age, a regular order is doubtless es-

tablished in this spiritual influx which, without

want of reverence, can be noticed and named.

If the life in the previous week has been wrong,

there is darkness and misery and anguish of

.spirit; if the life has been good and fruitful,

immediate presence of the inner feeling of

light. But even if free from active evil, there

will always be some feeling of failure; so that

almost inevitably the first stage in the (juiet

silence is one of question, failure, pleading,

perhaps of fear and the asking of pardcn. Then
will come the knowledge that the inner and

higher life is [always] there within, ready to

help; and a quiet dwelling on the inexhaustible

force within is like the filling of a reservoir,

during which time hope and trust and belief

in the higher Spirit is the constant inner feel-

ing. Then comes the third stage, of joy and
peace and love, when the force of the Spirit

ri.ses within to what may be thought of as a

"blazing light," irradiating the whole mind
and body, and sending forth rays of love and
devotion to the highest, around the room,

around the place, around the world. This is

the contact with the Divine— the inner light.

The meeting-house, as the letter quoted says,

"seems almost filled with celestial fire." Nay,

may we not say " is filled?" for this inward light,

is it not a real light of another kind, palpable

to the inward minds of those who are there,

lifting the body and thoughts upwards to its

very highest ideal? If so, then this beautiful

action must be allowed its time to occur. Even
with previous preparation, in coming to the

meeting ready and expectant, it may require

half an hour or so of silent waiting to go
through its baptism of fire up to light, through
fear and hope to joy and love; so therefore if

those in the room know of the needs of its

action, will they not be more ready to wait in

silence until the power of the highest Spirit

be able to make itself heard in the stillness

with profit and help, and for strength for the

coming week?
I have often thought that this manner of

thinking of the need of silence might be very

helpful, and especially so to some of the

younger Friends, as it has been to thine truly.—Howard Swan, in the London Friend.

Great World Railways.—" Within three
years," says the Fortrnqhtly Review, "a man
will be able to get into the train at Ostend and
travel straight through to Port Arthur. In

five years a person will be able to travel in a

railway carriage from the Cape of Good Hope
to Alexandria. There is yet a third great
world-line from Constantinople via Palestine,

Persia, India and Burmah, to Hong Kong. The
importance of these three great lines of com-
munication cannot be sufficiently dwelt upon,
it can certainly not be exaggerated. With the
Siberian railway we have nothing to do now;
with regard to the other two this is to be noted

:

they both of them meet in Palestine. Pales-
tine is the great centre, the meeting of the
roads. Whoever holds Palestine commands the
great lines of communication, not only by land,

but also by sea."

Is this the highway of which the prophet
Isaiah speaks? (Isa. xix: 22-2-5.)

The letter killeth, the Spirit giveth life. (2
Cor. iv: 10.)

The Law Written in the Heart.—In

word, this writing of the law in the he;

makes obedience a natural motive; I mean,

a new nature. It springs not from outwa
constraints and precepts, but from an inwa

principle, and, therefore, not only is it univ(

.sal and constant, but cheerful and ea.sy. T
law written in tables of stone only is hard a

grievous; but make once the heart the table

it, and there is nothing more pleasing. Tl

law of God makes service delightful, even t

painfulest of it.
"

1 delight to do thy will,

my (Jod; yea, thy law is within my heart." T
sun, which moves with such wonderful swift n«

that to the ignorant it would seem incredil

to hear how many thousands of miles it gc

each hour, yet because it is naturally fitted

that course, it comes, as the p.salmist speal

"Like a bridegroom forth from his chamb
and rejoices as a strong man to run a rac
If the natural man be convinced of the go(

ness and equity of the law of <Jod, yet becai

it is not written within, but only commai
without, it is a violent motion to him to ol

it, and therefore he finds it a painful yoke. I

hear David, in whose heart it was, speak of

how doth he call it his delight and his joy.

If any profane person object to a godly m^

his exact life, that it is too precise, as if

wrote each action before he did it, he may
swer, as Demosthenes did to him that objec

he wrote his orations before he spake th(

that he was not at all ashamed of that, althoi

they were not only written but engraven
forehand. Certainly the godly man lives

this law which is written and engraven on
heart, and he need not be ashamed of it.— .4)

bishop Leighton.

The Consumption of Coffee.

Editor o/The Friend:- I do not know fi

what source the information v as obtained wi

was published in The Friend of Sixth Mc
3rd, 1899, regarding the consumption of co
in the United States.

I have before me an article headed
World's Bill of Fare," giving some statistic

accurate, are valuable and interesting. It

published in Twelfth Month, 1898.

We may consume the greatest quantit

coft'ee because our population is greater

some other country or a number of count

combined, for which reason a per capita ca

lation is a better plan for a just compariso
No date is given the article in question,

it can be presumed late figures have been u
Netherlands. Belfiium. Untied States. 1

Cofree..370 oz. 176 oz. 155 oz. 5;^ c

Great Britain, Canada. United States. Kuss

Tea 88 oz. 70 oz. 24 oz. !» c

Cfreal Britain. Germnny. United States. Spal

Beer 30 gals. 27 gals. 15 gals. 1
[

France. Germany. United States. .Spal

Wine 29 gals. 1 gal. J gal. 35 g

Very respectfully,

John T. Morki i*

CoMiTON, Chestnut Hill,

Philadelphia, Seventh Month 16, 1899.

tit

Far More Important.—Life is too shoi

wait until some great thing can be done. L
deeds of kindness, little acts of charity

I,

day by day as we go along through life
\

far more important than one single deed
ever great.

—

Church Messenger.
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Gleanings in the Early History of Friends.
iContiiiued from page 14.)

Others of G. F's persuasion now began to

ach publicly, viz: Thomas Aldam, Richard

rnsworth, and not long after, William Dews-
This made such a stir, that the priest

Warnsworth procured a warrant against G.

and T. A. The constable took T. A. to York,

he meddled not with G. F., saying he was
,th to trouble men that were strangers.

At a steeple-house not far from Bradford, G

.

showed the people the priest's unfair deal-

; and directing them to Christ, the true in-

rd teacher, declared that God was come to

ch his people himself, and to bring them off

m all the world's teachers and hirelings, that

sy might come to receive freely from Him.
issed from thence without much opposi-

and travelled now for some time with

hard Earnsworth.
Then parting from him, he came to Went-
dale, and had not much opposition there.

us he went from place to place, and often

t with strange occurrences, some of which

re more jocose than serious; others very

le, and even dangerous to his life. But he

sted in God, really believing that He had

t him to preach repentance, and to exhort

pie to a true conversion. Near Sedbergh
went to a meeting at Justice Benson's, where
)eople met that were separated from the

)lic worship, and by his preaching, he gave
general satisfaction, that most of the

irers were convinced of the truth, declared

him. Thus the number of his fellow-be-

ers increased so, that now they had meet-

5 by themselves in many places of the coun-

G. F. declared the day of the Lord through
fair (at Sedbergh) and afterwards went into

steeple-house yard, where abundance of

pie came to him. Here he preached for

eral hours. None of the priests, several of

,[(
)m were there, spoke against what he had
lared; but a captain said, "Why will ye not

into the church? for this is not a fit place
' )reach in." G. F. told him that he did not

it
rove of their church. Then stood up Francis

't
vgill, who was a preacher, and though he
er had seen G. F. before, was so affected,

lit
fc he answered the captain, and soon put

.
j
to silence, for, said F. H., "this man speaks

lit
1 authority, and not as the scribes." After

,.3 G. F- opened to the people, that that

ijijund and house were not more holy than

,j^
ther place; and that " the house was not the

jjrch, but the people whom Christ was the

r.j i of." Near Firbank chapel in Westmore-
•ifll, having refreshed himself at noon with a

s e water out of a brook, he went and sat

M n on the top of a rock hard by, intending

;pji ave a meeting there. In the afternoon, the

ip)le gathered about him, with several of

.pair preachers, and amongst these F. H. and
ji Audland. To this auditory, which was
red to consist of more than a thousand

i,|)le, G. F. spoke about the space of three
'

"s. His ministry was at that time accom-
ed by such a convincing power, and so

bed the hearts of the people, that many,
loi|even all the teachers of that congregation

'

i convinced of the Truth declared to them,
fter this meeting was over, G. F. went to

ife, 's, who as well as F. H., had been quite

1 ght over by his effectual preaching. And
so far from approving their former ser-

vice, that they gave back the money they re-

ceived for their preaching to the parish of

Colton in Lancashire; being now resolved to

give freely, what they had received freely.

G. F. coming to Kendal had a meeting there,

in the town hall; where, declaring the word of

life, several became convinced of the Truth

published by him, when he went to Under-Bar-
row: several people accompanied him, and he

had great reasonings with them, but especially

with one Edward Burrough, who, though of ex-

traordinary parts, and acquired knowledge, was
not able to withstand the efficacious sayings of

G. F. This E. B. became an eminent man among
the Quakers (so-called).

G. F. had at Under-Barrow, with the consent

of the inhabitants, a great meeting in the chapel,

and many were convinced. From thence he

went to Lancashire, and came to Ulverstone,

and so to Swarthmore, to the house of Thomas
Fell, a judge in Wales, where many priests

frequently came. The judge was at that time

abroad employed in the exercise of his office,

and his wife Margaret was also gone abroad

that day. Before it was night M. F. returned

home. G. F. had much reasoning there, and
declared the Truth to her and her family.

The following day being appointed for a

humilation, M. went with her children to the

steeple-house at Ulverstone, having asked G.

F. to go with her. But he replying that he

must do as he was ordered by the Lord, left

her, and walked into the fields, and there he

felt a strong motion to go also to the steeple-

house. He stepped up on a form, and asked

leave to speak; the priest consenting, G. F.

began thus: "He is not a Jew who is one out-

wardly, neither is that circumcision which is

outward; but he is a Jew that is one inwardly,

and that is circumcision, which is of the heart."

And so he went on, and said, " that Christ was

the light of the world, and enlightened every

man that cometh into the world, and that by

this light they might be gathered to God," etc.

M. F. standing up in her pew wondered at this

doctrine, having never heard any such before.

His words did so effectually reach her that

she sat down in her pew again, and weeping

bitterly, cried in her spirit to the Lord. G.

F. still going on, declared against the false

prophets, and said, that their way of worship

was but talking of other men's words, and that

they themselves were out of the life and spirit

which those were in who gave them forth.

Then cried out a justice of the peace, " Take
him away." But M. F. said to the officers,

"Let him alone. Why may not he speak as

well as any other?" Priest Lampitt, it is like

to please her, said also, " Let him speak." G.

F., speaking yet awhile, was at length led out

by the constable, according to the order of the

said Justice Sawyer, and then he spoke to the

people in the graveyard.

In the evening he came again into the house

of Judge Fell, where he spoke to the servants

and others of the family, who most of them
became convinced. Among these was William

Caton.

M. F. in the meanwhile being come home,

was so reached that she scarce knew what to

do, her husband being from home; for she

clearly perceived what she heard G. F. preach

was Truth. The First-day after he went to

Aldenham steeple-house, where, when the priest

had done, he spoke to the people and admon-

ished them to return to the Lord. At Ram-
side there was a chapel, in which one Thomas
Lawson used to preach. He told his people
that G. P. was to come there in the afternoon;
by which means very many people were gath-
ered together. When he came, he saw there
was no place so convenient to speak to the
people as the chapel, and therefore he went
into it. The priest Lawson, willing to give a
full opportunity to G. F., left all the time to

him. And G. F. so powerfully declared the
doctrine of Truth, that many received it, and
among these the priest himself, who left off his

preaching for hire, and in process of time,

came to preach the Lord Jesus Christ, and his

glorious gospel freely.

At Brerecliff G. F. found some people that

told him they could not dispute. But he told

them to fear God, etc.

He went to a new built chapel near Gleaston
wherein none had yet preached, many were con-
vinced. From thence he returned to Swarth-
more again; for Margaret Fell expecting her
husband's return home, had desired G. F. to

come. Since some of the great ones of the

country, being gone to meet her husband, had
informed him that a great disaster had befallen

the family, that the Quakers were witches, and
had turned them from their religion, and that

he must send them away, or all the country
would be undone. Without all question, this

was a very sad message to Judge Fell, for he
came home greatly offended ; and one may
think what a condition his wife wasWn, being
in fear that she should either displease her
husband or offend God.

Whilst Judge Fell and his wife were sitting

at the dinner table, an extraordinary power
seizing on her, made such an operation on her
mind, that he was struck with amazement, and
knew not what to think of it ; but he was quiet

and still, and the children also were become so

grave and modest that they could not play on
their music they were learning. (J. F. came
soon after Judge Fell, and Margaret asked him
if G. F. might come in, and he said " Yes." G.

then coming in, began to speak presently, at

which the family, J. Naylor and R. Famsworth
entered.

He answered all the objections of Judge Fell,

and so thoroughly satisfied him by the Scrip-

tures, that he was convinced in his judgment,
and asked if he was that (!. F. whom Justice

Robinson had spoken so much in commenda-
tion of amongst many of the Parliament men?
To this G. F. answered him, that he had been
with the Justices Robinson and Hotham in York-
shire; that they had been very civil and loving

to him, and that they were convinced in their

judgments by the Spirit of God, that the prin-

ciple he bore testimony to was the Truth; and
that they saw beyond the priests of the na-

tion.

Next morning, whilst some were speaking

how several in these parts were convinced of

the Truth now declared, and that they knew
not where to get a meeting place, Judge Fell

hearing them, said of his own accord, " You
may meet in my hall if you will." So the next

First-day there was at his house a meeting,

and a large one indeed, being the first meeting
of the people called Quakers that was at Swarth-

more (1652), and so it continued to be kept

there until the year 1690, when a new meet-

ing house was built.
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Judge Fell not being willing to appear in

that meeting, went that day to the steeple-

house, and none with him but his clerk and his

groom. Yet in proce.-ss of time he came to be

so well affected to the doctrine of the t^uakers,

so-called, that though he did not enter pub-

licly into their Society, yet he loved them, and

several years before his death did not frequent

the steeple hou.se any more.
,T.i |.r,onllluu-(l )

Underground Mail Carriers.

Few of the thousands who walk daily through

the streets of our large cities realize that be-

neath their feet is rushing a stream of pro-

jectiles one after another, at the speed of the

Empire State Express, tired, as it were, from

an air-gun at the distant railway station and

bearing mail matter to the post office. Yet

the pneumatic-tube system has to-day reached

great perfection in this country. We have im-

proved on foreign systems in the matter of

increased size. In The Home Magazine Theo-

dore Waters gives a description of the method
by which the new system of transportation is

effected. He is supposed to be quoting a New
Y'ork post office attendant, who speaks thus:

"
1 suppose you have seen a boy blow putty

through a blow pipe—perhaps you have done

it yourself. Well, how is it accomplished?

Simply in this way: The boy puts a piece of

putty in the pipe, and then with his breath he

compresses the air behind the wad. In a mo-
ment theT)ressure overcomes the resistance of

the putty against the sides of the pipe, and the

wad flies out of the other end with increasing

force. Now it is precisely the same way with

these pneumatic tubes, except that powerful

machinery takes the place of the boy. Liter-

ally they blow the carriers through the tubes.

That big air compressor sucks in the atmosphere

in great quantities, compresses it until a press-

ure of twelve pounds to the square inch is

reached, and then discharges it into the pneu-

matic tube
" ' Why does the speed increase as the other

end is approached? Because air is an elastic

body. If it were not elastic, like water for

instance, it would travel at a rate uniform with

that at which it is pumped. But being elastic,

it not only travels at the speed given to it by

the compressor, but in a wild endeavor to ex-

pand, its speed is quickened as the end of the

tube is neared. So a carrier is pushed along,

not only by the flow of the compressed air it-

self, but by its expansion as well. As the ex-

pansion becomes greater and greater toward the

other end of the tube, so therefore does the

speed of the carrier get greater and greater.'
" It has been calculated that if the mouth of

a pneumatic tube were pointed upward and a

thirty pound carrier allowed to .jump out of it

at full speed, the carrier would rise over forty

feet in the air. If the velocity were fifty feet

a second, the energy in a carrier attaining this

result would be eleven hundred and sixty-five

foot-pounds. The tube would become, in fact,

a corapre.ssed air-gun. If the projectile came
out of the opening horizontally, it would cleave

a passage down the centre of the post office,

bowling over clerks, mail pouches and letter

racks, like a shell shot from a cannon. Pro-

bably if it struck anything very solid it would
burst and do the business of a shell by scatter-

ing its contents over everything. Now, in view

of this great force of the carrier at the end of

its journey, how is its terrific onrush stopped

without damage to the terminal station? This

question was put to the attendant who had

just spoken. He said:
"

' Well, we make it stop itself. In other

words, we make the very force of its onrush

produce a condition which gradually stops it,

just as Maxim uses the recoil of his gun for the

purpose of recocking it. Y'ou will notice that

the end of this tube is closed by what we call

a sluice-gate. The air rushing through the

tube e.scapes through this small branch pipe,

located here about four feet from the end of

the tube. Now when a carrier comes in through

the tube it passes this branch pipe, and com-

presses the air which lies between itself and the

sluice-gate. In fact, an air cushion is formed

which becomes compressed more and more as

the carrier impinges upon it, and which would

finally stop the carrier altogether if at the crit-

ical moment, when the force is almost gone,

the sluice-gate did not open automatically and

allow the carrier to tumble out slowly, impelled,

as you might say, by the very last legs of its

velocity.'

"

The practical results of the system are pre-

sented in the following paragraph:
" Some idea of the saving the tubes afford

New Y'ork can be had by reckoning the amount
of mail matter which passes in carriers over

the Brooklyn Bridge. The estimate is one hun-

dred and twenty-six thousand three hundred

and fifty letters and twenty thousand two hun-

dred and fifty papers a day. Compared with

the old system of wagon delivery, the gain is

probably one hour for each letter and paper,

in other words, one hundred and forty-six

thousand six hundred hours are gained simul-

taneously to the merchants and private per-

sons whose mail matter goes through this tube.

The gain for the other tubes is proportionately

as great as far as can be directly calculated,

but when the post office officials tell you re-

peatedly that the letters going by tube to the

Grand Central Station catch trains which leave

an hour ahead of those caught during the old

wagon system— trains which go far to the

North, the South and the West; when they tell

you that the connections made somtimes result

in a twenty-four hours' saving; when they say

that Western mail now catches steamships for

Europe which formerly would have been de-

layed until the 'next steamer;' when they tell

you of these facts, which have become every-

day matters with them, you can readily see

that there is really no way of calculating the

gigantic saving of time which the pneumatic
tubes of New Y'ork alone have made for the

people of the United States, and, in fact, of the

world."

At present, of course, the system is in its in-

fancy. There seems to be no reason, however,
why it should not ultimately be extended until

distant cities are connected by pneumatic tubes.

Says T. Waters, in closing:
" Should the pneumatic tube be perfected so

that distant cities could be connected, we would
have a condition of intercourse which would
fall little short of that promised for the flying

machine. Such a condition is of the future if

at all. It is well to keep within bounds in

matters of this kind. We are always on the
edge of the future, but while we take for granted
that of it which comes to us, we may guess but

never really know what our next experien

will be."

[Having heard that the mail matter one di

in Philadelphia had become lodged somewhe
underground in its passage between the ma
post office and the Bourse, the Editor called i

one of the officers to learn how they kne

where to dig down for the point of obstructio

He replied that at the opening of the Boud

end of the tube they discharged a pistol, ai

took accurate note of the number of secon

which elapsed before its echo came back throu)

the tube. By the number of feet (1,090) p
second which sound travels, they readily ci

culated the distance of the obstruction whl
sent back the echo. This located the stoppa,

in a curve at Seventh Street, where on diggi:

down they found the carriage and its load.]

A True Witness.

Dr. Ezra Abbott, Harvard College, one of t

ablest of textual critics, in speaking of the \

rious readings so-called, dismisses ninete(

twentieths of them from consideration all'

gether as obviously of no importance, sa

nineteen-twentieths of the remainder only i

late to matters of spelling, grammatical c(

struction, the order of words, etc., without

;

fecting the sense, and that even what is li

does not involve any Christian doctrine or di

whatsoever. No better evidence of the trv

of this need be required than the followii

The King .lames version was prepared nea
three hundred years ago, and since that ti

great progress has been made in the kno'

edge of the Hebrew and Greek tongues, as w
as the geography and archfeology of the Bit

and a large number of MSS. have been disc

ered, notably the three oldest of the New T
tament extant, and yet the Revised Version

our day does not change a single import-

fact or doctrine in the whole Bible, but only

some cases, the number of proof-texts by wh
it may be sustained. What a demonstrat
this presents, not only of a Divine original, 1

a Divine oversight over the translations of t

original in all the years.

—

Dr. J. M. Grai/,

Chridian and Missionary Alliance.

Bascom and the Panther.

One can be led by the Spirit and at the sa

time exercise the strongest good sense,

soundest judgment. "The meek will He gu
in judgment." The Psalmist prays: "Teacli

good judgment and knowledge : for I have
lieved thy commandments."

Then in the little affairs of every-day life

are to expect that (jod will lead us, throi

the ordinary sense He gives us.

But there are times when we cannot ki

through the ordinary channels what God wc

have us to do. Then He reveals his will

special impressions made upon the mind. S
cases are common in the lives of all G
saints.

In the life of the late Henry B. Bascom,
of the most eloquent preachers of the cent
it is related that when he was a young pre;

er, traveling a circuit in Kentucky, he v

on one occasion into the woods to study,

sat down on a beautiful mossy knoll and t i
to read. But he felt a strong impressio

get up and go to some other place. He C( a

see no reason why he should change his [

tion. But the impression grew so strong
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jumped up and sprang away as rapidly as

could. As he did so he heard the sharp

5 of a rifle behind him. Turning around, he

falling from the top of the tree under
ch he had been sitting, a large panther
ch his host had shot. By changing his

ition he had saved his life,

[any times are God's saints led to do things

to omit doing things for which they can
no good reason. Afterwards they see why

y were so led. But we must " try the spirits

ther they are of God " (1 John iv: 1). Any
ression contrary to the plain written word
lod must be resisted. None should be fol-

that are inconsistent with the general

)r and spirit of the gospel.— B. T. Roberts.

The Dukhobors' Character and Belief.

(Com-Uided from page 15.)

Dukhobors have no creed, and only say

ihemselves that they are of the faith of

They believe that, except through God
his Christ, there is no salvation, but faith

lout works is dead, as also are works with-

faith. External baptism they regard as

ess, saying that water only washes off the

eannegs of the external body. They con
their sins in prayer to the heavenly God,

i and merciful, who forgives all our sins,

ley sin against their brethren, they confe.ss

ire all, and ask their brethren to forgive

Q. To deny one's sins when others remark
is regarded by the Spirit-Wrestlers

•eat wrong. When a man has fallen ho
lid immediately recover himself, ask God's
iveness with humble heart, and with
night strive not to fall again into a similar

le communion of the body and blood of

st in the form of bread and wine, they do
accept ; saying that bread and wine enter
the mouth like ordinary food, and are of
vail to the soul.

ere outward abstinence from food, does
according to their belief, yield any good
le soul.

arriage amongst them is accomplished by
nutiftil consent of the young couple, there

2; no ceremony. The simple consent of the
and a promise to live together suffices.

5 to a general resurrection of the righteous
unrighteous, the Spirit-Wrestlers do not
r into discussion, leaving this in the care
od.

ley are careful as to the neatness of their

s, and say that for a Christian it is proper
re clean and tidy, and that it is only need-
take care that the spirit be not set upon
things.

16 above condensed extracts show what
the belief and practice of the Dukhobors
idred years ago. The vitality and validity

eir belief and practice are shown by the
that both survive to this day. The fol-

g extract from a letter wTitten by one of
speaks for itself as to the spirit in which
live and endure persecution :

January 2nd, 1896.

i concern of most importance to me when
ing of my fellows, is, that they might as far as
Die try to become humble and meek, which is

lensable for entering the kingdom of God.
hink that when they have begun to be wor-

j
ind their material state to be ruined, they must
,ry careful not to be tempted. I hold that

anxiety for material well-being constitutes already
a great stumbling-block and injury to the soul. I

ask, that you will advise all who know me not to be
angry, not to grumble at the Government, becau.se

it oppresses them. But let them bear, with God's
help, any trial which befalls them. Let them only
remember what Christ, and afterwards the apostles,

had to suffer, for the Truth. It is important to

bear, without complaint, scorn for the Truth, but
it is still more important, when suffering for Truth's
sake, to bear that patiently.

Peter Verigin.

This same man, Peter Verigin, from his place
of exile, wrote a letter as follows, to the
Empress Alexandra Feodorovna, asking her to

intercede in favor of his persecuted brethren,

for whom he desires permission to emigrate.

May the Lord God preserve thy soul in this life,

as well as in the future age. Sister Alexandra.
I, a servant of the Lord Jesus Christ, am living

in the testimony and glad tidings of his truth. I

am in exile since the year 1886, from the Spirit-

Wrestlers' Community of Trans-Caucasia. The word
" Spirit-Wrestler " should be understood thus: that
we in the spirit and with our soul profess God (see

the Gospel, the meeting of Christ with the Samari-
tan woman at the well.)

I implore thee, sister in Christ the Lord, Alexan-
dra, pray thy husband Nicholas to spare the Spirit-

Wrestlers in the Caucasus from persecution. It is

to thee that I address myself, because I think thy
heart is more turned towards the Lord God. And
there are at this moment more women and children
suffering: hundreds of husbands and parents are
confined in prisons, and thousands of families are
dispersed in the native villages, where the author-
ities incite the population to behave coarsely with
them. This falls specially heavy upon the Chris-
tian women!

Lately they have been putting women and chil-

dren into prisons.

The fault upon our part is, that we, as far as it

is possible to us endeavor to become Christians. In

regard to some of our actions, our understanding
may not be sufficiently enlightened.

Thou art probably acquainted with the teaching
of vegetarianism; we are sharers in these humani-
tarian views. Lately we have ceased to use flesh

as food* and to drink wine, and have forsaken much
of that which leads to a dissipated life, and darkens
the light of the human soul. Refusing to kill ani-

mals, we in no case regard it as possible to deprive
men of life. If we were to kill an ordinary man or
even a robber, it would seem to us that we had de-
cided to kill Christ.

The State demands that our brethren should learn
the use of the gun, in order to know well how to

kill. The Christians do not agree to this; they are
put into prisons, beaten and stoned; the sisters and
mothers are coarsely defiled as women, very often
with railing exclamations, "Where is your God?"
" Why does He not help you?" (Our God is in Heaven
and on earth, and fulfils all his will).

This is sad, especially because it is all taking
place in a Christian country. Our community in

the Caucasus consists of about twenty thousand
men. Is it possible that such a small number could
injure the organism of the State, if soldiers were
not recruited from among them? At the present
moment, they are recruited, but uselessly; thirty

men are in the Ekaterinograd penal battalion, where
the authorities are only tormenting themselves by
torturing them. Man we regard as the temple of

the living God, and we can in no case prepare our-

selves to kill him, though for this we were to be
threatened by death.

The most convenient manner of dealing with us
would be to establish us in one place where we

The Spirit-Wrestlers were vegetarians, at least as far
back as the beginning of this century ; towards the middle
of the century they had relaxed in this respect, as well as

in regard to their other principles.

might live and labor in peace. All State obligations
in the form of taxes we would pay, only we cannot
be soldiers.

If '..he Government were to find it impossible to
consent to this, then let it give us the right of emi-
gration into one of the foreign countries. We would
willingly go to England, or (which is most conven-
ient), to America, where we have a great number
of brothers in the Lord Jesus Christ.
From the fulness of my soul I pray the Lord for

the welfare of thy family—the servant of Christ,

Peter,
(living in exile in the Government of Tobolsk.)

Whether or not this letter ever reached the
eye of the Empress, I believe is not known, but,
through the goodness of our Heavenly Father
the way was at last made for the release of
our peace-loving friends, and in fact they were
finally almost thrust out of the land, as were
the children of Israel. We may earnestly hope,
that now relieved from the bond of oppression,
they may not, like the Israelites, forget the
Hand that brought about their deliverance, and
forsake His law, and come under the yoke of
bondage to serve the god of this world, and
have their eyes blinded to their souls' highest
interests, and thus lose the lustre of that faith
and love which now characterizes them so re-
markably.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Engineering and Mining Journal

has printed the statistics of the mineral and metal pro-
duction in the United States, showing that the total value
of the mineral production of the United States in 1898
was $709,816,750, against $648,804,899 in 1897. The
production included $65,082,430 in gold and 58,763,127
ounces of silver. The coal production wo» 218,106,510
short tons, an increase of 173,000 tons over any previous
year. The pig iron production was 11,773,934 tons, the
greatest quantity ever made in any country in one year.
The copper production was 535,900,232 pounds, also the
largest ever mined.

Several Boston business houses have filed protests with
the Treasury Department against paying duties on goods
brought from Porto Rico and other newly-acquired posses-
sions of the United States.

Yellow fever has broken out in a soldiers' home, at
Hampton, Va., 7 deaths having occurred. A wholesale
exodus from the adjacent towns has begun.
A negro community in Alabama, containing 400 negroes

and but two white persons, is about to be incorporated.
The negroes propose to have a strict negro town and negro
government. All the officials will be negroes. It will

doubtless be the only municipality of the kind in the United
States.

The fruit business of Omaha, Neb., is valued at $1,500,-
000 annually.

State Deputy Secretary of Agriculture Martin says the
peach crop this year will be almost an entire failure. The
spring and summer have been especially hard on the
tender peach trees, and the harvest, even in Delaware Co.,

will be small. Martin received a letter recently from a
peach grower in Snyder County, telling him that he ex-

pected to gather about 2,000 bushels this season. The
Deputy received word that a violent hail storm had stripped
every tree of the ripening fruit. Joseph D. Stiteler, of
Geigertown, Berks County, has nearly 3,000 peach trees
in bearing, and they should yield at least 2,500 baskets,

but he does not expect to market more than 1(X) baskets.

His experience is that of hundreds of others this year.

Reports from all sections of Pennsylvania show that
snakes are more plentiful than they have been for many
years, and quite a number of persons have been attacked
by the serpents.

The party of scientists who went to .\laska a month ago
as guests of E. H. Harriman, of New York, are meeting
with unqualified success. They made several important
discoveries. Among the.se is an immense bay, extending
inland over twenty miles. At the upper end of the bay
they have discovered a great glacier, inferior only to Muir
Glacier in size. This bay was named Unknown Bay. Four
other new glaciers, which have never before been seen by
white men, were found at the head of Disenchantment
Bay. In Icy Bay, opposite Carroll's Glacier, an immense
glacier, three-quarters of a mile in width, was discovered,

and named Harriman's Glacier. In the bay where the Grand
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Pacific Cilacier is nitDatvd obsorvations were taken which

show that its ice wall had receded three miles since Muir and

Reed visited the locality and established their 8ur\'ey,

twenty years ago. These details were brought by local

members of the party, who left the steamer Ktder at Ko-

diak.

A despatch from Cinnabar, Mont., dated Seventh Month

20th, says: "The old fountain geyser in the Yellowstone

National Park h;is broken out in another portion of the

crater, and during the paat twenty-four hours played

twice. The eruption, which was enormous, threw out

rocks and pieces of wood."

.\dvicea from Honolulu say that the volcanic eruptions

on the island of Hawaii continue with great violence. The

entire island is covered by a dense cloud of smoke, which

extends hundreds of miles out to sea.

The depth to which the sun's rays go down into water

has been found by the help of photography. It has been

found that at a depth of ."j.")3 feet the darkness was nearly

the same as that on a clear but moonless night. Sensitive

plates left open at this depth for long time showed no light

action.

The first essential for enduring hot spells is to get plenty

of sleep. There is eminent medical authority for the

statement that heat prostrations are due much more to

the exhaustion incident to insufficient sleep on successive

hot nights than to the actual intensity of the daily heat.

There were 481 deaths in this city last week, which is

29 less than the previous week and 16 more than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 168

yere under one year of age ; 227 were males and 254 fe-

males : 78 died of cholera infantum ; 51 of consumption ;

30 of heart diseases ; 29 of marasmus ; 26 of inflammation

of the stomach and bowels ; 23 of pneumonia ; 18 of con-

vulsions ; 17 of inflammation of the brain ; 17 of inflam-

mation of the kidneys: 14 of inanition; 13 of cancer : 12

of ursmia; 10 of Brighfs disease: 10 of old age, and 9

from casualties.

Markets, &e.—l'. S. 2'8, lOOJ a lOlJ; 4"s, reg., 112i a

112i! ; coupon, 113 a 114 ; new 4's, reg., 129J a 129S;

coupon, 130i a 130i; 5's, reg., lllj a 112; coupon, 112i

a n3i ;
3'8 reg., 108 a 108i ; coupon, 108i a 109.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 6|c. per pound for

middling npLinds, but demand from spinners was light.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.25 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, old, $3.20 a $3.40 ; Western winter, old,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50 ; do., do., new, patent, $3.40 a

$3.65; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.65 ; city mills, straight,

$3.35 a $3..50 Rye Flour.— $3.00 per barrel for choice

Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 71ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 36i a 36Jc.

No. 2 white oats, 29 a 29Jc.

Foreign.—Editor William T. Stead, wTiting from The

Hague, says: "I have seen the American delegates, and

they talked freely about the conference, but refused to

make a statement about the results before the conference

rises. The following, however, may be accepted as a fairly

accurate summary of the views they entertain: The con-

ference achieved a great success— much greater than

the delegates anticipated—and the result was achievei'

largely by the amour propre of capable men from all part

of the world, determined to accomplish something worth

their assembling together. The result surprised all of

them, and the magnitude of the gains is imperfectly un-

derstood even by the conference. The establishment of a

permanent court of arbitration on the American principle

of revision, plus the French declaration of the duty of

neutrals, to recommend disputing Powers to resort to the

arbitration court rather than to war, represents vast pro-

gress in the evolution of human society. The relations be-

tween the American and other delegates, notably the Eng-

lish, German and Russian, has been extremely friendly.

The Englishmen and Americans acted throughout almost

like a joint delegation. This was due to no arrangement
or direction, but solely because both nations found com-

mon ground of defence, common interests, civilization and

humanity. It is the unanimous opinion of all the Ameri-

can delegates that the conference begins a new epoch and

that the good seed now sown will bear a rich harvest here-

after." Sir Julian Pauncefote, British Ambassador to the

United States, has been elevated to the peerage in recog-

nition of his sen'iccs as head of the British delegation to

The Hague Peace Conference. The conference adjourned

finally on Seventh Month 29th.

It has been computed that $350,000,000 per annum is

paid to British ship owners for ocean carriage between

foreign ports.

It is likely that the Russian expedition to Spitzbergen

will have to be postponed a year on account of unusual

accumulation of ice around the islands.

Consul Heenan, writing to the State Department from

Odessa under date of Sixth Month 2nd, 1899, confirms his

report of Fifth Month 20th, in regard to the failure of

crops in Southern Russia. Rain has not fallen to any ex-

tent, and cattle have been turned into the rye fields, all

hope of saving this cereal having been abandoned. The

yield of winter wheat will be far below the average: spring

wheat will also be less than usual; oats and barley promise

light crops. The Consul adds the following particulars:

Failure of the crops in Southern Russia is imminent. A
line drawn on the map from Kief to the southern part of

the province of Samara, and thence, in a northerly direc-

tion, following the course of the river Volga to Kazan;

thence west to Moscow, and south again to Kief, will give

a fair idea of the area within which more or less famine

exists. It would almost seem as if European Russia might

be dismissed as a factor in successful agriculture. The

climatic conditions throughout this area are of so uncer-

tain a character as to be a constant source of anxiety and

danger to the farming population. The widespread misery is

appalling. Under date of Sixth Month 19th, Consul Heenan

adds that reports from Central and Eastern Russia indicate

similar conditions as to shortage of crops. The province

of Saratov has suffered severely from lack of rain. This

province contains 20,879,357 acres and has a population

of 2,419,844. It has ten cities with a population of over

10,tKXI, of which Saratov (13,800) is the largest. The

average crop of wheat (spring) has been 10,500,000 bushels

;

of oats, 30,938,000 bushels; of rye, 35,036,000 bushels.

The Empire of Japan to-day comprises about 4,000,-

000 rocky islands.

Brigadier General R. H. Hall, with 1,000 men, has cap-

tured Calamba, a trading town on the south shore of La-

guna de Bay, Manila. The loss to the United States forces

was four killed and twelve wounded. The Filipinos left

three dead, and twelve were captured. Fifty Spanish

prisoners were liberated. On the 30th ult. the Filipinos

attempted to recapture Calamba without success.

A Kansas soldier, by way of illustrating the civilizing

influences that are at work in Manila, says that when the

city surrendered to the Americans there was not a saloon

on the main street of the city, but that five months later

he counted 432.

A wTiter in the German scientific periodical Prometheus

declares that over-indulgence in tobacco will prove the

ruin of South American peoples. Not only do children of

two and three years smoke all day long, but mothers have

been seen trying to quiet their babies by putting cigars in

their mouths.

In Madagascar silk is the only fabric used in the manu
facture of clothing. It is cheaper than linen in Ireland.

An expedition consisting entirely of women has been

formed in Australia to explore the Solomon Islands, the

home of the fiercest cannibals known. Hitherto white

men have been able to penetrate only a few miles inland.

A soap factory at Acapulco, Mexico, has an output of

100,000 pounds a month, and finds it difficult to supply the

demand. Toilet soap is in large quantities imported from

France, and retails at two dollars a pound. Laundry soap

sells for sixteen cents a pound at retail, and thirty dollars

a cargo of three hundred pounds.

On Seventh Month 26th General Ulysses Heureau.x, Presi-

dent of the Dominican Republic, was assassinated at Moca,

Santo Domingo, by Ramon Caceros, who escaped. A re-

olution in the Republic is expected.

General Antonio Guzman Blanco, ex-President of Vene-

zuela, died in Paris on Seventh Month 29th. He was born

in Caracas, in 1829.
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NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—During

Eighth Month the Library will be open only on the a

noons of the 3rd, 7th, 10th, 28th and 31st days hit

3 and 6 p. M.

Wanted—A Friend and wife or daughter, to takt

of the Meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne, Dels

County, Pa. The use of a five-room house on the e

given for said labor. Address J. R. Elkke'

Died, at his home near Whittier, Linn County.

Fifth Month 6th, 1899, in the seventy-second year

age, Macajah Emmons, a member and elder of Sprin

Monthly Meeting. He was a firm believer in the doc'

of the Society of Friends, and endeavored to ma

them as far as it seemed to be in his power in the

eient beauty and purity. His sickness was of alioi

weeks duration in which he suffered much with ojipr

of breathing, but was very patient and submissive ii

ing whatever was off'ered for his relief. He was a

lover of flowers and several were sent to him b

friends. At one time when some were shown him He
" Oh the dear hearts, but my mind is now beyond flt

I don't know how the disease may terminate with m
I quietly hope and patiently wait." He was very

tionate towards all and we doubt not his purified sp

now at rest with its Maker.

, at her residence near Marlboro, Stark Co

on the third of the Seventh Month, 1899, Hannah
TINGHAM, widow of the late John Brantingham, i .

sixty-seventh year of her age, a member and eli
"'

Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting of Friends. Sht

a short but severe illness with much Christian pat

and the sweet quiet that pervaded her chamber ga\

dence that her day's work was done. On being toll

the end seemed near, she replied, " There is noth

the way," and we humbly trust through the mere

loving kindness of our Heavenly Father she hath

gathered into everlasting rest.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Not of Debt, but of Grace.

n the lively Memorial concerning Narcissa

joffin, which appeared in No. 1 of our pres-

volume occurred the words, " whom to serve

fe eternal." We have become so familiar

h hearing as a quotation the words, "whom
enow is life eternal," that the change of a

d possibly escaped the attention of the

ter of the Memorial as it did of the present

miner. But the turn of expression has oc-

ioned exercise of mind in a well-concerned

nd, lest its drift should be toward the view

t eternal life is the wages of service or good

ks instead of being a gift; and away from

Scriptural truth that " the wages of sin is

th, but the gift of God is eternal life, through

IS Christ our Lord;" that the reward is

i: ioned " not of debt, but of grace," that

',i

n if we have done all the things that are

si|imanded we are unprofitable servants, having

merely what was our duty to do—having

I no more than we owed.

', 'n consultation with those who stood nearest

ympathy with the subject of the Memorial,

*lfind them in unity with the view of our cor-

)ondent as regards eternal life being the

es of service for us mortals. But the con-

; indicates that the expression was written

exclusive reference to her present state of

ace in life eternal. As it is written in Reve-

)ns xxii: 3, that in that state " his servants

?'Jl serve Him." And so for the sake of such

Mliext we repeat the passage: "We doubt

"13 her purified spirit was admitted into one of

many mansions prepared for the just of

erations, there to join the angelic hosts

md the throne of Him whom to serve is life

•nal."

The possible application of this last clause

to us here below, as if entitled to salvation by

works, had not occurred to those immediately

interested in the memorial ; and our corre-

spondent has done well in reminding the living

not to take advantage of the wording.

If one should mean that Divine service is life

eternal in the sense of being a manifestation

and product of that life, it is what Friends

have ever claimed as the law of religious ser-

vice. It is not service, save as it is in the

life.

Several months ago a Friend quoted in our

columns the text: "This is life eternal, that

they might know thee the only true God and Jesus

Christ whom thou hast sent" (John xvii: 3), as if

the italicised words showed a purpose of life eter-

nal being given us, namely in order that we might

know Him, etc. That form of sentence is used

perhaps everywhere else to express purpose,

and it is instructive to view it so here, as no

exception to the ordinary use of language,

either the original or ours. But the text is

often quoted as if it read :
" This is life eternal,

to know thee, etc." That the life and knowl-

edge of Him in us are inseparable is a great

and undeniable truth; and is contained also in

the words, " The life was the light of men."

We would not mar it, while finding instruction

also in the words as they read.

How persistent the professing church is to

dwell in the outer court in seeking the knowl

edge and the service of the Most High
;
grop-

ing and studying about Him in the natural in-

tellect and working for Him in conjecture and

human endeavor. And if we say this is done

prayerfully, how often is the praying but an ap-

peal to Him to endorse what we propose. His

service and his knowledge in us to be true,

must be of his Life. " The things of God no

man knoweth but the Spirit of God," and apart

from his Son who is the Life, we "can do

nothing."

May Friends cherish that gift of eternal life

in Him by obedience keeping pace with knowl-

edge, and thus they will demonstrate to others

the source of knowledge and the source of ser-

vice. Such service will educate, discipline, re-

fine and develop the characters and the powers

of true servants thus growing in grace and in

the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ; and while we may say they are not

saved without works of obedience, we must say

they are not saved by them. " Not by works

of righteousness which we have done, but ac-

cording to his mercy He saved us by the wash-

ing of regeneration and the renewing of the

Holy Ghost which He shed on us abundantly

through Jesus Christ our Saviour."

SELF.CTEIJ.

Communion with God.

Canst thou by searching find out God? Canst thou

find out the Almighty unto perfection?—Job, xi: 7.

To the first question the answer must be in

the affirmative. We search for Him as the

thirsty traveller searches for a spring in the

pathless forest. There is a Divine impulse in

the soul which forces us to make the search,

and we can have no happiness until the clue

which leads to Him has been discovered. We
might as well try to live without love as to live

without God.

To the second question the answer must be

a decided negative. God alone can know God.

That is an appalling and overwhelming state-

ment of fact. The mind trembles at its con-

templation. Throughout eternity there will be

questions which we cannot solve. Our horizon

may enlarge indefinitely, but its greatest cir-

cumference will not include a perfect knowledge.

He will be the mystery of the universe in those

far olf, those countless ages when the soul has

reached its utmost proportions. Or, better

still, the soul will never reach its utmost pro-

portions, for its development knows no limit,

and though it may gather brighter pebbles on

the beach, there will always be the everlasting

ocean to be explored.

And behind, within, pervading this universe,

controlling its every process of &volution, is its

Maker. No sod could nourish a flower, no branch

could be laden with blossoms, no human heart

could beat, no aspiration wing its upward flight,

were it not that this Eternal Spirit is literally

present. All life is its Divine manifestation,

my own life included.

And this God reveals Himself in proportion

to my ability to receive such revelation. I carf

lock "the door, and then He will not enter un-

bidden. I can open the door—that is, I can

make myself receptive—and my soul will be

filled with light and joy. What is a prayer but

a cry for illumination, a petition that we may be

taught what it is best to do, or an expre.'ised

desire that we may have additional strength to

endure?

Suppose our life were one continuous prayer.

It is not within my meaning that we should

spend our time on our knees or that we

should use any specified form of petition, but

suppose we were in that calm, inquiring, re-

ceptive mood which renders possible any sug-

gestion from on high, what consequences would

follow?

As to all material things we are well devel-

oped, but as to spiritual things we are still

among the crudities. But we are thinking

along higher lines and beginning to walk on a

higher level. We have regarded religion as an

intruder, to be sought for only when we are
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afraid that we may be called to another world.

But Christ's religion fits us for life here, and

we need it, as we need our daily food. It is

not the medicine for our sick hours, but the re-

gimen that will preserve us in health until the

last and then make us glad to <:o. Religion is

the widest, grandest thing in the world, and if

haply we possess it it will open the very heavens

that in our daily walk we may see the angels

who are helping us with our tasks:

Cod will reveal himself in a way so progres-

sive that we will seek His presence in the

most ordinary duties of life with the feeling

that He alone can ennoble them. Added years

shall lift us step by step in the upward climb,

widening our view, sweetening our nature, until

the church-yard becomes the jasper gate, swing-

ing wide open for our welcome into the other

home.
(Jeokge H. Hepwokth.

The Qi'iET Houk.—The "Quiet Hour" is a

period set apart for meditation and communion
with God. It is a season for direct communion
with the Divine God. As we read the sacred

page the Author, the Holy Spirit, will interpret

the great truths contained therein. It is a

time when the body and soul should be still

before the Lord. We should above all let God
talk to us. Too many people talk to God, but

fail to be still and let (Jod talk to them. What
would we think of a child who would request a

gift of its mother and never listen for the an-

swer ? Yet many of Ciod's children are just as

inconsistent. They never wait to see whether
or not He will speak peace to their souls. It

is true, we are told to pray without ceasing

—

that is, be constantly in a state of prayer.

But this does not excuse our retiring from the

noise and din of the world and placing ourselves

in an attitude to talk to God and let him talk

to us. Ghrist to whom all power was given both
in heaven and on earth found it necessary to

withdraw from His disciples and commune with

His Father. On one occasion He continued all

night in prayer to God. If our Saviour felt the

necessity of observing still seasons of waiting

before God, how much more do we need to

listen for His still small voice.

Quiet waiting before (]od is as essential to

our spiritual development as sleep to our phy-
sical. Without this habitual drinking from the

great fountain we become weak and unable to

do our best for Christ.
" Enter into thy closet, and when thou hast

shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in

secret. — Cara Cox in X. C. Friend.

For "The Fkiknd."

The words " He that despiseth the day of
small things shall fall by little and little," are
often repeated as Scripture by ministers. I

have failed to find them in our Bible, though
possibly, they may occur in the .Apocrypha.

The biblical language which most nearly re-

sembles them is " Who hath despised the day
of small thingf.?" (Zech. iv: 10.) I do not think

the words " shall fall by little and little," occur
in the I'ible. [.\dditional -search seems to con-
firm the view of our correspondent. But we
do find those words in the book of experience.

-Er..]

How richly the Almighty reward for

endeavoring to walk in his counsel.

Influence of Mental Activity Upon Morality.

In our estimate of human nature we have

been accustomed to make certain distinctions

for the sake of clearness, which are often drawn
too rigidly. We separate, for example, the in-

tellectual and the moral as if they were wholly

independent functions; whereas they merge in-

to one another, and work with and for each

other so completely that neither can attain to

its full fruition alone.

Certainly, the intellect would fare badly with-

out the conscience. Mental discipline needs

constant reinforcement from the sense of duty.

Every teacher realizes this, and uses it as a

strong motive power. The love of truth and
reverence for it, both distinctly moral attri-

butes, are essential to the successful search for

it. Whether in history or literature, in science

or in art, this is evident. Indeed, in every case

intelligence without morality is ephemeral in

itself, and valueless to the w^orld. It cannot be

pursued far in any direction, without meeting
questions strictly connected with duty, and the

intellect which evades or ignores them is but
poorly equipped for its own individual work.

It is, however, more often the moral nature

that is supposed to be able to flourish without
the aid of the intellect. We often hear peo-

ple declare that to wish to do right, and to do
it, to the limit of our knowledge are all that is

necessary for moral excellence—that knowl-
edge, or thought, or skill, or mental power,
however desirable in themselves, are not essen-

tial elements to the making of a good man

—

that ignorance and even mental vacuity are
quite compatible with a virtuous character.

Some even go so far as to contend that knowl-
edge is a foe to innocence and honest industry,

and that the increase of secular education
among the masses of the people cannot do any-
thing towards building up their moral character.

In support of this theory they adduce all the
cases they can find of educated men who have
gone astray; of shrewd, intelligent criminals,

who only use their mental abilities to carry out
base and sinister designs, and of illiterate peo-
ple who have led honest and peaceable lives, and
been good to their families. Never was their

a greater fallacy. Exactly the same reasoning
would depreciate the value of food and drink,

of fresh air and sunlight, because they all com-
bine to strengthen the bad man, and enable
him to carry out his evil practices—and be-

cause there are some worthy folks who manage
to exist upon a very small modicum of these
common blessings. Everything good in itself

is liable to abuse, but not for that reason shall

we cherish it the less.

k very little reflection will show, however,
that intelligence furnishes an immense motive
power to goodness. The infant is neither good
nor bad, for his whole nature is undeveloped.
Only as his intellect awakens can he have any
sense of right and wrong, and many of the mis-
takes we make in his training are due to an
erroneous idea that the latter has made rapid
strides beyond the former. The truth is they
progress together, and both move very slowly.
If moral character includes the desire' and the
will to do right, certainly in the intelligence
must first appear what is right. Many persons
make a broad distinction here. They admit
that a special kind of knowledge is requisite

—

that which deals directly with duty, and which

is learned chiefly in connection with religio

matters, but they deny that general educatic

or any course of mental discipline, or any d

covery of truth, not strictly of a religious

ethical character, can have any such influent

Yet it is through all these, and in the intellet

ual proces.ses of judgment, reason and discrir

nation, that moral errors [having been reprov

by the Spirit of Truth and in obedience the)

to,] are corrected and all paths of duty becoi

clear. Who that has intelligently and carefu

[as well as conscientiously] studied history, \

example, can fail to have a juster estimate

;

national character and national welfare th

before—to see the cause of a country's declii

to note the workings of political parties, to s

where corrui)tion creeps in and patriotism 1

comes degraded—and thus to discover m(

clearly the perils of his own nation, and t

means of averting them? From all such frt

insight comes lessons of duty for every citiz:

and a sense of responsibility, which an un
formed conscience would never have suggest
This is true to some degree with regard to ev«

mental exercise. Each one leads by some c

ferent path, straight to the region over wh:

conscience presides and opens another chan
for its activity.

It is thus that new duties are continua

arising, and that moral progress is made
sponsible. Some one or two persons of exc

tional intelligence and wisdom see more clea

than the rest a prevailing error, an injuri(

habit, a widespread evil. They seek for

cause, and study the remedy, using their

fluence, as far as possible, to extend and

mulgate their views. Gradually thought
stirred, reason is aroused, judgment is c
vinced, public opinion advances, and lo! a :

duty is born, or rather an obligation never

fore known is revealed. The deeper the thoug

the keener the insight, the sounder the jui

ment, the wiser the methods, the more vi

and permanent will be the moral progress.

In another way also does intelligence govi

and control the moral nature, and that is

strengthening the will. It is often said t!

we know a great deal more and better than

do. This is doubtless true, and the lack

chiefly that of [love of the right combined w
will power to do it. Yet for this also we
dependent on the steady and healthful exerc

of all our faculties. Power put forth stre

ously develops new power, not only in its c

special line, but all through the nature

one lives up to his own standard ; but the hig

his intelligence raises the standard, the hig

will be his actual attainment. Let him negl

his mental powers, cease to think deeply

continuously, never exert his reason or ju

ment, never seek for more knowledge, or sea

for more truth, and his will must decline

power, and his moral nature deteriorate. W
Sydney Smith said of knowledge, we would
of all intellectual activity:

" The fire of our minds must act and f

upon the pure spirit of knowledge, or upon
foul dregs of polluting passions. Therefc

when I .say, love knowledge with a great Ic

with a vehement love, with a love coeval «

life, what do I say but love innocence, 1

virtue, love purity of conduct, love that wh
will comfort you, adorn you, never quit y
which will open to you the kingdom of thouf

and all the boundless regions of conception
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asylum against the cruelty, the injustice

the pain that may be your lot in the outer

Id— that which will make your motives

litually great and honorable, and light up

m instant a thousand noble disdains at the

y thought of meanness and of fraud."

—

Hie Ledger.

/arieties of Kites.—Scientific kites of one

i and another, such as in the past few years

e engaged public attention, are now articles

large sale. There is one wholesale dealer

oys and kites, says the New York Sun, who
es a sixteen page catalogue devoted solely

kites and kite requisites and appliances,

intific kites are sold not only all over this

ntry and in Canada, but in Australia, South

ica, England, Scotland and the various coun-

of continental Europe. An order for three

asand box kites was received in one week
:;able from Paris. There are a number of

nts on these scientific kites, which are

jnted also in foreign countries.

box kite such as was sold two years ago
one dollar and last year for fifty cents is

i this season for twenty-five cents. There
however, various sizes and styles of box

:s selling up to four dollars each. All the

kites either roll up or fold up into a small

pass when not fixed for flying. There is

called the umbrella box kite, which can be

led ready for flying just as an umbrella is

tied ready for use. There is now sold a ship

hich is rigged like a sloop, with jib,

nsail and club topsail. The box kites have

ails. The ship kite, as it rises and floats

lie air, is balanced by an anchor suspended

n the hull, which moves along through the

svith the kite. Besides the box kites and
ship kites there are other scientific kites

airships, made in various sizes, that are

at from one dollar to ten dollars each.

ox kites are often joined together and flown

roups of two, three, four or more, and these

other modern kites are flown in tandem
. Flying in tandem the modern kites are

1 for floating flags and banners and lanterns.

a familiar fact that cameras are now ear-

up by kites for taking pictures from mid-

There are cameras specially designed for

purpose. There are sold kite lines in vari-

sizes and lengths suited to the various sizes

styles of scientific kites, and there are also

e nowadays a number of hand reels and
Ilass kite reels upon which to wind the kite

5.

hese various kinds of styles of modern sci-

fic kites are flowm not only by young peo-

but by adults as well, at lawn parties and
he seashore, for outdoor recreation and

.Hjsement.

OT to the intellect, but to the soul of man
. the voice of God speak, teaching him of

J

teousness, convicting him of sin, making
vn to him the overshadowing of a great
ne love, saying to him: " This is the way,

: ye in it." He that has awakened to the

^'fi

life in Christ, who has experienced the
birth, is alive to the spiritual impulse, is a

creature in Christ. The illumination of

Divine life within the soul, the Christ within,

witness of the Spirit, is a fact science can
ler explain nor investigate. It is a spirit-

'act, only to be apprehended by the spirit-

lense.

—

Silvanus Thompson.

John Yeardley and his Travels.

" On their return to Stavanger, Peter Bed-

ford felt that his share in the work was ac-

complished, and that it was not his part to ac-

company John Yeardley in the service which

remained for the latter to do in Norway. After

being present at another public meeting in

Stavanger, and in a parting interview with the

Friends of the town, he went with William

Robinson direct to Kiel. John Yeardley had
two or three more meetings in the neighbor-

hood of Stavanger, where the desire of the

people to attend was more remarkable than

ever.
" On the eleventh of Eighth Month he bade

farewell to this interesting place, and, accom-

panied by Endre Dahl, again crossed the moun-
tains to Christiansand, holding meetings at

several places on the sea-coast, where none
had ever been held before. His notices of

some of these meetings are well worth tran-

scription.
" ' 14th.—Journeyed about fourteen miles

up the fiord, into the mountains, to Aamut in

Qvindesdalen. This meeting was the most
solemn of any we have had. Many said, in

tears, at the conclusion. This is a doctrine that

we cannot resist; it goes to our heart, and

meets the conviction of our own experience.

What shall we do?—our heart burns within

us!'"
" ' l(3th.—At Fahrsund we had some difficul-

ty to procure a place for a meeting. It is a

brandy-drinking place. No one would hear

anything of our business. A rich old lady has

a large room which she lets for all kinds of

purposes except for anything connected with

religion ; she gave an abrupt refusal to the

application. E. Dahl and I went to the English

vice-consul, showed him my certificate, and ex-

plained to him the object of my visit to Fahr-

sund. He kindly accompanied us to the old

lady, and told her that we belonged to a re-

spectable religious society in England and were

not the persons she supposed, come to preach

wild doctrines. She consented to let us occu-

py the entrance-hall, which was good and spa-

cious. The consul then went with me to call on

the sheriff; he said he and his lady would at-

tend the meeting, which they did, with a good
many of the respectable inhabitants, but the

common people would not come near us. One
man to whom a notice was offered, when he

saw the word worship, immediately tore it to

pieces. The lady to whom the room belonged

sat near me all the meeting, and looked serious

before the close ; and she took leave of us with

very different feeling from that in which she

first met us. The sheriff came to me after the

meeting and offered his hand, saying, ' I thank

you for the present occasion—I shall never

forget it.'

" Before the meeting at Foedde, John Yeard-

ley had an opportunity of refreshing his mind
with the charms of Norwegian nature.

"
' My friend E. Dahl and I went out for a

quiet walk. It was a lovely morning; the

sky cloudless, and the sun shining brightly

on the water as it rapidly foamed down the

cliffs. After gathering a few cranberries we
seated ourselves on a shady rock to meditate.

All was silent around—nothing heard but the

shepherd-boy playing his horn; the sound com-

ing from the distant mountains into the wooded

valley where we sat, first shrill, then softening

into a simple irregular note. My friend asked

me what I thought the instrument was. It is

made, said he, of a goat's horn, and is blown to

keep the fox from taking the young lambs, and
as a means of communication with other shep-

herds when widely separated on the mountains;

the sound of this horn also keeps the sheep

from straying.'

"

" The call which John Yeardley had received

to visit the German colonies in South Russia,

and which had lain for a long time dormant,
now revived. A friend who had watched with

regret his unsuccessful attempts on former
journeys to enter that jealous country, and who
augured from the political changes which had
taken place that permission might probably

now be obtained, brought the subject again

under his notice. The admonition was timely

and effectual. After carefully pondering the

matter— with, we doubt not, as on former
occasions, a childlike dependence on his Om-
niscient Guide for direction,—he came to the

conclusion that it was his duty once more to

address himself to this undertaking: and when
it was accomplished, and he had returned in

safety and peace to England, he alluded more
than once to the manner in which the concern

had been revived, saying he had been, before

he was thus aroused, like the prophet asleep.
" He re-opened the prospect of this service

before his Monthly Meeting, on the third of

the Fifth Month, 1853."
" John Yeardley left London at the end of

the Sixth Month, and went to Hull to take the

steam-packet direct to Petersburg. In the

narrative which follows, we have interwoven

with the Diary extracts from his letters to his

sisters; and we have been allowed the use of

William Rasche's Journal, in relating and de-

scribing many circumstances of which John
Yeardley himself made no record.

" ' Petersburg, Seventh Month 10th.—On the

thirtieth of the Sixth Month I left my peaceful

home at Stamford Hill for my Russian journey.

At our kind friend Isabel Casson's at Hull I

met my young companion William Rasche. We
were affectionately cared for by dear I. C. and

her daughter, and she and several other friends

saw us on board the steamer. It is a fine ship,

well ventilated, with good sleeping accommo-
dation and provisions: the captain is a kind,

religious man.
"

' On First-day evening, the captain invited

us to the ship's service— an invitation which

we gladly embraced. When he had finished, I

addressed the company, much to my own com-

fort: great seriousness prevailed. .After I had

relieved my mind, the captain closed with a

few sweet and feeling words. When the oc-

casion was over, he came to me and expressed

his thankfulness that I had been enabled to

strengthen his hands by throwing in a word of

exhortation. He said that sometimes, when
he had felt indisposed and unprepared for his

religious duty, he had given himself to a quiet

dependence on the Lord, and had been merci-

fully helped, to the benefit of his own soul, in

endeavoring to do his duty to others.'

"

" They arrived at Petersburg on the ninth of

the Seventh Month, after a safe and agreeable

passage of seven days."
" ' 20th.—Left Petersburg by the train at

eleven o'clock yesterday, and arrived at Mos-

cow about nine this morning. The road with
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but little exception, is flat and uninteresting.

The forests are immen.-^e, mostly of tirs and

birch, which being thickly set grow small. Many

of the stations are superb. The line of railway

did not conduct us ne;ir any towns or villages

that I could observe, but by some of the poorest

scattered huts I ever saw in any country.'

"At Moscow, John Yeardley and his com-

panion called on Pastor Dietrich, a German, re-

siding a little out of the city:

—

" "He is,' says J. Y., in one of his letters, 'a

worthy pastor of the Old Lutheran Church, a

sweet venerable-looking nuin with long while

locks. He was art dinner with his family when

we called, but he would not allow us to go away,

but took us up to the attic story to his study;

primitive indeed, but clean, and to him I have

no doubt a room of prayer, as well as of study.

He seemed delighted to find our mission was to

the colonies. " But what will you do about the

language"?" said he; "they speak nothing but

German." I wish the dear girls could have

seen his countenance lighted up with cheerful

brightness, when he found we could speak Ger-

man: "Ah, I need not trouble you any longer

with my poor English!" He knows a great

many of the pastors, and will give us letters of

introduction to the little flocks in the Colonies

and the Crimea.'

"As might be expected, it was with a sink-

ing heart that John Yeardley contemplated the

formidable journey before him; but, as in other

times of extremity, he cast himself wholly upon

the Lord, and found his soul to be sustained,

and his courage renewed to undergo the hard-

ships that awaited him.
" ' Seventh Month 21st.—Rose this morning

much cast down in mind at the thought of our

long journey, and a want of a knowledge of the

Russian language. Poured my complaint in

fervency of soul before the Lord, and was a

little comforted in believing that He would still

care for us and preserve us in this strange and

long wilderness travel. It is his own cause in

which I am engaged, and I am willing to en-

dure any bodily fatigue if I may only be strength-

ened to do the works to which my blessed Mas-
ter has called me. The Divine finger seems
pointing to the place where the people I am
seeking are to be found.'

"

Date Growing in Arizona.—If the present

advices are correct, another important indus-

try, that of date growing, will shortly be in-

augurated in this country. Through the efforts

of our agricultural department the date tree

of Algiers has been successfully acclimated in

Arizona, and the beginning of another profita-

ble industry has thus been made. It is pre-

dicted that in a few years American orchards
will supply the entire home demand for dates.

It would seem that not only Arizona, but New^
Mexico, the " staked plain " region of Texas,
and considerable patches in California and the
Indian Territory afford the peculiar conditions

of soil and climate necessary for the date. It

does not appear to thrive in regions where the
humidity is so great as in our gulf states. A
single tree yields from one hundred to four
hundred pounds of dates per annum.

—

Brad-
streefs.

Thf, cure of war lies in the confidence and
brotherhood and co-operation that are an-
nounced in disarmament.

Serious Facts.

(.Writti'n hv (Cien'li Herman Haupt, a Lutheran, and father

of Prof.'lA'wis M. Haupt, late of the University of Penn-

sylvania.)

Church members profess to believe that the

Bible is an inspired revelation of the will of

God.

If this be true, then implicit obedience is an

imperative duty.

Probably not one in twenty of professing

Christians' can be found whose lives are con-

sistent with their professions.

tJod requires perfect love, unquestioning

obedience, absolute surrender of the will, en-

tire and willing submission to his dispensations.

How many are there who fulfil these require-

ments?
Christ imposed the command that, in addition

to loving God supremely, we should love our

neighbors as ourselves. How many do obey

this command?
Conformity to the world is forbidden, but

conformity to the world is the rule of nearly

all professing Christians as well as of non-pro-

fessors, and non-conformity to the world is the

rare exception. Few have sufficient moral

courage to refuse to conform to the practices

of society even when attention to social func-

tions causes the work of the Master to be ne-

glected.
" Whoso loveth the world is the enemy of

God." Can the enemies of God expect to be

admitted to heaven and be received into favor?

How many church members are there who have

not a very strong love for the world, notwith-

standing their confirmation vow to renounce

the world, the flesh and the devil?

"It is easier for a camel to pass through

the eye of a needle than for a rich man to

enter the kingdom of heaven "—an impo.ssible

feat, yet almost everybody desires riches. It

would seem therefore to be a necessary infer-

ence that the majority of mankind are willing

to forfeit heaven for wealth on earth.

Community of Goods.—Does the Bible re-

quire conformity to the practices of primitive

Christians, who had all things in common? No;
but wealth should be regarded as a trust to be

used in the service of the Master to do his

work. Those who consider wealth as belonging

to themselves, to be used chiefly for their own
gratification, commit sin, forfeit the favor of

God, and render themselves liable to the pen-

alties of transgressors. A rich man may right-

fully appropriate what is necessary for the rea-

sonable supportof himself and dependents. All

the rest should be used in the service of the

Master, one of the best modes being in giving

employment to labor at fair wages.

Of Dress.—Gayety in dress is inconsistent

with a Christian profession ; it excites envy
and emulation in others, encourages unneces-
sary expenditures and sets a bad example, often
tempting others in a spirit of rivalry to cause
parents or husbands to contract debts, which de-

stroy happiness and often lead to crime. Doubt-
less simplicity of attire and humility are most
pleasing to the Saviour. Vanity and love of
display are not traits that will attract people
of intelligence and correct principles anywhere.

Of Respect for Persons.—To respect per-
sons in consequence of their wealth or social or
official position is not a proper characteristic
of a Christian. Those who respect persons for

such reasons commit sin. (See James ii: 9

People are £ntitled to respect, not for fii

clothes or costly establishments, but for int<

ligence, moral worth, and for effective servil

for God and humanity. '

Theatres.—Avoid the theatres; the stage

not a way-station on the road to heaven. It

rare to find an actor who is even a churc

member, and few church members are tn

Christians. Plays are written and present"

by managers to make money, not to impro

morals; they usually cater to depraved tast('

and many of them are positively indecent,

church members attend the few performanc

that are least objectionable, it encourag

others to patronize even the most disreputaU

A true Christian will abstain from evevytha

that might by his example lead others in

temptation, even if he thinks he is stro'

enough to resist moral injury to himself pt

sonally.

In the Steps of Jesus.—The one great n
for all who desire to live consistently with

Christian profession is to ask, What would Jes

do under like conditions? What would He ha

me to do? and then follow the leading of c(

science when it has answered the questions.

Are Many Saved?—Christ said no! Oi

the few are saved; the many are lost. Wl
will be the condition of the lost? We kn

not ; the Bible does not reveal it, except as sor

thing dreadful. The figures used are thi

which express anguish and torment, and th

too, without end. Is it not supreme folly

risk .such consequences for the evanesci

pleasures of earth, when purer pleasures ;

the reward of obedience to the commands
God?

Religion Defined.—Pure religion and

defiled is this, "to visit the fatherless i

widows in their afllliction, and to keep himj

unspotted from the world" (James i: 27).

Pure religion does not consist in a little si

denial during Lent, to be compensated for

extra indulgence in worldliness after Easi

Christ did not prescribe such observanc

They are priestly regulations of later yei

That which is sinful in Lent is sinful at

times. People are in general too ready to i

obey the direct commands of God, while t

think it a sin if they fail to conform to s(

priestly regulation that has no Divine sanct:

Observation.—There are thousands of no

nal Christians who join some fashionable chui

listen on Sunday to a sermon of empty pi

tudes and glittering generalities from a pc

lar preacher, hear with pleasure the pro:

sional solos and operatic performances fro

choir, who will observe prescribed fasts

repeat liturgies and creeds, and think that t

are thus serving God and securing admisf i

into heaven, when in their daily life they do 1

give evidence of a single characteristic of t i

Christians—such as consecration of person t

property to the service of the Master. non-( i

formity to the world, self-denial, humility, !;

love of humanity. >

If my kingdom were of this worId,^t
f,

would my servants fight. (John xviii:

The value of kind deeds is out of all pro:jlil

tion to their cost.
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leanings in tlie Early History of Friends.

(L'oiitiMuetl from piige ii2.)

I Lancaster G. F. preached in the market,

on the next First-day, had a great meet-

in the street, amongst the soldiers. In the

moon at the steeple-house was haled out,

stoned along the street. Now great rage

e among the priests, and they began, as

h as they could to stir up persecution; for

aylor (an ancient priest) preached the gos-

xeely, also John Audland, Francis Howgill,

iCamm, Edward Burrough, Richai'd Hubber-
n. Miles Halhead and others appeared zeal-

Dreachers among those called Quakers; and
n declared the doctrines they professed in

pie-houses and markets, whereby the num-
of their friends began greatly to increase,

t Ulverstone, the justice John SawTey, con-

icting himself said he (G. F), should not

k; and incensing the people against him,

fell upon G. F., knocked him down, kicked

and trampled upon him. At last Sawrey
3, took him from the people, and led him
of the steeple-house, bidding the con-

ies to whip him.

len he was dragged out of the town and

Q up to the rage of the rude multitude,

did so terribly beat him with switches and
is, that at length fainting, he fell down
1 the wet common; but recovering again,

Deing strengthened by an immediate power,

tood up, and stretching out his arms, said

a loud voice, " strike again, here are my
!, my head, and my cheeks." Then a mason
him such a heavy blow over the back of

land with his rule, that it was much bruised

his arm so benumbed, that he could not
' it to him again, so that some of the
le cried out, " He has spoiled his hand for-
," But he being preserved through the

of God stood still, and after a while, felt

an extraordinary strengthening power,
he instantly recovered strength in his

and arm.

lis made the people fall out among them-

; and some said, if he would give them
3y, they would secure him from the jest,

he, instead of doing so, showed them their

Christianity, and told them they were
i like Jews and heathens than true Chi-is-

, and that their fruits were an evidence
le unprofitable ministry of their priests,

rward at Ulverstone, in the market-place,
Idier meeting him said, "I am ashamed
grieved that you should be so abused."
J. F. told him, the Lord's power was over
. . afterward bade him put up his sword
1, if he would go along with him, etc.

id now the priests began to prophesy again,

within half a year, the Quakers should all

ut down and gone. But they reckoned

g, for it fared with these people as with

, which grow best when most lopped.

F. went with James Naylor to Walney
d, having first had a meeting at a little

called Cockan, after which a man came
m with a pistol, and held it at him, but it

1 not go off. G. F. then zealously speak-
him, he was so struck, that he trembled

fear, and went away,
e next morning G. P. went over in a boat
mes Lancaster's, and as soon as he came
nd, about forty men with staves, clubs

)[ishing-poles, fell upon him, beating and
ling him, and endeavoring to thrust him

backward into the sea: but he pressing on, was
knocked down and stunned. When he came to

himself again, he saw James Lancaster's wife
throwing stones at his face, and her husband
James was lying over him, to keep the blows
and the stones from ofl:' him; for the people
had persuaded this woman that G. F. had be-
witched her husband, and promised her to kill

him when he came thither. But the Lord by
his invisible power, preserved him wonderfully,

so that they could not take away his life. At
length he got up, but was soon beat down
again into the boat, which J. L. observing,
came to him, and set him over the water. . .

the wicked crew was fallen upon James Naylor,
with a horrible cry, "Kill him; kill him."

G. F. being now come again to Cockan, met
with no better entertainment, for the people
came on with pitchforks, flails and staves to

keep him out of the town, crying "Kill him;
knock him on the head." But he was preserved
alive; and after having been much abused, they
drove him a pretty way out of the town, and
left him.

Margaret Fell, the next day hearing what
was befallen G. F., sent a horse for him; but
he was so sore bruised, that he was not able

to bear the shaking of the horse without much
pain. When he was come to Swarthmore, the
justices Sawrey and Thompson gave forth a
warrant against him, but .Judge Fell coming
home, made it ineffectual, and sent out war-
rants into the Isle of Walney, to apprehend all

those riotous persons: whereupon some of them
fled the country.

James Lancaster's wife, who so wickedly be-

haved herself, repented so of her evil, that she
afterwards became one of G. F's friends. The
time of the sessions at Lancaster being come,
G. F. went thither with Judge Fell,

there appeared about forty priests against him
. . and the witnesses they had provided

were a young priest, and two priest's sons. . .

The witnesses did not agree, and perceiving

that they were set on by the envy of the

priests, the justices discharged him; and after

Judge Fell had spoken to the justices Sawrey
and Thompson, concerning the warrant they
had given forth against G. F., showing that

this tended to encourage such riots as those

in the Isle of Walney, he and Colonel West
granted a supersedeas, to stop the execution

of the said warrant.

G. F. being thus cleared in open sessions,

many people rejoiced, and were that day con-

vinced of the Truth declared by him in the

court, and among these, one justice Benson
and the Mayor of Lancaster. Also one Thomas
Briggs, who had been an opposer of the Quak-
ers, so called, and became afterwards a faith-

ful minister among them, and remained so to

the end of his days.

Such abuses as G. F. met with, was the share

also of many others of his friends, especially

the preachers, who this year (1652),. were no
less than twenty-five in number; and almost in

every place where they came, they met with

opposition, and became as it were the prey of

the rude multitude. But neither the beating,

bufl'eting, nor stoning of the mad rabble, nor

the jails, nor whippings that befell them from
the magistrates, were able to stop the progress

of the doctrine they preached to the people in

markets and streets, and also in steeple-houses.

And many of those who had been enraged like

wolves, became afterward like lambs; and suf-
fered patiently from others, what formerly
they themselves, in a blind zeal, had committed.

Thus the Quakers, by a firm and lasting pa-
tience, have surmounted the greatest diflicul-

ties, and are at length 4jecome a numerous
people, many not valuing their own lives, when
they met with any opportunity for the service
of God.

In Cumberland great threatenings were
spread, that if G. F. came there again, they
would take away his life. He hearing this went
thither; but nobody did him any harm. From
thence he went to Cockermouth, near which
place he had appointed a meeting; and coming
thither, he found James Lancaster speaking
under a tree, which was so full of people, that
it was in danger of breaking. G. F. now
looked about for a place to stand upon, for the
people lay spread up and down. When they
had settled in the house, he stood up on a seat
and preached about three hours, and several
hundreds were that day convinced.

At Carlisle on the market-day he went into

the market, though he had been threatened
that if he came there, he would meet with
rude treatment. But he, willing to obey God
more than man, showed himself undaunted,
going upon the cross, he declared that the day
of the Lord was coming upon all deceitful ways
and doings, and deceitful merchandise; and
that they should put away all cozening and
cheating, and keep to yea and nay, and speak
the truth to one another. He spoke so power-
fully in the steeple-house that the people trem-
bled and shook, etc. But afterwards he was
committed to prison as a blasphemer, a here-
tic and a seducer, and the talk was, he was to

be hanged. Whilst he was in the dungeon at
Carlisle, there came to see him one James Par-
nel, a lad of about sixteen years of age; and
he was so effectually reached by the speaking
of G. F. that he became convinced of the truth
of his sayings; and notwithstanding his youth,
was by the Lord quickly made a powerful min-
ister of the gospel, showing himself both with
his pen and tongue a zealous promoter of re-

ligion, although he underwent hard sufferings

on that account, as will be mentioned here-

after.

Thomas Briggs was one of the zealous

preachers of that time, going through cities,

towns and villages, crying " repent," etc At
Lynn a great mastiff dog was set upon him,

but the dog fawned upon him, and though
swords were drawn against him, or axes taken

up to hew him down, yet he went on, and spoke
so awfully, that even some who did not see his

face, were so reached by the power that ac-

companied him, that they became converts. At
Clayzon's, in Wales, many hearing him atten-

tively, the constable stirred up the rude people,

and cried, " Kill him, kill him," as if he had
been a mad dog, and they threw such great
stones upon him, that he admired they did not

kill him; but he was preserved by such a mighty
power, that, according to his relation, they
were to him as a nut or a bean. He was pre-

served wonderfully, in the greatest dangers.
He was in America, died in a good old age, after

having labored above thirty years in the ser-

vice of the gospel.

(To be concluded.)

This day will never dawn again.
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Solo.-lod for "THK Kkiknd."

THE PETREL.

BV JOHN D. Bl'RSS.

F«r out at sea, and slowly borno

To lands beneath a southern sky,

.K vision camo of years gone by.

And thoughts that haunt a heart forlorn.

As if my life had been a dream,

And I, with aimless course and blank,

A weak weed, loosened from the bank.

And idly drifting down the stream.

As if there was no lovinK eye

To guide my feet and watfh my way.s,

And 1, chance-wandering through a maze.

Might unregarded live and die.

Behind me, 1 could only mark

The hopes and pleasures I had lost;

Before me, like an unknown coast.

The future loomed through vapors dark.

A troubled mood not free from sin.

A murmuring at the will of God,

A voice that cried against the rod

From an unhumbled heart within.

But as I mused, when near the ship

It chanced a lonely sea-bird flew,—

Low-hovering o"er the water blue

It CMTvei with frequent downward dip.

Long time I watched its wavering flight-

Hither and thither o'er the sea

It skimmed, as if each movement free

Followed an impulse of delight.

No other living thing did move

In that wide circle's desert bound,—
The bleak sea heaving all around.

The dim dome arching vague above.

And then I thought—" That little bird

Hath its loved haunt, at close of day,

lu some green island far away,

Or rock or reef which breakers gird.

"And not unguided doth it roam.

—

One eye its every wandering knows:

And in its heart an instinct glows

That guides it to its distant home.

" It hath no skill to sow or reap,

Yet for its daily want He cares,

And its convenient food prepares

In the salt furrows of the deep.

"And wherefore doubt, fearful heart!

As if, through all thy wanderings wide.

He will not be thy faithful guide,

And act a loving father's part ?

" Set not thy will with his at strife,—

The water of the bitterest cup

May be a fountain springing up
Hereafter to eternal life."

I heard the mild admonishment,

The echo of that voice of power
Which on the Mount made every flower

And bird a preacher of Content.

And straightway the remembrance bred

Within me hope and holy trust,

—

My spirit rose out of the dust.

And worshipped, and was comforted.

—The Vision of Prophecy.

Do FiSHBS Sleep?—Dr. Theodor Beer claims

to have decided in the affirmative, by his ob-

servations at the biological station in Naples,

the much disputed question whether fishes sleep

or not. It has long been known that fishes

lose their activity at the appearance of dark-

ness and remain for hours floating in the same
spot, even their usually restless eyes being

motionless. Most fishes sleep in this way, just

as horses sleep standing. If the equilibrium

of the body is disturbed by clipping the fins,

^ which soon grow out again, the tiah sleep

floating in a vertical position. Few fishes seek

the bottom to sleep, but many float on their

sides and can be caught with the hand, a fact

well known to sailors. The eyes of most fishes

are open necessarily during sleep, owing to the

absence of eyelids. —/Xroi"/ Xcws-Tribitiw.

A Courteous Manner.

There are two opposite extremes into which

persons sometimes fall in regard to courteous

manners. Some accord to them the homage
which is due only to nobility of character.

They make them the test by which to .judge of

those they meet and to decide whether to ad-

mit them to their companionship. They can

not discern any value in a rough diamond, nor

do they detect that a fine polish sometimes

covers a worthless stone.

On the other hand, there are those who, to

a greater or less extent, despise courteous

manners and polite behavior. They profess to

honor only real character and a kindly sjiirit,

hut care nothing for their outward expression.

Indeed, they are very apt to suspect that gentle

ways and a genial bearing may conceal very

opposite thoughts and feelings, and thus they

frequently imagine them to be associated with

an insincerity which deprives them of all value.

In their own case, therefore, they cannot bring

themselves to nourish what they disdain ; con-

sequently, while pluming themselves on candor

and singleness of purpose they acquire a habit

of ungracious behavior and bluntness of speech.

The man who really has a kind heart and a

generous nature, but who scorns to express

them in his outward life, will not find that they

flourish in the shade. Every time he denies

them utterance they receive a set back from
which they do not easily recover. If he is rude

and disrespectful in his manner, his heart nec-

essarily grows somewhat harder; if he wound
another by slighting words or cruel jest, he

cannot help becoming less sympathetic; if he

be cold and silent in his manner or morose and
churlish in his conduct his feelings cannot re-

tain a tender and chivalrous character. And
this forms one of the strongest reasons for

cultivating a courteous bearing, and for per-

forming many little acts of amenity, which are

so pleasing to witness. Not only do they add
greatly to the sum of human happiness, but

they also react upon the giver to repress sel-

fishness and to increase his powder of sympathy.
No one can ever nourish within himself a gen-
erous spirit who refuses to perform the small

offices of generosity that lie continually in his

path. Nor can any one persist in fulfilling

them without experiencing a gradual response
in his own spirit of good will and friendliness.

It is in this way that a courteous manner
comes to be a spontaneous expression of what
is within, and only thus does it attain its

highest character and its finest bloom. And
here, too, lies the source of the power which
manners exert over us all and which no ob-
servant man can deny.

Like all other habits those of kindness and
courtesy are most easily implanted in youth.
It is truly said that there never was so much
done for children as at the present time. Yet
it may be questioned if in this very abundance
they do not lack the opportunity of cultivating
true generosity. With all the freedom and
pleasure and instruction which we rightly pro-
cure for them we shall fail as parents and edu-

cators if we do not train them in habits of kin

ness, in a willingness to make sacrifices, in

respectful demeanor and a courteous bearin

It cannot, we fear, be affirmed that our yuui

people as a whole excel in these things, y

they are now laying the foundation of lli(

lives and forming habits which will never

entirely overcome. It is unreasonable to e

pect that a child who is only accustomed

receive, and never to give, should grow up

be a generous man, or that one who is sutfet

to be continually rude and rough in his i

nieanor should suddenly acquire winning

ingratiating manners when arriving at n

hood. Whether we wish it or not the seed

sow in early years will surely develop intc

own peculiar blossoms and fruitage in matuji

life, and to hope for something different is \ii<

expecting to gather figs from thistles. With (

our gifts to them, let us not forget to besto

one of the most valuable of all possessior

that of a noble and generous nature, expressii

itself spontaneously in every cordial, graciff

and kindly way.

—

Ledger. ,

The Meaning and Usefulness of "Sects."

The word "sect" has generally been us

in religious discussions in an opprobrious sen(

A certain religious newspaper, for instam

recently asked, apropos of Dr. Brigg's ordir

tion, " Is the Episcopal church in this count

a sect or not?" The New York Observer, ho

ever, while admitting that hostile divisions

the church are unfortunate, thinks that se(

are under present conditions necessary, a

should not be condemned. It says:

" There is hardly anywhere a Christian hei

that does not glow with ardent longing for t

day when the prayer of our Lord for belieV(

shall be fulfilled, that ' they all may be on

Every body deplores unnecessary and acrimo

ous divisions of Christendom into warring can

of controversialists.
" But this is not to say that the various i

nominations are to be judged severely for md
taining definite positions in theology and cl

duct, provided they make this stand for w!

they consider to be truth in a self-respecti

and brotherly spirit. It is not at all necess;

that the various evangelical denominatii

should be mutually warring hosts. They i

rather separately organized, but mutually s'

porting divisions of the one great army of 1

Lord. The United States forces in the I'M.

pines at present consist of numerous regimer

sects, but the cause, if not the particular i

form, is one, commanding the loyalty of all

several parts of the expeditionary force. j

are not, therefore, concerned as are some i

organic church unity. Variety of types exi

»

on every hand on earth; in nature, society, i m

in the church. But no real harmony of spi lii

amid the variety of outward types, can e; f

unless each several unit, individual or ec( u

siastical, seeks steadily, conscientiously, ; ss

frankly to arrive at the truth in which al i

all can be one. It is impossible to love Ch 'i

unless one also loves Christ's truth, wl ;,

ever that may be. The hue and cry tha' r.

raised accordingly when any one denominal
(

takes action for the condemnation of vi-
iji

which it considers subversive of the truth »

it is in Jesus is illogical and senseless.
«f

church must have principles, both forma' u
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administrative, as well as any other body,

it is not to be condemned for maintaining

1, so long as it does this in a spirit of Chris-

charity."

he Observer quotes the declaration of The

ook that the Presbyterian church, " by its

jion in the cases of Professor Briggs and

H. P. Smith, has declared itself a sect, be-

e it has declared that no one can be a min-

in that denomination who is not united

others by his attachment to certain par-

ar doctrines or tenets, to wit, those em-

ed in the Westminster Confession of Faith."

this The Observer remarks:

We suppose that every question that any-

•e demands settlement puts somebody, or

y bodies, on trial. The issue of Briggsism,

vant of a better name, puts The Outlook on

But The Outlook chooses to decide the

one way, and the Presbyterian church has

led it the other way. The former is as much
irian as the latter. We do not use the

sectarian here in any offensive sense, but

how that the scarce-veiled imputation of

Bwness brought by The Outlook against

ches that stand up to their convictions is

ustified by any logical process of thought.

Outlook, with such local churches as side

it, believes in one kind of thing, yet we
lot call that offensively sectionalism in

tianity. Certain of the leading denomina-

consider the latitudinarianism which is

ly prevalent at the present day a virtual

yalty to cardinal truths of the Gospel, and

ey be ' sects ' for so doing, that is, bodies

elievers 'united by their attachment to

particular doctrine or tenets,' well and

They do not deny the hard impeach-

iVe are not believers in denominate de-

nations. A 'denomination' by its very

denotes an ecclesiastical body standing

n idea which is to it an ideal. The Out-

appears to define a sect to be a church

principles which it believes ought to

ifended. Until the all-revealing light of

lext world dawns, we do not see how any

conscientious body of believers can be

ling but sectarian in this reasonable though
iffensively aggressive sense,

'he term ' sect ' viewed in this light does

eally stand so much for what is separative

livisional as for a strenuous and coopera-

ittempt on the part of each church, in its

sphere, to realize that type of Christianity

1 it has providentially been called to illus-

, Of course, a sect is etymologically a

ing,' and there are those who affirm that

utting is a carving up of the body of Chris-

im into dissected and disfigured bits. But

qually possible and more true to facts to

ive of this cutting as a gradual carving,

f various types of humanity, of a noble

ual statuary, as it were the forms of new
ssions of olden faiths, which shall event-

adorn each its own appropriate niche in

ijising temple of the one true church, some-

the cathedral of Milan is adorned with

ia rous statues of the saints of a former age.

:al 1^6 are of those who believe that despite

viddividual idiosyncrasies and artificial de-

lational differences, there is a providential

ise to be served by the various evangelical

Ai which will be fulfilled, not by the culti-

vation of indifferentism in doctrine and a pseudo-

liberalism, which is intolerant of the existence

anywhere of an established conservatism, but

by a general desire to love as brethren indeed,

but to stand for truth as God gives to each to

see the truth."

—

Literary Digest.

The Power of Forgiveness.—The power
of forgiveness even for an offence against hu-

man law is well illustrated in the following in-

cident:

A soldier was about to be brought before

his commanding officer for some offence. He
was an old offender, and had often been pun-

ished. " Here he is again," said the officer, on

his name being mentioned, " flogging, disgrace,

solitary confinement, everything has been tried

on him." Whereupon the sergeant stepped

forward, and, apologizing for the liberty, said:

" There is one thing that has never been done

with him yet, sir."

" What is that?" said the officer.

" Well, sir," said the sergeant, " he has never

been forgiven."
" Forgiven!" exclaimed the colonel, surprised

at the suggestion. He reflected a few minutes,

ordered the culprit to be brought in, and asked

him what he had to say to the charge.
" Nothing, sir," was the reply, " only I am

sorry for what I have done."

Turning a kind and pitiful look on the man,

who expected nothing else than that his pun-

ishment would be increased with the repetition

of the offence, the colonel addressed him, say-

ing, " Well, we have tried everything with you,

and now we have resolved to—forgive you."

The soldier was struck dumb with amazement;

the tears started in his eyes, and he wept like

a child. He was humbled to the dust, and,

thanking his officer, he retired—to be the old

refractory, incorrigible man? No! from that

day forward he was a new man. He who told

the story had him for years under his eye, and

a better conducted man never wore the Queen's

colors.

—

The Standard.

Ebbs and Flows in Spiritual Experience.

—Why is not the course of my spiritual life

even and progressive? This question has bur-

dened many a soul, especially during the early

years after conversion. At first it seemed as

if spiritual progress must be unbroken, constant

and peaceful. But soon it became evident that

this is not the fact. Days of enthusiasm were

succeeded by days of comparative indifference.

Intense loyalty, which had endured for a time,

was followed by a period of more or less volun-

tary yielding to temptation, which, so far from

having lost its power, sometimes appeared to

have increased it. Depression of spirits fol-

lowed, accompanied by doubts whether conver-

sion had been genuine.

This naturalness of the ebbs which follow

the flows of our spiritual tides is not an excuse

for them, but it is an explanation. They do

not follow each other according to a law of na-

ture, like the tides of the ocean, but they are

sure to come, although in the case of the true

Christian, the ebbs grow less and less and the

flows increase more and more in number and

power until some mature Christians seem to

others, even if seldom to themselves, to have

attained to that unbroken harmony and beauty

of Christian progress which most of us expect

from the time of our change of heart.

—

The

Congregationalist.

For "THE FiUF

[TAH

A Word for the Doukhobors.

EN FR(IM THE MANITOBA PUE.SS, CANADA.]

From a reply of the Minister of the Interior,

in reference to the Doukhobors:

—

"In so far as The Doukhobors are concerned,

I have only this to say. I am altogether at

one with my right honorable friend the prime
minister, when he suggests that it is not a rea-

son why we should keep people out of Canada,
because they have a conscientious objection to

bearing arms. I think the House will not
agree with the suggestion that because a man
may have conscientious objections to bearing

arms, therefore he has not courage; therefore

he has not those qualities which go to make up a

good citizen. Sir, there is many a man who is

ready to fight, and who has no courage at all,

he has nothing in the sense of true courage.

While I think I would be quite prepared to put
on a uniform, if it became necessary, and to go
out in the defense of the country, I do not be-

lieve that either I myself or my honorable friends

would go through what those Doukhobors have

gone through for the sake of their convictions.

I doubt if there are five men in this house who
would show the moral courage, who would show
the tenacity, who would show the fortitude,

which those people have shown, for the purpose

of preserving their faith."

"These people have gone out on a tract of

land passed over by all other people, not

occupied by other people, lying there year

after year, travelled over by the English and
Canadian settlers, that the honorable gentle-

man talks about, but who would not look at

the land, we could not get them to settle

there at all. These men went on a square

block, they took up one section after an-

other, regardless of the quality of the land,

and they have taken their chances as to

whether they would be successful or not. I

have not the slightest doubt that if my honor-

able friend will go up to that settlement ten

years from to-day, he will see a population that

will be a credit to the Dominion of Canada."

Making Character. — A mother in New
Hampshire reared a family of eight boys. They
all left the homestead and went to sea. She
was heartbroken. The preacher visited her

home and she poured into his ears this life

sorrow. She could not understand why they

had all gone to sea and left her. She could

not understand the mysterious work of Provi-

dence. Her heart was desolate, the home for-

saken. And she said her boys had never seen

the ocean until they were grown. She asked

the preacher to explain it. He looked around
the room, and over the mantel he saw a splen-

did picture of a great ship under full sail, every

white wing instinct with the message of foreign

nations. The waves that dashed against the

bow spoke of a thousand shores that had been

washed as around the world they had swept.

The preacher said to her: " Why, madam, this

Is the explanation. Your boys became sailors

because this picture told them of the ocean

and led them around the world." The very

picture on your walls, every inch of tapestry

—

these are sacred. They make and unmake
character. Guard them well. The foundations

of every great man's character is laid in these

primal hours of life.

—

Ex.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Vnited States. -Thi-re are 1000 vessels which cross

the .Atlantic Ocean regularly ever)' month, some of them

twice a month.

The monthly statement of the public debt shows that

at close of business Seventh Month 31, 18'jy, the^debt,

less cash in the Treasury, amounted to J1,1G1,587,G71,

an increase for the month of $j,207,436.

The Navy Department is informed that the YotemiU

has sailed from Manila for Guam, where Captain Leary

will be installed as Governor of that new American pos-

se..i.<ion, succeeding Lieutenant Kaiser.

Nine-tenths of the islanders at Guam can read and

write, and it is reported that they are rapidly learning

English.

There are in the United States over fifty distinct secret

Orders, with more than 70,000 lodges and 5,000,000 mem-
bers.

The record for commerce passing through the Soo,

American and Canadian ship canals, was broken during

Seventh Month, when 4,024,789 tons of freight were car-

ried through. This exceeded the tonnage of the corres-

ponding month last year by 778,000.

A Houston, Texas, despatch says that the Gulf, Beau-

mont and Great Northern Railroad, which traverses a vast

oil field in Eastern Texas, which heretofore has been in-

accessible for lack of railroad facilities, is to be con-

structed at once.

Secretary Coburn, of the Kansas State Board of Agri-

culture, has issued a bulletin based upon reliable reports

from correspondents throughout the State, in which he

states the present condition of the Kansas corn crop to be

99.03, with prospects for the greatest yield ever known
in the history of the State. The acreage of corn is 8,234,-

560, and the estimated yield per acre 44 bushels, which

would give the astonishing total of 362,000,000 bushels,

or three times the yield of last year, and almost a hun-

dred million bushels greater than the banner year of 1889.

Railroad men and grain dealers who have been making

estimates on the probable com crop of Nebraska, put the

total at about 300,000,000 bushels. This will be the

largest crop in the history of the State.

Heavy rain and hail storms in the Mississippi Valley

have destroyed half a million acres of growing crops.

A despatch dated Eighth Month 4th, from River Junction,

Fla., says: The most disastrous tornado that ever visited

this section of Florida completely annihilated Carrabelle,

Mclntyre and Lanark Inn, south of here, Tuesday. At
Carrabelle only nine houses remain of a once beautiful

and prosperous town. Communications from the Mayor
state that 200 families are without homes or shelter, and

many are completely destitute. Of McIntjTe only two
mill boilers mark the site of the town. Lanark Inn, the

famous summer resort was blown into the Gulf. The
Carrabelle, Tallahasse and Georgia Railroad is washed
away for a distance of thirty miles. A passenger train

was blown from the track more than 100 yards. Many
passengers were injured.

Up to First-day last, there had been forty-two cases

and eleven deaths at Hampton, Va., from yellow fever.

On Second-day one new case developed.

The number of deaths from lockjaw due to injuries re-

ceived on last fourth of Seventh Month is stated by the

Chicago Tribune to be 143.

A new way of blasting rock is to place a cartridge of

water in a shot hole and convert it into steam instantly

by electricity to a pressure of about 150 pounds per square

inch. This method is especially applicable to coal mines.

\ loaded trolley car, running between Shelton and
Bridgeport, Connecticut, was derailed on a trestle at Or-
onogue, six miles north of Bridgeport on the afternoon of

the Gth inst., and fell 40 feet into a pond. Twenty-nine
persons are known to have been killed, and twelve were
injured. Of the forty-three persons in the car only two
escaped unharmed. The trestle was without guard rails,

and the car is said to have been running at a high rate of

speed.

By the collapse of a slip at the Mount Desert ferry,

eight miles from Bar Harbor, Maine, on the 6th inst., at

least twenty persons were drowned and many were injured.

The people were excursionists from Bangor and other
points, and in the rush to get on the Bar Harbor boat
overcrowded the slip. Over two hundred were thrown
into the water.

There were 428 deaths in this city last week, which is

53 less than the previous week and 56 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 128
were under one year of age ; 217 were males and 211
males : 52 died of cholera infantum ; 45 of consumption

;

33 of heart diseases ; 22 of marasmus ; 20 of apoplexy ;

19 of pneumonia; 18 of cancer; 17 of old age, 15 of
inanition ; 15 of diphtheria ; 15 from casualties ; 14 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 12 of inflamma-
tion of the brain ; 10 of nephritis, and 10 of typhoid fever.

MarkeU. JJc—U. S. 2's, lOOJ a lOlJ; 4'8, reg., 112 a

112i ; coupon, 112i a 113i ; new 4'8. reg., iLltJ a 130i;
5's, llli a 112; 3's 108 a 108J.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

GJc. per pound for middling uplands.

FloI'K.—Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.15 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, old, $3.15 a $3.35 ; do. do., straight, new,

$3.10 a $3.30; Western winter, old, straight, $3.20 a

$3.40 ; do., do., now, straight, $3.15 a $3.35 ; spring,

straight, $3.35 a $3.60 ; city mills, straight, $3.25 a $3.40.

Rye Flour.—$3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70j| a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 35i a 36c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 27J a 28c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 51 a 6c.; good, 5 J a 5ic.; me-

dium, 5J a oic; common, 4J a 5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 a 5Jc.; good, 4J a 43c.;

medium, 4 a 4ic.; com., 2J a 32c.; spring lambs, 4J a 7c.

Hogs.—Western, GJ a 7c.

Foreign.—Land in England is 800 times as valuable

now as it was 200 years ago.

In the first half of 1898 Japan sent $10,500,000 gold to

England. Thus far in 1899 it has sent only $4,850.

Cancer ranks fifth among diseases as a cause of death.

Of 50,509 deaths in Paris in 1896, 2,828 were caused by

cancer. It has become more frequent of late years. The
average has increased constantly and rapidly, for in fifty

years the proportion has risen from 1 in 129 to 1 27, a

figure sensibly equal, it may be seen, to that of Paris.

At Wardbury, Norway, the longest day lasts from Fifth

Month to Seventh Month 22nd without interruption.

The hostile Indian tribes in Mexico are gathering

strength, and about 5,000 warriors are on the war path.

Many persons, including Americans, have been killed, and

the reign of terror prevailing may end in a massacre of

whites in the Yaqui River country.

South African advices indicate that the dispute between

the Transvaal Government and Great Britain will be set-

tled by arbitration.

Vice President Figuero, of the Dominican Republic, has

taken charge of the Government as President and formed
a Cabinet.

The Washington Navy Department has made public the

report recently received from Commander C. C. Todd of

the Wilmington, relating to the cruise of that vessel up

the Amazon. The Wilmington proceeded 2,300 miles up

the river, investigated the topography and natural re-

sources of the country; made a collection of animals for

the Zoological Park in Washington, and secured a series

of photographs of the towns along the river, the natives

and the most important features and scenery. Commander
Todd's.report is very lengthly, and includes reports from
his subordinate officers, who were entrusted with special

investigations. The valley of the Amazon, according to

Commander Todd, is an immense area of low lying land,

interspersed with innumerable waterways which, during

the rainy season, from Fifth Month to Twelfth Month,
overflow almost all of the intervening country. The towns,

of which there are few of large population, are built on

the higher bluffs along the river, and at certain points,

where the country is above the average high water level,

there are small plantations where cocoa, grain and vege-

tables are gi-own for local consumption. Nearly all of the

native houses as far west as the Peruvian line are built

upon piles to raise them above the flood level. The valley,

strange as it may seem, does not produce food stuffs suf-

ficient for the support of the people. The foreign resi-

dents of all the large towns rely largely on canned goods
and other imported foods for subsistence. The climate

was found to be oppressive and humid. The annual range
of the thermometer is from 72 to 92 degrees, and the

whole valley is the seat of tropic malaria, which is exceed-
ingly dangerous to unacclimated visitors. Great care was
taken of the health of the men on shipboard.

President Roca, of Argentina, has sailed with his Cabi-
net from Buenos Ayres for Brazil, for the purpose, as re-

ported, of inviting the Presidents of Brazil, Uruguay and
Chili to a conference on the questions of reducing arma-
ments and an alliance of the four Republics.

An armed insurrection has broken out at La Vega, San
Domingo, in favor of Jiminez, who aspires to succeed the
late President Heureaux in the Presidency of the Domini-
can Republic. The insurgents are said to be well organ-
ized and officered and the revolutionists are gaining
strength. Jiminez, who is at Havana, says he ordered the
assassination of Heureaux, and declares he will lead the
revolt against the Government. Two of the assassins of
the late President have been shot.

The Nineteenth Century Review says: "The weak point
in the armor of Canada is the slow rate at which the popu-
lation increases. The census of 1891 showed that the pre-
vious ten years had added only half a million to the num-
bers of the people. It is significant of the advantages
which its geographical position gives to the American Re-

public in its commercial intercourse with Canada that I

year, in spite of the preferential tariff in favor of Engli

no less than 72J per cent, of the imports of the DomiJ

came from the United States. Of the rest, 17.10 pe

came from Great Britain and some 10 per cent, from

countries. On the other hand, the Dingley tariff ha

killed Canadian exports to the States that, in spite of

thousands of miles of frontier along which internat

commerce means only transport from one homestea

another, the United States took only 28 per cent, of

exported produce of Canada, as compared with 66

cent, sent across the .\tlantic to Great Britain and 6
cent, to the rest of the world. In fact, while 75,1)00,

Americans spent only $35,460,000 in buying C

goods, the 6,000,000 Canadians expended $86,58'

buying goods from the United States."

Thirty years ago the sardines and young herri

Canadian waters were sold mostly as fertilizers,

nearly a million boxes of sardines in oil were put

market. The price paid to fishermen varies extraor

according to catch, season and year, being somet

low as $6 per hogshead and sometimes as high as .*1(
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RECEIPTS.
Unlessotherwlse specified, two dollars huvc Ix-ec

celved from eiich person, paying for vol. 7;!.

Woolston Comfort, Mich.; Jacob R. Elfretli,

.Sarah A. (Jilbert, Pa., $10, for herself, Albert (

Dillon tiibbons, Eliza G. Cope and Ann Case
; I

Allen, Pa. ; Jane P. Corse, Phila. ; Joseph B. MatI

I'hila:; l^vi R. Cowperlhwaite, N. J.; Charles .1

and Ji hn Barclay Jones, CJt'n.; Josiah W.Cloud, N
Coinly B. Shoemaker, Pa. and for Anna W. I!ai

Pbila. ; f^amuel L. Whitson, Phila. ; EdwarlCum
Gt'ii., and for Edith C. Tatnall Pa. ; J. Benj

Phila. ; (ieorge A. Keely, Del. ; Martha G. Cook, J

.\nn Gibbons, la.; Elhanan Zook and for R. M. Z
Pa.: John W. Garwood, Agent, la., *S, for I'rj

Smith, John Williams, .\lmedia R Wroe and
Wilson, Vol. 72 ; E. S. Fowler, Agent, O., for F

Hobson; Samuel L. Fox, Pa.; Joshua P. Smith

for David Holloway, la.; Ellen Bromley, I'h

Clarkson M. (iiflbrd, Mass. ; Irs J. Parker & Soi

Rachel F. Parker, Pa. ; J. Linton Engle for Ann
terthwaite, N. J. ; Charles Lee, Pa. : Isaac lleac

Pa. ; Anne Roberts, Phila. ; Dr. Wm. R. Bui
Del. ; Joseph S. Middleton, X. J.; Ann Trimble,

*12, for l.cr-self, Joseph Trimble, p:stlier T. IIa\

Ann Ashton, Susan H. Sharpless and Townsen
Sharpless; Mary I'axson, Phi.a. ; Margaretta W.
terthwaite, N. J. ; James Lee, Jr., Pa.; Susan I

son, Pa. ; John S. Br..wn, Pa., and for Carl K. H
U. 2 vols.; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J., $24

Elizabeth H. Rromley, Margaret C. Vcnable, Mi
L. Robert.s, Elizabeth T. Engle. Beulah S. Leeds, I

L. Roberts, Samuel L. Allen, S. N. and A. B. W ar

ton, .\llen H. Roberts. Deborah W. Buzby am
Wm. M. Winner and Waller S. Reeve ; Jesse W.
lor, Phila.; Mary W. Bacon, N. J.; Eliz;i

Brintn, Fkfd.; Deborah Bal.lwin, Pa.; W
derston. Pa.; James H. Moon, Pa., $><. for bin

Everett Moon, Minn., and Dr. W. W. Moon, N
( aleb Hoopes, Pa , and for B. P. Hoopes ; Ch
B..llinger. N. J , and for Mark B. Wills; Elisha

erts, N. J., $S, for him-elf, David Roberts. Josei

Rdbcrts and William H. Roberts; Joseph I'>ai

J.; Benjamin Coppock, Agent, la, $14, for hini.se

and for Benjamin Briggs, Ruth Edmundson, lui

Edgerton, Lvdia Hampton and David Sears ; J

E. Meloney,' Phila., U\ for himself, Geo. R. Mei

and Janes F. Reid, Pa.; I.saac W.Stokes for

min J. Wilkins, N. J. ; Jonathan Chace, R. I.
;

R. Deacon, Pa. ; Pliny Gregory, Cal. ; Nathan
Jones, N. J. ; Clinton E. Hampton, Kans. ;

Ciu

Smith, Pa., $4. for Susanna Brinton and James S

Edmund S. Smith, Agent, O., $36, for Nathan L
Deb .rah Hall, Tabitha D. Hall, Mary T. Hall, 1

Hall, Jos. C. Hall, Richard A^hton, Jonathan I

J. Hervey Binns, Walter ICdgerton, tiilbert Mc(
Hannah Mary Matson, J. hn W. Smith, hobert S

Nathan R Smith, Beulah Thoma.s, Elwood D. Wh
and L'uis Taber; S. Calvin Barker, Pa.; R. S.

lith. Agent, Pa., $10, for Lydia H. Darlington, J
B. Jacobs, Martha Sankev, George Rhoadsand Si

Forsythe.

e&^Remiltnnces received after Thirddny no

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Wanted—A Friend and wife or daughter, to tak

of the Meeting-house and grounds at Lansdowne, Del

County, Pa. The use of a five-room house on the i

given for said labor. Address J. R. ELFRlfS
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Clothing of Unbelief with Christian Virtues.

e have lately been apprehensive of an im-

which seems to have been given to the

t of infidelity and agnosticism in our land,

iie mode in which the life and death of the

Robert G. Ingersoll has been set forth in

public press, to the general effect of exalt-

him as a hero because of unbelief. His

was due to his brilliant natural talents,

s admirable gift of expression in language,

to the daring, which many looked upon as

age, in using these rare gifts for the break-

own of confidence in the sacred Scriptures

except in some of its ethical precepts, of

stianity itself. In saying this we are not

ared to impeach the honesty of his unbe-

)r of his intentions, nor to be his judge,

ave him in the hands of Him who will do

But we do deprecate the desolating effect

ingenuous young men of a public treat-

. of his unbelief in such a way as to beguile

into placing the virtuous traits of his

icter to the credit of infidelity, rather than

e Christian religion. The unimpeachable

te character, which he, as one of the ex-

ons among unbelievers, seemed to manifest

relations to his fellow beings, has been

led against the professed Christianity of

iay, as if saying, "Show me your faith

rat your works, and I will show you the

ties of his ' infidelity ' by his works."

e inconsistencies of the professing church

ts general divorce from that inward spirit-

j which makes for pure righteousness, have

d to confirm Ingersoll's position in his owti

and in the multitude of those who do not

the way of the cross to be found true,

so an alleged consistent life without Chris-

belief is made an argument against the

tian faith.

;i noticing Ingersoll's statement of his re-

[*1 1 which was read at his funeral, the first

'^1 38sion left on the mind was that every item

In that code of conduct, excellent as far as it

went, was clearly traceable to Christ's sermon

on the Mount. Not that he consciously copied

them therefrom, for the Witness for Truth may
have whispered such precepts to his heart im-

mediately—a measure and manifestation there-

of being given to every man to profit by—but

the resemblance seemed so clear, that one must

say that were it not for the Christian religion

as set forth in the new Testament that state-

ment of his religion would probably not have

been written. The standard of righteousness

which he set up, supposing it to be devised as

independent of Christ, was really brought into

the world by Christ. The spirit of Christianity

has for ages, though so stoutly resisted by the

world, been steadily leavening the consciences

of men, and moulding public opinion. And if

a higher standard of truth and good seems

from age to age to prevail among the people,

it is but the Spirit of Him who "must in-

crease " till righteousness cover the earth. If

we say we borrow our improved moral codes

from " the spirit of the age," it is really the

Spirit of Christ as the one life of good that is

in the age and which receptive minds and hearts

will imbibe, so far as they love truth. To Christ

belongs the honor of whatever of good Inger-

soll imbibed, whether the truths embraced had

been diffused abroad through the language of

the Scriptures, or in the direct witness for

Truth. Such good principles as his hand or

his heart indited were all the product of the

very religion which they were thought to put

to shame. It is in evidence for Christianity

that the very rules of righteousness which he

prepared as his creed, never were gathered

into a statement before the outward advent of

-Jesus upon earth, and in their existing and

natural condition of mankind never without

Divine revelation could have been so composed.

Remove the past history of Christianity from

off the face of the earth and where would have

been the virtuous ideals of the modern infidel?

Where are similar ideals found to flourish now

among the more distinctly non-christian na-

tions?

This is not the first age of time in which

crucifiers of Christ have " parted his garments

among themselves, and upon his vesture cast

lots." They still continue pluming themselves

with outward virtues of Christ's robe of right-

eousness, ignoring the Lord while decorating

their infidelity with samples of his garment.

Agnosticism well needs all the good it can bor-

row to color it. Many another error could not

find currency except under Christian colors.

Many things are getting labelled " Christian,"

a trade mark to get them patronage.

It is said of a tree the savor of whose .sap

highly fragrant, that while the chopper is

felling it to the ground, it sheds upon him its

lovely odor so that he carries about in his gar-

ments the perfume of a life which he has un-

dertaken to destroy. So the more exalted and

beautiful aspects and savor of virtue under

Christian civilization seem to be the heritage

of many who would deny or destroy that gospel

Source, who could say to them as to Pilate

formerly, "Thou couldst have no power at all

against me, except it were given thee from

above."

The article entitled " The Development and

Place of the Monthly Meeting," which begins

to appear in the present number, was wTitten

by an aged correspondent after a religious visit

in some other Yearly Meetings. "In my visit,"

he writes in a letter, " I saw a departure from

the Christ-like order of the gospel in rejecting

the Monthly Meeting and stepping towards

the Episcopal order of church government

—

from Christ in his spiritual appearance in the

hearts of all the brethren to the one man power,

prefigured by the Israelites rejecting the Lord

in the prophet, and asking for a king like the

nations around them. And I see in all the tribes

of Friends a want, as it looks to my mind, of a

right comprehension of the purposes of Month-

ly Meetings. It is in the commercial world a

time for centralizing capital in large amounts

to the injury of the humble small establish-

ments, and this spirit may affect religious mat-

ters."

Peculiarities in Speech.

[To the Editor of "The British Friend."]

Dear Friend.

It is difficult, I am aware, to give from

abridged notes the exact words used by those

who have spoken in such gatherings as that of

the Yearly Meeting : but there are two or three

verbal changes made in what I said about the

Hague Conference, as reported in thy issue for

Sixth Month, which I will ask thy leave to

correct.

I did not describe the President as "M."
de Staal, but as "Baron" de Staal : nor did I

say "Mr." Andrew Whyte, in speaking of the

United States Envoy : or refer to Fifth-day as
" Thursday." Slight as are these differences in

the form of expression, they would, in my case,

imply the abandonment of a practice of nearly

fifty years, which I desire to retain : not, cer-

tainly, with any co\ert idea of hinting it as a
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rule for others, but because the reason 1 can

give for it will carry weij^ht with every person,

whether in or out of the Society of Friends,

whose oi)inion I value.

Brought up in the Society by parents who
had become Friends from conviction, I had

taken for granted that its teachings were pure

Christianity,—that is, in theory,—until at

twenty years of age I was brought face to face

with the tremendous realities which sooner or

later confront every human soul. My take-it-

easy t^uakerism went to pieces in the storm,

and at this critical moment, under the influence

of a clergyman of the Church of England, 1

had very nearly built up in its place a tradi-

tional belief in the opposite doctrines of the

sacraments and water-baptism, and such sys-

tem of worship as fits with their observance.

It was, however, made clear to me that be-

fore making the important change this would

involve, I was bound to do what I had never

yet done, and that was to examine for myself,

with all the light I could obtain, and with all

the earnestness of one newly awakened to

consciousness of the powers of the world to

come, the foundations of the doctrines held by

the Society of Friends. I read Barclay's argu

ments especially, and with them the texts both

of the New and of the Old Testament which he

cites till, after many anxious days and nights the

light shone on them steadily and brightly as

the sunrise in a cloudless sky, and I was made
as sure of the truth of what the world calls

Quakerism as I was of my own existence. For
some days the power of this conviction was so

great as to leave room for no other thought

than of the goodness and love of God. When
this abated sufficiently to admit another

thought, that thought was, "Now that I know
and am certain that this is the Truth, shall I

be ashamed to profess it openly to everyone

with whom I come in contact?" I felt there

could be no alternative. I was bound in honor
not to evade : it was a case of noblesse oblige ;

and I believe that no one who reads these lines,

if he or she had gone through the same exper-

ience, would have come to any other conclusion.

I had no human being to consult with, for I

was far from home, among strangers ; and it

may be that the course I took was not theoret-

ically the wisest. But as I pondered the

position, and remembered that the world had
come to associate certain peculiarities of speech
with the profession of "Quakerism," it ap-

peared to me a simple way of letting it be
known that I was riot ashamed of being thought
a "Quaker," if I adopted these peculiarities.

What there might be in them per se I did not
stay to enquire ; nor have I ability or the wish
to work out the rule of three apportionment
between the tithe-values of mint, anise and
cummin, as against those of the weightier
matters of the law. There is no rule and jio

law in "Quakerism" that I know of, but that
of striving after rm/i/,!/; no "principles" but
the one eternal principle that we should love

the Lord our (!od with all our heart, and our
neighbor as ourselves : which we can only do
by abiding in, and being continually guided by.

His Spirit. I was content that what is usually

called the " plain language " stamped me with
the stigma of believing this, and therefore I

adopted it. Later on I sometimes found it in-

volved suffering; but even that suffering was
of no mean value, for in it the meaning of the

words became clear: that "Things which are

despised hath Cod chosen, yea and thhuis which

are not to briny to nought things that are."

I am thy Friend,

John Bellows.
;>ixth Month 24th, 1899.

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

(CiUlMued from paj,.o 4i»i, V„l. Ixxll.i

In the year 1880, in the Twelfth Month, I

had a dream which left a solemn impression

on my mind^ being in substance as follows, viz:

1 seemed to be brought under deep exercise of

mind on account of my sins and corruptions,

and my mind was turned to the Lord for help

and deliverance therefrom, and there seemed
to be shown me a great ocean as it were of
pure, living water, which was designed for

cleansing from every defilement of sin and ini-

quity, and I was put into it, and my cry was on
this wise, " Wash me thoroughly that I maybe
clean." And a sense of the Father's love seemed
to be my feeling whilst under the renovating
operation, under which exercise I awoke and
the remembrance of my dream was comforting
and encouraging and I have remembered afresh

the fountain that is set open for " the house of

David, and for the inhabitants of Jerusalem,"
for sin and for uncleanness.

On the sixteenth of Third Month, 1882, I

picked up this little blank book, which I see

was presented to me two years ago by my dear
daughter Lydia, and which I fear has not been
applied to a proper use. And now in the
seventy-first year of my age, I feel as if it

might be right for me to leave on record some
things for her and others of my beloved family
who may be left here when I have passed away
from this transitory state of being. Unworthy
as I feel myself to be, I have this day been
favored to feel, as I trust, the precious evi-

dence that I am not forsaken. 0, that I might
be brought more unreservedly to yield to the
Divine will concerning me, so as to be made
just what the Lord would have me to be.

First-day 19th.—At our little meeting to-

day I was tried with wandering thoughts, feel-

ing stripped of almost any sense of good. 0,
what poor creatures we are! Not able of our-

selves even to think a good thought. How
very needful it is for us to abide upon the
watch tower, looking to the only available

source of help to preserve from the snares of
the unwearied enemy.

First-day 26th.—The weather being pleasant,

several mothers were at meeting with their

little children, for whom, with their parents,

my mind was brought under much exercise, and
the language of the blessed Saviour of men
was brought forcibly to my remembrance, ac-

companied with an apprehension that I was
called upon to express it.

" Suffer little child-

ren to come unto me and forbid them not, for

of such is the kingdom of Heaven," with an
exhortation to parents to watch over their own
ouls and seek to be enabled to be made in-

strumental in bringing them to Christ, that He
might lay his hand upon them and bless them.

Fourth Month 1st.— Last night upon my bed
I was favored, unworthy as I am, to feel the
comfortable incomes of the Father's love, and
to be niad*sensible that He heareth the feeble
petitions of the poor and needy; and the com-

forting words of our blessed Saviour w
afresh brought to my remembrance: " E
the very hairs of your head are all number(
with the encouraging language following.

Fourth Month 1.5th, 1S82.—This day 1 c<

pleted my seventy-first year, which brou

solemn reflections over my mind. I often f

that the many mercies and deliverances wh
I have experienced through my life, have
been sufficiently appreciated and that 1 h

fallen short of filling up the design of the gi

Author of my being, concerning me, but mei

unmerited mercy, has hitherto been exten
and in that 1 still hope, craving that the wc
that are called for at my hands may be ch(

fully attended to and correspond with the
]

fession I make before the world. Atten
Chesterfield Monthly Meeting to-day, in wl
I felt much exercise of mind, but obtained

little relief. But at their meeting on First-

was favored to feel relieved, which was
lowed by feelings of sweet peace.

19th.—Poverty and strippednessaremy)!
tion, with the feeling that it is my neededi

lotment, in order to keep me sensible of

own entire nothingness and entire dependel

Fourth-day 2()th.—Whilst sitting in our li

meeting to-day, my mind seemed very ui

pectedly and under a feeling of great unwoi

ness drawn to take a view of the very neai

timacy and union between Christ Jesus,

blessed and holy Head and his spiritual

gathered church; under which precious fee

I was brought to crave that every barrier

stood in the way of its progress and incr

might be removed and put out of the way.

Fifth Month 11th.—Attended the funen
a neighbor, not a member of our Society,

feeling my mind exercised under a fresh

dence of the universal love of our heuv

Father, I apprehended it right for me to

deavor to relieve it towards the large conip

but believe, through giving way to weak
and fear, I stopped short of delivering

whole counsel of the Lord, and thereby broi

distress over my mind, but I believe my
merciful Preserver overlooked my faults.

Seventh Month 9th.—Feeling very poc

stripped, but still striving to hope in the

cies of the Lord, who has often been strt

to me in my greatest weakness.
_

In our

meeting to-day, the language seemed t

very deeply impressed on my mind on this
" Nothing but realities will do in that sc

hour which is fast hastening upon us all; i

ing but heart changing religion will be acce

before the Lord."

I WOULD have you without carefulness (1

vii: 32). Do not look forward to the cha
and chances of this life in fear, rather loi

them with full hope that, as they arise,

whose you are, will deliver you out of t

He has kept you hitherto—do you but hold

to His dear hand, and He will lead you s:

through all things; and when you cannot si

He will bear you in His arms. Do not

forward to what may happen to-morrow
same everlasting Father who cares for yo
day will take care of you to-morrow, and
day. Either He will shield you from suff"e ^i

or He will give you unfailing strength to
j^,

it. Be at peace then, and put aside all an;

thoughts and imaginations.

—

Francis de i
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Kor "The Friend."

,e Development and Place of the Monthly

BY ROBERT HATTON.

Nhen we refer to the past ages in the

Id's life, two hundred years presents but

ry small portion of the events that have

ispired within the range of reliable history,

the principles which underlie the varied

ses of time extend from the first. The

ent of the Society of Friends presents to

consideration principles from which the

sent and future may gather instruction. The

of the Society was not the birth of new
ciples but a revival of such as having

ted from the beginning, had been buried

long years under a mass of debris from the

net theories of darkened ages,

the "beginning God created the heavens

the earth." In adorable \visdom He set

ids to the earth and fashioned the forms

s inhabitants from the least to the great-

)f them. Man, the last and most perfect, if

the most complex of these creations, was
onstituted that Divine Intelligence saw
it was "not good that he should dwell

e," therefore he was placed by families in

earth. Prom simple families, the advance

tribes, societies and nations, was the re-

of the creative principle,

ide sensible of the limitation of his power,

has sought from the building of Babel to

present day, to increase his ability by as-

ition, and where the object sought for is

the desire is a legitimate application of

principle. The Divine Master called his

pies around Him and taught them the

ious doctrines of life. It was the revival

doctrines in the hearts that led to the

ration of our early Friends from the vari-

jrofessing bodies and their uniting in re-

us fellowship, it being with them the work
od in the heart, which, as they were obedi-

« ;o its manifestations, united them in the

of a living faith, so that to them there

one faith, one baptism and one Lord and
)ur who is come to be the Teacher of his

le.

:< obably these principles had at no time

entirely lost; even in the darkest period

eir immersion under the clouds of super-

m and priestly rule, there were individuals

realized the one substantial truth, that

is a spirit, and that He can only be wor-

ed in spirit and in truth, and while sub-

Qg to forms of outward show, their hearts

touched by the coal from the holy altar,

jicuous among these may be mentioned
1 remarkable woman. Lady Guion, who saw
1 :gh the veil which education had thrown
1 her, that prayer was the communion of

'. oul with its Maker, and who was Divinely

t ined to live through the most severe per-

ild ion and the sufferings attendant on close

;S sonment for ten years.

:it is therefore to be borne in mind that

it re Fox did not advance any new religion

ii each doctrines different from those which
-0 leen professed by some of the reformers

i( lad preceded him. Doubtless to him they

i!e new revelations of old truths proceeding

to principles which had their origin in the

at! ning. The spiritual characteristic of Di-

i; worship was clearly enunciated by the

blessed Master at Jacob's well, and implied

the destruction and nonentity of all outward

rites, taking away from a self-righteous priest-

hood their influence, their honors and reducing

all to common level. " One is your Master,

even Christ, and all ye are brethren." This

Master has come to teach his people himself

and thus put an end to all sacerdotalism under

whatever guise it may assume.

It is in complete accord with these founda-

tion principles that as God is a spiritual power

and Christ is the spiritual teacher of his people,

all of whom are equally the objects of his ten-

der regard, that Friends were gathered a dis-

tinct organization differing from all other pro-

fessedly Christian societies.

A monthly assembly was set up, in which no

man was greater than his brother, save only in

the respect which is due to age and experience

and true faithfulness to manifested duty evinced

in a blameless walking among his fellow-men—
a meeting wherein the Divine love has been the

binding cord to hold in oneness of action and

purpose.

It may not be amiss to pass into review the

object and nature of a monthly meeting in the

"Society of Friends." First, to look briefly

into the origin of the name of Friends. At
the time of (^eorge Fox there was great con-

vulsion in civil and religious society. The na-

tion, partially released from the tyranny of

despotic rulers, was awakening to a sense of

the oppression of a system of state religion

onerous to the conscience and intelligence of

many. In the emancipation from the power of

Rome a young and inexperienced queen, Eliza-

beth, had prevented many changes which the

more enlightened persons were anxious to ef-

fect both as to doctrines and practice. These

remained to be irritating causes to prevent

permanent peace. In some places small bodies

withdrew from fellowship with all the different

professions and in many instances " one of a

family or two in a city " withdrew from all the

religious associations, seeing in all departure

from the teachings of Christ as laid down in

the Scriptures of Truth. These were called

by different names, as seekers after truth, fami-

ilies of love, many of their minds being opened

to see the inconsistency of the high professors

of the day. When George Fox came among
these he found acceptance in their hearts for

the gospel message he brought; especially that,

that Christ the Divine life had come to give

light in every obedient soul. As their meet-

ings increased many nick names and opprobious

terms were applied to them, but they adopted

among themselves the name of " Friends," be-

cause they were really friends to Christ, and

from that saying of his, " Ye are my friends

if ye do whatsoever I command you;" and again,
"

I have called you friends for all things that

I heard of my Father I have made known unto

you." To all in this day who claim the name
as successors of these Friends, is involved the

fearful responsibility of so walking as to keep

out of tho.se evils from which they were pre-

served, lest we present ourselves in the Divine

presence with a false profession, the old cri-

terion being still in force, "By their fruits

ye shall know them."

The sagacious mind of George Fox early saw

the value of Christian fellowship and he was

moved of the Lord to travel through various

parts of England, and to write to other places

to set up meetings for the business of the

church that all who made profession of the

Truth should conduct themselves consistently

with that profession, and the Truth be main-

tained free from censure. As the evil tree can-

not produce good fruit, so the good tree will

not have evil fruit.

Christian Outlook for the Twentieth Century.

The Christian outlook for the twentieth cen-

tury seems to me very bright. (Jf course, there

will be, occasional retrogrades, and, it may be

grave catastrophes ; for it is in the very nature

of life to be subject to crises. Nevertheless,

I feel sure that the general trend of the next

century will be onward and upward; and this

because I feel sure that the Lord of the cen-

turies has not lived and died and risen in vain.

Accordingly, I believe that the spirit of .lesus

Christ will be the dominant force in the com-

ing century. I believe, for instance, that his

Mountain Sermon will become more and more
the supreme constitution for mankind; that

as the church understands more and more his

mission and character and teachings and work,

her conceptions of God will be more and more
heightened, and her conceptions of man will

be more and more broadened ; that the instincts

of animalism will be lost in the sense of Divine

sonship; that agnosticism will melt in the heat

of personal Christian experiences; that an-

archy against man will flee before loyalty to

God; that the kingdom of God will be less in

word and more in power; that sectarianism

will be swallowed in catholicity; that ecclesi-

asticism will wane and Christianity will wax;

that character rather than opinion will be the

test of orthodoxy: that church and state will

dissolve partnership; that church and academy
will join hands in glad bridal—the church ac-

knowledging the Bible of nature and the acad-

emy acknowledging the Bible of Scripture;

that the standard of ethics—personal, domes-

tic, social, educational, commercial, national,

international. Christian—will grow higher and

higher; that heredity will gain Christian mo-

mentum; that environment will undergo trans-

figuration; that the sense of individual respon-

sibility, and also of corporate community, will

alike deepen; that society will agree that chas-

tity shall be as binding on man as on woman;

that life imprisonment will surplant death pen-

alty; that legislation, whether mandatory or

prohibitory, will make way for intelligent and

cheerful self-regimen; that office will soar from

ambition into service; that wealth and work,

instead of quarreling, will co-operate; that

culture will become more conscious of account-

ability to God and to man, that society will

tend toward equilibrium of forces and of func-

tions; that egotistic insularity will be merged

into altruistic terrestrialism; that the .Jew will

regain the blessings promised in Abraham; that

international differences will be submitted to

an international court; that Christendom will

disarm ; that the whole world will become one

neighborhood; that human units will grow into

human unity—men into Man; that the Golden

Rule will become more and more the law of

society; that faith, hope, love, will be acknowi-

edged the human trinity—in brief that the

twentieth century will be in very truth a cen-

tury of Christocracy.—/?(/ George Dana Bord-

man, at the Mohonk Conference.
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The Arbitration Plan.

The plan of international arbitration adopted

by the Committee on Mediation and Arbitra-

tion at The Hague Conference now goes to the

respective Governments for ratification, re-

jection or amendment, and when the considera-

tion of the plan is resumed by the Conference

the attitude of the (iovernments toward the

details of the system will be recorded. Pre-

sumably the committee have acted, so far as

general principles go, in accordance with the

instructions and suggestions of the Powers. It

may, therefore, be assumed that a system of

arbitration not differing essentially from that

published, will be put to the test as a preven-

tive of war. That this system, or any other,

will prove an absolute preventive of armed

collisions between nations is too much to ex-

pect in the present stage of human develop-

ment.

By the terras of the proposed convention

arbitration is not obligatory upon the signa-

tory Powers. A compulsory clause would be

valueless in practice. It is inconceivable that

the nations not concerned in a particular con-

tention would undertake to compel the parties

to the contention to submit the dispute to ar-

bitration. This would be " fighting for con-

ciliation." Yet compulsory international arbi-

tration implies authority and force existent

somewhere to compel disputants to arbitrate,

if one or all of them refuse to arbitrate. If

the reports from The Hague be correct some-

thing promising has been gained for the world's

peace. The institution of a permanent tribunal

ready on short notice to compose a quarrel will

invite the settlement of many questions which

might without the presence of the convenient

tribunal carry the countries into war. Much
has been wTitten of the hypocrisies and insin-

cerities of the Peace Conference; but we hazard

the prediction that the tribunal as proposed
will be used, that its decisions will be respected,

and that it will lessen the chances of war.

The reported draft of the arbitration con-

vention covers two subjects— mediation and
arbitration. The signatory Powers pledge them-
selves to invite the good offices or mediation

of one or more Powers in cases of serious dif-

ferences before appealing to arms. The Powers
are in\'ited to volunteer their good offices for

mediation to contending States, " even during

the course of hostilities," and such offers of

mediation are not to be regarded as unfriendly

acts. One of the articles defines mediation as

the reconciling of conflicting claims and ap-

peasing the resentment which may have arisen

between contending States. Mediation, thus

defined, is to have the character of advice or

counsel, and shall have no obligatory force.

Provision is made for a commission to find the

facts in minor disputes not affecting the vital

interests or honor of States, but impossible of

settlement by ordinary diplomacy. The finding

is to serve as the basis for an amicable ar-

rangement.

A permanent court of arbitration is to be

established at The Hague, which is to decide

all international disputes which the contend-

ing nations may agree to submit to the tri-

bunal. The signatory Powers do not obligate

themselves to submit to arbitration, but if they

accept arbitration they will sign an agreement.
" clearly defining the object of the dispute, as

well as the scope of the arbitrators," and ob-

ligating themselves " to submit in good faith

to the arbitration judgment." Powers not par-

ticipating in The Hague Conference can sub-

mit their contentions to the tribunal upon the

terms and conditions prescribed. It is made

the duty of the signatory Powers to call the

attention of contending nations to the existence

of the permanent court, and such action is to

be accepted as a " tender of good offices." The

permanent court is to consist of persons " of

recognized competence in questions of inter-

national law, enjoying the highest moral con-

sideration." Each of the signatory Powers is

expected to appoint not more than four such

persons for the service, and from these ap-

pointments, or nominations, arbitrators are to

be selected as cases arise. The term of the

arbitrators' office is six years, and appoint-

ments may be renewed.

These are the salient features of a scheme

to avert war by the establishment of a tribu-

nal, and fixing a 4)lace where international dif-

ferences can be intelligently, patiently and

impartially investigated, if the disputants have

such faith in their side of the quarrel as to

submit it to the judgment of a court. The

first plan for such a tribunal is a compromise.

An agreement to submit all the contentions of

the signatory Powers to arbitration was im-

possible. That may come in time.— Public

Ledger.

Convictions by Truth and by Panic—It

is not enough that there be sincerity and

fervor. A judicious wTiter has said: "There

is no object of worship that has ever been

named, which has not had power to excite the

fervor of its votaries. The Ancient Egyptians,

twenty centuries ago, crowding along the sacred

Nile, seven hundred thousand in number, ac-

cording to Herodotus, to the festival of the

cat-headed Bubastis; the modern Hindoos hast-

ing from all parts of India to their holy city,

Benares, to worship its sacred bulls, and wash

in its sacred river; the followers of Mohammed,
going on pilgrimage from all lands to Mecca;

the so-called followers of Jesus Christ, of the

Greek and Roman rites, rushing down the bank

of the .Jordan on Easter day, and plunging

themselves into its water's—have this in com-

mon, that their religious practices are honored

with the utmost fervor of their nature. But

it is a fervor which is compatible with the pro-

foundest ignorance, and with a moral condition

so low and debased that those who have the

means of knowing it frequently decline to

inform the world what they have seen and

heard."

There is need then, especially in these days

when the very foundations of faith are being

tested, that men should well consider the

things they believe and know why they belieir

them ; that those who occupy the place of

guides and instructors should carefully weigh
the motives which are the mainsprings of

action; and that all should "be ready always

to give an answer to every man that asketh
"

a " reason of the hope that is in " them, with
" meekness and fear."— II'. F. Smith in The

Christidii.

The first principles of religion, as I have
found, are the knowledge of our own weakness
and almighty sufficiency to supply all defects.

Whoever builds on another foundation will be
finally disappointed.

—

Samuel Fothergill.

Two Ways of Punishing.

He who frees a child from the punishmei

he deserves robs him of his rights, but tl

question is. Which is the better way to punisi

It happened thus. It was in the mornin

and .lanet was amusing herself with a lioo'

It.was a large book. It had pictures in it.

was a book that .lanet loved, and it was a Ihm

that mother reserved specially for the Salilia

day.

Janet was not a bad little girl; indeed, s

was a pretty good one, except sometimes.

Father and mother were silting in the librai

and the child had tired of the pictures, a;

turned to something else.

" Janet," said mother, " put the book awa]

But Janet did not heed. .Again was the i

([uest made. But Janet shook her head. Xo
firmly and decidedly, for the third time, t

child was bidden to put the book away. H

reply was a decided " No, I won't."

Janet is older now, and cannot understa

why she said it, except that she was becomi

conscious of her individuality, and she seem

to like to occasionally assert herself. But

that pass.

Father heard the refusal, and it aroused hi

With little thought, he in a very stern u

ordered Janet to put the book in its place. I

the little rebel would not obey. Command af

command was given, but they seemed to hj

no effect upon Janet. " Spare the rod, sp

the child." " Withhold not correction fr

the child," and such familiar proverbs, came

the father's mind, and he resolved that •

child must be punished. Obedience is imps

live, and must be insisted upon. Images

corporal punishment had already formed th«

selves in his mind, and the impulsive mot

minded temperament was such that to th

was to act. Already the rod was beside h

already the book was in his hand, and on

way to its place on the shelf, and the wo
were almost spoken, " If you won't put t

book aw-ay, you will have to suffer for it!"

The mother, sensor rather than motor-mine

was accustomed to think twice before act!

She two knew that the child must be punisi

but the question was, Which was the bel

way?
Gently but firmly she suggested that

punishment be left to her. As she put

book back on the floor, she \vas charged v

spoiling the child, and that sort of thing,

insight is better than impulse, and gives

fidence to action, and she insisted.

Now it is evening. The sun, like a gi

ball of red and gold, is going to sleep in

west. The shadows are lengthening and dj

ening. Quiet and peace are all around. Fa'

and mother and Janet are watching the

rays of light as they disappear beyond the \.

The incident of the morning has not been

gotten. There lay the book on the floor

where it had been replaced from father's h

Nothing more had been said at the time,

perhaps the child thought that nothing r

w^ould be said. Occasionally the father lo(

at the book, but said nothing.

It is nearing bedtime, and Janet says,

dustman is coming." Two or three times

attempts to climb up on mother's knee,

somehow she is gently pushed away.

She had asked for her usual evening sift
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it it was not told. To be thus, though gently,

jpulsed, seemed but to make her the more
[xious to get her arms around mother's neck

fd her head down on her shoulder.

I

When, in the mother's judgment, the proper

fne came, the child was allowed to climb up

her knee and give expression to her pent-up

fection. "I love you mother," she began to

y, and mother looked at her without giving

r the usual kiss, but asked, in a lovingly sur-

sort of a manner, "So you love me,

net?" and then, after a pause said, "So you
mid like me to tell you a story—would you?"
And now the mother cast into story form

at conversation which took place between

sus and his disciples. She pictured the scene

the plane of the child's experience as graphi-

lly as she could. She made much of the fact

at some of the disciples were continually

ling their Master that they loved Him. Once
ain, with only a mother's gentleness, she said,

nd do you love me, Janet? Jesus said to

disciples, ' If ye love Me, keep my com-
mdments.' " And then, pointing to the book

the floor said, " Janet, if you love me, you

uld keep my commandments—wouldn't you,

ir?"

There seemed to be a parting of a great cloud

ay in yonder western sky, and a last un-

iially bright ray of light seemed to brighten

3 child's face as if it came straight from

, and she slipped down from mother's

ee, and in a moment the book was back on

3 library shelf, and the child was back in

r mother's heart.

The question is, which was the better way

—

3 father's or the mother's?

I think that father knows, for as, unobserved

the deepening darkness, he watched and lis-

led, with touched heart and glistening eye,

said to himself, " God bless the mother; she

)ws the better way."

—

G. H. Archibald in

S. Times.

The Farmer's Boy.

[t is not easy to fin 1 a person, whether man
boy, who is entirely contented with his :ot

life. Each one sees something unpleasant,

jomfortable, inconvenient, and distasteful in

experiences of daily toil; and most people

nk they would like some other place, some
lot, some other business, better than

!ir own.

The farmer's boy longs for the city ; the city

T longs for the farm ; the poor man longs

wealth, and the rich man longs for quiet

I comfort ; the mechanic v\ishes he was a

rehant, and the merchant wishes he had
seen the city where his life has been

3ted and blasted in a mad and fruitless chase

er worldly gain. Many a boy who has become
contented with his home and his labors there,

left for the great city, and has been sucked
vn into the whirlpool of sin and darkness and
th ; and after his life has been wrecked,

i seen his error when too late to correct or

air it. Had he remained with the honest

sn and horses, and studied the Scriptures;

[ he honored his father and mother, and eaten

bread in the sweat of his face, he might
e prospered in this world, and inherited life

rnal in the world to come.

)f course we do not escape temptations in

country. Christ was tempted of the devil

he wilderness. There are bad people and

bad habits in country as well as in the city. There
are country cider barrels which are as full of

mischief as the city beer barrels ; and there

are people who will give a drunkard, struggling

with evil habit, cider enough to start him on

the straight road to the pit ; but there is often

more restraint, more strength, and more in-

dividuality in country life than in the rushing

crowds that gather in cities, where men are

only wheels in a great machine, and are worked,

used up, broken, flung away, and replaced by

others which are also used, worn out, and cast

aside.

The most successful men in the great busi-

ness centres of the world have been brought
up in the country until they have become strong,

robust, and vigorous ; and then with good con-

stitutions, good health, good principles, and
good habits, they have pushed their way to

the front and done a work which they could

never have done if they had been brought up
amid the enervating influences of wealth, luxury,

and city life.

Let the farmer's boy drive the oxen, train

the colts, till the soil, read the good books,

study his lessons, and serve his God, and when
the Lord shall call him into other fields he will

have health and courage, and as his day so

shall his strength be.

—

Common People.

Be Patient.

In your patience possess ye your souls (Luke xxi: 19).

Patience! A very humble virtue and yet

one which has much to do with our happiness

and with the sweetness of our friendships. It

is a virtue to be carefully cultivated, for with-

out it we are a regret to ourselves and a sor-

row to others.

Patience is of two sorts. First, it indicates

the ability to preserve your equilibrium under
exasperating circumstances. It is, therefore,

closely allied to self-control, for without self-

control you cannot be patient. It enables you
to preserve an unruffled temper in the midst of

disturbing provocations and to look with a

large degree of charity on the weaknesses or

the petulance or the anger of those with whom
you have relations.

Then there is another kind of patience. It

refers to the manner in which we bear the ills

of life, the spirit in which we endure hardship

and struggle in any of its ten thousand shapes.

When we suffer quietly—that is, with a placid

and still trustful soul—patience develops and
becomes fortitude. Patience requires a degree
of courage; and fortitude, which means that

we have a very heavy burden to bear, requires

a still larger degree of courage. When patience

under the petty ills of life evolves into forti-

tude under the greater ills the next and last

achievement is resignation, which indicates our

belief that these great afflictions are in the

providence of God, and that we are submissive

because He will help us to bear them and will

bring out of them the most exalted spiritual

condition that human nature can attain.

So I declare that there is little more desira-

ble than patience, a virtue so homely that most
of us overlook it, but so necessary that a noble

character cannot be built on any other founda-

tion. What would our lives be without it? What
else do we require so constantly ? No day passes

but we need to exercise it toward the events

of life and toward our best friends.

To the poor man who thinks his future is

hopeless, who feels that the world is against

him and who is tempted to bitterness of soul

thereby, I simply whisper the single word, Pa-
tience! If resistance is useless, then resist

not, but let resignation take its place.

To the sorrowing one who wonders if these
tears will ever cease, who dreams of a better

land where there will be no broken ties, and
across whose threshold death never passes, but
who gives way to doubt through excess of
grief, I cry out. Patience!

Be quiet, therefore, placid of soul, whatever
happens. Be so true to thyself that thou wilt

never lose control of thyself. Never allow im-

patience to despoil thee of thy faith in God or

thy charity for thy neighbors. Things may go
wrong, but the stout heart which believes that

this is God's wrrld and that He has not left it

to its fate will find some comfort, some happi-

ness in every experience that comes.

The Ghrist had that calmness of character

which indicates not indifference but strength.

The mightiest thing on earth is a quiet soul,

which puts its trust in God, knows that it has

the power to bear all that He may ordain, and
so lives from year to year in the serenity of

faith. To such a one it is but stepping across

an imaginary line to go to heaven.

G. H. Hepworth.
(Adapted from New York Herald.)

Gleanings in the Early ffistory of Friends.

(Concluded Trom page 29.)

Miles Halhead, travelling in Yorkshire, came
to Skipton, where, declaring the word of Truth,

he was so sorely abused and beaten, that he

lay for dead ; nevertheless by the Lord's power,

he was healed of all his bruises, and williin

three hours he was healthy and sound again, to

the astonishment of those who abused him, and

to the convincing of many that beheld him.

At Doncaster, instead of hearkening to what
he said, they fell upon him in a great rage, and
drove him out of the town, and he being sorely

bruised, was left for dead. But he got up
again, and went to a friend's house, and the

Lord made him sound of all his bruises.

Thence he went to York, and though he met
with great hardships, yet he was supported by

an invisible hand.

In Lancashire, one Captain Rawlinson took

hold of his arms and shoulders, and calling an-

other man to take him by the feet and legs,

they threw him over the wall, by which fall he

was exceedingly bruised, so that he had much
to do to get home. By the way it was in-

wardly said to him, that he must be content

with what was befallen him that day, and that

if he was faithful in what the Lord required of

him, then he would heal him again.

Within six days he went to Windermere
steeple-house, and having spoken the word of

the Lord to the priest and people, without re-

ceiving any harm, he was healed that day of

his sore bruises.

Sometime after he came to Furness in Lan-

cashire, to the house of captain Adam Sands,

where he found a great number of professors

gathered, and priest Lanipett preaching. But

as soon as Miles entered, Lampett was silent,

which continuing a pretty while, captain Sands

said to him, "Sir, what is the matter: are you

not well?" to which the priest answered "I am
well, but I shall speak no more as long as the

dumb devil is in the house," &c. Another
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priest, whose name was I'anielford, being aslied

by the captain to speak used similar language

to excuse himself. Then the captain came to

Miles, and talking him by the hand, led him out

of the house. In all that time he had not

spoken a word, and saw now the accomplish-

ment of what he had been persuaded of before,

viz: that an invi.-^ible power would confound by

him the wisdom of the priests when he spoke

never a word.

At Newcastle Miles said to the mayor, rulers,

and priests of that town, that God's anger was

kindled against them, because they had shut

the kingdom of heaven against men, and would

not enter themselve.s, nor suffer them that

would. Because of this he was imi)risoned:

but the mayor being much troubled, sent for

the sheriff (for these two had committed Miles)

and said to him, "We have not done well in

committing an innocent man to prison: pray

let us release him." The sheriff consenting,

Miles was set at liberty. Then he declared the

word of the Lord in those parts, and many
were convinced of the truth held forth by

him.

About this time Oliver Cromwell had called

a parliament. . . . Those who had im-

prisoned G. F. began to grow afraid, it may be,

because the Parliament took notice of these

doings, and . . he was released. At that

time there was also Robert Widders, who
being moved to go to Coldbeck steeple-house,

the Baptist teacher went with him. There

was one—Hutton preaching to whom he spoke;

but the rude people threw him down, and
dragged him into the yard, where they pushed
and beat him till the blood gushed out of his

mouth, so that he lay for dead some time, but

a certain woman coming to him, held up his

head, so that at length he recovered his breath.

The same day William Dewsbury was so vio-

lently beaten by the people that he was almost

killed, but the Lord's power healed him.

As R. W. was very zealous in speaking to

the priests, so he suffered very much in his

estate, because for conscience' sake he refused

to pay them tithes; and on that account there

was taken at sundry times, to the value of

£143, beside what he suffered for meetings, &c.,

which also amounted to a considerable sum.
And this (injustice) not only befell him, but it

was the portion of many hundreds, perhaps
thousands of those of his persuasion.

By this that hath been said, may be seen

by what means the Quakers, so called, gi'ew so

numerous in those early times. As on one
hand there were raised zealous preachers; so

on the other hand there were abundance of

people in England, who, having searched all

sects, could nowhere find satisfaction for their

hungry souls. And these now understanding
that God by his light was so near in their

hearts, began to take heed thereunto, and soon
found that this gave them far more victory

over the corruption of their minds (under which
they had long groaned I than all the self-willed

worships which they with some zeal had per-

formed many years. And besides many of a

rude life were brought over to be as zealous in

doing good, as formerly they had been in

working evil.

Perhaps some will think it very indecent that

they went so frequently to the steeple-houses,

and there spoke to the priests; but whatsoever

any may judge concerning this, it is certain

that those teachers generally did not bring

forth the fruits of godliness, as was well known
to those who themselves had been priests, and
freely resigned, thenceforth to follow Christ

in the way of his cross; and these were none
of the least zealous, etc. Yet they were not

for using sharp language against such teachers,

who, according to their knowledge, feared (Jod,

but against those who were only rich in words.

G. F. passing to iluxham, had a great meet-

ing there on the top of a hill. Then travelling

on, came into Cumberland, where he had a

meeting of many thousands of people on a hill

near Langlands. There being now several

others, who preached the doctrine of the in-

ward light of (Jod, which convinceth man of

sin, the number of those professors of the

light increased greatly. A certain priest in

Wales, sent two of his congregation into the

north of England, to enquire what kind of

people the Quakers were. These two became
convinced, and embraced the Truth.

One of these -John-ap-.John, continuing faith-

ful, became a minister of the gospel, but the

other afterwards departed from his convince-

ment.

In 1654 A. D. there were above sixty minis-

ters of the Word raised in the service of the

gospel, to turn people, (where they could have
opportunity), from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan to God.

Of these Edward Burrough and Francis How-
gill, with Anthony Pierson, came to London.
Somewhat before the time they came a few

small meetings had been held in London, attend-

ed by Ruth Crouch, Anne Dowuer, (afterwards
wife of George Whitehead), and Isabella But-

ery, also Amos Stoddart (formerly a military

officer) and but few other men.
The Lord blessed Edward Burrough's ministry

with very glorious success and was such an
excellent instrument in his hand, that some
eminent men were touched to the heart by the
power of the word of life which he preached.

And although coals of fire, as it were, came
forth of his mouth, to the consuming of briers

and thorns, and he passing through unbeaten
paths, trampled upon wild thistles and luxu-

riant tares; yet his wholesome doctrine drop-
ped as the oil of joy upon the spirits of the
mourners in Zion.

Francis Howgill,also an eminent and eloquent
man, being at London, went to court, to utter

what was in his mind to (J. Cromwell, etc.

The number of the said people increasing at

London from time to time, several meetings
were erected there. They became so numer-
ous that a house known by the name of the
Bull and Mouth was hired for a meeting house.

Love not the world, neither the things that
are in the world (1 John ii: 15). If you will

go to the banks of a little stream, and watch
the flies that come to bathe in it, you will

notice that, while they plunge their bodies into

the water, they keep their wings high out of
the water; and, after swimming about a little

while, they fly away with their wings unwet
through the sunny air. Now, that is the lesson
for us. Here we are immersed in the cares
and business of the world; but let us keep the
wings of our soul, our faith and our love, out
of the world, that, with these unclogged we

I may be ready to take our flight to heaven.—/.

Inglis.

For "The Kkikn
MEMORIES.

Oh the sweet prairie flowers,

How they bring my childhood hours

Hack to memory, as I see them once again,

With their bright cheer nature smiles,

-Vs the prairie-land beguiles

Wandering footsteps to its treasures now and tl

.\s to-night I gaze once more,

On their beauty, as before

Plucking here and there the choicest and the best,

I think of Him most good.

Who in prairie solitude.

Raised these wonders in their simple beauty dresse

If the " lilies of the field
"

Can such wondrous beauty yield,

.\i the touches which are given by His power;

How much more the soul of man,
Did it yield but to the plan

Of his soul-expanding influence every hour !

Since my childish footsteps trod,

In the past, the virgin sod

Of my loved, my native prairie state,

Many changes I have seen;

Life has worn a graver mien,

Brought its sorrows and its trials small ; tid great.

Best of parents have been laid

—

One beneath the forest shade^
And the other 'neath my native prairie sod.

While their souls in sweet assent,

At the summons, calmly went
To the presence of their Father and their God.

Death, with keen unsparing dart,

Took these treasures of my heart,

Left a sad and lonely void its depth within.

But I trust we'll meet again,

In that world beyond my ken;

Meet in triumph over death and over sin.

Though my lone heart seldom feels,

Joys, which but the world reveals;

Though no laurels I may win of earthly fame,

May I hand the cup of cheer

To the heavy laden here,

And some little service render in His name.

Could my life some brightness lend,

Or the cause of Truth defend,

Growing, meanwhile, in Christ's love and perfect gracj

'Twould rep.iy for lonely hours,

Clip from off the thorns the flowers,

Sweetest tokens from his happy trysting place.

PAULI.INA, Iowa, Seventh Month 20th, 1899.

Results of the International Peace Conferend

The following appreciative remarks upo

the recent Peace Conference at The Hague ar'

taken from City and State, published in tlii

city:

"The Peace Conference at The Hague ha

accomplished larger results than even the niof

hopeful of prophets dared predict, or tha

would have been achieved if what may be coi

sidered the principal object of the Czar ha

been gained. An agreement among the reph
sentatives of the Great Powers to the establisl

ment of a permanent court of arbitration, I

which all nations may resort for the settlemei

of war-threatening contentions—that is t'r

recognition of a great principle. It is the a(

mission that it is better to let reason and la

say who is right in a quarrel, rather than thj

dynamite, armored cruisers, and skilfully nii

noeuvered battalions shall determine who
weaker and who stronger. For the natioi H

to have agreed simply not to increase the

armaments would have been only an expediei

to lessen taxation or somewhat minimize tl

shock of a particular conflict; it would ha

established no useful principle. It would ha
determined nothing as to the way in which i

ternational quarrels should be settled, or
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e relative value, in determining such dis-

ites, of force and law, of reason and brute

olence. It is the difference between a make-
ift expedient and a broad principle having
roots deep in a far-reaching truth. . . .

this particular instance the nations are simply

:reeing to adopt that higher and better line

procedure in their collective contentions

]ich long ago reputable individuals adopted
settling their contentions. They have said

pmally to the world :
' It is better to settle

putes of this kind by the decision of the

)st learned, wise, and impartial judges that

can find, than to kill thousands of men,

iltiply ^^^dows and orphans, desolate innu-

irable homes, burden our people with taxes,

d generally augment the sum of human mis-

This does not seem an altogether un-

isonable conclusion to come to, and it is a

Aer late hour in the world's history to have

iched it; moreover, it would seem to cast

Tie reflections upon the Rooseveltian ' stren-

us life;' but it is none the less a very great

lievement, and worthy the deepest gratitude

which the appreciative mind and sound heart

capable. That we should finally reach this

iting-place in the long road of human pro-

3SS one who knows anything of the history

civilization might have foretold with reason-

e certainty. Law and reason are advancing

bhe affairs of men with the sureness, if with

slowness, with which the glacier moves.

it which causes this advance is the irrepres-

le aspirations of the human heart and the

nan mind to be a little better and a little

than our fathers. That this pai'ticular

)d thing would come we were justified in

dieting, because good things of just the

le kind, closely akin to it, had been steadily

ling through the past. It is but reason and

ht claiming their sceptre and throne in a

3h domain after a long series of similar con-

sts—another instance of a kind of expansion

ch lovers of justice rejoice in. It is the

y slowness of the process—accompanied, as

i, by intermittent reaction—which inspires

uiet confidence that victory will come at

.. He who has studied the advance of a

al idea through centuries, and is familiar

a its behavior, finds that it moves with the

inability of a certain law. He feels that we
afford to wait. He is just as certain that

law of justice and of love is quietly, per-

ently elbowing out the passion and unreason

^olence and hate as the student of the

.h's surface is that the glacial period is

ring, though he may at the moment stand

1 the apparently changeless ice rivers of

;zerland or Alaska. They^ once covered
i regions of country at present habitable

productive, but have now retired to a few
ote corners of the earth. . . .

The strength of the war-lovers, the advo-

is of ' the strenuous life,' lies in the gulli-

y of men; in their disposition to yield to

^als to a false sentiment of patriotism and

ij

onal honor, to a spurious loyalty. With

.j,
t deadly effect such cries can be used to

j],(

ead thousands of good men into support

jj(
justification of war that violates the funda-

, j
tal principles of free government and hu-

i,j fty, how prone men are to abandon princi-

Ijj
under the temptation of self-interest or

,ijj
lelusion of pride, we of the United States

', )ainfully and humiliating reminded at this

j

moment. We have enunciated a great truth

at The Hague, and at the same moment spoken

j

its antagonistic falsehood in the Philippines.

I

This is the dark and discouraging side of the

I

picture. But even such human weaknesses can

not permanently obstruct the progress of great

reforms, though they do so again and again

temporarily. The history of the extinction of

negro slavery in the British West Indies and
in our own country, the story of Lord Shaftes-

bury's long struggle for the relief of children

from destructive labor in the mines and fac-

tories of Great Britain, illustrate perfectly both

the enormous difficulties met with in such ef-

forts and their final and absolute triumph. The
work of the Peace Conference at The Hague
records another great victory for humanity

—

one in which both Great Britain and the United

States have a most honorable and prominent

part; but it is a victory which will demand the

constant effort of the intelligent and influential

citizens of all the nations sharing in the con-

clusions of the Conference to render decisive."

We add the following from the British

Friend:—
" Has the Peace Conference failed or suc-

ceeded? The answer seems to depend on the

standard by which it is judged. If anyone
seriously thought that it would inaugurate an

era of immediate and progressive disarmament,

and that without this it would be worthless, it

has of course failed. So it has if the test of

success is made to consist in a general agree-

ment not to apply inventive genius to engines

of destruction. If anyone, again, considers

that compulsory resort to arbitration in all

cases of international dispute was the only

thing worth contending for, then the Confer-

ence has failed. It has accomplished none of

these things. But it has done much neverthe-

less. Besides the details to which we referred

a month ago, it has done what has for long

years been the dream of all peace-advocates,

—established a permanent tribunal for the ar-

bitration of international disputes. It is surely

absurd to say that this will be of no use be-

cause there is to be no compulsion to use it.

It would be as reasonable to say that voluntary

resort to arbitration has been of no service in

industrial quarrels. The setting up of a per-

manent court will make resort to arbitration

easier, and put an added stigma on the nation

that refuses to have recourse to it. Though
the burden of armaments is not to be lifted

yet, we believe that the development of arbi-

tration is the true path of progress, and that

a long step towards peace has been taken.

The fact that all the clauses constituting a

permanent court of arbitration were passed by

the Third Commission unanimously, and that

France and Germany stood hand in hand in

support of the article that lays it as a duty on

the Powers to advise Powers in dispute to use

the court, (which is a long step towards com-
pulsion) belies nearly all the forecasts of the

cynics."

There is a wide-spread fear of being counted

narrow, but there is a narrowness which leads

to life. " 1 have a baptism to be baptized with,

and how am I straitened until it is accom-

plished?"

How seldom is prosperity the means of rais-

ing the tone of our piety.

Notes from Others.

Under the heading of "A Blot on the .Sirdar'.s

Fame" the Christian Wurld describes the almo.st

incredible action of Lord Kitchener's forces, and
voices the very general expression of regret ex-

pressed by .J. Morley when he said that England
" sent their soldiers to civilize savages, but they
must take care the savages did not barbarize their

soldiers. It would be a bad day indeed if they had
one conscience for the mother country and another
conscience for all the vast territory over which
their eye did not extend."

.1 Cunnrln! Aynoxtic to Cvmmit hix Coafh/ Li-
hrari/ to the Flame.''.—On the evening of Eighth Mo.
15, in the middle of the street in front of Memorial
United Brethren Church, Toledo, 0., the elegantly

bound volumes which compose the library of Mar-
shal 0. Waggoner, formerly one of the most pro-

nounced agnostics in the world, will be burned. He
was recently converted to Christianity, made a
public declaration of faith a few weeks ago, and
became a member of the United Brethren Church.
The library in question is valued at several thous-

and dollars, and the volumes are the works of some
of the brightest authors of the world. Nearly
every author of any note who wrote in defence of

infidelity and agnosticism found a place for his

works in M. 0. Waggoner's Whrary.—Public Ledger.

A student of social science finds that, taking ten
representative daily newspapers from various sec-

tions of the country and tabulating their contents

for a week, their average make-up was as follows:

Reports of crimes, eight per cent: reports of sensa-

tional accidents and horrors, eight per cent.; re-

ports of divorces, domestic troubles, etc., five per
cent.; reports of prizefights, betting, racing, etc.,

nine per cent; political gossip and conjecture, not
facts, twelve per cent.; correction of false rumors,
etc., three per cent. In other words, nearly half of

the daily newspaper is made of material that is

morbid and wanting in any sort of permanent value

to the sober-going person who wants to get at the
kernel of things.

A Book to be Avoided.—In these vacation days
many are reading and laughing over the pages of
" David Harum: A Story of American Life," by
Edward Noyes Wescott. It is a well constructed

story of life, laid mainly in central New York. The
literary character of the work is of high degree,

and the humor is abundant. There will be a tinge

of sadness as the reader remembers that the author
will write no more for the entertainment of the
public. He died with that fell disease consumption
ere his volume appeared in book form. Much of it

was written while the disease was preying upon his

system, and was slowly hut certainly bringing him
down to the grave. It is difficult to understand
how one in such condition could have filled his pages
with genuine and exuberant humor. AVe cannot
but express regret that his volume should inciden-

tally commend, or certainly not coademn, the use
of tobacco, of wine, beer, and stronger drinks, and
that it should rather ridicule one's disapprobation

of the theatre. There is also on more than one
page some indelicacy of thought and expression,

and " curse words " frequently stain the otherwise
pure and mirthful page.

—

Chrlnliaii Inxtruetor.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A hurricane has lately swept over
several of the West Indian Islands, doing great damage to

life and property. In some places warnings of its ap-
proach from the Weather Bureau enabled the inhabitants

to provide for their safety. Reports from Porto Rico, St.

Domingo, Guadeloupe, Antigua, the Bahamas, St. Thomas
and St. Croix, state that shipping has suffered severely:

scores of vessels having been sunk; crops were destroyed

in several places, and widespread distress will probably
result: and the total number of deaths is said to amount
to 3000. In Porto Rico alone it is said 2000 persons have
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lost their lives. The I'nited States tiovcrnment has di-

rected that temporary aid shall be rendered from the mili-

tary stores on the island until supplies forwarded from

New York shall have arrived. An appeal has been pre-

pared by Secretary Root to the people of the United States

for help', in behalf of the homeless people who are in dan-

ger of starving, and the first ship load of supplies left

New York on the 11 th inst. Stormy weather has also

done great damage in South America, particularly in the

southern part of Chili.

Aguinaldo has appealed to the Powers for recognitwn

of
' Filipino independence," in a document dated the 27th

ult. It has been sent to all the foreign Consuls at Manila,

with the request that it be forwarded to their respective

Governments.

A despatch from Manila, via Hong Kong, says that the

gunboat \apidan shelled Paete, on Laguna de liay. It is

alleged that the town was full of people and that no warn-

ing of the bombardment was given. The people seeing

the boat a|)proaching fled to the hills iu a terrified condi-

tion, and many buildings were damaged. One child was

killed.

San Mateo, about eleven miles northeast of Manila has

lately been occupied by the American troops after a sharp

conflict.

The Secretary of war has lately said that there will be

50,000 men in the Philippines ready for active service at

the close of the rainy season, about the last of Tenth

Month, and more will be sent there if necessary.

It is said that the situation in some parts of the West

is without precedent since the close of the Civil War. The

activity in all the great lines of industry has drawn the

surplus labor away from the farming districts and it can-

not be reached. Higher wages than were paid in many

years past are offered for farm workers in many places in

the West, but the supply keeps far below the demand. In

some quarters it is said the absence of a sufficient number

of harvesters is resulting in serious injury to the crops.

A despatch from Fargo, N. D., of the 10th inst., says:

" Two million bushels of wheat are estimated to have been

lost in to-days hailstorm, which partially destroyed the

crop on nearly 250,000 acres of land in the State. The

total loss will be $1,000,000.

The general condition of corn is reported improved, and

the outlook for an abundant crop in the great corn States

of the Central valleys, as well as in the Middle Atlantic

States, is most promising.

It is estimated that the cotton crop may reach this year

the unprecedented total of 12,000,000 bales.

An American syndicate has lately purchased for $1,-

000,000 two islets, LaCruza and LaRamon off the coast of

Cuba. Immense quantities of iron are believed to be

there, and also hidden treasures taken from Panama by

buccaneers years ago.

A despatch from Laramie, Wyo., says a large force of

scientific people working in the gi-eat fossil quarry near

that place, have discovered and exhumed a monster fossil

dinosaur in a perfect state of preservation, and have ob-

tained nearly the whole of this new species. This animal

had a long neck, tail and hind legs and short fore legs,

the whole length of the animal being sixty feet, and it

stood twenty feet at the hips, the thigh bone, or femur,

being six feet long and fifteen inches in diameter. It had

a head like a frog.

A despatch from Los Angeles, Cal., says: " Laden with

relics of the Cliff Dwellers, George L. Cole has returned

from a journey to the ruined cities of Southeastern Colo-

rado and New Mexico. Valuable results were secured by

excavations in an ancient communal dwelling, as yet un-

named, which stands on cliffs of the Sante Fe River, four-

teen miles from Espanola, N. M. There were not less than

1,600 rooms in the larger building in its prime. It was

240 by 300 feet. Dr. Cole estimates that from 4,800 to

6,000 people lived in the pueblo. The cliff on which the

ruin stands rises a thousand feet above the surrounding

country.

An estimate of the damage done bv the late flood in

Texas amounts to $7,414,000.

There were 445 deaths in this city last week, which is

27 more than the previous week and 2 more than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 139

were under one year of age ; 226 were males and 219 fe-

males : 49 died of cholera infantum ; 41 of consumption ;

35 of marasmus ; 32 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels ; 22 of heart diseases ; 20 of cancer ; 19 of old

age ; 14 of apoplexy ; 13 of inanition ; 11 of inflammation

of the brain ; 10 from casualties; 9 of typhoid fever, and

6 of diphtheria.

Markeh, &C.—V. S. 2'8, lOOi a lOlJ; 4's, rog., 112i a

112? ; coupon, 113 a 114 ; new 4's, reg., 130 a 131; o's,

lllj a 112; 3's 108i a 109.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

6Sc. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.15 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, old, $3.15 a $3.35 ; do. do., straight, new,

$3.10 a $3.30; Western winter, old, straight, $3.20 a

$3.40 ; do., do., new, straight, $3.15 a $3.35 ; spring,

straight, $3.45 a $3.70 ; city mills, straight, $3.25 a $3.40.

Ryk Fmi;R.--$3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 712 a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 36J a 36Jc.

No. 2 white oaU, clipped, 27i a 28c.

Foreign.—The re-opening of the Dreyfus case in France

has been attended with great excitement, especially in

military circles. On the 14th instant, Labori, one of the

principal lawyers engaged in defending him was assassin-

ated. The fact that Dreyfus is a Jew has enlisted the

prejudices of a large class against him, yet the belief that

he has been the victim of designing men, who are them-

selves guilty of the crime of treason with which he is

charged gains strength.

Lord George Hamilton, Secretary of State for India has

announced in the British House of Commons that a gold

standard 'in India is necessary for the interests of the

Empire.

The Queen of England in a recent speech to Parliament

thus refers to the International Conference at The Hague:
" The conference summoned by the Emperor of Russia to

consider measures for promoting the maintenance of peace

has completed its sittings. Although the results of its

deliberations did not fully correspond with the lofty aims

which it was summoned to accomplish, it has met with a

considerable measure of success. The institution of a

permanent tribunal of arbitration cannot fail to diminish

the frequency of war, while the extension of the Geneva

convention will mitigate its horrors."

A despatch from St. John's, Newfoundland, of the 9th

says: "A deputation of Finlanders is here inspecting the

country, with a view to arranging for the immigration of

thousands of Finlanders, who are emigrating because of

the tyranny of the Russian Government. To-day the

deputation started on a tour of inspection of the various

sections of the islands which seem adaptable to their

needs."

A new naval port has lately been constructed by Russia

on the north coast of the Kola peninsula, 175 miles north

of the Arctic circle, called Catharine Harbor. It is said

to be ice free, and vessels sailing from it can reach the

North Sea between Norway and Scotland in seven or eight

days. It is proposed to connect Catharine Harbor with

Archangel and other prominent points by railroad.

The well-known editor, William T. Stead, thus speaks of

the results accomplished by the International Peace Con-

ference at The Hague: "The conference achieved a great

success—much greater than the delegates anticipated

—

and the result was achieved largely by the amour propre

of capable men from all parts of the world, determined to

accomplish something worth their assembling together.

The result surprised all of them, and the magnitude of the

gains is imperfectly understood even by the conference.

The establishment of a permanent court of arbitration on

the American principle of revision, plus the French declara-

tion of the duty of neutrals, to recommend disputing Powers

to resort to the arbitration court rather than to war, re-

presents vast progress in the evolution of human society.

The recognition of the duty to represent to disputants the

desirability of resorting to the arbitration court entails no

obligation on the Americans inconsistent with their tradi-

tional policy. This is made absolutely clear by the de-

claration signed by the American delegation, read in full

at the conference and entered on the records."
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Died, at his home near Plymouth, Washington t'

Ohio, on the eighth of Sixth Month, 1899, Thomas Hoos
aged nearly eighty-seven years, a member of Plymo
Particular and Chesterfield Monthly Meeting of Frier

He was firmly attached to the ancient doctrines and te

monies of Friends and was a diligent attender of all

meetings, as long as health permitted. He bore a ling

ing illness with much patience and resignation ; said

had no desire to get well, and w-hen queried with whet

his future prospects looked bright, replied that he belie

the sting of death was taken away. DuiMng the last

months of his life he suffered much, and was fre(iuei

heard in vocal supplication, interceding with his Heavi

Father for help and for strength to bear his sufferings

the end, and that He would be with him through the i

valley and shadow of death. He often lamented the (

dition of those who deny the Saviour saying, " What wi

they do at such a time as this." " Vain is the hel]

man." He was very desirous to be in readiness for

solemn change which he felt was approaching, and

sensible that he had no merit of his own. His trust

entirely in the mercy of God, through Christ Jesus

Lord. His family have the consoling belief, that thro

adorable mercy, he has been gathered into that re

is prepared for the people of God.

The following notice is reprinted in the present nut

as there were several errors in the one which appe:

iu No. 1 of this volume:

, at the home of Jarvis Harvey, which was also

home of his mother, Minerva Harvey, who was a sistf

the deceased, Meussa Johnson, daughter of Barclay

Sarah Johnson, on the twelfth of Sixth Month, 1899,

;

seventy-five years; a member of Pleasant Plain Mot

Meeting, Iowa. Her sickness of three months' dun
was such that caused the most intense suffering, »

was borne in humble Christian patience. She was a (

gent reader and lover of ancient Friends' writings, (

quoting sentences from them in her last sickness,

mental faculties remained bright and clear to the

Her life for the most part was one of deep affliction

truly she came up through great tribulation, and w«

lieve through mercy her robes were washed and i

white in the blood of the Lamb, and that now she ie

ever at rest.
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Doth He Thank that Servant?"

everal weeks ago we reprinted for the

fit of young men and others, an article

h had attracted wide attention, entitled

ige to Garcia," showing the need of

e men who, as one Rowan did, could re-

an order without consulting with difficul-

but finding a way through them execute

commission given. The New York Central

loration had purchased the right to publish

article by the hundred thousand, to dis-

ite among its employees,

lis was well in itself. It was especially in

interest of employers that the tract was

d, but its tendency seems good for char-

r everywhere also. A rejoinder has lately

issued by V. Bradley in an open letter ad-

ed to the same corporation. The sub-

ce of it is conveyed in the following para-

hs, showing that true service is not all

sided

:

lere are to-day employed by the New York

ral—and every other great corporation—men
for the past five, ten, fifteen- or twenty years

faithfully carried your message to Garcia,

returned with an answer, too, when it was

ble. You have received from these men the

absolute devotion. Yet you have never suita-

ewarded them. They usually come from a

;ry home, and are one of its best products, and

will return there when they have broken down

2 struggle and are dismissed, superannuated,

nger able to carry your message to Garcia,

can be seen in many of our rural homes, dis-

nted, sad men, usually with eyesight impaired,

y waiting the summons of that incorruptible

? will I is believed to reward the deserving.

. Hubbard asserts that "the typical Rowan is

'i in every city, town and village; in every

shop, store and factory." I reply that he is

It would be utterly impossible to carry on

of the great modern establishments without

md as a rule I also declare he has not received

ist reward,

moral sought to be conveyed by this

is that if the New Y'ork Central will take good care

to suitably reward its Rowans, there will be more

of them.

Stimulation and Quickening.

In the exhortation " Be not drunk with wine;

but be filled with the Spirit," the apostle has

well cautioned the church not to accept any

physical exhilaration in the place of the life-

giving power of the Holy Spirit; but to try the

spirits whether they be of God or whether they

minister to carnal or emotional stimulation in

the flesh or nervous system.

Much of the latter or nervous excitation,

whether consisting in the finer blandishments

of the senses, or in those more bewildered sen->

sations which come under the name of intoxi-

cation, is sometimes mistaken for inspiration

of the Divine spirit, life and power. Of all

modes of stimulation or exhilaration in the

flesh the well-chosen word "wine " stands as the

fit representative. They all belong to the wine-

group, as being a mocker of the Spirit. The

alcoholic quickening is not an impartation of

life, but its exhaustion and ultimate anarchy.

A stimulus or spur adds no strength, but star-

tles and irritates into temporary activity such

reserved power as may remain in store. In the

milder excitement of emotions by artificial

means something akin to exaltation of senti-

ment is felt, and the sensation may be reported

as worship or baptism of grace. The wine of

the ear, a titillation of the delicate nerves of

hearing, is called music, and its blandishments

though so very exquisite, are still in the ner-

vous system and thus in themselves carnal

—

though suggestive of heavenly harmonies. Yet

it is a mistake to take images of heavenly

things for the heavenly things themselves, and

to assume that physiological melody is spirit-

ual praise ; or because we ourselves have been

charmed in the flesh, that we were in heavenly

places in Christ Jesus, speaking from Him " in

spiritual songs," or making melody in our hearts

as unto the Lord. Works of artistic beauty

—architecture, coloring, ornamentation, graven

images, paintings, belong to the wine of the

eye, and are diversions for " the lust of the

eye and the pride of life," in their churchly

functions, as against the single eye to the in-

ward witness of the Spirit in Divine worship.

To worship Him in the beauty of holiness is a

far more inward experience, than the carnal

sights wherewith the natural eye can regale

itself.

Likewise the indulgence of any of our

worship or as stimulating worship, as the

odors of natural incense, the perfumes, the

outward tastes; or the arousing of the emo-

tional nature in its various departments, or of

intellectual tension and exercise, or of admira-

tion of eloquent language as being either wor-

ship itself or productive of it, is like seeking

the living among the dead.

All these natural gifts and functions of mind,

heart or body may be quickened, moved, made

ressive, and energized by the one Spirit;

but to stimulate any of these from any lower

source, is to make human hearts drunk with

the wine of an exhilaration, which is the spuri-

ous service encouraged by that deceiving spirit

who transforms himself into an angel of light.

We believe that nowhere in the Scriptures are

artificial means or instruments enjoined as

producers of praise, prayer, holiness, or any

spiritual grace. Their right use is spoken of

as the product of these works of the Spirit in

man, and otherwise it is without Divine sig-

nificance or authority.

Of the things above-written touching human

emotionalism, this is the sum, " That which is

born of the flesh is flesh," and lifts us no higher

than its source, however fine the rhapsody that

may be evoked; "and that which is born of the

Spirit is spirit," and imparts life, renews our

strength, puts forth the godly fruits and graces

of Christian character, inspires with power for

every good word and work. The one stimulates

to exhaust, the other quickens to add might in

the inner man; the one intoxicates, the other

i-evives with no reaction of enfeeblement, but

rather of increase and upbuilding: the one be-

gins and ends in the flesh, the other has its

root and fruit in the Spirit and life eternal.

Do we say that natural appliances and con-

ditions cannot be made use of in spiritual

work? They can and at times are, but only in

and by the Spirit and his immediate authority.

They cannot command the Spirit, but the Spirit

can command them in his own times. They

are made means of grace only when under the

hand of living grace. At other times their ex-

citement or elation may be as wine, but is not

the Spirit, or to be confounded with his inspira-

tion.

What we protest against is calling those

feelings inspiration which are physiological

conditions evoked by outward appliances less

or more refined. They proceed not in the si-

lence of all fie.sh. l)ut rather in its sensations.

There are rhetorical and artistic and social

modes of kindling them. Even a personal
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magnetism may get the place and sway of en-

duement of power. Let us " try the spirits,"

and see what we really mean by "an uplift."

" Be not drunk with wine, but be tilled with the

Spirit."

As we cannot command the Spirit that we

may be filled with it, what is to be done? Sim-

ply and obediently to be commanded by the

Spirit. The law and rule of his filling is obe-

dience. As said Peter: We are his witnesses

of these things and so is also the Holy Spirit,

whom God hath given to them that obey Him

A whole-hearted submission to his witness in

our hearts and obedience thereto in our lives

is the condition of His unspeakable gift.

This obedience involves such hungering and

thirsting after his presence and life, that it

practically includes the asking for it.
" If ye

being evil know how to give good gifts unto

your children, how much more shall your heav-

enly Father give the Holy Spirit to them that

ask Him." An asking that does not mean obe-

dience—that covets only the sensation—the

Searcher of hearts cannot be expected to honor.

His Spirit is the new wine which Christ prom-

ised to drink anew with disciples in his spirit-

ual kingdom now and here to be known. "No
more of the fruit of tlie vine," or of an out-

ward exhilarant according to the flesh, should

He drink in his supping with us and ours \vith

Him in his spiritual communion. As often as

we partake of His Spirit in obedience, we show
forth His death till He come, even the gi\'ing of

His flesh for the life of the world.

A Friend has sent us an essay by Georgina

K. Lewis of England, on keeping up the in-

terest of our young people in our religious So-

ciety. With two or three modifications, we
reprint most of it, on account of the view

which it contains that Friends should not lower

their standard to suit the tendency of the

day, and that no change of organization or

methods will put new life into souls or increase

the spiritual tone of the community; but that

yielding to the preparing and vitalizing grace

of the Holy Spirit will do so. If the article

lays too much stress on the expectation that

the young will become public ministers, it is

not because we have not somewhat guarded it

from that appearance. Yet we can all unite

in rejoicing in all true gifts and callings which

the Head of the Church may dispense in that

line.

A FiiiE.VD who became interested in the

reading of Henry Van Dyke's work entitled

"The Gospel for an Age of Doubt," has ex-

tracted portions which appear in our columns;

being desirous that many, by varied modes of

expressing the same truth as it is in .lesiis,

might be induced to look to Christ and follow

Him. He adds: " It does ray heart good to see

that others, not of our Society, can point to
" Christ within, the hope of glory."

The Christ for an Age of Doubt.

The teaching of Christ differs from that of

all other masters in its fontal quality. It is

comprised in a little space, but it has an in-

finite fulness. Its utterance is closely bounded,
but its significance is inexhaustible. The sa-

cred books of other religions, the commentaries
and expositions on the Christian religion, spread
before us a vast and intricate expanse, like

lakes of truth mixed with error, stretched away
into the distance, arm after arm, bay after bay,

until we despair of being able even to explore

their coasts and trace their windings. When
we come back to Christ we find, not an inland

sea of doctrine, but a clear fountain of living

water, springing up into everlasting life. Calm,
pure, unfathomable, it is never clouded, and it

never fails. The inspiration of other teachers
rises and falls like an intermittent spring. To-
day it is brimming full; to-morrow it is empty
and dry. But the truth that flows from Jesus
is constant and unvarying. The Spirit always
rests upon Him. The Father is always with
Him. Out of the deep serenity of His soul, as
from some secret vale of peace high among the
eternal hills, the vital spring of truth wells up
forever, and forever the crystal stream runs
down to refresh and revive the souls of men.
The one thing of which He wishes to make
men sure is that the same God who sends His
sunshine and His rain upon the evil and the
good, the same God whose bounty feeds the
birds of the air, and clothes the lilies of the
field with beauty, hears in secret the prayers
of the penitent and belie\ingand rewards them
openly. The question of the how and the where
of the life after death is not even touched in

the teaching of Jesus. It matters little. The
one thing that He declares with unfaltering

certainty is the reality of that life. The one
thing that He presses home upon the minds of
men with calm intensity is the danger of losing

it through sin and unbelief. The one thing
that He tenderly and urgently pleads with them
to do, is to make sure of its immortal blessed-

ness through faith and love and obedience to.

Him. And so, at every point. He passes by the
non-essential to touch the essential. He dis-

regards the passing curiosity to satisfy the
real anxiety. He neglects the shadows to reveal

the substance of the unseen world.

Teaching like this is the only kind of teach-
ing that will always renew itself, always have
something more to bestow upon us. It cannot
grow obsolete. It cannot be drained of its sig-

nificance. It is like life. Nay, it is life, and
it gives life. Let us understand then, that if

our Christianity is to satisfy our whole nature,
if it is to have its full and real meaning and
power to bring in the kingdom of heaven, it

must include this element. We must be as loyal

to the teaching of Jesus as we are to His ex-
ample And then
we must preach it, simply, sincerely, certainly,

as the only doctrine which can lead men out of
the intellectual anarchy of doubt into the peace-
ful realm of truth.

The age demands authority. This -is what
the age is looking and longing for. It can find

no joy in the kingdom of heaven unle.ss it finds

there a source of authority for the mind as
well as the heart. . . Authority is what
the sociologist demands. . . Authority is

what the philosopher seeks. . . Authority

is what the poet craves. Men are crying,
"

here," and " lo there." We must find the sdun

of authority in an inerrant Book, or in an e

lightened reason, or in an infallible Church, i

perhaps in all three ; as if there could be t hn

sources of one authority, or as if a chann

could ever be rightly called a source! Let i

not hesitate to pass through this confusion

tongues and of ideas, serene and untroulde

with the messages of a more excellent way.

Christ is the light of all Scripture. Chri

is the master of holy reason. Christ is t

sole Lord and Life of the true Church. By \

word we test all doctrines, conclusions ai

commands. On His word we build all fait

This is the source of authority in the kingd(

of heaven. Let us neither forget nor he-^^ita

to appeal to it always with untrembling c(

tainty and positive conviction. If Christ c

not know and preach the truth, then there

no truth that can be known or preached. TnU
we are sure of this, we would better go out

business entirely. . . It is impossible t\'

a supreme devotion and a real likeness to Chr

should have been produced and perpetuati^d

the world without a veritable apprehension

that wiiich He knew and taught concerni

God and man. ,

The condition of apprehending, and how mu
more of preaching, the truth revealed by Chr

is that we abide in Him. The word of Jesus

the mind of one who does not do the will

Jesus, lies like seed-corn in a mummy's ha)

It is only by dwelling with Him, and receivi

His character. His personality so profound

so vitally that it shall be with us as if, in His o

words, w-e had partaken of His flesh and

blood, as if His sacred humanity had been

terw'oven with the very fibres of our heart t

pulsed with secret power in all our veins --i

thus only that we can be enabled to see
"

teaching as it is, and set it forth with lumini

conviction to the souls of men.

Life is now the regnant idea; personality

utmost expression. It is in the facts of 1

its secret potencies, its mysterious limitatii

in germ and seed, its magnificent unfolding!

the process of development that we must

our comparisons for the Incarnation. And
very search that will bring us face to f;

with the conviction that life in all its manii

tations transcends analysis without ceasing

be the ouject of knowiedge.

In the living world, the boundaries of im

inations are not coterminous with the limits

apprehension. We know many facts and foi

of life whose modes of becoming we can

imagine. It is just as impossible for us

conceive how the life of the oak, root i

trunk and branch and leaf, form and color i

massive strength, is all folded in the tiny, co'

less, unshaped seed, as it is to conceive 1

the life of God is embodied in the man Ch:

Jesus. But the difficulty of conceiving

manner of this infolding, this embodiment, d

not destroy for us the reality of the life.

Self-beggary and self-emptying are but " wo
throwTi out towards " an unimaginable but

5

unreasonable manifestation of the Divine L
as life. The reality to which they point u

the Son of God descending to live under

the conditions and limitations of energy

consciousness wiiich are proper to the Son

man: the Word made flesh and dwelling am.i

us, like unto His brethren in all things.
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It would be hard to overestimate the signifi-

ice of this view for the present age, and the

portance of setting it forth as a living truth

the language of to-day. It is the only view

ich gives us any ground of reality for our

th in the kinship of man with God. If the

a of God, who is the image of the Father,

laying aside the outward prerogatives of His

ine mode of existence, actually becomes

tnan, then, and only then, the Divine image
which man was created is no mere figure of

tech, but a substantial likeness of spiritual

mg. There is a true fellowship between our

lis and our Father in heaven. Virtue is not

fain dream, but a definite striving towards

1 perfection. Revelation is not a deception,

. a message from Him who knows all to those

know only a part. Prayer is not an empty

m, but a real communion.

3ak to Him, thou, for He hears, and Spirit with Spirit

m meet:

ler is He than breathing, and nearer than hands and

set."

—

Tennyson.

Chis view of the spiritual relation of man to

1 cannot possibly have any foundation in

t, deep enough and strong enough to with-

od the sweeping floods of scepticism, unless

luilds upon the rock of a veritable Incarna-

1. The discoveries of modern science, en-

ring enormously our conceptions of the

sical universe, have not only put man in a

ition to receive a larger and loftier vision

;he glory of God, but they have made such

ision indispensable. And they have empha-
d, with overwhelming force, the form in

eh that vision must come in order to meet
needs and strengthen faith for its immense
i. U we are not to be utterly belittled and

shed by the contemplation of the vast mass
natter and the tremendous play of force by

eh we are surrounded ; if we are still to

I that the vital is greater than the mechani-

the moral than the material, the spiritual

1 the physical ; if we are to maintain the

position of all noble and self-revering

ight, that " man is greater than the uni-

se," there is nothing that can so profoundly

irm and establish us, there is nothing that

so surely protect and save us from " the

orting influences of our own discoveries," as

revelation of the Supreme Being in an unmis-

ibly vital, moral, spiritual and human form.

ach a revelation at once rectifies, purifies

elevates our view of God himself. For if

ii Son of God can surrender omnipresence,

I'o iscience and omnipotence without destroy-

ai his personal identity, then the central es-

ii! e of the Deity is neither infinite wisdom
infinite power, but perfect holiness and

ect goodness. And so from the very lowest

I'd sy of humiliation we catch clear sight of

very loftiest summit of theology, the se-

and shining truth that God is Love. In

light of this truth we behold also the high-

)erfection of man and the path which leads

Love is the fulfilling of the law, and

li^upreme pattern of love is the example of

3t. . . . What strength could we draw
I His victory over temptation if He was
exposed as we are to the assaults of evil?

t consolation could we draw from his pa-

!e if He was not a man of sorrows and ac-

nted with grief? . . The whole value

aS le Atonement, in its reconciling influence

he heart of man, in its exhibition of the

heart of God, depends upon the actuality of

the Incarnation. If the Father truly spared

not His own Son, but delivered Him up for us

all, then the Father also suffered by sympathy,

making an invisible sacrifice, an infinite sur-

render of love for our sakes. Then the Son

also suft'ered, making a visible sacrifice and

pouring out His soul unto death to redeem us

from the fear of death and the power of sin.

And this becomes real to our faith and potent

upon our souls, only when we see the human
life of God, agonizing in the garden, tortured

in the judgment-hall, and expiring upon the

cross. Then we can look up to a God who is

not impassible, as the speculations of men have

falsely represented Him, but passible, and there-

fore full of infinite capacities of pure sorrow

and saving sympathy. Then the dumb and

sullen resentment which rises in noble minds

at the thought of a universe in which there is

so much helpless pain and hopeless grief, cre-

ated by an immovable Being who had never

felt and can never feel either pain or grief

—

that sense of moral repulsion from the idea

of an unsuffering and unsympathetic Creator

which is, and always has been, the deepest,

darkest spring of doubt, fades away, and we
behold a God who became human in order that

He might bear, though innocent and undeserv-

ing, all our pains and all our griefs.

The Ostrich.—The ostrich is not a bird that

can be easily brought up in the way that it

should go. It has no powers of discrimination.
" Because God hath deprived her of wisdom,

neither hath He imparted to her understand-

ing," as runs the description of the ostrich in

the book of Job. It cannot discriminate be-

tween a wire fence and the open camp, between

friends and foes, or between what is helpful

and what is hurtful to its digestion. It was

owing to its want of understanding in this last

respect, and to an equal want of discrimination

on the part of the British public, that it has

been found impossible to keep ostriches alive

in the zoological gardens in London. A public

accustomed to slip pennies into automatic ma-

chines could not refrain from the temptation

offered by the omnivorous throat of an ostrich

and filled them up with poisonous copper, as if

they were so many missionary boxes.

In its African life, however, the chief danger

that besets it is not the recklessness of its ap-

petite, but its reckless disregard of its own
limbs. It will take fright at a shadow and hurl

itself blindly into the nearest fence, from which

it will be extricated with a broken leg, or fight

savagely with a brother ostrich and break its

leg, or fall into a hole or gully and break its

leg, or dance, waltzing with the most swift and

graceful precision, affording a most beautiful

sight to the spectator and the greatest satis-

faction to itself, until giddiness comes upon it

and brings it to the ground again with a broken

leg. It is true that its dangerously powerful

legs are also very brittle, but it must be con-

fessed that it does not use them well.

Of the danger that the owner sometimes

runs from those powerful limbs — Martin tells

some very amusing stories. A sturdy new-

comer, some six feet in height, laughed at the

warnings that were given him when he set out

for a walk and distainfuUy refused the protec-

tion of a tackey—a thorny branch, the dexter-

ous use of which will keep the ostrich at bay

—averring that he "was not afraid of a dicky

bird!" He was missed and discovered some

hours afterward by a search party most un-

comfortably perched on the top of an ironstone

bowlder and slowly grilling under the African

sun, while the dicky bird did sentinel duty up and

down, watching him with an evil eye. "Another

gentleman had a theory that any creature, how-

ever savage, could be subdued
—

' quelled,' as he

said, by the human eye One day he tried to

quell one of his own ostriches, with the result

that he was presently found in a very pitiable

predicament, lying flaton the ground, while the

subject of his experiment jumped up and down

on him, occasionally varying the treatment by

.sitting upon him." Doubtless it was safer to

lie down than to stand up to be kicked, but to

be sat upon as if one were an egg must have

been indeed humiliating. Curious, too, is the

account that the author gives of the camps or

little kingdoms that the ostriches mark out for

themselves, with invisible but never to be en-

croached upon boundaries. Inside that camp

it will bear no intrusion, but outside it, in the

domain of its neighbor, it is profoundly indif-

ferent to the stranger's wanderings. Nor is it

safe for the farmer to presume upon his former

acquaintance with any bird, for the ostrich has

not wits enough to distinguish an old friend

from a new intruder, nor sufficient respect for

his owner to except him from his suspicious

hostilities, though it would appear that, as a

rule, he will manifest a stronger aversion to

the Kaffir or Hottentot than a white man.—
London Spectator.

A Flask of Brandy which went round

THE World.—We find the following in the

British Workman: "One of the most remark-

able of modern travellers was Isaac Sharp, a

minister of the Society of Friends, who died in

1897, at the extreme age of ninety years and

eight months. When he was seventy years of

age he undertook an apostolic missionary jour-

ney, in the course of which he visited South

Africa, Madagascar, Australasia, the United

States, Mexico, etc.

Before he started, a gentleman_ of his ac-

quaintance, happening to meet him in a railway

carriage, asked if he were going to take some

brandy with him. Isaac Sharp, who was an

abstainer, said he had not thought of doing so.

His friend then reminded him of the delicacy

of his health, of the extremes of climate to

which he would be exposed, and of the difficulty

in many places of obtaining medical aid. Then,

opening his dressing case, he asked his accept-

ance of a flask of brandy. Isaac Sharp did not

refuse the gift so kindly ottered, and took it

with him on his travels. Seven years later,

after his return, he was addressing a large

temperance meeting. Having related the in-

cident of the conversation in the railway

carriage, he spoke of the varieties of temper-

ature he had met with (from ice and snow to

tropical heat), and of the hardships to which

he had been exposed, including sometimes a

night's rest with no covering but the starlit

sky. Then, with a humorous expression on his

genial face, he added, "But the other day,

when I came across my fniend, I had the pleas-

ure of handing back his kind gift, and of telling

him that I had no reason to doubt what the

contents of the flask might be, but I had never

found a reason for opening it."
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THE MESSAGE OF PEACE.
liid thf.lir. of battU. cousol

Foldfd bo thu wings of tin'!

Let your courage conquor peaco,

Every gentle heart's desire.

Let the crimson flood retreat!

Wended in the arc of love"

Let the Hags of nations meet;

Hind the raven, loose the dove.

At the altar that we raise

King and Kaiser may bow down;

Warrior Knights above their bays

Wear the sacred olive crown.

Blinding passion is subdued,

Men discern their common birth

God hath made of kindred blood,

All the peoples of the earth.

High and holy are the gifts

He hath lavished on the race

—

Hope that quickens, prayer that lifts,

Honor's meed and beauty's grace.

As in heaven's bright face we look

Let our kindling souls e.xpand;

Let us pledge on Nature's book

Heart to heart and hand to hand.

For the glory that we saw
In the battle flag unfurled,

Let ns read Christ's better law

—

Fellowship for all the world.—Julia ]]'ard Howe in S. S. Times

How Best to Keep up the Interest of our

Young People in our Society.

. . . Our manner of worship is the ideally

pure for human beings. We meet to worship

God, not by following the words of any human
being speaking for us, not to hear a discourse

prepared as a professional duty, but to "yield

ourselves up to the influence of the Divine

presence," individually to hear His voice speak-

ing to us, and, if He bids us, to speak as we
are moved by the Holy Ghost. This is our ideal.

Our basis is silence, because it is by listening in

silence that we can best hear what God the Lord
has to say to us. I am not saying our method
is suited to all Christians, but I maintain we
exist to uphold a high, I believe the highest,

ideal of worshipping the Father in " spirit and
in truth." Where there is a perpetual flow of
words sounding in our ears, sins confessed by
many who do not feel them, expressions and
aspirations that are often not genuine, songs
of praise that are frequently only on the lips,

we are conscious that, though there is in such
systems much that is good and united with true

worship, they have at the same time such a
tendency to cultivate insincerity, that we are
led jealously to wish to preserve the simplicity

and beauty of our Friends' meetings, where, in

our silence, we are awed by the sense of the
Divine Master, who presides at our board, and
feeds us with heavenly manna. " Never before,"
writes one who has joined our Society, " had
God's influence revealed itself to me as in those
quiet assemblies." And this is not a unique
experience. Many testify that they do feel

the nearness of the Divine heart communing
with their hearts, so that their whole being
responds in loving adoration.

In ascertaining whether it be true that " our
system, or lack of -system, has failed," we must
surely ask another question: Is our ideal a de-
lusion? If so, let us abandon it. If, on the
other hand, it is the purest conceivable, we
must rise to it. It is of the utmost importance
that we do not lower our standard to suit the
tendency of the day. Such surrender has often

been fatal to the spiritual life of a community.
It is the most dangerous element that can pos-

sibly creep into any religious society, that a

good end justifies a degradation of the highest

l)rinciples. Never, never as Friends, let us be

guilty of this. .\nd I venture to say. it is not

"our system, or want of system," that has

proved a failure; the failure is in ourselves to

rise to our ideal. For why is it that, if the

.system be at fault, such marvellous results fol-

lowed the formation of the Society, and that it

made the position amongst Christian commun-
ions which it holds even to-day ? Societies

arise because of the enthusiasm of workers

who are wholly consecrated to ( !od, and they

carry the multitude with them. Years after,

when all the enthusiasm has died out, the fol-

lowers look round and wcmder why the work
does not grow as once it did, and then they

fall to complaining of the system.

Our young people, for lack of helpful minis-

try, are looking naturally with longing e3'es at

the attractive congregations in other denomina
tions. They hunger after an intelligent, in

teresting, rousing sermon, they long for the

art of singing, for the beauty of hymns, and
the soothing tones of an organ, and many are

restless under our restrictions. An emotional

religion is most attractive. I once heard a

young girl, coming out from a ritualistic ser-

vice, exclaim, " Oh, it makes me feel so re-

ligious." But what are the results of these

externalities? Christ says, "By their fruits

ye shall know them," and surely there is no
higher or better test. "What is the fruit?"

In all good works Friends are prominent. It

is truly astonishing, in looking at present Chris-

tian activity, and in reading of the philan-

thropy of the past, to see how members of our
Society have almost invariably been the leaders.

As one outside our borders has said, " In every
struggle for liberty, humanity, education, and
the personal protection of the weak, you will

find a Quaker in the foreground." Then in the

different churches we find that those who have
attained to the highest degree of ritual have
contained the largest proportion of only pro-

fessing Christians, while the Friends and Mora-
vians, who acknowledge Jesus Christ as the
only Head of their church, not theoretically,

but actually, and who have had little or no
ritual, have had fewer, comparatively speaking,
amongst their numbers who have not been
earnest followers of Christ.

When we see so much stress and attention

given in some denominations to the sermon, it

must strike the thoughtful observer as a re-

markable fact that the Society of Friends, who
have kept preaching in such a subordinate
position, have yet shown to the world so large
a proportion of spiritually minded, upright,

and consistent Christians. We believe this

arises from cultivating the habit of listening

to the voice of God, rather than to the voice
of man.

P.ut the lack of ministry is an indication of
lack of life, and the lamentable fact is that the
ministry which is given is mostly that which
cannot touch the cultivated an^ thoughtful
young people. They must have something
more than emotion which often stifles thought,
and truths [are best understood when] ex-
pressed in the language of the day. With
their freedom and belief in the progressive
teaching of the Holy Spirit, Friends ought to

be foremost in meeting the difficulties of tl

times. They have never been hampered wil

a Miltonic theology, but have ever believ<

that the "Spirit of Truth," as Christ has to

us, "shall guide into all the truth;" but whei

there is no power in the ministry the yom
will, of course, go where they will receive moi

help. Distance, no doubt, lends enchantmei

to the view, and they hardly realize that whi

they may gain in one direction they may loi

in another; but we cannot keep up their inte

est in our meetings for worship if, on lookir

to those older than themselves, they do not 31

a deep spiritual life, an examjile they will <

well to follow, a tender earnestness and ,<iiif

of encouragement towards themselves, :\pA

desire to lead others into the truth. W h

can they think of those who, professing tub
lieve in the glorious gospel, [seem in(lirtVra

to its spread]? They will judge, ami natural

so, that any organization which produces sui

indifl'erence must be at fault.

It is very important, however, to remenib

that no change of organization will put m
life into souls, no change of methods can i

crease the spiritual tone of the community.

is the old story—a man's surroundings will b

improve him, but he will improve his surrouii

ings. System will not make a healthy chun
only men and women fired with love to Chr
and souls, and ready to do and dare anylhi

for Him, as the early Friends were, and cai

on their work as God dictates, will ett'ect niigl

results. In a recent article in the Ilrii

Friend, the writer says: "The remedy will

found, if ever it is found, in the acceptance

their responsibilities and privileges of th(

who have had advantages in their early yea

If these men and women would yield to t

preparing and vitalizing grace of the H
Spirit, their gifts and talents would be laid

the altar of dedication for the service of

church." How true this is! But to yield

selves with continued submission to God's le

ings is no easy thing; and, dear friends, let

be very honest, as in God's sight, and see i

is not shrinking from this, and what it may
volve, that is leading many to look to a trai-

ministry to relieve them from any personal

sponsibility in the matter. During the Jew
dispensation there were sin offerings, wh
part was reserved for the priest; peace of

ings, where part was consumed by the offe

and his friends; and burnt offerings, where
whole was yielded up to (Jod. We are of

ready w'ith our sin offerings and our peace

ferings, but we do not like offering the bv

off'ering, and yielding up ourselves entirel;

God, to be used as He wills; but this is w

matters must come to if we are to witness

Him.

I would say to those who have so much
sponsibility in keeping up the interest of

young people in the Society, and to the yo fe

people themselves who really long to do w

is right, that if our hearts are yielded so

we are ready to be " faithful in occupying

talent received " our meetings cannot fai

interest But I believe there ii

undefined and most mistaken idea that cerjien

people are used as channels through whom
speaks without any exercise on their own p

and if words do not come thus they inia;

they are not called to witness for Him in

way. Moses said he could not speak, he
1 %f

(

iHi
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" a slow tongue." Who, however, can quote

rthing Aaron said? whereas the Pentateuch

mil of the eloquence of Moses. And why is

s? Moses submitted to the training of God,

;ened to His voice, and though, at first,

mmering and trembling, the Spirit qualified

1 to be a teacher. God does not accept the

n mighty in his own eyes, but the humble,

mbling soul ready to hearken to Him; and,

[lember, the word " hearken " means the act

i" acute, vital, profound, fervent attention."

t must be in an attitude of eagerness to

Hrken. There is no easy method of listening

iof speaking. Let none imagine they can be

jaged in business all the week, in personal

usements and social activities and then place

mselves down suddenly at meeting to the

fication of the people or of themselves.

[here are certain indispensable conditions

which alone we can carry the Word of Life

ttthers, and all will involve sacrifice.

Ne must be much alone with (Jod.

A''e must give ourselves to [truth seeking]

meditation.

Ne must " pray without ceasing."

et me amplify these points briefly. First,

we must be much alone with God—no
ond-hand knowledge will avail. We must
iwHim through personal contact; withdraw
selves from the world, as Christ did, again

in leaving his followers to be alone with

Father. We find that all who have been
'Sen to be leaders in any sense have had
ir seasons of retirement.

If chosen men could never be alone

In deep mid silence, open-doored to God,
No greatness ever had been dreamed or done."

Ve must rise to the Mount, as Moses did,

be absorbed in celestial visions, warmed
h the love of God, if we would speak to the

pie. The cold professor of religion is, as

been said, "the deadliest enemy of the

rch."

We do not grow physically strong
hout exercising our bodily organs, and we
not grow spiritually strong without exer-

ng our spiritual faculties. This needs faith,

severance and - concentration. What was
secret of the spiritual power of St. Francis,

Bernard, Thomas a Kempis, Samuel Ruth-
)rd, George Fox, John Woolman, Brother
/rence and many more? Study, meditation
prayer. Paul, in writing to Timothy, says:

editate upon these things, that thy profit-

may appear to all." If we would have an
Q vision, we must turn aside from the things

iarth and seek the presence of God, and
this it is needful to give up much that

armless, but not helpful to the Divine life,

it I want so earnestly to impress upon you
s this: There is no power in the world so

reaching as personal holiness. A life wholly
led up to God awakens energies of which
lave no suspicion. But we must be cruci-

) with Him, rise with Him, abide in Him, feed

1 Him, talk to Him, if we would draw others
now our Saviour. Is this what we are striv-

ei| after? Do we desire to lead men and
Kt ten to Christ, to build up the Church of

,
to be one of those whose spiritual influence

_, ways felt?

Bisije are dissatisfied with the present state

iilnngs, and we do not wonder at the lack

teiiterest amongst our young Friends ; but

the only way to remedy it is, not by looking at

others and seeing where they fail, the old to

the young, and the young to the old, but by
realizing our individual responsibility, and see-

ing to it that we each dedicate ourselves to

God, asking, " What wouldst Thou have me to

do?"

I greatly fear that the secret of much of the

questioning and criticising of to-day arises from
the desire to be the same spiritual power as of

old without the same individual sacrifice. But
the one is qiiite impossible without the other.

Christ's teaching is emphatic on this point, and
all history testifies to the truth of his words.

We may have to go through much agony, and
probably shall, if we are to speak for the Mas-
ter; and if we would witness for Him by per-

sonal holiness we must drink of the cup He
drank of, and be baptized with the baptism He
was baptized with. Browning says:

" There is a way
'Tis hard for flesh to tread therein, imbued
With frailty—hopeless, if indulgence first

Have ripened inborn germ of sin to strength.

Wilt thou adventure for my sake and man's?"

It is just because our ideal is so high that

it cannot be maintained without sacrifice; and

if we are not prepared to rise to the spiritual

stature of our forefathers the sooner we cease

to be a Society the better. The history of the

past is full of inspiration, the Christ-given

principles upon which our Society is based are

perfect, and appeal to our noblest aspirations.

Our strength to rise is not in ourselves, it is

in Christ. He is not doing what He would in

our Society because of our cold-heartedness

and want of faith. " He did not many mighty

works there because of their unbelief " is writ-

ten ove" many of our meetings. Don't let our

sight and sense overmaster us. Let us wrestle

with God as did Jacob of old, holding back

nothing, and I am confident that we shall re-

joice over renewed spiritual life, increased

usefulness, and souls brought into the Kingdom
of God. Let us seek each day for the power

to testify of those things which our eyes have

seen and our hands have handled of the word

of life, and God will use us to an extent of

which we never dreamed.

I know of no other way in which either old

or young can keep up their interest in our So-

ciety than by going back, it need not be to the

outward foi-ms of old, but to the whole-hearted

consecration of self to Christ and the daily,

hourly abiding in Him.

—

Georgina King Lewis

in London Friend.

BooKEK T. Washington.—Booker T. Wash-

ington was born in Franklin County, Virginia,

but he does not know when—no record having

been kept of colored children's birth in the days

of slavery.

His first memory is of clinging to his mother's

skirts while she shouted hallelujah for her

freedom. Whether it was under this mother's

instruction or that of his teachers in the

colored schools, or both, the boy evidently grew

up with a conscience and an idea of doing

things well.

He worked in a coal-mine after he was old

enough to earn his living, but his hunger for

knowledge drove him to study whenever and

wherever he could get at a book.

Dr. John F. Cowan, in the "(christian En-

deavor World," tells how Booker heard of a

place where students worked for their educa-
tion, and how he finally entered Hampton Nor-
mal Institute.

He arrived there afoot, shabby, and covered
with dust. The faculty did not know what to

think of him, and doubted whether they could
oft'er him anything beyond a meal of victuals

and a chance to wash himself. But at last

they concluded to give him a room to .sweep,

and accordingly a broom was put into his

hands.

He swept the floor once, and looked at his

work. It did not satisfy him. He went over
it a second time, carefully brushing out all

the corners; but another inspection did not
convince him that he had done a perfect job.

He swept that room a third time, and then he
concluded he had done the best he could.

Soon after one of the lady teachers came in

and took note of his performance. A quick
survey showed her that at least the floor was
clean. She touched the walls and chairs with
her white handkerchief in search of dust, but
if she found any she did not say so. The next
day he was admitted as a student at Hampton
Institute. His broom was his certificate.

Booker continued to use the broom, and pay
his way with it, when not handling the hoe and
spade to the same purpose on the school farm,

climbing at the same time in his studies till he

became the representative man in his class.

Every task he undertook, whether in learning

or labor, was as carefully finished as his first.

And when, in 1881, General Armstrong sent

him to teach school in a Tuskegee shanty, he

faced, and felt, as he had never felt before,

the helpless ignorance of his race, and resolved

that he would try to sweep some of it away.

The story of his thoroughness and his success

is now part of oui" national history.

—

"Youth's

Companion."

In the visible church, it is no strange thing

to find plants that our Heavenly Father has not

planted. It is implied that whatever is good

in the church is of God's planting. But let

the husbandman be ever so careful, his ground

will cast forth weeds of itself, more or less,

and there is an enemy busy sowing tares. What
is corrupt, though of God's permitting, is not

of His planting; He sows nothing but good

seed in His field. Let us not, therefore, be

deceived, as if all must needs be right that we
find in the church, and all those persons and

things, our Father's'plants that we find in our

Father's garden. "By their fruits you shall

know them." Those plants that are not of

God's planting, shall not be of His protecting,

but shall undoubtedly be rooted up. What is

not of God shall not stand. What things are

unscriptural will wither and die of themselves,

or be justly exploded by the churches; how-

ever, in the great day these tares that off'end

will be bundled for the fire. What is become

of the Pharisees and their traditions. They

are long since abandoned; but the gospel of

truth is great, and will remain. It cannot be

rooted up.

—

Matthew Henry.

It is instructive as it is remarkable that on

only two occasions did our Lord create food,

and miraculously provide money on only one

—

leaving the law of God not only to its right-

eousness but beneficent course, " In the sweat

of thy face shalt thou eat bread."—i'r. Guthrie.
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The Development and Place of the Monthly

Meeting.

(Coui'ludod from pasc S3.

1

The coming of the Beloved Son even in the

body prepared was " to save his people from

sin," and his coming to the soul in his spiritual

manifesting is a gracious evidence of the in-

expressible love of the Father to the human

family seeking that which had been lost, re-

storing that which had fallen, and preserving

all that they might be presented faultless. Hod

had not made men angels that they could not

fall, but endowed them with faculties by the

proper exercise whereof they would be pre-

served in obedience to the Divine will.

To these business meetings, which from the

periods at which they were held were called

Monthly Meetings were committed the care and

oversight of all claiming a membership with

them, which pastoral service they were to per-

form conformably with the injunction, " If thy

brother shall trespass against thee go and tell

him his fault between thee and him alone, if he

shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother."

At the first none but the more faithful and ex-

perienced were engaged in these meetings.

Being the first business Meetings they are also

the most essential meetings on which the whole

superstructure of the Society rests. They are

the guardians of its membership, receiving, re-

taining or disowning, as the unity of the Spirit

of the Master shows to be right. The preser-

vation of this bond of unity as the cord to hold

them together cannot be too strongly urged.

Such was the importance of it that George

Fox in an epistle of Christian caution advised

"That no testimony of denial against any

should be issued until every member of the

meeting had fully discharged his duty toward

them," (or nearly these words). To carry this

into effect after indi\idual labor was ineffectual

to restore the erring, the matter was mentioned

to the meeting, or, " told to the church," and a

request sent to the offender to meet with them,

when the united strength of the body very fre-

quently was exerted to restore, and successful

in the effort. Similar to this appears to have

been the practice of the primitive church. " If

a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are

spiritual, restore such an one." The welfare of

a fellow-being was a matter of too much im-

portance to be entrusted to any one person

hired for the purpose, and was too closely con-

nected with the health and life of the whole

body to be relegated to others. In the physi-

cal body, if one member is injured, all the

others put their capacity under the direction

of the head to bring again, if possible, to the

normal condition.

To these Monthly Meetings other subjects

connected with the well-being of the members

were assigned. Some of them while of a more

individual character, were at the same time in

terwoven with the good of the whole.

The care of those whose pecuniary circum

stances were such as to require the assistance

of those more greatly favored, was from the

unsettled state of affairs of much need, and es-

pecially for the relief of those under sufferings

for the testimony of Truth—the care that mar-

riages should be accomplished with circum-

spection consistent with its character of a Di-

vine institution, and various other subjects of

local importance. To these as of more exten-

I sive influence was also that of the acknowledge-

ment of the vocal ministry, that none should

be allowed to appear as ministers to speak on

behalf of the Society whose lives and conver-

sation did give evidence of obedience to Divine

requirings; and to this at a later day was added

that respecting the eldership. The proper ser-

vice of an elder being as clearly a qualification

from the Head of the Church as that of a min-

ister; and where appointments to this import-

ant duty have been made without the needful

preparation it has resulted in more injury than

benefit to the Society.

It does not appear that the work of George

Fox in the organization of the Society ex-

tended bevond that of Monthly Meetings; not

that he undervalued the advice, counsel or ad-

monition of the larger bodies, but was sensible

that numbers of themselves did not constitute

strength. The larger Quarterly or Yearly

Meetings having only advisory service would

be of benefit under the direction of Christ, the

Head and Teacher of his people, from the

united experience of such servants as had been

baptized with his baptism. It was no less a

concern with this highly gifted man to avoid

the undue exercise of disciplinary authority,

as enjoined by the blessed Son who said to his

immediate followers: "The princes of the Gen-

tiles exercise dominion over them, and they

that are great exercise authority upon them,

but it shall not be so among you," etc., than to

plant his righteous testimony against libertin-

ism and all kinds of Ranterism. Episcopalian-

ism, the government by bishop and clergy, was

no greater sin than unbridled Socinianism with

its fleshly lusts. Both were equally antagon-

istic to true Christianity, as it had been un-

folded to his seeking soul in prayerful desire

for a knowledge of heavenly wisdom.

It is therefore to be hoped that the estab-

lishment of a local Monthly Meeting will pre-

serve also a testimony to the invigorating

power of those principles of religious liberty

for which the noble Quaker martyrs laid down

their lives on the Commons of Boston. With

minds enlightened by the life of Christ who is

come to enlighten the soul which receives Him,

they demonstrated the correctness of the re-

mark of Miles Coverdale, who in the first edi-

tion of Scriptures printed in England enumera-

ted the sentiment "that a measure of the

Spirit in which they were written is necessary

to their right understanding." With this in-

spiration within in their hearts they were able

to confound their priestly enemies, whose last

resort was to the power of the oppressor.
_

There need be no controversy on this point,

yet the college bred student with his textual

criticisms, will look through the gold-rimmed

spectacles of his education and exclaim:

" I've read it, sir, as well as you

And will again affirm it blue."

And here is the beginning of strife ; this is

the soil in which contention, division and sepa-

ration have their growth. But in the Church

of Christ, the true Society of Friends, it can-

not be so; for "One is your Master, and all ye

are brethren." The obedient soul is humbled

before Him patiently waiting to hear the Di-

vine Word, that Word which was with God in

the beginning, which waves and winds obey

and hearing it, are abased, humbly prostrate

in his presence, adoring the wisdom, majesty

and power of the Most High.

Kor "TUE KKiKNii."

From Letters of Joseph S. Elkinton.

My beloved friend William Evans, in som

late "numbers of TnK FuiKNi), gave some a(

count of what he witnessed whilst we were U

gether amongst the Dukhobortsi in Canadi

and has supplemented it with statements coi

cerning their creed.

He left Yorkton at an early hour on th

twenty-first of Sixth Month, and in the cours

of the' day 1 met with William Halstead, whoi

I had met at the Methodist Conference in Wu
nipeg, where an invitation had been extende

to give such information as we were in posse:

sion of concerning the Dukhobors. W. H. w;

desirous of having more detailed converse ths

could properly be given in the conference, ai

the opportunity being again renewed, and 1

appearing like a solid religious man, and h:

been a successful farmer, 1 invited him to f

with me into the camp. We met with a Ku

sian on the ground with whom I had consider

ble conversation, as he could speak Englis

he had no previous knowledge of the Dukh

bors, but was evidently in sympathy with the

and was desirous of becoming more acquaint!

with the principles of the Society of Friends

Quite a number had left the camp durii

the past week to go to the settlements, ai

about three hundred and sixty had come fro

Brandom, having been quartered there sin.

the first arrival ; among these was .lohn Ma
hortoff, who might be said to be their patriarc

He said he was ninety years of age: he is .st

vigorous and alive in the truth. His niei

ory went back to seeing Stephen Grellet

1818.

They had been weakened by their best m
being still in exile, but they have those wi

them who were convinced of and suffered i

the truth whilst in the navy and army, a

since in exile, and now released. John Me

hortoff is one of these. The answers he ga

to the Methodist minister and the trust a

faith he manifested in our great and comm
Creator was a wonderful testimony to the jiow

of God in the support of one of His childre

This was a remarkable occasion and I di(l r

want it dissipated by entering into ordina

conversation, so we retired from it to c

rooms.

At a meeting held in the afternoon of tl

day, the assembly formed almost a compk

circle, with John Makhortoff near the cent

as the chief arranger and respondent to abc

all that was said, it being their practice

have a respondent to what may be spoken si

tence by sentence. Ivan Verigan, an ek

amongst them, had been the chief respondt

on former occasions, but he deferred to '

patriarch that day.

I adverted to the meeting lately held w
them, and the desire to meet with those w

came there within a few days, as also to

kindly letter received from the brethren

quarantine, and the matters contained in lett

from John Bellows concerning the contri

tions made towards paying the expenses of

two hundred that could not get to Bato

timely for the last ship, as also to the hope

view John Bellows had expressed of the pi

pect of those now exiled in Siberia being

leased. I also offered what I felt to ariseis

deeper religious way to the following impel

That in all our chastenings, it was welt
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to consider whether they were brought on
consequence of our mistakes, but it might

,
that neither we nor our parents had sinned,

t that the glory of (Jod might be manifested

! His power in supporting us in affliction, as

,0 in a restoration or delivering, as He saw
et, and alluded to the case of the blind man
recorded in the New Testament.
William Bellows, son of John Bellows, made
ne appropriate remarks; I then opened the

y for William Halstead to tell of his experi-

e in contending with the difficulties in

neer life. He took a little boy and stood

by his side inside of the ring or circle, and
n told that fifty-five years ago when about

size of that boy he came from England,

his father bought land at one dollar per

, and they worked and put up a small house,

n a larger one and afterwards a stone house,

father and mother were both killed by ac-

ent, and the farm had to be sold and they
" hardships, but by industry and the blessing

the Lord they had been prospered, and he

ired their encouragement in the hope that

h the Divine blessing they would be pros-

ed and the country developed. When he

rd that the Society of Friends in England
in the United States were taking an inter-

in them he felt they must be a good people,

ise remarks with what he added in a serious

,'ctionate way, were accompanied with a
id feeling.

Presbyterian superintendent of First-day

ools, spoke to the import, that when the

dren of Israel were in affliction they called

"lod who made a way for their deliverance,

after they were brought into the promised

1 they did not cleave to their God, and did

teach their children as they should, and it

lired care in coming into new countries

!; the children did not get out of the way,

he would ask one question, this he repeated

e: "Do you teach your children?" John Mar-
toff called out, "Bring the boy!" a woman
I supposed was his daughter pointed out-

the ring, when a boy between six or seven

:s of age was brought in, and stood by his

idfather. He assumed a devout attitude,

I could see that he did not falter as he
•essed himself. Anna Carousa, a Russian
lan who can speak English, told me that he
sated the ten commandments, and to use
own language " without a hitch." No other
ver was made to the question, nor were any
T questions asked. There were several

imonies in Russian to the import, that it is

in Christ that makes people one in spirit,

that Christ is the foundation for us all.

hen I said I supposed we had stood on the

nd as long as was best, it being a little

p, John Makhortoff said, " we would like to

a psalm." After that was done, he nodded
ne of the women who slowly and with a

5ure of reverence repeated the hymn or

n, so that all that understood Russian
t know its meaning, for in singing they

3it not always know the meaning of what
'fjSun'g. I was glad to see the point taken

the subject matter was of more account
the tune.

"lere were probably four hundred assembled.
;!e Hilkofl' kindly did the interpreting.

A. Hilkoff felt that he could not go with
the north colony, which would probably
six days journey, as there was much busi-

ness for him to see to in Yorkton before tak-

ing passage for Europe. He said he would se-

lect a Dukhobor for a guide, which he did, who
though he could not speak English, was a

sweet spirited man whose company I enjoyed,

and he was very faithful.

In the evening I was present in a religious

opportunity in a tent where was a corpse that

had a sweet expression. I had visited the man
the week before when he was in a suffering

condition, he had been sick in Cyprus, and too

much exposed in the wet whilst at work in

Canada. It was the third death for that camp
which, considering the size of it, and the time

it had been there, did not strike me as an ex-

cessive death rate.

At the hotel in the evening, we were grati-

fied with a call from a company of Dukhobortsi,

asking for a proportion of the Russian testa-

ments, which William Bellows had the satisfac-

tion of handing out; they had been forwarded

by his father from Friends in England.

In the decision to start next morning I sug-

gested seven o'clock, as I understood it to be

a question of about fifty miles to the next lodg-

ing place at Fort Felly, a Hudson Bay trading

place. I had a letter from the agent at York-

ton to the storekeeper, asking him to give us

comfortable lodging and entertainment. It

was however 8.40 before all was ready for the

start. We had a light open wagon with a valise,

box of provisions, dishes, etc., bag of oats,

blankets, robes, gum-boots,etc., which with four

men filled the wagon. The team was a good

one even if I had seen both horses on their

sides in the mire on a previous journey, in en-

deavoring to pull the baggage wagon out of a

slough ; one of the horses came from the Rocky
Mountains.

We saw something of pioneer experience for

ourselves and others, wind, rain with hail, that

drove us into a thicket for the time being.

One man we passed on the prairie had unhar-

nessed his horses and was under his wagon,

where the supposition was he had been all night.

One team we saw with a whole family of Duk-

hobors, was fast in a place where the bridge

had been carried away, our driver protested

against stopping to see them out, but we in-

sisted that help must be given, and whilst the

men worked with the team, it was interesting

to see the women carry a pole strong enough

to walk across, and then with another pole in

hand walk across the one they had managed to

get across the stream or slough.
(To be rontinued.)

Notes from Others.

A report from Venezuela says that 16,000,000,000

birds were slaughtered last year for their plumage,

and that many of the most beautiful varieties of

birds are on the way to extirlttion.

To Make Women Preachers.—The Chicago Theo-

logical Seminary, which is said to be the oldest in-

stitution of its kind in the West has decided to

open its doors to women on equal terms with men
at the beginning of the new academic year. This

school has for some years permitted women to attend

lectures, as have several other theological semin-

aries, but it now abolishes all distinctions as to sex.

Mormons Persecuted.—Unusual antagonism to the

Mormon church is being exhibited in various parts

of the South, where considerable support for this

sect exists. President Benjamin E. Rich, who has

charge of the Southern propaganda, with headquar-

ters at Chattanooga, Tenn., reports that four Mor-

mon church buildings have recently ijeen burnt by
incendiaries, in Kentucky, two being fired during
services. One church was wrecked with axes and
pulled down, so as to prevent the collection of fire

insurance. Masked mobs threatened the elders with
death if they did not leave the country.

—

Pathfinder.

The American Universities. — Figures recently

compiled show that in the ten leading universities

in the United States there are 24,000 students and
over 2,600 professors, the average being 9 students
to each professor. Harvard University leads, with
3,900 students and 411 profe-ssors; next comes the
University of Michigan, with 3,200 students and
222 instructors, and next the University of Penn-
sylvania, with 2,83.5 students and 260 professors.

Then follow, in order: Yale, with 2,500 students

and 255 professors; California, 2,400 students, 286
professors; Chicago, 2,300 students, 212 professors;

Columbia, 2,000 students, 328 professors; North-
western, 2,000 students, 222 professors; Cornell,

2,000 students, 328 professors; and Johns Hopkins,

640 students, 125 professors.

The morning Record says: "Desolation describes

the scene to-night at Walstein, within whose walls

lies the body of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, the ag-

nostic. About his bier cling three women—his

widow and his two daughters. To them the form
on the bier is all that is left of the father and hus-

band. They have no hope for future union, no con-

solation in Christian faith, no solace in religion.

The dreariness, the utter loneliness has overpowered
those whom the great infidel left to mourn him,

and they have again refused to surrender to the in-

cinerating urn, the one tangible thing between them
and the eternity of separation. Strong men de-

clared that nothing had ever appealed to them so

strongly before, for religion and Christianity, as

the utter desolation and hopelessness of that family

of mourners. Not a note of consolation, not a

prayer for sympathy, or help, or mercy,"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Fire has destroyed the business por-

tion of Victor, Colorado, causing a loss estimated at $2,-

000,000.

The recent hurricane in the West Indies has proved to

be one of the most destructive for many years. In its

passage along the coast of the United States it has been
attended with winds having a velocity of sixty to eighty

miles an hour, causing high tides and rough seas. Many
vessels have been delayed and some injured during, the

tempestuous weather. Its effects on the islands of Porto

Rico have been very serious. In an appeal to the citizens

of Philadelphia by its mayor, it is stated that more than

100,000 people there are without shelter, and that they

need help in rebuilding their houses, as also clothing and

food. Contributions of money and supplies are urgently

wanted. The Panther is expected to leave Philadelphia

on the 22nd inst. with supplies on board valued at nearly

$50,000 for the sufferers there. Following the cyclone,

floods and famine in Porto Rico it is feared an epidemic

will be caused by decaying bodies among the debris.

Secretary Ewing Winslow, of the Anti-Imperialist League,

in an interview at Boston, said it was not likely that the

League would organize a national party and put a ticket

in the field, but it is proposed to call a national convention

in the Tenth Month to demonstrate the opposition of the

country to the present policy of the Administration.

A despatch from Albany, N. Y. of the 18th inst., says:
" The fires which have been raging in the .^dirondacks for

the past week have made great headway, and reports from

various sections show that they have already reached a

greater extent than did those of ten years ago, which laid

waste thousands of acres. No estimate of the damages
can be made, but the officials say that unless heavy rains

come to the State's rescue they will amount to hundreds

of thousands of dollars."

The New York Herald says: "The advance of three

cents a pound in the price of beef this week, with intima-

tions of a further rise in prospect, is matter of serious

importance in a vast number of modest households. Rightly

or wrongly, the higher price is attributed to the Cattle

Trust, which virtually controls the supply and has a prac-

tical monopoly of the transportation facilities, not only

between the Western markets and the seaboard, but also

of the export trade."
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Electric motor cars of the third rail variety have heRun

, rm on the Fifth Avenue Elevated Road in Brook yn.

rLThaLe is h. led with much satisfaction by the pubhc

lin^fwav with many of the incidental annoyances of

The oM'steam rcomoti>^s. besides reducing the runn.ng

Tntlioh Channel is about 24011 miles, giving twenty -six

S as rte lowest possible estimate of the daily average

"locity-Uh which the bottle travelled f-tward In

: Sing ^-::^^ztj::^js:::^<^^
the co-opera ion o the Ku=.s,an

.^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^3

Atlantic The motion of the waters seems to be westerb',

as is eidenced by the destination of the numerous hot le.

^^Tcommission appointed by the President to investigate

the natTe of yellow fever reports that a m.cro-organism

tcoverTd bv Professor Sanarelli of Bologna, Italy, and

named by him "bacillus icteroides." is the cause of yellow

?ever and thit its ready control by the processes of dis-

infection is assured, also that there is a reasonable pos-

sibtli y of beprodukionof an anti serum of great potency

for the protection of man against this disease.

over twenty cents. The deal is estimated to cover 10,-

"'^iTe^ 381 deaths in this city last week, which is

64 les than the previous week and 6.5 less than the cor

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number 10/

were Mder one year of age ; 193 were males and 1 ,8 fe-

males 39 died of consumption ; 34 of cholera infantum ;

^tf mlrasmus ; 24 of heart diseases ^ 23;^
'f"---

Tion of the stomach and bowels; 16 of cancer 13 of

1128 ; coupon, 113 a 114 ; new 4'3, reg., 130 a 131, QS,

ml a 112; 3-8 lOBi a 109.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

Rf c oer pound for middling uplands.
.

'flour.- Winter, super., $2.00 a $2.15 ;
Pennsylvama

rolled straight, old. $3.00 a $3.15 ; do. do straight^ news

SlO a $3 30; Western winter, old, straight, $3.20 a

$1.40 ; do. do. new. straight $3.15
_
a $3 35 spring,

straicht $3.50 a $3.75 ; city mills, straight, $3.2.5 a $3.40.

RYE Flour -$3.00 per barrel for choice Pennsylvania.

GRAlN.-No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 72ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 36i a 3 ( c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped. 27 a 28c.

FOREIGN.-Colonel Picquart, who by direction of the

French Cabinet had investigated the case of Dreyfus, told

the cour^martial at Rennes that his official inquiry es-

tablished a strong suspicion that Esterhazy was the guilty

partrand consequently that Captain Dreyfus was inno-

cent of the crime of high treason.
, , .i,

"outbreaks of a violent character |5°7"^;"L"Uh
Dreyfus case took place in Pans onj-irst-day the 20th.

Manv nersons were injured, and much property destroyed.

An etpedi ion under Walter Wellman, which eft Trom-

soe No^ay, in the Sixth Month, 1898 to explore Franz

Csef Land has returned to Tromsoe, having successfully

\^i».T their exnlorations and discovered important

"newtnds and manytlands. No trace was found of the

rssingtroaaut Pr'of. Andree. An attempt, to reach the

""frof'tust'the eminent German chemist and physi-

cist died at Heidelberg on the IGth instant, aged e.ghty-

n ne yea s Among the improvements in the arts and

sciences which have followed his researches are the hot

b IstTn iron furnaces, the Bunsen gas burner and battery

cell, thermometers tor measuring very high temperatures

and methods of spectrum analysis, by which several new

elements have been discovered.

\ despatch of the IGth from London says that Prol

Marconi, in his experiments with wireless telegraphy at

Dover met with complete success, the messages passing

"hrough several miles of cliff and twelve miles across the

The third Congress of Zionists assembled at Basle, Swit-

zerland on the 15th instant, with 300 delegates present,

nc uding a number of Americans and English. In his in-

augural address, Dr. Herzl. who presided, de«;^«red that

one of the primary objects of the movement was to ac-

qutre a charter from the Turkish Government author.^„g

settlements in Palestine. He added that Emperor WU-

Crreception of a Jewish deputat on a Jerusalem

placed the legality and loyalty of the Zionist movement

%t^a"d1ha"t almost every nation, with the exception

of the United States and Great Britain, is overtaxed to

meet the expense of maintaining its army and navy.

Bacteriological experiments made at Lisbon prov^ l^aj

the epidemic at Oporto is bubonic plague The United

States Consul at Lisbon reports '^at a few cases of

D ague have appeared in Lisbon and that no trains can

S the Spanish'frontier. The Madrid Government urges

all Spaniards now in Portugal to remain there, with a

view of nreventing the spread of the plague.

The Church Missionary Society of London has received

a report stating that 40,000 persons have died of famine

on the east coast of Africa. ,

A despatch from St. Petersburg says Emperor Nich-

olas has issued the following imperia order to the Rus-

s an Minister of Finance: " Owing to the great possession

of Russia in Europe and Asia it has been possible with the

help of God. to effect a rapprochement between the peo-

Jtes of the'West and Southwest and East Through he

?riendly attitude of China we have succeeded
J"

attaining

our historic aim. hax-ing obtained the use of two Chinese

harbors. Ta-Lien-Wan and Port Arthur, with a large ter-

ritory, thereby an outlet for the Siberian Railway to he

Yellow Sea is secured. Thanks to the wisdom of the

Chinese Government we shall, through railways m course

of construction, be united to China a result which gnes

all nations the immeasurable gain of easy communication,

and lightens the operations of the worlds trade In our

unwearying care for the general weal we have deemed it

necessary, after completing the railway to declare Ta-

Lien-Wan an open port during the whole period of the

treaty for the merchant ships of all nations, and to build

a new city in the neighborhood of the said port.

It is announced from Buenos Ayres that a treaty will

be signed by Brazil, Argentina and Chile, agreeing to refer

all difficulties between the three countries to arbitration^

The three Governments will also agree to reduce their

military and naval expenses." ^.„ . . „„„ .. „
Western Australia has passed a bill giving women the

"^AVe^spatdl of the 21st from Seattle says: "Japans new

law regulating all faiths and beliefs has gone into effect

and much comment has arisen in consequence. A copy of

the regulations has been received at the Japanese Con-

sulate here. According to it all sects pagan or Lhristm,

are placed under the absolute control of a local Governor.

The regulations even go so far as to demand detailed in-

formation regarding the pastor."
. u

President Schurman, of the Philippine Commission, has

returned home. In an interview he said: It v^-ould be

'"se to adopt a course or plan wh ch would enable the

Government to maintain law and order and at the same

time give the Filipinos no cause for discontent It will

be a surprise to many Americans to know that the edu-

cated Filipino is the equal of any other civilized people in

?he world Americans must deal gently with the Filipino.

He is entitled to sympathetic consideration. There are

many pleasing traits iii4>is character, his home life is ex-

Iplary and as a class he is v.ell disposed toward his

neighbor or his superior. Once his confidence is gained,

if dealt with in a frank, straightforward manner, the mis-

understanding will all be dissipated, and the Filipino will

realize that the American is his friend.

The Treasury Bureau of Statistics at Washington states

that the commerce of the west coast of South America

now amounts to $100,000,000 annually, and of this sum

but $15,000,000 is with the United States. The imports

of Chile, Peru. Ecuador and Bolivia amounted >n 1«9. to

over $50 000,000, and of this amount less than it..b.OOU.uiJU

was from the United States. Thus, in that part of the

commerce in which the United States P"-odncers and manu-

facturers are most interested, the export trade the United

States now obtains less than 10 per cent, of the trade of

1 the Pacific coast of South America.
j , r .

Andrew D. White, United States Ambassador to Ger

many, who was President of the American Peace Commis

sion at The Hague, has written the following in regard

the result of the Conference: "In my opm.on great go

was r^complished. far more, in fact, than any of us d^

exiiect or even hope when we came together. A.s to d

a^m'mient, everybody really thinking upon he suhj.

mus Tee that a good system of arbitration mus come t^

and that then, when arbitration has diminished the likt

hood of war. the argument for cutting down forces 8

SmamenU is greatly strengthened. The logical ord

then, is first arbitration and next disarmament. The gr

poin gained is that, whereas formerly an arbitration co

could only be provided after long correspondence betwe

Crbine" 'and iegotiations between Ministers and deba^

in parliamentary bodies, and hunting for P'-oP«'- J" '8

and^iscussionsls to procedure and a thousand other

lays, just when time was most precious, the Confer

has g ven to the world an arbitration tribunal as an ,u

and permanent institution, with Judges, procedure, oft,

of the court.- place of meeting and accessories all y

RECEIPTS.
., . . I „-„.ioo si^PilHed two dollars have bee

""'^ceWed'from eu'c'b Ife'sinT^aylng for vol. 73.

Chas. G. Ogden and f..r Mary E. Ogden. Pa., omit

from No. 4 ; Joseph J. Hopkins. I'a.; Jos.K. Mai

PhUa. ; John B. Khoads, X. J. ;
Thos Wanng, >

An aV Edee I>a. ; Elizabeth C. ladbiiry. Pa. ;
I i

Mrers itfl'a ;
Kachel S. Hulme, Phila.

;

fj

Schill, Pa.; Josiah W. Leeds, Pa., and for B. 1
..

iJeds N. J.; NVm. H. Moon,
^%'^'^^.ff^^l:^

Phila ; Henry B. Leeds Agent, N. J., *1''>/?^ 1'

'

L ppincot,, Henry R. Woodward, saac Upp

Beni. S. Deroii. Anne W. Leeds, GeorpB. Bur

"nd Edw.rd S. H.rmer J4, 2 vols.; I hebe E.

Agent, O., $10, for Elisha Doudna, Jesse D. H

Mar^Hanlev, Hannah A. Webster and Lyd.a P. W

;ter- John \Vo Oman, Pa.; Mariamia Lhirnell, N

William Stanton, Ag-';.^^-
*'«h'"ana""4n'u

A-^enath Bailey, Ann Eliza W. Doudna S^aniii.

^^th Sara J-'w^Uon, ^.ary P. I'-v-n, J-nes ^

William Bnndy and T. »-lS'"'^r,^""1 hila m' >

rren Enge, la.; Robert R. Hulme. Plula.
,

-M-^

fohnson, ind.,$8, for himself. Ashley Johnson^^-N

T. HaHleyand Ruth Ann fctanton ; *fe«-
^ip

'

N J., fnr vol. 74 ; Luna O. Stanley Agent, In.l

for Wm. C. Stanley. Mervin T. Stanley, Man

Frazier Joel W. Ilodson, Mary A. At^'"^ J'"'',

.

Bodenharaer $1 to end of vol. 73, and John R. H

son, Kans.; Seth Shaw, Agent, O., $2l> for

J. k. Blackburn, Hannah Blackburn, N.M
burn, Chas. Blackburn, Linton Hall, Phebe U v

T.Morlan, N. Kirk, Jesse E^g^-", •% •
:

v
'^

W. M. Hall and Job Huestis; El is Sme. le ..n

Mary S. \Vard, Pa. ; Marga.et Kite O. J-hn E.

nell N J A. E. Huston and for Elizabeth B. t ai

Pa i
larah T. House, Pa. $6, for er.e

,
eua

Sbarpless and Levi S. Thomas; ^a™ \,"^'''

^

No 39 vol 73; El'on B. Giflord, Phila., *b, lo i

self Marv Merrefield and Sidney Pennell, Pa.; H«

Newton, England. 10s. ; Anna M. N\ -nngton -k

T. Francis Warrington, Pa. ; George Abbott N. .L

f^or himself, Geo. Abbott, Jr., and Henrv
.^

L^P

cott- Semira L. Comfort, Cal. : R. S. Grifhth, Af

Pa '$14 for James Davis, Thomas W. Fisher

wa d Br nton. S. Emlen Sharpies Stephen W Sav

Mward Savery and Sidney Temple ;PriscaiaL.f

cott N. J. ; Anna Pancoast, fa. ;
Barclay H. L;

Phila.. $8, for himself D.nielL. Leeds, lenn

H. Leeds. Oregon, and \\ ra. E Tatum Phila.

ward Richie, Phila., and for Hannah D. ^\ lite

Thas. Francis Saunders, Phila ;
Mary Reynolds,

8©-ij€.»i(tances received after Third-day noon m
appZr in the Hecclpls uutit Ihejollowinxj u-eck.

NOTICES.

RFniTCFD RATfs TO Ohio Yeauly Meeting, rial

mo^e and Ohfo Railroad. Friends desiring to_attend

Yearly Meeting can go aild return for $15 oO ii

sold Ninth Month 18th to 22nd, inclusive, and will be

until Tenth Month 2nd. 1899./elusive. For ta^ket.

It 834 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. For furth

rmation call or address Thoma. C Hor.l^ West Ch

Pa. or James Potter, 834 Chestnut Street, Phila.

DIED, at the home of her Bon Cuthbert H Osbmn

Amo,i;diana. the twentieth of S.jth Month 189a

eighty-seven years, two months and fght da s As

oIborn, a beloved member and elder of Mill Cieek W<

Meeting of Friends.

WILUAM H. PILES SONS, PRINTERS
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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Edifying Correspondence.

1 perusing the printed minutes for the year

he New England Yearly Meeting of Friends,

at Westerly, R. I., and of (Canada Yearly

ting, held at Pickering, Ontario, we have

red to give a still wider circulation to sev-

expressions found in their epistolary cor-

ondence.

>Jew England PViends:

renewed sense of the importance of wait-

for and experiencing Divine assistance in

transaction of the business coming before

las weightily been felt amongst us, and es-

ally the sending of fraternal greetings to

!r Yearly Meetings. We do most earnestly

6 that the preparation of these may be

r Divine direction, lest they degenerate

mere formality.— Western Yearly Meeting.

" any man love the world, the love of the

Hfcer is not in him." The prevalent tempta-
I" of this day is a worldly spirit; thus its

:^ idships, manners and maxims are opposed

he nature of the kingdom of heaven, and

idvancement in the hearts of men. We
« in a land abundantly blessed with the good

IJ
js of this life, where the means of obtaining

Necessities, and even luxuries, are largely

ent, so that we are peculiarly exposed in

direction to the temptation of settling in

and a forgetfulness of God ; so that with

ess of bread and abundance of idleness,

; enters the heart, causing it to be lifted

md impatient of the restraint of the cross,

opening the door for a departure from
simplicity and self-denial which was so

Tipicuous among us in former days, and

h must always mark a faithful adherence

le doctrines of the Gospel.

—

Ohio.

is those branches alone that abide not in

rue Vine that are to be taken away; but

; that are found so abiding, are to be

ised that they may be made still more
ful. These purifications unto which we
subjected, though sometimes deeply hu-

ting to our human nature, are the means
Heavenly Father uses to draw us away
I our own dependence that our faith may

not stand in human wisdom, but in Him alone.—Iowa.

It is our earnest desire that a spirit of love

and humility may more and more diffuse itself

among us, and influence our hearts so that we
may be able to seek peace and pursue it. We
are called upon by our Lord and Master to love

one another, and certainly there is a soil where

envy, malice and hatred cannot live, but will

wither and die. Then, dear Friends, let us re-

member that to be made perfect in love is a

high attainment, or state of excellence, and

not reached but by the sacrifice of all our sel-

fish passions that stand in the way of that

heavenly love flowing in our hearts, making us

to feel as children of the one household of

faith.

—

Kansas.

We deeply sympathize with you in what

must prove most painful to you, that the sons

of your beloved and highly favored country

are engaged in a war whose purpose is the de-

struction of their fellow-men. You, with us,

well know how nobler far it is to be found as

humble, suppliant servants of the Prince of

Peace, breathing love and good will towards

all men. The weapons which we are called to

wield are not carnal, but mighty through the

power of Him who has called us out of dark-

ness into light to the pulling down of the

strongholds of Satan, and none of the least of

these whereby he afflicts men are war, oppres-

sion, intemperance and the like. May we, with

you, then, be found following the Lamb, clothed

in his gentle, peaceable spirit, that our spirits

be not defiled by any exultation on our part

over the groans, sufferings and death of those

whom the world regards as enemies, for they,

like us, are poor sinners, whom Christ loves

and for whom He died, and whom He com-

mands us to love. God rules over all, and it

may please Him to overrule evil for good, but

this neither justifies the doer of evil, nor

does it exempt him from the punishment meted

out to the breaker of the Divine law. May
we, with you, then, be imbued with a holy zeal,

as power from on high is vouchsafed, to let the

light of the Gospel of peace shine in us and

through us in all our thoughts, words, and

actions ; thus will our hearts be kept in Christ's

peace, as we are found walking with and in

the presence of him who once called himself

"a meek and lowly" Saviour

—

Canada.

The Lord has all power both in heaven and

in earth, and He makes his light to break forth

with power to the healing of the nations, but

he designs to use his servants as instruments

in his hand in the enlarging of his kingdom

among the children of men; and for this pur-

pose He requires a faithful people, steadfast in

the truth, described in Holy Scripture as " men
who can keep rank," signifying a careful train-

ing in the school of Christ, by giving heed to his

law written on the heart and obeying the point-

ings of his finger. These must needs be, as

He was, separate from the spirit of the world.

They walk by the law of love, and this love is

the fulfilling of the law.—Canada.

He, by his spirit, will lead us into all truth,

and teach us all things pertaining to the sal-

vation of our souls, and as we are found in

Him, walking in obedience to his spirit, which

maketh manifest his Divine will to each and

every heart, God, who by his presence sancti-

fies our souls, justifies those who thus receive

and believe in his only begotten Son, whom He
once did send in the flesh to declare and to do

Divine counsel and will, and whom He now
sends, as He comes, in spirit,' to draw us to

himself and to make us such as he would have

us to be, holy in heart, life and conversation.
—Canada.

From Epistles to the Womens' Yearly
Meeting.—It is with feelings of wonder and

deep reverence that we contemplate how per-

fect the plan of redemption, and realize that

we have not an high priest that cannot be

touched by a feeling of our inflrmities, but was

in all points tempted like as we are, " yet with-

out sin." In these days of so many Lo here's

and Lo there's, we believe that the watch-

word for us, as a Society, is individual faithful-

ness to individual duty. Some one has said " it

was individual faithfulness that gathered us as

a Society, and that it is individual unfaithful-

ness which is now scattering us to the world."

To those who faithfully follow the guidance of

the still small voice that speaks in the secret

of every heart, will be revealed what there is

for them to do. Sometimes what may appear

very little things may be required, but by yield-

ing obedience even to the least intimation of

duty, there will be experienced a growth in

grace, from, as it were, a little child " to the

young man, then the strong man, to the pillar

in the church that shall go no more out."

—

Ofiio.

We mourn with you over the sufferings en-

tailed on account of the late war: and though

thankful that the sword is sheathed, yet it has

left its mark on the nation by nourishing a

feeling of pride in military glory; but we hail

with joy the signs of a desire on the part of

the warlike nations of Europe for an interna-

tional court of appeal. May it please the All

Wise ruler of events to hasten the time when
" nation shall not lift up sword against nation,

neither shall they learn war any more."—/cuv/.

We hope, dear sisters, that there may be a

renewed diligence on our part to live in union

and communion with our Heavenly Father; that

our foundations may be made sure on that im-

mutable rock that will withstand all the trials,

storms, and temptations of this life. And

may our adorning be that of a meek and quiet

spirit that leads to unspeakable peace and a

willingness to endure the fiery baptisms that
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are permitted to come upon us for our purifi-

cation.^ A'dH.s'l/Jf.

Oh, what a loving Father we have to serve

if we would only give up to trust Him entirely.

—Kniims.

Why should we faint by the way when we
have such an Almighty Helper, who.se the work

is?— 0(H(i(/((.

May you more firmly hind on the spiritual

weapons while discarding the carnal, and your

light shine so brightly that others may be led

to follow in your footsteps, ami thereby the

day hasten when nation shall not lift up sword

against nation, neither shall they learn war

any more.

—

Ctiiinda.

From Eimsti.es to C.vnada Yk.vkly Miceti.n'g-

—We have in common with all lovers of peace.

been pained on account of that spirit which has

so far prevailed in our land as to have re.sulted

in actual war; and while there has been a living

concern that we faithfully maintain our testi-

mpny against all war, deeper still has the con-

cern prevailed that we labor to remove within

ourselves the cause of war. So long as self

rules in the hearts of men war is inevitable.

The testimony of George Fox and his coad-

jutors was that they were redeemed out of that

spirit in which war has its origin and existence.

This was not in word merely, but it was the

testimony of their lives, to the extent that it

commanded the attention and admiration of

all with whom they came in contact, even their

most violent enemies, and which found expres-

sion in the exclamation, " How those Quakers

love one another." There can be no doubt that

it was this redeemed character of the early

Friend, the power and influence of this love of

the brethren which extended to all men, actu-

ating them to do good unto all and especially to

those of the household of faith, which drew

the people as doves to the windows, and which

made them in that day, as " a city sought out

and not forsaken." And is it not, dear Friends,.

the lack of this love which has brought us as

a people to the low and stripped condition into

which we confess we have fallen? The mes-

sage to the church at Ephesus seems peculiarly

applicable to us: "Nevertheless I have some-

what against thee, because thou hast left thy

first love. Remember therefore, from whence
thou art fallen, and repent, and do thy first

works; or else I will come unto thee quickly,

and remove thy candlestick out of its place,

except thou repent."

—

loim.

How much stronger we might have been had
we more entirely surrendered ourselves into

the care and keeping of this Mighty One who
can cause one faithful " one to chase a thous-

and, and two, to put ten thousand to flight," if

they are the enemies of Truth.

—

New England.

The pre.sent condition of the Christian church

and the world call loudly for greater faithful-

ness on the part of the little remnants of

Friends wherever situated—even to be so far

separated from the spirit of the world that we
can put on the whole armor of God, and go
forth in His name, which is His power.

—

Xew
England.

We are renew-edly impressed with the sin-

cerity and all-satisfying nature of experimental

religion, and the restful, refreshing intercourse

of its happy possessors.— Western.

Moses' law commands that "the man that

shall be unclean, and shall not purify himself,

that soul shall be cut off from among the con-

gregation, because he hath defiled the sanc-

tuary of the Lord " (Num. xix : 20). Does not

this tjTiify the necessity of yielding ourselves

to the cleansing, sanctifying power and opera-

tion of ( Jod's liuly Spirit in our heart, whereby

all things which do not minister to our spiritual

life are taken away.— Wenkrn.

To WoMENs' Yearly Meeti.nc, Ganada.—
His servants have at times been clothed with

mourning on account of the luke-warmness and

unwillingness of some to speak a word in sea-

son. " There is that vvithholdeth more than is

meet but it tendeth to poverty," weakens our

own hands and robs us of the blessing which is

the reward for faithfully doing the little or

much as it is called for, and which is due
unto Him who is " Head over all things to the

Church."

—

Canada Minute.

The story of the Gleaner, who, presenting as

her own the single head of wheat, after having

toiled all day in aiding others to do their work,

laid it down discouraged at the Master's feet,

was revived in our hearing. How loving and
how beautiful his reply.

"Child, it is enough, he answered;

All I ask for, thou hast brought,

And amid the band of reapers

Truly bravely hast thou wrought."

So we, if only faithful in handing the cup of

cold water, if done in the Saviour's name, shall

not lose our reward.

—

To Absent Members.

We have been dipped into near sympathy
with you, feeling that we have little to en-

courage us as to the outward, but we have
been tenderly admonished to heed the witness

in our every heart, and to seek for a settle-

ment of mind, whereby we may the more
readily hear and discern the voice of him who
teacheth as never man taught.

—

New England.

This is a day of great outward activity, but

we fear that there is not enough of that pa-

tient waiting and indwelling of spirit by which
alone we may be fitted to labor availingly in

the Lord's vineyard.

—

Ohio.

Franklin's Moral Wisdom.

On the assumption that his marriage became
established in the course of years as a justifiable

fact, Franklin's morality from this time forward
to the close of his life appears to have been of

a high order. He set before himself a lofty

ideal, and made perpetual, and largely success-

ful, efforts to reach it. Few professing Chris-

tians even have taken more trouble to become
faultless, or have attained habits of life freer

from apparent defects.

For this purpose he made out a list of moral
virtues, and, while striving always to practice

every one, selected each in turn successively

for special cultivation week by week, so as to

get good habits of action firmly fixed. And,
in order that he might not be deceived in re-

gard to the matter, he began the custom of
daily self-examination, combined with prayer
to "Powerful (ioodness" for help in his ardu-
ous undertaking.

His list of virtues, with their precepts, were:
1. Temperance.—Eat not to dulness; drink

not to elevation.

'1
luri

2. Silence.—Speak not but what may ben

others or yourself; avoid trifling conversati

3. Order.— Let all your things have th

places; let each part of your business have

time.

4. Resolution.—Resolve toperform what

y

ought; perform without fail what you resol

5. Frugality.—Make no expense but to

good to others, or to yourself; that is, was

nothing.

G. Industry.—Lose no time; be always e

ployed in something useful; cut off all unnect

sary actions.

7. Sincerity.—Use no hurtful deceit; t

innocently and justly; and, if you speak

accordingly.

8. .Justice.— Wrong none by doing injuri

or omitting the benefits that are your duty,

9. Moderation.— Avoid extremes, forli*

resenting injuries so much as you think t

deserve.
|

10. Cleanliness.—Tolerate no uncleanlini

in body, clothes, or habitation.

11. Tranquillity.—Be not disturbed at trif

or at accidents common or unavoidable.

12. Chastity.

13. Humility.—Imitate Jesus and Socrat

Franklin's success in exhibiting these virt

did not by any means reach his expectations,

he was conscious of self-improvement. "
( )ri

more than anything else baflled his elloi

I'ut " on the whole," he says, " though 1 ne'

arrived at the perfection I had been so air

tious of obtaining, but fell far short of it, I

I was, by the endeavor, a better and a happ

man than I otherwise should have been, i

had not attempted it," while he adds, " It n

be well my posterity should be informed, f

to this little artifice, with the blessing of

their ancestor owed the constant felicity of

life, down to his seventy-ninth year, in wh
this is written."

With such an example of honest effort

remarkable attainment before us, how can

speak slightingly, or sneeringly, or harshly

the plan which Franklin adopted, or the g

which he reached? Would that thousands

other men, men who have cursed this wo|

had followed the same course! Better fai

have a Socrates than a Nero. Would t

thousands of Christians, who have been

tent with less attainments in holiness, had t

half the pains to show forth works of f;

and labors of love! This world would t;

have become a comparative paradise.

But notice how many of the great comnn
nients Franklin's list leaves out. Nothin

said except by implication of the first six,

the eight, or the tenth. Nothing is said

Christ's new commandment, or the law of fa

or the law of self-sacrifice. Even generoi

and benevolence, of which our sage gives i

noble example, are not mentioned among
objects at which he aimed.

And, connected with this, notice again 1

many virtues on his list of excellencies hel

to the class of minor morals. Some of tl

are mere matters of prudence—wise reg

tions, indeed, necessary to respectability

worldly success, but characteristics which wt

little in the scales of heaven compared \

those great duties whose omission from "

is wicked and abominable. Perhaps Fran|

thought it unnecessary to mention the weigh

matters of the law, expecting to perform t|
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how, and feeling no temptation to avoid

Whatever the reason of their absence,

lack of mention is marlced.

otice again how little stress apparently is

on depth and purity of motive in the scheme
h Franklin adopted. Affections of the

t are not, indeed, entirely ignored. " Re-

;ion," " Sincerity," and " Humility," are es-

ially virtues of the soul. But in speaking

bem, particularly of the last, Franklin does

seem to be much distressed by the absence

lat inward emotion, which constitutes the

f part of this grace, if only the outward
larance can be kept up. He fails to see

full value of a new heart and a right spirit,

morality is more external than internal,

it the chief defect in Franklin's morality

e absence of Christian motive and spiritual

His arguments are drawn chiefly from
ily utility. Is the virtue he inculcates

for himself and his fellow men? Does it

people to keep well, to accumulate pro-

y, to maintain a tranquil soul, to enjoy the

orts of life ? These are the questions which
lonsiders important and which determine
vorth of what he aims at and inculcates,

little help apparently is to be derived from
me source in reaching his ideal. True,

)eaks of the excellence of his scheme " un-

;he blessing of God;" but it is the God of

re and providence rather than the God of

ition to whom he refers. His morality is

ral morality, not Divine morality. It con-

of virtues, not graces. Nor is Christ's

ection with his system of any great value,

n example the Saviour is put on a level

the Athenian Sage, and as, an inworking
r through the operation of his Holy Spirit

denied a place altogether. Some of the

res which terminate on Christ, or the in-

ces which flow from Christ—none of those

ring forces which uplift the believer, give

;haracter life as well as form, and make
a perennial fountain of good — are ad-

3d into the working of his moral machinery,

s not moved by love for the Saviour, or

tude to Him, or the desire to honor Him,
sense of dependence upon Him. His plan

sistical, not Christian.

—

Robert Stewart in

Christian Instructor.

E cross is to be met with in little things

ell as in great things. It is not merely in

mdous conflicts with the powers of evil

n us that we are to discover the presence

le cross, but in the little details of daily

in your conduct with your own friends;

e daily subjection of your creaturely will;

le turning aside from those attractions

h lead you out of the way of duty or the

of privilege; in the continual preference

bat which savors of God to that which
rs of man; in always putting His will first

your own will second; in never doing a

X, merely because it pleases you to do it,

ihrinking from doing anything because it

inful, but in ever endeavoring to be guided
desire to become conformed unto the

re of Him who is our Leader. It is in such
things as these that the cross is to be
up.

—

Hay Aitken.

)D never leaves His child to fail when in

mth of obedience.

—

Cuyler.

A Fool's Folly.

When Robert Roberts died, he left a will be-

queathing all his real estate to his children.

Large sums of money were given to various

benevolent objects, but to his nephew and
namesake he left the old family Bible. " I do
hereby will and bequeath to my beloved nephew
and namesake my Bible, which has been my
guide and comfort through my earthly pil-

grimage, and which contains riches, both for

this life and that which is to come. Search
its pages diligently that you may have wisdom
given you to know how to use the wealth of

this world for your own comfort and pleasures,

and for the glory of God ; and I pray that you
may find therein the Pearl of great price, which
is of far greater value than all the wealth of

earth, and which cannot be taken from you."

Thus read the will.

When Robert Roberts, Jr., heard the will

and received the Bible, his anger and indigna-

tion were such that he was about to cast it to

the ground and stamp it with his foot, but his

wife interposed, saying: "Let us take it home
Robert, and if we do not care to read it, we
can hide it away and forget the miserly old

man who had nothing but an old Bible to give

his be oved nephew."

Acting upon this suggestion, the precious

book was taken home and placed in a pine box
with this inscription: "A Fool's Folly." This

was then placed in an old trunk in the attic

and locked up and the key was thrown away.

Here it lay forgotten for twenty-five long years.

Children came to the home, but they were
never told the story of the neglected Bible

which lay locked in the old trunk in the attic.

Sickness and sorrow entered this home. Then
came long struggles with business matters,

bringing discouragement and bankruptcy, and

finally dissipation and death. The mother, en-

feebled in health and broken in spirit, soon

followed her husband to the grave, leaving

three lovely daughters alone and friendless in

the world.

The home had to be disposed of, and, in the

midst of the preparations for the removal of

the family, the old trunk in the attic was dis-

covered. It was found securely locked, and

when Edith was asked about it she could give

no information. As no key could be found, the

lock was broken open, and the box was dis-

covered within, marked "A Fool's Folly." This

was also opened, and to their surprise contained

only an old leather-bound Bible with large brass

clasps. Mould had gathered on the cover and

the clasps were green with corrode. On open-

ing it a letter was found directed to their

father wTitten thirty years before. With eager

haste they read this letter, which was as fol-

lows:
" My Dear Brother—When you open this book

to learn from its pages the way of life—which

I pray you may soon do—you will find in addi-

tion to its sacred teaching a snug little fortune

of fifty thousand dollars. If you neglect to

search for the greater blessing you will lose

the lesser, which will matter little if the first

is lost. Your loving uncle,

Robert Roberts."

" Godliness contains the promise of the life

that now is, and of that which is to come."

Yet there are thousands at the present day re-

peating the "Fool's Folly." The Bible is to

them a sealed book. If they were assured that

in every Bible they opened they would find a

fortune for this life, there would be a great

searching of Bibles, yet they are willing to sell

their souls for the wealth that will perish with

the using.

—

Christian Press.

Kor "The Fkiend."

From Letters of Joseph S. Elkinton.

(Contlnuccl fi-oiD p:if;e 17.)

We arrived at Jacob Wurtz about seventeen

miles from Yorkton at noon, and were treated

with hospitality'; from thence onward until

about six o'clock, when near a stream of water

we halted, and started up a little camp fire to

prepare supper, also a fire called a smudge to

smoke off the mosquitoes that the horses might

have some peace while feeding, as also ourselves,

for the insects were very numerous and ven-

omous.

We were about ten miles from our proposed

lodging place. After supper %e proceeded on

our way for a mile or two when we saw a smudge
fire, and a house similar to what we had seen

in the South Colony settlement, and the ques-

tion arose that in case we could be housed there,

whether it would not be better for us and our

horses to stop over night; there was quite a

chasm to cross before reaching the house, but

the horses did well, and we had a good greet-

ing from a family of about thirty, having a

hand shaking with all of them, and it appeared

to be a delight to them to meet with our guide

Ivan Nicholi Kazahou a (Turpienski Dukhobor)

for they all kissed him. I had supposed that

he had been selected by Prince Hilkofl' as one

who had the affections of the people: although

it is not likely he knew of that family having

taken up land there.

There was another building going up that

had four compartments, and a cellar under one

of them, that gave a fair prospect of the fami-

ly being divided. A yoke of oxen and a cow

was to be seen, and a plough and shed, also a

bake-oven, and near by the river Assiniboia, a

bath house.

We were assured of a good start the next

morning, which we had with a feeling farewell

;

genuine kindness had been showm us, and I do

not remember feeling more thankful than I did

for the shelter given at this time. Crossing a

slough, our guide to lighten the load undertook

to walk a log, but slipped and went in over

boot top, and for a time was in considerable

discomfort, but it ranked with other difficulties

that were overcome. We crossed the Assini-

boia River on a scow, attached by two loops

that were to be slipped along a rope that was

run through them and stretched across the

river; both the loops and ropes seemed a good

deal chafed, but they held. On the bank was

an Indian camp of what might be called real

aborigines, in their rough and picturesque dress.

They had probably been trading their skins at

the fort, which being a trading post, consider-

able business is still done in skins that are

shipped to England; one very rare skin the

storekeeper told me was sold in London for

one hundred and thirty-five pounds. The store-

keeper was interested in conversing about the

Dukhobors hoping to do business with them,

and was desirous that they would turn their

attention to raising cattle, and not be too anx-

ious about wheat, which he said could be bought

anytime. He spoke of his own success raising
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horses and cattle, and there was quite a num-
ber in his smoke yard ai)preciatinK the relief

from the mosquitoes. We made this our feed-

ing place, and then proceeded on our journey,

fifteen miles of which, was a very bad road, the

ground being very sloughy. It was said this

was the wettest season for seventeen years.

The next ten miles was better travelling, still

it was pretty heavy draught over the prairie,

especially so when we lost our trail, and with

no little difficulty through thickets and swamps,
we regained our tracks, and \\ith a desperate

rough hill to descend came to a crossing on

Swan Kiver where there was no scow, only

rafts which seemed very flimsy for such a strong

current; William Bellows and I were on one

and the baggage on another, 1 hardly supposed
the driver would attempt fording, but he did

with our guide, and a rattling time they had of

it over the stones. . The bottom of the wagon
was very wet and muddy by the time it got up
on the bank ; af^r loading up again, went on

a mile or two and arrived at the North Colony,

and were kindly received. As rain seemed to

threaten we made no stop after leaving Fort
Pelly, and it was a great relief to get under
the tent of Sacher Satz the Russian nurse who
had quite a dispensary. She, with a orphan
girl, prepared our meal, our own provisions be-

ing produced; this was continued during our
stay. In the evening we were waited on by a

delegation of business men with whom we had
interesting conversation, there beingaCiovern-
ment interpreter there that had a tent near
by. When through with the interview they
said they would show us to our room, and took
us to one of the government buildings where
we were nicely accommodated.

There are twenty-five or thirty of these build-

ings that have been put up in a workman-like
manner near the river bank, the location being
probably chosen because of the access to the
water, and timber being near at hand. A good
many families have gone out from this colony
to their farms, and yet the colony is still a
large one. In the interview last evening we
were told that not nearly all their baggage
had reached them, which is a hardship, and yet
in keeping with the problem of settling people
by thou-sands who have but little means and no
conveyances of their own, at a distance of from
thirty to one hundred miles from a railroad

station, and we might almost say with roads
to make through the prairies.

The work goes on slowly, but we see the
evidences of advancing civilization as the peo-
ple have opportunity, building, blacksmith-
ing, carpentering, cooperage; and a number of
wagons have been built. I saw^ before break-
fast six women stepping off lively with a pair
of low wheels, and not long after, the same
women had a long log on it with a chain at-

tached to the log, and it was remarkable how
briskly they walked off towards a new building

that was going on, as if it was no hardship.

Criticisms have been made to the import that
the women do an undue share of the work,
and it may be so, but having seen such enor-

mous budgets on the backs of men, and their

quickness to do friendly acts, and the skill with
which tools were handled by those happy enough
to have them, together with the testimonies of

their employers, I feel there should be modera-
tion of censure when so near everything is done
by people of so little

I .saw ten little boys and girls with a truck

on low wheels pulling three sacks of Hour from

the store-room to the cabins over quite a hilly

pathway, that it looked as if they were taught

to be useful.

I asked the agent at Yorkton if he ever

knew of the Dukhobors refusing employment
of not more than twenty per cent, short of

what others had received who could speak

English, and he said, " No."

The mosquitoes being so very annoying it

was not thought expedient to attempt a meet-

ing on the open field, so I visited in the separate

buildings. The interpreter becoming deeply

interested was a great aid in the matter. Two
funerals were also attended in the two days

spent among them, whch were solemn occasions;

these were conducted in oriental style, four

men carrying the corpse, the coffin resting on

ropes attached to poles. There was some
drapery on the coffin that was removed before

it was lowered into the grave; some singing at

the grave-side, when the immediate relatives

and others withdrawing to more open ground,

had devotional exercises very similar to that

practised at sunrise on First-day meetings.

Ten men and as many women facing each other,

an^ after repeating a psalm or hymn in concert,

there would be exhortation from men and

women. A woman at one of the funerals, I

was told by the interpreter had been speaking

from the fifth chapter of Matthew and enlarg-

ing on the passage, "Blessed are they that

mourn;" without knowing the interpretation

of what she offered I followed her, stating that

one of the prophetic declarations of the Saviour

was that He should comfort those that mourn,

and when He was personally on earth. He said

that He would pray the Father to send them
another Comforter. The grave yard was in a

well selected spot, in which there were eight

graves, and some of them quite high mounds
similar to those we see pictures of in the east.

On the evening of the twenty-fourth. Dr.

Mercer arrived from the South Colony; his

team was a light one, and he did not risk driv-

ing them through the river, but left his wagon
on the far side, and let the horses take to

swimming if they could not wade, they how-
ever got over, and he came on the raft; he

took lodgings in our apartment.

On First-day morning. Sixth Month 25th, de-

votional exercises were engaged in, in the store-

room, which was more suitable than out of

doors. 1 was very much impressed with the

sober look and tearful eye that was to be seen,

probably induced by the recent deaths. I felt

that the offering that morning was owned by

Him who knoweth the language of every heart,

and the fulness of the sentences of what is

called the Ijord's prayer never came to me
more livingly than upon this occasion.

In the evening of the same day there were
about as many gathered into the storeroom as

could stand, possibly two hundred, (it being de-

signed as a farewell opportunity) after what I

had to offer in a religious w-ay, the meeting
was left open for what any of those assembled

might have to communicate. There was some
thrilling accounts told of the experiences in

Russia, and the strong desires for Friends to

continue their efforts for the release of those

still in exile, and expressions of gratitude for

what had been done for them. Two boys who
stood immediately in front of me had their tes-

timony to offer, and I thought they had h

from on high.

\'isiting from house to house brought to

knowledge some very afflictive circumstan

of bereavements. One mother had lost

daughter about twenty years of age some t

weeks before. The raft she was crossing

river on was overloaded and all on it ph
~

into the river, those who were able swam ash(

two were rescued with great difficulty, and I

was carried down stream and never seen afb

wards. The mother handed me an article tl

belonged to her daughter that she wished

to accept as a present. It was also touihi

to be asked to take a meal with a mother tl

I had met with in the St. John's Hospital fl

had parted with a daughter there.

Ivan Ivins who was one of the six that c;

over first to prospect the country, has a ho

building on the plain a little back of the ri\

that would indicate he expected to settle the

his wife seems like a woman of fine feelir

and a niece of one of the most prominent

the Uukhobortsi in Russia. She speaks K
lish as also two of her children ; she wo
have a meal set for William Bellows and

self.

On the leave taking early on the twenty-sij

one who was spokeswoman for other wor

that wished to see me off, said her father

three thousand sheep, fifty horses and

wagons taken from him in Russia; she seer

like a woman of character.

William Bellows wishing to have more of

company of Dr. Mercer whom he knew in E

land remained, and I left, expecting to dim

Fort Pelly. The team was driven across

river as before, and I crossed on the raft, f

ing there was much cause for gratitude f(

safe passage, as for escapes from other pe

I had met with. Ivan, our faithful guide I

with the driver and myself, and was very i

ful helping to find the trail, and showing wl

to make new ones, for it was an easy thin;

get off the trail. We reached Fort Pelly al

2.30 p. M. and staid until 4 p. m. in which t

we not only had dinner, but had a nice in

view- with W. McKinzie the storekeeper,

had a look into the eight Indian tents, the

mates of which looked like the children of

ture indeed.

The horses did not seem to enjoy the past

on the scow across the Asseniboia River,

with the rearing and plunging they enga

in before rushing up the steep bank I was ra'

surprised the wagon held together. We
the bad slough to go through which put

horses to the utmost of their strength to

out, but our pilot this time succeeded in w
ing the log.

(To be contluued.)

The Dukhobor Immigration.

To the Editor of the Manitoba Free Pres

Permit me to correct an error contains

your article on the Dukhobors in this morni

issue. The money which I am spending in

chasing stock for these people was contrib

by the Friends (Quakers), of Philadelphia,

I was asked by them to come up here an

the work, which I cheerfully agreed to

spending my own time and money.

Permit me to say that your departme:

immigration in this city deserves the hij,

praise for the work they are doing in coi.
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with the settlement of the Dukhobors. Mr.

'reary and his able assistants seem to be

ring in their efforts, devoting not only the

il office hours, but nights and Sundays to

needs of the immigrants. Very respect-

f, Peter Jansen, Jansen, Neb.
INNIPEG, Aug 21.

TTAWA, Eighth Mo. 20th.—Reports to the

rior department intimate that the Dukho-
immigrants who arrived last spring are

:ing most acceptable progress in the west,

le have given up their strictly vegetarian

for a mixed diet, which puts them in much
;er form for work. Many have also adopted

opean clothes, and a wealthy Russian from
iraska who recently came north to induce

e of them to take up land in the State to

ch he himself belongs, was so pleased with

r prospects in Canada that he presented

n with a subscription of several thousand

ars, raised in Nebraska to buy them stock,

deputy Minister Smart, of the interior de-

ment, is going to Europe for a trip and

inspect the agencies there and the immi-

;ion prospects.

rHOOD DAYS AT MIDDLETON, OHIO.
.ys of my boyhood! 0, days full of rest;

Q to your charms as the brightest and best

e'er to this heart in its pathway was given;

ingtime of beauty, a foretaste of heaven,

dear cottage home with its vines and its flowers,

alks by the streamlet, its cool, shady bowers,

Ban, sanded floor and its flreside's glow
brighter than sunbeams and fairer than snow,

oices of loved ones who in it did throng

dearer than treasures and sweeter than song;

hat old-fashioned school house in its quiet retreat,

e the boys and the girls every morning did meet,

6 they drank heavy drafts from Pierian springs

ioared in their fancy on jubilant wings,

n reading and writing and sporting and rest,

fed their young minds with the brightest and best,

studied the lightning and in fancy could see

the thunders of heaven would our messengers be.

chained to the mail, its pinions unfurled

1 spread every morning the news round the world.

under the ocean its heralds should hie,

ver the mountains its messages fly.

iteam in its might should be harnessed by man,
rk for the world and accomplish his plan;

"pcean it speeds, under mountains it rolls,

,
|inds the broad world in a concourse of souls:

ime when the sword in its scabbard should rust,

I lavery's chains should crumble in dust:

rum no longer should ruin the world,

)wn to its hell should forever be hurled.

brows of those dear ones were brighter than pearls,

;en in her beauty could vie with our girls.

a dread to their mothers those jubilant boys,

ir teacher could quell in a moment their noise;

eye was so kind, so sweet was her voice,

oment she woke all the man in our boys.

rould not for treasures of glittering sheen,

pain to our teacher, Arbella, the queen.

ose days full of gladness are gone from us now,
i a pain in our bosoms, a shade on our brow.

'oices of love from our presence have flown,

sit by the sea over which they have gone.
iw in my weakness I gaze from the shore:

y friends over yonder are beckoning me o'er;

arments aglow and with light on their brow,
W!;lad songs of welcome are greeting me now.

line
ihose islands of bliss I see palaces rise,

-J
eir riches untold are blessing my eyes.

. , ided their glories, unending their joy,

") ther and mother are calling their boy.
jio sus, our King, the glad tidings shall sound.

Ilia,
id are alive and the lost ones are found,

,. id are alive and our lost ones are found.
"

Mahlon Oliphant.
«> b Month 22, 1899.

Hi i a great joy in life to see how good-
lij Manifests itself in men when occasion de-

They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength

(Is. .xl: 31).

Lord, what a change within us one short hour
Spent in thy presence will prevail to make!
What heavy burdens from our bosoms take!

What parched grounds refresh as with a shower!

We kneel—and all around us seems to lower.

We rise—and all the distant and the near

Stand forth in sunny outline brave and clear.

We kneel—how weak; we rise—how full of power.

Why, therefore, should we do ourselves this wrong;
Or others—that we are not always strong;

That we are ever overborne with care;

That we should ever weak or heartless be,

An.\ious or troubled, while with us is prayer,

And joy, and strength, and courage are with Thee?
—Trench.

For "The Friend."

Notes Concerning the Jews.

In the last number of the Jewish Era, a

Christian quarterly published "in behalf of

Israel," I find a number of items relative to the

Jews in various parts of the world, which will

claim the interested attention of all who feel

a concern for the welfare of the scattered na-

tion.

A minister who has given a good deal of

time to distributing (in European countries),

copies of the New Testament to the Jews, says

that in some places which he visited, the peo-

ple entreated him upon their knees to give

them copies. He also stated that a body of

thirteen Jews, at Hamburg, met weekly for

prayer, to be enabled to discover through the

study of the Hebrew New Testament, whether
Jesus of Nazareth be indeed the Christ.

"Certain gentlemen who were traveling be-

tween Amsterdam and Utrecht happened to

meet with several Jews. In the course of their

conversation a remark was made by one of the

travelers about the weather being so unfavora-

ble for gathering in the harvest, for the rain

had been falling during many days, and they

feared that the country would be flooded. One
of the Jews said it was a slight judgment upon

the Christians for their disrespect of Jesus the

Messiah, the Saviour of the world. ' And what
do you care about Jesiis?' said one of the gen-

tlemen. 'Are not you Jews!' ' Yes,' replied the

other, ' it is true, we are Jews, but we believe

as firmly in Christ as most Christians do. We
have long been separated from the synagogue,

and meet by ourselves to read the New Testa-

ment and pray to Jesus Christ. Our members
are very numerous in Amsterdam.' ' But why,'

asked the gentleman, ' do you not come for-

ward and join the church openly and at once?'

'Because,' answered the Jew, 'your practice

and profession are so different that we think

we are better by ourselves. You act as if you

did not believe in what you profess. The laws

of Jesus of Nazareth are, or seem to be, of no

value in your eyes, or in the estimation of

many of your people. Surely, if there were

nothing else to prevent us from believing that

Christianity is true, the wickedness we see

among you would be enough. But we turn to

God. We read His word, and we believe and

are sure that Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ

of God.'"

It is stated that there is perhaps no country

in the world, at the present day, where such a

lively interest is taken in the Jew, as there is

in Norway, although in Norway itself there

are scarcely any Jews. This exceptional in-

terest, it appears, originated about fifty years

ago through the prayerful concern of a certain

Ragerhild Haerm. One day she remonstrated
with the pastor of the place where she lived,

because, though he always prayed for the
heathen, he never included "poor scattered
Israel " in his soul's supplications. " The Jews!"
he replied, rather hotly, " We have nothing to

do with them. They have been cast off, and
now it is the time of the Gentiles." Her effort

to reason with him then was of no avail, but,

subsequently, the opportunity was aft"orded to
speak convincingly to him of the claim of the
despised and often persecuted Jew to the sym-
pathy and spiritual help of all Gentiles claim-
ing to be Christians.

Some account is given of the late Joseph
Rabinowitz, who died on Fifth Month 17th last,

of malaria, at the Convalescent Hospital in

Odessa, Russia. Born in 1837, at the early

age of six years he could repeat the whole of

the " Song of Songs," and at eight, astonished
the assembly at the Feast ofi Tabernacles, by
repeating long passages from the Talmud. He
early showed a remarkable proficiency in the
acquisition of languages. " I took no pleas-

ure," are his words, " in the amusements and
occupations of my youthful companions, but
was entirely absorbed in Chasidic devotions

and meditations on the eternal." The days of

his years were spent as a shopkeeper, a jour-

nalist (in St. Petersburg), and as a lawyer, un-
til, in the providence of God, having gone to

Palestine in the interest of a colonization so-

ciety of his country, that his people might es-

cape the cruel enforcement of the so-called

"May Laws" of 1882, he was there the sub-

ject of a remarkable Divine visitation, and was
thence enabled publicly to declare that he
had " found Him of whom Moses and the proph-

ets did write." Then ensued what was called

the " South Russia Movement," and a meeting
house was built called Somerville Hall, upon
which was placed the inscription, "Therefore
let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that

God hath made that same Jesus whom ye have
crucified, both Lord and Christ." Many thou-

sands of copies of the New Testament Rabino-

witz placed in the hands of the Jews, and his

latest labor was a translation, not completed,

of the Yiddish New Testament.

The many interested in the outcome of the

re-trial of Dreyfus, the Jewish officer, and al-

leged traitor, will find deeply suggestive the

statement that " in London, on March 1st, the

leading Israelites of Europe met. There were
about a dozen in all, but they could control

nearly a thousand millions of dollars, or nearly

all the ready cash in France, in twenty-four

hours. At this conference the future means
necessary to secure the release and honorable

reinstatement of Dreyfus in the French army
were discussed."

The "Zionist movement " for the Jewish re-

habilitation of Palestine (the third Congress in

advocacy of which is about convening as this

is written), is very variously estimated by the

Jews themselves. The remark of a speaker at

a Socialistic meeting of Jewish workingmen in

Russian Poland is given. Averring that " Zion-

ism is not worthy to be supported by Jewish

workingmen, because no sooner will the Jews
have taken possession of the land, than there

will be the same subjugation of the working-

man by the Jewish capitalists, and long work-

ing hours as in the Christian countries," a Jew-
ish worker, interrupting, exclaimed, " I would
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rather work a couple of hours longer daily, for

less money, knowing I live in my own home
and country, than to be a stranger in a strange
land." Writing from Ale.xandria, Egypt, a
correspondent of the Jewish Era, evidently

greatly burdened in mind, says: "I do not like

to sympathize with the Zionists' movement,
without (lod and without prayer," because
there are many among the conservative or or-

thodox Jews who decline to unite with the

project under the belief that its inception has

a material rather than a ( lod-serving founda-

tion. .Many in this country are flatly opposed
to the project, being entirely content to con-

tinue all their days in the land of their adop-
tion.

The geologist, Dr. Schlichter, claims that

the old country Manomatapa, a portion of the
lately erected British province of Rhodesia, in

lower .Africa, can be no other than the Scrip-

tural Land of Ophir from which King Hiram of

Phtenicia brought his treasures of gold and
ebony. In the district of Mganga, old remains
were found in surprising numbers, " hundreds
of old fortresses, grandly built water works
and many smelting ovens, with great heaps of

quartz," as well as traces of the gold mines!
As it is further stated that this kingdom" of

Manomatapa is to be made an object of further

investigation by Dr. Carl Peters, the eminent
explorer and antiquarian, we may yet look for

some more specific and reliable data.

The following singular incident of current
happening, going to show the standing of an
old Mosaic requirement in a modern court of
law, is quoted from Die Welt:

"Before the grand jury in Jekaterinoslaw in

Russia, there is going on a remarkable trial,

that has caused a sensation all over the em-
pire. Our readers know from the Bible that

the law commanded the brother of a childless,

deceased Israelite to marry his widow, and if

he refused to marry her, she drew off his shoe
and spat in his face (Deut. xxv: .5, 9). Now,
in the above-mention Russian city, a man by
the name of Mordechai Postnik, died and left

a widow without children. His brother, Reu-
ben Postnik, cannot marry her without com-
mitting bigamy, but he refuses also to undergo
the ceremony prescribed by the law, thus pre-

venting her from marrying again. Si she sued
him one hundred rubles for damages for each
month since the death of her husband, the
whole amounting to twelve hundred rubles' The
jury dismissed the defendant, whereupon the
widow appealed to the higher court, alleging

that the Russian law recognizes the binding
force of the Jewish law over Jews in all mat-
ters pertaining to marriages and divorces. The
higher court accepted the appeal of the widow
and will hear Jewish rabbis as experts on this

question, and if they affirm the allegation of
the widow, her brother-in-law will have to pay
her one hundred rubles alimony monthly, be-

ginning with the death of her hu.sband," until

he undergoes the ceremonies described by the
law, so that she can marry again."

J. W. L.

It is easy to live in the world after the
world's opinion. It is easy to live in solitude

after our own. But the great man is he who,
in the midst of the crowd, keeps with perfect
sweetness the independence of character.

—

Emerson.

Our Mission.

I would not have any of the many readers of
Thk Fkie.nd, who feel bound to the support of
our profession in its ancient purity and .sim-

plicity, however isolated their situation or dis-

couraging their surroundings may be, to con-
clude that the mission of our beloved religious

Society is ended, not even in any of the least

or seemingly unimportant characteristics of its

earlier and brighter day, as many under our
name throughout our borders have, from their

attitude towards many of them, seemed to con-
clude. For if we fully believe, as the writer
is constrained to do, that those precious doc-
trines and testimonies inscribed upon our ban-
ner by the finger of God, and given in charge
to those worthy sons and daughters of the
morning of our day to bear aloft before the
world, are the Truth and its accompaniments
as it is in Jesus, and which being received in

the heart through the operation and baptism
of the Holy Spirit, constitute such royal sub-
jects of the kingdom of Christ upon earth, and
that these only in their virtue and essence are
adequate thereto, then we shall no doubt be
prepared to see on looking abroad something
of what there is yet to be accomplished ere we
may reasonably hope through their leavening
influence for the legitimate end of their service,

the fulfilment of that ancient prophecy, that
" the earth shall be filled with the knowledge
of the Lord as the waters cover the sea " and
" the kingdoms of this world shall become the
kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ."

As an encouragement it may be noted that
not a little fruit has been plucked from some
of the branches of this goodly tree by the uni
versal brotherhood of man here and there and
pronounced good, leaving unmistakably an im-

press. But how much more our influence for

good as a distinct people would have been had
we been more faithful to the charge origin-

ally committed to us in its entirety, we can-
not accurately know; but it is but reasonable
to suppose it would have been much greater
than it evidently has been; which consideration
should be sufficient to incite us to ponder well
in all things the ways of our feet. And now
from this standpoint of observation, what a
mournful aspect the present condition of the
Society as a whole presents, and all brought
about from forsaking Him who has ever so con-
spicuously preserved His people, as they have
implicitly followed and trusted in Him.

The cause of our being subjected to the great
scourge of infidelity that was permitted to over-
take us, which culminated in the mournful dis-

ruption of most of the meetings on this con-
tinent about seventy years ago, found way per-
haps through a state of lethargj', " a dwelling
too securely in our own ceiled houses" not
being found sufficiently on the " watch tower

"

timely to discern this insidious approach of the
enemy, until he had gained such a foothold as
to produce tlTrough his active agents the sad
consequences that followed.

.And as to that defection tending to an op-
posite extreme in doctrine so soon on the eve
of this making its appearance, it seems likely

ultimately to prove more disastrous and far-
reaching in its tendency to lay waste our goodly
heritage than the former, in that it is more
enticing and captivating to the unregenerate,
holding out the tempting bait to make them

good Christians without the mortificatioi

the cross, substituting an outward literal f

for the one which is inward and spiritual,

which only is sufficient to enable any to o
come the evil one in themselves, and in

world. This defection manifests that it

wide departure from our root-doctrine of
Lord's light and leadership, which was so i

spicuous a characteristic of our better day,
which is not only befitting, but absolutely
sential for all such to experience as W(
keep their integrity to our profession in

purity and simplicity. That the influei

springing from this unsavory root are stil

leaven at work, even in the more conserval
branches of our Society, (wherein seems to

side the hope of its perpetuation), is evid
from, I fear, the increasing tendency to ro
of those testimonies wiiicli have ever servei

mark us a peculiar and world-renouncing
j

pie. If we go back to the beginning of
heresy we will see that this was very earlj

tendency, so that in a comparatively brief sj

of time the largest and hitherto most influei

Yearly Meeting* we find practically ignoi

them, thus as it were putting its light und
bushel in respect to witnessing against

i

evils and excesses they are intended to ren
or rectify. And now shall we, the conserval
bodies, who have renounced fellowship with
and its assimilative branches, be found gr
ally slackening our hand in respect to a f
ful support of the entire charge committi
us, as ere long to be forced to realize th:

are no longer entitled to be recognize
plants of this " goodly vine," but degene
plants of the "strange vine" unto the
and thus be in danger of our " candleaticl
ing removed," as having deserted our ch;

so that there is no longer place found for

Although I have felt thus to wTite, it

be as a warning to more entire dedication

faithfulness to our trust; I have a comf
ble hope that through a rallying to the i

served support of the ancient standard \w
be preserved therefrom. For short of thi:

shall w^e hope for preservation from the
and degeneracy that have attended such i

our name as have departed from it?

It seems with me now to refer briut

threatening tendencies operating, I appn
in some places even where conservative
seems in a good degree dominant. For is

not a tendency towards creaturely aggrai
ment in the way of refined social culturt

high intellectual and literary attainments,
too much of a dependence thereon ? Oh
will this wiiere operative exclude its vo
from coming effectually to the " child's s

the teachable state, out of which none c

availingly taught by Him wiio still teacl

never man taught. For He will not gi

glory to another, nor delegate to man hi

rogatives, however cultured or refined h

be. No climbing up some other way, or

ing in but by Him the door, is availing, fo

such as thus enter can experience a go
and out, and finding pasture .such as will

up the soul unto everlasting life. Oh, ho
and how still does this dependence on crea
attainments where prevalent operate to r

Most High of his honor and our poor,

slidden Society of those important chart

Such as have access to it ;

No. 47, vol. 30 of The Friend.
referred to edi
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!S of its brighter day—nonconformity to

world, embracing in the fullest extents of

scope many of our distinguishing testi-

Many of which have been sacrificed

by compromise their efficiency destroyed
ugh the influence of this deified Moloch of

iturely attainment usurping supremacy (it

be feared), over the prerogative of God,
right, through the immediate manifesta-
of his Spirit, wisdom and power, of the

rol and direction in all the aftairs of his

tant church. Now I apprehend it is need-
here to enumerate these testimonies, for

ill be readily understood by the intelligent

er that they are such as tend to separate

the world, or render their devotees sin-

r or peculiar in its eyes, or in other words
ibject them to the necessity of bearing the

cross, from which these modern aspii'ants

higher plane seem to be relieved, notwith

ding the way to true discipleship still re-

is to be by it, for it is now as applicable

hen first uttered by our Saviour himself,
' iomsoever shall deny me before men, him
I also deny before my Father which is in

en." Notwithstanding such may claim to

prophesied in his name, and in his name
many wonderful works, the language will

jplicable, " Depart from me all ye workers
Equity," "I never knew you." Fortheybeing
as rejected the " child's state," wherein

'' He is availingly known, and instruction re-

'jid to walk in all the ways of his command-
* s, are unavoidably left to grope their way
" rkness.
'' iw if the evils and excesses abounding in

TOrld, which these peculiarities of our pro-

pn were originally intended (I have no
"'t), to remove or rectify, still exist, how
*' ve consistently claim a release from their
'' )rt? For is not such an abandonment of
'? a tacit admission that they were never
*3ly required, thus practically ignoring the
"aony to their importance, made by the
™ conspicuously faithful and prominently
™1 members of our religious Society from
* jginning to the present time, who have
'"antly and all along manifested by example
recept their firm allegiance to them. Such

i™ise coming in by convincement when under
?"lministration pf that day of faithfulness
1™ lie things, have without exception found
'^'iheir peace of mind and further advance
* d the meridian day consisted in yielding

™iir adoption.

I'll
Friends, instead of these our testimonies

'* the first to be given up, is it not most
that the faithful will be bound to their

rt, perhaps long after our fundamental
will have been univensally accepted?

r the very reason that the evils they are
' to remove not being so marked or no-

lo though evils, it is but reasonable to

de they will be the last to be recognized
laggard world in its advance toward the

'.'"'ium day. Is there not a danger in this

outward ease and freedom from perse-
on account of our profession, a day

In the world, and the counsels of nations
an evident acknowledgment of the cor-

s of our doctrines in some important
lars, that we in the vanity of our minds
account may be diverted from keeping

|te single to the good Master? If our eye
ie, we shall be preserved in the pathway

j

appointed for our feet to walk in, even in the
footsteps of the flock of Christ's companions
who have gone before, bearing aloft the same
banner they bore unsullied and untarnished by
the hand of time. For thus only can we wit-

ness that we are their successors indeed, and
worthy of the honored appellation of Fi'iend.

D. H.
Coal Creek, Iowa, Eighth Mo. 5th, 1899.

Truly Called"
" God is a spirit and they that worship Him

must worship Him in spirit and in Truth"
(John iv: 24). Now it is evident that the quali-

fication of the Spirit comes directly from God.
It is through His own quickening power alone
that man has any ability to render any ac-

ceptable service to the salvation of souls.

Some seem to think that if they are willing to

work in the gospel vineyard, the willingness

constitutes the Spirit, but if they could only
see by the search light of the Holy Ghost the
vanities which lie hidden in the human mind,
they might discover selfish and vainglorious

reasons for such external service. Can an un-
holy person be called of God to preach the
holy doctrine of our Lord Jesus Christ? Is it

any guarantee of their being called, because
they are apt at Scripture quotations?

Satan presumed to quote Scripture to the
Son of God to persuade Him, in order to over-

throw the eternal plan of redemption for the
restoration of fallen man. He presented him-
self before the Lord for service (Job ii). He
is as eager as ever, and wants no better con-

federates than people eager for position and
renown.

Our own minds must be perfectly subdued
by the will of God, humbled, and passively

waiting to know his bidding. He alone can
authorize and qualify to preach the unsearch-

able riches of the Gospel. There would be
fewer professing to be called if persecutions

were as rife as in the days of the primitive

Gospel ministry; and some of those most per-

sistent in the claims of this professed calling

would be the last to seek it in the face of

danger. Sinners would not be so slow to dis-

cern the beauty and power of gospel grace, if

all waited to hear God's memorial unto all

generations.

If they were as particular to know the

source of the call, they might hear: "God hath
sent thee," or " I Am hath sent thee "(Ex.
iii: 14, 15). God hath given a sure test of

what the call should be, and it is to all genera-
tions. Very few wait to hear it now. There is

no place on record where Satan was permitted
to call himself by the Almighty name.
Nor do I believe any should dare to take

upon themselves publicly to teach or preach
the word, short of this test-proof of their call-

ing. J. Jennings.
Yarkeb, Ont.

Items Concerning the Society.

Benjamin Vail has obtained a minute from the

Northern District Monthly Meeting to attend Had-
donfield Quarterly Meeting and the meetings com-
posing it, and to visit some families and indviduals.

" We are told," .says the North Carolina Friend,
" that those who are called missionaries in England
are practically the same as pastors in America, the

difference being chiefly in terms."

In the North Carolina Friend's report of the re-

cent Yearly Meeting at High Point, occurs the fol-

lowing language :
" James R. Jones gave a well di-

rected talk on the need of preaching the gospel.
Our Lord never said, ' Go hold .silent meeting.s,' but
He did say, ' Go preach the Gospel.' He said, ' we
must feel the responsibility for the souls about u.s

or else we are not a church of Chri.st. In England
he had seen a brass band before a meeting' hou.se,

and an organ, fiddle and horn in the gallery—not
at regular meetings for worship, but at special
meetings held to reach and save the perishing."

In the Yearly Meeting on Ministry and Oversight
(N. C), David Sampson gave a brief review of the
changes that have come to our meeting in the last
twenty-five years, showing, as he believed, a great
need of doctrinal teaching in our meetings. This need
is the outgrowth of the many accessions through
revival effort, and neglect in the proper instruction
of our children.

This resulted in a recommendation to the Yearly
Meeting " that the principles of Friends be more
generally and systematically presented to our mem-
bership; especially the younger and newer mem-
bers." And a committee was appointed to visit the
different quarters and give such attention to the
subject as the situation required.

We believe, as a matter of fact, that the com-
monly silent pauses before the meals of Friends,

have exercised a very great influence upon succes-
sive generations who have observed this usage—an
influence far greater than they have been aware of.

Twenty or thirty pauses made by a family every
week, ostensibly for remembering together the
bounty of God, must exert an enorm.ous influence in

maintaining a sense of the nearness of the spiritual

world, even though some formalism may often en-

ter into the observance.

—

J. S. Rowntree.

Notes from Others.

It is still the fashion, at some of our Peace gath-
erings, to criticise the Christian Churches, as if

they were wholly indifferent to the question of

peace and war. This is unjust. We will admit
frankly that the churches are not doing their duty;

that any adequate conception of the authority of

the Prince of Peace, and the meaning of the Divine

method of the cross and the place of the gospel of

peace in the message of the churches, would make
them a peace society in such a sense that there

would not be occasion, or even room, for any other.—Herald of Peace.

There is at the present time much activity in the

Church. There is splendid organization, and seem-

ingly a great deal of earnestness manifested in the

worlc of Christ. This is all well enough, but still

we must not be deceived. It may be only the noise

of the shaking of the dry bones. Even if they all

come together into perfect form, still nothing will

result to the glory of God until the Spirit of God
has given life. The altar that had no fire on it

was a poor, worthless thing. So the organization,

whatever its nature, and however perfect, is a use-

less thing until it is animated by ( lod's Holy Spirit.—Christian Instructor.

In talking with a foreign missionary recently, he

expressed an opinion adverse to schools for the

secular education of the heathen. He referred to

the fact that scarcely a single convert has been

brought in through the college into the church. To
educate unconverted heathen people only gives

them more power for battling against Christ, as

the cultivated intellect is stronger than the un-

trained. The scholarly Ingersoll had more influence

than a hundred illiterate infidels.— Christian In-

structor (I'redii/terian.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The reports received by the Treasurer

of the United States show that up to date $33,476,350 of
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gold coin and bnllion have been exchanged for gold cer-

tificates.

The auxiliarly cruiser Panther, with a cargo of supplies

valued at $iJO,000, sailed for Porto Uico on Eighth Month
22nd. Lieutenant Commander Ward expected to turn over

the supplies to Governor Davis at San Juan. She arrived

at her destination on the 27th.

Ex-Representative McDowell, now Clerk of the Hou.se,

in an inten-iew in the Washington S'(ar says: "Times are

good in my State. There is not a man in my neighbor-

hood, Sharon, who need be out of work if he is willing to

work. Common labor is commanding about $1.50 a day,

and skilled labor gets big wages. The fact of the matter
is that the laboring man is on the top of the heap in my
section, and is able to dictate terms to his employer.

Every factory and mill is running full time. The mer-
chants are doing a good business, the railroads are hauling
vast quantities of freight, the farmers are prosperous and
the whole community is at work. It may sound strange
to say it, but it is a fact that the only people who are

lagging behind the procession of prosperity are the bankers.
They can't find a market for their money. Now, take our
little town, of probably 10,000 inhabitants. I will assert

that there is $1,300,000 idle money in that town to-day.

The banks can't get borrowers. One reason for this is

that the mills have gone into the trust, and are being run
with the money put up by the trust. Formerly, it was
the custom for every bank to carry the paper of the mills,

sometimes as high as $250,000 to a bank. That market
is now cut off. The most encouraging feature, I think, is

the good price which common labor commands. When the

day laborer, the unskilled workman, can get $1.50 for his

work, it means that the community is prospering."

A New York despatch says: " The immense bank clear-

ings, the enormous traffic and earnings of the railroads,

the activity in trade, the unprecedented operations of the
industries, especially iron and steel, the firmness of prices,

the demands of consumers that reach out not only for

supplies for the coming fall, but actually far into the
coming year—these are the things which make up the
record of the country's prosperity, but the facts are so
well known that even the astounding statistics of ex-
panding business, as they are published week by week, no
longer excite wonder."

There are 1,170 paper and pulp mills in the United
States, producing annually a million tons of paper and
more than 600,000 tons of pulp.

In the South within the last five months $17,000,000 of
new capital has been invested in cotton mills.

Missouri recently shipped forty carloads of live chickens
to Hawaii. The Hawaiian Government has given consent
to the importation of nearly 10,000 laborers from Japan
during the next quarter.

The revenues of the Philippine Islands from the date of
the American occupation to Seventh Month 31, amounted
to $5,249,411.

The receipts of the Island of Cuba, from First Month 1st
to SLxth Month 30, 1899, exceeded the expenditures by
$1,480,021.

The law prohibiting the manufacture, sale or gift of
cigarettes enacted at the recent session of the Florida
Legislature has been declared unconstitutional by Circuit
Judge Call, in Jacksonville.

The Public Ledger, says :
" Electricity has made an-

other stride. By a recent discovery in Pittsburg it is now
made to take the place of coal in melting glass sand, and
does the work in scarcely more seconds than the coal takes
hours. The result will be almost a revolution in glass mak-
ing, but it will have a depressing effect on the coal trade."

There were 406 deaths in this city last week, which is

25 more than the previous week and 23 more than the cor-
responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 112 were
children under one year of age ; 216 were males and 190
females : 36 died of consumption ; 33 of cholera infantum

;

30 of marasmus ; 22 of heart diseases ; 22 of diphtheria;
21 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 18 from
casualties; 16 of pneumonia; 15 of convulsions; 15 of in-

flammation of the brain; 12 of old age ; 11 of inanition;

10 of Bright's disease, and 9 of apople.xy.

Markets, d-c. — U. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg., 112J a

112J ; coupon, 112J a 113 ; new 4'3, reg., 130 a 131; 5's,

llli a 112; 3's 108i a 108.?.

Cotton was in limited request, but ruled steady on a
basis of 6Jc. per pound for middling uplands.

FLonR.—Winter, super., $2.15 a $2.30 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.40 ; Western winter, straight,

$3..30 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, .$3.60 a $3.80 ; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.55. RvE Flour.—$3.00 per barrel
for choice Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70J a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 27J a 28c.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 51 a 6c.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
diam, 5 a SJc; common, 4 J a 43c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4? a 5c.; good, 4i a 4ic.;
medium, 3J a 4c.; common, 21 a 3ic.; lambs, 4 a 6c.

Hous.—Western, GJ a 7Jc.
Foreign.- The I^ondon ,'italht says: "There will be

very large exports of wheat to meet the demands of West-
ern Europe. American farmers are disposing of their

crops rapidly and at tolerably good prices, and they will

be able to purchase from the East and Europe as fully as

they have been doing this year. The United States has
made great progress of late years in manufacturing and
trading, but it is still an essentially agi-icultural country,

and its prosperity depends mainly on the harvests. There-
fore, fair wheat and good harvests of other productions
means the continuance of the well-being of the farmers,
who are the backbone and life blood of the country." The
Slalist then adds: " Under the circumstances, it is reason-

ably certain that railroad traffic returns and foreign orders

for locomotives, steel, etc., will continue to increase."

Great Britain's merchandise imports during the first six

months of 1899 were the largest of any corresponding
period in its history. Its exports for the same period were
the largest since 1891, and have never been exceeded, ex-

cept in the opening half of that year and of 1892.
It is now only a matter of time when all the principal

countries of Europe, will be connected by telephone. Ar-
rangements were completed a short time ago for the build-

ing of two separate lines between Berlin and Paris, and
now it is understood steps have been taken for uniting the
telephone systems of France and Italy, and for construct-

ing telephone lines between Genoa, Nice, Turin and Lyons.
The island of Heligoland, scarcely three miles in cir-

cumference, rising abruptly 200 feet out of the sea, is

visibly crumbling away and effacing itself in the waves
more rapidly than any other place of equal size known to

scientific observation.

At the Dreyfus Court Martial one expert admitted that
he had formerly believed the bordereau to be the work of

Dreyfus, but discovered his error, and now believed it was
written by Esterhazy.

A sanitary cordon has been established around Oporto
during the continuance of the bubonic plague there.

Denmark claims that there is not a single person in her
domain who cannot read and write.

Great military activity prevails in England, and troops,

munitions of war are being hurried to Cape Colony. In-

terest in the crisis is increased by a report in South Africa
that France and Germany may participate in the Transvaal
inquiry of Secretary Chamberlain. The Boers have large
supplies of ammunition, and Germans in Johannesburg
have notified President Kruger of their readiness to enlist

in case war be declared.

The telegraph will be extended 1000 miles south of
Khartoum by the end of the year.

There now remains only one people and one little valley

south of the equator whose sovereignty has not been
claimed by some European Power. It is the Valley of
Barotse, fifty or sixty miles wide, north of Lialui, in ^outh
Africa. And the only reason why the Marotse, who in-

habit it, have preserved their independence is that England
and Portugal both claim it, and therefore the work of
" civilization " is at a standstill.

The ravages caused by famine and smallpox on the east
coast of Africa have become so appalling that it has been
decided to appeal to the Lord Mayor of London to open a
Mansion House Fund for the relief of British subjects.

The State Department has received information from
Colonel Charles Denby, President of the Philippine Com-
mission, in regard to the opening of the public schools of
the city of Manila. He encloses a circular, printed in

English, Spanish and Tagalos, announcing that the schools
were to be opened Seventh Month 3rd, for a school year of
nine months. From this circular it appears that the study
of the English language is compulsory. The schools are
free, where under Spanish rule a small fee was charged.
Regular attendence at some school of all children between
the ages of six and twelve years is compulsory, and the
police of each district are required to enforce attendence
and report delinquents. It is provided that one hour's in-

struction per day shall be devoted to the English language.
An agreement has been reached between the American

authorities in the Philippines and the Sultan of Sulu by
which American sovereignty over the Moros is acknowl-
edged. The subsidy paid the Sultan by Spain is to be con-
tinued by the United States.

Several of the new municipal governments set up by the
Americans in Luzon are reported to have collapsed, be-
cause of the treachery of the Filipino Mayors. The trend
of affairs tends to make the policy of leniency unpopular
among the Americans. When they abandoned Morong they
burned the whole town.
The correspondent of the Associated Press at Havana

writes that there is a remarkable change coming over the
Cuban people on the subject of annexation, and that the
advocates of immediate independence are losing ground.

Annexation is now openly urged by business and pr
sional men, it is said.

A strip of territory claimed by Brazil and Peru, ki

as the Acre Territor)', has declared its independence.
While grading on the Canadian Pacific extensio

British Columbia, two contractors have uncovered ^

ledges of ore running high in copper, gold and silver.

are making good progress on railroad contracts, but pr(

indications are that the mineral discoveries will pay t

far better. A mining expert says that one ledge i

will make them millionaires.

Not one drop of intoxicating liquor is allowed to be
at any of the military camps of Canada.

RECEIPTS.
Uiilcssothcrwise speellled, two dollars have been

celved from each person, puylng for vol. 73.

.Joshua Brantingham, Agent, O., $8, for Mar
Test, Martha Harris, Lydia Winder and Win
Sattertwail; H. B. Garrett for Frances (iariett, (I'l

Jos. W. Lippiucott, Phila. ; Richard H. Reeve, N
Mary ilasket, <).; R. Satterthwaiie, Del.; Sarnl
North, Phila ; for Samuel N. Rhoads, N. J.; Alle
Leeds, Pliila.. and for Susanna T. Clement, N. J.

;

Kirkbride, Phila.; Wm. R. >'ewb Id, Pa.: John
Tatum.Pa.; Kuili S. Abbott, Phila.; Kd*ardS.Lo
Phila.; Hannah K. Sli.pi.ard, Phila. ; Daniel!).']

Phila.; Jo.>*eph Klkinlon, Pa. and for Nathan I)e«

Phila. ; R. Nicholson, N. J., $0, for Sarah Nicliol

Henry Read and Hannah J. I'rickett ; John W.
yar.l,"N. J.; K. L. Roberts, N. J. ; Joshua L. B
Phila. ; Bcnj. F. Starbuck, Agent, ()., }124, for bin-

Israel Steer, Joseph P. Lupton, Israel Sidwell, l^m
M. Brackin, Lindley Hall, Elisha B. Steer, Wilsc
Steer, Edmund Bundy, Martha Binns, Jacob M
and Louis C. Steer; Edward Ci. Smedley, Pa.; »

Lelchworth, G't'n. ; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J.,

,

for Morris Linton, Isaac Powell I^eeds, John W. Bi

E. R. Maule and H. R. Maule; Joseph Hender
Agent, la., $18, for Lor.-nzo Rockwell, Ellen L. H
well, Franklin Rockwell, Daniel J. Peckhara, ()j

Tjossera, Christian Thompson, Severt Tow, Anl
Henderson and Hugh L. Knowles, N. Y. ; Cai

Cope, Calif. ; Wm. Atkinson, 0., per E. S. Smith,
Hannah Twitchell, O., per Myra H. Twitchell

;

L. Thomas, Pa.; Jesse Negus. Agent, la., j;i

Marv M. Edmundson, Rezin Thomp-on, Elias

Archibald Crosbie, Erick Knudson, Wra. D. Bn
Tri-tram Coggeshall and Clarkson T. Penrose ; ls:\

Saiterihwait, per Joshua Brantingham, Agent
Hannah Hoyle, O.; Abram Stratton, Phila.; .1

\Vi.star, N. J., $6, for himself, Pricilla M. Lipi
and Ca.spar W. Thompson.

S^'Hemiltances received after Third-day noon i

npprar in the Receipts until I lie folhwing week.

NOTICES.

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting, vi'

more and Ohio Raib-oad. Friends desiring to atte

Y'early Meeting can go and return for $15.50. T
sold Ninth Month 18th to 22nd, inclusive, and will

until Tenth Month 2nd, 1899, inclusive. For ticket

at 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For furti

formation call or address Thomas C. Hogue, West C
Pa., or James Potter, 834 Chestnut Street, Phila.

A YOUNG woman and member of the Society of F
who is a gi-aduate of a kindergarten training sch

teachers, and has had a year's experience as an ass

desires a position for similar employment with ch

Address at this office, the Editor.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.

after Ninth Month 1st, 1899, Friends' Library will b

on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M. and fror

la

Died, Third Mo. 12th, 1899, in Cleveland, Ohio,

Cope, daughter of Jesse and Elizabeth M. Cope (dec

a member of Upper Springfield Monthly Meeting.
, at her residence in Moorestown, N. J.,

twenty-eighth of Sixth Month, 1899, Henrietta R
WiLLiTS, widow of Jeremiah Willits, and daug
Samuel and Henrietta R. Woodward, in the sevent;

year of her age; a member of Chester Monthly J
N. J. The memory of the just is blessed.

, Seventh Month 21st, 1899, David M. Ch..

Jr., son of George R. and Rhoda S. Chambers,
twentieth year of his age; a member of New I

Monthly and West Grove Preparative Meeting,
|

County, Pa. Early in life this dear young mej
choice of religion, and in the sudden transition, b,

cident, from time to eternity, his friends have thi.t,

ing hope that he is with Him whom his soul loved'' **
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the course of a religious visit in Manitoba

Assiniboia, Eliza H. Varney has visited the

laments of the newly arrived Dukhobors in

r North and South colonies during the

th Month. In this part of her visit she

accompanied by Job S. Gidley of North

mouth, Mass. They spent fifteen days

ng them, travelling about five hundred

[s by private conveyance, and had religious

i(
)rtunities with the people of thirty-eight

irent villages; and also visited a number of

^J
sick and afflicted, speaking mostly through

ni aterpreter who accompanied them. Much

erness was shown in receiving the labors

lese Friends by these poor people, who in

aidst of their privations, maintain a cheer-

and trust in Divine Providence and love

ich other that are very remarkable. Our

nds were kindly assisted also by the Gov-

ihent officials. E. H. Varney afterwards

Needed to Winnipeg expecting to meet in

,ji
prosecution of her journey with scattered

bers of Canada Yearly Meeting residing in

rent localities in the N. W. Territory.

Jn "Account of the Lives and Happy Deaths

lame Indians Deceased on the Allegheny,

araugus and Corn Planter Reservations,"

)een printed by direction of the I'ommittee

tiiladelphia Yearly Meeting for the Civili-

n and Improvement of the Indians.

lis pamphlet, containing fifteen notices,

of them brief and others of considerable

;h, (especially that concerning Cynthia

on, one of our esteemed members) not

idds to the testimony of instances of the

ph of Christian faith on the approach of

1, but is a comforting evidence of the re-

18 concern of the Committee towards that

le.

Iir concern for "the Civilization and Im-

fement of the Indians" at Tunesassa and

there has by some critics been derided as

if the oflScial title of the Committee expressed

all there was of " gospel " in the concern.

Under whatever name a spiritually minded

committee is appointed, their aim and work,

even in its business features, is of spiritual ser-

vice, and has its eye to the gospel, without

which civilization and improvement are but

empty names.

That which is the power of God unto salva-

tion carries with it the power unto right civ-

ilization and improvement. Given the former,

and the latter surely follows, in any people.

Set up forms of the latter without Christ, and

it is as a whited sepulchre. Having not the

principle of saving life within itself, such civ-

ilization becomes as corrupt and spurious as

did that of Greece and Rome.

We may safely acknowledge that were it

not for a measure of the love of the gospel in

our Yearly Meeting, this concern under the

name of " civilization and improvement " would

not be carried on. The work of Divine Grace

in the hearts of men is the prevailing motive,

and is held to be the one dependence for truly

civilized improvement. While conducting this

improvement by means of a God-fearing school

and by faithful visitations to the Indians, and

by self-sacrificing offices on their behalf, our

committee and their coadjutors on the spot

have been an instrument of seed-sowing which

has borne fruit in true conversions, such as

those of which the pamphlet before us shows

instances.

We do not claim all these cases as directly

traceable to the labors of our representatives

in that field. They are in fact due to the

operation of Divine grace as submitted to by

obedient hearts. But the existence among

that people of an institution and a godly care

directing them by example and precept to the

reality of spiritual truth and life in Jesus

Christ, has been, we believe, a ministry clearly

blessed to that end.

The Times for Gospel Testimony.

The professing church seems divided into

three classes, as regards times deemed proper

for the declaring or testifying of gospel truth.

One recognizes as authorized only the stated

times prearranged by the church. Another

would make Opportunity the determining rule.

The rule approved by the third is the witness

of the Divine spirit, or immediate Authority.

The position of the first seems much broken

in upon by Peter, whose charge to a divinely

called minister was: "Preach the word.

instant in season, out of season." This enjoins

a preaching as possible outside of times of

public worship, as if saying. Do not confine thy

preaching to stated seasons. Be instant for

the right opening everywhere and at any time.

Times unseasonable to men's arrangements may
be exactly in season with God's. " My times,"

said David, " are in thy hand, Lord." The
" out-of-season " preaching is incidental to every

Christian's life as he passes on from day to day,

a testimony always in order when in the Spirit.

Moreover he is not asked to preach words, but

the Word, the Divine message and life, the Word

of God who is Christ; to be instant in season

for the testimony of Jesus which is the spirit

of prophecy. There are several forms of such

testimony.

His spirit for vitalizing a testimony not be-

ing always at our command, any " opportunity
"

seized as a substitute for His spirit must leave

the undertaken testimony spurious and abortive.

The testimony delivered may be correct in point

of veracity, but not for the time being the

truth because not in the life. There is, indeed,

a Divine opportunity for a good word or work,

to which we must be instant, watchful, or on

the alert; and that alone makes it a seasonable

service, however inopportune it may outwardly

seem. This alone can justify the word " op-

portunity " as a rule for testimony, namely a

sense of its being the Lord's own time, His op-

portunity, and not one of the " any-and-every-

available opportunities," independent of the

dictate of His spirit's wtness for the ser\nce.

An apparent opportunity, however, does lay us

responsible for watchfulness to inquire what

the will of the Lord is for our use of it.

As regards the third standard of times for

testimony, namely the witness of the Spirit for

His own authorized moments in which a testi-

mony is to be borne, an interesting recital of

an opening to the mind of an aged Friend dur-

ing his perusal of the Revised Version of the

New Testament has come to hand, from which

we prefer to quote in his own language:

Early on the appearance of the Revised Ver-

sion of the Holy Scriptures, the writer obtained

a copy and at times when free from other en-

gagement, read thoughtfully, a considerable

portion of the New Testament without dis-

covering changes from the language of the

long familiar and valued Bible published by the
" Bible Association of Friends" or anything on

account of which I would have considered a

revision of the text of sufficient importance

really to call for the labor and pecuniary cost

1
which the undertaking involved. High regard
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however, for some of the men who were en-

gaged in the revision encouraged a continued

careful perusal.

Faithfulness to the original ajipeared to have

been the manifest aim of those engaged in the

great work and this was the criterion of my
judgment as to the value of the new, compared

with the long loved language of the old.

Although a few changes met with, were ap-

proved because of comforniity with the original,

yet a decided opinion as to "the importance of

a revision was not reached until on reading the

second chapter of the Apostle Paul's Epistle to

" his son " Timothy (fourth to seventh verses).

Here, for a time, my eye ceased to follow the

printed lines. A great far-reaching reality

came to my view. The words, " the testimony

to be borne in its own times " seemed to bring

up the impression due to all my readings of

dear George Fox's journal. No such render-

ings was contained in olir so dearly loved Bible,

and yet it seemed the very exemplification of

the Divine original beaming upon me from all

the literature of my people. Very often re-

flections upon this discovery have steadily

deepened the impressions made upon my un-

derstanding. I have thought that due reflec-

tion upon this one unfolding of the need there

was of revision should stir and animate the

heart of each and every member of the Society

of Friends and strengthen the inclinations

toward it, of the many on whose minds and

hearts light is dawning concerning the impor-

tance and value of that which is restored to us

and to the world by the new version embodied

in those words " the testimony to be borne in

its own times." These words tell us and tell

to all lovers of the Truth as it is in -Jesus, that

the Holy Spirit does furnish helpful ability to

preach the gospel in the demonstration of its

own precious influence.

Not only in the ministry of the gospel is the

value of that helpful Holy Spirit to be appre-

ciated. The humble, simple readers of the

Scriptures are not left without comforting assur-

ances of the value of the ever-present reality

near and around about every believer who in

simplicity looks for and depends upon it, the

most favored minister of the gospel and the

humblest of the hearers of the ministry.

Where is admonition found of greater value

than this, given by the inspired apostle that

the testimony to these great doctrines is to be

borne in its own time? Here, at this point of

unsurpassed importance and value, the former

translators gave such rendering of those words

of Scripture that they throw the door wide

open for the diversified, man-made ministry

that so abounds in the world, and shutting off

those words which by the original Divine intent,

would, probably have turned the feet of many
from the idea of seeking in theological schools

for a qualification for the ministry and inclin-

ing them to look more deeply into the source

from which their goodly exercises and impres-

sions came.

In less than forty years from the first publi-

cation of the r.ihle authorized by King .James,

the Lord, the author of the great gift of the

Bible to mankind, raised up and qualified dear

(ieorge Fox, who, with fellow laborers, intro-

duced a ministry of the Gospel which was in

accord with the direction JMvinely given by

Paul to Timtithy and which characterizes the
" ministry of true, faithful IViends " to the

present day in which we truly have still pre-

served amongst us a goodly heritage. Do we

appreciate and value and cherish it as we
ought"'

Advantage has been taken of the former ren-

dering to introduce the wage system to the

minds and sjiirits of those whose hearts yearn

toward a religious life— to betray many even

within the pale of our own Society—into the

ruts of practices common in the " religious

world" with those whose time is ever "due

time," so that they have appointed times and

stated services, all held to be allowed of by

the " authorized version " that has so long been

dear to us. The thousands of preachers and

the millions of readers of the Bible, the mem-
bers of Yearly Meetings of Friends, the " Chris-

tians" of all denominations, these all have had

the Bible, precious indeed, but mutilated at one

of its vital points. Had George Fox and his fel-

low-laborers, down to the present day been in

possession of the Bible accurately translated,

had they in their conflicts with hirleings been

armed with that plain and simple testimony of

Scripture is it probable that priesthood would

have obtained such power to persecute—the

power by which they rule even now?
Yes, in the absence of that Friendly-like

clause of Scripture, now restored in the "re-

vised version," what plausible devices in religi-

ous work have entered our bodies? In many
places a reverent silent waiting upon God is

not allowed to obtain. In cumulative degree

the minds of those longest accustomed to the

new ways, seem weaned from a disposition to

realize silent worship in waiting upon God.

It will be noticed that the above communi

cation was wTitten in view of the fact that

where the Authorized Version says :
" Who

gave himself a ransom for all, to be testified

in due time " (1 Tim. ii : 6), the Revised Ver

sion reads, " Who gave himself a ransom for

all, the testimony to be borne in its own times.''

The latter version has also rendered Titus i: 8

consistently thus: "God in his own seasons

manifested his word in the message (procla

mation) wherewith I was entrusted according

to the commandment of God our Saviour." Paul

also writes: " If any man speak, let him speak

as the oracles of God" (1 Peter iv: 11); or I

v.: " Speaking as it were oracles of God." The

scribes, or scholars, are spoken of as speaking

in the letter and text, and so perfunctory teach-

ers, but the Master " as one having authority,

and not as the scribes." But the standard of

" speaking as it were oracles of God " represents

the oracular speaking of the inspired ones.

Some would refer the expression " testimony

in its own times " to the due time for the ush

ering in of the gospel dispensation, as " when

the fulness of time was come God sent forth

his Son," and " manifest in these last times,"

and " In due time Christ died for the ungodly.''

But this only goes to confirm the view that He

has his own times as for his great works, so for

all his works through his witnesses, knowing

best how and when to speak to one's condition,

or to the world's condition. His time is not

always ready for our operations, and his testi

mony awaits its own right times, whether it I

a dispensation for the world or a message f(

a soul. " He waiteth to be gracious," and as!

us in turn to await his own times. It is n(

for us to know the times or seasons which tl

Father hath put in his own power, but we sha

receive power, as the witness of his Spir

comes upon us and is heeded, to witness in h

own times unto the conditions for speaking

word in season anywhere. By such as are t

the watch to obey the testimony of his Spii

in daily life, the right and Christian testimoi

will be borne in its own times and not in ou

or man's. ^__^
The Glories of War.

Silly boys are captivated by gay unifurn

military music, and the pomp and circumstar

of war. But men who have seen war km,

more about it.
" War is hell," said one grt

general.

Speaking of recent military operations Ij

London News says:

"To-day the engines of war are again

work. Carnage, havoc, such as we can 1

faintly realize, must be the inevitable result

the loosing of the dogs of war. This is no ti

to blind our eyes or turn away from a glKis

sight, because war is not in progress withi

few miles of our own homes. We are separat

after all, only by minutes from scenes wh
the dying are in agony, where the shells sere

through the air and plough up the earth, wh
regiments march at the word of command i"

the jaws of death.
" It is but a few minutes away. Before

last shot is fired we know how the battle beg

It seems but yesterday that we inspected

machine guns which hurl a continuous rail

bullets, and latest rifles, acting like revolv

and capable of carrying immense distant

and other so-called improvements of mod
means of warfare. The old soldier who
plained the marvellous mechanism by whic

seemed clear that a regiment might be alii

annihilated by a few turns of a handle, g
grave when we questioned him as to the ter

of a battle in which such instruments v

used. 'God keep us from it!' was all he s

and his memory went back to the never-tn

forgotten field of Sedan. We have it on

authority of Dr. Russel, an eye-witness of

fight, that no nightmare could have bet

frightful. ' No human eye,' he wrote,

rested on such revolting sights. Conceive n

bodies riddled with shot, and scattered and

mpmbered limbs on every side, bodies lying

skulls shattered, faces blown off, flesh and

clothing all pounded together as if brayed

mortar, extending for miles, not very th'

any one place, but recurring perpetually

weary hours; and then it is impossible,

the most vivid imagination, to picture the

ening reality of that butchery.'

"

And this is glorious war!

Ouu expectations, our ideals, our hope

intentions in beginning life are generally al

low. Many and many a one is only indiffen

successful in living a strong life, becaus

the start the standard of what one ougl

be, and the belief in what one may be,

set too low.

—

Charles Cuthbert Hall.
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For "The Friend."

1 From Letters of Joseph S. Elkinton.

I (Continued from page 5'2.)

When we reached the house where we lodged

bur journey out, we concluded to stop again,

ling thankful to be taken in, for it was get-

K damp ; a good deal of rain fell in the night

I the mosquitoes were hard to bear.

[There was a religious opportunity, and ex-

tations, attended with a depth of feeling,

t whilst I could not understand Russian any
ter than I supposed they could understand

jlish, yet I could understand the expression,

lank you " after each time that I spoke, as

evidence they were learning English.

Ve were helped to get an early breakfast

start off, meeting quite a number of teams

the way with families to their settlements.

ed again at Jacob Wurtzs, and on arrival at

kton found a great change in the appear-

e of the camp; only six Cyprus tents on the

1; those however who came from Brandon
not left, the most of them housed in the

gration building which had four apartments,

ery kind welcome was given, and a religious

ortunity was had in each room, and the re-

being to the import, "We want our

; wishes given to all our brothers and sis-

that are in Christ Jesus."

was asked to attend a business meeting in

evening, for they were in trouble, the posi-

of land allotted to them not being clearly

aed; this of course I could not handle, there

Baring to be need of patience on both sides,

leed of improvement,

representation from the women greeted

Defore I retired from the camp for the night

had articles of their own manufacture to

bit, and to present, as tokens of affectionate

embrance and of good feeling.

3ok passage on the twenty-eighth for Win-

, and was in company with a man who had

liderable dealings with the Menonites, and
i them a high character for integrity,

n arriving at Winnipeg I had interesting in-

" iews with the agent, W. F. McCreary, he

'"ig an ear to what I had to offer about
'f ges, ferries, roads and sanitary measures,

laving Winnipeg I reached Quebec by the

idian and Pacific Railroad on the morning
eventh Month 2nd, and proceeded to the

'*jrant buildings, to find that whilst the

antine had been declared off for some days,

leans of transportation had been provided
*

1 Gross Isle. Prince Hilkoff had gone to

quarantine ground two days before,

vessel arrived about three o'clock this A.

ith about two hundred passengers from
ind, Norway, England and Ireland, amongst

company of little boys under charge of

ister, and a company of little girls under

of two young women, sent out by a shel-

g arms society in England to an institu-

in Knoulton, Canada, where they are to be
id out according to the judgment of those

have them in charge. It was pleasant to

.he whole number that arrived presenting

ood an appearance. They left on a train

re twelve o'clock for Montreal, some would
! there for the United States, others for

toba and a few were left in the emigrant
ing stranded for want of money,
ivailed myself of the invitation to keep my
ters in the emigration building whilst in

Seventh Month 3rd. A ferry boat was sent

to Gross Isle at an early hour this A. m. sup-

posed to be at the expense of the Dukhobors,

it being reported that the steamship company,
did not consider it their place to bring them,

and later information has been to the effect

that the charterers of the vessel have been

liable for sixty pounds per day, for the ex-

penses incurred at the quarantine for the sup-

port of the Dukhobors, amounting to about

twelve hundred to fifteen hundred pounds in

the aggregate; which has been the subject of

a special appeal to have reimbursed. Five

hundred or more were brought to the emigrant

building about noon, including two hundred

men, especially detailed to handle the baggage
which had been landed when the steamship

Lake Huron was released from quarantine.

In an interview with Dr. Montizambert (who

is the head physician of the quarantine agencies,

and quartered on both occasions of the deten-

tions with the Dukhobors), he said that no case

of small-pox had proved fatal; the deaths which

had occurred were of the aged and feeble, and

a few young children; he also said it was not

nearly so trying on this occasion as it was last

winter, when it was a great exercise to keep

the buildings warm enough without getting

them on fire.

Alexandre de Konchine came in the first boat

from quarantine. He is reported to be a friend

of Tolstoi, and came from Batoum as I under-

stood in charge of the passengers. He ap-

peared like a man of culture and refinement.

I had a passage on the boat that returned

to Gross Isle, and whilst it was receiving its

second load of five hundred and fifty-seven

passengers with their baggage, I was allowed

to enter the quarantine grounds, and take such

a view of the arrangements and interview those

there, as time would allow until the whistle of

the steamboat summoned me back. During

the passage of twenty-seven miles I mingled

with the passengers, and with the aid of a

Government interpreter could communicate with

them in the religious opportunities afforded.

Our craft was not a large one, and in approach-

ing the landing about 9 p. M., I could appreci-

ate the remark of Captain Taylor, of the Lake

Superior, that the approach to the landing in

the dark was critical. All got on the landing

safely, with the exception of one boy who fell

in the dock on the way frotn the boat to the

emigrant building and was rescued with some

difficulty. Most of those who arrived about

noon took cars for Manitoba about seven o'clock.

Seventh Month 4th.—Being weary I retired

pretty soon after the return from (Jross Isle

last evening, but was told that a train left

about two o'clock this A. M. All however could

not go, and the day and evening have been very

interesting. It was no light matter to engage

six trains of cars for the greater part of a week

at a time when they were supposed to be most

wanted for excursion parties, probably paying

a higher rate of passage than immigrants were

charged, and trains having been in readiness

before it was knowTi that passengers of the

steamship Lake Huron were to be detained in

quarantine, called for an exercise of patience

at the emigrant building, until one train after

another was furnished. This afforded a fine

opportunity for mingling with the emigrants,

as also with the people of character from the

citizens of Quebec who were granted admission,

and those who came on from Ottawa to take

charge of the trains, the acquaintance with

whom I prized, having had more or less inter-

course with them on previous occasions.

The third boat load from quarantine arrived

about noon, and the fourth in the latter part

of the day, leaving tw^elve sick in the hospital

there, and fourteen of their relatives with them.

As might be supposed there was much to en-

list the sympathy, and some scenes that were
very touching. Some very aged who could not

be left alone behind, and as yet fourteen hun-

dred miles or more from their destination, which
seemed doubtful if they could reach; one a

hundred and three years old had to be carried,

and he was not the only one that could not

walk. An aged man with his wife, both said

to be over ninety, were thankful they had not

been cast into the sea. I saw one man carry

his mother a distance of four or five hundred
feet; a mother with an infant two days old

walking the same distance.

I was called into a room in the second story

of the emigrant building by a woman who wished

to show me her aged mother, whom she had

come from Winnipeg to meet; she was at first

refused admittance into the quarantine when
she had asked to go and be with her mother.

I had rather pleaded for her, as she had pro-

bably been vaccinated when in a previous quar-

antine, and it would be a great comfort to the

mother to have her. It being an unusual case,

the authorities relented. This daughter had

lost her husband, and all her sons were in exile,

and to have obliged her either to travel back to

Winnipeg disappointed, or spend her time during

the quarantine in Quebec would have seemed un-

called for. The response she made in a religious

opportunity when I first met with her gave

evidence of deep religious feeling. She had

her little tray set for me with some tea in a

glass Avith lemon to season it, and some cake

that she took pleasure in seeing me partake of,

whilst I took satisfaction in knowing that she

had her mother with her.

A train started off in the afternoon, leaving

by the time the last company came from quar-

antine, making over one thousand in and around

the emigrant building, who, when all settled in

the hall and porches and under the baggage
shed, prepared for a call, should there another

train come in for them, exhibited a show of

composure, cheerfulness and patience that was

instructive.

Money was given the matron in charge at

the building to buy milk for the children of

each train, supposing there would be six trains,

and it was interesting to see it dealt out, and

how it was enjoyed. After the evening devo-

tion, a company of youngish women went to-

gether in an open space in the enclosure, and

embraced one another most affectionately, part-

ing with a kiss and a single bow. It was sup-

posed that they belonged to different villages,

and they would be separated by the different

trains to be differently located at their desti-

nation in the distant provinces, .\fter these

exercises were through with, and no pros-

pect of the train of cars, arrangements were

entered into for the night which was quickly

and quietly accomplished. Two rows along

the hall of the building leaving a passage way

in the middle, one row on the porch, one

on each of the sides and two rows under the

baggage shed, and thus one thousand people
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were snugly laid away for the night. Felting

and sheepskin coats were very useful.

(.Til be lOiillmuil.)

A Letter from Elizabeth Rogers to her Niece

Mary Haughton.
LlSBiRN, Ninth Month 3rd, 1829.

I have had and have abundant cause for

thankfulness to that gracious Almighty Power

who had been in abundant goodness pleased to

lay His holy hand on me in mercy and draw me

as with the silken cords of love, nearer and

nearer, until 1 was made willing to return to

my father's house like the prodigal son, where

I believed there was plenty and to spare, whilst

I suffered with want and privation of the only

food that could nourish and sustain the soul.

And now I can say from a feeling sense thereof

"Thou invisible and powerful God, thou art

pleased to prepare me by thy chastening rod,

whilst thy sustaining arm was in mercy ex-

tended to support me during the mighty con-

flicts I have passed through. Thou hast kept

me from sinking in the tempestuous water that

hath raged about me. When the billows nearly

overwhelmed me and I could see no way to es-

cape the mighty command went forth, 'Be

still,' and the tempest ceased. Great and mar-

. vellous are thy works, just and true are all thy
*
ways, thou King of saints! Thou has been

pleased to make those who sat in darkness see

a great light and to those who have sat in the

region and shadow of death light is sprung up.

Surely this is life eternal to know thee the

only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou has

sent. This is the only true and saving Faith,

to experience His spiritual washing in the heart

which if submitted to in humility, self-denial

and watchfulness and faithfully bearing the

cross as this Divine light shall point out, we

shall happily come to the knowledge of the

power of Christ, being indeed the resurrection

and the life in the soul. Praise the Lord,

my soul, may all that is within me bow before

thee in humility and self-abasement, strengthen

my faith and confidence in thy mighty power,

for without thy aid I can do nothing towards

my own salvation. I know that in the Lord

Jehovah is everlasting strength, and therein I

hope to trust to the end!" Oh that it was in

ray power to convince the people how good the

Lord is and how ready to help in the needful

time, all who are willing to suffer the crucify-

ing power that can purify the heart and would

consume all but the pure gold. For those who
hope to reign with Christ must suffer the death

of the cross to their own self, working in an

entire submission to the Divine will, be enabled

to say, " Father, thy will be done." It was the

language of our blessed Redeemer—He as man
felt the cup was bitter. I hope I may not have

said too much, but my heart is filled with love

even to running over with desires that every

one of my fellow creatures may come to the

true knowledge, having their faith built on the

rock of revelation against which the gates of

hell cannot prevail.

My most affectionate love to thy dear hus-

band and children; and may they never forget

that self-denial, watchfulness and faithfully

bearing the cross is the way to life eternal.

For without the cross there, is no crown.

EuzAHKTH Rogers.

The above-mentioned female was a native of

the county of Wexford. Her parents were

John and Mary Doyle, of Ballinamona, Friends

belonging to Ballinclay Particular Meeting.

When a young woman, about the year 179."),

she went as teacher to the Ulster P. School,

which station she filled with much satisfaction

to Friends until she imbibed the pernicious

errors of John Hancock and his adherents. She

married John Rogers, of Lisburn. who was a

young man of sober and serious mind, but get-

ting contaminated with the same pernicious

doctrine they were married in a very singular

manner. Their marriage was published at the

market place and accomplished in a private

house before a few witnesses, the young man
having a very stammering tongue, it was done

without any expression of words, but merely

by their signatures to their marriage certifi-

cate and the signatures of the witnesses.

They lived a good many years together, hav-

ing settled in the town of Lisburn, and by every

account were very moral in their lives. They

went to no place of public worship, and dis-

believing many or most of the doctrines of the

Holy Scriptures, ceased in the perusal of them,

and instead thereof read such publications as

tended to draw them farther from the simpli-

city of truth. Falling into a poor state of

poor health she began to be more thoughtful

and anxious for the welfare of her immortal

part, and probably from her observation for a

number of years of the sorrowful fruits pro-

duced in the conduct and situation of many of

those who had alike deviated from the path of

Truth, whose principles produced blasting and

mildew in a religious sense on themselves and

their offspring, and seeing that she had been

long feeding " on the husks which the swine

did eat " she was drawn by Divine regard to

her Heavenly Father's house who willeth all to

repent, return and live, and in this state we find

her declaring her repentance and acceptance

with her God and merciful Creator. Her ex-

ample has been a warning to all who tread in

forbidden paths, and her restoration a glorious

instance of Divine love. She did not long sur-

vive, and died in full assurance that her sins

were forgiven, her iniquity was pardoned, and

that she hath received at the Lord's hand dou-

ble for all her sins.

What Becomes of Yours?—What do peo-

ple do with their surplus time ? They used to

weave the cloth their garments were made of

and make them by hand. They now get them

ready-made at the stores. It takes less time

to do every act of drudgery than it used to

take. What becomes of the surplus time? If

we have gained an hour over our ancestors,

what becomes of it?—New York Telegraph.

The Christian Observer says: "The three

Hebrew captives, Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-

nego, did a wise thing for themselves when
they refused to enter into a debate before King
Nebuchadnezzar, as to their bowing before an

idol. They would not discuss, but simply an-

swered to the effect that whether God would

or would not deliver them from the fire, ' we
will not serve thy gods nor worship the golden

image which thou hast set up.' If they had

entered upon any discussion they might have

weakened or been turned aside. But when
they took a decided position that they would

simply do right, they were on safe ground. In

this there is a lesson for us all."

For "Tub Friend.

Some Old Friendly Relics.

One day this summer I called in Devonsh

House, London, to see Isaac Sharp; and vf'

delighted there to meet with two Philadelpl

Friends. In the course of conversation he

fered to show us some of the treasures stoif*

in the strong rooms connected with the me
ing house. To go over those old relics brirp|

one strangely in touch with our early Frien

They reveal that our predecessors in the Tn
were after all men and women not very diffen

in some respects from ourselves. A short

count of what Isaac Sharp so generously

hibited may be of interest to some readers

The Friend.

We were first shown the Charter of Rele

granted by Charles II., whereby some four h

dred Friends who were lying in jail were set

liberty. This great relief was largely broui

about by the unremitting labors of Geo

Whitehead, whose life and toil I wish w
more largely familiar to some of the yoi

Friends of our day. The tale of this gr

achievement is deeply interesting. The histc

document on which we gazed consists of ele

splendid pieces of parchment, each about thii

five by twenty-four inches in size. Each pi

is beautifully written, and the first page ha

somely engrossed, including a fine portrait

the merry and dissolute monarch who in 1

case seems to have had his heart wan
towards his unfortunate subjects. The gr

seal is attached, a portion of which rema

The name of each of the four hundred prisor

is given in the charter eleven times. It

curious fact that John Bunyan, who was a gi

enemy of Friends, was at that time also a p

oner, and was included in the benefits of the

lease, and his name appears in the charter al

with that of those whose enemy he had bi

Next we saw the first minute book kep1

London Yearly Meeting. The initial docura

recorded was not a record of transactions,

a copy of a letter or epistle sent out from

gathering of Friends in London, and dated

sixteenth of Eleventh Month, 1668. The 1

regular minute in this book was that of twei

ninth of Third Month, 1672. This old mir

book, which so faithfully depicted the zeal

works of that early day, is mostly written

fine hand, a Friend named Ellis Hookes ha\

been recording clerk of the meeting for a g

many years.

The shelves of this room contain a nun-

of large volumes, about twelve by eight

inches in size, narrating the sufferings of

Friends. As cases of persecution were ta

care of by the Meeting for Sufferings, t

were recorded in these massive volumes,

last one was for the year 1856, and conti

records of distraints for non-payment of chi

rates. These were the original books f

which Besse acquired his information wl

was incorporated in the well-known Besses

.

ferings. What a record of human fidelity

duty and of courage do those old manuscr

contain. In them I saw recorded that a cer

John Allen was "spoiled" in 1671, having

taken from him " seven heifers, worth at l

seventeen pounds." But this was a small ti

ble compared to many other instances na

ted.

The most interesting book to me was

which was kept in London about the clos
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seventeenth century during the brightest
of Quakerism, wherein the ministers would

B their names opposite a list of meeting-
es, to show that they expected to go to

lin meetings on a particular First-day. In

book the names of the many meetings in

Ion were put down, and the book carefully

I; and it was generally arranged that two
3ters would attend each meeting. Thus
sterial labor was divided for the good of
md as I scanned the list where two names
recorded against each of those early

lings, I read the signatures of John Es-
h, William Penn, George Whitehead, and
rs valiant for the Truth. On the following

nd-days these ministers would meet in the
ling and report their labors and the con-

n of things where they had been the
jding day. This Second-day morning meet-
till exists under the name of the " Morn-
leeting."

nother strong room has some intensely

ible relics of the early Friends. Hei'e is

;reat arm-chair in which died John Wool-
when on a religious visit to England—

a

1, old-fashioned piece of furniture, quite
ily upholstered all over, with head-rests

e sides, and covered with faded red rep.

is George Fox's Bible, a copy of Cram-
Bible of 1541. How many flashes of holy
came into his strong mind, as he had

id over those sacred pages ! Here is part
le travelling kit of Samuel Bownas; how
its owner had grown weary as he cheer-
accepted hardships which modern Friends
ot called upon to endure! Here is Thomas
's desk — that early Friend who knew
he believed and why he believed, had a
Titing desk. It is full of false bottoms and
t drawers, and funny little corners, wherein
vner could hide precious papers, instead
ing the modern safe as we do. And so
ht go down the list did time permit.
an American Friend, it is interesting to

e the first, I believe, of publications is-

by any Yearly Meeting in our country,
is most likely the only copy extant. It

)ublished in 1686. was printed in Phila-
ia by William Bradford on the first print-

ress brought to the new city; and was a
al epistle entitled "From the Church of
ielphia." There is also one of the original
ns of Barclay's Apologj'.

; almost sacred seems the original letter

m by William Robinson from Boston jail,

the twelfth of Fifth Month, 1659, a short
)revious to his execution, a martyr for the
of the Lord Jesus Christ. It is most

ifully written in small letters, with a fine

How those early worthies found cheer in

Master, and cheered each other in Him,
?h sufi'erings which our easy age can little

ive of!

lin I recall some " testimonies " penned
orge Fox regarding some of his deceased
s, particularly concerning Ann White-
They are in George Fox's own hand-

g. He used vigorous language, evidently
just what he wanted to say, and his heart
)wed with love for God and man ; but the
compels me to say that he was not an
ent penman, and was a very poor speller,

eapot said to have belonged to George
i in this wonderful collection. It is pos-
ibout six inches high, and round, being

of a very attractive form. It is made of china,
but has a silver spout. The lettering, " G. F.,
1680," is on it; and the china is prettily deco-
rated. Fox, although somewhat of a utilitar-

ian, had some very nice things, as I can attest,
after having viewed other relics of his else-
where.

I will conclude with telling about some of
the William Penn relics. There is a number of
old deeds, etc., of his, containing his well
known signature. Exceedingly valuable is £

grant of land from Penn to his friend Pike^
having attached to it his seal as Governor of
Pennsylvania. It is a large seal, some four
inches in diameter, and although broken, is al-

most intact. On it are the words, "mercy
and justice," whilst on the other side is the
sentiment, "Truth, Peace, Love and Plenty."
What seemed very novel was to look on a mar-
riage settlement between William Penn, third,

and Christiana Forbes—a big document, as be-
fitted such an important matter. It was dated
1698, and handsomely engrossed. This, I think,
was the young man who at first was engaged
to be married to a young woman Friend, but
he afterwards desired to be released from the
contract. She would not at first consent, but
at last father Penn offered her one thousand
pounds (five thousand dollars), and the Monthly
Meetings also agreed to release young Penn
from his engagement in consideration of that
sum having been paid her. All of this little

episode was duly recorded in the Monthly Meet-
ing book, of Kingston Monthly Meeting—not
Devonshire — and appears therein until this
day.

Last but not least, I enjoyed a copy of the
original edition of a book entitled " A Serious
Apology for the Principles and Practices of the
People called Quakers," etc., written jointly by
George Whitehead and William Penn, published
in 1671. This book, as became the ardent
young Quaker, author and lover, had been pre-
sented by William Penn to his sweetheart, and
bears date shortly before his marriage to her.

On the fly leaf he had carefully written, "For
my deare friend Gulielma Maria Springett, W.
P." Wm. C. Allen.

Eighth Month 26th, 1899.

For "The FHrEND."
The following poem was found among the

writings of the late Louis Taber, a beloved
minister of Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends
who died Twelfth Month 7th, 1887, in his sev-
enty-seventh year. It was dated less than a
year previous.

THE AGED CHRISTIANS PSALM OF
REST.

Wing-weary, from a storm tossed sea,
I have found those blessed isle.s of Rest,

On Thee, my Saviour, only Thee,
I lean and rest upon thy breast:

Partaker of the oil, the balm,
Robed in thy garments undefiled;

In a cloudless calm, on those isles of palm,
My Father's called and chosen child.

What is Pharisaism? Pharisaism is religion
without Christlikeness. And if our religion
fail in this, is it not all a failure? The end of
our redemption is to restore us to our first

estate, to the image and likeness of God. All
things are at work to this one end, that we be
conformed to the image of His Son. If we
have not His spirit we are none of His. If

this likeness to our Lord be lacking, in vain
we plead our beliefs, our prayers, our rap-
tures, our associations, our gifts. From with-
in the closed doors there comes the answer,
grieved, yet unalterable, " I never knew you."
So rings the dreadful doom of the religion
that stops short of Christlikeness.

—

Mark Guy
Pearse.

Christ must needs go through Samaria. It

may not have been a pleasant route, it certainly
was not a comfortable journey, but yet He must
needs go. And there, as He sat, wearied, faint

and hungry, on Jacob's well. He was enabled
to proclaim the message of salvation to a lost

and wandering soul, and thus bring to the Sa-
maritans the words of grace and Yxfe.^Tlte
Christian.

By angel wings the air is fanned;
Holy and sinless by my side

Thy saints adore and, forever more,
Thy name is honored, glorified.

Thy beauty in my face will shine;

Or life or death alike to me;
No wish but Thine, Thy will is mine,

I am settled, centred, lost in Thee.

Upon a waveless, peaceful shore,

Safe folded in thy love Divine,

I will trust thee o'er and mourn no more!
For Thou art mine and I am Thine.

Brief is my stay by fitful fires

Under the shadow of Thy wing;
Till I join the choirs with their golden lyres,

Singing the songs Thy seraphim sing.

There He shall sit, the Ancient of Days,
The Lamb, who was slain, by his throne;

Prayer will raise to the voice of praise
In glory, in honor, to Thee alone.

So I watch and wait by a pearlen gate
That opens on streets of crystal and gold.

Where " their angel band " in that glorious land.
Forever, Father! Thy face may behold.

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

(Continued from page S4.)

Eighth Mo. 20th, 1882.—In our little meeting
to-day, E. F. spoke at some length on the great
and glorious plan for our redemption out of
our fallen estate, and of the mercies of our
Heavenly Father in sending his only begotten
Son into the world, to save us from our sins.

The meeting closed under feelings of thankful-
ness and praise unto the Lord, for the fresh
evidences of his Divine regard.

Twelfth Month 10th.—Under poverty and
weakness I have again taken up my pen to
record the fresh evidence with which I have
been favored this day, of the Lord's continued
mercy to me, a poor, unworthy creature. In
our little meeting to-day, I apprehended my-
self called upon to speak a few words, con-
cerning the universal love of our Heavenly
Father, in which I felt strengthened to relieve

my mind, beyond what I looked for, and I trust
the praise was ascribed alone unto Him who is

the Fountain of all good. May such seasons
of favor be the means of strengthening my
faith under trial, and of causing me to yield

more unreservedly to the will of Him whom I

desire to serve.

24th, First-day.—This day we attended the
funeral of our friend William Llewelyn, who
died from the kick of a horse, after several
months of great suffering, perhaps about the
sixteenth year of his age. How uncertain to

us is the time of our sojourn here. A large

company present at the funeral. Before re-
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tiring from the grave, an invitation was ex-

tended to all present, who felt a freedom to do
so, to retire with us into our meeting-house,

and soon after all were seated, a very solemn
silence prevailed over the company, and appre-

hending myself called upon to rise to my feet,

my mind seemed to be very solemnly impressed

wth a fresh sense of the universal love of our
Heavenly Father to his creature man, and I

felt strengthened to declare of his mercy and
goodness and to point out the way to recon-

ciliation with Him and a state of preparation

for an admittance into his kingdom of rest and
peace. I was favored to return to my home
with the reward of sweet peace.

First Month 20th, 1888. -I thought it might
he right for me, although under feelings of

poverty, to record an e.xercise that attended

my mind to attend Chesterfield Meeting on
First-day, which I gave up to through much
exercise, as some of my family were not well,

but was favored to leave the meeting peace-

ful. Next day attended Plymouth Monthly
Meeting, in which I seemed to be led forth in

testimony, in regard to some subjects in which
close doctrines seemed to be the burden of my
spirit; left the meeting relieved and peaceful.

Returned home and found my family all pretty

well, for which I felt thankful. I greatly de-

sire to be preserved from going abroad unsent,

or of presuming to speak in the great and
sacred name, without his preparation and put-

ting forth.

Second Month 2nd.—Poverty and stripped-

ness has been my portion of late; a state which
I find often very needful in order to humble
the creature as in the dust before the Lord.

(To be continued.)

Maima Loa, the Hawaiian Volcano.

Anyone who drew his idea of volcanoes from
the fanciful pictures used to illustrate geogra-
phies, etc., would be disappointed, as I was, in

his first view of the great volcanoes of Hawaii.
Volcanoes ought to terminate in a sharp cone-
like apex, and some do, but this is not the way
with Hawaiian volcanoes. Again, the stereo-

typed idea is that a volcano when in action
spouts a great geyser of lava right out of its

peak. Here too the Hawaiian volcano is dis-

appointing, for it has never been known to de-

velop a flow of lava from the top ; all the erup-
tions so far have been from leaks, as it were,
in the side of the mountain. Indeed this was
true also of the volcano that destroyed Pom-
peii. Ninety-nine people out of a hundred
would say it was Vesuvius that caused this

great catastrophe, but it was not from Vesuvius
that the destructive flow came, but from a new
outlet, now known as Mount Somma. True, in

Hawaii, both Mauna Loa and Kilauea have great
craters at their summit ten miles or so in cir-

cumference, and at the bottom of these a brew
is always steaming, and occasionally seething
and spouting up, but within the period of tra-

dition these craters have never filled up and
overflowed. The sides of the mountain are too
weak to support such a terrific strain as this

would be, and they invariably give way and let

the molten lava escape before this level can be
raised very high.

It should be recalled that the island of Ha-
waii, from which the group takes its name,
though the largest in size, is not the most im-

portant. Oahu, several hundred miles to the

north, is the best known of the islands ; Hono-
lulu being situated on it. On the island of Ha-
waii, however, is the important city of Hilo,

second only in size to the capital. It is this

city that is now threatened with the flow of

lava from Mauna Loa.

Every one who pretends to see the sights of

the islands visits the crater of Kilauea, which
is only four thousand feet above the sea, but
it is an undertaking requiring great physical

strength, endurance and will to ascend to the

summit of Mauna Loa, which is almost ten

thousand feet higher. There is a hotel, the

Volcano House, on the brink of the crater of

Kilauea, which is readily accessible from Hilo,

and tourists thus have an easy way to visit one
of the most interesting craters in the world
To go to the top of Mauna Loa you must have
an experienced native guide, for the summit of

the mountain is generally wTapped in clouds,

and anyone who attempted to find his own route
would inevitably be discouraged long before he
reached the summit. At best it is a two days
trip, and provisions must be carried along.

Even in this tropical climate an altitude of

nearly fourteen thousand feet takes one up
into the region of almost perpetual snows. The
sister mountain of Mauna Kea always has its

summit crowned with snow, but by some me-
teorological mystery Mauna Loa, which is prac-

tically of the same height, is generally free

from snow. Nevertheless, the traveller who
explores its summit must be prepared for Arc
tic weather. His skin is parched by the glaring
heat of the sun, while every lava block he
touches is like a block of ice. Moreover, the
air at such an altitude is so thin that you can
only breathe with difficulty, and the very time
when you need all your breath—on the terrific

climb up the last cone to the crater—you can
only get your breath in short gasps. Then too
you are liable to be attacked with nose-bleeding
or with the mountain sickness.

At first, as you leave Kilauea, the way leads

through scrub timber, but as you approach the
higher levels this gives way until at last there
is not a blade of vegetation to yield shade or
cheer the eye. It takes centuries for plant
life to gain a hold on the inhospitable lava and
reclaim it. The plant that grows highest up
is the " silver sword "—a lily-like plant with
long silken leaves and small flowers. This is

the edelweiss of Hawaii, and anyone who picks
it must have braved the difficulties of high-
mountain climbing. From Hilo, Mauna Kea
presents a grand aspect, while Mauna Loa looks
insignificant. Mauna Loa has no distinct sum-
mit; it is only a big hill, with gentle slopes and
rounding top, and there is something about its

shape that detracts from its height.

The last thousand feet of ascent is very diffi-

cult, being over wastes of jumbled lava blocks
which are terribly sharp and jagged.

You are constantly lured on by the smoke
from the crater. It appears to be only just
beyond the next ridge of lava. When you have
gained that, however, you see the smoke still

further on. This is almost enough to dishearten
even the most courageous, but at length all of
a sudden you find yourself standing on the
brink of the crater, with a great abysmal gulf
yawning five hundred feet deep before you.
You can, if you feel a little foolhardy, climb
down to the floor of the crater. The lava is

here so hot that you don't care to stand in the

same place long. There is a great subtej

nean muttering and rumbling, and from •

vent holes charges of hot lava are intern

tently gorged up, while the sulphurous fur

are stifling. Of course there is no absol:

guaranty that the bottom will not drop out

the crater while you are right there, and as

thought gets hold of you you begin to cli

out as hurriedly as the conditions will ])err

Mauna Kea has long been extinct, and Mai
Loa, Kilauea and Hualalai are the only th

volcanoes that ever slop over now, though Ih

are dozens of dry cones all over the islar

From any height you can easily remark
course of the lava rivers that have issued fi

difl'erent ruptures of the mountain-side in p

times. The two flows of 1868 and 1887
close together at the southern point of

island, one coming from a vent ten miles inla

the other from one twenty miles inland,
j

former had the speed of ten miles in two ho
which seems to be the record. The largest

most menacing flows have broken out very ci

together and have followed almost the s;

course. The flow of 1852 was the first of

group. It was headed in the direction of H
but cooled off and stopped a few miles outi

the town. Three years later another 1

broke out on the same flank of the mount
followed the same course, threatened Hilo o

more and stopped after flowing uninterrupt(

for fifteen months; its edge was only ei

miles from Hilo when it congealed. Agai
1880 Hilo was attacked. For nine months
stream rolled along. Every day it made si

advance, every week it was a mile or so nea

and it never swerved in its direction. It

aimed directly at Hilo, and there seemed
hope for the city, from which the people be

g

to move in terror. When that flow stoppt

was only three-quarters of a mile from
populous part of the town. There are tl

outbreaks together in the present erupt

each on a different flank of the mountain,

one of these outbreaks, the largest one,

the same place where three others have brc

through and aimed at the city below.—A'

Haliburton, in The Pathfinder.

In the Shawangunk Mountains.

It is pleasant and profitable to those

feel like having a change from their ordii

homes, in warm weather, and especially

those who reside in cities or towns and fee

need of it, to find at times in pure mour
air, with good water and beautiful and extei

views, as well as great variety of seer

places where they can rest, enjoy nature ''

recruit their health, away from the slavei

fashion; whilst surrounded by truly cultiv

and highly refined people, who value you
appear to do so) for what they think you
rather than for what you are supposed to

sess, in goods or fame.

One such delightful place was recently f'

by three relatives and the writer, in the 8

angunk Mountains, Ulster County, New ^

where we had on First-day our quiet Frit

meeting in the parlor of the principal boar

house—at Cragsmoor; (Herrnhut House) f

thirty or more persons attending, nearly

whom were members of our .Society.

The view from the front of this house is

extensive and beautiful; comprising, as it i
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sights and mountain ridges in several

es in New York, as well as some in

iastern Pennsylvania and northern New
', from the Catskills on the north around
west to the mountains of northern New

' and south-eastern New York, in the

with a fine valley in front, through
flows the Sandburg Creek, the latter enter-

3 renowned Roudout within the landscape,

;he water in the Delaware and Hudson
visible at many points. We traced range
range, and peak after peak of the high-

Iges and points from the near mountains
; east, the Catskills on the north and
1 by the west and southwest as before

, the names being given us by persons

ir therewith.

sun rose over a mountain estimated at

feet above tide water, and set behind

higher ones to the west, and as sunsets

mrises are beautiful and at times grand
' country, they were especially so there

his high and commanding position, about
feet above tide.

he pure mountain air, the lover of nature
' natural science finds much to see and
from high mountain ranges and peaks
utifully wild and secluded glens, along

ain brooks, where waterfalls and rocky
abound, as well as mountain fruits to

and satisfy the taste. To attempt de-

on would be to court failure; but the

ains themselves, their various gorges and
vith varied hues of verdure grew in beauty
gazed upon them, and can be best appre-
when seen.

ries of various kinds peculiar to such
ains abound, and in this vicinity, a bot-

iaid there were seven varieties of huckle-

3 alone, with abundance of blackberries,

irries, June berries, etc., etc. The huckle-

srop is an enormous one there, and gives

^ment to a large number of people, many
cm camp out during the berry season,

its and cabins, and ship them to the

larkets; their good quality commending
;o the trade. The writer never saw the

n such abundance before, as it grew over

after miles of open mountain, yet the

s said the crop was not quite so great as

and one person could pick only about
ishel per day. Some of the pickers'

in the shelter of and on high rocky cliffs

;d descriptions of the noted cliff dwellers

southwest.

flora of these mountains is very rich and

, as is well known, comprising many of

autiful flowers found in Chester County,

., as well as those peculiar to the moun-
In the deepest and darkest glens, and

lie greater water-falls hemlock, and black

were the principal trees. We found
ain laurel (rhododendron) and a large

azalea in bloom on Seventh Month 27th,

be Kaeterkill Falls, such plants blooming
ur Pennsylvania homes some two months

s and lakes abound in the vicinity, some
walking distance and others easily

id by carriage. Of the former we visited

rMll Falls on foot and found them as de-

1 to us—beautifully grand. The water
lear the top of the ridge falling over a

itous natural wall, about 100 feet high

deep rocky glen, and thence flowing

under and among enormous rocks, out through
a wild, wooded and deep gorge into Wallkill

Valley. By carriage we visited Hanging Rock
Falls, eight miles distant, where the water
of Bear-Kill Creek flows from its upper level

for a mile or more over falls and rapids

—

nearly, if not quite 1000 feet, and in a rocky

walled and deeply wooded gorge to the lower

level of the creek.

Lake Awoosting was seen in the distance, near

the top of the Shawangunk Mountain range,

and we walked by Lake Maratanza on our re-

turn from Kaeterkill Falls, the latter lake

being only a few miles from our stopping place,

and about 2000 feet above sea level.

Patrick Not a Salaried Preacher.

Reading a short time ago a plea for stated

pastoral support by one holding membership in

the Society of Friends, it was re-assuring to

meet with the following passage from "The
Story of Saint Patrick" lately compiled by

Joseph Sanderson.

Patrick's father, ICalpornius, was a deacon,

and his grandfather, Potitus, a presbyter, both,

therefore, though clergyman, being married,

and presumably not advocates of that enforced

priestly celibacy officially promulgated about

two centuries later (A. D. 566) by the Council

of Tours.

"The fact," says Sanderson, "that Calpornius,

a clergyman, held a farm, and was a local town
councillor, conflicts in no way with the usages

of the time. It is certain that in the early

centuries clergymen of whatever name, earned

their bread by iiheir own toil, as Paul did. The

history of those days makes it plain that clergy-

men cultivated farms, kept shops and banks,

acted as physicians, shepherds, smiths and arti-

ficers of all kinds. Hatch, a celebrated histo-

rian and lecturer, tells of one clergyman who
was a weaver, of another who was a shepherd

on the mountains of Cyprus, of another who
practised in the courts of law, of another who
was a silversmith, and of another who was an

inn-keeper at Ancyra. Patrick's own nephew,

though a clergyman, was a pilot, and of those

clergymen who were Patrick's companions one

was a smith, and another was a maker of

satchels for books. Patrick himself was poor,

and performed gratuitously the functions of

his calling, as did the Apostle to the Gentiles.

There is no evidence in early Christian litera-

ture that the pursuit of a secular calling was
incompatible with the office of the Christian

ministry. The proposal of the Montanists to

pay a fixed salary to the clergy was condemned
as an innovation alien to all prevailing usage.

Salaries to clergy and their withdrawal from

secular calling came into the church when it

was losing its spirituality."

The above testimony may certainly be deemed

to be unprejudiced, being decla'ed by one who
appends both "D. D." and " LL.U." to his

name. He further says " Wha^ Patrick values

and emphasizes most is the fact which he as-

serts, and to which he refers again and again,

that he received his call from a higher than

any earthly source—that his mission was from

God ; and he seems always to take pleasure in

relating the circumstances in which the Divine

voice spake to him, and in adding: 'I testify in

truth and in joy of heart, before God and his

holy angels, that I never had any reason except

the gospel and its promises for ever returning
to that people from whom I had formerly es-

caped with difliculty.' " So, in his Confession,

Patrick says " Wherefore, though I could wish
to leave them, and had been most willingly

prepared to proceed to the Britains as to my
country and parents; and that not only, but
even to go as far as to the Gauls, to visit the
brethren and to see the face of the saints of

the Lord—God knows that I greatly desired

it—but I am bound in the Spirit, who witness-

eth to me that if I should do this he would
hold me guilty; and I fear to lose the labor I

have commenced; and not I, but Christ the
Lord, who commanded me to come and be with
them for the rest of my life. If the Lord will,

and if He will keep me from every evil way
that I may not sin before Him." This sounds
almost like a passage from D. Wheeler or S.

Grellet. Good reason there appears to be for

Patrick's biographer concluding: " There is not

the shadow of a proof that he was ever at

Rome, or that any pope commissioned him to

proceed on a mission to Ireland; nor is there

any evidence whatever that he was licensed to

preach by any human authority, or ordained

by any man or body of men, or delegated by
any creatui'e. He appears to have been ap-

pointed to his work by God, without the official

sanction of man." While Ireland's so-called

"patron saint" may well be claimed as of the

church Catholic, universal, it is evident there is

no consistent place for the appendage Roman.
JOSIAH W.

"

Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

(Matthew xix: 19.)

Notes from Others.

Bedlam (Middle English, Bedlam), stands for

Bethlem, Bethlehem. It was the name of the Hos-

pital of St. Mary of Bethlehem, in London, founded

as a priory in 1247, with the special duty of re-

ceiving and entertaining the Bishop of St. Mary of

Bethlehem, and the canons, etc., of this, the mother
church, as often as they might come to England.

In 1330 it is mentioned as "an hospital," and in

1402 as a hospital for lunatics ; in 1:346 it was re-

ceived under the protection of the city of London,

and on the dissolution of monasteries it was granted

to the mayor and citizens, and in 1547 incorporated

as a royal foundation for the reception of lunatics.

Thence the modern sense.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

A most remarkable union has taken place in

Persia recently, or rather it should be called an
absorption of almo.st the whole body of the Nes-

torians by the Greek Church of Russia. For sev-

eral years a few missionaries from the Greek
Church have been working to bring the Nestorians

over, and the latest news is that they have suc-

ceeded in a most remarkable manner. Nestorians

are so named from Nestorius. their founder, and
have existed since the fourth century. The Roman
Catholics have been at work also among them, but

not with remarkable success. There is also a Prot-

estant mission in Persia, which stands it out bravely.

In this change there is little more than change of

name. But it adds many thousands to the mem-
bership of the Greek Church, and it is probably

only the beginning of conquests by that Church.

The existence of the various denominations, we
believe, then, to be a necessity for two reasons :

First, because each true denomination has in it some
truth or phase of truth ditferent from any other

denomination, and this truth will live forever; sec-

ondly, because in these different denominations men
and women can find church homes suited to their
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own peculiar temperaments. . . Each true de-

nomination, we remarked, stands for some principle

which will live for ever, for " the one eternal truth

of- God reflects itself in the minds of men in many i

peculiar forms." " The Holy (Ihost speaks in ten
|

thousand tongrues." We may not be able to lay our
j

finger on the ever-abiding principle, yet we believe

that it is there.— A'(;/;'/-»u(/ Cliiirch Mcufcngcr.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
r.NlTEP States.—The I'nited States Treasury statement

shows that the amount of net gold on hand was $247,880,-

GOl, which is the largest amount on hand at one time in

the history of the Department. The receipts for Eighth

Month exceeded the expenditures by nearly $4,500,000.

The income from the war revenue taxes for the last

fiscal year was $102,617,763; over $37,000,000 was ob-

tained from stamp taxes.

The annual report of Commis-iioner of Pensions Evan.s

for the fiscal year ended Sixth Month 30th last shows the

total number of pensioners to be 991,.'jl9, a decrease of

2195 in one year. The amount paid to pensioners in the

year was $131,617,961, being $649,49S more than ever

before. The roll contains the names of 553,451 surviving

soldiers, the remainder being dependent relatives. There

are four surviving widows and seven surviving daughters

of the Revolutionary War, and one surviving soldier of the

War of 1812.

The Secretary of War has designated the Hong Kong

and Shanghai Banking Corporation as depository of the

Department for the Philippine Islands, the corporation

having given a bond of .$1,000,000.

The Army Commissary Department is now buying coffee

in Porto Rico for supplying the army in that island and

Cuba. This action has been taken as a measure of relief.

The Insular Commission has submitted to Secretary

Root, a code of laws for Porto Rico. The Civil Government

for the Island, will abrogate all Spanish laws and Royal

decrees, no provision is made for elections. The Commis-

sion desire that the change be made at once, by order of

the President.

The cotton receipts in Montgomery for the year ending

Ninth Month 1st, were 170,072 bales, the largest in the

history of Montgomery. Business in all branches has been

satisfactory and merchants are hopeful of better results

the coming year. There is an absolute certainty of abun-

dant food crops throughout the whole State, and there has

been greater diversity in farming than ever before.

To effect a combination of trusts is the scheme of a

Cleveland, Ohio man, who has taken out papers of incorpo-

ration for the Central Company. By this means he pro-

proses to use all industrial power in reach, with a conse-

quent increase in wealth so rapid as to change the whole

condition of society.

A despatch to the Public Ledger of Eighth Month .30th

from Allentown, Pa., says: " Negotiations for the purchase

of the plant of the American Cement Company at Egypt,

this county terminated to-day in the sale of the concern

to E. B. Smith & Co., bankers, of Philadelphia. The con-

.Mideration is $2,500,000. The plant consists of five mills,

with a daily output of 4000 barrels. With the plant is sold

a tract of land underlaid with cement rock, giving the com-

pany an inexhaustible supply of raw material."

On the same day the following came from Pittsburg:

"A continuance of the extraordinary demand for every

variety of material in every stage of production, with the

maintenance of the upward movement in prices, are the

features of the week's transactions in the metal markets.
" Furnace men have their products sold through the first

six months of 1900, and at an advance that is materially

higher than what was regarded as good prices for 1899.

The rate at Pittsburg for Bessemer is $23{ai23.25, a slight

advance over last week, and with the raise comes the an-

nouncement that this price is on the sales up to Seventh

Month, 1900. Foundry irons have advanced in the same

ratio with Bessemer, and higher prices here are regarded

as a certainty by the first of next month. Bar iron has

taken on another advance and is as active as any other

line, at $2.40(" 2.50."

Disastrous forest fires are raging in Calhoun County,

Arkansas. Fire fighters are working night and day, and

several have been prostrated from heat. The fires have

devastated a large area.

There were 336 deaths in this city last week, which is

70 less than the previous week and 77 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 79 were

children under one year of age ; 164 were males and 172

females : 37 died of consumption ; 28 of heart diseases

24 of cholera infantum ; 22 of marasmus ; 21 of inflamma

tion of the stomach and bowels; 14 of pneumonia; 13 of

nephritis; 12 of diphtheria; 10 of old age ; 10 of apoplexy,

and 10 of convulsions.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2'8, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg., lllj a

lUi ; coupon, 112i a 113i; new 4'8, 130 a 131; 5's, llli

a 112; 3's 108i a 108J.
Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

6ic. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.15 a $2.30 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.15 a $3.30 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.20 a $3.35 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. RYE Flour.—$2.90 a $3.00 per

barrel as to quality for Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69i a 70c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 27Jc.

Bebf Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6ic.; good, 5i a 5ic.; me-

dium, 5J a 5Jc.; common, 4| a 5Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good, 4i a 4lc.;

medium, 3f a 4c.; common, 2i a 3Jc.; lambs, 4 a 6c.

Hogs.—Western, 6J a 7ic.

Foreign.—The millenienth anniversary of the death of

Alfred the Great, King of England, who died A. D. 901,

is proposed to be commemorated by his descendants in

1901. These are believed to number several millions, not

a hundredth of them probably are aware of their ances-

try. Edward Fouike, who with his wife and nine chil-

dren emigrated from Wales and settled at Gwynned,
Pennsylvania, in 1698, and who has several thousand de-

scendants now living—a number of whom are readers of

The Friend—was of the twenty-sixth generation from

King Alfred, whose descendant, Matilda of the eighth

generation, married Henry I, King of England. Thence

through the Royal line of the Plantagenets we come to

King Edward I. Edward's daughter, Eleanor, married

Henri Count de Barr, and Edward Fouike was a descend-

ant of the last named couple of the twelfth generation

all the connecting links of both sexes being on record.

Great Britain still faces a crisis in South Africa, but

there is still hope of a diplomatic settlement.

•itish Secretary Chamberlain has made public the de-

spatches with President Kruger growing out of the Trans-

aal issue, and as indicating a continuance of the crisis

military activity continues in England and at Cape Colony.

President Kruger is reported to have said that he expects

war, and the Boers are fully armed.
Hveen, a little Danish island in the Sound, half way be-

tween Seeland and the Swedish coast, and only fifteen

miles from Copenhagen, is being bargained for by a Ger-

man syndicate which wishes to turn the island into a

gambling resort like Monte Carlo. We hope not!

Several new and serious cases of bubonic plague offi-

cially are reported at Oporto, and a sanitary cordon has

been formed around the city.

In Germany potato bread is used by the natives of

Thuringia to feed their horses, especially when they are

worked hard in very cold weather. The animals thrive on

it, and their health and strength are excellent.

Near the town of Capljina, in Bosnia, archfeologists

have exhumed a wew Pompeii in the form of a Roman
camp. All the walls are well preserved, and some of the

rooms are decorated with fine paintings, while weapons,

lamps and various other objects have been found in them.

It has been arranged between the Russian Minister at

Pekin, De Giers, and the British Charge d'Affaires, Bax
Ironside, to submit the Hankow incident to arbitration.

Cherrapunji, in Assam, northeast of Calcutta, has the

reputation of being the wettest place in the earth, the

average annual rainfall being 493.15 inches, while it has

the record of one month in which 147.17 inches fell.

Argogula, an insurgent stronghold in Negros, was cap-

tured recently by the United States troops under Lieu-

tenant-Colonel BjTne. Many of the insurgents were
wounded and captured, and twenty-one were killed. The
Americans scaled an almost perpendicular slope, being

constantly under fire for 1000 feet.

General Brooke has reported from Havana that the

Cuban army had been paid, and that of the $3,000,000 set

apart for that purpose there was on hand a balance of

$400,000.
President Figuereo, of the Republic of San Domingo,

has yielded up his office on the demand of the revolution-

ists, whose cause is thus made victorious. The abdica-

tion is said to have been in favor of General Jiminez, who
may at the coming election be chosen Chief Magistrate of

the Republic. He has been released from arrest in Cuba.

San Domingo advices _state that the cities of Santiago

and Puerto Plata have proclaimed in favor of Genenal
Jiminez for the Presidency, and that a provisional gov-

ernment has been set up.

There are 8.50,000 men in the world who gain a liveli-

hood chiefly by fishing, making an annual catch of $225
worth of fish for each man. The fisheries of the United
States supply 800,000 pounds annually, and those of

Europe 1,800,000 pounds. The American citizen eats

about 25 pounds of fish and 140 pounds of meat in a

year, while the European eats 64 pounds of meat and 11

pounds of fish annually.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specified, two dollars have beeui

cclved from each person, paying for vol. 73

Arnoldi llaight, agent, Canada, $14, for liim

Lydia Clayton, Lydia Sloore, Mordecai F. Starr, Kra

Starr, Albert E.' Starr and John D. Roland ; LI

Balders^on, Md. and for George Balderston ; Johi

Haines, Pa.; Mary E. Hranson, Phila.; Walter E. \

N. J.; B. V. Stanlcv, agent, Iowa, $IS, for
'"

Emmons, Thos. E. Mctt, Joseph L. Ileald, Wil
Spencer, Milton J. Shaw, Russell Z. Tabcr,

Young, Joseph L. Hiyle and B. D Sidwell ; Tlio

Shearmen, ( anada; Solomon E. Barker, Del. anc

Anderson M. Barker, N. C. ; Julianna Peele, X.
Elizabeth K. Hutchinson, Phila.; J. Borlon lis

N. J.; I). D. Maris, Del.; Emily Pusev, Pa.; Alb«

L. Hoyle, N. J.: Sallie A. Armor, Del. ; T. A. \V

Agent, O., and for Jonathan Brown; William Roldr

Agent, Ind., Jio, for himself, Susanna Cox and Sey
Hinshaw.Sl, toNo.27: Mark H. Buz;by, N.J. ;

''

E. Bell. iN. J. ; D. Thompson Mitchell, Del. ; .loh

Ballinser, N. J., $6, for himself, C'has. D. Balli

and Edward II. Jones.

fS^" RemiltaTKOi received after Thirddny noon tci

appear in the Beceipls until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Select School, 140 North Sixteenth SI

Philadelphia, will re-open Ninth Month 18th, 1890.

J. Henry Earti.b

Superi

Contributions in Aid of the Dukbobor Pi

J. H., Iowa, $1.50; Z. T., Iowa, $2.00; W. E. R.,

E. C, N. Y., $20; W. T. and E. R. E. $10; Cotton

Monthly Meeting, Kansas, $36.10; "A Friend," Inc

$3.00: C. R., $50; B. M. R., $50.

A young woman and member of the Society of Fri

who is a graduate of a kindergarten training schoi

teachers, and has had a year's experience as an assis

desires a position for similar employment with chi!

Address at this office, the Editor.

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting, via

more and Ohio Railroad. Friends desiring to attend

Y'early Meeting can go and return for $15.50. Ti

sold Ninth Month 18th to 22nd, inclusive, and will ht

until Tenth Month 2nd, 1899, inclusive. For ticket

at 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For furth

formation call or address Thomas C. Hogue, West Ch

Pa., or James Potter, 834 Chestnut Street, Phila.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting will be held

14th inst. at Medford. Friends from Philadelphi

Camden will take the 8.30 train for Mt. Holly. A s

train will leave Mt. Holly for Medford immediat

arrival of the above, and will return from Medford

Holly at 4.30, connecting with the Sea Shore train a

which will stop at East MoorestowTi to let off passe

and arrives Philadelphia at 5.45.

Died, Sixth Month 10th, 1899, Isaac W. Thorn
aged seventy-six years, six months and seven da

much loved member and minister of White River Mi

Meeting held at Jerico, near Winchester, Ind.

sound in the faith and faithful in the testimonies

Society of Friends, his friends have a well-groundec

that their loss is his inconceivable gain.

, First Month 12th, 1899, at the residence

wood L. Stern, near Fairville, Chester County, Pa.

Scott, in the eighty-first year of her age; a mem
Parkerville Particular and Kennett Monthly Meetinj

, On First Month 18th, 1899, at her residenc

Fairville, Chester County, Annie E. Stern, wife c "

'

L. Stern, in the forty-ninth year of her age, a n

of Parkerville Particular and Kennett Monthly Me^

, Eighth Month 26th, 1899, at her late resi

in Camden, N. J., Amy J. Brooks, in the eighty-nint

of her age; a member and elder of Newton Part

and a life long member of Haddonfield Quarterly
,|

ing. She was very conversant with the disciplii

deeply attached to the principles of our religious s f*

and was firm in upholding them. She was social Sr

nature and especially interested in young people,

endeared her to a large circle of friends and ac^

ances. Her walk in life was a consistent one. a

natural energies overcame many of the diflicultit ''

dent to advanced age. She " rests from her labo \
her works do follow her."

W^ILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS SI:

No. 422 Walnut Street
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'rem Letters of Joseph S. Blkinton.

(Concluded from page 60.)

enth Month 5th.—Had an early break-
and knowing how busily Prince Hilkoff

ngaged, I wrote a farewell address for

jkhobors, and left it with him, which he
e would translate. He and I bade fare-

1 tears, he expecting to sail next day on
eamship Ontario, with Captain Taylor for

)ool. I took an early train for Montreal,

led to some business there, then went on
;awa, and had interviews with heads of

;ments, setting before them the needs
Dukhobors as they appeared to me.
ing heard of Eliza H. Varney and Job S.

intending to go to Manitoba, I went to

respective homes before returning to

elphia, to put them in possession of such
lation as I supposed would be useful to

•CT OF A LETTER FROM ELIZA H. VARNEY,
DER DATE OF SEVENTH MO. 28th, 1899.

ived at Winnipeg on the 27th, and was
y two of my cousins, also by Rose Os-
who is a faithful worker among the

ibors, and is to go with us to Selkirk to-

see the company there. Some two
md. Yesterday went to the Immigrant
ngs, and found a few there with whom
nversed through an interpreter very sat-

jrily. Then went into the office of W. F.

sary, where we had an interesting visit

lim of half an hour or more. He is wil-

) do all he can to forward the work,
terday afternoon visited both hospitals,

lefor infants and one for adults. In both
3se prayer was offered, believing our
nly Father would understand the feeble

m of one of his little ones even if there
interpreter for them to understand,

arried it home to their hearts so that
?ere tendered to teas and kisses on our
in token of love and respect. We saw
me women that we saw at the immigrant
-ig. They are mostly of the Cyprus
ny. The men were troubled with their

|ind one had gone blind, but seemed so
led to his situation and was even cheer-

ful. Two children we saw were sad to behold,

one had cancer of the nose—a child of seven

or eight; her mother had her on her lap. The
nostrils are closed and the nose out of shape,

very much so with the growth. We all were
brought near in spirit, and bowed down before

the Lord. Truly a broken and contrite spirit,

God, thou wilt not despise!

This morning went back to Selkirk, where
we met over a thousand of the Dukhobors.
They welcomed our coming, and after visiting

the sick, who are under the care of their nurse

or doctor, that came with them, I asked her if

she would kindly tell me what they were most
in need of. She replied that the sick and the

children were much in need of milk and eggs,

but she had no means to get them. I gave
her ten dollars of what thou left me, and .Job

S. Gidley gave ten of what he brought with

him. We then went to the large tent, and
had a very favored sitting with them, which
brought them very near in spirit. They chanted
for about ten minutes, when one of the Rus-
sians offered prayer. He was deeply interested

in what was said to them, at times seemed al-

most overcome; he had evidently been well

brought up, and seemed anxious to help me.
Whilst we were at dinner one of their women

came to ask if it would disturb us if they sang
in the large room, their interpreter said " No,"

so they chanted all the time we were eating.

.\fter dinner we came out into the large room
and found that outside the doors they had a

large number of children collected in a half

circle with the men and women at either end,

and on our stepping out, all these children,

one hundred and fifty or more bowed down
three times in humble gratitude for what had
been given for their benefit, the nurse having

told them what had been given her before

dinner. We could not understand their move-
ments until she explained. The children were
then feelingly addressed. Many of these children

have the most open, kind-hearted faces I ever

beheld. Just before leaving, J. S. G. had them
called together, over a thousand of them, and

gave them excellent counsel, which they took

very kindly, and had their interpreter thank
us for our sympathy and words of comfort.

It was a scene never to be forgotten. The
men are so anxious to be at work and earning

something, they hardly know how to wait.

They were encouraged to be patient and in due

time the Lord would make a way for them where
there seemed to be no way. We then bade

them farewell. To-morrow morning we leave

for Yorkton.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM WILLIAM HALSTEAD,
UNDER DATE OF EIGHTH MONTH 4tH, 1899.

Joseph S. Elkinton,

My Dear Friend :— . . How precious it

is to know that we belong to our Heavenly
Father, and that we are all one in Jesus Christ,

who loved us and gave himself for us.

I am pleased to say that the prospects of

our Canadian West are more and more encour-
aging. There will be much railroad building,

and this season it is likely that a great number
of men will be needed for the saving of a

bountiful harvest, so that our friends from
Russia will be able to get plenty of honest em-
ployment.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM WILLIAM BELLOWS.
Selkirk, Manitoba, Seventh Month 7th, 1899.

I returned with Dr. Mercer to Yorkton three

or four days ago, and after spending a night

at that place, came on to Winnipeg, where I

went to see W. F. McCreary. From him I

learnt that the Kars Dukhobors (Lake Huron),

were already on their way west, and that some
were expected to arrive at Selkirk without

delay. As McCreary intended to come down to

Selkirk to meet the trains and see them settled

in, I decided to come with him, and accordingly

we left Winnipeg last evening by the Imperial

Limited, accompanied by Leanhardt the inter-

preter. Arrived at Selkirk at about half past

ten at night, w^e waited at the station for an
hour or so and then had news by wire that the

first train from Quebec would soon be in.

It was a strange and striking sight to see

these poor people leaving the train, by star-

light, and heavily loaded up with their private

belongings, bourkas, sheepskins, etc., making
their way along the mile of road leading to the

immigration shelter.

An hour or so after the arrival of the first

train the second came in, bringing part only

for Selkirk, the remainder proceeding via Win-
nipeg to Yorkton. By this time it was early

morning, and we were glad to get a few hours'

sleep in the small bedrooms upstairs. The
Dukhobors were not long in going into the de-

tails of their new home, and on rising this

morning the noise of conversation amongst
them downstairs in the main building might be

likened to that of a mill. A Russian gentle-

man from Moscow, named Konshin, has accom-
panied them from Batoum, and he and W. F.

McCreary went to Winnipeg by this afternoon's

train. The former intends, I think, to go
down into the Mennonite settlements to buy
horses in a day or so, and then a delegation

representing all the Kars Dukhobors will pro-

ceed to the Saskatoon and Prince Albert dis-

trict to "search out the land." They seem
anxious, I fancy, to settle in that part of

Canada, if possible.

A few of them went to Winnipeg by this

afternoon's train, one of them with the inten-

tion of selling some Persian rugs that they

have brought from Tiflis. Some of the latter

are really nice articles, and I am told that they

will easily be able to dispose of them at Win-
nipeg.

There are a great many wild strawberries

near here, and the children have been out pick-

ing them to-day with the result that to-night I
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saw some women busily making a great many
strawberry tarts. It is nice to think that

they can enjoy the luxury so cheaply.

The ex-presiilent of the C. I'. R., Sir \V.

VanHorne, is on the point of starting a very

large farm close to this point, and 1 hope some
work may be found for the Dukhobors upon it.

It is intended to act as a permanent advertise-

ment of the ouilability of the land, to catch

the eye of settlers coming into Manitoba.

The principal events, for this evening, have

been the erection of a large tent for the stor-

age of baggage just outside the building, and

the arrival of the third train from the east

with four hundred and one on board. Two of

the Diikhobors on this train got accidentally

left behind on the track, but will doubtless be

here to-morrow.

The Ouigin of Bowing.—The probability is

that the origin of this custom could only be

found by going far back into the age of an-

tiquity, when prostration was the attitude of

the slave before his master. In short, what
we now call politeness began in servility. There

can hardly be any doubt but that the practice

of bowing the head originated in exposing the

neck to the stroke of the sword. From its

earliest literal meaning it took a figurative

one, meaning first submission, then deference,

then mere politeness. As Herbert Spencer
says, " The nod or bow of modern politeness

is the last relic of the prostration of ancient

servility." In the same way we shake hands
with the right instead of the left, because the

right was the sword hand, and the giving of it

into the hand of an enemy was a sign of peace
and good faith. Taking off the hat, too, is a

relic of doffing the helmet, and so leaving the

most vulnerable portion of the body undefend-
ed as a mark of confidence on entering the
dwelling of an ally or friend.

—

Pearson's Weekly.

The Richest Man in the County.—Thus
the Pittsburg Advocate speaks of the " great-

est things in the world." It reminds us of an
incident heard many years ago. A rich man
in Harris County dreamed that the richest

man in the county would die at six o'clock on
a certain morning. This dream was repeated
three times, and it greatly troubled him, as
he was reputed to be the richest man in the
county, and supposed the dream referred to

himself. He made all his arrangements to

meet the issue, and had the doctor and his

family at hand at the eventful hour to minis-

ter to his needs. The morning and the hour
came and passed, and no "pale horse" was in

sight. The man arose relieved, and went into

his farm. Very soon one of the men came up
and informed him that the old man in the
cabin across the branch had died that morn-
ing. "Ah!" said the rich man, "he is the
man I was dreaming about, he was the richest

man in Harris County. I gave him the cabin
because he had nowhere else to go. I found
him one morning eating his breakfast at the
spring. It consisted of dry bread, soaked in

water. I said something to him about his

poverty. He resented the idea, and said that
he was the son of tjie King. He went on to

speak of the wealth of his Father in heaven,
and how happy he was in his inheritance, until

his face glowed with the heavenly light. Yes,

he was truly the richest man in Harris County."

Merit.

"
I have seen an end of all perfection, but thy command-

ment is e.xceeding broad" (Fs. cxix: ilG).

It has been remarked by a celebrated author,

as a characteristic of the unsophisticated vigor

of the earnestly inquiring mind, that " things

take the signature of thought." The longer

we live, if we live deliberately and independ-

ently, the more fully do we realize the fact

that external nature is but a mirror upon
which are shadowed in demonstrable outlines

of beauty or deformity, the principles of our

interior experience. To assert this, even in

anticipation of the realization, would be but to

extend to our human nature, the observation

which we all find to be true in subordinate

spheres of knowledge, that force is even in-

terior to form. In both cases is the force, or

life, concealed by the form, or body, and yet

revealed by it. Indeed it may be said to be

concealed by it in order that it may be re-

vealed by it, as the ordained channel for the

communication of intelligence. It is thus that

the material world may be said to confess itself

the servant of the spiritual, ever closely fol-

lowing and legibly registering its progress in

the harmony and power of truth.

Never, indeed, without conflict, is the su-

premacy of the ideal over the actual experi-

mentally maintained. The spiritual domain of

emotions and motives must witness a triumph
within itself over the intrusive suggestions of

sloth and discord, before it can manifest itself

in eflScient and harmonious action. Only by
perseverance in the uncompromising warfare
which the Son of God, and Saviour of men, de-

scended from heaven to institute, and lives in

heaven to direct, are the eternal freshness

and power of truth to be realized in inward and
outward fruits of happiness and peace and
glory. The life of the faithful Christian, and
it alone, is endowed with the subtle graces and
genuine activity of perennial youth.

Youth itself, however, may be said to be a
form, as well as a force. As a phenomenon of

time and space, it bears precedence among the

controlling conditions of every individual ex-

istence. Through the neglect of its spiritual

potentialities it may become a decaying and
corrupt form; but as it is animated by the

love of truth and duty, it is found to be at once
firmly conservative and irresistibly progressive.

By the exercise of the Divine charity which
believes, hopes, and endures all things, while
it may seemingly ignore the existence of essen-

tial evil, it grasps and wields the only weapons
which can oppose and overcome it. Stead-
fastly ceasing to do evil in its own precon-
ceived forms of work, it as steadfastly learns

to do well in the life of faith; and its path is

" as a shining light, shining more and more
unto the perfect day." The perfection of
yesterday may become the imperfection of
to-day; but the "exceeding broad command-
ment " remains to conduct it onward to the
perfect manhood of " the measure of the stat-

ure of the fulness of Christ."

It is perhaps one of the least imperfect or
improper, and therefore one of the most per-
sistent and most useful allusions of the youth-
ful pilgrim, to place more or less confidence in

the fallible authority of his fellow-man. The
prescription of tradition, and the prestige of
service, seem to him to invest merely occasional
rules and merely mortal examples, with the

sanction of universal and enduring applicabil

By them he is willing to be guided, and
them he would fain appeal " that his da

may be made manifest that they are wroui

in God." For only as the education of nati

is entirely subordinated to that of grace, is

promised sonship attained, whose happinea

is to distinguish the one immediate, undecen
and Divine Light, from all transmitted ori

fleeted radiance. But so far as the stand

and the sanction of the Christian neoph
may be thus in the keeping of his fellow-n

he cannot " be fully persuaded in his (

mind," and his store of rejoicing must be

cordingly not in himself, but "in anotb
The depth and fulness of the promise, " w
my father and my mother forsake me, t

the Lord will take me up," must remain to

realized by him. One by one his mortal

thorities must fail to fulfil his purest ex]ie(

tions, as they more or less gradually exp

their own natural limitations; while still ott

will be at hand to attract the allegiance of

imperfect faith, until the revelation of rij

eousness in the gospel " from faith to fai

shall finally emancipate him from all depc

ence upon mortal priesthoods. Then will

first fully realize with regard to his felU

that which he may perhaps long before \

discovered with regard to himself, that w
ever merit there maybe in human works, t|

is none in the human worker; but in Him
shall have wrought all their works in them
xxvi: 12.) K. I

r care

For "The Fiuen

MERIT.
'Tis said by self-made millionaires,

That of the gains which crown their lifelong f

The first five hundred for the whole prepares.

They speak of what they partly know:
The real mine in which their nuggets grow,

Is the fixed method which their labors show.

Fi.xed method tells of single aim;

Of W'ill unbound by brute affection's claim,

Or selfish passion's countless cords of shame.

Thus for his earthly crown contends,

With all the singleness such service lends.

The man who trusts by gold to shape his ends, j

In earnest work true merit lies
;

Not in the worker, be he ne'er so wise,
IJ

But in the fruits which grow beneath his eyes, n

Then leave the miser to his rule:

Perchance he yet may find a nobler school

In which his works shall never call him " fool."

And if thy power thou wouldst exert

Where wisdom's ways their lasting charms asse

Let not his abject fears thy will pervert.
J

We put offences or stumbling blocks

way of men's souls whenever we do any

to keep them back from Christ, or to turn

out of the way of salvation, or to disgust

with true religion. We may d,o it direcllfij

persecuting, ridiculing, opposing, or dissu

them from decided serving of Christ. Wi 4
do it indirectly by living a life inconsistent

if

our religious profession, and by making

tianity loathsome and distasteful by oui

conduct. Whenever we do anything

kind, it is clear, from our Lord's words

we commit a great sin.

—

B. P. Lyle.

Godliness with contentment is great

(1 Timothy vi: 6.)
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Prohibition in Maine.

BY JOSHUA L. BAILY.

a recent issue of The Fkiend reference

made to one of our members visiting

y tlie cities of Maine to investigate the

s of Prohibition. As it is probable some
' readers may be interested to know the

, we publish this advance copy of his

nt.—Ed.]
1 recent visit which I made in Maine, one
chief objects was to observe the working

I prohibitory law of that State. While 1

many persons who considered the law in

re measure successful, 1 was somewhat
sed at the number of those who con-

jd it as a failure. I found the latter were
) classes ; those who were opposed to the

nd would like to have it repealed, because

Qe interest which they had in the liquor

;ss, or because it interfered with or re-

3d the indulgence of their appetite. The
class was made up chiefly of those who
;sed to be Prohibitionists, but who pro-

ed the law a failure because it did not

suppress the traffic.

isolved to make an investigation for my-
,nd availed of every opportunity that of-

fer obtaining information. I spent three

in Portland. At one of the principal

where I dined I noticed the menu con-

no wine list, and I asked the waiter the

I for it. He told me the law would not

it. Had I dined at any prominent hotel

ost any other city. New York, Philadel-

r Boston, I would have been confronted

, wine list covering a whole page. At a

nent hotel where I dined recently in an-

city, there were seventy-three kinds of

lamed on the wine list, seventy-three in-

)ns to drink. All of these were wanting
J Portland Hotel. Methought the law
nly doesn't fail in this. I noticed there

10 wines or other alcoholic liquors on the

The popping of corks, so observable at

hotels, was wanting here. I asked the
• if one could not have a bottle of wine

;

iked very much surprised and told me
the Maine law, no doubt thinking I was
jnorant. Again, I thought the law doesn't

this.

ok up two of the principal newspapers of

nd, "The Argus" and "The Express."

ed through them column after column,

)where found any liquors advertised for
• any information as to where they could

1. there was beef, but no beer ; bread,
I brandy ; corn and oats, and wheat, but
iskey ; dry goods and clothing and gro-

,
but no liquors of any kind. In almost

iper in any other city outside of Maine I

have no difficulty in finding where every

f liquor could be had, either in the small-

the largest quantities.

liked up and down the streets of Portland,

e principal streets only, but the narrow
3 and out-of-the-way places, and I no-

read on any sign the word " liquors " or

m," nor was there in any window on any
any bottles or decanters of wine or other

5, nor were there any beer or whiskey

3, full or empty, to be seen on any pave-

I found out what corresponded in Port-

! nearly as there could be any resemblance
at is familiarly known as the "slum

district" in other cities. From 9 o'clock until

midnight I walked through the streets which
had been named to me as most nearly deserving

that appellation. I did not see any store or

building which gave any outward indication of

its being a place where liquors were sold. I

did not meet a drunken person, and only one
upon whom I discovered the odor of liquor, and
he was a policeman. I was surprised at the

loneliness and quiet of the streets, and con-

cluded that the Portland people either spent

their evenings at home, or went to bed early.

A policeman kindly gave me the information

that a theatre had opened that evening on
Peak's Island, a few miles out in the harbor,

and that a steamboat load of people had gone
out there to attend the entertainment, and he

said that the boat would be due on its return

trip at 20 minutes after 11 o'clock. I con-

cluded that this rendezvous in the Portland

harbor was probably another Coney Island, and
that the denizens of the district I had been
visiting had gone out there to have a frolic,

and so, taking a position in the shadow of an
electric light, I stood waiting their return.

As they came in and passed by me I could see

every countenance distinctly. They were men,
women and children. I looked at them with

surprise, as I failed to discover any evidence

that a single one of them had been drinking.

There was no alcoholic odor on the breath of

any of them. They were a quiet, orderly, re-

spectable company, just such as any one would
expect to meet coming home from a Methodist
meeting. I took the liberty of asking an ex-

planation of a gentleman who was walking
alone, and he told me that neither love nor

money would buy a drop of any alcoholic liquor

on Peak's Island. He kindly told me what he

might have supposed I did not know, that the

island was a part of the territory of the pro-

hibition State of Maine. Surely, I thought to

myself, some of those people who so flippantly

told me prohibition was a dead failure, were-

not in the habit of visiting Peak's Island.

The tramp which I made through the streets

of Portland that night was made alone. I felt

a sense of security which I would have felt in

few other cities. I have been through what is

known as the "slum districts" in my own na-

tive city of Philadelphia, and in New York,

but I was always accompanied by one or more
police officers. I have been in nearly all of

our Atlantic cities, and in many in the West,

but never in any city at the hours named, have
I witnessed the same degree of order and de-

corum which I saw in Portland.

Notwithstanding these conditions which I

have described I do not mean to give the im-

pression that there is no liquor selling or

drunkenness in Portland, quite otherwise. The
omission of wine lists at the hotels, and the

absence of liquors from hotel tables, and no

advertising of liquors for sale, no saloon sign-

boards on the streets are certainly so many
outward indications of an observance of the

law, an observance which in a very large de-

gree removes temptation. To guests at the

hotels, readers of newspapers, and to those who
walk the streets of Portland, whether strangers

or residents, the temptation is not as in other

cities, constantly presented. It is certainly a

much safer place for young men to live and

grow up than in other places where the tempta-

tion is ever before them. But the sale and

use of intoxicants in Portland, as in many
other places in Maine, is carried on clandes-

tinely under such conditions as are very unat-

tractive. In the very hotel where I dined, as

before described, I found in an out-of-the-way

place in the basement an apartment which an-

swered the purpose of a barroom. There was
an unpainted pine counter, and a number of

bottles displayed containing ginger ale, sarsa-

parilla, and other such drinks as are commonly
called "soft" and there was a bartender, and
either under the counter or in some other hid-

ing place, or in a refrigerator there were
stronger drinks which could be had when called

for. There were no stools, nor .chairs, nor

tables in the room, no pictures on the walls,

nor any of the ordinary paraphernalia of a

barroom to induce any one to tarry longer than

necessary. I was in this apartment several

times, and usually found the bartender alone,

and found him obligingly willing to be inter-

viewed. He told me the public authorities

knew perfectly well that liquors were being

sold there, that the officers usually came there

every six months and made them pay a fine of

$100 and costs, and then so long as they kept

certain city regulations not to sell liquors on
Sunday or to minors, or drunkards, or were
complained of by no one they were not molested

until another six months came around. I found

similar apartments under like conditions in

some other hotels in Portland, and I found in-

terior or back rooms in a number of fruit and
grocery stores where liquors were for sale

under very similar conditions, but these were
not, however, the most reputable stores, and
they were usually in out-of-the-way places, not

likely to be found by strangers, and not likely

to be frequented by citizens who had a care

for their reputation.

I have been a not infrequent visitor in Port-

land in recent years, and what I have last wit-

nessed may be taken as the prevailing condi-

tions for a number of years past, but my fa-

miliarity with Portland extends far back of this

recent period. Portland, its streets, its com-
merce, its wharves were familiar to me more
than forty years ago. There were then liquor

saloons on nearly all the business streets, and

there were blocks of buildings on the streets

near the wharves where liquor selling seemed

to be the chief business. Jamaica rum was
one of the principal commodities dealt in, as

evidenced by the barrels which crowded the

wharves. There were then some half a dozen

breweries in Portland, and at least two distil-

leries. Where are these saloons now, and the

barrels of Jamaica rum? What has become of

the breweries and the distilleries? They are

not there now. What caused their removal?

If it was not the prohibitory law which closed

the saloons and stopped the importation of rum
and silenced the breweries and distilleries, what

was it? Tell me, ye whose traffic has been

destroyed, and who yet denounce the law as a

failure. Tell me, ye professed friends of pro-

hibition, who denounce the law as a failure be-

cause it doesn't work miracles, tell me, what

has brought about this marvellous change?

It is said that the blessings which are nearest

us and which are everywhere about us are those

of which we take least note, and I am afraid it

is so with many of the good people in Portland,

and elsewhere in Maine, and I don't know but

that some of them have short memories. Those
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who can remember far enough back have only

to recall the circumstances of forty years ago,

and compare them with the prevailing condi-

tions of to-day.

I made a visit to Bangor, but found affairs

there so similar to what I saw in Portland that

it is not necessary to describe them, and there

are other cities and towns, some of which 1

visited, and others of which I have reliable

knowledge where the conditions are much the

same, but in many of the smaller towns, and

generally throughout the rural sections of the

State where I have not only had the opportuni-

ty for personal observation, but opportunity

also for collecting reliable information, 1 fee!

warranted in asserting that prohibition is in a

good measure successful. In very many places

drinking and drunkenness are unknown. Young
people have grown up to manhood and woman-
hood without having known the sight or taste

or the presence of intoxicating liquors, and I

have been assured by men and women of mature
years that they have never seen that sight to

us so sadly common, a drunken person.

I have spoken of two classes of persons in

Maine who denounce the prohibitory law as a

failure ; one class, those who do so from selfish

motives, and demand the repeal of the law, but

this is not a very formidable class. The cry of

repeal has been many times raised but never
made much headway. It is only a few years

since one of the political parties of the State

made repeal a plank of their platform, and on
that plank they were able to elect less than
half a dozen members in a House having a

membership of more than one hundred, and the

repeal scheme was a ignominous failure.

That prohibition is the settled policy of Maine
is very generally admitted, and it would be sui-

cidal on the part of any party to make its re-

peal an issue.

The other class is made up, as I have already

stated, chiefly of prohibitionists. By this, I do
not mean members of the prohibition party, but
professed friends of prohibition without respect

to any party affiliations. They condemn pro-

hibition as a failure, because it does not every-

where stop the sale of liquor, close all the
saloons, and make sobriety universal through-
out the State. It seems to me that such are
very unreasonable, as well as inconsistent and
unwise. They don't condemn the law against

stealing as a failure, although thieving may be
committed in difl'erent parts of the State on
every day in the year.

The worst foes of prohibition, those who are
really doing the most mischief, are not those
who openly denounce the law because they hate
it and would have it repealed. Little do the
professed prohibitionists think of the harm they
are doing, unwittingly it may be, when they put
themselves in the way of being quoted, as they
are quoted throughout the country by the ene-

mies of prohibition, who say, " Why, even the
prohibitionists of Maine admit that prohibition

is a failure."

There is no failure on the part of the law.

It is everything that could be asked for to at-

tain the end in view: the suppression of the
drink traffic, and the punishment of those who
are law-defiant. Many of those who are elected
or appointed to administer the law are failures

because they do not enforce it, and many of
the prohibitionists themselves are failures "also

(I dislike to say it, but the truth must be told)

because they do not give to the officers of the

law the aid and support which as good citizens,

it is their duty to give.

A case in point let me narrate. A woman
in Portland, a widow, lived in a house which she

owned, having a family of several children,

among whom was a grown up daughter and

two young sons just coming into manhood. A
party purchased the adjoining property, opened

a store, and in a back room he established a

bar for the sale of liquors. The apartment

where this illegal business was carried on was

in full view of the windows of the woman's

house. The w'oman was indignant at the scenes

which were daily enacted before the eyes of

her daughter and her sons, and she resolved,

if possible, to have the nuisance suppressed.

She was diffident about going to the public au-

thorities, but resolved to lay the whole matter

before a friend of hers, a prohibitionist of some
prominence, and get him to intercede for her.

She put the whole case before him; he assured

her of his sympathy, how very greatly he re-

gretted the unpleasant circumstances under

which she was placed, but that the party who
had purchased the property and of whom she

complained, was one with whom he had business

relations, and whom he would not like to offend,

and that any interference on his part would be

a loss to him in his own business; therefore he

would have to be excused from doing anything

for her. This man was a coward, the meanest
kind of a coward. All his professed interest

in the cause of prohibition was nothing to him
when his own selfish interests lay in the other

scale. I do not know how many such prohibi-

tionists there may be in Maine. I would not

like to think that there are many, but I must
be candid, and the truth must be told, even if

somebody is offended. I have great reason to

believe from the testimony presented, that the

cause of prohibition in Maine is greatly injured

and its enforcement hindered and retarded by

the apathy and indifference of many of its pro-

fessed friends, and their unwillingness, as in

the Portland case already recited, to do the

simple duty which devolves upon every good
citizen to aid to the extent of his ability in the

enforcement of the law.

The people of Maine have upon their statute

books the best laws enacted by any State for

suppression of the drink traffic, and the en-

couragement and education of the people in

habits of sobriety. In very few of the other

States have the friends and advocates of tem-

perance any such backing. The law-s in many
of the States serve the protection rather than

the suppression of the traffic. Whatever ad-

vance is made along temperance lines elsewhere,

is made against fearful odds, against a strongly

entrenched and powerful foe. We do not mean
to say that the people of Maine have no foe to

encounter. The liquor traffic is everywhere a

relentless, law-defiant and unscrupulous foe to

the highest and best interests of the communi-
ty, and the drinking passion will always and
everywhere resist restrictive legislation, and be

fruitful in expedients to avoid and evade it.

But in the prohibitory law, and in the public

sentiment of the people, which sustains it, the

prohibitionists of Maine, and the whole people
of Maine have everything to encourage and
stimulate them, not only on account of the ad-

vance so far made, but because of the rare op-

portunities which they enjoy of keeping their

State not simply abreast, but in harmony w
the motto of the coat-of-arms of Maine (Diri)

in the very fore-front of this great reform.

To the Members of the Three Monthly Me'

ings in the City of Philadelphia, 1805,

Dear FYiends

:

—Our minds have been s

rowfully affected under the consideration

the many failures and bankruptcies which
latter times have taken place among us

the wounding of the testimony of truth,

reproach of our Christian profession, and
ruin and distress of individuals and famil

Of the causes which have led thereto we
very fully disapprove, and declare our disui

with; and as we seriously wish that more
stances of this kind may be avoided, we tl

it right to warn and caution all against

properly grasping after the things of

world, and engaging in hazardous undertak'

out of the counsel and wisdom of truth, wh
by they may be rendered incapable of b(

punctual to their promises and just in the
]

ment of their debts.

Repeated and salutary advices have \

given, both publicly and in private, whic
attended to, would have preserved many
have fallen into great straits and difficultie

Many causes which might be enumer
have contributed to produce these sorro

effects; but there is one that has particu!

engaged our attention, to wit. The practic

giving and taking promissory notes, callec

commodation paper, and endorsing them
for another, and thus improperly becoi

sureties, sometimes even to a greater am'

than such parties are capable of paying,

much better would it be, to be contented

such trade and business as are within the r

of our capitals; and never to enter into

engagements or promises without provi

funds of our own to comply with punctual!

We are also engaged to caution every

vidual against imprudently entering into

securities with others; for by these practju

many innocent wives and children have
inevitably and unexpectedly involved in rui

and deplorable circumstances. We then
earnestly desire Friends to keep strictl

their guard, that none through any spe

pretences of rendering acts of friendsh

others with safety to themselves, may
their own peace and reputation, and th

curity of their families: in order hereunti

recommend the salutary advice of the

man to their special notice and regard:

not thou one of them that strike hands,

them that are sureties for debts: If thou

nothing to pay, why should he take awa;

bed from under thee?"

Finally, dear Friends, we recommend :

attend carefully to the principle of grac

truth in their own minds, which is suffici<
of

preserve and keep us from falling; and
to do justly, love mercy, and walk humbl;

Signed, by appointment, on behalf of thi

meetings, respectively held the twenty-i

twenty-seventh and twenth-ninth of the

Month, 1805. David Bacon
John Parkish
Jacob TompkiL^
John ELLioTT,ft.

Nicholas Wa
Daniel Drink
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Kor "The Friend."

DANGER.
(Eccl. viii : 11.)

Mammon's miniona, all unconscious how

.rity's grace their license doth allow,

Revel in mortal good !

seek their own, and not the things of Christ ;

;k-rakers mere, who will not be enticed

By gain not understood,

t in the dark by sheer self-management,

;er, not earnest, in their spirits bent.

Their narrow hardihood

'erses every rule of duty, and

petty treachery reads God's commands.

Come, healing heavenly Food!

I in all souls this sordid appetite

strangely leading some to hopeless night!

For "The Fbiknd. '

TRUSTING JESUS.
Come unto me, ye weary ones.

And I will give you rest,

How many souls, the Saviour's words

Have comforted and blest.

Then let us ever trust in Him
And comfort He will give

And teach our ever seeking souls

The truest way to live.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.

lESTOWN, N. J.

For "THE FRIKNI

iceount of a visit paid to the south of Ire-

i in the summers of 1841 and 1842, hy

luel Capper of Bristol, accompanied in the

mmance of it hy Robert Charlton, Thomas

ik and John Cadbury.

36 my going on business to Ireland in

35, in whicli journey I passed tlirough

of the towns in tlie province of Munster,

1 the county of Wexford, I have had an

hension that it would be required of me
ne time, to visit these places again and

d meetings with that part of the popula-

'hich, on account of its poor and degraded

it is not easy to approach. This prospect

,s I apprehended so ripened, that in the

r of 1841 1 thought it would be right dur-

hat summer to go over, but the severe

3 and death of my son John prevented my
taining the subject, as regarded its actual

ition, until after his decease. He died on

xth of Third Month, 1841 and was buried

3 fourteenth of the same.

the sixth of Fourth Month I laid this

ect before the Monthly Meeting of Bristol,

lat meeting after a time of solid delibera-

n which many minds appeared to enter

into the subject, directed a certificate

prepared, which was brought in and is as

3 Friends of the city of Cork and of some
places of the south of Ireland,

r Friends:—Our dear friend Samuel Cap-

as brought before us a concern which he

It for some years past, to pay a religious

the southern parts of Ireland, and par-

rly to the city of Cork, chiefly with the

if holding meetings among those who are

embers of our religious Society.

subject has engaged our serious con-

k^tion; and much unity and sympathy with

3ar friend, in this prospect of service,

f
been expressed, we think it right to set

liberty to proceed in it—he being a min-

1 unity with us.

, our desire that all his movements there-

be ordered of the Lord, that he may be

thened and preserved in the path of duty

(•dat a blessing may rest upon his labors.

We would commend him to the guidance and

protection of Israel's Shepherd and to your

brotherly care and sympathy. Remaining with

a salutation of love, your Friends.

Signed in and on behalf of Bristol Monthly

Meeting held there fourth of Fifth Month 1841."

This certificate is signed by thirty-seven men
and twenty-four women.

Some few days after the Monthly Meeting in

the Fourth Month, William Woods of Limerick,

was in Bristol, and as Friends had directed a

certificate to be drawn up on my behalf, I

thought it best to acquaint him with my views

a little more particularly; he seemed to think

it would be well to mention them to some Friends

of the Meeting of Ministers and Elders of the

Munster Quarterly Meeting, then about to be

held at Clonmel.

I received a letter from William Harvey of

Cork, dated fifteenth of Fourth Month, 1841,

of which follows a copy, and to which on the

twentieth I sent the subjoined answer:

"My dear Friend, Samuel Capper:—It was

left with me by Friends in the station of Elders

who met at our Quarterly Meeting held at

Clonmel within a few days, to convey to thee

something of their feelings on hearing that

thou wast likely to be soon in this part of Ire

land, in service of a peculiar kind, for which

thou had obtained the certificate of thy Monthly

Meeting only, and did not purpose laying thy

concern before thy Quarterly Meeting, pre-

viously to entering on the work, which latter

information brought Friends under some exer-

cise as it did appear to them, that a concern

such as thine was described to be, ought to ob-

tain the fullest consideration which the good

order of our Society provides for.

We fear that the omission of thy Quarterly

Meeting's sanction would be unsatisfactory to

many, and as the nature of thy concern, viz.,

holding public meetings in a tent, would be, we
conceive, attended with both difficulty and dan-

ger in this land: would it not, in case of any

serious disturbance arising out of the unruly

dispositions of the people, be a comfortable re-

flection to thyself, that thou hadst not engaged

in it, without the full concurrence and unity of

thy friends both at home and abroad; these

observations seemed due to thee and the cause,

and they are offere4in love for thy considera-

tion. I remain aft'ectionately thy friend,

W'lLLiAM Harvey."
The answer.

Fourth Month 20th, 1841.

"My dear Friend, William Harvey

:

—Thy kind

letter came to hand in due course and requires

my acknowledgment of the care and solicitude

of the Elders of Munster Quarterly Meeting,

who have regarded my prospect in its true light,

as a concern of deep responsibility and very

arduous. I am not surprised that Friends un-

accustomed to the peculiar service which I be-

lieve myself called to, should be somewhat
startled at it, and it will certainly be my place

to acquiesce in the decision of Friends should

they think it best that I should not proceed.

Personally I might be induced to feel that your

doubts present an opportunity, which my in-

clination would be pleased to embrace, of with

your nation, I could not do otherwise than

ponder the points so strongly set forth in thy

letter, viz., the risk of disturbance and personal

danger to others as well as myself; but when
these things have come discouragingly into

view, it has been accompanied with a feeling

that if we are desirous of being the servants of

Christ, we must be willing to follow those re-

quirings which are made manifest to us: though

I have been tried with thoughts of this kind,

yet I have been favored not to be uneasy about

the issue; it may be, as has been much the

case in this land, that even in the worst neigh-

borhoods we have had often quiet satisfactory

meetings; nor do I think that were I certain

of much ditficulty and danger attending, I dare

on that account, abandon the engagement. I

find that a Friend, Young Sturge, who will

write, will be likely to advert to the inability

I was under of applying to our last Quarterly

Meeting, and I shall only add, that I am quite

disposed to act in accordance with the judg-

ment of Friends, but should be uneasy if the

omission of this apprehended duty were to lie

upon me. Desiring to be remembered in dear

love to Friends in your city and such others as

may remember me, I am thy affectionate friend,

SAiuuEL Capper."
(To be continued.)

God is Love.—" I don't see how God can be

Love, and yet people sufl'er so," said a rebellious

young learner. And the teacher answered with

a story found in her lesson book on Job:

A kind captain once found his cabin boy

clinging to the high rigging, trembling and

pale, but unwilling to come down; he was afraid

of the mate, he said.

But why?
"Because," answered the boy," "he took a

knife and cut a piece of flesh out of a sailor's

arm; then he took a red-hot iron and burnt it

dreadfully."

"Was that all?"

"No: he killed Bruno and threw him over-

board. He is a cruel man, and 1 am afraid of

him."
" Now listen," said the captain ;

" Bruno

went mad and bit the sailor; the mate saved

his life by what he did to his arm. In order

to save your life and mine, he killed Bruno and

threw him overboard; now are you afraid of

him?" And the boy became ashamed.

"Now," continued the teacher, "that is the

way suffering looks to us when we cannot un-

derstand it; but come down from these trem-

bling, miserable doubts, little sailor, and re-

member that ' the Lord is merciful and gra-

cious, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy

'

and that ' our light afflictions, which are but

for a moment, are working out for us a far ex-

ceeding and eternal weight of glory.' "—Chris-

tian Arbitrator.

Do you ask how to overcome? It is an open

secret. " Ye have overcome, little children,"

the apostle said, " because greater is He that

is in you, than he that is in the world." Re-

ceive into your heart the stronger than the

strong man armed. Open your whole being to

drawing from a service by no means gratifying; His indwelling. Let the nature of the living

at the same time I would offer a few remarks ' Christ rise up to the wrestle with Apollyon. It

for the consideration of thyself and the kind is not Christ without only, but within,_ who is

Friends who have taken an interest on the sub- , the secret source of the overcoming life.

—

F.

ject. In contemplating this engagement in B. Meyer.
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Job, an Appreciation.

It has been well remarked that were the

Book of Job rightly understood, it would be

seen to tower above every other poem, as the

great pyramid of Egypt does above all other

buildings. It is a work the splendor of which

grows on the reader. Its greatness is not ap-

parent at first, but the more it is studied the

more wonderful it appears. When and by

whom was it written ? Who has the glory of

having planted the grandest flower in the whole

garden of literature ? The question is of con-

siderable interest. There is a talmudic tradi-

tion that Moses wrote the Book of Job during

his sojourn in Midian

And this view of its great antiquity—the

view that its date is prior to the Exodus—is

confirmed by the language. We need scarcely

go to the original to see that we have here a

very archaic work. There are probably two
references to the destruction of the cities of

the plain; there is not one to any incident at

or during or later than the Exodus. One un-

expected feature of the book is that the author,

desiring to give the portrait of a good man,
goes outside the chosen race and finds one

amongst the people of the nations without

—

an ideal it is difiicult to imagine being cherished

by a Jew, especially by one of the post-exilic

period, when the narrowest conceptions pre-

vailed.

And what is most remarkable, and has not

yet received the attention it deserves, the

whole book is thoroughly Egyptian. Every
animal mentioned belonged to Egypt; some,

such as the hippopotamus and crocodile, espe-

cially so. The same fact is true of the veg-

etation. The natural history is not that of

Assyria or Chaldea, but of the valley of the

Nile; although the scene is laid in the country

east of the Jordan. Recent discoveries in

ancient Egyptian literature cast side-lights on
many passages formerly obscure. The poem
belongs to an age of books, but especially of

rude inscriptions. The money is of patriarchal

age. The musical instruments are those, and
only those, found in Egyptian monuments.
Still further, there are a number of lesser al-

lusions which hieroglyphic literature illustrates,

such as the evident sanctity of monogamy; the

prominence given, in times of festivity, to the

society of sisters; the formation of spirits

under the waters; the reference to men having
to be weighed in a balance, so frequent in the
" Book of the Dead "

; the breaking in of waters,

sending streams on the fields, the waters dry-

ing up and passing away; and many others

—

of no evidence taken separately—but which
indicate that the book in every part is leavened

with ideas distinctly Egyptian. Were there

no traditions of the author, were the question

discussed purely on internal evidence, the con-

clusion would be forced upon any person ac-

quainted with the literature of ancient Egypt
that the Book of Job must have been written

by one learned in the learning of the Egyptians.

Whilst founded on fact, the poetic character

is very manifest. This sublime poem, for such

it is, has been called the Melchisedek of lit-

erature. It commences with a vision of unseen
interpenetrating the seen—not the least truth-

ful portion of the book. This is not a dream
of the poet, but a realization of the seer that

in the near invisible mighty world of spirits

beings are in contest for the souls of men. .

Returning to the scene, we find the wealthy

and respected Job plunged into a series of

troubles, and eventually smitten with a dire

disease. In his sorrow, three old friends pay

him a visit of condolence. Their names and

dwelling-places are stated w-ith unnecessary

minuteness, unless they were actual men and

not fictitious characters. Either the men were

known at the time the book was written, or

the descriptions are disingenuous and inartistic.

Then the poetry commences, and continues

with twenty-one speeches—three sevens. The
friends came to comfort; they meant well, but

Satan influenced and they but made matters

worse. There was first seven days' silence.

Then Job began with a curse on the day in

which he was born. "Why could he not have

stayed in the realm of unborn babes and been at

rest with kings and counsellors of the earth who
built for themselves pyramids?" ....

But it is just when most crushed, when from

this brave soul comes the cry, "Have pity upon
me, ye my friends, for the hand of God hath

touched me," that he gives utterance to the

one universal faith of God's elect in every age:

"
I know that my Redeemer liveth,

And that He shall stand up at the last upon the earth:

And after my skin hath been thus destroyed,

Yet apart from my flesh shall I see God:

Whom I shall see for myself,

And mine eyes shall behold, and not another."

Zophar does not venture on a third address,

and Job is left master of the field, having

borne down all his adversaries. The brook of

human comfort has dried up, and like the bed

of a mountain torrent, left nothing but hard

and arid stones. These good men, completely

silenced, had nothing more to say. A long

monologue by Job follows, in which came
visions of the past days of peace and prosperity.

The twenty-ninth chapter has been admired in

every age. The beautiful description of a

good chief in primitive times has an indescrib-

able charm:
"

I delivered the poor that cried.

The fatherless also, that had none to help him.

The blessing of Him that was ready to perish came upon me:
And I caused the widow's heart to sing for joy.

I put on righteousness, and it clothed me:

My justice was as a robe and a diadem.

I was eyes to the blind.

And feet was I to the lame.

I was father to the needy: ^
And the cause of Him that I knew not, I searched out."

This has been pointed out as showing a state

of society of a later date. As a matter of

fact, it is distinctly Egyptian. Amongst the

recent discovery of Nile monuments is the

epitaph of a chieftain of a date prior to Moses,

who says: "Not a little child did I injure; not

a widow did I oppress; not a herdsman did I

ill-treat; there was no beggar in my day; no

one starved in my time ; and when the years of

famine cam.e, I ploughed all the land of the

province to its northern and southern boun-
daries, feeding its inhabitants and providing

their food. There was no starving person in

it, and I made the widow to be as though she

possessed a husband." Of another it is said:
" He made no distinction between a stranger
and those known to him. He was the father
of the weak, the supporter of those who had
no mother. Feared by the ill-doer, he pro-

tected the poor. He was the avenger of those
whom a more powerful one had deprived of

property. He was the husband of the widow,
the refuge of the orphan." The expression of

Job, " I was eyes to the blind, and feet w

to the lame," almost seems taken from

"Book of the Dead," which speaks of b

"Bread to the hungry, water to the thii

clothes to the naked, a refuge to him th;

in want." ....
One important point should not be c

looked. To the Jew the horse was forbi(

in battle. The war horse was a detesta

With the Egyptian it was the chief relianc

war. Naturally a poet of Egyptian c-ul

would select the creature as a noble speci

of the Di\'ine handiwork; no Jew, especial

the post-exilic age, would dream of giving

an illustration as that which came from

mouth of (Jod. The hippopotamus and ci

dile were creatures of the Nile. Job medi1

upon these. Not by a thought of Divin

and pardoning grace, but of irresistible n

he is brought to self-distrust. Then lying

at the feet of God in dust and ashes he rep-

with the repentance of self-abhorrence,

the great God becomes his friend. The E;

tian ideal of a good old age, as mentions

several places, was 120 years, Job lived

and died full of days.

The composition of the Book of Jo

marked by unusual strength. It is a cat;

of vigorous clear-cut sentences, coming fo

most part in pairs or parallelisms. The rlv

is of thought, not of words. There is ne-

sign of weariness. When any expressic

unusual importance is to be made it is ac

panied by some lengthy piece of descri

well sustained. For instance, when El

wishes to emphasize the question "'Shall m
man be more just than God?" he introc

with vivid description an apparition who
it. In another place, the difficulty of fii

wisdom is introduced by a long well-sust

account of mining operations. The cont

tion of this work to the current coin o

conversation to-day is remarkable. It \

be difiicult to find another poem of equal U
to which we owe so much. Such expres

as " Where the wicked cease from trou

and the weary are at rest," or "Coming t
j;

grave like a shock of corn fully ripe," or j,

moon walking in brightness," or " He that '

clean hands groweth stronger and stron
,j

and at least forty others which coul

brought out, are unalloyed gold. It is a

vincing evidence of its poetic excellence,

coming from the uttermost parts of the t

and the uttermost ages of time, this

should have laid so strong a hold on th

pressions of our day. It is the fullest

sublimest view of natui'al theology tha

ever appeared. As such it is most v
"

breathing as it does in every sentence thejj,,

of a fuller revelation of God to meet the

of suffering sinning men
As we read we see the large open teni

hillside on the east of Jordan. There is
i

tall, powerfully built, with noble counte

and bushy black locks. He is crouchit

the ground in agony, for some strange di
n]/

has covered him with boils. On one siiju,,

three fine noble-hearted men, men of

well attired; they are quiet, having been

pletely silenced in the argument. On
other side there has just entered a m
.some standing. He is young, but has al

gained much respect; he has more than

ary mental power, holds advanced view'
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confidence which sometimes marks ed-

d youth. He takes the place of Zophar,

declines to speak further. He fails to

the attention of Job, and shows the an-

ice by repeated requests to be heard, and
an accusation that Job is treating him
scorn. But Job's thoughts were else-

;—they were with God. Elihu insists on

heard, and at length appeals to the

s present as "men of understanding."

I proceeds a storm arises, and he weaves
vations of its progress into his address.

1 is the patter of rain, the drops are seen,

increase, they pour down abundantly, the

3 gather; they are the tent of God, who
ss in the firmament a sea of water; there

Qbling in the pavilion, with its cloud cur-

and flashes of light. God's hands are

if arrows of lightning, each of which is

illy aimed at its mark. Cattle are alarmed

;

states that his heart trembles, and is

d out of its place; he calls on his hearers

ten to the voice of God. Lightning is

out to the ends of the world, each flash

eded by a roaring voice. Seven peals of

ler are heard, majestic and marvellous.

continues to moralize, and says: "Great
s doeth God which we cannot comprehend."

as is sometimes in the midst of a storm,

is snow; it soon changes to rain, then to

;rs of mighty rain. No one is able to

in the fields. Wild creatures fly to their

ts and remain in their dens. Then the

h of God becomes a shower of hail. Is

• correction? or for the benefit of the

or in mercy? Let Job explain if he can.

gather their garments about them, for the

is cold. Elihu asks; "Dost thou know
ilancing of the clouds?" "Why the gar-

's warm thee?" Job answers not. A
: space of blue sky appears like a molten

r. There is a bright light in the clouds,

porm has gone by. Elihu concludes: " Out
[e north cometh golden splendor, God
upon Him terrible majesty: touching the

;hty, we cannot find Him out." Or, as

translate, "we cannot discuss Him
" "He is excellent in power and in

lent, and plenteous justice He will not

Men do therefore fear Him. He re-

1 not any that are wise at heart. Then
s the sublime conclusion, commencing:
Lord answered Job out of the storm and

Hunt Cooke, in Bihlia.

ISTIAN Boldness.—" What can I fear?"

hrysostom, when sentenced to be ban-
" Will it be death? But you know that

is my life, and that I shall gain by death.

t be exile? But the earth and all its

3 is the Lord's. Will it be the loss of

1? We brought nothing into the world,

n carry nothing out. Thus all the terrors

world are contemptible in my eyes, and
at all its good things. Poverty I do

! ir. Riches I do not sigh for. Death I

shrink from, and life I do not desire,

li nly for the progress of your souls. But
how, my friends, the true cause of my
It is that I have not lined my house with

pestry. It is that I have not clothed

-obes of silk. It is that I have not flat-

n .he effeminacy and sensuality of certain

aljor laid gold and silver at their feet. But
ed I say more? Jezebel is raising her

persecution and Elias must fly. Herodias is

taking her pleasure, and John must be bound
in chains; the Egyptian wife tells her lie, and
Joseph must be thrust into prison. And so if

they banish me, I shall be like Elias; if they

throw me into mire, like Jeremiah; if they

plunge me into the sea, like the prophet Jonah;

if into the pit, like Daniel; if they stone me, it

is Stephen that I shall resemble; John, the

forerunner, if they cut off" my head; Paul, if

they beat me with stripes; Isaiah, if they saw
me asunder."

If it costs something to be a Christian, it

costs more to be a sinner.

Items Concerning the Society.

John G. Lane, who died last Fifth Month, a resi-

dent of Philadelphia, and interested attender of our

meetings, but a member of New York Yearly Meet-

ing, left one hundred thousand dollars to that

Yearly Meeting for educational purposes.

On Fifth day of last week, when the city was
full of visitors to the reunion of veterans of the

Civil War, a considerable number of strangers at-

tended the Friends' Meeting at Fourth and Arch
Streets. On the afternoon of that day and on

Sixth day about one thousand it was thought vis-

ited the grounds attached to the Meeting-house.

The Veidig Budbringer is a periodical published

quarterly by the Friends in Denmark and Norway.
The Society has about one hundred and sixty mem-
bers in these countries, who are struggling to keep

up their meetings in the face of great discourage-

ments, as military conscription makes adherence to

peace principles a great hardship. — Australian

Friend.

Our friend Zebedee Haines has had religious ser-

vice within the limits of Muncy Monthly Meeting.

Both he and Cyrus W. Harvey attended Burlington

and Bucks Quarterly Meeting, after which C. W.
Harvey hadthree puijlic meetings within its limits.

Since liis return from Canada and New England, he

has been largely engaged in religious service within

the limits of different Quarterly Meetings of Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting.

The Quinquennial Conference, in which the larger

number of American Yearly Meetings were repre-

sented, appointed a committee to present to the

Yearly Meetings a draft of a uniform Discipline for

them all. The sub-committee engaged in preparing

the proposed Discipline has been expecting to have

it ready in time to lay it before Indiana Yearly

Meeting in the present month. But the work ap-

pears to need such further careful consideration,

that they have abandoned the idea of having it

finished in time for the Yearly Meetings which come
this autumn.

" D. D.," AND " Rev."—[The following letter from

a Baptist minister to the Raleigh Post so thoroughly

accords with Friends' views on the subject of un-

scriptural titles that we reprint it here. And let

us hope that while so many in other churches are

coming to see the folly of " Rev.," " D. D." etc.,

that Friends will curb their slackness in the use of

these terms.—Editor of North Carolina Friend.]

For the past few years Wade Forest College has well

nigh quit putting D. D. to preachers" names. Many
people of common sense thought this a tendency in

the right direction. It was fondly hoped by many
that this college would set the example of entirely

quitting this foolish practice. D. D. means a doctor,

or teacher of divinity. Divinity means the divine

power, justice, goodness and mercy of God the Father,

Son and Holy Ghost. Every God-called preacher

I and every faithful Sabbath School teacher, who
teaches tliese Divine attributes of the triune God is

a teacher of divinity. Therefore it is making a

foolish, unnecessary, unscriptural and invidious dis-

tinction to single out a few and call them teachers
of divinity. . . Many felt sad when they saw
that Wade Forest College had marred [a beloved
brother's] name by putting D. D. to it. I am sure
that the brother does not believe in such a title

and that he did not want it.

The Roman Catholics have put " St." for saint to

the names of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. " St."

ought to be left out of our Bibles, and ought never
to be called. But " D. D." has no more Scriptural

authority than "' St." It is ridiculous even to think
of saying Dr. Jesus, Dr. Matthew, Dr. John, Dr.
Paul.

It would have greatly belittled Spurgeon to have
called him Dr. Spurgeon. He repudiated all such
titles as unscriptural. Rev. for reverend is a Roman
Catholic title, and ought to be repudiated by all

who take the Bible as their guide. Why cannot
Christian ministers be .satisfied with scripture titles— Elder, Overseer, Bishop, Evangelist? Elder J.

B. Gambrel, of Texas, than whom there lives no
better or more useful man, was given some years
ago the title of D. D. He does not believe in it.

He was troubled because it was conferred on him.

With all of what little influence I have, I want
to stand unyieldingly against all unscriptural titles,

teachings and institutions, and firmly for the sim-

plicity and purity of Bible truth.

J. A. Stradley.

Our Young Friends.—George Fox began from
nineteen to twenty-two years of age to travel over
England, quietly sowing the seed of the kingdom;
in 1646 he began his more public labors, carried

right on to within three days of his decease in 1690.
Then follow :

James Parnell, Proto-martyr, from 16 to 19 years
old, gathering in " thousands of people."

George Harrison . . . 23 to 26 years old.

Edward Burrough . . . 17 to 27 " "

George Whitehead . . . 17 to 87 "

William Caton . . . . 17 to 29 "

Benjamin Holme . . . 14 to .57 " "

Ellis Lewis 1:3 to 87 "

Thomas Robinson, Jr. . . 20 to 2:3 " "

Isaac Alexander . . . 17 to 25 " "

Jonathan Burnveat . . 12 to 22 " "

Elizabeth Huntington . 20 to 22 "

Ambrose Legge . . . 21 to 70 " "

Josiah Cole 2:3 to .35 " "

John Audland .... 24 to 34 "

Richard Davies .... 20 to 73 "

George Newland . . . 11 to 19 " "

Barbara Bevan . . . . 16 to 23 " "

Elizabeth Rawlinson . . 16 to 80 " "

Thomas Carr . . . . 21 to 80 "

Robert Barclay . . . . 21 to 41 "

Robert Barclay .... 22 to 75 "

John Barclay . . . . 21 to 42 " "

Katharine Storrs . . . 18 to 75 " "

Rachel Wilson . . . . 18 to 54 "

—From a Letter of Thomas Wise, in British Friend.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—James B. Eustis, Ambassador to France
during the second Cleveland administration, died at his

summer home at Newport, Rhode Island, on the 9th inst.

He was at one time United States Senator from Louisiana.

The widow of the late United States Senator Bruce,

has accepted the position of Woman Principal of the Tus-

kegee Normal and Industrial Institute at Tuskegee, .\la.

Senator Bruce was the only negro who served a full term
in the United States Senate and was the first negro Reg-

ister of the United States Treasury. His widow is a

woman of great intelligence and refinement, and is deeply

interested in the cause of industrial education.

The amount of gold certificates withdrawn from the Treas-

ury to the 5th inst. in exchange for gold coin is $41,665,-

050. The amount of net gold in the Treasury continues

to increase, and on the 4th with $249,246,254, exceeded

all previous records.
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Last voar "1,200.000 pounda of aluminum, valued at $1,-

716,000'. were produced in the United .'States. The value

per pound was therefore 33 cents. In 1888, 19,000

pounds of that metal were produced, valued at nearly

$3.33 a pound. '

A despatch from Key West, Fla., of the 11th instant,

says: " The total number of yellow fever cases up to date

is 189; reported in the past twenty-four hours, 12. The

physicians have failed to make report to-night. No deaths

have occurred in the past twenty-four hours."

The Chicago Inter-Oeean says: "According to the report

recently published by the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, the railroads of the country, which are extremely

sensitive to industrial conditions, are feeling to a remarka-

ble extent the wave of prosperity that is sweeping over

the United States. In mileage, in equipment, in receipts,

in number of passengers carried, in amount of freight

hauled and in financial conditions the last year showed

an improvement as remarkable as it is gratifying. In the

matter of public service the figures show a proportionate

increase. The aggregate number of passengers carried

during the year was 501,066,681, being an increase over

the previous year of 11,621,483. The number of passen-

gers carried one mile during the year was 13,379,930,004,

an increase of 1,122,990,357 compared with the previous

year. The greater density of passenger traffic is shown

by the fact that in 1898 the number of passengers car-

ried one mile for each mile of line was 72,462, and only

66,874 in the previous year. The number of tons of

freight carried during the year was 879,006,307, a growth

of 137,300,361. The number of tons of freight carried

one mile was 114,077,576,305, which, compared with the

previous year, shows the immense increase of 18,938,554,-

080 tons. The number of tons of freight carried one mile

for each mile of line was 617,810, which was 98,731 tons

greater than the corresponding item for the previous year.

The gross earnings of the railways, covering an operated

mileage of 184,648, were $1,247,325,621, being greater

by $125,235,848, than during the preceding fiscal_year.

Forty-five roads were taken out of receivers' hands."

In Massachusetts more money is invested in cotton mills

than in any other manufacturing industry, but the making

of boots and shoes yields the most valuable product.

Kansas reports an increase of 10.82 per cent, in cattle

for the year, making the sum total, milch cows included,

of 2,886,068 head. The greatest gain was in Barber

County, 22,207, but these are mostly for beef, only 3,263

of the 65,806 credited to the county being cows. The

total number of milch cows is 684,182, Dickinson County

having the lead with 14,948. The gain will be greater for

the year to come, as the immense stock of corn and forage

must give a surplus to be either fed at home or burned.

Negotiations are progressing at Vancouver, British

Columbia, by which New York capitalists will acquire

every salmon cannery property in British Columbia. Can-

nerymen agree to take half cash and half stock of McGov-

ern & Co., which firm is now forming a big combine in

New York. There are sixty-eight canneries all told, val-

ued at about $40,000 each.

The total receipts from all sources at the three princi-

pal ports in the Philippines during Eighth Month were

$667,618, exceeding those for Seventh Month by $135,618.

The new Voice and Chicago Lever says: "The liquor

traffic is for territorial expansion. Two thousand saloons

have been opened in Cuba since the war. Long trains of

Milwaukee beer, New England rum and Kentucky whiskey

have been moving toward the Philippines, to help Mauser

rifles and gattling guns civilize the heathen."

A writer in the American Lumberman suggests that

Southern red gum be used in the manufacture of certain

kinds of furniture and for finishing interiors. The general

superiority of oak is admitted by him, but he says: " With

almost a famine staring consumers in the face, something

must be found to fill the void. The Mississippi Delta is

crowded with tall and symmetrical red gum trees. Along

the streams of Southern Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee,

Mississipi, Louisiana and North and South Carolinas they

constitute the most numerous and stateliest denizens of

the woods. Red gum is almost as susceptible to the saw

and plane as white pine, is more easily worked and dried

than oak, while its weight places it in the same class as

white ash, walnut and cherry. The wonder is that dealers

have been so slow in realizing the usefulness of a wood so

abundant and so easily manipulated."

During last week the worst forest fires in the history

of Northern Wyoming raged in the mountains between

North and South Forks of Tongue River, west of Sheridan.

Four townships were burned over and the town of Rock-

wood was wiped out.

There were 405 deaths in this city last week, which is

69 more than the previous week and 132 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 104 were

children under one year of age ; 230 were males and 175

females : 59 died of consumption ; 34 of marasmus ; 33

of heart diseases ; 29 of cholera infantum ; 17 of apoplexy;

17 of pneumonia; 16 of inanition; 15 of diphtheria; 14

from casualties; 12 of convulsions; 11 of nephritis; 11 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels, and 6 from

septica-mia.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, lOOi a 101; 4's, reg., lUi a

lllj ; coupon, 112J a 113i; new 4's, 130 a 131; S's, lllj

a 112; 3'8 108i a lOSJ.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

61,',c. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.15 a $2.30 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.15 a $3.30 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.25 a $3.40 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.00 a $3.10 per

barrel as to quality for Pennsylvania.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 694 a 70ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 28c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6ic.; good, 51 a 5Jc.; me-

dium, 5J a 5ic.; common, 4i a 5ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4'i a 5c.; good, 4J a 4Jc.;

medium, S'i a 4c.; common, 2i a 3Jc.; lambs, 4J a 6ic.

Hogs.—Extra Western, 61 a 6ic.; others, 6i a 6ic.

Foreign.—The British Empire has a population of 406,-

000,000 people; of this number 40,405,000 are in Europe,

308,300,000 in Asia, 45,000,000 in Africa, including Egypt;

7,100,000 in American colonies and 5,500,000 in Oceanica.

The trial of Captain Dreyfus at Rennes in France, has

resulted in his conviction for treason, and a sentence of

ten years imprisonment in France. The Judges stood five

for conviction and two for acquittal. They stated there

were "extenuating circumstances;" a remarkable admission,

in view of the crime of treason being regarded as one of

the highest known to the law. Many of the witnesses

against Dreyfus, were perjurers or guilty of other crimes;

while important witnesses for the defense were not per-

mitted to give testimony bearing on the case. The action

of the Judges is severely commented upon by the press of

Europe and America. The success of the Paris Exposition

is likely to be greatly impaired as a result of the verdict.

The report of the British Consul at Manila on the state

of trade there, says: "There is abundant evidence that

when peace and a settled form of government are well

established, the future prosperity of the Filipinos will far

exceed the past."

The reading rooms in the Wbiteehapel district of London

have been visited by 1,750,000 readers in two years, and

their numbers are rapidly growing.

A despatch dated the 10th inst., from Brigus, N. F.,

says; " 'The Peary-Harmsworth steamer Windward, Cap-

tain JohmBartlett, from Etah, North Greenland, Eighth

Month 26th, arrived here, reporting all well on board. She

followed in a week by the Peary»Arctic Club's

steamer Diana, Captain Samuel W. Bartlett, also from Etah.

The Windward reports that all on board the Diana were

well at the time the vessels separated. Lieutenant Peary

and the sledge parties were in the field almost continuous-

ly from Tenth Month 1898, to Eighth Month of this year,

and have effected an extraordinary amount of important

work, not only bearing on the future of his own expedition,

but adding much to the geographical knowledge of the

coast line and the interior of Ellesmere Land, the southern

portion of Grinnell Land. His sledging journeys aggregate

more than 1000 ;niles, not including several trips repeated

over portions of the track. Lieutenant Peary found Fort

Conger exactly as Greely left it. The table was standing

from the last meal, and all the other appointments had re-

mained undisturbed for sixteen years. The buildings were

in fair condition, though some of them would not be ser-

viceable much longer. He took possession of all the prop-

erty, real and personal, in the name of the United States

Government, and posted notices to that effect. A con-

siderable quantity of provisions was also found and pro-

tected for further emergency. Four tons of provisions,

two at Conger and the others distributed between Cape

Sabine, Durville, Louis Napoleon, Frazer and other points

not more than fifty miles apart, have been deposited, and

both natives and whites engaged in work have been made
30 familiar with the route and caches that all risk to life

and limb along this path is practically ended. A boat is

also cached at Cape Louis Napoleon. Ellesmere Land was

found practically ice free and to contain much game. The

water to the west of the coast, as far as could be seen,

was also comparatively clear of ice."

The Pasteur Institute Commission, which recently ar-

rived at Oporto to study the epidemic, asserts that it is

the genuine Indian plague. The Commissioners have be-

gun treating patients with the Pasteur serum, and protest

against the inefficiency of the sanitary cordon.

Germany manufactures 70 per cent, of the world's pro-

duction of coal tar colors.

The distress in Bessarabia in consequence of the failure

of the harvest is very great. Farmers are unable to feed

their horses and are giving them away for a few copecs

or allowing them to die. The Red Cross Society

deavoring to help the starving people, but through la

funds is able to accomplish but little.

A Swedish officer named Kuylenstjerne, who is at

ent travelling in China, reports that the Manchurian

way cannot bo completed under five years, partly l)e(

all the wood has to be imported from America, and
]

because most of the 12,000 Chinese laborers who had

engaged went home again, being dissatisfied with thu t

ment they received at the hands of the Russians, an(

able to endure the cold winter.

The authorities in Algeria gave $40,000 towards

ing the grasshoppers. In one section 3200 camels

employed to carry the material for burning over the f

where eggs had been deposited.

From reports reaching Austin, Texas, from M(

there is every indication that the next year will wi

the biggest importation of American made machiner

goods into Mexico that was ever shipped to any fc

country. There is to be a concerted action on the p

all Caucasians in the Republic to buy their goods

American manufacturers in the future. It is reporte

President Diaz has been interviewed upon the subjec

he is quoted as saying that Mexico desires to lend

possible assistance to American people and Americi

dustries who desire to visit, locate or do business in M
For a number of years Mexico has been depending

Europe largely for much of its goods, etc., but fron

on all this trade will be diverted to American soil,

argued by many in Mexico that the United States

natural producer for Mexico, and it should be looked

everything. For years past the lack of railroad fac

has mitigated against any extensive buying from the I

States, but now, with improved railroad facilitie

United States will look to Mexico as a most luc

market.
Despite the growing use of motor traction, the

of horses gives no sign of diminishing. Against 2'.

horses in 1888, the Argentine Republic has, by the .

of 1895, 4,234,032. That country now ranks third in

rearing nations, being excelled only by Russia ai

United States.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise specifled, two dollars have bee

eeived from each person, paying for vol. 73.

Laura A. Osborn, Conn. ; Geo L. Sraedley, f

Elizabeth B. Alger, R. I.; Wesley Haldeman
Kichard \V. Hution, Pa.; Mary Ward for 'J

Ward, Calif.; Margaret J. Scott, Pa. ; Elcy M
per Robt. P. Ciifford, R. I.; M. Hodgson,

Phebe A. Elkintnn, N. J. ; Samuel H. Headle)

Zenaide M Hartz, Phila. ; Jesse Negus, agei

for Margaret Ann Tomlinson ; Ole T. Sawyer, 1

for himself, John Knudson, Iver Olson, Sijjbj

Kosdale, Malinda Thompson and Anna T. Tost

Anna Spencer, G't'n ; Henry B. Leeds, agent,

$4 for Wni. B. Haines and John M. Roberts

;

Miller, O. ; E. B. Taylor, Phila. ; Elmira S. I>e

J. ; Wm. T. Cooper. N. J. : Rebecca E. Buzl

J.; James C. Chappell, N. C. ; John M. Sage

Richard Wistar, N. J. ; Sidney Uarrigues, I

Sam'l L. Whitson; Barclay Smith, O. ; Samuel 1

Phila.

S^' RemillaTices received after Third-dny noon

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a situation as

panion or housekeeper in or near the city.

Address " H," Office of The FRfct

Memorial of Joseph Walton.— This Memor
now be had at Friends' Book Store, No. 304 Arch

Philadelphia, in paper covers at five cents per cof

cloth binding at six cents per copy, postage paid.

Friends' Select School, 140 North Sixteenth

Philadelphia, will re-open Ninth Month 18th, 189f

J. Henry Bart
Superin

Reduced Rates to Ohio Yearly Meeting, vi

more and Ohio Railroad. Friends desiring to attt

Yearly Meeting can go and return for $15.50.

sold Ninth Month 18th to 22nd, inclusive, and will

until Tenth Month 2nd, 1899, inclusive. For tic!

at 834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. For fu

formation call or address Thomas C. Hogue, West

Pa., or James Potter, 834 Chestnut Street, Phila
nj;.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTER;
No. 422 Walnut Street

t,l'

ret?
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'ptions, payments and bitsit

received by
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idea desiijned for insertion to he addressed to

JOHN H. DILLINGH.\M,
^o. 140 N. Sixteenth Street, Phila.

!d as seeond-class matter at Ptiiladelphia P. O.

e of the Dukhobors to the Society of

Friends in Philadelphia.

3ur dear brothers and sisters in Christ

ive send you our love and greeting and

dshes. We thank you with all our soul,

he Lord give you his eternal salvation

ir great help to us. We are very pleased

le members of your Society came to visit

extend to us a helping hand. We see

> that your love is great. We have seen

reat is your faith in Jesus Christ which

eternal salvation. Precious is help in

I need. We send a few small pocket hand-

efs, embroidered, with our good wishes.

3ters wish to see amongst them the kind

i of your Society who have helped us.

main your brothers and sisters of the

•sal Christian Brotherhood.

ECENT VISIT TO THE DUKHOBORS IN MANI-
TOBA.

(Continued from page ii6.)

n different sources information has reach-
that our Friends, Eliza H. Varney and

' Gidley, after their arrival at Yorkton,
:ded to visit the Dukhobortsi in their

s or settlements. After leaving York-
ey proceeded to Fort Telly on the way
it is called the North Colony. A covered
'ance with a good team was provided for

V. by a Friend with whom she made her
n Yorkton, a member of her Yearly Meet-
ob S. Gidley had in his team a tent with
lents, furnished by a government official,

sides the driver Ignace Alamanoffsky a
n, was with him, (who had been impris-
everal times in Russia for preaching the
and came to Winnipeg about twelve

igo, and has found employment as an in-

ier.) A Russian .Jew and a Frenchman with
river, had a third conveyance. They ar-

t Jacob Wurtz's and dined and from thence
on to the East camp, on White Sand

where they took .supper and had a religious
unity. It was the judgment of most of
•npany to remain over night, but the Jew
:enchman were impatient to go on to

Fort Pelly, and one of the drivers believing

that the young man who was their driver could

not manage to cross the Assinaboine River

alone, it was decided to proceed, but before

tarting the Jew and his companion who had

objected to the religious opportunity at the

settlement, apologized, and said it was good
for them to be there.

On arriving at the ferry about half after

ten o'clock in the evening they found the scow
was in the middle of the river; one of the

drivers went hand over hand along the ferry

rope to the scow, but found it fast on the rock

so that he could not extricate it. The party

then travelled about half a mile down the river

to a ford, where the horses to the tent wagon
stopped in the middle of the stream; after

various devices for extricating the wagon the

driver got out into the water nearly waist deep

and attached a rope to one of the other wagons,

(they having got over in safety) he next attached

it to the one in the river. The rope, however,

snapped twice, and it was with some difficulty the

ends were found and fastened together again,

but at last the wagon was drawn to the water's

edge, so that the other passengers who had

been held for over an hour in the river could

alight. Here the horses were changed and the

wagon was pulled up the bank, and when all

were again loaded up they proceeded to Fort

Pelly, reaching there about midnight; but not

getting to the most suitable lodging place had

an uncomfortable time; still they got their

clothes dried and escaped taking cold.

E. H. V. remarks that she felt perfectly

calm while crossing the river although the

water was pouring over the bottom of the car-

riage.

The camps, with little exception, on Swan
River, Assinaboine and White Sand River were

visited before returning to Yorkton. They

spent two nights with a family of the name of

McDonald, driving to different camps around

that particular point. They had several relig-

ious opportunities with the members of this

family, and others who seemed to prize the pri-

vilege of being with them, which were tender-

ing seasons; in one of them the Russian inter-

preter offered a prayer in his own language,

which was described as being attended with a

right feeling. Several of the McDonald family

went seven or eight miles to a meeting among
the Dukhobors.

Under date of Eighth Month 11th, Job S,

Gidley writes: Eliza H. Varney and I with our

company arrived in Yorkton last night. We
visited nearly all the camps on the many creeks

and rivers between here and Thunder Hill, and

were gladly welcomed by all the Dukhobors.

It is wonderful to see how much this people

have accomplished. The different villages have

cut and stacked quite a large amount of hay,

the largest amount in any one village was es-

timated at two hundred tons. I fear the po-

tato crop will be vei-y small, on account of the

late planting, and the early frost, that has cut

them pretty hard in places already.

I felt that E. H. V. was greatly favored in

her supplication and testimony in every village

visited. The expressions of the Dukhobors in

the different villages were very similar, and

substance were: "We thank God that

He has put it into your hearts to leave your

homes and all you hold dear to visit and en-

courage us by the words you have spoken, and

we believe wiiat you have said, and we wish you

to tell your friends that we are glad to have

people of God to visit us as you have done."

Our ten days journey in the wilderness has

been a remarkable one in many respects, and

will be remembered I trust with thankful hearts

by all of our company as well as by the visited.

Eighth Month 18th, E. H. V. writes : "We
visited both colonies and held thirty meetings

among them after the manner of Friends, much
more so than we at first thought possible, and

they have mostly proved very favored seasons."

They, however, met with considerable sickness,

many times they were affected to tears at the

sense of the condition of the settlers, and it

appears from several accounts received that the

spirit of supplication was granted in an extraor-

dinary degree, which, with the testimonies, were

not only well received, but heartfelt expressions

of gratitude were heard for these favors, as also

for the distribution that was made amongst

them of material aid. One settlement is de-

scribed as being especially in want, where the

arrival had been too late for any crops except

hay, which they were sometimes wronged out

of by squatters after they had cut it, and in

one place after they had stacked it. In another

place their fishing net had been taken, under

the pretence that their net had not the lawful

meshes.

The conditions in places, especially where

scurvy and malaria have appeared, is pitiable,

and it is plain that much help will yet be needed

to afford subsistance for months to come.

Steps were taken for the furnishing of milk

and the speedy distribution of fifty bushels of

beans, split peas and barley.

A second journey was taken from Yorkton

which, including the first, involved fifteen days

among the Dukhobors, and the attendance of

thirty-eight villages out of the forty-two; on

one of these occasions the interpreter was so

touched that he seemed unable to proceed for

the welling up of tears, and what seemed most

remarkable to him was that no two prayers on

the route were alike.

In another letter E. H. V. writes: " One poor

woman in one of the villages said she was

thinking God had forgotten them, and that the

people of the country did not love them or

they would come and see them. And now to

think (Jod had sent his servants to comfort and

cheer them, it was the Lord's doings, and they
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were bowed in thankfulness to (Jod in llnis re-

membering them. Weparted in much love ; they

took our baggage across the river, and then

took us over on the raft one at a time, when
they sang farewell as we left them, many of

them wiping their eyes. We then proceeded
seven miles to the next village where they had
good log houses well finished, and everything

clean and comfortable. Not only their earthen
floors, but their door yards were perfectly

clean; they had heard of our coming, and were
waiting on the hill-side for us, and as we drew
near sang us a welcome which was sweet, low
and melodious. We have had much to be thank-
ful for day by day. Never had we experienced
deeper peace or more holy covering over our
spirits than on this journey. I slept that

night in one of their houses all curtained off,

on a first class bed, made up of some of their

pillows, very different from the night before.

Such kindness I never experienced in all my
life in the same length of time. It truly made
what otherwise would have been hard things,

easy.

We then went about seven miles without a
trail to the next camp, where having been de-

layed in the morning we camped and had our
dinner, the Dukhobors helping what they could.

After dinner it was decided for me not to at-

tempt to cross the Swan Kiver, but to sit on
one bank and the Dukhobors on the opposite,

as both banks were steep and dangerous, and
the raft poor. When I went to the top of the
bank I felt so much for them I said I must go
across, accordingly they put some pieces of
plank on the raft, and although at this point
the stream was quite rapid yet I got safely
over, and the women nearly carried me up the
bank

; then we had our meeting."
The foregoing are some of the experiences

of the pioneering of our friends, both of whom
expressed themselves as being well satisfied

with undertaking the journey, one of them
saying, " It was the crowning visit of my life."

(To be continued.)

Job S. Gidley's Account.

Seventh Month 27th, 1899.—About seven
o'clock in the morning we reached the beauti-
ful city of Winnipeg, the metropolis of Mani-
toba.

After taking a respite for an hour or two
we proceeded to the immigration buildin

where we had a very pleasant interview with
Wm. F. McCreary, to whom we had a letter of
introduction from James A. Smart, Deputy
Minister of the Interior. Wm. F. McCreary
being the head of the department of immigra-
tion at Winnipeg, seems to be the right man
in the right place.

He showed us every kindness in the further-
ance of our plans to visit the Dukhobors in

and about Yorkton, two or three hundred miles
towards the northwest of Winnipeg.

At Winnipeg we formed the acquaintance of
Rose Osborne, who seemed to be greatly inter-

ested in the Dukhobors. She told us that she
had a class of Dukhobor children at Winnipeg
last winter, and found them very easy to learn
the English language. She visited the general
hospital with us in the afternoon where there
were several sick ones.

We made arrangements to visit the Duk-
hobors who were at East Selkirk on the 28th,
Rose Osborne going with us: Leaving Winni-

peg in the morning and returning in the after-

noon. We found nearly two thousand Duk-
hobors at this i)lace anxiously waiting for the

time to come when they could go on to the
land set apart for them. On our iirrival at

p]ast Selkirk a novel sight met our eyes, for a
hundred or more Dukhobor women and children

were in, and on the banks of a small stream, all

busy doing their washing. The young people
were tending the fires to keep the water hot.

After watching the people at their laundering
for a time, we walked slowly through the woods
(people of the N. W. Territory would call it

brush) for a half mile or more, when we came
to the Round House; the headquarters for the

Dukhobors while in East Selkirk.

Here we found great activity among all of
the shut-ins. Some were making tents, the
first thing needed for protection in pioneer life.

Others cutting and making garments. A few
were knitting stockings and mending.
Some of the men were making harness, still

others were making wooden spoons, etc., etc.

The cooks were busily engaged in baking bread
in ovens which the men had made out doors in

the side of a little mound or hill not far from
the tent and Round House. There was quite a
number of these ovens. Other women were
making their soups, in kettles hung over an
open fire.

There was a meeting for worship held in the
tent during the forenoon, which was a season
of Divine favor.

We were told that funds were lacking to

procure milk and eggs for the sick ones and
the children, whereupon twenty dollars were
left them for that purpose.
We took dinner with the caretakers. While

we were eating, the Dukhobors in the main
hall and adjoining the room in which we were,
sung or chanted their psalms. When we had
finished our repast and had gone out to the
front of the building we were kindly greeted
by about two hundred little Dukhobor boys and
girls. As we passed through the door out into

the sunlight they, all in perfect order, bowed
their heads to the earth in recognition of what
had been done for them.

Just before leaving East Selkirk in the after-

noon there was another meeting held for re-

ligious worship in the Round House, where
there must have been a thousand or more
Dukhobors in attendance, who listened very
attentively to what was offered in testimony
and in supplication. This was also a favored
season, a time when the tears did flow. Before
we left them, one man who was fifty-six years
of age, tried to tell me something, I asked the
interpreter what he wanted. "He said that he
wanted to talk English just as you do." I had
one primer with me, and gave him a little in-

struction before we parted. He was eager to
learn. Some others wanted to know if books
could not be obtained with Russian on one page
and English on the opposite page so that they
could learn English without a teacher? Second
hand primers and first readers even in English
alone, would be very helpful to the children,
who have little or no reading of any kind. On
reaching home I found the following letter
descriptive of this visit.

Selkirk, Aug. 10th.

Beloved, dearest brethren and sisters, living
in the faith of Jesus Christ and fulfilling his

Testament. I

We are very happy to tell you that we 1

had a great pleasure. The twenty-sixth of

we enjoyed a visit of a brother and a sist<

your Brotherhood, who related to us a
your Society of Friends.

We thank (Jod for his bounty and chi

to us. He knows our needs and helps us be

we ask Him.
We thank you dear brothers and sisten

your fraternal and sincere love, and for
;

assistance in our scarcity of body and sou!

We had the same day the visit of a sister-n

ber of the Society of the Universal Brotherh
founded by Miss Blovodsky, who has brougl

America the teaching of Kapoustin. V
we heard from her the explanation of her :

and we learned from whom they received •

teaching we listened to her with ecstasy.

words were of great interest for us, bee

we see that here we shall find our brother.'

sisters who have the same faith.

We thank God for his kindness, for He i

men who can help us and do help; we rec

twenty dollars to buy some milk and egg
the small children and sick persons.

Your .sympathy, dear brothers and siste

a great encouragement for us, because
dear is help in extremity.

We thank you heartily for your visit

your brotherly love, and we pray God, th;

should reward you.

Sincerely your brothers and sisters in C
Christians of the Universal Brother

Seventh Month 29th.—We left Win
for Yorkton and had a pleasant journey,

day was fine and the train was a slow

which gave us a better opportunity of gi

an observation of the " Garden of the V

(so called by our brothers and sisters ovi a

line). Some parts 'of Manitoba may
called a fertile garden, judging from the
fields of grain growing luxuriantly on
side of the railroad.

From a casual glance of the countrj-li

might judge Portage la Prairie to be the

of the wheat growing belt.

We reached Yorkton about midnight
satisfied with the occurrences of the day

First-day afternoon, the thirtieth of S(

Month.—We held a meeting for religion

ship in one of the public halls in Yorkt
which the Dukhobors at that place

vited. It was first thought to have the

ing in the open field under the cane

heaven ; but as the thermometer was
90° and the sun was shining brightly,

thought better to be held elsewhere. (

terpreter, Ignace Alamanoft'sky, with
Dukhobors, soon put the hall in readint

our meeting, to which near 200 Dukl
with some others, gathered.

After a favored season of silent w:

Eliza H. Varney appeared in supplicatjj),,

the Throne of Grace, followed by testinL
which, being interpreted, seemed like seeM
ing upon good ground, judging from thXjJ
ner in which it was received. L

m

On the thirty-first of Seventh Month, w
Yorkton, I met a young man about twent;

of age whom I met at Halifax last winti

who then could not speak a word in

At that time I taught him how to read

simple sentences from a primer and the

him the book. He can now talk quite i
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3ld me that he, with other Dukhobors from
illage, had bought a horse for which they
paid seventy dollars, and that they had
ht a wagon on credit. He made me under-
l that if they had the cash it would cost
forty-eight dollars. If they could pay

t in one month it would be fifty dollars,
f not paid for till the end of four months
uld be fifty-five dollars. He told me all

vithout the aid of an interpreter,
few days after my return I received the
mg letter:

AssiNiBoiA, N. W. T., August 7th, 1899.

r Redeemer liveth, the Blessed God of
in and earth, great is his glory. We
} Him and glorify Him. Almighty Creator
aviour Jesus Christ is risen. Grace and
to you dearly beloved in Christ Jesus,

er Job Gidley.

: have the honor to receive from you your
ive feel to say that your aim was great
1 for our salvation, which is very dear in

me of our affliction, even the wagon in-

ete, which has been paid by your forty-
dollars.

thank and glorify our Heavenly Father
3SUS Christ the Saviour of the world, fo^
ercy and love to us sinners, and every
om young to old we heartily give thanks
1. May our Lord Jesus Christ reward
imself and in his own time. We greet
love our very dear brother, and all yours

I your Society of Friends and the church
therhood.

wish to you all goodness from the living

Good-bye,

Spasowka Village.

Christians of the Universal Christian
srhood.
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? TO Learn to Talk Well.—Learn to
well, and very soon you will find yourself
ng the word in season and surprising
If, as well as others, by the quickness
hich your thoughts will be expressed.
the works of great writers, think them

ad conclude in what way you difi:'er from
The woman who talks well must have

is—decided ones—but she must have
<fe\\ in hand, as nothing is so disagree-
3 an aggressive talker. Say what you
) say pleasantly and sweetly; remember
that the best thing in life—dear, sweet

lias often been won by that delightful
" a low voice."

lot be too critical; remember that every
:iven another woman is a boomerang
vill return and hit you with double force,
ais into consideration—it is never worth
naking a malicious remark, no matter
jver it may be.

—

Ex.

3o not realize the importance of the un-
lus part of our life-ministry. It goes on
lally. In every greeting we give to
? on the street, in every moment's con-
on, in every letter we write, in every
, with other lives, there is a subtle in-
that goes from us that often reaches

', and leaves a deeper impression than
ngs_ themselves that we are doing at the
It is not so much what we do in this
IS what we are, that tells in spiritual
and impressions.—J. R. Miller.

For "The Friend."

A Visit to Minnesota.

A correspondent who has lately made a trip
by way of the Great Lakes from Buffalo to
Duluth, and thence into the western part of
Minnesota, has allowed us to extract from an
interesting account of his journey as follows:
The harbor of Buffalo presented a busy scene

as the steamers passed to and fro with the
puffing little tugs industriously keeping them
in line in the well sheltered but narrow water
way. The queer grain elevators brought to
mind the wheat fields of the northwest which
we were so soon to be among. A smooth night's
run on Lake Erie in the elegant steamship
North West brought us to Cleveland in the
morning by breakfast. We were interested in

noticing the bid Cleveland is making for the
lake commerce by the construction of a sea
wall; thus creating an artificial safe harbor
from the lake storms. Its position seems dis-

tinctively favorable as a coaling station for the
lake steamers, and here our great steamship,
the North West filled its three capacious bunkers.
The operation was quickly performed by simply
opening the gates to three great funnels lead-
ing from a coal elevator. I was interested in

observing a result of the ingenuity of man in

labor saving contrivance as exhibited in an ad-
jacent dock. A barge was to be loaded with
coal; a car (probably twenty-five tons capacity)
was lifted with a section of the track to a
height of about twenty feet and then turned
over on its side, dumping the contents into a
wide shute leading down into the barge. The
operation was directed by one man, and was ac-
complished in little more time than it takes to
tell of it, and was done as deftly as one would
empty the contents of a coal scuttle. Con-
tinuing our voyage, the lake still very smooth
before nightfall we had passed up the Detroit
River to Detroit, Michigan's great mart, with
its population of three hundred thousand souls.

Beyond Detroit variety was given to our jour-
ney while passing through the St. Clair River;
the banks of which upon the Michigan side
are studded with cottage and other buildings
erected upon piles, a place of summer resort,

presumably for the Detroitians. As night was
now upon us this illuminated miniature Venice
appeared very attractive.

By the following evening we had passed over
the waters of Lake Huron, which also were very
placid; had stopped at prettily situated Mac-
kinac, an island summer resort, and threaded
through the numerous beautiful islands of the
St. Mary River and had reached Sault St. Marie,
commonly called the " Soo." Here it is needful
to ascend twenty feet to the level of Lake Su-
perior; the waters of the St. Mary's River
making the descent by rapids. The locks are
said to be the largest in the world, but the
length was none too great for our mammoth
steamship which stretched almost from gate
to gate. Statistics show that the annual ton-

nage of the " Soo " Canal is twice as much as
that of the great Suez Canal. Night having over-
taken us, the search-light of the North West
was brought into requisition, apparently for
the entertainment of the passengers while the
lock was being passed. The town, the canal,

and the rapids were thus in turn beautifully
lighted up. The following morning found us
bounding across the bosom of Lake Superior,
the largest body of fresh water in the world.

The smooth sailing for the last two days was
at an end. We were driving at the rate of pro-
bably twenty miles an hour; (the ship's speed is
rated at twenty-two miles per hour) right into
the eye of a strong northwest wind. Upon turn-
ing out of our berths we found the motion to be
considerable and visions of sea sickness began
to fiit over our minds. We managed to dress
and then to take breakfast without becoming
" unsettled," and as the day wore away and we
came more under the north shore of the lake,
the motion grew less, and we were thankful to
escape with a good record as sailors.

Lake Erie and Huron were mist laden as we
passed over them, and their shores often could
not be described, but the strong northwester
that was blowing upon Lake Superior gave a
beautifully clear atmosphere, so that, while the
southern shore was almost continually in sight,
partly because of the proximity of the ship's
course, the northern outline also was traceable
most of the day, and as we approached the
western end of the lake its greater elevation
gave it a bold outline.

We noticed that for a considerable time be-
fore Duluth was reached our ship clung closely
to the northern shore: our supposition was to
secure greater depth of water, as bluff shores
are usually accompanied by adjacent deep water.
Kind friends had warned us to make provision
for cold weather upon Lake Superior, and we
are now prepared to add our testimony to its

constancy as a cool summer resort, indeed with
the high wind it was hard to find a place upon
deck where one could keep comfortably warm
though it was the twenty-first of the Eighth
Month. The low temperature is in measure at
least accounted for by the great depth of the
lake, about one thousand feet, so that as we
were informed, the temperature of the water
changes but a few degrees throughout the year.
As we approached the end of our water journey,
the sun set in great splendor upon the "elevated

northwesterly bank of the lake, and just as it

disappeared in the west, the full round moon
emerged as it were from the waters of the lake
to the east: a scene of beauty long to be re-
membered.

Our tour of the Great Lakes of over a thous-
and miles in length was at an end, and we en-
tered by a narrow passage way into the won-
derful harbor of Duluth, still keeping close
under the north shore. There was no need of
sea wall, a kind Providence has formed an ideal

harbor by casting an arm of land from the
southern shore almost to the northern giving
a protected water way within that would float

a thousand ships. Thus situated at the head
of the lake navigation, and a natural railroad
centre for the northwest, it is no wonder that
Duluth is growing by leaps and bounds. While
the railroad tracks, the grain elevators, and
other business enterprises are covering the
flats to the west and south of the head of the
lake, the residence portion of the city is ex-
tending avenue by avenue, up the abrupt shore
slope to the north and east, so that the weary
merchants may sit at eventide and overlook
from their elevated sites the beautiful lake
that affords them not only beauty but wealth.
We were pained to note however, that here as
elsewhere, "only man was vile," for in the
store portion of the city, it seemed as though
every other door was a liquor saloon. Here
doubtless the poor sailors of the lakes in large
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measure give up their hard earned money to
enrich a vampire brood, and in return receive
only pauperism and wretchedness.

The eye accustomed to our Atlantic coast is

impressed with the almost entire absence of
sailing crafts, large or small, upon the llreat
Lakes. Steam evidently is better adapted for
the carrying trade, and as to fisheries, there
seem to be none.

Our trip from Duluth to St. Paul was with-
out especial incident; most of the journey was
through a most uninviting country. At" Min-
neapolis the St. Anthony Falls of the Missis-
sippi Kiver form a water power of fifty thous-
and to one hundred thousand horse power.
The tracks of the Great Northern Railway by
which we were travelling pass right over the
site, giving an excellent view of the adapted
fall. The grain elevators are the conspicuous
objects on every hand, both at Minneapolis and
at St. Paul; the names upon them indicating
numerous ownerships. To understand how the
immense capacity of the elevators of Buffalo,
Duluth and St. Paul can be taxed to the ut-
most at times one needs but to see the great
wheat fields of the west.

Our coming to Minnesota is for the dryness
of the climate and thus far there seems reason
for satisfaction upon this account. There had
been almost daily rainfall for a week before
our arrival in Minnesota, said to be unusual for
this season of the year. Yesterday, however,
was a most beautifully clear day and we heartily
enjoyed it in our no-top wagon ride of nearly
thirty miles from Fergus Falls.

While the sun was hot the horses seemed
hardly to lay a hair in the long trip. Our road
lay through an undulating country, very wind-
ing to avoid the grade of the hills; wheat fields

on every side, interspersed with stretches of
unbroken woodland of only moderate growth.
The timber was of oak, basswood and poplar,
but not so hea\7 as we have in the East. The
reason assigned for the relative smallness of
the timber, (few trees exceeded two feet in

trunk diameter) was that up to fifty years ago
when the Indians were in possession of the
lands they burned them oif annually to foster
the growth of the grass for the butt'alo, with
them doubtless, a principle source of support.
There are however in Minnesota the two de-
scriptions of land, the wooded and the prairie
land, and we passed through some of each in
our morning's ride. Numerous lakes are a
marked feature in the Minnesota landscape,
and several of them lay along our course, which
were very beautiful as they sparkled in the
bright sunlight. All the way from St. Paul
to our destination, about two hundred miles,
wheat seemed everywhere to abound, and pro-
bably nine-tenths of the cultivated land was in
wheat, and the country was for the most part
under cultivation. The reaping was finished
and about half the harvest was in shock, and
the other portion had been gotten into stack.
Yesterday the farmers were very busy with
their stacking as one or two days of dry weather
after the successive rains enabled them to pro-
ceed therewith. Our livery man said the stack-
ing of the grain was a recent development in
the argricultural methods of the farmers of
the State, the practice having come in vogue
within five years; formerly it was allow^ed to
stand in shock until threshed. We observed
a few fields that indicated their owners were

of the unprogres.sive kind who think the old
ways good enough. The fields varied in size

from small patches to probably fifty acres and
upwards. Minnesota is not a ranch state, the
farms usually are from three to four hundred
acres down to seventy-five acres in extent. Up
in this region the Norwegians and Swedes are
quite a factor in the farming community. Our
driver spoke of them as good and prosperous
citizens. As we met them on the road the
Scandanavian features and complexion were
quite marked.

Our informant stated that improved farms
can be had here at twenty to twenty-five dollars
per acre, and that there has been considerable
activity in farm real estate during the past
year, farmers selling out in Illinois and Wis-
consin and purchasing these cheaper farms in

Minnesota. When we consider the cheapness
of transportation, is it any wonder that we
Eastern farmers and farm holders are crowded
to the wall in the production of wheat, with
land at fifty to one hundred dollars per acre?
Wheat is now bringing sixty cents per bushel
here and I suppose it is hardly worth seventy
cents in New Jersey. One feature of cheap
production was often witnessed as we rode
along, that of the women working in the fields

side by side with the men. We were interested
in noting the stackers stood upright using forks.
While we saw some good stacks, as a rule they
were not so well put up as we see in the East;
some I thought would take water. Our driver ex-
cused them by commenting that stacking was
comparatively new in this country and in any
event they would not have to stand a great
while.

Any spring wheat is sown, winter wheat is

considered softer and does not sell as well.
The farmers are already beginning to plow the
stubble for next spring's planting. The ground
is again mellowed with cultivators just before
the sowing, which is done about the Fifth
Month. Our informant stated that no com-
mercial fertilizers are used, and it was evident
that most of the land received nothing from the
barn yard. The soil is a black loam and looks
as though it might stand this exhaustive crop-
ping for some years yet to come. We noted
however, as we sped along in the train a num-
ber of large herds of cows within the first

hundred miles out from St. Paul, and our driver
stated that Minnesota stood third in dairy pro-
ducts among the states of the Union. We
doubt not that the dairying will gradually
spread over the State and recoup the soil.

HuKRiEn AND Flurried.—A great portion
of our work in this world is marred by hurry
and flurry. Our minds do not work easily when
fretted and chafed; and we need the leisure of
self-possession in order to accomplish our best
work. If we could only grasp the great
thoughts of eternity, and understand that the
everlasting future is before us, and at our dis-
posal; if we could see the grand repose of Him
who " fainteth not, neither is weary," who "

is

not slack concerning his promise, as some men
count slackness," and yet who, through the
march of countless ages, pursues his steady
course, and brings to pass his mighty purposes;
and if we could catch something of this spirit
and this composure, we should learn the mean-
ing of those words, "Behold, I lay in Zion for
a foundation, a stone, a tried stone, a precious

corner-stone, a sure foundation; he that
lieveth shall not make haste " (Isaiah xxviii

:

We need to get beyond the rush and h
of this headlong, impetuous age; we nee
look to the eternal things, and thus lool

we may rest in the Lord, wait patientlj
his coming, and fret not ourselves in any
to do evil.

—

The Christmn.

Kor "Thk KitiKN

The Tyranny of Literature.

The demands of fashion have become as

perious within the realms of literature as
they were in the matter of dress or addres

In this day of innumerable books and
]

odicals a wise discrimination is imperative
yet the multitude follow the approval of pi

opinion implicitly.

An author of some acknowledged ability

duces an inferior work—the more fictit

the more eagerly accepted—and none are
posed to be " well read," who have not wa
their time over it.

The answer to the query whether such
such a new book has been read sometimes, am
infrequently, decides the literary, if not s.

standing of the individual addressed—

w

certain circles. This ought not to be. Manyj
informed persons either conscientiously ab
from or are not situated so as to have le

for reading such ephemeral literature,

The bane of our generation is crami
Literary dispepsia results and the benefit
ing from the proper assimilation of well seh
and digested mental food is never rea
We need to bring back that careful clai

culture—subject always to the limitatio

the Spirit of Truth—which made the
wTiters, in all ages and every tongue,
fountains of literary excellence.

The importance of training the youthfi
petite for good reading and the diligen

of leisure moments to store the mind
profitable knowledge has frequently
brought to view, but this modern craz
the "latest" publication has scarcely rec

the attention it deserves—by way of pro
" Of making many books there is no

and the world's stock of knowledge is g-

increased thereby, but the capacity o

human mind will never be such as to bi

to appreciate more than a very small pc

of this. No pressure or fashionab e d(

should be permitted to divert or distur

student or general reader who may be ]f''"

ing a more worthy course than that wl-f'
only too popular.

Much of the current literature 1

written to gratify a morbid taste for tht

istic and even dramatic, and when or
scanned its pages a certain sense of di;^

faction if not disgust arises, so that am
'

that will not bear a second reading or by"
''~1

one feels a real uplift, might well be omit *'««,

together, notwithstanding the verdict > tef

would-be all-informed.

i/».

It is of supreme moment for the maint( ijlleei

of the non-sacramentarian position that foftl,

who adopt it shall know for themselves, iicl
la

able to witness to others that they a »iilaiif(

possessors of those spiritual realities wj
the outward element is held

sign.

I

realities wlBinieiitj

to be the kamjj
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KANSAS' WALL OF CORN.

at the crop of three hundred million

s of corn means to Kansas, Ellen P. Al-

the wife of a Brown County farmer,

1 her " Walls of Corn." And it is told

t poetic license.

Vhat do they hold, these walls of corn,

Vhose banners toss in the breeze of morn?

le who questions may well be told

^ great State's wealth these walls enfold.

>Io sentinels guard these walls of corn,

viever a sound there of warder's horn.

fet the pillars are hung with gleaming gold,

jeft all unbarred, though thieves are bold.

Clothes and food for the toiling poor,

SVealth to heap at the rich man's door!

Meat for the healthy and balm for him

SVho moans and tosses in chamber dim;

Shoes for the barefooted, pearls to twine

[n the scented tresses of ladies fine;

rhings of use for the lowly cot.

Where (bless the corn), want cometh not;

Luxuries rare for the mansion grand

—

Gifts of a rare and fertile land.

All these things and so many more,

It would fill a book to name them o'er,

Are hid and held in these walls of corn,

Whose banners toss in the breeze of morn.—From Phila. Ledger.

Samuel Capper's Visit.

(Continued from page 69.)

the fourth of Fifth Month, the day on

the Monthly Meeting granted the cer-

es, I again heard from Wm. Harvey, as

's, and immediately dispatched the fol-

r reply:

"Dublin, 4th of Fifth Month, 1841.

!y Dear Friend, Samuel Capper :— Thy

and also that of our friend Young Sturge

)t reach Cork until after I had left home
lis place to attend our Yearly Meeting,

ley having been forwarded to me here; an

tunity was afforded of interesting the

; of our Yearly Meeting more at large on

iry important subject of thy concern, in

lering which reference was had to that

e of your Yearly Meeting referred to by
y Sturge, but notwithstanding the case

)e one for which the liberty implied in

ninute might be availed of, it did appear

the prevailing, if not the unanimous feel-

hat it would be much more satisfactory

a could bring with thee the certificate of

aarterly Meeting, too. It is not intended

is to imply any want of unity with thy

rn, but Friends feel the present to be a

ire when this safeguard cannot well be

sed with. With love to thyself and our

Young Sturge, 1 remain thy affectionate

Wm. Harvey.
S.— I do not think it needful to write

S. too, on the present occasion."

answer

:

"Bristol, sixth of Fifth Month, 1841.

y Dear Friend, William Harvey :— Our
ly Meeting was held on the 4th instant,

y of the date of thy letter just received,

hich has been shown to Young Sturge.

jiordance with the purport thereof, I shall

jllmmence the visit till after the (Quarterly

ig, and as time will only permit (if I have

action of that meeting), or a part of my

prospect to be accomplished, it appears to me
probable that I may think it best to abandon

that part, which I might have performed be-

fore our Quarterly Meeting. Some important

matters will require my attention, and quite

prevent my leaving home, until after the com-

mencement of the Seventh Month, indeed they

would have obliged me to return for two or

three weeks from about the middle of Sixth

Month to the second week in the Seventh Mo.

had I been engaged in Ireland, during a part

of this month and the early portion of next

month, as I expected. Perhaps as I am writ-

ing it may be well to inform thee that the

Monthly Meeting issued a certificate setting

me at liberty to proceed in the service, signed

by thirty-seven men and twenty-four women
Friends, and also gave me a copy of a minute

which I transcribe:

"'Minute of Bristol Monthly Meeting to Ac-

company the Certificate Granted to Samuel

Capper:
" 'As it appears that the nature of our

friend Samuel Capper's concern is such that it

can only be pursued during the summer months,

it was concluded at our last meeting to leave him

at liberty to proceed with it, without waiting

for the Quarterly Meeting, it being understood

that the concurrence of that meeting should

be obtained for such part of his service as

may be then unaccomplished.
" ' George Thomas, Clerk:

"

"
I think thou wilt have now the whole mat-

ter before thee. I am content with the issue,

as I have done all I could properly do in the

matter. I am with love to thyself and friends

in Cork generally, thy affectionate friend,
" Samuel Capper."

The prosecution of my object was thus put

off until a period in which it was unpracticable

from the advanced state of the season to do

much in this summer, and the Quarterly Meet-

ing on its sitting on the sixteenth of Sixth

Month, 1841, issued an endorsement as under-

neath :

" Quarterly Meeting of Bristol and Somerset,

held atTaunton, sixteenth ofSixth Month,\%A\.
" Our dear friend Samuel Capper having laid

before this meeting, our women Friends being

present, a concern which he has felt for some

years past, to pay a religious visit in the south-

ern parts of Ireland, and particularly to the

city of Cork, chiefly with a view of holding

meetings with those who are not members of

our religious Society, and having produced a

certificate from Bristol Monthly Meeting ex-

pressive of unity and sympathy with him in his

said concern. This meeting, after serious de-

liberation, cordially unites with our said Friend

in his prospect, desiring that under the guid-

ance and protection of the Shepherd of Israel

he may be assisted and preserved in his arduous

engagement, and be favored to return with the

reward of peace.

"Signed in and on behalf of the said meet-

ing by Young Sturge, Clerk.

"Signed in and on behalf of the women's

meeting by Maky Wright, Clerk"

On the fourth of Seventh Month my friends,

Thomas Doyle, Robert Charlton and I arrived

in Cork, and were met by several friends. We
lodged at the house of our kind friend, Wm.
Harvey, and the next day conferred with a

number of Friends of Cork Meeting, who dis-

cussed the prospect I had and pressed upon
me not to attempt anything until after the

Monthly Meeting to be held on the eighth. I

brought under their notice that I had now
waited until the season for service of this kind

was nearly passed over and that I felt very

much losing a single evening. Abraham Beale

and Joseph Harvey both signified that they

could have nothing to do with the concern,

calling it an awful engagement and so forth.

Wm. Harvey, Wm. Martin and some others ap-

peared willing to assist in carrying it out, but

there was certainly a general disinclination to

forward the prosecution of the engagement;

this disinclination was very much increased,

on account of the contested election for the

city which had just commenced and was to last

a week, at which time the election for the

county, also contested and held in the city,

was to take place, and would continue another

week, it was therefore concluded to commence
at Bandon, about fifteen miles from Cork, and

accordingly on the next evening a public meet-

ing was held there in the tent, which was
largely attended by both Protestants and Ro-

manists. There might be about five hundred

present, many of them quite young and proba-

bly about equally divided between Protestants

and Romanists. Several Wesleyan preachers

were present, one of whom thought the tent

admirably calculated to meet the prejudices of

the people, the meeting was a solemn and fa-

vored one, as I apprehended.

Some of us returned to Cork to attend the

Monthly Meeting there on the eighth instant,

while others proceeded onward to make prepa-

ration, if they could, for meetings at Clonakilty

and Skibbereen, but as the populace were

greatly excited about the election, it was doubt-

ful how far they might succeed. The Monthly

Meeting, which was held on the eighth, seems to

have been a good meeting. Friends appeared

rather less disposed to discouragement, and a

committee was appointed to assist in carrying

out the service: in the afternoon of that day

we went to Clonakilty, but found that in con-

sequence of the election, and its being market

day, no meeting could be obtained that evening,

we therefore went on to Skibbereen, where we
succeeded in holding a meeting in the tent; our

company consisted of Wm. Harvey, Wm. Mar-

tin, Thomas Doyles, Robert Charlton, .Joseph

Harvey of Youghal and myself. The meeting

was numerously attended, but there was an

unsettled disposition and inclination to disturb;

the people's minds were much excited about

the election. It was a trying time, but I was

thankful that we succeeded to a degree of re-

lief to my own mind. The next morning we
went to Skull, and after a day wherein followed

a succession of circumstances calculated to

humble and drive us down to the souce of all

spiritual strength, I retired to rest, confirmed

in the conviction that we must look alone to

superior direction and support, whilst we are

occupied in such an undertaking.

Spiritual house-cleaning is always in order.

The Psalmist, at all times, was ready to ex-

claim, "Create in me a clean heart, God,

and renew a right spirit within nie."

Zion's attractions are unique, they belong to

another order of beauty, the beauty of holiness.
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For "The Kriknu.'

THE TEST OF FAITH.
vethon i , the works that I do shall hi

E.\ternal and transient are one
In the creed by experience earned;

By external pursuits, when begun,

The eternal begins to be learned.

The curse which degraded the earth

From the harmony paradise knew,
Still affects the corporeal birth

Which humanity ramifies through.

Inherited discord disturbs

The subjection of matter to mind.

Till the curative crucifix curbs

Our revolt, with severity kind.

The work of the cross thus maintains

Its pre-eminent place in God's plan.

While the spirit by conflict regains

The dominion He purposed for man.

The working-man true therefore cares.

First of all, to be watchful within;

And his heart for the battle prepares

With the mystical motions of sin.

The father of sin, through the flesh.

And not else, can approach to delude.

Or secure in his horrible mesh
The unhappy forsaker of good.

The fastness of faith is a birth

To be reached in the spirit alone:

Let us so issue thence to the earth.

That our faith by our work may be shown !

MONACHUS.

For "The Fkiend."

Athletics vs. Gymnastics.

The steady increase in the interest taken in

the so-called Field Day contests between dif-

ferent colleges or different classes of the same
college, has been the means to call into serious

discussion the ultimate utility of the practice

in general. It is at present a question upon
which the opinions of the best authorities dif-

fer. The fact that these athletic contests still

continue and are prosecuted with increasing
vigor, proves that the college authorities at

least, are united for their support.

Whatever the opinion of professionals may
be, the balance of public opinion is decidedly
against college athletics and favorable to gym-
nastics. Now much ambiguity is attached to

the terms " athletics " and " gymnastics." To
persons who have taken no special insight into

the subject, they mean one and the same thing.

When gymnastics are mentioned to such per-

sons, visions of athletic training and athletic

contests with all their objectionable features
rise before their minds, while the true signifi-

cance of the word either does not come up at
all or occupies a very small place. Athletic

training means the regular exercise of certain

muscles which are used in the performance of
certain feats, with the sole object of perform-
ing that feat better than some one else. Gym-
nastic exercise means the systematic perform-
ance of movements designed to call all the
muscles of the body into action thus producing
an even development which must result in a
perfect all-round physique. The one is pursued
with increasing vigor till the field day arrives,

when the whole system is taxed to its very ut-

most, and then frequently all the previous ex-
ercises are dropped. In it the sole and ruling

motive is the desire to excel : hence the train-

ing along certain lines which will never pro-

duce a symmetrical, healthy body. In the other,

a general and milder exercise is pursued with

hygienic objects in view.

The wTiter once heard a specialist in throat

and lung diseases say that a person who took

exercise to develop chest muscles and lung ca-

pacity, and those alone, did not decrease his

liability to consumption. If however, chest

muscles were developed along with the rest of

the muscles of the body, thus increasing the

strength of the whole system, then there was
greater power to resist disease.

This irregular and violent training and the

supreme effort with which it closes, together

with the excitement attending contests, are

the chief objections to athletic exercises, none
of which apply to gj'mnastics. Gymnasiums
are not factories for turning out athletics or

circus performers, they are not schools for

military training, against which we as a Society

bear testimony ; but they are simply special

places for gymnastic exercises. Their value

as an adjunct to schools is unquestioned by all,

and is attested to by the thousands of schools

and colleges which are either remodelling old

ones or constructing new and more commodi-
ous ones.

As intimated above, the only possible objec-

tion to a gymnasium is the fact that under im-

proper management, it may degenerate into a

place for athletic exercises, but as this ten-

dency is easily controlled, the objection can
have no weight with even the most cautious.

The writer believes that the schools of our So-

ciety are, as a rule, deficient in this respect.

They devote too large a per cent, of their time
to the purely intellectual, which invariably

causes a weakened body and consequent loss of

mental force. Let all our schools have some
place for physical exercise in wintry weather,

and when gymnastics are mentioned, let them
not be confounded with athletics.

Report of the Committee to visit Subordinate

Meetings of Western Quarterly Meeting,

The committee set apart by this meeting
Eight Month 19th, 1898, under a concern for

our subordinate meetings, has been interested

in the service, and we have visited individually

as we have felt drawn, from time to time, all

the meetings for worship and those for dis-

cipline.

A concern has lived in our minds, for the

true interest of our fellow-members, and not
merely to fulfil the appointment as such, but
in waiting to know the pointings of the Master,
believing that as He is the originator and ap-

pointer in right concerns, He only can lead

along in them, as we, in self abasedness, and
in the silence of all flesh, desire his help and
trength.

We have been made to acknowledge the
merciful dealings of our kind Heavenly Father,

we have been witnesses of his continued
favors to his children, even to those who seem
to have made but a partial surrender of their

hearts unto him.

After a pretty general visit of the committee,
it seemed right to attend the meetings as a
body, and notice was given of this prospect,
and of the desire of the committee to meet
with the members.

There was comfort in this service, and the
meetings were well attended by our members
and others interested. We have been much

|

exercised on account of the non-attendance

our, so-called smaller meetings, and while c(

forted, as above stated, in larger gatherin

when previously notified, yet it seems sorn

ful that regular meetings are so neglected

Friends, both on First-days and those I

during the week. It would seem, what is ne&
to make any of our meetings what they sho

be ia individual faithfulness, even to the atte

ance of all the meetings as they come in coui

Though our meetings are small, they are

dead, and the remnant is precious to our \

life, and their very lives are in our Fath
keeping. Let us witness a return of anc
zeal and do each one his and her own par,

hasten the return of the precious "wateij

seasons" of which our ancient Friends \

witness and which are continued to the fa

ful, even the Heavenly showers of God's

to the souls which He has made, that in

homes and in our meetings, the descenc

dew may be felt to soften and refresh

who hath suffered some of our meeting:

be reduced in membership, in many instai

by death, in others through unfaithfulu'

abundantly able to raise up standard beai

and will as we are faithful, be with even
two or three assembled for Divine worshij

their comfort and to the strengthening of

Church at large.

The Lord loves a full surrender, and
greater the sacrifice He requires of us.

greater the cro\™, so those who make s;

fice to attend meetings on the busy day
the week, will undoubtedly realize their rew

We would especially commend to our mem
the importance of giving just what is due
our kind Heavenly Father who gives us life

health, and even the very time to have her

earth, which He can so quickly cut short,

us be faithful in our day and generation

not have anything laid to our accounts, a

dividuals, but each one see that his or her

part is fulfilled, and that we carry our pa
the burden. . . .

We have felt very much exercised and
cerned on account of a practice engaged
one of our meetings, of holding what migl

termed a Bible meeting. We doubt notlit

members are concerned for the welfare of Jiiij

souls, and we have been much interests

them and in the meeting, and while we v i

want them, and all to hold the Scriptur u

great respect, and are thankful to our Hea
Father that He has mercifully given us si i

wise testimony for our help, we would re
nj,

mend the frequent reading of them in ret

ness in their homes, which would enabli

Spirit of Truth, the Spirit of the Lord, to

them to their understanding, as he sees fit

He only can; yet the practice of holding i

ings for their study and discussion and exj

tion, we believe will only in great measui
get a head knowledge and is directly aj;

the testimony of the Scriptures themsi

To such, the language of the dear Savioui

be applicable: "Search the Scriptures,

them ye think ye have eternal life and '"

are they which testify of me. But ye wi

come to me that ye might have life."

Living worship is of the Spirit, and w
an earnest concern that nothing outwa
formal may take the place of that inward *k
munion, which is well pleasing with the P

of Spirits; any thing which we may do
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ower, without his approval, even though
good intention, will not tend to the up-

ig of the Church.

have a common enemy, who is unwearied
efforts to hinder the growth of the

inly seed in our hearts; as Jacob of old,

led all night long for the blessing, and
!ed, so let us struggle, asking the blessing

d through Christ Jesus our Lord, for

He openeth, the powers of this world can
lut, and when he shutteth, none can open.

V as we are ready to be released, it is

a feeling of increased interest in all our

Priends, and we very much desire in the

lings of earnest exercise, the growth and
3rity of all our meetings, and to press

arden of concern upon each individual

er that all may grow in the precious

.sting Truth, knowing that there is One
tily One, who can accomplish this by our

sration there-with in his spiritual visita-

and workings in the heart,

ire is no lessening of the love and care of

ither over his children, and He is looking

;r love and willing service. We need his

,nd help, and let us seek Him and be very

ul; the small matters of our daily lives

1 noticed by Him, and as we feel our need
tn in these things, our hearts will be
", and we will love to draw near unto
thus we will be prepared to enjoy relig-

leetings, and be glad to be found waiting

im and upon Him, in the midst of those

mt.
feel that we have indeed done very little,

en but feeble in forwardingthis most desir-

)urpose, or in accomplishing the concern
appointment, but as we have endeavored
k and to know our own steppings along,

» find access to Him who is mighty, just

portion as we have known this in pros-

Q of soul, have we known breathings of

unto Him for the help and preservation

r breathern and sisters in that which
not be uttered; for the arousing of those
lay be asleep, the more diligent attention

se may be more awake, and the deepen-
' those who are truly alive, recognizing
Nu needs, and desiring that we may all

ind with our feet to have stood in the
n of Jordan, feeling ourselves to be one
,11 our dear ones in the struggle towards
remised land. May the burden of the
blaster for each one ef us, be felt to be
ed and rest upon each, that we may feel

)rtion, every member of the Quarterly
ig without exception, and bearing our
ardens, thereby be qualified to help bear
rdens, one of another, and thus fulfil the
|ie of the Master,

[aehalf of the committee.

Margaretta J. Moore,
Lloyd Balderston,

• Anna P. Haines,
Thompson Frame.

trian "Fig Coffee."—Europeans tes-

a constantly increasing use of " fig cof-

specially in Austria, where it originated,
ibstitute for coffee is made by dessicat-

! ordinary dried figs and grinding them
powder. This fig powder makes a sweet
n with a very agreeable taste. Either
sr as a diluent for real coffee it is re-

ported exceedingly satisfactory. It is whole-

some to a high degree and has no bad effects.

Moreover it need not be expensive. The dried

figs purchased where they are grown can be had
very cheaply, and the process of manufacture
is not expensive. Whereas chicory and other

coffee substitutes are generally injurious and
their use is concealed ; it has grown to be al-

most a motto among Austrians, who are judges

of coffee, that " there is no good coffee unless

there is fig in it."

Items Concerning the Society.

Joel Bean has returned to his home in Califor-

nia from his visit to the Sandwich Islands.

Abram Fisher has been granted by Rich Sduare
Monthly Meeting, N. C, a minute to attend Indiana

Yearly Meeting, held at Richmond, also Baltimore

Yearly Meeting and some other service.

Notes from Others.

Mischievous is the irreverent and scornful use of

the tongue that often vulgarizes the very temple of

sweetness and purity. No person of refinement and
culture can doubt that irreverence is one of the

perils of our day.

—

Newell Hill.

Dr. Rice, of Boston, the best informed man in the

country on this question, has recently asserted
" that with the exception of the few larger churches,

the salaries paid to ministers have been universally

reduced," and at this time of writing there are at

least five hundred qualified clergymen in the Con-

gregational Church anxious for work, and the Church
is so full of preachers that there is no work for

them to do."

IVhen and by Whom was the First Concordance of
the Bible Made?—An index or alphabetical catalogue
of all the words and also a chronological account of

all the transactions in the Bible was first made
under the direction of Hugo de .St. Caro, who em-
ployed as many as five hundred monks upon it, 1247.

It was based on one compiled by Anthony of Padua.
Thomas Gibson's " Concordance of the New Testa-

ment" was published in 1535; John Marbeck's
" Concordance " (for the whole Bible) in 1550.

Cruden's was first published in London in 1737.

The latest was published by James Strong in 1894.

It is the most complete, and is expensive.— A^. Y.

Trihwne.

We find in the Philadelphia Press of Seventh
Month 4th, 1899, the following statement:

" Bishop Foster, of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, in a recently published article utters an
earnest cry against the prevailing worldly spirit

among church members. ' Our great dangers are

assimilation to the world, neglect of the poor, sub-

stitution of the form for the fact of godliness, an
abandonment of discipline, a hireling ministry and
an impure Gospel, which, summed up, is a fashionable

church. Elaborately dressed and ornamented choirs,

who in many cases make no profession of religion

and are sometimes sneering skeptics, go through
cold, artistic performances in which there is as

much spiritual worship as in an opera or a theatre.

Worldly socials, fairs, festivals and concerts have
taken the place of the revival, class and prayer-

meetings of former days. Methodist pulpits for-

merly dealt in the great central truths of the Gos-

pel. Now the pulpit deals in generalities, or de-

livers popular lectures.'

"

An article in the Presbyterian Standard on " Why
Presbyterianism has declined in New York," de-

clares that " a distinct lapse of faith is at the bot-

tom of the trouble." " The church of the West-
minster Confession," says the writer, " gets its sole

vitality from earnest conviction, for its manner of

worship is comparatively bare, with few appeals to
merely aesthetic tastes. People must believe hear-
tily in Presbyterian doctrine in order to be content
to remain in its simple fold. . . . People who
have lost devotion to tenets peculiar to their own
denomination and become indifferent to them are
easily subject to distractions. The teaching of one
Church satisfying them as well as that of another,
they are to select their religious home according as
it appeals to their fancy in the matter of decora-
tion or the more agreeable social character of its

inmates, and Presbyterianism, comparatively bare
and ascetic suffers accordingly."

If in the place of " Presbyterian " in the fore-
going we were to read " Friends," it would furnish
a very good explanation of a condition with which
we are confronted in many localities. In these
places, and in fact very generally throughout our
branch of the church, there is a large percentage
of the membership who have no deep conviction on
the distinguishing doctrines of the Society and
could not give an intelligent doctrinal reason for
their connection with Friends. — Xorth Carolina
Friend.

The Dance of Death.—Mission workers who have
taken statistics among fallen women tell us that
seventy-five per cent, ascribe the first cause of their

downfall to dancing. Professor LaFloris says: "
I

can safely say that three-fourths of the.se two
thousand five hundred abandoned women in San
Francisco were led to their downfall through the
influence of dancing." A chief of police of New
York City has said that " three-fourths of the
women and girls who are living lives of immorality
have been led from the path of virtue through the
dance."

Meaning of the Recent Yom Kippur, or .Jewish

Atonement Day.—According to the behests of Juda-
ism, actual guilt cannot be converted into right by
any act of forgiveness or atonement, human or di-

vine. The definition of the Hebrew word Kofar,
which is the root of Kippurim, conveys quite a dif-

ferent meaning. It denotes "covering up," to
" overlay." It means that by carrying out resolu-

tions of repentance into practice man will be able
to " cover up " a multitude of sins. This is the ra-

tional idea of Judaism regarding the expiation of
sins. This is the cornerstone of salvation as at-

tained through man's own efforts.

A Peculiarity in the Dnnkord'.'! tVffff.— Church-
town, Pa., Ninth Month 14th.— The refusal of a
Dunkard farmer to receive back a horse that had
been stolen from him, has created a great deal of

discussion in this valley where nearly every farmer
belongs to a religious sect. The farmer whose
horse was stolen made no effort at all to recover the

beast. He did not make his loss known to his

neighbors until they had inquired what had become
of his big roan. Then he said that one night some-
body broke open his stable door and took the horse,

but nothing else. The news soon spread and a town-
ship constable captured the animal on the Welsh
Mountain, but the thief escaped. When the con-

stable took the horse back to the owner, the farmer
said :

" I do not want the horse. The man who
took it must have had more use for the animal than
I had or he would not have been driven to steal.

Give it back to him. If he wants my harne.ss and
wagon, let him have them also."

The farmer was a man of his word, and the horse

was led away, and is still in pos.session of the con-

stable. Strangely enough, nearly every man be-

longing to his special sect hereabouts approves his

action. They refer to the Bible as their authority.

One passage cited is Matthew v: 40: "And if any
man will sue you at the law and take away thy
coat, let him hav'e thy cloak also." As these sects

never go to law, they simply believe that if any
man takes their coat they should also freely give

their cloak, or if anyone takes their horse, they
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should also let him have their wagon. Once a thinf;

is stolen from them they will never receive it hack

as their property.

SITMMARY OF EVENTS.

('NlTF-l) Statrs.—The Navigation Bureau of the Navy

Hepartmont ha.s is,sued a list of vessels of the United

States navy of all kinds, making the surprising showing

of 312 craft. This includes many small vessels and craft

captured in Cuba and the Philippines, but the showing is,

nevertheless, remarkable in comparison with the naval

list of two years ago.

The business of the New York Postoffice in Eighth Mo.

was remarkably large. The number of money orders was

(;i,83.5 greater' than in the corresponding month last year.

The total receipts from sales of stamps was $472,918,

from stamped envelopes $80,4 l.'i and from postal cards,

$51,300.
Notwithstanding the increase in public .school accommo-

dations in N. Y., the demand is still greater than the supply.

In the borough of Manhattan alone, 2,9r)0 children have

thus far been denied admission to the schools, and 5,300

more have been placed in half-day classes. The total

registration on the first day was 236,810, an increase of

16,365 as compared with last year. The number of

teachers was 5,220, and 168 more were appointed on the

13th instant. There are 135 teachers absent.

The United States purchased nine million dollars' worth

of sisal grass from Mexico during the last fiscal year,

more than the combined purchases of the two previous

years.

A lecture on " The Hague Conference " was delivered

last week in the Race Street Meeting House, by W. Evans

Darley, of London. W. S. Darley said the question seemed

intimately associated with the city of Philadelphia. The

Hague Conference is one of those events it is exceedingly

difficult to measure—an event of far-reaching importance.

Never before in the history of the world have civilized

nations met together to discuss peace. In the old world

there is a condition of constant conflict, and Europe may
be described as a collection of armed camps. The leaders

of nations are ever on the alert. The Czar, said he, did

not propose to discuss any questions of disarmament.

The inception of the Peace Conference has arisen out of

the condition of Europe. In France and Germany the

army is practically the nation, and the expense of keeping

up these armies has been very great. All kinds of motives

have been attributed to the Czar. Militarism in the old

world is eating into the life of the nations, and it is rap-

idly increasing. The ground has been that the only way
to preserve peace is to be ready for war, but unfortunately

peace has not been preserved. The foremost ruler of the

world has dared to say this policy of ours has proved a

failure. The inception of the conference was in what the

Czar calls the economic crisis of Europe. No serious

efforts seemed to have been made at The Hague to check

these enormous armaments. They took up the matter

and referred it back to their Governments. Probably that

was the best thing they could have done. The conference

was accepted as the first of a series, and in that there is

immense hope. The conference provided for a system of

arbitration and a permanent court. The result will be

far reaching, and will be a great step forward to universal

peace. What is wanted is an extension of the system of

the United States to the whole world. It is a result worth
living for. We ought to lay down our lives for our breth-

ren, but Christianity nowhere permits us to take the life

of another.

Cornelius Vanderbilt died suddenly on the 12th instant

from an attack of paralysis, at his New York City resi-

dence, aged fifty-six years.

The gates of the National Export Exposition opened in

this city on the 14th instant. The attendance has been

large.

On the 13th instant the conference on the uses and
abuses of trusts and combinations began at Chicago and
continued until the Kith. The principal speakers were
William J. Bryan and Bourke Cochran. W. J. Bryan pro-

posed as a remedy that a State should have the right to

prohibit any foreign corporation doing business in the

•State except under certain restrictions, and that Congress
should enact restrictions and limitations, even to the

point of prohibition, upon any corporation organized in

one State that wants to do business outside of the State

contrary to public good. In other words, he favored

Federal regulation for foreign corporations and the amend-
ment of the United States Constitution if necessary.

Bourke Cochran's idea of a remedy for overcapitaliza-

tion was publicity of the resources of each corporation.

He found no fault with a concern which cheapened pro-

duction, because such, in the end, was for the betterment

of the community. Neither did he favor indiscriminate

opposition to torporations. He believed in vigorous sup-

en-iaion by the State, but did not favor fanciful experi-

ments. He spoke, not as an enemy of corporations, but

as an opponent of dishonest ones. It will be noted that

Bryan proposes Federal supervision of trusts and Cochran

leans to the State as the regulator.

Anti-trust delegates to the National Trust Conference

at Chicago decided to make the anti-trust movement a

national one. A meeting of prominent anti-trust dele-

gates met after the adjournment of the conference and

adopted plans for an anti-trust movement national in

scope, and an Executive Committee was appointed-

Metallurgists have estimated that there is between

$50,000,000 and $800,000,000 in gold buried in the rocks

and gravel in the 54,000 acres of barren New Mexican

ground.

The Public Ledger says, editorially: " Cape Nome, the

new Alaska gold field, which is said to be remarkably rich,

and which is expected to yield $2,000,000 worth of gold

this season, is on the extreme western edge of the con-

tinent, and is scarcely more than a hundred miles from
Bering Straits. Should it continue to yield as richly as

the miners estimate that it will, the next thing in order

will be a railroad to connect it with the United States

system, and when this is done it will be a mere matter of

course to make steamer connection with the Siberian Rail-

way at Vladivostock, and so complete an almost all rail

connection with Europe."

The American Issue says: "Hoopeston, 111., boasts of

never having a saloon within her border, and yet visitors

declare she has more paved streets and good sidewalks

than any city of her size in the State. She has electric

lights, water works, Greer College, splendid high schools

and the largest canning factory in the world."

Fifty-four new cases of yellow fever and three deaths

had been reported in the past forty-eight hours at Key
West on the 18th inst., making a total to date of 362 cases

and 17 deaths.

A Saratoga despatch says that forest fires are extend-

ing with terrible rapidity in the lower Adirondacks, and

have got beyond control. Portions of Warren and Hamil-

ton Counties are being devastated.

There were 364 deaths in this city last week, which is

41 less than the previous'week and 2 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 83 were

children under one year of age ; 187 were males and 177

females : 46 died of consumption ; 29 of heart diseases
;

23 of marasmus ; 18 of cholera infantum; 15 from casual-

ties; 15 of inflammation of the brain; 14 of inflammation

of the stomach and bowels; 14 of convulsions; 13 of in-

anition; 13 of pneumonia; 12 of typhoid fever; 11 of

diphtheria; 10 of apoplexy, and 9 of ursmia.

Markets, &C. — V. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg.. Ill a

llli ; coupon, 1124 a 113; new 4's, 130 a 131; 5's, lllj

a 112; 3's 108i a 108}.

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners, on a basis of

6|c. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.15 a $2.30 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.15 a $3.30 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour sales of 100 barrels

choice Pennsylvania at $3.10.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70| a 71ic.
No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37Sc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 28ic.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6ic.; good, 51 a 5ic.; me-

dium, 5i a 5ic.; common, 4J a 5c.

Sheep and Lamds.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, 4i a 4jc.;

medium, 3i a 4c.; common, 2J a 3Jc.; lambs, 4J a 6J-c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6| a 7c.; others, 6i a 6ic.

Foreign.—The text of President Kruger's reply to

Secretary Chamberlain's last communication was issued

on the 18th inst. The language in many places is taken

to indicate a firm, unyielding position. The reply, how-

ever, concludes: "If her Majesty's Government is willing

and feels able to make this decision, a joint commission,

as at first proposed by Mr. Chamberlain, it would put an

end to the present state of tension. Race hatred would

decrease and die out, and the prosperity and welfare of

the South African Republic and the whole of South Africa

would be developed and furthered and fraternization be-

tween the different nationalities would increase."

Carlist plots in Spain have been discovered, and the

Queen Regent has proclaimed martial law in the Province

of Vizcaya.

Nine-tenths of the $50,000,000 worth of tea imported

into Great Britain comes from India and Ceylon.

Russia consumes on an average no less than 7,000,000
tons of liquid fuel a year.

A well preserved Roman camp has been discovered on

the right bank of the Narenta, in Herzegovina. A section

330 feet long by 270 feet wide has been traced. Part of

the walls, gates and towers are still standing, and many
utensils and weapons have been dug up. It is believed

that the camp was erected in the time of Nero.

Spiders are a serious plague in Japan. They spin

webs on the telegraph wires and are so numerous a

cause a serious loss of insulation. Sweeping the ?

does little good, as the spiders begin all over again.

A copy of the reply of the Filipino Congress to
'

American offer of autonomy " has been received in Ma
It declares the Filipinos could have accepted Amei
sovereignty and autonomy if they " had not seen, bj

behavior of the Americans in the beginning, that they

strongly opposed to them through race prejudice, and

high handed methods of dealing with them made them
for the future in American hands."

The Chinese Government has made an emphatic pn
against the military order of General Otis excluding

nese from the Philippines.

Another severe storm along the Labrador c

driven huge ice floes on the land and crushed se\

sels with their cargoes, aggregating nearly 3000 qu

of codfish. The crews escaped.

According to a despatch from one of the lie

Islands, dated Ninth Month 13th, a tornado swept
this island the previous night. Some houses w(

down and others unroofed. The storm raged all ij

No lives were lost, but heavy damage was done to p
and private property. 1

Advices from La Guayra say that the revolutic

Venezuela is assuming overwhelming proportions,

situation of affairs is critical, the revolutionists now

'

in possession of towns within eighty miles of the ca

Minister Loomis is returning to his post to protect Ai

can interests.

The Government of Uruguay is about to expend
]

000,000 on harbor improvements at Montevideo.

The following was received from the city of M(

dated the 13th inst.: "Something of a sensation has

caused by the new attitude of the Catholic clergy re

ing civil marriages, which alone legalizes marriage

Formerly the clergy refused to recognize civil mar
but are now urging women to be careful to secure th^

ceremony, as many men, taking advantage of the fac

the religious ceremony is not recognized in law, mar.

then desert their wives. It is believed this new at

of the clergy is another of the many convincing

that the Pope cordially recognizes the republican f(

government here as in France."
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i

Joseph Hawley $2 ; S. Eliza Spencer. N. C., $1 t
27 ; Charles (jrimshaw, Pa.; Samuel Williams

David Wallace, O. ; Ezra Engle and for Jot

Engle, N. J.; Henry B. Leeds, Agent, N. J.,

David Comfort and Amos Asheail ; Anna
Pa. ; S. T. Haight, Agent, Canada, for Henry S.

Joel Beiin, Cal. ; Geo. W. Thorp, Fkfd. ; A. J.

Agent, Kans., for Sarah \. Hinshaw ; William f^

.\gent, O., $,S, for J.anies Henderson, William 1

Lindley P. Bailey and Deborah H. B. Slant<

Dr. Samuel Trimble, Pa.; Owen Y. Webste

Benj. Herii.ige, N. J.; Anna H. Tierney, G
for Bertha H. T. Uflbrd, Vt., to No. 27, v

Ruth K. Smedley, Fkfd.

Sa^Reniilhinces received after Third-day noon

appear in the. Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Dukhobc
Ninth Month 19th.

C. L. R., $5.00; G. .1. S., $.50.00; J. E. C, $100.0iltel

$5.00; J. K., $5.00; C, $100.00; "A Friend," $1,0

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., Phila _~

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a situation ik^^^

panion or housekeeper in or near the city. ,

Address " H," OSice of The F Wi

Position wanted by young woman Friend __

garten or primary teacher in a school or as a nur w ti

erness, or mother's help. Experienced.
A.).),„„o T) D^ Box 3, ,

Narberth P. fepjf
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P to the law as the Right directs.

sometimes hear of a Friend that "he is

on the ordinances,"—that is, on baptism
3 communion. He is far from safety,

as he is sound in them.

no one rest on his clearness from out-

aptism as a substitute for the inward
ring baptism.

IE who live or die in making things bet-
I those who only wail because they are
;her differ in their faith or have differ-

i^s of showing it (James ii: 18).

following story has seemed relished in

uarters

:

VHAT MINISTERS PAY TO PREACH.
I I was a rector of a church in Balti-

ays an Episcopalian bishop) I used to

jar old lady in the garb of a Quaker
ten in the congregation of the church,
the wardens said to me:

—

I- is a great friend of yours."
n glad to hear it," I replied.

," said the warden, " she said to me, ' I

hear your pastor preach, but I should

.
so much better if he did not receive

'or it.

t,' said the warden, 'he pays twenty
d dollars a year for the privilege of

ig to us.'

es he, indeed? And how so? asked the
lan.

;11, we both were educated at the same
are about of an age, and I earn twenty-
ousand dollars a year at my profession,

only receives three thousand dollars.'

i\\ thee,' said the dear old Quaker, '
I

vays hear him hereafter with a great
'6 pleasure.'

"

The break in the principle against preaching
for hire is not to be measured by the amount of
the pay, but is effectually accomplished on
consenting to receive the first farthing. A
cord is as clearly severed when parted by a
thin blade as by a ton of rock.

Our testimony against paid preaching once
broken, the question afterwards of more or

less to be received belongs to some other prin-

ciple. It might be coveteousness, of which,

however, the above does not appear to be an
instance. It may be the ranking of sermons
as but human products and so marketable ac-

cording to talent displayed. Indeed some re-

gularly get theirs copyrighted. It may be
something else, like social standing of the
church, etc. That is not our present concern.
It is enough that the holding of the principle

is broken by a cent, and those under our name
will seem to endorse the breach by attendance.

Truly Reverend and Honorable.

The command " Let the wife see that she
reverence her husband," makes a loud command
to the husband to be worthy of her reverence.

" Husbands love your wives," is a command
which should awaken wives to the importance
of abiding in true loveliness.

Why do we testify against prefixing the
word " honorable " to names of men in au-

thority? Because truth is not seen invariably

to justify it. We often find men of that class

so very dishonorable. Shall we honor a case
of dishonorable character or temper? But the

command is,
'

' Honor thy father and thy mother."
What telling evidence is this that its Author
expects parents to be honorable—to command
respect by deserving it!

Neither can we command our families love

by being regardless of whatsoever things are

lovely, nor their sympathy by accusations and
complaints.

On the other hand, are we excused from
loving one to whom we are pledged, on discov-

ering unlovely traits? or from reverence on the

appearance of faults ? Whatever human deserv-

ing has a right to claim. Christian duty covers

much more. " Love covers the multitude of

sins." What would become of the world, if He
who hates the sin, did not love the sinner, to

save him? And if his servants were not clothed

with a measure of the same spirit? Accord-
ingly notwithstanding many failings of flesh

and spirit mutually to be borne, a true heart
will cherish reverence for the holy relation

which has been covenanted in marriage, and love
of one another. " Bear ye one another's bur-
dens, and so fulfil the law of Christ," the law
of self-sacrifice for others. Nothing shines
more beautiful than the loyalty of love sus-

tained by grace, which we sometimes see in a
partner, in proportion as the odds seem against
it. But the practice of the law of Christian

duty on the one part by no means excuses un-
worthiness on the other. Advantage may be
taken of it to set one at ease in his or her sel-

fishness. But it adds to one's condemnation, if

he does not consent to be won over from selfish-

ness into a reciprocal fulfilling of the same law
of Christ.

And for the position of the father and of
the mother there is implanted in the spirit of
the child a sense of honor and regard, which
often it takes many discouragements to de-

molish. It is to the honor of the same Divine

grace that it is not oftener discouraged and
reversed. Children should cultivate this sense

and parents help them in it, for the good of

their best life. As parents will, by their char-
acter and conduct, co-operate with their Heav-
enly Father in commanding this honor and re-

spect, they will so govern themselves as to
" Provoke not your children to anger, lest they
be discouraged. But bring them up in the

nurture and admonition of the Lord."

It has been said that every member of the

family is doubly endowed. He can help to

make home an anticipation of heaven, or the

reverse.

On a public highway, near Boston, is a well
which, for many years, has freely furnished
water for man and beast. It was the gift of
an old sea captain who was once shipwrecked,
and rescued when nearly perishing with thirst,

after floating many days in an open boat. While
in this ordeal of suffering, he covenanted that,

if God would even give him the opportunity,
he would dig a well and make it free to the
public. A home or hospital for consumptives
has recently been built and endowed in Chicago
by a certain rich man. He says the idea was
formed during the weary months he watched
and ministered at the bedside of a much loved
and only daughter, who died of this disease.

Thus we have illustrations of how God's child-

ren, while passing through the valley of Baca,
or weeping, are inspired to dig wells for the
comfort of those who come after.

Wanted to-day—Men and women, young
and old, who will obey their convictions of
truth and duty at the cost of fortune and friends

and life itself.
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Kor "The KiUKNii."

Saving Faitli.

I submit a quotation which seems to me ex-

actly what Friends have insisted upon for two

*^^
" FaUh according to Taul, is the act whereby

a man identifies himself with Christ becomes

actually one with Him in nature and is thus

enabled to die and rise again with Him. t aith

is thus the indispensable, and at the same time

the all-sufficient condition of salvation. \ lewed

in this way, it is an act of the profoundest

spiritual meaning. It is not mere assent, in-

tellectual or moral, it is not a mere confidence

in Christ's words or in his promises; it is the

reception of Christ himself into the soul. By

it a man becomes completely one with Christ

for Christ enters into and abides with every

believing, that is, every receptive, man Faith

is thus not an act at all, but simply the atti-

tude of receptivity toward Christ. Paul s view

of the character and quality of faith appears

perhaps as clearly as anywhere in the words:

'By their unbelief they were broken off, and

thou standest bv thy faith. Be not high-minded

but fear; for if God spared not the natural

branches, neither will He spare thee (Kom.

^^ " Faith is here made the opposite of high-

mindedness, or pride, or self-confidence.

"
It is clear, therefore, that the essence ot

faith, according to Paul, is the renunciation of

confidence in self, and the absolute depend-

ence upon and trust in another; a spirit ot hu-

mility and self-renunciation which alone fits one

for the indwelling of Christ. So long as this

attitude of receptivity, this self-emptmess and

openness to the Divine Spirit, is maintained

Christ dwells in the man, living in Him and

through Him the Christian life, the free spir-

itual life over which no (outward) law has

dominion. But if the faith be lost, if a man

fall into unbelief, or become high-minded and

fail to maintain the true attitude of receptivity,

Christ will depart, and He will come again

under the control of the flesh and under the

dominion of the law.
. ., ^ ^

" Faith, or the attitude of receptivity toward

the Spirit of God, thus conditions not merely

the beginning, but the continuance of the

Christian life. .

"Only to a receptive man will the Uivine

Spirit be given, and only in such a man will it

abide • The righteousness of God, or the

righteousness of faith, of which Paul has so

much to say, is not primarily, as he uses it, a

forensic or legal term, but stands for a real

thing, the actual divine righteousness or right-

eous nature which man receives from God

when he receives God's Spirit.

"
It is righteousness not imputed, but im-

parted to man; and imparted just because the

Divine nature or Spirit, which is itself "gnteous

is imparted to h\m."—Arthur Cushman McGif-

fert, in The Apostolie Age.

In a world where there is so much to sadden

and depress, how blessed the communion with

Him in whom is the one true source and foun-

tain of all true gladness and abiding joy!

Take the yoke, the cross, the contrariety of

Jesus upon your spirits daily.—/. Penington.

Enter ye in at the straight gate. (Matthew

vii: 13.)

Stephen Grellet and the Emperor Alexander of

Russia.

In reading the Memoirs of the Life and Gos-

pel Labors of Stephen Grellet, now for sale at

Friends Book Store. 304 Arch Street, I hila-

delphia, the writer was much interested to

find the subject of the arbitration of national

disputes, had taken strong hold of the mind ot

the Emperor Alexander of Kussia about eighty

years ago, as the following interesting extract

will show- It was in the course of a religious

visit to that Empire made by Stephen Grellet

accompanied by William Allen of England.

"Third Month 9th, 1819.—We spent as we

usually do once a week, about two hours, with

Prince Alexander Galitzin, Prime Minister ot

the Emperor. He told us that the Emperor

had given orders for the immediate translation

from the Slavonic into the Russian language

of those portions of the Bible in our Scripture

lessons, that are not already translated, and

to have these Lessons immediately printed.

The new Testament in Russ is now printed, but

the Bible is not yet done; the translation not

being completed. The Emperor being apprised

that the time of our departure is near, has

directed the Prince to have letters of intro-

duction prepared for us, addressed to the

Governors of the Provinces through which we

travel, and to his ambassadors to those nations

wiiere we may come; the expressions usedby

the Prince are 'to recommend you, as being

well known to him the Emperor.'

"14th, our departure appearing to be at

hand has brought us under very close engage-

ments during these last days; we have had

many services of a public and more private

character; some of these partings, which most

probably are a final separation from one an-

other, have been very solemn; we rejoice that

we can entertain the hope that we have left

behind us a seed that the Lord has visited.

Many of our private opportunities are also

tendering seasons; the one we had this evening

with the Emperor was particularly so. Having

received information that he would be pleased

to see us this evening, we went at eight o'clock,

the hour appointed. He again received us m
his own apartment, to which we went by a

private door and staircase, without passing

among the guards or the persons attending at

the palace; no one, anywhere, has appeared to

take offence at our keeping our heads covered.

He received us with cordiality as before. One

of the first things he said was, that the chains

we saw on the prisoners at Abo were now re-

moved, and that the man we told him of, who

had been eighteen years loaded with fetters,

was now liberated, and orders were given for

the better treatment of the prisoners generally.

" He requested also that in the course of our

visit through Russia, we would communicate

directly to him, whatever we may notice in the

prisons, or other places, that we may think

proper to bring before him. The Military

Governor had related to him what we had said

of the improvements that might be made m the

prisons in Petersburg, and he was pleased that

the Governor has so speedily attended to it; he

added that the Empress, his mother, had given

him some relation of the visit we had made to

her, with which she had been very much pleased.

I

She told him also what had been said respecting

! the neglected education of the daughters of

the poor, which she had taken much to he;

he also felt so much the necessity of a spe

remedy, that yesterday he made approprial

of money sufficient to establish and support

' schools for that class in this city, so that t

I might receive a virtuous and religious edi

tion. He said he had carefully looked over

Scripture lessons that we had prepared,

was delighted with them; that had we com

Russia for no other service than this, it

accomplishing an important work; that

would have these lessons introduced for

use of all the schools in his domimons.
j

also gave us an account of the manner in w,

he was educated from a child, under the i

of his grandmother the Empress Catha!

The tutors placed over him he says, were

of some good qualities, but were not Chrii^

believers, consequently his early education

calculated to estrange him from serious imj

sions, and yet, after the manner of the G

Church, he was trained up in the habit o

peating some formal prayers, morning

evening, but he disliked the practice o

several times, however after having goi

rest, he so strongly felt the convictions o

for the impropriety of some parts ot his

duct during the day, that he was constri

to riser from his bed, and on his knees,

tears to entreat the Lord's forgiveness^

strength to act with more watchfulness. .

strong convictions continued with him

leno-th of time; but by degrees, for wa

attending to them, they became more and

faint; with dissipation, sin gained mon

more ascendancy over him; but in the

1812 the Lord's visitation in love and i

was renewedly extended to him in a pov

manner. It was about that time that a

person, (it was the Prince Alexander G;

who had been brought up with him), r

mended him to read the Scriptures and

him a Bible, which he had not seen befor

devoured it ' Said the Emperor, findini

words so suitable to, and descriptive (

state of my mind. The Lord by his
.

Spirit was also pleased to give me an i

standing of what I read therein ;
it is t

inward Teacher alone that I am ind(

therefore I consider Divine inspiration,

teachings of the spirit of God, as the

foundation of saving knowledge. H<

much more on these subjects m a t

manner. We entered pretty fully in

nature of the peaceable kingdom of thru

to what the spirit of the dear Redeeme

is Love, would lead all those who are ot

to his dictates; on which he stated, how

his soul's travail had been that wars and

shed might cease forever from the eartt

he had passed sleepless nights on acco

it,-deeply deploring the woes and misery b

on humanity by war, and that whilst hi

was bowed before the Lord in prayer, tl

of all the crowned heads joining in tt

clusion to submit to arbitration whate-

ferences might arise among them, inst

resorting to the sword, had presented it

his mind in such a manner, that he aros

bed and wrote what he then so sensibl

that his intentions had been misunders

misrepresented by some, but that love

and to man was his only motive in the

sight. He was in Paris at the time he

that plan. We had spent a considerab
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ersing on these very important subjects,
I he said, 'We are then going to be soon
•ated in this world, but I am a full believer

The Phosphorescence of the Sea.

No doubt quite a number of our young read-
ers have been to the seashore during the sea-through the Lord's Spirit, we may, though

;
son, and, pos^i ^^ the r q k, r^vi g eyes"•ated one trom another,;eel the fellowship

\
have taKen in the strange sights to be s^/L

Among these the phosphorescence
of the jellyfish is one of the unexplained
mysteries of the sea.

Nearly all the jellyfishes are luminous, and
on the dark nights the sight as one gazes into
the water is a marvellous one. Instead of
darkness and gloom, the water appears to be
filled with lights which move in every direc-
tion, with long tails like comets, others like
mimic suns and moons. These remarkable
creatures are so delicate that many can be
seen, but not felt, and nearly all are ninety-five
per cent, water

; so that when exposed to the
sun they soon disappear, evaporating like water
itself. They range in size from specimens just
visible to monsters almost capable of stopping
a boat, and with a maze of tentacles sufficient
to drown a man or seriously poison him by the
discharge of their batteries of lasso cells.

One of the largest jellyfishes ever seen in
American waters was once observed by Louis
Agassiz, who found it floating on the surface
in Massachusetts Bay. An oar was used to
measure it, and across the disc it was seven
feet, while the mass of tentacles as they
stretched away was over one hundred feet in
length. Imagine this monster, this mass of
solidified water luminous, a gigantic comet
moving through the depths of the ocean, each
individual tentacle standing out in high relief
against the dark water, and some conception
may be had of the sights to be seen beneath
the sea.

The light emitted by these jellyfishes is

called phosphorescence, but what it is or how
it is produced is more or less a mystery. In
some it invests the entire animal ; in others
the umbrella of the jelly is the light-giving
organ, while in others it is confined to certain
portions of the body. The lights vary in color.
The common tint is yellow or white, while blue,
green, and red are seen, so that the jellies ap-
pear like gems in the sea scintillating with all

the tints of the diamond.
The light of jellyfishes has a practical value.

On the New England coast the mackerel fish-

ermen take advantage of it by following the
schools at night, relying upon the telltale jel-

lies and other minute light-givers to expose
the situation of the fish, which they really do
by a very simple process. The mackerel, by
swimming along in a vast body, disturb the
jellies, irritating them so that the entire school
looks like a patch of fire on the water, which
can be seen from the top mast of the mack-
erel-men a long distance ofl". Toward it the
vessel is directed, the large net thrown about
the fiery spot, and enormous hauls of fish

made.

If a single school of fish can change the
water for acres into a mass of seeming fire,

we can imagine the appearance of the ocean
in a storm where phosphorescent animals
abound. The effect in such cases is often re-
markable. Ahead of the ship will be a mass
of foam blazing like fire, and so brilliant that
the sails, masts and rigging are illumined by
it. In such a sea one of the most remarkable
of all phenomena was observed—a luminous
waterspout. The spout was large and seemed

communion of spirit; for with the Lord
[
the oce

is no limitation of space.' He requested
we would write to him as to a Christian
1, through Prince Alexander Galitzin.

Ily,' said he, ' I have one more request to

,
that before we separate, we silently
once more in waiting on the Lord, if so
at He condescend to give us a manifesta-
if his Divine life and presence, as He did
rmer occasions.' We were prepared to
e to his request, for we felt in a precious
3V the wings of heavenly love to be
bed over us; The Lord was present during
mn silence that came over us; our souls
very reverently prostrated before Him;
nself ministering to us in a most gracious
jr. After a while, in the love of Christ,

constrained to impart a few words to the
Jlmperor for his encouragement, that he
old fast in the ways of the Lord unto the
ally relying on the efficacy of his Divine
to preserve him from all evil, and to
:then him for every good work. He was
I in tears; then dear Allen, on bended
supplicated the Lord on his behalf, and
f his people. The Emperor, who had
d by him, continued some time thus pros-
after William had ceased utterance. Our
tion was solemn.

(To be concluded.)

!OURAGEMENT.—The scriptures say, in

sing a parent, "Fathers, provoke not
hildren to anger, lest they be discour-
and an excellent writer says, "It is a
liscouragement to piety in children when
•e governed in a hard, unfeeling way, or
inner of force and overbearing absolut-
\nything which removes the child from
rents, or takes away the confidence of
d sympathy, will as certainly be a wall

- him away from God.
his father is felt as a tyrant, he will

) feel that God is a tyrant, and that will

ugh to create a prejudice against all

things.

ire is a beautiful courage in children as
s approach to God, when God is pre-
as a Being of love; and this natural
f courage is just what makes the time
Ihood so open to religion.

; if the courage, even toward the father,
dy broken down into fear and servile
ion, they will only think of God with
fear, and shrink from all his claims as
thing forbidden.

gentleness even of Christ will suffice,

a case, to win or reassure the broken
I of the soul."

vriter goes on further to say that he
father who brought up a family of
be ruled at a distance. He addressed
an unfeeling way, and the result was
d no respect for his religion, and they
into sin, and never seemed to have any
for God or sacred things.—D. A. Cat-

lost in the clouds, a little pillar of fire travel-
ling by night, and so appalling a spectacle that
it terrified mariners ; yet the simple phosphor-
escent jellyfishes, diatoms, noctiluca,and others,
were the cause ; whirled about, torn apart by
the rushing waters, the light was augmented
until the entire monster column appeared to
blaze with light and stand out against the sky
like a pillar of fire. Such a sight might well
excite the superstitious fears of the sailors and
augment the terrors of the sea.
One of the most remarkable of the jelly-

like luminous animals is known as the pyro-
soma, or " fire-body." It resembles a cylinder,
open at one end, from six inches to four or
five feet in length, and is in reality a commun-
ity of animals, better known as an ascidian.
A ship once sailed through a sea of these crea-
tures, with a result that was awe inspiring.

I would be quiet, Lord,

Nor tease nor fret;

Not one small need of r

Wilt thou forget.

The water had a milky appearance, and look-
ed, upon examination, as though it were filled

with red-hot cylinders. The sea when it broke
gave a spectral glare to everything, so that the
sails and rigging cast dark shadows on the deck.
Some of these fire-bodies were nearly five

feet in length, and presented a most singular
spectacle when brought on deck, great waves
of fire sweeping over the surface, which seem-
ed to be studded with bolts ; or to have the
appearance of hammered brass. The natural-
ist Bibra took one of these fire-bodies and
placed it in a jar of water which he suspended
from the ceiling, when it emitted so brilliant
a light that he actually wrote a description of
the animal by its own light.

These lights have their uses in the economy
of nature

; they are signals and warnings, and
undoubtedly aid the illumination of the subma-
rine world. The light is well known in every
sea, familiar to everyone who has crossed the
ocean or sailed upon it, and there is hardly a
branch of the animal kingdom that does not
contain a light-giver

; yet no one, so far, has
given a satisfactory explanation of the cause
of the light.

—

Zion's Watchman.

God's Choice.—Nothing is more remarkable
in the Bible than to see how God, as if to teach
us to trust in nothing and in none but himself,
selects means that seem worse fitted to accom-
plish his ends. Does He choose an embassador
to Pharaoh ?—it is a man of stammering tongue.
Are the streams of .Jericho to be sweetened?
—salt is cast into the spring. Are the eyes
of the blind to be opened?—they are rubbed
with clay. Are the battlements of the city to
be thrown down?—the means employed is, not
the blast of a mine, but the breath of an empty
trumpet. Is the rock to be riven?—the light-
ning is left to sleep above, and the earthquake
with its throes to sleep below, while a rod is

used that is more likely to be shivered on the
rock than to shiver it.

Are men to be converted by preaching and
won from sensual delights to a faith whose
symbol is the cross and whose crowTi is to be
won among the fires of martyrdom ? Leaving
schools, and halls, and colleges, God summons
preachers from the shores of (ialilee. The
helm of the church is intrusted to the hands
that never steered aught but a fishing-boat;
and by the mouth of one who had been its bit-

terest persecutor the gospel was preached to
the philosophers of Athens and in the palaces
of Rome.

—

Guthrie.
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Samuel Capper's Visit.

(Coullmu'd from pase 77.)

On the 11th we had a public meeting at

Skull, but the priest of Ballydehobb, who cele-

brated Mass at Skull, publicly cursed us from

the altar in the morning, and thus prevented

the Uomanists from attending, except a very

few, yet we had an attendance of about four

hundred, and a precious season it was; the

company; who came from a wide district around

the country appeared to me to be simple, seri-

ous persons, to whom I was engaged to declare

the unsearchable riches of Christ, and by whom,
so far as 1 could perceive, it was received in

the love of the gospel, although a certain tinc-

ture of narrowness of mind, for want of per-

fect love casting out fear, I thought might be

felt; during the opportunity about fifty or sixty

persons, lads and young men chiefly, of the

Romish population, stood in a lane about one

hundred yards distant, and yelled and hooted

in a very unpleasant manner; they were, how-

ever, a good deal quieted after a time by a man
of property, a magistrate who lived near, and
happened to pass by. The same evening at

six o'clock, we sat with the Methodists in their

own house, a small room, there were about one

hundred present. It was, 1 thought, an inter-

esting and instructive time, in which counsel

and encouragement were dispensed. After I

sat down, and a time of precious silence had

ensued, the Methodist local preacher offered a

prayer, in which he ran over all or most of the

subjects that had been adverted to, and though
verbose, I believe it was the effusion of sincerity

and love. I then made a few remarks which
had been upon my mind, before he knelt down,

on the subject of prayer. We parted from our

kind host and hostess, Nathaniel Lanin and
wife, and some others on Second-day morning
in much love.

Pretty soon after our arrival at Bantry we
had a visit from several Methodists, who in

consequence of the very disturbed state of the

people's minds, occasioned by the political

events then passing, expressed strongly their

great fear of any act that might attract the

public attention to them; the windows of sev-

eral Protestant houses had been broken the

evening before, and some outrages committed
of a minor character. We walked about the

town for some time and met two priests whose
countenances looked dark, designing and bitter;

feeling comfortable to do so, we left Bantry
without attempting any meeting and passed on

to Dunmanaway, a beautifully situated little

town, where we lodged; here we learned that

Daniel O'Connel was out for Dublin, and that

he had consequently offered himself for Cork
County. This news had a great influence on the

people's minds and led our friends strongly to

recommend our postponing further proceed-

ing until after Seventh-day, when the county
election must be concluded; we came therefore

back to Cork and quietly waited till the next
week. I need hardly say that from my two
Bristol friends, as well as from William Harvey
and William Martin, with others, I have re-

ceived all the kind attention I could desire or

expect; this excursion has, however, notwith-

standing, been one in which my faith and pa-

tience have been severely tried.

From the thirteenth, Third-day, until the

end of that week, I did but little, making a few

visits to friends, and attending the marriage

of William Malcomson and E Robinson.

On First-day, the eighteenth, the meetings

were large, it being the Munster Quarterly

Meeting. I had some service in them.

Third-day morning the twentieth, Wm. Har-

vey, .lames Doyle, Thomas Doyle, Ceorge Cox
and George (iibbs, with myself set off for

Brandon, where in the evening we had another

favored meeting, about the same number were

present as on the former occasion in this place,

i. e. five hundred, nearly one-half Romanists.

To Dunmanway, we proceeded on the morn-

ing of the twenty-first. The meeting in the

evening was an eminently favored time; about

six hundred and fifty might be present, mostly

Romanists; there was such a solemnity over us

and so much tenderness about the people that

I am led to hope, some of their souls received

much good.

After breakfast on the twenty-second we pro-

ceeded to Clonakilty. As we could not obtain

a piece of ground to put the tent upon, we con-

cluded toappoint a meetingin the market-house.

The meeting was largely attended, but the people

were more unsettled than on some other occa-

sions, going out and in; they also gathered at

different times, and it was a disturbed oppor-

tunity, yet I felt peace in the belief that I have

been in my right place, and that though many
of the people were light, thoughtless persons,

there were a number of a different character.

The twenty-third we were at the old seaport,

Kinvale. The tent was erected on Lilly Green,

where a great number of persons attending

—

three hundred or four hundred of these might
be said to be at meeting, the rest walked in

and out, and were considerably excited by a

feeling of imagined political and real supersti-

tious enmity; several opposed the proceeding

by calling to others " to come out of that,"

saying that they would be sorry for it after-

wards. One man rather loudly cried out several

times, " what he says is very good, but where
is your authority." Our meeting was much dis-

turbed, and lasted only about an hour; yet I

had a degree of peace in this endeavor to dis-

charge my duty, and I thought I was sensible

that the opposition arose, in some measure at

least, from an apprehension in the opposers,

that all was not right in the quarter they de-

fended.

On the twenty-seventh of Seventh Month we
had a truly refreshing, baptizing opportunity

at three o'clock. First-day, in an old brewery
in Kinsale, with about two hundred persons,

with few exceptions Protestants, many of whom
I cannot doubt, were serious, and some devoted

persons. It was a season of an unusual pour-

ing out of the spirit. We returned to Cork.

Second-day morning the twenty-sixth, my
friend Wm. Harvey and myself took a walk to

Blackpool, and enquired about a small piece of

ground for putting up the tent; we found it

belonged to a Romanist, who readily granted
the use of it for a meeting. Friends, however,

considered it too late in the day to make the

necessary preparations, which, I believe, was
a serious mistake, so the meeting was fixed for

the next day.

On Third-day preparations were made, and
notices spread, but from the time of commenc-
ing the erection of the tent, the concourse of

people was so great—men, women and children,

perhaps seven to eight hundred, and these were

so restless and boisterous, that the persor

ployed found it impracticable to get the

fixed, and when we arrived at half-pas

o'clock, the people began a systematic

of noise and interruption; whilst they a\

personal insult or violence, they thus i

ually prevented the holding of the me
and we were obliged to take down the ten'

doubt was entertained by some, that the

was planned at the monastery close by.

of its inmates were seen ordering the {

to destroy the notices, and actually t(

them themselves.

Fourth-day was spent in endeavoring t

a room, warehouse, or shed of any ki

Blackpool, but without 'success. I foi

best to propose a public meeting in the

ing house on Fifth-day evening, whicl

held at seven o'clock. It was suppose(

six hundred persons were present. It

quiet, and I believe, satisfactory me
mostly consisting of the lower classes,

large number of the people from Blac

were present: it was thought that those

Blackpool came in consequence of the

pointment about the tent meeting.

whole I entertain a peaceful belief that

has been done has been right.

There was a paragraph in the Cork coi

tion paper, headed " prevented meeting,"

might have tended to increase the atten

at the meeting on Fifth-day.
(To be continued.)

One Bond Left.—A devoted family (

Society of Friends were deeply afflicted,

had lost all their property and were left £

penniless. The wife was sad indeed, and i

ready to despair; but the dear old ma
cheerful. The wife was almost ready i

spond and die. She was astonished i

coolness with which her husband met h:

so she asked him one day;
" Husband, how is it that thou bear

trouble so well? It almost crushes me
earth."

"Why, wife, we are not quite so bad a

imagines. We have one bond left wh
can live upon."

" Why, husband, what bond dost thou

I thought all was lost?"

"Oh no! Here is one bond, and I wi

it to thee. It is in the old family Bil

reads as follows: 'I will never leave tl

forsake thee.'

"

His wife inquired, "Does thou call

bond?"
" Yes," he replied, " it is the word c

and cannot fail."

God's bonds are better than ours.

" Hia oath. His covenant, and His blood

Support me mid the swelling flood ;

When all beneath my soul gives way.

He then is all my hope and stay."

—The Chrii

A New Black.—Amorphous carbon

to be superior to ordinary blacks as a

and called " acetylene black," is mad(

ploding, by means of an incandescent

tube or by electricity, a charge of ai

gas contained under pressure in a stn

sel. The hydrogen also formed may b

collected and partly left in the vessel

with a fresh supply of acetylene.
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What One Boy Did.
j

were just sitting down to the table,

boys, their faces bright, their eyes
]

Qg with the anticipation of the dinner

as before them. It was Clifford Ray's

y and his mother had said he might in-

iven of his friends to a dinner party.

)rd was an only child and an only grand-

md, strange as it may seem, he was
with three grandmothers. The way he

have more than his share of grand-

s was that his mother had married

so there was her mother, his father's

, and his stepfather's mother; stranger

3y lived together, to all appearances in

ind concord, and vied with each other

ing and spoiling Clifford.

boys lost no time in starting on the

;hings, and they ate as only healthy,

g boys can eat. They did not talk much
, they were too busy for that, but they

1 themselves thoroughly, which made
iher and the three kind old grandmothers
lited on them beam with pleasure.

r they had got fairly started, Mrs. Ray
jd the door of a little cupboard, built in

II, and said smilingly, " Now, boys, I'm

to give you your choice of some very

le. I have all kinds here, and you can

mr choice, in honor of Clifford's birth-

, that's fine, mother!" exclaimed ('lif-

Come, boys, what kind will you have?"

ne answered, so Clifford's mother turned

boy at the head of the table, George
:, the biggest of the twelve, and the

apular; George usually took the lead in

ling.

tie turned to him, he answered politely,

ihout the slightest hesitation, " I won't

ly, thank you, Mrs. Ray."

boys looked at him in surprise, and Clif-

mother said, "What! Not any wine?

1 are not so particular! Of course it

't do for boys to make a practice of

g it; but this is something extra, and a

von't hurt you; it will make a man of

•ge was tempted to reply that he knew
lat kind of a man it would make of him,

seen men like that; but he did not like

anything rude to her, so he answered
T, but as firmly as before, " No, thank
[ really can't take it. Please don't urge

me, now! You won't refuse a lady, I'm

3yes were turned on George. He col-

ightly as she poured out a glass of the

ng beverage and set it before him; but

Dive was not shaken, and he repeated,

)rry to have to refuse you anything, but,

I can't take it."

ord's mother was evidently annoyed.
I won't press you, if it's against your
les to drink it," she said, and turned to

:t boy with, " Well, you'll take it, Harry

ge's refusal had given Harry courage to

le knew his mother would not want him
the wine; but he would not have been
enough to refuse it if it had not been
i friend's example, so he said, "

I don't

I'll take any, either, Mrs. Ray."
Ic Miller, who sat next to Harry, said

the same, and so it went all around the table

until it came to Clifford.
" You'd better shut up the cupboard, mother,

I don't believe any of the fellows want it."

Then they went on eating their dinner and
were soon as merry as if the interruption had
not occurred. The incident was seemingly
forgotten.

But there was one who did not forget it. In

the next room there was a listener of whom
none of the boys were aware. Clifford's mother's

brother had long been a source of trouble to his

family. It was the old story of bad company
and then all sorts of dissipation. He had tried

one business after another, to make a failure

of all. At last he had gone away, and his

family hoped that the separation from his old

companions might reform him; but he came
back an utter wreck and failure.

Howard Morse had come in while the boys

were at dinner. He was sober then; but he

intended going out later in the evening with a

number of boon companions, and "making a

night of it " as usual. The door between the

dining-room and the library, where he had
thrown himself down on the divan, was open,

and he heard his sister's ofl'er of the wine and

George's refusal.

It reminded him of the time when he took

his first glass of wine, and then he thought of

the events which followed. Like all drunkards,

at times he would have given anything he pos-

sessed to break the awful bondage, and he now
wished heartily that when he had been offered

his first glass he had, like George, had the

courage to refuse. Then the thought came
to him, " Am I going to be outdone by a boy

twelve years old? What he can do, I can; it

isn't too late yet. If God will only forgive me
and help me, I'll never touch another drop."

A few minutes later the boys and the mother

and the three grandmothers were greatly sur-

prised to see Howard Morse walk into the

dining-room and greet them cordially. Since

he had started on the downward path he had

kept taciturnly to himself when he was at

home, and avoided meeting any of the people

who visited there. This was a new Howard,

surely!

After dinner, instead of hurrying out of the

house, he joined the boys in the library. He
was so entertaining, instituting new games,

and telling thrilling stories, that no one could

believe the clock right when its hands pointed

to the hour for leaving.

Reluctantly the boys went home, after bid-

ding "Uncle Howard" a hearty good-night.

As George was going Howard caught his arm
and drew him aside.

"
I want to tell you, George, that you have

saved me to-night."

George's eyes opened wide in astonishment.

"Saved you? I?"
" Y'es; it was your example in refusing the

wine that set me to thinking, and I resolved

never to touch another drop of liquor or have

it in the house. I would like to join your tem-

perance society. I want to help save others

who have been as low as I was."

George was happy that night, and when he

prayed to his Heavenly Father he did not for-

get to thank Him for the privilege which had

been given him, to save a soul by his example.

Howard Morse kept his word. He not only

joined the temperance society, but later on

the church, and was well known throughout
the community as an earnest worker.
Some years afterward he started out as a

temperance lecturer, and was the means of
leading many from the " broad way that lead-

eth to destruction." And in all his lectures he
never failed to give credit to the boy who had
stood firm for his principles, and by his ex-
ample pointed him to the way in which he was
now walking.

—

Anne G. Mahon, in Union Signal.

IF ^WE ONLY UNDERSTOOD.
Could we but draw back the curtains

That surround each other's lives,

See the naked heart and spirit,

Know what spur the action gives;

Often we should find it better,

Purer than we judge we should;

We should love each other better

If we only understood.

If we knew the cares and trials,

Knew the efforts all in vain,

And the bitter disappointment,

Understood the loss and gain,

Would the grim e.xternal roughness
Seem, I wonder, just the same ?

Should we help where now we hinder ?

Should we pity where we blame ?

Oh! we judge each other harshly,

Knowing not life's hidden force.

Knowing not the fount of action

Is less turbid at its source;

Seeing not amid the evils

All the golden grains of good.

Oh! we'd love each other better

If we only understood. — Unidentified.

How TO Surprise an Enemy.—About three

months before the sad daybreak when the great

heart of Phillips Brooks ceased its throbbing

and the busy brain its planning fur the good of

others, I was one noon-time seated at a table

in a well-known Boston cafe, when two young
women, earnestly engaged in conversation, en-

tered and took the opposite seats.

One of the two, or a near friend of theirs,

had evidently been grievously WTonged, and
after the manner of so many Boston people,

had gone to talk it over with the good man,
and now at this mid-day hour, were meeting

by appointment to tell what had been the ad-

vice of Phillips Brooks.
" Well, what did he say, for I suppose you

have seen him?"
"Yes, and he said just what we might have

known Phillips Brooks would say. He listened

so quietly, and with that sad smile of his, speak-

ing never a word until we were done, and then

he said, so gently: 'I am sorry for you, very

— it is hard to be misunderstood, injured,

wronged in this manner— and' yet, shall I hurt

you more if I tell you that I am not so sorry

for you as for some one else?
" ' Really, my friend, my larger, deeper sym-

pathy is not for you, but for the wTong-doer,

the one who so needlessly caused all this pain.

It is so, so pathetic to have made so much
trouble in a world already so full of heartaches.

I am, oh, so sorry for him. As I have listened

I have been wondering if it were not possible,

after all that has occurred, to yet bring some
gladness out from this pain, and if you had not

best just have your revenge by forgiving all

the wrong and helping him to awaken to a new
life, with the hope of his yet amounting to

something good. That would be such a splen-

did way to surprise him and would make you

so much gladder than to cherish the wrong.
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Are you willing to do this? ' That was what he

.said to me," she exclainied, with her face flushed

and smiling almost through her tear.s with the

glad consciousness that she had been led to act

!

worthily of her larger womanhood and was go-

'

ing to do this very " forgiving and helping to

something good."

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.
•ConllMUf.l iroin pu-c :{1.)

Fifth Month 6th, 1883.—This is truly a day

of trial and affliction in which all the pillars of

my foundation seem to be tried, but if only

they may be firmly built upon Christ Jesus, the

Rock of Ages, surely all the powers of dark-

ness will not be able to prevail, which has

been and remains to be the earnest travail of

my soul, and that every evil and wrong thing

may be thoroughly purged from my heart.

Blessed be the Lord for his continued mercies

to such an unworthy creature as myself.

Seventh Month 15th.— Under feelings of

great poverty and strippedness it seems with

me to record the humbling sense I have for a

length of time felt that " man is prone to evil

as the sparks fly upward." and were it not for

the renewed visitations of Heavenly Love, from

season to season, through the adorable mercy

of our ever merciful Father in heaven, our souls

must languish and die
;
yet He does, from sea-

son to season, draw us as with cords of love

to Him and quicken by his Holy Spirit and

strengthen the weary traveller still to hold on

his way.

Eleventh Mo. 18th.—I see that four months

have passed away since I have penned anything

in this little book, for such have been my feel-

ings of poverty and unworthiness that my feel-

ing has been as though I could record nothing

that might be of any worth, notwithstanding

there have been seasons in which there has

seemed to be fresh and undoubted evidence

that I am not forsaken, and at this time I feel

that I could record with feelings of gratitude

to the Author of all our sure mercies that on

the 16th instant, at the funeral of our departed

friend W. M. that the overshadowing wing of

Ancient Goodness was spread over us as a

canopy, and the words of our blessed Saviour

were brought to my remembrance where He
said: "The son of man came to seek and to

save that which was lost," etc., which 1 appre-

hended I should have delivered publicly to the

large company assembled around the grave,

but through weakness and fear, omitted, for

which I underwent much conflict of mind, but

inasmuch as I had not wilfully disobeyed the

dear Master. He was pleased again to lift up
the light of his countenance and speak peace

to my troubled soul. Attended Chesterfield

Monthly Meeting yesterday, in which our be-

loved friend Edward Sharpless (from within the

limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting), was fa-

vored to declare the truth in a remarkable
manner, to our edification and comfort, and I

trust many hearts were made thankful for this

fresh visitation of Divine love.

Twelfth Month 31st.—Another year is now
nearly completed, which seemed renewedly to

bring before ray mind the wonderful works of

the great .Author of all created things. What
beautiful and complete order throughout all

his works ! And although man is spoken of as

among the noblest of his works, how compara-

tively insignificant is he. Even as it were a

speck in the creation, and such has of late been

my feeling of unworthiness that a desire has

prevailed, that my dear children may be very

careful not to attribute anything to the poor

creature as good, merely as a man, but should

I be favored, through unmerited mercy, to hold

out to the end, that all may be attributed to

the mercy of God in Christ .Jesus, my dear

Redeemer, and let all the praise be ascribed

unto Him. 0, I want to be more truly humbled

as in the very dust before the Lord.

First Month 31st, 1884.— I take up my pen

to record this as a day to be had in remem-
brance whilst I may be permitted to remain in

this transitory state of being, as it is the day

on which my dear daughter, Ruth M. Kite, de-

parted this life. And notwithstanding I felt

it to be a sore trial to part with one so dear to

me, yet my heart has been made as it were to

overflow with gratitude and thankfulness to

that Almighty Being who created us for the pur-

pose of his own glory, and who, without doubt

preserved and supported her through many
trials and tribulations, even unto the end, and

has, I humbly trust, through mercy and re-

deeming love, gathered her into the fold of

everlasting rest and peace. I feel that it rests

upon me to leave this testimony concerning

her; that I fully believe she was concerned

from childhood to live an upright life in the

sight of her Creator. A dutiful and afi'ection-

ate child to me, a loving and faithful wife to

her husband, and a loving and tender mother

to her children, over whom she watched with

anxious solicitude, and near the final close, she

was enabled to commit them to the care and

protection of her and their dear Redeemer.
(To be continued.)

Judge Kindly.

And above all these things put on charity (Colossians,

iii: 14).

One of the most important accessories to

human happiness is to be found in a charitable

judgment of those with whom we are brought

into contact.

To be kindly rather than harsh in criticism

is an imperative duty which we most easily ne-

glect. Charity may seem to be an insignifi-

cant virtue, but it is very wide in its results

and has a great deal to do with making our

life sweet, fragrant and smooth.

It is so much better to look on the bright

side that I am inclined to say we cannot live a

beautiful life without doing so. The most hate-

ful and exasperating thing I know of is the

tendency to see evil where you may just as well

see good. Its effect on ourselves is spiritually

depressing, and its effect on others is disastrous.

To cultivate suspicion is to force the heart, the

aifections, to take slow poison. We can find

no happiness in it, and we loosen the golden

bonds of friendship, for the everlasting law is

that what you give to others we get for our-

selves.

It is impossible to love and trust without

being loved and trusted in return. Cause and
effect are no more sure than this statement of

fact. It is equally impossible to distrust with-

out being distrusted ourselves. I would rather

be disappointed nine times out of ten than to

lack confidence in my friends the whole ten
times.

In the first place, it is unchristian to judge

people harshly. There is religion in confic

but none in suspicion. I do not care whai

creed is, or how earnest you are in your a

tion.s, or how diligent you may be in the

formance of your duties, if you are a

finder, or if you seek for the faults rathei

for the virtues of you neighbors, you are

removed from true religion as the star

from the earth.

In the second place you cannot afford t(

demn, for the reactive influence on you

soul is as unfortunate as it is powerful

cultivate the spirit of criticism is to disco

the upward tendency of mankind. To den^

a sinner is to give him a push along the i

ward path. He needs a helping hand ir

of a curse.

In the third place, we are largely the

of circumstance and environment. I d

know what I should have been had I beer

in different surroundings. When I see

temptations beset half the world I wonde
they are as good as they are. I do not

as much as I pity. It is po.ssible that if

been rocked in another cradle and been n

in another mother's arms I should not be

I am now. Let us take no pride to oun

because we stand on a high level.

Two duties lie before us—to be genen
our judgment of our friends and to be 1

and helpful to all the world. Herein Wi

a hard task, but it is a task on which the g
of the soul depends. Look for the goo<

in the character of your neighbors, and :

as possible make excuse for their weakn
Cultivate a spirit of love, judge gently i

than harshly, make the kindliness of you

soul felt by all, and you will soon discove

you have entered upon a new and a highe

As to this seething world, which throbs

sorrow and guilt and remorse, be a nob

fluence, give of w^ord and thought and dee

the great treasury of virtue, and so spenc

days that not one of them will accuse }

neglect. G. H. Hepwor

Our Leavening Influence.

(Extract from a letter of Eighth Month Slst, su:

by a Report of a Yearly Meeting held the same mi'

I would that our own Yearly Meeting co'

more explicit in insisting that the com
and conversion of wandering souls is a

prerogative, however providentially dep(

for its exercise on our keeping our pi

orderly testifying to the truth as made
to us. Then the primary importance o

ming our own lamps, and " exhorting c

other lest any be hardened through the

fulness of sin " (Heb iii: 13), would, I co

be more steadily held in view, and thi

urgent as well as the most telling gosj

vice be allowed to lie in the boasted cei

civilization, seeing that there the cont

tween principle and plausibility evt

fiercely rages. I cannot but think th:

largely for want of duly recognizing thi;

dence of home duty that the church as

so largely fails of exercising its app;

leavening or tone-giving influence, not

affairs of state, but in the conduct of c

life among all professions, down to t

merchant, mechanic and mariner.

I SAW that a humble man with the

of the Lord could live upon a little.— B-
^'
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Bells.

,lways more or less of a surprise to take

mmonplace thing about us and find that

counterpart has been a familiar object

ces of mankind since the dim, dim ages
.h authentic records scarcely reach.

I is one such thing. We see it about
iozen different forms; it wakens us in

ning, announces the caller, warns us at

crossings, and calls us to church, and
it is so familiar we do not stop to

I whether this thing of sound has a

or not. Turn to the encyclopedia and
that bells were known in Bible days,

jhe Chinese some two or three thousand

irlier; that bells in primitive forms are

nearly every savage tribe of which
any knowledge; and that the Indians

ne to meet Columbus ofl" what we now
iduras brought him bells as presents,

'hinese have been making bells about

as anybody, and ought to know how,

dern bell-makers in Europe and this

can show the Oriental a good many
bout the business, even if they haven't

it quite so long. The Chinese bells

ueer, rather stiff forms, and their sound
ing but musical judged by the ear of

tern listener. By some strange mixture

Is your Chinese bell founder gives his

a sort of diabolical twang, and a harsh-

lich is increased by the method of

g and ringing, the bells being hung
ry and then struck with wooden mallets.
' the bells of China are very large, one,

it Bell of China, in Pekin, being 14 feet

it, 12 feet in diameter, and weighing
dred and twenty thousand pounds.

;ing of large bells takes us to that

1 neighbor of China, whose threatening

e hug these days keeps the poor Celest-

guish. Russia has the largest bell in

[d, the Czar Kolokol (emperor of bells).

;ht of this bell is 21 feet, diameter 22
d it weighs 22 tons. It was cast in

' order of the Empress Anne, from a
predecessor. At current prices the

al alone in this bell would cost three

thousand dollars, while reliable records

lat upward of one million dollars in

plate, etc., was added to the casting

3S of the day. The Czar Kolokol was
ing from large beams, but these taking

ell to the ground and was fractured,

hich time it has remained dumb. It

ed upon a stone foundation in 1837 by
: the Emperor Nicholas, and is conse-

,s a chapel in the Kremlin. Two men
; abreast can enter. There is another
us bell in Moscow, which is suspended in

;r of Ivan Veliki. It weighs one hun-

d twenty thousand pounds, and when
g, which is only thrice a year, it pro-

tremulous effect throughout the city,

lise like the roaring of distant thunder,

s of Russia are fixed, immovably, to

lams. Their tongues are swung by

J
leather bands, and moved in such a

18 to cause the blows to fall upon the

it irregular points.

rgest bell in Europe outside of Russia
ina. It weighs forty thousand pounds.
lias one of equal weight. France once
i\\ of thirty thousand pounds, but it

ust into another form, and the Notre

Dame cathedral at Paris now contains the

largest, weighing five thousand pounds less.

England's largest bell, "Big Ben," weighs

thirty thousand pounds and there are a number
of bells in England and on the continent between

ten thousand and twenty thousand pounds in

weight.

In America the largest bell is that in the

cathedral in Montreal, weighing twenty-five

thousand pounds. In the United States there

are three interesting bells: the Liberty Bell in

the State House at Philadelphia, of which every

one knows, the Independence Hall Bell cast for

the Centennial in 1876, and the Columbian

Liberty Bell cast for the World's Fair at

Chicago. The latter two were cast at the

foundry of the Meneely Bell Company, and each

weighs thirteen thousand pounds a thousand

pounds for each of the thirteen original States

of the Union. Much popular interest was
awakened in the casting of the bell for the

World's Fair, and as in the case of the Czar

Kolokol and other bells many valuable donations

of precious metals and jewels, heirlooms and

relics of the Revolutionary war were incorpor-

ated in the casting. At least two hundred

thousand persons were represented through

individual or collective gifts.

So much for the notable bells of the world,

and from their number and wide distribution

we may infer that much is known to man about

bell construction and manufacture. Bell cast-

ing has in fact come to be a very exact science.

At the best foundries they will turn you out a

bell of any pitch you may desire as easily as a

musician tunes his violin string. The pitch of

a bell depends upon its diameter and the thick-

ness of its walls, but the quality of tone upon

the ingredients of the bell metal. The best

metal is made of an alloy of copper and East

India tin, and the oldest bells are made of the

same metals used in practically the same pro-

portions, showing that the ancients had the

art well developed even in the dawning hours

of history.

Closely connected with our daily life, used

as alarms in war and peace, telling us when to

put out the lights, when to rise, when to pray;

rejoicing with us and grieving with us, bells

have come to hold a large place in the human
sympathies. Thus it is not strange that many
foolish superstitions have in times past been

linked with bells. In the seventh century ac-

count is given of how Clotharius was driven

from the seige of Sens by the ringing of the

Bells of St. Stephens, Calixtus III. caused the

much-feared Osmans to flee by a similar strat-

agem. In those days the ringing of bells was

supposed to ward off storms, lightning and

even pestilence. Even to this day in France

they ring the bells upon the threatening of a

storm likely to do injury to the vineyard, pro-

ceeding upon a theory directly opposite to that

of our rainmakers, who believe that vibrations

in the air will cause the formation of clouds

and not their dispersion.

—

Pathfinder.

Perfumes from Coal Tar.—Chemists have

for some time past been producing—or repro-

ducing—the more valuable perfumes in the

laboratory, and in this way have succeeded in

evolving from coal tar the true scents of new-

mown hay, carnations, etc., the expectation

being these artificial products will take the

place largely of those now derived by distilla-

tion and otherwise from flowers and other parts
of plants. A probable exception to this is the
tube-rose, to obtain which, in its perfection,

the French resort to the so-called " enflower-

ing " process of extraction. This method con-
sists in placing the blossoms in contact with
layers of grease on panes of glass in frames,
the flowers being renewed from day to day

—

fats of all sorts having a special aflinity for

perfumes, absorbing them readily, and thus the
grease, which is a refined lard, takes up the
odor from the blossoms, becoming at length
saturated with it; the lard is now steeped in

alcohol, which has a still more pronounced af-

finity for perfumes, and^it withdraws the odor-

iferous essential oil froffi the grease. Jasmine
perfume, it is stated, cannot be imitated by
combination of other odors, being an excep-
tion in this respect.

Selected for "The Friend"

In the large perspective Sinai and Calvary
are never obsolete. You say creeds are crumb-
ling? Yes. So the avalanches slide from the

Alpine summits while the granite of God re-

mains. People want as much as ever to be
taken up into the hills. In the midst of many
thoughts, novel or brilliant, but volatile and
fugitive, the true minister speaks for what is

at once primal and perennial. We must be
true to Christ yet near to men; and the glory

of it is that the truer to Christ the nearer to

men, only to all men—not ancient men alone,

nor modern men alone. And here is the won-
der of our calling, that the deepest grasp upon
Christ and the ancient faith translates itself

most finely and promptly into the aptest deal-

ing with the men of the present hour. It is

as though a life-boat were anchored in mid-

torrent, held by the great anchor chains of

faith to some Rock of Ages far up-stream, and

yet at the same time lightly moving and swing-

ing free in the foam, looking out for men as

they are hurried by, swiftly shifting to meet

the men, ready to save and able to save.

—

Al-

bert J. Lyman.

Little self-denials, little honesties, little

passing words of sympathy, little nameless acts

of kindness, little silent victories over favorite

temptations—these are the silent threads of

gold which, when woven together, gleam out

so brightly in the pattern of life which God
approves.

—

Canon Farrar.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—Andrew D. White, head of the Ameri-

can Commissioners to The Hague Conference, replying to

a letter of Edward H. Mqgill, says: "It is as clear to me
as the day, that our Conference did the best that could be

done. After a world of thought and pains by a great

body of men among the most competent in the world to

really discuss the subject, there was prepared a system of

voluntary arbitration with a carefully stated procedure

and with various subsidiary institutions to promote gen-

eral mediation, special mediation and commissions of in-

quiry, the purpose of which last is to substitute facts care-

fully ascertained by experts for the insane or malicious

lying, with which the public is generally deluged on both

sides when questions arise likely to produce war. Our

trust, to make resort to this court more and more con-

stant and its decrees more and more like law, must be in

the public opinion of various countries. My hope and, to

a considerable extent, my belief, are that such public

opinion will more and more oblige governments to resort

to the court and to abide by its decisions. Another thing

to be done by public opinion is to discountenance the sort

of journalism which lives by providing sensation, reports

likely to provoke hostile feelings between nations. At

present that sort of thing is rampant, and especially in

the United States and France. It may interest you to
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know that the best featares of our own American plan

were carefully considered, and various important parts of

it adopted, but I will confess that the plan given by the

Conference to the world is, in my judgment, bettor than

that submitted by any single nation."

General Otis, having reported that the 700 Chinese de-

tained at Manila can be landed without any serious inter-

ference with military operations, they have been permitted

to land, on the promise of the Chinese Consul General that
" no more Chinese will leave Chinese ports for the Philip-

pines, unless qualified to land under the War Department
regulations."

The United States gunboat Vrdaneta has been captured

in the Oranic River by the Filipinos, and her crew consist-

ing of one officer and nine men, were taken prisoners or

killed. The vessel was beached, riddled with bullets and

burned, and her armament captured.

The Government pension roll contains 991,519 names.

The Postmaster General has issued an order e.xtending

the postage rates of the United States to Porto Rico.

United States postage stamps shall be valid for postage in

either direction, in addition to those now used in Porto

Rico.

This country imports $19,164,047 in india rubber an-

nually.

There was a large attendance of Governors and Attor-

neys General at the anti-Trust Conference in St. Louis on

the 20th inst., and vigorous speeches were made by several

executives denouncing monopolies and making suggestions

to mitigate the trust evil. They adjourned on the 21st

inst., after adopting resolutions urging the enforcement of

legislation to put a stop to trade monopolies.

The smallest piece of real estate in New York is an

odd-shaped corner lot, somewhat smaller than a double

page of a newspaper. This limited estate is at the north-

west corner of Fourth Street and Irving Place. It occu-

pies a curious little niche in the corner property, and has

a frontage of a few inches on both these important streets.

Taxes are regularly paid on it, and the high rent ($50 per
month) which its owner demands for it has been paid re-

gularly for years.

At the annua! meeting of the stockholders of the Union
Traction Company in this city it was reported that the

number of passengers carried during the year was 259,-

527,688, which was 20,588,315 more than the preceding
twelve months. The receipts from passengers amounted
to $11,793,857.76, an increase of $933,315.21.

The Massachusetts Ploughman recently said: "There
were larger shipments of cats from Maine the past year
than for any season previous, there being over 6400 cats

shipped out of the State, going to all parts of the United
States and exported to foreign couutries. One concern
alone, the Walnut Ridge Farm Company, of Boston, sent
986 Angoras. Besides this large shipment of Angoras,
there are now over 14,860 Angora cats remaning in vari-

ous sections of Maine. It is estimated that there are only

32,500 Angora cats in all America, compared with several

million common cats. The number of Angora cats in

Maine is gradually diminishing, there being at least 1,000
less each season. The demand is so great for them that

the farmers cannot keep up with a sufficient supply. Maine
people made over $50,000 last year on their cats. This

is rather a lucrative business when one stops to think that
three years ago but few shipments could be recorded. The
express companies are large gainers."

A despatch from Hot Springs, Ark., says: "The owners
of the Cripple Hill gold mines have discovered platinum
in paying quantities in their mines. The assay shows five

to six pounds of platinum to the ton, and the metal is

worth $185 a pound."

Ardmore, I. T., is the greatest inland cotton market in

the world. Over 50,000 bales of cotton are marketed
each year there, which are brought into town by wagons.
This is exclusive of the product shipped by railroads.

There are to be no docked horses in Colorado. A law
has been passed making it unlawful to import any horses
with docked tails, as well as illegal for a horse ownef to
80 multilate any animal he owns. A fine of not less than
$100 or thirty days imprisonment is the penalty.

It requires 10,800,000 pounds of meat a week to feed
the inhabitants in Manhattan, Brooklj-n and Jersey City.

The steamship City of Topeka has arrived at Seattle
from Lynn Canal with news of an earthquake, which began
on the 3rd and continued until the 10th instant. The
steamer Dora carried the news to Juneau. The earth-
quake extended from Litueya Bay, 150 miles below Yaku-
tat, 500 miles northwest into the Cook Inlet country.
Three distinct shocks were felt at Juneau. Buildings
were badly shaken. The earthquake was most severe at
Yakutat. Kanan Island, at the entrance toYakutat Bay,
sank twenty feet into the sea. At high tide only the tops
of trees are visible. Huge fissures opened in the earth.
The steamer Dora't passengers say that in two minutes
the ocean rose twenty feet above high tide and almost as

quickly subsided. It is said many people have deserted

their homes and are living in tents on the beach. Many
have gone to Juneau.

There were thirty new cases of yellow fever and two
deaths at Key West on the 24th.

There were 371 deaths in this city last week, which is

7 more than the previous week and 5 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 186 were
males and 185 females : 44 died of heart diseases ; 44 of

consumption ; 30 of marasmus ; 21 of pneumonia; 19 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 18 of diph-

theria; 14 of nephritis; 13 of inflammation of the brain;

13 of cancer; 12 of debility; 11 of inanition; 11 of cholera

infantum, and 10 from casualties.

Markets, Src. — U. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg.. Ill a

IIU; coupon, 112S a 113J; new 4's, 130 a 130J; 5's,

llliall2J; 3'3 lOSJ a 108J.
Cotton was firm on a basis of 6ic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands, but demand from spinners was light-

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.15 a $2.30 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.15 a $3.30 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.25 a $3.45 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour was scarce and firmly

held at $3.20 per barrel.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 71J a 72ic.
No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 38Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 30c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 6c.; good, 5i a uic; me-
dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4i a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4| a 5c.; good, 4i a 4Jc.;

medium, 3J a 4c.; common, 2 a 3Jc.; lambs, 5J a 6Je.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6J a 7c.; others, 6* a 6Jc.

Foreign.—According to a recent official return Eng-
land during the last ten years has paid off $355,000,000
of her national debt, and as a matter of rank in the

debtor nations has sank to third place, France and Russia

occupying respectively the first two.

The Cape Town correspondent of the Daily Mail says:
" President Kruger has cabled a strong personal appeal to

the Queen, beseeching her to interfere to prevent blood-

shed."

A German army officer estimates that in the century

just closing no less than 30,000,000 men have been killed

in war in civilized countries.

Europe consumes annually about 2,500,000 bales of

jute.

The French Cabinet has pardoned Captain Alfred Drey-

fus, who has been released from prison.

Peasants in the South of France spend about ten cents

a day for food for a family of five.

There is a marked growth in the German imports of

American iron and steel, and several American firms will

establish plants at Berlin.

In Germany the number of girl graduates is increasing

in a remarkable fashion. Three years ago the ten great

schools had on their books 177 female students. At the

end of 1897 the total had risen to 347, and whereas in

the previous year the girl students were mainly concen-

trated in Berlin, every university except Munster con-

tributed to the roll of female graduates. At the begin-

ning of this year the total had again increased to 400.

Dr. Ekholm, Professor Nathorst and Captain Andree
believe that the buoy marked "Andree Polar Expedition,"

found on Ninth Month 9th on the north coast of King
Charles Island by the master of the Norwegian cutter

Martha Larsask, is one of those which the .eronaut in-

tended to throw after the North Pole was passed.

For every million inhabitants in Russia there are only-

ten newspapers and journals of all sorts.

Though Russia is one of the greatest lumber producing

countries in the world, yet considerable quantities of finer

wood, such as cabinet work woods, rosewood, mahogany,
etc., are imported every year.

The Russian Abyssinian expedition has discovered a new
range of mountains between 8.30 and 6 north latitude and
36.30 longitude. By permission of the Czar the mountains
have been named Nicholas II Range.

The conspirators against the life of ex-King Milan were
tried at Belgrade on the 25th. Two were sentenced to

death, one of whom was shot, and the other pardoned by
the King. Ten were sentenced to twenty years' impris-

onment, one to nine years, seven to five years and six

were acquitted.

A despatch from Smyrna dated Ninth Month 20th, says:

"There was a disastrous earthquake this morning at

Aidin, a town on the Mender, eighty-one miles southeast
of this place. Hundreds of persons were killed in the
Valley of Menderez."

A despatch from Calcutta, dated Ninth Month 25th,

says: " Earthquakes, floods and terrible landslides oc-

curred at and near Darjeeling, in the lower Himalaya, last

night. Great damage was done and no fewer than sixty

natives perished. There was a rainfall of 28 inches in

38 hours. Three landslides took place between Darjeeling

and Sonada, involving the transhipment of a railw

of passengers. According to the latest reports,

ropean children and twenty natives were lost

those two points."

The Japanese Government has decided to make
tion compulsory in Japan, and that all children i

vaccinated before they reach the age of ten montl

must be vaccinated when they are six and agi

they are twelve years of age.

The Mexican Senate and Chamber of Deputies,

session, by a unanimous vote, granted to Presid

twenty-one days' leave of absence to visit Chic

despatch dated the 25th, states that President I

not go to Chicago on account of the illness of

and he has appointed Ignacio Mariscal, Minister of

Relations, to go as his representative.

RECEIPTS.
Unlessotherwisc spcclfled, two dollars have b<

celved from eiicb person, paying for vol. 7

Annie M. Patterson, Cal., for Mary E. Lee, $2,

J. W. Patterson, 28c.; John D. Haines, N. J.; i

Neill, 0. and for Sarah T. Cope; Milton Mills, la.;

J. Allen, Phila.; J. I. Southwick, Neb.; Charles G
Pa., per Benj. H. Lightfoot; Sarah C. Roberts; Pa

tl^'ReviiUnnce^ received after Third-day noor^

npprar in the Receipts until t lie following week.

NOTICES.

Meeting in Aid of Dukhobortsi

The liberal contributions to the fund to assist I

hobortsi in thuir immigration to, and settlement it

have been largely appropriated to procure oxen

cows, wagons and implements, as well as to affo

to the sick and weakly. Additional means are

to furnish subsistence for the coming winter, besi

which they are able to procure by their labor,

end a public meeting to promote continued effort

aid, is appointed to be held at Arch Street Meetii

on Tenth Month 5th, at 7.30 P. M. All who are in

are invited to be present. It is designed to give

information at the meeting and to organize at

effort for their relief.

Ninth Month 26th, 1899.

On behalf of the Committee of the Meeting fo

ings. Jonathan E. Re
Ephraim Smith,

Wm. Evans.

The following minute of the Meeting for Sufferi

this month, is appended:

—

" Two members of the Committee to assist the

bortsi gave some interesting information in regard

people, derived from a recent visit among them,

to the lateness of their arrival, the scarcity of si

implements, and the cutting off of some of their i

an early frost, they will be largely dependent on

tributions of the charitable for the means of su)

the coming winter. The Committee were encou

continued exertion on their behalf, trusting that t

minded among our own members and others, m;

duced to give further contributions for their hell

Position wanted by young woman Friend as

garten or primary teacher in a school or as i

erness, or mother's help. Experienced.

Address, B. D., Box 3,

Narberth P.

Position wanted as matron or as managii

keeper in institution or private family, by w

of many years' experience, " F,"

47 Saunders Ave.,

A WOMAN Friend desiring to study in Philin

ing the winter months, wishes a position as ci

to assist with housework. Will accept smali

tion for a suitable place. Address " G,"

Office of The

The Corporation of Haverford College.

nual Meeting will be held in the Committee Roi

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Third-.

Month 10th, 1899, at 3 o'clock. P. M.

George Vaux, Jr., Sccr

404 Girard BuiUlii

Members are particularly requested to he

pointment in mind. The charter requires t)l

shall be in attendance to make a quorum. PI J

the Secretary of any change in address.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTI|
No. 422 Walnut Street
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:es of a Visit to Dukhobor Villages.

BY JOB S. GIDLEY.

1 the various belongings necessary for

ling out trip for a week or two, we left

m on the first of Eighth Mo. on our jour-

er the prairies, which was a new expe-

to most of us save the drivers; but

(leless a very interesting and instructive

us all.

various paths, or more properly called

over which we travel, were very similar

iarance, so that a guide must have good
3nt to be able always to take the right

We were fortunate however in this re-

for our drivers seemed to understand the

the land, and always succeeded in bring-

out at the places we desired to reach.

.ort distance north of Yorkton we passed

fine looking field of wheat waving in the

ae. This lot was a half mile in length,

[joined our trail. A fine field of oats of

ne length was next to the wheat. Both
ooked as though they would yield a good

Is over the prairies are found leading

)lace to place, wherever it is the least

i to make them. Instead of being
it as one might suppose them to be, judg-
om the general survey of the country,

,re often found winding around on the

ie of one swale, and perhaps on the west
the next, or going along on the south

' this hill and on the north side of an-

or wherever it is judged the draught
: made the lightest. Sometimes a fence

3 found placed across an old trail that

ave been used for many years, by some
• who had recently " taken up a claim."

h cases the old trail must be given up,

new one made. The drivers and guides
he prairies understand all these things,

ey seem to have a remedy for each and
hindrance.

ne instance our drivers, in order to make
t cut to a village, drove through the
1," where the young poplars as large as

jirm and ten or twelve feet high were
)wn by the neck yokes of the horses and

they seemed to be as much at home going

through the "brush" where there was no

trail, at all, as they were in moving along in

the trail on the open prairie.

All the trails of recent date are made by the

driving of double teams, and all the wagons
being of the narrow gauge pattern, the horses

and wheels move along in nearly the same
path. This arrangement seemed desirable, ex-

cept where the soil was of a clayey nature, but

in such places, immediately after a rain 1 no-

ticed that the horses would slip more or less on

the inclines, which made their travelling some-

what difficult.

The prevailing wood where we journeyed

was white poplar and willow, mostly of a small

growth, except on or near the rivers. This is

owing to prairie fires. The "brush" grows

for a few years, then it is killed by fire, and

then it takes a fresh start again. We saw
very little poplar away from the streams more
than six inches through at the butt, and very

little as large as even this.

Golden-rod was very plentiful, as was also

dwarf sun-flower. In many places the prairies

were yellow with it. In one field of oats which

we passed, these flowers looked quite as pro-

lific as they did in some other places out on

the open prairie.

Birds and animals were numerous. Gophers

appeared to be the most common. One would

often see them just ahead of the horses run-

ning along in the trail, and on either side, bob-

bing their heads up and down. I hit one with my
foot while walking along a path near a field

of potatoes. We saw one badger, fat and sleek,

only a few feet from our carriage.

Birds were quite plenty. Prairie hens and

chickens were often seen on the wing. Hawks
and crows were quite numerous, the former

were often seen on the top of dead poplar trees.

King-fishers were seen also, which shows that

fish abound in the lakes and streams. Plovers

were also quite plenty, and as we watched them
in their flight, we were reminded of the lines

of Sir Walter Scott.
" More stately thy couch by this desert lake lying,

Thy obsequies sung by the gray plover flying,

With but one faithful friend to witness thy dying

In the arms of Helvellyn and Catchedecam."

For the open prairie does look much like a

great lake. Very often after we had left the
" brush " and entered upon a stretch of open

prairie where one has an unobstructed view

for miles, did I hear Ignace Alamanoffsky ex-

claim " beauty! how beautiful!"

There were many wild duche also seen upon
the lakes and ponds which we passed. In one

flock seen near Good Spirit Lake, it was esti-

mated that there were more than five hundred.

In one village we saw a young crane which had
been tamed by the Dukhobors.

There is one crop which grows upon the

prairies that is of great value to the Dukho-
Ijors, and which costs them nothing in labor to

cultivate. This is the berry crop, which grows
abundance.

While at East Selkirk, we were told that

during the strawberry season the Dukhobors,

would pick about ten bushels of them per day.

The season for these berries, however, was
about over when we were there.

At that time they were picking saskatom

and gooseberries. I saw several come into

camp with eight or ten quarts each of these,

which they sold at East Selkirk for about five

cents per quart.

Red raspberries were also plenty.

In many places we saw quite a large number
of women and children gathering these, and

strawberries also, for the dift'erent villages

visited beyond Yorkton, being so much farther

north than East Selkirk, the strawberry season

is later than at the former place. We were

often supplied with both kinds of these berries

by the Dukhobors, which was a great treat to

us, and we always made it a point to leave

something in return at each place as a full

equivalent that may be more substantial to

them than the berries.

On our first day out from Yorkton we saw
a man near the trail, who held up a paper as

though he wanted some information. Our
driver stopped, and he was asked what was
wanted. He handed us the paper, upon which

was written in English, information to the ef-

fect, that a certain man whose name I have

forgotten, had lost two horses and a colt, which

the owner had heard nothing from for about a

week.

The man proved to be a Russian, who could

make his wants known to our interpreter. He
wanted to reach a certain farmer living sev-

eral miles away. Our driver happened to know
where this man lived, so that by a little help

from our driver and interpreter, the stranger

was directed which trail to take, and he left

us and went on his way, I doubt not with re-

joicing. We were also glad to be able, in a

small way, to assist a stranger in a strange

land.

We reached Jacob Wurz's soon after mid-

day, where we were kindly received, and as it

had begun to rain, we were doubly glad that

there were good roofs over us and our horses

and carriages. After we had partaken of a

substantial lunch, the rain had subsided, and

we proceeded onward, reaching the first vil-

lage of Dukhobors on White Sand River, late

in the afternoon. Just before reaching this

place, however, we saw not far away on the

right of our trail, ten Dukhobor men mowing.

The interpreter and I alighted and went to in-

terview them, and the rest of our company
drove on to the village.

All of these men were in Halifax last win-

ter, and they all appeared glad to see me once

more. Ignace Alamanoffsky told them that I

was also a farmer, and had come two thousand

miles or more to see them. They seemed
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grateful that one had come so far to visit

them.

I tried one of their scythes, which are rather

peculiar. They are about three feet in length

and are attached to a stick which is perfectly

straight, in the middle of which is fastened

only one nib or handle. This is made by tak-

ing a stick about a foot and a half in length,

having about half of its thickness cut out in

the centre, and then bent around the scythe

stick, and the ends fastened securely with a

string. The first stroke or two I took with

this novel mower seemed a little awkward
;

but 1 soon got used to the hang of the scythe,

and had no trouble in cutting the grass, for

the scythe was a keen one.

The Dukhobors have a novel way of sharp-

ening these scythes, when dull. Instead of us-

ing a grindstone, they place them upon an anvil,

and pound the edge with a small hammer. I

saw one young man doing this out on the prai-

rie where there were a number of men mowing.

After the hammer has been applied, they use a

whetstone, in the same way as a rifle is used.

They keep their scythes apparently as sharp

as though they were ground.

After leaving the hay field on our way to-

wards the village, we saw a man plowing with

three oxen, having two lads to drive them.

Two of the oxen were yoked together and at-

tached directly to the plow, while the third

was harnessed somewhat like a horse, and put

ahead of the others as a leader. One boy

drove the yoke and the other the single ox.

After holding the plow awhile we proceeded

towards the west, to reach the village where

we joined the rest of our party.

Previous accounts have sufficiently elab-

orated our crossing the Assiniboine River; but

our journeyings along the Swan River are

worthy of a more extended account. After

reaching Swan River and partaking of our

dinner somewhat after the middle of the day,

our friends the .Jews, to whom allusion has

already been made, took leave of us, as they

were quite anxious to reach a .Jewish settle-

ment a short distance north of Thunder Hill,

and return to Yorkton before the end of the

week. One of the men was president and the

other secretary, of a fund called "The Baron

de Hirsch Fund," the amount of which is $2,-

000,000 or more; the interest is to be given

to .Jews who settle in Canada. These people

were taking some of the income of this fund

to assist this colony of .Jews. Before leaving

they both expressed satisfaction in having

joined our company, and we bade them fare-

well, desiring that they might be successful

in performing the remaining portion of their

journey.

This Dukhobor village is in two sections.

The eastern portion contains eleven houses

and one hundred and twenty-two persons; the

western, about half a mile further up the

river, through the "brush." contains eight

houses and one hundred and two persons.

The interpreter and I went alone to this

section, to give notice to the villagers of our

visit, and that we would like as many of them
as were desirous of so doing, to go back with

us to the east section. Most of those who were
at home and able to go, accompanied us on our

return. Very soon there was quite a large gath-

ering near one of their houses on the hillside.

After an impressive season of silent waiting, E.

H. V. appeared in supplication, " in demonstra-
tion of the Spirit and of power." After she had
finished, Ignace Alamanoffsky gave its inter-

pretation, after which the Dukhobors, with

tearful eyes, all bowed themselves to the earth.

Testimonies were then offered by E. H. V.

and myself, which were interpreted in parts,

that is a sentence or a few sentences at a time.

These words also seemed to be received with

grateful hearts, and we were made to rejoice

in the Lord for all his benefits to the children

of men.

Soon after the meeting closed, preparations

were made for our crossing the Swan River.

The regular place for fording the stream was
a mile or two further down the river, and our

drivers both thought that it would be almost

impossible for their horses to draw the car-

riage up the steep bank on the other side;

but the Dukhobors kindly offered their services,

and removed all the goods from the wagons,
then unhitched the horses and attached ropes

to the empty wagons, and pulled them across

the river and up the bank on the other side.

The drivers rode on horseback across the

stream. The rest of our company and all our
baggage that had been removed from the

wagons were taken over on a raft of logs, made
by the Dukhobors for such purposes. All was
accomplished without accident, and our horses

were saved two or three miles drive, by the

kindness of our friends.

Quite a number of Dukhobors gathered on

the south bank of the river, watching us as we
were moving slowly over the water, and one
might conclude by their animated counten-
ances they were wishing us God speed.

The Cyprus Dukhobortsi in Canada.—
Pressing Need.—A Russian woman writes:

"Has wTitten you about the desperate
position of the Cyprus party in Canada? A
week ago we received a letter. They had food

only for two weeks, and nothing more but
bread. If they do not have help they will

starve. Scurvy is spreading among them. I

cannot help crying, thinking about them and
knowing nothing what to do! It is a heart-

breaking story, all their emigration and immi-
gration!"

—

London Friend.

Faultfinding.— " Charity covereth the mul-
titude of sins." Faultfinding hunts for sore

places, pulls off the old scabs, and exposes their

ugliness. Faultfinders know exactly what
other people ought to do, but never think of

what they ought to do themselves. Charity

rejoices over the good it discovers in others,

and says nothing of the defects. Faultfinders

see the defects of others and magnify and
proclaim them, but say nothing of their virtues.

Charity sees much good in the church and re-

joices that it is doing so well. Faultfinders

see only its shortcomings and defects and be-
moan and lament its moral and spiritual decay.
More charity and less faultfinding is what is

needed in the home, the church, and the com-
munity. There «6 room for a great revival

right here. It is to be feared that many, by
making the gate into heaven so narrow for
others, will find out at last that they have made
it so narrow they cannot slip through them-
selves.

—

Religious Telescope.

The friendship of the world is enmity with
God. (James iv: 4.)

The Recent Quarterly Meeting at Medfi

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting was he!

Medford, Ninth Month 14th. An almost

feet fall day i^eemed to unite with the q'

old town in welcoming the visitor as he p<

along its (juiet streets to the place where

some generations the Quarterly Meeting

been held at this season of the year. As

hour drew near for assembling, the vicini

the meeting-house presented an interei

sight, as the numerous carriages, in quiet

orderly manner, drove up and unloaded at

doors, and young and old greeted one am
in that kindly way which is so charactei

of these gatherings of Friends; each faci

tokening the quiet interest which had led

join the throng of worshippers. Others

Friends had also come, to be partakers

them of the spiritual blessing which it

hoped would be handed forth that day.

as deep silence fell upon the assembb

doubt many souls were comforted in thus
i

ering to wait upon Him who hath i)romiS'

be with those who meet in his name, th

they may be but the two or three.

The silence was broken by a visiting min

who in a brief but powerful testimony brc

to our remembrance the declaration, thai

obey is better than sacrifice, and to he?

than the fat of rams." All were called to

due heed to that made manifest within t

selves, through the operation of the Holy S

which would by their so doing, not only pro

their advancement in best things here,

bring peace to the soul when called to

this life. The speaker was followed by ;

loved minister of the Quarterly Meeting,

was drawn to remind us, in a very sympat

manner, that the adversary of our soul's
;

stands ever ready to deceive and lead as

pointing out that the seclusion of the meti

house was by no means proof against his !

and that even in the act of worship we
needs be continually on the watch ; a watc

|

must be maintained every day of our live

which is rendered abundantly effectual,

will only surrender ourselves to the ke

power of our Lord. It is thus only th

can be assured of safety, and of making c

selves acceptable instruments for the ad'

ment of his kingdom upon the earth,

ence was made to the loss which the m
had sustained within the year, through t

cease of two valued Elders, whose vacant

in the gallery ought to be recognized

more appeal to some to make the needfi

rifice and allow the preparing hand of th

ter to fit them for his service.

In close touch with the above were t

marks of another speaker, a young Frien

earnestly called those of his own age to a

Christian walk, not only for their own

but for that of the Church, which is i

need of their support. " Blessed are th

do hunger and thirst after righteousnc

they shall be filled," was the cheering inv

that came from the lips of the next sj

and doubtless many in the assembly wei

forted, when she went on to show that

words of our Lord were intended for tl

of those who may be cast down with :

of their spiritual needs, and that whiL

continued in this condition of hungerif*

thirsting for the bread and water of lilp
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GOD'S KEEPING.

HOWARD AGNEW JOHNSO>f.

mer sun swung lazily along the sky;

ihip rode the waters of an inland sea;

Bd hearts had turned from fortune's quest

I taste of heaven's boon—sweet rest.

8 care-free passengers, apart, alone,

3st, meditative soul, in thoughtful mood,

ed to the universal tune

and nature singing " God is good."

iddenly his heart stood still with nervous shock,

beneath the water's edge the jagged rock

id angrily, and seemed to say

;ion waited all who dared the way.

prehensive mind he marked the heedless throng;

ght of danger there, no great concern

id them, as the steamer gently swept along.

then sought the pilot at the wheel;

ning shout was on his lips, but with the tui-n

mt vision told him all was well.

he wheel, where custom found but one to guide,

tain stood alert, with helpers at his side;

sed the hidden danger, all unknown,
ily guided ship sped swiftly on.

en thus, when shipwreck threatens careless souls,

in dangers lurk and evil tempers strive

; defeat to struggling human wills,

d of God protects! And thus we live.

'rotector, Guide, Defender, Keeper, thou

elpful presence, though unseen, we oft have known,

;hy keeping in us daily now,

irmore receive us as thine own!

~H. and P.

3ns from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.
(Continued from page .SG.i

•d Month 5th, 1884.—In our little meet-

-day I was afresh brought to feel that it

recious privilege to be permitted to sit

quietly to wait upon the Lord, to which

med right for me to give expression

ly and I thought it might be recorded as

on of Divine favor in which the Master

:nown amongst us by the breaking of

sweet to wait upon the Lord in stillness and in

prayer,

; though no preacher speak a word,

ter is there,

nister of wondrous skill,

aces to impart.

ihes all his Father's will

preaches to the heart."

rth Month 13th.—Arose from my bed
lorning feeling very unwell, and I was
to apprehend that the time of my de-

•e might be near at hand, but through
felt a little better toward meeting time,

ig First-day, so that I believed it would
,t for me to make an effort to get there,

I did, and I thought it proved to be a

d season and a solemn meeting. In the

oon at half-past two o'clock attended a

ig at a Methodist meeting-house, ap-

d on my account, in which I was favored

:o relieve my mind and the reward of

ce followed. The canopy of heav-

tve seemed to be spread over us in a re-

ble degree. May all praise be ascribed

lim who is the crown and diadem of all

7 gathered assemblies.

h Month 22nd.—This evening at about
f-five minutes past nine o'clock, our

and brother, Isaac Clendenon, departed

fe after a protracted illness, through
1 at seasons, no doubt he suffered greatly,

odily and mentally. It was a solemn

period, in which all present seemed brought
into stillness and the precious hope seemed to

prevail, that through mercy and redeeming
love, his spirit was prepared for an admittance
into the haven of rest and peace. 0, the great

need that I see there is for us poor dependent
finite mortals, to try and strive daily, whilst

favored with health and ability, to prepare for

our latter end, seeing we know not the day nor

the hour, when we may be called hence to be
seen of men no more.

Seventh Month 6th.—Such have been my
feelings of poverty and nothingness of late,

that I have felt as if I hardly dare record any-

thing relating to my spiritual condition, but

for the sake of my dear children, and those

whom I am likely to leave behind, still on the

stage of action, I again venture to leave a little

record, and may say that at our meeting to-

day, First-day, I apprehend that I felt called

upon to deliver close doctrine in regard to in-

dulging in the vain pastimes and amusements
of the present day, as being very offensive in

the sight of our All-merciful Heavenly Father,

bringing to our remembrance the language of

the Apostle, "whether ye eat or drink, or what-
soever ye do, do all to the glory of God," in

which I felt peaceful, which I esteem a great

favor. May all praise be given to the Author
of all good.

Eighth Mo. 21st.—A few weeks ago, whilst

sitting in our meeting on First-day, language
like this took deep hold of my mind, " Watch-
man, what of the night," accompanied with a
desire to understand what the meaning of it

might be, which I thought might be applicable

to myself, and a fear arose that I have not, at

all times, been as watchful to the pointings of

the Master as I ought to be, feeling as though
I am set as a watchman, as it were, over our

little flock in the dark and cloudy night. Feel-

ings of deep poverty attend me at this season.

Ninth Mo. 7th, 1884.—Yesterday attended
the funeral of a little infant boy, which was a

solemn season to my mind, and herein is again

verified the truth of the language of the poet,

" From death's arrest no age is free.

Young children too may die."

Our blessed Saviour said, " Suffer little chil-

dren to come unto me, for of such is the king-

dom of heaven." But my mind seemed sol-

emnly impressed with the fear at least, that

too few of us are sufficiently prepared to lead

them to Christ, that He might put his hand upon
them and bless them. Too many, no doubt are

dressing and adorning them in that way that

may have a tendency to lead them away from
Him into the vanities of the world, causing

sorrow to the rightly exercised mind.

Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch
cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in

the vine, no more can ye, except ye abide in

me (.John xv: 4). From moment to moment,
and from hour to hour, the inner nature of

man is to be continuously sustained with the

life of God, and only as I am constantly re-

ceiving his fulness into my emptiness am I

really living in the true, full, deep sense of the

word, that life of eternity, which is my privi-

lege now, and will be my glory hereafter.

—

Hay Aitken.

Overcome evil with good.

The Value of Cornstalks.

Six different commodities are now being

manufactured from cornstalks— namely, cellu-

lose, worth four hundred dollars a ton, used by
the Government as an automatic hole-stopper

for battleships, excellent cardboard, a fine grade
of paper, an unequalled foundation for dynamite,

a patent cattle food and a superior glue.

The value of cellulose lining for warships is

well known. When a leak develops the celu-

lose swells in such a manner as automatically to

close it. With fifteen tons of stalks, worth
ninety dollars, one ton of such cellulose is made,
for which, as already stated, the (Jovernment
is now paying at the rate of four hundred dol-

lars a ton. Two factories—one in Rockford,

111., and another in Owensboro, Ky.—are now
making cornstalk cellulose, together with other

products of less value. As respects the corn-

stalk cattle food, it is stated that the stalks

when ground to a coarse meal, cooked, sweet-

ened with molasses, and pressed into cakes,

form one of the most nutritive and valuable

foods yet placed on the market. The absorp-

tive power of cellulose dust fits it admirably

for the manufacture of dynamite by mixing
with nitroglycerine, such dust being superior

even to guncotton. Five factories, says the

New York Commercial, are to be at once erected

in addition to those already in operation. The
more the better. It is the good fortune of

the proposed combine that it will, if success-

ful, have for its object to enlarge, or, in fact,

create an industry, not to stifle \t.—Baltimore
Sun.

Parents make a great mistake, when they

toil and grind, scrimp and save, in order that

their children may begin where they leave oft'.

It is necessity that develops the wings with

which to fly the lofty heights. This shutting

out of your life all the light and beauty of the

world, to flood theirs from the beginning, is to

make a wide difference between you, which

often produces bitter sorrow, even if it does

not bring them failures or a dwarfing of their

powers. If life gives them ease and comfort

without effort, there are nine chances in ten

that no effort will be made and hence no true

growth in character. Rather make them under-

stand that they must be the architects of their

own lives, and that difficulties make the ladder

by which they may the higher climb.— The

Riverside.

Short on Camphor.—There appears to be

some danger of the world's getting hard up

for the old lady's remedy for everything

—

camphor. Large quantities of the drug are

consumed in the manufacture of celluloid,

which is now largely used as a substitute for

tortoise shell, ivory, and horn. This has in-

creased the demand and raised the price.

Camphor is produced from several trees which

differ in their habits, while other trees closely

related to them, do not produce the drug.

Nearly all that is raised in Europe or America

is exported from China or .Japan. A species

of tree in Borneo produces camphor of a very

high order, which sells for eighty times the

price of the common article. It is nearly all

used in China, where it is esteemed as an in-

cense. The trees from which camphor is pro-

duced grow slowly, and unless efforts are made
to protect them future generations will have

little camphor.
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' Thy words '

For "Th« Fkiknd."

FEBDINO.
found und I did eiit llieiu ' (Jer

The Word made flosh, self-styled the Bread of Life

With open peace rewards the secret strife

Of those who count his sayings not too hard

To hear, but to the substance have regard.

Living by Him in whom all things consist,

In his campaign they inwardly enlist;

They find his rations in each work they do.

And more complete devotion still pursue.

As self-e-xistence is no dream of theirs,

Their sole successes are successful prayers,

Thankful recipients from the Source of good,

Communing over every kind of food.

From sphere to sphere their struggling hands they raise

Till prayer's obscurer light is lost in praise.

Stephen Grellet and the Emperor Alexander of

Russia.

(Concluded from page 8J.)

It is very humbling and wonderful to me how
the Lord has opened a way in these nations

where I saw none at all; truly the promise "the

Lord will provide" has been fulfilled in a

remarkable manner; and besides, a door, to-

wards the further labors of love that may be

required of us in this Empire is now open, so

far, at least, as this can be effected by the

good will of the Emperor; but to the Lord

alone we must look to give us an entrance into

the hearts of those we may visit, to send forth

his help to us, and his blessing on our feeble

efforts to advocate his blessed Truth. May He
strengthen us to plead with our fellow-men to

turn to Christ, from darkness to light, and

from the power of sin to himself.

15th. Prince Alexander Galitzin sent us a

message last evening that the Empress Eliza-

beth, the wife of the Emperor, wished to see

us this forenoon, if we could possibly spare a

little of our time to her. We were very closely

engaged, but the religious feeling I had towards

her five years since when at Carlsruhe, was

still with me and the prospect of our departure

without having seen her, seemed like leaving

something undone, therefore we readily ac-

cepted the invitation. We went to the palace

this morning, and she received us in her private

apartment in a very modest manner, even apol-

ogizing for her request to us to come to see

her; she had for some time wished for such

an interview, but had been fearful to propose

it; what she had heard of my visit at Carlsruhe

made her regret not to have seen me there,

and now% what the Emperor had told her of us

induced her to request this visit. Her heart

was tender, and prepared of the Lord to re-

ceive what, in his love and cousel, we felt to

be our religious duty to impart to her; she

was bathed in tears. From what she told us,

it is evident that .Jesus, the Saviour, is precious,

to her; she is of a retired character, is seldom

seen in public, when she can avoid it; her dress

generally is very simple; when she goes out

she has only a plain two horse carriage, with

the simple cipher E. upon it; whereas all the

nobles have generally four horses to their

equipages; the Emperor's mother has six.

The Empress Elizabeth told us how frequently

she envied the humble station in life of those

maidens who carry the milk about St. Peters-

burg, in order that she might live in privacy

and religious retirement, which she has not in

her power to do now. This has been a very

satisfactory visit.

On another occasion the Prince Alexander

Galitzin gave us several more interesting partic-

ulars respecting the dear Emperor; among
others, the peculiar circumstances attending the

renewing of those religious impressions that of

latter years have been an abiding nature with

him. When the information was received at

Petersburg that the armies of Napoleon had en-

tered Moscow, a general panic came upon the in-

habitants, and they packed up their valuables to

take their flight into some more secure place;

for they expected the French would soon march

for that city. The Emperor was preparing to

go with a body of troops to oppose them.

Prince Alexander Galitzin had at that time

many men employed in repairing his palace,

which he continued calmly to go on with, whilst

so many others were panic-stricken. Some
envious persons told the Emperor what he was
doing, and that he must be a traitor. He went
to the Prince and queried, "Galitzin what
are you doing? what means all this? every one

prepares to flee, and you are building?" "Oh,"
said the Prince, "1 am here in as sure a place

of safety as any I could flee to; the Lord is

my defence, in Him I trust." "Whence have

you such confidence?" replied the Emperor,

"who assures you of it?" "I feel it in my
heart " answered the Prince, " and it is also

stated in the Divinely inspired volume"—hold-

ing forth the Bible to the Emperor. By some
inadvertent motion of the hand the Bible fell

upon the floor—open. "Well, permit me, said

the Prince, to read to you in that very place

on which the Bible lies open before us." It

was the ninety-first Psalm; on hearing which

the Empercr stood for a while astonished. The
army, during that time was marching out of

the city. It is the usual practice on such oc-

casions, or when the Emperor is to be absent

for a length of time, that the last place he

leaves is their great Church. He repaired

there; the portion of Scripture read on the

occasion was again the ninety-first Psalm. The
Emperor sent for the priest, and queried, "who
told you to make choice of that particular

passage of Scripture this day?" He replied
" that nobody had done it, but that he had de-

sired in prayer that the Lord would direct him

to that particular portion of the inspired vol-

ume he should read, to encourage the Emperor,

and that he apprehended that Psalm was the

word of the Lord to him."

The Emperor proceeded some distance on his

way; and late in the evening he felt his mind
under great seriousness and desired that the

Bible should be read to him. When the person

who came in for that purpose began, he also

read the ninety -first Psalm. The Emperor in-

terrupting him, queried " wiio told you to read

this? has Galitzin told you?" He replied that

he had not seen the Prince, nor had any one

told what to read; but on being told he was
sent for to read to the Emperor from the Bible,

he had desired that the Lord would direct him
to what was most appropriate for the occasion,

and accordingly he had selected this portion

of Scripture. The Emperor felt astonished at

this, and paid the greater attention to what
was read, believing that this must be of the

Lord's ordering; he was therefore very solemnly
and tenderly impressed, and from that time he
concluded morning and evening, to read pri-

vately a chapter in the Bible.

There never was a good war or a bad peace.

For the Master's Use.

The wTiting-desk lay open. Its owner
been called away in the act of beginnini

important letter. On it were laid a shei

note-paper and an envelope; beside it s

the ink-bottle, and close by lay a pen, the

ting-paper, and the pen-wiper.

The silence of the room was broken 1

low, rustling sound. It was the Note-p

speaking to his companions.
" You needn't look so consequential," it

scornfully: "it is on me the letter wil

wTitten."

"Yes," said the Pen; but you forget it

who write it."

"And you forget," said the Ink, " that

couldn't write without me."

"You needn't boast," said the Ink-bo
" for where would you be only that I hold

safe?"

"It is ridiculous of you all to be so

ceited," interposed the Blotting-paper.
"

'

for me what a mess you would all be in."

"And may I ask," said the Envelope, " w
would be the use of any of you if I did

cover the letter, bear the direction, and

it safely where it is to go?"
" But it is I who wTite the direction on j

snapped the Pen.

"And I! And I!" screamed they all.

" Dear sirs, please stop quarrelling," ge

said the little Pen-wiper, who had not spc

yet.
" What have you to say?" asked the

contemptuously. " Y'ou are nothing but a d

mat." And he laughed at his own wit.

" Even if I am only a door-mat," said

Pen-wiper, humbly, " only for me you wou!

so rough \\ith dried ink you couldn't be i

.\nd that is all any of us are good for—jui

be used. We might all stay here for thei

of our lives, and not all of us put toj

could write that letter. It is only the ha

our Master can do that. We must be co!

to be used, each for what we are good fo

" I believe he's right," said the Envelop

Note-paper together.
" Y'es," said the Ink. " It was foolish

to forget that we could do nothing unle

are used, ani we each owe something t

other."

"True enough," murmured the Ink-b

for what use would I be if you were not in

" Yes, to be sure," said the Blotting-
" we ought to have thought of that."

"Indeed, yes; and I'm sure I beg you

don, Pen-wiper, for calling you a dooi

We must work together to be of use," sa

Pen in a very humble voice.

"Please don't mention it,"

Pen-wiper, blushing a deeper crimson;

do think we would all be happier

just do our own part of the work the bei

we can, without being jealous or try-

make little of each other."

As he spoke, their ovvTier re-enten

room, and silence fell. The Pen was tal-lrt''

dipped into the Ink, and passed to and

the Note-paper, the Blotting-paper pre:

it, the letter placed in the Envelope, i

dress WTitten, the Pen wiped on the Pen li

" We have each done our part," mu fc
the Ink, after the letter had been carrie(|iiei,

36," sa !

i thep
;on; "n
if we pa

he be! b

r try- t
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humbly accept it as an evidence that the

.ssionate eye of the Master was upon
and that e'er long they would be fed

lis table. Prayer and praise were then

i at the Throne of Grace—prayer for

ctension of the love and mercy of our
ily Father to the church and to its mem-
idividually; praise for the flood of Divine

ith which we have been favored. The
ig for worship closed under this precious

ng, which seemed to cement the hearts

se present into that oneness of feeling,

in the perfect love that casts out all fear

1 to be manifested in a remarkable de-

The touch of Divine life which had
li the meeting for worship with dignity

vver was extended over that for business,

iswers to the first Query showed the usu-

kness in the neglect of mid-week meet-

Friends were admonished to a greater

ilness in this respect, and in making their

3s engagements for the week were ad-

.0 keep their meetings in view. Young
s were also tenderly advised to make
on for this liberty, when entering into

3S contracts with their employers, even

I it might be attended with some pecu-

oss to themselves. A Friend calling at-

1 to our second Query, stated that is was
e to keep a deep love and esteem for

ends and neighbors, and yet be entirely

J
in that pure love which has its origin

gospel, and which draws us out in a

I for the welfare of these in those things

pertain to the kingdom of God—the love

was had in view when this Query was
I.

I such meetings as the above, wherein

s a manifest token that they are owned
Head of the Church, that should appeal

irongly to those of our members who are

1 to be present. There is always much
uch occasions to increase the feeling in

ad of the writer, that Quakerism has not

;ome a thing of the past, and that there

ny amongst us, both old and young, who,

1 by dress and address they would not be
for Friends, have yet a deep love for the

f their ancestors, and who in all their

ontact with the world and those of other

iion, have not found anything that ap-

strongly and steadfastly to the needs
better life within them, than to thus as-

with their Friends, to wait, it may be

ice, upon the Minister of ministers. And
n they behold the power of God to unite

one body a large congregation, whilst

eams of the blessed gospel are permitted

, as it were from vessel to vessel, they
firmly resolve, as did Joshua of old, that

ers do as they may, as for them and their

;hey will serve the Lord, what a change
be effected in our Society. Instead of

jasing membership, others would gladly

to us; for they would see the power
it us, which is now so manifestly lack-

t only in our own but in other denomina-
The many small meetings scattered

hout our borders would become, as it

•allying points for many to the standard
Prince of peace. In fine, Quakerism,
the past, would become a power in the

ad we again should see fulfilled the start-

jclaration of one of the early Friends,

ne Quaker endowed with a measure of

the spirit that actuated l^hrist and the apostles,

would be able (figuratively speaking) to shake

the country for ten miles around.

War and Peace Notes.

The war, and this is true of all wars, has

encouraged the spirit of prodigality in national

expenditures in directions aside from the con-

duct of the struggle, so that the grand footings

show that the United States has become one
of the most expensively governed countries on

the globe. The enormous sums appropriated

by the British government on national debt

account for annuities to the royal family, for

navy and for the army, for the multitudinous

necessities for the mother country and for the

defence of its colonies scattered throughout the

world are represented by figures which fall far

below the exhibit made by the Fifty-fifth Con-

gress. A comparison of the present cost of run-

ning the British government with that which has

been incurred by the United States shows the

pace at which we are going and emphasizes the

necessity of practicing close economies in our

national housekeeping. The total expenditures

of the British government for the two years

ending April 1, 1897 and 1898 were nearly

$1,022,063,315. Nor has Great Britain been

on a peace footing strictly speaking during the

period. The campaign in the Soudan has been
costly and the protection of British interest in

other parts of the world is constantly imposing

heavy expense upon the country. The repub-

lic, by virtue of the duty and the necessity

which the war placed upon it, has spent millions

in extraordinary expenditure, from which there

was no way of escape after the war was inevit-

able. The situation which the Fifty-fifth Con-

gress faced was thus far exceptional, but it

ought to have enforced frugality and parsimony

in dealing with other than war appropriations,

where common prudence dictated such a course.

—Quoted in Glen Mills Daily.

How Militarism Increases Taxes.—John
D. Rockefeller pays a tax in this country of

$6,000. In Germany his tax would have to be

over a hundred times as much on the same
property and income or $650,000. John .Jacob

Astor, who pays $5000 in America, would pay

in Germany $250,000 and in England $166,000.

Pierpont Morgan and others who pay $420
in America, would pay $50,000 in Germany and

$33,000 in England.

The Surrender of Conscience.

Captain, what do you think," I asked,

"Of the part your soldiers play?"
The captain answered, "I do not think

—

I do not think—I obey."

"Do you think you should shoot a patriot down,

And help a tyrant slay ?
"

The captain answered, " I do not think

—

I do not think—I obey."

" Do you think that your conscience was meant to die.

And your brains to rot away 7"

The captain answered, " I do not think

—

I do not think—I obey."

Ernest H. Crosby.

How happy is he born or taught,

That aerveth not another's will.

Whose armor is his honest thought.

And simple truth his utmost-skill.

H. WOTTON.

While we cannot agree that obedience is es-

sentially unmanly, the unmanly tendency of

the obedience required of a soldier, is that it

is forced and unreasoning obedience. It ab-

solutely ignores individual conscience, and re-

duces men as far as possible to the condition

of a machine. Is this manliness?

—

Tlie Inter-

change.

The unresisting patience of the Quakers for

the sake of conscience has destroyed the co-

ercive power of bigotry and caused the world
to inherit liberty of conscience. —C/tris^i«/j

Intelligencer, N. Y.

Can anybody define the principle in the name
of which the "Times," is urging the nation to

war in South Africa, in any other terms than
those of mere aggression and I'apacity? A
" pirate Empire," to use John Morley's admir-

able phrase, is won and is justified by brute

force alone, however specious the disguises

which any may invent to conceal the uncom-
fortable truth.

—

Leeds Mercury, England.

"The Book of Heaven."

Egerton R. Young, once a missionary to the

Indians in the far northern wilderness of British

America, tells in one of his addresses this

touching story:

"Often have I been ashamed of the littleness

of my love by the devotion of these Indians,

and by their love for the Bible. Let me give

you an incident. One of our Indians with his

son came away down from the distant hunting-

grounds to fish on the shores of our great

lakes. This man and his son came down to

fish, and they made splendid fisheries, put up
the whitefish on a staging where the foxes and
wolves could not reach them, and one night

the father said, 'My son, we leave to-morrow
morning early; put the book of heaven in your
pack; we go back one hundred and forty miles

to our distant hunting-ground to join the

mother and the others in the wigwam home.'

So the young man put his Bible in his pack
that he might take it home. Later on, along

came an uncle, and said to the young man,
' Nephew, lend me the book of heaven, that I

may read a little; I have loaned mine.' So the

pack was opened, and the Bible was taken out,

and the man read for a time, and then threw
the Bible back among the blankets and went
out.

"The next morning the father and son

started very early on their homeward journey.

They strapped on their snow-shoes and walked

seventy miles, dug a hole in the snow at night,

and had prayers and lay down and slept. The
next morning, bright and early, after prayers,

they pushed on and made seventy miles more,

and reached home. That night the father said

to his son, ' Give me the book of heaven, that

the mother and the rest may read its word
and have prayers.' .-^s the son opened the

pack, he said, 'Uncle asked for the book two
nights ago, and it was not put back.' The
father was disappointed, but said little. The
next morning he rose early, put a few cooked

rabbits in his pack, and away he started. He
walked that day seventy miles, and reached

the camp where he and his son had stopped two
nights before. The next day he had made the

other seventy miles, and reached the lake, and

found his Bible in his brother's wig^vam. The
next morning he started again, and, walking

in the two days one hundred and forty miles,

was back at home once more. That Indian
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walked on snow-shoes two hundred and eighty

miles through the wild forest of the Northwest

to regain his copy of the Bible."

Samuel Capper's Visit.

(Ciiutluuea fioin piim> M.l

I returned home to Bristol the early part of

the ensuing week, about the fourth of Eighth

Month, and remained at home during the winter

and spring. In this interval, having reason to

believe that some friends in Ireland would be

very glad to tind that the concern was aban-

doned, and that they spoke very decidedly of

their want of unity with it, on account of the

danger they apprehended; I thought it proper

to bring the consideration of the matter again

before my own Quarterly and .Monthly Meetings,

which I did, but no discouragement was offered

to my resuming the prosecution of my engage-

ment in the ensuing sunmier.

In the Fifth Month, 1842, I attended as a

representative, the Meeting of Ministers and

Elders in London, where upon the reading of

my certificate and its endorsement, I obtained

leave of that meeting to absent myself from

its latter sittings, in order that I might pro-

ceed immediately to Ireland, to recommence
the holding of meetings of the same descrip-

tion as before.

I proceeded from London to Birmingham
the seventeenth of Fifth Month, accompanied

from thence by my relative, John Cadbury,

through Liverpool and Dublin to Limerick,

where we arrived on the twenty-sixth of the

same month.

On the journey from London to Birmingham
I was favored with some solemn reflections,

and though they tended to confirm me in the

great weakness and infirmity which encompass
me, yet I was not without a cheering and sus-

taining assurance, that whatever of sufl'ering,

humiliation or severe trial might await us, par-

ticularly through a portion of discouragement

on the part of those who may not be able to

unite with our views, yet that the great name
and power of the Redeemer will be exalted, and
his kingdom in some small degree spread, and if

so we may be truly thankful for all that befals

us. In passing through the various towns on

our way from Dublin to Limerick, it was a

great comfort to see, as we were able clearly

to do, that the present depressed state of trade,

has not affected Ireland, as it would have done
had it not been for the exertions of Theobald
Mathews—the effects produced by his great

extension of sober habits, look where one will

even in the liberties of Dublin and also in Lim-
erick in the English and Irish towns, and we
have pretty thoroughly traversed them, we
scarcely see a squalid, half-starved person, no,

not even a child; they look much superior to

the same class of persons in England, as re-

spects both health and comfort, though it is

true that their habitations are, many of them,
wretched, and their domestic accommodations
poor; yet they are wonderfully changed as to

cleanliness, and I think the intelligence of their

countenances is improved considerably by this

change.

It may be worthy of notice that some cir

cumstances which arose during the late visit of

Sarah Squires to the city of Limerick, occa-

sioned a very virulent attack upon Friends and
their principles by a high Church of England
minister, to whom Friends gave, as 1 think, a

calm and dignified answer, but he afterwards

manifested in several letters, which he put in

the public papers, so bitter and rancorous a

spirit, that various persons, I'rotestants and

Romanists, took it up and justified Friends'

doctrines and practices. This epistolary war

brought Friends very conspicuously before the

public, and tended probably to give our pro-

ceedings an importance they might not other-

wise have obtained in the eyes of the people.

Seventh-day we had two long interviews with

Friends, in which we were sympathized with,

and I believe that some who were willing to

help forward the work, were too backward to

express that willingness, and the two or three

who more fully entered into the matter, were

very cautious of appearing forward, lest they

should be considered over zealous, and too

public spirited, this last quality being at a great

discount in Ireland, and, indeed, instead of

being kept in due bounds, is wholly discour-

aged, as inconsistent with true Quaker princi-

ples, a contrast with the conduct of George

Fox, Wm. Penn, Isaac Penington, etc. This

feeling has produced lamentable effects in this

land, indeed, every aberration from the guid-

ance of the Spirit of Truth, produces weak-

ness and prejudice. I think that Limerick is

rather less injured by this source of formality

and apathy than some other places.

The morning meeting on the twenty-second

with Friends was an opportunity in which I

believe a little of the bread convenient for

those present was broken and dispensed, in a

sense, on my part, of unmixed dependence on

Divine guidance, and clothed with poverty of

spirit. After meeting we had a long consulta-

tion or conference, I think nearly two hours,

on our intended movements, which certainly

excited great alarm amongst Friends, and we
had patiently to endure much discouraging

feeling on the subject.

For the meeting in the evening in the meet-

ing-house thirteen hundred notices were de-

livered over the city, chiefly among the less

influential and affluent portion of the inhabit-

ants, and we had an attendance of about one

hundred and twenty men and fifty women,
which I understood was more than Friends ex-

pected. The subject that opened upon my mind
was love, as exemplified in the government of

God, the coming of Christ, the interchange

of the oflices of fellowship between Christians,

but especially displayed in the gift of the Com-
forter, the Spirit of Truth as our guide and

support. I felt it a very solemn opportunity;

in a few there was a disposition to lightness,

but there were many solid minds present, some
of whom evinced emotions of solid feelings

and tenderness.

We held a meeting under the tent at six

o'clock on Second-day evening, the twenty-

third. This meeting seems to have encouraged
Friends much. It was very quiet, with about

four hundred persons present. 1 believe if it

were not for the priests we might have had

very large attendances in this country. The
people seemed very anxious to attend, but as

they told John Cadbury, who stood at the en-

trance, " We dare not come in for fear of the

clergy." The ojjportunity was short but reliev-

ing to me; those in the tent were very atten-

tive, and a great solemnity prevailed. At the

time I felt it doubtful, when the priests were
aware of it, whether we should be able to get

many of their flocks, as they call the

people. It is very clear that they will ah
do what they can to oppose a mode of teac

which would render themselves valueless,

was agreed on all hands that such a mee
could not have been hoped for, before the

perance reformation had made the progrc

has. The Friends here were disposed to e

cheerfully into the engagement, after

meeting. Another public meeting was he

the same place, on Third-day evening; it pr

to be another quiet and good meeting, \

out annoyance from the priest, and eq
large or larger.

We had, as far as I could judge, a hea\

solemn and quiet meeting on the twenty-:

under the tent in Watts foundry yard, I

town, and I think others also felt it to

blessed opportunity, in which the power o

love of Christ reached the people's m
There was a slight interruption by a m
little out of his mind, yet the stillness a

wards was truly admirable in which the r

ing broke up. There were about four hur

present.

At Garry Owen on the twenty-sevent:

had a meeting. This is esteemed the

lawless district in Ireland, notwithstai

the number of women Friends who atte

was much increased. I am disposed to

sider this meeting quite as satisfactory ai

that has been held.

The high constable, McGrath, attende

he has done nearly every meeting; he k

made way for us through the crowd, an
ticed to us, " the great attention of the p
in the yard and under the tent," notwiths

ing a crowd of lads and lasses, partly w(

lieve from fear of the priests, and partly

an inclination to remain where they wouli

be restrained from talking and playing,

tinned outside the yard, and made consi

ble noise. The high constable remarked
"

were afraid to draw their breath for fe

losing any part of what was said." I hav

had any commission, I believe, to touch o

subject likely to arouse opposition or v

the prejudices, so as to engender ill-fe

Last night a drunken man muttered sonl

jections, but they did not disturb the me'

At the last two meetings we perceivf

eS'ects of the remonstrances of the pries

the hesitation and doubt with which so

the people entered the meeting place, as i

feared they were committing some cri

few, after sitting awhile have gone o

though their resolution failed them,

some instances they have returned, br

others with them. At these meetings

might be about three hundred persons pi

(To be foutlnued.)

A " Magic Clock."—A French invent

just put on the market what he calls a
"

clock." The hands go round and keep ac

time but no works are visible. Tlie

made of glass and transparent, and look

the clock you see through the dial a

that the cavity usually occupied by the

is entirely empty. The secret is that the

are concealed in the side of the case, ai

tion is communicated to the hands by

of a glass disc just back of the dial

disc being also transparent its rotation^

observable by the " casual observer."
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s," said the Pen, "and without our Mas-
could have done nothing at all."

—

Ex-

trong in the home by the right use of

imes. This is doubly precious. A poor
e committed suicide not long ago, and
found that he was a member of nineteen
societies. That was enough to do it.

ied man should spend his time at home,
it secret society is the society of Jesus
here your wife may share to the full

;

u may be equally " heirs together of
ice of life." There is no place like

he strength of your life be cultivated

le first sure symptom of a mind in health

rest of heart and pleasures felt at home."

lat is busy sweeping cobwebs from other
I garrets, has no time to clean his own

Items Concerning the Society.

1 C. Allen is released by Chester Monthly Meet-
to attend the Monthly Meeting of Muncy and of
a., and the meetings composing them.

m Bishop, of Rahway, has a minute for re-

ervice in the Monthly Meetings and some
of Salem Quarter, N. J.

T. Outland has come from North Carolina
I the Monthly Meetings occurring this week
;stown, Haddonfield, Mt. Laurel and Med-
l some other religious service, mostly in

sey, until First-day evening, when he ex-
return.

ispondent writes (in reference to a sensation
his country hy a " pastor " under the name

I, from Ohio, administering ceremonials by
i wine, in consequence of which the Atlanta
ion. has an article entitled [Blank] Quakers
" I told Friends that before admitting new
these ought to be convinced of Friends'

3. But they said their way was first to
md let them, if they could, get convinced
is. It looks as if, after years of unsettle-
the new line of evangelism, they were now
the result in this wholesale exodus."

announced that President Sharple.ss, of
d College, will issue soon the second and
g volume of his " History of Quaker Cov-
in Pennsylvania," on which he has been ac-
work for some years. The first volume
d in the spring of 1898 under the title of
:er Experiment in Government," and re-
le first seventy-five years of the govern-
^enn's commonwealth. In the present vol-
3h is entitled, " The Quakers in the Revo-
he story is carried into the more stirring
r-known scenes of the Revolutionary War,
es the track of several of the most popu-
ent historical romances. " The Quakers,
ess of a stormy trial of their principles,
iistinctly interesting and not unheroic
nd their history in this period is well
f further attention. It is also true that
unvarntshed truth about them is not only
itructive, but far more entertaining than
ds."

for its regulation in the First Epistle to the Corin-

thians, might very well be printed, along with a

similar passage in Neander's Church History, as a

Friend's Tract for the Times."

This is the quotation. The italics are J. R. Har-

ris's:

" Whoever had a psalm, or a teaching, or a reve-

lation, or a tongue, received it from the Spirit, and

when he communicated it to his brethren, it was
accepted as a Divine and not as a mere human ut-

terance . It is in the light of this fact that the

freedom which characterized the Corinthian ser-

vices must be interpreted. That freedom seems at

first to have been complete. The confinement of

the right to participate, to a certain class or cer-

tain regularly appointed individuals, was evidently

quite unknown. Every Christian had the right to

take such part as he wished, and the woman's right

was equal to the man's. But the recognition of that

right was not due to the Corinthian's recognition of

the equality of all believers; it was due to their rev-

erence for the Spirit of God. A disciple had the

right to take part in the services, not because he

was a Christian possessed of equal privileges with

his brethren, but simply because he was an organ

of the Spirit, and it was the Spirit's will that he

should speak. Unless the Spiritprompted him he had
no right whatever. And hence the freedom which
is so characteristic a mark of the services as they

appear in Paul's Epistle was, after all, decidedly

limited. There was freedom for the Spirit, not for

men as men."

Dr. McGiffert is said to have written the above
without comprehending that there is a body of

Christians in America to-day that holds the same
principle in regard to worship that he has so vividly

described as a feature of the early Church

—

The

Interchange.

A CAMDEN QUAKER MEETING.
A. ELLBN WOODY.

There were only two or three of us

Who came to that place of prayer

—

Came in a driving snow-storm,

But for that we did not care,

Since in that silence our hearts had risen.

And prayers for his Spirit said.

The Master himself was present there

And gave the " living bread."

We knew his promise to meet " the few;"

The thought made us glad and free,

We felt his touch when our heads we bowed;

We heard his " Wait on me."

Nobody saw Him lift the latch,

And none unbarred the door;

But peace was his token to every heart,

And why need we ask for more?

And yet to the open-hearted

He gives food to be handed on.

And there came to our midst ere we parted

A stranger to the house of prayer;

And softly the Spirit whispered,

Into the ears of the three,

A message for the wayward brother,

'Twas the Master's " Come to me."

Oh, how warmed were our hearts that morning.

In that quiet house of prayer.

Outside were cold and sin and mourning,

But the Lord himself was there;

He came to redeem the pledge He gave.

Wherever his loved ones be,

To stand himself in the midst of them.

Though they count but two or three.

and twenty on board. They were all rescued. Thirty
were taken to one village, thirty to another, and .so

on about the island. They were sheltered and fed
for six months, until, another vessel arriving, they
were kindly provided with safe passage. What
had wrought the change? The Christian religion.

A recent observer has noted, that as a religion
(that is, a denomination) becomes older it tends to
become more careftl as to its orthodoxy, and less
careful as to its morality. In other words, it be-
comes more careful to have a correct formula. A
denomination like Friends, which is now well into
its third century of existence, needs to consider
this statement, and to see to it that it be careful
on the one hand to have firm hold on Truth, and,
on the other, to let the natural result of its faith
show itself in right living. A distinction has been
made between religion and morality; but either
without the other is weak and ineffective.— TAe In-
terchange.

Says the British Medical Journal: "The piano
has been the cause teterrima of quarrels that have
sundered ancient friendships; it has wrecked many
enterprises of great pith and moment; it has dis-
turbed the finer adjustments of the cerebral ma-
chinery in many literary and scientific workers, has
driven studious men from their books to the bottle
and has stimulated peaceful citizens to the commis-
sion of violent crimes. These are among the evil
effects of the piano considered passive, as the school-
man would say—from the point of view of the suf-
ferer. But the operator does not come oft" scath-
less. A recent writer. Dr. Watezhodi, thinks that
the chlorosis and neuroses from which so many
many young girls suffer may be largely attributed
to the abuse of the piano. He therefore urges that
the "deadly " custom of compelling young girls to
hammer on the keyboard before they are fifteen or
sixteen years of age should be proscribed by public
opinion. Even at that age the exercise should be
permitted only to those who, in addition to real
talent, possess a robust constitution."

Notes from Others.

el Harris writes in " Present Day Papers
"

to the accompanying quotation of McGif-
itory of the Church in Apostolic Times,
)wing very fine summary of what we learn

g Christian worship from the directions
|
anothi

If the pulpit has lost much of its old time authority,

as is often complained, it is due less to the growing
'rreligion of the laity than to the growing seculari-

zation of the pulpit.—A^. i'. Journal of Commerce.

In 18.52 a vessel was wrecked on the island

Ephati. Every one of the crew wa.s killed and
eaten by the savages inhabiting the island. In 1898

vessel was wrecked there with a hundred

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The cruiser Olympia, with Admiral

Dewey on board, anchored inside Sandy Hook at 7.30
o'clock on the morning of the 26th ult., two days ahead
of the time expected. On the 29th, the greatest naval
parade ever seen in New York took place, and on the 30th
a land parade, unsurpassed theretofore. On the 2nd the
Admiral went to Washington where he was received by
the President.

In his opening address as President of Cornell Uni-
versity, delivered Ninth Month 28th, Professor Schurman
said: " I was often asked in the Philippines if our civil

service was better than that of Spain. Here is a point
where the Filipinos suspect and fear us. We must allsy
their anxiety and suspicion by a splendid Philippine civil

service. I believe we shall. It is absolutely necessary.
But there will be no harder task in connection with our
government of the archipelago. I repeat, however, that
the success of our administration in the Philippines will

depend upon the men we send out to conduct it much more
than upon the acts of Congress or any other circumstance.
What is the end of colonization ? Why should we extend
our sovereignty over remote countries and alien peoples ?

1 answer that the only justifiable object of such expansion
is the establishment of good government in the territory

anne.xed, the elevation of its people in civilization and the
training of them in progressive self government, with a
view to ultimate independence whether by partnership in,

or separation from, the sovereign State. As the end for
the moral being is perfection, and the end for the economic
society is wealth, so the end for the political community
is independence. In the Divine education of the race no
people can be permanently kept in a state of subjection
to, or even dependence upon, another people. Of all colo-

nizing nations England is the only one which has realized

this great principle; and it took a successful rebellion in

her first empire to impress the truth even upon England.
Her great self governing colonies—Canada and Australia
— are now ready for independence; and, if they are not to

realize it by separation, an equal place must be found for
them, beside England, Scotland and Ireland, in some great
plan of imperial federation. And if India, instead of be-
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ing, as it is, the mere meeting place of innumerable races,

were a single national organism and began to breathe a
national life, England should no loiter desire to preserve
her Indian empire. Indeed, she could not if she would,
for her native army would desert, and the unified peoples,

animated by the sentiment of nationality, would drive out
the foreigners with whom resistance could only mean
financial ruin and ultimate surrender."

The United States Government receipts during Ninth
Month were $45,334,144, and the expenditures $37,579,-
372, a surplus for the month of $^.54,772.

To-day more than 80 per cent. W the cost of running
this Government is caused by wars, past, present and
prospective.

The foreign commerce of the United States during the
Eighth Month was the most profitable in the history of

the country.

The postal money order business between the United
States and Canada amounts to $80,000 a week.

It is estimated that 4,309,000 cows would be necessary
to produce an amount of butter equal to the quantity of
oleomargarine manufactured and sold in the United States.

Discussing the cause of the large increase in the price
of steel that has taken place during the last si.x months,
an official of the Navy Department, whose duties have
identified him with the purchase of large quantities of
steel for the navy, said to a correspondent of the Baltimore
Sun :

" One of the causes why steel has advanced is the
shutting down of the Cuban mines during the war, from
which large quantities of high class pig iron were taken
and brought to this country for the manufactories. Canada
also shipped quantities of steel to this country, and a con-
siderable lot was imported from Spain before the relation
between the two Governments became strained. Pig iron
is now quoted at 3 cents a pound, whereas one year ago it

was much less than a cent a pound. There is not a large
steel manufactory in this country which has not more work
than it can handle, and thousands of tons are being shipped
monthly abroad. Russia is buying practically all the steel
rails for the Trans-Siberian Railway from this country, and a
large part of the rolling stock is also being furnished here.
There is far more steel bought here by English firms than
is imagined, and, in fact, nearly all Continental Powers
are also coming to us for it. Another reason that may be
assigned for the advance is the general extension of the
railroad system and the introduction of steel freight cars
for the wooden ones. Only in the last year or two have
these cars been built, and I predict that within five years
nearly all roads will have substituted them for the type
now used. The larger firms are compelled to decline work,
and I am informed that recently one of these firms offered
a local railroad company here $50,000 to be relieved of
executing a contract for furnishing steei rails that was
made prior to the rise in price. The firm saw that if this
contract was annulled, it could afford to accept new con-
tracts under the present steel prices and at considerable
advantage."

Missouri's surplus products in 1898, according to a re-
port of the State Labor Commissioner, were valued at
about $180,000,000.
At Santa Ana, Cal., there is a celery garden of 500

acres.

The spruce gum crop of Maine, the largest in the State's
history, in the neighborhood of thirty tons, worth about
$63,000, has been harvested and sent to market.
West Virginia has become the first State for oil and

lumber, the second for coke and the third for coal. It
has thirty-six railroads projected, eight of which are un-
der construction.

A despatch from Cripple Creek, Colorado, says that the
gold output for that district for Ninth Month amounted to
$1,731,000, surpassing all records. The production of
gold in the district from the time of its discovery in 1891
to date is $62,057,292.
An enactment of the Texas Legislature provides for the

teaching in the public schools of a course of humane treat-
ment to animals.

There were 364 deaths in this city last week, which is

7 less than the previous week and 18 less than the cor-
responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 204 were
males and 160 females : 55 died of consumption ; 28 of
pneumonia; 28 of heart diseases ; 22 of marasmus ; 17 of
inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 13 of inanition;
13 of convulsions; 13 of cholera infantum; 12of diphtheria';
11 of apoplexy; 9 of cancer, and 9 of inflammmation of
the brain.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, lOOi a 101; 4*8, reg.. Ilia
lllj; coupon, 112J a 113J; new 4'3, 130 a 130J; 5's,

lilt all2J; 3's 108a 108i
Cotton was quiet, and nominally quoted at 7Jc. per

pound for middling uplands.
j

Flodr.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight
$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.60 a $3.85 ; city mills, I

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour.— $3.20 a $3.30 per
barrel.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72J a 73ic.
No. 2 mixed com, 38J a 38Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31ic.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 6c.; good, 51 a 5gc.; me-
dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4i a 4|c.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4Jc.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 3J a 3|c.; common, 2 a 3ic.; lambs, 4i a 5|c.
Hogs.—Best Western, 6J a 7c.; others, 6J a 6Jc.
Foreign.—Europe, with a population of over 366,400,-

000, has over 21,000,000 men ready for her armies in

case of war.

In the year 1800 the approximate area of the British
Empire was 2,012,182 square miles. In 1899 the approxi-
mate area of the empire had grown to 12,596,608 square
miles, and the population to 414,410,000.

It seems that one in 1,000 of the people of Scotland die
from old age, and the Registrar General's report, just is-

sued, shows that in 1897 the death roll of Scotland in-
cluded eighteen centenarians- He mentions that at ages
between 95 and 100 years 41 men and 100 women died,
while 4 of the former sex and 14 of the latter were 100
or over at death, viz: six women were 100 years, one man
and two women were 101, one man and one woman 102, two
women 103, one man 104, two women 105, while one man
and one woman were returned as being 107 years of age
at death.

The French Government estimates of the wheat harvest
this year shows the production of 129,005,000 hectoliters,
as against 128,096,140 hectoliters in 1898.
At a depth of twenty-seven feet a curious discovery

was made recently, a Berlin paper says, on the island of
Gothland—the skeletons of several knights in full armor
seated on their horses. Archaeologists think they date
back to the ninth century.

Details received at Constantinople of the recent earth-
quakes in Asia Minor show that about 1,500 persons per-
ished, several villages being destroyed.
No rain has fallen recently in the vicinity of Darjeeling,

in the lower Himilaya, where on Ninth Month 24th great
damage was wrought and many persons were killed by
earthquakes, floods and landslides. Several other land-
slides occurred later. The Phool Bazaar was completely"
overwhelmed and 200 persons lost their lives. At Tam-
songbustee 21 bodies have been recovered, and it is be-
lieved that twenty other persons perished. At Darjeeling
100 fatalities occurred. Landslides have also occurred at
Murmeh, and there, too, several were killed. Famine
prices are being demanded for food in parts of India de-
vastated by recent earthquakes and floods.

Reports received in Cairo from various points show that
the Nile is now at the lowest point of which there is any
record. Two hundred and six thousand acres are hope-
lessly beyond irrigation, and the river is still falling.

The American authorities at Manila have refused to
permit Spanish vessels to go to insurgent ports to bring
away Spanish prisoners, holding that those ports are closed
and that the prisoners must be put on board American
vessels.

On Ninth Month 26th General Otis cabled that General
Snyder attacked the position of the insurgents five miles
west of Cebu, and destroyed seven forts and a number of
smooth bore cannon. The insurgents were utterly routed,
and Snyder returned with his force to Cebu.

The great Siberian Railway is to be rebuilt even before
it is completed. The reason is the enormous increase in
the business of the road. The mineral resources of Western
Siberia are vast. Between Tomsk and Kooznesk lie 60,000
square kilometres (23,167 square miles) of coal lands,
which have never been touched.
The area of the Transvaal is 120,000 square miles, or

about the same size as the combined areas of the States
of Pennsylvania, New York, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
Connecticut and Vermont.

The great " Witwatersrand " gold fields of South Africa,
located in the South African republic are better known as
the Johannesburg mines. The Dutch word, " Witwaters-
rand," means, literally, " White Water Range," and the
strip of territory, a few hundred miles long and a few
miles in width, to which it is applied was but a few years
ago considered a nearly worthless ridge, useful only for
the pasturage of cattle and sheep, and for even this com-
paratively valueless. In 1883, however, gold was discov-
ered, and in 1884 the value of the gold production was
about $50,000. It increased with startling rapidity, the
production of 1888 being about $5,000,000, and that of
1890, $10,000,000; 1892, over $20,000,000; 1895, over
$40,000,000, and 1897 and 1898 about $55,000,000 in
each year. Recentldiscoveries lead to the belief that these
wonderfully rich mines are the long lost " gold of Ophir "

from which Solomon obtained his supplies.
A despatch dated Ninth Mo. 27th, from Victoria, B. C,

says; "The officers of the British warship Leander, which

returned to Esquimault to-day from a cruise in 1

American waters, reports that a volcano on James' Ii

one of the Galapagos group, became very active

three months ago, sending broad streams of lava do\
sides. No damage was done, as the island isuninhab
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NOTICES.

A RESPONSIBLE young woman wanted for positic

mother's helper. One who is competent to care for i

children and a good sewer. Address " B. H. M.,"

Office of The Friej

The Corporation of Haverford College.—Thi

nual Meeting will be held in the Committee Room of

Street Meeting-house, Philadelphia, on Third-day, 1

Month 10th, 1899, at 3 o'clock. P. M.

George Vaux, Jr., Secretary,

. 404 Girard Building, Phi

Members are particularly requested to bear thii

pointment in mind. The charter requires that t»

shall be in attendance to make a quorum. Please n

the Secretary of any change in address.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Ifith St., Phil

The following are some of the new books added rece

Beresford, Lord Charles—Breakup of China.

DlNWlDDlE, William—Puerto Rico. i

GiFPORD, A. H.—Germany, Her People and their I
Heilprin, Angelo—Alaska and the Klondike. I

Howe, R. H. Jr.—On the Bird's Highway.
J

Latimer, E. W. (ed.)—My Scrap-Book of the F!

Revolution.

Anon—Martyrdom of an Empress.
Sloane, T. O'C—Liquid Air.

Stuart, Lady Louisa—Selections from her Manusoi
Thompson, E. S.—Wild Animals I Have Known.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M., a
p. m. to 6 p. M.

Died, On Fourth Month 2nd, 1899 Han
Parry, daughter of the hite Robert and Sally Pi

in the seventy-sixth year of her age, a member of V
ern District M(iuthly Meetingof Friends. Shewas"
the Lord's dear children, bound to Him by the t

adoring lo^e and unwavering faith. Her Clirii

patience and cheerfiilne.'w during various afflictive

pensations, her forgctfulness af self, and thoughful
for others, b'lre testimony to '' a Life hid with ( hri

< lod," and were as an inspiration to all who came f
j

in her influence. i

, at his residence, Overbrook, Pa., Nin>h M'

22d, 1809, Jamis M. Price, aged seventy-fonr jil

a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friend
Philadelphia.

, on theTenth of Sixth Month, 1899, Axsi
HiTCHiNSON, wife < f John Hutchinson, in ihe fifty

ond year of her age, a member of Haddon field M'D
and Particular Meetingof Friends, New Jersey. Thi
the death of this dear Friend was sudden, yet

friends an^ relatives have the consoling assurance,

her end was peace, and that thr^ ugh months of de
ing health, her desire was to be prepared for the
change, which she believed to be near. In a co|

the Psalms that was by her in her last days,

verse was marked " Be merciful unto me ( ) boi
merciful unto me, for my soul tnisteth in thee, ye
the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge l

these calamities be overpast."
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Tribe of the Israel of the Prince of Peace.

' They are not all Israel who are of Israel

"

physical descent, and so we reckon as the

e Israel of God all of any name who, in the

;h that was Abraham's, now "live by the

;h of the Son of God, who loved us and gave

iself for us."

inch in their general spirit, and in a remark-

y practical proof, seem to be the community

Dukhobors; who, 7500 in number, having

aped from their Pharaoh who had tardily

,rd the words, "Let my people go," wit-

sed the sea opened, by the ministration of

ends, for their passage to a strange shore,

[ have been left in the middle of a vast

tinent and of a short summer, that could

rcely yield the beginning of sustenance for

great a multitude.

'here they stand, remote from other popula-

la, in a land already stiffening with its six

nths' freezing; and when presently two

iks' prospect of bread is exhausted, starva-

1 is said to stare some of the villages in the

e, unless manna descend upon them from

,ven through our hands.

Shall half of this modern Israel of Peace

ish during the coming winter through indif-

ence of the Friends of Peace? It is deemed
judicious minds that such must be the rate

Dheir perishing, unless we of our superfluity

ist in unto the offerings of God." A living

lortunity is now laid at our door to prove

ore all coming history how much our sincer-

for the cause of peace is worth in dollars

1 cents. Inasmuch as we obediently do it for

willing martyrs and supporters of the cause,

do it unto the Prince of Peace himself.

Should but a pound of corn meal per day

each Dukhobor be furnished to sustain life

another summer, it is estimated that some
11,000 would be needed to cover the cost,

that alone, for a uniform diet in the rigors

of a Canadian winter, many must fail to exist.

If for the famine stricken Porto Ricans fifteen

dollars is pronounced necessary to tide over

each in the warmth of a tropical clime when its

fruits are soon to appear, how much greater

should be the estimate for the frost-bound

"Christians of the Universal Brotherhood?"

But even that rate applied to our brethren in

the north would exceed one hundred thousand

dollars. So we in our ceiled houses will not be

hurt by denying ourselves some superfluous

article of food, some needless addition to ap-

parel or furnishing, to pass its value over to the

famishing army of Peace. It will not hurt us,

if need be, to suffer physically with the suffering

seed.

We sometimes look upon each red stamp that

we spend on a bank check—a tax imposed by

war—with the sad confession, " It is the price

of blood." For every two cents which the de-

mon of War extorts, shall we not assign at

least an equal tribute to the Prince of Peace?

If by the professed Friends of Peace through-

out our land the stamp tax were repeated to

save the lives of these Christian standard-

bearers, the amount would go far in tiding them

over to a season of self-support.

Such are some of the reflections resulting

from an attendance of the recent meeting of

Friends in their Arch Street house to consider

this matter of momentous responsibility. We
give to our readers in the present number the

address of our friend Charles Rhoads, as a

valuable summary of the history, exodus, and

present situation of the Dukhobors.

It is hoped that the sub-committees invited

by the Committee of the Meeting for Sufferings

will meet with a warm response in a house-to-

house solicitation of aid in any form of value,

whether money or goods, throughout the limits

of their respective Monthly Meetings. But the

distress is so imminent that many should send

in their offerings of relief without waiting to

be called on by a committee.

On the Pkesent and Pkospective Needs of
THE Dukhobors.

Address read at a Public Meeting of Friends

and others in Arch Street Meeting-house, Phil-

adelphia, Tenth Month 5th, 1899, by Charles

The call for the present assembly is occa-

sioned by the conviction on the part of the

committee of the Meeting for Sufferings of

Friends of Philadelphia, who were charged

some months ago with the care of raising funds

to aid the Russian emigrants to Canada, known

as the Dukhobortsi, that the members of our
Society have a peculiar duty to perform, in

assisting these people to tide over a critical

period, following their introduction into North
America, until they can become self-sustaining.

There are about seven thousand of them now
in the eastern part of the province of Assiniboia

and the western district of the province of

Manitoba, in the Dominion of Canada, where
the Canadian Government has assigned them
two hundred and seventy-six thousand four

hundred and eighty acres of land, being one

hundred and sixty acres to each adult. A part

of them arrived there in the Sixth Month last,

but others not until a month or more later;

consequently there was not sufficient time left

in that Northern climate (about fifty degrees)

to plant and perfect crops or cereals ; and the

potatoes planted by those who first came were
injured by an untimely frost in the latter part

of the Seventh Month.
The contributions so liberally made hereto-

fore by English Friends (about seventy-five

thousand dollars), have been entirely consumed
by the cost of transporting these people from
the Black Sea to Canada, and feeding them on

the voyage. The funds donated by Friends

here and those given by the Mennonites, amount-

ing to over ten thousand dollars, have been ex-

pended in sustaining them after their arrival,

and providing oxen for farm labor, with wagons,

tools, seed, etc.

The situation that now confronts them is,

that ten months more must elapse before their

farming will result in ripened crops for their

sustenance, during which but little profitable

labor can be done for wages, owing to the

sparsely settled country they occupy, and the

severe weather with snow, which prevails in

that region.

These facts form a strong appeal to Friends

to make some sacrifices, to save them from

starvation and suffering, meantime. Their re-

ligious principles and testimonies coincide re-

markably with ours in regard to war, the spir-

ituality of Divine worship, and avoidance of

all ritual ceremonies in its performance; pa-

tience under injuries, and love to mankind.

They are industrious, frugal and temperate in

their habits; and if placed in favorable circum-

stances for prosperity in outward affairs, have

proved themselves abundantly able to be inde-

pendent and self-supporting. That they are

true Christians in belief and practice, the sub-

joined testimony of one of their number will

show.

Vladimir Tchertkoff, in his pamphlet pub-

lished in London in 1897, called "Christian

Martyrdom in Russia," gives the following ac-

count of their tenets: "They always called

themselves Christians. They acknowiedged one

sacred, universal and apostolic church, which

the Lord by his coming has assembled, conse-

crated and replenished by the gifts of the Holy
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Ghost; and which is of course the union of all

faithful and true Christians." They acknowl-

edge God as being in three personifications of

the one and unutterable. That the first person

of the Trinity is the Light.the Lord our P'ather.

The second person is the life- the Son of our

Lord; and the third person is peace—the Holy

Spirit our God." " For the salvation of man,

indubitable faith in Christ is necessary; but

faith without works is dead, as also are w-orks

without faith."
" The conception they have of Christ is based

on the teaching of the Gospel. They acknowl-

edge his coming in the flesh, his works, teach-

ing and suffering; but chiefly they accept all

this in a spiritual sense, and aflirm that all con-

tained in the (jospel should be accomplished in

ourselves. Thus Christ must be begotten in

us, born, grow up, teach, suffer, die, revive

and ascend; and it is thus that they understand

the new birth or renovation of man. They
say that Jesus himself was and is the gospel,

eternal and living, and has sent it forth,

preached in the word. He himself is the Word.
That except through God and his (Christ there

is no salvation. They say they are baptized

into the Word through the Father, Son and
Holy Spirit, as Christ taught his apostles.

This baptism takes place when a man repents

with a pure and willing heart, and calls upon
God. External baptism they regard as useless,

saying that water only washes off the unclean-

ness of the external body. As to the com-
munion, they partake at all times of the sacred,

life giving sacraments, in the forgiveness of

their sins, spiritually, through the inward ac-

ceptance of the Word of God, which is Christ.

The communion of the body and blood of Christ,

through the form of bread and wine, they do
not accept."

The following history of these people has
been taken from the Daily Sun, a newspaper
published in Canada:

THE DUKHOBORS.

The Dukhobors, or Spirit Wrestlers, as they
are nicknamed, members of the Universal

Brotherhood seem to have originated as a

separate sect, in a village on the Southern
frontier of Russia, in the middle of the eigh

teenth century. Their doctrines infected other
peasants in other parts of Russia, and ere long
attracted the attention of the government, and
of the dignitaries of the orthodox Greek Church.
A number of the sectaries were banished to

Siberia, some of them making small settlements

on the borders of Manchuria, where, it may be
mentioned, their descendants were visited by
Prince Kropotkin while he was aide-de-camp to

the Governor General of Eastern Siberia, about
1868. In the reign of Alexander 1. a tract of
land on the northern shore of the Sea of Azov
was set apart as a kind of Uukhobor reserve, and
an agricultural commonwealth was established

by them, under the leadership of an ex-sergeant
of the Russian army, called Kapustin. Kapus-
tin is described as having " governed them
with practical sense, amounting to genius."
There the members of the T'niversal Brother-
hood lived for more than fifty years, undis-
turbed. The idea of isolating the Dukhobors
was evidently intended to put a stop to their

proselytizing tendencies, but, on these mani-
festing themselves, notwithstanding their com-
parative seclusion, their leader Kapustin was
arrested, and the community broken up. Since

(

then their doctrines have been held by at ' Proposals were also made about other pla

most at any one time about twenty thousand On March 28th, a month after formal pen
peasants, in various villages in Southern Rus
sia. Their religious beliefs have all along
been similar to those of the Society of Friends.

From time to time the attention of the gov-
ernment and of the ecclesiastical authorities

has been drawn to them. The government ob-

jected to them, on account of their refusal to

render military service, while the ecclesiasti-

cal authorities disapproved of their principles

and practices, as these are opposed to those of

the Orthodox Greek Church. In consequence
of this disapproval the people have been sub-
ject to repealed banishments, and their pros-

perous homes have again and again been broken
up.

In 1840 and in 1850 they were banished to

Trans-Caucasia, near the Turkish frontier. For
some years they were allowed to live their life

there without molestation, and though the in-

hospitable climate of the Caucasus produced a
high rate of mortality, yet some of the villages

were exceedingly prosperous, particularly those
in the neighborhood of Kars, where they are
said to have cultivated their land with such
assiduity, as greatly to increase the product of
the soil. Up to 1887, the Russian governments
administered the conscription laws with com-
parative laxity, and in consequence, non-resist-

ing peasant sects were allowed to remain in

comparative immunity, and during the period
many of them became the pioneers of Russian
colonization.

From 1887 onward, however, the military

necessities of Russia compelled the authorities
to carry out the conscription laws with great
stringency, and then began the series of re-

cent persecutions, especially of the Dukhobors,
which have led to the present situation. The
attitude of the sect towards the government
was for the most part a steadfast one, but
there were some backsliders.

In 1895, the Great Party, or those who ad-
hered rigidly to the traditional tenets of the
sect, made up its mind to destroy its offensive

weapons, and these were formally burned on
the night of the 28th of June, in Tiflis, Elisa-

vetpol and in Kars. This was taken as a sign
of rebellion, and the persecution became more
vigorous.

In 1897, V. Tchertkoff, the author of " Chris-
tian MartjTdom in Russia," who was formerly
an officer in the Russian Army, visited St.

Petersburg, and had an interview with Pohide-
notseff, the high procurator of the Holy Synod,
the result of which was an intimation to him-
self that it would be convenient for him if he
withdrew from Russia. The visit of the Em-
press Maria, the mother of the present Czar,

to the Caucasus was, however, taken advan-
tage of by the Dukhobors and their sympa-
thizers, and their case was put before her. It is

understood that the dowager Empress enlisted

the sympathies of the Czar, and secured for

the Dukhobors permission to leave the country.

This permission was given in the Second Month,
1898, and then the Dukhobors immediately be-

gan to make assiduous inquiries about suitable

places to which they might emigrate. They
had been accustomed to agiiculture, principally

sion had been given to the emigrants,

Dukhobors telegraphed to V. Tchertkoff

Purleigh in Essex, England, for help and
vice.

The Society of Friends in England had lil

ally aided the Dukhobors during the three
]

ceding years, and it was only natural that t

should be again approached on the subji

The matter was brought before the Meel
for Sufferings, a committee was formed,

later an appeal was issued. Simultaneoi

the small community at Purleigh. consisting

sympathizers with the teachings of Tols

formed a Committee consisting of V. Tchi

koff, P. Birinkoff, A. Gilvart, (professor

Royal College of Science, London), H. P. Ai

er, (late Secretary of the Brotherhood Chui

Croydon), and two or three others. V. Tcb
koff had sent to the Caucasus an ex-captaii

the British Army, Arthur St. John, who '.

been expelled from Russia, on account of th

inquiries. It was therefore thought to be

pedient for a deputation from the Dukhol:

to come to England, for the purpose of a

plying the information necessary for the I

kind of action under the circumstance. I

Ivin and P. Makhartoff, therefore, visited E
land with their families, and the committee-i

were then made aware of the state of the ci

It appeared that about thirty-five hundrec

the people were comparatively well off,

that they had a considerable common fund

sides the emigration fund, which they had s

ceeded in raising specially. In addition

these about three thousand were, though
possessed of very ample resources, still

destitute. They also had a common fund,

a fund for purposes of emigration. Th

were, however, about two thousand who w

much worse off than the previous sections,

thousand of them in very urgent need of'

sistance. In view of these circumstances,

arrangement was made with the Cyprus col

ization committee to receive eleven hund

of those in most urgent need. Cyprus
chosen, not because it was the most suit?

place for colonization, but because it was
nearest. The British Government demam
however, a guarantee of fifteen pounds ei

before permission would be granted to h

Within a few days the Society of Friei

with the greatest magnanimity provided i

whole of this amount, about seventy-five t\

sand dollars. The eleven hundred were t

landed in Cyprus. From reports since

ceived, they have done ffcly well there dm
the past summer, (1898), although it w(

appear that the rent charged them by
Cyprus colonization committee was rather 1

er than perhaps the circumstances warran
There thus remained to be dealt with tl

thousand five hundred persons, whose (

was not very specially urgent, and bet^

two and three thousand, whose case, as regj

some of them at any rate, was urgent ind

Various places had been suggested, and
fers had been received from the Argentine
from Brazil, as well as from Texas and (

fornia, but the state of the chronic disturbs

in which the South American Republics vcorn-growing, and to a dry climate with cold

winter. At first they thought of Cyprus, I known to be involved, and the prevalence
which is now being colonized under the care of war-feeling in the United States, were
an English Cyprus Colonization Committee, couraging elements to people, one of wl
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ling principles was objection to military

rice. The Committee at Purleigh having

jived full authority from the Uukhobors to

for them, entered into communication with

ties in Canada. The matter was placed be-

) the government, and the present immigra-

. is the result.

a order that the Dukhobors might be fully

re of the conditions in Canada, the two

ilies which had visited England came out

Montreal, in the Ninth Month, 1898. They

e accompanied by Prince Hilkoff, the ne-

w of the Russian minister of railways, who
id himself much in sympathy with their re-

5us views, particularly with their attitude

ards militarism, and by Aylmer Maude, who
been a merchant in Moscow, and who had

, the Dukhobors at Purleigh. This deputa-

1 went to Edmonton, Canada, and to other

ricts in the Northwest, for the purpose of

)ecting the country. There were three

3ial reasons why the emigration should be

ducted as speedily as possible. One was

t the resources which the people had, were

ig dissipated, by fines and removals in con-

jence of the action of the authorities,

ondly, the people were anxious to take ad-

tage of the permission to emigrate, so

I as the government adhered to the per-

3ion. How long this would last no one

Id tell. Thirdly, the annual conscription

35 place on the first of First Month, and

36 young men who have reached the statu-

T age, are then drawn into the army,

'hese considerations rendered it advisable

t those of the Dukhobors to whom they ap-

d, should be aided in leaving the country

lout delay. The number to be dealt with

led out to be about two thousand. Steps

e taken to provide the necessary supple-

it to their own funds. Count Leo Tolstoi

I three short stories to a Russian publisher,

the proceeds, about five thousand dollars,

6 remitted to the Purleigh committee. The
iety of Friends in England, the individual

nbers of the committee at Purleigh, and
Society of Friends at Philadelphia, supplied

means for the emigration of this contin-

t, which comprises the poorest of the Duk-
or groups.

Mowing is a copy of the official notifica-

fi sent to the Dukhobors, giving them per-

Ision to leave Russia :

I

The fasting Dukhobortsi, who were expel-

|in 1895 from the district of Akhalkalak,

t
transported into other districts of the

iernment of Tiflis, having submitted a peti-

i to Her Imperial Majesty, the Empress
I'ia Feolorovna, asking either to be grouped
1 settled into one place and to be exempt
III the duties of military service, or to be
Iwed to emigrate, the following instructions

le been received :

i. The request for exemption from military

(idee is refused.

t. The fasting Dukhobortsi, with the ex-

iition, of course, of those who have reached
ijage at which they can be summoned to the
aes of military service, and of those who
3|3 failed to fulfil these duties, may emigrate,
ijer these conditions:

|i) That they provide themselves with a

Jiign passport in accordance with the es-

ished order: (b) That they leave the fron

^of Russia at their own expense, and (c)

that before leaving, they sign an agreement
never to return within the borders of the em-
pire, understanding that in case of non-com-

pliance with this last point, the offender will

be condemned to exile to remote places. As
to their request to be settled in one village, it

is refused. The notification is issued by order

of the government of Tiflis to one of the peti-

tioning Dukhobortsi, Vassili Potopoff, in an-

swer to his personal application."

Tiflis, February 21st, 1898.

The following account of their new colony

in Canada is taken from a newspaper report in

the Toronto Daily Globe, of Ninth Month 9th,

1899:

"The writer of this article has just finished

tour among the Dukhobors settled through-

out the west, and it is safe to say that no class

of settlers has ever come to this part of the

world who could show as good a record for in-

dustry and thrift as the Dukhobors, who to-day

form a colony of over seven thousand souls.

The cry that the Government had introduced

a pauper immigration, appeared at the first

glance not without justification, for in truth

these people have been deprived of almost the

bare necessities of existence, and the unhappy

result is apparent to the most casual onlook-

er: but the work done by these people during

the last three months, accomplished in spite

of great physical weakness and fever, loudly

proclaims the fact that these are no paupers

who claim the right to enroll themselves as

Canadians. Wherever they have been, life has

been sustained by the efforts of their own

hands, and the liberty of spirit that made them

the victims of persecution has rendered them

serfs in name only, and has kept them from

sharing the degradation of their class in Rus-

sia. The power that Christianity in the truest

je has of civilizing, in our acceptation of

the word, is made manifest in this instance.

These people, deprived of even the few neces-

ries of life, common to the children of the

soil, hunted from pillar to post, made to herd

like beasts of the field, beaten, ill treated,

mothers separated from their children, and

wives from their husbands, are to-day the most

polite, orderly people it is possible to imagine.

The villages they are building testify to the

powers or organization and inherent orderliness

of the people; the results of self-discipline are

apparent in the people as a unit, and the very core

of their religious convictions is self-restraint.

The absence of anything like noisiness or excit-

ability strikes one the instant one moves about

among the viUages. The very children are curi-

ously quiet aiid gentle in their mode of play, and

they are miniatures of their elders in more

than their picturesque costume. The quiet

dignity noticeable comes from the best possible

influence, the parents having apparently little

trouble in training their children other than by

example of their own quiet and industrious

lives. There is something unutterably pathetic

to those who live in this wrangling, noisy world

of the nineteenth century, to see the women

and the children of the Dukhobors quietly and

silently bearing, with a great patience, the load

that is laid upon their shoulders. The innate

dignity of the women and their uncomplaining,

untiring patience, have perhaps been the reason

that they have had strength given them to en-

dure to the end, trials that their magnificent

physique could not alone have enabled them to

withstand. They are a great people—that is

undeniable; and while they are the children of

the soil, they are the aristocracy of the soil,

people who, to use Ruskin's words, have found

that 'all true work is sacred, and in all good
hand-labor their is something of divineness.'

Their hand-labor is marvellous, from the finest

embroidery to the building and plastering of

their houses. The situation that the majority

found themselves placed in, was one which

called for decisive action, and the Dukhobor
women, as all great-hearted women must, rose

to the occasion, and it is to them, as it were
to the great pioneer women of our country,

that we are to look for the best results in the

settlements of our Dominion. The men of each

community were called upon to hire themselves

out as farm laborers and railway navvies. The

distances in the west are enormous, and it

meant simply the exodus of the men from the

villages, and absence that was to be counted

by weeks or months. Then too, in a village of

perhaps a hundred and twenty souls, they might

have a yoke of oxen or one pair of horses, and

these were to plough and carry lumber for the

frames of houses, and more than all, transport

flour from a great distance to feed the com-

munity. The question was a grave one; win-

ter comes quickly in these latitudes. But the

question was answered by the women, who
turned to, and helped the few men left in the

village to build the houses, and not only trod

the mortar and used their hands as trowels,

but carted the logs, drawing them for miles

with the aid of two simple little wooden wheels

which were no bigger than those of a child's

go-cart. The earth for the mortar was carried

on their backs in baskets woven of willow, or

in huge platters hewn out of the logs: the

water being carried at times for half a mile in

two buckets, hewn like the platters, out of

trunks of trees and hung at the end of a long

sapling. A deep trench was dug and by the

edge sat a score of women less strong than

their Spartan sisters, chopping with a rude

hatchet hay or grass, to mix with the water in the

trench or pit. Bucket after bucket of water

was poured in from the primitive wooden pails,

while six women with skirts kilted up nearly

to the waists, trod the mortar until it was as

smooth as paste. Another gang of women
carried it in wooden troughs to the houses,

where six or eight others plastered the logs,

both inside and out, with the cold clay paste.

The neatness of the work was astonishing, for

while in some cases logs large enough to build

a log house were to be found, in others the

walls had to be woven out of coarse willow-

branches, the upright posts alone being of suf-

ficient strength to support the roof of sods,

(two layers) laid on with a neatness and preci-

sion that is seldom seen in this country, and

the walls of the houses themselves were not

only stuffed with clay, but presented, both in-

side and out, as smooth a surface as if a trowel

of a first rate plasterer had been at work. In

many places these people had neither tools

nor nails, and the carpentering-work of the

interior of the houses is a marvel of ingenuity."

Genius in Distress.—Homer was a beggar;

Terence was a slave; Paul Borghese had four-

teen trades, yet starved with them all; Tasso

w'as often distressed for five shillings; Ben-

[
tivoglio was refused admittance into a hospital
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he had himself erected; Bacon lived a life of

distress; t>iV Walter Raleigh died on the scaf-

fold; Spenser died in want; Milton sold his

copyright of " Paradise Lost " forlifteen pounds,

at three payments, and finished his life in ob-

scurity; Dryden lived in poverty and distress;

Steele lived a life of perfect warfare with

bailitfs; Goldsmith's " Vicar of Wakefield " was

sold for a trifle to save him from the grip of

the law; Fielding lies in the burying ground of

the English factory at Lisbon, without a stone

to mark the spot; Savage died in prison at

Bristol, where he was confined for the debt of

eight pounds; Butler lived a life of penury and

died poor; Chatterton, the child of genius and

misfortune, destroyed himself.

—

Church Weekly.

Comforter—Advocate.

"He shall give you another Comforter, that

he may abide with you forever." John xiv. 16.

The word "comforter" does not convey to our

minds the meaning of the original word which
it is intended to translate. The Greek is par-

aclete, some one called to one s side to assist

him, or plead his cause, especially in a court

of justice, hence "advocate." There is no

office better known in Oriental lands, or to

which there is more constant resort, than that

of paraclete. No one would ever think of

asking for a wife for himself. He must always

have a go-between to plead his cause and re-

count his excellence. I was paraclete hundreds

of times for my poor oppressed Syrians. When
they wished their cause to be laid plausibly

before those over them in authority, they used

to approach me through some intermediary

who, they believed, had influences with me.
Many a time I was urged to assist the people

in shady transactions, but often they came to

me when cruelly wTonged, and I was glad to

aid them. There was always much difficulty

in getting from the people a clear and straight-

forward statement; and it was no easy matter
to construct a simple narrative out of the

tortuous and passionate pleadings of the poor
illiterate folk, and my business was to get hold

of the facts, and place them dispassionately

before the authorities, supported by any ev-

idence I could obtain, and by all the authority

I could bring to bear on the question. Jesus
had been Paraclete to his followers, and would
still remain their mediator between them and
the Father; but as He was going away. He
would send another Paraclete, who would take
his place with them, aid them in adjusting

their minds to spiritual truth, and so bring

their cause to Him, and through Him in a man-
ner acceptable to God.

Christ thus takes the common function of
advocate known to every Oriental, and by means
of it teaches them the work of the Holy Spirit,

who should remain with them, an abiding light,

making the way clear through all the tangled
maze of earthly existence.— The Armory.

" What an unspeakable blessing it is to the

poor, dependent children of the Church of
Christ to feel his presence among them—to

feel his spirit as precious ointment poured
forth; this far exceeds any preaching of the

Word—for then the great Minister of ministers

is giving them the bread and wine of his own
kingdom whjph is not of this world, and has
none of the wisdom of this world in it."

—

Sarah
Emlen.

Ohio Yearly Meeting.

A correspondent in attendance at the late

.\nnual Gathering, held at Barnesville, writes
" We feel to have had a week of many favors,

indeed, much to enjoy. The meeting was
smaller than usual, many vacant places of our

dear aged friends called loudly to us, perhaps

more so than their voices could have done.
" When we first came together Seventh-day

morning, 1 think there was a general sense of

loneliness, not a single minister from other

Yearly Meetings ; our old I'Yiends said the

first time they ever remembered such to be

the case. [A minister from North Carolina

arrived at a later meeting.]
" It was most impressive and instructive, how

the Head of the Church did seem to be with

us in a special manner, tendering our hearts

together, causing us to feel such individual

responsibility that we must not depend on

others but must go direct to the Fountain

Head for ourselves.
" This feeling seemed to be with us to an un-

usual degree, during the various sittings, so

that I think I may say many of us who are

younger, especially felt we had never sat a

more strengthening and helpful Yearly Meet-

ing.
" Perhaps it was in accordance with His wise

plan that we should be left without outside

help this once, that we might feel our own
strength."

For a more detailed account of Ohio Yearly

Meeting, a member has sent us the following

report from The Barnesville Republican, as in

his judgment " quite good and nearly correct."

The followers of Fox again assembled at the es-

tabhshed place of their annual gathering. While
they are perhaps fewer in numbers than some-
times, they seem imbued with a fervent desire

to maintain unstained the precious principles left

them as an inheritance by their fore fathers, who
suflfered, many of them, even unto death, rather
than give them up. While the fathers and mothers
in Israel have many of them been called from
works to rewards, the large attendance of young
members who take active interest indicates that

there will be a succession of standard-bearers.
Seventh-day. —The business of the day was chief-

ly the reading of epistles from the Yearly Meetings
with which we correspond, excepting the one from
Kansas, which has not been received. All con-
tained much brotherly counsel. The Canadian
brethren deplored the war in which our country
was engaged, but expressed thankfulness that
theirs was at peace, and declared that Britain should
not stain her hands with the blood of Africa. New
England spoke of the bountiful harvest, yet the
laborers were few, and prayed that the Lord ot

the harvest would send more laborers into his vine-
yard. Western Yearly Meeting admonished all

that they must be baptized by the Spirit before
they can become the chosen vessels of God. iowa
expressed a belief that the fraternal greetings of
the different meetings are productive of good, en-
couraging and strengthening each other in best
things. Committees were appointed to essay re-

plies to the epistles, after which the meeting ad-
journed to eleven o'clock Second-day morning.

First-day morning.—The well-known voice of
Benjamin Brown, of North Carolina, first broke
the stillness, beginning with the text, "Out of
Egypt have I called my son, " showing how God
was calling all to come out of Egyptian darkness
of sin into his marvellous light. Enlarging, he
dwelt with power upon the fundamental principles
of Quakerism. William Test, of Iowa, in the voice
of prayer, entreated all to a greater willingness to
submit themselves a living sacrifice, wholly accept-
able to God. Hannah Stratton repeated the text,

"All Scripture is given by inspiration of God and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correc-
tion, for instruction in righteousness; that the man
of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto

all good works," yet showing that the mere litei

ry knowledge of the Scriptures cannot contain t

saving power of grace. Jacob Maule spoke oft

wonderful miracles recorded in the Scriptures a

that they were given for our good. Referring
one who had endeavored to despise tlu-m and
unsettle the minds of others, how he had died
he had lived, without hope and without (lod, a

expressing the belief that we should not jud

him, but rather pity those of his household w
mourn without hope.

First-day afternoon. — Supplication was ma
that the high and holy One might look down fn

his throne of grace and remember our weakn
and infirmities, and strength was besought to i

with patience the race that is set before us. JosI

Smith began with the language, " Oh, that I mi|

die the death of the righteous and that my lat

end maybe like his," adding, ".Such, I trust,

the desire of every thoughtful person now prese
but we must live the life of the righteous and m
learn to know Him whom to know is eternal I

No man can save his brother nor give Him a r

som for his soul, but all must look to Him m

holds the keys to eternity. The days once wi

when the law was handed down from the lips

priest.s and recorded on tablets of stone, but n

they are written on the heart. Elwood Conra
voice was next heard, expressing a fear that th

were some present who were living in the wo
without God, and what would be their condit
if the summons should come, " This night thys
shall be required of thee." The sacrifice of Ch
without the gates of Jerusalem was an atonem
for sin, that all who believed on Him mighi
saved. But the prince of our soul's destruc
is well content if we profess a form of religion

bring not forth works meet for repentance.
therFowler in gentle tones entreated all to so
that when the solemn summons comes they
be prepared to enter into the joy of the La
Benjamin Brown supplicated that the seed so

this day might fall on good ground and spring
into everlasting life.

The representatives reported the name of Natl

R. Smith for clerk, and James Walton for assist

for men's meeting, and Sara N. Hobson clerk, i

Miriam Dewees assistant, which was satisfact

to the meeting, and they accordingly occupy tbi

stations. The epistle from Kansas now being pi

ent was read to the satisfaction of Friends. 1

meeting then entered into the state of society

the reading of the queries and answers from a
of the Quarterly Meetings, which demonstra'
that while Friends are steadfast in maintain
their fundamental principles, yet there were so

shortcomings in minor points, which was the cai

of much concern among consistent Friends,
wood Conrad, with convincing strength, defent

the plainness of dress and address, stating t

" if we will weigh the objections advanced by so

in the balance of righteousness, I can express!'

no other words but an unwillingness to co

under the cross of Christ, and if we hope to re

with Him we must suffer with Him."
The report of the primary school commit

showed that there were 526 children of school
in Ohio Yearly Meeting, the majority of whom h

attended Friends' schools. The committee
encouraged to diligence in its duty and an apj

priation of two hundred and fifty dollars was m
for its use.

Benjamin Brown spoke earnestly of need of I

Friends, how that their light should shine
they not be ashamed to show before the wi

their faith in the principles they profess, how
in the bloody rebellion of Ireland only one Fri

lost his life, and he put on a military uniform,
the Lord will keep, as it were, in the hollow o
hand, all who put their trust in Him, adding
he had travelled much in this land and had ah
been treated with respect, though his ga;rb

simple and plain ; that the world needs our pr

pies as much as it has ever done.
Third-day.—The proceedings of the day

largely reports from various committees. 1

reading the notices of deceased ministers an
ders the committee for distribution of appr
writings of Friends reported progress in theVr v

and asked for $100 for its use the comin;g
Benjamin Brown asked all young members' to

those writings, so as to be well informed a s t

reasons for the origin of our Society.

The report of the Boarding School showed
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a prosperous condition, having a comfortable
ice in favor of the past school year,

e minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings showed
hat body had sent the following cablegram to

rican delegatesat the peace conference at The

^e desire your encouragement, and crave for

le assistance in your efforts for arbitration."

which the following reply was received :

incere thanks for your sympathy and encour-
:ent."

;h encouragement was given towards the daily

ng of the Scriptures. William Test said that

irents should collect their families and read
criptures, not as a form, but as a duty to their

ies and their God.
o ministers were liberated to pay a visit to

^fomen's Meeting. The visit was felt to be a

of favor.

urth-day.—The public meeting to-day was
ibly one of the most favored of the session,

t truly seemed as though the Divine presence
1 be felt by many. Peter Dyer asked all to yield

2 invitation :
" Come ye to the waters, and he

lath no money, come ye, buy and eat
;
yea,

;, buy wine and milk without money and with-

irice." David Holloway quoted, "God, who
ndry times and in divers manners spake in

past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in

; last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom
lath appointed heir of all things, by whom also

lade the worlds." "For God so loved the

i that He gave his only begotten Son, that

loever believeth on Him might live ;" and said

jelief is what we stand most in need of, and
we must become in a childlike condition be-

ive can be taught by the great Teacher. Ben-
1 Brown said that Friends should speak in

ience to the Divine will, and that " we some-
i feel that for Zion's sake we cannot hold our
e, and for Jerusalem's sake we cannot rest un-

y righteousness hath gone forth to enlighten
rorld." After defending earnestly the position
riends in regard to baptism and resurrection,

lid that all should make their calling and elec-

sure so that it might be with us as it was with
;o whom he referred, who, when on his death-
had no concern for himself, for his work had
done, and well done, in the daytime, adding,

ive never meet agaui in this world, may we all

srmitted to meet in that better world, for if we
villing to wear the cross we will surely wear
:rown." Elwood Conrad petitioned that all

It learn to walk in the high and holy way of
:ross, "for as high as the heavens are above
:arth, so are my ways higher than your ways,
1 the Lord." Hannah Stratton spoke to the
Lg, believing that there were some present who
; willing to make sacrifice to their God, realiz-

hat we have here no continuing city. If it was
ssary for King David, the royal psalmist, to

"Cleanse me from secret faults," is it not
h more necessary for us earnestly to prepare
. blessed eternity, when this corruptible should
an incorruption and this mortal immortality ?

b Maule reminded all of the prayer of Christ
a He prayed that we might all be one, desiring
we might all be of one mind and walk close to

, so that we may be filled with the knowledge
s will. A petition followed to the great Head of
"hurch to remember this once highly favored
)le and bring them back to their ancient faith-

;ss. Sarah Ann Hobson desired that we might
jverlook the still small voice which reproves
)r every sin.

fth-day.—The day was devoted largely to con-
fine reports of committees. The one having
of some Indians in Iowa reported improve-

t among them, and requested to be released,
:h was granted. The committee to settle with
surer showed a balance of $180.08 in his hands,
asked for an appropriation of $450.00 for the
ling year. The trustee of Robert Miller's leg-
showed I345 90, accrued interest, to be used
:ducational purposes where needed. The epis-
ommittee produced replies to those received,
:h were read and approved. James Henderson
ed that we might all work our soul's salva-
with fear and trembling. William Test, with

.t tendemess, spoke to all, encouraging all to
ter faithfulness in the maintenance of their
ciples. Benj. Brown expressed thankfulness
leing thus favored to meet together and trans-
n harmony the business of the Church, and

prayed that we might be kept under a feeling of
Divine Presence. The meeting adjourned to meet
at the same time and place ne.xt year, if so per-
mitted.

For "Thk Kuiknd.'

CHRISTIAN LOVE.

Hy k. C. Johnson.

" Love is fulfilling of the law,"

Wrote the Apostle Paul,
" And gospel, too," adds William Penn,

Thus wide encircling all,

When full it reigns within the heart

Is saved from sin's enthrall.

" By this shall men most surely know
Ye my disciples are,

If ye have love," said Christ our Lord,

Our Light, our risen Star.

For God is love, whose saving grace

Is shed on near and far.

And if our gathering to-day

Is in true Christian love

Our souls are linked with that high throng

Who swell the strains above.

If from each soul the prayer shall rise

For Christion love's increase,

'Twill help waft toward that blessed goal,

Where war and strife shall cease.

Spiritual Life is that which distinguishes

man from the lower animals, and that which

man has in likeness with God. All the lower

animals have physical life, the life of the body.

All the lower animals have intelligent life.

Though we call this, on the one hand, reason,

or, on the other hand, instinct; we cannot de-

fine the line between the two, so that a child

or the wisest men can distinguish it. Man
alone, while having physical and intellectual

life has also spiritual life (not the religious

sense merely, but spiritual life), that which

enables him to conceive of spirit, to think of

spirit, to commune with spirit, to reach out

after union with spirit. This is the one sure

line which separates the lowest and most prim-

itive, or most degraded, of men from the best

and most highly trained of the lower animals.

In the possession of "spiritual life" man is

formed in the image or likeness of God. In

the recognition and cultivation of his spiritual

life man employs and develops his God-like

nature. A man may train and develop his

physical nature so as to be the champion ath-

lete of the city or country or universe, and

yet be only on the plane of the bull or kine or

elephant. A man may train and develop his

intellectual nature, even on the religious side,

and yet be nothing more than an intellectual

animal, informed about the Bible as a book, and

at the very front in all questions of higher or

lower criticism, and ready to discuss the world's

religions as the world's religions, yet without

having exercised or brought into play his

spiritual life or nature. The man who wants

to cultivate his spiritual life, to be dominated

by it, to manifest it to others, to be in closer

fellowship with God, and to be more like God,

can do so, will do so, and others will be aware

of that fact. There are men who have cared

for and developed their bodies so that their

physical power manifests itself, who have

trained and exercised their minds until their

intellects are superior, yet whose spiritual life

is prominent above all because it is most valued

and most exercised. We ought to be that

sort of persons, and yet more so. That should

be our direction of aspiration and of striving.

—

S. S. Times.

For "The Friend."

A Day in Holland. •

This little narrative will tell of one day's ob-

servation in Holland. Our party consisted of

seven young or youngish men from the staid

old city of Brotherly Love. We had two days
before wandered around Rotterdam and looked
at the house where Erasmus was born. We
had seen men push milk or bread carts, with
dogs harnessed underneath the carts, the an-

imals pulling away in honest business fashion

to help the men. In Rotterdam dogs are not
just kept to be looked at, but are compelled to

work for their living like the rest of us.

Then too, we had been at The Hague, that

beautiful residence city, the capitol of Holland.

The brick work in the big public buildings looks

just as good as new, although about six hun-
dred years old. The little tjueen's Palace is

not such a grand building after all. We had
seen the Art fJallery with some of the marvel-

lous productions of Paul Potter and Reubens.

We had driven down miles of beautiful streets,

with the lazy canals in the centre, and with

delightfully broad, comfortable old residences

on either side. The views in these streets are

softened by rows of stately trees, the deep
shadows of which are reflected in the somber
waters they guard. We had been out into

the woods or park of The Hague, where all

kinds of vehicles are propelled over the

straight, level roads for miles under the fine

old trees, and where the forest or flower-bor-

dered highways disappear into a point as you
look up or down the charming vistas.

What much interested us in Holland is that

nearly everything is " spick and span " clean.

The people everywhere are washing. I have
seen men rubbing down the outside wall of a

three-story house with soap and water ; and a
woman mopping up the gutter in front of her

home with a big towel!

The particular morning I tell about found

us in Amsterdam. This old city lies a few
miles from the Zuyder Zee, on a broad river

which admits large ocean steamships to the

quays. The city has about 375,000 people.

Its principal streets are laid out almost parallel

to each other, with wide canals in the middle,

many of which are thronged with all sorts of

craft of unfamiliar designs. Many of these

vessels seem to be the h^mes of the families

of those who manage them, and on their decks

the little folks romp, and play and swing just

as if on land. Busy little tugs shoot here and

there on their various errands. Numerous
iron or stone bridges cross the canals at inter-

secting streets. Many of them are draw-

bridges of novel construction. The water in

the canals looks black and greasy. There is

little current, and occasionally a disagreeable

smell suggests the impression that maybe it is

not altogether healthy. However, the people

look pretty hearty, so I presume the sanitary

arrangements of the city are good.

The houses and shops of .Vmsterdam are

mostly from three to five stories in height,

each front presenting at the top a gable more
or less elaborate, the whole eff"ect frequently

being quite stately and handsome. Here, as

in other cities of the Netherlands, we noticed

that many of the front walls lean out towards

the streets, as if they had been forced from

the perpendicular by the foundations yielding

in the soft soil. The windows are generally
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very broad, with plate glass ; and have Vene-

tian blinds outside the sash and not within as

we used to see in .America years ago.

.After breakfast we sallied forth through

busy streets, which are lined with names of

firms and localities, which seem as it were jaw-

breaking in their lack of vowels and their exces-

sive length. The Dutch language is portentous

to a foreigner. .After sundry incjuiries of police-

men, and more or less wild gesticulations, we
reached the steamboat landing in good time.

Our destination was the Island of Marken.

Soon after leaving the pier we went through

a lock which let us down into a canal at the

level of the ocean, and along this water we
wended our way through a typical Holland

country. (Jreat dykes kept the canal in place,

and for miles on one side of us the land lay

from five to twelve feet below the surface of

the water. On both sides extended broad acres

of green pasture land, dotted with thousands

of Holstein cattle or gentle sheep. The fields

were separated by little ditches. Indeed, Hol-

land looks like this everywhere we have been
;

a dead level of rich gi-een with straight ditches

and nothing above except the lovely rows of

trees growing on the dikes. But I must not

forget the red tile roofs of the quaint old farm
houses which peep out of the masses of foliage

that surround them. Nor must we forget the

windmills which dot the landscape in every

direction. Here and there the traveller will

notice an extra massing of the trees out on

the horizon, from the midst of which will rise

a graceful spire ; and he knows that this marks
a village, and that if he once gets under those

trees he will find some of the most picturesque

streets, and funniest little old houses and most
interesting people he ever came into contact

with.

At the first village we stopped long enough
to see some of the sights: the street was
probably twenty-five feet wide and was densely

shaded, having a canal on one side and strange

cottages on the other, surrounded by cute lit-

tle flower gardens. The choice scenes up and
down the cross-ditches, the cottages, the trees,

the lights and shadows all made ideal views

for the kodak friends of the party. We went
into a cheese factory. First we passed through
the proprietor's hallway back into the factory,

which in the winter is» used as a stable. The
stalls were at this time of year nicely painted

and the floors sanded or covered with oil-cloth

in the most artistic fashion, and everything
wonderously clean. The pine-apple cheeses
are made in moulds and the print secured by put-

ting them into a net before being pressed in the

mould, then the form of the net is thus pressed
into the soft cheese, so securing the appear-
ance of a pine-apple to the finished product.

In this village we noticed what we had seen
elsewhere in Holland. The women wear a
head-dress, made of what might be described

as a sort of brass shield or cap, which extends
on both sides of the head over the ears. In

front over the temples are little things that
look like small brightly polished brass flags,

which give a most novel appearance to the

face. The whole arrangement is surmounted
by a,white muslin cap, the cut of which seems
to vary according to the taste or fancy of the
wearer. The remainder of the women's dresses
is frequently almost as unique.

Very funny sights were presented as our

steamboat pushed along. One I recall—that

I

of a big fat man in a good sized row-boat, ly-

ing back in the stern thereof, surrounded by
fishing tackle and a variety of other things

' connected with creature comfort. He was
evidently out for a holiday. He was being

pulled along at a lively rate by a slender, poor
little old man, who had the other end of the

tow-rope wound around his neck, and who
trudged along with a smiling countenance as

if he thought he had rather a good sort of job

after all!

.A.S we went towards Marken we noticed the

steps leading down to the canal opposite the

farm-house. At these places there would very

likely be a round-faced, brown-armed, stout

Dutch girl, washing up kettles and pans in the

quiet water, with a vigor and energy that be-

tokened a sturdy race. She would coolly watch
us as we passed, never ceasing the active

scrubbing which was making her brass uten-

sils glisten in the summer sun.

Towards noon we reached Monnikendam.
Here we took about a mile's walk through the

village. It looked like any other Dutch town,

but was particularly memorable to us because
of the crowd of boys our party got about them.
This was accomplished by tossing Dutch cents

into, the crowd of youngsters, and it was great

fun to watch them scramble for the prizes.

The charm to the Americans was founded on
two things : first, to hear the wild clatter of

the wooden shoes as the boys rushed over the

pavements after the money ; and secondly, to

see the said wooden shoes and their active

owners mixed up in inextricable confusion as

they struggled for the coppers. As we steamed
away from Monnikendam the happy children

raised a farewell song in an unknown tongue,

and their childish voices made a most pleasant

adieu.

Our next point was Marken, it being a small

island out in the Zuyder-Zee. You enter the

little port through a mass of jet black rigging,

for the inhabitants are great fishermen. Mar-
ken is one of the most noteworthy places in

Europe ; here the people have probably re-

tained the ancient ways and dress to a larger

extent than any other place near or in civiliza-

tion. The visitor is suddenly introduced into

the sights and conditions of centuries ago.

At the wharf were crowds of children in the

strangest costumes imaginable. Their head-

dress was a sort of turban. The bodies were
like those one sees in pictures of many cen-

turies past. The frocks bulged out in the most
ridiculous fashion. The boys wore just as re-

markable attire. Up to six years of age the

boys and girls dress alike, all wear funny little

caps and bodices, and immense bloomers. The
difference in the whole outfit is that the boys
have a little colored spot in the top of their

caps, whilst the girls have none. The effect

of the whole thing is enhanced by the brilliant

coloring of the children's clothing.

Nor are their elders any less picturesque in

their attire. The men wear gay shirts, and
bloomers as large as can be conceived of. The
women's headgear is very elaborate, whilst

their gay dresses and big aprons, and short

frocks, and wooden shoes make them a sight to

behold. Their houses are strange places. You
go into a front room where the walls are hung
thick with decorated plates—real Delft-ware,

not to be purchased for any sum; and one

would think one's self in a china shop.
'

furniture is very, very old. But the beds

the strangest things of all. They are bi

back in the wall, just like good sized clos(

about four feet above the floor, and open i

the room through a double door about four

four feet in size. Back in this sort of clos(

amidst feather beds and sheets, these strai

people sleep. Sometimes under the big bed

closet, is a little one for the children,

make up for these most unhygienic sleep

places, it may be said that the houses

scrupulously clean, the walls being quite pre

and the floors nicely sanded.

Whilst we were among the people of Mark
we noticed that they are very Industrie

Down on the wharfs and canal banks,

women were helping the men at the hard

work. All were engaged in loading hay.

other places I observed the women or yoi

girls pulling boats along, or rowing, and ha
ling their craft with great dexterity.

Our party of seven had five kodaks. Th
were used liberally, but the effects were vi

ous on some of the victims. The momen
group of the natives would discover a ko(

coming down the street, the people wo
scatter and run, except that in one village

'

women were evidently quite flattered becai

of such attention, and kindly stood whilsl
" snap shot " was taken. I caught one or t

babies in arms in this way, with their in

scribable dresses. The proud mothers w
like mothers everywhere—glad to have th

little ones noticed. But the men especis

objected to have their pictures carried av

by such intruders as ourselves. As they worl

they would keep very alert, and call to th

friends when seeing the latter in danger
being photographed. Sometimes they v]g

ously expostulated—one ran at me and put

hat in front of the camera; another rushed

one of our party with a pitchfork ; under st

circumstances they seemed quite excited i

would call out " Nay, nay." I confess t(

respect for their feelings when I saw th

worried about my camera; but others were:

so troubled. Still we all secured some r

pictures, for a kodak does its work very quid
The little voyage from Marken to .Amsterd

was accomplished in due time, and as we t

evening sat down to dinner, we declared c

selves pleased with our rare and delightful I

perience. On our way up to the hotel i

stopped to do some shopping. This is

bewildering matter in Holland. In calculat|

cost and comparing with American money,
has to do a great deal of thinking at first,

takes one hundred cents to make a guilde|

a guilden being equal to about forty cen1«jl

United States money, and the beginner is i

palled when for instance he is charged twij

cents for a car-ride. But he soon learns

a Dutch cent is worth only four-tenths of
|

cents, and that charges are not so high a?i

all.

The fitness of some things does not sen
get into a Hollander's head, from our puin

view. Thus, when I retired at the close nt

day which is above described, I found in

room and on my couch a great mass of

clothing which it was a weariness to con n-

plate. So out into the hall I carried M
feather covers each about three inches tlit

and sundry other things wherewith to 1^
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jelf warm ; until the pile was nearly as big
ny bed, and half as high as myself. Why
38 people think it necessary to" supply such
intains of covering in mid-summer, is in-

iprehensible to the American mind!
lut in turn our party of seven seems to
Drise these Hollanders, in one way at least,

r or wines are considered part of the dinner
lunch, and sometimes served gratis. We
refuse the mild intoxicants and ask for
er. I am glad we can thus so testify to
cause of temperance. But why a party of
Qg men all neglect beer or wine, and ac-
ly are willing to pay for water, seems quite
mprehensible to the average foreign waiter.

Wm. C. Allen.

The Muncy Friends' Meeting.

[iree miles north of Muncy, in the village

'ennsdale, stands the stone meeting-house
;he Religious Society of Friends. This
mer it completes its one hundredth year.
m scarcely fail to be interesting to anyone
is interested in anything beyond his own
onal wants. The geologist must notice at
I the fine limestone and splendid fossil rocks
s century old walls. The ornithologist and
nist may refresh their souls together in the
e that slopes from the house to the road,
lovers of beautiful scenery have the meet-
louse itself, the Bald Eagle mountains to
west and the long narrow valley, between
-lapping foothills, leading north to the
itains in the blue distance. The historian
i better than any of these, and the poet
of all, for the latter adds imagination and
Dg to his facts.

st back of the meeting house, and'sur
ded by a low stone wall, is the burying
nd. Here, within hearing of the voices of
longregation, lie the ashes of the pioneers
;e memory is sacred to their descendants.
:e treaty of Fort Stanwix, 1768, opened
ivay for the peaceful settlement of the
try along the West Branch of the Susque
a, and settlers flocked into it from various

the last quarter of the last century William
came from Philadelphia to this neighbor-

,
to survey the land for Samuel Wallace,

as attracted by the beauty of the country
the richness of the soil, and purchased a
for himself.

ere may have been Friends here before him,
t was not until 1786 that he married and
?ht his wife to a temporary home near Wolf
House, which he built later. In 1786
imin Warner, great-grandfather of Thomas
/'arner, of Muncy township, settled with
imily on a farm between Hughesville and
sdale.

mes Kitely, another great-grandfather of
las A. Warner; Jesse Haines, grandfather
le late Jesse Haines, and James Ecroyd,
ifather of the present James Ecroyd, came
after, but the exact date of their arrival I

not been able to learn,
ere were also many other Friends who
lipped in the log meeting house which
on the site of the present one, but as their
ndants have moved away or left the society,
memory is not so especially cherished in
eighborhood as of those mentioned.

j

Buel Wallace, who lived near where Hall's
m now is, was by far the wealthiest of

|

these Friends, and, wishing to have the meeting
near his home, built a stone meeting house, at
his owTi cost, not far from that place. This,
however, was not convenient for the P'riends
at Pennsdale and eastward, for the roads were
poor, carriages almost an unknown luxury and
saddle horses insufficient to carryall who wished
to attend. Besides, much of the primeval for-

est was still standing, and wild animals and
Indians had by no means vanished. So the
Muncy Friends (as those living at Pennsdale
were then and are still called) petitioned the
Quarterly Meeting, in Philadelphia, for a meet-
ing house of their own, and the present struct-
ure was built in answer to their request, on
land obtained from John Carpenter.

Until 1799 Muncy Friends had belonged,
officially, to Exeter Meeting, in Berks County,
and afterwards to Catawissa Meeting, in Col-
umbia County, but in that year they were
granted a Monthly Meeting of their own, and
reported directly to the Quarterly Meeting, in

Philadelphia, as they continue to do.

William Ellis, grandfather of the late Jesse
Haines, was the first clerk of this Meeting and
the earliest minutes are in his handwriting.
These records have been deposited for safe
keeping in the fireproof record room of the
Friends' Library, in Philadelphia.

The Meeting was liberally supplied with minis-
ters in those days, when three very able ones oc-
cupied the highest seats. These were Jesse
Haines, Mercy Ellis, wife of William Ellis, and
Elizabeth Kitely, wife of James Kitely.

Friends' houses were smaller then than now,
but their hospitality was larger. A guest at
the home of William Ellis records that the
evening before Monthly Meeting about twenty
Friends from a distance alighted at William
Ellis' door, and were comfortably entertained
for the night. This was no uncommon oc-

currence.

The early Friends also set a high value on
education, and a Friends' school was established

very soon and is still kept up. Apparently
more was expected of children then than now,
for once, when William Ellis was away from
home, he wTote to his wife that he had been
thinking that their four-year-old daughter
Molly ought to know pretty well how to spell

by that time. Those children who went to West-
town Boarding school, in Chester County

—

where most Philadelphia Friends have been
educated for the last hundred years—travelled

as far as Philadelphia on horseback. Friends,
both men and women, who attended Quarterly
and Yearly Meetings in Philadelphia, travelled

there and back in the same way.
A few traditions and memories of those far-

off times are contained in books which are
private property, but one would give a great
deal for a complete picture of life in the
Friendly community in those old days.

If walls had tongues, as well as ears, what
interesting tales those old stones could tell.

—

Elizabeth Willits Warner in Muncy Luminary.

Items Concerning the Society.

In addition to the Monthly Meetings mentioned
last week, Henry T. Outland continued his religious

service in New Jersey, in meetings held last First-

day at Vincenttown in the afternoon, and in Mount
Holly in the evening. These seemed to be occasions
of Divine visitation.

A meeting to consider means of relief for the

Dukhobors in Manitoba, was held in Arch .Street
Meeting-house on Fifth-day evening the .'5th inst.
An address by Charles Khoads was read, recounting
their past and present condition, as may be found
on another page of this number. Jo.seph Elkinton
gave a brief but impre.ssive presentation of the
state of that people as he witnessed them in their
present places of abode. Their remarks, both in
the stearage of the four ships which he visited as
they reached the Canadian ports, and at religious
opportunities in their present abodes, were satis-
factory as to their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.
" A tormented people and driven from one place to
another, had been in a poor position to attend
schools." Twenty dollars was the fine imposed in
Russia "for three persons to be found together
reading the Scriptures." The instance of Moses
Brown was adduced, rendering his thank offering
to his Heavenly Father for the saving of his daugh-
ter, by proceeding to free his slaves; as a sugges-
tion to us to inquire and apply the answer to our
duty concerning this people in their distress, " what
shall I render unto the Lord for all his benefits to
me?"

William Evans continued the narrative of their
recent visit in Manitoba, and read interesting let-
ters from that quarter.

Several speakers made suggestions as to the
proper food to be furnished, and considerable ex-
pression was given in favor of our extending the
opportunity among those of other religious per-
suasions to join in contributing means of relief.

One Friend regarded this movement of the Dukho-
bors, as placing upon American soil "a great moral
question, inviting the interests of the civilized
world." Another called it "an object lesson to
this world, involving a Divine purpose for good to
our continent."

The meeting united in a proposition to recom-
mend to the committee of the Meeting for Suffer-
ings, now under appointment concerning the Duk-
hobors, to select out of each Monthly Meeting of
this Yearly Meeting suitable men and women to
solicit throughout our membership means to help
the 7,500 Dukhobors now in danger of destitution
of food through the winter, unless it is supplied by
those who are less in want.

Notes from Others.

The New York Times is responsible for the fol-

lowing anecdote: A small group of farmers were
gathered at the village store listening to the store-
keeper reading an account of the death of Robert
G. Ingersoll. When the reading was finished there
was a momentary hush, when one of the hearers,
who looked as though he might have been the origi-

nal of "The Man with the Hoe," said in a low,
musing tone, " For they are dead who sought the
young child's life."

Are young men and women not willing to begin
housekeeping on the plane upon which their fathers
and mothers began? Will the next war we fight in

this country be to free ourselves from the slavery
to things? It is true that what we need is eman-
cipation from the false standards that make per-

manent homes impossible to the innumerable thous-
ands who are thereby deprived of the sweetest ex-
perience of love and life because of the lack of a
fiome.

—

Ex.

The Atlantic Monlhhj, this month, has an inter-

esting and very ably written article, by H. D. Sedg-
wick, Jr., on "The United States and Rome." lU
thesis is the possibility, if not likelihood, that the
Papal church will after a time " control the religious

life of the majority of the American people," and
while—as is likely to be the case in an article deal-

ing with so great an array of facts—some of the
statements seem to us unjustified, the general ar-

gument contains many things that are startlingly

true.

—

Intelligencer.
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SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Post Office Department has been

informed by Mexico that a convention has been approved

by the Mexican Senate whereby a mutual exchange of

money orders will be carried on by the two countries.

StranRc as it seems, the United States Government has

not taken a complete accounting r>f the actual total weights

of the mail matter carried by it for over twenty years,

Colonel W. P. Hall, of the .Adjutant Generai's Depart-

ment, who has been on duty for several months in Porto

Rico, is in Washington on leave of absence. Colonel Hall

witnessed the terrible tornado which was so destructive of

life and property on the island, and speaks interestingly

of that calamity and of the distribution of the relief sup-

plies generously contributed by citizens of Philadelphia

and other sections of the United States. " The work of

administering relief to the people," said he, " has kept our

entire military force in Porto Rico busy. The task is

of enormous magnitude, and would be hard in any country,

but owing to the lack of roads on the island it is doubly

difficult. Communication from one point to another is by

means of bridle paths that are impassable in wet weather.

Thus the means of extending aid are limited by conditions

that the Americans cannot quickly remedy. Thousands of

poor wretches were left in a starving condition and a few
did actually starve to death before we could get them as-

sistance. When I left rations were being given to about

200,000 people, which is at least one-fifth of the entire

population of Porto Rico. The food that seems best

adapted to their needs is cod fish, beans and potatoes, and

very glad are the recipients of our bounty to get such

nourishing provisions. The common people down there in

ordinary times subsist largely on fruits and to an extent

that cannot be wholesome, for they have a cadaverous

complexion, and one might well describe them as having

an habitual hungry look."

The War Department has received from Generel James
H. Wilson a report on the provinces of Matanzas and Santa

Clara, Cuba. General Wilson says: "So far as I can dis-

cover, the Cuban people in the provinces of this depart-

ment are now as ready for self-government as they are

likely to be at any time in the near future. It is my de-

liberate judgment that any other course will involve un-

necessary delay, and will be accompanied by a further de-

creaife of that feeling of friendship and gratitude which
the Cuban people now entertain toward the United States,

as well as by a lack of confidence in the business future,

and by a continuance of the depression in the agricultural

and commercial interests of the island, if not, indeed, by
an actual increase of local disorder."

Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy was successfully

used by that inventor last week, in reporting the position

etc., of the competing yachts off Sandy Hook. Wireless

telegraphy also gave a signal proof of its success when on

the .5th inst. it was able to send from the ocean a denial

of the cruel rumor that the steamer Grand Republic had
sunk with all on board. It may be that the time is not

far distant when every ocean steamer will have a wireless

telegraph connection with the land, and thus be able to

communicate at all hours its exact position.

The income from the war revenue taxes of the United
States for the last fiscal year was $102,617,763. Over
$37,000,000 was obtained from stamp taxes.

American cotton mills employ 33,000 women.
The total value of the lumber annually manufactured in

the Northwest, including Michigan, Wiconsin and Minne-
sota, is $80,000,000.

A Chattanooga (Tenn.) plow company has received an
order from a Calcutta, India, sugar planter for a complete
outfit of sugar making machinery.
Among the work in hand by a Cincinnati manufacturing

company are a compound Corliss engine for China and a

complete saw mill outfit for New Zealand.

In Chicago a drainage canal contractor, who wanted
some money to pay his workmen on Seventh-day night,

found he had no paper on which to write a check. He
wrote a check on a shingle, using a big marking pencil,

and the check was cashed for $800.
Otto Grantz, the owner of the great gold mine near

Deadwood, South Dakota, has shipped a car load of ore to

Denver, which will give a return of about $8.5,000, the

richest car load ever shipped from the Black Hills. Two
armed guards accompanied the car to its destination.

The output of sardines on the Maine coast is likely to

be increased from 900,000 cans in 1898 to 2,000,000 cans
this year, in consequence of the introduction of a new
canning machine.

In Union County, Ga., there is not a bar room, and 75
per cent, of the people own their own homes. Only one
head of a family in the county seat does not own his home.
There is not a dollar of bonds on the county, and with the

tax rate three times larger this year than usual, the total

State and county tax amounts to only $1.15 on $100.
The American whaler Beluga, Captain Bodfish, has ar-

rived at San Francisco, fourteen days from Unalaska. Her
total catch was sixty-three whales. Besides her cargo of

oil she has on board 106,000 pounds of bone and nearly
200 valuable fur skins. The total catch of the other ves-
sels of the whaling fleet since the last report was twenty-
five whales. The collector of the port of Dutch Harbor
sighted the bark Alice Knowlet, with four whales, and the
Gay Head, with two whales Eighth Month 15th.

Gold, silver, steel, aluminum and lead, when immersed in

tauric acid, a new chemical discovery, become pliable

and ductile as putty.

Last year 5,200,000 pounds of aluminum, valued at

$1,716,000, were produced in the United States. The
value per pound was therefore 33 cents. In 1888 19,000
pounds of that metal were produced, valued at nearly
$3.33 a pound.

Professor Doremus says that the fire on the steamship
Leona, of the Mallory Line, could have been instantly ex
tinguished had the ship been equipped with wrought iror

receptacles holding liquefied carbonic acid gas. These
can be connected by pipes with the various small com
partments in the holds of ships in which the cotton, jute
or other combustible is stored, and the mere turning of
a stop-cock will fill the compartment with the acid gas,

and the fire is instantly extinguished. " Liquefied car-
bonic acid gas," he says, " is absolutely harmless, and
will not injure cotton or jute, or even clothing, silks or
satin. It is not unlike water, but its effect is immediate.
There has never been a fire at sea but could have been
prevented had this gas been used."

There were 428 deaths in this city last week, which is

64 more than the previous week and 21 more than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 228 were
males and 200 females : 58 died of consumption ; 33 of
pneumonia; 32 of heart diseases ; 24 of marasmus ; 20 of
apoplexy; 19 of cancer; 16of inflammation of the stomach
and bowels; 16 of uraemia; 12 of debility; 11 from cas-
ualties; 11 of cholera infantum; 10 of inflammation of the
brain; 9 of typhoid fever, and 8 of nephritis.

Markets, &c. — U. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg., HI a
UIJ ; coupon, 112 a 112|; new 4's, 130 a 130J; .5's,

lllj a 112; 3's reg., 107J a 107J, coupon, 108J a lOSf.
Cotton was steady on a basis of 7,'oC. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.60 a $3.85 ; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour.— $3.30 per barrel
for choice Pennsylvania. BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—$2.50 a
$2.60 per 100 pounds for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 38Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6Jc.; good, 5J a SJc; me-
dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4J a 4ic.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 3J aSjc; com., 2 a3Jc.; spring lambs, 4 J a .5Jc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6i a 7c.; others, 6J a 6|c.
Foreign.—On the 9th instant Lord Salisbury admon-

ished the House of Lords that " matters of grave moment "

await the coming session of Parliament, and Lord Devon-
shire in a speech said the situation is not more critical,

and that no irrevocable step will be taken by Great Britain
that may jeopardize a diplomatic adjustment of the issues.

The sum of two and a half millions of British gold is

reported to have been seized by the Boers while in transit.

This report is confirmed by a cablegram received by a
mining company in London from their representative that
the train upon which he was travelling from Johannes-
burg to Cape Town was held up and looted by Boers, who
secured $1,500,000 in gold, the amount being considerably
less than the original estimate. A special despatch from
Pretoria says the Transvaal Government has seized gold
to the value of $4,000,000, which is now lodged in the
State Mint. The Government, the despatch adds, will in-

demnify the banks to which the gold is consigned.
Recent advances in ocean freight rates are accounted

for by the fact that all available steamers have been
chartered by the British Government to transport troops
and supplies to South Africa.

The total quantity of diamonds found in 1898 in the
Transvaal was 22,843 carats, valued at £43,730 ($212,-

2.04).

The Venezuelan Arbitration Commission at Paris has
announced its unanimous decision over the boundary dis-

pute, fixing the lines, under which England secures most
of the territory claimed by Venezuela. This conclusion
causes much rejoicing in England, as the gold mines
worked by British subjects is included in the award to
British Guiana. It appears also to be satisfactory to the
Venezuelans, as they gain a much desired point of land.
The friends of arbitration rejoice that these desirable
esults are attained, and contrast the difference had the
ubject been decided by the sword.

A writer in an English magazine declares that the

average Englishman is a workingman earning $6 a ?

Dr. Sven Hedin has departed on a new expeditio

central Asia, and expects to be absent about two
]

and a half, chiefly in eastern Turkestan and northern T

The Russian Government will give his expedition

passage over the lines of railways and will provide

an escort of Cossacks whenever he may require then

Plans are being made for the construction of a ti

under the Hoogly River at Calcutta. The river at

point is about 36 feet deep, and according to one o:

plans, the tunnel will pass 12 feet beneath the bed o

river. The length of the tunnel proper will be 0,875

I. C. Monaghan, consul at Chemnitz, writes: "
Sil

and the Amur lands are rich beyond belief. Their

400,000 square kilometers (5,213,956 square miles]

inhabited by only 4,(XX),(X)0 souls. In recent years,

ever, the number of immigrants (400,000 last year^

been equalled only by the tide which poured int«

United States in the past This vast territory,

looked upon as a barren waste, is destined to be oi

the world's richest and most productive sections. In ni

em France wheat ripens in 137 days; in Siberia in

Even strong night frosts do not injure the young i

Under such conditions, the possibilities of agriculturi

practically unlimited. I may add that oats require in Sil

and the Amur country only 96 days, and in the rej

of the Yenisei only 107. The frost period lasts onl

days in the Irkutsk country."

Brazil's gold mines show an increasing yield.

An armistice of five days was arranged in Venei

pending a conference between the insurgents and

Government, on the 4th instant. President Andrade,

rumored, will resign, allowing the peaceful electio

General Castro to the Presidency. This plan would i

a military dictatorship. Several members of Presi

Andrade's Cabinet are leaving the country.

In Newfoundland an iron mine has just been discOT

containing 20,000,000 tons of rich ore under two feet of

RECEIPTS.

Received from George Sykes, Agent, England,

,

I5s. being 10s. each for himself, Mary Ashby, J

Anderson, Robert Bigland, John Bellows, R. B. Br

bank, Birminghan Friends' Reading Society, E. am
Brodrib, Robert H. Clark, A. Cheal, Stephan (_'iim

land, Thomas Francis, \Vm. Graham, VVm. B. (iibl

Jane Hall, Wm. Knowles, Hannah Knowles, \Vc

LeTall, Joseph Lamb, Anna Moorhouse, W,

McCheane, Wm. R. Nash, Daniel Pickard .Ge

Pitt, John Sykes, Eliza M. Southall, J. H. Sh

Isaac Sharp, James G. Smeal, James Stewart, (has

Thomson, John Wood, Lucy W. Walker, John

Walker, Francis E. Wright,' Wm. Williamson, I

K. Walkins, and 1.5s. for Frederick B. Sandy, anl

each for R. H. Dreaper and M. M. Monro; Sar«|

Darnell, N. J. ; Lydia H. Moorman, la.

t/S"Remiitances received after Tkird-dqy noon wi

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Co

wiil meet on the 20th instant, at 10.30 A. M. The

mittee on Instruction meet the same day, at 9 ,

Wm. Evans, Clt.

The House op Industry has removed from 11

Seventh St. to the southeast corner of Seventh and

Streets, where it hopes to open by the early p&
Twelfth Month.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Dukhoborti
Tenth Month 10th.

A.H.C.SIO; S.S. C.$10; H. F. C.$10; "A Fr

$nO; W. L. $20; S. N. R. $2; B. H. L. $

Friend " J12 ; J. I. G. $1000 ; E. L. S. $5 : T. E.

G. M . S. P. J. $10 ; E. R. $.5
; E. M. $1 ; F. S. $2

;

$5 ; n. J. B. $25 ; C. R. $.500 ; B. M. R. $o00 ; G. E
M. A. G. $5; G. F. $25; S. H. P. $50 ;

G. C. I

A. P. $10; C. P. $5; T. W. B.$500; M. D. A.

G. M. C. $1000; M. T. P. $5; Friends, Ohio Ti

Meeting per M. R. B. $308.60; H. H. $10.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 2.52 S. Front St.
'.

Died, at her residence, Portland, Oregon

Month 6th, 1S99, Rachel W. Heai.v, wiilow of J

Healy, in her eighty eighth year; a member
Mont'hly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

,"at her residence in Woodstown, N. J.,

.

B. Taylor, widow of Sheppard Taylor, Eighth 1

13th, 1899, in the seventy-ninth year of her age.

teemed member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Fi

"
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Christianity and War.

'e welcome to our columns the following

act from the Baltimore American, omitting

1 it the few lines which speak of war in

3 cases as " a necessary evil." On Chris-

grounds the writer could not say that we
Id desert Christ for expediency by meeting
with war. The Christian knows no higher
ssity than the law of Christ:

Few subjects present more difficulties to
'hristian teacher than war. Christianity
idically at variance with war. Christ's
bings breathe a spirit of peace and broth-
love in every line. There is not a text in

f his speeches that can be construed into a
flcation of war. He goes even so far as
•der that one who has been smitten shall
the other cheek to the smiter, or that he
has been robbed of his cloak shall sur-
er his coat also to the thief. When, there-
clergymen are compelled to reconcile the
ns of their governments in going to war
the basic principle of Christianity, they

I find themselves in a dilemma, and in at-
ting to explain, say foolish things. They
s of the war as a holy war, to distinguish
)m other wars that are nof holy, or they
Jod is on the side of the country's arms
ase it is a just war
?here never was a holy war, and it is safe
ly that there never has been an entirely
war. Holy is a misnomer when applied to

It implies that it is a religious war,
!i is a paradox, if by that is meant that
tianity is waging it. It is absurd to say
ion is doing that which it expressly for-
The name of religion has at times been

sed for that purpose, but names are often
to conceal an underlying purpose. Nor
correct to call a war just. Only compara-
r speaking may it be called so. Our re-
war with Spain was as nearly just as such
iflict can be; but in a dispute between two
ins or two nations, which are merely an
Bgation of persons, it is hazardous to say
either side is absolutely just.
Jhrist taught an ideal civilization. Some

men in all ages have accepted his teachings
literally, and have unavailingly attempted to
have their neighbors live up to them. Count
Tolstoi is making the attempt at this moment.
The most reasonable explanation seems to be
that He formulated a plan which can only be
fully realized when the human race has been
developed to its complete mental and moral
stature, and that He intended meanwhile that
his followers should have it always before
them as their ideal, which they must strive to
reach. For instance, there were just as good
men two thousand years ago as there are to-

day, but there were not so many good men by
many thousands. The increase was very grad-
ual for centuries, but it has been rapid during
the past hundred years.

" Every good man—every man who is men-
tally and morally developed to anything like

his full stature—forms a nucleus or center
about which gather others like himself. This
will account, in some measure, for the large
increase of superior men of the nineteenth
century, and it gives promise of an increase
during the next century of extraordinary pro-
portions. When the influence of such men
prevails, war will cease: or, in other words, the
principles of the Christian religion will over-
come the ambition, selfishness or fanaticism of
nations. No Christian man considers that he
is doing a service to Christianity by fighting

over a dispute, and it is rank inconsistency to
maintain that a nation is doing a service to re-

ligion by engaging in a war
It is misleading to speak of wars as Christian

or religious.

Shall an Applicant Join, the Society, or its

Principles ?

Except for the principle of "the immediate

and perceptible influence of the Spirit of Truth
"

the Society of Friends would not have come
into being—at least it did not, except with

that as its distinctive reason of existence. They
owned and took for granted the other gospel

and evangelical doctrines fundamental to the

universal church, and continued much more in

the life to hold them after being banded to-

gether in a special Society of Christ's church

in order to emphasize that most vitalizing, but

apparently overlooked principle. Accordingly

while a true member of the Society of Friends

could not spare one of the fundamental doc-

trines of the Christian church acknowledged

from the beginning, that one which called it

into existence and is our right to continuance

among so many churches, is that without which

member, or one proposing to be a member,

could not be a (Quaker, or honestly hold mem-
bership, or be accorded our name. Neither

could he, professing that alone, and denying

the other gospel doctrines. These he must
possess whether to be a Friend, or one of almost
any other evangelical denomination. But to

be added to the specific professors of the Di-

vine Spirit and Word as immediately manifested
to the individual, he must have added to his

faith the knowledge of this truth, which while

some individuals of other churches entertain

their church creeds are shy of it. This prin-

ciple being absent his title to our membership,
present or prospective, is extinct or blank, but

the other qualifications for membership suit-

able for other organizations may go on.

The confession " I love Jesus," added to an

application for membership, was suflicient sat-

isfaction to a committee to recommend that

the applicant be received. It was a good
confession, and sufficient for admission to sev-

eral churches. But no other specific reason

for membership in our profession appeared, and
her membership did not continue long. Re-
ports of hundreds this year dropping out from
Western meetings are published, accommodated
though thoa&jneetings are to that one ground of

membership. Evangelists divide detachments

ofi" to the name of Friends on no further ground

than what they can equally have the benefit

of under other names in their own neighbor-

hood. It is a mistake to divide churches to

add to our number, unless the new section is

to have something distinctive to stand for.

Present space forbids developing the sugges-

tion here entered upon, and we leave it as a

preface to further considerations.

Notes of a visit to the Dukhobor Villages in

Canada.

BV JOB S. GIDLEY.

Leaving the Swan River we rode a short
distance up the hill to Oswobozdenie village; and
while our drivers were pitching our tent for the
night, E. H. V., Alamanoflfsky, with a few
Dukhobors and myself, went a little further on
up the hill, to see some grain and garden veg-
etables which were growing there, that the

Dukhobors were anxious for us to inspect. We
saw one field of barley and quite a large field

of rye. Both were looking well, some of the
grain in the latter standing nearly up to my
shoulders.

Potatoes, beans, beet, carrots, onions and a
few other vegetables were seen, and all looked
in a thrifty condition, save a few of the tender
plants which had been nipped by the frost.

The small kind were all sown broad cast, and
the carrots much too thick. It was explained

to them through the interpreter that they

would be likely to succeed far better another
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year if they would plant these in rows or drills,

which suj^fjestion was listened to attentively.

Here was the first experience in canipinj; out

to some of our party. We all enjoyed it

however, and after having had a {;ood nifjht's

rest, and partaken of our niorninKmeal i)re|)ared

on the open prairie, we were refreshed and

strenjjlliened for the labors of the day. Having;

had a religious meeting;, which brought us all

into unity of spirit, and tendered our hearts,

we bade them farewell, and many were the kind

words spoken to us; and although in another

language, we fell we could understand the

spirit in which they were uttered.

.\ young Dukholior went to show us the

way to the next camp, estimated to be two or

three miles away. But one finds the estimates

are pretty sure to be less, rather than more than

the exact distance, as there are great many ins

and outs that are not fully considered in judging

of distances. This was found to be the case that

morning, for in one place we found a plowed

field across our trail which we had to go around,

and there were many hills along the stream

that had to be skirted, and it took some time

to cover the estimated distance. Finally, we
reached the top of a hill, a half mile or more
from the river, and in sight of the long looked

for Dukhobor settlement located near the

stream. Our drivers said "Our horses can
never go down this steep hill and get back

again." It was then concluded that our inter-

preter and myself should proceed on foot to

the village, while the rest waited with the teams
upon the hill. We found that most of the

people here landed in Halifax last winter, and
we had an opportunity of renewing our ac-

quaintance.

After spending a little time with them in a

social way, and having a religious opportunity,

we retraced our steps, feeling well paid for

having made the effort to see them. Reaching
the top of the hill we proceeded again on our.

way some six or seven miles farther down the

river, being guided by another young man.
We passed quite a number of Dukhobors, some
mowing, some raking, and others heaping up
the hay. (Prairie farmers call heaping, coiling.)

Still others were picking strawberries and
raspberries. Judging by observation one might
say that the men do the mowing, the women
the raking, and the young people the heaping
up of the hay. We found, on approaching the
river, that the next village was located upon
the south side. We drove near to the stream
on the north side, fed our horses, made a fire,

prepared and ate our dinner, then crossed the
stream and had a meeting, (alluded to in a

communication of E. H. V.)

We then moved onward towards the next
slopping place, where we spent the night. It

was this place where E. H. V. writes, that

they were all ready to receive us, their door-

yards being swept and made presentable.

There was quite a large number of Dukhobors
gathered in groups awaiting our arrival, and
the language arose as we entered their midst,

"Glory to (iod in the highest, on earth, peace,

good will to men."

This company seemed glad indeed to see two
Friends among them, and especially glad to

see a woman Friend, and it did appear that the

hand of the Lord was in it. After having had
a favored religious opportunity with this peo-

ple, and eating our supper in the open air, with

feelings of thanksgiving for the favors of the

day, we repaired to our tents under the hill-

side.

The next morning, Eighth Month 4th, the

ground was white with frost, and I felt a great

deal of sympathy for the Dukholiors who had
worked so hard in trying to raise something this

year; their potatoes were planted a little too late

to mature during the short season of this lati

lude, so 1 fear that this crop will avail them little

or nothing; yet 1 trust a way will be made where-

by they may have a supply of them for the

conung winter.

Before leaving this place I felt like giving

the children a little instruction in English,

had but one primer with me, but when I opened
the book and tried to teach them, they all ap-

peared eager and interested to try to repeal

what was told them, and I soon had a very

interesting class of little boys and girls around
me. I counted forty children in the group.

E. H. V. had them repeat a few lines of poetry

after her, which they did very nicely. What a

field is here for those who have the welfare of

these people at heart, w^ho would be not only

interested in teaching book knowledge, but

correct principles of life as well ! When schools

are established among them, may their instruc

tors all be true Christian men and women.
The next village seemed to be in rather a

poor location. The soil was light and sandy:

one could see no land near that he could ever

hope to till with success. Still there may be

better land not far away where one might plow
with a better prospect of raising a crop.

Down under the hill is a large and excellent

boiling spring, whose waters were welling forth

pure and clear as crystal. The Dukhobors had
a piece plow-ed and planted just below this

spring, and had dammed up the little stream
flowing from it, and had dug a trench eight or

ten rods in length, leading the water from the

stream into their garden. This locality for a

camp may have been chosen partly on account
of having good water near at hand. While we
were looking over the land E. H. V. was dis-

pensing medicine to the afflicted ones in the

village.

After having had a religious meeting among
them we started for the camp located south-

east of Thunder Hill, the furthest point east

reached upon Swan River, omitting two villages

which we visited afterward on a journey back
to Yorkton. Just before reaching this place

we passed about half a mile south of the corners

of the provinces of Saskatchewan and Asiini-

boia. We took our dinner at this camp, and
heard of another settlement about three miles

from the river on the south side. As there was
no good trail for carriages to that place, Alama-
noffsky and myself, with a guide, started ofl'.

We found some pretty steep hills to climb,

but succeeded in reaching the settlement in

about an hour.

The people told us that they were first lo-

cated at the northeast of Thunder Hill, but not
liking the place they had moved down where
they then were; but added, that they were soon
going to move again, about two miles further

west. I thought it a great pity that after they
had built their houses they should take them
down again so soon.

One woman told us that her husband left

them eight days before, to go to Yorkton with
an ox team for provisions, and had not yet re-

turned. One who can step into a corner gro(

at almost any hour of the day for his supp

can hardly understand the condition of tl

who have to go on a journey of eight or

daj's for the same.

"Days Should Si'EAK."--Opportuniliesl

been sent to us, bearing the image and su

scription of the Saviour, and he who muri

opportunity must answer to the Judge o:

the earth. How many ways have been strai]

ened or opened U]) to the Christian during

past year! How many occasions for get

good and growing in grace, and for strengtl

ing, embellishing and beautifying charac

Days s])eak of us and to us. Who art thoi

man, that boasteth thyself of to-morrow '.' >

year thou shall be as dust, from which
spirit has departed! The emphatic sente
" Thou shall die," is written against all hun

ity— against peer and pe;isant, against D
and Lazarus. At every swing of the pendu

a soul goes into eternity. One has said I

" the smallest pore in the human body is a (

large enough to let death in." I'ope Ad
was choked by a gnat. A hair in a glasi

milk strangled a Roman Senator. The skii

a raisin stopped the breath of the poet Am
reon. Life at best is evanescent; ami

question presses, are we writing our namei

sands to be washed out by the incoming t

or on the tablets of immortal souls in (]

book of remembrance? If we deduct all

days which w^e might wish had been unli'

and reckon only those which God has accep

life would not be more than a span. Time n

be estimated by the work allotted to it. 1

all too short to develop the mighty possibili

of man which reach into eternity. Before

half of them are accomplished, we are at

gate of heaven or of despair. Days hav«

awful voice in bidding each one to be up
,

doing.

They speak also of future rewards and f

ishments, the eff'ecl of life's well or ill b<

or doing. Punishment is only the gathei

of our own sowing; hell is the harvest horn

spiritual sluggards and loiterers and of

self-indulgent. Heaven (though not our i;

chase), is God's reward of faith, of pat

sowing and noble doing. If " he that sov

to the flesh reapeth corruption, he that sov

to the Spirit reapeth life everlasting."

—

I

byterian.

At the Quarterly Meeting held Philadel]

Eleventh Month (ith, LsG*), Thomas Evans si

at considerable length, taking as his text

leaven hid in three measures of meal,

the leaven, the operations of the Spirit

from within, outward, often much hidden

the eyes of men— and most effectually

formed in a (piiet, settled stale. W(
told, that some, in whom a good work

been commenced, for want of abiding qu

under the operations of the holy leaven, b

coming actively engaged in w'orks even

in themselves, but not called for at their h

had lost ground and the work had not

fully accomjjlished in them. We were!

nestly and affectionately entreated to seef

comfort from the pure streams of hea^

consolation, and not to look for enjoy me

the muddy streams of this world's en jii\ ii !'

Love seekelh not itself to please.
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The True Gauge of Religion.

he voice of a Quakers' meeting is heard in

ven, if those who gather there are clean
eart and kindly in their dealings with their
iws, whereas the song of the full-voiced

r, the notes of the pealing organ, the mur-
of prayer in the church of fashionable,

less, covetous people, are absolutely un-
d.

le true gauge of religion is not in fast, or
il, or outward observance, but in our bear-
towards our debtors, neighbors and ser-

s. We have as much love to God as we
of Christ's love to man. If we love Him,

ihall love our brother also; but if we do
ove our brother, whom we have seen, we
ot love God, whom we have not seen. And
le flowers, incense, observances, and rites

ighter than vanity to Him who treasures
ligh of the penitent as though it were am-
al, who puts each tear of contrition into

ottle.

)w many are deluding themselves with the
that they are really religious, because so
lar and precise in their devotions? The
5 of the church are never opened, but they
here; their gifts, their attendances, their

ard attitudes are punctilious to the ex-

e; but at home they are intolerant anc
aritable, remiss in their payments to their

:speople, thoughtless in their requirements
their servants, in society, they are grasp-
in 1 selfish. This religion is vain, the
.le says; weighed in the divine balance, it

;hter than vanity. " Bring no more vain
ions, incense is an abomination unto me;
new moons and appointed feasts my soul
h—wash' you, make you clean, put away
vil of your doings, seek judgment, relieve

ppressed, judge the fatherless, plead for

idow."

is to hear such words, as these, to learn
rue proportions of things, to understand
)ivine estimate, that the soul should be
;ht into the light of the Word of God.

P. B. Meyer.

a Quarterly Meeting held Second Month,
Thomas Evans upheld the ancient stand-

if plainness and simplicity. Alluding to
jntiment adopted by some that our testi-

;s on these subjects might be laid aside
little importance—he said he believed it

delusion and one of the outlets by which
was endeavoring to lead away the youth

r Society.

another time he spoke of what had taken
in some cases of marriage, in which the
?ht had been excluded and artificial light

It seemed like contemning one of the
est outward blessings that had been con-
1 on us. The only reason he had ever
, for the practice, was that the complex-
nd dresses and ornaments showed to more
itage. Such a reason, founded on pride
'ain show was unsuited to the occasion,
He desired we might all use our influence
ivent anything of the kind in future. N.
called attention to the practice which had
1 up of those about to be married select-
leir own overseers. Joseph Scattergood
•ked on the display in dress often ex-
d on such occasions.

IAN with a prejudice is a man with a chain.

The Jews.

The notes of J. W. L. upon the Jews were
extremely interesting, and it may not be out of
place to give Friends an account of a personal
interview with John Wilkinson of London, who
has felt called to do pioneer work in the cir-

culation of the New Testaments amongst that
people. One day, some few years ago, John
was called to his mother's funeral a few miles
from London, and whilst there he mentioned to
his friends that he had received a letter from
Scotland desiring him to be at home that day,
as a gentleman wished to see him, and that he,
John Wilkinson, was strangely impressed with
the belief that this man wanted to give him
five thousand dollars for the New Testament
circulation amongst the Jews. When he re-

turned to London he found this was the case,
but the gentleman meeting a lady at his place,
who wanted some money for a hospital in Asia
Minor, he gave her three thousand seven hun-
dred and fifty dollars, and left for J. Wilkinson
twelve hundred and fifty. Subsequently this

gentleman sent him twenty-five thousand dol-
lars for the same purpose, and when that sum
was about exhausted, John let it be known,
and one day a lady called at his house, inquired
about the matter, refused to give her name,
but knelt down and offered prayer with him;
and in a day or two he was informed by the
Bank of England that there were twenty-five
thousand dollars there to his credit. John
never found out who she was. When the gen-
tleman who gave the first twenty-five thousand
heard of this, he was much distressed, claim-
ing that John should have let him know his

wants, and he would have sent him the money.
The matter was eventually compromised by
John's accepting another twenty-five thousand
dollars and doubling his forces at work dis-

tributing and selling Testaments amongst the
• jerman, Russian and other Jews throughout
the world. The day I called upon John Wil-
kinson he was about deciding what was best
to do in the contested will case, for it seemed
this gentleman had died and left his entire
estate, about four hundred thousand dollars to
John Wilkinson personally, to do what he should
choose with it, though John knew very well
that the intention was for him to expepd the
money in the circulation of the Scriptures
amongst the Jews. Though the gentleman had
been in London several times, he had always
missed seeing John Wilkinson, I believe, and
he had only received sixteen letters from him.
He had been an India merchant, returned
home to England or Scotland to live, and dur-
ing the meetings held there by D. L. Moody
had become convinced that the Christian life

was the one to live, and entered upon it with
full purpose of heart. John Wilkinson decided
to allow the courts to decree whether this will

should stand, he placing before them the evi-'

dence he had upon the subject, rather than
compound the matter with the heirs, which
they offered to do. The courts decided at last

accounts that the funds should go to the family,
the will being perfectly indefinite as to what
the money should be used for, and John being
of no kith or kin to him.

For many years John Wilkinson and his wife
have lived upon the plan of giving away at the

the month every penny they had; so at
the beginning of each month they began afresh
to bank upon (Jod's mercies, and He has honored

their plan, in that they have always had their
need supplied and lived in proper comfort, at
their home in Mild May, London, and their

friends all over the world have found them a
great jov and consolation.

J . B. Wood.

The Conquering Tongue.

Whether England and America have place in

prophecy or not, one thing is certain: the
English language is to-day the dominant lan-

guage of the earth, and its use is advancing
with tremendous strides. A contemporary
journal presents the following facts:

"English is written more than any other
language. Statistics for 1898 emphasize the
fact that more letters are written in English
than all of the other languages together.

"To be more exact, three-fourths of all the
letters that go into the mails of the world are
in English. This remarkable fact is the more
impressive when we remcTiiber that only about
one-fourth of the civilized world speaks our
language. There are substantially 500,000,000
persons who speak the ten chief modern ton-
gues, and of these L50,000,000 speak English.
But the number is increasing rapidly,—beyond
all proportion as compared with the growth of
other languages,—and as the English-speaking
people increase in numbers, not only do the
letters written in that language increase, but
the number of letters per capita also increases.

"At the beginning of this century about
twelve per cent, of the civilized world spoke
English, at the middle of the century it was
nineteen per cent., and now, at its close, it is

thirty per .cent. The increase in letter-WTiting

has been far more rapid than this, and now out
of the enormous number of 10,640,000,000
letters posted last year 8,000,000,000 were
WTitten in English.

"The march of intelligence headed by the
English-speaking races, the wonderful decrease
of illiteracy among them, and the demands of
commerce, with these same races in its van,

have brought this result. Commerce has ex-
tended the post-office system to all parts of

the globe, into every nook and corner of the

civilized world, and its language has been
evolved from the English tongue. All races
that enter into commerce of necessity learn

more or less of the P^nglish language, and to

some considerable extent carry on their busi-

ness correspondence i(i English. Any one who
goes among the native merchants of Hong
Kong will be impressed by this fact.

" If you move with the world you must do it

in English. Then, English-speaking persons
write more letters because more of them know
how to write, for while ninety-one per cent, of

them have this accomplishment, but a little

more than one-half of the persons speaking
other modern languages can write their names.
This is why the mail matter of the world for

last year held thirty-one letters for each Eng-
lish-speaking person. German came next with
twenty-four, and French followed with seven-

teen for each person.
" Next to the English, with its 8,000,000,000

letters written last vear, comes the German
with l.:^00,()0( 1,000; French, 1,000,000.(R)();

Italian, liHO.ODd.doo,; Russian, 1SO,000,(K)0;

Spanish. 13).IHi(),0()0; Dutch, 100,000,000;
Scandinavian, >sO,tK)0,000; and I'ortuguese,

:^4,000,000."
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An: 3istle of Tender Caution Against Stunibli

at the Faults of Otliers.

It lias been the work of the restless adver-

sary of human happiness in all ages of the

world to strive to keep man in or bring him

into darkness. Those who are in it he strives

to keep in it; he strives to captivate and be-

guile into it again: and his design in both is to

prevent the enjoyment of the sweet flowings

of the love of Cod and the powerful communi-

cations of the Holy Ghost. For he knows that

these enjoyments are only witnessed in the

light. He also knows the light would shine

and prevail to the letting the soul into the full

fruition of these Divine enjoyments, if he did

not with all his might strive to propagate the

kingdom and power of darkness in and over

people's minds. Now the stratagems he makes
use of are many and diverse; one of which and

that not the least, it has been pressingly on

my mind to write a few lines upon by way of

caution to such as are desirous to land safe at

last in the mansions of undisturbed felicity;

but it feels or has felt difficult to express my
mind so as to have my words go to the right

place and do good. I have no desire to write

one word on this occasion but what may be

of use and tend to strengthen those desires

and strivings which the Lord of hosts delight-

eth in and which if they prevail his blessing is

unto. Therefore 1 desire that all prejudice

may be laid aside, and my words weighed in

that balance that ever is accompanied with

just weight and tried by that ear that trieth

words as the mouth tasteth meat. I know the

subtlety of Satan is such that he will be apt

to supply the carping mind with materials to

overthrow the force of all persuasions and ar-

guments and exhortations that the sincerest

good can dictate or the greatest yearnings of

bowels and travail of spirit for the welfare of

souls inspire. However if the Lord shall please

to impress the following on any mind to ad-

vantage, to Him be the praise ; if not, with Him
I leave it. The particular snare of the adver-

sary that my mind is engaged to guard, cau-

tion and encourage against is this stumbling

at the faults and failings of others. A potent

engine, a powerful instrument which prevails

by Satan's influence to the weakening the faith

of many. Alas! alas! why will a spirit bound
to eternity stumble over the failings of flesh

and blood. Why will a soul that must finally

settle accounts between God and itself spend

time, waste time, to muse and despond at the

infirmities of another? The frailties of a thous-

and cannot impair the unchangeable truth and
righteousness of .Jehovah. The hypocrisy of

ten thousand cannot deprive the faithful, per-

severing soul of the all sufficient assistance of

the mighty God of Jacob. It is an everlasting

truth there is a right way to serve God; and
though a multitude fall on the right hand and
a host of those who have been as stars in the
firmament revolt on the left, yet the wayfaring
man though a fool cannot err in that way
w-hich the Lord hath cast up for the ransomed
to walk in.

We are told that the dragon's tail drew a
third part of the very stars from heaven. Was
this told to stumble us? Surely nay, but still

the cry is, " Come up hither and I will show
thee the bride, the lamb's wife." Now the

stumbler may say, "I have striven to see the

bride. 1 have thought I have seen her, 1 have

viewed her and her beauty fades away: her

brightness disappears." But mark well, the call

is "come up hither and I will show thee." It

is not while we stand gazing at imperfections

reasoning upon faults that we must expect this

Divine jirospect. No! no! but "come up

hither " imports something very ditferent from

this halting, lingering behind, as it were stick-

ing in the mire which my soul has truly

mourned over and lamented. 1 think I am a

living witness and can testify that there are

some who have long ago been kindly visited

and tenderly invited by the Lord to come and

see how good He is ; and who have even tasted

in a degree of the sweetness of his love, who
are yet far behind hand with their days' work
are halting and doubting (may it not offend

them) who are feeding on serpent's food, which

was denounced by the lip of truth to be dust,

and that all the days of his life. And I also

believe under a feeling sense of Divine authority

that nothing better shall be the food to all

eternity of such as spend their days gazing at

or stumbling over tlie failing of others; but

I mean not to censure. 'Tis their immortal

souls' welfare I have in view; therefore I would

call them, yea, beseech and entreat them as

they value their own immortal souls to come
away, come away. This is not your rest. It

surely is polluted. It is a land of darkness

itself, the shadows of the evening, yea, the

shadows of midnight are spread over the minds

of the inhabitants thereof. Oh, sorrowful that

any should love to dwell in utter darkness; that

any should suffer their immortal souls to be

made so easy a prey to the Dragon. What
will it avail thee, 0, soul, vhen thou comest

before the great and final tribunal, to say such

a man professed great sanctity, but was a hypo-

crite; therefore I was tempted to quit the ser-

vice of the living God and serve his enemy; or

such a one made profession of exalted piety,

but was a liar and a deceiver. Therefore when
I was somewhat washed I turned again to my
wallowing in the mire. This will never justify

thee at the gates of heaven, nor procure an

admittance thereunto. Oh, my soul mourns on

thy account. My spirit is indeed grieved. Come
let me query with thee. Dost thou feel daily

striving to overcome evil in thyself; art thou

constantly concerned to keep up the inward

watch and holy warfare? yea, let me come
closer. Whilst thou art dwelling, musing and

feeding upon the faults of others, art thou at

the same time engaged and panting after per-

fection in thy own soul? Whilst thou art re-

hearsing to thy intimate friends the wander-

ings and the weaknesses of such and such,

dost thou feel longing and unquenchable desires

in thy mind to make war in righteousness.

Truth it is to be feared, may with justice chal-

lenge the practice due from thy complaining.

Oh that that eye was opened in thee that thou

couldst see thyself; that thou hadst a heart to

understand this mystery of iniquity. But alas,

the adversary blinds thee, for why dost thou

give back because of another's weakness in-

stead of thy own. Why stumblest thou at an-

other's faults but because thyself art frail.

Make a pause then and turn thy attention in-

ward. Set a watch upon the door of thy soul

and keep attention there, then wilt thou have

enough to do, to view thy own imperfections

and so to guard against them as not to stuml

at others. Work enough indeed may be fou

to engage all the care and diligence in lab(

ing to cease from evil and do good thyself,

is less substantial than many a dream, to gi

the victory over our own souls to our enei

because others are entangled in his snar

Shall I quit the field and turn my back in t

day of battle because a fellow-soldier is trea(

erous, cowardly or unfaithful when 1 know i

all is at stake, and if I flee I must peris

Surely no! I ought rather to put forward w
more zeal, vigilance and constancy, endeav

ing to encourage the fearful and unbelievii

as knowing the salvation of their souls as w

as my own is at stake. Away then, thou p

soner, thou murderer with such pitiful musir

and excuses. The day of solemn reckon!

draws near. Thou must ere long ajjpear bef(

the Ancient of days to give an account of I

deeds done in thy frail mortal body and to

cive thy reward according to thy works, i

according to the stability of another. The

fore awake, thou sleeper, and arise from I

dead that Christ may give thee light. I

darkness, gross darkness is the encirclii

overshadowing canopy of thy soul. It is ti

for thee to hear and obey the commands gii

to Israel of old — to go forward, for tl

with them hast compassed this mountain k
enough, a barren mountain in the desoli

wilderness, from the top of which it is mi

to be feared, thou mayst one day, or rati

night, by the arising of a strong and boist

ous whirlwind, be swept off into the bott«

less pit of despair. Oh, that I could persui

thee for thy own soul's sake to turn thy bacli

Satan's suggestions. Oh, that thou couldst

prevailed upon to lift up thy head above I

world so that thy salvation might draw ni

indeed.

Now to conclude, let me once more bese(

thee to hearken to that encouraging invitat

which is sometimes sounded in the secret

thy soul, " Come hither and I will sjiow ti

the bride, the Lamb's wife." Come up hit

and hear the joyful sound and even the sp

and the bride say come and indeed " he t

will come may come," yea verily, may co)

and if he improve the strength given, all

powers of earth and hell cannot hinder b

For there is no enchantment against Ja

nor divination against Israel while abidini

their tents. Therefore to thy tent. Oh, Isr

to thy tents keep inward. "There thy stren

lies, there is thy place of preservation. Tl

shalt thou walk in the light of the Lord,

candle shall shine upon thee and his unspei

ble word shall guide thee in the way of e

lasting life, walking in which with fulnes

peace I desire to leave thee and remain
friend.

Oil on Troubled W.\teks.—The Ind

was kept dry by the dripping of oil from
'

bows; and although tremendous seas were
ning and breaking, they could not cinKJ

board. This was certainly a most prac ic;S

lustration of the old saying as to the "fi
ing of oil on troubled waters "—a pro"ei a

old as the Bible, but only very recentlyJ

plied, thanks to the Hydrographic Office oil

United States, and now very generally folli*

by seamen the world over. It was an Arjl

can also (Redfield) who first thoroughly f '
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and explained the true character of these

Iving storms, and to him all seamen are

ver indebted. In using oil, it is astonish-

how small a quantity will suffice—just a

•t or two in a bag stuffed with oakum hung
the bows, and allowed to drip drop by

1 on the sea, where it spreads out in a thin,

isy film over the surface of the water.

: the film the wind slips, as it were, and

no power to bank the water up into waves

;h would break over the ship. Hundreds
jports are on file in the office attesting the

rellous results of this simple agent of safe-

-St. Nicholas.

"I'm Sorry I Spoke Cross."

we only knew how many sore hearts there

; around we should be more patient and

3 tender in our speech.

writer in the WcUspring tells of the ex-

3nce of a street-car conductor:

People were cross and not at all kind that

Women snapped at him—women who
nt to deserve the name of ladies. It is so

to snap when it is muddy and drizzling

you don't teel just right. A big, fat, red-

d man came panting and puffing up the car

s and rated the whole car company soundly

,use his peremptory signaling had not been

as promptly as he thought it should have

\. little maid opposite in a blue Tam-o'-

iter took it all in with her grave, round

. She had a bunch of nodding clove-pinks

3r hand— all colors. She had dainty little

t skirts, line flower petals held downward.
made you think of a flower, somehow.
'How dwefful crowded vis car is!' I heard

say in the funniest disgusted tone. She

) a good scowl to somebody hanging by a

strap, whose long loose sleeve happened to

;h the tassel of her cap and so brushed it

ifle forward. Her mother or aunt, who
with her, being in the same frame of mind,

lot seem to notice her little air of vexation,

md by the conductor came round, and in

ng his way along from seat to seat managed
it the large doll which she carried in the

i that hadn't any pinks in it. The red kid

)er fell off on the floor.

' Nare !' she cried angrily, for all the world

the older ones around her, ' now see what
ve done! Knocked my dolly's s'ipper ofl"!

'

The conductor stooped instantly to pick

he tiny thing, and for one instant his eyes

2 on a level with the child's. In that in-

t she seemed to see something in them
melted her. Quick as a flash her mood

iged.

'I'm sorry 1 spoke cross! ' she said in her

at, shrill, child-like voice.

And then the rest of us who were near

igh saw something. A quiver of grief, and
1 a swift settling into rigid lines that even
Iren know mean tears, on a man's face,

did not speak, but the baby held up her

:s to him.

'Take some! My papa gave me 'em! Has
got a little girl?'

The man picked out two white ones. His
• was thanking her. His voice was low and
fy, so that not many heard it.

'
I'll put them in her hand,' he said. ' My

e girl died yesterday.'

"

COUNT THE MERCIES.

Count the mercies! Count tha mercies,

Number all the gifts of love;

Keep a daily, faithful record

Of the comforts from above,

Look at all the lovely green spots

In life's weary, desert way;
Think how many cooling fountains

Cheer our fainting heart each day.

Count the mercies! Count the mercies;

See them strewn along our way.

Count the mercies, though the trials

Seem to number more each day.

Count the trials, too, as mercies

Add them to the grand array;

Trials are God's richest blessings.

Sent to prompt our upward flight,

As the eagle's nest—all broken,

Makes them fly to loftier heights.

Count them mercies! Count them mercies.

That bring heaven within our sight.

Let us number all our jewels,

Let us estimate their worth;

Let us thank the gracious Giver,

Strewing blessings o'er the earth,

Let our hearts o'erflow with gladness

Let us tell the wonders o'er.

Till our multiplying treasures

Seem a countless, boundless store.

Then let praises, grateful praises,

Be our language evermore.

Hoag on War and Fighting.

In 1812, whilst .loseph Hoag was travelling

in Tennessee, he says: We stopped on our way
at Knoxville, to take breakfast; the Indians

having made an invasion on the frontiers of

the white inhabitants, it was a time of great

alarm while I was there. Being taken into the

room where the general was with his officers,

the sergeants made their returns to the gen-

eral, that they had warned every man that the

law required to do military duty, Quakers and

all, and there had not one Quaker appeared on

the ground. In the meantime the general

looked sharply at me, as I was walking the

room, and said: " Well, we have lost a number

of our frontier inhabitants and some of our

soldiers, and a people who would not defend

the frontier inhabitants when the savages were

destroying and scalping them, could not be

considered friends to their country, and should

have no favor from him." He then said: " How
do you like this doctrine, stranger?" I said:

"It is no doctrine for me; I have little or no

opinion of it." He asked: "Why?" I said:

" The people with whom I commune, who are

sound in their principles, are all King's men,

and are remarkably attached to their King, and

our King told Pontius Pilate that his kingdom

was not of this world, for if it was, then would

his servants fight, that He should not be deliv-

ered to the Jews; that his kingdom was not

from hence, and that his kingdom was our

kingdom; that He had nothing to fight for in

this world, neither have we; and you warriors

I

are fighting for riches, honor and glory of this

world, and when you have got them, you can-

not stay with them. We choose to lay up our

riches, and have our treasures where the rust

cannot mar them, nor thieves nor warriors get

them from us." The general sat down, but

soon rose with these words: "I am not going

to give up the argument so; 1 see by the look

in your eye that you are no coward: you are a

soldier, and if an Indian was to come into your

house to kill your wife and children, you would

fight." I answered: "As for cowardice, I ever

despised it, but," pointing towards the guns
standing in the house with bayonets on them,
" (ieneral it would take twelve such men as

thou art—and then you would not do it—to

make me take hold of a gun or pistol, to take
the life of a fellow creature," and looked him
full in the face. He .said: "I see you do not

deny the sword." 1 replied: " No, 1 profess to

be a swordsman, that is the weapon I go into

the field with —a sword that never was iieaten

in the field nor foiled in battle." He turned
and sat down, but not long, and said: "

I will

bring you to the point. If an Indian was to

come into your house with his knife and toma-
hawk, and you knew he would kill you, your
wife and children, and you knew you could kill

him and save all your lives, you would kill him;

if you did not you would be guilty of the death

of the whole." I thought it time to come to

look for a close, and proposed a standard to

bring the argument to, that should decide it,

but he declined. I asked him if he professed

to be a Christian, a Jew, or a Mahometan? He
declined awhile. I then added, if he were a

J^w, he was not prepared to fight; his men
were not circumcised, he had not burnt a sin

offering, nor a peace offering. He exclaimed:
" I profess to be a Christian, I am not a Jew
or a Turk." I asked him if he believed Jesus

Christ was the author of the Christian dispen-

sation. He said: "Yes." I asked him if he
believed Him sufficiently equal to the work as

God himself, as He received all the works of

(Jod to do. He said: "He did." I then told

him I should keep him to the Christian platform

or creed, laid down by Jesus Christ; and that

he would not deny that a Christian was fit to

live or die. I then told him I would give the

subject a fair statement, and he might judge.

I proceeded thus; "I shall state, that myself

and wife are true Christians, and our children

are in minority, and thou knowest it is natural

for children to believe what their parents teach

them, and therefore we are all true Christians

as far as our several capacities enabled us to

be; and now the question lies here; which is

more like the precepts and example of our

King—the author of the Christian religion

—

to lay down our lives, and all go to heaven to-

gether; or kill that wicked Indian and send

him to hell; for he must be in as wicked a

state as he can be, to kill a family that would

not hurt him. General, it is a serious thing

to send wicked folks to hell; they have no

chance to come back and mend their ways;

and thou dost not know but if that wicked

Indian was spared, he might feel remorse

enough to make him repent, so as to find for-

giveness, and go to heaven. I really believe

I should feel much better to see him come
there, than to send him to hell; and that is

not all, general; when I killed that wicked In-

dian, and sent him to hell, I imbrued my hands

in human blood; before they were clean; but

now they are stained deep in crimson gore.

canst thou make thyself believe that I stand

as good a chance to get to heaven, as to die

when my hands were clean, and I innocent of

human blood? .^nd besides, our King who was

Lord over all, had disciples and many women
who looked up to Him for protection, as much
as a wife to a husband, or children to their

father. Did He, when the wicked Jews came
out with staves to take Him, cut off those

wicked creatures, and send them to hell, when
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He could have the command of twelve legions

of angels? He did not act without reason;

He knew if He cut them off they would go to

hell; and He knew if He laid down his life, He
was going to heaven; and neither thou nor I

knows but some of the poor creatures repented

of their conduct, and found forgiveness and

are now in heaven, glorifying his name for

sparing them. Now general, was He guilty of

suicide? Thou wilt answer; He came into the

world for this purpose; I reply that we are

brought into the world to obey his commands,

and to follow his example, and do likewise if

called on; and general, we find lie had one

soldier amongst his followers who drew his

sword and fought like a valiant for his Lord,

liut what then said his Lord? did He say, thou

art a good fellow, I will promote thee for this?

or, did He not say, put up thy sword into its

sheath, for they that use the sword shall perish

with the sword? General thou wilt do well

to remember that saying; it is the word of a

King. The general made no answer, but sat

and hung his head for some time; one of the

company at length replied: "Well stranger, if

all the world was of your mind, I would turn

and follow after." I replied: "So then thou

hast a mind to be the last man in the world to

be good; I have a mind to be one of the first,

and set the rest the example." This made
the general smile. He got up and went out

at the door, and ordered his officers to let me
go where I pleased, and not to interfere; then

turned and came in, I was then walking the

floor, and after a little discourse, the general

said: " Well stranger, there are a great many
of your sort of people in this State." I an-

swered: " Yes, and 1 hope thou finds them an
honest, industrious, peaceful people; good in-

habitants to populate and clear up a new coun-

try, and make it valuable." He said: "Yes,
they are an industrious, harmless people." We
were both on our feet, I turned, and looked

him full in the face, and spoke with some em-
phasis: " (jeneral canst thou say that an honest,

industrious people, who will harm nobody, are

enemies to their country?" He paused awhile,

and then said: "No, and they shall have my
protection, and you have the word of a general

for it." I then felt easy that all was done that

could be done. I had the same man's word
who had said: "No favor should be shown the

Quakers," now pledge his honor to protect

them. ^^
Paraffin from the Oil Wells of Assam.—

Paraffin wax candles and the extreme north-

eastern frontier of the Indian empire, declares

the London Sketch, appear on first reflection

to have but little connection with each other.

The Digboi oil wells, however, situated in a re-

mote corner of Assam, turn out, with their

jtresent small refinery and plant, 1,200 of these

candles daily and should in the course of a few
years, be capable of meeting any demand for

oil and wax that is likely to arise.

Recent drilling operations, indeed, aff'ord

conclusive evidence that the territory may be
made to yield at least .'')0(J,000 gallons a month
of petroleum of excellent quality. There are
now four wells at Digboi. The spectacle of

four jets spouting black oil to a height of 70
feet supplies a striking picture of the resources
of these wells. The oil falls into a natural

reservoir, one end of which is artificially dam-

med up, and the supply is considerably in excess

of the capacity of the existing refinery to work
' off. A suitable refinery on a larger scale is

already in contemplation.

I

The enterprise has been pushed forward in

the face of great difiiculties and at great ex-

pense. Now that these difiiculties have at last

been successfully overcome, the prosperity of

the Assam oil wells is assured, and the pioneers

of the undertaking have every likelihood of

reaping a rich harvest for their arduous strug-

gle against malaria and jungle.

Politeness at the Expense of Sincerity.

A few years ago, the writer was present at

a dreary "examination" of two boys in gram-
mar, arithmetic, and other ordinary school

studies. These things, not very interesting to

a general audience, at any time, became ex-

ceedingly tedious as hour after hour dragged
by, and, at length, the young governess, having
called for the verbatim repetition of nearly the

whole of Guyot's geography, turned and said,
" Do not let us weary you. Tell us when you
have had enough; you are not tired yet, I hope,"

with an air which said, "1 know you desire a

great deal more."

As the speaker paused, evidently expecting

an answer, the small audience looked puzzled,

when one lady relieved the embarrassment with

infinite tact, by saying, " Pray do not inter-

rupt your examination till you have fully sat-

isfied yourselves and your pupils." The answer
was given so politely and pleasantly that no
one could be offended; but the hint was taken,

and the "examination" soon closed, to the

great relief of both pupils and audience.

It was the discussion of this little occurrence
with a young clergyman who chanced to be

among the audience that gave rise to an an-

imated conversation concerning the propriety

and morality of polite lying. Several, includ-

ing the minister, asserted that both politeness

and kindliness demand that we frequently say

that which \^e do not mean, admire that which
we do not like, assent to that which we do not

agree, and, in many ways, speak and act lies

to avoid wounding the feelings of others. One
lady present, who immediately received the

sobriquet of " Puritan," maintained that it is

not necessary to say all that we think; nor to

give an adverse opinion, unless it is positively

called for; nor to obtrude our likes and dislikes,

nor express our unfavorable criticism; but we
should seek to find something which we can

honestly admire and praise in every one; all

shams and subterfuges, all seemings, which are

not realities, and, especially, all words spoken
with intent to deceive, should be called, in plain

Saxon, lies, and be so regarded, and no amount
of kindliness of purpose can change their moral
character.

The writer listened to the discussion, and it

seemed to her that this tampering with the

divinest of attributes- truth—touched prin-

ciples, and had results far beneath the frothy

surface of conventionality, and accounted for

many things which plain, honest observers see

to deplore and condemn in the developments of

our social life.

—

Zion's Watchman.

Pad books and bad plays give people a chance
to commit in thought those sins which they

dare not commit in deed.

A Volume of Old Quaker Literature.

Once in a while, a volume of .seventeen

century Quaker literature not yet to be foi)

on the shelves of the Reference Library um
the care of the Meeting for Sufi'erings con

to the light, and is, if possible, secured at

welcome addition to the most comi)lete lilin

of its kind in existence.

Such a book is " The great cry of oppre.ssi

or a Prief Relation of some part of the suff

ings of the people of God in scorn calleil l^uakj

in Ireland for these eleven years, viz., from I

beginning of 1G71 until the end of KJSl.
[

vided into two Heads. The first shewing wl

W'e have suttered upon the account of Tytl

and Priests Maintenance, etc. The sece

sheweth what we have suffered for not Swe
ing, for meeting together to worship (!od,

:

not paying to tlie building and repairing of I

Publiclc Worship-houses, and for not observi

Holy days (so-called), etc."

The above quotation, which is a fair sp«

men of the title of the seventeenth-cenH

religious book or pamphlet, by no means i

hausts the title-page. A reference is n(

made to a " testimony against taking and pi

ing of Tythes," after which are quoted sev

Scripture extracts, with the reference to chi

ter and verse in each case.

The book, which bears no printer's nai

was printed in 1683, and was " Written bye

who in obedience to the Lord's call is come (

of Mistery Babylon, and is known by the nai

of William Stockdale." From Joseph Srait

catalogue we learn that William Stockdale \i

of Charlemont Meeting, in the North of Irela:

that he died in Pennsylvania, the interim

taking place at Philadelphia, the twenty-tb

of Seventh Month, 169'3. From his prefi

and testimony against Tythes, he appears to

a man of some learning, familiar with " div

Antient and Modern Writers," as well as w
the Scriptures.

The value of the book depends upon
amount of information contained in it whic'|

not to be found in Resse's Sufferings. A c

sory glance at the Irish index of the lat

shows that many of William Stockdale's i

ferers are not named therein, or that the i

ferings which he records are additional to th

mentioned by Besse. It would be interest

to know whether Friends well versed in

history of Friends in Ireland are acquair

with this book, and can give information a,'

its use by writers on the subject.

Tke sufferers mentioned are spread (

three-quarters of the Irish counties, indue

"Ardmagh " and " Catherlough," and from t'

agricultural produce was usually taken,

we find the "Tithe-monger" took load^i

"Hey," car-loads of oats, so many stock

i

wheat, barley, or oats, varied sometimes
cow, pig, or bullock, garden produce, house

utensils, such as a warming-pan and pe'

dishes, shop goods, such as serge, Frencli 1

leather, tobacco, and cheese, whilst not i

quently the " shop-box " was visited and mi

abstracted therefrom. In all cases the vah
the goods taken is stated, throwing some I

on the worth of produce at the time. Thi

1(571 fifteen stocks* of Wheat, thirteen of

* A stook was probably twelve sheaves; in soma
so many stooks and so many sheaves are mentioned,
" three stooks and nine sheaves of Pease."
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ineteen of Oats, and five loads of Hey are

ired to be worth Two Pounds and four shil-

i.

iprisonments and deeds of violence are

jtimes mentioned, the latter occurring, es-

illy in connection with proceedings against

B who on principle kept their shops open
hristmas Day and Saints' days. The shops

I assailed with stones and dirt, and the

jrs threatened and assaulted,

iiongst the many names that are to be

d are those of Richardson, Webb, Wickliff,

!, White, Hobson, Greer, Cutlibert Fether-

3, Samuel Strangman, John Haddock (Hay-

), senior and junior, John Clibburne, of the

), Goodbody, Edmondson, Jacob, Fisher,

lel, etc.

ke many another old-time record, this little

well repays the curious reader for his

The Dam on the Nile.

ork has been begun on the dam at Assouan,

h the London Telegraph calls "the great-

rork undertaken in Egypt since the founda-

of the pyramids." The site is at the first

:act of the Nile, which is a short distance

he river from Assouan. The cataract is

3r a series of swift rapids than a waterfall,

the channel is broken by innumerable isl-

,
most of which are mere rocks. They

afford an excellent base for the dam, and
iat part of the foundation can be put in

The dam itself will be a huge wall of

ite, a mile and a quarter long, seventy-six

high in places, and about forty feet wide
le top, along which a carriage road will

from bank to bank. The water will be
ned back sixty-six feet above its present

, and for a distance of 144 miles above
lam. This artificial lake thus formed will

an area of about 670 square miles. On
vestern side there will be a chain of locks

ng from the upper to the lower river, which
idmit boats one hundred and fifty feet in

;h. When this work has been finished,

)t will be free from the dangers of a "low
" and about 600,000 acres will be added
.e present cultivated area; and the whole
e 5,000,000 acres, a large portion of which
3w under periodical irrigation, will be
ght under constant cultivation. It is es-

ted that the increase to annual products
imount to $83,000,000, and to annual rent

26,000.000, and the increased value of land
;ypt will be more than $230,000,000. For
lis Egypt is not to pay anything until the
the locks, and the canals are completed,

vill then be liable to the extent of .$833,-

per annum for thirty years. For this she
'eceive a work whose beneficial effect has
estimated to be worth not less than

,000,000. This enterprise of so much
lise is expected to be completed by the
ner of 1903.

wTiter in the Century says: "The Egypt
le map shows more than 40,000 square
!, an expanse nearly seven times as great
ew_ England; but the practical Egypt—
which produces crops and sustains life— is

y as large as the States of Vermont and
le Lsland taken together. This is the
in-like strip of alluvial land bordering the
a I'ew miles wide on each side and mea-
g ntot more than 10,500 square miles. The

extension planned, and to be completed in the

next six or eight years, wholly by irrigation, is

no less magnificent in conception than the

rescuing from the Libyan and Arabian deserts

of 2,500 square miles, or twice the area of

Rhode Island. This will be exploitation in its

truest sense, and its accomplishment will be a

verification of the ancient saying that " Egypt
is the Nile and the Nile is Egypt."

The Gift of Listening to God.

The following is reprinted at the suggestion of a valued

correspondent.

Deaf children are always dumb. It is not

possible for a child to speak human language
until he has heard it spoken. We speak be-

cause we have heard. The same law is true in

spiritual things. It is not possible to com-
municate until we have heard. The great voices

that "cry" to our generation, or to any other

generation, the men that are reaching the ears

and the hearts of the people, the message-

bearers of our time, or any other time, must
first have listened and heard. The word
"prophet" means one who "speaks for" God.
A prophet is dumb until he hears God; he opens
his lips only when he hears.

These are very old truths, and probably every-

body agrees that they are true in the abstract,

but yet they are very much ignored and neg-

lected in fact. It seems to us that one of the

supreme gifts conferred upon man is the gift

of listening to God, but it is a gift which is

sadly neglected, and through this neglect the

spiritual life of the individual and of the church
suffers loss.

There has been among Friends a strong re-

action from "silent meetings" because they

proved lifeless and profitless to most persons.

They seemed dead and formal to all but an
elect few, and meetings where there were no

vital messages slowly diminished until they

ceased to be. The result was that the pendu-

lum swung to the opposite extreme, as so often

happens, and silence became " a byword and a

hissing," and a synonym for deadness and con-

servatism. Then, too, there was a practical

difficulty. The times of silence gave occasion

for all the unbalanced and undesirable speakers

"to free their minds" at the expense of the

patient congregation. The easy remedy seemed
to be to have the time "filled" either with

singing or with "profitable speaking." The
result is that "the meeting for worship" which

our fathers knew is going out of existence, and
in its place we are getting "preaching meet-

ings," "prayer meetings," pi'aise meetings,"

and "testimony meetings." The great fact

remains that there is no greater gift than the

gift of listening to God, and that there is no

greater spiritual power than that which comes
when a whole congregation is fused and melted

in silent waiting and soul worship before the

living God, when God's presence can be felt

and His voice heard so distinctly that no

audible words are needed.

There is nothing the Christian Church more
needs than such living, convincing worship, and

such times of holy hush before the Father of

spirits, but it is apparently becoming a "lost

gift," and there are many Friends who do not

believe there is anything in silence. Of course

there is not anything in empty silence, nor is

there anything in empty speaking, but it is

certain that we shall never get prophets, until

we learn to listen, and we shall never get
mighty, convincing messages which make the

congregation vibrate like " harps of God " until

we learn to worship together in living silence.—American Friend.

It takes a steady hand to hold a cup full of
ble.ssings.

Items Concerning the Society.

Eliza H. Varney, within the hour of her return
from her visit to the Dukhobors in the far West,
proceeded to her Monthly Meeting at Bloomfield,
Canada, where she laid tiefore her friends a con-
cern for some time dwelt under to visit in Gospel
love the meetings and members in California and
along the Pacific coast. This received the approval
of the meeting, and on the 8th instant of her Quar-
terly Meeting also, held at Athens. Accordingly
she is released for this distant service.

Notes from Others.

What is said to be the "only Christian daily

newspaper in the world " is to be found in Montreal,
where it was established over half a century before
the author of " In His Steps " pain'^ed the imaginary
difficulties of such a journal. The paper, the Mon-
treal Witness, has been in existence fifty-four years,

and has a constituency of two hundred thou.sand

readers. It has from the first refused advertise-

ments of strong drink, tobacco, theatres and quack
medicines, and thus sacrifices at least fifty thous-
and dollars a year. And yet it is a splendid suc-
cess.

—

Ex.

Recent excavations have brought to light the
letters of the great King Khammurabi, w-ho lived

about 2300 B. c, and claimed for himself the title

of the " Builder of the Empire,'' of Babylonia.
They are the oldest letters in the world, and are

inscribed on clay tablets three inches long by two
wide. Some forty-six of these were addressed to a
petty ruler of the city of Larsa, and belong to the
period assigned to the migration of Abram.
The king gives orders about bringing the local

divinities into the city before his arrival and after

that was proved obnoxious to the natives, he ordered
them restored to their former shrines, also direct-

ing the movement of his battalions. To the stu-

dent of Biblical history, these early records are of

great importance.

One evening, a short time ago, a society in Jeffer-

son needed a gallon of cream. The committee
called up by telephone the proprietors of a milk
farm two miles north of the town, and asked if

they could furnish it. The reply was that they
could as soon as milking was done. In thirty min-
utes from the time the call was made the cream
was delivered.

The milk had been drawn from the cow, put into

a separator, the cream extracted and sent to town
by a man on a bicycle.

A few years ago the committee would have had
to send a boy in the afternoon, " yesterday's milk

"

would have had to be skimmed, and if the boy had
not treed too many chipmunks on the way, he
might have got back in time for the festival.

—

Aslitatnila Sentinel.

Each of the early Christian communities, says

the Bishop of Hereford, of the English Established

Church, was simply a Christian brotherhood, its

government democratic in life and spirit. The
words in the twentieth chapter of John on the re-

mission of sins were addre.ssed to the whole body of

disciples, not the apostles only, and that might, as

he believed, include women as well as men. .Again,

it was the whole body of believers upon whose judg-

ment depended the critical decision recorded in the
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fifteenth of Acta. Further, in those early com-

munities, in the language of such letters as those

of the Apostle Paul, they had abundant evidence,

said the bishup. that the'organization of the Chris-

tian ministration was not what it was to-day; that

there was no distinct separation between the clergy

and the laity, that there was no order holding

clerical office's, but there was the equal call of God

to all alike to perform some spiritual function,

some one and some another, according to the gift

and the calling. Apostles, prophets, evangelists,

overseers or bishops, presbyters, deacons, pastors,

teachers, ministers, helpers, interpreters, stewards,

were not separate bodies of men in the Church so

much as men endowed with special gifts and per-

forming special functions.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

Unitko States.—The total wealth of the United States

will be nearly $100,000,000,000 when the ne.xt century be-

gins, and since the country has grown so rich we have be-

come one of the first among nations that seek investment

in foreign lands.

For the quarter ending Ninth Month 30th last, the in-

crease over the corresponding quarter last year in the is-

sue of postage stamps, stamped envelopes and postal

cards amounted to almost 14 per cent.

W. F. Menninger, of Chicago, in an address in New
York City to the Convention of the Christian and Mission-

ar)' Alliance, said :
" There are si.x hundred churches and

seven thousand saloons in Chicago. Y'ou could stand in

front of almost any one of those churches and throw a

stone through the window of the apartments of some dis-

orderly woman. Out of two million persons in that city

only 186,000 ever step foot inside of a church. And
those who go to church go only on Sunday, and they get

a mighty small dose then. I happened to be at the ser-

vice in one fashionable church recently, and the pastor

apologized for preaching so long. I timed him, and the

sermon took exactly twenty-two minutes. Y^et all the

great preachers and professors go to Chicago, and we
have lots of silver tongued pulpit orators of our own. I

think some of them must have tongues of gold, they cost

80 much."
Nearly 2.000,000 copies of the Bible were printed in

New York last year.

The Navy Medical Department has secured an allotment

of $10,000 for a hospital and dispensary at Guam. It

appears from the report of the naval commandant that

with 8000 people on the island there is not a single physi-

cian, and there are no medical stores outside of the ship's

surgeons and supplies.

The Navy Department explains the great number of

desertions in the navy by asserting that many of the men
think they enlisted for the war only and are entitled to

their discharge. Failing in this, they desert.

President McKinley has announced, through the State

Department, a policy of neutrality on the part of the

United States, in the South African War, and no move
will be made for an attempt to mediate between the bel-

ligerants.

Canadian concessions of a temporary character made
at London on the .\laskan boundary dispute will avert

friction with the United States until the subject can be

finally disposed of.

The Dismal Swamp Canal was re-opened to traffic on

the 14th inst., a special inspection fleet going from Nor-

folk to Elizabeth City. The new waterway enables all

light draft shipping to take the inland channel and avoid

the dreaded Diamond Shoals.

The recent proposition to undertake the raising of cat-

tle on a somewhat large scale in Eastern Maine has

aroused the oldest inhabitants to say that many years

;igo large herds of cattle and sheep were raised there,

but the tracts of lanil thus occupied were given up to the

raising of blueberries. The canning of these berries has

been carried on somewhat extensively in Maine in recent

years.

More than 400,000 acres of land are still open to home-
steading or pre-emption in Missouri.

The timber on 30,000 acres of hardwood at Alboma,
W. Va., is about to be cut at the rate of 3."),000 feet per

day. It is estimated that five years will be sjeiit in fin-

ishing the tract.

One of the buffalo papers runs its entire plant by elec-

tricity furnished from Niagara Falls.

Professor Campbell, through the great telescope :>t the

Lick observatory, claims to have ascertained that Polaris,

popularly known as the North Star, is really a triple sys-

tem. Two of the bodies in this system revolve around

each other in a period of four days, and at the same time

move in a much wider sweep around the third body. The

separate bodies which compose the system cannot be seen

with the telescope, nor is it likely that they ever will be

seen with an instrument. Their existence is determined

by the spectroscope.

General Otis cables on the 10th inst., that Schwan's

movement south of Manila was very successful, inflicting

heavy loss on the insurgents. He reports their casualties

at 200 killed and 400 wounded.

There were 382 deaths in this city last week, which is

46 less than the previous week and 51 more than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, l'J4 were

males and 188 females : 51 died of consumption ; 41 of

heart diseases ; 18 of nephritis ; 17 of diphtheria ; 17 of

marasmus ; 15 of pneumonia ; 15 of apoplexy; 13 of con-

vulsions ; 12 of inflammation of the brain; 11 of old age;

11 of debility; 10 from casualties; 9 of cholera infantum;

9 of typhoid fever; 9 of inanition; 9 of Bright's disease and

8 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels.

Mnrkelg. etc. — U. S. 2's, 100 a 101; 4's, reg., Ill a

lllj; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, 129J a 130; 5's,

111* a 112; 3's reg., 107J a 107.?, coupon, 108 a 108^.

Cotton was quiet but firm on a basis of 7Jc. per pound

for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.75 ; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour.— $3.50 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—$2.50 a

$2.60 per 100 pounds for new.

Geain.—No. 2 red wheat, 72i a 73Jc.

No. 2 mixed com, 39 a 39ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5.ja 6ie.; good, 5i a 5Jc.; me-

dium, 4J a 5c.; com., 4 a4Jc.
Sherp and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4ic.; good, 4 a 4Jc.;

medium, 3J a 3Jc.; common, 2 a 3Jc.; lambs, 4i a 5Jc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6J a 7c.; others, 6i a 6Jc.

Foreign.—An agreement has been entered into with

Portugal for the cession of Delagoa Bay, and the adjoining

territory and railway, to Great Britian for the sum of

£8,000,000 sterling. The harbor of Delagoa Bay is re-

garded as the best in South Africa, and the significance of

its acquisition at the present time will be apparent to

everybody. It is of vast extent, being seventy-eight miles

long by twenty broad. Apart from the shifting bar of

sand, which is common to nearly all South African ports,

the largest vessels can enter it without difficulty.

The British reply to Kruger was that England declined

to discuss the ultimatum. The European agency of the

South African Republic has given official notice that war
exists between the Transvaal and Great Britain. Martial

law has been proclaimed at Pretoria and British residents

given eight days to leave the city.

The first gun fired in the South African war is reported

as having occurred on the 13th inst., on the Transvaal

border, when the Boers attacked a British armored train,

killing fifteen soldiers and making prisoners of the train

crew. On the 14th, another British armored train carry-

ing telegraph operators was destroyed by the Boers, and

a hospital train was derailed and narrowly escaped capture.

The Boers more recently massed around Kimberley, and

the invading and defending forces are said to be about

equal. The siege may be a long one. An attack is said

to be in progress on Vreyburg.

Great Britain is credited with using 1,700,000,000,000

matches annually.

Belgium has the largest amount of railroad in compari-

son with its total area, the amount being 32.2 miles to

each square mile of area.

A singular and interesting discovery has been made at

Borbolya, in Hungary, where the remains of an unusually

large antediluvian animal have been unearthed, which a

Hungarian savant pronounces to be larger than anything

of the kind previously found in Europe. According to

this authority the animal is a whale, eight metres long.

The Sultan of Turkey has been the means of establishing

50,000 schools throughout the Empire, not only for boys,

but for girls also—a striking departure from the tradi-

tional usage of his race.

In India there is more wealth than in any country in

the world. Gold, fabrics, jewels and spices for ages have

been produced and found in this land. One of the Indian

Princes owned jewels valued at $15,000,000.

An epidemic in Japan has killed 12,000 persons.

Steamer advices from Japan in San Francisco say that

a fire at Hakodate resulted in the destruction of nearly

3,000 houses. As it is a town of 30,000 inhabitants, this

means the wiping out of about one-fourth of them. Within
a little more than a month three great fires, in Y'okohama,

Toyama and Hakodate, have destroyed upwards of 11,000
houses. This has led to a serious discussion as to whether
the time has not come for an entirely diflferent style of

architecture.

A nine year old boy has been selected for the throni

China by the Empress Dowager.

A despatch received Tenth Month 12th in Amsterd

to the Handelsblad from Batavia, capital of the NeH

lands, Indies, Java, says that a violent earthquake

visited the south side of the Island of Ceram, next t«

largest of the Moluccas, between Booroo and Papua, o

pletely destroying the town of Amhei and killing, I

estimated, some four thousand people; as well iis injni

some five hundred. The details of the disaster have

yet been obtained.

A despatch dated Caracas, Tenth Month 13th, «
" The armistice between the Government troops and

insurgents has been extended until Saturday. It is

sorted, on reliable authority, that President Andrade

meet the insurgent commander. General Cipriano Cast

The people of Peru are called " Peruanos," the p«

of Chile are called " Chillanos," those of Guatemals

known as " Guatemaltecos," those of Bolivia are " Bo

anos," and those of Uruguay are " Orientals." A n
or plantation in Peru is a hacienda, in Venezuela it

hatos, in Argentine Republic an estancia; in Chil

rancho; in Uruguay a finca, and the proprietors are ci

haciendados, hatoras, estanciaros, rancheros and finoi

respectively.

American capitalists have invaded the Canadian I

country and organizad a company which will control

iron, steel, coal and limestone output of Newfoundli

together with the Cape Breton coal fields and thf .SyJ

limestone quarries.

NOTICES.

A Young woman Friend with experience desires a lil

tion as housekeeper. Address H.T., Office of Tm: Fsn

n.idl

i

WE.STTOWN Boarding School.—The General (

will meet on the 20th instant, at 10.30 A. M. The

mittee on Instruction meet the same day, at 9
Wm. Evans, C

The House of Industry has removed from

Seventh St. to the southeast corner of Seventh audi

Streets, where it hopes to open by the early part

Twelfth Month.

Bible Associa':ion of Friends in America
The Annual Meeting of the CoRrciRATKiN wil

held in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select School,!

N. Sixteenth St., on Fourth-day, Eleventh Month l!it,i8

at 8 o'clock, r. m. Friends generally are inviteil to

tend. Elton B. Gifforh. .Vj

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniem e off

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M., and 2

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reijots!

Stage fare on regular trips, 15 cents, on special tiips.

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra|ih,>

West Chester, Phone 85. Edw. G. Smedlev. Stf

Friends' Library, 142 N. Ifith St., Phlli

The recent additions on the subject of education in

the following books:

Blow, S. E.—Letters to a Mother.

Claghorn, K. H.—College Training for Womei
Froebel, F.—Education by Development.

Harris, W. T.—Psychologic Foundations of Edi

Hinsdale. B. A.—Teaching the Language- Arts.

JAMF..S, William—Principles of Psychology.

Ladd, G. T.—Outlines of Descriptive Psychology,

Ladd, G. T.—Primer of Psychology.

Martineau, Harriet—Household Education.

Preyer, W.—Development of the Intellect.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 p. M,, I

p. M. to 6 P. M.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Duktiobortl
Tenth Month 17th.
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$3 ; E. G. $2 ; R. C. $25 ; P. A. T. $100 ; E. M. $12

W. E. $5 : C. Bros. $200 : T. E. R. $5 ; W. T. M. $2

T. T. $10 ; H. & E. R. E. $10 ; B. B., Iowa, .$r,
;

J.

$10 ; W. P. B. $100 ; H. W. S. $15 ; J. M I: ^'i

:

$25 ; G. S. H. $25 ; J. J. $30 ; E. P. S. j.i
;

\ A. 1

J. H. M. $5 ; J. W. L. J15 ; S. B. L. $2 : T. s. 1
..

«1

B. $25.
Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. FroiU .St. 1
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.ning the Society, or Its Principles.

esume the considerations entered upon in

3t number, we note the remark, that a

r undertakes to be "a Christian plus

[ling." If this were true, it is no more

; accorded to every distinct denomination

that a Baptist is expected to be a Chris-

lus immersion, etc. ; the Presbyterian a

Ian plus presbytery and Calvinism ; an

ipalian a Christian plus ritual and sa-

,alism ; so, a Friend is alleged to be a

ian plus an immediate dependence on the

of Truth and its practical product in

If this be called a plus, it is the minus

others that makes it seem so.

the doctrine of the Holy Spirit operating

vidual witnessing and practice, is no an-

I Christianity, but an integral part of it.

litive Christianity revived" must embrace

t is necessary in order to make one's Chris-

T living and complete. Any denomination

enies, suppresses or ignores the practical

!s of the Spirit for right living or wor-

f Christian, is to that extent Christian

something. The mission of our testi-

is to recall the professing Church to its

Dess and completeness in Christ. " If

an have not the Spirit of Christ, he is

)f his."

I general tone of the religious press in-

:s that the professing Church is still

,ian minus something ; and our conten-

; that that which is lacking (and too much

as) is the very keystone itself—the unity

I Spirit binding all the other stones of the

nto one completed whole, firmly to settle

ipt the one Foundation. May the Yearly

the Keystone State be so pre-

riBt th(

ni of

^•1

ct>nscientious attention to the monitions

penings of the light of Christ, the true

and holy witness of his Spirit in the heart, has

resulted in a series of doctrines and practices

seeming to be inseparable from faithfulness to

the witness for Truth. They are not append-

ages to the Christian life, but evolutions from

it. There is not one of them that we would

adhere to, except as it has its foundation in

Truth ; or not one of the acts of conformity

with the world that we would bear testimony

against, except as it has not its foundation in

Truth.

A conscientious dependence on the witness

of the Spirit for all religious work and worship

consistently pursued, must make us peculiar

and differentiate us from churches where such

waiting on the Lord is not practically the rule

of church conduct.

It has also given us a goodly heritage of ad-

vantages in membership with such a Society,

and in generally respected character, which

many learn to appreciate, and some covet to

join.

What is called "joining Friends" we fear

too largely means just that—-joining Friends,

and not their doctrines and principles. They

continue strangers to the true spiritual right

of membership, their interest in the Society, if

continuing, being held on personal and social

considerations. The Society, swelled, but not

strengthened, by the addition of such as these,

carries them as parasites, attracted to its mem-
bership not to be testimony bearers of its

principles, but to enjoy advantages comparable

to the loaves and fishes for which many fol-

lowed Jesus. Candidates for admission need a

deeper reason than that " it is a good Society

to belong to," and they need more of a quali-

fication than the Gospel minus that completing

principle in which we stand for the Gospel.

We hear it said of candidates sometimes,

"To be sure they are not much Friends in

principle, but we will take them in, in the hope

that they will learn our views as their member-

ship goes on." This hope should be called a

speculation. Once securely admitted, the can-

didate finds that the need of preparation for

that boon has expired, and we do not find mem-

bers taking the pains to indoctrinate him much

afterwards. Those who do come in on the

right ground are usually our staunchest mem-

bers. But those who join the Society, and not

its principles, are, so long as the nominal mem-
bership lasts, an element of weakness.

If any man minister, let him do it as of the

ability which God giveth. (1 Peter iv: 2.)

Notes of a Visit to Doukhobor Villages.

BY JOB S. GIDLEY.

On Seventh-day morning, the fifth of the

Eighth Month, we visited the two villages on
the Swan River, which we had passed by on
the previous day. One of these was near to

the ford, the other was a mile or more further

up the stream, but on the same side. To save

two or three miles drive for our horses, we
had sent word the day before to the people

living at the latter place that we proposed, the

next day, to pass over the trail on the south

side of their village, and that we would be

pleased to have them come and meet us if they
desired to do so. Having made a satisfactory

visit at the village near the ford, we proceeded
on our way up the hills, through the " brush,"

for a mile or more where we saw a few Doukho-
bor men and women on the trail who had come
to meet us.

They turned and followed us. When we
reached the top of a hill, in sight of the open
prairie, which is at the south of the village

referred to, we saw a fine company of Doukho-
bor men and women, standing together in the

bright sunshine, all dressed in their best attire.

When we got within hearing distance we found
that they were chanting a plaintive melody. It

was truly an impressive sight.

When we reached them they soon ceased sing-

ing, and a sweet, solemn silence ensued, which
was broken by a supplication by E. H. V., this

being followed by testimonies, which were lis-

tened to with close attention.

One must be void of feeling not to be touched

by such a scene. Here was a meeting for wor-

ship held upon the prairie, under the canopy

of heaven, where the Dispenser of our mani-

fold blessings seemed near at hand. It brought

to mind thoughts of the simple way in which

the early Christians performed their worship.

After our meeting was over, a few of the

women went to their village to get something

for us, presenting a nice handkerchief to E. H.

V. and another to myself. As we took leave

of them they began again singing one of their

Russian psalms.

We thought to stop on our way from this

place to Fort Pelly, and feed our horses and

partake of refreshments, but, it being very

dry, there was no suitable place to get water

for ourselves and horses, so we made no halt

before reaching Pelly, about the middle of the

afternoon, tired and hungry, having ridden

about thirty miles, according to the driver's

estimate, the longest continuous journey that

we took.

We stopped this time at E. A. W. R. McKen-
zie's, whose daughter, about twelve years of

age, soon had a bountiful luncheon prepared

for us, by which we were greatly refreshed.

After resting a little we left for the Assini-

I boine River, about half a mile away, where we
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were so much delayed cm our oulwanl jour-

ney. The ford was soon reached and crossed

in safety, and, after a drive of about two hours,

we reached the village near White Sand River,

visited on the tirst instant. Here we saw fields

of rye, oats and barley, all looking well. The
next morning, after having had a religious

opportunity with the people, we bade them an
affectionate farewell, not knowing whether we
would ever meet them again. Some of them,

however, went with us to the next village,

where we took our mid-day lunch, and had the

second meeting of the day.

Here we saw Nastasia Verigin, who told us

that she had three sons who have been exiles

in Siberia for several years. She is eighty-

three years of age. She pleaded with us to do
all in our power to have these exiles liberated,

that they might return to their people. .Judg-

ing from their pictures, which were shown us,

these looked as if they might be numbered
among the best of this long-persecuted people.

We saw the wife and two daughters of one of

them, and fine-looking people they were. The
daughters were nearly grown to womanhood.
While sitting in their house, in silent waiting
among them, just before leaving, E. H. V. ap-

peared in supplication, craving that the Most
High would soften the heart of the Czar to let

these people go, for vain is the help of man.
The Doukhobors were also encouraged to put
their faith and hope in God, and to remember
that if "ye have faith, even as a grain of mus-
tard seed, ye may say unto this mountain.
Remove hence to yonder place, and it shall

remove."

Before leaving this house, while we were
seated on the piazza in the sunlight, a half-

dozen little Doukhobor boys, whose ages ranged
from five to seven years, stood before us, and
each in turn recited a Russian psalm, after
which I showed each how to count ten in Eng-
lish, using his fingers as counters. A few min-
utes later each one came to me and counted in

the same way without making a single mis-
take.

I hardly expected to see a piazza attached
to a log-house, but we saw quite a number of
them in difl'erent places. This house, taken
throughout, was the best arranged and best
finished of any that we saw. It even had a
good cellar under one end, about ten by fifteen

feet, and six or seven feet in depth. This was
the only cellar seen under any of their houses.

After visiting the next camp, a mile or a
little more further towards the west, and hold-
ing a meeting with the people, we took a cir-

cuitous route towards the east and south,
re-crossed White Sand River by the bridge,
travelled a long distance, and reached the
largest village of Doukhobors, north of York-
ton, which is sometimes called " Winter Quar-
ters." Here we found about six hundred people.
A considerable number collected together on

our arrival, in the west part of their camp,
where we held a meeting that was felt to be a
tendering season of Divine favor.
We then proceeded to the east side of their

village, where we met the patriarch of the
Doukhobors, John Machortoff', who told us that
in his youth he saw two Friends in Russia. He
took supper with us, in the nurse's tent.

In the evening there was another meeting,
which was even larger than the one held in
the afternoon, it being the fifth meeting held

windows. \'ery few families are sujiplied

any kind of artificial light. A sujiply of o

food than bread would benetit them greatl

I see no reason why they will not be ab
succeed in the home of their adoption, if

are carried safely through one or two wir

by the assistance of those who are intere

in their welfare.

K(ir "iiiK Kkikn

Western Yearly Meeting.

Western Yearly Meeting convened on Seve

day, Ninth Month 30th, with the Meeting

Sufferings and the Meeting of Ministers

Elders at two I'. M. Most of the members

during the day. E. II. V., in her supplication i

at the last meeting, rendered thanksgiving for
j

the manifold favors of the day.

After visiting all the other camps, save one,

on White Sand River, and holding a meeting at

each village, we reached Yorkton late Fifth-

day evening, the tenth of the Eighth Month.
On Seventh-day, the twelfth, we left York-

ton for Good Spirit Lake, at the north and east

of which are seven villages of Doukhobors;
Herbert I'. Archer, one of the committee ap-

pointed by the Canadian government, accom-
panying us. We reached the first village, some
thirty miles or more from Yorkton, late in the

afternoon, and spent the night there. The
;

ere present at 1

riends from (

where lived Robert Buchanan and hii

are much interested in the Doukhobors. One
]

mucn sympathy was lelt ana exp:

of our drivers had formerly lived here, and ,
dear Friends in North Carolina, who, fro

recommended it as an excellent place for us to sense of duty are endeavoring to uphold t

spend the night, which we found to be true on precious truths taught by Christ and his apoi

accepting their kind invitation to remain with i
and maintained through much suffering of

them. Learning of a village about a mile to early Friends. The language might be a]

the north of this place, as the sun was still ' cable to-day, as it was when the apostle '.

above the western horizon, I wandered off to- 1 addressed the church at Rome, " For he is

ward the Doukhobor camp. As I passed alone a Jew which is one outwardly, neither is

around among their houses and tents, although circumcision which is outward in thefiesh;

I could not understand much of their language,
;

he is a Jew which is one inwardly and
yet by a few simple words and signs I found
that they were in Halifax last winter, and that
they recognized me.
One man invited me to stay all night with

him. This he did by laying his head in his

hand, inclining his body and pointing toward
his tent. I thanked him, and replied that we
would visit them on the morrow.

next day we visited and held meetings in four stituting these meetings we
villages, then drove about a mile further north, meetings, with visiting Fi _ ^

wife, who Kansas, and North Carolina Yearly Meeti

urs. One
I

much sympathy was felt and expressed foi

cumcision is that of the heart, in the s]

and not in the letter, whose praise is m
men but of God." For it seems as though
name of Friend or Quaker has been covete

cloak many inconsistencies, and we fear

brought a reproach on the once good nanii

The two meetings on First-day were
attended, and the ministering servants v

In the morning Robert Buchanan started for
|

enabled to hand forth in gospel life, messs
his hay field, but his wife went with us to the
village already alluded to, and I noticed that
she was gladly welcomed among the Douk-
hobors. After holding a meeting at this vil-

lage we visited the other two, where we also

held meetings, and returned to Robert Buch-
anan's.

On Third-day morning we turned our faces
homeward, stopping at a farmer's by the name
of Hutchinson, who formerly lived in England,
and is a member of the Society of Friends.

His family consists of a wife and three chil-

dren, and a young Doukhobor woman in their

employ.

This farmer has a nice garden, and succeeds
in raising an early variety of sweet corn. AVe
saw some nearly ready for the table. This
was the only corn of any considerable size

seen north of Yorkton.

We reached Yorkton before nightfall, hav-
ing been away four days.

Although the Doukhobors have been seriously

handicapped in having so little to do with, they
have nevertheless made an excellent beginning,
and one is greatly impressed by seeing what
they have accomplished in building their houses,

sawing their lumber (by hand), making bricks,

plowing their lands, cutting and stacking their

hay, and in attending to various other duties.

They are a peculiar people, worthy of the fav-

orable consideration of every lover of peace
and goodwill in our land. Doubtless there will

be suffering among them this winter, unless

they receive assistance from those who are
charitably inclined.

Their needs are many and various. Their
houses were unfinished, most of them lacking

to the comfort and edification of the gatht

assembly. Too many make mistakes by lia

ing to the " lo here " and " lo there," be

seeking unto (lod in retirement, to know
will concerning them. Jesus said on that g
day of the feast, " If any man thirst, let

come unto me and drink." Oh, come away J

the leadings of men, and come in retirer

unto God. Earnest entreaty was made to

heed to this Scriptural doctrine of the ill

pensable agency of the Spirit or grace of 1

manifest in the heart in obtaining a sa

knowledge of the gospel of Christ. Its s

lute need in every stage of the work of at

tion and in every service of God, which w
insisted on by our early Friends and has (

acterized the faith of our religious Soc

cannot be lightly esteemed by any who
profess with us. We esteem a true G'

ministry a great blessing, and heartily s

the language of the prophet, that " they

turn many to righteousness shall shine a
stars for ever and ever." But there is no

cept or command for a hired ministry

written sermon.

The reading of the Answers to the Qti^

gave evidence of many deficiencies, whi

a cause of deep regret to the faithfu I"!

sincere in heart. So great a de.sire for w <it

gain weans the soul from paying tribute i'

best interest.

A neglect of attending meetings for wcJlii

was noted, and especially in the middle '
'f^

week, as a natural result of lack of C'hi

love. A close and humble walk with Cn

remove all deficiencies and preserve fron
snares that lie in wait to catch the y oui A
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itchful. A lively concern as needed for

3etter establishment of schools under the

of the Society was revived, and it was
ted out that the welfare and prosperity of

beloved Society is intimately connected

this subject, and also with making the

Iren better acquainted with the works ap-

ed by our religious Society, in which the

rines and testimonies of the Gospel, as

by Friends, are set forth. We believe the

le blessing would attend the steady pur-

jf such a course, and the children be often

ght under an abiding sense of the respon-

:ty resting upon them.

the early gathering of this assembly an

est concern was felt by many hearts that

rreat Master of Assemblies would conde-

i to lead and direct in the deliberations of

neetings; and as we drew towards a con-

on, our minds were humbled under the re-

brance that our Heavenly Father had been

ied to grant his presence in our midst.

Samuel Capper's Visit,

(CoutiQued from page 9'2.)

Seventh-day we were called upon by Edward
isell and Mcintosh, two preachers

jachers amongst the Plymouth Brethren;

conversation was mostly with Robert

Iton and John Cadbury, in which they as-

id that the people had become more wicked
they had adopted temperance habits; and

me other points they advanced, asserted

maintained by the most futile arguments
sentiments at variance with facts,

rst-day, the twenty-ninth we had a public

ing in the Linen-hall, very different in its

)ers from those we have already had ; it

composed of about thirty Friends, fifty

3Stants and twenty Romanists—we were
that the Romish bishop had issued that

his special commands that none of the

le should attend.

jain, on the thirtieth, we had another

ling in the Linen-hall; the attendance about

st. These meetings, although small, were,

)e, attended by the Master of assemblies

the precious gathering arm of his love

iided over us.

1 the thirtieth we held our last meeting in

irick at Bohrbuey, a very uncivilized part

16 town or suburbs. About one hundred
3ns came into the tent. These people be-

d very well, indeed were very attentive,

pting a poor crazy man, who fell upon his

and beat her. It was, however, a good
iing, though the people who remained out-

the yard, and would not come in, made
iderable noise, from, I apprehend, the

pledge that the priests were vexed at the

;ing being held. If I am not mistaken, an

iring spirit has been awakened in these

people, priest ridden as they are, which
it of the Power of Romish emissaries to

-her, and I trust that their desire after

tual light may have been favored by these

irtunities. One strong indication of the

prostrate and paralyzed state of the Romish
uasion is the more subdued and subtle

e of treatment which the priests resort to,

ippress the growing desire for information
light; for example we have not heard here
ursing us from the altar, which was not
immon; we have not seen a horsewhip used
rive the people away from our meetings,

which was not very uncommon a few years
ago. It was a little singular that
McGrath, the high constable, attended, I be-

lieve, every one of the meetings held under the
tent in Limerick, except the first, and behaved
with the greatest propriety and kindness—he
is a Romanist.

The meeting held in the tent at Adare second
of Sixth Month, was a sweet and satisfactory

opportunity; the priest did not appear to be
disposed to use much effort to prevent the
people attending; although the village is small
we had about two hundred at meeting; about
seventy or eighty were of the ancient German
Palatines, who fled from Germany about sixty

years ago, a superior order of people and Prot-

estants and many Friends from Limerick were at

this meeting. The Friends who assisted on
this excursion were, William Alexander, Samuel
Alexander, Samuel Alexander, Jr., Edward Fitt

and Joseph Newsom, besides John Cadbury and
Robert Charlton.

The preacher of the Baptist congregation at

Limerick, G. N. Watson, was at this meeting,
and the minister of the established church at

Adare, and sat near me. I thought it might
be said that Truth reigned over all. I followed

the Friends who went to prepare for the meet-
ing at Rathkeale, and found the tent erected

in a brewery yard ; one of these establish-

ments, like many others, fast going to decay.

The people were very willing to come, but we
saw the priest near the meeting-place endeav-

oring, by his presence, to overawe such as were
inclined to enter, and deter them. A few per-

sons, about thirty, came in with us, and in

about a quarter of an hour about sixty or seventy

more. They were all Romanists, and came in

companies of eight to twelve, entering with

impetuosity, as though after a struggle with

their fears of the priest, and the absurd ten-

derness of their consciences ; they appeared

overcome by the desire of being present. We
had a good meeting, several of rather the

higher class of persons were present. I felt

oppressed and weighed down with the horrible

darkness of Popery in this and other places
;

it seems almost impenetrable, but we know not

the day, nor the hour, nor the means by which

it may please the great head of the church to

dissipate this thick cloud ; we have only to be

found watching to know our duty, and faithful

to discharge it.

We reached Newcastle on the Third, about

two o'clock, and found that a veiy suitable

place, a deserted brewery again, had been ob-

tained, and that no difficulty in any preparative

measure had occurred, but when the time ar-

rived for giving notice of the meeting, our

friends were soon made aware that a spirit of

enmity and malignity was rife amongst the

people. Our fame had preceded us, and the

priest, who was called Tom Collins, was dili-

gent in his endeavor to prevent any persons

from attending, and if we .judge from results,

in his instructions for our annoyance. At the

hour appointed for the meeting we found few

if any persons in the tent, but after the lapse

of about a quarter of an hour there might be

fifty persons there, many or most of whom
were Romanists, and at various intervals per-

sons came in the manner described at Rath-

keale, until we had one hundred and twenty or

one hundred and thirty persons present. All

in the tent were very still, and many of them

intensely attentive ; the entrance to the tent

was up a long passage between walls, and the

crowd of poor, deluded persons, mostly young,
who would not come in, and endeavored to

keep others from doing so, made a great tu-

mult, which, however, but little disturbed those
in the tent. When the meeting broke up,

Samuel Alexander and I walked back to the
inn, followed by hundreds of children and
young people, who yelled and shouted, so that

the reverberation through my ears was like

the sound of a large church bell very near me.
About half an hour after when our friends,

John Cadbury, Robert Charlton, Edward Fittand
Samuel Alexander, Jr., were returning, after

taking down the tent, the yelling was still more
deafening, and as it was growing a little dark
the people were so worked upon as to throw
stones ; several struck the friends, but without
doing any injury, except in one instance ; this

struck John Cadbury a little behind and below
the left ear, slightly stunning him and scratch-

ing the flesh.

On the Fourth we rode from Newcastle to

Tralee, a distance of about thirty-eight English

miles, and passed through Abbyfail and Castle's

Island, both miserable Popish towns, dark and
degraded beyond my power to describe. At
the former we made a halt, as I had had
thoughts of a meeting there, but we found
that the people were at all times very excit-

able, and now had been excited by the priest,

who had heard of our coming ; and seeing the

very short time which we had for our opera-

tions, and the alarm of the resident magistrate,

William Cooke, we felt it best to pass on, at

least for the present.

On the Fifth of Sixth Month we had a solemn

and earnest meeting in the Methodist Chapel

at Tralee, at half-past six o'clock ; there were
probably about three hundred present, one-

third it may be Romanists. The meeting gath-

ered irregularly, and many went in and out

during most of the time ; some appeared very

insensible of the importance and awfulness of

the purpose for which we were met, yet some
there were sincere seekers and covenant

makers ; some also who were covenant break-

ers, and some whose conflicts were and had
been very great. I had some solid peace in

the holding of this meeting, though I travel

about every day with a sense of the burden of

darkness and profligacy which abound ; the

spiritual atmosphere seems tain( ed by the sen-

suality and malignity of many of the priests.

On the Sixth of Sixth Month the friends

sought diligently for an enclosed yard to put

up the tent in, but without success, as though

there were several very eligible which belonged

to Protestants, yet they were so fearful of in-

jury in the way of their business, that they

would not permit u;; to use them ; they, how-

ever, recommended our trying the milk market,

a spacious enclosure, but it being not well pro-

tected and open to the public we were doubt-

ful whether we could effect our purpose ; but

Fitzgerald, a merchant, and Ilickson,

a timber dealer, expressed their full conviction

that we should be able to hold our meeting

without the slightest interruption ; the tent

was accordingly set up, but the priests' oppo-

sition was soon manifested through their agents

upon the lower class of people. .\n hour be-

fore the appointed time of the meeting, sev-

eral friends became apprehensive that the
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meeting could not be held. There iipjjeared a

disposition to demolish the tent, and therefore,

after some of us had sat a few minutes quietly

in the tent, whilst all the rest were kept busy

in preserving it standing, we found it best to

relinquish our intention at this time. There

was a stronger indication hei'e of malevolent

feelings against those whom they call heretics

than 1 have seen elsewhere ; it is quite clear

that Popery is the same now as it was in

former times, or in the reign of Queen Mary.

Oh ! the darkness of these priests ; the people

would be very accessible if it were not for

them.
(To be loiillnued.)

Sensitive Ears.

It is told that a telegraph operator at Spring-

field, Mass., was kept at his post of duty for

many hours receiving special news. After

losing two nights' sleep, he was relieved from

duty to get some rest. He went to his room
at the hotel and soon was fast asleep. When
the time came for him to return to his instru-

ment he could not be awakened. Loud pound-

ing on the door did not result in arousing him.

An operator then, with his knife-handle, tapped

"Springfield" on the door, in imitation of the

clicking of the instrument. At once the

sleeping operator sprang from his bed, and was
soon ready to continue his work.

It is said that firemen hear in their sleep the

signal calling them to duty, while they sleep

right through any number of signals which do

not concern them. In an article on "Heroes
Who Fight Fire," in the Century, Jacob A.

Kiis tells of a fire-department chief who has a

gong right over his head at his home, every

stroke of which he hears, although he never

hears the baby; while his wife hears the baby

if it so much as stirs in its crib, but does not

hear the gong.

We hear that for which we listen. The
sensitive soul, attuned to hear the voice of

God, is surrounded by distracting noises of all

kinds, and yet it responds instantly to the call

of duty or to words of warning. The gentlest

whisper of conscience is sufficient to call to

action the one who has trained himself to hear

that voice. A single manifestation of God's

Word is a louder call than all the noises of the

world to the one who trains himself to obey

that voice.— The Christian Guardian.

Skin-Grafting.— In a recent clinical lec-

ture. Dr. Stewart McGuire exhibited a patient

who illustrated the facts that skin grafts do

not always acquire the color of the individual

on whom they grow. " Some of you," said the

lecturer, as quoted in the Southern Medical

Record, "will remember this negro, whose leg

was amputated in the clinic over a year ago.

Owing to an effort to save too much of the

limb, sloughing occurred in the flaps, and a

raw, granulating surface resulted over six

inches in diameter. You will recollect that as

soon as active suppuration ceased he was
brought before you again, and the defect cov-

ered by Thiersch's method of skin-grafting.

Usually skin-grafts are cut from the individ-

ual's thigh, but in this instance they were taken

from the leg of a white man which had been

amputated a few moments before. I remember
telling you that it seemed a shame to mutilate

black skin when so much white skin was going

to waste, and expressed my belief, based on

the investigation of Karg, that pigmentation

would occur and that the white skin would

grailually become black. The operation of

skin gi-afting was a perfect success, and the

patitnt was discharged in two weeks with a

well healed stump. lie comes back for exhi-

bition to-day. The artificially formed cuticle

is firm, pliable and painless, but as white as

the day it was implanted. Fortunately, owing

to its position, it is a matter of no consequence.

Had it been upon the face, and had the colors

been reversed there might be a lively suit for

malpractice."

Testimony of Lurgan Monthly Meeting,
Concerning Charles F. Wakefield, a Min-

ister, Deceased.

Charles Frederick Wakefield, son of Thomas
Christy and Jane S. Wakefield, of Moyallon,

County Down, was born on the twelfth day of

First Month, 1807. He was the youngest son

in a large family consisting of three sons and

eight daughters. His father was an influential

member of the Society of Friends, and his

mother, whose maiden name was Jane S. Gofl",

of County Wexford, proved a true helpmeet to

her husband, and was indeed "a mother in

Israel." She remained fresh in the memory of

her son all his lifetime, and her husband has

borne testimony to her worth in the following

words:
" A better wife no man ever had. Her

heart overflowed with love to me, and all

around; her mind was stayed upon her God.

Our children were tenderly brought up, and

she was enshrined in their memory as a wise

and loving parent."

In this Christian home Charles F. Wakefield

grew up to manhood. His earliest recollections

were of having learned to say "Our Father"
at his mother's knee; but, notwithstanding

these early associations, and the continuance

of a mother's prayers, he remained " an alien

from the commonwealth of Israel, and a stranger

from the covenant of promise."

After his return from school he was placed

by his father in the linen business, where, in

his intercourse with the world and with outside

companions, he gradually developed a passion

for field sports and a love for mixing with gay
company. Here his attractive appearance and
manners always made him a welcome compan-
ion, and although during this period of thought-

less gayety he was saved from open vice, his

parents were under much concern for his soul's

welfare, and his mother continued to wrestle

in prayer for her beloved son.

With his brothers and sisters he regularly

attended Meeting for Worship in Moyallon
from a very early age, a custom which was
continued even when his heart was taken up
with the world and worldly things. When
about twenty-six years of age the great crisis

of his life was reached, which we prefer to de-

scribe in his own words, as told to a relative

about two years before his death. On asking

for particulars he replied :

" Yes, I well remember the day ; it was in

Moyallon Meeting-house. Dear Stephen Grellet

in his ministry laid my state open and bare.

He then told us if we did not yield to the call

of our Heavenly Father the consequences would
be very sad. He proceeded to say: 'I see as

it were a sword drawn, and it is about to fall

if there is any hesitation on the part of an
i

dividual present to come out on the Lon

side.' I sat bowed to the ground ; I knew ]

words had reference to my case. Hlackm

and darkness seemed before me, and I believ

it would be my last call. There and thei

yielded entirely to the power that spoke to i

through my dear friend, and made no reser
"

I had two horses in the stables ready i

the season's hunting. I sold them, and cani

my gun down to the river Hann, broke it

pieces, and threw it in. I had made an i

pointment to meet some of my companio

and when they asked me why I had not k(

my engagement, I told them frankly tha

had for ever done with the world and its pie

ures, and that I was now serving a bet

Master.

"But no tongue can tell the agony I 1

still to pass through as my past life came

review before me, and the requirements of

dear Heavenly Father were made plain,

precious mother used to come to my beds

and sit with me far into the night, enter

into my state with prayer and sympathy, i

had long watched over my soul in those ea

days of carelessness and folly, and she b

rejoiced on my account. Dear Stephen (irel

took me with him to the south of Ireland, i

greatly confirmed me by his preaching and

love. In that journey a friend of mine j

myself received a distinct call to the minis

of the Gospel; through great mercy I yield

but in the other case it was different, and 1

and sorrow were the result. I cannot st

ciently praise and magnify the kindness i

love of my Heavenly Father. I know I sho

not be here to-day had I not entered his £

vice, and I can at least tell others that He i

been a good and gracious Master."

This occurred during Stephen Grellet's V

to'this country in 1833. Having thus definit

yielded body, soul and spirit in obedience

the heavenly call, C. F. Wakefield never swer

in his purpose of dedication; and was aft(

time recorded a minister of the Gospel in

Society of Friends, viz: on seventh of Sec

Month, 1839.

In 1839 he married Anne Moore, of Clom

also a recorded minister, who had previoi

been engaged in visiting meetings in Uls

She was his senior in years, but being un

in spirit and service, their lives blended swei

together upon earth for a period of over fi

years. At the time of their marriage t

settled at Portadown, and continued to re

there until separated by death.

His home was often frequented by those

came to ask for advice or assistance, and n

to-day can remember his wise and frie

counsel, and others his generous help,

was much respected by all who knew him,

remained, even through times of agrarian

tation, a popular landlord. He was kind

thoughtful to his tenants, having more
once been known to return the rent as a

]

ent, to provide for the necessities of winti

His ministry was often doctrinal, and

clear on the foundation truths of our faitii

hope in the mercy of God through his bl(«

Son. He was frequently led to speak o iK

baptism of Christ, as distinguished fron-ln

baptism of water, which John the forem^
had proclaimed; and very often it seemeW
duty to point out the privilege which thM
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r enjoys in the spiritual breaking of the

d of Life ; and the text was a familiar one

shearers: "Behold, I stand at the door

:nock; if any man hear my voice, and open

door, I will come into him, and will sup

him, and he with me," showing how we
become spiritual communicants at the

of the Lord. How often, too, our dear

id endeavored to impress upon his hearers

;ruth of the universality of Divine (Irace,

the all-importance of that one offering

J on Calvary for the sins of the whole

d. His words seemed to pour out through

lips from a loving heart, and even the

Iren present were seldom forgotten, as he

laled to them to give their young lives to

loving Saviour, who said: "Suffer little

Iren to come unto me, and forbid them not,

if such is the kingdom of heaven." In later

s his spirit was more and more an exem-

jation of the Apostle John's words, " He
dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and God
m." His love flowed out to all, and seemed

Dbrace mankind, narrowed neither by sect

creed.

is wife was removed by death in 1883,

although the stroke was deeply felt, he

inued bright and cheerful in spirit, having

icit faith in Him "who hath done all things

." The memory of her faithful and devoted

ivas still cherished, and the continued hope

re him of an early reunion beyond the

b.

uring his long life he paid many religious

,s to other Quarterly Meetings in Ireland;

ing the smaller meetings and families

—

.ad likewise several times been to England

Scotland, but his chief work seemed to lie

ur Society near his own home. He also

3 encouragement and help to all those

ements around him which he believed

led to promote the Redeemer's kingdom,

ninety-first birthday found him travelling

)St two hundred miles, during the inclement

ther of winter, from Clonmel to his home
ortadown. It was his last journey, and we
say he died in harness, as the minute re-

ed for service in the South of Ireland had

been returned, although we reverently be-

e the work had been completed,

nee or twice afterwards he was at Moyal-

Meeting, which he had attended regularly

eighty-seven years. His last exercise in

ministry was in Lurgan, where the Word
with Divine power, and was alluded to af-

rards by several Friends present. Three

i later he was attacked by influenza, fol-

id by bronchitis. The acute stage of the

ess passed off, but it left him so prostrate

c, although he lingered for several weeks,

e seemed no power to rally.

e was often engaged in prayer and thanks-

ing, and those around him could say that

'promise was fulfilled, "at evening time it

1 be light." There was no pain or any dis-

I'. apparent, the suffering being only from
;'eme weakness. When those around him
i'essed a hope that he would be raised up
"a little while, he would often point upward
li say, " He knows best, his will be done."

e rarely ever mentioned death; the great

my seemed, as in George Fox's case, scarce

cth mentioning; many t:imes he exclaimed:
'le Lord's mercies to me have been wonder-

ll-wohderful to a poor unworthy servant;

my only hope is in the Lamb of God who taketh

away the sin of the world." Gratitude for the

kind attention of those around him was ten-

derly expressed.

On the last morning his mind seemed wan-
dering a little, and when a dear relative en-

tered the room, he exclaimed, as he drew her

down for a fond embrace, "My dear child, thou

hast come, and my dear mother has come also,"

so strong in death was the memory of that be-

loved parent, and who can tell how near she

may have been? " P'or He shall give his angels

charge over thee." "Are not all ministering

spirits, sent forth to minister for them who
shall be heirs of salvation?" For many hours

before his death he lay perfectly still ; but just

before the end, with a lond voice, he twice ex-

claimed, "
I am going home—I am going home."

" Mark the perfect man and behold the up-

right, for the end of that man is peace."

Some sage has said, "I am a part of all I

have met." This, like many other wise say-

ings, is not an absolute truth. It is not en-

tirely true physically. It is only true in the

sense in which it is used : That a man is in-

fluenced by his surroundings. The scenery one

gazes upon, the moral and physical atmosphere,

the carpet on the floor, the pictures on the

wall, the books and papers on the table, the

food one eats, the people one meets—all go to

make up the physical, mental and moral char-

acter.

This being true, we may say, with double

emphasis, "A man is what he reads."

The thoughts he gets from reading enter

into his intellectual makeup and become a part

of his very being. If the reading is pure and

full of good thoughts, the man becomes full of

high ideals and noble purposes. If the read-

ing is bad, it molds him down to its own low

standard. If it is vicious and criminal, and he

feeds upon it and gives its thoughts and facts

a place in his mind, it turns him out a criminal.

This is why so many crimes among youth have

been traced directly to the reading of stories

of crime. The books they have read have lit-

erally molded them into criminals.

We instance a few cases :

—

Some boys were arrested in Northern Ohio

for waylaying a traveller and robbing him. As
they belonged to fairly good families, the

neighborhood was astonished. Why had they

done it ? An investigation brought out the fact

that they had been reading stories of robbers,

and had been especially attracted by one called
" Red Hand, the Robber," and they had organ-

ized a "Red Hand band." What made them

rob the man? The book did it.

At Vassalboro, Me., the Friends have a sem-

inary. A few years ago their magnificent

building was burned, and one boy who did not

escape was burned to death. They moved the

school into the Gymnasium building to continue

their work till a new building could be erected.

In a short time the gymnasium was burned.

They felt sure both buildings had been set on

fire, but could not find the culprit. They mov-

ed the school into the meeting-house and con-

tinued the work. This greatly displeased the

guilty boy, as he had burned the buildings that

he might get away from school. So when the

school kept on, he ran away. That led to sus-

picion, detectives arrested him, and he confess-

ed to the acts.

He had been reading stories of the great

criminals, and had said to his room-mate that

he " wanted to be a Jesse James." The book

did it.

Three young men were hung at Chattanooga
for murdering the railroad agent at Shell-

mound. The trial of the young men brought

out the fact that one of them had bought
" Jesse James, the Noted Outlaw." They had

all read it and started out a la Jesse James.
One of them stated on the trial that they

went to the railway station to rob the agent,

but did not do it the first night, because they

thought they could not do it without killing

him, and they shrank from that. They went
home and read more of the " Jesse James."

They studied how Jesse James did such things.

Then came back in a few nights later and shot

the agent through the window, and then went
through the window over his dying body and
got a few dollars out of the cash drawer.

What caused the murder of the agent at

Shellmound? The bad book did it. What caus-

ed the young men to be hung at Chattanooga?

The same bad book did it.

Three young men at Danville, 111., so young
they were scarcely more than boys, read the

lives of some of the great outlaws and crim-

inals. A wise man has said, "Show me the

books you read, and I'll tell you what you are."

These boys became what they read. They
read villainy, and became villains.

They undertook to rob a wealthy farmer, he

resisted them, and they killed him to get his

money. The Court, because of their youthful-

ness, sent them to the penitentiary instead of

hanging them.

An Illinois town was greatly annoyed by

burglaries. For a time they seemed to baffle

the skill of officers. But the matter was put

in the hands of experienced detectives, and

the result was several High School boys were

arrested. What in the world could have led

those seemingly nice boys from nice homes
into such an awful course ? The answer is, bad

books.

A passenger train was wrecked at Rome, N.

Y., by some boys loosening the rails of the

track. Fifteen deaths and sixty wounded.

The youthful criminals, who had expected to

rush in and rob passengers, were so frightened

by the groans and the screams of the wounded
that they ran away in terror. One of them
lost his hat as he ran. This led to the detec-

tion. Why had they done it? It was traced

directly to the books they had read.

And so we might go on with proof after

proof that the reading gives bent to the mind.

This is especially true with stories that are

suggestive of lust. A young man or young
woman who will read that class of literature,

becomes impure in thought first ; then as that

continues, soon the stage of impure desires is

reached.

Impure desires wait for the opportunity of

gratification, which comes soon to one who
looks for and desires it. Hence the third stage

is reached, that of an impure life, and the feet

are planted squarely in the broad road that

leads down to death. When a young person

the seventh commandment, the bottom
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drops out of his moral character and he seems

to be unable to hold steadfastly to any moral

principle, and seems to be more difficult to re-

form than though he had violated any other

law. Have criminal stories wrecked hundreds?

lustful stories have wrecked thousands.

—

Am-
erican Railway Literary I'liion.

The Society of Friends—Their Influence and

Worship.

.•\re the Friends dying out? This is a very

old question; yet it is one ever new, and of far

greater importance to society in general, espe-

cially in this country, than is supposed by the

thoughtless observer of passing events. No
student of history can fail to note the extra-

ordinary influence exercised during more than

two centuries by a comparatively small body,

almost entirely composed in these later years

at least of men and women exceptionally re-

tiring and conservative, in no wise disposed to

interfere with others, or to make any aggres-

sive movement in behalf of the propagation of

their faith. The contrast between the Quakers
of the time of George Fox, when thousands

languished in prison as the result of zealous

adherence to principle and even fiery declara-

tion of their faith in the face of scoffing ene-

mies, and the extremely quiet, undemonstrative,

and peaceful Friends of to-day, is marvellous.

In the beginning they not only thrived upon
persecution but seemed to court it, or at least

they did not try to avoid it. The fires of spirit-

ual feeling do not burn so fiercely, but they

have not gone out by any means. Beneath the

exterior of quietness, typified even in the garb
usually assumed, may readily be found the vital

spark of a living, strengthening and even joy-

ous Christianity. There is the same reliance

upon Divine power; the same calm, immovable
faith; the same patient and confident waiting

upon the spirit; and when it moves upon the

troubled waters of the soul there is an outward
manifestation of inward things that deeply
touches and profoundly affects even the care-

less beholder. . . .

Yet there are thousands and tens of thou-

sands of pure-minded, cultivated, and most in-

dustrious people who can resort to meeting-
houses utterly devoid of all adornment, with

no attractions for the wordly eye or ear, with
nothing upon which to fix the attention except
the calm faces of the elders as they sit so

serenely, an example to young and old, ready
either to speak or to listen, to openly testify,

or to let the countenance alone reveal the
working of the mind and heart. There is an

utter absence of novelty. There is no looking

forward, at stated intervals, for a new preach-
er. There is nothing approaching excitement.

There is no strain of expectation. There is no
division of sentiment apparent: full houses one
time and the strange absence of many members
of the Society at another. • The very atmos-
phere seems to be under a peculiar spell. The
visitor feels that he, too, no matter how diffi-

cult the task, must conform to the quiet and
self-contained ways of those about him. The
spirit of content settles down upon him uncon-
sciously. He becomes amazed at his own re-

ceptiveness. He expected to soon get weary.
He thought he would be bored to death. He
never could stand it. He should want to cry

out or run away. He was sure he would make

an exhibition of himself. He would commit
some act of indiscretion, or at least impolite-

ness. He would smile at such queer worship,

if he did nothing more. But as the moments
glide by imperceptibly, and the stranger looks

into the sweet faces beneath the capacious

bonnets on one side, and beholds the evidences

of self-control and perfect peace which also

mark the features of those about him on the

men's side, he begins to relax, to forget him-

self, to be absorbed, to be thoroughly bereft

of all desire to criticize or to scoff. He is

moved in spite of himself. Every fibre of his

being, physical, mental and spiritual, is under-

going a new and delightful experience. He
never before knew what it was to rest as in

the very hollow of the Almighty hand. His

soul is stirred within him. He is in full com-
munion with the spirits around him. He would

readily shake hands with the worst enemy he

has on earth. He cannot but realize that

showers of blessings are descending into waiting

hearts like the gentle dews of heaven. A glis-

tening eye here and there, the gentle, noise-

less moving of the handkerchief, tells its own
story.

Now the stillness is broken for a few mo-
ments. The words of Holy Writ sound upon
waiting ears. The text may or may not be a

familiar quotation. It is only the beginning.

The speaker is only reciting the song of the

soul, as it has been wandering through green

pastures and by still waters. A strange sort

of sermon indeed. It passes like a dream, so

full of gentleness, of the spirit of peace and

good will. Not one unkind reflection; not

even a suggestion of harshness; but the power-

ful drawing of a noble life, appealing sympa-

thetically to men and women, allhaving a com-

mon desire, all seeking strength at the same
fountain of eternal mercy and goodness and

truth. Presently, on the other side, a bonnet

is removed as its wearer softly drops upon her

knees in supplication, while all others reverent-

ly rise and stand in silence. There is the out-

pouring of a heart full of love to God and man;
an earnest, touching appeal for Divine aid, for

light, for help, for guidance, for safety, for

salvation. Such a prayer must be carried on

angel wings beyond the battlements of Heaven
to the land where there is no night, and where
the book of remembrance is kept for those

who do the will of Him, " Who so loved the

world that He gave his only begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,

but have everlasting life."

Then, perhaps, there may be another brief

word of testimony and exhortation, and all is

still again. There arises, on the women's side,

one whose gentle voice tremulously says " Let
not your heart be troubled. Ye believe in God,

believe also in Me. In my Father's house are

many mansions. If it were not so I would have

told you. I go to prepare a place for you,

that where I am ye may come also." And this

is all! The surpassing pathos of it is in the

fact that this is a bereaved mother, one who
never before spoke in meeting, whose little

one was suddenly taken a fortnight since! This

is her testimony of the comfort which she has

found in this time of darkness and grief.

There is the faintest rustle on the back benches.

An invalid has fainted. The old village doctor,

sitting just across the aisle, tip toes around

noiselessly. Timely relief, through the assis-

tance of one of the women, is rendered, anc

a few moments the afflicted one has recove:

hercomposure. Meanwhile, there has not bi

the remotest sign of disturbance in any ot

seat. What superb self-control! What
measurable advantage is the training gi'

such peo])le every hour of their quiet lives,

their homes, in their meetings, in the so(

arena, in business circles, everywhere, it is

same.

The Quakers dying out? May it never

so! Such a brake upon society, especiallj

these restle-ss days, cannot be dispensed wi

Their influence is felt far beyond the imnit

ate borxlers of every society. What infii

benefit it would be to every man, woman i

child, not related in any way to Friends, to

to tjuaker meeting once in a while. Let *

overburdened, overwearied, brain-raked bi

ncss man think of this. Let him turn as

some Fourth or Fifth-day morning and step ii

the old meeting-house and just get quiet,

even half a hour. He would come forth a i

man. Let him go to Quaker meeting on Fii

day regularly, once a month, and he will 1

longer and know a great deal more of sc

happiness, no matter whether he has religi(

views of any kind or not. Let the excit

worn-out society woman go sit amongst 1

gentle creatures in the Quaker meeting. S

will think she is in heaven. Let the wear

mother in the humble homes of the comniun

go and be rested. Let the workman, wh(

every muscle is under tension, go and be

freshed. Weary humanity everywhere is c

ing out for rest, rest! Yet there is no r«

not even one day in the week, for great nu

bers in this land to-day. The Friends not oi

respect the Sabbath, but in their mode of Wi

ship they teach all mankind how to unbud

the straps; how to relieve the strain; how

rest. If they taught no other lesson, if tl

accomplished no other task, their contim

existence would be a benediction in this wo

of care and strife and toil.

—

Evening Telcgra

An Incident in Thomas A. Edison's Earl

History.

A good many years ago I was keeping

White House at East Buffalo, New York. E

falo is a great railroad centre and at that t

it was a great transfer point of live stock

;

dead freight. At that time there was no 8

thing as a standard guage for railroad tra(

nearly every road had its own gauge, coi

quently when freight had to go over twc

more roads it had to be transferred. E

freight was transferred by raising the bod

the car by elevators from the trucks off of

road onto another, but live stock was all t«

off at Buffalo, watered and fed and then shij

or unless sold at Buffalo, to remain there. 1

now it is quite different, as they have a r>

lar standard gauge of tracks and live s

cars. They can water and feed on the

and can ship from Chicago, Kansas City, (

ha or any of those Western points to New X

Boston, or any Eastern point without tm

ferring. Most of the Eastern buyers weitt

Buffalo at that time and bought their live sd

there; then they were entitled to a stock of

er's pass for every car load of live stock a

they shipped. As a rule the buyers did nc {.

on the train with their live stock, butiS
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shippers attend to their stock. One day

e late fall, and it was cold weather, a

eman who was a western live stock dealer

into my hotel and said: "Mr. Mitchell,

is a young man who wishes to get through

iston; can you do anything for him? He
money and I have got him passed through

stock drover's pass from Grosse lie " (a

ier point between the Michigan Central

,he Grand Trunk R. R.) The young man
thinly and poorly clad, having on a long

duster with a knit jacket or "hug nie

," that some of the shippers had given

a straw hat and badly worn shoes and

hair, and altogether was rather a ludicrous

ng piece of humanity. I said: "Young
where did you come from, where do you

to go to, and what do you want to do?"

lid he came from Grosse He; he had been

tock reporter and telegraph operator there

le wanted to get to Boston, thinking there

i be better opportunities for him there. I

to my head clerk Joseph M. Cown, " When
dcCurdy comes in (who was clerk in the

ifer office and boarded with me) ask him

jre is any chance for a pass," and just as

lere talking McCurdy came in. I said:

c. what are the chances to get a pass for

jroung man?" He said: "Mr. Mitchell, I

ret it for you, but I cannot get it for him."

got the pass for the young man to New
. He said he could get from there to

Dn, and the young man got to Bos' on

his long linen duster and his knit " hug
light " over his duster, with a straw hat

.nd badly worn shoes. He saw in the

r a lightning operator was wanted, so he

ed at the head office, and said: " I see you

rtise for a lightning operator." The Su-

itendent said: "Do you think you can fill

bill?" "Well," the young man said, "I

ailing to try." " Come in to-morrow at

('clock and we will give you a trial," think-

have a little fun with his ludicrous look-

iustomer. The next morning promptly at

)'clock the young man was on hand. The

rintendent said: "There is the paper,"

;ing to a pile of paper, " and there is the

ument." The young man instead of tak-

i few sheets of paper took the whole pile,

lown at the instrument and called up the

York operator, who was such a rapid

ator that the Boston people could not get

Dne that could receive fast enough, but
• the New Yorker had exhausted himself

jailed for the Superintendent and said:

10 have you got there?" The Superinten-

said: "A 'buckwheat' from way back."

;11," said he, " Keep him; he will do." And
do you think this " buckwheat" was? No
a person than the great wizard, Thomas
dison.
' course I thought no more about the young
with the linen duster, until a few years

: I got the pass for him. I was keeping

1 in Bradford when a gentleman came to

Iford to lecture on electricity, and I had

pleasure of listening to him. He gave
i an interesting talk on Thomas A. Edison,

when he described his appearance in Bos-

m making his application for a position at

^aphing, I said: " There is the young man
I got the stock drover's pass for to go
agh to New York on a live stock train."

lis story sounds like a fairy tale, but it is

nevertheless true.

—

B. C. Mitchell in the West

Chester Daily News.

The New "strength.

A few years after the gospel had been suc-

cessfully planted among the Muncy Delaware

Indians, four Christian Indians had occasion to

go to the village with a parcel of furs to trade

for home comforts. On reaching the village,

the trader, who was a white man, met them
and offered them some fire-water, the trader

knowing that these very Indians, on previous

occasions, would drink fire-water. The Indians

shook their heads and said, " No, we are Chris-

tians—will drink no more fire-water." The
happy result was full pay for their furs, per-

haps for the first time. The trader thought

the Indians would drink when by themselves.

He imagined the Indians were frightened, that

the missionary might hear about it. When the

Indians were about to return, the white man
took a small cask and started ahead of the

Indians, and placed his fire-water on the Indian

trail at the edge of a sloping bank, and hid

himself near by to see the results. Presently

the four Indians came marching along in In-

dian file, and the leading one stopped suddenly,

and exclaimed, "Aw, huh! Lo, the evil spirit,"

pointing his finger to the cask, and the second

Indian, on coming up, shook the cask with his

foot, and said, " Yes, I hear him." The third

Indian, on coming up, stooped down and said,

" Yes, I smell him." The fourth Indian, on

coming up, gave the cask such a kick, and said,

"Away with you," and the cask went tumbling

down the sloping hill, to the surprise of the

white man, who had to take up his fire-water

and drink it himself, and the four Indians

went on, like brave warriors, rejoicing. These

Christian Indians had learned the omnipres-

ence of God, the Great Spirit. They had

learned that God can see them in the woods as

well. Nellis F. Timothy.
A .Muncy (Melaware) Intlian.

If, according to the law of the Hebrews, he

who killed a man, though involuntarily, w'as

obliged to fly for it; if God would not suffer

David to build him a temple because he had

been the occasion of so much bloodshed, though

his wars were said to be just; if among the

ancient Greeks it was a custom that they who
had defiled their hands with human blood,

though without any fault of theirs, had need

of expiation,—what person living, and particu-

larly if he be a Christian, does not see how un-

fortunate and ominous a thing war is, and with

what endeavors we should strive to keep our-

selves from it, though it were not unjust in its

objects! And it is certain that among the

Christian Greeks a canon was for a long while

observed, by virtue of which whosoever killed

his enemy, in what war soever, was excom-

municated for the term of three years.

—

Hugo
Grotius.

Notes from Others.

Paul's preaching made Feli.\ tremble. To-day

Felix is quite as likely to make the preacher trem-

ble for fear he will be offended.

—

The Armory.

The Chester County Times says: "The pulpit of

the First Baptist church at Pheenixville, Pa., he-

came vacant about three months ago, and since the

last pastor resigned eighty preachers from all parts

of the United States have made application for the

vacant pastorate. The church pays a .salary of

$1,000 a year, with a hou.se."

The proverbs of savage races are generally

pointed and pithy. The Basuto.s .say. "The thief

catches himself;" the Yorubus, " He who injures

another injures himself;" the Wolofs, " Before heal-

ing others, heal yourself." In Acra they say, " No-
body is twice a fool;" among the Oji, "The moon
does not grow full in a day;" " The poor man has

no friends." A Pashto proverb says, "a feather

does not stick without gum." Others are: "A crab

does not bring forth a bird;" "A razor cannot
shave itself;" " Cross the river before you abuse the

crocodile;" "Perseverance always triumphs;" "The
thread always follows the needle;" "Preparation
is better than afterthought."

The Homiletic Review refers to a recent report of

a conversation with an eminent statesman, now a

justice of the Supreme bench at Washington, which
represents him as saying:

" ' You ministers are making a fatal mistake in

not holding forth before men, as prominently as

the previous generation did, the retributive justice

of God. You are fallen into a sentimental style of

rhapsodizing over the love of God, and you are not

appealing to that fear of future punishment which

your Lord and Master made such a prominent ele-

ment in his preaching. And we are seeing the ef-

fects of it in the widespread demoralization of pri-

vate virtue and corruption of the public conscience

throughout the land.'

"

Religion by Programme.—Of old, men spake "as
the Spirit gave them utterance " (Acts ii : 4.) When
the Lord's disciples came together, every one had

a psalm, an instruction, a revelation, a tongue, an
interpretation (1 Cor. xiv: 26). Then all might
prophesy, or speak to edification, that all might
learn and all be comforted (1 Cor. xiv: 31). But
men have outgrown all that, and now things are

cut and dried, and planned and programmed. . .

Small wonder that Canadians who spend the Sab-

bath in some of the American cities report empty
churches when they come home. The people are

not all fools. They know their spiritual wants are

not met by a Sunday concert.

—

The Safeguard.

Booker Washington, one of the foremost of his

colored race, is urging them on to common sense

efforts to ri.se in the world. Some of his remarks

might apply to some white folks. He urges them,

among other things, to raise chickens and quit

stealing them. More hogs and cows, fewer dogs

and eats. A home before a piano. Good plain

clothes before finery. Plenty of good, wholesome
victuals before so many "fancy fixings." More
solid food and less frolicking. More reading and

less gadding. More savings banks and fewer mort-

gages. More learning and less laziness. More
vegetables and fruits, and less weeds and under-

brush. More flowers on the market-stalls and fewer

in their bonnets. He says, "Some of the hens are

doing better than some of the men." One thing is

sure everywhere among all people, that "some
wives are doing better than some husbands.

—

Dr.

Pepper.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The V. S. S. Resolute sailed from New
York for Porto Rico on the 18th inst., with about 700 tons

of supplies furnished by the Philadelphia and New York
Relief Committees. The condition of Porto Rico is still

deplorable. The report of M.ijor John Van R. Hotf, Sur-

geon, U. S. .\., President of the Board of Relief, dated

Ninth Month 30th, shows that of a total population in

seventy municipalities of 934,02,5, as many as 261,.501 are

indigent. During Ninth Month there were 607 deaths and

17,605 cases of sickness. The number of rations issued

were 850,589. There were 25,332 men working for the

relief sent to them. While conditions are still bad, they

are nevertheless improving. A letter just received from

General George W. Davis, Governor General of Porto Rico,

Tenth Month 3rd, says that demands for relief are not in-
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creasing and that he has been able to stop the issue of

supplies in the liivisions of San Juan, Fajardo and Arroyo,

and that they can soon be stopped in several other districts.

Major HotTs report shows that on Ninth Month 30th, in

San Juan, there were only 1851 indigent in a population

of 30,744; in Farjardo, 1200 indigent in a population

of 9207, and in Arroyo, 2000 indigent in a population of

4332. The Merchants' Association of the 18th has alone

forwarded relief valued at $100,aX). It is recognized, of

course, that this form of relief must necessarily be tem-

porary. It cannot continue long without permanently

pauperizing a large proportion of the population. It must

be admitted that the change in the control of Porto Rico

from Spain to the United States has, for the time being,

made the condition of the people worse than it was under

Spanish rule. This is generally a result of such a radical

revolution. But when Porto Uico is made a territory of

the United States, with a territorial Government and free

trade, present conditions should change.

There are fifteen hundred submarine cables in the world,

over which si.x million messages are sent every year.

Eighteen lines cross the Atlantic Ocean; but the Pacific

has never been crossed, for the reason that no one nation

has ever owned or controlled a chain of landing-places

across it, and lengths of cable over three thousand miles

long are impracticable. The United States is now in a

condition to lay such a cable, as it has landing-places at

Hawaii, Wake Island, Guam, and the Philippines.

The agricultural laborers in the United States number
over 2,500,000 and there are 5,000,000 farmers.

The largest unbroken area of grain in the world is now
being harvested. It is in Madera and Fresno counties,

California, and extends over 25,000 acres, or about forty

square miles, an area nearly one-fourth that of Chicago.

The total value of the lumber annually manufactured in

the Northwest, including Michigan, Wisconsin and Minne-

sota, is $80,000,000.

There are four large rabbit farms in Indiana. The larg-

est one is located at Wabash, and covers sixty acres.

A firm of fish dealers in Mobile, Ala., is experimenting

w^ith a railroad tank car :n which, if successful, it will

transport Spanish mackerel, pompano. Gulf bluefish and

other Southern fishes alive to Northern cities.

According to an engineer, an American firm is turning

out a large quantity of paper tiles for roofing purposes.

They are said to be hard and tough and the glazing some-

what resembles Japanese lacquer. They are said to be

cheap, and can be made in any color or shape to suit the

purpose.

The Cincinnati Enquirer says: "The publisher of a

local trade paper has just received an inquiry from Smyr-
na, Turkey, for ready made frame houses or cottages of two
stories, with veranda on the first floor, shingle roof, either

painted or white, complete in every detail, excepting the

window panes. They must have from three to five rooms,

not counting the servants' quarters and range in price

from $200 to $1000 and upward. They must be shipped
' knocked down.' From 1000 to 2000 houses a year will

be ordered."
" When some time ago American competition in iron

and steel was talked of in German papers many of the

technical and trade journals made light of it," says Han-
auer, the American Vice Consul General at Frankfort, in

a report to the State Department. " Quite diflferent, how-
ever, is the expert opinion of the Chamber of Commerce
of Bochum, which comprises the leading iron and steel

manufacturers of this district. In its last annual report

this body speaks as follows: 'American competition, which

in 1897 arose in the continental markets, has made further

progress during 189S. Pig iron exported to Germany has

increased 16 per cent., as compared with the imports of

the year previous, fine cast iron and wrought iron 28 per

cent., and common ironware 75 per cent., while the im-

port of bicycles and parts gained 106 per cent. The value

of these American articles imported into Germany in 1897
amounted to $2,380,000; in 1898 to $3,570,000. This

extraordinary increase in so short a time gives cause for

very serious concern, especially when it is considered that

the demand in the United States has advanced enormously,

so that no large stocks were available for foreign export.

Consequently, we have to reckon with certainty that the

import of American iron and steel will continue to in-

crease; to prevent it will require strenuous exertions on

the part of German works.'

"

Slag left after the making of steel by the Bessemer
process is now being converted into phosphate.

During the year ending Sixth Month 30th, 1898, the

army of railroad employees had 1,958 men killed and 31,-

761 wounded. This army consisted of 874,5.54 men. One
employee out of every 446 was killed, and one out of

every 27 was injured. Considering the fact that many of

the employees are not exposed to special danger, this is a

frightful record. Many of the important battles of the

world show no more serious loss than that. It is also

noted that though the number of automatic couplers in

use was much larger in 1898 than in 1897, the accidents

of the latter year exceeded those of the former. This is

partly accounted for by the fact there were more em-
ployees and a larger business. The number of passengers

killed was only one in every 2,222,126. These figures

show what a dangerous calling is that of train hands, and
emphasize the necessity of providing by law for the adop-

tion of the latest and best devices for lessening the num-
ber of accidents.

Thirty-one new cases of yellow fever and three deaths

have bjen reported at Key West since Tenth Month 9th.

Thirteen new cases and two deaths were reported on the

23d instant.

There were 384 deaths in this city last week, which is

2 more than the previous week and 5 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 212 were
males and 172 females : 43 died of heart diseases ; 42 of

consumption ; 33 of pneumonia ; 18 of apoplexy; 16 of

nephritis ; 16 of cancer; 13 of debility; 12 of diphtheria ;

12 from casualties; 11 of marasmus ; 10 of inanition; 10
of convulsions ; 9 of inflammation of the brain; 9 of

Bright's disease, and 9 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels.

Markets, &C.— V. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg.. Ill a

Uli; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, reg., 128J a 129J;
coupon, 129J a 130i; 5's, reg., IIOJ a llOJ; coupon,

UIJ a 112; 3's reg., 107J a 107J, coupon, 108J a 108J.
Cotton.—Spinners bought sparingly, on a basis of 7ic.

per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.25 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.75 ; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour.—$3.50 a $3.60 per
barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—
$2.50 a $2.60 per 100 pounds for new.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70i a 71ic.
No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 38Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, SJa 64c.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 4| a 5c.; com., 4 a4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4Jc.; good, 4 a 4Jc.;

medium, 3J a Sfc; common, 2 a 3c.; lambs, 4J a 5Jo.
Hogs.—Best Western, 61 a 6ic.; others, 6i a 6Jc.,

State, 6c.

Foreign.—The Queen has called out the whole military

reserve, and an estimate of war expenses in South Africa

reaches $153,000,000.
On the 20th instant the forces of the South African

Republic and Orange Free State attacked the British in

Natal colony, commanded by General White, and were
repulsed. The battle lasted eight hours, and the British

loss, as officially reported, was 11 ofiicers and 31 men
killed, including General Symons, mortally wounded, and
21 officers and 151 men wounded. The Boor losses were
very heavy. Advices from Mafeking reiterate the story

of a Boer repulse there, with severe losses. Vryburg has
surrendered to the Boers. A new element in the military

situation is the rising of the warlike tribe of Basutos,

under Chief Mchoko, against the Orange Free State.

Tha London authorities have decided upon the novel

municipal step of devoting £10,000 to the erection of a

building to shelter families whose houses are in progress

of disinfection after outbreaks of infectious disease.

The total value of sea fish landed in Ireland in 1898 was
$1,962,935, an increase of over $70,000 on the previous

year.

There are 1640 co-operative societies in Great Britain,

with more than 1,500,000 members, doing a business of

$325,000,000 a year.

Thousands of persons in Germany live literally " on
straw," making it up into blankets, panniers, bo.xes, knick-

knacks, hats, bonnets, etc Professional schools have
even been founded, where the trade is taught in all its

varieties.

The only man in the world reported to be worth over

$1,000,000,000 is the Anglicized German, Alfred Beit. Ho
is not yet fifty, is well educated, and made his fortune in

diamonds during the past twenty-four years.

The Malay language is spoken by more than 40,000,000
persons. It is said to be easy to learn, as it has almost
no grammar.

India had 22,491 miles of railroad in operation Third

Month 31, and 3,568 miles under construction. The net

earnings for 1898 showed an increase of $4,210,804 over

the previous year. There was an increase of 1,320,505

passengers and 2,652,283 tons of freight in a country
where England took up the white man's burden only a

generation or two ago.

It is believed that the most ancient dictionary in the

world is the Chinese lexicon, compiled by Pacutshe a

thousand years before Christ.

Melbourne has recently had its first taste of a snow
storm, and to the great majority of the citizens it was as

much of a novelty as an earthquake. The fall wag
i

particularly heavy, but young Melbourne found qi

enough snow on the ground to enable it to enter with

thusiasm into the novel sport of snow-balling.
" Extensive and commercially available " coal beds hi

been discovered in the State of Pueblo, Mexico.

Advices from Caracas show that the President of V
ezuela fled to Laguayra on the 20th instant, mth j

men, leaving the way open for the peaceful entry g

the capital of the insurgent leader. General Castro. Pn
dent Andrade, it is understood, has not resigned, but \

go abroad. General Castro, the successful Venezue
revolutionist, has entered Caracas and been welcomed
the people, who are said to be desirous for peace.

A despatch from Lima, Peru, says that theGovernin
by strategic movement of troops is trying to surroi

Durand, the head of the revolution. In the mianti

bodies of revolutionists are surrendering under (ioTt

ment guarantees.

The exnorl of nitrate from Chile this year will exo

30,000,000 quintals. A quintal is a hundred-weight.

A revolution has broken out in Panama, and mart

law has been declared there.

RECEIPTS.
Lars R Wick, Agent. Iowa, $10, for Axel Melbe

Lars Tow, Ole Tow, Andrew Tow and Ole V,. Scvij

NOTICES.

Persons desiring to purchase goods from the Sovfl

Street House of Industry can have their orders Mei,
addressing for the present

M. R. Case, 20 S. 12th St., Phili,

The House of Industry has removed from 112

Seventh St. to the southeast corner of Seventh and Bi

Streets, where it hopes to open by the early part

Twelfth Month.

Bible Association of Friends in America
The Annual Meeting of the Corporation will

held in the Lecture Room of Friends' Select School, 1

N. Sixteenth St., on Foorth-day, Eleventh Month 1st, U
at 8 o'clock, p. M. Friends generally are invited to

tend. Elton B. Gifford, Se<^f,

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will d
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M., and 2

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when request

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-l

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, i

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Suedley, Sujft

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhobortsi
Tenth Month 24th.

W. H., $5 ; A. S., $10 ; A. C. \V., $25 ; K. S. R,i

H. B. E., $20 ; E. S. C, $-50 ; E. J. ( .Maine), *10

;

W. P., *5 ; A. S. P., JUI ; E. W. P., $10 ; M. B. Y.,1

C. H. M., $5 : E. D. W., »o ; (i. Sistere, *35 ; W. P.

$50 ;
" S" (Ohio), »5 ; M. D. A., $30 ; S. S. H., ji5;

H. S., $0 ; "A," *il0
; J. W. B.. $25 ; M. T. B., $10

R., $100 ; A. R., $25 ; W. C, $2.50 ; M. P., $'25
; E

S., $50 ; B. Sisters, $100 ; F. X. ( Canada ), $1 ; K. P.

$00 ; S. C. S., $21 ; W. R. D., $5 ; A. H., $20 ;
H.

$15 ; A. E. M., $5 ; E C. (Xew York), $'20
; E. J.,

M. Co., $14.50 ; A. F. C, $25 ; R. S. E., $100 ; S.

$5 ; M. M., $10 ; H. R., $100; A Friend iChester (

$2; J. E.G., »100; M. A., $25
Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St. Pb

SICK DIET FUND AND FOOD FOR CHILDREK.

West Chester Friends, $30; Media Friends, $:<6

W., $10 ; A. F. H., $200 ;
('. L. H., $50 ; W. H

$.50 ; A. P. S., i;i2o ; W. L. B., $25.

Died, on the First of Ninth Month, 1899, He
N. Stokis, aged sixty-one years. A member of I

niantown Particular and Frankford Monthly Mee
of Friends. Weaned from this life by a long and pai

illness, which she bore with patient submission,

family have now the comfordng lielief that she

through Divme mercy, been re eived into the

sions of eternal rest and peace.
, on the eighteenth of Fifth Month, 1S9I

(he residence of her husband Jesse W. Taylor, M-

1!. Tayj.oh, in the eighty-fourth year of her agi

e.sleeme I member of the Monthly Meeting of Fr

of Philadtlphia for the Xoithern District.
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le following letter shows the spirit in which

: of the applications for help for the Kus-

exiles are received. This was written by

levolent Episcopalian clergyman:
bank lliee very much for the opportunity thee

forded me of making a small contribution towards
iffering e.xiles. I enclose my check for twenty-

jllars.

,y I thank thee, because it may interest thee to

that a few minutes before thy letter wa« brought

,
I was earnestly wishing that I might be able to

some one happier before the chse of the day, out

jnse of the grati'ude I was feeling for a blessing

received from our loving Father's hand, and thy

gave me the oppor unity.

Service Crowned.—A letter from John

ws informs us of the remarkable ending

e arduous and efficient labors of Wilson

;e, who on behalf of the English Friends,

luring the period of the residence of the

hobors in Cyprus been acting as executive

ger for the settlement. We give the

sssive tidings in the language of the letter:

'ur valued friend Wilson Sturge had at

inished his work in Cyprus. 1 received

reek his final letter from there, with the

ments for surrender of Athalassa farm

itting with option of purchase of Pergamo.

I matters had involved many difficult nego-

ns, but W. S. remarked, were now wound
in a workman like manner." He was just

g by steamer for London as he ended his

. In a previous one he had asked me to

.rd any telegram he might send, to his

informing her of his starting; and this

Ben done, Sara Sturge proceeding to Genoa
:et him.

ow news comes that he died on the voy-

near Malta. The body was landed there

e day following, for inquest and burial,

need not say how deeply we all feel the

and we know that Friends in America

will sympathize with Wilson Sturge's family

when they learn what has happened. So will

the Doukhobors to whom he rendered such long

and earnest service in Cyprus."

The Passing of Friendly Intercourse.

A New England correspondent regrets the

transferring of a Meeting on Ministry and Over-

sight from the day before the Quarterly Meet-
ing to the morning of the Quarterly Meeting
itself. This arrangement is for the sake of

allowing attenders of both meetings to go and
come by railway train on the same day. The
regret expressed was for the loss of " the so-

cial part, the mingling together which we en-

joyed as we went with our parents to the homes.

This meant a great deal, and was a privilege

this generation cannot realize. It kept our

meetings on a higher plane than the confer-

ences of other churches to which we are com-
ing."

The modern curtailment of time for attend-

ing our Monthly and Quarterly Meetings is

accompanied by a lessening of interest in mem-
bership and of the virtue of hospitality. The
former practice of parents of taking children

with them in their carriages on a day's or a

half-day's drive to Monthly or Quarterly Meet-

ings, lodging one or two nights at a Friend's

house, enlarging our social acquaintance in

various neighborhoods of Friends, broadening

and deepening yur interest in the whole Soci-

ety and mankind in general, opening up ways
of our reciprocating hospitalities when our

turn should come for entertaining Friends, was
something of a liberal education in itself. But

when there was added to this intercourse and

enlarging of heart and mind, an attendance

upon the solemnities and business of the Church
which brought us together, an interest in the

affairs of Truth was slowly but surely built

up in the youthful mind, and a regular habit

of attending our meetings for Discipline con-

firmed, which, in mature life, we would not, if

we could, depart from. So a succession of

those who love the right order of the affairs

of our goodly heritage was trained for the ser-

vice of their day. It is now growing harder

and harder to find such a succession from the

ranks of those who have not been brought up
to join their parents in the attendance of all

their Meetings for Discipline. We know of

none who did not accompany their parents on

these Monthly and Quarterly Meeting excur-

sions from home who have turned out to be

helpers, to say nothing of members, of our re-

ligious Society. But the privileges of extended
intercourse of neighborhood with neighborhood
in mutual visiting on account of these meet-
ings wa.<5 one of the most winning inducements
to our early interest in Friends and what they

stood for, and a gracious preparation for that

deeper interest which, later on, needs not such

entertainment.

Where are the helpers to conduct the affairs

of our Meetings for Discipline to come from,

except from among the attenders of those

meetings? And who are likely to be the at-

tenders, except such as are habituated to it

from their youth? Our schools seem to bind our
children away from Meetings for Discipline and
to be raising up a generation unacquainted with

them, and likely to be as absent during business

life as we have trained them to be during

school life. The present writer now thanks

his parents for taking their children out of

school to attend, during the proper hours, our

mid-week Meetings for Worship and Discipline.

The places of the schoolmates who laughed ai,

them for this have long since been unknown in

our religious Society.

A departure from former simplicity, and an

entering upon the slavery to modern standards

of living, seem to keep the faces of heads of

families too close to the grindstone of daily

toil, or to place the control of their time too

much in employers' hands, to maintain their

ancient liberties and privileges incident to well-

rounded membership. And the multiplication

of modern conveniences for hospitality seems
to leave all the less room for hospitality itself.

So that a Society with the spirit of society,

or of being " members one of anot her," starved

out by the world, would have only to blame

every beginning of leaving its first love, who
has so clearly proscribed his remedy in these

words, " If ye walk in the light as lie is in the

light, ye have fellowship one uith another."

A Slander Met.—On the same day that an

unjust statement appeared in a Philadelphia

paper, imputing a barbarity to the Doukhobors

in compelling (as was alleged) their women to

drag plows like oxen, or side by side with oxen,

etc., we were glad to see the following unde-

signed refutation in a copy of the F'idon

Gazette, of Canada.

-"The anxiety of these patient and long-suffer-

ing people—who for years have been dei)rived

of the commonest necessities of life—to obtain

for themselves new homes, is everj'where in
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evidence. Take the case of breaking the soil.

The able-bodied men were called upon to hire

out as laborers and railroad navvies, leaving

only women, children and aged and crippled

men in the villages. Under these circumstances

what did these noble women do? Sit down and

wait for the return of their fathers, brothers

and husbands? Not they! They decided that

it was their duty to tide over the crisis that

confronted them. They knew the land should

be broken for next year. They had no spades,

horses or oxen, nor the wherewithal to pur-

chase such. What then should be done? The

question was a grave one. Winter was ap-

proaching, and what was to be done must be

done quickly, or it would be too late. This is

what was eventually decided upon: Twenty-

four robust young women fastened around their

persons long flour sacks, the ends of which were

attached to crossbars fastened to long ropes

reaching the plow, which was guided by one

of the few men left in the village. These

twenty-four young women walked in two rows

and drew the plow for two hours, when they

were relieved by another batch of twenty-four.

These in turn worked the same time, and were

then relieved. They, rather seemed to enjoy

the novelty of the work, and usually returned

from their labors singing, happy in the con-

sciousness of helping to make independent

homes for themselves in this free country. It

was noticed that an older woman always accom-

panied the girls, and watched that none worked

if not fully able to take part. Working in this

way, considerable ground was prepared for

next year's crops, that otherwise would have

remained unbroken."

Doukhobor Notes.

BY WM. EVANS.

The public meeting, called for the fifth of

Tenth Month, was attended by many interested

Friends, and much warm sympathy was de-

veloped upon learning of the prospective hard-

ships for the Exiles, during the coming ten

months. The Committee of the Meeting for

Sufferings were encouraged to select sub-

committees throughout the Yearly Meeting,

which has since been done. A circular has
been printed for distribution to all families of

Friends. Contributions, the flow of which had
abated during the summer months, have recom-
menced, and over $6000 have been received by
the Treasurer since the meeting. Besides cash
contributions, a car load (21 tons), of blankets,

yarn, medicines, clothing, soap, hardware, flour,

meal and groceries was collected, and forwarded
to Winnipeg, Tenth Month, 26th. The contents
of the car had been carefully assorted, and put
up in 751 packages, each package being marked
to denote the articles within, thus saving an
over-hauling and division at the other end of
the route.

The next day after the meeting, a telegram
was forwarded to Commissioner McCreary, at

Winnipeg, authorizing him to purchase and dis-

tribute a carload each of potatoes and onions;

and on the seventeenth he was requested to

expend one thousand dollars additional, for

potatoes. This vegetable can be had at twenty-

five cents per bushel near the railroads of

.\ssiniboia, and it is very desirable, not only to

furnish the villagers with this kind of food

for the winter, but to have a large supply

stored in caves, so as to be ready for planting,

as early as the ground will admit of it, in the

Spring.

In the Ninth Month last, Peter and C'ornelius

Jansen, Russian Mennonites, now residing in

Nebraska, kindly consented to go to Canada,

inspect the situation of the Doukhobors, and

purchase and distribute what seemed most

needed. They expended $3500 in procuring

forty-nine cows, ten yoke of oxen, six wagons
and harness, one horse, some medicine, and a

quantity of linseed oil, which the Russians had

been accustomed to use as food, taking the

place of lard or fat, which they never eat, nor

indeed any kind of flesh food; and their sys-

tems showed the desirability of a change of

diet from the daily routine of bread and tea,

and a soup made from herbs. Here it may not

be amiss to insert a letter sent to the com-

mittee from some women who had received one

of the cows purchased by Cornelius Jansen:
" Beloved Brothers and Sisters in the Lord

Jesus Christ!

"All wishing to fulfil God's commandments
included in two commandments given by the

Saviour, Christ Jesus, we inform you dear

brothers and sisters, that thanks to your great

kindness we have just received a cow among
those sent to all our brothers and sisters. Al-

though all received it with profound gratitude

towards the Lord, and with thanks to the kind

people for their precious gift, yet none more
gratefully than we, women bereft of our hus-

bands. Separated from them for years, we
have been left with young children at the

mercy of the world and of kind people, whilst

our husbands—some of whom have laid down
their lives for the Lord's sake and His glory,

—

are in a far distant land, in Siberia. Therefore,

dear brothers and sisters, dear, indeed dear, is

your charity to us, in time of trouble. The
cow we have received from you will feed our

little ones for several months.
" We are unable to express all our gratitude

on paper, but feelings of love take possession

of our hearts. We feel deeply grateful in our

souls, and offer thanks in our prayers to our

Lord God and to the kind people whose feelings

of love cause them to have sympathy with their

fellow beings, brothers and sisters.
" May God, our Heavenly Father, have mercy

on you on the Day of Judgment, and may He
reward you a hundred-fold with His unchange-
able joy.

" We are very thankful to the Lord, and also

to the kind people, who will certainly not allow

us to die of starvation.

"Good bye, dear brothers and sisters; may
you have good health and prosperity.

Your loving sisters,

Anna Simeonova,
[and seven others, omitted for brevity.] With
all our children and all our sisters and brothers

of the Spiritual (christian Community of the

Universal Brotherhood: Village Prolerpeovshe."

Cornelius Jansen, under date of Ninth Month,

12th, writing from Yorkton, Assiniboia, in-

formed that a car-load of cows which he had

purchased from Mennonites in Gretna, Manitoba,

arrived at Yorkton, Ninth Month, 9th
—"H

next day, the Lord's Day, was of course spei

quietly, but yesterday it was my privilege t

distribute the oxen and allot the cows; als

the harness and wagons. It was truly toucl

ing to see and feel the gratitude of the inei

How I did wish that you could have been pn

sent!" Further on in the same letter he sayi

"The people have no fat of any kind, as yo

well know; and the milk which they now hav

or soon will have, is consumed at once; a

butter-making is out of the question; now,

know they would be happy if they could gi

raw linseed oil, say a ten gallon keg to eao

village, to take the place of butter or Ian

they have it in Russia, with their food, evei

day. They virtually live on dry hrend and te

with once in a while some watery soup; at lea

this is what I ate while with them ; now if son

rice, perhaps one or two bags, could go aloi

with the linseed oil, they could have son

variety, and they would not get into such a

anaemic condition, in which some now withoi

doubt are."

One of the best gifts which could be bestowf

on the exiles is a large quantity of \rool, wil

wheels to convert it into yarn. They are adep

in spinning, and in the long winter evenings

i

50° north latitude they could prepare this m
terial for warm stockings, mittens and clot'

ing, while others could knit. Perhaps fii

hundred spinning-wheels could be utilized

advantage.

Samuel Rogers, of Toronto, we learn throu{

C. Jansen, has agreed to furnish 2,000 poum

of wool, which can be bought in Manitoba :

eight cents per pound.

Other needs are leather, for they can mal

their own shoes and boots; or, if raw hides a

supplied, they can tan them; also sheepskins t

eoats, to meet a temperature of some sixty d

grees below zero. They are also poorly so

plied with lamps and with petroleum to burn

them.

The brighter side of their lot is seen in

recent communication from the Commission

of Immigration, who states that 820 men fn

the North Colony, on Swan River, are worki:

on a new railroad, within twenty miles of thi

home, and earning over a dollar each per di

It would seem unlikely, however, that croi

ties and rails could be laid when the sever!

of winter was upon them. Tent-life is ni

abolished, and the log-houses are almost co

pleted, but are mostly without sash. The

appears to be yet enough firewood availab

but as 7,000 people must consume much fu

,

there would seem to be a need for systema

planting of groves for the years to come.

The malarial fever, contracted by the

thousand who left Cyprus, still lingers amo

them, but is much lessened.

Since his return to Nebraska, C. Jans

wTites that, while in Assiniboia, he had tak

the opportunity to converse with many farme

some, in particular, who had been resident th(

from five to fifteen years, and that from all

could see and learn, he felt "confident thatf

Doukhobors will not only be able to makf

living, and have already not only an auspici(

start, but are also very favorably placed,

compared with many other settlers."

Bettek freedom in bonds, than bonds

freedom.
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General State of the Church.

rhe Church of God is to-day courting the

:\d. Its members are trying to bring it

m to the level of the ungodly. The ball,

theatre, nude and lewd art, social luxuries,

h all their loose moralities, are making in-

ds into the sacred enclosure of the church,

as a satisfaction for all this worldliness,

•istians are making a great deal of Lent and
iter and Good Friday, and church ornamenta-
ls. It is the old trick of Satan. The Jewish
reh struck on that rock, the Romanish church
\ wrecked on the same, and the Protestant
rch is fast reaching the same doom,
lur great dangers, as we see them, are as-

ilation to the world, neglect of the poor,

stitution of the form for the fact of godli-

3, abandonment of discipline, a hireling state

ninistry, an impure gospel, which summed
is a fashionable church. That Methodists
lid be liable to such an outcome, and that

•e should be signs of it in a hundred years
n the "sail loft," seems almost the miracle

istory; but who that looks about him to-

can fail to see the fact?

not Methodists, in violation of God's word
their own discipline, dress as extravagantly
as fashionably as any other class ? Do not
ladies, and often the wives and daughters
be ministry put on "gold and pearls and
ly array? " Would not the plain dress in-

)d upon by John Wesley, Bishop Ashbury,
worn by Hester Ann Rogers, Lady Hunting-
and many other equally distinguished, be
regarded in Methodist circles as fanati-

i? Can any one going into a Methodist
•ch in any of our chief cities distinguish

attire of the commBnicants from that of
theatre and ball goers?
not worldliness seen in the music? Elab-

ely dressed and ornamented choirs, who
lany cases make no profession of religion

are often sneering skeptics, go through a

artistic, or operatic performance which is

luch in harmony with spiritual worship as

>pera or theatre. Under such wordly per-

lances spirituality is frozen to death,

'orldly socials, fairs, festivals, concerts, and
1 like, have taken the place of the religious

lerings, revival meetings, class and prayer
tings of earlier days.

ow true that the Methodist discipline is a
I letter. Its rules forbid the wearing of

, or pearls, or costly array; yet not one
thinks of disciplining its members for vio-

ig them. They forbid the reading of such
:s and the taking of such diversions as do
minister to godliness, yet the church itself

I to shows, and frolics, and festivals, and
!, which destroy the spiritual life of the
i_g as well as the old. The extent to which
is now carried on is appalling. The spirit-

leath it carries in its train will only be
vn when the millions it has swept into hell

d before the judgment.
le early Methodist ministers went forth to

iflce and suffer for Christ. They sought
places of ease and affluence, but of priva-

and suffering. They gloried not in their

salaries, fine parsonages and refined con-

;ations, but in the souls that had been won
Tesus. Oh, how changed ! A hireling min-
r will be a feeble, a timid, a truckling, a
I serving ministry without faith, endurance
holy power.

—

R. S. Foster.

Contributed.

Religious Opinions of the Muncy Dela-
Vi'ARES, or LENNE LENAPE INDIANS IN THEIR
Original State.
The Muncy Uelawares universally believed

in the existence of one Supreme Being, the
Creator of all things and nations, whom they
call " Kih-geh-aleh-munittoo," which means the
(jreat and Mighty Spirit, and believing him to
abound in love and mercy towards his creatures.
They also believe in the existence of " Maytzeet
Munittoo," meaning an Evil Spirit. The Indians
imagine the Evil One has a great power over
the creatures of the earth to injure any who
may offend him. They also imagined that the
Great Spirit was the most powerful of the two.
In fact, when a war was declared between two
tribes, they would admonish each other to bar-
ken to the Good Spirit, not to the evil, the for-

mer always declaring peace. The word " Munit-
too" simply means spirit, either good or bad.
In order to designate the character or nature
of the spirit they use the prefixes " Kih-geh-
aleh" and " Maytzeet." Besides these two great
leading spirits, the Indians believed in other
minor spirits, each having a certain control
over a portion of the great creation.

Their religious sacrifices and feasts are
kept regularly at stated times of the year. They
hold annual sacrifices, in which all take part.

The first they call " The feast of first fruits,"

which they consider was praise to the spirit

that watches over all manner of fruit under
the sun. The second is called the "Evening
festival," in which no bone of the deer is broken,
and whatever remains at the break of day is

burned before the rising of the sun. The chiefs

and the medicine men also make an offering to

the Great Spirit every sixth sun for the cleans-

ing of themselves. The last of their annual
sacrifices is considered to be very ancient and
the most sacred, which lasts for twelve nights,

with very little intermission. I will describe

it as held by the Muncy Delaware Indians,

comparatively speaking, only a few years ago.

Each family brings a few things raised by
them from the " mother earth"—such as Indian

corn or maize, potatoes, beans, squashes and
maple sugar, also various kinds of fruit pre-

serves—to an aged chief, who is appointed to

receive such, and deposit the same in the house
of sacrifice. The head chiefs of the different

branches of the nation would consult each
other in council as to all arrangements neces-

sary for this great sacrificial feast. The
Muncy Indians always had " Quich-tah-caun,"

the Big House. Some other tribes call theirs

"the Long House." In this temple a fire-place

was made at each end, and in the centre a large

post is planted, beautifully carved. The skin

of a deer is wound around the post during the

ceremonies, with the antlers on. When the

time arrives for the performances the leading

chiefs would appoint a large number of young
men, and send them into the woods iti search

of fifty deer for the offering. While the young
hunters are out on the chase, all the Indian

women which are considered as clean are en-

gaged in gathering firewood intended to last

for twelve nights. When the hunters have
succeeded in killing the requisite number of

deer for the sacrifice, they carry their booty
home. On reaching the village twelve shots

are fired in succession, and a pause is observed

for a moment, then a volley by the whole band.

Then they march in silence to the Big House,
and are met by the big chiefs, and all the deer
are deposited in the temple. When all arrange-
ments are completed, then an old man, who is

recognized as the master of all the ceremonies,
would enter from the east door, and inviting

the people to follow and when the "Quich-tah-
caun" was full the doors closed. Then the four
young men who take charge of the fires throw
small quantities of hemlock boughs into the fires,

which causes a dense smoke to rise. The four
young men carry fans in their hands, and they
fan the scented smoke all over the room and
over the people. All, in silence, are in medi-
tation for a few moments. Then the doors and
other openings are thrown open. Then the old

man, the master of the ceremonies, publicly

declares to all the Indians that the " Big House,"
or the house of sacrifice, is being purified by
the Great Spirit, and is in a proper condition
to hold their great annual sacrifice. The In-

dian women would then be busily engaged in

putting up tents around the Big House or
" Quich-tah-caun," for the accommodation of
Indians who come from long distances. The In-

dians believe that, after the purification of the
Big House, it is then most sacred. No improper
conduct is allowed within the ground, but the
utmost solemnity prevails. Severe punishment
is inflicted on man and beast that trespass on
Dhe grounds. No intoxicated person is allowed
to enter the grounds, nothing unclean allowed
to come near. An old man, who is generally
looked upon as the master of all ceremonies,
otherwise might be called a priest, for such a
one always holds an honorable position, and is

greatly respected by the tribes /or his wisdom
and goodness. He first enters the Big House,
followed by all the chiefs and medicine men,
and all sit in a circle, leaving a small space
in the centre for the Indian singers. The first

thing they do is to give every one present a
mouthful of wine made from the juice of ber-

ries. After supplying all, the Indian singers

are placed in the centre, around the carved

post, with tortoise shells and small drums in

their hands, with which they keep time while

they are singing. Then the old man, the mas-
ter of ceremonies, begins by delivering a short

address, telling the people the object of their

gathering together was to thank the Great
Spirit for the growth of corn, and for the ripen-

ing of berries, and for the good luck in hunt-

ing, and for the blessings of good health, etc.

At the end of his address he begins to walk
around the room slowly, singing, and in his

hand he holds a tortoise shell with a few peb-

bles in it, keeping time. His song consists in

relating some great deeds he had done for the

tribe, and reciting some of the dreams and
visions he had while fasting in his childhood

days. Some of these men recite wonderful

stories in their songs of what happened to

them while fasting, sometimes so solemn as to

bring tears into the eyes of the listeners, and
at the end of the old man's recitation he begins

to dance, and the singers that are seated in

the centre sing for the dreamer. One after

another joins, and by the time he goes around
once all are on a move. On reaching his seat

he stops and hands the magic tortoise shell to

the next in rank, he also begins by speaking
and making recitations the same as the first,

excepting the tune of his address and song,

and the speaker and dancer ends the same as
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the first. This performance is followed night

after night for twelve nights, and at midnight

a short intermission takes place by a general

shaking of hands, and the venison and other

eatables are distributed among them. When
all had been refreshed, they began, as usual,

till morning, and at sunrise they disperse to

the tents, and rest for the day. This annual

sacrificial feast is considered by all as a very

ancient institution, hamleddown from one gene-

ration to another. The Indians actually be-

lieve that, it were even once omitted, the < Jreat

Spirit would be displeased with his Indian chil-

dren, and send sickness and death among them.

Therefore the Muncy Indians were very punc-

tual in their way of worshipi)ing the (ireat

Spirit.

What a Baby Did.

What can touch a mother's heart like the

innocence of childhood? Karely is a woman's
soul too stained with evil, or her life too nar-

rowed and embittered to withstand the message
of love which comes to her in the innocence of

childhood.

A traveller who has just returned from one
of the most horrible prisons in Russia gives a

striking illustration of this fact. A colonel

was appointed to take charge of one of the larg-

est and most noxious of the prisons. It was situ-

ated in the centre of an important province, and
was filled with turbulent men and abandoned
women. Harsh discipline, poor food, insuf-

ficient ventilation, uncleanliness, and hopeless-

ness all conspired to brutalize the inmates.

Especially was this true of the women. The
longer they were imprisoned the more depraved
and unmanageable they became, until it needed
a disciplinarian of the severest type to keep
them under control. The colonel could manage
the men, but the women defied him, and he

began to think that he must resort to flogging

to subdue them.

One morning the colonel's young wife took

a walk in the prison-yard. She was a gentle

enthusiast, who had made up her mind, when
her husband first entered upon his official duties,

to reform, if possible, the women prisoners by
kindness. . This purpose she failed to accom-
plish; for kindness seemed to have no more
influence over them than solitary confinement.

As she walked in the yard one morning she

became apprehensive lest some harm might be
done her baby, whom the nurse carried beside

her, and for the first time had been taken into

the enclosure.

As soon as the women prisoners caught sight

of the child, they ran to it, gesticulating wildly.

The mother gave a shriek and stood at bay
before them, prepared to defend her baby from
violence. The guard came running up. But
instead of the abusive language which had
heretofore greeted the young wife, the poor
women broke into raptures over the dear little

babe.

"Oh, the darling! Let me hold him!" One
after another stretched out her marred arms
in entreaty toward the obdurate nurse.

"Isn't he a dear?" exclaimed the vilest of

the prisoners. At that word several of them
peered into the pure face of the child, and
broke down, tears streaming down their cheeks.

Begging to hold the baby, the laughing, cry-

ing, gesticulating women crowded around the
child. The eternal motherhood lighted up their

embruted faces, and the sight of unimpeachable
innocence softened every stony heart.

Then the colonel's wife had a happy thought:

"The best conducted woman of you all at

the end of the week will be allowed to attend

the baby for half an hour."

The women, whom neither kindness nor pun-

ishment had been able to restrain, became
docile to every word and order. At the end

of the week it became almost impossible to

decide which one had earned the coveted re-

ward. The baby made weekly visits to the

])risun-yard, and the gentle, humanizing efl'ect

upon the w'omen seemed almost miraculous.

Innocence is irresistible. —.SWcc/c*/.

Samuel Capper's Visit.

(Coutiuued from pa;;c llil.i

We left Tralee for Listowel early on Third-

day morning, the seventh of Sixth Month,
rather oppressed in spirit; and as we were in-

formed that the people of Listowel were much
worse than those of Tralee, we hardly knew
what kind of reception to expect. On enter-

ing the town, we almost immediately met two
priests, walking separately about and talking

to the people. After taking up our quarters

at Adam's hotel, we sent .Joseph Newsom to

find Maurice McNamarra O'Conor, with whom
he, Edward Fitt and the Alexanders had some
acquaintance, but he was a mile or two distant

in the country at his farm. .Joseph Newsom
took a horse and went to seek him there. As
he is a Romanist we could not entertain a very

sanguine expectation of his assistance, but as

we thought it best to use diligent endeavors to

obtain a meeting with the people, William
Alexander and Robert Charlton went, in the

meantime, to see whether any other place or

room could be procured for our purpose, in

case the application to O'Conor failed. They
did not succeed, as a school-room, the only

suitable place, was refused; the national church
party, as the schoolmaster informed us, having
determined to keep out dissent; adding, that so

deeply did he feel the importance of this that

he must conscientiously do all he could to pre-

vent our succeeding in getting a meeting. About
two o'clock Joseph Newsom returned to us,

saying that Maurice O'Conor would lend us the

yard, and provide us with deals for seats, sup-

ports for them, labor and everything requisite;

that he esteemed it a privilege to assist in the

preparations for a Friends' meeting. In a few
minutes afterwards M. O'Conor came and re-

peated his assurances of assistance; he also in-

formed us that there was a conference of

priests that day in the town, consisting of

twenty-seven, that four of them were his guests,

and actually then at his house, close by the

yard in which we are to hold the meeting; this

however, appeared to have little efl'ect on him,

for he was present most of the time the tent

was raising and seating and rendered the most
effectivefservice.

A large number of persons visited the tent

during its erection and preparation and openly

talked of the penance they would have to un-

dergo for attending the meeting. Some re-

marked to others: "We will have to walk
twenty miles to get a ticket of absolution for

being there," to which another replied, " Well,

sure it is very fine weather and we have little

to do; we will all go together." An hour or

more before the time of the meeting, the parish

priest, .\Iahony, came into the yard, and uil

mately into the tents (he is a black, disgustii

looking man), with a knotted horsewhip in b

hand, and when the people drew towards hii

bowing and touching their hats, he gave the

his positive orders not to attend, and indet

most of them left for a time; he afterwari

sent a messenger to inform " the gentletiM

that he should not allow any of his people

be present."

M. O'Conor seemed a little abashel at the

proceedings of the priests, but he did not lea

the tent. At seven o'clock, when I went ov«

I found M. O'Conor, the principal surgeon
the place, who is a Protestant, the before me
tioned school-master and a few other I'rotes

ants; in all we had about twenty I'rotestan

and fifty Romanists, and the meeting was
quiet, solemn, and I believe reaching time

many. M. O'Conor and some others seemed
be absolutely absorbed in attention; there w
a large concourse of people outside the yai

many of whom, I apprehend, could hear; thi

were mostly quiet. After the meeting I

O'Conor informed some of the Friends that
1

would be with us in a quarter of an hour i

twenty minutes, as he thought the priests wl

were at his house, would very soon be makii

themselves comfortable; in a very short tit

he came and spent the evening with us. I

was very free, giving us much informatii

which was interesting, and expressed his b

lief, that the total abstinence movement woo
certainly lead to more charitable views of thini

amongst the people, and that the difficui

of getting at the people would be much le

sened, as their sober habits were now leadii

them to become readers and to their obtainii

much more information and must continue

do so. He wished the clergy, meaning tl

Roman priests, had attended themselves at t!

meeting; he could not see to what they con

have objected; he was asked how he wou
settle the matter with his parish priest. "

he said, "
I must laugh and talk him out of

'

we are very good friends." He seemed
think he should be able to bring a precedei

when on one occasion the Romish bishop

Limerick or Galway, with some of his clerf

were present at an opportunity when Elizabe

Fry both preached and prayed.

On the eighth instant several of us return

to Limerick, about fifty English miles. It w

a very warm day, and the party I was wi

were somewhat fatigued. We passed throui

Tarbert and Askeaten, and had some
beautiful views of the Shannon. At Askeat

it was with difficulty we could get anything

eat; the innkeepers, although they knew ^
liam Alexander and Joseph Newsom, s

perfectly alarmed at seeing us, and the wt
town appeared to be alarmed or excited w
apprehension.

On Fifth-day, the ninth of Sixth Monti
attended the week-day meeting at Limeri'

and went the same evening to Cahir with Jan

Alexander and Thomas Fitt. The youth's me
ing for the county Tipperary was held th

the next day. I was impressed with the he

that our being there was, in the ordering

best W'isdom; it was a searching time. H
at the house of Jane Fennell I met my
friend, D. .Malcomsom. He -is become very

firm and seventy-seven years of age.

The twelfth of Sixth Month I was at '
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meetings for worship at Clonmel; the

ning was a deeply exercising time, in which
58 who are departed and departing from
government of the Spirit were admonished,
in the evening some ability was adminis-

id to pray for the release of the seed of the

jdom held in bondage and oppressed in

ly hearts. At the conference after meeting
he subject of public meetings, some Friends

e appointed to assist in those intended to

leld at Tipperary, Clogheen, Cahir, Thurler,

iplemore, etc.

{To be concluded.)

War and Peace Notes.

UBAN Orphans.—The National Red Cross

lety, Washington, D. C, makes a strong ap-

! for help for the reconcentrado Cuban or-

ns. "About fifty thousand of these are

,tered through the cities and towns. They
not children of low origin, but of the best

ner families, their parents having died or

1 killed. Many of the mothers starved

nselves to death in order to save their

dren. These children, from thirty to a hun-

1 in each town, are utterly homeless. They
principally by begging of the passengers

3very passing train, sometimes crowding
Q the trains in such numbers that passen-

i can scarcely get out. They are in rags

filthy beyond description. Their limbs are

dated, their feet swollen and often broken
I. The plan of the Red Cross is to make
II, plain and simple asylums for them where
' are, and in these to care for them, teach

n to work, read, and to forget the lives of

t and woe through which they have passed,

ry asylum has from one to ten acres of

ind adjoining it. The children are gentle

obedient, and respond readily in all ways
he efforts made to help them. It is only

reconcentrado orphans that the Red Cross

ying to help. With proper funds, which
bt to be given quickly and generously, it

not be many months before the whole fifty

isand can be saved and started on the way
elf help."

p is indeed humiliating that the " two great
lish-speaking nations," the two who brought
)r out of chaos at the Hague Conference,
secured the great Arbitration agreement,
lid the same year have their hands imbrued
ilood, in disputes arising from their own
ressions. We know that great numbers of

good men and women of England will feel

progress of such a conflict in South Africa
I personal weight of suffering—as we do
I shocking war in the islands of the Pacific.

lUUigencer.

ORTO Rico Disaster. — The destruction

ied by the recent storm in Porto Rico has
ight into striking contrast the limp and
:uid interest taken by the people in a work
eal Christian benevolence, made necessary
- great natural disaster, and the passionate,

jntrollable prodigality of the government
the people's representatives, and even the
;jle themselves, in the destructive ways of

. The great storm which visited Porto
) destroyed many lives and swept away the
jerty of nearly one-fourth of the inhabitants.

a government representative lifts his voice
ivor of direct government aid in this hour

of overwhelming distress. The whole task is

left to private benevolence, though it is well
known that while this is being organized many
must suffer and die. If it were a question of
war, in the name of "humanity" or of the
national " sovereignty," there would be no hesi-

tation in spending fifty, or a hundred, or five

hundred million dollars, and in entering upon
a course which would involve a perpetual drain
of millions every month in the future. One's
heart grows sick when he thinks how little the
expenditure of the nation's funds is governed
by the principles of real humanity. In the
matter of private benevolence, how much better
is it? The private response to Porto Rico's
cry of distress is said to have been generous.
It has been with many individuals. But the
sum raised has reached barely twenty-five thou-
sand dollars in any one of our great cities. In
contrast to this, San Francisco has raised sixty
thousand dollars for a great demonstration over
the soldiers returned from the Philippines

;

partly, we are informed, to induce the soldiers
to re-enlist. New York City has raised several
hundred thousand dollars for a great Dewey
demonstration when the Admiral came home.
Every dollar of this money spent in these ways
in these and other cities is worse than wasted.
It all tends to infatuate people with the glory
of war, to teach a false patriotism, to lead the
nation away into warlike ambitions, and to pile

up the war expenditures of the government in

the future. When the nation, in its corporate
capacity, comes to possess a tithe of the hu-
manity which it has boasted to the world of
having, all this will be reversed, and govern-
ment people will deem it the chief glory to
keep out of war, and to spend these vast sums
in the works of saving and contractive benevo-
lence.

—

Advocate of Peace.

Fitness for Selp-Government.—An agent
for American Christian Endeavor Societies hav-
ing visited Manila and returned to this country,
is reporting among various churches legitimate
fruit of war which he witnessed among our
men there. He says that religious effort is out
of the question from American missionaries so
long as there is an army, and such an army, as
living examples, and, to the Tagalo mind, fair

examples of American civilization and Christi-

anity. " When American troops landed in Ma-
nila there were only a saloon or two in the
whole place, and this one or two bore respect-
able names; were nothing at all what we know
as saloons. Manila to-day is a hell hole. There
are four hundred and thirty or more saloons,

and the saloons are more respectable than are
many of the places within the city which Ameri-
cans have either planted or keep alive by their

support."

The Wrong Oil.—D. A. Hayes, of Garrett
Biblical Institute, writes as follows: "In a sub-
urb near Boston a belfrj'-bell suddenly changed
its pitch, and sounded out a note or so higher
than before, till the people of the church grew
dissatisfied, and finally sent to the manufac-
turers to complain. The company sent a man
down to see what was wrong, and he found that

the sexton had oiled the belt, and had allowed
two or three drops to fall on its rim. The two
or three drops had made all the trouble.

Down in the country church there is a young

man who speaks with no uncertain sound, who
is full of clear ringing gospel Truth and ex-
perience. He goes up to the divinity school.
They mauufacture preachers there—polished,
finished preachers of things divine. They put
on the drops of oil. It is noticeable in his

smooth tongue when he gets home again. Rut
somehow he jireaches a note or two higher
than he did before. He talks about higher
criticism now, when he used to talk only of
Jesus. He is full of social science and ethical
ethics and Chaldaic paraphrases and Greek
roots, while he used to be full of Old Testament
teachings and the life and words of the Christ.
And somehow the people get dissatisfied with
the tone. It is the drops of oil that have made
all the trouble. They are all right in their
place; but if they have replaced the anointing
of the Holy One, they hinder more than they
help.

KOR " The Fhiknd'

The Indians and Our Civilization.

In the annals of the American Revolution
very dark and bloody is the recital which tells

of the employment of Indians by the British
Crown in its strenuous endeavor to overcome
the colonies in revolt. Likewise, to the name
Hessian has become attached a distinct stigma,
because of the fact that for a mercenary con-
sideration the Landgraf of Hesse-Cassel had
been willing to hire out the soldiers of the
electorate to subdue the Americans fighting
against an oppressive government. In our
present progress toward imperialism, we seem
to be almost ready to embark upon methods
which formerly we reprobated. Thus, a few
days ago, a military officer, nephew of a United
States Senator, called upon the President, with
the request that he authorize the organization
of an independent company of Indian scouts
for service in the Philippines, a request which
the President has referred to the Secretary of
War.

Ten years ago the practice of permitting
Indians to leave their reservations for engage-
ment in Wild West shows was very much pro-
tested against. The then Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, John H. Oberly, fully recogniz-
ing the truth of the averment of Senator Wil-
son, of Iowa, that such spectacular engage-
ments were " not calculated to promote the
best conditions of civilization among the In-

dians," urged, in a long communication to the
Secretary of the Interior, that the precedents
which had obtained in this matter be reversed,
and that he " grant no further permission to
take Indians for exhibition purposes." The
harmful practice, however, does not seem to
have been seriously interfered with, a very lax
interpretation being put upon that requirement
of the department which stipulates that a
person of good moral character and habits
shall accompany the Indians so released, and
look to their interests and welfare. Thus,
A. L. Riggs, of the Santee Agency, Ne-
braska, in an address on "The .Moral Basis
of Progress," at the Indian School Service
Institute, held at Colorado Springs last year,
remarked :

" What, then, could be more sense-
less than that our Government, having taken
up the work of civilizing the Indians, should
at the same time cultivate barbarism by giv-
ing official approval and aid to Buffalo' Bill's

Wild West Show—turning our agencies into
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recruiting stations for him, where the young
bloods grow long hair and divorce their wives,

that they may be fitted to take part in this

travelling orgy. This is the glorification of

the old Indian, that we are trying so hard to

get rid of. Our answer to the Indian of the

dance and the Wild West i^how should be that

civilization is not a mere fashion. It is based

upon principles of righteousness. We can be-

lieve in our social order, can defend and recom-

mend it just so far as it has a moral basis, and

no farther. . . Let us not fail to make use

of every means open to us. Everything that

intellectual enlightenment, industrial training

and new conditions of life can bring us. But

beyond that let us lay hold of the soul of the

man, reinforce his conscience, open up for him

all the avenues to the Divine, and remove all

obstacles to his ascent. That which answers

the deep need of Indian nature, as all human
nature, is the highest Word of Revelation,
' As many as received Him, to them gave He
power to become children of God.' " Says Es-

telle Reel, Superintendent of Indian Schools,

in her first annual report (1898) :
" Indorsing

the views and opinions of Dr. Riggs, whose
knowledge of the Indian character has been

acquired by an extensive experience, which has

made him familiar with the habits and customs

of the Indians, his conclusions are entitled to

careful and prayerful consideration."*

Noticing in yesterday's daily paper a sched-

ule of the weekly arrangements for intercol-

legiate foot-ball games this autumn between
students of the Industrial Training School at

Carlisle and those of other institutions in New
York t'ity, Utica, Cambridge, etc., and consid-

ering that many of these match games, played

on the Seventh-day of the week, must carry

the Carlisle scholars hundred of miles from the

school and their customary places for religious

worship, involving more or less travel on the

First-day of the week to enable them to timely

get back to their regular school duties, it oc-

curred to me, that in learning this phase of our
civilization, there was interposed an obstacle to

the Indian lad's ascent such as the experienced
instructor first quoted was concerned to cau-

tion against.

During the present month. Superintendent

R. H. Pratt, of the Carlisle Training School,

sent out a circular-letter of advice and inquiry

to his patrons, in a certain rural locality, who
receive Indian girls from the school into their

homes, instructing them in domestic service

and in other matters, in which he reminded
them of the need of great care in the over-

sight of the temporarily assigned pupils, their

correspondence, shopping, visiting, how they

employ their time on the First-day of the week,

&c. I felt a sympathy with the purpose of

the superintendent's categorical inquiry, and
so wrote to him. In so doing, it seemed per-

tinent to refer additionally to the fact that

when, seven years ago, two of these girls were
received into the household of the writer, they

appeared content to wear the plain hats and
simple, uniform attire of the institution whence
they came, but, year by year since then, there

* Since the above was written, the conference upon
Indian affairs, in session at Lake Mohonk, has issued a
report in which they record their disapproval of the tak-

ing of Indians from their reservations for the purposes of

perpetuating, by public exhibition, the conditions of bar-

seemed an increasing disposition to strive after

the fashions, which indeed was not to be greatly

wondered at, considering the example set them
by so many of the white people. The earnest

appeal of Dr. Judson to the Christian women
of America who felt called to labor with him
for the conversion of the P.urmese and Karen
women, was, that they should leave at home
their ornaments and fine attire, lest those they

came professedly to help should be beguiled

thereby from the plain path of the pilgrim.

The like argument holds good for the Indians

in our homes, who must find it somewhat diffi-

cult to apprehend why they should not bedeck

themselves with the feathers and plumes that

were in common use among themselves not

long ago, seeing that these things form the

favorite hat ornamentation of those amongst
whom they have now come.

The Training School Curriculum provides for,

and gives a good deal of place to, instruction

in music. Whether this course will prove per-

manently beneficial to the learners some of us

would incline to question. Placed in families

where there is no piano in the parlor, some
express their dissatisfaction. One thus placed

out desired a change, that she might practice

on the mandolin—her companion that she might
learn the use of the violin. While this kind of

knowledge might open up to some the means
of earning a livelihood, it does not seem to

offer a fitting introduction to the practical

after-life of these people, such as is so use-

fully supplied by the major part of the home-
training which they receive. J. W. L.

One Cause of Overstudy.

The question of overstudy in public schools

is undoubtedly a serious one, and that teachers

and the public are coming to realize the fact

is amply shown by the interest aroused by the

Tribune's publications upon the subject. With
all due appreciation of the value of education,

it may unhesitatingly be said that any system
which cultivates the mind at the expense of

physical vitality is a mischievous one. It is

more than that. It is needlessly mischievous.

No rational man will dispute for a moment the

possibility of having ?riens sana hi corpore sano

—a cultivated brain and at the same time a

healthy and robust body. Indeed, it is only

through perversion of natural laws that the

two are separated. That mind should natu-

rally be keenest and most vigorous which dwells

in the most perfect physical organism, and that

body the healthiest and longest lived which is

dominated by the most active and comprehen-
sive intelligence. The brain study that dwarfs
or weakens the body, and the physical training

that stunts or leaves undeveloped the brain,

must both be regarded as unnatural and mis-

directed.

In the discussion of the subject which has

been brought out in the columns of the Tribune

one cause of overstudy is mentioned by com-
petent authorities which we are inclined to

think may be among the foremost. That is

the multiplicity of studies. There is a ten-

dency here and there to require children to

learn not too long lessons, but lessons in too

many things. The idea seems to be that as
" the thoughts of men are widened with the

process of the suns " the scope of common-
school study should be expanded to include

them all. The "three R's " are nowhere near

enough. There must be instruction in Lati

and, of course, in French and German, in tl

sciences which have in late years been so ma
vellously developed, in psychology and in s
thetics, and in every branch of human lear

ing, until the common school is a university

epitome.

That, we are convinced, is an inexcusab

evil. I)eyond doubt the range and scope i

studies must be extended commensurately wil

human progress. But such extension shou

be at the top. ("ollege and university coura

may be extended from four years to fourtee:

if neces.sary, to cover all the ground of liber

culture. But the foundation of the system
the primary schools remains the same,
should be and must be a thorough groundir

in the elements of learning, not a hurried ai

superficial skimming over the whole rang

The pupil is to be taught, above all else, ho

to study, how to use his mind, how to observi

and how to reason from the results of his ol

servation. That is the best possible prepari

tion for whatever more ample courses of stuc

he may subsequently pursue, and also for tl

practical work of life if his schooling sto]

with the common school. It will profit hi

little to have a smattering of all other tongue

ancient and modern, living and dead, if he do(

not know how to use his own aright. And ho

many of the graduates of our common schoo

are perfect in their English grammar; so pe:

feet that they unfailingly and involuntarily ol

serve all its rules through all their after lift

We are not arguing against giving students

glimpse of something beyond the " three R's

But we believe in making sure first that th(

are masters of the " three R's." There is litt

use in teaching a boy the "pons asinorum"
he is not able to explain the rule of simple su

traction. It is idle to teach a girl French i

German if she does not know when to say
'

shall" and when to say "I will." It is of i

value to give lessons in psychology to tho.

who do not understand the Constitution of tl

United States, or to expatiate on archteoloj

to those who have not become familiar wi

the modern history of their own land. T!

teacher of high attainments may find it irksor

to confine his work to instruction in rudime;

tary branches. And the latter may not gi
'

much chance for "showing off" at examin'

tions and commencements. But it is, after a

the true work of the common school. And t

common school that devotes most earnest a

thorough attention to these simple and nic

mentary branches will give its pupils the be

preparation for the future, whatever that futu

may be, and will most perfectly fulfil the pi

pose for which the free common-school systi

of this land was devised and established,

will, moreover, to return to the topic unt

present discussion, most surely avoid the e

of overstudy.

—

The Tribune.

Made Right Inside.

Peace springs from within the soul, i

little odds as to outward circumstances. P
and Silas, singing in the jail at Phillipi {

making their chains accompany a psalm
David in expressing peace that the world C

not give, have many successors to-day. T

students of one of our largest universit;

while fighting their way for an educati
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lied off one afternoon for a walk on the

•path. They saw an old man with a rope
• his shoulder drawing a large boat partly

1 with stones. One of the students re-

ked to the other, that being poor was hard

igh, but being compelled to take the place

I mule was downright cruelty. As they

V near the old man they heard him singing

g his way, the old gentleman cheerfully

arking as they commiserated his hard lot,

is all right, boys, only a mile more and I

1 have finished my week's work ; to-morrow
inday—a whole day with my family, and
j.to worship God." They left him pulling

he rope and humming, " Nearer, my God, to

nee, when accosting a man on his way home,

•ing a sack of flour on his back, and asking

if he did not think it rather hard to work
he week and then tramp home with such a

, he replied, "God has made me inside so

this fifty pounds of flour is more to me
t the finest team of horses to a millionaire,

ou see, stranger, things are not so bad as

'seem; the trouble is inside of folks." Thus
tow-path and the mountain road echo the

it of the prisoners of Philippi, and Christ

IS peace, " not as the world giveth."

—

The
rior.

E strong in the Lord, and in the power of

night. (Ephesians vi: 10.)

Iowa Yearly Meeting.

iwa Yearly Meeting of Friends, held at

t Branch, Cedar County, Iowa, assembled
'ourth-day. Tenth Month 11th, 1899. That
was occupied by a session of the Meeting
linisters and Elders at 8 o'clock A. M., a

ting for Worship at 10 A. ii., and a session

he Meeting for Sufi'erings at .3 p. M. At all

e gatherings the attendance was larger

1 on like previous occasions,

uring the seven days of the Yearly Meet-
a number of Meetings for Worship were

I, to which the public were invited, and on

y occasion the comparatively large house
filled by an evidently sincere, devout com-
r, the periods of silence being manifestly
•eciated, and, it is believed, were opportu-
)s for communion of soul with soul and
e with (Jod.

he Friends engaged in verbal testimony
md all doubt made it clear that they were
lely helped in the service. Testimonies to

fundamental and general truths of the faith

be Christian were pressed home with reach-
Dower and fervent exhortation, not a few of
hearers being tendered in heart by the
V'ing cords of heavenly love, and nearly all

itted that it was good to have the oppor-
ty of being under such precious influence.

36 attendance at the business sessions, it is

ived, was the largest in the history of the
', a greater number of the members being
ent than usual, while a large company of
-embers of Hickory Grove Quarterly M^eet-
much larger than heretofore, was some-
g remarkable and gave helpful character to
whole proceedings.
li H. Harvey and Thomas Elmore, minister
slder respectively, of Western Yearly Meet-
were present, having certificates from

r meetings, expressing unity with and libe-

!ig them for, the service they felt called to

engage in within the limits of Iowa Yearly
Meeting and elsewhere. Benjamin P. Brown,
a minister of North Carolina Yearly Meeting,
was also present with minutes from his Monthly
and Quarterly Meetings.

The sense of weakness on account of the
smallness and declension in membership, defec-
tive zeal and some unwatchfulness in the hour
of temptation, was the occasion of much con-
cern and deep exercise of spirit over the meet-
ing while considering the state of society.

Perplexed, but not in despair, cast down, but
not destroyed, the faith of many was revived

through ministry mediate and immediate, be-

ing made to remember that the remedy for

troubles of every kind was to be found in en-

tire dependence on the Lord God merciful and
gracious, as He who made man can alone di-

rect and guide him. All were counselled to

commit their way unto the Lord and to trust

Him, for He would assuredly bring it to pass.

The answ'ers to the Queries showed an im-
proved condition as compared with that of last

year.

Correspondence.

Editor The Friend,

Dear Friend:—Please accept my thanks for the
few numbers of The Friend thou sent me. I was
pleased to see the face of a friend which my father
took when I was a boy.

There has been a great change in our Society in

sixty years. Our meetings have been presided
over and conducted by a pastor; singing has been
introduced, and I am sorry to say, instrumental
music, also, in many cases.

The subject has been presented to New York
and Indiana Yearly Meetings, and tlie former de-

cided there is no place for instruments of any kind

in our meeting for worship, and the latter gave its

judgment that such a practice is entirely contrary

to the principles of Friends. I have thought per-

haps Philadelphia Meeting might consider the sub-

ject of sufficient importance to issue a document
upon the subject.

I remarked to one of our prominent ministers

that I thought that instruments of any kind were
out of place, and an abomination in a Friends'

meeting for worship. He replied, " I agree with
thee." One of our most able ministers of New York
Yearly Meeting writes that our success and power,
even our spiritual life, depends upon our saying
" No" unto any and every proposition to introduce

instruments into our meetings for worship. Their

use involves a mechanical arrangement, fatally in-

terfering with our views and practices as held in

all our church history.

Farmington Quarterly Meeting sixty years ago
was one of the largest meetings in the Yearly
Meeting. It has now not half the membership i'.

had at that time. Several meetings that were
flourishing then are now extinct. Our meetings
are conducted the .same as in other churches, our
ministers and speakers have no appearance of

Friends as formerly. Thy friend,

Jesse H. Haines.
CoLLiN.s, N. Y., Ninth Month, 1899.

Items Concerning the Society.

As Regards "Sectarianis.m."—Our concern is

for the truth revealed to the Society of Friends;

not for the sake of the Society, but for the sake of

the Truth. We cannot, however, forget that Truth
requires a living vehicle, and seeks its manifestation

through the fellowship of holy souls.

—

Present Day
Papers.

" A History of Quaker Government in Pennsyl-

vania." Vol. II.
—

" The Quakers in the Revolution."

By Isaac Sharpless, President of Haverford College.
Philadelphia, T. S. Leach & Company, 29 N. Seventh
St., 1899. This is the title of an interesting work
just issued, a review of which we hope to publish
later on.

An appointed meeting for worship under a con-
cern of three Friends from Philadelphia was held
on Sixth-day evening, the 27th ult., at Smithville,

near Leeds Point, N. J., in a meeting-hou.se on the
site of a former Friends' meeting—an occasion re-

markably visited by large numbers from the sur-
rounding country, and especially by life from on
high.

Joseph S. Elkinlon, after a satisfactory mission
to the authorities in Washington in the interest of
Russian Doukhobors, has gone with William B.
Harvey, of West Grove, to the settlements in Mani-
toba to direct the distribution of supplies. J. S.

Elkinton telegraphed from Winnipeg on the 29th
that he had arrived safely, had interviewed the
commtssioner, and might go to Yorkton on the
thirty-first with a large company of Doukhobors.

Notes from Others.

A boy was passing a saloon, and seeing a drunken
man lying in the gutter in front of it, he opened
the door and said: " Mister, your sign's fell down."
The saloonkeeper chased him half around the .square.—Current Anecdotes.

The Danger of Going too Far.—Overdoing is

undoing. A cake burned to a crisp is as much a
failure as a cake half baked. An audience wearied,

confused and vexed with too many points in a
sermon, or too many addresses is an audience hin-

dered instead of helped.

—

Churchman.

Twfc; Entertainment Buoiness.—The Freo Metho-
dist church prohibits the use of instrumental music
in the public worship. We as a people have seen
that their use ministered to pride and vain pomp.
" Thy way, God, is in the sanctuary," says the

Psalmist. There is coming into other churches the

fallacy that if you would reach a man's heart with

truth you must first give him something to please.

Hence, so much of music, pictures, images, flowers,

concerts and festivals. Christ, keep thy scourge

of small cords with which to preserve thy temples

clean from the lust of the flesh and the pride of life.—Free Methodist.

Blunders as Discipline and Not as Hindrances.
—One usually bright woman having given up to

speak in a meeting, remarked that she " hoped to

do better in the past than she had in the future."

Then she sat down, never to rise again in meeting,

covered with great confusion, and never could forget

her mistake. It has crippled her for life, though
she is capable of great things, had she only been

able to let her mistake go and forget the past, and
press forward to that which was before her. The
devil is always gratified if he can induce a genuine
Christian, capable of great usefulness, to so grieve

over some blunder of his as to entirely quit serving

God again in that form of service.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A protocol has been drawn between
Russia and the United Stat«.«, by which the former conn-
try agrees to arbitrate the claims for damages for the

seizure of American sealing vessels off the coast of Siberia.

Russia's claim is that a country's marine jurisdiction

should be extended a distance of seven miles from shore.

The annual report of the Dead Letter Office shows that

it received from all sources 6,8.').i,983 pieces of mail mat-
ter, nearly 9 per cent, increase over last year. Of these

over 145,000 consisted of insufficiently paid mail, a quarter

million were undelivered letters to hotel addresses, over

167,000 unclaimed parcels, and more than half a million

pieces foreign mail. Mail directed to fictitious addresses

decreased by 45 per cent., indicating a notable restrictioD
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in operations of fraudulent concerns. More than three-

nuarters of a million letters and parcels aent to the Head

Letter Office were subsequently delivered to the owners

unopened, and money drafts, etc.. found m the dead mails

aegreRated a face value of $1.U>8,000.

The Director of the Mint reports that the worlds Rold

production in 1898 was 13.904,3G3 ounces, of the value

of J287 428 600. Of this the United SUtes produced

3,118.398 ounces. Transvaal 3.831.975 ounces and Aus-

tralia 3.137,644 ounces. , .u

Of the ten billion dollars' worth of gold produced in the

world since the discovery of America more than one-half

has been produced since 1860 and more than one-fourth

since 1885. Or. to put it in other words, one-half of the

eold product of the last 400 years has been produced

within forty vears. and one-fourth within fifteen years.

It appears'that one-fourth of our boasted export trade

with the Philippines consists of intoxicatmg liquors.

It was announced in steel circles in Pittsburg last week

that the largest order for steel rails ever given had just

been awarded to the Steel Rail Pool. The order ca Is or

1 500 000 tons of rails at the prevailing price, $Jii, lor

delivery in 1900. Nearly every railroad company is in-

terested. The rails will be supplied by the Carnegie

Federal. Pennsylvania Steel. Cambria Steel Companies and

the Lackawanna Steel and Iron Company. The order

means that the iron and steel market for next year will

be tied up, all other things being laid aside as the steel

output of the entire country amounts to only a little over

6 000.000 tons per year, and of this nearly one-fourth will

be used for this contract, which involves $oO,000,000.

In Kansas, persons convicted of murder in the first de-

gree are sentenced to be hanged whenever the Governor

Ihall sign their death warrants. No Governor has ever

signed a death warrant, and so the penitentiary contains

many prisoners under sentence to be hanged.

The city of Boston has insreased its debt by ^d,lZ4,44..

since Twelfth Month 30th, 1898. The gross debt is now

$84,426,378.98. . „ r^• /-
i

There is a lemon grove of 1000 acres in San Diego, Cal.,

and it is said to be the largest ii, the world. It was be-

gun in 1890, when 170 acres were planted, and it has been

annually added to until it has reached its present size.

Last week mountain fires in Central and Western Penn-

svlvania destroyed valuable timber tracts and menaced

houses and barns. At Blairsville the smoke wa« so dense

on the 26th it was necessary to close the school.

Henry C Harris, Supreme Judge of the Choctaw Nation,

died at his home in the Indian Territory on Tenth Month

"
Horace L. Hastings, editor and publishei-of The Chris-

tian, died at his home in Goshen, Mass., on Tenth Month

^Ist of typhoid fever, aged 68 years. He was the author

of papers, books, tracts and pamphlets, known as • The

Anti-Infidel Librarv." H. L. Hastings had edited every

number of The Christian for more than thirty years. He

wrote the familiar verses beginning, " Shall we meet be-

vond the river ?" In 1888 he came into prominence by

preaching on Boston Common in disregard of a city ordi-

nance which required him to have a license. He was ar-

rested, fined and imprisoned in Charles Street jail. The

agitation resulting from this action caused an overturning

of the city government.
, , .

There were 342 deaths in this city last week, which is

4' less than the previous week and 4 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number. 169 were

males and 173 females : 43 died of consumption ; 34 of

heart diseases ; 27 of pneumonia ; 20 of marasmus ; 19 of

diphtheria; 16 of cancer; 15 of apoplexy; 11 of inflam-

mation of the stomach and bowels; 10 of inflammation of

the brain; 10 from casualties, and 9 of debility.

Markets. &c.— U. S. 2's. lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg., llli a

112; coupon, 112 a 113; new 4's, reg., 129 a 129J;

coupon, 130 a 130i; 5's, reg., IIOJ a HI; coupon, lUJ

a 112; 3'8 reg., 107i a 107|, coupon, 108S a 108|.

Cotton was quiet, but advanced ,J,:,c. per pound, in sym-

pathy with New York, closing on a basis of 7gc. per pound

for middling uplands. ^ ^ „ , •

Flour.—Winter, super.. $2.25 a $2.40 ;
Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3 35 a $3..".0 ; spring, straight, $3.50 a $3.75 ;
city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Kye Flour.—$3.60 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—$2.35 a

$2.50 per 100 pounds for new.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39 a 39Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beef Cattle.-Extra. Sla 5ic.; good. 5i a SJc; me-

dium. 43 a.5c.; com.. 4 a 4ic.
, , .1

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4Jc.; good, 4 a 4Jc.;

medium, 3i a 3Sc.; common, 2 a 3c.; lambs, 44 a 52c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6i a 6ic.; others, 6i a 6Jc.,

Foreign.—A despatch from Cape Town, dated Tenth

Month 2.5th, savs there has been another battle near

Ladysmith, Natal Colony, and that the Boers were re-

pulsed. The British casualties were placed at thirteen

killed, ninety-three wounded and three missing. General

White cables from Ladysmith on Tenth Month 30th that

he employed all the troops there in a battle with the be-

sieging Boers. He reports the British losses at between

80 and 100, and " those of the enemy much greater. The

fight lasted several hours.

The question of dealing with the refugees at Cape Town

is assuming serious proportions. The Women's Committee,

which is apart from the General Committee, have over

1 000 women and children to feed and house daily.

'

It is estimated that the amount paid in London at auc-

tion sales of second hand books last year was .£12u,000.

A feature of the year has been the large number of rare

books oflfered, and the exceptionally high prices obtained

"The Russians are preparing for the Paris Exposition of

1900 a map of France in stone, which will be a remarkable

specimen of the lapidary's skill. It will show each sepa-

rate district in jasper, while the sea will be represented

by lapis lazuli, marked by precious stones.

After a long and patient struggle, the women physi-

cians of Russia have secured a decree placing them upon

an equality both socially and politically with the male

physicians in the Empire.
^

Exclusive of the Ural fields there are 8ul places in Si-

beria where gold is found. .

The natives of Corea have developed a strong prejudice

against the operation of electric cars in their country,

owing to the fact that the company allows women to ride

in the vehicles. This is regarded by the Coreans as a

dangerous step towards women's rights.

The Kashmir Railway is to be constructed over iab

miles in the most mountainous part of India. It will be

operated by electricity, water power being used. Ihis

permits of a much lighter motor for drawing the same

load and also permits of grades which a steam engine

could not climb without recourse to the rack system.

Near Grogbogana, Java, there is a lake of boiling mud

about two miles in circumference. Immense columns of

steaming mud are constantly arising and descending.

Intelligence is brought by the Rinsa Mam, which ar-

rived at Victoria, B. C, Tenth Month 25th, that a typhoon

through which the Empress and Senator passed, proved

even more disastrous on land than on sea. In Tokio and

Yokohama it raged with great fierceness. Hundreds of

houses were wrecked in all districts, though the storm

seems to have been attended with less loss of life than

usual.
, ,

News of another disastrous catastrophe comes from

Tagonaura, between Numadzu and Suzukawa. About one

o'clock, on Tenth Month 7th, a tidal wave swept over

Tagonaura. Over 200 houses were destroyed and more

than 100 people perished. The neighborhood of Yosohiwa

Meiwa was converted into an extensive lake. A number

of boats were engaged in the search for the bodies.

Great misery and suffering prevail.

It is no unusual thing for a vessel plying between Japan

and London to carry 1,000,000 fans as a single item of its

NOTICES.

The House of Industry has removed from 112 N.

Seventh St. to the southeast comer of Seventh and Raee

Streets, where it hopes to open by the early part of

Twelfth Month.

Wanted by a young woman Friend, with experience ii

teaching and care of children; a position as teacher,

mother's helper, or companion to invalid or elderly womM.

Address M. L., Box 54,

Toughkenamon, Pa.

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac and Frienct

Calendar for 1900 are for sale at Friends' Book Store,

304 Arch Street. Philadelphia. Almanac without coyer,

four cents ; with cover, five cents ;
postage extra. Calei-

dars, five cents ; if mailed, ten cents each.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of per

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will raw

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 a. m., and 2.S

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requested

Stage fare, fifteen cents: after 7.30 P. M.. twenty-Jn

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, vrir

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedlev, Sup I.

A Caracas despatch says that General Hernandez has

had a rupture with the new Venezuelan Government and

had left for Ocumare to start a new revolution.

The Montreal Herald states that peat instead of spruce

wood for paper pulp is expected to revolutionize the paper

industry in the Dominion. The opening of the peat fields

and the development of this industry will retard, in some

measure, the destruction of the forests, which have, dur-

ing recent years, become steadily decreased on account of

the enormous drain for various purposes, not the least be-

ing that of making pulp from spruce for the manufacture

of paper. Canadian peat deposits are inexhaustible, and

statisticians claim that there is sufficient to cover the

consumption of paper for about three centuries. The

method of making paper pulp from peat is a simple one,

being a cold process, alkali solution being used for disin-

tegrating and bleaching. A 400 ton daily capacity mill

will be erected near Montreal shortly. The cost will bo

only $10,000. A sulphide mill of the same capacity would

cost over half a million dollars, and require extensive water

The Canadian Minister in London has made a final pro-

position to Ambassador Choate for a permanent settlement

of the Alaska dispute by arbitration, similar to the Vene-

zuelan arbitration. By this Canada hopes to receive

Pyramid harbor by surrendering much of the disputed

gold country.
. ,. ...^ ,

There are 850,000 men in the world who gain a livelihood

chiefly by fishing, making an annual catch of $225 worth

of fish for each man. The fisheries of the United States

supply 800,000 pounds annually, and those of Europe

1,800,000 pounds.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Ifith St., Phila.-

Among the new books added on the twenty-fifth of Tejl

Month, 1899, are the following:

FiSKB, John—Dutch and Quaker Colonies in Arneno

(2 vols.)

Glenn, T. A.—Some Colonial Mansions.

HiLLEGAS, H. C—Oom Paul's People.

Jordan, D. S.—Imperial Democracy.

Jowett, Benjamin—Letters.

Krausse, Alexis—Russia in Asia.

McCarthy, Justin—Reminiscences (2 vols.)

Oliphant, M. 0. W.—Autobiography and Letters.

Schouler, James—History of the United .States. 178

1861 (5 vols.)

Sharpless, Isaac—History of Quaker Government

Pennsylvania. Part 2—The Quakers in the Revolutioa.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., and

p. M. to 6 P. M.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhobortsi
Tenth Month 3l8t.

G W.. $100 ; S. B , $10 ; A Friend. $5 ;
S. & K. I

$5 ; M. T. H.. $5 ; H. J. T., f60 ; A. M. T., $25 ;

C. C. $25 ; J. C. $25 ; C. Sisters, $25 ;
P. L., $5 :

J.

S and Sisters, $50 ; A Friend, $2 ; A. L. Mc(;„ $1'

W. E. v., $10 ; S. and L. S. M., $50; B F. I... »5

Dartmouth Monthlv Meeting, $100 ; J. S. W., $-'
;

W., $1 ; J. S. G., $5 ; E. Y. G., $5 ; J. E. H., $o ;

\V., $1 ; h. A. H., $20 ; J. E. E., $20 ; A Friend, $

A. M. t;., $'25
; M. D., $2 ; Friends, Middleton, 01

$14 ; Business Men, Colum' iana, Ohio, $11 ;
M,

W., $25.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St Phi

SICK DIET FUND AND FOOD FOR CHILDREN.

Sundrv Individuals (per H. M. Jenkins), $300 ;

H S., $-2 50 W. T. K. & Co., $10 ;
J. M., $1. J. H.

$5; Urovidence, K- 1., $10.5.

Died, at the residence of his brother-in-law, Joa

Armstrong, near West Branch, Iowa, Ninth Month Z

1899, Samuel Oliphant, in the seventieth year of his i

He was an esteemed member of Hickory Grove Mon

Meeting of Friends. His last illness of about a ye

duration was characterized by much distressing weakr

and though aware that he could not be continued lon|

probation, the serenity of his spirit was remarkable,

casioned as it was by the firm belief that through

mercy of a loving Saviour it would be well with him in

future — he being in possession of a measure of

peace which passeth all understanding.

. in Atlantic City, N. J., on the thirteenth of T

Mo., 1899, Martha Leeds, widow of the late Jarvis H. I

lett, in her seventy-fourth year, a member of Little

Harbor Monthly Meeting of Friends. Words utterei

her in prayer at the beginning of her last illness see

be a fitting expression of her life-long desire, "OB
enly Shepherd, be thou my guide all the long jou

through."
, in Pittsburg, Pa., after a brief illness, Tentl

8th, 1899, Raphael Gates Moore, son-in-law of Elti

Gifford, aged thirty years, a member of the Moi

Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia for the Western

trict.
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Conflicting Duties.

s have not yet seen Caroline Hazard's book

The Narragansett Friends Meeting," but

)llo\\ing notice of it, found in Tke Literary

d seems to us itself to deserve a notice.

3 narrative of Quaker beginnings in Rhode

. in the eighteenth century is by Caroline

d, recently inaugurated president of Wellesley

;e. It is a careful and admirable piece of

and Miss Hazard does all that grace of style

toward making up for the dryness of her

3t.

;, truth to tell, the Quakers of Rhode Island,

h a persecuted, were not an interesting peo-

They were narrow, they were self-sufficient

ictatorial, they were—after the rule of their

-meddlesome and interfering in the extreme,

were also disposed to rank self-imposed duties

natural ones. We know no historical par-

except that of " Sainte Chantal " to the case

tience Greene, who, in 1771, elected to travel

eligious visit as far south as Georgia, leaving

fant family " seeming to require her nursing

tion," and " a beloved weakly husband." There

jmained thirteen months and returned to find

liild dead and another dying. This, however,

3t discourage her from going later to England

)ui- years, where she visited prisons and held

ngs, and tried in vain to see the king and ad-

ad Welsh audiences through an interpreter; all

exciting and soul filling, though not so dis-

y her duty as rearing her own children, and

ig the home in Rhode Island comfortable for

beloved weakly husband." Distant duties are

the most compelling.

|)3 Hazard's account of the Quaker persecutions

ston is admirably full and clear. They led to

fnigration of the Friends to the Narragansett

Iry, where their settlement powerfully affected

'rowth and shaping of the colony, and where

Hnfluence is felt to our own day.

*3 can have no sympathy with a disposition

itank self-imposed duties above natural

i" or with one's " electing," without being

<ied, " to travel on a religious visit leaving

an infant family," or husband, or wife, requir-

ing attention. But we do enter our protest

against the assumption that any duties other

than natural ones must be self-imposed. There

may be duties higher, while they last, than

natural ones, duties imposed by the witness of

the Divine Spirit in the heart.

Of course any one who does not believe in

the direct operation of the Divine Spirit on

man's sense of duty, will contend that there

are no higher than natural duties; or that if

there are spiritual duties, a man has no right

to listen to apparent spiritual duties in prefer-

ence to natural ones.

Our natural duties are in general a standing

engagement, a Divine requirement, until super-

seded by a higher order. But they who believe

they have a special call from Heaven to dis-

charge a certain commission are recreant to

duty if they violate their sense of the Divine

will by continuing in what were natural duties

when the higher call was absent.

The reviewer, if professing the popular Chris-

tianity of the times, would probably praise a

man who should leave a dependent family in

obedience to his country's call for soldiers to

destroy men's lives in a foreign field. But it

is not until one leaves his home under a sense

of the call of his Divine Master, who "came

not to destroy, but to save men's lives," that

we are wont to hear the objection made that

"Duties never conflict."

And indeed real duties do not conflict. That

which is one's highest duty for the time being

stands supreme, and nothing which could con-

flict with it can then be his duty. The will of

God alone constitutes anything a duty, and its

latest living expression in one's conscience is

his latest obligation, cancelling all previous

engagements that might for the time seem

conflicting with it. We can be in but one right

place at a time.

Yet Divine authority will seldom suspend the

duties of fatherhood, motherhood, or the offices

of natural affection. Exceptions will be rare

to the rule that " he that will not provide for

his own family is worse than an unbeliever."

But the law of the Spirit of life in Christ .Jesus

has its eminent domain above all private inter^

ests, even sometimes, as He said, to the for^

saking of father and mother and all else for

his sake and the gospel's; and if such right be

conceded to human governments, much more

clearly does it belong to the King of kings,

and the Lord of lords.

His will alone creates the duty of civil

obedience, or any higher duty that he may by

his Spirit at any time dispense to a human
heart. So that by following the highest law

for the season at hand, tluties can never conflict,

though interests may. "We ought to obey

God rather than men," is a rule as valid now
it was for the early church. And it is they

who are truest to this principle who make the

best and most profitable subjects of civil govern-

ment, and the truest members and helpers of

their own homes. They are of that righteous-

ness which exalts a nation, they are separate

from sin which is a reproach to any people;

they maintaining their allegiance to a higher

law than the law of the land are the best sub-

jects that the law of the land can have, and

are the very people whom a country can least

afl'ord to spare. They are the least expensive

for prisons (except to persecute them), for

police, for courts, for maintenance of public

peace and order. They are the class most

productive of the fruits of industry and all

elements of a country's prosperity. Russia

to-day little sees what a wealth she has lost

in exiling those valiant soldiers of Peace who

love Christ's truth and man's brotherhood better

than any country; and Canada as yet little

realizes what a centre of prosperity she has

planted in her western domain, through her

opening a way on her statute-book for a people

whose Lord is the Prince of Peace, in prefer-

ence to any lower statute-book.

The difference between electing and being

elected to go as on a Divine service, means the

difference between making up and taking up

our daily cross. No man, no government of

men, no church, no priest can decide it for a

man; for it is a question between the individ-

ual soul and his God, between whom none has

the right to stand but Christ, the mediator,

the living Word for duty. How shall we know

that our duties are not self-imposed but by

learning to know his voice, as He said his sheep

should know it? By watchful obedience to the

secret intimations of truth in our hearts, we

shall learn to know the Truth, and the Truth

shall make us free in the way of his command-

ments. A stranger who knows not this voice

may easily call all duties but natural ones

".self imposed" and their followers "self-

elected;" but they who become "quick of

understanding in the fear of the Lord," are

daily attentive to the secret word of his grace

which is able to build them up in all spiritual

understanding in the knowledge of Him. We
usually need light ahead for only one duty at a
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time, and that is the next one, however, Hltle

and ci>mmon ii may seem; and faithfulness in

that is a stepping into a clearer and clearer

vision to discern between that in us " which

serveth Cod and that which serveth Him not;"

so that the error of those who place "self im-

posed duties above natural ones " may not be

ours.

Kor "Thk Kkiesd."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.

The surt'erings which many of the tirst set-

tlers of I'ennsylvania had undergone in their

native country had, as we may well believe,

rendered them very tender of the feelings and
convictions of others, and predisposed them to

sympathize with and assist those less favored

tlian themselves. This disposition of mind
upon their arrival in this country soon made
its way in the hearts of the natives with whom
they came in contact, and as it was maintained,

secured to them their unbroken friendship.

before the settlement of Pennsylvania, (ieo.

Fox and other ministering Friends from Eng-
land, in the course of their religious visits had
meetings with the Indians in different places,

and endeavored to set before them the truths

of the gospel. The former writing to Friends

in Pennsylvania and West Jersey expressly

counselled them to " Let them (the natives),

know the principles of Truth, so that they may
know the way of salvation, and the nature of

true Christianity, and how Christ hath died for

them."

The interest of William Penn in the Indians

began befoi'e he became personally acquainted
with them. While yet in England, before em-
barking for America on his first voyage, he

addressed a letter to them, which is replete

with evidences of his religious concern for

them, and his desire that the dealings of the

settlers of his colony with them should be just

and honorable.

The Indians whom he thus addressed were
those who would now be called heathen, and it

is worthy of notice, how confidently William
Penn appeals to that sense of the Almighty
Being which He himself has implanted in every
heart, that Divine grace purchased for mankind
by the offering of Christ, and which Friends have
always believed would be sufficient, if heeded, to

guide mankind in the way of safvation, even
those who may never have become acquainted
with the records contained in the Hofy Scrip-

tures. The letter referred to is as follows :

"Lo.NTioN, the eighteenth of Eighth Month, 1681.

"My Friends:—There is a great (iod and
power that hath made the world and all things
therein, to whom you and I and all people owe
their being and well being; and to whom you
and I must some day give an account for all

that we do in the world. This great (Jod hath
written his law in our hearts, by which we are
taught and commanded to love and help, and
do good to one another, and not to do harm
and mischief one unto another. Now this

great God hath been ]>leased to make me con-
cerned in your part of the world, and the king
of the country where I live hath given me a
great province therein, but I desire to enjoy it

with your love and consent, that we may al-

ways live together as neighbors and friends;

else what would the great (iod do to us? who
hath made us not to devour and destroy one

another, but to live soberly and kindly together

in the world. Now I would have you well ob-

serve, that I am very sensible of the unkind-

ness and injustice that have been too much ex-

ercised towards you by the people of these

parts of the world, who have sought themselves.

and to make great advantages by you, rather

than to be examples of justice and goodness

unto you. which I hear hath been matter of

trouble to you, and caused great grudgings

and animosities, sometimes to the shedding of

blood, which hath made the great God angry.

Hut I am not such a man, as is well known in

my own country. I have great love and regard

towards you, and I desire to win and gain your

love and friendship by a kind, just and peace-

able life, and the people I send are of the same
mind, and shall in all things behave themselves

accordingly, and if anything shall offend you

or your people, you shall have a full and speedy

satisfaction for the same by an equal number
of just men on both sides, that by no means
you may have just occasion of being offended

against them. I shall shortly come to you
myself, at which time we may more largely

and freely confer and discourse of these mat-
ters; in the meantime I have sent my com-
missioners to treat with you about land, and a

firm league of peace. Let nie desire you to be

kind to them and the people, and receive these

presents and tokens which I have sent you, as

a testimony of my good will to you, and my
resolution to live justly, peaceably and friendly

with you. I am your loving friend,
" William Penn."

William Penn and his fellow colonists, upon
landing in this country, found the Indians al-

ready more or less closely associated with the

white race. The settlements of the Dutch, the

Swedes and the English upon the banks of the

Delaware during the previous forty years had
introduced them to some knowledge of their

civilization, their habits and their vices.

The use of intoxicating liquors to excess was
one of the evils to which some of the Indians

had become accustomed, and friends soon be-

came concerned lest any of their members
should be engaged in furnishing them, and in

the Quarterly Meeting held in Philadelphia,

First Month 7th, 1686-7, the following minute
was adopted:

"It is requested by this Quarterly Meeting
that Friends of each Monthly Meeting take

care to make inquiry concerning any that pro-

fess truth, that may sell rum to the Indians

directly or indirectly by any pretence whatso-
ever and also to appoint some Friends by their

respective meetings to take care in that behalf

that such disorders may be kept under and the
Truth kept clear."

This subject was the occasion of further ac-

tion by the Yearly Meeting, and several minutes
were made at different times in relation to it.

In the minute of the Quarterly Meeting of

Philadelphia, held Fourth Month 6th, 1687,
the following advice appears which shows the
care of Friends and the frontier condition of

the settlement:
" It is the advice of this meeting to all

Friends to caution them to be careful that they
buy neither hogs, bells, or anything else of the

Indians which be suspected that they came not
honestly by, and therefore Friends are desired

to warn all that they suspect in that behalf to

be careful."

The following Minute also shows the des

of Friends for the best welfare of the India

In the Quarterly Meeting held First Moi

3rd, 1689-1)0, "It being referred to this me
ing of some way to be serviceable to the

dians, after debating the matter Friends hi

thought fit to recommend the same to

next meeting of public Friends for their o

sideration, and desire Thomas Duckett s

John Hart to move the matter to them, i

further it is the desire of Friends that Sam
Richardson may request in the behalf of t

meeting that the Council would consider

some means to regulate the great abuses
]

upon the said Indians, by letting them have n
to the dishonor of the province and Friend

Among the members of the Monthly Meet
of Friends of Philadelphia, who was concen

for the welfare of the Indians was Willi

Southeby, who occupied positions of respoi

bility both in civil and religious Society,

the latter of which he was sometimes enga|

in the ministry. He occasionally commit
his sentiments to wTiting, and in the Mont
Meeting held Fifth Month 2yth, 1698, thel

lowing minute occurs:
" The paper of William Southeby concern

trading with the Indians was read, whereu]

(Jriffith Owen is desired to speak with ,((

Stephens to go to the Indians to speak w

them in order to appoint'time and place for me

ing with them at one of their Indian towns

John Stephens was acquainted with the I

guage of the Lenni Lenape, and in the capae

of an interpreter was probably useful on t

occasion, but no further mention of the occ

rence appears in the minutes.
iTo be continued)

Govern Your Tongue.

True piety has its seat in the heart. Bui

manifests itself in words as well as in the

tions. It teaches us what not to say, as »

as what to say. James says, " If any n

among you seem to be religious, and bridl

not his tongue, but deceiveth his own he;

this man's religion is vain" (Jas. i : 26).

"There are but ten precepts of the law

God," says Leighton, " and two of them, so

as concerns the outward organ and vent of

;

sins there forbidden, are bestowed on

tongue—one in the first table, and the ot

in the second—as though it were ready t(

out against both God and man if not thus

died."

Pythagoras used to say that a wound f

the tongue is worse than a wound from a sv-

for the latter affects only the body, the :

the spirit—the soul.

It was a remark of Anacharsis, that*

tongue was at the same time the best pal

man and his worst; that with good governi

none is more useful, and without it none r

mischievous.

Boerhaave, says Dr. Johnson, was never so *

by calumny and detraction, nor even the <

it necessary to confute them; " For," he i

"they are sparks which, if you do not i

them, will go out of themselves."
" We cannot," says Cato, " control thel

tongues of others, but a good life enablt^

to despise them."
" Slander," says Lacon, " cannot make k*

subjects of it either better or worse. It
''

represent us in a false light, or place a >'
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!8 of US in a bad one; but we are the same,
t so the slanderer; the slander that he utters
kes him worse, the slandered never."
' No one," says Jerome, " loves to tell a tale

scandal except to him who loves to hear it.

irn then to rebuke and check the detracting
gue by showing that you do not listen to it

h pleasure."
' No man sees the wallet on his own back,"
s the old proverb, alluding to the fable of
traveller with two packs—the one before
[fed with the faults of his neighbors, the
behind with his own.

t was a maxim of Euripides either to keep
nee, or to speak something better than si-

3e.

"he Apostle James says the tongue " is an
uly evil, full of deadly poison."—i^ree Meth-
d.

Samuel Capper's Visit.

(Coucluded from pii^'e 1J5. i

Dn the thirteenth, after dining at Upper
ir-abbey on the way, we went to Tipperary,
sre we held a large meeting in the Tent; it

not appear that any means were specially

i by the priests to interfere with our inten-

is; it was suposed that five hundred persons
e present, who were most properly behaved
very attentive; some slight sensation of

urbance was occasioned by the apprehen-
I for a few minutes, that a priest was come
;oming; about six or eight persons left the
ting in consequence. We have reason to
^ery thankful that one more meeting has
1 held, in which we believe that the cause
'ruth has not suffered.

n the fourteenth we held a meeting at Clog-
i; this meeting was rather differently com-
;d to some we have held. There were pres-
two or three families of Friends of the
Ithier sort; in one of their yards the meet-
was held; the Protestant incumbent of the
sh and about sixty of the lower class of
lanists attended. The opportunity was one
'hich close searching doctrine was applied,
in which I obtained great relief. Had my
i been more at liberty for such enjoyments,
lould have had much pleasure from the
t of the Knockmilldown Mountains, close
he feet of which this town stands, and the
e distant Galtees; it is a lovely country,
the great riches and great unfaithfulness
he Friends, with the tryanny and darkness
he priests, are sources of so much painful
iction, that the face of the country seems
red by them.
he week-day meeting at Cahir on the fif-

ith was an awful opportunity. I hope it

be of use to some. At seven o'clock the
e evening, we had a public meeting in the
in an orchard near the castle of the earl

Hengall. It was attended by three hundred
our hundred, I believe, and was a satisfac-
• meeting to our friends; to myself, it was
.borious one, as I felt worn vvith so much
"tion, and its being held also on the same
as the week-day meeting, which had been
ason of great conflict to me; besides which
as deeply tried to see the testimonies of
th let down as they are, and the spirit of
world reigning in those who profess to be
disciples of Him, whose kingdom is not of
world.

he next meeting we attempted was at

Thurles, the darkest and most popish place I

have yet been in; here were besides myself and
Robert Charlton, Samuel Davis, Samuel Fayle,
Jo-seph Tennell, Thomas Going, John B. Clib-
borne and Joseph Clibborne. Weobtainedreadily
the best site in the town for a meeting, that in

the yard of the court-house, which was granted
by two Romish magistrates, and both they and
the keeper of the premises seemed extremely
friendly. All went on apparently smooth until
we arrived at the meeting place; the first

symptom of unpleasant feeling, though I was
not without a lively apprehension of it, was,
that with the exception of a few little chil-
dren, and about half a dozen grown-up per-
sons, no one would sit down, but about one
hundred and fifty persons stood at the en-
trance of the tent, just within it, and many
more stood outside; they remained station-
ary, though more than once invited to sit

down—some appeared waiting for some move-
ment, others seemed to be afraid to be seen
seated. One of our friends observed a priest,

or perhaps a monk, for there is a large col-

lege and monastery or nunnery in this town,
standing behind the curtains of the tent at my
back, whilst I was endeavoring to induce the
people to take seats. The keeper of the yard,
who had before appeared so friendly, began to
box the children's ears and to drive them out,

talking loud, as I thought, by way of warning
to the grown-up persons. Very soon after
came a little black, malicious-countenanced
man, an emissary of the priests, and drove the
people all out before him, saying many bitter
things, as, that it was a pity the ropes of the
tent were not all cut, etc. We remained a
short time, but found there was not a hope of
obtaining a meeting. We were therefore ob-
liged to give up the attempt.
From Thurles we rode eight miles to Tem-

plemore, but the report of our treatment at
that place had been carried here, and we
found it in vain to try to obtain a place for
the tent, or a room of any description, so we
returned the next day to Clonmel.
On the nineteenth of the Sixth Month, I at-

tended the First-day morning meeting. At one
o'clock the remains of Elizabeth Davis was
buried, and in the evening we had a public
meeting in Friends' meeting-house. The inter-

ment was the occasion of a great concourse of
people being collected together, as is usual in

this country, and I hope that the opportunity
may be beneficially remembered by many. The
meeting in the evening was large, and the
house very full. I have seldom, according to

my apprehension, been present at a more fa-

vored season, though a large portion of the
meeting were Romanists; yet a sense of the
sincerity and devotedness of the spirits of

many were such, as seemed to open the way
for deep instruction, and in the end for such
access in prayer, as it was truly cheering to

experience.

On Second-day we went to Urlingford, County
Kilkenny, a wretchedly dark Popish place; here
the spirit of opposition was very strong. No
suitable place could be obtained for the erec-

tion of the tent. At seven o'clock we held a

meeting in an outhou.se belonging to the hotel,

the master of which is one of three Protestant
families residing in this town; for some time
only six or eight persons came, and amongst
them two policemen—sober, quiet persons, but

at last we had from one hundred to one hun-
dred and twenty persons present. A consid-
erable part were quiet and attentive persons,
really, 1 believe, desirous of being helped and
profited, but others, especially some youths of
both sexes were in a light and frivolous dis-
position, evidently feeling at full liberty to in-

dulge their evil propensities, from the knowl-
edge that they would be acting in conformity
with the wish of their teachers. When the
meeting broke up they proceeded to act with
great rudeness, shouting and screeching for
hours about the house. Some friends who left
the hotel in the evening were hooted after and
pelted with dirt, and one young man lost his
hat, which was kicked to pieces. No concep-
tion, without being in contact with it, can well
be formed of the bitter and rancored feeling
of the priests and their coadjutors; they feel

that their power is in danger from the in-

creased sobriety of the people, and every nerve
seems strained to keep out light from their
minds; the iron bondage and oppression of these
over the people is truly horrible.

We returned to Clonmel through New Bir-
mingham and Fethard; at neither of these
places did it appear practicable to get the
people together; such was the influence of the
priests that no place to meet in, nor spare
room, or place to erect the tent, could be ob-
tained.

The incomplete relief I have been able to
obtain, though accompanied by the knowledge
that I have endeavored to do what has been
required, yet leaves a painful feeling of unac-
complished exercise of mind, 1 believe that I

must still seek further opportunities amongst
this poor people.

[In deference, however, to the judgment of
his Select Quarterly Meeting in view of the
dangers and difliculties which Samuel Capper
had encountered, and the unsettled state of
the communities in which he would bestow
labor, he felt it his place to leave his burden
with the meeting, and relinquish the further
prosecution of his concern.

—

Ed.]

For "Thk Friend."
" Let your light so shine before men that they may see

your good works and glorify your Father which is in

heaven."

In a recent experience of travel and of so-

journ in a neighborhood ren^ote from any meet-
ing of Friends, the writer has been strength-
ened in the conviction that if our younger
members are but faithful in the support of the
distinctive doctrines and testimonies long up-
held by the Society of Friends, they will find

that their light is indeed "set upon a candle-
stick," and that there will be a constant service

rendered our blessed Lord and Master, among
both profe.ssors and profane; that in a faithful

bearing of the cross day by day there will be a
quiet rebuke to such as walk disorderly, and
that among the more seriously minded oppor-
tunity will not be wanting to bear testimony to

the spirituality and the heart-cleansing char-

acter of the religion of our Lord and Saviour,

Jesus Christ. Also, that in thus displaying a
banner for the Truth before a world lying in

wickedness, the distinctively plain dress so

long worn by our people is a helpful factor of
no small value. .As we pas.'jed along, the dress

of a Friend, revived with some a warm and
kindly interest because of family connection
with Friends, or because of associations of
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earlier days. At other times, individuals were

placed upon inquiry regarding; our distinctive

views, and an opportunity was thus afforded to

testify in their behalf. Our appearance also

paved the way for an acceptance of that in

our conduct and conversation which did not

accord with common, though often, corrupt

usage. That we did not play at cards, read

novels, attend the theatre, nor indulge in music

was surprising to some professors of religion,

as w-ell as to those not within the pale of any

church organization. The keeping on of the

hat in the presence of women, and upon some

other occasions (a testimony for which William

Penn and other early Friends suffered so much)

would, perhaps, hardly have been faithfully

borne had not the general appearance of a

Friend strengthened therefor. The quiet pause

before meals seemed a sweet opportunity to

render thankful homage, and to own allegiance

to the great Lord of heaven and earth, and

perhaps was a gentle rebuke to some profes-

sors of religion who gave back from the more
circumstantially " spoken grace." Urgent in-

vitations to attend a neighboring place of wor-

ship, where a paid and stated ministry was up-

held and supported, gave opportunity to tes-

tify of our religious convictions regarding Di-

vine worship. And we were able to illus-

trate the practicability of the two or the three

gathering in the quiet chamber for this solemn

purpose. In Christian solicitude for the souls

of the families of the neighborhood we were

enabled to press home upon what appeared to

be loving and receptive hearts the spiritual

nature of Divine worship, also our testimony

to a free and freshly anointed Gospel ministry,

our privileges and responsibilities as individuals

in this glorious Gospel day, and the great need

of our experiencing, each one for one, the new-

birth unto righteousness, and the heart-cleans-

ing power of Divine grace, if ever we are fitted

for an inheritance with the saints in light. In

this service a faithful maintenance of our testi-

monies seemed no hinderance from admission

to the hearts of the people. An elderly man,

a fellow guest at the house where we were

stopping, in his younger days was associated

with a business house whose head was a mem-
ber of the Society of Friends. He mentioned

the faithfulness of this Friend in attending

mid-week meetings, and evidently had a high

regard for him as being one who carried his

religion into his everyday life. Another guest,

an intelligent and agreeable Roman Catholic

woman, the wife of a physician, now came to a

knowledge of the Society of Friends for the first

time, and was much interested in their faith

and practice, repeatedly remarking, " What a

beautiful religion." She had lived most if not

all of her life within a few miles of a somewhat
prominent Friends' meeting, yet had no knowl-

edge of them! Would such ignorance of our

people and of the pure Christian doctrine we
profess have existed had the Friends of that

meeting made the distinctive appearance so

long borne by faithful members of our Society?

With most of us it is long before the offense

of the cross ceases. To make a plain appear-

ance, to keep to the Scripture language of

thee and thou, to avoid the usual salutations,

etc., among those who do not understand the

ground of our different appearance and prac-

tice, is often trying to the creaturely part; yet

this cross quietly and patiently borne, has a

steadying effect upon our airy natures, tends to

humble us under the Master's yoke, and often
'

is as a wall upon either side to keep us in the

path of safety. Friends have held a distinctive

place among religious professors, and there I

yet seems abundant ground for the conviction

that they have not followed cunningly devised

fables, but that in the supporting of their pe-

culiar doctrines and testimonies they have

been owned and blessed of our Heavenly Father,

and have indeed been as a light upon a candle-

slick, giving light to those about them. We
believe that the rising generation will if faith-

ful, find abundant work .and service for the

dear Master upon lines that have been so sig-

nally blessed in the past, that a birthright in

the Society of Friends is no accident, and that

the best and truest service lies in the channels

which our Heavenly Father chooses for us.

My Experience in a Mad-house.

BY MAURICE RUBEN.

[In offering the following narrative for our

columns, a Friend writes that the subject of

it is "a person we have been interested in,

having known him for some years."]

Beloved, think it not strange concerning the fiery trial

which is to try you, as though some strange thing hap-

pened unto you. I Peter iv; 12.

I was directed to the study of the new Testa-

ment, and heeding the instruction of Jesus to

"search the Scriptures," the Holy Spirit ap-

plied the words of truth from "Moses" and

the "Prophets" and the "Psalms" which lifted

me out of rationalism and Judaism, and upon

meeting the conditions scripturally required,

viz: Repentance toward God and faith in Jesus

Christ, I experienced conversion which entirely

changed the manner of my life, the habits and

desires from the worldly plane to a spiritual

condition of right and duty and conscience to-

ward God and man, and recognizing and accept-

ing in Christ the one power of God unto

salvation, that in Him are hidden all the treas-

ures of wisdom and knowledge and who is made
unto us wisdom and righteousness and sancti-

tication and redemption.

The awakening of my soul to the realization

of the grace and love of God towards me, who
was indeed a "sinner," and the consciousness

of a higher calling, led me to a closer study of

the Scriptures and as the Holy Spirit graciously

revealed to me to follow in the footsteps of

"Abraham," the man of faith and obedience,

I came out from a big business connection and

made a full and complete consecration, in ac-

cordance with the conditions of the New Testa-

ment.

Some of these conditions are quite critical:

see Luke xiv: 26, 27, verse 33 reads: So like-

wise, whosoever he be of you that forsaketh

not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple.

Recognizing the spiritual blindness upon the

Jewish people, and that such blindness is re-

moved only in Christ, and that "there is no

other name given under heaven among men
whereby we must be saved "—and that the Jews
evidently do not understand the scheme of re-

demption, although they had the temple service

and the law, and the sacrifices and ought to

have understood that without the shedding of

blood there is no remission of sin. However,
" without controversy great is the mystery of

Christ," and as "Sterne" says: "Is it not an

amazing thing that men shall attempt to invea

tigate the mystery of the redemption, when, a

the same time, that it is propounded to us a

an article of faith solely, we are told that ' thi

very angels have desired to pry into it ii

vain?'"

Our readers, therefore, can imagine the sui

prise and consternation my conversion create

among my Jewish relatives and friends—;

"stone of stumbling and a rock of offense.

Desiring to speak the " words of soberness an

tnith," my people evidently thought I had gon

beside myself, because "much learning dot

make thee mad." It would take a volume t

relate all the incidents of the early days of m
Christian experience, the many complicatioi

and stumbling blocks which menaced me on a

sides. "Teach me thy way, Lord, and lea

me in a plain path, because of mine enemiei

Deliver me not over unto the will of min

enemies: for false witnesses are risen a

against me, and such as breathe out cruelty,

Ps. xxvii: 11-12.

The hosts of darkness showed themselv(

very definitely, working through various chai

nels to overwhelm me, and as I look the batth

field over, now that the smoke has cleared, an

as by the grace of God I am more than coi

queror through Him that loved me, I desire t

give God all the glory.

I lived at that time in a quiet and fashioi

able neighborhood in Pittsburg, and quiet!

pursuing my studies, not making myself in an

way conspicuous, it so happened that oi

Saturday night, at just about midnight, oi

household was aroused by the ringing of tl

bell and rapping on the door. The unexpecte

and untimely visitors were two police officer

The people of the house were informed that

was wanted, as instructions had been receive

from headquarters to place me under arres

Upon what ground could not be ascertains

nor had the officers any warrant of arrest,

was informed of the situation, and readi

agreed to go, though the execution of t)

arrest appeared irregular and arbitrary, i

the officers had neither warrant nor any specif

charge against me, but I was told I must g
they were to take me.

Having dressed myself, I went with ti:

officers to the Oakland Police Station and w
placed in a cell, under lock and key

—

thee

change from a quiet and comfortable hoir

from the slumber on the couch of a bed to

narrow bench of a board in the prisoner's <x

Was not that a time for prayer? Was I rea

a prisoner? It seemed unnatural, because

wanted to obey God, because I believed

Jesus; wanted to be a Christian; what coi

the matter be? The officers in charge oft

station-house had only the instruction to iia

me arrested. I did much quiet praying a

meditating on the experiences of the apost

and disciples while they were in prison. Ma

of the promises rushed to my mind, "I v

never leave thee nor forsake thee," and
"

I am with you always." These and other p
sages were most comforting to me— of cour

my environment was new and rather stran

'

there was a mixed company in the other ce

and the language of some of them was f

and vulgar to the extreme.

I waited patiently for the conquest of mo-

ing over the shadowy night. Never in my '

did I so desire to see the rays of sunshinti
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it memorable Sabbath morning of August,

I wanted a hearing. 1 wanted to be
]

go to church. I longed to go to church;

lul yearned and thirsted after righteous-

1 looked forward to the Sabbath services,

soul thirsteth for God, for the living

my hungry soul craved the bread of

n and the waters of life. The songs of

and the sermon, everything was soul food

e. Breakfast was furnished, the morning

iced, I obtained no hearing, and the at-

nt (turnkey) could give me no explanation.

,ns v: 3 encouraged me: "We glory in

ation also, knowing that tribulation work-

itience." A certain writer states: "That
[ualities of patience are gentleness and

ity in bearing that which, without being

zing, is wearing or vexatious, whether

3ally or from the conduct of others." My
•ience not only developed these qualities,

Iso self-control.

e morning hours passed without deliver-

During the hour of churcli time, I

lipped my God, indeed, in the meditation

y heart, feeling greatly uplifted by the

;ion and meditation. The hours of the

noon sped along, and toward evening,

again the folds of night gathered around

er Earth, the door of my cell was opened

1 was introduced to two gentlemen, who
rogated me in reference to my conversion

•eligious experience. I had come to the

lusion that my state of mind was in ques-

and conjectured that these gentlemen

, no doubt, "experts," and thus I was

rally prompted to be quite "natural" and

iswer in a simple manner. To speak, for

nee, to "insanity experts" about the

rage of heart," the "carnal mind," the

ly Spirit," or " sanctification," from a

in cell, would, indeed, be sufficient evidence

aestion that person's sanity. Our inter-

was brief, of about five minutes duration,

I looked for a speedy release. But the

s of the evening grew late, and still a

soner in bond." After nine o'clock friends

le Oakland M. E. Church visited me; and

much perplexed and full of sympathy for

I learned that P. H. Laufman, the vener-

class leader of the church, who was among
risitors, made strenuous efforts to effect

•elease, offering a large amount of bail. I

realized that I was good for another night,

I want the dear reader to understand that

iically I am not strong, and though I seemed

ave much fortitude, I would feel a wave of

' sorrow. I would then think of Jesus and

isemane, and of his disciples as He spoke

hem: "Sit ye here while I go and pray

.er." Matt, xxvi: 36. I prayed much and

jtated more, and I can not tell all my
ghts of that night. The past rose before

Saints and Martyrs and others who suffered

Christ, all the faithful and heroic souls

—

le past and present—and then to think to

bunted worthy to become partaker in these

I afflictions. Monday morning dawned
.[it and clear. Again no hearing. My
Dier with some relatives, called; he looked

>j3led—inquired after my health and thought

liion had put me in a nice box—that the

jicians considered me insane and I would
cably be taken to a private institution for

Blraent. It seemed to me that the hand of

?ce in Pittsburg had been moved back to

the early days of Christianity, so high-handed

was the proceeding. I said I was sane, but,

bidding me good-bye, they departed, leaving

me to my fate and Providence. The day again

grew late, and about evening, the two physicians

again visited me and held another five minutes'

conversation, after which the "experts" de-

parted. ,
(To be oontinuett.)

" Foolish Water."

A Friend who was traveling on the stage-

coach in Kansas on a cold winter day, was of

fered by one of the passengers a drink o1

whiskey, which, by the Comanche Indians, is

called " Foolish Water." The Friend declined

drinking ; but four or five other passengers

accepted the invitation to drink. At length,

under the apparent influence of the " foolish

w-ater," the gentleman who carried the bottle

suggested that each one should either tell a

tale, sing a song, or leave the coach. As the

Friend was the oldest one present, he was
called on to lead off ; and at once told the fol-

lowing anecdote :

—

"Maw-way, a prominent Comanche chief,

was arrested, with six other Indians, in New
Mexico, in 1868, and sent to Fort Leaven-

worth, Kansas. On his return he gave to some
of his people the following graphic description

of his trip :
' I thought that the white people

were taking us North to kill us, and when one

of our company was taken sick I was surprised

that the soldiers should try to cure him and

manifest anxiety about him : but he at length

died, and instead of being thrown out to the

wolves as I expected, they made a nice box to

put him in, and also put his bow and arrows,

clothes, and everything he had. He was then

buried in the nicest hole that I ever saw dug,

and a neat board put at the head and foot of

the grave. I began to think that the white

people were not quite as bad as I imagined.

i\t length we got to the railroad in the western

part of Kansas, where we saw the iron horse

hitched to a number of houses, into one of

which we were taken, and oh ! what a beauti-

ful house it was. I had never seen anything

to compare with it before, and we each had a

nice, soft seat. We had been there but a

short time when the iron horse made a snort,

and away it went, pulling all the houses with

it. Why, our ponies could not run half so fast

as it went, and it did not get tired either ; and

they only fed it with wood and water. It soon

stopped at another white man's village, and so

on until we an-ived at Leavenworth, where

there were so many people, and the land so

scarce, that there was not room to build their

houses without putting one right up on top of

another, sometimes two or three houses high.
"

' We were taken into one of the large

houses, which was divided into little houses ;

and then we were taken into the house above,

which was also divided into little houses.

The streets were full of people, and the houses

were full, but where they all come from 1 can

not tell. I had no idea that there were s(

many white people, or that they had so many
villages ; but I know they were there, for I

saw them with my own eyes. After we were

taken through the houses which were built on

top of each other, we were taken into one

under it, which was dug in the ground. There

was nobody living in this, but there was a

large quantity of foolish water there. I no-

ticed that it made white people so foolish to

drink it that I was afraid to drink, lest I should

get foolish too.'"

Here the Friend stopped talking, and soon

afterward, when one of the other gentlemen
called for the bottle, the one who had it, said:

" No; it makes white people so foolish to

drink whiskey, that I think we had better

stop."

No more was drank during the balance of

journey.

Maw-way and his companions were sent

back to their people in 1869 in charge of a

citizen who got intoxicated on the way, when
the Indians became disgusted with him, and

went on without him to Ft. Sill, and reported

themselves to Colonel Grierson as his prison-

ers, telling him that the man who was in charge

of them had drank some "foolish water" and

lost his senses. The colonel told them that

they had acted better than the white man,

and should no longer be regarded as prisoners,

but might go to their people.

Here was an instance of some untutored

Indians acting more discreetly and with better

judgment than many white people, by refrain-

ing from intoxicating drink when offered to

them. Nearly all men who do business have

liquor offered to them, and if they were to act

like these Indians, not to partake of the first

glass, there would be no danger of being over-

come with strong drink, which the Bible says

is raging, and wine a mocker.

—

Olive Leaf.

"For The Fkiesd"

Appointed Meeting at Smith ville.

Smithville is one of several New Jersey

neighborhoods in which Friends were settled

as early as the last quarter of the seventeenth

century. It is across the Mullica River from

Tuckerton, and is mentioned in Friends' jour-

nals with Little and Great Egg Harbor. The

location of all the old meeting houses along

the shore is not now certain. At Seaville,

south of Beesley's Point, one of the oldest is

still standing, and on the sandy knoll now oc-

cupied by the Methodist meeting-house at

Smithville, we can be quite sure there was a

Friends' meeting-house for many years prior to

18.50. Not unlikely, George Fox stopped here

on his journey through Jersey, for some part

of his description seems to fix the locality

very perfectly. Be that as it may. Friends

did not live and worship in the neighborhood

for so many years without leaving an impress,

and it is comforting now to find well preserved

traditions of their integrity of life and of

their high spiritual attainments in religion.

When the meeting at Smithville became ex-

tinct. Friends gave the properly there to the

Methodists, and they have since maintained a

meeting. It appears that there was an un-

derstanding that Friends might have the use

of the Methodist house upon occasion, but the

general friendliness of attitude of the people

makes this easy without any special reference

to that obligation. It is likely that during the

past thirty years this privilege has not been

sought more than twice, upon one occasion

about fifteen years ago for a funeral, and now
recently for the public meeting, referred to in

this. Several Friends had entertained the

feeling for two or three years past that such

a public meeting should be held in the neigh-
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borhood, and one of them in particular who

has recently deceased had urged it especial y

durino- the last weeks of the Ninth Month.

xHer death seemed to leave the concern as a

legacy upon the heart of a minister with a

minute for service alonj; the shore.

Way was easily made for the appointment

by the Methodist pastor now in charge, and

Sixth-dav, Tenth Month 27th, at half-past

seven in"the evening, was selected as a favora-

ble time. Four Friends, two of them minis-

ters, were driven the six miles from Absecon

that evening to keep the appointment.

The shore road is probably one of the oldest

highways in the country. It extends with

some degree of distinctness the whole length

of the Jersey coast, and during the last cen-

tury it is probable that one would pass at

least ten Friends' meeting houses in traversing

it. Nearly every one of these is now closed,

and in several cases the neglected condition of

the grounds is a sad commentary upon the de

clension of the Society in those parts.

In riding to the Smithville meeting we were

disposed to speculate a little upon the proba-

ble size and character of the congregation that

would meet us there. The neighborhood is

not thickly settled, and we finally concluded

that we should be satisfied if twenty persons

came together. Imagine our surprise then,

upon arriving to find the house well filled, at

least two hundred people (some estimates made

the number four hundred), being in readiness

for the opportunity. The Methodist pastor

was present, and leading the ministers into the

pulpit he addressed a few well chosen words

to the congregation. He told them in order

for the greatest good from the meeting and

best to accomplish the purpose of the Friends,

each soul must make an effort to get into

communion with the Highest. He then took

his seat, and a very solemn covering of wor-

ship came over the company. Under the weight

of this, authority seemed to be given to the

Friend who had appointed the meeting to

speak. He reminded them of a circumstance

connected with the life of an eminent minister

in Philadelphia who had felt a call to hold a

meeting in a neighborhood somewhat noted -as

the centre of a fox-hunting club. It had

seemed to human judgment an impracticable

thing to get a meeting at their headquarters,

and after some effort by interested parties the

Friend was put off from attempting it. His

faith, however, was not shaken. He felt sure

that a way would be made to carry out what

to his mind was clearly a Divine requirement

Finally the proprietor of the hotel that had

been the headquarters of the club, died, and

very unexpectedly information of the funeral

to be held came to the Friend, who immediately

said,
"

It is the opportunity I have been look-

ing for." It was an occasion that brought to-

gether from far and near just the company

that he had been exercised for, and the Gospel

stream flowed out to them in a very wonderful

manner. It seemed to him that the death of

a man had finally been made the necessary occa-

sion of opening the door to this remarkable

service.

So in a sense it might be said also that the

death of a good woman, a neighbor of theirs,

and one whose birthplace stood amongst them,

had been made use of to bring about the de-

gree of faith and faithfulness on the visitor's

which she would have had any strength at an

to attend it. Her earnest desire for their wel-

fare and strength in the Lord might yet de-

scend upon them, and as her death had been

used to incite one to faithfulness in appointing

a meeting, so it might well be used to incite

us all to faith in every word and work of the

Lord Jesus.

But there was the death of another to which

the holding of this meeting must chiefly be

ascribed,—the dying of Him who " tasted death

for every man;" and thereby the unspeakable

gift through Christ crucified, without whom

neither this nor any gathering in true Christian

worship could be held. Futile would be this

or any other movement among men for salva-

tion, except for the one and the only Name

given under heaven and among men whereby

we must be saved; and in his name, the witness

of his Spirit and power, must we know and

follow the steps of our salvation,—a name

which stands not in syllables or in worl, but

in power. And so " his name, thro' faith in

his name," we were persuaded, had made some

of these strong, who were seen and known in

their community; and we would that this oc-

casion should have part in baptizing others and

us all, "into the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Spirit." So walking

in Him their lives would be bearing no uncer-

tain witness, that " we know that the Son of

God is come, and hath given us an understand-

ing, that we may know Him that is true, and

we 'are in Him that is true, even in His Son

J esus Christ. This is the true God, and eternal

life."

To these the message was particularly dwelt

on in view of a religious awakening which had

lately been known among them, "as ye have

received the Lord Jesus Christ, even so walk

ye in Him." "If ye live by the Spirit, by the

Spirit let us also walk." "Walk in the Spirit

ye shall not fulfil the lust of the flesh."

To those that were exhorted to still receive

Jesus Christ as Lord, the way of " repentance

towards (jod and faith towards our Lord Jesus

Christ" was pointed out. The faith in which

he is thus received must be kept operative

through obedience in the walk with Him to the

end. The daily dwelling in his life during the

week-day toil, or intercourse, or solitude,

—

whether at home, afield or on the sea was

urged, that his name, through faith in his

name, might make and keep them strong.

Some might presume to be satisfied with their

first reception of Christ, and the remembrance

of a first enthusiasm; but He would not see

the desire of his soul and be satisfied, except

as they should walk in him the journey through.

The path of the justified must be the path of

the just, "as a shining light, shining more and

more unto the perfect day." And, in short,

the burden of the meeting seemed to be the

need of daily realizing the language, "For me

to live is Christ." The fulness of God's love in

all these gifts was then reverted to by the

other minister. The gospel stream flowed out

toward them in large measure and interested

tenderness attended the utterances to the end.

But a fragment of a building cannot be used

as a specimen of the whole structure; neither

signs for the dismissal of the meeting wer

given more than once, so loth did many seei

to depart from the covering under which the

were held.

By common consent the opportunity was

very memorable one. The aisle was Ion

crowded with men and women patiently waitin

for a personal word, and a grasp of the visitor

hands. In George Fox's phrase, the peopl

were "very sweet and tender " and the bapti

ing power of a pure ministry was feelingly \vi

nessed. One remarked as we returned fro

the meeting that instrumental and vocal mus

in lieu of the solemn silence in which we wei

held at intervals, would have been felt as

violence to the sjjirit of the occasion, and ha'

seemed like coming down from the high pla

form of privilege upon which celestial me!

dies had melted a whole congregation in love.

Obsekver.

ZiG-ZAGGiNG.—It is by getting out of t:

narrow way, or by trying to trim betwe

Christ and the world, that so many ma

"crooked paths;" and it is by gadding abo

after worldly things that they not only ma!

their ways " crooked," but so jade theniseh

as at least to weary of the Christian life all

gether. They are like the old farmer's d(

Towser, we read of recently in the story tl

runs as follows :

"The poor dog is tired out," said Mary,

the wagon drove into the yard, and Tows

covered with the dust of the road, dropf

lolling and panting upon the grass.

" 'Tisn't the journey he had to take ths

tired him," laughed the farmer. " He's ui

himself up by zig-zagging from one side of i

road to the other and 'tending to everyth

that didn't concern him. He couldn't pas

gate without runnin' through to see what \

on the other side, nor see a hen anywb

along the road without feelin' called on

chase her. Every dog that .barked star

him to barkin', and everything that rao

took him out of his way to find out wha

was and where it was agoin'. No wonder 1

tired! But you'll find plenty of human be

that are travelin' their lives through in

,

that same way. They ain't satisfied with

bit of road that's marked out for their

feet, but they try to oversee all their ne

bor's goin's and doin's, and take charge o

end of things that they can't either heli

hinder. Thev're like old Towser : it W

'em all out. "if they'd follow straight a

the Master, and not invent so many e

cares for themselves, the way wouldn't be

so long nor hard."

In that God has never dismissed compas

from his heart let us not dismiss it from <

but show pity and forbearance, passing

gentlest sentence ; remembering that in

we are all recipients of mercy it becoraf

to show mercy.

The Lord's servant must be gentle tov

all.—^'/. Paul.
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of J. S. Elkinton ana William B. Harvey

to the Exiles in Canada.

3y left Philadelphia on the morning of

. Mo. :i4th, and after arriving in New York

called upon several persons, with the de-

interest them in behalf of the immi-

s. After passing that night in I'rovi-

, R. I., at the home of an aged Friend,

proceeded to North Dartmouth, where

were present during part of the Monthly

ng ; and, dining with Job S. Gidley,

d from him information derived from his

t visit to the Doukhobors, to aid them in

plans. Proceeding by way of Boston,

irrived in Montreal at 8 o'clock, morning

e 26th. The officials of the Canadian

c Railroad were very obliging, and fur-

i them with transportation westward,

ng desirous of assisting them in every

)le way. An effort was made in Ottawa

nsult \vy;h Commissioner Frank Pedley,

was ascertained that he had been mak-

tour of the Northwest, and had been de-

1 three days with snow drifts. Our

Is had, however, an interview on the

with Deputy Minister of the Interior,

5 A. Smart, and ascertained from him the

lly feeling of the Dominion Government

ds the new immigrants. They here learn-

it Prince D. A. Hilkoff is in Switzerland,

g rejoined his family.

r travellers enjoyed the view from the Par-

nt Buildings, looking down upon the city,

jautiful Ottawa River, and the town of

on the opposite bank. The Chaudiere

where the river descends forty feet,

>h, it is estimated, 650,000 horse power,

jd in lighting the city by electricity, and

)pelling the trolley system on the streets.

ne time was spent in the Geological Mu-
where, admirably arranged, are rich

liens of the mineral wealth of Canada
;

ersons in attendance are prepared to give

nation by means of charts to prospective

s and others. The Zoological and Archseo-

il exhibits were excellent, and much ap-

ited. The Government, Railroad and Im-

ition officials appeared thoroughly alive

iir endeavor to populate the vast terri-

is yet uninhabited.

jceeding west, the mercury on the morn-

f the 28th stood at 30°, and the route

ihrough forests of spruce, mirrored in

Y lakes on either hand. It was, however,

ul to witness so many miles of fire-stricken

, in all stages of decay. A passing glance

lad of an Indian wigwam on a lakeside
;

nants apparently blanketed, were basking

i sunshine.

e following is copied from William B.

ey's notes :

'he soil as seen from the car-windows is

' and rocky ; evidence of the force of
• at a former time is shown in the great

; of rounded stones, from the size of peb-

those too heavy for a man to lift. As we
Lake Superior, which we skirt on the

side for a long distance, the beauty of

andscape increases as we glide around

Mes, enjoying the beautiful vistas, deep

es, and with it all the many glimpses of

reatest body of fresh water in the world.

iWilliam is reached near evening. A line

ats ply from here across the lake to Sault

Sainte Marie, connecting with railroad lines,

eastward. It is an important coaling station

for the Canadian Pacific Railroad. Afier about

forty-eight hours spent continuously with our

train, we arrived at Winnipeg, Manitoba."

Our friends called at the ofiice of the Com-
missioner of Immigration, and found that their

coming had been heralded by telegraph. " We
had a free talk for about an hour, were told

what was being done, and were impressed with

the business-like manner with which the De-

partment was managing its affairs. It is quite

apparent that much remains to be done before

the new comers can hope to be ready for the

winter. At Selkirk we saw some of the Douk-

hobors, and in this city are others. A party

of about 300 start to-night for the neighbor-

hood of Yorkton. and another party leave the

following day for the Prince Albert settlement.

It seems to us rather hard to start out at this

season. We are informed that one car of corn-

meal, [the first shipped by the committee, from

Iowa] arrived here yesterday."

"There seems to be strong pressure brought

against the political party in power, by their

opponents, for the bringing of the Doukhobors

into the country; much is said against them,

in various ways; the object being in large

measure for political effect, rather than from

hatred for the settlers."

The Preachers of Primitive Christianity.

In the early days of the Christian church

every preacher of the gospel was an evangelist,

in the real meaning of that, in our time, much

abused word. There were no professional

teachers nor settled pastors. The flocks were

scattered, and even the seventy, who were sent

forth, went each man for himself, with no abid-

ing place, with no guaranteed provision for his

material wants. He was simply a messenger

of righteousness and mercy, having the highest

mission on earth, but no human assurance even

of his daily bread. He had no place whereon

to lay his head, except such as changing cir-

cumstances brought about. Yet these were

the days of marvellous power, when the Spirit

moved upon troubled waters, carrying healing

in his wings for the suffering, sorrowful, ne-

glected multitude. Peter had no difficulty in

reaching the masses, on the day of Pentecost,

nor at any other time. His consecrated asso-

ciates found the field white for the harvest

everywhere. There had been no artificial pre-

paration of any kind, for this wonderful work,

the like of which the world had never seen,

and which, most strangely, it has never wit-

nessed since.

Plain, uncouth, unlettered, untaught men,

w-hose garments were stained with daily toil,

were suddenly called, and they went forward

obediently, in supreme faith, working miracul-

ous things, for the benefit of humanity, and in

laying broad, deep and lasting the foundations

of a new era, one which was to bless mankind

forever. Only one amongst them seems to

have been earlier taught of men, yet when the

pedants of our time, in their flippant way, talk

about " Doctor" Luke, the old fashioned Chris-

tian is amazed and hurt. It is something new

and startling to him that he naturally and jus-

tifiably resents. The apostle may be called

the "beloved physician," in the language of

holv writ, but any other affected title is an af-

front to Christian common sense. Think of

Rev. Dr. Simon Peter. Think of Prof. John.

Think of Matthew, James and even Paul, rigged

up with all the modern clerical titles, Phd., D.

D., LL. D. It all sounds not only grotesque,

but utterly sacrilegious.

Yet the average minister of the gospel of

to-day is not content without being signalled

out for the same worldly honor, that pleases

his consuming vanity and separates him from
common humanity. It is no wonder that those

who preach these days find their task growing
harder and harder. It is no wonder tiiat they

look with distress upon the decreasing interest

in spiritual matters on the part of great num-
bers of men and even women of all classes.

But when the unpretentious, simple hearted,

sincere and earnest man of the people comes

upon the platform of the church, discarding

the artificial barrier called the pulpit, and gets

close to the waiting hearers, he quickly reaches

their hearts. And when some one who cannot

talk much, according to professional clerical

idea, but who can relate the every day experi-

ences of human life so that they may be ap-

preciated, in a sympathetic way, this evangelist

finds a welcome that ought to impress all con-

cerned most deeply. The lesson is so plain

that every one can read it. It has been re-

peated thousands of times in this country with-

in the past few years.

The simple fact is, nothing is so much needed

in the church to-day as a revival of the true

methods of presenting the old, old story that

first came to the shepherds of Bethlehem, who
knew nothing of books, nor of fine raiment,

nor social glamour, pretense and folly; who

never dreamed of guilded temples of formal

worship: who could not have comprehended

much of what is called music in the after part

of the nineteenth century. . . . The evangelist

who is honest and true is, indeed, blessed by

God. By his fruit he may be judged, and the

church everywhere, and especially the clergy,

instead of looking at Him askance, should be

admonished by his success, and imitate his di-

rect and simple methods of carrying to the

hearts and minds of men the Divine message of

warning, entreaty, forgiveness and peace.

—

The Commonwealth.

One might, have thought that it was all over

with Joseph when he was sent to prison, or

with John when he was exiled to Patmos, or

with John Bunyan when he was locked up in

Bedford jail. They were all put in the place

where they could be most useful.^ T. L. Cuyter.

Items Concerning the Society.

Benjamin Vail has completed his service within

the limits of Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, having

attended several meetings and visited over fifty

families.

James M. Rote, of Millville, Pa., having a min-

ute from Muncy Monthlv Meeting for religious

service in Haddonfield (Quarter, N. .1., is looking

especially towards the Monthly Meetings held at

Moorestown, Mt. Laurel, Evesham and Haddonfield.

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting was held on

Second-day, the (>th instant, at Arch Street. Sev-

eral ministers from other Quarters were under ex-

ercise, spoken or silent, in a covering of good which

deepened in life increasingly to the end. The Meet-
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ing accepted the recommendation of iis committee

to attach the membership of Exeter ilonthly Meet-

ing to that of Philadelphia, thus discontinuing the

holding of the former. The Meetings for Worship

at E.teter, .Maiden Creek, and Pottstown continue

to be held, and are occasion for the spiritual travail

and gospel visitation of concerned Friends, whose

company in those meetings would be eagerly wel-

comed.
_

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

U.NITED States.—The monthly statement of the public

debt shows a decrease during Tenth Month of $2,276,199,

accounted for by an increase in the amount of cash on

hand and the increased redemption of national bank notes.

The interest bearing debt now amounts to $1,046,040,020.

The prevailing use of electricity has brought about a

large increase in fires, owing to crossed wires. Ten years

ago there were only si.\ty-tive such fires, and last year

there were 9.58.

A letter of the N. Y. correspondent of the Public Ledger
says: " Vice walks openly through the principal streets

of the city. Moreover New Y'ork has become the home of

prize fighting. Two champion fights have been held here

this year, besides a large number of minor contests. At
the fight on Friday night the Deputy Chief of Police was
present throughout, and saw one of the contestants have
two of his ribs broken, and the other so damaged that the

blood flowed freely, but let the affair go on to a finish,

while high officials of the city received the bulletins of the

fight, round by round, at the Democratic Club. The boss

of the city, Richard Croker, made no concealment of his

interest in the encounter. Now there are many good peo-

ple who say that these things have to be in a great cos-

mopolitan city like New Y'ork. They argue that a big

city cannot be governed like a small town, and that a

liberal policy must be allowed. Even vice, they sj>y, should

be assigned a district, and as for prohibiting the sale of

liquor even for one day that is worse than useless. Peo-

ple will fight and gamble, they declare, and there must be

a place even for prize fights and gambling. The most
that can be done is, to regulate and restrict these evils.

There is one thing that is utterly abhorrent to all good
people, and that is, laying tribute on these evils of a great

city, forcing them to pay liberally for their privileges to

the political parties and bosses. That is the greatest evil

of all, as wherever it exists it degrades politics to the

The Philippine Commissioners have submitted to the

President their preliminary report. In it they say: "The
Filipinos are not a nation, but a variegated assemblage of

different tribes and peoples; and their loyalty is still of

the tribal type. The bald fact is that the Filipinos have

never had any experience in governing themselves." The
report shows that this inability for self-government is due
to the old Spanish regime, which gave the Filipinos little

or no part in governing themselves.

The first autonomous government of the Filipinos was
installed on the 6th instant at Bacolor, on the Island of

Negros. General Smith, the United States Military Gov-
ernor, swore in the Judge of the Supreme Court, and he in

turn swore in the civil officers. The elections were held

in Negros, Tenth Month 2nd.

There is said to be a shortage of food in Guam, and
that Government relief is necessary.

American coal miners are teaching all the miners of

other countries how to mine coal by electrical machines.

Hauling by mules costs 50 cents a day per mine, while

electric locomotives do the work at half that cost.

Two representatives of the Board of Agriculture of Cuba
have been in New York city trying to interest financiers

and members of the Chamber of Commerce and the Mer-
chants' Association in a plan for the rehabilitation of the

planting interests of Cuba. They have written home ask-

ing the Board to send here a Commission composed of a

delegate from each province of the island in order that

the subject may receive a fuller hearing from the Govern-
ment and financiers of this country. It is arranged that

this Commission shall obtain an interview with President
McKinley ; and the Merchants' Association of New York has

promised to extend to it a special welcome in the form of

a public reception or dinner. The Chamber of Commerce
of Cuba was a Spanish institution, and has gone out of

existence with the overthrow of Spanish rule in the island.

The Board of Agriculture, however, remains. This or-

ganization represents the planters of Cuba, and in the

main is composed of Cubans who ardently desire annexa-
tion to the United States whenever that can be brought
about without too much friction in both countries. In the

meantime the planters hope for some readjustment of the

sugar tariff as shall serve to revive the chief industry of

the island and give greater value to the plantations.

On Tenth Month 30th, the Marconi wireless telegraph

was successfully operated. A test at sea showed that
over twenty-nine miles of the Atlantic Ocean, over house-
tops, church spires, towering office buildings, the Marconi
electrical ripples successfully carried and dropped mes-
sages between two moving warships. The test proved
that within a radius of twenty-one miles messages can be
transmitted by wireless telegraphy with all the accuracy
and precision of an ordinary land line. It also proved
that hills, high buildings, wires and wind currents do not
break the force of the electrical waves, and do not inter-

fere in the slightest degree with the transmission of mes-
sages. General Greely says that as a means of connect-
ing the islands of the West Indies, Hawaii and the Philip-

pines, which are in the range of its action, wireless

telegraphy should prove of value.

Eighty-four per cent, of Idaho is public land.

The most important discovery made by the Harriman
scientific party in Alaska was that the glaciers are reced-

ing.

The reason why the Great Salt Lake in Utah is growing
smaller, according to Professor James E. Talmage, is that
the volume of water from its foui- tributary rivers is being
more and more diverted by irrigation.

A local Milwaukee paper says the city is ?oon to be the
centre of the automobile industry in the United States. A
man from Iowa has invented a machine weighing not more
than seventy-five pounds, which can be attached to any
vehicle now drawn by a horse, and is capable of reaching
a speed of fifty miles an hour; It is said a stock com-
pany backed by $1,000,000 is soon to be formed in that
city to manufacture the machine, and that a man well
known throughout the United States will be at the head
of the concern.

Frost on the lower Mississippi Valley has resulted in a
general raising of the yellow fever quarantine against
New Orleans. The Texas authorities have lifted the
freight quarantine against New Orleans, but it is con-
tinued against passengers.

There were 381 deaths in this city last week, which is

39 more than the previous week and 13 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 203 were
males and 178 females : 49 died of consumption ; 27 of
heart diseases ; 24 of diphtheria: 23 of pnuemonia ; 23 of

apoplexy; 18 of nephritis; 15 of marasmus : 12 of peri-

tonitis; 12 of debility; 10 of inflammation of the brain; 10
of inanition; 9 of uraemia, and 9 from casualties.

Markets. &c.— U. S. 2's, lOOJ a 101; 4's, reg., lllj a
112; coupon, 112i a 113; new 4's, 129i a 129i; 5's, llOi
a lll;3's, 107i, al08J.
Cotton was steady on a basis of l\lc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.20 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.60 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—$2.35 a
$2.50 per 100 pounds for new.
Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68i a 69Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38i a 38ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 51 a 6c.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 4i a 5c.; common, 4 a 4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4i a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4Jc.;

medium, 3i a 3|c.; common, 2 a 3Jc.; lambs, 4i a 5fc.
Hogs.—Best Western, BJ a 6Jc.; others, 5J a 6c.

Foreign.—More than forty per cent, of the people of

Great Britain could not wTite their names when Queen
Victoria ascended the throne. At the present time only
seven per cent, of the population are in that condition.

In the years 1832 to 1891 England lost 14,000,000 of

its population by emigration. Germany lost 5,000,000
between 1832 and 1891.

General White, commanding the British forces at Lady-
smith, reports that on Tenth Month 30lh the Royal Irish

Fusileers, No. 10 Mountain Battery, and the Gloucester-
shire Regiment, were surrounded in the hills by the Boers,
and after losing heavily were obliged to capitulate. Gen.
White attributes the result largely to the stampede of the

mule battery with the British ammunition. The War Of-
fice in London officially announces that the Boers have oc-

|

cupied Colenso, south of Ladysmith, which the British

garrison evacuated. The oflicials on the 6th instant said

they had no further news regarding the military situation

in Natal. They could not say whether the railroad to

Ladysmith was intact, but admitted that Ladysmith is

now completely surrounded. The situation at Ladysmith
practically remains unchanged.

The occurrence of French names like Joubert among
the Boers is explained by the fact that many Huguenots
went to the Cape of Good Hope while it was still a Dutch
colony, and there become prosperous and prominent. The
descendants of many of these Huguenots may be found in

I

the Transvaal to-day, and are quite as Dutch in all their

I

ways as the other Boers.

It is reported from London that a settlement of

Samoan question has practically been reached. Thet*

of the agreement between England and Germany hav«

yet been made public, but it is said that the United St

is to have control of Tutuela Island.

Withdrawals of money from the Trustee Saving.s Bi

of France during the first nine months of 1899 exce*

deposits by $11,250,000.

A shipment of American black bass was made to Fr»

and they have flourished so marvelously that to-day I

are common articles of diet in the hotels and restaur*

When the bass were introduced the French streams «

practically deserted.

One of the largest forests in the world stands on

It is situated between Ural and the Irkoutsk Sea. A

'

was recently dug in that region, when it was found
I

at a depth of 300 feet the ground was still frozen.

Women employed on Japanese tea farms work t»

hours and are paid 15 cents a day.

More than 12,000,000 acres of the Sahara have t

converted into fertile soil with the aid of artesian wi

A despatch from Caracas says that after a blockadi

two days, Puerto Cabello has surrendered to Gen

Cipriano Castro and the officials of the de facto GoTi

ment of Venezuela.

The St. Lawrence canals will attract a great dea

trade when they are completed. The. capacity of

canals now nearing completion will at first be al

3,000,000 tons a year in one direction, but by degrea

ships are built more to the requirements of the trade

capacity may be doubled, and when the power of the 1

for lighting purposes is fully nsed and the canal syi

comes under Government control 12,000,000 tuns e

way may be handled.

NOTICES.

Wanted, a place for a handy and desirable colored 1

eleven and a half years of age. Address " E,"

Office of The Frd

Wanted.—A home, either temporary or permsn

for a colored boy between eleven and twelve ye

Country preferred. Further particulars can be ohtai

by applying to I. L. Pennock, 805 Franklin Street, PI

Friends' Religious and Moral Almanac and Frie

Calendar for 1900 are for sale at Friends' Book St

304 Arch Street, Philadelphia. Almanac without co

four cents ; with cover, five cents
;
postage extra. Cs

dars, five cents ; if mailed, ten cents each.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will i

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. M., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requei

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Suf,

G. M. W., S12 44 ; K. A . *7
; T, P. (_',, $100;

C, it-Z ; H. W. L., J:2U ; Friends Hopewell Meet

Iowa, $16 : A. M., $o ; M. H. G., J5 ; M. S. K.

W. C. A.. $50 ; M. R., $15 ; S. K. W., $5 ; R. H
«5 ; A. W. K., $10 ; A. S. B., $5 ; G J., $20 ; G. T.

Y. $15; Friends Damascus. Ohio, $47. 25; Fricndsg

nhio, (additional) iS4
; M II. \V.. *.-.0

:
.I.G. II.,

K. P. G.. $100 : E. t'., .-->)
; .1 M. --Ki

;
S. .M. !

R. S. H., $5; M. P., .<!
; K. P.. -^J -.o

; H. II

E. P. N., $5; P. C. (;., $100 ; K. E., -to ; ti. 1

S.S.H.,$I0; A.H.C'.,$I0; SS.C.,$10: H.I
$10 ; Friends Ohio Yearly Meeting per M. K. B
A. S. $10 ; S. W. P., New York, $20.

W.M. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St P

SICK DIET FUND AND FOOD FOll CIIILDIIEN

R. W., $10 ; P. Sisters, $30
;
per Howard M.Jen

$150 ; S. R. S , $50 ; E. C. D., *5
; A. S. W.,

M S. W. $35.

Died, on the Ninth of Ninth Month, 1899, at his

at Springfield, Missouri, James H. Griffith, in his

«

eighth year; a life-long member of the Society of Fr

and always in full accord with their principles.

, at the residence of her son-in-law, Morris

win, near Greenwich, N. J., Tenth Month 20th, 1899

Harmer, widow of Mark Harmer, in the eighty-sixtl

of her age; a member of Salem Quarterly and Woo
Monthly Meeting of Friends.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SON.S, I'RINTEl
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3raham Lincoln's name will live in history

3y as linked with the emancipation of the

!. Another President's name might brightly

passed into history on the emancipation

le army from the more blighting curse of

lol. Is it yet too late?

IT peace-patriots are criticised as prac-

ly aiding the enemy. But the enemy have

Uy, practically introduced into our army's

s by the War Department itself, more in-

us and powerful than the outer enemy in

jting the strength of the army,

le enemy's bullets have been less destruc-

of our soldiers than the canteen of the

)r-interest. Which is the greater enemy,

'ho sends in a steady fire of bomb-shells in

form of liquor-barrels, or the occasional

, of explosives? These often mi.ss fire and

lution; the other, never,

department whose business it is to execute

laws, finds a way to nullify both an act of

jress and the virtue and efficiency of the

ier.

'hat shall the harvest of vice be, when the

mding of the army shall scatter broadcast

ir country the seeds thus nurtured?

:iD-WEEK Meetings.—A homely illustration

[reached our ears concerning the strength

jharacter that is fostered by faithfulness

tending our mid-week meetings,

ii market days in a certain town wagon-

J3 of hogs were standing in line awaiting

Ihasers. Among these loads were those

jh a certain Friend had stationed there, but

|d leave them standing apparently idle

i|e he attended to his week-day meeting.

i|irs were standing about bargaining for no

I until the old Friend returned from meeting.

ill sales opened, lively enough. When they

!!

asked why they postponed purchasing till

r meeting, the answer was, " We would

er buy of the man who leaves his trade

ijiis meeting. We want honest weight for

our money, and we'd rather buy hogs where

we won't do it at a risk."

A Liberty for

A large amount of protestation about liberty

is done by those who are having their eye on

certain forms of the bondage of sin which they

crave liberty to enter into.

But absolute liberty among the people would

quickly be found a reign of terror, and would

soon open all eyes to the truth that the great-

est liberty of the greatest number requires the

sacrifice of a share of each one's personal free-

dom, that liberty may be made possible as regu-

lated by law.

In the church we know of no liberty of the

Spirit except as it is a liberty in and under the

Spirit. When it ceases to abide there and to

move only as moved thereby, the so-called

liberty of the spirit is made to mean the liberty

of our own spirits. This is too often confounded

with that of the Holy Spirit.

The most vigorous promisers of liberty in

our religious Society, and the wide-spread

claimants of it, seem to have combined to be-

come servants of a bondage which is yearly

tightening the grip of a one-man leadership

and stated performances for worship, closer

and closer.

Where understandings are settled before-

hand in large yearly meetings for worship as

to who on the platform are the ones to be heard

from, and the incubus of pre-arrangement thus

stifles the old-time freedom of the Spirit in

gospel ministry, our boasted liberty of gifts

seems to mean liberty to suppress them.

Where the spring of the ministry, as it is

given to open here and there among its wor-

shippers, is dried up or choked down by the

substitution of a stated pastor; and where, if

any one has an exhortation in the Spirit, the

period is pre-empted by the set occurrence of

words for prayer or the lesson to be read; or

where the prerogative of deciding when the

Spirit of praise is to arise is surrendered to a

dictator that he may prescribe and impose the

words to be sung, is there not a return to the

bondage from which Friends were once eman

cipated? The liberty of the spirit so long

contended for, is getting found out to be such

monopoly, and such repression of the spiritual

gifts of the many. This will cause a dearth of

ministers from the true Source of supply, and

where it is held that preaching must be con-

tracted for, will force the alternative of looking

for the college-made kind.

So, and in many other particulars, the bondage

is, as we hear it confessed by witnesses over

wide areas, sensibly covering those under our

name. The liberty of the spirit has largely

meant license of the creature; and next, after

general enthusiasm has subsided, license of a

preacher. Because, when once the safe-guards

of our original liberty under the Spirit are cast

aside, the sequel to liberty for license is found

a liberty for bondage.

Such a state of things in many quarters has

been developed as to raise a concern among

thoughtful minds to institute a united Discipline

for all the Yearly Meetings, and such code of

regulations is well nigh completion, to be of-

fered to several Yearly Meetings for their

general union under it. We know not its pro-

visions, but however wisely they may be drawn

up, it seems safe to say that Friends in order

to be united into one body must be united in

the one Spirit, and except as they are held in

the unity of the Spirit, no bond of peace will

be found in any ecclesiastical constitution. If

Christ were only waited on in all things to be

Head over all things to his Church, his Spirit

as the unwritten but ever witnessed constitution

of his Church would transcend the virtue of

any constitution written in the letter. To this

one safe-guard of all true union and unity we

would that those under our name should every-

where recur, the immediate witness of his

Spirit. " It is the Spirit that beareth witness,

because the Spirit is Truth." And they who

are united to the one witness of the li\ing

Christ are united to each other, and He becomes

Constitution enough for all the triljes of our

religious Society, while the local conditions of

each may require their special rules of Dis-

cipline under Him as Head over all. It is a

confession of the weakness both of a disin-

tegrating liberty and a disintegrating bondage

that such an outward ecclesiastical bond seems

sought for. The headship of Christ li\nngly

abode under in all would not only supersede

that which is proposed, but render much of the

discipline already written, uncalled for.

Too many professed Christians are the crea-

tures of circumstances and conditions. They

go up and down with the tide: to-day they are

happy, to-morrow they are in the dumps. When
business thrives, they are great believers in

Providence: when times become hard and in-

come falls off", their faith goes out like a candle

under an air-pump. In revival seasons they

can sing and pray, and jierhaps exhort with a

glib tongue; when the surrounding atmosphere
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cooU down, they are as lukewarm as ever,

The reason is that they live on circumstances,

and do not live on Christ.— T. L. Cuyler.

" KoR Thk Kkiknd'

A Recent Visit to the Doukhobors.

Dr. William tkuinders, who is in charge of

the Central Experimental Farm at Ottawa,

Canada, as head of the Agricultural Depart-

ment of the Dominion, has recently visited the

Doukhobors in their new settlements, and as

his testimony is impartial and reliable, we quote

at some length from a letter to ,Iames T.

Shinn, of Philadelphia, dated Tenth Month, 8th,

1891):

"
I wanted you to know how greatly these

long-suffering people appreciate the kindness

which has been shown them, not only by the

Canadian Government and people, but also by
the generous aid sent by the good Friends in

Philadelphia and England.
" I went to this district, partly to see the

country, and partly to see how far I could make
our own agricultural work beneficial to these

people, and I can now see many ways in which
1 can help them, and shall be glad to do all

that is in my power to further their interests,

and I know that the Canadian people will be
willing to sanction any reasonable expenditure
sufficient to keep these worthy people from
suffering. They do not, however, ask for help,

and in the pleasure they feel in being free

from persecution they seem happy and con-

tented with the most frugal diet. I feel sure

that in a very few years they will become a

prosperous community, and henceforth live

happily in the enjoyment of freedom.
"On Sunday I made the necessary arrange-

ments for a start northwards. On Monday
morning we took provisions for ourselves and
horses for three days, a large fur robe and a
heavy pair of blankets so that we might be able

to sleep out if necessary. I also got an order
for an interpreter, who lives fifteen miles out
on the trail, and is employed by the govern-
ment, to go with us to the first two villages,

and after that we were to be our own inter-

preters and get along as best we might, with
odd words and pantomime.

"The first village we (that is my driver Jack
and myself, with the interpreter) stopped at,

was about thirty miles from Yorkton, and the
second about forty miles; as it was now getting
dusk, w^hen we reached the second village, I

thought at first we would spend the night with
the Doukhobors, but after seeing the conditions
of this village I reconsidered the matter.

" This camp has, as yet, but few houses, and
each house is a single room used for all pur-
poses, eating, cooking and sleeping. In the
first house visited, we found about forty peo-
ple in all, mostly women and children. In the
next house they were less numerous, about
twenty-five in all. In the third, there are five

horses at one end, and about a dozen, more or
less, of children at the other. The larger
building would be, I think, about 25x35, the
smaller one about 20x30.

"The furniture in the Doukhobor houses is

home-made, and consists of a few stools and
one or two benches. The beds are made with
a continuous row of poplar poles, arranged
along botli sides of the room about two feet
from the floor: on these some hay is laid, and
on the hay a thick piece of coarse felt, and on

the felt such bed clothes as are available. In

the buildings densely populated, a second tier

of beds is built. The people lie with their

heads to the wall and their feet out. I tliought

the prospects very poor of either a quiet or

comfortable night at either of these places, so

I talked the matter over with Jack, the driver,

and we finally concluded to push on to Fort

Pelly, which was eleven miles distant, leaving

our interpreter with the Doukhobors. It was
cloudy and very dark, so that we were often

unable to see the horses' heads, but we kept

the trail without any mishap, and about 11

P. M. we approached the ford of the Assini-

boine River. I never liked fording a river in

the dark, but Jack had been over this trail a

number of times, and so we started, and in a

few minutes we were over, and in ten or fifteen

minutes more we were at the fort. The factor,

Mr. McBeth, had gone to bed, but we roused

him up, and got him to take us in. We had
driven sixty miles that day, much of it over a

rough trail, and being tired, 1 was soon asleep.
" At 8:30 next morning, we were ready for

a fresh start. About 11 we passed through
one or two other Doukhobor camps, but did not

find any one with whom we could communicate.
So \\ e pushed further on, and forded the Swan
River, over the roughest ford I ever saw, the

bottom being made up of a succession of big

boulders, which threatened every moment to

upset our rig and tumble us into the very rapid

stream. We got safely over, after which a

drive of two or three miles brought us to an-

other village, where we knew there lived a

Doukhobor boy, who could speak some Eng-
lish—Fred Ivan by name. His father, Ivan

Ivan, (who left Russia some months before the

general exodus took place, and resided at Pur-

leigh, near London, where he learned some Eng-
lish, and in part, adopted their ways of living)

is the chief man in his village. I found Fred
to be a very bright boy (I should think) four-

teen or fifteen years of age. He was two
months in Winnipeg last winter, and learned

what English he knows while there. His sister,

some two or three years younger, also spoke
some English. The father and mother are very

nice people, and very hospitable, as far as it is

possible for them to show hospitality. Before
I had quite exhausted Fred Ivan's stock of

English, a Russian young lady appeared on the

scene. Miss Weletchkina, who is a physician,

a graduate of the University at Berne, Switz-

erland. She spoke English fairly well, and
from her I learned much of the condition of

the people. They are all vegetarians, and as

far as I could learn, none of them will eat any
meat.

" Their fare, at present, is very meagre. Dry
bread made from the cheapest grade of flour,

soup made of flour and water, with cabbage,
beets and onions, was, as far as I could find

out, the fare of most of the people, but in some
instances they had potatoes.

" I did not find butter, cheese or eggs in any
of the settlements, but I did not hear a word
of complaint. I think Ivan Ivan's settlement
is, perhaps, about as well off as most of the
villages, and there I got fuller particulars from
the nice little lady, the Russian doctor, than I

could get elsewhere. In that community there

were ninety souls—seventeen of the men were
away working on the railways, and among far-

mers, earning from $1.25 to $1.50 per day.

These men have remitted to their several \

lages from $20 to $25 a month each, and fn

the money thus earned, a stock of flour is bei

laid in, sufficient for winter. They also b

such supplies as they need in building th(

houses, such as windows, hinges for doors, a

more or less lumber. In Ivan Ivan's villaj

there are four horses and a colt, and one co

I think horses enough to furnish one for ea

family there. 1 inquired from Mrs. Ivan Iv

as to the share of their family of the milk

this cow, and was told that it was a small co

not giving much milk, and that for their fa

ily of seven, five children and themselves, th

had a teacupful night and morning. Of fow

they had one hen and one cock, so I did noti

quire further as to the supply of fresh eg(

They seemed very careful of such animals

they have, but they must have more befo

long. They have got a good deal of land brok<

about a hundred acres at Ivan Ivan's villaj

As the men were most of them absent, and t

horses were engaged in bringing in suppli

most of the time, and about one journey

Yorkton, ninety miles, and return ninety mil(

is all they can do in a week, the women und(

took to do most of the plowing. It took (

use the language in which it was given m
' seven pairs ' of women to each plow. I j

quired how much of the hundred acres I sa

had been plowed by the women and I was to

that they had done the larger part of it. T
land is good, but it will not be in very goi

shape for seeding next spring, still I have i

doubt they will get a fair crop from it. . . .

The houses they are building are warm ai

comfortable, and they have plenty of wood f

fuel on their lands. They will also, I think, g
in a fair supply of potatoes. The women a

going out to work, to help settlers wherev

there are settlers within twenty miles of th(

villages, and it will take a good deal of food

supply 5,000 people, which is about the nui

ber of Doukhobors in that part of the count)

"They seem very contented, and I did

B

hear a word of complaint, and they all seem

busy doing something. I left that settlemt

on Tuesday afternoon and went north and eaj

which led us near some of the other villag

but having no interpreter, I did not thin)

could gain much further information, beSM

Miss Weletchkina had promised to write

and give me particulars regar ling all theoti

villages. 1 learned from her that she ^

much in need of medical supplies, and on i

ing Winnipeg yesterday, 1 reported this m
to the proper authorities, and made arran i

ments to have the necessary supplies sent ^

without delay. It seems much more diffi(

to help a community of vegetarians in I

country than a community of meat eaters,

I think they would prefer to starve than

meat. They are just the sort of stuflf of wl

the martyrs are made. It would take tool

!

to tell the story of our adventures after 1(

ing Ivan Ivan's, but early Wednesday afr

noon we reached a little frontier town in i

Dauphin district, tired and hungry, as we
|

left everything we could leave behiml us, ''

the Doukhobors. The latter part of the j

ney was very rough, over new trails throu|«

wooded country, where the trees were not;'

very close to the ground, the stumps being J

a foot or so high, and so thick that it was'!

e, in driving, to avoid more than pa
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3m. Although pitched about in every direc-

n I escaped without injury, except to one
my fingers, which, in driving over an extra
fh stump, got jammed between the wheel
1 the vehicle. Fortunately I had a handker-
ef convenient, which I tore up and bound
i protruding flesh and staunched the flow of
od. It was very painful for about an hour,

; afterward the pain subsided, and it has
en me very little trouble since. I had some-
ng over fifty miles of driving in the Dau-
n country, then took train at the town of
iiphin on Friday morning and reached Win-
eg on Friday night. On Saturday morning
ported to the government ofiicers the con

twelve years old, a great aversion to learning.
I might mention many other examples to illus-

trate the same truth.

—

Davis's Teacher.

Kor "The Friend."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.
(Cuntlnued from page 130.)

Robert Proud, in his History of Pennsylva-
nia, remarks: "In this year, 1685, the Quakers,
in their Yearly Meeting, at Burlington, in West
Jersey, took additional measures to prevent
all persons in their Society from selling strong
liquors to the Indians. About the same time,
by particular appointment, they also had a re-
ligious meeting with them, as they frequently

:on in which I found these people, and Mr. I
I'ad before, to inform and instruct them in the

Creary, the chief officer, promised to have
|

principles of Christianity, and the practice of
medical supplies sent on at once. He also

i me that ten or twelve more cows were on
ir way to the settlements, and that he had
t morning received a telegram from some
;he Friends in Philadelphia to buy a carload
)otatoes and a car of onions, and forward
m to the settlements. I did not know until

sited the district that the Friends in Phila-
)hia and in England had done so much to

) these worthy and persecuted people. But
•e I learned of the kind visits of Joseph S.

inton, William Evans and Mrs. Varney, and
he very substantial help which has been re-

ed, for all of which these poor people feel

y grateful.

The Canadian Government has, I learn, much
jeded the sum which was placed in the esti-

es, and which was then thought to be sufli-

t, but considerably more yet must be done
ire these good people are quite indepen-

ULL Boys.—We are not to conclude that
e who are at first exceedingly dull, will

sr make great proficiency in learning. The
nples are numerous of persons who were
•omising in childhood, but were distinguish-

1 manhood for their great acquirements,
dam Clark was taught the alphabet with
,t difficulty. He was often chastised for
dulness

; it was seriously feared by his

nts that he never would learn; he was
t years old before he could spell words of
e letters. He was distinguished for noth-
but rolling large stones. At the age of
t, he was placed under a new teacher, who,
be kindness of his manner, and by suitable
uragement, aroused the slumbering ener-
of his mind, and elicited a desire for ira-

ement. It is well known that he became
more distinguished for his various and

nsiye acquirements, than he had ever been
oiling stones.

aac
.
Barrow, for two or three years after

:ommenced going to school, was distin-
lied only for quarreling, and rude sports.
seemed to be his ruling passion. His

3r considered his prospects for usefulness
Bspectability so dark that he often said,
;:her child was to die, he hoped it would be
:. But Isaac afterwards became the pride
IS father's family, and an honor to his
try. He was appointed master of Trinity
!ge, at which time the king said " he had
a_ the office to the best scholar in Eng-

lomas Halyburton, formerly Professor of
"ty at St. Andrew's, had, until he was

a true Christian life.

" The Indians generally heard patiently what
was said to them on this subject, and seemed
afl'ected with it, for a time ; but, for the most
part, it appeared to make no very durable im
pression on their minds for the proper regula
tion of their passions and appetites, which, at
least, too generally seemed to prevail over con-
victions of this nature and their better knowl-
edge.

" Divers preachers of this religious society
from abroad often had meetings, and serious
discourse with them for this purpose, as well
as those who had settled in the country, par-
ticularly Samuel Jennings, Thomas Olive, Will-
iam Penn and others, who from time to time, la-

bored to inculcate into them a just sense of
the benefit of a Christian life and conduct."

Samuel Smith, an esteemed member of our
religious Society, in his history of New Jer-
sey, first published in 1765, in describing the
Indians of that province, bears a similar testi-

mony, as follows: "Very little can be said as
to their religion; much pains were taken by
the early Christian settlers, and frequently
since, to inform their judgments respecting
the use and benefit of the Christian revelation
and to fix restraints, but generally with un-
promising success, though instances have now
and then happened to the contrary."*

Thomas Story, in his journeys in this coun-
try, had religious opportunities with the In-

dians on several occasions, and gives in his

Journal the following interesting remarks upon
their capacity for receiving religious impres-
sions:

" As to the conversion of the Indians to the
Truth. I believe the Lord will call them after
the power of anti-Christ is overthrown; but it

seems to me that learning, or the historical

part of religion, or their own language, which
is very barren of pertinent words, will not be
much instrumental in it; but the word of Life,

whose Divine and life-giving intellectual speech
is more certainly known in the mind, will ten-

der their hearts in a silent state and retire-

ment, by means of some instruments that the
Lord will raise up and qualify for that purpose;
who shall not confound them with a long fruit-

less history of needless things. But when the
Lord shall send forth his Word, " The Light of
the Gentiles," the quickening Spirit of Jesus,

into and upon any of them in holy silence or in

* It is a noteworthy fact that the friendly feeling which
existed between the first settlers of New Jersey, many of
whom were Friends and the Indians, was never interrupted
by war. See " Fragmentary History of the New Jersey
Indians" by the late Samuel Allinson of Yardville, N. J.

in "The Friend" Vol. XLIX, pp. 373, &c.

prayer, their minds shall be directed to the
spirit Himself, as the present object of their
faith, obedience and love, and author of their
present joy and salvation; and .so, believing in

the light, shall become children of that light
and day of God, and heirs of eternal life in

Him. And then the histories in the Bible, the
prophecies of the prophets of (lod, and the ful-

filling of them; the evangelical account of the
conception, birth, life, doctrine, miracles, death,
resurrection, ascension, glorification, media-
tion, intercession and judgment of Him, who
is the substance of all, and that "true light
which lighteth every man which cometh into
the world," will be the more clearly received
by the Indians when the Almighty shall think
fit to acquaint them therewith."

If the preaching the gospel by word of
mouth thus appears to have produced but little

impression upon the natives of this country,
there is ample evidence that they have closely
watched the conduct and example of the whites
around them, and that they have been far more
readily influenced by their deeds than by their
words.

It is a cause of regret that in the first pur-
chase of land from the Indians by the repre-
sentatives of William Penn intoxicating liq-

uors were furnished among the articles given
them in the payment. It cannot, however, be
supposed it was with his approval, as it was
done previous to his arrival in this country,
and by his deputy, William Markham, who, prob-
ably knowing the desires of the Indians for
such liquors, had no scruples in supplying what
might have been considered a moderate allow-
ance to them on such an occasion.

It is worthy of note, however, that soon after
his arrival in this country, William Penn had a
law enacted prohibiting the sale of liquors to
the Indians, and that in the ten purchases of
land made by him personally during his first

visit to this colony, namely from Sixth Month,
1682, to Eighth Month, 1684, no such liquors

are mentioned as among the articles given them,
excepting that on one occasion four bottles of
cider are specified as a part of the considera-

tion.

Among the evidences of William Penn's con-

tinued desire for their welfare, is the following

entry upon the minutes of the Monthly Meeting
of Friends of Philadelphia, held First Month,
29th, 1700, during his second and last visit to

this country:
" Our dear friend, the Governor, having laid

before this meeting a concern that hath lain

upon his mind for some time, concerning the

negroes and Indians, that Friends ought to be
very careful in discharging a good conscience
toward them in all respects, but more espe-

cially for the good of their souls, and that they
might as frequent as may be, come to meetings
on First days. Upon consideration whereof,
this meeting concludes to appomt a meeting
for the negroes to be kept once a month. . .

And it further agreed that when the Indians

come to town so:ne Friends be appointed to

speak with them, in crd..r to get a meeting
amongst them. In order whereto our Gov-
ernor is willing to speak to them, and that if

they assent thereto. Friends get interpreters

and meet with them, which also the (Jovernor

takes care of. Several among J'riends that

can speak Indian well (as we are informed) are

John Stevens at Radnor, Henry Worley, Will-
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iam Biles, Jr., Derby school master, and Ann
Aj'ers, of Chesti-r (."ounty."

The late Dr. Daniel G. Hrinton, in an ex-
j

haustive work on " The Lenape and Their Leg-

ends,"* states that it was with the I'naniis and

Unalachtigos, sub-tribes of the Delawares, that

William I'enn dealt for the land ceded to him

in IGSli. Their territory was on the west side

of the Delaware Kiver, e.\tending from the Le-

high southwards. The term Unami, he states,

means " people down the river," and Unalach-

tigos "people who live near the ocean." The

third sub-tribe were the Minsi, Munsies or Min-

isinks or "' mountaineers," living in the moun-
tainous region along the Delaware north of its

junction with the Lehigh, but who are believed

to have also occupied a considerable portion of

New Jersey.

The writings of William Penn contain fre-

quent references to the natives of this coun-

try, and his description of them in his letter

to the Free Society of Traders residing in Lon-

don, portrays their character in a very inter-

esting and graphic manner. (Friend's Library

Vol. o, p. 180.) The journals of John Rich-

ardson, Thomas Chalkley and Thomas Story

contain frequent allusions to them, and to events

connected with the early history of Pennsyl-

vania.

A minute of the Yearly Meeting in 1722 thus

alludes to the kindness accompanying the early

intercourse between Friends and the Indians,

and their concern that none under our name
should be parties to the sale to them of intox-

icating drink, a traffic which from the first in-

tercourse of the white people with the Indians

has been productive of the greatest evils.

" When way was made for our worthy Friends,

the proprietors and owners of lands in these

provinces, to make their first settlements, it

pleased Almighty God by his overruling Prov-

idence to influence the native Indians so as to

make them very helpful and serviceable to

those early settlers before they could raise

stock or provisions to sustain themselves and
families; and it being soon observed that those

people when they got rum, or other strong li-

quors, set no bounds to themselves, but were
apt to be abusive and sometimes destroyed one
another, there came a religious care and con-

cern upon Friends both in their meetings and
Legislature to prevent those abuses; neverthe-

less, some people preferring their filthy lucre

before the common good, continued in this evil

practice, so that our Yearly Meeting held in

Philadelphia in the year 1687, testified " that

the practice of selling rum or other strong
liquors to the Indians, directly or indirectly,

or exchanging the same for any goods or mer-
chandise to them [considering the abuse they
make of it] is a thing displeasing to the Lord,

a dishonor to Truth, and a grief to all good
people," and although this testimony hath since

tin this volume Dr. Brinton bears testimony to the
friendly aid extended by these Indians to the first settlers

as follows: "My ancestor William Brinton, arrived in the
fall of 1684, and with his wife and children, immediately
took possession of a grant in the unbroken wilderness,

about twenty miles from Philadelphia. A severe winter
set in; their food supply was exhausted, and they would
probably have perished but for the assistance of some
neighboring lodges of Lenape, who provided them with
food and shelter. It is therefore a debt of gratitude
which I owe to this nation to gather its legends, its lan-

guage, and its memories, so that they,
" in bwiks recorded
May, like hoarded
Household words, no more depart.*'

been renewed by several Yearly Meetings, it is

yet loo notorious that the same hath not been

duly observed by some persons; and therefore

it has become the weighty concern of this meet-

ing earnestly to recommend the said testimony

to the strict observance of all Friends, and

when any under our profession shall act con-

trarj' thereto, let them be speedily dealt with

and censured for such their evil practice."
(To be loiitlnued.)

A Wonderful Machine.—" A watch," says

a Boston watchmaker, " is the smallest, most
delicate machine that was ever constructed of

the same number of parts. About one hun-

dred and seventy-five pieces of metal enter

into its construction, and upward of twenty-

four hundred separate operations are com-
prised in its manufacture. 8ome of the facts

connected with the performance are simply

incredible, when considered in total. A black-

smith strikes several thousand blows on his

anvil in a day, and is right glad when Sunday
comes around; but the roller jewel of a watch
makes every day, and day after day, 432,000
impacts against the fork, or 157,680,000 blows

in a year without stop or rest, or 3,1.53,600,-

000 in the short space of twenty years. These

figures are beyond the grasp of our feeble in-

tellects; but the marvel does not stop here.

It has been estimated that the power that

moves the watch is equivalent to only four

times the force used in a flea's jump; conse-

quently it might be called a four flea-power.

One horse-power would suflice to run 270,000,-

000 watches. Now the balance-wheel of a

watch is moved by this four flea-power one and
forty-three one-hundredths inches with each

vibration—three thousand five hundred and

fifty-eight and three-quarters miles continu-

ously, in one year. It doesn't take a large

can of oil to lubricate the machine on its thir-

ty-five-hundred-mile 'run.' It requires one-

tenth of a drop of oil the entire watch for a

year's service. But it has great need of that

one-tenth of a drop. If you would preserve

the time-keeping qualities of your watch, you
should take it to a competent watch-maker
once every eighteen months."

But with all the marvelous mechanism of a

watch it is a small aft'air compared with the

mind that contrived it, the hand that con-

structed it, and the eye that superintended the

process.

The Joy of the Lord.—To have the joy

of the Lord we do not need to make long and
expensive journeys to far off conventions.

We do not need to spend our money for the

great luxuries of the palaces and costly equip-

age. The poor have it in their homes, often

in great fulness. In their godly and contented
lives they have a peace and satisfaction of soul

that may not be found in kings' palaces. They
have not the means or the time to spend at-

tending the annual conventions, so attractive

to many. But they have the sweet felicity of

communion with God in the home circle and
the home church, undisturbed by the bustle

and excitement of the convention life. The
joy of the Lord more than compensates for all

there is in a junketing trip, either to lake or

mountain pleasure resort, for religious services.— The Christian Instructor.

Bear and forbear.

My Experience in a Mad-house.
(Conlliiiiea from pii(;e i:!;'..i

I had about decided that I would have anotl

night's sojourn in the prison, when I was cal

and introduced to two "strangers," who
formed me that they would take me to a "sj

itarium," as I needed rest. I told them 1 nei

ed a change of quarters, as I felt all stiff fr

my confinement, and further said, asking:
"

you mean to take me away from here as

insane man?" They looked at each oti

significantly, one of the men answering L

patronizing tone that they were simply ob

ing orders. On the way to the depot, af

quite a conversation, one said to the oth
" He appears to be all right." We boan
the train, and finally I asked them if they wi

taking me to Dixmont (insane department)

the Western Pennsylvania Hospital. At fi

they evaded the question, but finally they

knowledged that that was my destination,

due time we reached the point, and even

gas light, I could see that the surroundings

the institution are quite imposing and pict

esque. Beautiful shade trees surround 1

palatial-looking buildings, and on entering sa

the impression is rather entrancing; the w
corridors, large parlors, and the elegant apa

ments of the first floor are very attractive i

inviting. The preliminaries of the usual on

of the business of the commitment having b(

adjusted, the two men bid me good-bye, an

was given in charge of a keeper, a young n

whom I knew in a business way ; he was s

prised to see me. He led me to an upper wa

and, upon request, I was permitted to hav

bath; then was I taken to a ward, which v

to afford me the " comforts of home." I fov

myself in a large room containing 30 cots

in the company of men, insane men, and e

directly learned upon asking my keeper v

they would have me here, and not give

a quiet room, as I understood I was to be "v

treated." The poor man felt real sorry for i

I believe. He said that the rule of the Inst!

tion is that all new patients must spend sc

time in this ward, as this was the " incurs

ward."

The kind reader can imagine my amazenii

—that I was to be an inmate of an insane i

lum—in the "incurable ward," among "ini

able patients," the "chronic insane," the
"

atic," the demented, aflSicted with all sort

vagaries, hallucinations and aberrations of

mind. Let the kind reader pause with me
a moment. I was to be a " forced in

(as stated, I asked for a single room) in

department of the " mad-house," in one r

with all these unfortunate men. For a

ment I was beside myself ; oh, what a fet

overcame me; 1 listened to the filthy

what hellish ejaculations, what fiendish

bursts of glee or of hysterical convulsions,

calamities of hell appear to be gathered ti

the roof of an insane asylum, and yet p<

say, there is no hell. .'\nd here I was to s

the night—how can I do that ? I felt a r

sion of feeling—will I go mad? Can any hi

being endure such trials, this humilia

What is to be done? How can I survive

night? The keeper showed me my cot an

me to it. I knew that I was passing thrS

a fiery trial, and experience that was h» '"I

the power of language for me to describ i

needed help, strength—oh my Lord. Prf n'j
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ras lost in prayer, and in a moment the

!st of all the sad scenes moved before my
s eye, the " Cross of Calvary." I was in

; prayer—in deep meditation. The Cross

,lvary
—

" Must Jesus bear the cross alone,

ill the world go free?" "No, there's a

for every one, and there's a cross for

d Jesus died that we might live. He died

through death He might destroy him that

,he power of death, that is the devil. Heb.

id was not even the Son of God perfected

igh suffering: "But we see Jesus, who
nade a little lower than the angels for

uffering of death, crowned with glory and

r; that He by the grace of God should

death for every man. For it became
for whom are all things, in bringing many
to glory to make the captain of their sal-

n perfect through s^ffering. Heb. ii : 9,

e very picture of Calvary was before my
's eye. I became insensible to my situa-

I was entirely shut within myself. My
sad experience of the previous days had

i away. The "Cross of Calvary" occu-

my mind. Oh, how vivid, how real ! I

watching with the crowd, all were watch-

he cruelty—what a heart-breaking sight?

can measure the anguish, the gi'eat sor-

the awful travail of the soul of Jesus of

leth at this hour?

e his hands, which for several years healed

;ick, raised the dead, cast out devils. How
ble now appear these gentle hands with

japing wounds of the nail prints. The scar-

md weary feet win no pity; they too are

lly pierced. They offer Him wine and

•h to deaden his suft'ering. He will not

i, for He desires to bear all for us. Oh,

;iful Saviour. Draw me to the foot of thy

3, that I may sit down there and watch
I till thiiie image is printed on my heart,

that I may learn to die! My day will come,

.ast day, the last hour, the last minute.

. day comes, the last minute—and voices

whisper—it is finished—he is gone. The
;hant prince will be gone, the nabob, phil-

ropist and sage will be gone, the poet as

as the peasant, the great and the small

be gone, immortal souls going, going,
!—passing into an eternity of glory and

scendent life or unto an eternity of sad-

and suffering, which no earthly imagery

describe—the everlasting fire and "the
n that dieth not." Let me think of this

practice dying before I die! " By thy cross

passion, by thine agony and bloody sweat,

1 Lord, deliver us."

he vividness, the spiritual fervor of my
itation brought to my soul a blessed quiet

, but not much sleep. The "inmates" of

ward would break out in all sorts of start-

ihrieks, according to the nature of their

jtloD, so 1 quietly watched and prayed for

dawn of the morning. The scene is very

[indeed, human souls in such a state of ab-

|tion of mind and mental confusion, stupor

idelusion. I breakfasted in one of the din-

|rooms with a company of the inmates
(r appetite was, however, much better than

j(. some of the men were gluttons and vora-

is.

i'e were taken out for "exercise" on a

bridge which connects with the main corridors
and which is an affair built of iron girders,

and now 1 had the opportunity of seeing some
of the other patients, queer and peculiar sub-

jects indeed. One German blasphemed like a
trooper, and crowed like a rooster, and he
looked as if he was a vehicle of a legion of de-

mons.
Then the physicians made their rounds and

I met Dr. Hutchinson, the genial superintend-

ent of the Institution.

Owing to my "connection" and being ac-

quainted with the "business house" of my
brother, the doctor inquired what I was sent

out for. I gave him my assurance that I did

not know exactly myself ; he promised to see

me again. I requested earnestly to be given

a change of quarters, but was again put among
the " incurables" for another night of distress-

ing experiences. I was told that patients must
remain among the incurables, as this develops

their true condition, and the phase of insanity

is thus definitely diagnosed. 1 am quite sure

that if ordinary people with a tendency to

neiwousness were to be subjected to a similar

experience they would go stark mad; there is

no doubt about that. P'ortunately the grace

of God enabled me with fortitude to endure

this horrible pit. There was no special " de-

velopment" in my "condition" and so I was
transferred the third day to one of the regular

better-class wards, which contain single rooms,

in which patients are locked at bedtime. Whilst

the Institution, no doubt, is as well managed
as any of the kind—it being a Pittsburg affair,

and Pittsburg is slow in nothing, as my own
experience proved—it is intended for insane

people, and I submitted to all the rules and

regulations, some of which are, at least in

practice, crude and unclean.

By way of illustration. On Friday or Sat-

urday is
" bath " day. The men of a ward all

strip, two tubs of water are drawn and the

first one has the clean water. Those who fol-

low a certain number must wash in the same

water, and I noticed that most all were sane

enough to wish for a first chance. It was

the most disagreeable experience outside of

the first two nights. The "bill of fare" is

wholesome, the men have tremendous appe-

tites, but seem to get enough. I ate sparsely,

but my neighbor was anxious to eat all I would

leave. I spent my time in the study of the

Bible and other religious books there, and

gladly joined in the afternoon outing, which is

given frequently to those who are not danger-

ous.
(To he concluded.)

The M.\nners of (ioD's F.xmily.—The fol-

lowing from the Youth's Instructor reminds us

of the testimony of William Penn concerning

George Fox, that he was " courteous beyond

all the forms of breeding:"— Did you ever

think of it that true Christianity in the heart

is what makes good manners? Of course there

may be the superficial culture and polish of

cultivated society without a Christian life, or

even a profession of it. Just so there may be

a profession of Christianity by those whose

daily lives are examples of vulgar, boorish,

unchristian manners. Of the two it may be

quite possible that those who make no pro-

fession of religion, and yet, though with in-

sufficient understanding of its deep meaning,

live out the golden rule, are nearer to the

kingdom of heaven. When those who have
never known the truths of religion, and yet
have lived kindly, courteous, charitable lives

among their fellows, understand and accept
the message of the gospel, they have not so

difficult a task to perform in conforming their

lives to the teachings of the Master as have
those who have known and claimed to accept
those teachings, and yet have always lived

contrary to them.

"Whatever ye would that men should do
to you, do ye even so to them," is the key-
note of good manners. These are the words
of the Master. Those who do not live up to

them are failing to obey Him, and neglecting
to follow his example in the plainest lesson of

his life among men. These words do not have
reference alone to gi'eat deeds of self-sacri-

fice, for the opportunities for such come rarely,

but rather much more to the little thoughtful

kindnesses and courtesies which we have con-

tinual need to show to those about us. God is

love; that heart in which He dwells will over-

flow with his presence. Where God is not,

there will be no love; and his absence from the

heart will be apparent to all, because it sheds
forth no love.

Then when God occupies the whole heart,

his love will, like a sweet perfume, pervade the

whole man, the whole house, the whole life,

and that person will be like the candle which is

not set under a bushel, but lights the house,

and spreads the light far abroad through the

windows.

Child Study—No. 7.

TEAIM.\G-MOKAL DEVELOPMENT.

Childhood is the period of plasticity. It is

the parent's opportunity to build up character.

The mind of a little child is not a blank sheet

of paper, neither is it an organ with which to

reason and judge. In him we find an accumula-

tion of the instincts of the race, together with

the peculiar tendencies of his individual an-

cestors. There is only one bed v.ay for us

successfully to develop the desirable tendencies,

and dwarf the undesirable, and that is to train

the child's will to do this necessary work for

him. The key to the child's will is love and
mutual respect.

Never to ^ive a reason, but to exact " instan-

taneous obedience," or always to give a reason,

and to expect the child to understand it, are

both considered obsolete methods. " Parental

authority has no other origin than the actual

interests of the children."

The duty of parents is to try to understand

their children, and then quietly, but firmly, to

train the little child to choose tlif right every

time a choice between right and wrong presents

itself. This is the ideal way. To do it suc-

cessfully requires love and i)atience, and often

a knowledge of race development, human nature

and divine laws, which few possess. For this

lack we are not condemned. We too, like our

children, are made up of many short comings,

of which we are painfully conscious. They
may be a legacy to us along with other better

things, from our honored, forceful, pious an-

cestors, perhaps many generations back. What
we can do is to try to study our problem.

It is not suflicient to read what the wise

write—we must think for ourselves, and adapt

what we learn from books, to our own Individ-
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ual cases. We may have poor material to work
with, both in ourselves and in our children, but

it is only by working conscientiously and intel-

ligently with what we have, and praying for

the Divine blessing, that we can get the best

results out of it.

Every one should distinguish between those

acts which are wrong and those which are

inopportune. Children very properly, are not

in sympathy with many of the conventionalities

of modern life, and rebel at what seem to them
useless demands. If you go to the heart of

the child you will usually find more truth, love,

faith and honesty than you will find in its

parent. Common sense training is quite con-

sistent with great liberty, nevertheless as

Helen Winterburn says, in effect,—the parent
who has the courage to follow the new methods
of training will often have to feel that in point

of acceptance the self-reliant child, must give

place to the repressed one, so that it will re-

quire constantly keeping in mind the ultimate

result, in order to persist in a course which is, in

its early stages, not flattering to one's egotism.

Children often feel that their parents have
no ability and make no effort, to look at their

interests from the child's standpoint. Too
often there is a great lack of open, frank dis-

cussion. There are plenty of people, who think

that in the presence of grown folks, children

should only listen and learn: that their opinions

are of no value and also of no interest. What
happens?—the children retire to the kitchen

or some convenient loafing ground to spend
their leisure with people wiio will give them a

chance to feel on an equality and talk if they
want to. Their judgments are thus formed by
the least intelligent of their adult associates,

and in later life the parents are broken hearted
over the barrier which has grown up between
them and their children.

I am sure no one approves of the opposite
extreme, which results just as disastrously:

—

that children should monopolize the conversa-

tion or be continually demanding attention. A
child should, and soon does, if taught, recognize
that there are times w^hen it is allowable to

talk freely, and other times, especially when
guests are present, when it is polite, because
pleasure giving, for the children not to join in

the conversation. If, moreover, the children are
allowed to ask questions or to expiiess opinions,

afterwards they will listen with very great
interest to the wisdom, or foolishness, of their

elders.

Intelligent parents see their children as men
and women of the near future. If the com-
panionship is to be helpful to each member
of the family, reason, judgment, individuality,

independence and broad mindedness must be
cultivated. This cannot be secured under a
system of repression.

Children do not resent the balance of power
being in the hands of their parents; in fact

they prefer that it should be so, but they know-
that they must be allowed freedom, if they
are to grow in strength and excellence of
character.

People are beginning to see that the pro-

blems which always present themselves in every
family, are the natural means for developing
in the children of the family, a capacity to

reason carefully and to judge wisely. Not that
severe trials or complex problems should bur-
den unduly their young hearts, or that pros-

perity should puff them up, but that a share of
the living family interests should be theirs, to

fit them to meet similar experiences in later

life. If children see that these questions are
met calmly and wisely by their parents, that the
one effort is to know the truth or to discover the
best way, it cannot help elevating the characters
of the children. When there is a difference of

opinion, if individual preferences are held in

abeyance by the grown folks, and an earnest
effort made to decide upon what is right, any
personal element of antagonism necessarily

fades away and family harmony is maintained,
although the circumstances may have been very
trying.

Children's morals in moral families will usually

develop normally, without undue looking after—providing the intimacy which I have tried to

depict exists between parents and children.

There may be a period wiien the child's imagina-
tion will obscure truth. It is often the case, but
a parent who understands the child will gently
guide it through this experience.

In thinking of each possible moral deviation,

the subject of training seems wholly and best
promoted by parents having a correct under-
standing of child nature and lofty ideals for

themselves as well as for their children. We
train and watch over our children not for self-

ish ends, but for the uplifting of humanity.
Knowing full well the infinitesimal influence of
each individual among the millions of people
and through the ages of time, nevertheless,

each one who helps to understand and live

according to the Divine will, does his little to-

ward the coming of the ideal future.

Perhaps one chief thing to be emphasized
to-day among all classes is sympathetic broad-
mindedness, an ability to look through the eyes
of other people and to see what they see. There
is a real value in that concentration of effort

which is so narrow that it is bound to accom-
plish whatever is undertaken, but with success,

should live an honest appreciation of the equal
value of another's work. There is infinite

variety in nature. The warm sun seems to en-

joy destroying the beautiful results of the snow-

king. Why should there not be a similar ap-
parent antagonism in human experience. The
fact is, no human being catches more than a
glimpse of the w-hole truth. But it is an impera-
tive Divine command that each should be faith-

ful to the truth which he sees. Each should
also value his neighbor's part as equal to his

own. The reformer should know why the
vicious are vicious before he attempts to reform
them; the employer should feel as the employee
and act accordingly; the rich should picture
the feelings of those w-ho know- grim w-ant;

and the parent should feel the joys and re-

sponsibilities which his children feei.

The judgment of broadminded people is al-

ways respected. Children know they will get
justice, and enjoy talking over their interests

w-ith their parents. This element of broad-
minded, frank, mutual respect with lofty Chris-

tian ideals, leading children to feel their depen-
ence upon Divine favor and their responsibility

to use every talent for humanity, will cover
all the training in manners and morals which
a parent need be anxious about.

Two books have been written lately, by Helen Winter-
burn,--" From the Child's Standpoint " and " Nursery
Ethics." A reviewer says appropriately of one, but it is

equally true of both.
—

"Any parent who would not be bene-

Visit of J. S. Elkinton and William B. Ha;

to the Exiles in Canada.

PoKTAGE LA PbAIKIE, Ma.NITOBA,

Tenth Month, 30th, 18!

Wm. Evans.

Dear Friend:—Mercury this morning
62°. We went around to-day without o
coats.

According to previous arrangement, we
Immigration Commissioner W. P. McCrear
his office. He has secured six hundred bus
of onions and ordered a large lot of potat
bought at Yorkton at twenty-five and thi

five cents per bushel. Sauer kraut is b(

made on rather a large scale in Winnipeg
it is to be forwarded to the Doukhobor
lages, it being a favorite dish.

In a conversation this morning with the
migration Commissioner some points «
gained on education. It appears that this

portant subject here is under the care of
Northwestern territorial system, which i

branch of the Dominion government; schi

are established, bridges built, and other pu
improvements accomplished, on a pro i

basis; these adjustments occur at rather in

quent periods. During the past year or i

immigration has increased more rapidly t

the improvements, and it appears that no fu

are now available for public school educat
for the Doukhobors, though the National Co
cil of Women, particularly the branch at
ronto, is interesting itself in the matter, i

may put a few teachers in the field this wini

Before leaving Winnipeg this evening J(

Ashworth, from Birmingham, England, ca.

at our hotel. He had just returned from s(

of the Yorkton settlements and spoke of

merous matters that should claim our att

tion. It would seem that our visit to this

tant field was timely.

Our presence to-day at the offices of gov*

ment and railroad officials has tended to it

itate the entry of our goods free of duty
in getting best freight rates. A car loaii

goods sent some time ago was held at a <

toms' outpost, Neepaw-a, (on the road to Y(

ton), for a number of weeks. sWe are ti3

to make arrangements for the proper moveil
of goods received, and are about entering o

the laborious portion of our trip, a persi

inspection of the settlements, w-ith a viei

ascertaining urgent needs.

Tenth Month 31st.—Jlercury 37° and gi

ing colder. We came to Portage la Prairie

night, and this morning called on the Me
dist minister, w-ho is interested in our wor
We took the train about 11 a. ii. for Y

ton and Assiniboia, and are due there at 2:

o'clock. On the train with us are one huD'

and forty-five Doukhobors, seventy-nine gi

persons and sixty-six children, in two <

Four car loads left Winnipeg, but owing tc

heavy load, two cars were dropped at Per
la Prairie to come later, which fact was t

regretted. Three trains per week, only, u

from Winnipeg to Yorkton.
The Immigration Commissioner very k l!

offered us an interpreter, a (lerman, w-ho •

born in Russia, and speaks both languid

also uses English very creditably. He •

lately married, and is taking land in the r *

fited by this book has either attained to perfectioii

beyond the reach of grace."
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le Doukhobors, and seems to enjoy the un-

;ed confidence of the Yorkton contingent,

as been farming in North Dakota for seven

s; has also had experience in milling. He
th us now. During the afternoon we went
ard in the train and visited the colonists.

i sound counsel was given by J. S. E. ; they

I representatives of quite a good many
ges, having in most cases been out at ser-

They were informed that we intended

sit the settlements, and the object of our
was explained. It was truly affecting to

ess the gratitude for the interest taken in

cause. We acknowledge the guiding

of the Master by giving us to feel a

;ure of his presence in pursuing the varied

)S, which one after another present them-
IS.

,EVENTH Month 1st.—Yorkton, Assiniboia,

3 p. M.—We are just about starting with

teams to visit the Doukhobor settlements;

is been a busy morning making prepara-

. In continuing the inquiry regarding ed-

onal matters, it appears that Count Tol-

ls having quite a number of Russian-

ish primers specially prepared for the

:hobors. Alexander Konchin, who is here,

assisting in the work. In coming up
16 train yesterday this special kind of book
lesired. A pressing educational need now
ssian-English dictionaries for their assist-

We have a few English primers, re-

ng which we will write later,

ircury was 33° this morning; we are prac-

y going out of civilization as our home
e understand it, and are expecting to re-

in about two weeks.

Thy friend,

Wm. B. Harvey.

Sight for One Born Blind.

few days ago Alberta McKinne looked out
B windows of the "suggestion room" at

ye and Ear Infirmary and burst into tears.

patients have looked from the windows
3 infirmary and shed tears caused by suf-

l. But she wept for pure joy, and she
3d God and Dr. Holt alternately. Small
er that she did, for upon her has been
?ht a truly modern miracle. To one blind

birth, the achievements of modern medi-
ience have given the sight that for twenty-
S'ears has been denied her.

)erta McKinne belongs in Rockland, and
as born blind. Over each eye a congenital
act obscured the vision. She lived with
ves who clothed and fed her. One day a
ger saw her and looked at her eyes. He
tier that he believed if she would go to

ye and Ear Infirmary an operation might
:rformed that would enable her to see.

eighbors scoffed. It was ridiculous. But
found lodgment in her breast, and her one
;ht was to come to Portland. She was
lere for treatment.
s a delicate and peculiar operation that
olt performed upon her when he removed
ongenital cataracts. It is an operation
is usually unsatisfactory. A white sub-
e, which was about the color of milk and
3 consistency of butter, was spread over
3upil. It could not be removed by cutting
like a hard substance. Instead it had to
rred up, so to speak, and then the doctor

trusted in a great measure to absorption to
remove it.

For fourteen weeks the patient has been at
the infirmary. The operation has been per-
formed by easy stages for the purpose of
watching and studying each change. Little by
little the milky cataracts disappeared until now
but a small white speck remains on each eye,
and it is thought that these will disappear in

time. In all probability another slight opera-
tion will be performed to correct a slight

crossed effect that appears in the restored
organs.

When the final operation was performed the
eyes were bandaged and carefully kept from
the light for several days. When they were
strong enough to be fitted with glasses it was
a difficult task to find just the kind that she
needed, but it was finally accomplished. Dr.
Little placed them on her and led her to the
window for the first time.

It was almost like being born into a new
world for her. Of course a good many things
she had a general idea of through hearing
people talk about them.

Directly opposite the infirmary a man was
walking about on the flat roof of a house. It

was the first object her eyes rested upon.
"What is it?" asked Dr. Little. "It must be
a man," she answered. So on, one by one,

different objects were pointed out, and she was
asked to tell what they were. A man with a
pail went by. She said she thought that must
be a pail because she had felt of one while
she was blind. Just then a dog went by on
the street. She stared in astonishment, and
then cried aloud, "Oh, is that a dog? I never
imagined they looked like that." Trees were
a mystery to her. Their spreading limbs and
autumn-tinted foliage held her spell-bound.

She had never seen colors before. Electric

cars were a wonderful thing, as was the electric

light. She could not understand the power
that was back of them.

When asked what her feelings were when
she first found out that she could see, she re-

plied: "Well, I don't know as I can tell you.

My eyes seemed to be swimming in water and
I thought I was looking at a lake. This mist
slowly cleared away and then I saw the face of

Dr. Holt. Oh, it was the first human face I

had ever seen, and he is the best man in the

world! I shall bless him until my dying day."

When asked if she had been out of doors,

she said:
" Oh, yes, several times. I can't describe to

you my sensations. I have seen so much that

is beautiful, and I have so much more to see.

I am learning to read now, and have got so I

can pick quite a good deal out of a newspaper.

I have read some by means of raised letters

provided for blind folks, so it hasn't been very

hard to learn the letters in print. If I could

only stay here forever I would be perfectly

happy."

While similar operations have been perform-

ed, it is seldom that they result so successfully

as this one. To give an idea of just what her

sight now is, it may be said that ten-tenths

represents the normal or perfect vision. Al-

berta McKinnie can see four-tenths. With the

glasses that have been fitted to her eyes she

11 be able to see better than many persons

who have always seen, but who have such af-

fections as near-sightedness, etc. She will be

able to read, and even now she says she can
almost thread a needle. Her eyes are new to

her, so to speak, and as soon as she gets used
to them she will use them much better. One
peculiar thing that can be noticed about Alberta
McKinnie is the change in the expression of
her face. It is well known that blind people
have expressionless faces as a rule, particularly
those blind from birth. It was so in her case.
Why should it be otherwise? What could she
know of the beauties or humors that produce
the various expressions in the faces of those
of us who can see? She did not know what it

was to laugh, but she does now, and so, little

by little, each new thing that she sees produces
some new emotion that causes the hitherto im-
passive countenance to light up with all the
varying emotions of other mortals.—Por/Zarerf,

Me., Express.

Assisting Combustion.— Many attempts
have been made to separate the nitrogen from
the atmospheric air, so as to leave only the
oxygen to enter the furnace to feed the coal.

The latest attempt has been brought about
by the utilization of liquid air. It has been
observed that when liquid air is allowed to

evaporate again to its natural state the nitro-

gen reaches the boiling point first, there being
a number of degrees difference in just this one
respect alone. All that is required is to hold
the liquid air below the boiling point of one
and above the other and the nitrogen will pass
off on its own accord till the weight has been
reduced to the proper proportion, when the
remainder will be found to be just the material

to give life to a slow burning fuel and to at
once start up quite rapid fuel combustion.

—

Boston Journal of Commerce.

Items Concerning the Society.

A telegraph from .Jos. S. Elkinton, dated Yorkton,
Assiniboia, Eleventh Month 11th, said, "Steadily

pursuing our journey in good traveling condition."

Joseph Elkinton, of Media, and Inazo Nitobe at-

tended the First-day forenoon meeting in Baltimore
on the 12th inst. He also had private conferences

with officers of the Yearly Meeting in order to have
the case of the Doukhobors laid before members of

the Yearly Meeting in session there this week.
Some si.x other visitors from Philadelphia and vi-

cinity were also in attendance.

Benjamin P. Brown, of North Carolina, writes

from Paullina, Iowa, of his movements since attend-

ing Iowa Yearly and Hickory Grove Quarterly

Meetings, mentioning fifteen meetings attended and
most of the families in their neighborhoods visited.

This brought him much among Norwegian Friends.
" They are a very tender-hearted and humble minded
people. I do not think I ever visited a body of

Friends who are more open to receive the Truth,

and more appreciate a visit. Many of these are

real, convinced Friends."

Notes from Others.

What would happen if all the inhabitants of the

British Isles were -seized with a desire to attend a

place of worship? That is a question the Quiver

asks, and its answer is that, after every house of

God belonging to all denominations had been filled,

25,000,000 people would be crowded out. There

is space at pre.sent to seat l.'),000,000. The popu-

lation is 40,000,000; therefore, if all choose to at-

tend a place of worship, the accommodation would
have to be three-fifths larger than it is at present.

The Reformed Episcopal Church " condemns and
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rejects the following erroneous and strange doc-

trines as contrary to God's Word:

"That the Church of Christ exists only in one

order or form of ecclesiastical polity.

"That Christian ministers are 'priests' in

another sense than that in which all believers are

"a royal priesthood.'

"That the presence of Christ in the Lord's Sup-

per is a presence in the elements of bread and wine.

"That Regeneration is inseparably connected

with Baptism."

" Education, culture, and the best religious train-

ing, if they stop short of regeneration, only serve

to make possible even deeper depths of sin. The

worst sins can be committed only by such.
"

If Satan wants a particularly infamous work

done, he will do his best to get a professing Chris-

tian to do it."

Such are some of the comments lately given on

the crime of Judas—not committed by a pagan,

but by one instructed in the Old Testament Scrip-

tures," " and who for nearly three years had been

in close companionship with the Son of God."

The same writer concludes that money loving is

the great sin of our day, and of our nation; it made

Judas Iscariot what he was.

The Use of the C.\pit.\l Letter "I."— Zola,

when in England, was much impressed with the

English use of the capital " L" " Why is it," he

says, "that the Englishman, when he writes of

himself, should invariably use the capital letter?

That tall '
I ' which occurs so often in a personal

narrative strikes me as being very arrogant. A
Frenchman, referring to himself, writes ' je ' with

a small 'j'; a German, though he may gratify all

his substantives with capital letters, employs a

small 'i' in writing 'ich'; a Spaniard, when he

uses the personal pronoun at all, bestows a small
' y ' on his ' yo,' while he honors the person he ad-

dresses with a capital 'V.' I believe indeed—
though I am not sufficiently acquainted with for-

eign languages to speak with certainty on that

point—that the Englishman is the only person in

the world who applies a capital letter to himself."

M. Zola might have enforced his contrasts still fur-

ther by referring to the Japanese, who really have

no word for " L" In speaking of one's self in Jap-

anese self-deprecatory terms are used, such as

"servant," "the awkward person," "junior;" while

in speaking of or to other people complimentary

terms are used, .such as " senior," " master,"
" prince '' (used by young men in addressing each

other familiarly). The most usual Japanese equiva-

lent for "
I
'

is " watakushi," which means literally

" selfishness."

—

Buffalo Commercial.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A convention was signed at Washing-

ton on the 7th instant by the diplomatic representatives

of Great Britain, Germany and the United States, for the

adjustment by arbitration of claims of inhabitants of

Samoa for damages resulting from the naval and military

operations there last spring. King Oscar of Norway and

Sweden is named as arbitrator.

The Cabinet, in Washington, has decided to establish

domestic postage in the Philippines, as has been done in

Cuba and Porto Rico.

A despatch dated Manila, Eleventh Month 14th, says;

The United States cruiser Charleston, which had been

patrolling the northern coast of Luzon, was wrecked on a

reef off the northwest coast on Eleventh Month 7th. All

on board were saved.

General Wheaton's operations against the insurgents

in the vicinity of Dagupan have been successful in every

particular. A large quantity of ordnance stores was cap-

tured. Twenty-eight Spaniards, held as prisoners by the

Filipino.'!, were released by. the operations of General

Wheaton's column.

Not a shot was fired at the capture of Tarlac,

surgent army retreating. Aguinaldo has not escaped to

the mountains, but is believed to be surrounded with his

army. His private secretary and seven officers have

been captured. The Filipinos are greatly demoralized,

and run at sight of the A

Admiral Pewey and .Mildred Hazen, widow of General

Hazen. were married in Washington on the 0th instant.

One of the most interesting features of the Paris E.\-

position will be a model American postoffice, which will be

up to date in every respect. Arrangements have been

made with the French postal authorities by which mails

for Americans in Paris will be sent to this postoffice in-

stead of going through the regular channels. In this way
much time will bo saved in the distribution of United

States mails.

The price of steel bars has been advanced in Pittsburg

$;j a ton.

Toledo, 0., has a trolley road that is doing unique work
for the farmers by hauling the farm wagons themselves.

It is said to be the only railroad of the sort in the world.

Stories of wonderful corn crops are told in all the

Western States. Stalks from twelve to fifteen feet high

are common, but in Kay County, Oklahoma, one stalk has

been found that measures over twenty feet, beating the

record made by a Te.xas stalk in 1896, which measured
nineteen feet and four inches. This stalk has been sent

to W'ashington to compete for a place at the Paris Expo-

sition.

South of Ava, in Southern Illinois, is the banner corn-

field of the world. It will give this year 600,000 bushels

of corn, an average of 100 bushels to the acre.

There were 314 deaths in this city last week, which is

67 less than the previous week and 83 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 161 were

males and 153 females : 46 died of consumption ; 29 of

pnuemonia ;26 of heart diseases ; 24 of diphtheria; 13 of

apoplexy; 13 of nephritis; 11 of inanition; 11 of cancer; 9

from casualties; 8 of typhoid fever and 8 of debility.

Markets. &c.— U. S. 2's, 101 a 102; 4's, 112i a 1121;

new 4's, 129i a 130i; new 5's. llOf a lllj; 3's, 108J a

108i
Cotton was quiet and unchanged on a basis of 7Jc.

per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

siraight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.35 a $3.60 per

barrel for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—
$2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds for new.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 684 a 6'Jjc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38f a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31i a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5j a 5Jc.; good, 5 a 5ic.; me-
dium, 4J a 4Jc.; common, 4 a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 3J a 3ic.; common, 2 a 3ic.; lambs, 4J a 5Jc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6i a GJc; others, 5J a 6c.

Official reports from Ladysmith by way of

post to Cape Town and thence from General Buller

state that General White's garrison is strongly entrenched,

d, while the Boer bombardment has been continued, Httle

damage has been done. Vigorous measures are being

taken to raise the seige at Ladysmith, for which purpose

the British troops are being despatched, as fast as they

arrive at Cape Town, through Durban into Natal Colony.

There appears to have been a cessation of the Boer

bombardments on the afternoon of the 9th, and no revival

of hostilities of note has since been reported.

Kimberly and Mafeking still hold out against the Boers.

Lord Salisbury, at the Lord Mayor's banquet, in London,

Eleventh Month 9th, outlined the Government's policy to-

wards the South African Republics, traced the causes

leading up to the war, and predicted that there was
nothing for England to fear from the hostility in Contin-

ental nations.

Mount Kenia, in British East Africa, has at last been

climbed. Mackinder of Oxford University, is the first

man to reach the top, which is 18,000 feet above sea

level.

It was officially stated in Berlin on the 8th inst., that

an agreement, subject to the approval of the United States,

had been reached between Great Britain and Germany,
according to which the Samoan Islands, with the excep-

tion of Tutuila and the adjacent islands, will become
German territory. Germany cedes to Great Britain the

Tonga Islands, Savage Island and Choiseul and San Isabel,

the two easterly Islands of the Solomon group, with their

insular surroundings.

A despatch dated London Eleventh Month 0th, says:

The afternoon papers here express satisfaction at the

Samoan settlement. They are especially gratified at the

evidence of the continued good understanding between the

three nations. The acquisition of Tutuila is regarded as

settUng the seal on the expansionist policy of the United

States and a great development of the American navy is

anticipated and welcomed.

The final and authentic statements in regard to the deci-

sion that Germany should take over the Samoan Islands, ex-

cept Tutuila, is fully endorsed by Eliot, the British mem-

ber of the Commission sent there last summer to adj

the difficulties that then arose. He rests his opinion

the belief that as Germany would not relinquish Up
that largo island and Savaii, its larger neighbor, we

better be under control of one Government. Tutuila,

ing thirty miles away, might properly belong to the Cni

States. Eliot says that England has rcreived mor«

value than she has relinquished.

Eliot says the Island of Tonga possessc.'^ "in- nf the 1

harbors in the Pacific, called Vivau, ami ^iw,' Uritiib

terests in the island are now confirmed there ap;

be no reason why this fine harbor should not bi- i

The accession of the islands Ysabel and Choiseul is r

as mainly important in rounding out the British pn-

in New Guinea, as these two islands are really a i^r

the New Guinea archipelago.

The removal of German Consular jurisdiction I

Zanzibar is also regarded by Eliot as an import.ink

velopment in the African situation, as Zanzibar is

centre of British influence near British East Africa

German East Africa. Even more important in boarin(

the African question is the agreement to delimit

boundary between British Ashantee and German T«

Land. This has long been a field for controversy, but

Samoan agreement includes a possible solution to the

plexing problem in West Africa.

Switzerland produces annually more books than

other country, in proportions to the number of inhaliitl

one Swiss in every 3000 being an author.

A Vienna journal declares that a local electrician no

Pollack has invented a way of telegraphing 60,000 w
per hour over a single wire.

The Russian Government has decided to construct a

way between Zarizyn and Orsk, which will cost $62,UO0j

The report of the Russian Department of Prison.s al

that in the past two years the total number of iiar

banished to Siberia has been 20,056, of whom S94

1

women.
The disposition of the Japanese is apparently to_

almost exclusively to the United States in educati

matters, as the total number of Japanese students rea

abroad, as shown by the census figures, was 24C)ri, an

this number 2178 were in the United States.

Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, was surrendered on the

'

inst., by General Parades to the force of General Cs

after a" fierce battle lasting two days, in which upwan

650 persons were killed or wounded.

A special cable to the Public Ledger states that

general arbitration treaty between Paraguay and Ai

tine was signed.

NOTICES.
Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.46 A. }\.. and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqne

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twent;

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, .Juj

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhoborti
Eleventh Month 14th.

\V. H. N. *100 ; S. F. $10; Attender Germ. M'(

A. Mc C , $2 ; M. L. K., $25; M. J. R., $10 ; J. i

$.T ; D. B., $10 ; J. P. S., $20 ; A Friend, $-J ; (

*20 ; per H. B G., $10 ; E. P. S., $5 ; E. S., i'<0 ;

S., $50 ; A. H., $25 ; R. S. H., $25 ; J. S., $10;
'.

S. $20 ; M. E S.. ?20 ; M. A. J., $75 ; J. J.. *1(

Y. B., $5 ; a. T., $10 : Daughters M. H. G., $2

Z., $10
;
per F. Z., $10 ; Employees Parkesbing

to., $9; J. P. T., $5 ; M. B. and others, $0.:i-j
:

T., $5 ; T. E. P., $10 ; J. R. D.. $10 ; E. D. M., »

& C. B., $4 ; Cash per F. Z., $2 ; T. W. D., $1 ;

Connecticut. $10; S., 25 cents ; G. A.B.,$1 ;
II. 1

n F. li. G., $2 : M. R. H., $5 ;
1. S., $5 ;

A.

$5; M. E K., $20; J. L. B., $20; S. W. P., *IC

E., $.500 ; L. M. D.. Vermont, $12 ; J. R. T., $1

K T., $15; G. A. R., *5 ; W. C. E., $10; A F

Ohio, $1; Friends, Wa.shington, D. C, $3.2.'):

R, *10 ; E. R., $50 ; E. P., $5 ; E. B. G., $10 ;
F

Hiik. Grove, Iowa, $75; P. P., $1: L. H
Friends, Gwynedd, $12 : C. W., $100; Earnest

era, $175.50; H. C, $50.

Wm. Evans, Treanvrer, 252 S. Front St.

SICK diet fund and food fok childbi

S. C,$10; M. C, $10; per H. M. Jenkins. $1(

A., $1 ; A Friend, $5 ; J. H. B., $5; J. A. B.,

H., $5; R. W. and E. B. M., $2; per II. N.

$16 ; E S. L., $30.
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tS not this the fast that I have chosen ?

)ose the bands of wickedness, to undo the

y burdens, and to let the oppressed go

and that ye break every yoke ? Is it not

ial thy bread to the hungry, and that thou

J the poor that are cast out to thy house?

n thou seest the naked that thou cover

and that thou hide not thyself from

! own flesh?

Then shall thy light break forth as the

ling, and thine health shall spring forth

dily: and thy righteousness shall go before

; the glory of the Lord shall be thy rear-

l.

And if thou draw out thy soul to the hun-

and satisfy the afflicted soul; then shall

ight rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be

le noonday. And the Lord shall guide thee

inually, and satisfy thy soul in drought,

make fat thy bones: and thou shalt be like

itered garden, and like a spring of water,

36 waters fail not. And they that shall be of

shall build the old waste places. Thou shalt

} up the foundations of many generations

;

thou shalt be called the repairer of the

eh, the restorer of paths to dwell in." (Isa.

: 6-12).

'high Hath the Greater Need, the Poor
OF THE Rich or the Rich of the Poor?
nee the above prophetic declaration of the

lition of our light rising in obscurity was

scribed, intended as it was to appear with-

note or comment, a letter has come to

i|l from one who took the initiative in visit-

^he sorely-persecuted disciples of the Prince

;3ace when they were in the Trans-Caucasus,

i< subsequently was the principal agent in

I ining the means for their migration. He
ijcests the query, " Is it not a purpose of

i^Heavenly Father in committing this mat-

ter to our care so especially, not only to bene-

fit the Doukhobors, but to be made a means

of spiritual blessing to those who are thus in-

terested in them ?"

How Readest Thou?

In the reading of holy Scriptures, whether

from the page of print or of memory, " the

veil shall be taken away " as the heart shall

turn unto the Lord. As the reader is able to

bear it, that which is for him, or speaks to his

condition, is unveiled or revealed. Openings

in the light are presented as a fresh visitation

of life, not required to be another man's open-

ings but specially thine, and sealed as thine by

the witness for Truth in the heart rightly

turned.

It is not to be assumed that such openings,

suited to one's special point of view, are in-

tended invariably for others besides himself;

but they are given that he to whom they are

revealed shall by faithfulness to the heavenly

vision pass through them into a larger day.

Neither is he chargeable with spiritual open-

ings made to others, whether as recorded in

commentaries or elsewhere, except as they

meet the honest witness for Truth in his own

heart. " It is the Spirit that beareth witness,

because the Spirit is Truth."

Views of Divine truth, ideals of a higher

life, may dawn upon the mind in connection with

texts that might seem most inappropriate to

the view opened; yet these heavenly inspira-

tions may well be seized as of the Divine Word

transcending, for our present condition, the

letter of the text. That which is written re-

mains, and stands as true as ever; it is not

superseded by the witness of the Spirit, if

once written by the moving of the Spirit. But

its usually accepted meaning may be, for the

time being, less a speaking to the reader's

condition, than the present voice of " the true

and holy Witness " inspiring a sense of truth

or of duty in directions not evident in the text.

If we read in an open attitude of heart towards

Him, the spirit of our Lord may at times speak

more to us between the lines of his Scriptures

than in them. He spake from above his

lines as they were written; He speaks from

above them as they are read. But whether

it be in and through them that a Divine open-

ing is revealed, or in an unexpected spiritual

digression from them, it is that thou mayst " See

that thou make all things according to the

pattern shown thee in the mount."

Aimless Impulses.

Good emotions that bear no fruit in deeds

have surely this effect, that they deaden them-

selves. It is no new discovery that passive im-

pressions, apart from active obedience to them,

grow weaker and weaker. But habits of ac-

tion which keep pace with best feelings grow

stronger and stronger. The proper outlet for

faithfulness to all good impressions should be

occupied, else sensibility to them begins to

wither and die,—like the heath in the desert,

not knowing when good cometh."

Such is one of the blighting effects of works

of fiction, even if they are written to excite

I and noble sentiments during the reading

of them. Imaginary scenes arouse the im-

pulses, but being imaginary they furnish no

real objects on which generous impulses can

be carried out into action. And thus good

emotions and noble principles of the heart are

awakened to die at their birth. Where emo-

tions are excited for their own sake, what

wonder if they grow fainter, till moral insen-

sibility is all that is left.

Theatrical exhibitions being like\\ise ficti-

tious presentations, only exceeding printed

fiction in vividness, have the same withering

tendency. Spectators sit as idle witnesses of

scenes calling for mercy, relief, righteous tes-

timony or influence, fervid zeal, variously mixed

impulses, only to be schooled in a moral paraly-

sis by being taught that emotions are an end

to themselves, a plaything of the hour.

Such surely are diversions that divert. They

divert from the witness for truth and good in

the heart. And when public religious exer-

cises also are not entertaining except as they

are made exciting, their reaction is a minis-

tration of death rather than of life.

Children are rich in an emotional life that

needs to be guided to worthy objects of exer-

cise. To deny them the fruit of a right im-

pulse, or to nip it in the bud, is to begin to

teach young men that though they " shall see

visions," they are not expected to be obedient

to them. If no right objects for right feelings

are allowed, by and by there will be no right

feelings for right objects.

In John Fiske's recent work, entitled " The

Dutch and Quaker Colonies in America " (vol.

II, page 139), is found this acknowledgment:

"There can be little doubt that the Christian

ideal has been, on the whole, more perfectly

realized among the Quakers than with any

other sect of Christians."
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My Providential Deliverance.

(Coiu-hul.nl fro.n paK^- 111.,

Dr. Hutchin.'^on ami the other physicians had

daily conversations with me, and exercised their

linowledge and intuition to diagnose my case.

Dr. II. stated that 1 was legally committed,

and evidently seemed greatly perple.xed over

my commitment, I learned later that the

physicians considered me " normal," and that

1 was not a fit subject for an insane asylum,

and so informed my people, which brought my

brother to \isit me, just after one week of

confinement. My brother seemed glad that I

was "improving" so fast, and then told me

that I could have my release if I would go

West and not remain in Pittsburg. I refused

to accede to such terms, on the ground that

my incarceration was unjustifiable and that all

the newspapers reported me insane, and if he

would make the proper retraction and place

me in my true light before the community, I

would feel fully vindicated and attend to my
affairs.

To this my brother would not agree, and so

I was left to ponder over my situation, fully

convinced that my action was right in refusing

to entertain such a proposition. I was

gi'eatly helped by the

experiences of God's people and his mighty

hand to deliver his own. There was Noah

and Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, .Joseph, Gideon

and Samson, Daniel and the den of lions, Taul

and Silas and Peter in prison, and all of the

eleventh chapter of Hebrews' heroes, saints

and martjTs.

In spite of many temptations, my faith was

strong and had the assurance that I would

obtain deliveranct through providential inter-

position.

Faith is the substance of things hoped for
;

the e\idence of things not seen—and so I ac-

cepted my deliverance, as if it had already

taken place and was determined not to com-

promise in any way. It must be remembered

that no one is so anxious for liberty as the

man who is a prisoner, especially under my
circumstances.

Again my brother called on me ; it was the

second week of my confinement. He came

at a time when we were all busy sweeping the

floor and washing the walls. I was at my
post with broom and cloth. He did not like

my employment and requested that I be with-

drawn from the work, which was complied

with, and I had no further outside work to do

except my own room and some other duties.

He called again the third week with the same

proposition, and was much perplexed to think

that I would not avail myself of the opportu-

nity to obtain my liberty. I expressed my
views to him, and told him very plainly that I

expected to get my freedom very shortly. I

had my temptations and trials during these

weeks. The tests came quite strong at times,

but in the hour of the greatest temptation I

was always strong to say "No," because I did

not think it was the Lord's way of doing

things. " The Lord heard and delivered me
from all my fear." Ps. xxxiv. 4.

It is of ordinary occurrence to see groups

of visitors pass through the different depart-

ments of the asylum. One afternoon as I was

reading the Bible a gentleman came up to me,

telling me he came down in my behalf. We
entered into a conversation about my conver-

sion and incarceration. The gentleman intro-

duced himself as .J. B. Corey, saying he was

going to see about my being taken out of this

place. I was delighted, of course, and stated

that somehow 1 expected some one would

come. I learned later that J. B. Corey, who is

an old resident of Braddock, Pa., and of the

Corey Gas & Coal Company, Pittsburg, while

in his office, was suddenly prompted or spoken

to by the Holy Spirit to go down to Dixmont

to see Ruben. He has been in active Christian

work for a long time, as 1 afterwards learned ;

promoted several Christian enterprises, and

now the Lord gave him another bit of work.

J.B. Corey was not personally acquainted with

me, never having seen or heard of me before

reading the account of my being railroaded to

Dixmont for accepting Christ as my Saviour.

He called up P. H. I.aufman, an old friend,

and learning from him that my incarceration

was a great wrong and injustice, he arranged

by telephone with Mr. Harper, president of

Dixmont Hospital, to go with him to see me
and learn of my condition for himself. Mr.

Corey introduced me to Mr. Harper and to

Ex-Mayor Kennedy, of Allegheny, wiio was

also present.

On his return to the city, Mr. Corey at once

instructed his son-in-law, Wm. Yost, Esq., at-

torney-at-law, to institute habeas corpus pro-

ceedings in my behalf. This was promptly

executed. The case was returnable before

Judge J. W. F. White, of Common Pleas Court.

My brother came to see me again, and later

sent one of his " confidentials," who was for-

merly a bosom friend of mine, to accept his

proposition to go West, as I was told that I

would positively be returned to the asylum
;

that they would surely prove my insanity, be-

cause I said that I received a spiritual call to

read the New Testament, and that Jesus Christ

was the Saviour of the world. As my people

could not understand nor believe it, they

thought I had gone beside myself. Now, these

threatenings did not affect me in the least. I

felt the assurance that I would obtain my lib-

erty, because I knew I was right, and was

standing on the promises of God, that if they

would cast us into prison for his sake, He
would deliver us.

On the morning of the trial, the fifth week

of my incarceration, quite a company had gath-

ered at the court room—ministers, lawyers

and doctors were present, my people and rela-

tives and their attorney.

The proceedings proved to be very interest-

ing Dr. Hutchinson

was the first witness. He testified that I was

legally committed, was received at the Insti-

tution, conversed with me freely, found me
very intelligent, rational, and of even tempera-

ment, and had so informed my family during

the first week of my stay. Then the two
" expert " physicians testified, and essayed to

prove my insanity, because I stated to people

that I heard a supernatural voice telling me
to read the New Testament, and that Jesus

Christ was the Saviour. Judge White then

questioned them searchingly as to how long

they had been with me, did he act in a dis-

orderly manner, and questions along this line.

The Judge did not think, that because people

claim to hear voices or see visions they must

be sent to insane asylums. There are too

many people who claim to have heard voices,

and it is preposterous to consider them insi

The judge was very definite in his remarks,

squarely rejected the evidence by which

defendants intended to prove my insanity.

I was then called to give my testimony,

the story of my conversion ; had drifted f;

Judaism into infidelity, obtained the first

erature from my brother, who was a skej

The attorney for my brother now cross

amined and tried to tangle me on some qi

tions of my former belief

judge now had enough, and in language wl

could not be misunderstood, expressed him

in condemnation of the outrage of my in

ceration, in the manner of its execution,

plainly stated that all who were connei

with the outrage should be sent to prison.

The senior doctor of the " experts " si

on his dignity, by saying to the court th;

was insane, and that testimony could be g
to prove my insanity, and further stated '

I would be returned, within six months, to

asylum. The judge answered, saying tha'

his opinion, I was saner than the doctor,

attorney of the other side also wished to 1

his say, but the judge said he would heai

more about the case. " He is discharged.'

Thus ended my strange experience,

victory won was complete, the hand of Go
manifestly overruling the powers of darki

that they were as chaff before the w

"Say to them that are of a fearful heart

strong, fear not, behold your God will c

with vengeance, with the recompense of C

he will come and save you." (Isa. xxxv:

'

It is with a deep sense of gratitude th

acknowledge that it was the Lord's doinj

bringing about my deliverance, and to Kin

all the glory.

The Lord works through the instrument

of the people, sending them forth on err

of mercy and love. The Lord used Ananl

the healing of the Apostle Paul of blind

by the laying on of his hands (Acts ix:

and in the bustling city of Pittsburg, the S

of God calls J. B. Corey to set in rai

the hands of justice. Jesus Christ, the i

yesterday, to-day and forever, lo I am
you alway. This is all very wonderful,

God is w-onderful, and the days of miraclei

not yet over.

"I will confound the wisdom of the

and bring to nothing the understanding .0

prudent. Where is the wise ? Where if

scribe ? Where is the disputer of this w(

Hath not God made foolish the wisdom ol

world?" (1 Cor. i: 19-21.)

Says Jesus: "lam come a light intx

world, that whosoever believeth on me
not abide in darkness." (.John xii: 46.)

It is altogether an unfounded fear that

the passing aw-ay of the accretions and i

urements mingled with Christianity, Chrii

ity itself is passing away.

Christianity cannot pass away. The bu

of a little straw or a few decayed leaves

raise smoke sufficient to hide the stars

the stars are there all the time, and whe
smoke vanishes, as it will speedily do,

will reappear in all their splendor.— W.

Millan.

Heavenly care leads to a quiet and bal

sort of living here.
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)ugh the Mountains and Redwoods to

Pescadero, Pebble Beach, California.

ilifornia is truly a land of surprises, its

atic variations, vast mineral and agricul-

1 resources and productions, its rapidly

inding fruit interests, the magnitude and
e of its lumber trade and fisheries, and not

least of all, the fascination that attaches

he magnificent and stupendous extent of

omantic, nay, sublime scenery, challenges

admiration and wonder of the most indif-

nt casual traveller or observer whose good
me it is to sojourn or reside within its

I borders. North, south, east or west, go
:e one will, the ever changing conditions

iing throughout its immense area cannot
ielight and overawe the student of nature,

scientific explorer, the man of leisure and
ire, whose mind is imbued with an ardent
:h after the grand and beautiful; for in

favored State he can find the very acme of

iesires in the pursuit of the pleasurable

iions which such scenes and such an ag-

ation of wonders inspire.

1 the north extends the upper Sacramento

3y, where peerless Mt. Shasta, sublime in

solitary grandeur, rears her snow-crowned
ait towards the clouds, holding her queenly
over a vast territory rich in its scenic

less and wondrous beauty, all of which are

tributary at her regal feet. Here too are

d canyons and swift, pellucid streams, bor-

i by noble forests of redwood and pine,

of the loveliest and most attractive sec-

1 of our great State.

1 the south are oi'ange and lemon groves,

ient with the delicious odors of citrus

s that have proved such a source of profit

eir owners, and flourish in all their per-

on in this now famous southland.

1 the east is seen that splendid mountain
e, the incomparable and lofty Sierra Ne-

3, where thousands of feet above our fer-

alleysthe lordly Sequoiagigantea, monarchs
le forest, far exceeding our conception,

grown to such enormous proportions,

ig their two to three thousand years of

life. Here, too, away up in this pine-clad

jin, is a cluster of lakes that rival and even
138 in beauty and serenity the most world-

d in song and story. On the west our
(shore line is washed by the mighty Pacific,

Ihose wide bosom is borne a large portion

le wealth and commerce of the Orient and
's of the sea," bringing to the cities of
!ind our sister States a trade almost limit-

jn the vast possibilities of the future,

'was not my original intention to digress
^is, to me, most absorbing and interesting

jet, or elaborate on California's advantages
fe most desirable climate for residence or

(rof observation or pleasure. But as there
i!y one Yosemite Valley—one land of the

j
Tree Groves "—one place above all others

ji nature is prodigal of her gifts, one spot
lis broad earth where the eye can feast on
•[lorama forever unfolding new scenes of
lOst enchanting and elevating description,
Ijnay be pardoned for bringing before the
Its of The Friend my own limited experi-
'•' and observations of the scenes thus
ny portrayed, which to me have yielded
I'lnded sensations of enthusiasm, as my
B of what constitutes true beauty and

grandeur, as these surround and illuminate that
one word, California!

By way of an introduction to the brief sketch
of a trip undertaken the past summer through
the mountains and redwoods of San Mateo
County to the shores of the Western Sea, the
few poetical lines subjoined may not be deemed
either presumptuous or inappropriate, as ex
pressive of my feelings and thankfulness:

On the Way.
From Santa Clara's vale with fruitage rare,

Pours forth unstinted all her lavish wealth.
I went to breathe the hills' balsamic air,

And join with others in the quest of health.

Through giant redwoods to the pebbly shore,

Where rolls the great Pacific far and wide
I praise the name of Him forevermore,
Who framed the world and formed the restless tide.

The seas, the woods, the mountains Thine,

The handiwork of One Divine.

In the Sierra Moreno Mountains.
How beautiful, when springtime comes!

The clouds have cleared away,
The sward is green, the skyward homes,

Are 'bowered in bloom of May.

I greet the spicy, fresh'ning breeze,

Coursing among the hills,

Beneath the shade of giant trees,

My soul with rapture thrills.

The quail's loud call, the song of birds

Makes vocal all the land.

On sunny slope, the peaceful herds,

Lend charm to scenes so grand.

I feel the quick'ning Spirit bring

A reverent sense of prayer.

Supreme o'er all. Thy praise I sing,

For Thou art everywhere.

Awake my soul, and with the day,

Thy every blessing prize.

In vale, on hill, cease not to pray,

To Him who rules the skies.

Away! go breathe the mountain air.

Climb yonder grassy hill;

The Master waits to meet thee there,

He loves and guards thee still.

At Pescadero Pebble Beach.

I rested by the mighty deep,

Where waves and winds their vigils keep.

I asked the Lord to watch o'er me.

An atom near the great wide sea.

Millions of pebbles on the beach,

A wondrous lesson seemed to teach,

Sea-washed, all shining on the strand.

Attested an Almighty hand.

I stood entranced upon the shore,

I listened to old ocean's roar,

I watched the waves in grandeur roll.

And this the message to my soul:

" Be still," let every tumult cease,

Guide to the blessed port of peace.

And there beside the crystal sea

Spend an eternity with Thee,

Ye waves to heaven your voices raise

Y'e winds forever sing his praise.

Leaving San .Jose at an early hour one fine

summer morning, the writer of this, with three

other members of his household, wended their

way through a long stretch of orchard lands

to the town of Mayfield, near which is situated

the great Stanford University, now a place of

world-wide celebrity. Thence our road led to

the foot-hills skirting Santa CJlara Valley, from

which some fine view.s are obtained of San

Francisco bay, towns, hamlets, and the exten-

sive orchards that have made this valley so

famous. Climbing upward amid some fine

scenery, we halted for a two hours' rest and

lunch and then resumed our journey, soon

reaching the summit of the Sierra Morena

range of mountains, and a few miles further

on were in the great redwoods. Here we saw
magnificent specimens of these grand old trees,

many attaining a height of two hundred to

three hundred feet. As we looked up to their

topmost branches in silent admiration, it al-

most made our heads swim to find out how tall

they really were. We pushed on under the
shade of these mammoths, interspersed with
stately fir, oak, madrone, bay, laurel and other

beautiful forest trees. Our road wound along
Pescadero Creek, a clear running mountain
stream, sometimes hidden from view in the
dense growth of timber and over-arching
branches. Toward evening, the golden rays
of the setting sun were gleaming through
the forest shade, and all around seemed calm,

peaceful and heavenly.

Over a smooth driveway we approached the

pretty little hamlet of La Honda, about thirty-

seven miles from San .lose, situate in the midst
of the most lovely and romantic scenery con-

ceivable, surrounded by enormous redwoods,
the pride of these mountaii. retreats. Here is

" Sear's La Honda Hotel, a well-kept, home-
like place, where a good table invites the ap-

petite of the travellers, and where quiet rest

and comfort can be obtained. This locality is

a favorite camping ground, a nice clean stream
meandering among the huge redwood trees,

and with the mountains on either side affords

good fishing and hunting. The store at La
Honda is quite an acquisition, as campers can
there find their wants supplied. The climate in

this sheltered region is mild and salubrious and
most conducive to health. We much regretted

our short stay here, as ways to many points of

interest radiating therefrom can be visited.

After a good night's rest, we started out in

the freshness and glow of the early morning
toward Pescadero, passing through a succes-

sion of forest and mountain scenery that af-

forded a constant source of pleasure and de-

light. After an easy drive of seventeen miles

we arrived at the town of Pescadero and found

the "Swanton House " as a hotel all that could

be desired.

The great attraction of this section is the

ocean and Pebble Beach. Here the great Pa-

cific is seen in all its grandeur, as its waves

roll in on the whitened shore. On the beach

there are millions of rare and beautiful pebbles,

and it is a fascinating occupation for days and

weeks together to sit or recline at leisure, to

search for and gather the fine specimens that

abound, .\lthough it takes much time and no

little patience to collect all that one could

wish, yet the incentive to excel some others

in the search is enhanced by the results ob-

tained. We spent about four days gathering

a goodly quantity, which will be treasured as

a memento of our visit and to exhibit to our

friends. For a great many years a large num-
ber of persons make this delightful trip, and

no tourist coming to (.'alifornia should fail to

see this famous and wonderful pebble beach.

Pescadero is situated in the midst of a good

farming and dairying country; the crops of

oats, hay, corn, barley, beans, etc., are gener-

ally profitable and abundant. A large cream-

ery on the outskirts of the town, turns out a

fine quality of butter, which finds a ready

market elsewhere.

There are several points of interest around

Pescadero. We went to Pigeon Point light-
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house, seven miles therefrom, one of the first

class; in all its appointments nearly perfect.

We were politely shown over the interior by

one of the keepers who explained to us all the

details of this immense, tall, whitened struc-

ture, standing out in bold relief against the

deep blue sky, as it listens, spectre-like, to the

never-ceasing surging of the restless sea. The

costly Parisian revolving light of about sixty-

eight thousand candle-power, with its highly

polished prismatic glass, was well worth see-

ing. The climb up the great spiral iron stair-

way, extending one hundred and twenty-five

feet from the base to the top, a very skilful

and substantial piece of mechanism, taxes

one's strength. Hut once at the dizzy height

the outlook is superb, and the marine views

obtained are something grand, amply compen-
sating for the waste of physical strength.

We were told of mossy glens a few miles

distant, where the tall California brake (or

tree fern), and many other varieties of the

more beautiful and delicate ferns grow in great

profusion, but our limited stay precluded a

visit thereto.

Many roads diverge from Pescadero—a forty

mile seaside drive southward to Santa Cruz,

one of our popular coast watering places, an-

other of twenty to Half Moon Bay, and thence
via Redwood City or San Mateo on the return

route to San Jose; all affording a great variety

of fine scenic views—ocean, bay, mountain,
forest and valley blending in one harmonious
whole.

Our faithful mare took us safely up and
down the steep mountain grades, so by making
an early start she accomplished the first day's

journey of thirty-seven miles with comparative
ease. We in turn walking up the most precipit-

ous parts of the road, being amply repaid by
this healthful exercise, combined with -the fine

views obtained along the way.
In this clear, bracing climate, such trips are

a very delightful change; and now in winding
up this brief, imperfect sketch of a summer's
jaunt it must not be forgotten that the Author
of all our unnumbered blessings has implanted
within us a laudable desire to seek enjoyment
in those outward recreations, if it is subor-
dinated to the higher attributes of our nature
and his eternal praise and glory. With rev-

erent thankfulness I could exclaim with the
psalmist of old, "0 Lord, how manifold are
thy works! In wisdom hast thou made them
all ; the earth is full of thy riches." For has He
not imbued us with a sense of his all-embracing
love and goodness and a keen perception of the
greatness and majesty of his power?

Intending visitors or tourists coming to
California can obtain valuable information re-

lating to points of interest, its resources and
scenic attractions, by enclosing a few postage
stamps to defray expense of mailing, to the
passenger department of the Southern Pacific

Company, No. 4 Montgomery Street, San Fran-
cisco. Their lines of railway reach almost
every section in connection with stage routes.

The illustrated folders, pamphlets, guide books,
maps, etc., issued by this great company for
gratuitous circulation are exceedingly elabo-

rate, attractive, and helpful.

•John Bell.
San Jo.se, California, Ninth Month, 1899.

True liberty is not the right to choose evil.

"TOK The Friend"
THE DOUKHOBORS' THANKSGIVING.

Wo thank thee. Lord, that over all,

Thy watch and care like sunbeams fall;

Yea, Lord, that in these solitudes

Thy loving-kindness watchful broods.

Not as the men in other lands

Who come with plenty in their hands,

And while their feast-set tables groan, ,

Glad hearts Thy care 'mid fulness own ;

Our empty hands, dear Lord, confess

Our hunger and our helplessness ;

Too weak our words to tell our needs,

Yet thou the hungry raven feeds.

And thou, our Father, knowest our need;

Let but our hunger dumbly plead.

That floodgates of thy mercy wide

May open yet and we be satisfied.

We thank thee, Lord of life and light.

That in our dark Canadian night.

Thou shinest in the ascendant yet.

Shine in us always, though stars rise and set.

We know that those in other days.

Whose halting feet trod other ways.

Yet from the oppressors' rod set free,

Knew their deliverance was of thee.

We thank thee, Lord, that we have known
Deliverance, and we gladly own
The leading of Thy outstretched hand.

That brought us to our promised land.

We thank thee, Lord, that waters wide

At thy command can still divide;

At thy command still shut the way
Against the Pharoahs of our day.

We thank thee, Prince of love and peace,

Thy suffering seed can know release;

Yet if our lot be suffering still,

We bow submissive to thy will.

We thank thee. Lord, through all o

The cattle on ten thousand hills,

The treasures hidden in the mine
Are all of thee, they all are thine.

ills,

G. G. M.

For "The Friend."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.

(Continued from page liO.)

It is recorded of James Daniel, of Salem,

New Jersey, who died Tenth Month 26th, 1726,

that about the year 1680 he settled in AUo-
way's Creek Township inT;he county of Salem, N.

J., "at which time the white people were but

few, and the natives a multitude. He learned

their language perfectly, and has frequently

said at that time the natives were a sober, grave

and temperate people, and used no manner of

oath in their speech."

In the memorial of Ellen Evans, an elder of

(iwynedd, Pa., who died in 1765, it is stated that

she firmly believed "that the grace of God which

bringeth salvation had appeared unto all men;"

and that she delighted to converse with our un-

instructed Indians about their sentiments of the

Supreme Being; and often said she " discovered

evident traces of Divine goodness in their un-

cultivated minds."

No Indian historian has recorded the events

which led to the weakening of the friendship

formerly existing between the Indians and the

inhabitants of Pennsylvania. From the testi-

mony of others, however, we can clearly see that

the alienation of feeling, and the bloody war-

fare which followed was not due in the first

place to the perfidy of the Indians. The impo-

sitions practised upon them by traders and in

the purchase of their lands, the protection given

to the Iroquois or Five Nations against the

Delawares, and especially the continual intru-

sion of the whites upon their hunting groundi

contributed largely to this altered state o

feeling, and rendered them more than willing t

join with the French, who earnestly solicite

their friendship, in engaging in open hostilitie

with the English, even before war was actuall

declared between France and England, but wtiic

in 1756 soon involved the settlements of Ihes

respective countries in America in all the calait

ities of border warfare.

Catharine Phillips, a Friend from Englanc

then on a religious visit to this country, durin,

the beginning and progress of the Indian wai

recorded in her journal: " And here I remar

that we were in Philadelphia at the time whe

the first soldiers that had come there commis

sioned from the English government, arrived a

that city under the command of General Braii

dock. I said a cloud of darkness came wit

them. The Lord had settled this colony b

peaceable means, he had hitherto protected i

by his own almighty arm, and it prospere'

greatly, but henceforward disunion and disturl:

ance prevailed and increased in it."

The defeat of General Braddock in the WesI

ern part of Pennsylvania took place in the Se?

enth Month, 1755, and " the whole frontier la

exposed to the hatchet and torch of the remorst

less red man."
In the letters of Samuel Fothergill, an em

nent minister from England, and who was i

this country during this eventful period, we fii

mention of the complete change which then ot

curred in the relations between the whites ar

the Indians.

Under date of Eleventh Month 24th. 175

he writes: " Very distracted is the present sta'

of this province; several cruel murders ha'

been committed on the frontiers, and sixtei

people destroyed about the ninth instant with

less than ninety miles of this city which w

done by a gang of banditti, part Indians, wi

some Irish among them. I was at the plft

about five weeks ago, but do not understand ai

Friends are hurt. The five Indian nations w'

conquered the Delawares, sold some part of t

ancient inheritance of these last to the propr

tors, some few years since, alleging the rig

of sale to be in them as conquerors, and t

goods were divided among the five nations, pr

cipally to the discontent of the Delawares,*

still judged themselves justly entitled to soi

equivalent for their land, which either the in;

tention of the proprietors, or their want of

formation, induced them to disregard ; and

is pretty much on this land, and land fraui

lently obtained, that the barbaraties are cc

mitted."

Twelfth Mo. 17th, 175.5, "The Indians h;

complained without redress, and are now ui

arms, and have destroyed many people; tli

were the bodies of two men, whom the Indi

had killed and scalped, brought down in gr

parade to this city, from the back parts; ii^

titudes went to see them, and seem loudh

clamor for war. The ancient methods of A'

ing with the Indians upon the principle.-^

equity and justice seem neglected, the spiri

war and destruction endeavoring to break lo'

in order to reduce this pleasant, populous jn

ince to its ancient wilderness condition."

First Mo. 19th, 1756.—"The present slj

of this province is very distressing; the Indi

cruel and bloody, destroying men, women,

children, and burning their houses ; which 1
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asioned great trouble and raised the clamor

;he people against Friends, who dare not re-

violence with violence. Yet too few lay it

perly to heart and learn righteousness."

econd Mo., 20th, 1756.
—

" Many thousand

nds of the province's money, have by the

embly's Committee been laid out in erecting

;s upon the frontiers, and placing men in

m; a step as prudent, and likely to be attend-

?ith as much success as an attempt to hedge
birds or the deer. The neighborhoods of

36 forts have been, since their being erected,

scenes of the greatest barbarity ; in con-

pt and mockery of the attempt, eleven people

ig destroyed a few days ago within a mile of

of their forts."

'ourth Mo. 28th, 1756.—"The distress of

province is great; its commotions violent;

the desolations of a cruel Indian war im-

ding, and the legislature in a great degree

.tuated; it seems like a judicial desertion

ill their counsels, and every step they take

eases their perplexity. Friends have inter-

3d for the restoration of peace, and borne

x testimony faithfully."

'ourth Mo. 29th, 1756.—" The frontiers of

nsylvania continue to be harassed by the

parous Indians who destroy man, woman
child. All attempts to defend themselves

inst them seem vain, and the means of re-

•ing peace, to-wit, doing the Indians justice

ully paying them for their lands, were in the

inning shamefully neglected, and will now
rery difficult to bring about."

he following instructive remarks are made
"atharine Phillips, the Friend from England,

fiously mentioned, in regard to her exercises

bis time of deep distress:

;
During the time of the people's being in so

it confusion and distress, on account of the

an war, my mind was much exercised; but

[several months, I know not that I could at

even secretly, petition the Almighty for

r relief, with any evidence of such a peti-

arising from the spring of Divine life.

a little before a stop was put to their dep-

jitions, my spirit was almost continually

jhed with intercession, that the Lord might

pleased to stay the sword; and in two public

tings I was concerned in a like manner; and

^ not hear that any mischief was done after

I

time by any Indians who had occasioned

I disturbance, and a cessation of arms en-

i I record this as an instance of Divine

j.om instructing his servants to ask what is

sing to him to grant, as well as restraining

|a from petitioning for what might be ex-

iingly desirable to themselves, before the

Jier time; and I believe that if ministers thus

|; under the government of that spirit of

Som which giveth liberty in the appointed

Ion acceptably to approach the throne of

Ine Grace, it would be more evident that

j
asked in the name and spirit of Jesus by

f prayer being answered.
\i think it worth remarking that the termi-

pn of this Indian war was at last effected

|he peaceable interposition of Friends. An
(jin chief with other Indians in friendship

1 Pennsylvania, being occasionally in I'hila-

Ihia, Friends obtained leave of the Governor
lave a conference with them in order to en-

ior, through their interference to bring
<it an accommodation with the Indians now
|ar with the British colonies. As we were

admitted to attend this conference, I mention
it. It evinces the veneration the Indians re-

tained for the memory of William Penn, and
for his pacific principles, and their great regard
to Friends, whom they styled his children.

Several of their women sat in this conference,
who, for fixed solidity, appeared to me like Ro-
man matrons. They scarcely moved, much less

spoke, during the time it was held; and there
was a dignity in the behavior and countenance
of one of them, that I cannot forget. I was
informed that they admit their most respect-

ed women into their counsels."

HarveyVisit of J. S. Blkmton and William

to the Exiles in Canada.

Forty Miles North of Yorkton, Assiniboia,

Eleventh Month 2nd, 1899.

Wm. Evans.
Dear Friend:—Temperature 10° this morning.

We left Yorkton yesterday about 2:30 p. m.,

in two wagons—one load mostly made up of

baggage—and reached Alfred Hutchinson's, a
progressive dairy farmer near White Sand Riv-

er. It was a surprise to find a good sized dairy,

with a cream separator, with a gasoline engine

for motive power. Prairie chickens were abund-

ant. A coyote was seen near the trail, and we
heard the bark of another after night fall

;
goph-

ers are very annoying to the farmers, as are also

badgers. Taking a northerly course, crossing

White Sand River, partly around Good Spirit

lake, we approached the first village whose name
is long, and with others, need not be mentioned
here. We were surprised at the substantial

character of the houses; real mechanical skill

was apparent on every hand, both in wood work
and finishing. The appointments are as yet very

plain, but cleanliness is commendable. Wells of

water were found in both villages visited. In

the latter village our sympathies were particu-

larly with a poor man, groaning on his bed,

having been injured while working on railroad

construction. A piece of stone flew and struck

him in the eye, bursting it. He was thirty-five

miles from a doctor and we did what we could

for him. In the second village we found no po-

tatoes or onions, and not over ten pounds of

wool in both villages. We have authorized the

purchase of one thousand pounds or more of

wool, and plans are working to assist the light

hauling force of the Doukhobors in getting the

potatoes from Y'orkton where the stock has been

gathered. Thoughtful Christian people who
know of these new comers are universal in their

praise. The family with whom we lodge to-

night, are near two villages, and though preju-

diced unfavorably in advance of the settlement

of these people, now speak in the highest terms

of them. They have employed one of the young
men for nearly a year, and allow him to take a

team to distant points, which they never did with

other employes. We have but started in the

work and feel increasingly the importance of

an investigation into the needs of these Douk-
hobors. They are not asking alms, and want to

refund what kind friends are giving. They are

particularly anxious for a supply of seed for

spring planting— oats, rye and flaxseed being

among the staples. They also ask for mill stones

to be run by wind power. Wheat can be pro-

cured and ground down: white flour is more ex-

pensive.

Eleventh Month 3d.—Temperature 33°.

In pursuing our labors, many cases present
calling forth our sympathies. One woman in

middle life lost a daughter on ship board, she
being the one who caused the quarantine of the
second ship load at Halifax. The mother has
been unable to overcome the ett'ects of the ex-
posure incident to the occurrence. Some are
extremely poor, not receiving the support of
their fellows in as full measure as would be
desired.

Of the data which we are collecting, that in

regard to the exiled fathers, sons and brothers
in Siberia, is most affecting. Our interpreter
was quite overcome at one time, realizing in a
measure as we all did, the heart aches which
have been brought about by adherence to the
peace principles. Eleven in one village are
separated from their home people.

Our packages of malted milk seem to be of
service in each village, and the few English
primers brought with us are being left where
they are likely to be of most use.

Our host here is truly one of nature's noble-

men; he and his wife have the interest of their

near neighbors thoroughly at heart, as we
learned to-day in making our rounds. Among
other facts learned from A. Hutchinson, a prac-
tical farmer, is that grazing can be more suc-

cessfully carried on than wheat growing in this

neighborhood, the season being so short that

the cereal is apt to be frosted. Between Win-
nipeg and Y'orkton, however, a large acreage is

successfully grown. Horses, young and old,

seem to thrive out of doors, all winter. They
paw away the snow to gain their living. Our
host had one rather too smart for the rest; they
would clear away a space, then were driven

from it by their crafty leader. A temperature
of 40° to 50° below zero, or lower, is endured,
and the animals come out in good shape in the

spring. A noble 1665 pounder was shown in

evidence.

A number of specimens of the handiwork of

the Doukhobors have been given us; some show
a marked degree of skill. In one house two
young women were making a coat, which would
do credit to a Philadelphia tailor. The cloth

was of their own weaving, and all wool. They
make their own looms and do their own spin-

ning, though wheels are scarce in most in-

stances.

Their expressions of deep gratitude for fa-

vors shown them by friends, exhibited by kneel-

ing and almost touching their heads to the

ground, and in other ways, was not as we would
have it, but it did not seem in place to object,

and we take this means of conveying their

thanks to those who have, as was told us by one
woman to-day, given to the Lord. Two villages

were visited where the inhabitants were found
comfortably situated, financially.

Eleventh Month 4th.— Temperature 23°.

Visits in the CJood Spirit lake district were fin-

ished on the fourth instant. The drive over

the Fort Pelly trail was made this afternoon as

far as Pollock's saw mill. Each night we seem
able to find lodgings, and are made comforta-

ble, even under sod roof.

Eleve.vth Month 5th.—A beautiful bright

morning, and, making a late start, we set out

for the villages along the Assiniboine River.

The Doukhobors were dressed in their First-

day costumes, and looked very neat. While

our mid-day lunch was preparing, the girls
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chanted one or more hymns; the scene was

touchinj;. ...
Elevk.nth Munth 6th.—After visiting two

settlements we are able to form a judgment as

to their condition. The matter of transporta-

tion is a heavy item. The distances are so great

a number of teams have been overworked, and

others bought by the Russians at high prices,

•ire hardly equal to the work to be done. One

village of considerable size has but two horses

left, two having been burned and two died. In

another were thirteen horses. I'art of our

work is to have the strong help the weak, and

there are many houses, even villages, where

poverty is only too apparent. In the who e

Good Spirit Luke colony there were scarcely

one hundred and tifty bushels of potatoes; but

little tlour, except in two small settlements.

where want was not apparent. Here in Fort

Pelly we find the Yorkton doctor, who has a pa-

tient here over fifty miles distant, and we have

engaged him to visit the various cases ofsick-

ness and accident which we found. The doc-

tor has had some rough experiences m his trav-

els over this country of magnificent distances.

We have arranged for the purchase of over

one thousand pounds of wool, and are endeav-

oring to
"

oil the wheels " as we move along.

The sloughs are mostly frozen over, and the trails

though rough in places are not to be dreaded.

The weather is delightful, days are short_ and

people are slow getting out in the mornings.

We start this morning for Thunder Hill settle-

ment. We are in excellent health.

Truly,

W. B. Harvey.

interview, the company followed us down the

steep hillside to the river, and as we approach-

ed the light raft, we were greeted with a chant-

ing of hymns. We were pushed across the river

by^'two boys who pulled on a heavy rope strung

from bank to bank. The grouping of the women

and inrls with their peculiar head gear and dress

and the feeling as shown by their voices, with

the picturesque back ground, was a scene most

touching. The sounds followed us to a distance

as we walked to the next village. Our teams

forded the river, the baggage having to be re-

moved and ferried across to prevent soaking.

That night was spent at Aslabashdinija. No

exception could be taken at the treatment re-

ceived, and the courtesy shown by the Doukho-

bors to one another is striking, particularly so

as we learn a little of the meanings of theirac-

tions. We are presented from time to time

with specimens of their handiwork, and credi-

table specimens they are. An outlet for such

handiwork through a trustworthy agent is one

Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, just a little south

of Thunder Hill. The iron stake was rather in-

significant for such an important land mark.

The task of surveying through the many sloughs

is, to say the least, laborious.
|

Eleventh Mo.nth 8th.— 3 p. M.-Fort Pel-

ly _\Ve have gotten thus far on our return

from the North Colony. The ride was very
]

rough, and the fording over Swan Kiver almost
i

resulted in an upset for one of the wagons.

After laying in supplies we expect to proceed
|

to South Colony, and will probably be iiigaged
I

thereat for over a week when we hope to »• 1

turn to Yorkton and receive mail from our home ;

people. Sincerely,
^ ^ W. B. Hakvey.

Growth By Suffering.

Did you ever look upon the face of a mature

Christian who had passed through the furnace

of suffering and whose heart had rested upon

„„ -o- - ~ God during every moment of trial ? If so yon

need. As we go our rounds we find much fever,
|
j^^^^g gggn an expression on that face which

MiCHAILOPKA,

Near Boundary of .\ssiniboia, Saskatchewan and Manitoba,

Eleventh Month 8th, 1899.

Wm. Evaxs. „ ,

Dear Friend:—Fovt Felly might well be

called an outpost of civilization. We reached

it after dark, though could discern the old fort

and the elevated lookout used in former times

to warn of the approach of Indians. The fort

is now occupied by the Hudson Bay Company,

whose stores are conspicuous throughout this

northern country. Formerly they preferred that

the world should regard it as a home for bears i

and wolves, but Englishmen passing through

tickled the soil and found something of its value

for plant growth. Its fame spread abroad and

the company which had, to all intents, had pos-

session of an immense territory since 1670,

was approached by the Canadian government,

who paid a large sum for the northwest terri-

tory, the company reserving two sections in

each township.

Leaving Felly we took a northeast course.

The first village was Stradaefka, which means

suffering, they having been much afflicted, and

had much sickness. It is our practice.for J. S.

E. to visit the houses, while the writer through

an interpreter gathers statistics, endeavoring

to find what are the pressing needs, tell of the

interest of sympathizing friends, who are giv-

ing assistance. The villagers are always brought

to'^ether, often in a room of a person in afflic-

tion. "The Grand-father," as J. S. E. is lov-

ingly called, has been favored to speak words

of comfort and encouragement, and this is by

no means a small part of the service in hand.

Scenes are presented not to be forgotten. One

afternoon we visited a village and sent messen-

gers to another colony near by. After the joint

contracted mainly before coming to this coun-

try, and numerous cases of chronic ailments are

found.
^ ^, ^

In some villages the houses are of rather tem-

porary construction, but in all cases are warm

—the brick oven, which is a universal accompa-

niment, serves a double purpose, of baking and

heating. The interiors are quite damp and one's

glasses are always covered with moisture on

entering. There is a great need for better

transportation. Young untrained horses have

in many instances been purchased and they are

quite unequal to the work. It is to be hoped

that experience will in measure right such mat-

ters.

In some villages quite an amount of food was

grown, mainly carrots and potatoes, but owing

to the late date of planting, a large proportion

was frosted. A lack of practical knowledge m
hauling teams, American plows, and in plant-

ing, is apparent.

In some places there was found food to last

for but a very short space of time. The people

are skilful in handling tools, and if once put

on their feet there seems no doubt but that

they will be self-supporting. Wool is in de-

mand on all sides, and in most villages spinning

wheels are needed. They can make all their

own clothing if they have wool and flax; the

latter can be grown here. Except in a few in-

stances, there is not likely to be immediate suf-

fering from want of wearing-apparel; but dur-

ing the long winter evenings much could be

done, when coal oil for lighting is secured, and

material on which to work.

According to previous arrangements, unknown

to ourselves, a delegation of leading men met to-

day. In addition notice was sent out, and mem-

bers of six villages came together at this point,

and a very satisfactory interview resulted.

The whole north colony is represented by three

men who act as an executive committee for the

whole. At one place an interpreter called at

random on a little five year-old boy, who re-

peated the Commandments to the sixth.

We see comparatively few men. They are

out working on the railroads.

After our meeting to-day, there was not suf-

ficient time either to return to Fort Felly or

make the next settlement we wish to visit.

Some of the time was spent in seeking the post

marking the dividing point between Assiniboia,

is not a common heritage of the race. There

may be lines of pain there, indicating that its

owner has suffered, but there are no signs o{

peevishness or discontent. On the contrary,

there is the sign of the heavenly peace with

which Christ marks all whose souls are stayed

on Him. It is not true that God sends suffer-

ing to any one in a spirit of cruelty. It is

seldom that suffering is more than a permitted

trial, but the fact remains that the soul that

is rightly affected by it draws spiritual strength

from the very fires of the fiercest furnace of

trial.

There comes to memory the face ot one ot

earth's most patient sufferers. She was young

and fair in the beginning, but both youth and

beauty were swallowed up by pain, and Summer

friends fell away, and she knew what it waste

be companionless, so far as the friends of her

youth were concerned. But she was never

lonely, for the Divine One was with her, and

she drew inspiration and comfort and wisdom

from His presence. Suffering intensely, almost

without intermission, she ever thought of the

welfare of others, and she talked of her own

affliction with reluctance. On her face the

glory of the heavenly country was displayed.

Out of her eves there shone the peace of God.

On the last day of her earthly life, when evCTj

breath was a sharp agony, the same thought-

fulness for others that had marked her entm

career was displayed, and those who wen

brought into intimate association with her be

lieved that she never entertained a selfisl

thought. To spend a half hour in her compan;

and listen to her thoughtful inquiries concern

ing others who were sufferers, was to receivi

new and stimulating ideas concerning the tro

meaning of unselfishness. It was likewise t'

receive mental illumination touching the high

est ideals of Christian service.
.

Happy that disciple who accepts sufferin;

as the necessary means whereby one is fas'

ioned into the image of the heavenly. W''

such an one the Lord, who touched the clima

of sorrow in His experience, will sympathy

and dwell, leading Him into experiences of tb

divine that tongue cannot describe and hm
ing peace even in the midst of pain and alarn

—Central Christian Advocate.

Nothing is cheap that you do not want.
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More than Five Miles Up in a Balloon.
|
and jump from the train would be perilous to

:Two Koronauts, Professor Berson, of Beriin, himself and might prove disastrous to the lives
d Spencer, an Englishman, recently made a and property of others. He concluded he
taarkable balloon ascent from L,ondon. The ought to remain and do his best to overcome
lloon, filled with hydrogen, reached a height th^ evil threatened. Just then he thouf^ht
27,500 feet—more than tive miles. Com-

'ite scientific apparatus was taken, and some
iuable observations were made. In describing
s ascent, Prof. Spencer said

:

•' When the balloon was let go it shot straight
iat a perpendicular rate of 1,000 feet in a
iiute for 10,000 feet, when an air current
'e it in a southeasterly direction. When the
loon was 18,000 feet high it took a south-
5terly direction. When we were over the Isle

Dogs we saw a magnificent panorama. The
?lish Channel lay at our feet. Ships were lit-

black dots. The coast of France was dis-

jtly visible, and the vast expanse of the
.'th Sea touched the horizon.

'At 25,000 feet we had a decided feeling of
aness. Breathing became difficult. I was
,ut to remark to Prof. Berson that I felt a
uliar sensation, when he called:
'

' Spencer, oxygen, oxygen !

'

'That was the signal arranged for the inhal
of compressed oxygen, which had been tak-
ilong in a tube. I seized the respirator and
lied the oxygen, and so did Prof. Berson.
result was marvelous. We felt new life

could attend to the sandbags and the ma-
ilation of the balloon as well as if on the
and. Prof. Berson was very pale, and he told
that I was, too.

We continued to soar upward, but there
no appreciable difference in the rarity of
atmosphere. When at a higher altitude I

curious to ascertain the effect of the at-
phere and I removed the respirator.

In about a quarter of a minute I felt the
e feeling of giddiness creeping over me.
a Prof. Berson called again. "Spencer, ox-
1 1" I inhaled the oxygen and had the same
ation as before. Finally we reached 27,-
feet, which was not quite the record of
sher when he was nearly asphyxiated. In
)pinion, we might have gone much higher
out inconvenience, as long as we inflated

lungs with oxygen. But there were only
bags of ballast left, and therefore I warned

'. Berson that it was not safe to throw any
i away.

At 27,500 feet the thermometer showed 29
ees below zero. We felt limp and weak. We
^red and trembled although wrapped in lots

annel. The cold was shocking. All the
lUic articles, the ballast bag hooks, the steel
of the compressed oxygen, and other

il substances were coated with ice. The sky
intense blue. The sun was so dazzling that
lared not look at it.

We made the descent at terrific speed in the
T altitudes. When the ballast bags were
ivn out to steady the balloon, the sand scat-
i in the air and played around the fittings of
;ar. It was only when we were within 10,-
feet of the earth and in a warmer atmos-
e that the balloon began to descend stead-
We alighted gently in a field of stubble."

"This is my day. My mother is praying for
me." This inspired him with new courage and
strength. He gave the signal for "down
brakes," put forth all the energy and skill at
his command to stop his train, and awaited the
issue. The crash came, and although some
damage was done, and all experienced a great
shock, no lives were lost, and our engineer was
not even bruised. Did it only happen so?
Was this a bit of " good luck ?" Rather let us
believe that it was a special providence, and
that God watched over that young man and
preserved him in answer to the prayers of
mother.— The Christian.

^Y Mother is Praying for Me."—At
time the engineer of a long and heavy
saw another train approaching on the
track. He knew a collision was inevita-
What should he do? To leave his post

The Great American Disease.

Worry is the most popular form of suicide.
Worry impairs appetite, disturbs sleep, makes
respiration irregular, spoils digestion, irritates
disposition, warps character, weakens mind,
stimulates disease and saps bodily health. It is

the real cause of death in thousands of instances
where some other disease is named in the death
certificate. Worry is mental poison; work is

mental food.

When a child's absorption keeps him from
sleeping, or when he tosses and turns from side
to side, muttering the multiplication table or
spelling words aloud when sleep does come,
then that child shows he is worrying. It is one
of nature's danger signals, raised to warn pa-
rents, and in mercy the parent should take a firm
stand. The burden of its daily tasks should be
lessened, the tension of its concentration should
be lessened, the hours of its slavery to educa-
tion should be cut short.

When a man or woman works over in dreams
the problems of the day, when the sleeping hours
are spent in turning the kaleidoscope of the
day's activities, then there is either overwork
or worry, and most likely it is the worry that
comes from overwork.

Worry is forethought gone to seed. Worry
is discounting possible future sorrows so that
the individual may have present misery. Worry
is the father of insomnia. Worry is the traitor
in our camp that dampens our powder, weakens
our aim. Under the guise of helping us to bear
the present, and to be ready for the future,
worry multiplies enemies within our own mind
to sap our strength.

Worry is the dominance of the mind by a sin-

gle, vague, restless, unsatisfied, fearing and
fearful idea. The mental energy and force that
should be concentrated on the successive duties
of the day is constantly and surreptitiously ab-
sorbed by this one fixed idea. The full, rich
strength of the unconscious working of the
mind, that which produces our best success, that
represents our finest activity, is tapped, led a-
away and wasted on worry.

—

Evening Post.

North and South Colonies. That he and William

?An^'*''y^-^
'''"''^ starting for Prince Albert some

200 miles further Norihwest, where the immigrants
who accompanied Jos. S. Elkinton and William B.
Harvey from AVinnipeg and Selkirk are settling.

All the three ears of corn meal with one of roil-
ed oats and that especially made up for the sick,
shipped from Philadelphia on the 20th ultimo, had
safely arrived in Canada. Another car of corn
meal was asked for, in addition to the second car
of food and clothing to be shipped on the 24th
Inst. Our friends were well.

Further particulars concerning Wilson Sturge,
the business administrator for the Doukhobor colon-
ies in Cyprus, appear in a private letter from John
Bellows. Just before the steamer left Cvprus he
took a long walk with a young man, and "on com-
ing on board he remarked that he had done too
much. He seemed exhausted with the effort, and
three or four days after he died. As the vessel
was near Malta, the body was landed for an autopsy
and interment. The medical men found a fatty
growth in the heart, which they pronounced the
cause of his death.

" Fifty years ago the firm of J. & C. Sturge, his
uncle and father, was the largest in our port,—turn-
ing over a million pounds a year. But conditions
changed, and at last the business failed. This was
partly from the refusal of Wilson Sturge, then be-
come its head partner, to deal in malting barley.
But Wilson never rested till the private debts were
cleared in full; and it was to earn monev to accom-
plish this that he banished himself to Poti on the
Black Sea, as agent to a large exporting firm,-
foregoing all the comforts of his home and family.
It was at Poti that Joseph J. Neave, [who lately
has reached America for service in Baltimore and
North Carolina Yearly Meetings] and I visited him
for a couple of days,—a time of favor I shall never
forget, nor the sense of how much his sorrows had
ripened and deepened him."

The greater your real strength and power,
the more quietly it will be exercised.

—

J. R.
Lowell.

Items Concerning the Society.

Telegrams from Jos. S. Elkinton as late as the
20th inst. report a safe return to Yorkton from the i

$18,'047;975.55, an increase of'$l,4'54,981.55. Last month's

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The foreign commerce of the United

States seems likely to make its highest record of the
century in the closing year of that period. The e.xports
of Tenth Month are larger than those of any preceding
Tenth Month, the total for the ten months ending with
the Tenth Month is greater than the total for the cor-
responding period in any preceding year, and it is ap-
parent that for the first time in our history the foreign
commerce of the year will exceed $2,000,000,000. For
the ten months ending with Tenth Month, 1899, the figures
of the Treasury Bureau of Statistics show the total export
to be $1,029,242,000, while in the corresponding months
of last year they were $987,879,000. This remarkable
increase in exportations is the more surprising because of
the absence of the excessive demand abroad for our bread-
stuffs which characterized the year 1898. In that year
the short crops abroad and plentiful supplies of bread-
stuffs of all kinds in the United States resulted in an ab-
normally large exportation of breadstuffs, so that the ex-
portation of agricultural products in the present year
naturally falls about $35,000,000 below that of the cor-
responding period of last year. Yet the total exporta-
tions for the ten months are, as already indicated, more
than $40,000,000 in excess of those of last year.
A postal deficiency of $6,610,777 for the fiscal year

just closed, almost a 27 per cent, decrease from last
year's deficiency, is shown in the annual report of Third
Assistant Postmaster General E. C. Madden. The total
receipts from all sources were over $95,000,000. Over
4,700,000 stamps in all have been supplied to the Philip-
pines, 4,080,000 to Porto Rico, 18,420,000 to Cuba and
45,000 to Guam during the fiscal year. New Y'ork and
Chicago mail 35 per cent, of tho entire second class mail
matter.

Exports of grain from the port of Philadelphia last
week amounted to 1,337,143 bushels, making tho total for
the year 37,796,111 bushels, an increatsc over the same
period of last year of more than 3,500,000. According to
statistics compiled for the Commercial Lid and Price
Current, the total imports for the first ten months of
the year amounted in value to $40,323,671, an increase
of $8,r)63,678 over the same period; the exports to $55,-
041,234, an increase of $9,368,641, and the duties to
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figures, as compared with Tenth Month of 1898 were: Im-

ports, $3,945,172, against $3,i»r)0,104 ; exports, $6,594,035,

against $3,950,104, and duties, $1,564,419.71, against

$1,984,505.18.

The appeal of the people of Porto Rico for legislation

to provide suitable commercial opportunities, leads Sen-

ator Lodge to declare that Congress ought not to under-

take to erect a civil government there, but should give

the Porto Ricans the benefit of our financial system and

of our tariff laws. At present Porto Rico is in worse

condition than formerly under Spanish authority, as

Spanish markets are now denied and our own have not

been opened to the people. Representative Lodge be-

lieves the credit of the United States, as well as the dic-

tates of humanity toward the Porto Ricans, demands that

the island be promptly relieved from its distressing

situation.

Our Chinese exports increased nearly 40 per cent, last

year; the gain of all European countries was less than

one per cent. Cotton goods from the United States are

driving out the product from other countries. American
oil also maintains its supremacy in the China markets.

About half the cases appealed to the Colorado Supreme
Court are reversed, the majority of them on technicali-

ties, due largely to the fact that judges of the county

courts are not necessarily lawyers.

The Tennessee Supreme Court has decided against the

American Tobacco Company in a test case, brought to

ascertain if cigarettes could be sold in Tennessee under

the Rogers Anti-Cigarette law of 1897. The Court held

that the law providing for a revenue tax on cigarettes

could not stand against the criminal law prohibiting such

sale.

There are over 2,500 travelling libraries in the United

States. Wisconsin has 215.

In almost every county in Kansas there are fine farms
owned and operated by Kansas women without the aid of

men.
A despatch from San Francisco dated the 17th instant,

says—The entire whaling fleet, with the exception of the

steam barks Galena, Grampus, Narwhal and Fearless,

which will winter in the Arctic, has now reached this

port. The Fearless, the only vessel which did not

make a catch, will put up at Herschel Island, and will

probably not be heard of until next Seventh Month. The
entire catch this season is as follows: Bowhead whales,

113, right whales, 18. The California caught 32 sperm
whales. The seven whalers which have just reached here

brought over 53,000 pounds of bone, 3,244 barrels of oil,

200 fox skins, of which 70 were white, and 200 pounds of

ivory.

Astronomers in this country were disappointed last

week in their failure to witness the expected shower of

Leonids—only a few of those bodies having been detected,

part of the time cloudy weather prevented any observa-

tions.

A special to the Baltimore Morning Herald from Han-
cock, Md., says

:

" George Smith, who lives in Fulton county. Pa., about

twelve miles from this place, reports that an aerolite fell

on his farm early Thursday morning, and is buried :n a

field near his barn. He and his family were awakened
about 2 o'clock by a loud, hissing noise, accompanied by a

bright flash of light and a loud peal of what they thought

was thunder. At day-light he discovered a circular piece

of ground, about 100 feet in diameter, having the appear-

ance of having been recently plowed. He believes a por-

tion of a meteor is buried in his cornfield."

A special to the News from Cumberland, Md., says :

" A large meteor fell near Grafton, W. Va., yesterday

morning. A portion, weighing 15 pounds, was dug out of

the ground. It is of glassy character, streaked with

pewter like metal."

When reports that the plague had broken out at Santos

reached Washington, Surgeon general Wyman directed

Acting Assistant Surgeon Havelburg to proceed from Rio

de Janeiro to that city for the purpose of investigating

the matter. A de.spatch from him Eleventh Month 4th,

confirmed the existence of the disease, as shown by bac-

teriological examination. Up to that date there had
been eighteen cases and six deaths at Santos.

There were 365 deaths in this city last week, which is

51 more than the previous week and 49 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 195 were
males and 170 females : 43 died of consumption ; 38 of

pnuemonia ; 36 of heart diseases ; 24 of diphtheria; 17 of

cancer; 17 of inanition; 16 of apoplexy; 11 of ursemia;

10 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 9 of in-

flammation of the brain; 8 of paralysis, and 7 from cas-

ualties.

Markets. &c.—V. S. 2's, lOOJ a 102; 4's, 112S a 113J;
new 4's, 130J a 131i; 5's, llOJ a lllj; 3's, 108| a 109J.

Cotton ruled steady on a basis of 7 rfc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.— $3.60 per barrel

for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.—$2.35 a

$2.50 per 100 pounds for new.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69 a 70c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38i a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5Jc.; good, 5 a 5ic.; me-
dium, 4J a 4|c.; common, 4 a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4i a 4ic.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 3J a 3ic.; common, 2 a 3ic.; lambs, 4J a 5ic.

Hogs.—Best Western, 6 a 6Jc.; others, 5i a 6c.

Foreign.—The Bank of England destroys about 3-50,-

000 of its notes every week, to replace them with freshly

printed ones. One evening in each week is set apart for

the making of this expensive bonfire.

Lady Salisbury, wife of the British Premier, died in

London, Eleventh Month 20th.

The Boers have actively resumed the shelling of Lady-
smith, being repulsed with heavy losses in an engagement.
They trapped and attacked a British armed train sent out

from Estcourt, and, after a terrific fight, the train re-

turned.

Special despatches from Pietermaritzburg and Lourenzo
Marques say that Ladysmith is bombarded night and day

and hard pressed. The Boers have destroyed one of the

bridges over the Tugela River.

Unoflicial reports have been received in London of two
fights at Ladysmith on Foui-th and Fifth-day of last week.

The engagement of Fifth-day is said to have been partic-

ularly fierce and the Boers losses were heavy, while those

of the British were " comparatively small."

A despatch from London, dated Eleventh Month 17th,

says : "A few Leonids were seen from the Greenwich
Observatory, although no photographs were secured, and

a few also were observed at Romsey, Hampshire, and from
the Treptow Observatory. None, however, seem to have

been seen elsewhere, and, generally speaking, the Euro-

pean observations proved a failm"e.
" In Russia the Loenid displays caused a panic in many

places. It was believed that the end of the world had

come. Churches were open all night long, and hundreds

of thousands spent the three nights in open air, fearing

earthquakes aud a general cataclysm. There are even
rumors that in some villages Russian parents murdered
their children to save them from an expected worse fate.

" There was rather a brilliant display between 2 and 5
o'clock Thursday morning at Berlin."

There was a short but very sharp earthquake at Verona,
Italy, on the night of Eleventh Month 15th. It threw the

inhabitants of the town into a panic.

The Society of Total Abstinence just formed in Vienna
is the first ever established in Austria. Everybody drinks

in Austria. An Austrian baby begins to sip beer at the

age of three months, and, as it grows up, learns to con-

sume the liquor in ever increasing quantity, until, when a

full grown man, he can drink it by the gallon.

Three thousand five hundred and three vessels of all

kinds passed through the Suez Canal last year, and of

this number 2295 carried the British flag. The receipts

for 1898 were larger than in any previous year since the

opening of the canal.

It is interesting to observe that the disposition of the

Japanese is apparently to look almost exclusively to the

United States in educational matters, as the total number
of Japanese students residing abroad, and shown by the

census figures, was 2465, and of this number 2173 were
in the United States.

Japan will open twenty-one new ports to foreign com-
merce.

Paper shingles have been introduced into Japan by an

enterprising Tokyo firm as substitutes for the wooden
article. The new idea is a slab of thick tarred paste-

board, more easily managed than ordinary shingles and
costing only half as much.
A sharp engagement occurred at San Jacinto, five miles

from San Fabian, Luzon, between the Thirty-third Regi-

ment, of Wheaton's division, and an equal force of en-

trenched Filipinos. The Americans lost Major John A.

Logan, and six enlisted men killed and one officer and

eleven men wounded. The insurgents left eighty-one dead in

the trenches, had twenty-nine men and one hundred rifles

captured. 'The total loss is believed to have been 300.

Captain Leonhauser, with three companies on the night

of Eleventh Month 18th, surprised and captured, at

O'Donnell, west from Capas, an insurgent force of 200,

with their rifles, 10,000 rounds of ammunition and four

tons of subsistence.

General MacArthur's advance on the 20th, entered Da-

gupan, the northern terminus of the railroad from Manila.

,
General Wheaton's troops had entered the town on the

I

previous day but were withdrawn the same night.

In a paper on " The Mexico of To-day," which will s

pear in the forthcoming issue of the Independent, Vi(

President Mariscal, of Mexico, makes a statement and i

lates an anecdote touching Mexico's silver resources.
:

says :

'"
For 300 years she has produced one-third of all t

silver that was mined. The production at present

more than $60,000,000 per annum. When Li Hu

Chang was in Washington, he asked Senor Romero h'

much silver Mexico was raining and how long she coi

keep it up. Senor Romero, trying to be conservative,

:

plied that Mexico was turning out $50,000,000 per ye.

and could keep it up for 200 years. Li would not ht

of such a thing. He insisted that our Minister had be

so long away from his own country that he had forgoti

details, and that he must be mistaken about the abi

dance of silver. Mexico expects to supply the world w
$100,000,000 of silver per annum soon."

A Public Ledger Special has a despatch dated San I

mingo. Eleventh Month 16th. It says :

General Juan Isidore Jimenez was sworn in to-day

President, with Senor Horacio Vasquez as Vice-Preside

The inauguration was greeted with great enthttsia

by the people.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will m
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and 2

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when request

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. .M., twenty-l

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

«

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Suft
,

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukliobortsi
j

Eleventh Month 21st.
'

Friends, Flushing, Ohio, $50 ; C. \V. T. $10 ;
Friec

|

Bradford iMeeling, 5f30 ; F. E. .J. JilO ; M.J. B. $5; (

H. B (b ; W. E. K. and wife, *10; J. D. C. $5;

II. E. •!'2..')0; Friends Iowa Yearly Meeting, $241..''

E M. $1 ; D. B. H. $5 ; L. E. H. $1 ; M. M. L. $5
]

K. $5; S. U. M. $2.50; M. R. $2.50 ; R. W. and S. K.

B. R. L. $10 ; J. R. H. *1 ; T. W. B. *1 ; J. D.

!

E B. t3; S. \V. R. $5 ; H. R. 45 ; J. H. D $5; i,

K. *15 ; M T. E. $15 ; T. H. & Co. $80 ; S. S. K.li

C D. an I H. W. *5 ; Friends, New Garden, $17,'

K. H. H. So ; M. and A. N. L. $6 ; W. C. $25 ; Friffl

London (irove. $(i0 ; W. S. T. $25 ;
Cash, $1 ; M.

L. $2 ; M. L. $5 ; W. F. O. $5 ; B. S. L. $•">
; N. R.$

G. K. #50; E. J. $2; Friends, Trenton, N. J. *
S. W. H $0.5t); A. S. L. $0.50; S. A. and A. M.

$5 ; E. R. M. $1 ; D. H. V. $5 ; E. U. B. *5 ; A.

W. $2; E. S. G. $2; M. E. G. L. $1 ; S. G. B. *10|

\y. H. $5 ; R. L. P.. $25 ; 0. C. and \V. C. W. $

Friends, SpringviUe, Ic.wa, $'20; E. R. $10; E. D.

•^n
; R. H. and others, $25 ; Friends Select School,!

"Two Friend.s" $55 ; A. W. L. $2; W. B. L. $5;

P. L. $5 ; A. S. $5 ; M. \V. S. rS ; M. E. S. VV. $10

r. S. $10; A Friend, $10 ; A Fri-nd, $10; Friei

Maiden Creek, 59; C. M. C. $5.

\Vm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St. Pb

SICK DIET FUND AND FOOD FOR CHILDBBS.

\V. M.$20; Westtown Frif-nds, $10.50; A Fri«

$1 ; Per E. M. $1 : M. E O. $5 ; D. R. $2 ; G. P. J

S. W. .r5 : S R. Y. $2 ; P. and A. R. $2 ;
J. P.

H. G. $0.50; C. B. S. and wife. $75; D. 8. $20;

S. J $25 ; T. T. & Co. $5 F. G. $10 ; E. .M. & Co.

Died, on Tenth Month 3Ist, 1890. at College?

San Jose, Califo nia, ELiZABEfH Bkan, aged nin

seven years. With an u'lusual retention of liodily

mental visior, ^he continued her daily ronnd of (

and of loving service to those anunil h^r, and

constant at-endance of meetings for worship, until

last illness in the .Sixth Month. Slice then tliemoi

of weary waiting and the many days ami nighl

surtering have been borne with meek siilmiis-ion

patience, while longing to be taken to lur lleav

Home. Her convictions had long been strongly groi

ed in the Spiritnal verities of the Ciospel of Chri.st.

her faith and hope wavered not in the last coni

When she heard the words of the P^alniisi repo:
^

"Though I walkthrough the valley of llie sbiidi;'

death, I will fear no evil,' for "Thon art with me,"
;

at oi ce added '-Thy rodand thy stail'they nuiifort

'

In a full age rounded to completeness, she is gath
J

as a shock of corn cometh in, in his season."

children rise np and (all her blessed."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS
No. 422 Walnut Street
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A Prediction Fulfilled.

liza H. Varney in a letter to a friend writes:

At the close of one of our meetings a man
|iis 97th year stepped into the open area

r ind which the Doukhobors were yet stand-

i; and said when he was a very young man
e;emembered that about the year 1818 two*

fur Friends came to their meeting in Russia,

a one of them said if they continued faithful

) heir religious and peace principles the time

M come when they would have to endure

Mecutions, and many would have to lay down
1 r lives in prison and in various ways, and

1 r property would be taken from them and

1' would be driven from their homes and ex-

e and when all this was done God would hear

ir cry and answer their petition and would

4e a way for them out of that land to a

;inge land and another nation, another peo-

Ua.nd speaking another language, where they

eld make their homes. And when they were

sled in that land God would send some of our

eple (Friends) to visit them; and I have lived

>eethat all fulfilled this day! And he bowed
ijaged head almost to the earth in thankful-

els to God. His name was Ivan Machortoff.

[»was as bright and clear in his mind as any

n we met with."

1

A Baptized Benevolence.

lour benevolence would be of the highest order

be must exercise it out of regard to Him who
ied to show mercy to ourselves. Thus our

\yManity will rise into Christianity, and our

l^.nevolence will be baptized into the Name of

ie Lord Jesus. "-f

ye have had before us during the same year

i iublic appearance of humanity rising into

Jlistianity, and the more public exhibition of

. umanity descending into War. War, by the

Cfession of its own authorities, is the ex-

Stephen Grellet and William Allen visited the Douli-
«|irt8i in 1819.

IW, M. Taylor, The Parables of our Saviour.

treme of "man's inhumanity to man;" but

that further awful word with which warriors

themselves have named War, we will refrain

from naming. Yet this contradiction to hu-

manity and to the spirit of Christ has employed

the grim irony of putting on the name of hu-

manity as a pretext, and it was defended in

religious journals on the plea that it is right

to " do evil that good may come." " Whose

condemnation," as said the Apostle, " is just."

Thus has been shown the downward course

of an unbaptized humanity, a benevolence not

baptized into Christ's Spirit, and so not putting

on Christ, but rather that most practical out-

come of Aniichrist, called War; a humanity

which, not consistently having the spirit of

Christ, is " none of his."

It is of the principle and exercise of carnal

warfare that we are saying this, and not of

individuals who went into war, being taught

even from pulpits, and honestly thinking their

course was right. These we judge not. Our

purpose is to note the decline and fall of vir-

tuous sentiments whenever their standing and

upholding is not in the spirit of Christ. Except

as beginning, continued and ending in Him,

renewed day by day as fed from the Fountain

of his life and love, there is no security that

moral ideals will not gravitate earthward, and

play into the hands of Satan sooner or later.

Accordingly our very benevolence and love

of each other, having its origin and spring at

first in Christ's own spirit, stands in jeopardy

every hour, when not inspired and held in life

under watchful and prayerful dedication " to

Him who died to show mercy to ourselves."

We being so dipped into Christ as to be imbued

with Christ, " our benevolence will be baptized

into the name of the Lord Jesus." If we be so

risen with Christ as to be seeking those ex-

alted things that are where He sitteth, all our

humanity and virtueawill rise into Christianity.

Our benevolence will become love; our alms-

giving, charity; righteousness will be fulfilled,

and the lusts of the flesh not fulfilled, in us

who walk after the Spirit.

A season is approaching when benevolence

and good will will be much spoken of, and the

annual interchange of gifts for a set day will

be hoped to stimulate the spirit of rivalry in

kind deeds. Whatever reminding-day others

may need, they to whom Christ is their Day

find in his life their constant Christmas, which

knows no anniversary because it is a state of

their being, a part of themselves and not of a

year.

In proportion as people will observe Christ,

they will less require to " observe days, and

months, and times, and years;" on account of

which his eminent apostle was "afraid" for

Christians who observed these as shadows of

his coming. What virtue can come from a

season, to any who will not day by day have it

come directly from Christ " in geason, out of

season?" We are told that "as a season

of home-pleasures, of friendly remembrances,

of hospitality, benevolence, and good-cheer,

wherein the emphasis is laid on making others

happy, Christmas can never have a rival."

But it should have a rival, even Christ. " For

me, to live is Christ." He, not one of whose

days we can command, is the Fountain of all

that is ascribed to Christmas, and that, too for

every day, to keep alive " the love that binds

the family together, the delights of home, the

affection of friends, the sweet remembrances

of absent ones, the kinuiy provision for the

needs of those less fortunate than the donors."

Thus a baptized benevolence knows no day

as its specialty, but is determined to know

nothing in its calendar " but Jesus Christ, and

Him crucified."

" It is more blessed to give than to receive;"

for they who rightly give the carnal bread

are in that very faithfulness receiving of the

spiritual bread, which is far better. Moreover,,

the recipient receives it of a man, but the giver

gives it not only to a man, but, as Christ says,

" ye have done it unto me," besides. So the

heavenly deed is more blessed than the earthly

relief.

The obedient giving of our carnal things

—

in others words, self-sacrifice—being really a

partaking of spiritual things, it becomes a

spiritual repast, or Lord's supper, such as Jesus

knew of when He said, "My meat and my

drink is to do the will of Him that sent me."

Also, " As I live by the Father, so he that

eateth me (doeth my will), shall live by me."

Thus Christian giving being viewed in the light

of a blessed repast, it surely deserves all the de-

vout consideration that we sit in silence to give

before an earthly meal. It calls for a waiting

on the Lord for a sense of his will, that we

may do it and partake of his communion under

it. This silent turning unto the Lord that He

may say " grace " to us for each meal is as

due to Him before every other repast, whether

it be the reading of a good book, or receiving

a " feast of reason and flow of soul " in social

refreshment, or any approach of an engage-

ment of duty; that in whatever way we eat, or
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drink, or do, it may be done " as unto the

Lord." This will be a " watching daily at wis-

dom's gates," and may deliver us often from

giving unworthily, as blind impulse, impatience,

policy, or unbaptized benevolence might betray

us to do. ^^
First American Patent.

GRANTED AT BOSTON IN 1648 AND CALLEIl A MONOPOLY.

To the general court of Massachusetts be-

longs the honor of granting the first .-Vmerican

patent. This was in 16 IS, and was then desig-

nated as a monopoly. It was confined to the

region controlled by Massachusetts, and the

one issue apparently included all the invention

of the inventor connected with engines that

depended upon water for their motive power.

The limit of the monopoly was 14 years, and

the court not only retained powgr to forbid

exportation, but to prevent exorbitant charges

upon the public for their use.

The patent was issued in this form :

"JENKES MOXOPOLYE.

"At a generall (."ourte at Boston the 6th of

the 3th Mo 1648. The cor't consid'inge ye

necessity of raising such manifacturers of en-

gins of mils to go by water for speedy dispatch

of much worke with few hands, and being suf-

ficiently informed of ye ability of ye petition

to performe such workes grant his petition

(yet no Othr per sen shall set up or use any
such new invention, or trade for 14 yeares

wthout ye license of him the said .Joseph Jenkes)

so farr as concernes any such new invention,

& so it shall be alwayes in ye powr of this co'te

to restrain ye exportation of such manufac-
tures & ye prizes of them to moderation if oc-

casion so require."

This inventor, Joseph Jenkes, or Jenks, as it

would now be spelled, came from Hammer-
smith, England, settled in Lynn in 1643 and
died in 1682-83, aged 81. He was a black-

smith and machinist, made the dies for the

coining of the " Pine Tree " money and built

the first fire engine in this country, altogether

a man of great inventive genius and the an-

cestor of a large number of descendants. One
of his sons removed to Rhode Island, where he
built several mills.

—

Boston Transcript.

Criticising Biblical History.—Is it right

to pass judgment finally on the historical facts

as set down in the Bible, merely because as

yet they do not coincide with history, so far as

authenticated elsewhere ? We think not. It

is the same story as with the too ready ac-

ceptance as actual facts of the conclusions of

Biijle critics. Frequently the result has been
that these mere opinions have had to be altered

within several years to meet the views of other
scholars or newly discovered facts. All this

is in such a state of flux that it were well on
mooted points to suspend judgment. Many
conservative scholars are now finding fault

with such as choose to put down as definite

facts and conclusions what are merely infer-

ences. Some day these rash scholars will find

themselves entombed in their works.

—

Jewish
Exponent.

The really strong, clear-sighted man is the
man who is able to put himself out of the ques-
tion, and to judge others by what they really

are and do, not by their relations to him.

Kor "Tub Kkiend."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.

At the time of the war between France and

England in 1756 to 1763, Friends in Pennsyl-

vania were placed in a position of great re-

sponsibility and difficulty. They could no longer

consistently retain their connection with the

Government which was then, in compliance with

the popular demand administered in a manner
repugnant to their principles, yet while resign-

ing their positions in the Assembly, their inter-

est in and to a certain extent their influence in

public aft'airs, remained unchanged. This was
particularly the case in matters relating to the

Indians.

The hasty action of Governor Morris in de-

claring war against the Delawares, produced

a crisis, in which Friends believed themselves

required to exert their influence publicly; and as

Catharine Phillips remarked "the termination

of the war was at last effected by the peace-

able interposition of Friends." This was done

largely by an Association then formed for the

express purpose "of regaining and preserving

peace with the Indians by pacific measures."

In this capacity Friends were able to render

essential service by moderating the revengeful

temper of the red men, and promoting a willing-

ness among the white inhabitants to listen to

their complaints, and enter into an agreement
to do them justice, by steps which finally re-

sulted in treaties of peace.

Proud, in his History of Pennsylvania says

on this subject: "The Quakers wlio, as before

observed, had the least share in these public

transactions, as to appearance, being, contrary

to ancient custom, excluded from the Propriet-

ary agency, by which all treaties and public

transactions with (the Indians), in the province,

were directed and managed, more especially

respecting land affairs, which appeared to be

the principal cause of the quarrel, were, never-

theless, in fact, the prime movers of the peace,

and the first and chief promoters of redressing

the Indians' wrongs or complaints, so far as in

them lay, in their restricted capacity."

Daniel Stanton, who was himself engaged in

promoting these movements makes the follow-

ing allusion to them in his Journal. "A great

concern having fallen on the minds of a number
of Friends, principally in Philadelphia, who
freely contributed their money and time, for

promoting the restoration of peace with the

natives, I believe they were instrumental in the

Lord's hand to appease the revengeful nature
of so barbarous and cruel an enemy. The hearts

of the Indians retaining a great love for the

memory of our first worthy I'roprietor William
Penn, terming Friends his children; I believe

they were a great blessing in the hand of (]od

to the government of this Province for the re-

storation of peace with such an enraged enemy,
who had been permitted to be a heavy rod of

chastisement in this land. Yet it was remark-
able that through the protection of the Al-

mighty, which was as the shadow of a mighty
rock in a weary land, few called by our name
were ill-used during all this calamity." The
steps which led to these efforts, and the forma-
tion of this association are detailed somewhat
at length in The Friend, Vol. XLVI, pp. 169,

etc., and also in Vol. LXXII, pp. 237, etc.

With the exception of a few scattered settle-

ments along the Susquehanna and Lehigh the

white inhabitants of the Province in 1756, oc-

cupied only the southeastern corner, while

beyond a line running from Easton on the Dela-

ware to the Maryland border near Chambers-

burg, the country was almost an unbroken

wilderness, to which the Indian title had not

been extinguished. Of much of this territory

the six nations, w-hose seats were in the region

now included in Western New York claimed

the sovereignity by right of conquest, but it

was inhabited chiefly by the Delawares and

remnants of the Mohicans, the Nanticokes or

tidewater people, originally from the Eastern

shore of Maryland, and the Shavvnese or South-

erners, who in scattered bands had entered the

province at different times, and located them-

selves in widely remote settlements.

In addition to the grievances which the In-

dians complained of in reference to their land

affairs, the injuries which had resulted from

the abuses of unprincipled traders and whi.skey

sellers among them had greatly tended to alien-

ate them from the English, and prepare them

to enter into an alliance with the Frenrh, who

eagerly courted their friendship, particularly

of those bands living nearest to the Frenck

outposts in the Western part of the Province.

Apprehensions of serious trouble from this cause

were long felt by those acquainted with the

feelings of the Indians, and in 1753, Richard

Peters, Isaac Norris and Benjamin Franklin,

who had been appointed to attend a treaty at

Carlisle, thus allude to it.
" We cannot close

our report without taking notice that the quan-

tities of strong liquors, sold to these Indians,

in the places of their residence, and during

their hunting season, from all parts of the

counties, over Susquehanna, have increased of

late, to an inconceivable degree, so as to keep

those poor Indians continually under the force

of liquors; that they are thereby become dis-

solute, enfeebled, and indolent when sober, ami

untractable and mischievous in their liquor,

always quarreling and often murdering one an-

other; that the traders are under no bonds, noi

give any security for the observance of the law.'

and their good behavior, and by their own in-

temperance, unfair dealing, and irregularities,

will, it is to be feared, entirely estrange thi

affections of the Indians from the English, de

prive them of their natural strength and activity

and oblige either to abandon the country, oi

submit to any terms, be they ever so unreason

able from the French."

Upon the commencement of hostilities thi

Delawares and Shawnese living upon the branch

es of the Ohio, joined the French, and will'

small companies of disciplined troops committei

'

the greatest barbarities upon the border settle'

ments in 1756 and 17-57, causing almost th'

entire depopulation of certain districts, an'

spreading terror throughout the whole Provina '

An expedition had been sent against them i

'

1757 which destroyed their town of Kittaninj

and in 1758 a large army under (km. Fcrbe'-

was preparing to march through their count: I'

to attack Fort Duquesne, when circumstance '^

occurred which seemed to open the way for 8^

effort to regain their friendship or at least h''

friendly negotiations to disarm their hostiIit;'j

and detach them from the alliance which the
;

had formed with the French in this desperal ,'

struggle for the mastery of the continent. ''

The establishment of peace with the Nortl'*

em Delawares under Tedyuscung at the treatii
'

'
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aston in 1756 and 1757, had been followed

incere endeavors on the part of this chief,

xtend the oifers of reconciliation to the

)s of the northward and westward, who had

sr joined the French or were wavering in

• attachment to the English, and frequent

iiunications passed between him and the

orities of the Province in relation thereto

ig the year 1758. In the Sixth Month of

year Christian Frederic Post and Charles

nson, previously a teacher in Friends' School

iiiladelphia, were sent to the residence of

uscung at Wyoming with messages from
Governor and General Forbes, and also from
!]herokees in the South who had taken up
hatchet against the French, counselling

1 not to engage in the war against the

ish and to use their influence with their

em brethern to induce them to "abandon
• alliance with the French.

Ministering Spikit.—One James Smith,

English laborer in the navy yard on the

lies, had a little boy, Johnnie. James was
ry intemperate man. After the death of

wife sorrow kept him sober for a while,

he took to his cups again, and, as poor

mie expressed it,
" got badder and badder

[le time." One night the drunkard awoke,

)st uncommon thing for him at such an

, and lay very still, for he heard a sound,

as his motherless boy praying by his bed-

He heard hira say, "Please God, make
[y a better man, for Jesus' sake." James
h could not sleep any more. He rose very

J and went to his work. He came home
T that night without having drank a drop

quor. His heart was melted. He said to

mie, " What put it into your head to pray

your worthless old dad?" Johnnie told

that it was because he loved him; and be-

3 he had been to a class where the teacher

:ht him the commandment, " Honor thy

er and thy mother." " Then keep on
in', keep on prayin', little lad," said James.
)elieve God has answered you already ; I've

L prayin' for myself, that God would make
I better man." The prayer was answered,

es Smith reformed, and from that time

i a steady. Christian man. — Wesleyan
lodist.

ETKOLEUM.—The discovery of coal oil is

of the honors belonging to the Seneca In-

is. Old men and women will remember
it was called " Seneca oil," and sometimes

frican oil, and was considered the great
an remedy for all human ills. Anything
i be cured by Seneca oil. It was sold

inall bottles as medicine, and was known to

aghly inflammable, and smelled peculiarly,

i^hen Abraham Lincoln was elected Presi-

I; in ISGO many large ratification meetings

^ held in the North and East. In one city

|i man purchased a bottle of Seneca oil to

a in his torch lamp. The light was very
iiant, much more so than the people were
astomed to see. This turned the attention

iien to the oil, not as a medicine, but as an

for lighting. From this torchlight proce.s-

: the reports of the merits of the oil spread,
I now the humblest home is lighted brightly
I; cheaply by this one-time famous Indian

jicine.

—

Selected.

I

1 For " The FiUKND"

I

"Prohibition Does Not Prohibit."

;
Is it true ? If so why have brewers and dis-

tillers spent hundreds of thousands of dollars

for the overthrow of impotent enactments ?

The above expression iias been so often heard

that many believe it to be true.

Edmund Burke recognizing the effect of rep-

etition on the mind, once said that should a man
repeat an untruth once daily for a year that at

the end of the period he would come to believe

that what he had repeated was true. So that

many a hoary lie put into the mouths of men
by tlie author of all evil, lives and perpetuates

itself by process of repetition.

This particular one has its source in the

greed and fear of the liquor traffic, one of the

devil's chief agents for the destruction of men.

It is enunciated first through the liquor press,

and repeated by politicians who want to head

off' temperance and prohibitory law. It is re-

peated again by that large class of humanity

who are perpetually discouraged, and have come
to believe that no large social or political move-

ment for human betterment can ever succeed,

and who hold that the world is steadily growing

worse; forgetting that "of the increase of his

government there shall be no end."

Finally, being so often heard, that other large

class who are sincere and righteous men active-

ly working for the uplifting of the human race

accept the saying as true; never having search-

ed out the truth of the matter nor considered

the source of the falsehood.

Having lived for some time in Iowa before

and after the passage of a law prohibiting the

manufacture and sale of intoxicants I can tes-

tify that a prohibitory law does prohibit. About
twenty saloons had flourished in a town of four

thousand near my home and the usual amount

of drunkenness and crime was their product.

The prohibitory law was not instantaneously

successful in closing all of them, but when the

officers of the law became active and the courts

made the fines overbalance the profits, and sent

a few illegal sellers to jail, the traffic finally was

effectually stopped. TJie law prohibited the sale

of liquor as surely as the law against theft

prevented stealing. Those who sold strong

drink and those who committed midnight burg-

lary did so contrary to law and not by its sanc-

tion.

Ever since Moses received the ten prohibi-

tory commandments each and all of them have

been persistently disobeyed by a few evilly in-

clined persons in every age, nation and com-

munity. The breaking of a commandment does

not disprove its worth. The effect of the law

on the good order and prosperity of a state is

the measure of its value.

In the state of Iowa the decrease of crime

was marvellous. At the end of four years after

the law was passed, (notwithstanding a few

men were still in jail for the selling of rum)

yet 53 per cent, of the county jails had not an

inmate. Compare this with twenty-eight thou-

sand arrests in one year in high-license Phila-

delphia, and over fifty thousand arrests annu-

ally in high-license Chicago.

Not only did crime decrease in this remark-

able manner, but Iowa probably never had a

period of more rapid accumulation of wealth.

The State was soon able to say that it had no

bonded or floating public debt.

Lady Henry Somerset in The Contemporary Re-

view for Tenth Month, throws some light on the

question of whether the efl'ect of a rigliteous law

is good or evil; she shows that in the United

States, Canada, Norway and Sweden, nations

that have had prohibitory legislation over a

large part of their territory, the average per

capita consumption is 1.74 gallons proof spir-

its; while in the United Kingdom, Denmark,
Germany, Hungary, Belgium, France, Italy,

Spain and Switzerland, nations that have made
little effort to stop the traffic, the average con-

sumption is 4.85 gallons per head. Then she

follows with statistical proof that the wages of

national sin is death. The average death
rate for the first group of nations is 1.65 year-

ly in ten thousand, while that of the European
group is 2.49 in ten thousand: showing fifty

percent, greater mortality in those nations that

have made no serious effort to make liquor sell-

ing illegal. Thus over one million more persons

die yearly in Great Britain and Continental

Europe than would die if their death rate was
as low as the more moral nations of the new
world where prohibitory legislation had obtain-

ed a foothold.

The attitude of the present administration

toward the anti-canteen law shows under what
conditions Prohibition does not prohibit, viz:

when politicians for the sake of the political in-

fluence of liquor men pervert by a quibble the

plain meaning of the law and read " permit
"

where the admittedly original intent of the law

had been to "prohibit." Against such unscrupu-

lous rendering of the law in high places Chris-

tian men should protest by voice and vote.

Walter E. Vail.

MooRESTOWN, Burlington Co., N. J.

Eleventh Month 23, 1899.

Silence about Ourselves.—Think as little

as possible about any good in yourself; turn

your eyes resolutely from any view of your

requirements, your influence, your plans, your

success, your following—above all, speak as

little as possible about yourself. The inor-

dinateness of our self-love makes speech about

ourselves like the putting of a lighted torch

to the dry wood which has been laid in order

for burning. Nothing but duty should open

our lips upon this dangerous theme, except it

be in humble confession of our sinfulness be-

fore God.

Again, be especially on the watch against

those little tricks by which the vain man seeks

to bring round the conversation to himself,

and gain the praise or notice which his thirsty

ears drink in so greedily. Even if praise comes
unsought, it is well, while men are uttering it,

to guard yourself by thinking of some secret

cause for humbling yourself inwardly to God,

thinking into what these pleasant accents

would be changed if all that is known to God,

and even to yourself, stood revealed to you.

Place yourself beneath the cross of Calvary;

see that sight of love and sorrow; hear those

words of wonder; look at the eternal Son hum-
bling himself there for you, and ask yourself,

as you gaze fixedly on Him, whether he whose

only hope is in that cross of absolute self-sac-

rifice and self-abasement can dare to cherish

in himself one self-complacent action. Let the

Master's words ring ever in your ears, " How
can ye believe who receive honor one of an-

other, and seek not the honor that cometh

from (!od on\yT— Bishop Wilhcrforce.
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IN EARNEST.
1 think the immortal strvanls of mankind

Who from thoir home watch by how slow degree

The World-Soul greatens with centuries,

Mourn most Man's barren levity of mind

—

The ear to no grave harmonies inclined,

The witless thirst for false wit's worthless leea,

The laugh mistimed in tragic presences.

The eye to all majestic meanings blind.

prophets, martyrs, saviours : ye were great.

All truth being great to you: ye deemed

Man more

Than a dull jest, God's ennui to amuse:

The world, for yon held purport : Life you wore

Proudly, as Kings their solemn robes of state;

And humbly as the mightiest raonarchs use.

William Watson in the Spectatm

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

(Continued from page i)3.>

First Month 17th, 1889.—Another year has

passed over, and is gone forever, which causes

solemn reflections to ray mind, and the query

arises under a feeling of great unworthiness,

have I done anything toward the advancement

of the Redeemer's kingdom? Truly the re-

sponse must be. Nothing to myself. But if

anything to his honor, let Him have all the

praise, and let the creature be laid low as in

the dust before Him. A precious hope, how-

ever, revives this evening, that mercy still

covers the judgment seat, as to an hair's

breadth. Pardoning love and mercy is all I

have to trust in and lean upon. " Oh, leave

me not in the time of old age," has been very

much the intercession of my heart for a length

of time past.

Second Month 23rd.— I take up my pen this

morning to record the decease of my dear

daughter, Lydia, which took place on the

morning of the fourteenth instant, about twenty

minutes past two o'clock, she being aged forty-

eight years, six months and twenty-one days.

I thought the precious language of Holy Scrip-

ture might in truth be applied to her, " Blessed

are the dead who die in the Lord from hence-

forth : yea, saith the spirit, they rest from

their labors and their works do follow them."

There are four of our family circle only,

now left to mourn our loss, yet we do not

mourn as those who have no hope, for we re-

joice in the belief that she has been gathered

out of " great tribulation " into the fold of

everlasting rest and peace, her robes having

been washed and made white in the blood of

the Lamb. Lord, wilt thou be pleased to

preserve me, thy poor unworthy worm of the

dust, now in my old age, under every trial,

even unto the end, and be with me also in pass-

ing through " the dark valley of the shadow

of death." And I humbly pray thee, preserve

the dear partner of my life through all unto

the end; and also the dear children be pleased

to lead in paths of safety, and preserve them
from the snares of our unwearied enemy, so

that they may be presented faultless before

the throne of thy glory, with exceeding joy.

Fourth Month 16th.—Yesterday I completed

my seventy-eighth year. It seems almost mar-

vellous to myself that such a poor, unworthy

creature as 1 am should be spared to this time

of life. Surely, I have been a poor, erring one,

yet mercy has followed me all the days of my
life, and 1 humbly trust the prevailing desire

of my heart is to be found in the way of true

obedience to the Divine will concerning me.

Oh, if I should be spared another year, I do

crave that it might be more devoted to the

service of my dear Heavenly Father, however

it may be in the cross to my own will. Oh,

what an unspeakable favor it is to experience

the creaturely will laid in the dust, and the

Lord alone exalted, and strength given to go

forth in his power and might.

First Month 1st, IS'JO. -At our little meet-

ing to-day, the language seemed impressively

brought to my remembrance, " (-lold is tried in

the tire and acceptable men in the furnace of

adversity," with solemn reflections, respecting

the offices of our Holy Redeemer who it is

declared in Holy Scripture, " Shall sit as a

refiner with fire, and as a purifier of silver,"

which I believed it right for me to express,

accompanied with desires that this purification

may have its full efl'ect in my own breast, be-

fore the solemn summons comes, "Steward,

give an account of thy stewardship."

Twelfth Month 30th.— I feel as though it

might be best for me here to refer a little to

the visit I paid to the meetings of Kansas

Yearly Meeting and in some parts of Iowa, in

1886, and the fears that I then suffered under,

lest I had, through yielding to discouragement,

left the field laid out for me. too soon. I may

acknowledge that I never felt clear of the

weight of the concern, until I gave up to visit,

in the love of the Gospel, Western Yearly

meeting and its branches, in Eighth Month,

1890, it being the portion which I believed I

had prematurely passed by. Which I was at

last favored to accomplish, to the entire relief

and peace of my own mind. May all the praise

be ascribed unto Him who bore with my weak-

ness and rebellion so long.

First Mo. 27th, 1891.—At our little meet-

ing to-day, soon after taking my seat, there

seemed to be, in mercy granted, a fresh evi-

dence of the Father's love, extended even to

me; under which feeling I felt constrained

with thankfulness publicly to speak of it,jmd
the comforting language was presented, " Be

thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a

crown of life." And encouragement seemed to

be handed forth to all, to let the time past

suffice, wherein we may too much have followed

the will of the creature, and to be more en-

tirely devoted to the service of our God, from

whom we receive all our blessings, both spirit-

ual and temporal.

Second Month 1.5th.—Went to meeting to-

day under feelings of discouragement, not feel-

ing very well as to bodily health, together

with a feeling of great unworthiness, and on

sitting down in our little meeting, my mind

seemed to be brought into a feeling of calm-

ness and silence, and a number of young

women and men, with several others, not mem-
bers with us, came in and sat down in an or-

derly manner, and my mind seemed brought

into exercise, particularly for the younger class

and the language arose with me, " We have set

before us, life and death, good and evil,"

which I apprehended, 1 felt called upon to ex-

press, together with the declaration that there

is no age whatever exempt from the pale mes-

senger of death, and the desire that prevailed

with me that the young, and those in the

prime of life, might " choose the Lord for their

portion and the God of Jacob for the lot of

their inheritance," for He loveth an early sac-

rifice; and thus they would experience Him to

be their refuge, and it is the only way to ob

tain true and lasting peace; with an exhorta

tion to those of us who are advanceil in life, U

enter into a close examination of ourselves

that we may be favored with the evidence o:

acceptance. With exhortation to this impor

1 felt peace and the hope to arise in my heart

that my feeble offering was accepted. Feel

ings, I "trust, of thankfulness, in a good degre

prevailed.
(To be nonllnuod.)

Thk Style ofthk New Testament.—Whi
attentive reader has failed to notice the artleg

simplicity of the New Testament narrative

.\ thought of the manner in which theyshoul

tell their story, seems never to have entere

the minds of the writers. They speak as eyi

witnesses, and what they have seen and hear

they tell in the plain language of every-da

life. Y'et without effort they avoid everythin

coarse or low or trivial. Their style is like

stream of pure water flowing over golde

sands and precious stones; itself almost ii

visible, yet revealing all things within i1

This simplicity of the New Testament coi

vinces us that the gospel was never intend«

to be a theme for declamation and orator

Paul, the most learned of the apostles, ignon

the rhetoric of the Grecian and Roman school

and gave his testimony concerning Jesus,

the common, straightforward speech.

But there is a reason, not often mentione

why the New Testament history is so simp

and artless—why its writers speak in the la

guage of the common people. The doctrii

which they teach is designed to be a guide

every-day life. It is designed to enter into i

the affairs of men, and be the controllii

power of all their actions. The subtleties

philosophy and science are for the student

the professor; belles-lettres and oratory f

the few who have wealth and leisure and cu

ure. They belong to the luxuries, not to t'

necessaries of life. But the gospel is for a

Hence it comes to all in the common garb

human speech, that it may lay hold of ;

hearts, and become to all the most intimal

unrestrained, and natural of friends. — 7

Odograph.

Truth Diviner than Fiction.— " Trutl

wise men tell us, "is diviner than fictioi

Even a child like you will see that it must

so, if you will but recollect who makes ficti

and who makes facts. Man makes fiction:

invents stories, pretty enough, fantastii

enough. But out of what does he make th'

up? Out of a few things in this great wo

which he has seen and heard and felt, just

he makes up his dreams. But who mal'

truth? Who makes facts? Who, but G(

Then truth is as much larger than fiction,:

God is greater than man; as much larger)

the wiiole universe is larger than the liti

corner of it than any man, even the great I

poet or philosopher, can see; and as mi

grander and as much more beautiful, and

:

much more strange.

Be sure that no man can ever fancy a''

thing strange, unexpected and curious, wi;

out finding, if he had eyes to see, a hundo

things around his feet more strange, nif

unexpected, more curious, actually ready-m;«

already by God.

—

From Charles Kingsley. 1
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it of J. S. Elkinton and William B. Harvey

to the Exiles in Canada.
YORKTON, ASSINIBOIA,

Eleventh Month 19th, 1899.

LLiAM Evans.
Jear Friend

:

—Temperature 34°—lleturning

j'ort I'elly from the North Colony on the
inst., we found the mail matter deposited
re on the outward trip, still being held. It

aken to Yorkton once a week, four days
ig required to make the round trip. We
Felly in a driving snow storm, just about

k, going about six miles to the nearest
ikhobor settlement. The colony was a large

and the houses were crowded not a little;

were warmly welcomed, and given all the

ommodations that could be expected, unique
;hey were. As the people gathered for the
ning meeting, quite a number of men came
?ho had just returned from work; they em-
ced and kissed their companions. Next
•ning we enjoyed the sight of perhaps ten

d-looking horses passing the window; this

I evidence of prosperity, and they seemed
;e at home, jjut the money thus spent in

stock caused distress in other ways, as will

ear later.

'he names of the villages seem peculiar,

carry with them a meaning. Proterpevshe,

he Russian tongue means "much trouble,"

our hearts were touched when we learned

he sufferings; we do not wish to burden
3nds with a repetition of matter already

ited upon. In this village we found twenty
ows, eight of whom were in one house,

teen of their men were in exile, one woman
ing seven sons in banishment; the village

presented her with a cow, and in other

's showed their appreciation of her worth,

sympathy in her affliction. Men were
ing logs into planks ; a pair of high trestles

made, the top being about seven feet from
ground ; one man stands upon the elevated

another on the ground; with a whip-saw

1 make planks and even lighter lumber,

ch would do credit to saw mill work,

''eritable "dug-outs" were to be found in

;es ; one was seen which sheltered eight

sons ; there was no window in it ; better

rters however were being provided. Last
it-day morning found us at the old winter
rters ; a number of persons still remain
re, who have not been distributed to the
LOUS tillages. We attended their religious

i'ice, which consisted mainly in chanting
ims and hymns, interspersed with prayers

;

letimes two hours is thus spent ; the occa-
I impressed us that a good degree of true

itual exercise prevailed during the meeting.
)ne of the villages we met two delegates
II each of most of the other villages in the
th Colony ; the object being the formation
I community, much the same as the one in

-e in the North Colony. Advantage was
en to gain information concerning the con-
on of a few villages, and these were not
ted. .loseph S. Elkinton is favored at each
pping place to express words of sympathy
encouragement, and not unfrequently, a

ivenly covering has been felt in the assera-
s. We are necessarily dependent on our
srpreter, in conveying our words, and the
lies thereto; he is in sympathy with the
k, and having been impressed from the first

t their harmonious dealings with one anoth-

er, decided to cast his lot near some of them.
Among other business transacted at the above
mentioned meeting, it was decided to provide
a lodging place and stables in Yorkton for the
accommodation of the settlers when here for
supplies, also to erect a half-way station.
We had a chance the other evening to make

a pot of corn meal mush from one of the car
loads received, and later partook of bread
made from a mixture of wheat flour and corn
meal, and it seemed the judgment of our party
that it was superior to any other Doukhobor
bread that we had tasted. Wheat flour, of
fair quality, has been bought for $2.40 per
barrel; price since has been advanced a little.

Much difficulty is experienced in securing a
supply, however, some villages were just out,

and numerous others had but five or six bar-
rels

; this quantity for villages of perhaps 125
to 175 people, and travel liable to be impeded
any day. The timely arrival of the two cars
of meal seems a real blessing. We are impress-
ed with the cheerful countenances, and are told

that when starvation or affliction are imminent
they pray the more earnestly to their Heavenly
Father, who always ministers to their comfort.
The Cyprus people, who have sufl'ered perhaps

more than any of the others, are hopeful. After
being driven about for years in their native
country, not being permitted to till the soil,

or to earn fair wages, they enjoy the freedom
granted here, and their health is decidedly bet-

ter, though a considerable amount of fever still

remains. This, and the scurvy, noticed in so
many places, make up most of the cases of
sickness, though almost every village has one
or more special cases of affliction.

We spent a night and a good portion of the
next day with residents of two villages, com-
prising the first party who came to the terri-

tory, something over 300 in number. Picture

such a company, whose combined money capi-

tal was $200, landed on an uninhabited prairie.

They have been at their allotted places about
four months; during that time neat sod houses
have been built; though very damp, we were
made comfortable, and were impressed with
the general cleanliness. The head man of the

house where we lodged carries on his back
marks of the cruel raw hide lash, inflicted in

Russia, because he would not fight. We were
informed that a body of 60 young men were
refusing to enter the Russian army, and, prior

to sending them into exile, mounted Cossacks
endeavored to rush their horses into them, but
in this they failed, the noble beasts refusing

to obey their cruel riders.

Among other public improvements, bridges

are badly needed; the last crossing of the

Assiniboine River was fraught with consider-

able risk and discomfort; descending a slope

of about 45°, we approached the water, making
a sudden drop of fully two feet. At one time
an upset seemed assured, but we were favored

to cross in safety, and to make the steep ascent

on the other side. Our drivers seem to have

a degree of instinct regarding the trails to be

taken; to one unaccustomed, it would be diffi-

cult to wind around and through the sloughs

and along the tortuous and uncared for courses

of travel with any degree of certainty of reach-

ing a certain point.

In Petrofka Orlofka, we found the old patri-

arch Ivan Machortoff, who, on a former occasion,

told J. S. E. of seeing Stephen Grellet in Russia

in the year 1818. He said that they prayed to
the same Saviour as ourselves,—that if they
were favored with a prosperous season, they
would show whether they would not be self-
supporting._ He had served in the Russian
army, was in the Crimean war; being convin-
ced that war was inconsistent with Christianity
he refused to continue in the service, and
suffered a long term in exile. One of his sons
is a leader in his village. A seven year old
grandson repeated for us in a dignified manner
the ten commandments, and another grandson
of sixteen told the writer in English that he had
been working at railroad construction, making
good wages; he seemed very bright and said
' Country all right, good."
The last night out was spent with Wm.

Macdonald and family, who manifested a kindly
interest in our cause. It requires nearly a day
to make the trip from that place to Yorkton.
We stopped at a ranch for dinner,—there we
met the Inspector of mounted police and his

brave wife ; they had spent between three or four
years in the Yukon district; he established the
first posts in that far away place and organized
the mounted police; they endured there a tem-
perature of 77° below zero. In this northwest
territory there are about 1000 of these govern-
ment officers, who are required to report each
day's work, they are practically guardians of
the peace, assist in stopping prairie fires, etc.

The system seems to be well adapted to the
present requirements of the country.

We arrived in Yorkton about five o'clock i'.

M., quite willing once more to be in touch with
railroad, and to hear from our home folks. We
have met during our travels, many cases which
required careful thought; considerable pecuni-
ary assistance has been rendered, but, among so

many we were unable to do as much as would
have been desirable. Some of the villages

bought too many horses, in fact they so used
up their revenue, that, unless helped, starvation

seems imminent. When visiting them we were
told that in Yorkton, they were counted rich,

and were refused the sujiplies sent by Friends;

we did what we could to set things aright. The
water supply problem is solved, and pumps,
though in some instances desirable, can be dis-

pensed with. Proximity to water seems to have
had an undue influence in the location of vil-

lages, some are surrounded by rather inferior

soil, but located because a body of water is

near. It is so near the surface, in some places,

that root cellars cannot be dug; but these are

not a positive necessity, as the ever present

Russian oven serves for warmth and baking,

and roots are placed under the wide benches or

beds in the houses. In some places the timber

question is a serious one, fires have destroyed

great forests, and we saw comparatively few
trees, and these, mostly small ; almost altogether

poplar, a few spruce and tamarack. Wood sells

in Yorkton at $4 per cord, and Penn'a coal from
$10 to $12 per ton. Some maple trees have
been planted, but the growth is very slow.

When the railroads are further developed, good
coal can be secured, but will be expensive.

This railroad construction has been a great

help to the Doukhobortsi, enabling the men to

earn money to help in support of their families;

but the work is being stopped in a number of

places, and the stoppage of wages thus earned

will be a great disadvantage. Many are already

in debt for flour, and their condition appeals
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strongly to the sympathies and purses of Chris-

tian people; They expressed sorrow that they

were so helpless and do not wish to be classed

as paupers; what they ask is a start in the new

life.

The valuable car of sundries from Philadelphia,

arrived here two days before our return. It is

out of the question for us to remain to attend

to the distribution of its contents; we have had

numerous interviews with the distributing

agents, advising them what to do, and must

leave the rest to them. A considerable amount

of time has been consumed in tabulating the

statistics taken on the trip, both for the benefit

of our friends and of the officials here, it is

being sent by this mail under another cover.

Our ne.xt field of labor is in the Prince Albert

district, to which place most of the last ship-

load of immigrants were taken.

We have no reason to alter the sentiment

expressed in notes already sent, that those who
know of and have dealings with the Doukhobortsi

testify to their sterling character as a people;

One is impressed with the great amount of

latent energy of character; a force that is

eager for employment and that really wants

and needs opportunity to get work, for self-help

and advancement. The women as a rule are of

splendid physique, and can quickly adapt them-

selves to varying circumstances, either to the

heavy employment of drawing timber and sods

for building, or to the fabrication of delicate em-

broidery. Some linen was purchased for them,

also colored silks, with the request that the

material should be made up into handkerchiefs,

etc., to be sold for their benefit.

The Doukhobortsi have endeavored, to the

extent of their ability, to express their apprecia-

tion of the kindness of Friends; representatives

called at our hotel and presented a touching

letter, an interpretation of which is enclosed.

Thy Friend

Wm. B. Harvey.

Translation of letter from the Doukhobortsi

to the Society of Friends.

To the Friends, from their friends, the Doukho-

bortsi. God have mercy upon you for your

care, love and generosity

!

Five years ago, when the Spirit of God in-

spired our people, and we learned the way of

Truth, the way which our ancestors followed,

but we lost it. When we again tried to follow

that way of Truth, the people of different opin-

ions began to oppress and persecute us, and

we were scattered like a flock of sheep, who
lost their shepherd. The labor of our hands

was destroyed, the fruits of our efforts of

many years were taken away from us, and

given to others. We were a small flock, and

the persecutors a legion, and they laid their

hands on us and we did not defend ourselves.

Privations and heavy labor exhausted us, and

we died from sickness. Then God inspired you

to help us, and you, used to attend to the voice

of God, came to us. You clothed us, you
dressed our wounds, comforted and encouraged

us. Then, when you saw that our oppressors

did not stop persecuting us you protected us.

and under your protection we found the way
out of the land of oppression and slavery, to

that of freedom and activity. And you con-

tinue to show us your brotherly love, seeing

no end to the work that our Lord God inspired

you with.

You are constantly studying our needs, and

your efforts to satisfy our needs are ceaseless.

Now what shall we do, not to seem ungrateful?

How could we repay your generosity, care and

love? The deeds of kindness cannot be repaid

by men, but there is a Creator, who does not

leave without reward a single cup, offered to

the thirsty, and He will never leave you unre-

warded for all your goodness which He himself

inspired you with.

God have mercy upon you, for your care,

love, and generosity !

For the Doukhobors' people, signed,

Vassily Potapofp,
Ivan Kkukoff,
Alexander Bodgansky.

Is Christianity Making Progress Among the

Jews?
In many Jewish circles it is regarded as a

well-established fact that no Israelite becomes
a Christian except for sordid reasons. Chris-

tians, on the other hand, point to such cases as

Neander, Pick, Philippi, and others prominent

in church and state as evidence of the fact that

the Gospel is a power also among " the lost

sheep of the house of Israel." A careful sta-

tistical study of the problem is found in Na-
thanael (Nos. 3 and 4), the Mission journal pub-

lished by Professor Strack, of the University of

Berlin. The article, which covers nearly fifty

pages, is from the pen of pastor de le Roi, him-

self a convert, who has published a three-vol-

ume work on the subject. The substance is as

follows :

Before the present century, both by choice

and by necessity, Israel sought absolute isola-

tion from the rest of the natives, and did not

seek to enter into the life and development of

the people in the midst of whom they lived, pre-

ferring to remain a religious communion by

themselves, not influencing others nor being in-

fluenced by them.

Largely through the efforts of the Philoso-

pher Moses Mendelssohn, this attitude has been
changed, and the whote modern Jewish type of

life has become something new. Mendelssohn
demanded of his fellow religionists that they

should become a part and portion of the peo-

ples among whom their lot had been cast, and

be not only Jews; but also Germans, French or

English. It was thought that such a union

could be effected without any detriment to the

religious views of the Israelites: but in this re-

spect those who advised the innovation were
seriously mistaken. Modern civilization is es-

sentially a product of Christianity, and par-

ticipation in its best work is possible only by re-

cognition, to greater or less extent, of the princi-

ples of Christianity. Moreover, the new attitude

of Jews could not but make them more suscep-

tible to the same influences that have given to

other peoples their unique type of culture and
civilization. In this way the ground was pre-

pared for a greater influence of the Gospel on
the Israelites, and this influence of the Gospel

on the Israelites has been at work all along with

good results.

The only reliable basis, however, for a com-
putation of the extent to which Christian prin-

ciples have become a factor in modern Jewish life

is that of actual statistics. Such statistics are

accessible from the Protestant, the Roman Cath-

olic and the Greek Catholic Churches, as alsc

from the many special mission societies and from

the oflicial list of converts as reported by the sta-

tisticians of Germany. Taking all these services

together, and putting only a conservative esti-

mate on their data, we have the remarkabk
fact that Gospel work among the Israelites has,!

from the point of numbers, been relatively raon

successful than among any other people of tht

world. The summary of the accessions made t(

the Christian Church from the Israelites sine*

the beginning of the present century, as col

lected from all the reports of baptisms, is ai

follows

;

i

Received into the Protestant Church 72,75(

Received into the Roman Catholic

Church 57,30(

Received into the Greek Catholic

Church 74,50(

Total 204,54(

A table of comparisons follows which show:

that these figures are increasing each year, aiK

it is becoming more and more apparent that tb

Protestant type of Christianity is proving raori

attractive to the Israelites than either of thi

Catholic churches.

These conclusions are in part corroboratei

by the figures published in the new annual, th'

well known Jahrbuch for 1899, of the churcl

of Germany, edited by Pastor J. Schneider, o

Elberfeld, which (pp. 202-210) enters fully up

on the question, supplementing to a consider

able extent the account of Nathanael. Fror

this source we extract the following data: Th

number of conversions from Judaism to Cliris

tianity in Germany has increased right alon|'

Twenty-five years ago the average was abou

6-5, but of late years it has been about .500 an

more, most of these taking place in Berlii

Among these converts are many philologists!

jurists, and other educated men.

—

Extract frm,
" The Literary Digest."

Kor "The F'kiknd."

Turn to the Right.

After I had visited at my friend's house for
|

few hours and the time came for going hom('

I may have inquired about the best path tofo

low. At any rate, he walked with me over th

hill and through the orchard and across the fieh

past the locust grove and through the clove;

redolent with the fragrance and the memoric

of other days, like as in old times when chi

dren went part way home with each other, or£

in those older times when Jesus pointed outth!

way for human feet to walk in. " If a man as:

thee to go with him a mile go with him twain

;

When we attained the point from which thedi;

sirable path was in part visible, we stopped an;

he pointed out my direction somewhat aftt

this fashion: "Go this way a little, then tui

to the right, and cross the valley and then (

up over the hill yonder," Then our farewel

were spoken and I followed his directions ai

soon came safely home. But afterward I cou

but remember his words, and think how fittin,'

ly they might apply and be full of meaning

regard to our walking along life's pathway,

any were astray, or in doubt, or in danger, or

need, who would not gladly go with him alitt

' while and say: "Turn to the right, then oV'

and on and up;" and we might not need to a(

much to make our meaning plain.

G. G. M.
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5MPER0K Not Czar.—While English-speak-

persons invariably refer to the head of the

isian Empire as " Czar," this appellation is

er used at the court of St. Petersburg, not-

hstanding the fact that the word, owing its

ivation to " Czar," has a far more despotic

nd if not meaning than " emperor." By giv-

a little history we arrive at the real dift'er-

e between " Czar " and " emperor " as ap-

:d to Russia. Up to the time of Peter the

at, Russia was composed of divers petty

jdoms like Germany previous to the confed-

tion. At the head of each of these king-

is was a czar. When Peter the Great united

3e kingdoms into one great empire he assum-

ihe title, " Emperor and Autocrat of all the

isias," which is still in vogue. If one should

i the two highest titles of the present mon-

h, he would begin: Nicolas II, Emperor
Autocrat of all the Russias; Czar of Mos-

', Niji' Novgorod, Poland, etc.— Patt^wrfer.

'he world does not stand in order that we
T be pleased : it stands as a place for the

ig of honest work in the best way; and if

t work can be better done in some other
' than the one we prefer, our business is to

it be done, and rejoice in it.

Items Concerning the Society.

jseph James Neave, from Australia, has been

nding some of the meetings in Philadelphia,

jcting to proceed, on Fourth-day last, towards

winter's field of labor in the compass of Balti-

e and North Carolina Yearly Meetings.

letter from Baltimore says that while the

e of the Society was under notice in the Yearly

ting recently held there, a valuable considera-

of " the Pastoral question " came up, during

3h a prominent member " made a very strong

for the simple methods we have always main-

ed, and there was a large expression of unity

carload of sugar was shipped from Philadel-

i to Canada for the Doukhobors during the

; week. Another car of food and clothing is

it starting, containing 150 sides of leather for

IS, 500 gallons of cottonseed oil, 4,000 pounds
)arley, 2,000 pounds of cheese, with several

I of clothing. As purchases will be made here-

r in Canada, contributions would better be in

ey.

Western Quarterly Meeting, which has hitherto

1 held at London Grove, Pa., was on Sixth-day

24th instant, held at West Grove, for the better

renience of those generally who could resort to

It proved to be a comforting and encouraging
-on; so much so that it seemed good to the

ting to authorize the holding of it in the same
6 at its next stated period also, which will

ir Second Month 23d, 1900. The acceptable at-

lance of visiting Friends from neighboring
rters, and from North Dartmouth, Mass., was
reciated.

rancisco G. Cala has written from Cuba that
' was brought up in the Roman Church, became
;entiate there, then found out about the Epis-
d Church, joined it, but from reading the Bible
it was not right; left it, and upon reading

ray's "Life of George Fox," was so impressed
1 his ideas of truth that he and his three hun-
1 followers have become Friends." He has asked
books concerning our doctrines. They have
nged the name of their association from the
iban Evangelical Church " to the " Society of
;nds in Cuba."

Notes from Others.

The Queen of the Netherlands is the only Pres-
byterian monarch in the world.

" They Say."
Have you heard of the terrible family " They,"
And the dreadful, venomous things they say?
Why, half the gossip under the sun.
If you trace it back, you will find begun

In that wretched House of " They."

In these last days, the thoughts of men are
largely turned away from the kingdom within, to

the kingdom without. The great truths by which
sinners are awakened and Christians are edified and
sanctified do not occupy the large place they once
did. Work has largely superseded faith, and the
labors of the hands have taken the place of the
searching of the heart. Outward duties are so

multiplied and so exacting as to leave little time
for the cultivation of personal piety.

—

Jos. T.Smith.

The total amount of money appropriated by Con-
gress at its last session (aggregating about a bil-

lion dollars) would make a cubic block of gold
twenty-six and a half feet in each dimension. Its

weight would be eighteen hundred and forty-one
tons. If set in the middle of an ordinary street

there would scarcely be room for teams to drive
around it, and the top would reach to the middle of

the third-story windows. After all, a millionaire

has not much gold. It would make a block with
length, breadth and thickness of only about two
and a half feet.—Philadelphia Record.

The religion of society, says — Lorimer, is a
religion of convenience, while the religion of Christ
is one of obligation. The religion of society is a
religion of observances; that of Christ is a religion

of experiences. The former is a religion of opinion,

the latter a religion of revelation. Establish the
religion of opinion in your Protestant churches,
and in fifty years from now America will be Rom-
anized from one end of it to the other, simply be-

cause a man must have something to lean on. The
religion of society is one of criticism; that of Christ
is a religion of creation."

Christ formed an inward and invisible society,

which is one, because it is pervaded by a common
life; holy, because it is composed of those who are

washed and sanctified; universal, because all who
belong to Christ, whether in heaven or earth, be-

long to it; apostolic, because it accepts apostolic

doctrine and spiritual fellowship, and has, under
God, been called into existence by the labors of

apostolic men. These two societies, the one ex-

ternal and, as we may say, ecclesiastical, and the
other visible only to the eye of God, but spiritual

and eternal, are spoken of, and thought of, as one
by the New Testament writers, the sad necessi!.y of

carefully discriminating the one from the other not
having yet arisen.— IF. Hay Aitken.

Correspondence.

IVe-st Branch Quarterly Meeting of Friends \cotL-

servative) held at Stavanger, Iowa, Elevetitk
Month jgth, iSgg.

Having once more been permitted to meet in a
Quarterly Meeting capacity, a feeling of thankful-
ness arose in our minds to our dear Heavenly
Father for the many blessings received, both spirit-

ually and temporarily, and although we feel that

we are few in number and weak in the faith, yet

we feel that we are not forsaken by the Great
Head of the Church, but are still remembered by
Him, as we have the company of our beloved
friends, Benjamin P. Brown, of North Carolina,
and Eli H. Harvey, of Indiana ; and we can truly

say we have never attended such a meeting.
Things both new and old were brought forth.

The faithful were exhorted to be steadfast and im-
movable, abounding in that love which knows no
bounds. The careless were encouraged to more
concern for the salvation of their souls and to be
willing to make a full surrender unto Him who is

the way, the truth, and the life ; and not to put off
the visitations of heavenly love, but to look to the
still, small voice, assured that the kingdom of God
was within them. Mothers were exhorted to en-
deavor to watch over and care for and bring up
the precious children in the nurture and admoni-
tion of the Lord, that the greater responsibility
rested upon them, and tlie fathers were e.xhorted
to be true helpmates to them and to endeavor to
lighten their burdens, which were often heavy.
The dear youth were exhorted to give up their
young hearts to serve the living God, and the lan-
guage was quoted :

" Know thou the God of thy
lathers, and serve Him with a perfect heart and a
willing mind, for if thou seek Him he will be found
of thee ; but, if thou forsake Him, He will cast thee
ofT forever." The skeptics were warned to flee
from the wrath to come ; that " the wicked should
be cast into hell and all the nations that forget
God." Oh, it did seem that the very windows of
heaven were opened, and marvellous to us was the
nianifestation of the spirit and power of Him who
is from everlasting to everlasting, and whose do-
minion is even to the ends of the earth. We w ere
reminded of early days in the society when it was
said that in one meeting the floor was wet with the
tears shed, for they flowed freely, and we can truly
say such as we never saw before, and we believe
luuch good has been done hereaway

;
yes, v\ e be-

lieve in many hearts arose petitions for a closer
walk with God, and we also believe from the sinner
went up the cry, " God be merciful to me I

" May
the good seed sown take root downward and bring
forth fruit upward to the praise of the Great Head
of the Church, for He alone is worthy.
The writer had the privilege of accompanying

dear B. P. Brown in visiting 42 families in this

neighborhood, and surely he was much favored
to speak to the different states and conditions of the
people, and long will the writer remember the
many precious opportunities we had. Oh, it seems
to us that this is a work that has been greatly
neglected of late, that of visiting families, and our
poor hearts are made to rejoice that the dear Mas-
ter is still qualifying and equipping at least a few
of his servants for this great work. We visited

one dear young woman, who was a great sufferer,

having that dreaded disease, consumption, and
in the last stage of it. Though a great sufferer,

she was trusting in the Lord, and said she had a
bright hope of eternal life. She said she had been
a great sinner, but through mercy we believe God
had pardoned all. She remarked to one that she
had been in the practice of attending dances, which
she bitterly condemns, and our visit seemed to do
her good. Now, dear ones who may read this,

she had to come just as we all must, to the foot of
tlie cross and plead for mercy. Oh, don't put off

a preparation for eternity until it is everlastingly

too late. Now is the accepted time ; to-day is the
day of salvation.

We do earnestly crave that this, our dear brother,

may be enabled to accomplish the remainder of his

visit to the honor of Him who we believe has
called him, and that he may be enabled to retui^n

home to his precious family in peace. And ii»

thinking of the sweet fellowship we have had to-

gether with these dear ministers, this language
comes to us

:

" Klessed be the tie that binds our hearts in Christian love.

The fellowship or kindred minds for earth and heaven above.
*

La Grand, Iowa, Eleventh Month 27th, 1899.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—Vice President Hobart died on the

morning of Eleventh Month 21st at his home in Paterson,

N. J. He had been unconscious since midnight. The fu-

neral was held on the 2.5th, and attended by the President,

members of his Cabinet, Supreme Court, Senators and

Representatives.

Postmaster General Charles Emory Smith, in a general

order formally declared all mail matter passing between

the United States and Porto Rico, the Philippine archi-

pelago and Guam, or between these island possessions of

the United States, subject to the United States domestic

classification, conditions and rates of postage.

The United States has declined to accept the Anglo-

German agreement as to the disposition of the Samoan
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Islands, and has submitted a draft of a treaty which it is

hoped will be acceptable.

Frank A. Vanderslip, assistant Secretary of the Treas-

ury, says in the Saturday Erening Post :
" Much reason

for our prosperity is to be found in the substantial basis

on which the currency rests. It is a foundation of gold.

and a foundation broader and wider by a vaster amount
than we have ever had before. The volume of gold in

the Treasurj- is now the largest it has ever been, and at

the same time the volume of gold in the banks and in the

hands of the people is unprecedented. The total gold in

the country to-day stands at $1,000,000,000, which con-

trasts with $641,000,000 three years ago. Gold is be-

coming the everyday money of commerce, and is no longer

found only locked up in banks and safe deposit vaults.

In the year just closed nearly 40 per cent, of the payments

to the Government were made in gold."

There are nearly 500 water power electric plants in the

United States, representing an investment of over $60,-

000,000; horse power represented by the water wheel,

200,000. There are 600 miles of street railway operated

with water power electrically transmitted.

The total immigration to the United States during the

last four months was 115,276, an increase over that of

the corresponding period of last year of 30,544.

Although the Pan-American E.xposition, which is to be

held in Buffalo in 1901, is a year and a half distant, the

New York Central Railroad has already begun to adver-

tise the event, and has named one of its fast trains " The
Pan-American E.xpress." It has issued a pamphlet de-

scribing the inception and object of the exposition, and
giving an interesting collection of facts about Buffalo.

From this it appears that Buffalo, with 400,000 inhabit-

ants, is the fifth shipping city in the world, has the

largest breakwater and the largest coal trestle (the Lacka-
wanna), in the world, 3,500 manufactories, employing
100,000 operatives; 29 different railroads, with 250 pas-

senger trains every day; electric power supplied by the

Niagara Falls tunnel; 184 places of worship, 60 public

schools, 24 banks, 220 miles of asphalt streets (more than
Paris, London, or any other city) ; 939 acres of parks and
40 grain elevators, holding nearly 21,000,000 bushels.

The Willingham bill, providing for State prohibition,

was passed by the Georgia House of Representatives of the

General Assembly, Eleventh Month 22nd, after an exciting

debate. If the bill passes the Senate and becomes a law it

means the annihilation of the saloons. Every plant for the

brewing of beer or the manufacture of whiskey must be
closed. It will not interfere with banquets or private en-

tertainments, but the law will not allow any club to sell

or keep for the use of members intoxicating liquors, beers

or wines.

The American Jewish Year Book, just issued, gives the
Jewish population of the country as 1,043,800. It is

stated that of these there are 400,000 in New York,
95,000 in Illinois, 95,000 in Pennsylvania, 50,000 in Ohio,

35,000 in California, 35,000 in Maryland and 35,UUU in

Missouri.

It is probable that Southern California will ship out
fifteen thousand carloads of oranges this season.

What is claimed to be the largest mushroom house in

America is being built on the John Wyeth farm in West-
town township, Chester Co., Pa. It is of brick, one story,

88 by 116 feet. It will be equipped with four tiers of

beds for the cultivation of mushrooms, giving a total area
of 196,6.59 square feet for the purpose. The spawn to be
used will be imported from England, being much cheaper
than that produced in this country. The beds are planted
twice each year.

A portion of the town of CotuUa, sixty miles west of

8an Antonio, Texas, was washed away by a cloudburst
early on the morning of Eleventh Month, 24th. Four
inches of rain fell in thirty minutes. A merchant named
Walker and his wife were drowned. Many buildings were
wrecked, and great damage to live stock and ranch prop-
erty in the vicinity was done.

A despatch dated Eleventh Month 22d, from Baltimore,
says : The Donaldson Line steamship Lokania, Captain
McNeill, arrived at this port to-day with the crew of the
British steamship Manchester Enterprise, which foundered
on November 15th, 480 miles southeast of Cape Race. The
rescued number 53, of whom 9 are cattlemen returning
from Liverpool. The Manchester Enterprise sprung a
leak during a severe gale on November 13.

According to a despatch from Plattsburg, N. Y. : Dur-
ing the deer hunting season just ended in the Adirondacks,
twenty-two persons were accidentally killed by hunters.

The number of deer killed was also larger than'usual.

There were 386 deaths in this city last week, which is

21 more than the previous week and 63 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 190 were
males and 196 females : 50 died of consumption ; 41 of

heart diseases ; 39 of pnuemonia ; 24 of diphtheria; 18 of

inanition; 17 of apoplexy; 14 of cancer; 11 of debility;

1 1 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 10 of paraly-

sis; 10 of nephritis, and 9 of inflammation of the brain.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, lOlJ a 102; 4's, 113 a 113i;
new 4's, 1324 a 132|; 5's, 111 a lUJ; 3's, 109J a 109S.

CoTTO.N was firmer last week, advancing Jc. in sym-
pathy with New York, closing on a basis of 8c. per pound
for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.— $3.50 per barrel

for choice Penna.; Western, $3.30 a $3.45, as to quality.

Buckwheat Flour.—New, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds,
as to quality.

Grain.-No. 2 red wheat, 69i a 70Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 38Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Foreign.—General Buller reports a fight at Mafeking,
on Eleventh Month 6th, in which the Boer and British

forces lost heavily.

Reports are made public in London of several recent
engagements between the British and Boers in South Af-
rica. In one at Belmont there were heavy losses, the cas-

ualties footing up 220, but a complete British victory was
gained. There has been sharp fighting at Kimberly ; at

Mooi River, in Natal Colony, the Boers shelled the British

camp, and Joubert's forces are still marching southward,
their objective points being Pietermaritzburg and Durban,
to check the advancing British reinforcements. Lady-
smith and Estcourt are still invested.

The British War OSice issued a bulletin Eleventh Mo.,26th,

telling of a severe engagement ten miles north of Belmont
in Cape Colony between Lord Methuen's forces and the

Boers. The action lasted four hours, and the heights

were stormed by the British, and the losses in killed and
wounded on both sides were heavy.

Late arrivals from Pretoria estimate the Boer war cas-

ualties at one thousand men, half of whom were killed.

The Kimberley mines are located in British territory,

just outside the boundaries of the Orange Free State,

about 600 miles from Cape Town, and supply 98 per cent,

of the diamonds of commerce. The existence of these
mines was unknown prior to 1867, and since their discov-

ery $350,000,000 worth of rough diamonds have been
taken from them, and after cutting the stones were easily

worth double. The output of the mines is kept down, so

the world's market may not be overstocked.

A special despatch from Vienna reiterates the report,

which was denied last week, that the Russians had occu-
pied Herat.

Russian explorers are now busy in several sections of

Siberia. Large stretches of that country are still prac-
tically unknown to Europeans.

Russia's 8,644,100 square miles of territory extend over
one-seventh of the earth's surface. Its waters cover
293,018 square miles. It has fifteen souls to every square
mile, or 130,000,000 inhabitants. One-twelfth of the
world's population pays tribute to the Czar. It has 11,-

000,000 men able to fight. It can send 1,255,300 men
into the field in a few days and 1,000,000 a few days later.

Its total prepared fighting force is 2,500,000 men and
497,415 horses. The Government owns 16,651 miles of

railroad
;
private parties, 8,000 miles. It has a fleet con-

sisting of twenty-three battleships, fourteen coast defend-
ers, sixteen cruisers, twenty-eight cannon boats and nine-

ty-six torpedo boats. The marine forces are made up of

1,249 officers, 326 engineers, 38,000 men. Its commer-
cial marine consists of 522 steamers and 2,135 sailing

vessels. The river shipping has a fleet of 20,000 ships,

manned by 90,350 men.
Bautista, President of the Filipino Congress, sur-

rendered himself to General MacArthur, Eleventh Month,
24th,and formally renounced all further connection with the

insurrection. He says the Filipino Congress and Cabinet
are scattered, never to reassemble. General Otis cables
that " claim to government by the insurgents can be made
no longer under any fiction ; its Treasurer, Secretary of
the Interior and President of Congress in our hands ; its

President and remaining officers in hiding " and its troops
scattered.

Buen Camino, Secretary of State in the so-called Fili-

pino Cabinet, is a prisoner in Manila, having been captured
by General Wheaton's men in the Lingayeu region.

The la.it Filipino council of war held at Bayambang just

before Aguinaldo's fight " recognized the fatality of at-

tempting further resistance to the Americans with united
forces, and agreed that the Filipino troops should scatter
and hereafter follow guerilla methods."

General Otis reports that the conditions in the Island of
Negros are encouraging. The chief insurgent leader in

the north of the island has surrendered voluntarily, and
more sugar mills are at work than at any time since the
the revolution against Spain began.

Admiral Watson cabled from Manila, Eleventh Mo., 26th,

news of the unconditional surrender of the entire Provii

of Zamboanga to Commander Very, of the Castine,

November 18.

Three hundred Spanish prisoners who escaped from
Filipinos have arrived at Manila during the past we
The Filipinos have evacuated Mangatarem, in Pangaain
province, leaving seven American and ninety-four Span
prisoners.

A special to the Public Ledger of the 23d, says :

'"

Cuban wreckers, who have been employed during the 1

six months in stripping the Spanish war vessels destru

by the Americans in the battle off Santiago, are repor

to have found $190,000 in Spanish gold in the crui

Almirante Oquendo. This gold was found in the Oqn
do's safe, which fell to the bottom of the ship when
vessel was burned. The safe was opened by divers

j

terday. They had constructed a shaft, being unable

raise the safe. More than $100,1)00 worth of brass :

copper has been taken from the Almirante Oquendo,
Vizcaya, the Christobal Colon and the Furor. Wreck
of the last two is now in progress."

The gold output for the Cariboo district, B. C, this y
is estimated at $1,000,000. Extensive hydraulic pla

are operated by several companies, and a great deal

mining machinery is taken into the district. Some ?
nuggets were found this season.

RECEIPTS.
Received from James Hobson. Agent, Ireland,

b.ing 10- each for Daniel .Alesbciry, John Doug;
Henry Bell, Frances Cireen. Forster Green, T.

Ilanghton, H. A. Upricliard. Susan VViiliains, Willi

White, Thos. R. White, Robert Tolerton and J. hn
Diigni I and £1 for Charles Elcnck.

NOTICES.

Rachel G. Hall, Plain Milliner, will resume busin

at 2113 North Seventh Street, Twelfth Month, 1st.

Young woman Friend wishes to teach children at tl

homes, daily, Five years experience.

"M" Office of Frie

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of
i

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will ni

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and 2

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when reques;

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, «

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup'l

Friends' Library, 142 N. Ifith St., Phila

Some recent accessions are:

Harrington, B. C, ed.—Magna Charta.

Dole, C. F.—Young Citizen.

Hazard, Caroline—Narragansett Friends' Meeting

the Eighteenth Century.

HOLDEN, E. S.—Our Countrv's Flag and Flags of Ot

Countries.

Mitchell, D. G. — American Lands and Letters i:

series).

Rowntree, J. and Sherwell, A.— Temperance Probli

Stead, W. T.—United States of Europe.

Stew'ART, R. L.—Land of Israel.

Thompson, E. S.—Trail or the Sandhill Stag.

Winterburn, F. H.—From the Child's Standpoint.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., an*

J. T. B , North Carolina, $1 ; R. T. W., $1
;
per

E. Z., $1; J. A. W., 25 cts. ; J. \V. R., $5; 1

SIO; Cash, *1 ; E. P. L., 25 cts.; \V. L. A., *

Friends Evesham, $25 ; A Friend, fa ; H. S. W.
W. H. H., J50; B. H. L., *25 ; P. E. L>., *7 ; C. II

Kaisas, *5; P. E. H., $10; M. B. K., $10; S. P..

tlO ;

" A Friend," $1 ; H. T., $1 ; R. A. S., $2 ; M
$10; R. R., $10; E. L., $5 ; A. M. (K, $3: WeMli
.Monthly Meeting, Indiana, $13; Little B. and
earnings, .50 cents; M. R. and R. M., $30 ; A J

$10; \V. M., $25 ; A. C. W., to ; F. W., $200 ; Frio

Burlington Monthly Meeting. $52 ; M. B., $5; F.

M., $10
;
per A. P. S., $5.45 ; tlxbridge Monthly M'

ing, .Massachusetts, $25 ; Friends Pennsville, Ohio
A Friend, Ohio, $1 ; A Non-number, 25 cts ; Frii

Stillwater, Ohio ; t21 ; Business ii en Karnesville, <

'

*12; Friends, Bradford Preparative Meeting, '

H., per E. P. S., $5 : A Friend, for the sick, *1.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St I'li
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How many psalms of praise with " harp, or

;:ibrel, or stringed instrument " would David

lire sung if his praise had been inspired by

A instruments? In which of the psalms is

«rship called for as the product of an instru-

i|nt, or sound, or voice? And many are taught

ithis day to regard that product exhilarating

senses, as worship and inspiration.

Out of the strong came forth rwekt-

)|3S." (Judges xiv : 14).—While viewing in

mton last week the first cannon fired in our

jil war, we heard a friend remark that he

risntly saw at Gettysburg a cannon contain-

bees' nest, and the bees passing in and

DJl; in the process of making honey.

The sweetness which may follow a war is no

mduct of the cannon, but in the silence of

^ns is brought in by Him who maketh even

'ihe wrath of man to praise Him." So may
Ij whose gospel would " beat our swords into

pw-shares," convert our cannon into bee-

h'Bs!

was not a case of casting " pearls before swine."

In most other cases such a mode of proceeding

might have been felt as an unwarranted risk.

But it requires a Divine wisdom in us to

teach boys how to use liberty. On the day

following the above incidents, we listened to a

discussion on the transition from school life to

the sudden freedom of college life in a city, a

liberty for which very many are all unprepared.

Unnurtured to inward control in liberty, many

are not slow to turn it to license. We have

heard of upper classes at Westtown school be-

ing allow-ed training-practice in self-govern-

ment. Wisely and watchfully administered this

nurture would forestall the harm of the com-

paratively unguarded liberty into which the

boy is often plunged out of . home into city or

college life. But it is a fault in colleges if a

boy's early liberty in them is so unguarded of

tutors and governors, and a fault in schools

leading up to colleges if they are not as highly

concerned to prepare hearts for college liberty,

as heads for college learning. The two con-

ditions should shade off into each other, both

ways, so as to leave the least possible transi-

tion to be felt, and only as youth is able to

bear it. Schools probably are doing this

enough, as regards the allowing of "Senior

privileges," but are they doing all they can in

education in the moral use of liberty, in culti-

vating a sense of responsibility for the liberty

of after life? On the other hand we are far

less assured that colleges are duly concerned

lest this liberty of theirs "become a stumbling-

block to them that are weak." Haverford was

founded as an exception. We believe its care-

takers still hold this concern at heart, though

under changed conditions and expressing itself

in changed modes. On these we are not pre-

pared by knowledge to comment with author-

ity. In all schools under or professing our

name it is not easy to judge how much the

spirit of a guarded education has changed with

the letter. The concern to guard it from

within rather from without, while it places the

emphasis where Truth would place it, leaves

occasion for Truth to say, "This ought ye to

have done, and not to leave the other undone."

We rejoice that a spirit has found entrance

in the most venerable college in our land (and

perhaps in others), to meet the new comers

part-way in protecting them from their puerile

inexperience of life. Committees of the two

upper classes have voluntarily undertaken to

assign to their members a fraternal oversight

concerning the several freshmen's guidance

and general welfare. In our own Society's

membership the faithful exercise of such a

spirit in watching over one-another for good

might long since have silenced in advance the

cry for paid pastors.

An habitual attention to the Spirit of Christ

and his inward checks and reproofs of instruc-

tion, which we trust the caretakers of all our

schools are in a measure concerned to incul-

cate, would train a child in that true liberty of

the Spirit which is a safeguard against the

license of the creature. In Christ alone are

men fit for freedom.

The Possibilities of a True Friend in 1899.

The reprint in our present number of a bio-

graphical notice of Eliza Wigham, formerly of

Edinburgh, has been commended to us by a

Friend who, as a stranger from America, was

led to feel evidences throughout that city of

the savor of her spirit. Though almost an iso-

lated Friend, or connected with a meeting of

but scanty members, she was sustained in ex-

erting a far-reaching influence by no props of

membership, of wealth, or of extraordinary

natural abilities, But only by the power that is

the portion of those who keep their eye single to

Christ and blind to self. Modestly but unswerv-

ingly consistent with the witness for Truth in her

own heart,and with the doctrines of our religious

Society, she became prominently identified with

many concerns of mercy, uplifting, and good

for the inhabitants. In all these institutions her

quiet judgment seemed by common consent to

be accorded a large place. Her gracious char-

acter was felt, left its abiding impress, and made

her pei'haps the best known and most sincerely

respected personality in all the town. Our

traveller was told that any one in Edinburgh

could tell him where to find Eliza Wigham. The

first person inquired of at once directed him

aright; the next man applied to at random was

equally clear in telling him where she lived.

When duty called her to remove to Ireland,

her fellow-citizens presented her w-ith a memo-

rial amounting to five thousand dollars. This

she humbly accepted, and forthwith invested

it for a benevolent object in the same city.

One more seal to the promise: "Ye shall

receive power after the Holy Spirit is come

upon you." Such Friends, widely influential in

their humble singleness of purpose, as Ebenezer

Worth and Joseph Rhoads, were often pointed

out as instances of the declaration that " one

honest and faithful Quaker would shake the
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country for ten miles around." Those whose eye

is on the Master, need not, any more than Eliza

Wigham needed, a Monthly Meeting to set them

to work. They know his secret directions, and

follow Him; and so they " walk not in darkness,

but have the light of life." Their very single-

ness of heart which may be called narrow, is

the secret of a more widely spread usefulness

than any that their critics can boast in their

broadness.

As we take the above remarks to press, the

arrival of the London Friend, containing the

following reminiscence, adds its testimony to

the value of the appearance of a Friend that

is a Friend indeed :

Nearly twenty years ago, I was riding upon tile

kiiifeboard of an omnibus in the environs of Edin-

burgh, in company with a Friend still living. By

our side sat two well-dressed young women, who
might have been better-class domestics or shop-

wonieii, lull of life and glee. All at once, going

cityward, appeared our late dear friend Eliza Wig-

ham, with that purposeful look and step that was

hers.

No doubt surprised and amused by the antique

costume, the girl next me cried out quiie loudly,
'

' Look at that one ! Now what's she anyway ?
"

But her companion very quickly answered,
" Hush ! that's //le Quaker !

"

" T/ie Quaker; and what's the Quaker? "

Then came from her companion such a descrip-

tion of the goodness and the grace of our dear

friend — her love to poor girls, her care for the

wretched and forlorn and downtrodden and de-

graded—that one could but fancy from her earnest

tones that she herself had been a recipient in some
shape. There was no more laughing; speaker

and hearer were solemnized as at church.

For me, I had a big lump in my throat and brim-

ming eves of joy at Christ's work by his handmaid.

Never has memory turned over this page but the

same lump comes back, and the same joy, and
longing for more such "T/ie" Quakers, and fewer

who are merely "A" Quaker. This quarter of an

hour was the happiest of a long and pleasant trip.

William Smithe.

The New Speaker on War.

General D. B. Henderson, of Iowa, will to-

morrow, says the New York World, of the 2d

instant, be elected Speaker of the House of

Representatives. Following is the speech made

by him at a soldiers' gathering in Chicago,

Ninth Month 12th, 18!_i:J. His fervid rhetoric

and forceful facts are timely, in view of the

official record that our ksses in the Philippine

war, which was never proclaimed or authorized

by Congress, have been in killed, wounded and

missing fully 3000, while the Filipinos have

sacrificed at least 20,000 in their striiggle for

freedom.

While to the mind of a Friend the next to

the last paragraph of his protest gives away

a large part of an entirely Christian standpoinr,

we prefer to print his words entire :

Mr. President: My theme tu-day is war. ami I

am against it. I wish I had all the gifis to spt-ak

my abhorrence of war.

Art, poetry, romance and history have magnified

and glorified the soldier, but the time is coming

when these great instruments of power will desert

their favorite theme and lead the great forces of

thought away from the slaughter house up to the

higher fields of human action.

The bull fight, the cock pit, the prize ring and

the battle field must all go down together.

It takes courage. I grant, to face death. The
suflerings and tl-.e trials of the soldiers have not

been exaggerated. But the courage needed to face

danger and death ranks far below the courage that

faces the superstitions, the prejudices, the wealth

and the established customs of the world.

The great man reasons, the small man fights.

Grant's words of peace will survive his mightiest

war cry.

The cost of war alone should make us stop and

think.

The public debts of tlie world are twenty-nine

billions, and it is safe to say that every dollar of

this is the fruit of war. What a strain upon earth,

shops and fields!

In one hundred years Great Britain has paid

14,792,206,000 for war. During these 100 years

fifty of them were devoted to human slaughter.

The cost ofour own Civil War was f6, 508,429, 909.

Young as we are as a nation, we have spent eigh-

teen long years in battle—four of them in deadly

fratricidal strife. To-day the genius of our country,

indeed, of the world, is bending all its powers to

increase the capacity for destruction of all the ter-

rible engines of death. Is it not high time that

each citizen became a Nazarene to proclaim peace

among the people? Let every martyr's grave be

a sermon and every widow's wail a hymn for peace

Let us cut down our Army bill and save our earn-

ings for the school house, the library and the home.
Europe is e.xpending on her armies |8i4,ooo,ooo

annually.

No wonder the children of the Old World have
been seeking a new home !

Should humanity weep in order that tyrants may
laugh?

Should the homes of the people be loaded down
with billions of debt in order that some heartless

murderer may wear a diadem ?

The wretches that have wrought this desolation

are the panthers, the hyenas and the ghouls of

humanity.

I appeal to you, brave men of many battles, who
have seen and felt and comprehended ! I cry out

to you to throw your influence into the scales and
urge the world to seek some forum where the ar-

bitrator shall not be the dripping sword.

War is demoralizing.

War is desolating.

War consumes the toil and comfort of our people.

War is the world's terrible, relentless, remorse-
less inquisition.

War is the weapon oftyrants, the prop of thrones.

War, the black pathway to hell, has been the

pretended passage to heaven.

War has been justifiable, perhaps, and may be
again, as sometimes is the surgeon's knife, but onlv

to save life or somethine; better and dearer than
life.

Let the time soon come prayed for by the poet:

Till the war drum throbbed no longer,
.^ud the battle flags were furled

In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the
world

;

There the common sense of most
Shall hold a fretful realm in awe.
And the kindlv earth shall slumber, lapt in nniver-

s.-il law.

For "Thk Frip

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania

lucd from i

If you wish to see things clearly, and to be
just with your fellow-men, keep clear of the
fumes of vanity, and the thick atmosphere of

mere personal feeling.

During the interviews which C. F. Post a

Charles Thomson had with the Delawares
Wyoming, several of the Western Indians fn

the Alleghanies were present, who, after hei

ing the messages delivered, and the assuranc

of C. F. Post of the friendly feelings of t

English were much affected, and Kutaikund,

aged chief " lifting up his hands to heavi

wished that (lod would have mercy on th(

and help them, and bring them and the Engli

again together, and establish an everlasti

ground and foundation of peace between the

He wished further that God would move t

governors and peoples' hearts towards them
love, peace and union; for he hoped withe

fail that a firm and everlasting peace woi

be established and an end put to all war a

strife. He said further that it would be w(

if the governor sent somebody with them
their return home, for it would be of gr(

consequence to them who live about Allegha

to hear the Governor's mind from their a
mouths."

Upon the return of C. F. Post and Char

Thomson to Philadelphia, accompanied by so

of these Indians, Friends exerted themseh

to induce the Governor to embrace the opp

tunity to strengthen the favorable disposit

thus expressed. This was finally resolved up

and a message prepared to be delivered amc

the Western Delawares by a special messeng

The person selected for this dangerous jo

ney was Christian Frederic Post, whose kno

edge of the Delaware language, integrity

character, and extensive acquaintance anw

the Indians rendered him especially qualil

for the undertaking. He was a native of Po!

Prussia, but as one of the Moravian brethi

had lived and labored among the Wampano.
in Connecticut, one of whom he had marri

His second wife was a Delaware Indian.

Christian character is illustrated by the folk

ing incident. In one of his journeys to V

oming in company with Charles Thomson, tt

route lay through a country infested by ho3

Indians, by whom several murders had b

committed in the neighborhood of the patl

the forest through which they were then tr

elling. At night they were obliged to enca

in the woods, and lying down under a sens(

their danger Charles Thomson expressed

fears to his companion, who calmly repl:

" My Saviour watches over me," and went
concernedly to sleep.

C. F. Post started on his journey on the

teenth of Seventh Mo., 17.58, and accompai

with Indian guides, on the twelfth of the

lowing month arrived at Kushkushkee in

neighborhood of Fort Duquesne. He was
ceived with great kindness by several of tl

hostile Indians, by whom he was protected f;

the murderous designs of the French, and (

veyed from one of their Indian settlement

another, in order to deliver his message,

assure them of the friendly feelings of

English. As it was known however, to the

dians that the army of General Forbes

then on its way towards their country, s

feelings of doubt in regard to the sincerit

the English induced them to hesitate on gi^

a final answer, and they informed the messer*

that if he " had brought news of peace be:.'e
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[3
army had begun to march, it would have

ne a great deal more good."

A simple narrative of his two journeys to

! Ohio was kept by C. F. Post, and was first

nted in London with notes in 1759. It has
been printed as an appendix to Proud's

story of Pennsylvania. In a recent work en-

ed "An Essay towards an Indian Biblio-

iphy," in the library of Thomas W. Field,

rS, the following notice of this labor of love

! been recorded: "Since the days of Regulus

in that town, being then very tender, spoke to
one of the interpreters, and I was afterwards
told that he said in substance: "

I love to fed
where words come from."

(To becoiUlnued.)

more perilous had been undertaken I

single man; Braddock had been defeated
I eight hundred white soldiers slain. Forbes
5 preparing for the invasion of the Indian
ritory. Pitiless massacre reigned on both
3S, Rewards that would have tempted all

fierce borderers a year before were of-

ed in vain, until Christian Post, rejecting all

sr of compensation and solely for peace and
'cy's sake, set out upon his mission. Every
p through the wilderness, the most appall-

dangers threatened him. A hundred times
e savage arms raised to destroy him, and a
dred times by little less than miracles the
vs were averted. It is impossible to ex-
erate the importance of the work he ac-

iplished. By his persuasions he detached
Ohio Indians from the French interest, and
empire of that nation in the West fell."

a the journals of Daniel Stanton, John
rchman, John Pemberton, and John Wool-
i, who were actively engaged to a greater
ess degree in labors for the welfare of the
ans of Pennsylvania, may be found many
resting references to them at this period,

-as the concern of these and other FrieTids

ttend public treaties, in which the interests

le Indians were involved, for many years, in

sr to assist if possible in their behalf.

1 1760 a band of Delaware Indians resided

Vyalusing on the banks of the north branch
bie Susquehanna, now in Bradford County,
Among these was John Papoonung, one

lieir chiefs. He became a religious man
visited Philadelphia in 1760, with several
is people, and had interviews with Friends
m he found living in the profession of much
he had been convinced of without instru-

tal means by Divine openings upon his

1. To some of these he unfolded the con-
3 of spirit which he had passed through,
on his own account and for the good of

'Bople; among whom he was much esteemed
a instructor in spiritual things.

1 1761, he with other Indians were present
treaty at Easton, which some Friends from
idelphiaalso attended. He afterwards came
lis city and became further acquainted with
nds.

1763 John Woolraan visited these Indians
be Susquehanna, accompanied by Benjamin
in, in the love of the gospel, and had sev-

religious opportunities with them, in one
hich John Woolman was engaged in prayer,
jference to this John Woolman says:"Af-
ards, feeling my mind covered with the
t of prayer, I told the interpreters that I

d it in my heart to pray to God, and be-
:d if I prayed aright. He would hear me,
expressed my willingness for them to

interpreting; so our meeting ended with
:gree of Divine love. Before the people
; out, I observed Papoonung, a man who
been zealous in laboring for a reformation

For "The Fkiknd,'

This Warm Hearted World.

The last time that Frances E. Willard spoke
to

_

a Washington audience, she told of a
Chicago bootblack who, with his kit on his

shoulder and a package of newspapers under
his arm, stopped at the call of a man with a club
foot. He worked away at the man's shoes, giv-
ing them as fine a polish as he could, and when
the job was done the man threw him double
pay, saying: "No change; I made you more
work than most folks do."

Quick as a fiash the little fellow handed back
half the money, saying with eyes full of earnest
sympathy: "0, mister, I couldn't make money
out of your trouble,"

Not far from Washington there lived a boy
who has to bear the heavy burden of deformi-
ty, but so bravely does he bear it that he is the
very heart of his home, the brightest and cheer-
iest and most helpful one in the household.
A while ago he went out and hunted up a sit-

uation for himself so that he might pay his

share of the family expenses.
Somebody asked him: "Don't you find it

rather disagreeable, going about as you have
to now?"
He looked up with his bright, flashing smile,

and answered quickly: "0, no; everybody is

kind to a fellow in my fix," with a slight gest-
ure towards his back.

There is plenty of love and sympathy in the
world, after all, if our eyes are open to see
them.

—

Christian Endeavor World.

subject. To me it seems simply inexplicable."—Neiv Orleans Tinics-Dejnocrat.

Plants that Seem to

" My daughter, who is very fond of flowers,
has a morning glory vine growing in a box on
her window ledge. While watering it recently,
she noticed a delicate tendril reaching out to-

ward a nail in the side casing. She marked the
position of the tendril in pencil on the wood,
and then shifted the nail about an inch lower.
Next day the little feeler had deflected itself

very noticeably, and was again heading for the
nail. The marking and shifting were repeated
four or five times, always with the same results,

and finally one night the tendril, which had
grown considerably, managed to reach the cov-
eted support, and found it coiled tightly around
it. Meanwhile, another bunch of tendrils had
been making for a hook that was formerly used
for a thermometer. Just before it reached its

destination, my daughter strung a cord across
the window sash directly above. It was a
choice then, between the old love and the new,
and as a morning glory always seems to prefer
a cord to anything else, it wasn't long in mak-
ing up its mind. In a very few hours the pale,

crisp little tendrils—which, by the way, con-
vey a surprising suggestion of human fingers-
had commenced to lift toward the twine. Next
day they reached it, and took such a firm grip
that I don't believe they possibly could have
been disengaged without breaking the fibre.

Scientists are no doubt familiar with such phe-
nomena, and, if so, I would be very glad to learn
whether they have formulated a "theory on the

Eliza Wigham.

The death of Eliza Wigham removes a charm-
ing personality, and one whose life was indeed
an example from many points of view. It is

not easy for Friends in England to fully under-
stand what sort of place she filled in the midst
of the small group of members of the Society
in Scotland, as well as in the civic life of
Edinburgh. I use the word " civic " because
although Eliza Wigham occupied no municipal
or ofiicial position, she was in a wonderful de-
gree one of the leading citizens of Edinburgh.
She was a zealous politician, and this, coupled
with her active interest in a large number of
social and religious societies, brought her into
contact with a variety of persons, and opened
up many spheres of influence. Her name was
a household word, and her life was seen and
read of all men.
A number of cases come to my mind in which

Eliza Wigham playfed the part of the good
Samaritan, and in not a few cases continued
to play that part over a long period of time.
Her generosity and hospitality seemed to know
no bounds. Her physical frame grew frailer

and weaker, but her spirit grew ever stronger
and larger. One forgot the physical frailty,

and thought only of the spiritual beauty, and
strength and capacity. In one sense she also
did the same. That is, she attempted many
things altogether beyond her physical strength,
and yet she carried them through by the im-
mense force of her spiritual power.

One can scarcely say so much without adding
a word concerning, perhaps, the most remarka-
ble case in point. She lived, as many will re-
member, with her mother, the late Jane Wig-
ham, who during her last years required much
careful nursing and tending. To enter that
home and watch those two lives in the evening
of their days, and witness the absolute self-

renunciation of Eliza Wigham, her constant
watchfulness, her superhuman patience and
gentleness, was a religious education. She
gave her life away day by day, she grew more
and more weary, and more and more devoted.
When the end at last came Eliza Wigham must
have slept for days from sheer physical exhaus-
tion. I have seen many nursings. Never one
like that. Yet it was an epitome of her life.

Her home was a refuge for the distressed, or
the homeless, or the unfortunate. Her heart
was large enough to take in all sorts and con-
ditions of men and women. She belonged to-

the Society of Encouragers.
In her political associations, however vigor-

ous her views, they were invariably expressed
moderately and ipiietly. And of those who
(lifl'ered stKongly from her, and had perhaps
so expressed themselves in public, she always
spoke with respect and without a touch of bit-

terness. Her knowledge of the municipal af-
fairs of Edinburgh was intimate and exten-
sive. I well remember a \'isit to Duncan Mac-
laren, and the little council of war concerning
a pending election. It revealed something of
the wide knowledge which the two Friends pos-
sessed and of the wide influence they could
exert. Nowadays in Edinburgh there are plenty
of women prepared to stand in the vanguard of
public life and to uphold medical education for
women and all the various forms of larger
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duties and citizenship for women. But it should

not be forgotten that this is possible owing to

the bravery and patience of pioneers in all

sorts of social reforms like Eliza Wighani.

In the small Friends' Meeting, as it was ten

j'ears ago, it is hardly necessary to say that

Eliza Wigham was a pillar of the church. In-

deed it is likely that the Edinburgh Meeting

would have disappeared altogther if it had not

been for the work and spirit of two women
Friends, Eliza Wigham and Jane Miller.

One cannot think of this beautiful life with-

out observing the contribution which the So-

ciety of Friends can make through isolated in-

dividuals to society at large. In centres where

there is a considerable gathering of " influen-

tial Friends," a little unity and organized opin-

ion will readily carry weight amongst Friends

locally and in the great world outside. But in

places where there is a small Meeting, and
where Friends are not many or wealthy, how
can they, in such a position, make the tenets

of the Society of Friends an influence in the

district? An answer is at hand—by following

the example of Eliza Wigham, in whose life

Edinburgh saw Quakerism, and tasted some-

thing of its fruit. Public spirit, personal

energy, and the Quaker faith, though she was
" isolated " and often alone, made her great

influence what it became.
But it is none of these things which those

who knew her will chiefly remember. It is the

gentleness and graciousness, the singleness of

purpose and purity of conduct, bred of holy

communion and high fellowship, that must al-

ways be represented to us in the name of Eliza

Wigham.

—

G. N., in {London) Friend.

Arithmetic", "l700 B. C.

Probably the oldest copy book for home les-

sons in arithmetic was recently unearthed in

Egypt. The papyrus, which was found in excel-

lent condition, dates from the period about 1700
B. C, that is, about one hundred years before

the time of Moses, or almost 3600 years ago.

It proves that the Egyptians had a thorough
knowledge of elementary mathematics almost

to the extent of our own. The papyrus has a

long heading: "Direction how to attain the

knowledge of all dark things," etc. Numerous
examples show that their principal operations

with entire units and fractions were made by
means of addition and multiplication. Subtrac-
tions and divisions were not known in their pres-

ent form, but correct results were obtained

nevertheless.

Equations are also found in the papyrus.
Among the examples given is this one: Ten
measures of barley are to be divided among ten

persons in such a manner that each subsequent
person receives one eighth a measure less than
the one before him. Another example given is:

There are seven men, each one has seven cats,

each cat has eaten seven mice, each mouse has
eaten seven grains of barley. Each grain of

barley would, if cultivated, have yielded seven
measures of barley. How much barley has been
lost in that way ? " The papyrus also contains

calculations of area, the calculation of the area
of a circle, and its transformation into a square,

and finally calculations of the cubic measure-

1

ments of pyramids.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

The less form in religion the better, since

God is a Spirit.
j

WHY SHOULDN'T I?

.My canary bird sings the whole day long,

Behind his gilded bars,

Shut in from all that birds enjoy,

Under the sun and stars;

The freedom, grace and action fine,

Of wild birds he foregoes,

But spite of that, with happiness.

His little heart o'erllows;

"The world is wide; and birds outside

In happy cheer abide,

Why shouldn't I
?"

I, too, must dwell behind the bars

Of toil and sacrifice;

From weary heart and weary brain

My prayers or songs arise;

But all around sad hearts abound,
And troubles worse than mine,

If aught of comfort I can bring to them,
Shall I repine?

" God's world is wide; if I can hide

The crowding tears and sing beside,

Why shouldn't I
'?"

—Selected.

Sympathy Belated.

A Friend writes to us that a man from Phil

adelphia on leaving a barber's shop in a distant

town which he was visiting this past summer
was presented by the proprietor with his print-

ed business card, giving his name, employment
and residence on one side, and on the other

the following lines which he had printed with

a hope that by distributing them among his

patrons, a good influence might thereby be the

result. They have been in print occasionally

elsewhere, and, it may be, in our columns.

They contain a lesson which bears repetition

'Do not keep the alabaster boxes of your
and tenderness sealed up until your

friends are dead. Fill their lives with sweet-

ness, speak approving, cheering words while
their ears can hear them, and while their hearts

can be thrilled and made happy. The kind

things you meant to say, when they are dead
and gone say before they go. The flowers you
meant to send for their coflins, send now to

brighten and sweeten their homes before they
leave them.

" If my friends have any alabaster boxes laid

away full of fragrant perfumes of sympathy,
good-will and att'ection, which they intend to

break over my dead body, I would prefer they
would bring them out in my weary and troub-

led hours, and open them that I may be re-

freshed, cheered and made better while I need
them. I would rather have a plain coffin with-

out a flower, a funeral without a eulogy, than
a life without the sweetness of good-will and
love.

" Let us learn to anoint all humanity before-

hand for their burial. Post-mortem kindness
does not cheer the hardened spirit—flowers on
the coffin cast no fragrance backward over the
weary way. Remember we travel the road of

life but once; let us all try to make this world
better by our having lived."

Superintendent John W. Carr, Anderson, Ind.,

says:—Common sense, knowledge, love—these
are the three fixed points through which the
circumference of a teacher's character must be
struck. Omit any one and the symmetry is de-

stroyed, and instead of a circle you have an ec-

centric. Omit common sense, and the teacher
does those absurd and impracticable things that

subject him to the sneers and ridicule of the
world. Omit knowledge, and you have a case
of the children asking for bread and receiving

a stone. Omit love, and the souls of the littji

one shrivel and die—or, perchance, are con
gealed to ice in the frigid atmosphere of th'

school room.

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda o

Robert Milhous.

Fourth Month 15th, 1891.— I thought i

might be right for me this evening to leav

on record for my remaining daughter Marth
and my grandchildren, that this day I filled u

my eightieth year and I may testify that I hav

at different times, to all outward view, ver

narrowly escaped with my life, by accidents (

various kinds. Indeed I may say I look upo
myself as being a monument of Divine mere;

notwithstanding my great unworthiness.
have been spared to old age, and at this dal

am still able to attend to moderate outdoi

labor. Be pleased, oh Heavenly Father, "
ni

to leave me in my old age, nor forsake me wh(

my strength faileth."

Eleventh Month 2.5th.—A stormy mornin
and on looking towards attending our Qua
terly Meeting of Ministers and Elders whic
was held at two o'clock this afternoon, 1 ft

discouraged and tried to excuse myself fro

attending, feeling feeble; but on trying tl

matter, to the best of my ability, 1 thoug
best to make the attempt, and I was raa

glad I was there, and the language of VeU
when favored with James and John to witne
the glory of our Holy Redeemer upon t
mount, was much with me whilst sitting-

silence with my friends, when gathered on t

occasion, which I expressed with some ad(

tions, in which I felt peace, and a renewed tf

dence that I am not forsaken.

Attended the Quarterly Meeting the ne

day, which I believe was favored, and return

home with feelings of thankfulness and peac

Unworthy as I am, I think proper here
record, with feelings of near unity and thai

fulness, the visit, in gospel love of our df

friend, Elizabeth Evans, with her brother W'
liam and Margaret Lightfoot as her compc
ions, all of whom were very acceptably w-

us, and their social visit at our house was vt

cordial to our feelings.

Eleventh Mo. 28th, seven o'clock p. M.—1

1

lieve I have not been as watchful the past li

as I ought to have been, and the language
my heart is, "Oh, my Heavenly Father,

pleased to forgive all my shortcomings."
Twelfth Month Gth.—At meeting to-da.\

seemed led to speak of a neglect of manifest

duty, as being a great means of the light bei

withdrawn from us; which is attended w
great danger to give way to, or to endeavor
put away from us. Towards the conclusid

was brought deeply to feel the awfulness

presuming to approach the Divine Being
prayer, which mortal man cannot acceptal

do unless He opens the door and prepares t

soul therefor.

First Month 18th.—At a meeting yestenl

I was led to speak of the renewed desire I f<

that the .seed of the kingdom, planted in I

heart by the great Husbandman, might t;

root downwards, and bear fruit upwards, :

so to prevail that it might be not only to J
honor and glory but to our own everlastijl

peace and happiness; in which I felt peace. I
Second Month 7th, 1892.—At our little meB
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; to-day, which was silent, the comforting

1 beautiful language seemed presented to

mind, " He brought me into his banqueting

use, and his banner over me was love;"

ich has left a precious impression on my
nd, having a tendency to encourage the hope
it I am still an object of my Heavenly
ther's love and mercy.

Oh, my dear Saviour, be pleased to seaixh

! and remove from my soul everything that

offensive in thy sight, before I go hence to

seen of men no more.

Third Month 13th, 1892.— For more than

ree weeks 1 have been almost entirely con-

ed within my house, and much of the time

my bed with la grippe, and although my
dily sufferings have not been very great,

t it has been a season of much spiritual ex-

cise ; but I have through Divine mercy for

e most part been favored to feel a calm and

peful mind, and enabled to trust in that Al-

ghty power which has hitherto sustained

i through all my trials. Feeling some better

•day, I ventured out to our little meeting,

lich I thought was a solemn and favored

ison, in which 1 was engaged in public tes-

nony, to the relief of my own mind and re-

rned to my home in peace. May all praise

ascribed unto Him to whom it is everlast

jly due.

Ninth Month 4th.—At our little meeting
-day, soon after taking my seat, the prayer

the psalmist arose freshly with me, "Set a

itch over my heart, and keep the door of my
s, to keep me from evil, and my lips from
eaking guile," which I much desired -to apply

my own particular, but under an apprehen-
in that it might not be safe for me to let it

3t there in silence, I ventured upon my feet

;d endeavored, in a broken manner, to ex-

jess the desire which rested with me, that we
might be thus engaged so as to be pre-

ved from evil, and thus be made helpful to

i another, in the way to the kingdom of

aven, in which I believe I felt peace, although
verty of feeling is much my clothing.

God's Help in Our Studies.—We count it

isonable to look to the Lord for our daily

3ad ; to apply to Him for aid and guidance
the trials and emergencies of life ; but how
ff are they who seek for the same aid from
;m and feel the same dependence upon Him
;

matters of the intellect—in learning, in

jidy, in thought ! It is very reasonable and
poming. It is very necessary, that when we
3 forth into the toil and business of the day,

] when our affairs present perplexing diffi-

;ities, we should cast ourselves upon the

rd's protection and look to Him for counsel
i guidance. But is it, can it be less needful
it when we sit down to read, to write, to

idy, to think, we should lift up our hearts
istingly to Him and cry :

" What in me is

rk illume, what is low raise and support ?

"

Jd can and will do this for us ; and it would
j-ase Him well to be asked to do it. Let us
^ieve that to pray earnestly is to study well

;

iji let us be sure "that He will refuse nothing
;iit we seek in singleness of heart only for

1 service and his glory. How many difficul-

tjS that seem insuperable would be smoothed,
lA' many blessed thoughts might be suggested,
if many forgotten things brought to mind,

how many wearinesses refreshed, if we trusted
more to God and less to ourselves, in the ex-
ercise of such gifts as He may have committed
to us and in the supply of such as we want !

—

John Kitto.

Unity.

The Psalmist, a true philosopher, exclaims,
" I am fearfully and wonderfully made, and
that my soul knoweth right well." For whether
we consider man as regards his body, mind, or

soul, each, in itself, with its powers and func-

tions, is marvellous. If then we come to dwell

upon unity as applied to Christian fellowship,

unity of the soul holds the chief place, that of

the mind a secondary one; yet since the per-

fect man whilst on earth is in the flesh, that

unity which comprises both is the most com-
plete.

God creating man, breathed unto him a por-

tion of his own spirit, of the breath of life,

and man became a living soul; and had he not

succumbed to temptation immortality was his.

Through sin, death came, but through the

grace and mercy of God, He opened up a door

to life through his only begotten Son, the

Word of God by whom God made man. Not
only was this Word made flesh, dwelling amongst
men, revealing the will of the Father, and ac-

complishing all things, according to the Divine

counsel, but He is and ever has been " that

quickening spirit" through whom men have been
raised from their deadness of soul caused by
sin, and made alive to God. In this life, of

which He is the author, man has unity with

God, for God is a spirit, and this unity is in the

spirit of his Son, as Jesus said, " And the glory

which thou gavest me I have given them, that

they may be one, even as we are one. I in

them, and thou in me, that they may be made
perfect in one " (.John xvii: 22, 23).

Precious indeed then, as unity with the

brethren in church fellowship is, yet his unity

of the spirit with the Father of Spirits, through

his Son, must ever be of primary importance

to each Christian, and any unity amongst be-

lievers, which has not this as the chief founda-

tion stone, is lacking in the great essential of

unity. Unity with God, and unity with the

brethren, his children, is one of God's choicest

gifts to man. But peoples, however spiritual

they at one time may be, are, like their com-
ponent individuals, frail, and liable to decline

into error. Happy was Joshua, foreseeing

such a liability, in his determination, that

though all Israel should forsake the Lord and

serve other gods, " as for me and my house we
will serve the Lord" (Jos. xxiv: 1.5). And the

sequel proved how well grounded his misgivings

were, for the next generation who had not seen

the works of the Lord and knew Him not, went

and served Baal (See Judges ii: 10, 11). And
many like proofs have we of the inconstancy

of man. Even the apostles one and all said,

"Though all men forsake thee, yet will not I,"

and yet a few hours intervening, their ardor

cooled, their faith vanished, and they all for-

sook Jesus in the hour of trial and fled." But

Elijah, thinking himself alone amongst Israel,

was faithful to his God. In view of these

beacon lights, well may we rejoice with trem-

bling. It is the Lord who is our Shepherd, else

like poor wandering sheep, we might soon

stray away. It is only as we daily and hourly

walk with Him, as Adam did daily, as we walk
in the spirit, that we can hold our fellowship

with Him, and enjoy true unity with those who
are also in the way. It is as the apostle de-
clares " as we walk in the light, as God is in

the light, that we have fellowship one with an-
other, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth from all sin. This light, life, grace,
truth and spirit are all but dirt'erent names for
" God working in you to will and to do of his

good pleasure." (Jod gave of his spirit without
measure to his Son, that He might give to
every man, " according to the measure of the
gift of Christ." We are "baptized by one
spirit into one body," and each, partaking of
the one Divine life, that of Christ, in Him we
are one. This glory, God's Holy Spirit, God
gave his Son, the Son gives it to those who
believe and love Him. As grace, this spirit

teaches; as truth, it throws a clear light, dis-

tinguishing truth from error; as glory, like the
Shekinah above the mercy seat, it proves God's
favor and presence; as light, it gives ability to

do as the prophet said would be the case under
Christ's dispensation, to discern between him
that serveth God and him that serveth Him
not," and this discernment is applied to thoughts
within more than to men without.

They who are thus directed in their thoughts
and ways, as God's promise is,

" they shall all be
taught of God ;

" who have also, the Holy Scrip-

tures, God's will revealed to men, by this same
spirit, which the prophets said should be ours;

who have the same life, wherein they know and
feel one another; one Holy Head, moulding the
will and directing each member; they enjoy in

all these a true substantial unity— unity in

faith, spirit, doctrine and practice.

Without this unity, any other is poor indeed,

and if God and truth be not the foundation it

must needs be the wisdom and teaching of

men, which after all is a sandy foundation

whereon to base our hopes for eternity.

Shall we then make a creed the touchstone
of unity? or the declaration of a synod or con-

ference? or any conformity to certain rites or

ceremonies? Not at all. Some of these may
be advisory, but cannot be obligatory on the

individual conscience. These may all err as

the records of history prove they have done.

If these had been obeyed the apostles and
Luther, too, would have ceased to preach.

George Fox did not hold these binding or he
would not have withdrawn from the national

religion. Paul exercised himself to hold a

good conscience, void of offence before "God
and man," and he who aims at this and has

<jod's witness to that effect as the seal of his

uprightness, possesses true religion. If God
receives him, God's spirit in another will not

condemn, and no man should judge another by
his 'own spirit.

As the light of Christ makes manifest and
reproves evil in the heart, so also does it

enable those who walk in it to see evil, if there

be any, in others; but reproving the evil, the

spirit of Christ is still gentle and loving, and
seeks to draw the sinner from the evil, and
not harshly condemn him; for all must remem-
ber, that were it not for (jod's grace and
mercy, ourselves would be no better, it might
be much worse. This is the sjiirit of charity;

which above all others with that humility

which becomes poor, weak creatures of a day,

leads into brotherly condescension, and a yearn-
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ing care for each others' welfare and preser- the lad, and throwing his arras around her, he

vation from evil. These under God's blessing said.

tend to preserve all in a blessed unity; but]

lacking these, there may be uniformity, where
,

the strong minded rule the weaker ones, but

that is not the true unity, which as far excels

anything else the world may offer as gold does

" Dear mother, you shall never wait again

like this for me."

The resolution has never been broken.

—

Late Paper.

The church of Christ cannot then be too

diligent and careful to weed out anything

that would mar this blessed unity, the crown-

ing beauty of Christ's garden, in whose walks

He takes delight; for as the psalmist declares,

this unity is as the anointing oil, qualifying for

man's most sacred duty, that of the worship

of his Lord. Our very thoughts towards other.s

need to be watched in the light of Christ. " Let

none of you imagine evil against his brother."

And may we all ever bear in mind " That one is

our Master even Christ and all we are brethren."

No one but God has a right to dominion over

the conscience, nor to lord it over God's herit-

age. As we draw nearer in spirit to Christ

the Son of Righteousness, our difficulties, like

stars before the morning sun, will grow less

and less conspicuous, until bathed in his light

and glory. He to us is our all in all. In heaven is

perfect unity, and the saints on earth are per-

mitted to " sit in heavenly places in Christ

Jesus."
^^

W.W. B.

" Waiting for my Boy."—A few years ago,

in one of the growing cities of New York State,

there was a home into which the great sorrow

of a father's death had entered. The sons, of

whom there were several, were of nervous

temperament, full of animation and exposed to

many temptations which endanger the youth

in large cities.

The widowed mother realized the vast im-

portance of her responsibility, and many a

time did she look upward toward the heavenly

Father for Divine aid in the guidance of her

fatherless boys. She made it a rule never to

retire for rest at night until all her sons were

at home. But as the boys grew older this be-

came a severe tax both on her time and health,

often keeping the faithful mother watching

until the midnight hour.

One of the boys displayed a talent for music

and became a skillful violinist. He drifted

among the wrong class of people, and was

soon at balls and parties that seldom dispersed

until the early hours of day.

Upon one occasion it was nearly seven

o'clock in the morning before he went to his

home. Entering the house and opening the

door of the sitting-room, he saw a sight that

never can be effaced from his memory.
In the old rocking-chair sat his aged mother

fast asleep, but evidently she had been weep-

ing. Her frilled cap, as white as snow, cover-

ed her gray hair ; the knitting had fallen from
her hands, while the tallow from the candle

had run over the candlestick and down her

dress.

Going up to her the young man exclaimed.
" Why, mother! What are you doing here?"

His voice startled her, and, upon the ques-

tion being repeated, she attempted to rise, and

piteously, but, oh, so tenderly, looking up into

his face, said.
" / am waitinpfor my hoy."

The sad look and those words, so expressive

of that long night's anxiety, quite overcame

War and Peace Notes.

Examiner Preston, of the mint, calculated

the number of gold dollars it required to sup-

port the army during the past fiscal year, and

the size and weight of the sum moulded into a

gold brick. The ninety-two million dollars that

the army has cost would make a cubic block

of solid gold eleven and one-half feet in each

dimension, weighing about one hundred and

sixty-nine tons.

—

Philadelphia Record.

Ellen Robinson expressed the hope that

Friends would be faithful in their testimony

against all war as contrary to the spirit of

Christ. We are told that now all should keep

silent. On the contrary, it is the time to

make our voice heard, dwelling on the un-

christian nature of war. It is a duty to try to

counteract the flood of misrepresentation over-

whelming the judgment of the nation.

—

{In

Meeting for Sufferings, London.)

The man who has sacrificed his own sincere

convictions at the moment when it cost some-

thing to declare them, because he feared un-

popularity, ridicule, or because he could not

withstand the fierce rush of the popular cur-

rent, has done to himself a more dreadful thing

than he could possibly suffer from the un-

chained malice of his enemies. . . We, for

one, reject the fallacy that because the govern-

ment of the nation in which we have citizen-

ship has committed itself to a given course of

action therefore we should be silent as to the

righteousness or unrighteousness of its policy.

Once admit that proposition and the citizen

becomes as much a conscienceless automaton

as any military subject of the Russian czar. . .

The true man knows that his party can never

justly bid him serve it in disobedience to his duty

to his country, and his country in turn can exact

no allegiance which violates his duty to human-
ity. If the State says without cause, " Slay,"

God still declares, " Thou shaltdo no murder."

Disobedience to any such unjust command is

the highest loyalty.

—

Herbert Welsh.

Christianity has nothing to gain in foreign

lands if its presence is secured there by the

policy of a Government whose methods are es-

sentially imperialistic. The proof of this is

furnished by the incontestable fact that the

success of American missions in alien lands,

without annexation or colonization, has been
more remarkable among the natives than those

that have been backed by the prestige of im-

perialism. . . Heretofore America has been

regarded by the heathen as being free from
the crimes committed against them by others,

and hence the gospel from the lips of Christ's

ambassadors has received respectful attention.

But let her attitude change, let her become
like all the rest, and let the enforcement of

her sovereignty lead to outrages and execu-

tions, and her imperialism would be as pernic-

ious to Christianity as was that of Rome.—
Dr. Lorimer.

PiLKiNGTON OF UGANDA.— One remark we

feel constrained to make, as we read the brief

account of dear I'ilkington's death. This in-

valuable missionary and translator, whatever

may be the justification of it, joined the troops

in quelling the second mutiny. He took up

his position with Captain Harrison, who was

leading the attack. Men were seen coming

toward them, and were thought to be Waganda,

but they opened fire, and proved themselves

to be Nubians. One of them took deliberate

aim at I'ilkington several times, but each time

missed him. Then Pilkington returned the

fire, but the shots went equally wide of the

mark. He tired again at Pilkington, and this

time shot him right through the thigh, burst-

ing the femoral artery. One of Harrison's

Nubian officers then shot and killed the mar

who had inflicted on Pilkington his fatal wound

Shortly after, the beloved missionary fel

asleep. He had gone out in the morning at

seven; he was brought back before nine P. M

dead.

We have had more than once a doubt whethei

Christ's messengers of peace are to take uj

weapons of war; whether literally our weapom

in the mission field, if they are to be mightj

through God to the pulling down of strong

holds, are not to be spiritual in character. Hac

Pilkington kept himself to his work of trans

lation and evangelization, he would have been

so far as man can see, alive to-day. One cai

but notice how, until he returned the fire, hi

seemed to be Divinely sheltered from the dei

liberate aim of the foe; but after he fired hiii

shots, the first return fire was fatal. Whai

impression must be made on the heathen when!

we seek to win to Christ, when they see a mis!

sionary taking up a rifle and marching agains

'

them! " The Son of Man came not to destro;

men's lives, but to save them." And what wa.

the act by which the life of the man who hai

shot down Pilkington was taken, but an act o

retaliation! We know of one missionary so

ciety, whose unswerving principle is not to at

tempt any act of violence, even in self-defence

and they have never yet lost but one life b

any act of violence on the part of the native

among whom they labor. With the utmos

tenderness we feel constrained to ask whethe

our missionaries should not keep themselves t

their work as God's heralds and witnesses, an

whether an entirely pacific mission on thei^

part would not seem in the eyes of pagan

more consistent with their profession and th

spirit of their Master. For ourselves we hav

long felt that war is not the occupation c

the missionary, and every new instance, sue

as the beloved Pilkington furnishes, seems t

erect a new warning for God's servants.— T';

Missionary Review of the World.

A writer in The Herald of Peace for Tenth .Mo

1899, has addressed the following queries-
" To archbishops, bishops, clergy and ministei

of the churches of Great Britain and Irelam

the following 'theses' are respectfully sul

mitted:
" 1. God, being love, is not the cruelty ar

barbarism of the war system diametrically o]

posed to his spirit?
" 2. Why was King David forbidden '

build the temple?
" 3. What was the teaching of the Prin(

of Peace on the cross when He said, in refe
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;e to those who were accountable for his

Fering, ' Father, forgive them ?'

' 4. What was his teaching in the Sermon
the Mount?
'5. What are the fruits of the Spirit, as

ined by Holy Scripture? (Galatians v: 22.)
' 6. What about the love that worketh no

to his neighbor? (Romans xiii: 10.)
' 7. W^hat are the words of the great Mes-
nic prophet about those whose hands are

1 of blood? (Isaiah i.)

'8. What is the teaching of the Lord's

lyer?

'9. Who has the power of death in this

rid, and what does the name of Apollyon

nify?

'10. What principle underlies the doing

ay with horrible cruelty and torture in pun-

ments? (Micah vi: 8.)

'11. Why do we endeavor to convert or civ-

e the heathen by such contradictory agen-

s as missionaries and Maxim guns, etc.?

3 the souls of some more precious in our

ht than those of others?

'12. Why is the sixth commandment ig-

ed? Christ said: 'If ye love me, keep my
nmandments.'

*13. What is the apostolic injunction as to

! overcoming of evil?

' 14. Have we ever yet apprehended Christ

ius as the life?"

5UPPAWN, Samp, Succotash.—The colonists

ckly learned from the Indians to harvest,

nd and cook this corn in many palatable ways,

Ithe foods made from maize have retained to

3 day the names given by the aborigines, such
hominy, pone, suppawn, samp, succotash,

np and samp porridge were soon favorite

hes. Samp is Indian corn pounded into a

irsely ground powder in a mortar,

[he laborious Indian method of preparing
ize for consumption was to steep it in hot wa-
fer twelve hours, then pound the grain in

mortar till it was a coarse meal. It was then
;ed in a small basket, and the large grains

ich did not pass through the primitive sieve

re again pounded and sifted.

3amp was often pounded in a primitive and
turesque Indian mortar made of a hollowed
ck of wood or stump of a tree. The pestle

3 a heavy block of wood shaped like the in-

ior of the mortar and fitted with a handle
ached to one side. The block was fastened
the top of a growing sapling, which was bent
ir, and thus acquired the required spring back
er the block, or pestle, was pounded down on
corn. Pounding samp was slow work, often

le in later years by unskilled negroes, and
ice disparagingly termed "niggering" corn.

Jhautavquan.

\ FIRM, assured patience grows upon the
j'istian, enabling him to hold upon his way,
jleterred, unchilled by whatever he may meet
j'n it; enabling him also, I know not to what
pr music, to build up his spirit to a strength
i:alm, reliant conviction, even with the stones
ifinds there, as a brook lifts up a more clear
' rapid voice for flowing over pebbles. The
:iin upon the inner life has passed over from
to Christ. The heart has grown wise, in-

iicted, tolerant, tender with weakness, pa-
jit of imperfection.

—

Patience of Hope.

^^
Work and Worry.—"Studying too hard,"

" overworked," are charged with many deaths,

but, in the majority of cases, most unjustly.

Trouble kills, but it is a rare thing for a man to

think himself to death, unless his thoughts are
intimately connected with something painful

and distressing. Study is a boon to the student.

He would rather study than eat. The greatest
students have lived long and happily to four-

score and beyond.

Thought is to the brain what exercise is to

the physical constitution; it keeps the chan-
nels of life clear, the blood-vessels unobstruct-
ed, and the vital fluid courses along them, dis-

tributing newness of life and vigor of action to

the latest hours of existence ; while the want
of thought brings starvation to the circulation,

and causes man to drivel and sleep in old age

—

dead as to everything except eating and cow-
ering over the fire.

Men may study hard, and after fifty may
study with comfort and advantage for five, ten,

or fifteen hoursday after day; and if the studies

are pleasureable, they promote the general well-

being of the system, both physical and mental,

if only abundant sleep is had, with a regular
supply of simple and nourishing food, sitting

down to meals in pleasant moods and allowing

a good half-hour before study is resumed.
Many of our literary men die prematurely,

not from overstudy, but from depressing men-
tal states and irregular or excessive eating

and drinking. It is high pressure and con-

stant tension, rather than steady, continuous la-

bor of body or mind, which hurries multitudes

to their graves years before their time. With
all haste there is impatience, solicitude, worry,

in the present age, we fear that everything is

sacrificed to " hurry."

—

Public Health Journal.

"Lest any Man Should Boast."— The
Scriptures describe that joy in the Lord which
accompanies the witness of his Spirit, as an

humble joy, a joy that abases to the dust; that

makes a pardoned sinner cry out, "I am vile!

What am I or my father's house? Now mine
eye seeth thee. I abhor myself in dust and

Items Concerning the Society.

Wm. D. Harvey arrived in Philadelphia or. the

.5th instant, leaving J. S. Elkinton at Ottawa. The
latter will visit Friends and Government officials in

Canada for a few days, e.xpecting to be at home
about the 14th. He was in good health.

The subject of the freedom of the ministry, both

from the point of view of avoiding a professional

or stated ministry, and of maintaining the liberty

of the membership to preach, claimed a large part

of one of the sessions of the Yearly Meeting. The
discussion was entered into by a number of our

members from different parts of the Yearly Meeting
with great earnestness. Their expression was unani-

mous that Friends have a position to maintain on

this point, and that it needs to be maintained in

life and power, and not merely in name. Our chil-

dren should be taught the meaning and scope of it.

The self-sacrifice needed and the weight of personal

responsibility involved should not be shunned, but

welcomed, as one of the great means of developing

a strong Christian character. We nefd to empha-
size the prophetic gift, as well as the teaching
gift. We need to have all gifts freely exercised,

without looking to any one man for the sermon.

To preserve this freedom we must be in loving .sub-

mission to the Lord and also to one another.

—

(Baltimore) Interchange.

We here continue quotations that have been met
with from John Fiske's " Dutch and Quaker Colo-
nies in America." "Quakerism," he says, "was the
most extreme form which Protestantism had a.s-

sumed. In so far as Protestantism claimed to be
working a reformation in Christianity by retaining
the spiritual core and dropping off the non-essential
integuments, the Quakers carried this process about
as far as it could go."

"The basis of George Fox's teaching was the
belief that each soul is in religious matters answera-
ble not to its fellows but to God alone, without
priestly mediation, because the Holy Spirit is im-
mediately present in every soul, and is thus a direct

.source of illumination."
" The Quakers were inspired by an aggressive

missionary zeal which was apt to lead them where
their company was not wanted."

" It was a renewal of Christ's teaching that re-

ligion is an affair of the inner soul, and not of ex-
ternals " [except external obedience, we would add.]

Notes from Others.

"Religions are many; reason is one. We are all

brothers." This phra.se is on the lips of every
Chinese, and the Chinese bandy it from one to the
other with the most exquisite urbanity.— Huc'.t

"Journey Through the Chinese Etnpirr."

It is said that a " Bible trust " is one of the proba-
bilities of the immediate future. The competition in

selling Bibles has been so keen that a combination
appears necessary, so that prices will not be cut
down beyond the point of a reasonable profit. Such
lively sale of Bibles as this shows is not a discour-

aging sign.

The Chicago Tribune says: "It is one of the re-

quirements of valid confession and absolution that
there should be ' a moral presence of the penitent
with the confessor.' A written confession sent to

an absent priest is not valid, but Father Devine, a
recognized authority on Catholic theology, says
that a priest might give absolution by telephone,

under condition, to a person taken suddenly ill, so

as to be in imminent danger of death, and when he
cannot possibly reach the place where the person

is, in which case ' the penitent and confessor may
be truly said to be conversing together and conse-

quently to be morally present to each other.'

"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The opening of Congi-ess Twelfth Mo..

4th, was witnessed by a larger throng of people than usual.

In the vSenate appropriate tribute was paid to the late

Vice-President. The credentials of M. S. Quay as Senator
from Pennsylvania by appointment of the Governor were
presented by Senator Penrose, and on motion of Senator
Cockrell, of Missouri, were referred to the Committee on
Privileges and Elections. Protests against the seating of

Quay were presented by Senators Burrows and Jones, of

Arkansas.

In the House, General David B. Henderson was elected

Speaker. When the members were sworn in, Roberts the

polygamist of Utah, approached the Bar. Objection to

the administration of the oath was made by Taylor, of

Ohio, which was joined in by McRae, Democrat, of Arkansas.
The Speaker thereupon requested Roberts to step aside,

which he did, on the understanding that such action did

not prejudice his rights. Action of the case was post-

poned. Representative Taylor presented protest from
over 7,000,000 American men and women against seating

Roberts.

The Secretary of the Treasury transmitted the estimate

of appropriations required for the next fiscal year. The
grand total is $631,081,994, an increase over the esti-

mates of the present fiscal year of .$38,033,616.

The President has designated Adelbert F. Hay, a son

of the Secretary of State, to take the place of Charles

Macrum, Consul at Pretoria, who has been granted per-

mission to leave his post at once.

The treaty for the partition of the Samoan Islands was
signed at the State Department in Washington on the

2nd instant.

A Duluth despatch says that the demand for iron ore is

80 great that the Minnesota Iron Company will try the
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experiment of extending the navigation season one or two

months, running its steamers without insurance. The

open lakes do not as a rule freeze till Second Month, and

the narrow channels will be kept open.

The total amount of bonds purcha.sed under the recent

offer of the Secretary of the Treasury, to Eleventh Month

28th, was $13,468,850.

A new cattle food is made by grmdmg the dry corn-

stalks, leaves and tops to a powder, and mixing it with

blood or molasses, or both. This is pressed into cakes

under a hvdraulic press, and can be shipped as easily as

bricks or' cord wood. Kor feeding it is broken up and

mixed with water. Actual tests have been made at ex-

periment stations and samples have been sent to agricul-

tural stations in Europe. The reports from all sources

are very encouraging. It is said at the Department that

this food will be particularly valuable for our cavalry in

the tropics, and that the food cakes can be made at a

minimum cost in Cuba and the Southern States, where

thousands of tons of low grade molasses go to waste an-

nually, and where the cane refuse, ground fine, forms al-

most as satisfactory an absorbent base as corn-stalks.

The cost of making the food cakes under fairly favorable

conditions would be from $10 to $12 per ton, and their

value on a nutritive basis would be from $22 to $25.

The Financial bill prepared by the Republican Caucus

Committee which met at Atlantic City last spring, has been

made public in Washington. It defines the standard unit

of value to be the dollar of 25.8 grains of gold .9 fine or

23.02 grains of pure gold; establishes a separate division

of issue and redemption; provides for the coinage of the

silver bullion now in the Treasury into subsidiary coin,

and for the recoinage of worn and uncurrent subsidiary

silver coin, makes provision for the issue of notes of

small denomination; permits the issue of bank circulation

to the par value of bonds deposited, and substitutes a

franchise tax for the tax on bank circulation, and pro-

vides for the organization of banks of $25,000 capital in

communities of $2,000 inhabitants.

The culture of the pistache nut is likely to prove of

very considerable value in California, Arizona and New

Mexico. Along the Mediterranean, where the choicest

wainnts and almonds are raised, the pistache is considered

the very best of all nuts for table use.

The addition of magnesium in quantity not exceeding

30, and not less than 10, parts by weight to 100 parts by

weight of aluminum imparts to the latter metal properties

which in the pure state it does not possess, without raising

its specific gravity, but, on the contrary, lowering it, as

magnesium is even lighter than aluminum. The addition

of magnesium produces an alloy which is harder and

easier and cleaner to work than aluminum. Turning pro-

duces a surface as bright as a mirror, the metal coming off

in long spiral turnings. The alloy files regular and clean,

without tearing or choking the file, as aluminum does.

Deep and sharp screw threads can be cut and clean holes

bored. The color of the metal resembles silver more than

aluminum, and it takes a high polish. The hardness and

strength are considerable, and can be varied by varying

the proportions.—Jl/ininff and Scientific Press.

The vital statistics of this State for the past year are :

Births, 29,419 ; deaths, 30,999 ; marriages, 13,336.

The pine trees in the Black Hills of South Dakota are

being killed off by the ravages of a little worm, and the

Government is making investigations into the matter,

with the view of checking the evil.

Reports from a number of points on the Gulf in the

section of Rockport, Tex., show that the damage to prop-

erty and loss of life by the recent severe storm were much

greater than at first reported. A number of small fishing

craft are missing, together with their crews. Several

thousand sheep and hundreds of cattle were driven into

the Gulf by the storm and drowned ranchman lost

„ver 3,000'sheep in this manner.

A fire which started Eleventh Month, 28th, in the stores

of Partridge & Richardson, Eighth Street, above Market,

in this citv, destroyed those buildings, the establishment

of J. B. Lippincott Company, publishers. Filbert Street,

below Eighth, and Partridge & Son and Bailey & Co.,

Eighth Street, below Filbert, and damaged the stores of

Lit Brothers, Strawbridge & Clothier, P. T. Hallahan,

P. J. Hallahan, H. Mosebach & Sons, Samuel D. Long, F.

W. Bean & Co., Artman & Treichler, and others. The

total loss is estimated at $1,250,000.

There were 410 deaths in this city last week, which is

24 more than the previous week and 11 more than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 212 were

males and 198 females : 52 died of consumption ; 48 of

pnuemonia ; 36 of heart diseases ; 31 of diphtheria; 16 of

cancer; 15 of infiammation of the brain; 12 of apoplexy;

11 of nephritis; 10 of inanition; 10 of Brighfs disease; 10

of convulsions; 9of peritonitis; 9of marasmus; 9of paraly-

sis- 8 from casualties and 6 of typhoid fever.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 102; 4's, reg., 112 a 113; cou-

pon, 113i a 114; new 4's, 132J a 133; 5's lllj a lllj;

3's, lOyj a 110.

Corro.N closed on a basis of 8c. per pound for middling

uplands.

Flouk.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ;! Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.60 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flouk.—$3.30 a $3.45 per

barrel, as to quality, for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat

Flour.—New, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68J a 69ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 364 a 36.Sc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31.? a 32c.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 6c.; good, 5i a 54c.; me-

dium, 4i a 5c.; common, 4 a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 44 a 4|c.; good, 4 a 4ic.;

medium, 34 a 3Jc.; common, IJ a 3ic.; lambs, 4i a .5Jc.

Hogs.—Best Western, 5i a 6c.; others, 54 a 5Jc.

Foreign—President McKinley has designated the son

of Secretary Hay to succeed C. Macrum, Consul, in Pre-

toria. The Daily Telegraph says :
" This appointment is

a graceful concession on the part of the United States

Government to British feeling. Our countrymen's inter-

ests will be safe in the hands of the new Consul."

In a speech at Leicester, on Eleventh Month 30th, re-

ferring to the position of England during the Spanish-

American war, Secretary Chamberlain said ;

"Our action proved to the Americans that we were

indeed one people, of the same thoughts and guided by

the same principles. The assurance that was given them

in the course of the Spanish war will, I believe, never be

forgotten, and has placed our relations in an admirsble

position. The union, the alliance, if you please, the un-

derstanding between these two great nations is indeed a

guarantee of the peace of the world. But there is some-

thing more which I think any farseeing English statesman

must have long desired— that we should not remain per

manently isolated from the continent of Europe, and .

think it must have appeared evident to everybody that

the natural alliance is between ourselves and the German

Empire."

Secretary Chamberlain's speech on the proposed new

Tripple Alliance has aroused extraordinary interest in

France and other continental nations, as well as in Great

Britain.

Owing to the phenomenal sale of the newspapers con-

sequent upon the African war, a paper famine is threat-

ened in London. It is reported that the American supply

has failed temporarily, and the advance in the price of

wood and coal in England and France is proving an impor-

tant factor in the increased cost of paper in those coun-

tries.

The Berliner Tagebtatl says ;
" On account of the un-

satisfactory condition of the textile trade with America,

several important owners have decided to erect mills in

the United States."

The number of telegraph stations in Germany has been

increased from 1688 in theyear 1875 to 15,400 at present.

A new type of electric railway car is being used in

Brussels, the object of which is to reduce air resistance.

The front of the car is triangular in shape, the controller

and motorman being stationed in the angle.

The origin of Roentgen rays and Becquerel rays has

not been ascertained, though 100 scientists have been

profoundly investigating the subject.

Charge d'Affaires ad interim at St. Petersburg, Pierce

writes to the State Department under date of Eleventh

Month, nth, 1899, that a telegram from Reval announces

the arrival of the first steamer with American Indian

corn. Eight more are expected.

The transport Manauense, with three companies of In-

fantry on board, arrived at Manila Eleventh Month, 2Sth,

having narrowly escaped disaster. The officers and men

were for twelve days bailing with buckets, and the steamer

is alleged to have been unseaworthy, undermanned and

short of provisions.

On Eleventh Month 28th, a terrific engagement took

place between General Methuen's army and the Boers en-

trenched on Modder River. For fourteen hours the battle

raged, and at night the Boers retired across the river, the

British subsequently getting their forces over the stream,

when hostilities ceased. Charges of British infantry were

made in the face of a terrible hail of bullets. Lord Meth-

uen's forces lost heavily, and there was gieat havoc

among the Boers, who are said to have numbered 11,000.

News reached Manila from Iloilo of a battle at Pavia,

Island of Panay, on the 26th, in which the insurgents

were driven from their entrenchments into the mountains.

The Americans lost two killed.

Details of the complete defeat of the insurgents, west

of Mangatarem, by Colonel Bell, show that the Americans

captured all of the enemy's quick firing aivl K^upp guns,

ammunition, ordnance supplies, clothing, etc,

pine force numbered about 2,000 men.

General Otis cables that Bayonbong was captured by Gi

eral Lawton on the 28th. Over fifty pieces of artille

have been captured by the American troops in Luzon

the last three weeks.

Consul General Gowoy sends to the State Departmt

from Yokohama a clipping from the Japan Herald, fri

which it appears that from all the prefectures throughc

the country, except Shiga, Hiroshima and Kumamoto, t

year's yield of rice is estimated at 214,649,424 bushe

the figures showing a decrease of 11.7 per cent, and

increase of 6.5 per cent., as compared with those of t

preceding year and of ordinary years.

A Caracas despatch says after a fight lasting sixte.

hours the city of Maracaibo, capital of the State of Zul

Venezuela, was captured by Hernandist revolution;

forces.

Payta, in Peru, says the New York Evening /''

said to be the dryest spot on the face of the earth, .i

average interval between rainfalls is about seven i

It is situated about 300 miles south of the equator,

coast which has risen forty feet within historic

Professor David Fairchild, who visited the place in
-

Month, describes the country and its flora in a receni

ber of the (English) Botanical Gazette. A shor'

previous to his visit there had been rain, which last^ :

10 P. M. one day till noon the,following day, and tli)-

the first which had fallen in eight years. The flora t

sists of about nine species, seven of which are annu.

whose seeds must have remained dormant in the grni

for eight years. The natives subsist by growing th.' h

rooted Peruvian cotton, which is able to maintain it-

in the dried up river bed. The crop of this plant f

nishes the colored short-staple cotton which is u.-sed

adulterate wool.

RECEIPTS.
Hannali Ainelt, Philadelphia,Received frcin:

\o\ 7:i.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of f

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 a. m., and 2

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requesl

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

»

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sufi

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

ppninted by

Cliesler Moiitlily Meeting, I'a., in he

ing-house at Lansdowne. Pa, I'ifih-i

I4tli inst., at eigb nek.

Receipts

C. L

Fund in Aid of Doukhobortsl
Twelfth Month 4th.

F. $1; E. W. R. J5; F. II. M.$2; Z. M.

$3 M W. T. $3 ; K. T. S. $1 ; K. W. W. *1 ;
M

$1 • E B $5 ; S. A. J. $5 ; M. I. S. 50 cts ;
l bildi

Aimwell School $4.65; S. W. P. j;20 : J. L. D. $3;

T R ^'', Moorestown Acaderuv S5.'J5; G. .\. t

.\ K K. -*I0 ; W K. *10 ; E. E. $5 ;
S. N. & A. B.

+5 ; (i. P. *5 ; E. L. *o ; E. S. A. $5 ;
VV. B. «

C.J.S20; \V. n.. Iowa $2 ; A Friend $5 ;
L. P. H.

E il *1 ;
Temperance Meeting, Ananiosa, $4.

.Methodist Meeting. Mari n, Iowa, $5.21 ;
F. II. t

M W L $10; H.S. JI5; M.S. H. $10; Friends, I

risville, O. «5.1o: P. M. L. $10; M. S. M. $10; A

$10: Per E. P. M. $25 ; M. A., Ohio, $5; C. T I

,J. W. L. $1 . T. W. Jo; \V. F. O. $0 ;
A. T. L.*6,

\Vm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St. V\

.su U MKV KIND AND FOOD FOB CHILDREN.

Per II. M .I.$"iO(); T. C. H. fl ;
Swarthmore

'

Wist t liester Friends School, $10; S

The Fili-

lege.

n Twelfth

S of .\Lis n

I'ornipr pli

•riends Meeting-house, West Or

of Tenth .Month, 1S99, Samuel
ville, X. J. and Florences. Moi

CoiiHEcTKD Not I

s..n-in-h,w. Morris

Ni.th Month 2mh.
Mark lla

— IMED. at the residence of

„dwin near (ireenwich. N
Sll'.l. .\NN Hakmeu, wido'

liyluv-sixlh vear of her ag<

niendKT of S:ilerii l^iarteily and Woodbury Mon

Meeting (if Friends^

\VILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PR1NTER.S
No. 422 Walnut Street
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f half the peace and harmony of human
jrcourse depends on how things are said, the

er half depends on how they are received.

f the removal of the hat be a requisite for

ine worship, how devoid of worship men and

nen must be on the street and in much of

ir daily work. To our mfnd the nature of

ch of the popular worship is exhibited less

what is on the head than by what is on the

.
" That which hath wings shall tell the

kter" (Eccl. x: 20).

'he seat of war is not in the Philippines, or

louth Africa, but in the human heart. There

vhere "nations shall learn war no more."

sre is where peace must begin and war end,

3ther it crops out in families, in neighbor-

ids, or in nations. There is where the Son of

Q came and comes "to destroy the works of

devil," " to put away sin by the sacrifice of

oself," to reconcile us "by his death and

ch more save us by his life," from sin in its

usand forms. After peace on the surface is

lared by the governments, war, we fear, will

less be going on as strongly though less

bly, or visible in more petty ways, in hearts

rywhere that are apart from Christ. And
same unremitting labor will be called for at

hands to " follow the things which make
peace and whereby one may edify another.

Life for Personal Triumph.

f the public assemblies of the "Salvation

jny" should within a three months period

I

duce here and there throughout the country

death of nine young men and should maim
ity-five others, and this be regularly expected

I fruit of the system, what a volume of public

jignation would arise, and how promptly would
"3 be enacted to suppress the operations of

ih a religious movement, however virtue-pro-

ting or soul-saving its object, or, we might
ll, its spiritual success. If similar results in

ileges were the average expectation of the

i

study of Greek or of moral philosophy, how
utterly would it be abolished by law.

But when the same results in lives and limbs

regularly occur in foot-ball contests, another

product of them may be the brutality lately

quoted from the lips of some professor,—un-

known to us and probably never having lost a son

of his own,—who said, " what signify a few lives

or limbs lost each year, in view of the patience

and self-control and temperance to which the

combatants are trained?" This argument, as

has been observed, would .justify the high-

way man's or the prize-fighter's mode of life,

and is used for carnal warfare between nations.

And the argument might have a show of excuse,

if Christianity had not provided its more excel-

lent way than risking the lives of our fellows in

order to obtain the gift of self-control, of

martyr-like courage, of patience, of every fruit

of the Spirit. But those virtues are not really

the object of playing foot-ball. " They do it to

obtain a corruptible crown." There is enough

in Christ's death, without pooling the lives of

our fellows, to inspire the quest of virtues.

We are disposed to grant all the advantages

that we have heard claimed for foot-ball con-

tests. But we cannot see how all of them to-

gether can, though they gain the whole world,

equal the value of a single life or soul, or excuse

the immorality of deliberately risking a life for

the exultation or the championship or victory

gained. One has no moral right to engage to

surrender his life to any one but its Giver,

and still less for an object cheaper than his

life, to say nothing of others' lives. "The

Son of Man came not to destroy men's lives,"

and foot-ball, to be Christian, must leave killing

out of its prospectg.

For "The Friend"
Referring to the interesting and grateful

testimony of the Doukhobor patriarch, Ivan

Machortoff, concerning the visit of Stephen

Grellet and William Allen to his people, in 1818,

as mentioned in The Friend of 2nd instant,

the writer recalls that upon his reading for

the first time the account of S. Grellet's Life,

perhaps thirty years ago, he was particularly

impressed by the relation of the aforesaid

visit to the various non-conformist communities

in South Russia, being persuaded that such la-

bors, so bearing the marks of Divine direction,

would manifest their need of right value in

due season.

It is gratifying, in connection with the ser-

vice of welcoming these deserving exiles to

our shores, and in settling them in humble
homes and upon farm lands beyond the fiftieth

parallel, that the engagement which has fallen

so largely upon our religious Society, has been
carried out conformably with Paul's recom-
mendation in writing to the Romans, where he

advises "he that giveth, let him do it with

simplicity." The Truth enjoins this manner of

doing upon us, so that its upholding may have

its value for ourselves and for some of those

around us to whom may be i)resented certain

popular methods for raising money (as by balls,

suppers, bazars, lottery devices, etc.), which

are not to be commended. Related to this

subject is the following expression adopted by

the recent national convention of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union, at Seattle:

" We believe there should be no compromise

at any time with evil; therefore, we urge

boards of education, regents of colleges, trus-

tees of churches and directors of all religious

institutions never to accept donations from

breweries, distilleries and kindred corpora-

tions whose capital is obtained at the expense

of human life, happiness and character."

________ J. W. L.

Savings Banks of Roman Children.

The children of the Romans used to put their

pennies into savings banks just as the children

of the Yankees do to-day, says a correspondent

of the Chicago Record. In 1866, when Prof.

Thomas Wilson, of the Smithsonian Institution,

was wandering about Ostia, the seaport of

ancient Rome, he found a group of peasants

excavating. They had dug out of the sand a

number of pots and jars that had been buried

for ages, and one of them had found a child's

savings bank which contained 145 silver coins

issued by the emperors of Rome between the

years 200 and 19 B. C. As none of the later

date were found, it is to be assumed some child

lost this bank shortly before the Christian era,

and it was covered for nineteen centuries by

the encroaching sand.

Ostia is sixteen miles from Rome, at the

mouth of the Tiber, and dates back to the time

of the Emperor Ancus Marcius, who established

salt works there. It grew with the growth of

Rome, and in the days of Cssar was a seaport

of importance, with 80,000 inhabitants or more

;

but the debris brought down by the Tiber filled

up the harbor and drove away the shipping,

and subsequent centuries have transformed a

busy commercial centre into a little fishing vil-

lage of between two hundred and three hun-

dred inhabitants. Tourists go there out of

curiosity, and antiquarians are almost always

digging in the sand that has filled the ruins.

The little savings bank was almost perfect

when it was uncovered, but the peasant who

found it broke it open to get the coins within.

Professor Wilson found most of the pieces,

however, and has been able to put it together.

It consisted of a single piece of pottery about

three inches wide, with a slit in the top through

which the money was dropped.
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Among the coins was a "denarius," or tri-

bute money, which the Jews had to pay to the

Romans. This coin was valued at about six-

teen cents, and was sho\\'n to Christ with the

question, " Is it hiwful to give tribute to Ctesar

or not ?

"

In the bank was a sample of the "widow's

mite," referred to in Marli xii : 42, and Luke

xii : G. It was a Jewish coin, valued at two

and a half mills.

For "The Frik.nd."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.

iConllmicd from pasc 103.

i

In the latter part of the year 1763, the

Western Indians, in the region of the Great

Lakes and along the Ohio, were engaged in

war with the whites, and murdered several

hundred people. Incursions were made by

some of these Indians into the Wyoming val-

ley, who pressed Papoonung and his followers

to join them in their attacks upon the inhabit-

ants of Pennsylvania. This they refused to

do, and as a measure of safety set out for

Philadelphia. Here they were assigned to

quarters in which other peaceable Indians from

Bethlehem had already been collected. The

popular feeling against all Indians at this time

was very great, and attempts were made by the

mob to destroy them, especially by a company
from near Lancaster called the Paxton boys,

who had previously murdered some twenty

peaceable Indians residing near Conestoga.

They remained in Philadelphia under the pro-

tection of the authorities until 176-5, when
Papoonung and his followers returned to their

homes. While in the city. Friends frequently

visited them, and rendered them valuable help.

Heckewelder says that often " these Indians

had been heard to say that during their trou-

bles, which lasted one or two years, even the

si()ht of a Quaker made them feel happy."

An interesting account of John Papoonung
and of these events has been published in The
Friend, Vol. XVIII, page 29, and a tract en-

titled " John Papoonung, the Converted Indian,

from an Account by Anthony Benezet," is one

of the series of the Tract Association of Friends.

The settlements of the whites continued to

encroach upon the Indians' lands and in 1768 in

a treaty at Fort Stanwix, the Five Nations sold

to the English all the land east of the Ohio.

From this time on the emigration of the In-

dians of Pennsylvania to the westward con-

tinued.

The Five Nations laid claim by right of con-

quest, as they declared, to much of the land

occupied by the Delawares; William Penn had
satisfied both, purchasing the right of posses-

sion from the Delawares and that of sover-

eignty from the Five Nations. One WTiter

says: " Peace and the utmost harmony prevailed

for more than sixty years between the whites

and the Indians; for these were for the first

time treated, not only justly, but kindly, by
the colonists. But, however gradually and
peaceably their lands might have been pur-

chased, the Delawares found themselves at last

in the same situation as all other Indians, with-

out lands of their own and therefore without
means of subsistence. They were compelled
to seek refuge on the waters of the Susque-
hanna, as tenants at will, on lands belonging
to their hated conquerors, the Five Nations.

Even there and on the Juniata they were en.

croached upon. . . Under these circum-
]

stances, many of the Delawares determined to

move west of the Alleghany mountains and,

about the year 1740-5U, obtained from their

ancient allies and uncles, the Wyandols, the

grant of a derelict tract of land lying prin-

cipally on the Muskingum. The great body of

the nation was still attached to Pennsylvania."

The submission which the Delawares showed

to the Five Nations has been spoken of as

showing that they were not a warlike and

fierce people, and that to this, therefore, rather

than to the justice and kindness which marked

William Penn's treatment of them is due their

contented and peaceful disposition. But it is

to be observed that as soon as they became

the enemies of the Province all the ferocity

and barbarous courage characteristic of Indian

warfare was shown by them, and subsequent

history has shown the Delawares as among the

most cruel, aggressive and relentless of the

Indian nations.

The testimony of William Penn as to their

warlike character in his day is of value. In a

letter written in 1701, he says, " I have had

divers meetings with the several nations of

Indians of these parts, as the Shawnee, Susque-

hanna, Schuylkill and Delaware Indians, by

arguments and many presents, to persuade

their submission to the Government and not to

war with one another and other Indians under

Governments that are under the Crown of Eng-

land, but rather that they would refer their

ditt'erences to the respective Governments they

live under. At last they have agreed to war
no more upon Indians in the neighboring Gov
ernments, nor anywhere else under the Crown
of England, but to refer to me and the (Jov-

ernments of those Indians with whom they

may have differences, the decision and issue of

any such differences."

Had such a wise course been pursued by the

different Provinces how many valuable lives

both of Indians and whites might have been

saved and the colonies trained in a method of

settling differences which might have given a

different and far more happy experience

dealing with the demands of Great Britain in

subsequent years. It is probable William Penn's

return to England soon after this was written

may have in considerable degree prevented the

execution of his plans as thus outlined.

William Penn in speaking of the number of

the Indians at this period, says, " I am told

[they] make at least one. thousand fightin

men." This would imply an Indian population

of about five thousand, probably consisting

chiefly of the tribes above referred to, and liv

Ing in the southeastern part of what is now the

State of Penn.sylvania.

In considering the causes which have led to

the disappearance of the Indians from Penn-

sylvania, the effects of diseases introduced

among them by the white settlers must not be

overlooked.

One of the early settlers in west New Jersey,

Mary Smith, relates that " after the English

did come more and more, there came a sore

distemper among the Indians, that they died so

fast that in some places their bodies wasted
above ground, they could not bury all the

dead."

She also says, " The Indians being very nu-

merous, and of a strange language, yet by

God's providence they were made helpful at

the first settling, for they brought venisor

and wild fowls; also corn, to sell to the Eng-

lish. They were also a defence from the rav-

enous beasts by hunting and killing them."
" Without any carnal weapons we enterw

the land, and inhabited therein, as safe as ii

there had been thousands of garrisons, for thi

Most High ])reserved us, both from harm o:

man and beast. This may be of some servici

to the future generations to look on, and con

sider the steps of their fore-elders, which wel

considered may be to their edification and sat

isfaction."

The care of Friends to do justice to thi

Indians led to the preparation in 1763 o

the following minute by the Yearly Meeting

in pursuance of a request for advice upo

the sub.ject from the Western Quarterly Meet

ing, who had felt straitened in regard to if

suing certificates to Friends "who remove t

North Carolina or elsewhere and settle o

lands which have not been purchased from th

Indians and are yet claimed by them."
" On consideration of the request from th

Western Quarter: it is the solid sense an

judgment of this meeting that Friends shoul

not purchase nor remove to settle snch land;

as have not been fairly and openly first pui

chased from the Indians, by those persons wh

are or may he fully authorized by the Goven

ment to make such purchases, and that Month!

Meetings should be careful to excite their men

bers to the strict observance of this advici

and where any remove so contrary to the ai

vice of their brethren, that they should not gi\

certificates to such persons, but use their e'

deavors to persuade them to avoid the dangt

to which they expose themselves, and to co'

vince them of the inconsistency of their co:

duct with our Christian profession."

After the removal of a large number of tl

Indians to the Muskingum, but few Indiar

probably remained in Pennsylvania, east of tl

Alleghany Mountains. In 1773 the Meetii

for Sufferings in Philadelphia mentioned in

letter to the Meeting for Sufferings in Londo

"Most of the Indians are now removed fi.

westward; they have for some years past r

peatedly solicited Friends here, to send son

well qualified persons to settle among them fi

the religious instruction of them and the

children, which they have also warmly urgt

to the consideration of the Governor of Pen

sylvania, in their messages from their counc

but as no Friend hath yet offered under

proper engagement of mind and call for th

service, we have not yet been able to satis,

them in the manner we desire."

iTo be continued.)

A Slow City.—Philadelphia has the nari

of being slow and sleepy ; but yet, as the large

manufacturing city on the continent, it is n

so far behind as some suppose. The Satunl

Evening Post says :

" Philadelphians laid the first railroad ; a

John Fitch navigated the first steam vest

on the Delaware River, in July, 1786—ma

years before Robert Fulton's earliest steanibo

plowed the waters of the Hudson. The fii

steamboat service in the world for carryii

passengers and freight was established on t

Delaware in 1790, between Philadelphia a

Wilmington, covering 3,000 miles in abo

four months.
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" The first medical school in the United States

IS opened in Philadelphia in 175^, and the

st law school was started in the Quaker City

1790. Philadelphia established the first

ispital in this country connected with a uni-

Tsity. The first school of anatomy in North
nerica was opened by Dr. Wm. Shippen in

Dvember, 176:^. The first pleasure grounds

1 this continent for the use of the people were

id out in Philadelphia in 1681, and the first

nerican volunteer fire company was organized

re in 1736.

"The first fire insurance company in the

ilonies was a Philadelphia concern, incorpor-

ed in 1751, and the first corporate banking

stitution was established here by resolution

Congress in 1781—the Bank of North
nerica. The first establishment ever devoted

the relief of the sick—the Pennsylvania

jspital—was in Philadelphia."

For "The Fkienii."

me Account of John and Mary Hampton.

PREPARED BY THEIR GRAND-DAUGHTER.

The memory of the just is blessed. Prov. x : 6.

Many of the relatives and friends of these

ar departed ones feel that a tribute of lov-

r remembance is due to their memory. And,

ding among John Hampton's writings many
lighty expressions, it is believed that many
10 have shared their hospitality will feel a

ord to vibrate in unison with some of these
;

d the narrative of their lives cannot be bet-

r introduced than by the account he has left

of his own early life. It is as follows :

' It has often been on my mind to leave bo-

ld me a little account of my gettings along,

d of the merciful dealings of the Lord to

) a poor, weak worm of the dust. Having

en edified by and much comforted in reading

e accounts of others—of great and good

es who have laid down their lives in peace-
is with me to throw in my mite, if happily,

me one may be benefited by reading a few
oken sentences from one in humble life, but

e who bears this testimony to the all-sufti-

incy of that Grace, which, if yielded to and

eyed, will often speak peace to the immortal

al.

" 1 feel that I am a poor, weak creature, and

at it is all through his grace, his mercy, un-

jrited mercy, that I am what I am. '

"
I was born at Sandy Spring, Maryland, the

;th day of the Second Month, 1806. My
eat-grandfather, Joseph Hampton, came from

igland, and settled in Bucks Co., Penna. My
andfather being John Hampton, and my
ther also, I am the third one of that name,

y mother's name was Mary, she being the

.ughter of Zachariah and Bethuela Betts, of

icks Co., Penna.

"My parents raised eleven children, and all

it two retained their right in the Society as

ng as they lived. I attribute much to my
lar parents for my getting along as I have,

eir example and precept having never lost

eir influence on my mind.
" They were not as narrow in their views,

)r as strict in some respects as some, and

ay have been censured therefor ; but they

lought a little liberty, with suitable caution

id advice, was the proper way for them to

ing up their children.
" In looking back at the exemplary conduct

' my dear parents, and their many lively ex

pressions near the final close of their lives, I

feel a comfort and assurance that their end
was peace. Oh, that I may follow them, as I

believe they followed Christ !

"My parents, not liking to live amongst
slaves, or in a slave-holding State, thought it

best to move. So in the spring of 1825, they,

with their children then living, moved to Ohio,

and were both buried at Pennsville, Ohio.
" I was in very early life visited with some-

thing I then knew not what it was, but it many
times so affected me that tears fiowed plenti-

fully from my eyes, and a sweet feeling that

tongue cannot express was the covering of my
mind.

" I think it was in the ninth year of my age.

I was very much concerned, and very often

breathed this prayer :
' Oh, that I may die the

death of the righteous, and that my last end

may be like his 1
' And often, very often, for

some years, did I walk alone in quiet places

with the testament, or some other good book
in my hand, and on some stump, log, or fence,

I would sit and read or meditate. Oh, how
plainly are depicted in my mind the places I

used to resort to, as well as the feelings that

attended me on these solemn occasions ! I

had no need of going to Sabbath-schools, (as

they are called), to have the Scriptures ex-

pounded, for they were opened to me in the

light of truth greatly to my comfort.
"

I was exceedingly fond of hearing preach-

ing, and thought that preachers were very

good people ; and I felt very desirous that I

might be a preacher when I should become a

man. How little I knew what I would after-

ward have to go through in regard to this !

" One experience that affected me very much
came from reading these lines of the poet, viz :

' All our gayety is vain,

All GUI- laughter is but pain.'

For weeks I dared not laugh on any occa-

sion ; and it was cause of trouble to me to see

any of the family laugh, particularly my mother.

I wondered how she dared to laugh ! It was

some time before I got over this conviction.

But as time passed on I again partook of the

sports of youth until I was about fourteen

years of age, when another great concern came
upon me. I feared that I was not as good as

I should be. I seemed destitute of any good

thing, though I often craved to do right and

be what I should, and for weeks went mourning

on my way. Being at meeting one day, a trav-

elling friend was there, whom I had never seen,

who pretty soon stood up and began to preach,

but I could feel nothing good for some time.

After awhile, however, he spoke of someone

who was very much tried, and, making a little

pause, said, ' Fear not, .little one, thou art

much nearer the kingdom than thou has any

idea of.' Oh, it seemed as if he said it right

to me ! And joy and peace flowed into my
heart that pen and language fail to portray.

Tears of contrition rolled down my cheeks,

and I went home rejoicing.

"It was five miles to our meeting, and I

often walked alone, though I might have rid-

den ; but poverty or leanness of mind was so

often my condition that I thought it was not

right for me to ride a horse that worked, and

then not be benefited by going ; and if I walked

I would not be accountable for using the poor,

dumb brute. Not only so, but by walking I

could go alone and spend the time in medita-

tion ; and often these walks were seasons of

comfort to me."
It may be said of my grandfather that this

carefulness of dumb animals was a character-

istic of his life. He was always thoughtful,

not only of his horses, but of all the domestic
animals under his care ; feeding, watering and
bedding them well, and driving at a moderate
pace, etc. " A righteous man regardeth the
life of his beast," said the wise King Solomon.

"I may not pass by in silence, a deep exer-

cise I passed through in, I think, my sixteenth

year. I had my schooling at a Methodist meet-
ing-house, and I sometimes went to their meet-
ings. I felt that there was a goodly feeling

amongst them ; for on some occasions, and at

some of their performances, I could see tears

rolling down their cheeks, and I began to think

about joining them. I closely examined their

ways, and noticed that when in their most sol-

emn devotions, and when there seemed to be
the most feeling, they would strike up and
sing. Now, although I was very fond of sing-

ing, it opened to me in the light that tuning

and following tunes was stopping short of true

feeling, making a form and losing the sub-

stance. I do not write this wishing to hurt

them, for I believe there is good amongst them,
but I found it would not do for me. I saw
plainly that if I would be a Christian, I must
be one in spirit and in truth. That it must be

in the heart, in silent prostration before the

Lord ; a union and communion with the Holy
Spirit, wherein the ' spirit itself maketh inter-

cession for us with groanings that cannot be
uttered.' That singing is solemn and some-
what devotional I do not deny, but true feeling

goes farther than vocal sound.

"Coming now to man's estate, young com-

pany took up much of my attention. Although
I never ran to excess, nor committed anything

that would be considered very bad, yet I went
to such lengths that it often brought condem-
nation, so that I would make a stop, renew
covenant and obtain some peace. But oh,

these resolutions, how easy it was to break

them ! And years slid away in vanity. But I

have cause to admire the mercy and forbear-

ance of my dear Redeemer. He followed me
with his reproofs and sometimes with the ten-

dering incomes of his love ; so that I have

great cause to bless and praise his ever worthy

name, and have this testimony to bear that to

Him ' every knee shall bow and every tongue

confess.' All good comes from Him, and to

Him all praise belongs. .

" About this time I was impressed with the

belief that I must speak in meetings, but human
nature shrank from such a work. I remembered
that I had craved when young to become a

preacher ; but now the thing seemed different

from what I had thought, and I put it from

me ; and instead of yielding to what I believed

was required of me, ran into company and very

much buried my talent in a round of what

might be termed youthful enjoyments.
" About the twenty-first year of my age I

became acquainted with a young woman, to

whom I took a fancy, and we lived near to-

gether. We were often in each other's com-

pany, until I had strong desires to marry.

But when I looked toward marrying, a secret

uneasiness would arise. Thus a continual con-

flict was kept up for some months, so that I

knew not what to do. I much desired that I
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might do right, but could not see why I should

be so beset about it ; and one day while alone

and in much distress, a language as plain as

if vocally spoken, ran through my mind, say-

ing, 'If it is right, why thus trouble about

it ? ' This language went to the heart, and I

immediately gave it up, of which 1 informed

her, an 1 we parted in good feeling.
" This was another circumstance for which

I had cause to bless and praise his ever worthy

name, for I afterward saw that it would not

have been a happy union. I mention this to

show how I have been preserved, as also to

show how careful young people ought to be to

attend to the inward monitor, for when I came

to get the one 1 did, I had none of those gloomy,

unpleasant feelings, but a feeling of approba-

tion, and our union has been a good one and

cause for great thankfulness."

It is thought the account of his choice for

a wife is of sutficient interest and wholesome

instruction to warrant a break in the narrative

of his life in order to give it. Although not

found among his manuscripts, it was given ver-

bally to a grandchild in the spring of 1892,

and was shortly afterward written from mem-
ory as she understood his wish to be. He also

gave the information that he had once com-

mitted it with much other matter to writing,

but that in a season of great discouragement

he had destroyed almost every piece of his

earlier composition. The account is given in

as nearly his own words as can be remembered,

and is as follows :
" When I was about twenty-

three years of age I began to think seriously

that the time had about come for me to take

a wife. There were in the circle of my ac-

quaintance two virtuous young women, both of

whom I had for some time admired. They each

lived at no great distance, but in opposite d

rections from the place I made my home, which

made their homes some distance apart. As I

had been pondering on the subject for some
time, feeling that 1 could be satisfied with

either one could I but know which one would

be the right one for me, if either, I felt above

all things to desire the guidance of my Heav-

enly Father, and put up my secret prayers

many times for his pointing finger to guide in

such a manner that I would not have a doubt

as to his will concerning the important step."

A Calculatlng Boy.—a schoolboy sends

us the following, which is a plain statement,

from the standpoint of a lad of thirteen years,

of the cost of raising a boy or girl:
" It does not take as much money to live in

the country, or a small town, as it does to live

in the city.

"1 read the other day that it costs five

thousand dollars to bring up a city boy and
educate him and dress him well.

" I said to myself, ' That is because every-

thing in the city has to be bought and living is

high.'
" But I began to study the thing, and I found

out that even a country boy costs his parents

a good deal.
" When you count what a boy eats and what

he wears, and the school-books he has to have,

and the doctor bills that have to be paid when
we get the measles or the scarlet fever, ho
will cost his folks at least one hundred dollars

a year.

"
I guess if a boy is pretty bad to smash

things or to kick his shoes right out he costs

more than that.

So when I am twenty-one and old enough

to do for myself I shall have cost father more

than two thousand dollars.

" Mother cooked my victuals, made my
clothes and patched them, washed and ironed

for me, took care of me when I was a little

fellow and whenever I was sick, and she never

charged anything for that.
" If she were dead and father had to hire all

that done it would cost him another hun-

dred dollars a year more and that's two thous-

and dollars' worth of work mother will have

done for me by the time I am a man.
" Four thousand dollars for a boy! What do

you think of that? These are hard times.
" When parents put four thousand dollars

on a boy, what have they a right to expect of

him?
" Is it fair for a boy to play truant at school?
" Is it fair for him to play ball, go in swim-

ming, or hang around town all the time, when

maybe his father's potatoes are not dug nor

the wood brought in for his mother?

"Is it fair for him to disappoint them by

swearing and drinking?
" Some of our parents have put about all the

property they have into us boys and girls.

" If we make spittoons and whiskey jugs of

ourselves, they will be poor indeed.
" But if we make good citizens and substan-

tial men they will feel as if they had good pay

for bringing us up.
" Let's make up our minds now to pay the

debt we owe to our parents and we shall be

happy and make them happy also."

—

Exchange.

For 'The Friend."

Genealogy.

In the early days of mankind genealogical

records held an important place in the annals

of the human race. Each patriarch formed a

page in history, for all history was handed

down to posterity by word of mouth. The

Books of Moses are among the very earliest

writings, wherein speech is portrayed by using

literal signs, or letters, designating elementary

sounds by means of which, with their various

and endless combinations, human language

among all nations is framed. The inspired his-

torian rapidly reviews the most remarkable

events in the antediluvian period, carrying

down from Adam to Noah the genealogical

record, doubtless having respect to the proph-

ecy that the seed of the woman should bruise

the head of the serpent, and looking forward

to the restoration of man, in that second Adam,

whose coming and birth in Bethlehem were

heralded by angels signifying it to be an event

of not less moment than the first creation of

man ; and indeed the whole history of mankind

hangs on this memorable epoch.

No more fit setting could be given to the

history of the world, than the genealogy of the

various heads of families, which after the con-

fusion of tongues at Babel, developed into na-

tions, than that which Moses has given, noting

the territories peopled by their descendants.

Interesting as these have proved to be to the

historian and the philologist, like land marks

to their researches, yet the lapse of time, and

the continual turnout among and mingling of

nations, have much impaired the distinctness

of view as regards the real founders of tl

nations. But amidst all the casualties of tini

the lineage of Abraham and of his descendani

by Sarah down to Jesus Christ remained il

tact. Both Abraham and Isaac were fathei

of other nations besides that to whicli (lod

promise pertained, so Jacob, surnamed Israe

is properly called the father of Israel, and th

name belongs wholly to his descendants alom

Genealogy became a matter of greater in

portance to the Israelites than to any otht

people, either before or since, and principal!

for two reasons. First, from the hope thj

the promised seed of Abraham, in whom a

nations were to be blessed, might possibly I

one of their descendants. Prophecy indeei

pointed first to Abraham, then to Isaac an

Jacob ; and Jacob speaking prophetically o

his dying bed pointed to Judah; but prophec,

is rarely clearly comprehended until such tim

as it is fulfilled.

This promise was not subsequently given

any particular family or individual, until sue

time as David, chosen to be King over Israt

sat upon the throne, after God had proved hii

to be a worthy son of Abraham, in his faithfu

ness under trial. The sacred historians remar

the coincidence, that fourteen generations ii

tervene, three separate times between Abr;

ham, David and Jesus, but the exact recun

kept by the Jews enabled the apostles to trai

scribe a direct and indisputable lineage froi

:

Adam to Jesus, a space of probably 4UU0 yeai

or more. But from David both a royal and

natural descent is given. The first throug

King Solomon, the son of Bathsheba, froi

whom Joseph the reputed father of Jesus wa

descended as given by Matthew. Joseph s-

the husband of Mary, according to Jewis

polity became possessed of all the possession

and political claims of his wife. Mary, hei

self was of the direct descent from Davi'

through Nathan, (Luke iii, 31 ; 2 Sam. v., 14

and it is remarkable that the Jewish rabbi

taught that the promised seed of David shoul

spring from Nathan. Luke records this de

scent, and it is worthy of note that in givini

genealogies the Jews, owing as before said t

the husband becoming possessed of all right

and titles of his wife, a son-in-law by Jewisl

usage, is often recorded as a son without fur

ther comment. Luke thus designates Joseph

a son, though actually a son-in-law to Heli

and in like manner Salathiel, son-in-law of Neri

This same Joseph according to Matthew um.

the son of Jacob; in like manner Salathiel, b;

Matthew, is recorded as the son of Jechonias

The line of descent diverges from David, re

unites in Zorobabel, again dividing betweei

Abiud, his eldest son, and Rhesa the youngest

Joseph's line being taken from the former, an(

that of Mary from the latter. Finally, botl

the royal and natural line of descent unite ii

Jesus, as the Son of David, and heir to David'i

throne. Well might Pontius Pilate, write ii

truth, " This is Jesus, the King of the Jews.'

Rejected as such by the Jew natural, accepte(

by the Jew spiritual, as the King of Israel, thi

King of Glory.

The second reason which conduced to th(

keeping of correct genealogical records, was

that the lands allotted to each separate tribi

and family of Israel were inalienable, nor couk

they be permanently sequestrated, nor evei

beyond the year of Jubilee, which came ever;
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ftleth year, when all lands reverted back to

tpir original owner or his direct heir. Nor,

al decided in the case of the daughters of

llophedad, could daughters, who, having no
ijathers, were heiresses, marry any one of

aother tribe, without forfeiting their inheri-

tace. But houses in cities did not come un-

dr this law.

;The tribe of Levi, having no tribal inheri-

tnce but only scattered cities and suburbs of

(ties, were in these possessions subject to the

^me laws as the other tribes, but a restric-

tm in their sacerdotal rights, was placed on
e priests, of the family of Aaron, who in

der to continue eligible to serve as such in

e temple, were obliged to establish their

lim of descent from the records kept in the

mple, and failing to do this were debarred
om serving as priests. This was actually

e case with the children of Habaiah, whose
n Koz, married a daughter of Barzillai, the
leadite; these, failing to establish their de-

ent after the return of the Jews from Baby-
n, " were put from the priesthood as poUut-
I," (Neh. vii : 63,) until such time as " there
ood up a priest with Urim and Thummin."
nd such a High Priest undoubtedly Christ

!sus is, who makes those who in Truth serve
;im, " kings and priests unto God his father,"

) he promised by his prophets, pouring out
his Spirit upon them, anointing them there-

ith, as He did Aaron ; which Spirit was
arist's without measure, and these his priests

fer unto God holy spiritual sacrifices, accept-
)le to God through that one offering which
tirist Jesus made once for all, when in accord
ith the Divine will. He tasted death for every
an, dying as the Lamb of God, slain from the
lundation of the world, and who taketh away
16 sin thereof.

And how came those priests who served un-
ir the law, to cease from their sacrificial ser-

ce ? Because when, as Christ had foretold,

le temple was destroyed by the soldiers of

itus, all those genealogical records were burnt,

one were saved. To this day all are there-

ire necessarily put away from the priesthood,

itil such time as they turn to Him, who ap-
)inted of God even before Aaron was born,

! a priest after the order of Melchisedec was
I abide such for ever; hence we see how wrong
is among Christians for any particular class

: men to usurp this title to themselves, to the
cclusion of all other members of the church,
Prist's body. The same term "far ever " was
ied by Nathan the prophet, when pronounc-

g God's blessing on David's seed, "Thine
rase and thy kingdom shalt be established /or
'er before thee; thy throne shall be establish-

l far ever," (II Sam. vii : 16.) On hearing
lis, David went in and sat before the Lord,
id prayed that God would make his mercy and
•omise sure to David and to Israel for ever.

I these two characters as King and Priest of
od's people, the prophet Zechariah thus de-
leates Christ Jesus, "Even He shall build the
:mple of the Lord, and He shall bear the glory,

id shall sit and rule upon his throne; and He
tall be a priest upon his throne; and the coun-
il of peace shall be between them both" (Zech.

: L3). Signifying that they who in contin-
Jd obedience serve Him as their King and
ord, to them He is a priest, making recondi-
tion by the efficacy of his one appointed
icrifice of himself for all sin and transgres-

sion, God freely forgiving them the same when
truly repented of for his great name's sake.

Did the apostles attach any importance to
genealogy? None whatever to their own, sim-
ply to that of Jesus, as an evidence of God's
promise and prophecy fulfilled, and as a means
of establishing us in and strengthening our
faith. And since Christians are true children
of Abraham and heirs to the promises through
faith, and not through natural descent, con-
sequently genealogy loses its importance to us
and becomes a matter merely interesting. To
be born again, born of the spirit, is of incom-
parably greater moment to each one of us
than to be the heir of a king. And to be truly

a child of God is a greater and more enduring
honor than to be the son of any earthly poten-
tate. And even in natural descent it is a hap-
pier lot to be the child of healthy, honest,
god-fearing parents, than to be a scion of no-
bility, who, too often move in a circle contam-
inated by immorality and effeminacy and when
children surrounded by profligate courtiers;

debased by pride and where a truly humble
Christian walk is unhappily so seldom found.

It is good to revere the memory of godly
forefathers, to preserve the annals of their
trials and conquests that we may emulate their
virtues; but their virtue makes the child no
better unless he is found walking in their foot-
steps. "Honor thy father and thy mother"
is God's command, to keep which draws down
a blessing from on high, and as we honor the
earthly parent, we know better what it is and
how to honor our Heavenly Father. To honor
is to take pleasure in doing what we know to
be their will, doing the things well pleasing to
them. " Children obey your parents in the Lord,
for this is right."

And lastly it is worthy of observation, how
as exemplified in after years among the Israel-

ites, bitter enmity, jealousies and deadly strife,

arose between natural born children, but among
those born of the peaceable, gentle, loving
Spirit of Christ, no such things can possibly
enter, for every one born of our Heavenly
Father, loveth him that is born of Him. Christ
Jesus the only Begotten Son of God said, " By
this shall all men know that ye are my desciples,

if ye have love one towards another." Friends
of Jesus, of God and of one-another, and like

Jesus even to Judas, " Friends " to all men,
for his command to all is " Love ye your ene-
mies." W. W. B.

THE •WATER LILY.
star on the breast of the river,

marvel of bloom and grace,
Did you fall straight out of heaven.

Out of the sweetest place?
You are white as the thought of an angel,

Your heart is steeped in the sun;
Did you grow in the golden city,

My pure and radiant one ?

Nay, Nay, I fell not out of heaven,
None gave me my saintly white;

It slowly grew from the blackness,
Down in the dreary night.

From the ooze of the silent river

1 won my glory and grace

—

White souls fall not, my poet!
They rise to the sweetest place.

When you come down from the summits,
you do not come away from God. There is no
task in life in which you do not need Him.
The work-bench needs his light as truly as the
cloister.

VOCAL "WINDS.
BY JESSK EDGERTON.

As I sit within my room
In the twilight's deep'ning gloom,
While the autumn wind without
Flings the fallen leaves about
At my doorway, shrieking, sighing.
With a sad and plaintive crying,
Do I hear it ?

The wild spirit

Of the wind.

Oh, the voices of the wind !

Oh, the music that we find !

In its wild and reckless playing,
In the sobbing and the swaying.
In the treble and the drawing,
In the wierd and solemn moaning,
In the moaning

And the groaning

Of the wind.

Sweet the notes to him who listens,

As the dew of springtime glistens
On the earth grown warm and tender,
In the season's revival splendor.
With her balmy lips confessing
To the rythm and the blessing.

To the blessing

And the summer full of sweetness,
Full of Nature's own completeness
Smiles to catch the soft refrain
Of the wind among the grain.

Of the fragrance-laden breeze
And its music in the trees.

Trembling ever

To the quaver
Of the wind.

And the autumn
;
;rowmg

In his robes of red and gold,

Hears the low and stifled moan
Of the wind's sad monotone.
And the brown leaves downward flying.

Hears them rustle to the sighing,
To the sighing

And the crying

Of the wind.

Like a monarch on his throne.
Winter, sad and hoary grown,
Joys to hear the north wind sweep.
Snow-clad hill and stormy deep.
Loving the melodies that find

Voice in the howling of the wind.
In the howling

And the growling

Of the wind.

Thus the seasons tell the glory
And the winged winds the story.

How their notes of music fall

Earthward from the Lord of all

As he touches heaven's own keys,

Waking wondrous harmonies.
And rejoices

In the voices

Of the wind.

Liks an echo from the past.

When through God's creation vast.

Burst the song through heaven that rang
Where the stars together sang ;

And the echo seems to float

Like some stray aeolian note.

Still ringing

And singing

In the wind.

O.NE Kind of Fictitious Reading.—We may
often think that we understand what is written
when we only recognize therein modes of
thought and of expression which are familiar to
ourselves and current among our associates,

but which we do not at all understand aright.

Such reading must evidently be fictitious read-
ing of the most deceptive kind, and, of course,
must be left out of account in every just esti-

mate and comparison of substantial literary

K. K.
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Visit of J. S. Elkinton and William B. Harvey

to the Exiles in Canada.

Rasthbrn, Sask, Klevunth Month 2Tth, 1S'J9.

Wm. Evans,

Dear Friend:—The last notes sent carried

us as far as our return to Winnipeg from the

Doukhobor settlements reached from Yorkton.

There are but two trains per week to Prince

Albert; this gave us nearly two days in Win-

nipeg, which seemed short enough to attend to

matters connected with our business. Leaving

the last named point on Fourth-day evening,

the 22nd, at 1G.30 o'clock (the twenty-four

hour system being in vogue on the railroads

in the Northwest), in company with our former

interpreter, we sped along towards Kegina,

which point we reached about G.;-!0 o'clock

morning: the weather was fine, and after a

night spent in the sleeper we appreciated the

bracing air, mercury 1(5°.

Regina is the capital of the Northwest Ter-

ritory, an important place; the town is spread

over considerable ground, though buildings are

much scattered. The ride up the Prince Albert

branch railroad is not particularly interesting;

it traverses a vast expanse of prairie; not a

tree the size of one's wrist being visible for

hundreds of miles from the road. Some of the

scheduled stations consist of sign-boards on

the telegraph poles. At the lunch station we
were informed that the nearest neighbor was

forty miles distant. Antelopes are quite nu-

merous, though we saw but one small herd,

which of course took to their heels, though we
had a good view of them.

We had expected to come to this point, but

when we reached Saskatoon, we learned that

the North branch of the Saskatchewan River

was not passable, that much ice was "running,"

thus impeding our trip to the "Duck Lake"
Doukhobor villages; lea\ing the train we spent

the night.

Saskatoon is on the south branch of the

above river, which is quite a large stream. A
genial gov't land agent is stationed here, and

a letter of introduction to him from the Com-
missioner at Winnipeg resulted in our being

comfortably fitted out next morning, and we
started for the farthest Doukhobor villages of

the district, about thirty miles distant. We
stopped for dinner at a mail station on the

Battleford trail. The proprietor was formerly

a wealthy Englishman, who invested largely in

land about Winnipeg during a boom, and lost

very heavily. He appeared to be a man of

character, and was acquainted with some Irish

Friends near Cork.

At this point we met a wagon train, hauling

to Battleford from Saskatoon, ninety miles dis-

tant, this being the nearest railroad point.

Swift Current, two hundred miles distant, was
formerly the railroad station for Battleford,

which, years ago, was the capital of the North-

west Territory. The hauling of supplies to

such an important place we would think a great

undertaking. The summer rates are fifty cents

per hundred pounds, and in winter one cent

per pound. We also met here a Presbyterian

minister returning from a conference in Win-

nipeg to his home in Battleford. He seemed

to be a man of deep religious experience.

The first Doukhobor village was reached

about the middle of the afternoon. It was fairly

well located and the inhabitants seemed cheer-

ful. A woman had been suft'ering with ery-

sipelas; to give an idea of the means of obtain-

ing medical attendance, this case might be

cited: word was sent to the commissioner in

Winnipeg, who in turn informed authorities in

Ottawa, who wired to Prince Albert for a doc-

tor, and an interpreter at Duck Lake, and they

got a team at Saskatoon, the trip occupying

about two days. It was a satisfaction to find

the patient better.

Last summer, a cloudburst in the Rocky

Mountains, together with the melting snow,

caused the river, not far distant, to rise very

much, tearing away log booms above; great

quantities of timber being stranded within

reach of the settlers, of which they take ad-

vantage in building, though some sod houses

were to be seen; the night was spent at one

of the stations of the mounted police, where

we were courteously treated. The senior officer,

who was from Ireland, spoke kindly of Friends.

He had known the Richardsons there.

Near by was a government telegraph station

—Cowley. The line was built before the rail-

roads penetrated this north country, and ex-

tends, for many hundreds of miles, as far west

as Edmonton.
On Seventh-day, the 25th, the remaining two

villages were visited. In all of these settle-

ments, we found less real want than in the

Yorkton colonies ; these people being from

the last ship-load, who did not suffer persecu-

tion to so great an extent as others. But wrong
impressions are apt tp be made when the situa-

tion is accepted from heresay evidence.

Some of the men were at work, though it

seemed very doubtful whether all had sufficient

food to keep them until able to grow some for

themselves.

Rasthern was fifty-two miles distant from

our lodging place, and it seemed particularly

desirable to reach it that night, which meant

a heavy day's work.

We followed near the course of the north

branch of the Saskatchewan River for a good

part of the day, and saw many old buffalo

trails, made when they roamed over these

prairies, and leading to the water. As in our

own country, these animals have been killed

for their skins, and their bones have been

shipped from the railroad points in large quan-

tities. At Saskatoon we were told that the

bones of two hundred and fifty thousand buf-

faloes were lying there at one time. We
reached a Mennonite settlement near six o'clock,

stopped to feed the team, and partook of the

hospitality offered us. Procuring a guide to

pilot us over territory unfamiliar to our team-

ster, we pursued for a while a tortuous course,

around quarter sections and over plowed ground,

where the trail had been plowed up and no other

established.

Rasthern was reached about 10.30 o'clock.

A beautiful auroral display helped to cheer us

as we rode along, over a very rough trail. The
Mennonite settlement through which we passed

is quite large.

Prince Albert, Saskatchewan, Eleventh Month 28th.

Rasthern is a place of near two hundred in-

habitants, and enjoys a large and increasing

trade with the many new settlers, Mennonites,

Doukhobortsi, Galicians and others. The past

season had been a particularly poor one for

wheat, and the quality of that cereal being

ground at the roller mill near by, was poor in-

deed; dark and much shrivelled, having bee

frosted.

The river as before stated was not in cm
dition for crossing, and we availed ourselvi

[

of the opportunity to consult represenlativi

of numerous Doukhobor villages of the Due

Lake district as to their condition; a numW-
of interviews were held, to our satisfaclior

and if the plan can be carried out to have a

interview as we return to-morrow, with a per

son from another village, only one seLllemen

will be missed; though this kind of visiting i

not what was intended, nor does it fully satisfy

Evidence of material prosperity was showi:

as we took the statistics from some of tb'

men; in one village were thirty-five cows

twenty-four oxen and sixteen horses. It wa
the desire of the people to have a pair o

horses and suitable farming implements fo

each quarter-section represented in village,^

an average of perhaps fifty farms; in order ti

do this, it would be necessary to borrow money

to which they were unaccustomed ; they talkei'

about these matters in a business-like, franl'

manner, also wanted to know something o

Friends' principles.

We have statistics from fifty-two villages

about forty of which we have visited; amon;

other things a carefully prepared list lias beei

made of those detained in exile in Russia, am
there are in all, according to information giv

en, one hundred and thirty-seven, including thi

wives and children of some of the men, and a:

may naturally be supposed, these men are anioiif

the leaders, from intelligence and ability, am
their absence in these times is keenly felt. Hov

many aching hearts would be filled with joy i

those still in persecution could be liberated, am
add their strength to their relations in this frei

land?

While the general tone of the Doukhobors h

hopeful and certainly trustful, and the healtl

of the Cyprus people better, yet there is niucl

to be overcome in the near future. On al

sides the desire for seeds is pressing. This mat

ter we intend to take up on our return trip

with the authorities of Ottawa. A milling

firm in Winnipeg has kindly consented to loar

three hundred bushels of fiax seed, to be return'!

ed from the increase later on. Many horses anci

oxen have been crippled, and too large a num-|

ber lost, from a lack of knowledge as to fooc'

and treatment, and on account of the very long'

trips to which they have been subjected; though;

a severe instructor, it seems that experienct

must be the teacher to correct; advice and;

counsel have been given. '

Considerable agitation is shown in the polit-j

ical circles of Canada, the elections being closfj

at hand, which seems but to bring out on thel

side of the Liberal party, now in power, the'

many good qualities of the Russian immigrants,

who, though poor, are undoubtedly very worthy.'

A government fee of ten dollars is charged'

for each homestead taken up for settlement:

this, to a people who practically have no money,

is a serious matter. The question, however,

which immediately confronts us is in endeav-

oring to provide for the necessities of life tc

tide over the winter, and until crops can be raised

from the ground, bread and water, the former

made from a low grade of flour, is the chief

diet for the mass of the Doukhobors. Consid-

erably over one thousand bushels of potatoes

have been bought from funds sent from our
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?nds; these, also milk, are valuable in pra-

ting scurvy, which already is in evidence.

quality of the tubers furnished is very

d, though it looks as though a fresh stock

be necessary for seed, much of the present

ply being used for food,

inhere potatoes and milk are to be had, a sort

oup is made from them; this is poured into

isin, and standing or sitting around the small

,e, the families help themselves, each mem-
being furnished with a large wooden spoon,

daily routine of household duties is reduced

i minimum. The floors are earthen

)ms are mostly made of brush. The top of

oven is the favorite place for the little peo-

in winter, and for the aged and infirm, as

for sleeping quarters. We can testify that

a good place for warming up. In day time

bedding is neatly piled in one package, and
jred over with a blanket or spread,

rince Albert is one of the old Hudson Bay
ipany's posts, established long before the

road brought it into closer touch with the

of the world. The Sastkatchewan River

3re navigable, and was an important avenue
trade. For years the main supplies were
ed over land from Winnipeg, five hundred
seventy-five miles distant, the charges be-

three dollars and fifty cents per one hun-

I pounds. The town has a population of

it two thousand people. Electric lights and
phones are among the modern innovations,

large saw mills are closed for the winter,

ice and Tamarack logs are floated from for-

many miles up stream, and the finished lum-
sells at figures nearly the same as in east-

Pennsylvania.

he quality of the wheat at the Hudson Bay
was much superior to that seen at Ras-
n; the mill has a daily capacity of one hun-

. barrels, and is an important distributing

t to various posts; also in competition for

mt trade. The last car load shipped went
Jew Zealand. Shipments are made to the

on district and the far north. Such goods
packed in w'ater-proof, duck sacks, ready
jverland staging, dog-trains or canoes, as

case requires. There are no white settle-

ts north of this point. Indians, however,
md, the maps of the northwest are dotted
reservations, some embracing but a frac-

of a township, others are quite large. Can-
has arrived at the conclusion that it is

.per to feed and care for these, her wards,
to fight them. There are industrial schools

blished by the government, which also as-

in conducting others, managed by religious

nizations, paying a liberal round sum for

d of pupils.

vo instances were cited, (and there are
ably more), where certain tribes sold this

three thousand dollars worth of cattle,

; this goes far towards making them self-

orting. The chiefs are paid a moderate
ity, and the others a smaller sum; rations

ssued to a certain extent, and since 1885,
1 the Indian Insurrection occurred, very
! trouble has been experienced,
lin, at this season of year here, seldom

, but as with us, unexpected things happen,
we have had it to-day, somewhat to our dis-

:ort; but we have no just cause to complain,
the weather has been remarkably fine

ughout all of our trip, the mercury keeping
[

the freezing point most of the time—10°
i

I

above zero being the lowest temperature we
have had. The first snow of the season in this
locality is falling here this evening. It is usual
for winter to set in in earnest by about Eleventh
Month, 1st. Many seem to be rather longing
for real winter, though it appears to us as a
great blessing that the Doukhobors have had
such an open fall to complete their houses and
stables, which in the majority of cases are in a
line of dwellings under one roof. These struct-
ures we were often told were to be used, later on,

for storehouses and stables. They have usually,

been erected on each side of a wide avenue, and
the more substantial houses are to be added on
the side next the street, thus narrowing the
present avenue.

Twelfth Month, 1st.—Car Tonquin. C. P.

R.R—We were aroused at 3:30 a. m., on the
morning of the 29th ult., and about one hour
later left Prince Albert on our return to Winni-
peg; the trip of about six hundred miles requir-
ed almost constant travelling until after 2 p.m
yesterday, trains on the branch road being
largely composed of freight cars. A large pile of
smouldering wheat was seen as we moved along,
all that remained of one of the many elevators
of this country. To-day has been busily spent
in Winnipeg. J. S. E. visited some Doukhobor
patients in the hospital, and felt well satisfied

with their surroundings and treatment.
We were greeted on our return from the

Northwest yesterday with a fine budget of home
letters, among them came the word of addition-

al car-loads of goods being shipped from Phila-

delphia. We were in consultation to-day with
Commissioner McCreary regarding the disposi-

tion of same.

Another large lot of wool was bought with
money supplied by our Philadelphia Doukhobor
Committee, directions given to ship to different

points, and to distribute where investigation
showed it was most needed.

While not feeling that the field has been cov-

ered, by any means, we have endeavored to do
what we could; it has been an exercising time
to judge of the merits of the many cases of dis-

tress presented, and to administer relief to

the best advantage.

After nearly six weeks absence it is pleasant
to feel that our faces are turned towards home.

Thy friend,

Wm. B. Harvey.

Items Concerning; the Society.

It is proposed to hold four week-day evening meet-
ings for worship at Lansdowne -similar to those held
last winter. The first will be on the evening of the
19th.

Our Bi-monthly Educational Conference known
as the Friends Teachers' Association, last Seventh-
day entered into a discussion of Athletics, more
e.specially the Foot-ball question, most of the speak-
ers seeming favorable to the game.

A newspaper, published a good distance from here,

gives the following notice:—Union Thanksgiving
services will be held here in the Friends' church,
Thursday morning at 10..30 o'clock. The Thanks-
giving sermon will be preached by Rev. Frank
Snyder, pastor of the M. E. church. Music will be
furnished by a choir made up from the singers of
the various churches in town.

A carload of sugar was on its way to the Douk-
hobors last week, and a carload of miscellaneou.s

merchandise, including about eight tons of clothing,

was ready to be shipped.

Joseph S. Elkinton is now on his way home. Wm.
Bellows, of Bristol, England, has had a set of lan-
tern sUdes prepared to show the Doukhobors in their
new settlements. William Evans engaged to ex-
hibit these slides in Media last Fourth-day evening,
and William B. Harvey to speak of his e.\periences
in the Northwest.

Leave to the Ritualistic

His vestments and perfumes;
Leave to the Calvinistic

His high Synodic fumes;
Leave to the Methodistic
By eloquence to score;

Leave to the Plymouthistic
His wondrous wordy lore.

Thine, Quakor, is the stillness,

Quakor, the feeling thine;

The mystic gift, unbought, unpaid.
The gallery's ordered line,

And thine this note of wisdom.
That woman, with her train

Of balmier moods, and gentler thoughts.
Doth bear co-equal reign.

From " The Quakri at Lurgan,"
By James N. Richardsox.

Since the Friends church, popularly known as the
Quakers, is often confused with the denomination of
Shakers, the yearly meeting now being held here
[Newberg, Oregon, June 24, 1899] makes the fol-
lowing statement of its origin and brief declara-
tion of faith:

" The Friends church dates its rise about the year
1647, the first churches being established in England.
George Fox was the leader in this work The Friends
church, popularly known as the 'Quakers,' should
not be confused with the denomination known as
the 'Shakers,' first founded in this country by Ann
Lee in 1774. Between 1826 and 1828 an unfortun-
ate division occurred in the church in this country.
Since that time two denominations have existed,
each claiming the name of Friends. One of these
churches contains a considerable portion who have
denied the divinity of Jesus Christ, but the Oregon
Friends belong to that branch which believes in the
atonement made by Jesus Christ by tasting death
for every man. This church also holds the univer-
sal priesthood of believers, that each individual may
come direct to God and receive every needed bless-
ing without the intervention of human instrumental-
ity, ordinance, rite or ceremony, as, saith the Apostle
Paul, ' Ye are washed, ye are sanctified, but ye are
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the
spirit of our God.'"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The President's Message was sent to

Congress on the 5th instant. He urges that the National
Banks be authorized to organize with a capital of $25,-
000. Advocates legislation to perpetuate the gold stand'-
ard, with authority if necessary thereto to sell bonds; a
subsidy to increase our merchant marine; early attention
to the injurious effects of trusts; aid in constructing the
Nicaraguan Canal; speaks hopefully of satisfactory gov-
ernment being established through Congressional action,
in Porto Rico and Cuba; defends the war in the Philippines,
asserting that the natives are responsible therefor; claims
that order will soon be restored in these islands, and sug-
gests laws for the government of the Hawaiian Islands,
He declares that lynching must not be tolerated. an(
cussed other subjects of minor importance. The message
is one of the longest ever presented to any American
Congress.

The death of Senator Haywood of Nebraska, was an-
nounced in the U. S Senate on the 5th instant.

"The report of the Director of the Mint states that the
various mints and assay offices in the country handled a
greater amount of gold the pa-st year than ever before.
Stocks of gold increased over $200,000,000 in the year,
and now amount to nearly a billion dollars. The produc-
tion of gold is increasing at an enormous rate throughout
the world.

Few meetings have accomplished so much in a financial
way as the one held in New York recently in aid of the
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Tuskegee Institute. The result thus far is $86,000 con-

tributed to the endowment fund of the Institute, including

one check for $25,000, a contribution made by an Ohio

woman through ox-President Cleveland. This result is a

high tribute to the public confidence in and regard for

Booker T. Washington.

Chicago seems to be making a bid for the effects of the

publishing firm of Harper & Brothers. The juvenile

monthly issued by the firm has been absorbed by a house

there, and the announcement is made that the firm have

transferred the entire publication of their college and

high school text books to the American Book Company,

of New York and Chicago. The list of these publica-

tions comprises four hundred and fifty works. The

price of the transfer is not given out. The corporation

of Harper & Brothers will soon cease to exist. Francis

C. Cantine has been appointed referee in a proceeding

taken for a voluntary dissolution of the corporation.

Third Month 28th, 1900, is the date set on which cause

may be shown why the firm should not be dissolved.

The enormous destruction of birds to supply trimming

for women's hats was clearly shown at the fire recently in

a factory at Wautagh, L. I., when among the property

destroyed were 10,000 stuffed seagulls, 20,000 wings of

other birds and 10,000 heads of birds representing varie-

ties from the plumed birds of the South to the ordinary

Long Island crow.

A destructive fire occurred on the 10th instant at

Augusta, Ga. The Masonic Temple, Arlington Hotel and

several large stores were destroyed, causing $1,000,000

damage.
Professor G. W. Hough, of the Fort Dearborn Observa-

tory, Northwestern University, has discovered Tau Taueri

to be a double star. The companion star is one of the

ninth magnitude and was discovered while Professor

Hough was observing an occultation of the moon. The

discovery of the double star has been registered with the

Astronomical Society. Professor Hough claims the dis-

tinction of having registered more double stars with the

Astronomical Society than any other astronomer in the

world.

The Chicago Tribune says: "The bicycle as a fad has

already become a thing of the past. Utility has taken the

place of enthusiasm, and the wheel has ceased to be a

craze. It still has a future as an excellent method of ex-

ercise when reasonably used, and of quick locomotion.

The Baltimore Sun, looking into the statistics of the

trade, finds there has been a heavy decline in exports

from this country, notwithstanding the great decline in

prices, and that original investors in cycle works have

met with great losses. The same is true in England. In

the first eight months of 1895 that country sold abroad

$5,350,000 worth of bicycles, and in 1896 sold $5,946,500,

but a decline set in in 1897, and in the first eight months

of 1899 it sold only $2,393,500 worth. Of the companies

organized in England in 1896 and since, forty with shares

aggregating $13,750,000have gone into liquidation. Shares

of 36 leading companies show falls aggregating 30 per

cent., some falling as much as 75 per cent. The common
stock of such companies is now almost absolutely worth-

less. Probably this is the history of the trade all over.

But within certain limits the bicycle will continue to be

used. It may not be seen so frequently in the parks and

on the boulevards as a pleasure vehicle, but as a means
of getting quickly from one locality to another, it is still

the ideal method of locomotion. Like everything else, the

novelty once worn off, it has come to the demands of

practical use, and that is its future. It will be used but

not abused."

There were 412 deaths in this city last week, which is

2 more than the previous week and 24 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 203 were

males and 209 females : 64 died of pnuemonia ; 56 of

consumption ; 43 of heart diseases ; 23 of diphtheria; 21

of apoplexy, 18 of nephritis; 17 of cancer; 15 of inflam-

mation of the brain; 11 of convulsions; 10 of inanition; 8

of Bright's disease, and 6 of OEdema of the Lungs.

Markets. &C.— V. S. 2's, 102i; 4's, reg.. 112i a 113i;
coupon, 1132 a 114i; new 48, 133i a 134*; 5's 111| a

112J; 3's, 109g a llOJ.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 7| ,';c. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.30 a $3.45 per

barrel, as to quality, the outside rate for choice Penna.

Buckwheat Flour.—New, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds,

as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37 a 37Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 J a .32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6ic.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4 a 42c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 42 a 5c.; good, 4J a 4Jc.;

medium, 32 a 4c.; common, 2J a 3ic.; lambs, 4 J a 6c.

Hogs.—Best Western, 52 a 6c.; others, 5i a 52c.

Foreign—The official figure as to the consumption of

coal in Great Britain last year is 157,000,000 tons.

The Berlin correspondent of tha London Standard say& :

"All the Powers concerned have favorably received the

proposals of the United States regarding the maintenance

of the open door ' in China, each offering to sign the de-

sired assurance if the others will do so."

A despatch from Berlin says Germany has given assur-

ance of her willingness to maintain the open trade door

in far Asia, and sign a guarantee to that effect.

Cablegrams received in London from Pretoria report

that fighting began on the 10th inst. north of Modder River

between General Methuen's forces and the Boers under

Cronje.

Cablegrams from Cape Town received in London tell of

a desperate fight at Stormberg, Cape Colony, between

3,000 British troops, led by General Gatacre, on his way
to the support of Lord Methuen's army, advancing to Kim-
berley. Gatacre was misled by his guides, fiercely at-

tacked and compelled to retire. The British list of killed

and wounded is a large one. A despatch from Pretoria

says 672 British prisoners were taken at Stormberg.

Sixty-six mining companies at Johannesburg, South Af-

rica, have suspended operations on account of the war,

and as a result many families are destitute.

The Chicago Tribune says: "London Truth has been

calculating how long the Witwatersrand gold mines will

continue to attract ' outlanders ' to the region for which

so many men are now laying down their lives. The Rand
is a limited deposit of gold bearing earth and rock, e.\-

tending about twenty miles around Johannesburg. The
ore runs so evenly that the output can be calculated for

years ahead. A consensus of the best experts places the

total future yield of the Rand at £483,000,000. John
Hays Hammond estimates the probable annual yield at

£20,000,000. On this basis the entire deposit will be ex-

hausted in twenty-four years. It is more than likely that

the new influx of men and of improved machinery after

the present war will considerably shorten this period.

The sum of gold is great, but what will become of the

British mining population after the mines are worked out ?

The outlanders will pack up their belongings and leave

the country. They will care neither for the franchise nor
for the arid veldt wrested from the Dutch farmers. In

the light of this probable course of events, the present
' grievances ' of the British seem comparatively temporary.
The blood-stains and bitterness that the war will leave in

Dutch South Africa may in the end cost even more than
the wealth of the Witwatersrand can repay."

General Gregorio del Pilar, commanding Aguinaldo's
body guard, was killed in a fight northwest of Cervantes
on First Month 3rd.

The American military and naval forces have occupied
the naval station of Olongapo and the town of Subig, on
Subig Bay. The Filipinos fled, making practically no re-

sistance.

An official despatch to Madrid from Manila says that
229 Spaniards, who were formerly prisoners in the hands
of the Filipinos, have arrived there.

For some time past no paper money has been sent to

the Philippines to pay the army. This is mainly due to

the fact that it was foQnd considerable loss was likely to

be sustained by paymasters and other disbursing officers

through the operations of the red ants that infest the

country. These little pests attacked the greenbacks so

voraciously and so effectively that the disbursing officers

became very much alarmed for the safety of the public

funds, and upon their recommendation fui-ther shipment
of paper money was stopped and coin substituted. The
aggregate required to pay the army in the Philippines is

now about $1,000,000 per month, and this is sent in gold
and silver coin.

In regard to automobiles, France leads in gasoline ve-

hicles and England in steam vehicles, while America, as

was to be expected, is far in the lead in electrical con-

veyances of all kinds. Six different motive powers are
now actually employed in this country—electricity, steam,
compressed air, carbonic acid gas and alcohol.

Ail eastern Germany is snowbound, and the cold is in-

tense. Koenigsberg reports five inches of ice, and in the
province of Posen several persons have been frozen to

death.

A large number of women students has lately been re-

ceived into the Swiss universities. The Neuchatel Acad-
emy has 937; Geneva has 292 ; Zurich, 231 ; Berne, 172

;

Lausanne, 130 ; Neuchatel, 52 ; Bale, 35, and Fribourg,

25. Most of them are enrolled in the faculties of medi-
cine and philosophy.

First-days and holidays reduce the number of work
days in Russia to 268 a year.

In spite of the fact that more political prisoners now

live in Siberia than ever before, the Russian Governme
has diminished the sum for their maintenance from $15(

000 to $50,000.
Private advices received in Constantinople report th

the Kurds have avenged the recent incursion of Kussi:

Armenians into the Alashgerd district, in Turkish km
nia, by pillaging the Armenian village of Kostur and ma
sacring 300 of its inhabitants.

The soil of Egypt at the present day is tilled by exact

the same kind of plow that was used 5,000 years ago.

The cultivation of coffee on the northern coast*

Queensland is stated to be becoming an important indi

try. Growers are said to be making preparations to e

port to Britain coffee in a ground and tinned condition.

A private despatch to the PuMic Ledger, dated Lin

Peru, Twelfth Month, 9th, states that on Eleventh Monl

21st, an immense aerolite fell at Cochabomba, Boliv

causing a panic among the inhabitants of that city.

It is computed the death rate of the world is 07 a

the birth rate 70 a minute, and this seeming light pera

tage of gain is sufficient to give a net increase in popn

tion each year of 1,200,000 souls.

NOTICES.

A shddle-aged woman Friend desires position as co

panion; would make herself generally useful.

"A. H., Office of The Friend.

There are four young colored women who desire hon

in the limits of Philadelphia, or in New Jersey. Tl

are recommended to be honest, nice, industrious, and .

perienced in general housework. For further informal

write to Rachel Baughm, George, N. C.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will ml
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19

and 4.32 p. ii. Other trains are met when
Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.1

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, ik

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. S.medley, Sufi

A. M., and^
'hen reqtW|l|

.M., twentjl

Friends' Library, 142 N. IRth St., Phila

Recent additions to the Juvenile collection include

following:

Baker, R. S.—Boys' Book of Inventions.

Brooks, E. S.—Historic Americans.

—Stories of the Old Bay State.

BuTTERWORTH, Hezekiah—Pilot of the Mayflower.

Griel, K. a.—Glimpses of Nature for Little Folks.

Grinnell, E., and Grinnell, Joseph— Our Feathe

Guerber, H. a.—Story of the Thirteen Colonies.

Harland, Marion (pseud.)—When Grandmamms
New.

Harrington, M. W.—About the Weather.

Holder—C. F.—Stories of Animal Life.

PiERSON, C. D.—Among the Farmyard People.

Wiggin, K. D. and Smith, N. A.—Story Hour.

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P. M., s

p. M. to 6 P. M.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhobortsi
Twelfth Mouth 12th.

L. C. r., $2; E. W.. J3 ; I'. W , #3 ; \V. T. C.
S., j;l ; 1. \V. C, *5 ; W. R J., $1 ; S. Ii. B., $90

B., $1 ; R. K. L., $1 ; Women's Christian Tempera
Union. Nantucket, $5; Friends, Muncv, I'a., »

Friends, Elkland, Pa., «-15; Friends Coal'
(

'reek, Ic,

$l.x50; K. II. B., *25; I). E.. SMi
: S. I,. .\.,i

Cash. $.-)U; \V. A. K., .flO: a Frit-iul, N. Bedford,

H. .Mc'K , Illinois.*! ; West Che-ter Frit n,ls. T 102

S. V. 1„, Tli>, .1- S.. ..-,
: E. B., j;l; J. D. S., $10;Li

Folks. W ' li. r, ' 'hin SO cts.; M. A. T., $1
~

$1 ;
.-> II 1 I ii ppr W. C, $5; M. 11.,$!; S.

*1 ; K. ( l: i

;

I
. r. G., $1.76 ; Woman Fri-nd,

E. P. S., $2; S. G. T., $25; G. S., 10; .1. W. T.

per T. S. M., $1 ; per M. J. S., $15 ; Sadsbury Monl

Meeting, 5^65.

W.M. EVA.N.S, Trm.'^nrer, 252 S. Front ,St. PI

Died, at her home in Philadelphia, Ninth Mo
lOth, IS'.ia, Marion I^dith Rus.ski,l, ebl.si daug

of Henry C. and the late Jane Riihar.l~..n Ku8

aged thirty-four years, a niemberof the .Mcnllily M
ing i.f Friends of Philadelphia. "He >;ivcth his

loved sleep."
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Lonesome Work.

You are your own workmanship," says the

;ion of self-culture, from Buddhism down to

e present professions of Christianity. " Ye
God's workmanship," says the religion of

St. " You are your own character-builders,"

the one. " Ye are God's building," says

other. "Work out your own salvation,"

the one, and there stops short. " For it

od that worketh in you," the gospel goes

;o show as the right foundation of right

k. There is no self-sustained motion. Per-

lal motion is inherent in nothing that moves

in the Almighty.

et there is a place for the self-culture of

teousness,—a place to fall in if standing

tself, a place to rise in if working together

I God. The gospel which says, " we are his

kmanship," livingly dispenses to us our own

..in workmanship, and is far from dispensing

ii it. It gives us good things often with

[own hands,—not often in our slothful-

j. It calls for all the strenuous work of

tiest life exercised in co-operation with the

ter-builder. "As laborers together with

1
we beseech you that ye receive not the

he of God in vain." When not occupied

!i the labor required, his grace, if received,

Bceived idly and in vain. "Ye are God's

iDandry, ye are God's building,"
—

" his work-

3ship, created in Christ Jesus unto good

j£S, which God hath ordained, that ye should

Mnthem" (Eph. ii: 11).

I

is not good for good works to live alone,

'hout Christ they cease to live, or be good,

frt from Him we can do nothing in the work

'iiir own or others' salvation. His assurance

ijhat " he that gathereth not with me, scat-

lith." Some of the Yearly Meetings' discip-

»! query for diligence "in ^-athering to

b|st." They will be more scriptural when
S'Sed to read, " gathering with Christ."

i3 works that are really good, labor that is

really gospel labor, is always co-labor. We do

not have to do it alone. We have a true yoke-

fellow who says, " Take my yoke upon you, and

learn of me." A sense of working together

with Him, or sharing his yoke, makes the yoke

easy; a sense of suifering with Him,—which

has the promise of reigning with Him,—makes

the burden light.

If any man through "repentance towards

God and faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ,"

comes to be in Christ Jesus, " he is a new crea-

ture," and created in (Jhrist Jesus unto good

works. These are of that new growth which

the new life puts forth. Eternal life is not

their earnings, but their producer; a gift, and

not the wages of our works. Works of sin

have their wages, namely, death. But our

Saviour having tasted this for every man, opened

a door of hope for the repenting sinner. Bought

with a price to serve him who first loved us, we

answer Him in the love which, shirking not the

cross, yet makes the yoke of service easy, and

as kept alive "is the fulfilling of the law."

The Christian's work, then, is never solitary;

his character-building never independent; his

suffering never without sympathy. In these he

enjoys a holy partnership. As his every duty

is the Lord's work it is done as in his sight,

his co-operation and fellowship. Let ours be

the willingness and obedience, his will be the

power; ours the obedience, his the knowledge

of the purpose. Faithfully discharging our next

duty, we are building more wisely than we

know. "What I do" through thy hands "thou

knowest not now, but thou shalt know here-

after." Though alone, thou workest not alone,

for the Father is with thee.

Series of Letters by Lally Bernard, Toronto:

William Briggs, 1899, (69 pages, price 15 cents.)

This is a very interesting recital of what the

author experienced and witnessed during her

visits throughout the Doukhobor colonies of

Canada from Eighth to Twelfth Month, 1899.

No one who has been interested in the accounts

given from time to time in these columns by

our Friends who have visited that people, would

fail to read this fresh account also with un-

flagging attention. Copies may be had through

Joseph Elkinton of Media, or at 817 Mifflin St.,

Philadelphia.

Friends interested in the early history of

Pennsylvania, will find pleasure in reading two

volumes by Dr. A. S. Bolles. They cover the

period from 1609 when Hudson discovered

Delaware Bay to 1790, when a new constitution

for the State was adopted. The second volume

is largely made up of special chapters on Im-

migration Trade, Religion, etc. Friends are

given sympathetic treatment throughout, and

their large share in making the Province and

State is fully recognized. It is probably the

best history of Pennsylvania since Proud's and

of course is much more extensive than that

author's.

The history of the State which will follow is

expected to take two or three volumes more.

The Canadian Doukhobor Settlements." A

For "The Fkiend."

Friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.

iConlinued from page 170.)

Shortly after this, viz: in the Sixth Month

1773, The Meeting for Sufferings was informed

that Zebulon Heston of Wrightstown, in Bucks

Co., had a prospect of religious service among
the Delaware Indians, settled to the westward

of Penna., and that John Parrish of Phila., was

concerned to accompany him. These Friends

had both been liberated for the visit by their

respective Monthly Meetings. The Meeting

for Sufferings believed it right to prepare an

epistle to these Indians and forward it to them

by these Friends. This communication appears

to be the last which Friends in their collective

capacity addressed to these Indians. The

Revolutionary war prevented further inter-

course on either side, and in the year 1782,

another massacre of friendly Indians took place,

and emigration of the Delawares beyond the

Mississippi began. The address to these Indians

above referred to is as follows:

To Netawattwalemum, and the rest of the

head men of the Delaware Indians at Kekailam-

mapaiking, and to John Papunehang, and the

rest of the Indian brethren at the Welhick Thup-

peak, and all other Indians living beyond the

Ohio to whom these may come.

Brethren: Your friends the people called

Quakers in Penna. and New Jersey often re-

member you with desires for your welfare and

true happiness and that the old friendship which

was made between your fathers and ours, may
still be maintained, and may ever continue be-

tween vour and our children and grandchildren

from one generation to another. Then it will al-

ways be pleasing to us to hear from and to see

one another.

Brethren: The several messages received

from you by our brothers Kilbuck and Joseph

Peepy, last year and the year before, made deep

impressions on the minds of such of us as were

present when they were delivered, and have

often since excited our thoughts of them. We
in our answers, informed you we were in hopes

the love of God through our Lord and Sa\nour
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Jesus Christ, would engage and constrain some cerely desire. In much brotherly love we salute
of the ministers of the tiospel to visit you, and
until such should be thus sent among you, we
desired you to attend diligently to the instruc-

tions of the Spirit of (."hrist within you by which
you may come to know your duty to God and
one unto another.

Brethren: We are all of us unable rightly to
obtain this saving knowledge by our own wisdom
and strength. We should therefore humbly and
diligently wait for the Spirit of t'hrist to en-
lighten our minds and to give us the right under-
standing by which we may see that in the state
of nature we are weak, blind, and miserable,
and can never come to a state of true happiness
without a Saviour, and if we received this under-
standing with thankful hearts, and sincerely
desire the help of Christ our Saviour, He will,

by the renewed working of his good spirit in-

struct us more and more.
Brethren: The ministers of Christ who are

really led by his Spirit, and faithfully attend to
his instructions may be useful, and a great help
to others by informing them what they have
tasted and felt of his love, and when they speak
from the constraints of that love are often in-

strumental to raise the living sense of it in

those to whom they speak ; but all they can do, or
should desire to do, is to bring meii to Christ,
that they may know and feel Him for themselves,
as He is graciously manifesting himself by his
spirit within them ; for that which is to be known
of God is manifested within, and without this
knowledge no outward performance of any kind
will work out their salvation and bring them
from a state of nature to a state of grace, where-
in they may witness salvation through the blood
of Christ which was shed for the redemption of
all men. We fervently desire you may come
truly to know and experience this, every one of
you, in and for yourselves, for no man can do
this work for his brother nor for his nearest
friend.

Brethren: We write this to you by our be-
loved friend Zebulon Heston, whose mind being
influenced with the love of Christ, and con-
strained thereby, engages him to go and visit
you, being desirous, though an old man, to see
you before he dies, and to express something
of the goodness of God, which he hath known
to preserve him from his youth to this day. He
hath approved himself a faithful minister of
Christ both in word and doctrine, and in life
and conversation, and we hope you will receive
him as our true friend and brother. As the jour-
ney is long he is accompanied by our friend and
brother .John Parrish, whose love to you is so
great that he is willing likewise to go and see
you. We sincerely desire and pray that they
may be instrumental to do you good, and that
the blessing of God may attend you and them,
and that you may show forth to them that first
mark of the disciples of Christ, which is true
love unto one another.

Your desire of having some religious in-
structors for your children we very heartily
approve, and as you have been before informed
whenever we can find any rightly qualified and
willing to undertake the service, we intend to
assist and encourage them in it.

The letter from .John I'apunehang and his
brethren at Welhick Thuppeak was lately sent
to some of us by John Etwein, and it is very
pleasing to us to hear of your prosperity and
settlement there, the increase of which we sin-

you and are your friends and brethren.
Signed by twenty-four Friends.

In the Ninth Month 25th, 1778, Zebulon
Heston and John I'arrish having safely arrived
from their visit to the Indians gave an account
to the Meeting of their preservation through
the journey, their kind reception among the
Indians and their satisfaction with their visit.

They also stated that they had had a public
meeting with the Indians and read the epistle
of the Meeting to them, and they delivered to
the meeting the following letter from the In-
dians in reply to it:

—

Kekailammapaikung, 28th of Seventh Month,
1773, after a meeting held for Divine Worship,
Captain Whiteeyes spoke as follows:

We are glad and rejoiced in our hearts to
see our brothers the Quakers standing speaking
before us, and what you have said we believe
to be right and we heartily join in with it; Since
our Saviour came a light into the world, there
has been a great stir amongst the people about
religion, some are for one way, and some for
another. We have had ofi'ers of religion many
times but would not accept of it, till we see
our brothers the Quakers, and hear what they
would say to us, and now you have come and
opened the road. We have heard what you
have said, and we felt the grace that was in your
hearts, conveyed to us. We think that as we
two brothers the Quakers and the Delawares
were brought up together as the children of
one man, it is our Saviour's will, we should be
of one religion, now you have come and opened
the road, we expect to see the way from town
to town, quite over to the great king (meaning
the king of Great Britain, etc.) over the water,
then our king will know that the Quakers and
Delawares are as one man and make one re-
ligion. We are poor and weak and not able to
judge for ourselves, and when we think of our
children it makes us sorry. We hope you will
instruct us in the right way both in things of
this life as well as the world to come. Now
what we have said we hope to be strengthened
to abide by. They then delivered the belt.

The Meeting for Sufferings in their Minute
made on the occasion state that the letter was
"very satisfactory and excites thankfulness to
consider that the good Spirit of God is at work
in the minds of the Indians in order to bring them
into a nearer acquaintance with Him and also
for the support and preservation experienced by
these Friends in their journey and visit."

The most distant settlement of Indians they
were at was, they thought, about one hundred
and twenty miles beyond the Ohio.

(To beooncluded.)

trust in God's perennial inspiration, and imi

diate revelation of himself to human hearts
Caroline E. Stephen.

The In-dispensable Principle. — Nothing
can dim the glory of our (Society's) funda-
mental principle; nothing can deprive us of
the ground already won, for witnessing to the
possibility of combining the freest thought
with the purest devotion. The faith of the
future, the faith we are all in our various
measures seeking after and struggling for; the
faith which is needed to satisfy the growing
hunger of the world for truth ; the faith which
IS deep enough to meet reason at its very
source—this faith may not break forth from
within our borders, but when it comes it can
do no more and no less than reaffirm ourfunda-
mental principle—the single and all-sufficient

Shoes of the World.

An exchange gives some interesting fa

about shoes

:

The Portuguese shoe has a wooden sole i

heel with vamp made of patent leather, fai

fully showing the flesh side of the skin.

The Persian footgear is a raised shoe, (

is often a foot high. It is made of light wa
richly inlaid, with a strap extending over
instep.

The Algerian shoe in appearance is not i

like the light English wooden clogs. This si

is made entirely of leather, in the simpl
form, and usually without any kind of op
mentation.

The American shoe has a leather sole j

heel, without a counter and back quart
The vamp is made of felt, and is beautifa
ornamented with needlework, done in coloi

silk thread.

The Muscovite shoe is hand woven on
wooden frame, but little attention being pi

to the shape of the foot. Leather is son
times used, but the sandal is generally ma
of colored silk cordage and woolen clotii.

The Siam shoe has the form of an ancie

canoe, with a gondola bow and an open td

The sole is made of wood, and the upper of i

laid wood and cloth, and the exterior is elal

rately ornamented in colors, and with goldai
silver.

The Mussulman's shoe is of heavy leathe

It is adjusted to the foot by a wide leathi

strap which runs from the heel and bucW
over the instep. The only ornamentation
the fastening of two feather plumes on tl

right side of the toe.

The sandal worn by the Egyptians is coi

posed of a sole made by sticking together thr

thicknesses of leather. This is held to t

foot by a band passing across the
The sandal is beautifully stitched with threa

of different colors.

The Grecian shoe is made almost entin

of leather, and has a thickly padded sole

a sharp turner-up toe, which is surmounted
a large ball of colored wool or hair. The sb

is_ fleece lined, and is gorgeously decorat'

with beads and ornamental stitching.

The Russian boot is composed of many piei

of morocco in several colors, put together
a shape to please the taste of the wearer
maker. The foot of the boot is beautifi

embossed with thread in bright colors.

The Hungarian shoe or moccasin is made
ravyhide, prepared by a sun-curing proc(

It is bound together by many thongs of n

hide. Loops, or thongs, extend upward i

the ankle, and through these loops is passe
strap which is buckled at the side.

The clog worn by the Japanese is of w
and, as viewed from the side, is the shape

a boy's sled. It is fastened to the foot 1

string which passes between the great
second toe, and across the former. A 8||
an inch in width, and lined with linen, :

'

ried across the instep.

We need not expect an awakening in Kl
ious life while workers are ready to anticij

j

God's orders.

—

Correspondent.
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u-nr ) jn
Jor 'The Friend."

taken the government of nivself into TTiv own
Weak and Beggarly Elements."

|

hands, and God was leaving me to reai the
aving read an article by W. Tallack, in fruits thereof.

ih he takes exception to the application of I

In short, I was being taught that obedience
ibove language to baptism and the Lord's

,

to the law of God, in the heart, was of far
)er, so-called, my mind turned to an expe-
;e I passed through now more than forty
s ago, when I became a communicant in the
fregational body.

•om a belief that it was my duty I became
•ticipant in that outward ordinance, it being
common and accepted belief among those
whom I was reared and with whom I asso-
d . I cannot forget the sense of disappoint-

i that was my experience in so doing. I

cted help spiritually, and being very desir-

obey every requirement, and to mainfest
)ve and allegiance to my Saviour, hoped
id a deeper discovery of Himself to my soul
iby.

t, no; nothing but barrenness and disap-

ment was my lot therein. I found not Him
1 my soul more intimately longed after in

'Utward way. The truth was, there had al-

' been experienced the supping with Him
le with me, and having begun in the spirit

seeking to be made more perfect by the
' exercise of the mind in this external com
DD.

3at was my perplexity, and not till I met
some of the writings of Friends did I have
ystery of what I had passed through clear-

is led to my closer fellowship with the
)ers of the Society of Friends then known
I in the city of London, and ultimately to
icoming a member of that body,
ad found how weak and beggarly to me
utward rite was, and 1 knew from expe-
; how far from fulfilment were the prom-
ny God-father, so-called, had undertaken
behalf

—
" the renouncing of the devil and

s works, the pomps and vanities of this

d world and all the sinful lusts of the
' for, alas, I experienced these were still

in me, and notwithstanding having expe-
nd dominion, in a measure, by the govern-
id controlling power of Divine grace, I did

iep the good estate thus gained, but gave
evil.

cas then doubt and other evils, the out-

of transgressions, took possession of ray

and acting under the influence of my own
and will, I resolved to resign my member-
a the Society of Friends,

as permitted to follow my own devices to

ain degree, and while the Friends of those
and of the meeting to which I belonged,
ry meeting of which the Friend is a mem-
'ho has been the moving cause of my
g this letter, received my resignation, and
cord on their books of those days will es-

3 the reality of my action, they wisely de-

1 accepting it, until time should prove
was to be the outcome thereof.

the time I pres-ed forward in my retro-

course, and applied to be received a mem-
another body of professing Christians. I

iide the garb of a Friend, discontinued the
' the plain language. In a word, tried to

t as other people.

first awakening to where I was travel-
ras to find the power to govern my violent
il temper was largely lost, and I was
to hang my head with very shame. I had

greater moment than any sacrifice to please my
own mind about the so-called outward ordi-

nances. I had made up my mind to be a mem-
ber again of a community who were engaged
to obey our Saviour's injunction: " This do in

remembrance of me," as they stated, by being
partakers of the tokens of his broken body.

Without in any wise being the judge of mo-
tives that actuate others in these matters, it

had been made plain to me that what availed

Godward was the receiving of Christ into the
heart, so as to know obedience unto Him, the feed-

ing upon him that makes wise unto salvation.

For the work of Christ is the fruit of his

spirit. It was so with Him as He tabernacled
upon earth among men, either in life or in

death. Theories, apart from life, are but words,
and can do nothing for us. Hence, his words
were spirit and life because they emanated
therefrom. They were wrought in God, and
produced fruit well -pleasing to God.

As it was in the head so is it in all the mem
bers of the one body. There is difl'erence of

degree as well as of growth and perception,

A sickly plant is a plant, because the life of
the plant is in it, but if dead it is good for

nothing.

So a Christian man or woman, acting in any
measure under or from the spirit of Christ, is

not wholly dead, however imperfect that life

may be, but when severed by disloyalty and dis-

obedience, begins to die at the root.

Such was my position at that time. It was
not being overtaken in a fault, it was delib-

erately going contrary to knowledge and try-

ing to pin my faith to the holding of others on
what they considered the teaching of Scripture,

instead of obeying the soul-saving injunction

of Christ: " What is that to thee ? Follow
thou me."

Well, to return to my narrative, the day drew
near, that was called Sacrament Sunday, and
my trouble of mind grew apace. Truly the ter-

rors of his broken law were upon me, and in

anguish of soul I was made to feel, if I dared
to go back and again became a partaker of

what I knew to me was an empty shadow, God's
mercy would forsake me, perhaps forever.

This brought me to my knees to seek pardon,

and I had to undo all I had done.

The next First-day found me again at De-
vonshire-house Meeting, humbled and broken
down. Again I had to put on what I had put

off. And had to drink the cup, to me a bitter

cup, to the dregs, in the face of a multitude of

working men, who openly and secretly laughed

at me.
Now I can truly say, from experience: These

beggarly elements to which 1 sought again to

be brought into bondage, God, in mercy to my
soul, did not permit.

I do remember the prayer in very early

life. I again and again prayed, when I saw or

heard how so many made shipwreck of faith

and a good conscience toward God: "That
God would in his mercy so follow me, and that

f I would not bow to his mercy He would com-
pel me by his judgments."

God heard and answered that prayer.

I have not much more to say, only let all be-

ware how they lean to their own understand-
ing, rather than to the gentle, yet powerful re-
proofs, of and from the spirit of the Lord. It

is not so much a matter of what may appear
right in the eyes of our fellow-beings, as what
has the Master's approbation. That secret ex-
ercise of soul that leads to doing or to leaving
undone what is well-pleasing to Him. There
is an exercise to be passed through for our
own refinement. Happy are they that abide in

faith and faithfulness.

Now faith is that which springs from the
sense and inner consciousness of God that em-
braces in itself both past and present, in the
work of God, both in us and for us, and we there-
in and thereby yield our all to Him.

Had the teachers of religion thus taught obe-
dience by reception, we would not now have to
behold those who make profession of the faith

of Christ, engaged in deadly struggle with each
other. If shadow is put in the place of substance
we must, of necessity, reap even as we sow, the
fruit of our own doings.

There may be some who will read this and
find that therein that will help on the way, even
heavenward. Charles W. Thomson.
14 Nelson Terrace, Glasgow Street,

Billhead, Glasgow, Scotland.

The Grandmother's Place.

She was a dear, white-haired old lady— the
very ideal of a grandmother, and she sat by
the fireside rocking slowly, but with a sad
look on her gentle face.

" No, dearie, I'm not sick, but I do feel

lonely sometimes."
But why should she be lonely? She was in

a family of well-bred young people—son and
daughter and grandchildren of various ages.
To be sure, many of her dear ones had gone
across the river to the Father's house; but she
was not of a melancholy temperament, so she
did not brood over that.

She loved the young people. She would have
liked to join in their merriment; she would
have gone with them to some of the concerts

and other places, if she had been asked. But
they in their thoughtlessness never imagined
that grandmother cared for such things, and
so they sat talking over their plans, telling

merry tales and jokes, but leaving grandmother
out of the conversation altogether.

They were never unkind to her. She had
the best room in the house. Her bodily com-
fort was attended to first, her wishes were im-

mediately carried out. But she would have
gladly given up all this to have had one of

those bright-faced boys or girls for a com-
panion. If they would have only sat down
and told her some of their stories and plans,

how glad she would have been; and she had
pleasant stories to tell, too, if there were some
one to listen and care.

But she sat by the fire with a shadow on

her lovely old face, and said, "
I am so lonely

sometimes." I \\ish they could all have heard

it, and understand the pathos of it. It will

not be long till grandmother's chair will be

vacant. She has spent her life in ministry for

others. Common gratitude would demand that

her last days should not be lonely and com-
panionless. Love the grandmother; give her

a place in your heart as well as your home,

and make her closing hours her happiest.

—

Selected.
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INDIAN SUMMER THOUGHTS.
Thrice welcome, liuiian SumiULr,

The crowning of the year,

With regal wreaths of autumn
And with her leaflets sere!

1 love the gentle sunshine,

The softened, mellow haze,

That skirts the wide horizon.

These Indian Summer days.

I love the greening wheat-fields.

The golden yellow corn

Piled by the busy huskers,

At work since early morn;
The red and golden apples

Growrn ripe in sunny rays,

Then stored for hours of winter

Through Indian Summer days.

I love the warbling songsters

That sweetly tell of spring,

The crickets' busy chirpings

Which olden memories bring.

The crows are coarsely cawmg
In field and woodland ways.

And yet I love to hear them
These Indian Summer days.

I love the floating cloudlets

In azure fields above.

The moon-lit skies unclouded,

The starry hosts I love.

The calm, the precious stillness

That broods o'er all, and stays

As night is closing round us.

These Indian Summer days.

1 love the early morning.
Before the busy hum
Of hours of active labor

To toiling hands has come
;

And yet I love to labor,

And sing of labor's praise

As one of God's best blessings.

These Indian Summer days.

The moonlight, soft and tender,

Adds beauty to the scene

As, in her modest splendor

She glides, a royal queen.

I love the melting sunlight.

Each shadow as it plays

In soft and gentle ripples

Through Indian Summer days.

I love the gentle breezes.

By which our brows are fanned.

Which scatter leaves like carpets

I'pon the waiting land.

When on the barren branches
Erelong my eyes shall gaze

In loving thought I'll ponder
On Indian Summer days.

I love the autumn flowerets

That bloom in ways untrod,

The white and pale blue aster.

The yellow golden-rod.

I love them for their beauty

And for their modest ways
That grace the fields and woodlands
Through Indian Summer days.

I love the ferns that flourish

Along the deep ravine.

The mosses and the lichens

In simple beauty seen.

The whole bright face of nature

A grandeur rare displays.

And tells of our Creator,

These Indian Summer days.

I love the autumn leaflets.

The beauties manifold

Of crimson leaves and mottled,

Of russet, red and gold.

I love the grand old forests

With splendor all ablaze.

That clothe the hills and valleys

These Indian Summer days.

And while I see the leaflets

Bonie downward by the breeze.

And mark the buds enfolded

For others such as these,

My heart is filled with rapture

And wonder as I gaze,

.And lessons sweet are taught me
In Indian Summer days.

For, as when leaves have fallen

Tlicir mission is not done
. may life here ended

Be Heavenly life begun.

So from my heart is welling

A hymn of thankful praise

For beauties and for lessons

Of Indian Summer days.

Ah! sweetly do the leaflets

As to the earth they fall

Tell us our loving Father
Makes beauty for us all.

And, as the frosLs are needed
Ere we enraptured gaze
On crimson leaves and golden
Of Indian Summer days.

'Tis thus I think our Father,

Who wisely placed us here

To love and serve and trust Him
More fully, year by year,

Sends trials and afflictions

On all his children's ways.

To fit us for the blessings

And joys of Heavenly days.

Barnesville, Ohio.

Number 135.

It i.s related of a certain housekeeper that

after she had complained several times to the

grocer regarding baskets of unsound fruit sent

to her address, she was one day offered a basket

of peaches and a basket of gem melons, accom-

panied with this assurance :

" You will not find a single damaged peach

or melon in either of these packages. If you

do, I will gladly refund the money you pay for

them."
She found every peach and melon perfect.

The housekeeper reported this on her next

visit to the dealer's store, and asked why he

was so positive in warranting his goods.
" Why? " exclaimed the man. " Why, because

I have found that the farmer who furnished

those baskets never sends dishonest packages

to market."

The farmer's number among the commission

dealer's consignments was "135." After that

the lady always bought No. 135, and the con-

tents of the baskets never failed in measure,

condition or in quality.

Admiration for the conscientious farmer

grew upon the housekeeper and literally made

her more conscientious herself. She felt

ashamed whenever she was tempted to slight

her work. No. 135 seemed to be looking at

her.

One particular that deepened this impres-

sion was the non-appearance in market on Mon-

days of any baskets bearing the favorite mark.

Farmer 135 would not pack fruit on Sundays,

the dealer said. The housekeeper felt her face

flush when that was said. She never had been

so scrupulous.

The summer and autumn passed, but the ser-

mon of the faultless fruit continued to preach

to its buyer when she could buy no more. Care-

less lapses of duty frequently brought up the

thought, " No. 135 would not have done that."

She remembered and thanked the unknown

man whose integrity had strengthened and

helped her. His rectitude represented to her

the presence of the sinless Teacher.

The above instance is but one among thous-

ands of the power of involuntary influence. A
good man's life is one of the moral tonics of

society. His silent example is in itself a bless

ing to the world.

—

Baptist Union.

Foot Ball Games.

The Philadel])hia Evening nulletin of Twelftl

Month 5th, 1899, publishes a list, collected b;

itself, of eleven deaths, and sixty-seven geriou

i^ijuries due directly to foot ball playing durinj

the season of 18'.)'J. How many minor injurie

occurred which were not reported, cannot b

told. This list shows that the American scha

boy, or student, has pretty good chances c

premature death, or of needless crippling, whic

his Creator never designed for him.

The "serious injuries" reported, .show a Ion

list of broken limbs, collar bones and ribs; brol

en shoulder blades, fractured hips, concussio

of the brain, and so on. The deaths have ri

suited from kicks in the head, ruptured lung

fractured skulls, concussion of the brain, twis

ed spine, or internal injuries.

Most of the combats, wherein these ace

dents occurred, were enacted before crowds i

enthusiastic spectators, who cheered their f

vorites, and when the games were over, wou

be so filled with excitement, as to find italmo

impossible, for a time, to think or speak of ai

thing else. The games are so likely to be a

tended with serious results, that physicians a

on hand to afford relief to the wounded. /

this in a Christian nation, which protests thatti

bull fights of Spain are very dreadful things

In old Roman days, the arena would

thronged with the populace, which went wi

over the gladiatorial games presented. T

thought obtained that virility and natiot

vigor were subserved by such scenes. T

people attended, expecting to see contests

volving physical strength and skill, when

some would be hurt, or possibly killed. T

close of this century witnesses a soniewl

equivalent madness in our large cities. T

spectators are somewhat like those old Romai

whose ways they would repudiate ; for they vi

foot ball games, knowing that the participai

may possibly be very seriously damaged.

We are not so far advanced over third C(

tury ideas after all-— the difference seems to

largely one of degree. Undoubtedly the mo

effects upon the Christian of such crowds a

excitement, are often most disastrous.

What are our Friends' schools doing in t

game-madness, which a few years hence will

condemned by history, and which is to-day ci

sured by many thinking men? Are our scho

being caught with the fever? Are we care

to show, that as Christians, we cannot enco

age the students under our control, to engi

in sports with scholars of other Institutio

where the profession to maintain the moral i

spiritual life is not as high, as in our own (

leges and academies? Are we exhibiting i

moderation to all men, grounded in a living

lief that the Lord is at hand? Is the spirit

life of our young people being guarded by tea

ers and parents during this craze? Are
;

watchful that whilst fully encouraging recreat]

and sports, under morally healthful influen''

we do not. either as spectators or players, p]

ticipate in the excitement of games bef|

crowds, so as to impair our own spiritual vit'

ity or invite the criticism of thoughtful Ch;

tians about us? Wm. C. Allenj

MOORESTOWN, N. J.,
I

Twelfth Month 6th, 1899.
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For "The Friend."

Account of John and Mary Hampton.
(Contiuued from page 172.)

ose were the days of quiltings, cornhusk-

and apple parings; and I found myself

If perplexed by receiving at about the same
invitations to be present at a quilting at

of the homes of these young women, (they

lot have been quiltings), the day appointed

; the same from each, I felt that my time

icide between them had come; that my
e for life depended upon my acceptance

,6 or the other of these invitations. What
I to do? I must not blindly choose. I

ip earnest petitions for guidance, but no

shined into my heart. The day before the

s were to come off, had come, and great

ny exercise of soul; but a secret trustful-

that I would be guided filled my heart,

^h 1 little thought it was to be decided by

mstances as wholly from under my con-

is life and death would be. The morning

i; still I was in darkness, but still hopeful

)rayerful. I was in the practice of bleed-

jeople, and as the day advanced a mes-

sr arrived from a house near one of these

g women, with the request that I should

I immediately to bleed a person there,

t now broke in like a flood ! I could not

I this person and attend the quilting at a

) several miles in an opposite direction,

)y going there I would be in easy reach of

ine at the home of Mary Williams. With
kfulness of heart I performed my errand

>e home of the sick man, and went to the

3st quilting, feeling satisfied with the

;e so plainly made for me by Divine wis-

as I believe, and which I ever after felt

my own choice also. Before the day was
I told her that I had some notion of visit-

ler and found her willing, which I had not

ted would be the case, so fully did I believe,

. that time on, that she was the right one

me. We were married Fifth Month 5th,

), when I was little past twenty-four, and

eighteen years of age."

I resume his own written narrative will

us back a little. He continues it thus:

In 1828 when I was in the twenty-third

of my age, I was brought into a close ex-

18 on account of divisions in our society,

e being no separation in the meeting I

attended, I went with the current and
f or thought little about it. But circum-

3es were such that it seemed right for me
;o to live with my brother at Plainfield,

e there had been a division, my brother

g with the party which held the old meet-

louse. I then knew not what to do, and
lix weeks went to no meeting. But every

|: my grief increased until my appetite and
jleep were almost taken from me.
\s 1 could not see which meeting to attend,

ifeeling that it was not right to quit meet-

II concluded to start on foot and alone and
,ist both meetings, and unless favored to

\v'hich to attend, go and hold my meeting
log in the woods. Under agitated feelings

'ked on and came to the old meeting house
<e I had attended when living there a few
>> before.

'.11 was still, (it being early), but I could
i'lo liberty to stop there, so on I went much
pjting to go into the woods for my meeting.
tvhen I came to vdthin a few steps of the

other meeting house a gleam of comfort came
over me, and I felt a willingness to turn in,

which I did, and had such a comfortable meet-

ing that 1 have never doubted since but that

Orthodox Friends are the right ones for me.

When I was about thirty, He who had followed

me, and often called for more dedication, broke

in upon me in a wonderful manner. He called

for unreserved obedience, and I was contrited

before Him and renewed covenant that if He
would be with me I would serve Him. He then

showed me that if I would be faithful I must speak
of Him in the assemblies of his people. And
being at meeting one day a few words were

presented to my mind to deliver, but I let in

the reasoner until the meeting closed. I felt

rather uncomfortable, but thought that if I were

visited in like manner again I would be faithful.

In a short time after this, as I was sitting in

an humble frame of mind, I was again called

on to utter a few words, but I shrank from it

and reasoned until meeting broke. Here con-

demnation seized me, for I had resolved to be

obedient and give up to what He required of

me, but now I had disobeyed and his pres-

ence was withheld from me for a season.

I felt, however, that it was not wilful diso-

bedience. I often thought of Uizza, and was

very earnest that I might not put forth

unbidden, and in time felt pretty comfort-

able again ; and for some years enjoyed

much satisfaction in my family and above all,

sweet peace, insomuch that it seemed many
times that my cup overflowed with thanksgiv-

ing and praise for his loving kindness to me, a

poor weak creature as I felt myself to be, and

I concluded that I should never be called upon

in that way again. But as I was in the meet-

ing one day a powerful visitation came over

me, and I felt called upon to speak, but I was

so fearful of bringing dishonor to the great

cause that I reasoned it away and went home
sorrowful, but promised that if I was again

favored I would be faithful. So the next meet-

ing day the matter was again presented to my
mind and I raised my hand and took hold of the

back of the bench before me to rise and deliver

what was presented, but oh, sad to relate! fear

again got the victory, and I left in distress. I

went home heavy and sad. I knew not what to

do. I dared not promise for I knew I had

broken my promise and I felt no power to re-

new it. While I was bemoaning my condition,

a language as plain, said: "Thy crown is

taken from thee." So plain was this that it

went to the heart and seemed to thrill in every

vein; and oh, none can tell; only those who
have passed through similar trials, how I suf-

fered! I was left alone, seemingly forsaken, and

much distressed; and for years did I wander

far and wide, beset with temptations of various

kinds, at times almost ready to conclude there

was no dod."

After describing an unusual dispensation in

which he felt that he had been unfaithful, he

says:
"

I still attended meeting, but with scarcely

ever a ray of light or true peace. Those com-
' fortable feelings were gone; and when at meet-

ing I would try to collect my mind inward I

I

would be so overcome with drowsiness that I

had no comfort, and I nearly resolved to quit

going to meeting. .\nd one First-day I wan-

dered off' alone, but under very different feel-

ings from what I had when taking many a lonely

walk in my youthful days, for then I felt peace
and comfort, but now distress and bitterness of

spirit. When I returned home, my dear com-
panion, (who, I suppose, felt distressed about
me, though I told her nothing at that time),

presented me with a paper that I had written

several years before, for I had in my seasons

of good penned quite a number of pieces ex-

pressive of my feelings, which in these dark

hours had all been destroyed but this one. And
as she handed it to me, observed that she

thought I did not feel as I did when I wrote
that. Oh, none can tell my feelings! 1 took

the paper with disdain, and read it with remorse
and in hardness of heart, for I could feel noth-

ing in unison with what was there written. I

keenly felt that 1 was not in the situation I once

was in. How many days I remained in this

dark state after that! but I think not long. As
I was on a log one day, (and it seems to me I

can remember the very log to this time), mus-
ing on my condition, all at once a ray of comfort

came over me, and I could again drop a tear

from an eye that had, as it were, been closed

for years. And as I had a taste I craved for-

more of the living breath, and He, who had

watched ever me all this time, condescended to

favor me with his presence again, in which I

took great delight.

(To be continued.)

The Tendency of Our Conversation.

A Friend has forwarded the following, copied

from an old volume of The Friend, for re-in-

sertion:
"

I am often led to observe the tendency of

our conversation. Is it to edification, according

to what we would suppose from a company, who
as William Penn remarks 'felt God present?'

Are we not almost as outward in this respect as

those who own no spirituality ? Is not the pleas-

ant remark, the amusing anecdote, as much re-

garded and sought after as among those who
make no such pretensions as we do? Are the

concerns of eternity ever on our lips? Do we
ever venture to mention themes we expect to

find sufficient to satisfy throughout all eternity ?

May we not speak of these things? Are the

heart's cherished jewels to be locked up from

very shame? Must we not be social when re-

ligion becomes the question? May subjects elic-

iting the powers of the understanding be con-

tinually our pride, and our soul's hope hidden?

Oh! these questions may be answered in our

sober and lonely moments, but they seem not

befitting our drawing rooms. They are too im-

polite to be brought into notice there. 'Let all

our meetings now be subservient to each other's

good.'"

Mediocrity.—Before I proceed to the next

class of detractors, I beg leave to make a few

remarks on some, who seem to have a family

likeness to scorners and sneerers, by the fre-

quent use of this phrase, "Oh! for my part, I

like nothing but what is first-rate."

I never hear this expression without wonder-

ing, not only at the arrogant assumption of su-

perior taste in the person speaking, but at their

courage also in making such a conceited avow-

al; and when, for my own satisfaction, I have

analyzed the talents of the parties, I have found

these despisers of mediocrity were not much
above mediocrity themselves; no wonder, for

real talent is commonly indulgent.
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But the declaration has excited my pity; for,

as enjoyment is to be derived from every grada-

tion of talent these exclusive

admirers of first-rates loose a considerable de-

gree of innocent pleasure, by their superior re-

finement; and happy, on the contrary, are those

who have an humble taste.

—

Amelia tipie.

Choosing One's Life Work.

The three most important choices men make
in life are : F'irst, the choice between the

service of God and the service of sin ; second,

the choice of their partners in the marriage

relation ; and, third, the choice of their life

work. To some things pertaining to this latter

choice we desire at present to direct attention,

writing particularly for the benefit of the young.

Most young people find the matter of decid-

ing upon their life work a very perplexing one.

Too often also because of their perplexity over

this matter, and owing to a foolish diffidence

about conversing with others on the subject,

who might be of help to them, they come to

no positive decision, but allow themselves to

drift aimlessly on through life, doing whatever

comes next to hand, and never directing their

time and energy to the achievement of any

great, dominating, noble and holy purpose.

Such a course is lamentable in the extreme,

and is as unwarrantable as it is lamentable.

While there are ever likely to be perplexities

attending the solution of so important a prob-

lem, yet those perplexities are never such that

they cannot be resolved into clear and settled

convictions of duty by one who is supremely

desirous to know and accomplish the highest

end of his being. This point, then, should be

settled to begin with, namely, that God has a

plan for the life of every intelligent being, and

that plan may be known in advance by each

individual, so far as relates to the special work

in life which is most consonant with it. It may,

and doubtless will, require some patient wait-

ing on the Lord for light and guidance in most

instances. It will also generally require much
careful thought and study as to what one's

talents and tastes seem best to qualify him for,

what the providences connected with his life

seem to indicate, and what are the permanent

convictions and leadings of the Holy Spirit in

each particular case. But to him that waits

and seeks aright to know what his life work
should be, the matter will at last be made per-

fectly plain. " If thine eye be single thy whole

body shall be full of light." God has said, " In

all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall

direct thy paths."

This brings us to the point of noting the

importance of beginning the religious life be-

fore attempting to settle the question of one's

life work. Whatever determination one ren-

ders as to the vocation or profession he will

follow, before he has settled it to make the

will of (Jod the supreme rule in all the affairs

of his life, he is more than likely to decide

from selfish and worldly considerations, and so

to decide that, if converted to God later, his

whole course will have to be altered, or else,

if saved at all, he will be at best a marred ves-

sel in the hands of the potter.

Thousands of men and women converted in

middle life are constantly embarrassed in their

life work and hindered more or less, religiously,

by the inextricable complications into which

they have been led through deciding upon their

life work before entering the t'hristian life.

Young people should be admonished by this to

settle the greatest of all questions, that of be-

ginning of the Christian life, before deciding

upon those other questions which are ever likely

to be settled wrongly, unless decided from a

religious point of view. "The fear of the Lord

is the beginning of wisdom," and only in the

light of this wisdom are we likely to settle the

great and important problems of life aright.

Having settled it to let religion be the guide

of life, the will of God, which is the ground-

work of all true religion, must become the su-

preme and invariable rule by which to determine

every question brought before us of a character

involving choice and volition on our part. He
who wisely chooses his life work, therefore,

will choose, not with reference to what will

be most lucrative, most conducive to worldly

honor, or most likely to secure any particular

temporal advantage for himself and those de-

pendent on him, but with supreme reference to

the will of God concerning him. Every young
person desirous of choosing aright in this im-

portant matter should devoutly pray, like Saul

of Tarsus when convinced that Jesus was the

Christ, " Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"

determined to subordinate every other interest

and consideration to the accomplishment of

God's will as made known to and concerning

him. In this spirit alone are we at all likely

to choose that which will best enable us to

achieve any end worthy the devotement of a

life-time thereto.

In the matter of deciding upon God's will

concerning our life-work, however, there are

other subordinate things which generally need

to be considered. Of course one may have an

extraordinary Divine call to some special work

in life, which always goes far to relieve the

necessity of long considering these subordinate

matters. Many are thus called to the work of

the Christian ministry, and from the moment
of receiving " the heavenly vision," are made,

like St. Paul, to feel "necessity is upon me
;

yea, woe is me if I preach not the Gospel." Or-

dinarily, however, we have to settle the matter

of our life work without any special divine reve-

lation determining it for us, though not without

Divine guidance through more ordinary means.

Hence it becomes proper, in weighing the

question to consider all matters bearing upon

its proper solution. Among these are the study

of one's natural tastes, talents and aptitudes,

or what he seems, by natural endowments, to be

best fitted for. The question of acquired abil-

ity, as due to education, training, environment,

etc., may also properly be taken into the ac-

count. It would be absurd for one whose ac-

quired abilities qualify him for serving in a

higher sphere, in which he could do vastly

more for humanity, to devote his life to ditch-

digging or hod-carrying, though both are hon-

orable kinds of service. One's providential

relations and circumstances have also to be

considered. Duty never calls two ways at

once. Another question to be considered is, will

the course of life contemplated, so far as all

natural indications seem to point, be one in

which my efforts will be likely to accomplish

more for the cause of God and humanity than

any other? These are some of the numerous
subordinate matters to be considered in deter-

mining upon what our life work shall be.

In settling this important matter, too, we

should seek constant counsel from God's Woi

as also from those among God's people a

among our instructors in school and chui

who, by reason of age, experience and wisdo

are competent to give us helpful advice.

We do not hesitate to express the opini(

before concluding, that every Christian ouj

to feel that he is divinely called to the line

service he pursues in life. If one is to full

law or medicine, let it be because he feels ;

sured, " This is the will of God concerni

me." If another is to conduct a farm, a st<

or a manufacturing business, let him do

because assured that God calls him to that pi

ticular work. If another decides upon tea<

ing or devoting himself to literature, let it

in the confidence that such is ( Jod's plan c(

cerning him, and such the field in which he c

most effectually serve God and his fellow-m(

Some one on reading the foregoing pai

graph, will desire to ask if we believe a m
must be divinely called to these vocations t

same as one must be divinely called to the m
istry. To this our reply is, we believe tl

every Christian man should be as fully a.

vinced that ijod wants him in the calling

pursues as the divinely called preacher of t

Gospel is of his call to the ministry. We wof

distinguish, however, between the extraor

nary Divine call which usually designates n
for the ministry, and God's ordinary method

illuminating and directing his children as

their life work. Still, we contend that, thou

called by the ordinary means, every Christiai

conviction concerning this matter should ul

mately be as clear and imperative as is that

the one who, by an extraordinary call, is I

into the work of the ministrv.

—

Free Mcthodi

" The Indwelling Presence."—The cent

power of the Christian religion is the preset

of God. All other religions have taught tl

the Creator is far away from his world. 1

message of God to the Jews was, " I will i

leave thee." The message of (.Christ was, "I

I am with you alway." And Jesus teaches

how all pervading this presence is. God 8<

the little sparrows fall. He clothes the gri

of the field. He counts the hairs of our he

And the Apostles, following Him, tell us tl

God is in the world reconciling it: that He is

us as a hope of glory, and that He dwells in (

hearts. It brings God very near to us and mal

his strength real. If I am simply to obey!,

commands of a far off Jehovah it is hard. I

am near to my Father, touched by Him at evij

point, loved by Him, filled with his power, tlj

to live becomes a joy, and the future is su

"
I shall be like Him.''

Sometimes people think such an express
|

as " the indwelling Christ" to be a mere figij

of speech. It is impossible, they say. And j

they speak of one man being inspired by f

other. The spirit of Raphael entered into »

pupils. Now, if one man can so fill anot'

with his spirit, his love, his ideals, that he is

itated almost instinctively by his pupil, can

God fill us with Himself so that we shall beco:

his followers ? It becomes all the more reas'

able when we remember that God is perfi.

that He is a spirit, and possesses powers

which we humans are ignorant. A man purs

sin, and by and by he is so corrupt that we •

spise him ; Satan seems to have entered into h

So a man pursues righteousness, and by am'
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full of beauty ; men love him and trust him,

ley say " he is a godly man." The spirit

i has entered into him.

3 Unfinished Life.—1 feel in myself the

e life. I am like a forest which has been
than once cut down. The new shoots are

^er and livelier than ever. I am rising,

w, towards the sky. The sunshine is on

?ad. The earth gives me its generous

ut heaven lights me with the reflection

snown worlds. . . . You say the soul

hing but the resultant of bodily powers.

then, is my soul more luminous when my
powers begin to fail? Winter is on my
and eternal spring is in my heart. Then
ithe at this hour the fragrance of the

the violets, and the roses as at twenty

The nearer I approach the end, the

•V I hear around me the immortal sym-

3S of the worlds which invite me. It is

illous, yet simple. It is a fairy tale and

listory. For half a century I have been

.g my thoughts in prose, verse, history,

ophy, drama, romance, tradition, satire,

ong,— I have tried all. But I feel that

i not said the thousandth part of what is

. When I go down to the grave I can

ke so many others, "
I have finished my

work," but I cannot say, " I have finished

'e." My day's work will begin again the

Horning. The tomb is not a blind alley;

thoroughfare. It closes in the twilight

;n with the dawn,

nprove every hour because I love this

as my Father-land. My work is only a

ning. My monument is hardly above its

ation. I would be glad to see it mount-
irever. The thirst for the infinite proves

y.— Victor Hugo.

Items Concerning the Society.

first of the series of evening meetings an-
ed to be held at Lansdowne occurred on the
istant (not the 19th, as a missprint made us
ind was well attended. The next three are
ited to be held First Month iSth, Second
I 15th, and Third Month 15th, 1900.

readers living at a distance will be relieved

•n of the safe return of Joseph S. Elkinton

home on the 12th inst., after seven weeks
vel and exposure on behalf of the exiles in

)rthwest. There will be urgent need of con-

ions for seeds next spring, and there is now,
inning-wheels to turn to account the stock of

yhich it is hoped the Doukhobors will receive.

last shipment of goods sent to Canada for

mkhobors consisted of: 9,300 pounds cotton-

il, 9,030 pounds ready-made clothing, 1,975
3 washed wool, 1,874 pounds leather for shoes,

rands findings for shoes, 959 pounds blankets,

pounds barley, 2,311 pounds tea, 1,834 pounds

, 30 ounces quinine and 80 pounds of other
ines, 2 dozen Russian-English dictionaries, 2
s dishes, 18 boxes malted milk, 879 pounds
ies, 346 pounds salt, one spinning wheel, one
ce, one box knives and forks.

istory of Pennsylvania, prepared under a con-
;hat History might be written more in ac-

ice with Friend's standpoint than has been

y the case, has been produced in manuscript
ac Sharpless, President of Haverford College,

h desired by a Boston publisher, his work
d not inappropriate to a publishing house in

;ate whereof it treats. Accordingly it was
tted for examination to the J. B. Lippincott
iny, a few days before the recent conflagra-

tion, which so largely destroyed their building and
property. It was naturally occasion of serious
anxiety to President Sharpless and to many inter-

ested in his work, whether his manuscript "had es-

caped the flames. The opening of the fire-proof

vaults has led to the recovery of his sheets in a
safe condition, and to gratitude that thus three
years' diligent labor of the author has not been lost.

In an editorial note in our present number. Presi-

dent Sharpless calls our attention to another his-

tory of Pennsylvania, by Dr. A. S. BoUes, two vol-

umes of which have been recently published. This
extensive work is in no sense a rival of Isaac Sharp-
less's, which is prepared for students in higher schools
and in colleges, and as a convenient, one-volume
book for general reading and reference. He and Dr.

Bolles have been harmonious workers and mutual
helpers in the same field.

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting.—Haddonfield
Quarterly Meeting was held at Moorestown, N. J.,

on the 14th instant, in the large new meeting-
house, which was almost completely filled. The
delightful weather helped some strangers to attend,

whose company was most acceptable.

The meeting soon settled into a solemn silence,

which before long was broken by a Friend who
tenderly referred to the great love of God, as ex-

emplified in the death of his Son; and at the same
time the dangers of lightly esteeming this love

were brought to our view.

Another Friend then spoke, enlarging on the

same subject, depicting the results of living near

to our Lord and encouraging all to maintain a love

for each other and for the church. By this time

the assembly was remarkably baptized into the

one Holy Spirit, which only can be the strength

and crown of our religious meetings. Other ex-

ercises followed, in which brethren and sisters were
led feelingly to plead with all for a greater loyalty

to Jesus Christ and a fuller submission to his sweet
and easy yoke. The first meeting did not conclude

until over two and one-half hours from its com-
mencement. Young and old alike felt the deep
solemnity of the occasion. The time seemed to

pass swiftly; and it was a hushed congregation

linit together into one body of love, which quietly

and reverently proceeded to the business of the

meeting.

The first three subjects in the meeting for business

were considered in joint session. Our friend Levi

R. Cowperthwaite returned a minute granted him
one year ago to labor in Iowa. Sickness had pre-

vented his accomplishing all he had originally in

prospect. But the relation of his experiences to

the crowded meeting was particularly instructive,

and brought over us a feeling of much love for

him, and a new appreciation of the limits and intents

of our Master in sending forth or restraining his

ministers.

The Atlantic City meeting was then considered.

It was shown by tfie report of the committee hav-

ing it in charge, that that valuable meeting had

been held to the comfort and help of many Friends,

including many others not of our Society. It was
especially large during the summer months, when
that popular resort was filled with visitors.

The Merchantville meeting next claimed our at-

tention. The committee having oversight of it,

had been discouraged by the attendance not being

as large as a year or so ago. But after a kindly

discussion and the exhibition of some variety of

thought, it was finally decided that the Quarterly

Meeting could not assume the responsibility of

withdrawing its aid from the little band of people

who weekly assemble in that town to worship in

our simple way.
The shutters were then closed, and the other

business proceeded with. The Queries revealed a

generally satisfactory condition. Love exists in

our borders. Our meetings are attended by most

of our membership, except that a considerable

number neglect those held in the middle of the

week. This fact induced loving exhortation that
Friends adhere to Fifth-day morning worship. One
visiting Friend stated that such a condition was
analagous to what he had recently read, that
" Empty pews and cold hearts went along together."
The meeting concluded at almost three o'clock,

with prayer, and with thanksgiving for the spirit-

ual blessings of the day. Friends separated, feel-

ing the occasion had been most comforting and
stimulating to all. The aged, along with the young
children, had been perceptibly tendered together
and rejoiced in the presence of the Lord. It had
been like one of those remarkable meetings of

which we read about in the early days of our
Society. It was a renewed evidence that God still

visits his people. It afresh indicated that hum-
bly to meet, expecting Christ to be with us, can
be rewarded with a powerful baptism of the Holy
Spirit, and thus help to cheer the participants in

the heavenly way.

Notes from Others.

A Man-Worked Ministry.- If his work be in

a city church it is a grave question whether any
minister can now discharge it with efficiency who
is much above fifty years of age. 1 he multitude of
details in a city parish, the excitement of the life,

the severe demand upon the mind, and the heavy
burden of responsibility call for a man in the prime
of life, with an alert intellect and an unfailing body.
— "/an Jl/atr/arc/t."

Women who Dive for a Living.—Over one
hundred Japanese women following the hazardous
profession of divers are found along the coast of
the peninsula. They are divided into four batches,
and their age ranges from seventeen to thirty. They
come almost exclusively from Shima, Miye ken, a
noted fishery centre in Japan. Their earnings are
of course not uniform, as they are paid according
to the amount of their work, which consists in div-
ing for agar agar seaweed, sea-ear, sea-cucumber,
etc.

—

Japan News.

ClifTord and Sarah Cress, a young marned couple
of the persuasion of the " River Brethren" Men-
nonites, whom we saw last spring about starting
for religious labor among the natives of Africa,
wrote on Tenth Month 19th from Bulawayo, South
Africa, that the war would cause the following or-
dinary prices to double or treble in the next ninety
days: eggs being then one dollar and twenty cents
a dozen; potatoes, three dollars a bushel; graham
flour, three dollars a bushel, and corn meal, four
dollars a hundred weight.

Churches in Summer.—The time is rapidly
coming when American Protestants will have to

call a halt to the custom of closing town churches
in the summer. The cessation of church work in

the summer is accountable for a very large pro-
portion of the neglect of the Sabbath among Chris-
tian people. You cannot intermit public worship
for two months and then sustain it with enthusiasm
the rest of the year. The number of people who
go cut of town in the summer is grossly exagger-
ated, and those who do go are not all away at the
same time.— H'alchman.

lence.

I am sometimes asked to explain our position on
various points. Sometimes it seems easy to do so;
but again some one will become excited and per-
sonal, and I find the spirit of controversy creeping
in, and sometimes find it safer, to leave the matter,
lest more harm than good be done.

It does seem so dreadfully hard to get away from
the ecclesiastical training which poisons— if I may
use the expression—our minds from infancy, caus-
ing us to see truth not with naked vision, but
through the glasses of some creed, council, or
synod. The majority of us do not dare to face the

truth. To dodge it, circumvent it, smother it, we
are ready; but to face it, never. For when truth is

faced, all our religious illusions vanish, and, oh!
how sad that is to many, illusions are dearer than
the real Christ, and the shadow counts for more
than the enduring substance

!
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I was greallv struck with the extract from F.hza I

H. \'arney's letter, as published in the issue o
j

Twelfth Month 2nd. And yet, in spite of these and
j

many other instances of a similar character, the ,

majority of Christian professors seem content to

rest entirely for their guidance on human reason;

holding the day of prophecy forever past, all inspira-

tion forever ceased. Is it because we find satisfac-

tion in resting upon the lower plane, or do we fear

lest, stepping hifjher, we should receive a command
to do something which we do not wish to do; oris

our spiritual blindness so dense that we can not,

will not see and accept the plain teachings of Scrip-

ture and of experience?

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Currency Bill passed the United

States House of Representatives on the 18th inst., by a

vote of 190 to 150. Eleven Democrats voted in the af-

firmative. Every Republican also voted the same way, or

was paired.

E.\cluding5320 Indians in New York and 62,500 Indians

embraced in the Five Civilized Tribes in Indian Territory,

the Indians number approximately 181,586, as against

180,132 reported for the previous year.

Ex-Senator Allen has been appointed by Governor

Poynter, of Nebraska, to the seat in the United States

Senate made vacant by the death of M. L. Hayward.

A tenement house census just completed in Brooklyn

shows that 574,959 inhabitants of that borough live in

31,687 tenement houses, an average of eighteen persons

to each house.

The Sault de Sainte Marie Canal passes two and a half

times as much tonnage in eight months as the Suez Canal

passes in a full year.

To announce the arrival of carrier pigeons at the home

nest a whistle has been patented for attachment to the

bird, comprising a hollow ball of light material, with a

clamp to secure it to the tail feathers, an opening being

cut in the front to let air into the whistle.

At Jamaica, L. I., the crowded condition of school build-

ings has forced the authorities to open a school room tem-

porarily in a barn.

A general order has been circulated by the Southern

Railway, applicable only to the South Carolina Division,

that all employes of the company must stop using cigar-

ettes or resign their positions, and that in the future no

one will be employed who smokes cigarettes. The order

is an ironclad rule, and applies to all the departments of

the line throughout the State.

The liquor dealers raised a large sum of money to pre-

vent the passage of the Prohibitory Bill in the Senate of

Georgia, which the House of Representatives had already

adopted, and being assisted by the Episcopal Bishop of the

State, were successful in defeating the measure. 110

counties of Georgia are dry, but are at a disadvantage

because they cannot influence the wet counties, while the

latter, in which the cities of Savannah, Macon, Columbus,

Atlanta and Augusta are located, are continually shipping

liquor within their borders.

The New York Herald says : "The condition of many

of our returned volunteers is pitiable. Haggard and dowm

at heel, they trudge the streets in a vain effort to obtain

employment or aimlessly loiter about saloons, wretched

shadows of the alert young fellows who not so long ago left

their homes amid universal plaudits to fight for their

country."

There are present about 517,000,000 bread eaters in

the world, nearly eight times the population of the United

States.

Texas is the greatest pecan nut growing State in the

Union. It produces two-thirds of the pecan nuts that

are marketed.

The orange crop of Southern California is estimated

this season at 16,000 carloads. Northern California cit-

rus districts will ship 700 carloads.

According to the Chicago Times-Herald :
" One of the

greatest curiosities noted by travellers in Alaska is the

wonderful haven of driftwood on the coast between Yaka-

tag and Kyak Islands, some 1200 or 1500 miles northwest

from Seattle. The constant deposit of logs and drift-

wood in this particular spot, which has been going on for

hundreds, perhaps thousands of years, is due to the phe

nomena of the tides, the Pacific Gulf Stream, the myster

ious ocean currents and peculiar formation of the shore

lines at that point. Logs and timbers are readily identi

fied there as having come from Japan, China, India and

other parts of Asia, as well as from California, Washing

ton and other parts of the American Continent. There

are fine logs of the camphor tree, the mahogany, the red

wood and the pine in this driftage. Some of those from

the State of Washington contain the name of the men
who felled the trees and of the sawmills from which they

were destined, but never reached."

There were 4-15 deaths in this city last week, which is

23 more than the previous week and 36 less than the cor-

responding week of 1898. Of the whole number, 218 were

males and 227 females : 64 died of pnuemonia ; 46 of

consumption ; 41 of heart diseases ; 26 of diphtheria; 22

of convulsions; 16 of old age; 16 of apoplexy; 14 of can-

cer; 12 of uraemia; 12 of nephritis; 11 of inanition; 10

of inflammation of the brain; 10 of paralysis; 10 of bron-

chitis; 9 of croup, and 9 of marasmus.
^tarkels. *c.— U. S. 2's, 102; 4'8, reg., 113i a 114;

coupon, 114i a 115; new 4's, 133J a 134J; 5'8 1124 a

113; 3'3, 1091 a llOJ.

Cotton was steady on a basis of 7i,';c. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.5Q ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.30 a $3.45 per

barrel, as to quality, the outside rate for choice Penna.

Buckwheat Flour.—New, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds,

to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37fc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31f a 32c.

Foreign—General Methuen's army, advancing towards

Kimberly, encountered the Boer forces north of Modder
River, on the 11th instant, and a terrible battle ensued,

in which both sides suffered very heavy losses, whole corps

of the Boers being wiped out. The British losses are

ported at 1014. Among the killed were the Marquis of

Winchester, a distinguished British nobleman, and General

Wauchope.
The British War Offices has received despatches from

General BuUer, telling of a serious reverse in N?tal Colony,

near Colenso, on his advance to the relief of Ladysmith,

in a battle with General Jouberfs forces, on the 14th

inst.

General BuUer was attempting to cross the Tugela

River when he met the Boers. Finding it impossible to

effect his object, he ordered a retirement in order to

avoid greater losses. He left eleven guns behind. The
fight lasted eight hours, and the British losses are placed

at 1150. The city of London has been in a state of panic,

le London War Office says General White made a

sortie from Ladysmith, captured a howitzer and drove off

the Boers. On returning the troops had a fight with the

burghers, but forced their way through with the bayonet.

The Boer losses " were considerable," and the British had

twelve killed, forty-three wounded, and 6 were taken

prisoners.

General BuUer has been superseded, and Lord Roberts

is to conduct the African campaign, with General Kitch-

ener as chief of staff.

Word was received on the 18th inst. that General Bul-

ler's forces are said to have forced a passage of the Tu-

gela River, in Natal Colony, and " stiff fighting " followed,

but the details of the conflict are not given. There is a

report from Cape Colony that Lord Methuen's army is

threatened by Cronje's forces, who are said to have begun

a flank movement to cut off the line of British communi-

cation southward.

Over 3,000 Spanish prisoners in the Philippines have

been released during the past month.

Mobini, the founder of the late government, and ablest

leader of the insurgents, has been captured.

Organized rebellion no longer exists in the Philippines,

according to General Otis's report. The American troops

are actively pursuing robber bands, and all important and

threatened centres of population in the north of Luzon

have been occupied.

General Otis cables that the hemp ports in the Philip-

pines will be opened as soon as transportation for troops

can be secured.

Great Britain eats her entire wheat crop in about thir-

teen weeks.

The French navy is said to be installing a new system

of wireless telegraphy between the lighthouses along the

French coast.

A scheme is being considered in Paris for tunneling the

Strait of Gibraltar to connect Spain with Morocco for the

purpose of colonial development.

In the French Mediterranean provinces all kinds of

flowers are grown in enormous quantities, solely for the

sake of their perfume. Hundreds of acres are devoted to

the cultivation of the rose, violet and other fragrant

flowers.

The New York Evening Post says : Glass paving blocks

were laid in the streets of Lyons, France, several months

ago, and it is reported that they have proved very success-

ful, neither showing wear nor becoming chipped. The

blocks have a surface area of about sixty-four square

inches which is crossed by a series of grooves, dividing it

I

into squares and affording a better foothold for horses.

I
In setting, the blocks are placed very close together, so

as to obviate percolation, and are cleaner than blocl

wood or asphalt, while they are more durable than gra

A large factory has been built near Lyons for the m
facture of these paving blocks, and they will be prod

in ornamental forms for building purposes as well aE

pavements.

The Society of Hamburg fruit dealers has adopt

resolution declaring emphatically that American fru

indispensable there, and protesting energetically agi

duty.

New South Wales will have a wheat surplus for ei

of 90,000 tons.

The San Francisco Bulletin says :
" Tho disaster

overtook the island of Ceram on the 2d of last month

the people of that district immense loss in life and p

rty. The steamship America Maru, which arrivet

ently from the Orient, brought advices from Cerara

eports that 5,000 people were destroyed on that it

alone when the dreadful earthquakes of November sho

the Japanese coast and agitated the islands adjace:

the Empire.

"On the night of the 2d the people of Ceram

awakened by a terrific shock of earthquake, that s»

to work from north to south. Every one fled fron

house into the public square. A few hours later it

reported that the waters were rising in the Bay of

bonia. The sea came forward in the shape of a huge

wave, and forced the water into the bay entrance

came up fifty feet over the lowlands. At Pauhol)

Samasoeroa, on the bay, the waves swept over the to

trees thirty feet high. Out of nearly 1,800 inhabi

only forty escaped.
" Every few rods were great mounds of stones

boulders that had been washed up from the sea, chai

the entire topography of the country. The exact no

killed along the coast will never be known, as the co

are in many cases yards under the new ground. At

toesia out of 500 people, 100 were killed and 40 wou

The balance escaped to the hills, where the shock of e

quake was first felt."

The Congress of Peru has approved the extra<!

treaty with the United States.

A despatch from Caracas to Pulido, the Venes

Charge at Washington, states that the revolution is cr

and Hernandez's force is completely destroyed.

The Constitution and laws of Venezuela are ba^ad

those of the United States. The twelve province,

represented by Senators, and there is a Represenl

for every 35,000 people.

South America has greater undeveloped resources

any other continent. Its soil can produce any cropf

on the earth, and its mines of gold and silver and

have been scarcely touched.

Major Generel Leonard Wood has been assigned t

command of the Division of Cuba, relieving Major Ge

John R. Brooke.

Correction.—In the poem " Vocal Winds," page 1

The Friend, in the fifth line of the second stanza. Id

of "drawing," read droning. In the third stanz:

fourth line instead of " revival " read vernal.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M,

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqU'

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tweni

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, ;

ReceiptB for Fund in Aid of Doukliobort
Twelfth Month 20th.

H. J. H. Co., $20; W. & L. B., $2; J. L. W.,

$5.00; H. F., Jl; S. K L., $1; M. 15. II., $10;

JlOO; D. B. J., $10; E. F., $10; M. J. H., $1;

$25; Friends W. Union, Ind., $12.25; M. D. ^

" A Friend," Iowa, *5; W. B , $3; Avondale, Pf

W. B. H., $30; A. F. H., $50; W. H. G., $25;

S., $1; Normal School, Westchester, $1.50; per

Ohio $4- Friends' Iladdonfield Monthly Me

$231
;
per E. S. F., Ohio, $2; T. W. J., $5.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, Wm. D.

Salem, Ohio, Twelfth Month, 13th, 1899, Grace Pi

aged seventy-two years, daughter of the late Jami

Elizabeth McBride.

^VIlZiaM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTERS
No. 422 Walnut Street
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Letter from the Doukhobortsi.

Translated from the Russian.

Thunderhill, North Colony,

December 3rd, 1899.

•om the Christian Community of the Univer-

Srotherhood.

iace and Blessing of God to you, very dear

lever to be forgotten in our souls, brothers

sisters in Christ, of the Christian Com-

ity. We don't know all your names, but we

our dear brothers Joseph Elkinton and

iam Evans to transmit our love and our best

tings to all our brothers. We greet you

our fraternal kiss, and embrace you from

ur hearts. We are very sorry that we are

with you, but for the spirit there are no

iers. We can live separately and in the

t we will be united, what is said from both

i will be the Christian love, and where is

[Christian love, there is God himself.

)r the love towards the brothers there is

)0 large space. Neither large countries nor

us can separate the spirit of the brothers,

h have Christian love between themselves;

3uch love all is near enough, and all is

;ient. The people who have the Christian

ido not care for their own needs only, they

t care for their brothers,—clothing, feeding

'consoling them. We see such a Christian

ifrom you towards us in this so difficult a

for us, of persecution and immigration into

(vv country. You have made our brothers

\
happy, and a few days ago we received

J you clothing, flour, oats, soap, wool, milk

i;he children, beans, peas, sugar, tea, etc.

ahave divided all with the South Colony.

• North Colony received the third part of

?;oods you have sent. The goods we have

vdy distributed to our brothers.

e have received before many things from
I and all our brothers and sisters, our child-

i^and old people, thank you from all their

hearts, all your brothers and sisters. God bless

you in this life and in the future, that you do

not forget your suffering brothers; our Lord

will not forget you too, in the time when you

will need. You benefact not to the people only,

but to the Lord himself; for who loves his

brother, loves God too, and who hates his

brother, hates God and his law, and persecutes

the people having faith in God, and torments

them, and keeps them in prison. But there

are some kind brothers too, which do all their

best to make their brothers free, to let them

see their suffering families, and these brothers

are assisting others in every need.

Dear brothers, how are you, how keeps vour

life in our Lord, these days?

We communicate to you that we are now

pretty well, thank God. We do not lose cour-

age after our suffering, we hope always for the

grace from God.

We greet you once more, dear brothers and

sisters, with our fraternal kiss, and send you

our best salutations.

From the brothers and sisters of the Chris-

tian Community of the Universal Brotherhood.

Our address:—Swan River, Manitoba, Douk-

hobors Settlement, Vasnesanya.

Grigorii Kouegen,

Secretary of the Committee.

For "The Friend.'

An Aspect of the Pastoral System.

3NES L. TIERNEY.

In the current number of the Atlantic Month-

ly is an article entitled: "Wanted, a Chair of

Tent-Making," which opens thus: " The modern
divinity school is not up to date. It is out of

step with the age. It is still teaching theology,

Hebrew, and Greek, church history, homilet-

ics, elocution, and here and there sociology.

Strangely enough, it overlooks the most con-

spicuous and most urgent demand of our time.

What is needed is a brand-new chair: call it a

Chair of Tent-Making, for that is Pauline."

From this point the author proceeds to show

that because of the unrest and the critical spirit

of the age, short pastorates are the rule. Three

years is given as the average term of a pas-

torate in some of the leading denominations.

Statistics follow showing a surprising decrease

in the percentage of students entering the

theological schools of the leading colleges.

This reason for the decline is given: "At the

points of adjustment of demand and supply be-

tween church and pastor, the economy of great

denominations is breaking down. Under present

conditions, no young man should enter the min-

istry of these communions without possessing

some secular trade which will support him when

he gets beyond mid-life. Paul knew the art of
tent-making, and worked at his trade with an
enviable sense of independence when the heath-
en people would have none of him. But to day
I note: (1) that few men enter the theological

seminary with a secular trade; (2) that none
learn such there; (3) that multitudes of theo-

ological students, within twenty years, will have
need of the trade which they have no chance to

acquire."

Two reasons are given for the early with-
drawal of minister from their chosen profes-

sion. First, that a minister who is "without
charge," no matter to what high ideals he may
have sacrificed his pulpit, finds the fact of his

being temporarily out of a place an almost
certain barrier to his election elsewhere. By
reason of this attitude "many men stay on till

the pastoral relation becomes sorely strained,

till congregations are decimated, membership
disintegrated and faction rife."

The second reason put forth is the almost
universal demand for young ministers. " Ex-
perience, elsewhere the indispensable qualifica-

tion, is in the ministry fast becoming a disquali-

fication to any position of large influence."

After presenting typical cases and results

where these conditions existed, the author closes

with a statement and a question: " Thus, at the

end of the century, there is an ominous com-
bination of causes working to the weakening of

the moral fibre of the ministry and to the dete-

rioration of the highest of callings. At the

same time all the standards of the church are

being brought low. What can be done? Is the

Chair of Tent-making inevitable, or can the

Christian ministry yet be made a vocation for

life?"

There is food for thought for all church-mem-
bers in the half-dozen pages of this article.

To the Society of Friends its consideration may
be of special significance.

Some discussion is going at present among
Friends as to whether or not a free ministry is

a vital element in our worship. In many places,

this foundation principle has already been aban-

doned. A prominent English Friend writes in

a recent paper: " For want of proper nourish-

ment the ideal of the free ministry is perishing

before our eyes." In view of the statements in

the suggestive article under consideration, it

would seem that this ought rather to be a time

when Friends should be more zealous than ever

in upholding their cherished ideal.

.Aside from our scruples on spiritual grounds

against an ai)pointed head of the church, there

seem to be clear reasons why the turning of

Friends to church forms may be fraught with

danger and loss not only to themselves but to

the rest of the world.

We do not need to be reminded that there are,

and always have been, in every church, minis-

ters of the highest integrity, fearless in the

performance of duty, and faithful to the high-
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est ideals of their calling. But it is a lament-

'

able fact that wherever questions of morality,

justice, anil righteousness in public affairs have

arisen, the great majority of ministers have not

only failed to take the right side, but have been

some of the most active and bitter opponents

of reform. This tendency to time-serving may

be partially accounted for by the uncertainty

of their tenure of office and of the " keen com-

petitive contest among rival candidates for a

pulpit." If it is true as our author says, that
" the strongest men in the ministry are often

—

yes, generally—the weakest candidates " be-

cause they are quiet and reserved in manner,

homely in feature, awkward in gesture and

with a manhood that revolts against the humil-

iation of a competitive contest for a pulpit— if

this is true, it is no wonder that many fail in

time of trial or that a successful candidate
" knowing that his time is brief is sorely tempt-

ed to turn his energies toward the production

of showy results and thus to attract the atten-

tion of the pulpit committees."

The demand for youth as a principal quali-

fication for the paid ministry is another evidence

of its danger. Young Friends may be impatient

at times of what seems to them conservatism

and lack of ardent enthusiasm in the elderly

ministers. P.ut they cannot measure the value

of the influence exerted by the utterances, no

matter how old-fashioned in phraseology, of

those who
" On with toil of heart and knees and hand

Through the long gorge to the far light have won
Their path upward, and prevailed."

In the churches the young minister, by virtue

of his prominent position " appeals to the hero-

worshipping side of human nature to a far

greater degree than do his elders." The elder

men, " by knowledge chastened, by experience

taught," fail to supply the craving for the

picturesque and the romantic which often en-

ters into the emotional side of religious life.

From this evil the simplicity of the service,

the directness of the message and the humility

of the " chosen vessel of the Lord," have mer-

cifully preserved the Society of Friends where

they have kept pure the sacrificial flame of an

inspired ministry.

Aside from these aspects of the question, it

must be plain to every woman in the Society of

Friends that with the advent of the paid minis-

ter, she is giving up her birthright of spiritual

equality. It is true that in some meetings where

the old order has been superseded, the pastor

is a woman, but this does not adjust the bal-

ance. True spiritual equality can exist only

where liberty of vocal service is guarded by

both men and women. That hero-worship and
unwholesome sentimentalism which hinders the

spiritual growth of the recipient and weakens
the religious life of the congregation, will not

enter to any serious extent where women are

regarded equally with men the interpreters of

the " truth that shines on every heart."

If the free ministry is perishing from our

midst, it is well to ask ourselves whether it is

the fault of the system or of the individuals that

make up the meetings.

There have been complaints that the utter-

ances of the younger members of the Society

are not well received by their elders who are

sometimes grieved by what seems to them lack

of depth and experience in their deliverances.

And among both older and younger members in

some places there is a distrust of the exjjres-

sion of honest conviction where such expression

is not exactly in accord with tradition. Open-

mindedness, a greater effort toward mutual un-

derstanding, and a broader sympathy should

banish these difficulties. The crown of ripe ex-

perience and fuller knowledge can be freely

granted to the older Friends while to the young-

er ones can be extended a deeper sympathy in

their desire to be of some service in the meet-

ings for worship.

It may be that at times the words of young

Friends go beyond their actual experience in

religious things. The growth of spiritual life

in the soul is by development, and it is to be sup-

posed that the joy and pain and trial that come
with years will strengthen the fortresses of the

spirit. But the young may have their share of

these vicissitudes, for not all can rely upon " the

genial sense of youth " alone, to keep them in

the way of duty. Time will bring maturity,

and a sympathetic attitude now, may save our

meetings from a final loss of the ancient safe-

guard of a free ministry.

It is true that other causes are at work
which may be far more disastrous to our use-

fulness in the future than a conservative cen-

sorship of the ministry. The Society of Friends

has come to be synonymous with prosperity and

ease. Its young people are growing up to

know only one side of life— the pleasant and

attractive. All material and educational ad-

vantages come to them without their own ef-

forts. Is it to be expected that hearts that feel

constrained to render thanks for material ben-

efits chiefly, shall be the ones to seize upon new
aspects of religious thought : and from the vant-

age-ground of real, practical, personal expe-

rience, in the deep things of the spirit, lead

others to the higher life? The record of all

history is against this hope.

It would be difficult for any of us to prescribe

for this condition. Certainly the abolition of a

free ministry and with it the degree of respon-

sibilty which now rests upon the church at

large would not suggest itself as a remedy.

As It Seems to Some Others.

W. W. McKinney, editor of The Preshyterian,

lately read a paper upon " Effective Preach-

ing." The following points were presented and
developed : To secure effective preaching one
must fully and constantly recognize his calling

and office. He is not his own master. He is

the servant of the Lord Jesus Christ. He is first,

a redeemed man; then a herald of God. He is

commissioned to do a specific work. He is first

and last merely the instrument through whom
God and Christ and the Holy ( Ihost operate for

human redemption. It is largely when a min-
ister forgets or overlooks this guiding and reg-

ulative consideration that he becomes a mere
human investigator, pursuing his own bent of

mind, purpose of heart and habit of life, and de-

clining more and more as a God force. He se-

lects his own themes, and treats them in a man-
ner that savors more of man than of God. He is

simply the echo of theological " fads," or the
philosophy in which he has been trained, or of

the school of thought and culture which he has
adopted, or the times in which he lives.

The preaching which is most effective in

(iod's sight, and for attaining the objects which
He has in view, is not that which deals with sci-

entific, social and philosophical problems,

with scholarly and erudite questions, or wi

critical theories, or with popular subjects, b

that which pertains to the conscience, the hei

and the life. As a rule there are specialii

who can handle far better than the ordina

minister the themes that are more in their lii

and are able to treat them in all their divei

fied ramifications. Here and there may be fon

an exceptional preacher, who can touch up

them to acceptance and profit, or, as the enii

gent occasion may demand, but generally tb

require too much time and investigation for t

busy pastor to discuss with intelligence, d

crimination and success. Besides, their disci

sion better becomes the platform, the press

the lyceum. Moreover, it must be remembei
that our Lord has commissioned his servants

preach the Gospel, which all men need, and whi

alone satisfies soul hunger and revolution!;

society.

Again, the preaching which is most effect

has a "Thus saith the Lord" back of it, a

through it. This it was that made the Apost

and Reformers so successful. This is what

greatly needed in many modern pulpits. A c

tinctly Bible or divinely authoritative preachi

is on the decline in various quarters. Too lit

appeal is made directly and positively to 1

Holy Oracles. Topics are selected too oft

from the newspaper, the magazine, the qu

terly or the literary treatise, and great nan

are paraded in substantiation of what is ;

vanced. Thus there is a divided authority wb

there should be only one Master, to whom 1

whole nation bows.

To increase effectiveness preaching should

full of Christ. For effective preaching H
Ghost power is a prime necessity. It must

with his demonstration. He must animate i

apply it. The human element must be suboi

nate to the divine.

To be permanently effective, preaching m
have as its structural basis wholesome doctri

The modern cry—don't preach doctrine—ii

false and misleading one. It has no supper,

the Bible, nor in philosophy,nor in reason.
^

The preacher, therefore, who would coun,

character-building and in soul-saving work ci

not afford to minimize, ignore or coraproir|

Bible doctrine. He, of all men, should have
j

the briefest, but the largest, creed, or a en

commensurate with time and eternity.

Considering our representative character

der existing conditions, he becomes an effect

preacher who is true to his denominatio

spirit, standards and life.

What Repentance Is.—A class was o;

asked, what was meant by the word repe

ance. A little boy raised his hand.
" Well, what is it, my lad?"
" Being sorry for your sins," was the

swer.

A little girl on the back seat raised

hand.
" Well, my little girl, what do you thin

"
I think," said the child, " it's being so

enough to quit."

That is just where so many people f

They are sorry enough at the time, but

sorry enough to quit.

—

Selected.

The best treatise on the inspiration of

Scriptures is the Scriptures themselves.
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nercy rejoiced against judgment. He did

ustify sin, but queries. "Him that is with-

iin, let him cast the first stone at her;"

,hey were all smitten in their consciences;

i to God in thi^ day many consciences

t be smitten and each one depart to

wn house and "learn of me," that a man's

lies are they of his own household. Se-

an affords no retreat from the tempta-

of the evil one, whilst in the busy field of

, struggling amidst difiiculties on every

, "within were fightings, without were
,,"—fears to offend an holy, just God, fears

fending one of the least of his brethren,

smuch as ye have done it to one of the

of my brethren ye have done it to me."

3ssing is pronounced upon peace-makers,
' vengeance helongeth unto me, I will repay

the Lord." " When thou art converted

igthen thy brethren." These injunctions

to come fresh home every day to the hum-

isciple. It may seem singular that whilst

3 guarded his disciples from the censure of

Pharisees, He himself did often severely

ke them, while He was daily with them, for

ness of heart and slowness to learn the

rs written in the law and the prophets con-

ing Him, etc. In thus reviewing the steps

lay learn that the monster self made its

arance in his own disciples as well as in the

isees, but when reproved, these as well as

ich lawyer that had even kept all the com-

iments from his youth, with the " many "

offended, and followed Him no more. But

disciples when asked "Will ye also go
r?" confidently answered, "To whom shall

;o [but unto thee], Thou hast the word of

lal life."

would be well for our own advantage to

y human nature more thoroughly as por-

3d in the sacred volume, manifest in the

of the twelve chosen ones, outwardly privi-

i above all generations. "Many kings and

hets have desired to see the things which

lo see, but have not seen them." Yet

ee them again stumble, doubt, falter by the

fleeing, swearing, denying their Master.

his compassion failed them not, as Peter

mentioned by name to be informed of the

rrection and that he would meet them again

alilee.

irist's ruling and constraining power is love,

lever resorted to force, subtlety or under-

led means to promote his kingdom, which

not of this world. When certain of the

liritan villages would not receive Jesus,

|3S and John saw this, and said, " Wilt thou

we command fire to come down from heaven

consume them?" But He turned and re-

Id ithem, and said: "Ye know not of what
liier of spirit ye are of, for the Son of Man
it come to destroy men's lives but to save

?i." His freedom and open intercoui'se with

jen on all occasions was such, that when the

^ priest asked Jesus of his disciples and of

illoctrine, Jesus answered him, "I spake

^ly to the world, I even taught in the syna-

ie and in the temple whither the Jewsalways
^"t, and in secret have I said nothing, ask
^i which heard me. They know what I have
ii" " A new commandment give I unto you
a ye should love one another." And the
ic;les add :

—
" Bear one another's burdens and

I Ifil the law of Christ." " Let us therefore
itadge one another any more, but judge thee

rather that no man, put a stumbling block, or

an occasion to fall in his brother's way." " He
that loveth his brother abides in the light and

there is none occasion for stumbling in him."
" Stand fast therefore in the liberty wherewith

Christ hath made us free, and be not entangled

again with the yoke of bondage."

Petek N. Dyhr.
West Branch, Iowa.

For "The Friend."

Some Account of John and Mary Hampton.

"Here I have to admire the goodness and con-

descending love and mercy of my great Redeem-

er, who followed me, watched over me, and kept

me from utter ruin. For when temptations or

desires arose in me to use the plural language,

and the compliments, as Sir, Mr., etc., there

was a secret something, that with a very few

exceptions, kept me from the use of such lan-

guage; also from reading pernicious books;

phrenology particularly, which I was tempted

to read, but was so condemned that 1 read lit-

tle of it; and my heart commemorates his good-

ness in thus preserving me, and in again giving

me those living foretastes of heavenly joy.

For we cannot cause these heavenly visita-

tions, these feelings of Divine love, any more

than we can cause the outward rain to descend.

I feel that I am poor and weak, and have often

times to endure leanness and poverty of soul,

and some times seeming desertion; but at other

times I have known what it is to abound; my
heart, being contrited within me, and my cup fill-

ed with joy and rejoicing; andl can feelingly say,

' Thou, oh Lord, hast been good to me. I will

praise and exalt thy name forever.' In these

seasons (of favor) my children have been

brought before the view of my mind, and I have

fervently craved that they, one and all, may be

favored ones, and close in with the otfers of re^

deeming love and mercy. I have some times

thought if children knew the great concern and

anxiety that a parent feels for them, they would

harldly adorn themselves, and their tender of

fering, in the manner some do. Yea, and I have

mourned over the members of our once highly

favored Society, having to fear that many do

not appreciate the privileges they enjoy, or the

testimonies that our forefathers suflfered so

much to promulgate.
" Surely the time will come when the Righteous

Judge will separate the precious from the vile,

"as a shepherd divideth his sheep from the

goats; and he shall set the sheep on his right

hand, but the goats on the left; then shall He

say unto them on his right hand, ' come ye

blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom pre

pared for you from the foundation of the world,'

but will say to them on the left, ' depart from

me all ye workers of iniquity, I know you not."

Solemn and awful consideration! It seems to

me that it ought to arouse every one to look

well to their situation, and through the help of

a gracious God, endeavor to make their peace,

while time and opportunity are afforded, in or-

der that they may enjoy true peace while here

and be prepared for the solemn change that

will sooner or later come upon us all."

Thus closes the narration of his life work, as

he has left it to us. And finding an address

written to Friends at ,
Iowa, Third Mo.,

1858, it is thought that extracts from it will

not be out of place here. They are as follows:

" In the feeling of that love that wishes well

to the whole human family, I feel constrained

to write unto you, earnestly craving for you, as

for myself, that we may be preserved, built up,

and established on that Rock, which will be a
safe hiding place to flee unto, . . . when
the world, with all its allurements, will be as

nothing to us I have been led

to believe that there are some amongst you who
can, at times and at seasons, adopt the language
of one formerly, " My soul doth magnify the

Lord and my spirit doth rejoice in (jod, my
Saviour," and in tender solicitude for these may
say, hold on your way; keep to that you have
attained; and above all press on for an enlarge-

ment in these feelings, and for greater dedica-

tion of heart; yea, and strengthen ye the

brethren.

"Oh, it is as we abide under his teaching, that

true peace and Divine comfort and consolation

are felt and enjoyed, which are to the enlight-

ened mind of more real worth than all the pleas-

ures of the world. ... As there is this

abiding under these feelings, how guarded we
will be in our behavior, our conversation, our

dress, and the adorning of our children, those

precious lambs committed to our care. Ah, me-
thinks, a great responsibility rests on parents

in the training of their children; not only in

giving the right precept and example, but also

in dressing them as simply as we would like to

see them dressed in maturer years.

"And whilst my mind has been, as it were,

prostrated before the throne of Grace, for the

encouragement, the enlargement and the pre-

servation of these, I have been led to take a

view of some . . . that do not feel as

much of the constraining love of the Prince of

Peace. Oh, Friends, remember that we have

but a short time to live in this world, that a

never-ending eternity awaits us, and as our faith

and works are, so shall our portion be. Awful
consideration for one soul to be taken off in

an unprepared state! The present time only is

ours! My feelings have been aroused for you,

and the prayer of my soul has been poured forth

in your behalf.

"0, dear Friends, remember that it was said

in old times that the oft'ering should be clean

and without blemish, which command is as bind-

ing on us at the present day as ever it was. Then

how can we present ourselves acceptably before

the Lord, twice in the week, if the cares and

concerns of this world are in our hearts and on

our tongues, until the very moment we enter

the door where w'orship is to be performed?"

. . . . To the young people he said:

" Some of you have felt convictions at times

when none but the Lord knew your thoughts.

Oh, let me, as a brother that craves your eternal

good, plead with you to attend to these feelings,

love and cherish them, for they will lead you on,

even to that peace which the world|,cannot give,

neither can it take it away.
" Finally, dear Friends, my heart's desire for

you is, that you may be like a united band,

. . . . that each one may feel the arising

of that life that maketh glad the whole heart,

and giveth evidence that when done with time

here, you may be prepared to inherit that King-

dom which the Lord the Righteous Judge will

give to those who confess Him before men, and

really love his appearing; for such will He own

before his father and the holy angels."

Among grand-father's writings, we find quite

a number of entries kept entirely separate from
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his diary of daily events, chronicle of weather,

etc., which he had kept for years. And as these

contain many lively expressions, showing the

living concern he felt not only for himself, but

for the brotherhood, we give most of thom here,

with occasional extracts from letters written

at different times; and also a few extracts from

letters written by his wife, Mary Hampton.

During the last ten years of his life he wrote

but little, and when he did, so low was his opin-

ion of his ability to write anything that would

be of benefit to others, that he frequently de-

stroyed letters, etc., without sending them to

the ones for whom they were intended. His

diary begins:

"Eighth Month 15th, I860.—At meeting.

Favored with a little of that life and peace that

was soul-solacing.
" Sixth Month 12th, 1861.—It was in my heart

this evening to utter this language: ' Goodness

and mercy, and truth, have followed me all the

days of ray life,' and my soul adores and magnifies

that Being who still regards the frail creature

that I am. . . I can do no good of myself,

yet, through his condescending goodness. He
can and does, at times, fill my heart with love

wherein praises ascend to Him who is forever

worthy.
" Fifth Month, 1862.—(On hearing an aged

Friend say, 'If I only knew I was right, I

wouldn't care what people said about me.')

When the great Creator form-

ed man, he breathed into him the breath of

life; and he became a living soul; and as he was
in the image of his Creator he was capable of

enjoying union and communion with Him, his

great parent. He knew the voice of God, and

when God spoke to him there was an unmistak-

able evidence from whence it came; and man
knew, of a certainty knew, what was right; and

although he fell, and, (for a time), lost this

knowledge of good, yet God, who made him,

had pity on him, and through adorable and un-

merited mercy, cast up a way, and provided a

means, through the mediation of the everlast-

ing Covenant whereby he came again to know
the voice of God.

"And I believe from the creation of man,
down to the present time, men and women
have been raised up, who have known the sav-

ing power of the blessed Redeemer, and recog-

nized his inspeaking voice, and have felt an ev-

idence of the truth of what they have said and
handed down to us.

" Now the Lord's hand is not shortened that

it cannot save; but He does dispense an un-

mistaken evidence that they are right, to

those who really love his appearances, having

Him uppermost in all their doings, and contin-

ually before their eyes; walking in his fear, and
bringing all their deeds to the light. Yes, even

in this day when miracles and prophecies have
apparently ceased, man is just as much the ob-

ject of redeeming love, as in any day, or age of

the world; and if we are left destitute, and
without an evidence of right and wrong, the

fault is all our own.
"Divine justice is clear; for a way is cast

up, a means is provided, and they that hunger
and thirst after righteousness shall be filled.

' The grace of God that bringeth salvation hath
appeared to all men.' Therefore if we give

Him our whole heart He will give us the peace-
ful evidence of knowing his will. Then, oh,

the joy and consolation we may feel, my pen

cannot express!

"Second Month 28th, 1864.— . . Not a

day and hardly an hour passes but I think how

soon I must leave all things here below. And

my fervent desires are put that I may be pre-

pared for the great change and that I may be

happy, eternally happy!
" Last day of 1866.—Oh, what changes have

taken place within one year! Peace and plenty,

health and prosperity, abound in this part of

our land. . . .

"Oh, time! How swiftly it flies! To look

back, how short the time seems since we were

married ; and yet almost thirty-seven years have

passed; . . We have raised eight children,

now all married but two. Thus our family

consists of only four, and we enjoy ourselves

very well. Surely blessings have been dispensed

to us all our days."
(To be continued.)

Kid-Glove and Coal-Oil Men. — Frank

Thomson, the President of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, who died a few weeks ago, was known as

one of the foremost of living railway managers.

There was no part of the business with which

he was not familiar, from the control of its

great moneyed interests to the fitting of a

screw into an engine.

A wealthy man once brought his son to him,

saying, "My son has gone through college.

Can you make a place for him where he will

succeed?"
Thomson was silent a moment, and then said:

"That depends on whether he wants to take a

kid-glove course or a coal-oil course."
" What do you mean?"
" If he takes a kid-glove course, he goes in

as a clerk, to perform a certain amount daily

of writing, for which he will be paid a salary.

In the other course he goes into the shops,

and learns the whole business, from the lowest

drudgery up. When he has finished, he will

know his trade, a valuable one, but his hands

will be stained with coal-oil."

Frank Thomson himself, when a boy, chose

the " coal-oil course." He worked four years

in the car shops at Altoona, barely earning his

living, but learning the mechanical details of

the business.

—

Leader.

Only a Pin.—An overseer in a calico mill

found a pin which cost the company nearly one

hundred pounds. How could that be? Well,

calicoes, after they are printed and washed
and dried, are smoothed by being passed over

heated rollers. By some mischance a pin

dropped so as to lie upon the principal roller,

and, indeed, become wedged into it, the head
standing out a little from the surface. Over
and over went the roller, and round went the

calico, winding upon another roller, until the

piece was measured off. Then another began
to be dried and wound, and so on, till a hun-

dred pieces had been counted oft'. When they

came to be examined, it was found there were
holes in every piece, and only three-quarters

of a yard apart. Of course, the goods could

not be sold now as perfect, but only as rem-
nants, at about half the price they would have
brought had it not been for that single pin.

So it is with the power of an evil habit. That
pin damaged forty hundred yards of new print,

and a single vicious indulgence may blight a

human life.

—

Selected.

John Venning and the Imprisoned Finns.

[The following extract is taken from tl

memorials of John Venning, the philanthrop

Englishman, well known to William Allen ai

Stephen (Jrellet. He was a resident of ^

Petersburg at the time of the visit of tho

:

two worthies, and for years afterward, ben

greatly interested in promoting the better ma
agement of prisons and in the succor of t

poor and distressed, enjoying the full confiden

of the Emperors Alexander and Nicholas, ai

receiving from them and from other membe
of the royal family many gifts of money
which they desired John Venning to be th(

trusted almoner. He likewise added to the

gifts largely out of his own private means.-

J. W. L.]

" While in the town-prison one morning, e

horting the prisoners in one of the cells

seek the Saviour, a young Finn stepped f(

ward, and said, "'That is the reason 1 am hert

I then learned from him that there were in

,

thirty-two persons, men and women, Finns

the Protestant persuasion, who were in pris

in consequence of being denounced to the g(

ernment by their bishop as a dangerous, tl

bulent set of people, though they only met f

reading the Scriptures and prayer. It is tr

that some of them through ignorance had be

led into the folly of bodily exercise, and we

considered Jumpers; yet they were sincen

pious, and of excellent conduct, and this w

not the way to recover them from their m
take. Several of them disapproved of t

jumping, and were sober-minded, eminent Chr

tians. I examined the order for their arre

and found that they were to be separated fn

each other. Some were in the fortress, soi

in the town-prison, and some of the women
the Aboukoff hospital as washerwomen. T

principal part of the men were artisans,

visited them continually, and engaged t

Swedish clergyman, Pastor Rahmn, forme)

missionary in Siberia, to visit them and po:

out to them the absurdity of their exciteme;

When reading the Scriptures, I never saw thi

jump, or even attempt it, though I witness

two or three of the women bending their knt

slowly, and sinking down by degrees, whicl

always most earnestly forbade. One of thi

told me their reason for it, which was tl

David danced before the ark, and that

lame man at the Beautiful gate of the Te

pie, when healed by the apostles, jumped a

leaped, etc. I reasoned with them on the si

ject: 'Are you under the same circumstan(

as king David? Does not the apostle tell j

that bodily exercise profiteth little?' I alwj

found that kind and mild treatment is the

to bring back those who are out of the

This succeeds, and not fire, faggots, or i

prisonment.

"Their conduct was so exemplary that

oflicers said to me, ' We never saw such

derly people in a prison before.' Their leisi

hours were occupied in reading the Sci

tures and in pra3'er. A murmur was
heard to escape their lips. Quiet, inoffens

people, what a contrast between them and '

noisy, wicked, prisoners around them! It v

heartrending to see them the objects of th

bishop's hatred and persecution, resisting

he did), every application made to him for th

release. On visiting the Finnish women v
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friends and the Indians of Pennsylvania.
(Concluded from page ITS.i

it may, in this connection, be interesting to

iew the history of these Indians.

rhe Delawares are said to have numbered at

time of William Penn about six thousand.

'No other tribe on the continent," says

)rge Catlin, in his notes, 1844-48, " have
u so much moved and jostled about by civ-

ed invasions, and none have retreated as far,

"ought their way so desperately, as they have
lorably and bravely contended for every

t of the ground they have passed over. From
banks of the Delaware to the lovely Sus-

hanna, and my native valley, and to the

8 and over the Allegheny Mountains, to

Ohio Kiver, to the Illinois and the Missis-

)i, and at last to the west of the Mis-

ri, they have been moved by treaties af-

treaties with the government, who have
T assigned to the mere handful of them
t are left, a tract of land, as has been done a

3n times before, in fee simple, forever. In

rymove the poor fellows have made they have

n thrust, against their wills, from the graves

heir fathers and their children, and plant-

as they now are, on the borders of new ene-

is, where their first occupation has been to

\i up their weapons in self-defense, and fight

[the ground they have been planted on. There
tto tribe, perhaps, amongst which greater

I

more continued exertions have been made
their conversion to Christianity—and that

since the zealous efforts of the Moravian
ionaries, who first began with them, nor any
ngst whom those pious and zealous efl'orts

3 been squandered more in vain, which has,

lably, been owing to the bad faith with

h they have so often and so continually

ji treated by white people which have ex-

p pi-ejudices which have stood in the way
beir mental improvement."
U the banks of the Muskingum the Dela-

Bs lived in comparative tranquillity for a few
•s, but during the Revolutionary war they

B induced to take part with the British.

|i Heckewelder, in his history of the Indian

.Ions, who once inhabited Pennsylvania, and
Ineighboring States, says of them

:

ittwasnotthe fault of the American govern-

|t, who were truly desirous of seeing the In-

as adopt a neutral line of conduct, and re-

liedly advised them not to interfere in the

ifrel between the colonies and the mother
iitry; happy would it have been had the

'ish government acted in the same manner,
1 they pursued a different plan. These poor
ijded people were dragged into a war in

i;h they had no concern, by which their pop-
Ejon was not only greatly reduced, but they
3jthe desire of becoming a civilized people;

the Americans, at last, becoming exasper-

« against them, and considering all Indians

Iheir enemies, they sent parties out from
i to time to destroy them. The murder of

^Christian Indians on the Muskingum, in

% completed their alienation. Those who
il'emained were driven to despair and finally

E|3rsed."

'leir subsequent history to 1877 is thus
a)dby W. H. .Jackson:

In .1818 the Delawares ceded all their land
,hio to the government, and removed to the
Ite River, Missouri, to the number of eigh-

teen hundred, leaving a small number in Ohio.
Another change followed eleven years after,

(1829), when one thousand settled, by treaty,

on the Kansas and Missouri Rivers, the rest go-
ing south to Red River.

"In 1866 they sold their land to the railroad

which ran across it, and buying land from the
Cherokees, settled where the main body now re-

sides, merging with the Cherokees, small bands
being scattered about among the Wichitas and
Kiowas

" In 1866, by a special treaty they received
and divided the funds held for their benefit, took
lands in severalty, and ceased to be regarded as

a tribe. They have given up their Indian ways
and live in comfortable houses. Many of them
are efficient farmers and good citizens. They
are becoming so incorporated with other tribes

that there has been no late enumeration of

them made as a whole."

The census returns for 1890 mention ninety-

five Delaware Indians as belonging to the Kiowa,
Comanche and Wichita Agency, in the Indian

Territory.

There are, however, two bodies of them lo-

cated in Canada, one of which is on the Caro-
doc Reservation, located in Ontario, Canada,
about fifty miles east of Detroit. This Reser-
vation is a tract about twelve miles square, and
has upon it a settlement of perhaps one hundred
and forty Delawares, a large number of Chip-

pewa Indians, and some Oneidas, in all a com-
munity numbering several hundred. The Dela-

ware settlement is known as Munceytown, and
the Indians themselves are Munceys, a name
which spelled sometimes Munceys and Minsies,

is said to be derived from the word Minisink,

an island, applicable probably to one of their

homes in former years.

Although many generations have passed away
since the visits of William Penn to these shores,

yet the memory of his character, and of his

kindness to their ancestors is still cherished by
these people, and one of their number who vis-

ited Philadelphia, within the past ten years, an
educated man, named Nellis F. Timothy, stated

that he well remembered the narration of events

in their history by aged men among them in

their assemblies, while he was quite a lad, in

which the actions of this, their friend, still

known among them as Miquon, (a feather), were
spoken of and commended.

Another company of Delawares, about three

hundred in number, is located at Moraviantown,
about forty miles westward from the Carodoc
Reserve, in Canada, and is largely composed of

that portion of the tribe, who continue in asso-

ciation with or under the care of the Moravians.

In 1874, our late friend, Thomas C. Battey,

was present at a Council with Kiowa and Com-
manche Indians, at their agency, when Captain

Black Beaver, a Delaware, addressing those In-

dians, said:

The Quakers are your friends; their father

made a treaty with the Indians more than two
hundred years ago, in which both parties had
bound themselves, and their children after them,

to be friends to each other forever. His words
were: ' While sun and moon shall endure, grass

grow, and water run.'
" This treaty has never been broken; the In-

dians have never taken any Quaker's blood, and
the Quakers have always been true friends to

the Indians. I am not telling you this from
heresay; though this treaty was made so long

ago, a copy of it has been kept by my people

—

my own eyes have seen it and my own hands
have held it.'

"

Afterwards in conversation with Thomas U.

Battey he informed him that when William Penn
gave this treaty to the Delawares "he told them
to keep it for their children who should live af-

ter them." They accordingly placed it in the
hands of their principal chief, for its preserva-
tion. Other treaties as they were made were
deposited with him, but this he kept separate
and distinct from the others. When this chief
died these documents were taken care of by his

successor. Afterwards when other treaties were
made, as this Treaty of Peace and Friendship,
made with William Penn, concerned several
tribes, they, in a general council, selected a
person to have especial care of this first, or, as

they called it, " CJreat Treaty."
" On his death another was chosen, and so it

continued to be preserved for many years by
persons selected in a general council. Event-
ually, as the different tribes became scattered,

the Delawares retained posession of it, and it

was preserved by them as it had been before,

the tribes in council making choice of a reliable

person to take care of it. As time passed on
and the tribe was removed westward, this copy
fell into his hands, and he had it in his posses-

sion until the breaking out of the civil war."
During this war his home was destroyed and
the " Penn Parchment " so long and so care-

fully preserved by the Delawares was burned.
[See The Friend, Vol. Ixx. p. 222.]

In a work published by our late friend Geo.

W. Brown, of Philadelphia, in 1882, entitled
" Historical Sketches chiefly relating to the

early settlement of Friends at Falls, in Bucks
Co., Pa.," some interesting traditions are re-

called which have been preserved of the rela-

tions of William Penn to the Indians during his

residence in this country. He remarks:
" The Indians bore frequent testimony that

William Penn had never deceived them, and un-

bounded was their confidence in his integrity;

doubtless it was good policy in him to cultivate

their friendship ; but apart from every tempo-
ral consideration, they possessed a large share

of his sympathy, brotherly kindness and disin-

terested love.
" There is something truly pleasing in look-

ing back to the beginnings and advances, the

manifestations, comforts, and good fruits of

the friendship which continued to subsist be-

tween William Penn and the Indians. Although

he possessed the land which had descended to

them from their fathers, and they were exiles

from it, still that friendship remained unim-

paired. Were we now to look abroad over the

scattered remnants of our Indian population,

how few examples of warm attachment, unwav-

ering friendship, and bursts of affection would

be manifested at the presence of those who have

been instrumental in dispossessing them of their

ancient inheritance, and how few would be the

testimonials to the justice and generosity of

these.

"The burst of affection with which the poor

Indians sometimes greeted their friend William

Penn were somewhat singular in exhibition, and,

although doubtless annoying, perhaps were not

altogether displeasing to his generous feelings.

If tradition truly represents, these warm-heart-

ed creatures upon one occasion met him on the

road, in the neighborhood of Pennsbury, riding
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in his coach, and from the impulse of the mo-

ment, drew him from it, and wrapped their

blankets aroun 1 him in token of affection; and

so impetuous was their zeal to manifest friend-

ship and attachment, that all danger from the

fright of horses was unheeded, overlooked, or

not comprehended, and it was needful for the

driver to tie them to trees for safety.

"As the personal presence of William Penn

among the poor Indians was marked by many
testimonials of alfeclion on their part, and as

their friendship was pure, it was deeply rooted

and lasting, time and distance did not wear it

out; the memory thereof was precious to them,

and they exhibited evidence of it long after

William I'enn had passed away. It appears they

had a veneration for I'ennsbury on account of

associations connected with it, and some tribes

were wont to perform annual visits to the lo-

cality. These visits were continued until late

in the last century, and perhaps were contin-

ued until a later period of time. An eye wit-

ness, who had been a young girl residing with

the family occupying the brew house dwelling

about the time to which reference has been

made, represented that among the annual visi-

tors were some of great age; and at that time

there yet remained some of the walnut trees that

William Penn had planted, and these were objects

to which they clung with howling and lamen-

tation, apparently frantic with grief, yet with

wild enthusiastic fondness. iSome of these aged
children of the forest had knowledge of William

Penn personally as well as from tradition, and

there must have been something touching in

these exhibitions of true hearted affection for

his memory, which still remained so fresh and
lively, so long after his earthly pilgrimage had
ended."

'
G. J. S.

Insig.nificaxt Work. — Big men do big

things, but how many big things are big fail-

ures. The biggest ship that ever was built

was no profit to anybody until it was sold and
broken up for old junk. Many a little ship

during the same time had made good voyages,

and brought profit to its owner. A man writes

a big book; he is a great man, but few people

ever read his book, yet it is learned and bulky,

and perpetuates the man's fame through gen-
erations. Another man writes a little letter, a

pamphlet, an epistle, which can be read in an
hour, carried in the pocket, copied in a little

while, sent through the mails, or printed on a

few pages, and that little pamphlet is trans-

lated into hundreds of languages, scattered by
millions in every quarter of the globe.

Paul, chained to a soldier in his hired house
at Rome, wTote no big books. A dozen pages
would contain the largest treatise he ever
wrote, and yet the thoughts there embodied,
and the truths there declared, live through all

ages, and go to the ends of the earth. A seed

is a little thing, but in it there is the promise
of a waving harvest through all the years to

come. A granite monument is a great thing,

but it has no advancement, no promise, no
growth.

Let the man who does little things wait on
God, who can make little things great, and ac-

comjilish his own purpose of grace and good-
ness, working wonders by means of the feeblest

instruments through his matchless wisdom and
his powerful love.

—

Christidn.

Say well is good—do well is better.

PUT UP THE SWORD.
I have sung of the soldier's glory

.\s I never shall sing again;

I have gazed on the shamble.s gory,

I have smelled of the slaughter pen.

There is blood in the ink-well clotted,

There are stains on the laurel leaf,

.\nd the pages of fame are blotted

With tears of a needless grief.

The bird is slaughtered for fashion,

.\nd the lieast is killed for sport;

-^nd never the word compassion
Is whispered at Moloch's court.

For the parent seal in the water
Is slain and her child must die.

That some sister or wife or daughter
Her beauty may beautify.

And the merciful thought we smother

—

For such is the way of man—
As we murder the useless mother

For the " unborn astrakhan."

But a season of rest comes never
For the rarest sport of all;

Will His patience endure forever.

Who noteth a sparrow's fall?

When the volleys of hell are sweeping
The sea and the battle plain,

Do you think that our God is sleeping.

And never to wake again?

When hunger and ravenous fever

Are slaying the wasted frame.

Shall we worship the red deceiver.

The devil that men call Fame?

We may swing the censer to cover
The odor of blood—in vain;

God asks us, over and over,
" Where is thy brother, Cain!"

—James Jeffrey Roche, in the Century.

At the Heart.—In Baltimore one First-day

morning, as the people were going to church,

a telegraph pole, large and strong and round,

looking as stalwart as any other in line, sud-

denly did a very strange, thing. It never would

have been heard of except for the queer hap-

pening. Suddenly, without any warning, like a

great, strong man struck down by an unseen bul-

let, the pole groaned, and then, with a snapping,

tearing, grinding sound, the upper portion fell

to the street, leaving about twenty-five feet

standing. The people looked on and wondered.

A crowd soon gathered, marvelling at what
should have caused such a catastrophe. There
was no hurricane, not even a brisk breeze, and

surely not enough to sever such a pole as that,

which had weathered so many storms. Just

then a small boy began to climb the stump
that was left to investigate. When he reached

the top he found that right where the pole had
broken was a scooped-out place where a pair

of woodpeckers had cut out their nest, and
there in the nest was a poor little woodpecker,
frightened half to death Unnoticed, but stead-

ily, stroke after stroke, the birds had dug their

way back to the heart of that great, strong tele-

graph pole until they had sapped its strength.

Sometimes a man comes crashing down in the

city. His outer life has seemed strong and
round and respectable. People have believed

in him and trusted him, but he suddenly comes
down in his ruin. The whole world marvels at

it; but after a little it is discovered that some
secret sin had eaten into his heart, and the

strength of the man's life was gone, though I

looked to the world as strong as ever. Lo(

out for the secret sin.—L. A. Banks.

For "The Kuiend.'

Our Meek and Lowly Example.

A contrast may be profitable for all to si

what example Jesus has left for us in tl

many perplexed vicissitudes of life. "For
when ye do well and suffer for it, ye take

patiently, this is acceptable with God, for ev(

hereunto were ye called, because Christ al

suffereth for us, leaving us an example that v

should walk in his steps." While the Evangi

ists have left many of these on record for c
instruction, some of which may here be alludi

to, what immediately concerns us is to knc

of what spirit we are. In Christ's per.son

intercourse with his chosen twelve there ia

long catalogue of reproof and rebuke teachii

us the instability of human nature; yet with I

rebuke, patient long-suffering, forbearance t

wards all, especially to them that believe, whet

er Jew or Gentile. For whilst according to tl

Divine law and purpose Jerusalem w-as chosi

out of all nations of the earth for God's ho

name to dwell there, yet because of her wisdoi

she did not know God in his wisdom, but becac

foolish in her high imagination of her own a

tainments, even having an outward knowledi

of all that was written in the law and the pr

phets concerning Christ. But as no man kno

eth the Father but the Son and no man knowe
the Son except the Father that sent him, dra

eth him, so the secret knowledge of the Mc

High is given only to the humble, the meek a

lowly in heart, that gives diligent heed to t

drawing chords of his love, and is taught I

law. For when He opens no man can shut, a

when He shuts no man can open. Hence we £

in Christ's personal intercourse with man r

many rich, not many learned, but God chc

weak and foolish things to confound the wii

that no flesh should glory. So whilst the Je

had no dealings with the Samaritans, yet it was

one of them, a woman that had had five husbat

and he with whom she then lived was not t

husband, to whom that remarkable clear tea(i

ing is given of true spiritual worship. And

a poor Canaanitish woman he said, "Such fai

have I not found, no, not in Israel." When t

ten lepers were cleansed it was the stranger tJ

returned and gave thanks to God. May
think the nine were Jews and received his fai

as a matter of course?
" For men to search their own glory is i

glory." The spirit of the Pharisees with a lit

outside polish of Godliness is ever ready

thank God that they are better than "t

publican," but Jesus in his manifestation in 1

least of his brethren is set at naught. "W
do thy disciples do that which is not lawful

do on the Sabbath," and "Why do they

keep the traditions of the Fathers " But Je

answered and said unto them, " W'hy do ye a

transgress the commandment of God by vi

traditions? But in vain they do worship

teaching for doctrine the amendments of i

(Mat. 15). Jesus was a man of sorrow i

acquainted with grief, so in all our afiiictii

He is afflicted and the angel of his pi

supports us, as He is a present helper in ev

time of need. So when the adulteress, \

j

represents the sinner brought before Chrii

judgment seat, was commanded by the la^
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employed (as prisoners) to wash the linen

le Aboukoff hospital, I was surprised late

Saturday evening to find them all at work,

nquiring the reason of their working so

they informed me they had asked and

ined permission to do two days' work on

rday, in order to [observe the First-day,of

^eek as one for rest and religious improve-

fhere was one poor fellow, Rabow, a man
in faith and submission, who had been in

fortress nine months. Being ill, he was
to the Guferskoy prison, and I took him
the little hospital which the Civil Gov-

r had permitted me to organize in an upper

I for the knouted immediately after their

ihment. One day he showed me his hip,

h was almost black (even down to the

j), from the dampness of the cell in the

ess. He told me that his wife had been
with a message from the bishop to demand
would take charge of her and her chil-

,
when he and the others should be sent

.e public works as felons. I asked him.

at was your reply?' 'Why, I requested

rishop to read Matt, vi: 26, which incensed

against us more than before; and now I

that one-half of the men are to be sent

•onstadt, and the other half to Revel, to

mblic works by day, and by night to be

id up with above a hundred of the most
nous brigands!'

fhis was carried into effect; but by means
ibow's wife, who engaged herself on pur-

as cook to the commandant at Cronstadt

nd and good man), and by means of the

ish pastor at Revel, I was enabled to keep
constant communication. Their suffer-

continued until January, 1826, when, hav-

scertained that their former masters were
satisfied with them, and willing to take

. back, I wrote a letter to Prince Galitzin,

sent it to him by Rabow's wife. I told

how after eleven months' imprisonment
man and his companions had been con-

led to five years' labor as convicts, and

they remained forgotten there, notwith-

ling that the Imperial manifesto had gone
I. My letter was presented to the Em-
r Nicholas, and the Lord in mercy vouch-

1 to bless it. The generous monarch or-

i them all to be brought to St. Peters-

h, and to be publicly examined by the

Governor, and a good Swedish clergyman
arrived from Sweden. Having found that

harges against them amounted to nothing

than neglecting a church where no Gos-

'as heard, meeting together for worship,

indulging in some degree in excitement,

Governor at the close of their trial in-

d in a loud voice, ' Is this all their bishop

igainst them?' and sent in his report to

llmperor, who immediately gave orders to

ite them. They all came to my house,

joy and gladness, blessing and praising

After affording them some relief, they
ted. Their old masters were most ready
iceive them back into their employ; and

1 of the young women were engaged as

'nts in pious families. May the Lord God
lorified, who is always a stronghold in time
Ijuble."

|E happiness of your life depends upon the

cter of your thoughts.

The Book of Job and the Larger Life.

Out of this baleful doctrine of Retribution, as

the Jews held it, there came to the writer of

the book of Job the blessed theory that suffer-

ing and sorrow have, somewhere in the recesses

of the Divine mind, other end than what men
call punishment. He looked forth with open
eyes, and saw that life and thought were large

enough to include possibilities quite beyond the

vision of most of his contemporaries.

Since his day—although we have slowly ap-

prehended the truth that there are those among
us who have become impatient—we have realiz-

ed that the life within us is so much larger, so

much more crowded with meaning, that it in-

cludes a growing belief that pain is even pur-

gatorial—that it is blessed of God who gives it

and to man who receives it. Nor are we yet

fully understanding this mystery of suffering,

but our eyes are being opened to two facts: the

marvellous efficacy for mankind of the sufferings

of Christ, and the hitherto unthought-of-offer-

ings of God.

It is sometimes asked: Where in the Old Tes-

tament is set forth the fatherhood of God ? The
answer is, that while there is no treatise upon
this subject in the books, they are full of the as-

sumption that God is the father of spirits—full

of such manifestations as are, for love, mercy,

and disciplinary care, infinitely beyond all earth-

ly fatherliness. And that assumption is nowhere
more apparent than in the book of Job. The
writer's meaning is clear. God is Job's father.

Amidst storm and whirlwind, desertion, bodily

pain, and sorrow of soul, he not only preserves

his integrity, but he keeps his hold upon God
as a child clings to a loving but chastening fath-

er. And this other thought is growing, and will

carry with it comfort as well as explanation of

many dark dispensations, viz: that God is father

in the sense, that He not only sorrows over us,

rejoices with us, but that He also suffers

with us.

Dimly enough this idea came to the early

thinkers and sufferers. To the psalmist and the

prophets it had greater and fuller meaning.
" As a father pitieth his children." It is diffi-

cult to keep out of the word pity something

very like fellow-suffering. "In all their afflic-

tion He was afflicted." Surely that means some-

thing more than poetry.

The light thus thrown upon the sacrifice of

Jesus is wonderful. If the best of all souls, the

absolutely guileless one, could break his heart

upon the Mount in order that we might learn

what love means, and that we might also learn

to suffer, as He did, in other's stead, shall not

God, who created man in his own image, whose

hourly concern is man's welfare, who feels the

throb of every human heart, and is acquainted

with every writhing of pain, shall He not also

be moved not only to pity but to such a quality

of sympathy as shall make Him to suffer with us,

to be afflicted in our affliction?

Ever remembering, however, that this fellow-

suffering of God is not suffering in the sense of

physical pain. That comes for our soul's edu-

cation and training, and God has no such need.

But there is the suffering of sympathy, and he

who doubts the sympathetic love of God has for-

gotten the messages of the prophets, the songs

of psalmists, and the teachings of the Christ.

Life, in view of such a belief, puts on new as-

pects, new attractions, is full of new delights.

In all our afflictions He is afflicted, so that

pain becomes sanctified— sorrow is divine—the
wail of earthly woe finds a response in Heaven.
The fevered hand stretched out in helplessness

touches the hand of (Jod, and feels a thrill of

Divine sympathy. There is no despairing man
or woman in the world but may know that God
is touched with a feeling of our infirmities. The
theme promises to be one for angels— this idea

of suffering—with God suffering with us; Je-

sus suffering with us. Man suffering not for

himself only, but for his fellow-man. (ilod and
man united in one great work of redemption.

How rich in spiritual results a consideration

of this subject may be. Jesus is the highest

manifestation of God in all that pertains to hu-

manity. God in Christ, and Christ in God. If one
can suffer, is there any difficulty in conceiving

that the other can? Man, who is in Christ, as

Christ is in God, may and does suffer in the

place of others. We bear pain in order that

others may endure it. We die that others may
learn to give up life. We die also as our Mas-
ter did, that others may be saved to live. Job
does not lie in the dust for nothing. He suf-

fered in order that the world in after ages may
learn to suffer and be strong. Even as Jesus

died that we might live, so have countless men
and women taught posterity how to bless the

hand of the Lord when it has been heavy upon
them.

—

Charles Sharp in Friends Quarterly Ex-

Make up your mind to do your best work for

God, and to give Him your best years. You make
a mistake if you suppose that warped timber

and broken brick-bats are good enough to build

into his spiritual temple.

—

To-day.

Items Concerning the Society.

Friends' Library on Si.xteenth Street has added an
improved fireproof stack to the Record room for the

accommodation of old records.

Ever since the attempt to introduce a paid pastor

into Boston meeting, the members who were dis-

tinctly inclined to Friends' principles have been ex-

ercised under sore discouragement, and the whole
innovation has had naturally a disuniting effect.

At length a committee appointed to take into view

the situation is said to have reported in favor of

a return towards our fundamental principles in re-

gard to ministry, and recommended the discontinu-

ance of the pastor who had for some two years been

employed. Visiting ministers have now more free-

dom there in the exercise of their apprehended

gifts.

A letter from Benjamin P. Brown reports that

he finished his service in Iowa on the 6th instant,

having been there nearly two months, visiting all

the Meetings of Iowa Yearly Meeting and Hickory

Grove Quarterly Meeting and most of the families,

also quite a number of families not of our religious

Society, but inclined towards Friends. He also felt

drawn to hold quite a number of meetings with the

"liberal Friends" and other denominations, where

he found a great openness. The.se meetings were

turned over to be held as Friends' meetings. "A
great hungering and thir.sting after a closer walk

with God" was witne.s.sed, and to become better

acquainted with Friends' doctrines.

Coming through Indiana he held a few meetings

—one at Sugar Grove, one at Danville, and one at

Indianapolis, and reached Harnesville, Ohio, on the

12th, where he has been holding meetings and visit-
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ing families up to the 17th instant, intending to

proceed towards home in North Carolina in a few

days.

We are glad to hear that the distinguished author

of "Verbum Dei" [Robert F. Horton, M A. o

Oxford England, the teaching of whose work wab

given1; T F. FRIKND. Vol. CO, Xos. 43-46], has rehn-

?iished the title of "'Rev." before h.s name The

more ministers of the gospel can let men see that

K a« men with men, and that whatever respect

L paid to them is not on account of their position

n the church, but because they are jntnns.call>

worthy of respect. a,jd for the.r work s sake he

better it will be for the cause of Christ. The title

"Rev." makes a man professional if he accepts it

and separates him artificially from his fellows, in

the same wav that a clerical dress does, or preacli-

ine in a gow^. .'VH such artificial separations may

minister to the pride of the flesh, may even be de-

Tended on the ground of ecclesiastical order but

seems to us not in accordance with the simplicity

of Christ.— r/ie Interchange

Notes from

a section of prairie and pumped water into the inclosure

from artesian wells. When the crop matures the water is

let out, the ground dried off and reapers and binders se-

cure the harvest at greatly reduced cost. The land is

easily prepared for the next season, and there is no danger

from drouth. „ • . . > _t

The report of the Pennsylvania State Superintendent of

Public Instruction Schaeffer for the last fiscal year shows

an enrollment of 1,1.52,352 pupils and nearly .$oO,000,OUU

invested in public school property.
.

A Gouldsboro (Me.) man has 20,000 lobsters in pound

which he is holding until next spring, when they will be

shipped to Boston. He erected his pound last summer by

Facts AnouT "Th.xnksgiving."—The first re-

corded Thanksgiving was the ojd Hebrew feast of

tihernacles Tlie first national English Tlanks-

llvin" was on Ninth Month 8th, .5^8, for the de-

fearof the Spanish Armada. There have been but

two English Thanksgvings in this century. One

was on Second Month 27th .872, for the recove y

of the Prince of Wales from dlness ;
the other,M

Month 2ist, 1SS7, for the Queen's Jubilee. The

New England Thanksgiving dates from 1632 when

the Massachusetts Bay Colony set apart a day for

thanksgiving. The first national hanksgiving

proclamations were by Congress during the revo-

lutionary war. The first great American Thanks-

living Day was in .784, for the declaration ofpeace.

There was one more national thanksgiving in 1789.

and no other till 1863, when President Lincoln is-

sued a national proclamation for a day of thanks-
'
iving. Since that time the Presidents have issued

annual proclamations.—Se'/cf/tV.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

United StATES.-The President on the 20th inst sent

to the Senate the treaty negotiated at The Hague last Sev-

enth Month for the pacific settlement of disputes between

nations, and the declaration to prohibit for a term of five

years the launching of explosives from balloons

^
This year the United States will have exported about

200,000 000 of its wheat crop, about 80,000,000 of which

will' be in the form of flonr.

The Danish West Indian Islands are for sale, an agent

from St. Thomas being in Washington to ascertain if this

country will buv them. j • i, j- „
A wire-wound segmental gun has been made in Reading,

Pa and inspected by General Miles. It is a machine for
jra., auu .M f J „„,,„J rn sai B twe ve

building a dam across the cove, covering about three

fourths of an acre.
. , ,

Dwight L. Moody, the noted revival preacher, died

Twelfth Month 22d, at his home at East Northfield. Mas-

sachusetts. . , , , J 1

An explosion of gas, caused, it is said, by a naked lamp,

in the Braznell coal mine, near Brownsville Fayette

county, the 23d inst., was attended by frightful loss of

life the number of dead being estimated at forty.

A severe earthquake occurred early on the morning ot

the 25th, in Southern California. In the towns of San

Jacinto and Hemit many buildings were wrecked. Six

drunken Indians on the reservation of Saboba two miles

east of San Jacinto, were swallowed up and ki led.

A despatch from Aberdeen, S. D., dated Twelfth Month,

•^4th says : During a high northwest wind a prairie hre

that 'started east of Eureka has swept over the country,

causing great destruction of hay and grass on the ranges.

Many farmers, it is thought, have been entirely burned

out. The fire was the most extensive for years, embrac-

ing a tract several miles wide and five miles long. Great

anxiety is felt for the safety of people in the path of the

hundred workmen are employed. The raw material is 11

ported almost exclusively from China whence .^,000

4 000 double cwts. (672,000 to 896,000 pounds) area

nually sent to Germany. Nettle fibre produces one of tl

finest tissues obtainable from any known kind of vegeUb

fibre In view of the importance which this seems lik«

to attain in connection with the weaving industries it

intended to introduce the cultivation of nettles, if po

sibie, into the Kameroons. The idea is to prepare t

products of this experimental culture at the place whe

thev are obtained, and test them in German factoru

Should favorable resulU follow from these experimeni

it is intended to__organi?e nettle growing enterprises on 1

extensive scale."
,

Tangier is a city without vehicles. Donkeys are m
for transportation.

vi;i-,Hn V
The Japanese Envoy, on behalf of the Mikado, k

signed all the conventions of the International ieaeeU

^•^Tt"rre^r'^ff^'Sydney. N. S. W^, that the bul^.

plague has made its appearance at Noumea. capiUl

the French penal colony of New Caledonia. Ten Kanjk

have succumbed to the disease, and four whites »•

been attacked. The disease is said to be spreading

General Leonard Wood says he will at once begin W(

of repairs on the Cuban highways. The school sys'

will be reorganized and changes made in the judiciary.

There are 411 artesian wells in the City of Mexico

No less than twenty-four steamers sailed out of '

various ports last year, and have never been beard fn

and seventy-nine sailing vessels cleared and never reacl

their destination.

NOTICES.

Friend, desires a position

'co7st" defence that will hurl a 600 pound missile twelve

miles. Our Government contemplates buying one hundred

of these engines of destruction.

Admiral Dewey has renewed his request that the Chi-

nese who served with him during the battle of Manila Bay

be given the right to enter the United States free of re-

strictions. His letter has been forwarded to ong/^^^-

Major General Henry W. Lawton was shot and killed

on the morning of the 19th inst., in front of his troops

while leading an attack on the Filipinos at San Mateo,

northwest of Manila.
,

A Manila despatch says that Colonel W ilder has tele-

graphed from Bayombong that Aguinaldo has crossed the

mountains near Bayombong, going southward. His wile

died in a village in that vicinity.
^ ,„ ,

1 « „
General Young reports from Vigan that Colonels Hare

andHowseare still in pursuit of the insurgent column

holding the American prisoners, being only one day be-

hind. Four of the Americans have been released, but

Lieutenant Gilmore is still a captive.

General Otis cables that the recent uprising in the

land of Negros was the work of the tilipino Junta in

^Tmarvfllous quartz find is reported from Dawson. As-

says run as high as $800 a ton, it is said, and the lode is

^
A new Ingenious American device is the cnlture of rice

in artificial swamps, the invention of some Northwestern

farmers settled in Louisiana. They built a bank around

There were 419 deaths in this city last week, reported

by the Board of Health. This is 26 less than the previous

week and 231 less than the corresponding week of 1898.

Of the foregoing 206 were males and 213 females :
lt>

died of pnuemonia ; 54 of consumption ; 31 of heart dis-

eases- 22 of diphtheria; 17 of cancer; 15 of nephritis; 14

of bronchitis; 13 of apoplexy; 12 of inanition; 10 of con-

vulsions; 10 of debility; 9 of ursmia; 9 of inflammation of

the brain; 8 of Brighfs disease, and 8 from casualties

Markets. <6c.- U. S. 2's, 102J; 4;s, reg. 113i a 114J;

coupon, 114i a 1154; new 4's, 133| a 134^; 5 s 113 a

114; 3-s, 110 alios.
. ^ . ,

Cotton sold in a small way to spinners on a basis ot

TIJc. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ;
Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.65 ; "ty mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.-$3.25 a $3.40 per

barrel as to quality, the outside rate for choice Penna.

Buckwheat Flour.-Ncw, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds,

as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69i a 70Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37i a 37ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 311 a 32c.

Foreign.—Late advices from Cape Colony say that the

Boer forces under General Cronje have been shelling

General Methuen's camp, but as the range of the guns

was not sufficiently long no damage was inflicted Other

news from South Africa reports Ladysmith's ability to

hold out for some time, and a message from General

Methuen, undated, which indicates that his communica-

tions have been cut. Horse sickness has broken out in

both Boer and British camps in Natal.
, ,. , -

Revised lists of the British casualties at the battle ot

Colenso, as cabled from London, show that 137 non-com-

missioned officers and men were killed.

A Paris journal says that Americans buy $(,000,000

worth of millinery of them annually, England following,

with $4,000,000, while Germany is satisfied with $600,-

000 worth.
, , , , „

The weather has been intensely cold throughout Ger-

many, varying from 10 to 18 degrees below zero. Heavy

snows have fallen amid the Sudeten Mountains, and lie

from four to five feet deep. ^ „ , c 1

A great mass of rock at Amalfi, on the Gulf of Salerno,

Italy, fell on the 22nd instant, carrying with it two

hotels, a Capuchin monastery and several villas and crush-
j

ing four vessels. Twelve persons are reported killed.

It is asserted in well informed quarters in Berlin that

the Russian Government will soon create a new Ministry

of Commerce and Industry, which is significant as bearing

upon the phenomenal rise of Russian industry.

Consul Sawter, of Glauchan, in a recent communication

to the U. S. State Department, says: "Nettle fibre has of

late come greatly into favor in the manufacture of fine

yarns and tissues. In Germany, there are factories which

use these fibres both in spinning and for ulterior purposes.

In nettle spinning alone, over 10,000 spindles and some

hoLkeeJer" ofcomTa^ron, an'd'to'm"ake herseff genen

'^"'-

Address, " A. H."

Office of The Frieni

WESTTOWN boarding ScHOOL.-The General Coramil

meet in Philadelphia, on Sixth-day, Firs Month, 5th, U

at 10.30 A. M. The Committee on Instruction meet

same day at 9 A.M.
wm. Evans, CTerl

Wksttown Boarding ScHOOL.-For convenience of
j

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will n

ainsTe^vin'g Philadelphia 7.17 and S-l^ - «., and!

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requM

SUge fare, fifteen cents; after IZO P. M twenty,

cenis each way. To reach the school by telegraph, 1

westtown Station^Ch^Ph-^^^^^^^ ^^^

Receipts for Fund i° ^id ofDoukhobortsi

Twelfth Month 26th.

Friends and others,
V"^?,''^'''',-^f'7^^'^h''*-iJt4

Parkerville. Pa , *9 ; W.E.S. ioO; Ca^h *.^1N.4

T T t6- M A P., *2; C. S, tl ;
P- i'-. *'• '-

I„wa:.*2;' E.S D, lilO; Carters Mis..ion <.la^

*" 44- R T., 7 3 cts. ; A. P.C $25
;

Spnn^dale I

$t2 75; Plato, Iowa! $8.75; A. R., 50 cts.; Pr.

First-dav Scliool, *10.

KUSI. FOR rUKCHASE OF SPINNING WHEELS.

,VrR.M.J,.MS.lG;E.VV.,$2;E.M.H *2

W *:W; Institute Clored Youth, to ;
W. H. (r,

^;MvgvAN^-wiVc^.252S.Fi^Str

Died; Ninth Mo. 12th, 1899,"at her home near Wi

Ohio, in the sixty-third year her age Mar^ H

Fritchman, a member of New Garden Month! M

of Friends. " But though He '^''"^^
i^T'^Vh , mere

compassion, according to the multitude of his m rci— , at the residence of her niece in Pernr

Schuyler County, N. Y., after an
'"f!,^

"f/'"^,
\'''

months, SARAH E. Ha.ght widow of Davd Haight

seven tv-eighth year ot her age; a member ol t

Monthfy Meetings of Friends. Her be was ma^

usefulness, and the closing scenes gave evidence tn.

^"' ""
£"nth Month 20th, 1899. Mary L. M^

CREW. Widow of Fleming Crew, a member of t

field Meeting of Friends in Morgan ^.o"" V- O'^',^'

,

her family wrote: "Through "i<">tt>3 «f g'"'"-*

J'
suffering she maintained the same g«»,il«"'-;y^7„

patience that characterized her life. The end c..ffl

peaceful sleep. We have only a "ful meir

carry with us through lite and the prayer that we

more like her." ^
WILlI^^nrFlLi^ONS, PRINTERS

No. 422 Walnut Street
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iRN.4L DePEN'DENCE AND MORAL InDEPEN-

3E.—The Church of Christ is never a bar

ue public reform. For the spirit of Christ,

out which no church is his (Rom. viii : 9),

e leader, of all righteous reform, and for

purpose manifested
—

" to destroy the

cs of the devil."

it the professing church is much complained

3 a time-server, and standing either as a

ier or as non-committal against the crying

nns of each generation. Thus many ad-

ied espousers of noble causes are turned

yr from what they have been taught to re-

l as " the Church " unto infidelity.

Qe secret of the general backwardness of

jbsidized clergy, when standing as the

thpiece of their churches' conscience, is

temptation thus laid for them to "draw

r convictions and their salaries from the

ince the above was penned, a flagrant illus-

ion has come before the public view in

es prepared by the poet-laureate of Eng-

to inflame the war-spirit with words tend-

to its deification. We have, as yet, seen

orament on them ; and we doubt not the

iior's personal sincerity in thus expressing

[convictions. But the natural temptation

1 poetic gift hired out for national uses, as

' spiritual gift for church uses, is to voice

;5entiment of employers as one's own—to

In echo of prevailing thought rather than

l|ider in its reform.

i) on both sides such a ministry has been

K to preach each of two opposing warfares,

^ as formerly in our own country on one

l|of State lines it was preaching for slavery,

113 on the other there were those who could

^ch for its abolition. The lesson to be

lied is, that we must generally look else-

^I'e for the advancing of reforms on earth,

2 in the zeal of paid retainers.

lit, however honestly induced, the service-

il

ableness of the poet-laureate to minister to the

popular breath, has educed from him a plan of

salvation for soldiers to which, if we must date

it as of the year 1900, we shall aflix the letters

B. C. rather than A. D.—a doctrine to be found

indeed in Pagan classics, and later in Moslem

fanaticism, but never in the teaching of Christ.

For the trumpet of war gives his certain sound

that Paganism is a military necessity, in these

words :
" Who dies for country sleeps in God !

"

Such a doctrine, by those who adopt it, must

be applied with at least equal force to Boer

and Philippine defenders, as to British and

American invaders ; and to the immoral and

sinners on both sides, as well as to professing

Christians—a doctrine clearly not of the gos-

pel of Him who said, " Blessed are the pure in

heart, for they shall see God."

Yet are no exponents of opinion to be hired

lest they become hirelings ? Editors, teachers,

lecturers, authors— is their work to go without

wages, that their teachings may be a free min-

istry of a free conscience ? All voices, indeed,

in all departments are hireling, if their deliv-

erances in matters of right and wrong are

swayed by salaries, and proclaim instead of a

masterful conscience, a conscience itself pay-

mastered. An employed editor, for instance,

is not an hireling because he at heart stands

for the general concern for which his periodi-

cal was founded ; but, because, should he have

so fallen, he yields in fearfulness for his salary

to a balking of the truth which he feels.

Intellectual labor and expression, where men

are rightful employers of it, requires time for

production which ought honestly to be paid

for. But an anointed voice of Divine truth

crying in the wilderness of this world's sin,

belongs to a difl'erent kingdom than that of this

world's wages. Constructions of our own

powers require time and temporal compensa-

tion, whereas the deliverances of the quicken-

ing Spirit are of their own nature ex tempore.

The Holy Ghost is their employer and producer,

and pays in the coin of his own kingdom. Let

not man degrade the gift to filthy lucre, else

his words continue not as the preaching of the

Word, but as lecturing in men's employ. Sub-

ject to temptation, though all salaried expres-

sion is, yet the voicing of the Holy Spirit de-

serves to stand removed as far beyond the

taint of this as is possible ; and whatever may

be expected of lower and human engagements,

those of " the bride, the Lamb's wife," should

be preserved above suspicion.

Public and Hidden Evangelists.— "I

see earth receding ; heaven is opening ; God
is calling me," were recently the expiring

words of Dwight L. Moody. And we trust the

testimony was given, not for those at his bed-

.side alone, but for that world-wide hearing

which his remarkable public career will assure.

At the same time among young men over the

world will circulate the words uttered to his

boys :
"

I have always been an ambitious man
;

not ambitious to lay up wealth, but to leave

you work to do."

What the Holy Spirit will do in reclaiming

men's lives through one dedicated instrument,

however imperfect, stands forth as a loud en-

couragement to anyone for the same dedication.

It is a testimony nut to the methods used, but

to the dedication, and, above all, to the grace

which can run and be glorified, where men are

its chosen instruments, only through such dedi-

cation in them. Any who would expect to

reproduce the power manifest through Dwight

L. Moody by reproducing his methods, may,

perhaps, find one lesson in his own disappoint-

ment—that methods are not the power. The

one thing needful is unquestioning dedication

to the Divine will as manifest in every gift and

opening of his Holy Spirit.

While we might have desired that D. L.

Moody had been more of a George Fox, we

could also desire that many of us, represent-

ing the more excellent way of truth handed

down to us as successors of Fox, had been

filled with all the dedication and power ap-

parent in Moody. We believe that the pos-

sibilities of true revival at our hands, if we

are faithful to the Spirit, are greater on the

more spiritual lines of Fox than in the more

mixed processes of modern evangelists. But

whatever the methods, the lover of souls is

not going to stop at every imperfection of

his instruments, or every deficient opinion in

their heads. He sees beyond these into the

souls whom He would gather by his own power.

A surrendered heart and will in us is enough

for Him to work'with. It is well for a public ex-

ample to be made of one such, here and there ;

but remarkable publicity is not the rule of

grace, most of whose work is passing in hidden

undercurrents of life, and has its hidden minis-

ters, written in the Book of Life, though not

in public print ; contrite, praying and .suffer-

ing,—but, hereafter, it may be. to appear as

surprises in glory, with the voice of the Word,

saying: "This poor widow hath cast in more

than they all."
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Wounded in the House of its Friends.

The " seven thousand " in our land who have

not bowed their knee to the Baal of imperial

aggrandizement nor kissed his image, are most-

ly to be found among the more thoughtful,

educated and truth-seeking minds. Seeing now

that the sword is cutting at the root of our

tree of state, such thinkers, for the sake of

the fundamental principles of our republic,

have been saying in varied forms: "Put up

thy sword into its sheath, for they that take

the sword shall perish with the sword." They

would stop the war,—would even call it un-

christian, for the sake of the State; we, the

Friends, would do so to all war for the sake of

Christ, and this would embrace a loyal concern

for the State and all humanity. The others

would be of a peace party, criticising a polit-

ical administration. We would be of the Prince

of Peace, condemning all war as of the admin-

istration of Satan from the beginning.

But the tiger of war in man, once savoring

of the taste of human blood and dominion, is

in no mood to discern aught else as patriotism,

or to discriminate between the patriots of a

Peace party and the patriots of the Peace

principle. To this blindness the peace of Christ

is all one with war on the administration. And

the portion of the political peace-men who act

apart from his wisdom and spirit have done

much to place the Christian peace-lovers in the

same light before the public eye, in which they

themselves are viewed.

Thus it was in our civil war, when to be an

espouser of Peace on any principle was enough

to stigmatize one as " a copperhead,"—as pro-

fessing peace out of sympathy with the enemy,

or in hostility to the government, rather than

from friendship with Christ. The same incapac-

ity of discernment also in the Revolutionary

war was not slow to class Friends as " tories."

But the peace-makers who are to " be called

the children of God " are on a foundation as

radically different from a peace-party of polit-

ical policy, as the spirit and love of Christ

differs from expediency. Yet such as see only

on the surface between the two, see but the

one thing which both desire in common,—

namely the ceasing of a war. But the weapons

of our warfare for peace are not carnal, nor

is war to be fought down in its own spirit.

The peace-makers who are in the spirit of

Christ cannot become a party to the propa-

ganda of a peace party when conducted, ap

has seemed to be much the case, on methods

of irritation, vituperation, hostility to an ad-

ministration, the prejudicing of soldiers in

Manila or elsewhere by tracts appealing to

other motives than the gospel ground of peace,

and by methods coming so close to popular

ideas of treason or disloyalty, as to place the

Christian disciples of peace under the same ban

with the political fomenters of dissatisfaction.

So these have, in part, been closing up the

way of our religious Society in its further ef- only stewards over that which He has given

forts to plead with the nation against the 4. Are we responsible for the use we ni;

alarming progress of militarism. Various !

of ^^' ™o"ey? We certainly must give an

Yearly Meetings of Friends were faithful to

testify against the first resort to a war which

has opened flood-gates of evils present and to

come. And while the Society still stands

ready and of good courage to avail itself of

right openings to appeal to the nation, yet it

finds the cause of Peace at present largely

prejudiced by the wound which it has received

in the house of its injudicious friends.

Funerals.

We get an occasional good article on the

popular sin of extravagance, so common at

funerals, in preparing a sumptuous feast at the

house of mourning, to be eaten on the return

from burial. Such articles are timely and in

place. We should have more of them on the

sin of sumptuousness, especially at funerals.

The time-honored custom of blending the house

of mourning and the house of feasting, merits

a sharp reproof and the disapprobation of all

intelligent, and especially Christian people.

The former will come to all in due time, and

will do us good, as the heart is made better,

Eccl. vii : 3. The latter is of doubtful propriety.

A frugal meal for those who come a distance

and others who have performed the necessary

labor, is perfectly right; but sumptuousness is

wrong at any time, and nowhere more unbecom
ing than at a funeral.

But why criticise the practice of feasting at

the house of mourning, and pass unnoticed the

expensive and vain display secured at the under-

taker's?

The habiliments for clothing the body for

burial, and the casket in which it is laid, often

costs much more than a Christian burial would

demand. While we insist on a respectable

burial of the body, conducted with Christian

decorum upon Gospel principles, we maintain

that costly and vain display should be studiously

avoided, and especially so when the life of the

deceased was in harmony with the teachings of

the Gospel and example of the meek and lowly

Saviour. If the dead would be edified by em-
ploying any such doubtful measures, as express-

ive of honor or sympathy, we would see more
propriety in doing so; and the same could be

said of the costly monuments erected in many
of our cemeteries. It is a practice common to

, this age, and still on the increase. That the

resting place of our friends should be modestly

marked, I presume, no one will deny. We con-

sider it a duty; Christianity demands it. It is

only the abuse, or excess of the practice that

enters into this line of thought. That the pre-

sent practice on this line results in evil, I think,

will be admitted by all. Let us ask a few
questions and see!

1. Is it consistent to place a stone or monu-
ment at the grave of a meek and lowly saint,

costing from one hundred to one thousand

dollars? Consistency is a jewel that belongs

to Christianity, but is not found when thus

exemplified.

2. Who is benefited by it intellectually, mor-
ally, or religiously? Not one. One class may
be, somewhat, financially.

3. Whose money are we spending? The
Lord's. We have none of our own; we are

count of our stewardship, and the Lord wa

all that we do not absolutely need, to forw;

cause.

1. Does it damage any one? Yes, a g.

many financially; hence more or less mor:

and religiously.

6. How much are we using unnecessari

This is hard to calculate, but nationally

reaches the billions; as professors of relij^;

millions; so far as it concerns us, and a^

church, or Brotherhood, multiplied thousan

What will the judgment be? If the hungry

not fed, the naked not clothed, and the p

have not the Gospel preached to them with t

money, will we do it, or will we continue

waste? Which? "Wherefore do you ppi

money for that which is not bread?"— Isa.

2.

—

Enoch Eby in Gospel Messenger.

ChunThe Heresy of Self-Government by

(From article on " Erastianism " in the .V

tcenth Century" for Sixth Mo., 1899, by J. Llewi

Davies.)

To come, in conclusion, to the heart of

matter. The idea of the church as holdiii

commission to carry on self-government

commission entrusted by Christ to the bish

as the representatives and appointed ruler;

the church, seems to apply a delegation of

thority from one who is prevented by si

cause from being himself present to use

own authority. There is always sonietl'

suspicious, from the Christian point of vi

in language which speaks of Christ as

Founder of religion, who framed a constitii

and left it behind Him. It is more Chris;

to think of Christ as the Prince of the kiiiK'

of heaven, as the living Head of the chin

than as if he were a Solon or a Lycurgus.

call of God to every generation of the chu

is not that it should resolutely claim self-f

ernment and self-judgment, but that it she

ask for faith to know itself to be governed

judged by Christ. We are not to look bacl

a deceased Founder, but up to a living Li

who is leading his church and his world

wards. Ecclesiastical rule has been to us ti

large an extent a failure because ecclesias

have been tempted to regard themselves ^

ruling in the place of Christ. When we

knowledge Christ as himself the living Ki

'

and Judge of the Church and the world,

are not tempted to take the godless vie«

civil government, as if it were the functioi

some Csesar whose province is disrinct fij

that of God. The commonwealths of the wil

are exalted into departments of the di^s

kingdom; the sections of the church are •

perfect members, imperfect in various mam
and degrees, of the body of Christ.

The Wisdom op Condescension.—The gr-
•

er thy consequence in the world, the le83

casion is there for thee to seek for honor

'

yearn for approbation from thy fellow-man.

'

is therefore the law of dignity as well ail

humility in all thy conversation to regard f

and every attainment as a source of respo-

bility rather than of merit. Pride is presum :,

only because it is blind.

Let each be God's workman of his o\\ti fut '•
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The kkiend." "
jj ^^g l^ggjj ^ ygj.y j-j^jj^y^ cloudy time ! the mark of the prize,' at the end of the race,

e Account of John and Mary Hampton.
]

lately, and many are very much discouraged; when you may 'praise Him on the banks of

deliverance.' . . Be entreated by one whoicoiuuuied iioiupugei'iu.) I jju^ j,q doubt these rains are for some good

ixth Month 23rd, 1867.—'' To-day a living
I purpose and for my part 1 feel resigned, though

jern arose in my heart whilst in meeting,
i as to the outward, things look gloomy; yet I

so much on my own account, as of some of
| think I but seldom, if ever, felt more of the

members on account of drowsiness and ap-

jnt inditference to the all-important work

he salvation of the never-dying soul. Oh,

sleeping in meetings! What a stumbling-

!k in the way of enquirers after Truth! And

it hypocrisy for Friends together pretend-

to worship; pretending to hold communion

1 God, and then fall asleep. Oh that our

Qbers might be more careful in this respect."

4th.
—

" Being a^^ont to leave home for quite

ngth of time, a concern has rested on my
d, to leave a few lines to you, my dear

dren, whom I tenderly love, and for whom
iel concerned. I know that I am a poor

iture; that I can do no good thing of my-

, and that it is all in mercy, unmerited

•cy, that I am what I am. But I feel that

who begat living desires in my heart, in my
ng years, hath been round about me all my
long, and praises be to his ever worthy

le, therefore, saith my soul; my concern is

you, my dear children, next to my own

1. And living desires have been raised, in

heart for you, that you may be more and

•e weaned from the fashions of the world;

your affections more and more set on

ven and heavenly things. For I do believe

t some of you in an especial manner have

n visited with the Dayspring from on high,

1 have made covenant by some sacrifice

ling that there is a peace which the world

neither give nor take away. Oh, then,

-jvate those feelings; renew covenant with

)venant-keeping God, though it may be in

cross; though it may make you appear

, and the finger of scorn be pointed at you

the worldly wise, heed it not, for they that

not bear the cross cannot wear the crown.

I what are a few days or years of warfare

3 to be compared to peace and happiness in

ever-ending eternity to come? Oh then,

Ejntreated by a father that yearns for your

iwth and establishment in the ever-blessed

^th; be watchful, be sober, love the truth,

dto meetings; yea, and more often than the

ifning, have your minds turned to the great

i3r of every good thing, unto Him who
(lis the thread of your lives, who can lengthen

shorten as he pleases, and will, as you are

ajhful unto manifested duty, give you soul-

itaining food, peace and quietness and as-

tliDce forever."

I

he following and all other stanzas marked

hi * are found at intervals through his diary,

XI generally bear a date, or follow an entry.

t|i not known whether these are original or

ic; but if not, they show the tenor of his

ii;d at the time of penning them. Those that

iij signed .J. H., bear his signature, and are

ajwn to be original.

kte unknown, though near this time:

grant thy all sustaining arm
My drooping mind to bear,

And with thy consolations warm,
Preserve me from despair,

kenth Month 19th, 1869:
A thankful heart I feel;

_ In peace my mind is staid.*

iv. couplet that he very often inserted, sometimes along

ihinargin of an entry or entries.

spirit of thankfulness and praise than of late.

' Bring ye all the tithes into the storehouse,

that there may be meat in mine house, and

prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of

hosts, if I will not open you the windows of

heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that there

shall not be room enough to receive it ' (Mala-

chai iii : 10).
' Oh, how true is this saying of the prophet!

And how we may realize the same overflowing

of Divine presence and favor, if we but bring

all the tithes into the storehouse! Yea, and I

have found by living experience that the more

I give up of the world, and resign all into his

hands, the more He makes my cup to over-

flow, and tills me with thanksgiving and praise

to his ever adorable name. . . Oh thou who

hast followed me all the days of my life, and

often made my peace to flow, be with me to

the end of my days."

First Month 16th, 1870.—" A ray of com-

fort this morning, after weeks of desertion

and poverty. Oh these seasons of poverty!

They are likely for my good, though trying

and hard to endure. Often of late has the

language of my heart been, ' Why am I thus

forsaken? Wherein have I sinned?' Oh, it

seems to me that there is great care needed,

that in these seasons of proving we hold on,

and continue to ' wrestle for the blessing,' that

we take not our 'flight in the winter,' but

wait in patience; for in his own time He will

' arise ' [with healing in his wings.]"
"

I charge you, oh ye daughters of Jerusa-

lem by the roes and by the hinds of the field,

that ye stir not up nor awake my beloved until

he please."

Extracts from an address to his children.

Fourth Month 27th, 1870 :

" Dear Children .-—I feel my own weakness

and insufficiency, and that of myself I can do

nothing; that it is only by the operation of the

Holy Spirit that I can availingly put up my

humble petition either for myself or for my

children. Often in the watches of the night,

when my head has been laid on my pillow, have

you, my dear children, been brought before the

view of my mind, and living desires have been

raised for vour growth and establishment in

the ever blessed Truth. I believe that you all

have felt something, at times, of a desire after

that food that nourishes up the soul . .

and have been invited to come, ' taste and see

that the Lord is good,' . . and oh, I have

desired for you, that you may not let these

seasons pass unimproved, for they are the mes-

sages of love to your never-dying souls. Be

not over much discouraged, or cast down in

your minds, but everyday think on these things,

and renew covenant with a covenant-keeping

God; and though you may at times feel desti-

tute and forsaken and have to lament, and say

as one formerly: 'Oh, my leanness,_ my lean-

ness!' yet, as you abide in patience, in his own

time He will arise for your help, . . and

as the beauty of the sun in the firmament,

when the thick clouds are dispelled, so will his

craves your present and everlasting good, to

take care of the talents committed to your

care. Oh, I have desired that none of you may
bury them in the earth. . . I am aware that

there are many discouraging things, and be-

setting sins; the state of Society looks gloomy

and we think we see things that are not ex-

actly right in the conduct of those to whom
we think we might hope to look for counsel

and example; but is this any excuse for us.'

' What is that to thee; follow thou me,' is as

applicable now as when uttered by the lips of

Truth, and those we thus judge may be better

than we think them to be. So I have craved

for you, my dear children, that you be not

cast down at the signs of the times, but go to

meetings, and seek to be fed with crumbs from

his bountiful table, and though you may at

times feel nothing of the arising of that life,

which is
' hid with Christ in God,' be not dis-

mayed: 'Seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it

shall be opened unto you?' As there is this

looking unto Him in sincerity, in his own time

He will arise and animate you with the flowings

of his love, and you can go to your homes re-

joicing. ' Blessed are they which hunger and

thirst after righteousness, for thev shall be

filled.'

" Finally, dear children, as I have been ex-

ercised for myself, knowing that according to

the course of nature 'the earthly house of

this tabernacle must soon be dissolved,' so have

1 been for you, believing that at least some of

vou must soon follow me to the silent tomb.

And I have desired, that, as I near the solemn

close, I may not have one pang on your ac-

count, fearing that any of you are following

the road to ruin, but that I may have the com-

fortable hope that one and all, are pursuing

the road to peace, and I hope that He who

was ray morning star may be my evening song.

Oh, I have this testimony to leave, that there

is more real comfort, more real enjoyment in

this life, when the mind is staid on heaven

and heavenly things than in all the world be-

sides, and it is unto those who seek for glory,

and eternal life, and continue in well doing to

the end, that He will say, ' Come, ye blessed

of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared

for you from the foundation of the world.'

"

Diary, Second Month 27th, 1871.—"During

last fall and the early winter I think I never,

to my remembrance, felt so much of thankful-

ness, gratitude and praise for so long a time

together. The removal to the West of two of

my daughters, one of whom was in declining

health, has been a sore trial to me. The be-

reavement at times seemed almost more than

human nature could bear, but being remarkably

favored with reverence and love to Him who

seeth not as man seeth, and whose ways are

not as our ways, I was enabled to resign all

into his hands who doeth all things well.

" But it seems that a clear sky and bright

sunshine [spiritually], are not best for us at

all times, neither are they at our command.

For now, how changed! leanness and poverty

are my portion. At meeting to-day, instead of

stillness and comfort, unpleasant thoughts

would intrude themselves, and I had no power

presence be to you, even as a foretaste of to get rid of them. And these things have

heavenly joy. Therefore ' press forward toward been cause of secret searchmg of heart and
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thinking, ' Where is the beloved gone? Why
has He so withdrawn his presence from me?
Have 1 been presumptuous, or unmindful of his

favors? or why is it thus, with me. Tell me,

oh thou whom my soul loveth, where thou

feedest, where thou makest Thy flocks to rest

at noon. Oh, come ajcain to thy temple, and

till me again with thy love, for 1 desire to serve

thee, oh Holy Father, be with me the few re-

maining days allotted me in this vale of tears.

Be my comfort and my slatf in the evening of

my days. Oh, leave me not when my strength

faileth. I feel destitute, yet 1 feel that thou

hast been with me many a time; therefore in

abasedness of self I prostrate myself before

thee this evening, for thou alone canst raise

and comfort me; for I know thy ways are pleas-

ant and thy paths are peace.'
"

(To becoiitlaued.)

Misquoted Lines.

It is a peculiar faculty of hunten memory to

misquote proverbs and poetry, and almost in-

variably to place the credit where it does not

belong. We give below a few familiar expres-

sions that are generally misquoted :

Nine men out of ten think that " The Lord

tempers the wind to the shorn lamb " is from
the Bible, whereas Laurence Sterne is the au-

thor. " Pouring oil upon the troubled waters
"

is also ascribed to the sacred Scriptures, whereas

it is not there; in fact, no one knows its origin.

Nothing is more common than to hear:

" A man convinced against his will

Is of the same opinion still."

This is an impossible condition of mind, for

no one can be convinced of one opinion, and at

the same time hold to an opposite one.

What Butler wrote was eminently sensible:

" He that complies against his will

Is of his own opinion still."

A famous passage of Scripture is often mis-

quoted thus: " He that is without sin among
you let him cast the first stone." It should be,
" Let him first cast a stone."

Sometimes we are told. " Behold how great

a fire a little matter kindleth!" whereas James
said, " Behold, how great a matter a little fire

kindleth," which is quite a different thing.

(James iii: 5.)

We also hear that a " miss is as good as a

mile," which is not as sensible or forcible as

the true proverb, " A miss of an inch is as

good as a mile."
" Look before you leap," should be, " Look

before you ere you leap."

Pope is generally credited with having writ-

ten:

" Immodest words admit of no defense.

For want of decency is want of sense;"

though it would puzzle any one to find the
verses in his writings. They were written by
the Earl of Roscommon, who died before Pope
was born.

Franklin said, " Honesty is the best policy,"

but the maxim is of Spanish origin, and may be
found in " Don Quixote."

One who, receiving seed to sow, has at seed-

time not sown it, inflicts loss upon his Master;
although he has not lost the seed, yet there is

a loss in proportion as their might have been
gain if he had sown at the fit time.— .47io;i.

I AM."
(E.xodus iii: 14.)

When God would teach mankind his name.
He calls himself the great " I Am;"
And leaves a blank where Christians may
Insert those things for which they pray.

The meaning is, as if he said,

" I Am " thy life, though thou be dead;

If thou art weak, thou needst not fear,
" I Am " thy help, and "

I Am " near.

Dost thou because of sin repine?
"

I Am " thy God, who saves from sin,

Although tliy footsteps wandering rove.

Come, taste my mercy: "I Am" love.

If thou art dark, "I Am" thy light;

If thou art blind, "I Am" thy sight;

And when distressed, "I Am" indeed

A present help in time of need.

Art thou compelled to take the field

Against thy foes, " I Am " thy shield

And thine e.xceeding great reward:
Depend on me—" I Am " the Lord.

"I Am" to those who on me call

Their Lord, their Saviour, and their all,

Their consolation and their peace

—

"I Am" the Lord their Righteousness.—Am. Tract Society.

the Best of His Situation.

Some years ago a young man was arrested

tried, convicted, and sentenced to a term of

five years in state prison for a crime of which

he had no knowledge.

He was friendless, and had spent every dol-

lar that he possessed in the world endeavoring

to clear himself of the charge. In spite of

this crushing misfortune, however, he resolved

to make the best of his situation, and while

serving his sentence, to prepare himself for

the career which he had marked out prior to

his arrest. While his fellow prisoners saw
only a dreary point of waiting before them, he

perceived an opportunity for self-advancement.

He was skilful in the use of cabinet-maker's

tools, and though he was employed in the prison

workshop ten hours a day, he managed to make,
at odd times, miniature pieces of furniture

which visitors to the prison eagerly purchased.

Before he had been there a fortnight he had
earned enough to buy a work on medicine.

With joy now he hailed the long evenings

which were his own. While on every hand
were men who were indulging in vile talk and
plotting mischief, he was busy at his studies.

Meanwhile he spent a little time each day in

the making of children's toys, thus providing

himself with what books and stationery he

needed, be.sides sending, each month, a tidy

little sum to the bank.

One after another the men who had served

long and short sentences in the prison, some
of them men of marked ability, were set free,

and with hearts filled with bitterness, and
minds full of evil designs, went back into the

world. Finally the "student prisoner," as he
was called, was set at liberty. Besides having
a snug sum in the bank to his credit, he pos-

sessed a thorough book knowledge of medicine.

At once he entered a medical college, and, at

the expiration of two years, passed the State
examinations with honor, and at once began
to practice.

A physician whose practice was small, in-

censed because the young doctor was fast

winning favor where he had failed, in some

manner learned of the unfortunate circv

stances which had darkened his early life, i

told the story from one end of the city to

other. Sud<leniy the young physician foi

his practice falling ott', and scarce a mo
had passed when he could count his palie

upim liis fingers.

But, meanwhile, certain facts had come
light, proving conclusively that the yoi

doctor had no connection with the crime. (

tain of those who had listened to the doct
tale, made an investigation, and learning

true facts of the case, there came a reacti

The jealous physician lost his entire pract

and borne onward by the flood-tide of popi

feeling, the young doctor attained fame
which he had never dreamed.
Among those who had derided the ya

student at the prison for his close study wj

man who had been sentenced for a like t(

of years: Spending his spare time in idlen

he referred to the young man as an idiot, i

bing himself of sleep and receiving not):

for his pains. One morning a critical casi

the hospital demanded a consultation of
j

sicians, and the young doctor was called. 1

day he performed a most delicate operat

the man's life hung in the balance as h

mere thread. Six hours later the doctor k:

that his patient would live, and that agaii

had added to his fame.
" Doctor," said the patient several i

later, "Doctor, do you know me? Do you
member?"

For days the physician had been strivin|

recall the identity of the man whom he

attended; he had seen him some time in

past and not very long ago, but where
under what circumstances puzzled him. W
the man spoke it all flashed upon him in an

stant.
" You occupied the cell next to me in prisi

he whi.spered.
" Yes," said the man simply, "

I called

an idiot for studying back there. I was
idiot; you have made a success of life; I

a failure."

—

F. E. Burnham, in Youth's 1

pcrance Evangel.

The Killing of Sympathy by Fiction

Drama.—We avail ourselves of the follov

extract from the Aifsociatimi Xcw.'t in supi

of exercises to similar purport which havtl

cently appeared in our columns :

A writer in an effective little poem tells of
" my lady " sat in a theatre box and wept be(

the bold and tinsel hero had been by the v
foully slain for a paltry purse of sordid gold.

'

all a sham, but she wept. As she came out o

theatre door and coldly felt the rain, a p
hand, emboldened by hunger, begged for a p
bit of gold. 'Twas terribly real, but she passed

a proud disdain. This is no mere poet's fan

licensed imagination. We read some touch

pathetic book and are deeply stirred at the n
of the misfortune through which some char

passes; or the portrayal of the sufferings of

staged hero often brings tears tooureyes. Peip

we wonder how sympathetic we are. But i ^
daily experience we meet or hear of ca.ses '

'i

life infinitely more sad and pathetic than

read in books, or see in play, and yet we -

remain unmoved and fail to respond. Still "

the hero slain with a dagger of tin.

There is too much real suffering in the wcfti

weep over the imaginary, too much genuim I*

fortune to weep over the fictitious.
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ylvania Friends One Hundred Years Ago

and Now.

BY HELEN SHARPLESS.

these days of railroads and telegraphs

he many other inventions of the past few
which seem almost to have annihilated

! and time, we can hardly appreciate the

tions to which our ancestors had to adapt
selves even only one hundred years ago.

ose times the bulk of the refined, intelli-

people, were farmers. This was the na-

result of the comparative newness of the

;ry. When the people first came here

found a vast wilderness, and as soon as

had built their houses, it was necessary

hem to provide something for their fami-

eat and to wear. Everything had to be

factured from the raw material. Hence
ne about that each home was a little world

elf, in which all the arts were practised

greater or less perfection. The father

le family provided the material, and the

er made it up. If a new garment was
3d, the wool was cut from the sheep's back
)rought to the house to be spun and woven.

e country developed, some other industries,

icksmithing and milling, were introduced,

h were great conveniences. But the

er was still the central figure around which
thers grouped themselves. His occupa-

ivas given first place. When it came time

im to bring in his hay, the blacksmiths,

Iwrights and tailors all closed their shops

same out into the fields to help him. In

he was almost an autocrat in his little

1. His time was his own—to go or come
1 pleased. Not that his was an idle life

ny means, but it was such that he was
er of his time while still amply occupied,

hould hardly call him a rich man, but there

ittle need of money. He raised most of

bod for his family on his own farm, and a

1 share of their clothes came from the

source. The comforts of life were all

i, even if there were not all the luxuries

ave now. Many farmers find it hard to

i a living in these times, but they are not

ig to live in the simple style of their an-

•rs. Civilization has brought with it so
r conveniences that some of them are now
idered necessities. But they cost money,
Tioney is hard for the farmers to obtain,

hen his son became ready to work, he

lly followed in his father's footsteps, and
me a farmer. If not, there was the pos-

ty of going to the city and finding employ-

; there. And there has been even more
ge in the cities than in the country dis-

s. Now there are large corporations into

h he may go where he becomes merely one
il in the large machine. But it is neces-

that he be there to keep the whole going,

e is tied fast, for the entire machine can-

itop while he is away. When our boy from
'arm came in to find employment in the

he became the apprentice of some one
ie trade he wished to learn. The master-
;man was usually a friend of his father's,

also, probably, a member of the Society of

nds. It was a very important matter to

the boy under someone whose example it

d be well for him to follow. In the Yearly

Meeting Minutes we find, " Advised that Friends
be careful not to put their children apprentices
to such as are not Friends, whereby they are
often led away through evil example, but as
much as in them lies, to bring up their children
and all under their care in the fear and nurture
of the Lord, that none may be blameworthy in

a thing so greatly necessary." This advice
later crystallized into the Query with which we
are all acquainted. When the apprentice had
acquired a requisite amount of proficiency he
in turn became master. Here he also was at
perfect freedom to go and come just as he
chose. If he preferred to close his place of
business at any time it affected only himself,
and, possibly, his apprentices.

Not only were their business duties less con-
fining than ours, but Friends of that time had
such a strong testimony against places of di-

version that there were few outside matters to

take them from home. We find in the Yearly
Meeting Minutes the following :

" One prevailing danger which attends them
(the youth) is the frequenting of public com-
panies, such as are too often met with in tav-
erns, fairs and all places of public diversion,

wherein, although they may see no harm at
first, there is a snare in which many promising
youth have been caught, having been overtaken
in unguarded moments, not only with the cur-
rent vanities, but even the infections of the
wicked .... And as most disorders are
more easily prevented than remedied, we advise
Friends, in their Monthly Meetings, to take
this matter under their care, and add their as-
sistance to the endeavors of individuals, to dis-

courage it as much as in them lies." As a re-

sult of this feeling in the Society, Friends had
little to do with those distractions which now
absorb the time of so many. In fact there
were far fewer for anyone. Wm. Penn early
laid a prohibition on all theatrical performances
in his province " as tending to looseness and
immorality," and the same feeling prevented
many other things of a similar nature.

It must not be inferred, however, that there
was no pleasant side to their life. Horses
were plenty, and pride did not prevent anyone
from having a drive on account of the appear-
ance of his vehicle. When it came time to go
to meeting they frequently went on horseback,
and an English Friend, who was travelling in

this country, remarks on the many horses
standing on the space before the meeting-house
at the close of meeting, some with carriages,

but more than twice as many saddled. At
other times the children were all tumbled into

a hay-wagon. In the city they used these great
old-fashioned affairs, with huge springs which
we see now kept as reliques of the past. But
for those who walked, the way was often long,

and a lift was gratefully accepted. One Friend

tells an interesting little story of Wm. Penn in

ths connection :
" When a little girl, she used

to walk from Derby, where she resided, to Hav-
erford meeting, the distance of a few miles.

One day as she was walking along, she was
overtaken by a Friend on horseback, who proved
to be Wm. Penn. On coming up with her he
inquired where she was going, and on her in-

forming him, he, with his usually good nature,

desired her to get up behind him, and, bringing
his horse to a convenient place, she mounted,
and so rode away upon bare-back. Being with-

out shoes or stockings, her bare legs and feet

dangling by the side of the governor'.s horse.
Although Wm. Penn was at this time b«th
governor and proprietor, he did not think it

beneath him thus to help along a poor bare-
footed girl on her way to meeting, and, not-
withstanding the maxims and customs of the
world, the.se little kind offices to those in low
station in life were so far from lowering him
in the estimaticm of those he was appointed to
govern, that there perhaps never was a gov-
ernor who stood higher in the opinion of those
governed by him, than Wm. Penn did."

A Recent Description of William Penn.
—In the new Lippincott Magazine for Twelfth
Month appears the following from the pen of
William Perrine: "Penn arrived in the first

week of December, 1699, after a three months'
voyage in the Cantcrhury. Penn at this time
was fifty-five years of age. He united in a
marked degree the simple and amiable piety of
the Quaker to the manners and accomplish-
ments of a man of the world. His fine scholar-

ship, his skill as a writer, his fluency as a
speaker, his serenity of temper, his thoughtful
courtesy, his broad-minded benevolence, his

sense of justice, and his purity in private life,

stamped him plainly as a man of superior breed.
Physically strong, tall, well made, with fine

dark eyes and a face in which the traces of
his handsome youth had not yet been obliterated

by portliness and advancing years, still so

nimble and athletic that he would jump and
run in the sports of his Indian friends, a
sprightly and facetious talker, and fond of

good company, he was one of the most gracious
and attractive members of the sect whose
cause he had long championed with heroic

zeal. One day, when he was riding on horse
back to Haverford, where he was wont to

preach, he overtook a little girl from Darby
who was going on foot to the same destination,

and good naturedly allowed her to mount the

horse's back and ride behind him. But in the

privacy of his chamber this pleasant gentle-

man was the humblest of Christians. Thus, on
another occasion, when he was lodging at a

place in Gwynedd, a boy in the household was
anxious to see the great man. He crept up
to the room to which Penn had retired, peeped
through the latchet hole, and there beheld him
on his knees in prayer and in thanksgiving for

his refuge in the wilderness."

" Servants of the Living God."—There is

a story told by a man who, years ago, was taken

captive in the Mediterranean by one of the cor-

sairs which used to sweep those seas. He was
sold as a slave, and endured the rigors of Mo-
hammedan bondage. One day an Englishman
came on board the vessel where he was, and
talking with his owner, made a bargain for him,

paid the price and bought the slave.

The poor captive bitterly reproached his pur-

chaser. " You, a free born Englishman, buy
me for a slave!"

But the purchaser said, "
I have bought you

to set you free." At once the captives sorrow

was turned to joy and his reproach to gratitude;

and falling at the feet of his new master, he

said, "
I will be your servant forever."

Thenceforth nothing was too hard for him to

do for a master who had bought him with a

price, that he might .set him free. So .lesus has

bought us, and so ought we to serve Him.

—

Ex.
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One Boy's Debt to Child-Study

Five years ago I wa^ employed as principal of

schools at this place. At the opening ot school

a little six-year-old boy came to school and was

pladed in the tirst primary. Complaints came

to me during the year of the boy's stupidity
;
he

apparently
" could not learn," so his teacher

said. I knew his parents were poor and ignor-

ant, and I eased my conscience by telling his

teacher
" that where there is but little given,

there's but little required;" and telling her to

"do the best you can with him," I dismissed

the whole atfair from my mind.

When .\rchie's first year was ended, it was

found by " examination " that he knew but little

if anything more than he did when he started

to school ; so he was accordingly ' booked

for the first primary, the second year. Ihe

second year rolled around and found -Archie

physically larger and stronger, but mentally

weaker at the end of his school year. About this

time poor Archie's father went insane and was

taken to Kankakee. It may seem cruel to you,

but we teachers felt gratified when Archies

father was taken to the asylum, for we felt that

to a certain degree we had solved the problem

of the boy's dulness.
.

But the third year a new factor entered into

our problem. Archie's two younger brothers

started into school, and of course were putm the

same class with Archie, for he still was in the

first primary. The third year passed away and

Archie's two brothers did their work nicely and

were to be promoted to the secondprimary, but

poor Archie was in the same condition as at first,

dull, careless, and we thought brainless. But

feeling sorry for the poor boy and disliking to

mortify him by promoting his younger brothers

over him, I \iolated the iron-clad of grades,

"ex's," etc., and passed him along with his two

brothers into the second primary. But the fourth

year came and went and found Archie just as

dumb apparently as ever; so, perforce, we had

to start him in his fifth year in his " old second

reader, again, and his teacher informed us that

" he ought to be in his primer."

But by this time there had begun to creep in-

to my brain some of the first faint rays of scien-

tific child-study, and I said to myself, I vaW study

Archie. One day I began to notice him—7 had

never seen him before. There he was, a boy elev-

en years old, sitting in his seat, idle, his under

jaw hanging down, vacant-eyed, and that utter-

ly expressionless face which we find in idiots.

He seemed to take no interest in what was go-

ino- on around him: when called upon to read,

he had lost his place, and his teacher would scold

him for his carelessness. The next morning I

found Archie in one of the stores with some oth-

er children looking at Christmas toys displayed

on every side. I began talking with him in re-

gard to whal he wanted Santa (."laus to bring

him; he bashfully pointed to a little "dumb

watch." But, I said, "Archie, why not wish for

a watch like mine that will tick loud and will

run? .Just listen now and hear my watch tick."

I tested the little fellow's hearing in that way

and found he could only hear my watch tick

within three feet of either ear, while I could

hear it easily at twenty feet. I then felt that

1 was getting hold of a clue, I took him up to my

physician's office who examined him and found

at the back of the nose the " adenoid growths
"

which had affected his hearing; in a moment he

removed them, and the boy went back to school.

The doctor and I told no one of what we had

done, not even his parents or his teacher; in fact,

I did not mention it in my home, for reasons

which you will understand later. In about three

weeks from the time the operation was perform-

ed my little son, who is in the same class with

Archie, said, at the dinner table, " Papa, you

ought to see just how fast Archie is learning,

he gets all the ' head-marks' in spelling and he

is just beating us all in reading." Next his teach-

er' came to me and said, " What have you done

to Archie? His improvement is wonderful, he

is the brightest one of his class.' I then told

her what had been done for the poor little fel-

low whom we had abused and treated so, for

almost five years.
, . , • ^ i

At the close of this term's work, Archie stootl

at the head of a class of twenty-two, where

for almost five years he had been at the foot.

The " dunce-cap " worn by poor little Archie so

long now rests in its proper place on my head.

E. H. Miller, in Child-Study Monthly.

Little Foxes.

Henry M. Stanley tells us that when he was

passing through the forests of Africa, the most

formidable foes he encountered, those that

caused the greatest loss of life to his caravan,

and came near defeating his expedition, were

the Wambutti dwarfs. These diminutive men had

only little bows and arrows for weapons, so small

that they looked like children's playthings; but

upon the tip of each tiny arrow was a drop of

poison which would kill an elephant or a man as

surely and quickly as a rifle. Their defence was

by means of poison and traps. They would steal

through the dense forest, and, waiting in am-

bush, let fly their arrows before they could be

discovered. They dug ditches and carefully cov-

ered them over with sticks and leaves. They

fixed spikes in the ground and tipped them with

poison. Into these ditches and on these spikes

man and beast would fall or step to their death.

One of the strangest things about it was that

their poison was made of honey. It is thus that

Satan wages his destructive warfare against

God's people. Stealthily, under cover of dark-

ness, by treachery, with weapons seemingly

harmless, through the sweets of life, he comes

clothed as " an angel of light." Yet how deadly

are the little honey-coated sins which he admin-

isters, how sure the destruction of him who is

deceived into wandering from the straight and

narrow way.

What are some of these sins usually thought

of as little sins? There are sins which by com-

parison with great sins men call little. Ill tem-

per in family, commercial, and church relations;

a light and frivolous spirit; remissness in relig-

ious duties; social whispering, slandering, and

backbiting; vanity and folly in dress; indulgence

in hurtful amusement; careless and impure con-

versation ;
pride, etc. There are a host of these

"little foxes" we might easily find.

What is the harm they do ? They injure our

consciences by hardening them; they relax our

devotion to and prevent our communion with

C.od ; they hinder the presence of Christ with us;

they grieve the Holy Spirit; and especially they

make way for greater sins.

How must little sins be dealt with? Not ten-

derly; not connivingly; but they must be " tak-

en." We must take them or they will take us.

We must watch against and pray against and

fight against even the smallest of sins, or bj

and by we will be overcome of sin and fal!

into utter spiritual ruin. Look out for the lit

tie foxes that spoil the vines. Make no place u

your life for so-called minor evils.—Aw ) orl

Observer.
____^

The Rush of Mouekn Time.s. — The dir

effect of the present driving Tate at which lif

is forced along is beginning to show itself t

two important directions. First, while th

average of life is longer because ol the im

proved condition of child life, the life of me

and women, but especially men, is growm

shorter. The pressure to go fast is makio

men and women old before their time, and i

laving many of them in the grave. Good .loh

Woolman, the American Quaker of last cenlur

used to say that God never meant men to to

and moil as they generally do for a living; ai

somehow we shall have to be brought tci tl

conclusion
' that man shall not live by bres

alone, but by every word that proceedeth oi

of the mouth of Clod.' This rush all day loi

is not life. Second, with this rapidity of pa

we are told that originality is becoming rar

every year, and ' a casual type of mind ' is ben

developed. The pleasures of the mind a

being sacrificed, notwithstanding the diffusi

of a certain type of education. We are stai

ing ourselves in order to live. The quieter a

more meditative way suggested by Scriptu

profits both soul and body.— The Chrutmn.

Notes from Others.

Taking the average of household expendituM

year ago and comparing it with similar items to-d

the cost of living seems to have advanced about

per cent.—Boston Advertiser.

The sale of Charles M. Sheldon's book entitl

"In His Steps" has been three million coinM

this country alone. Last year the American Bi

Society issued L380,892 copies of the Bible. In

history nearly seventy million Bibles have 6

printed and distributed.

We have all known of churches, composed of

cellent people, which did not as churches ha\

thoroughly wholesome influence. The corporate

and tone were not what they ought to be. E

the church at Sardis, which the Lord sternly (

demned, had some members who had not dehlert t

garments, and were counted worthy of walking \

the Lord in white.— rAe Watchvian.

A clever dealer recently succeeded in sellin,

the peasants of a remote town in Russia tic

which purported to admit them to Paradise

this has, in principle been going on in several c

tries for centuries, at the hands of agents of org

zations under the Christian name professing to 1

" the keys of heaven and hell," and the dispen

power of one's state hereafter, according to m^

and dues paid in.

President Patton, of Princeton University,

discourse delivered last week said, he would

judge as between nations, but he declared that

everywhere was an outrage and a shame,

country," he said, "has contributed more tc

peaceful side of international law than all o

others put together. God speed the day wti

shall be a disgrace to all civilized nations to s

disputes by war."

W E Curtis, the Washington corresponde

" The Chicago Record," says: " During the discu

of the Briggs heresy .case some years ago I 3(
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rview with D. W. Moody on ' higher criticism.'

)t up to that sort of thing,' he said, with a
3 in his eye. ' You see, I never studied the-

and I'm precious glad I didn't . There are
ly things in the Bible that everybody can
tand that I'm going to preach about them
hey are exhausted, and then, if I have any
ft, I'll take up the texts I don't understand".'

you ever asked to discuss the difficult passages
pture?' I inquired. 'Mercy, yes,' answered

_

' almost every day, but I always answer
justas I have answered you, and tell them
ere is satisfaction and consolation enough in

)mises of the Saviour, all that anybody can
The single verse, "Come unto me, all ye
bor and are heavy laden, and I will give you
jontains all the theology and religion that I

r any other man or woman.'

"

IN OF Christmas.—We quote the following
he Pathfinder: "When did Christmas iirst

Why occurs it on December 25? The his-

who searches the Bible for evidence on these
will find nothing. In a literal sense Christ-

not a Christian festival—not of Christian
The facts in the case have just been briefly

arly stated by Edgar Saltus, as follows:

the early calendar of the early Church,
las was a movable feast, which was cele-

sometimes in .January, sometimes in May,
;e, wholly arbitrary, on which it now falls is

lit of an ecclesiastical council instituted by
tten Pope whose decision contemporaneous
sequent theologians vehemently disputed.
Norseland, among the divinities of long ago,

in. In the youth of the world the youth of
ir was dedicated to him. Annually in h
festival was held at Upsal. It was a feast

a welcoming to [the lengthening of daylight,
ire born in Winter's arms. It was called Jul.

ful comes Yule, the old English term for
las.

iroughly pagan, it was not for that less

. Through processions of centuries of which
ogy has no record it endured, and in endur-
assed from Upsal to Rome. In changing its

ion it changed its name. Rome knew it as
;urnalia. It was there that Christianity
t, and, as was the case with many other
stoms, found, too, that it appealed. Joy at
ih of nature was replaced with birth of our

r THE First Church Did Not H.we.—If we
I make a list of the things which the first

m Church, as it was on the day of Pentecost,
have, we would be surprised and think it

ot have been a church at all. It had no
building, no pipe organ, no choir, no pew
no subscription list, no treasurer, and no
What would we think of our church if it

ripped of all these things? Yet one thing
ave that may be our greatest lack, the bap-
the Holy Spirit. Kindled by fire from

,
how it burned and flamed with zeal, how

as its work, what multitudes were added to
a powerful impulse it gave to the kingdom

it on earth! A church's life, then, does not
in the abundance of the things which it

!S. A costly building, an artistic choir, an
t preacher, and a fashionable congregation
n themselves make a true church. We may
a church that has all these things, and then
some bare hall where a few Christians are
pmg, and we may feel that the plain hall
a truer church, has in it more of the spirit
It and the glory of God than the costly es-
nent. External appliances of the church—
srial shell—are good and even necessary in
ace and are not to be depreciated. They
a good deal of money and we must have
But they are not the church, and they are

not what the church is for. They are only means,
and we are to use them only as means to spiritual
life and fruit.

—

The Presbyterian Banner.

Correspondence.

An esteemed Friend writes: "I was sorry to see
in one of the printed letters giving an account of
the Doukhobors in The Friend the mention of fur
nishing them with material to do fancy work— per-

haps with a view that they might sell it and in that
way be a help to them. Now we as a people have
ever believed that our time was not given us to be
used in making needless things to ornament the
body and consequently could not encourage it in

others, and I have been thinking if any amongst
that people should feel convictions in their hearts
for spending their time in that way and by giving
heed to it should be led to give it up as a sacrifice

called for by their Heavenly Father, it would re-

flect on our Society, to whom no doubt they look to

as a pure people."

To show that the caution above expressed is not
confined within what some might wish to regard as

the narrow lines of our religious Society, the fol-

lowing is extracted from the letter of a highly in-

telligent woman of another religious denomination:
" 'The plan for fancy work, etc., may pay. I

doubt it. Canada wants the heavier and plainer

work done. AVe have nothing but the home here.

For myself that is all I want. Yet I sympathize
with all who having been fed upon all that literary

and artistic food that large towns give, have to come
to the drudgery and monotony of prairie life, having
scarce time to look upon the beauty at their doors,

of sky and flowers. . . In winter we must look upon
the brightness and cheery cleanliness of the house."

In order, however, to clear our representation
from the Meeting for Sufl'erings to the Doukhobors
from any complicity in encouraging the kind of
work which our correspondent laments, we are
enabled to quote the following from the written
advices of J. S. Elkinton in this respect:

" I have found, as a member of the committee
for the relief and assistance of the Doukhobortsi,
the appropriating of such a proportion of our funds
as could be agreed upon as justifiable in furnishing
wool for the women to work into garments for

themselves and families. I see no objection if that
gets done, and they can work up a surplus of use-

ful and necessary things, such as gloves, knit jack-
ets, underclothes for market. But I have no heart
in encouraging the production of ornamental work.
I very much doubt in the long run its being profita-

ble. I do not feel the Divine blessing would be in

it. I want them to stick stiffly and stubbornly to

useful and necessary things, and let those things
which neither help nor are supposed to hinder,

alone.

"The development of the taste for embroidery is of
the same root as music and imagery in the line of

painting and fine arts in general, coming rather
under the head of the lust of the eye and pride of life

which is inimical to Christianity. And religion in

all ages has led its followers into simplicity.
" I think [helpers and instructors] would be better

engaged visiting the sick, comforting the sorrow-
ful, endeavoring to bind up the broken-hearted, than
in taking up with the fine arts. And I hope and
pray that there may be found some honest men that
may have it for a principle in business that no
bargain is a good one unless both parties are helped."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The negotiations opened by Secretary

Hay with the great Powers of Europe and with Japan to-

wards securing a common understanding for a continued
open door policy throughout China have met with most
gratifying results. The State Department is unwilling at
present to make public the nature of the replies received,
as this information will be embodied in a special message
to Congress. But in other quarters, thoroughly reliable
and in a position to have trustworthy and accurate infor-

mation, it is learned that favorable responses have been
made by Great Britain, Germany, France, Russia, (the

Russian communication coming as late as Twelfth Month
30th), and Japan. There i.s no doubt, it is thought, that
Italy, the remaining country unaddreased, will make fav-
orable answer, if, indeed, it has not already done so. The
position of Italy is felt to be assured by the favorable
course adopted by the other four great Powers of Europe.

The Colorado Springs Gazette gives the production of
gold from Cripple Creek district for the past year at
422,805 tons of ore, with a bullion value of $19,743,100.
The output for the Twelfth Month surpassed all previous
records, and added $2,610,218 in gold to the world's wealth.

Director of the Mint Roberts was asked as to whether
the present money stringency in his opinion signified an
actual scarcity of money to meet the present requirements
of trade. He said :

" Undoubtedly the war in the Trans-
vaal has had influence upon our money market. Anything
that disturbs normal conditions, which turns the currents
of business out of the course they have been expected to
follow, will affect business. With trade balances as they
are, our bankers early in the season had reason to expect
gold imports this fall, and probably directed their busi-
ness accordingly. The war not only cut off a remittance
of about $2,000,000 per week to London from South Af-
rica, but compelled heavy shipments the other way. Such
a reversal of the regular and anticipated order makes
money tight in all centres until affairs are readjusted to
the new condition.

" The world does not depend upon the Transvaal for its
stock of gold. Colorado will produce more gold in 1900
than all North America yielded ten years ago, and this
continent will yield more next year than the whole world
did ten years ago. Cripple Creek is up to the record of
the Transvaal live years ago, and Cripple Creek, with
Alaska and the Klondike, will next year exceed the Trans-
vaal production of 1897. The golden tide, though checked
for the moment, is not going to subside."
The textile mill construction for 1899 will reach a total

of 299 mills, as against 262 for last year. The South
leads, with North Carolina showing more new work than
any other State in the Union.
A bushel of wheat, or an equivalent amount of flour,

can be shipped from Minneapolis to almost any point in
Western Europe for about 20 cents.

In Northern Alaska the census enumerators will have
to make their rounds on sledges drawn by dogs.
A detachment of American troops under Colonels Lock-

ett, Schuyler and Dorst captured a Filipino stronghold in
the mountains, beyond Montalban, securing twenty-four
prisoners and a large supply of munitions of war.

Aguinaldo's wife, whose death was falsely reported last
week, his sisters and eighteen Filipinos have surrendered
at Bontoc. The Filipinos also gave up two American and
two Spanish prisoners.

The first movement of a general southern advance was
made when two battalions of Infantry landed and occupied
Cabuyao on the south side of Laguna de Bay. The grand
total of deaths, wounded and captured and missing during
our operations in the Philippines is 3204.
A despatch from San Diego, Cal., dated First Month 1st,

1900, says:
—

" Charles Taggart, who arrived in this city to-

day from the Cocopah country of Lower California, reports
that the earthquake of Christmas Day had a marked effect
upon the geysers of that regioii, causing them to spout
with redoubled force."

Scientists make the assertion that there are undoubtedly
dormant volcanoes in the United States which will some
day become active.

Five bodies were on Twelfth Month 26th taken from the
Braznell mine, near Brownsville, Pa., making twenty the
number of victims by the explosion of the 23d.

The Panama Canal Company of America, capital $30,-
000,000 ; the Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company,
capital $5,000,000 ; the Wellington Gas and Petroleum
Lamp Company, capital $1,000,000, and the Publishers'
Plate Renting Company, capital $1,000,000, were incor-
porated at Trenton last week.

The bubonic plague has reached the Hawaiian Islands,
being brought there by vessels from an infected Chinese
port.

The Mexican Government has abolished the export tax
on coffee. This is expected to have a considerable effect
in the United States by increasing the receipts of Mexican
coffee.

There were 462 deaths in this city last week, reported
by the Board of Health. This is 43 more than the previous
week and 263 less than the corresponding week of 1898.
Of the foregoing 223 were males and 239 females : 70
died of pnuemonia ; 54 of consumption ; 47 of heart dis-

eases; 27 of diphtheria; 15 of cancer; 15 of nephritis; 14
of convulsions; 14 of inflammation of the brain; 13 of
apoplexy; 12 of uraemia; 12 of bronchitis; 12 of inflamma-
tion of the stomach and bowels; 11 of Bright's disease;
11 of inanition; 11 of marasmus; 11 of old age, and 8
from casualties.
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Markelt. &C.— V. S. 2'8, 102i; Ts, reg., 114 a 115;

coupon, 115 a IIG; new 4's, 133i a 134i ; 5's 112J a

113i; 3's, reg., 109 a 109J; coupon, 110 a llOJ.^

Cotton was quiet but steady, on a basis of 7j Jc. per

pound fur middling uplands.

Floi'H.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.G5 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.—$3.25 a $3.40, the

ouUide rate for choice Pennsylvania. Buckwheat Flour.

—New, $2.35 a $2.50 per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Graln.—No. 2 red wheat, 69* a TOJc.

No. 2 mi.\ed corn, 37J a 37Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 a 31 Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6J a 6jjc.; good, 5i a Gc; me-

dium, 5J a 54c.; common, 4i a 5c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J a 5c.; good, 4i a 4Jc.;

medium, 3i a 4c.; common, 2 a 3Jc.; lower, 4J a 6c.

Hogs.—Best Western, Gj a 6|c.; others, GJ, with pros-

pects of another advance on account of the cold weather.

KoRKiGN.—The Hritisb public revenue for the

nine months ending Twellth Month reached jC^2,-

777,044 as against /7S,34o,46S for the correspond-
ing period of last year.

Last week's sorties, skirmishes, reconnoisances
and bombardments at various points where the

British and the Boers confront each other, so far as

can be judged, have had no effect upon the general
situation at the seat of war, which is practically

unchanged. A special despatch received in London
on the 1st inst., says that General French complete-
ly defeated the Boers in Cape Colony and has oc-

cupied Colesberg. Reckoned together, the regu-

lars of the British Government sent to South Africa,

the naval brigade and the colonial levies number
106,270 men. This is the largest muster of white

troops ever gathered under the British flag, yet,

large as it is, it does not suffice for the task of sub-

duing the two Dutch republics, and the British

Government is engaged in breathless preparations

to despatch reinforcements numbering, by present

estimates, at least 60,000 men, drawn mainly, of

course, from Great Britain, but to an appreciable

extent from Canada, Australia and British India.

The cost of the war has also grown apace. At first

it was thought that 150,000,000 might suffice, but
now it is thought tliat the expenditure will foot up
at least $250,000,000. Truly it is a growing war.

The North German Lloyds Company has ordered
a number of new steamers and is raising its ocean
fleet to ninety-five vessels, the largest number
under the control of any company in the world.

It is authoritatively stated at Berlin that Germany
does not contemplate the purchase of the Danish
West Indies.

An illustration of the severity of the cold through-
out Germany is the fact that communication be-

tween Scherrebek and the Island of Roem is now
had exclusively over a frozen arm of the North Sea,

a condition which had not previously existed for

twenty years.

The' Spanish Premier says that U. S. Minister

Bellamy Storer informed him that the United States

Government would undertake the repatriation of
the families of the Spanish prisoners in the Philip-

pines.

Almost 3,000,000 persons are receiving famine
relief in India.

New Zealand's export of gold is {2,ooo,ooogreater

than last year.

The following despatch, dated 'Victoria, B. C,
Twelfth Month, 26th, has been received :—The tele-

graph operator at Glacier, in the Rocky Mountains,
reports that an immense avalanche has swept down
the mountain near there, covering 850 feet of track

and taking down a number of telegraph poles, so
that the wires are interrupted. Trees twelve inches
thick were observed in the slide, and it is not yet

known what else may be covered by the snow or
what is the condition of the track. The slide covers
the track to a depth of from five to twenty feet.

The steamer Tirs brought news of a big snow-
slide on the White Pass and Yukon Road, which
has stopped all inillic. A train carrying passengers
from Bennett followed a rotary snow-plow and was
pushed by two engines. When the plow was a

mile south of the switchback it cut out the lower
part of the accumulated snow on the mountain-side.
This loosened the mass above, and it came down
with a rush, burying the plow and the locomotives
out of sight. The passenger train in the rear was
not touched by the slide. There were fifteen feet

of snow in the cut.

The total catch of seals by Canadian sealing ves-

sels during the past season was 35,344 as compared
with a total for the preceding year of 28,552.

The largest plant in the world is probably a

gigantic seaweed, known as the "nereocytis,"
which frequently grows to a height of more than
300 feet.

The two great material conquests which mark
the nineteenth century are the building of the

Pacific railroads and the digging of the Suez Canal.

Correction.—In last week's number of The Friend,

page 188, third column, for "teaching for doctrine the

amendments of men," read "teaching for doctrine the

precepts of men." (R. V.)

NOTICES.

The House or Industry, formerly 112 and 114 N. Sev-

enth Street, has removed to 153 N. Seventh Street, and is

now prepared to resume business with a large stock of

comfortables and hand-made garments.

Westtovvn Boarding School.—For convenience of per-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will meet
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and 2.50

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requested.

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-five

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, wire

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup't.

Friends' Library, 142 N. IRth St , Phila.—

Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 r. M., and 3

p. M. to 6 P. M.

The following list of books have been added to the

Library:

Bloch, I. S.—Future of War.
Du Chaillu, Paul.—Land of the Long Night.

Fahie, J. J.—Wireless Telegraphy.

Ireland, Alleyne.—Tropical Colonization.

Little, W. J. K.—Sketches and Studies in South Africa.

Little (" Mrs.") Archibald.—Intimate China.

Pennypacker, S. W.—Settlement of Germantown.
Spurgeon, C. H.—Autobiography (3 v.)

Steevens, G. W.—In India.

Van Dyke, Henry.—Fisherman's Luck.

'• Br therhood," *5 ; J. H. C, $10; M. E. T. L.,

$10; A Friend, $3; Friend- and others, Falls Monthly
Meeting, $150; L. L.. $5; E. A. S., *5 ; S. J. VV.,

$1.50; VV. & J. M. T., *10: W. W. J., $25; "Nan-
tucket," $18 : Mennoiiites, Columbiana, O., $75.

fund for purchase of spinning wheels.

J. E., $8.50; J. T. S., $6 ; J. VV. L., $5 ; E. P. M.,

$5; H., $3.

W.M. Evans, Ti-easi,rer, 252 .S. Front St. Phila.

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house, Spring River, Kan-
sas, on the twenty-second of Ninth Month, 1899, Chester
MoTT, of Viola, Iowa, and Joanna Bowles, of the former

Died, on the twenty-second of Twelfth Month, 1899,

Sarah Mason, aged nearly eighty-four years, widow of

William Mason, of Norwich, Ontario, Canada, she being a

member of that meeting.

, on the IGth of Eleventh Month, 1899, at the resi-

dence of her son, Almon Stanley, Martha Stanley, in

the eighty-fifth year of her age, a beloved member and
elder of Coal Creek Monthly and Particular Meeting of

Friends, Iowa. She and her beloved husband, Jeremiah
Stanley, removed from Ohio, and settled in the fall of

1856, on the place where she ended her days, when this

part of the country was little less than a vast prairie ; in

the settling and improvement of which they took an active

and interesting part, as many of the early settlers would
necessarily need a place for shelter while they could take

time to accommodate themselves with homes. Their
kindness and liberality to supply such with temporary
homes soon became apparent. Coal Creek Meeting also

took rise in a part of their house. Soon after this, Jere-

miah Stanley, after a few week's illness, departed this

life at his home, near the forty-ninth year of his age,

making, as was believed, a peaceful close. Thus, our dear
Friend was left with the care and concern of a family ; a

lively interest for the everlasting welfare of these, her
children, continued with her until the last. This aged
Friend had a number of times been heard to state that

she had accommodated over thirty families with homes in

her house. This was mostly in the first twenty years of

the settlement of this neighborhood. She was a firm be-

liever in the doctrines and testimonies of the Society of

Friends, as set forth and maintained by consistent Fi

from its rise. She became an invalid for a numb
years previous to her death, and for the last three

confined almost entirely to her bed, yet a murmur
thankful expression was not heard. Her confidence,

and hope, were placed in her Redeemer as long ai

sciousness lasted, which was until near the close.

was frequently heard to say ; "I want to be rolea

see nothing in my way."
, on the twenty-first day of Tenth Month,

Jemima R.Boone, aged fifty-three years, seven montl

fourteen days, a member of Pickering Monthly Ma
Ontario.

. on the third of Tenth Month, 1899, Arthur
let, aged eighty-four years, eleven months and

days. This Friend was an elder in Huntingdon Mei

Ontario, Canada (now laid down). He was of a fp

peaceable spirit, much beloved by those who kiie«

He loved the Truth for the Truth's sake, and faith

the end he gently fell asleep in Jesus, leaning on hii

nipotent Arm.
, on the second of Ninth Month, 1899, at

bray, Ontario, Canada, Elizabeth Haight, at the a

eighty-five years. She was the daughter of Samuo
Mary Hudson, from Lincolnshire, England, wi'ih

she c?me to Canada, where she afterwards married

land Haight, surviving him. Being convinced and

converted to God by the power of the Truth as

testimony to by Friends, and believing their doctrit

be identical with those held by the church in the da

the apostles, she with her parents became establisli

the truth, continuing faithful therein to the end. Tl

not an acknowledged minister among Friends, at

she exercised her gift to the comfort and editicati

others, which, with a circumspect life according thi

proved a deepening work of grace. Her path, tl

the just, was an ever brightening one as she drew

the celestial city, whose light and glory the Lord ii

her last days were crowned with that joy and pence '

the Lord gives to those who choose Him as their al

place.

, on the thirteenth day of Ninth Month,

Sarah V. Wright, an elder in Pickering Monthly Mei

Ontario, aged eighty-one years. She was the wid(

John Wright, who once resided in Richmond, Ind., 1

wards in the city of New York. Her two older s

still survive hsr. She will long ho held in lovin

membrance by a large circle of Friends, whom it w!

delight to entertain at her hospitable home. And tl

at the last death came suddenly it was not une.xpec

to her, nor was, we believe, due preparation for th

emn change neglected on her part, but like as a

virgin with her lamp brightly burning, we humbly

she entered with her Lord into the marriage supj

the Lamb.
, at Norwich, Ontario, Canada, on the t«

fourth of Seventh Mo., 1899, Sarah Jane Haioiit,

eighty-two years, wife of Harvey H. Haight, a mi

of the gospel. She bore a long and painful sickn

Christian patience and acquiescence to the Divine

Her ripening years bore evidence of a drawing nea

spirit to her Lord and to Friends, and these have tb

soling hope that He who graciously supported her th

all her sufferings, has permitted her through mei

join the multitude of the redeemed " who have »

their robes and made them white in the blood (

, on the thirteenth day of Sixth Month, 18

Norwich, Ontario, Canada, Jesse Stover. His rt

were interred on the fifteenth day of the same mo

what had he lived to see it would have been the

versary of his ninety-fourth birthday. This dear

was an elder in Norwich Meeting for many year

enjoyed the use of all his faculties, together with I

discernment in spiritual things, until about two

before his decease, when, feeling better than

drove to meeting, where he had a stroke of pai

Recovering from this, he still rapidly declined, bt

tinned sensible to the end. It had been his deligb

a young man to assist ministering Friends in their

and one of these from England, in his early pionee

returning in his company from a family visit \
'"

'

ing a field covered with stumps, the minister e

short, and addressing Jesse, said :
" Thou shalt be

in basket and in store," which was verified in hie

life. But all he had was held in subserviency to i

to God and to man. Sound in faith and doctrine,

ing over the fiock in love, gentle and seasonable it

sel, and weighty in spirit, also upright and truthfl

walk and conversation, of a cheerful disposition,

dignified bearing, his light shone brightly, bringini

to the name of Him whom he rejoiced to know

Redeemer, into whose garner we humbly trust

gathered as a shock of corn fully ripe.
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The Recognition of Gifts.

lently in a large meeting the apparent

ty of gifts in the ministry as coming for-

in younger members was adverted to, and

ductions of worldliness and lack of whole-

id dedication to the Divine will came into

is a part of the cause. After meeting a

•ned Friend privately asked: " Don't thou

it very discouraging to younger persons

3el evidences of a call to a little service,

they spe those who ire e.xercised in pub-

srings, year after year, remaining un-

lized by their Monthly Meeting?" The

of this query was acknowledged, as well

danger of decline in any who looked to

icknowledgments for their encourage-
" But we are human," seemed to be the

" and even the best of us need to realize

staining hand of the Society's fellowship,

mbers one of another."

las, indeed, been noteworthy in many
i that gifts for a season rising, have,

the meeting had too long declined offici-

) accept them, seemed to wane; so that

lurch itself has been a robber of churches

loring an offered gift. The timid lisper

J Divine name or message, whose soul

1 that within are fightings and without

ars, seeing what seems like a doubtful

nee of beginners, and of continuers as

segs to be excused. And so we know not

lany gifts and callings get inwardly stifled

nheard of, or "how many ministers are

in comparison with the few chosen,

blame rests with their own lack of faith,"

e. But where is our faith when we let

ght time go by, to "give a cup of cold

in the name of a disciple?"

1 subsequent meeting when the state of

jciety was under consideration, a lack in

icognition of gifts was pointed out and

a proportionate indifference accounted

A speaker thereupon showed the idle-

ness of covering our individual shortcomings

behind the unappreciativeness of a meeting,

before being clear that we recognized our own

gifts. There is where recognition of gifts must

begin, and obedience keep pace. And no

church largely peopled with members quick of

understanding in the fear of the Lord to rec-

ognize and heed their own gifts and callings

from Him, could long remain unappreciative of

the witness of his Spirit in each other. So the

answer came home,—that the meeting is com-

posed of individuals, and their own obedient re-

cognition of their own gifts makes up the meet-

ing's capacity to acknowledge gifts. Our duty

comes not from others' recognition. " What
is that to thee? Follow thou me,"—is a rule

which, if more generally followed, would bring

about the best solution of the question of re-

cognition.

But it should be borne in mind that right

recognition of " that which serveth God " in

the church must at the same time be a power

to recognize " that which serveth Him not."

A church has not come to its true discretion

unless it can discern between its right hand

and its left. An indiscriminate endorsement

of every activity as so much life, quickly con-

fuses and destroys the gift of recognition.

Mere criticism of any movement and mere push

of any movement are equally blind. But he

that singly follows Christ shall not walk in

darkness, as to his own or others' gifts.

It is a serious thing to retreat from " the

gifts and calling of God," which, when once

vouchsafed, " are without repentance " on his

part : since that which He will not repent of

giving He will sustain us through the perform-

ing, if we will trust Him. His word shall not

return unto Him void, though a hearing son or

daughter may turn back from being his instru-

ment, and so from being blessed. It is eminently

safe to acknowledge one's own gifts and calling

by fulfilling them. Unfaithfulness will not

quicken the brethren's recognition. But if

they officially advise the member that he has

mistaken his gift, his submission to gospel order

clears him of a burden which they have taken

instead.

Various gospel gifts are named in the Scrip-

tures, and especially by the apostle in the 12th

chapter of Romans and of 1st Corinthians.

More is said about faithfulness in them than

about the Church's formal acknowledgment.

Such gifts seem expected to bear their own

evidence. But that church is the most open

to blessing that is most open to spiritual evi-

dence. No invariable mode of acknowledgment
seems imperative. But the ministry of the

word before public assemblies seems to require

some more public testimony of approval than

the other less public gifts. A simple record

of the fact that the gift has in the meeting's

judgment been conferred, is enough in our re-

ligious society. This adds nothing to the min-

ister, except a more representative position,

or, at least, a testimony that he does not mis-

represent the truth as held by the Society.

Confidence that a minister will not, in matters
of judgment, be a misrepresentative, is some-

times lacking ; where, if the only question were

on the existence of a gift, an official acknowl-

edgment could come much earlier.

Seeing that the gifts and calling of God are

not regretted by Him, may each one see that

he comes behind in no gift, waiting for the

coming of the quickening Spirit, " who shall

also confirm you unto the end, that ye may be

blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Friends' Record Depository.—Recent im-

provements having been added to the Record

Department, in Friends' Library, in Philadel-

phia, including special safeguards for the pro-

tection of nearly seven hundred record books

now gathered there from a wide area in the

compass of the Yearly Meeting, we would call

the attention of readers to the description of

this valuable depository as given by the present

custodian in another column.

Right Religious Teaching in Friends' Schools.

An editorial in The {London) Friend contains

pertinent remarks on the value of Boarding

School life and training. The following extracts

are made, as being applicable to conditions ex-

isting on this side of the Atlantic, viz:

"It is not easy to over estimate the import-

ance to the Society of Friends of its boarding

schools. Our trained teachers are exercising

an influence over our membership that makes
them considerably responsible for the future of

our denominational life. . . . What is then

the secret in the Society of Fi-iends of the con-

trolled life ? Does it not lie in the very ideal

of our existence as a religious community? Our
economy is based on the proposition that each

individual life is to be under the government

and control of the Spirit of i Jod. We shun in

our religious life that which is parasitical and

dependent on man. We endeavor to be led and

moved by the Spirit of Christ. One of the ulti-

mate results of such an attitude is strong per-

sonal conviction. If a man yields his whole

being to the moulding of the Unseen Hand, the
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fashion of his character will develop into a quiet

power that prevails. The ideal is high. Every-

one of us would shrink from any assumption

that it is attained. Yet the presence among

us of the ideal is a governing factor in our

individual and our collective life. Hence arises

the question—when and where is this subjection

to a controlling Divine power to commence?

"The first answer is, at the cradle, in the

early home life. Many rise up and testify that

it was as little children that they first became

conscious of the presence and teaching of the

Holy Spirit. There is something intensely win-

some and instructive in watching the action of

the gentle Spirit of the living < '.od on child life.

E.\ceelingly beautiful is the early revelation

to the young soul of the love of the Heavenly

Father.
, ^

" Every true teacher reverently watches lor

the tokens among his scholars of that revela

tion. ... If the soul is over-much chilled

it begets an unhealthy and sensitive reserve;

if the voice for God and for (Jood is fostered,

a bouvant hope of the happy possibilities of life

prevails. The School life is a larger life, it is

the arena of a wider vision than the child has

hitherto known.
" He is placed there not only for fellowship

with comrades, but for the ministry of teaching

from those more mature who have accepted the

high office of the teacher as their life-work.

The teacher is day by day, here a little and

there a little, 'building for eternity,' but he

is also very definitely building for a career on

earth.

"In connection with that future career of

usefulness for the scholar there at once arises

in all .our Friends' boarding schools an import-

ant element that differentiates our schools from

those of other religious denominations.

"In other denominations there is more or

less pronounced distinction between clergy and

laity and this class distinction to a greater or

less extent governs the character of the educa-

tional teaching as it advances to higher grades.

But Friends have no clergy or laity. We are

a brotherhood of believers, all one in Christ.

"We do not admit the distinction of one man

called 'Reverend,' we recognize the reverence

due to eva-y soul of man, and desire above all

to reverence the direct ministration of the Holy

Spirit of God. . . £'i'frvoree of these boys

and girls in our boarding schools is eligible for

the high office of the Gospel ministry in the

infinite varieties and modes of its manifestation

as service for God among our fellowmen.

"Not one of these scholars is to live unto

himself, nil are called to the service of God in

that of their brother-man. Lessons are not to

be divided into religious and profane. Every

deed of life and every lesson of life is to be

religious, in the presence and to the honor of

God. The hilarity of boyhood, the love of play,

the high spirits, "the elastic step, skill in the

gymnasium or on the cricket field, have their

part in the formation of character just as cer-

tainly as mathematics or natural philosophy.

"it is, in fact, the elasticity and buoyancy

of a happy and well regulated life that do much

to carry a man over the backwater of the ebb-

tides.
" The very exuberance of juvenile activity,

while allowed healthy expression, learns in a

well ordered boarding school subjection to gov-

ernment, and this in itself induces habits of

self-control. . . . "History and especially

Church history, the capacity clearly to express

condensed thought by the logical sequence of

ideas and the diligent reading of inspired Scrip-

ture are all very helpful" to the development

of that character which can best fulfill our

highest calling and ideals of service.

"Many can gratefully acknowledge the debt

they owe to Friends' boarding schools, not so

much it may be, in the storing up of any very

large amount of knowledge, as for seeds ol

thought that germinated in after life, and for

the inspiration of higher purpose, and the trend

of thought Godward, which is of more value

than a whole burnt-offering of intellectual

acquisition."

We truly appreciate the discouragements be-

setting the effort to instil spiritual truths at

an age when the eternal instincts may seem to

be mostly in abeyance, but such feelings and

difficulties often arise from a lack of contact

and freedom of intercourse rather than the

absence of interest either on the part of pupil

or teacher.

The High Function of Family Life.

As to the influence of the family upon indi-

vidual welfare, and upon the future of the

young beings who are now within its fold, it

cannot be overestimated. The happy and well-

ordered home, where love reigns and mutual

good will binds each to each, where parents

appreciate and fulfill their responsibilities, and

yet preserve their youth in the atmosphere of

their children, where children give their parents

a glad obedience, confidence and gratitude,

where brothers and sisters combine in mutual

helpfulness and affection, is a fountain not only

of present happiness, but of future welfare

for every one of its fortunate members. From

such homes spring our valued and cherished

citizens, who, while actively pursuing life's

many undertakings, look back with unspeak-

able gratitude to the fireside where their pow-

ers were fostered and their characters were

established The late Professor

I'eabody, of Harvard University, writing of

the natural religion of the State says :

"The malign action of whatever impairs the

sacredness of home may be seen in the history

of the decline and fall of the Roman Empire.

In the best days of the republic, the standard

of domestic virtue was singularly pure and

high for a heathen nation, and the State drew

health, vigor and culminating power from fru-

gal and well-ordered homes. In the time of

the earlier Emperors, the home-life of Rome,

in its profligacy, distances description, and but

for accumulated evidence would transcend be-

lief. All manly attributes died out of the

heart of the nation, which had as little capac-

ity of being fitly governed as its worst tyrants

had of discreet and virtuous rule. The bonds

of society became like those of the family, a

rope of sand To an incalculable

degree, the home instinct supplies the place of

law. supersedes the harsher ministries of gov-

ernment, prevents crime, anticipates want, di-

vides and lightens burdens, which else no

public organization could bear. The gravita-

tion toward home is, in every nation, a stronger

force than its police or armies are or can be,

and accomplishes many purposes of prime im-

portance which they could in no way fulfill."

If this be so, it must be an encouragement

to those who form and maintain a family I

remember how high an office they are fiUini

and how wide an influence they are exerlinj

Instead of being limited to the few persoi

who compose the family group, they are hel

ing to build a nation, and whether it shall 1

permanently established, upon solid found

lions, or crumble to the ground, a victim i

its own weakness and instability, largely d

pends upon the character of the home whii

they are now fashioning.- - 7'i/Wic Lct/^tr.

CONSCIENCE.
"Good-by," I said to my conscience

—

Good-by for aye and aye."

And I put her hands off harshly.

And turned my face away;

And conscience, smitten sorely,

Returned not from that day.

But a time came when my spirit

Grew weary of its pace;

And I cried: "Come back, my conscience,

And I long to see thy face."

But conscience cried: "I cannot.

Remorse sits in my place."—Paul Lairrcncc Dunhar

Ment.\l Moods and Bodily Health.-

was a favorite saying of Bancroft, the historii

who was a vigorous old man at ninety, that I

secret of long life is in never losing one's te

per. The remark was simply a concrete way

expressing the hygienic value of amiability-

principle which, until lately, has scarcely b(

considered in the training of children. Hithe:

we have regarded fretfulness, melancholy, i

bad temper as the natural concomitants of

ness. But modern science shows that th

mental moods have actual power to produce*

ease. No doubt in most cases imperfect boc

conditions are the cause of irritable and depn

ed feelings, yet sometimes the reverse is ti

and a better knowledge of physiological h

would show them to be effect rather than cav

The fact that discontented and gloomy people

never in good health is an argument in favoi

the theory that continual indulgence in unha]

thoughts acts as a poison and creates some f(

of disease. Moreover, such people radiate an

wholesome influence, which, like the atmosph

of a malarial region, one cannot help inhali

They also lack hope and energy, and are

more likely to succumb to prevailing epiden

than those of a cheerful temperament. A

riety of motives, therefore—our personal w

being, regard for the dear ones of our hoi

holds, and loyalty to the divine Master, who

:

bids our taking anxious thought—should ins]

us to cultivate a sunny disposition.— A'.

Christian Advocate.

" Be Ye Angry and Sin Not."—There
difference between being angry and loi

one's temper. He who loses his tenipe:

angry, but he who is angry has not necessa

lost his temper; that is, one may be righted

angry, deliberately and voluntarily angry,

gry in the sense that his soul revolts f

:

evil, and he feels that he is discharging a c'

in expressing himself in condemnatory tei

In other words, conviction and purpose :

dominate and guide anger, and to rightt

ends. But the loss of self-control which usni

although not always, is accompanied by ane

lition of temper is literally a loss. The r

of control for a time are dropped, and_ on

at the mercy of his mood.—CongregatioM
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Kor "The Friend."

isylvania Friends One Hundred Years Ago

and Now.
(COQcUideil from page 187.)

lis Haverford Meeting, mentioned in the
unt, is one of the oldest meeting-houses
imerica, and when it was first started

ids went from Philadelphia every third

;-day to it, most of them walking the
e distance of about ten miles. It must
been rather a cold place when they

led there in winter, for the only means of
ng it, was by rolling a burning log up to

on plate in the wall. This plate trans-

?d a certain amount of heat, but when the
ids became too cold, they would step out-

and take some active exercise. But in

1 weather the whole aspect of the scene
ged. Quarterly .Meetings were days long
id forward to, by the children at least.

3art of the day which seems to have made
greatest impression, at least the part we
about most frequently, is the time be-

a the meetings, when all the people ate

lunches together under the trees in the

ing-house yard, and the boys played hide-

.eek about the sheds. An even greater
was Yearly Meeting, when the country
e visited their city relatives. In speak-
f the hospitality of Friends, at such times,

iglish Friend says :

'his being the evening preceding the
hly Meeting, upwards of twenty people
id at (\V. E.'s) house, and, as far as I

judge, were both liberally and comfort-
sntertained. I was told by a neighbor
it was not very uncommon for as many as

T strangers to dismount at the door of

Friend's house, and for themselves and
s to be well accommodated. W. E. has
lily of eight or ten children."

e of the most striking changes which
come over the home-life of the people
n the last hundred years, is seen in the
ion the children occupy in the family.

3 minutes of the Yearly Meeting we find;

t is also a very evil thing, and hateful to

and all solemn people for children to

iT their parents again forwardly or crossly,

lugh they think they are out of the way,
ought to answer soberly and modestly, or

it all ; for parents ought to be obeyed
to God."

is possibly does not sound very different

what we should say now. But there was
ided difference in practice. The parents
looked up to by the children as supreme;
word was law. The children were told

in things were right for them to believe,

;hat when they became older they would
•stand more about them. In the mean-
however, they believed implicitly what

svere told. They were carefully instructed

i doctrines of Friends, and never doubted
m instant that anything else could be
. When they went to meeting there was
in the sermons they could not under-

1, but they knew the key-note of Quaker-
md when that was struck they recognized
fhe possibility of going to another place
orship never occurred to them. They
ibly would often have preferred to go
'here, but this would have been unheard of.

yone went to meeting from force of habit,
r no other reason, and the children fol-

' lowed their parents. There was comparatively
little literature to be had then—few books and

i fewer newspapers and periodicals -and Friends
were especially careful of what their children

read. There were, however, plenty of Friends'
' journals, and these had to be read whether

[

they were welcome or not. The poor child

might become very tired and sleepy, or he
might be pining to get back to play, but he
must stay by, even if he did not listen. If he
went to sleep he was promptly awakened, and
the reading was continued. But sometimes
something caught his attention, and he lis-

tened. If it were a thrilling adventure, he
recognized the bravery of the Friend who was
probably standing up for what he thought was
right. From that time that Friend became a
hero, and the principles for which he stood

were identified with him. So the " loyalty of

tradition " soon became the " loyalty of intel-

ligent faith." But there came a time, after

this, when their loyalty was not a "loyalty of

intelligent faith." The children were told it

was right for them to do certain things " be-

cause Friends did them."
The distinctive message of Quakerism to

the world was the doctrine of the Inward
Light. The early Friends held that true reli-

gion led to plainness and simplicity in dress

and speech. As time progressed, matters of

speech and dress were, perhaps, as strictly

dealt with as drunkenness and gambling. It

is said that during this time one-third of the

members who married were disowned for

marrying out of meeting. Now the world is

learning, if not the form, yet the spirit of the

doctrine which the early Friends knew. And
we Friends must keep up to this principle of

growth if we expect to be a living power in

the world. We began ahead, and we certainly

must not fall behind.

Friends have always been looked up to as a

very charitable people. Not that they gave
such large amounts, for they were not a rich

people, but what they did give came from all,

and was individually distributed. Of course

the main bulk of the work fell on the meeting,

and in those times the minutes of the meet-

ings go further into details than they do now.

Consequently we find such entries as, " To poor

palsy man, 10s.; to poor old Elizabeth, 2s. 6rf.;

to ancient Esther, 2s. 6rf." Also, "Informa-
tion being given this meeting thatW P
is very poor and in necessity, this meeting orders

.Jos. Kirkbride, Samuel Dark and Peter Worral,

to get a good pair of leather briches, and a

good warm coat and waistcoat, one pair of

shoes and stockings, for the said W P ,

and make a report of the charge to the next

meeting." As the boundaries of the meetings

were ill defined, there is often considerable

trouble deciding to which meeting certain

cases belong. But it was not this organized

giving that gave Friends their reputation for

charity. It was the interest and judgment

that went with the giving. The people went
themselves to see those they helped, and so

were able to give to better advantage. Then

there were many little thoughtful, helpful

things that could be done. Perhaps some one

was sick near by. It might be some one not

known to the Friend's family, it might not be

a member of the society, but the next time as

the family was going to meeting, they would

stop with a glass of jelly or some other trifle.

Or some family might be in need where a little

help would be of great use. This spirit of
charity was especially munificent to Friends
engaged in the ministry. Often such Friends
were frequently from home, and it was espe-
cially difficult for them to provide for their
families. If they were too much ground down
by such cares their message would be hindered.

Lack of means never stood in the way of
any religious concern that might be felt.

There was always some one to step out, both
with means for the Friend and for a companion.
Money was felt to be just as truly a gift as
the gift of the ministry, and should be used as
much for other people. If it could help some
of the higher gifts it was merely fulfilling its

purpose.

There was a very strong sentiment in the
Society against the accumulating of large for-

tunes. In the minutes of the Yearly Meeting
we find the following ;

"And we earnestly caution and advise against
the inordinate pursuit of worldly riches, which
being sought within due bounds, for the com-
fortable subsistence of ourselves and families,

and the charitable relief of others in necessity,

is not only lawful but commendable ; but when
the mind is carried away with the love of these
things, they then become (even though men
do not transgress the bounds of justice) a
clog and hinderance on the duties of religion,

and is an excess which ought to be guarded
against."

Consequently we find numbers of Friends,

at the time comparatively young, giving up
their occupations, and trying to devote them-
selves in other ways to the Lord's work. A
notable instance of this is John Woolman, who,
when only twenty-three years of age, gave up
an opportunity of making a good living and
confined his attention to tailoring, because he
thought his mind would be too much taken up
if he engaged in any business which required

a large share of thought and time. He says,
"

I saw that an humble man might live on
a little, and that where the heart was set

on greatness, success in business did not sat-

isfy the craving, but that commonly, with
the increase in wealth, the desire of wealth
increased."

While we may not dwell so much on such
matters as these, there are other subjects

which we consider vitally important, but which
in those days were looked upon as matters of

utmost insignificance. The taking of intoxi-

cating liquors was a universal custom. Even
some of the most infiuential Friends were en-

gaged in breweries. Long before the Revolu-

tion they had found, however, that it was best

not to sell anything of the kind to the Indians.

But they considered it no mistake to take it

themselves. We find one Monthly .Meeting
" desires W B to supply what W
P stands in need of, it being some molas-

ses and some rum." Wine, or something of

the kind was always on hand, and everyone

drank freely. The majority were able to re-

sist the temptation of drinking to excess, but

frequently there was a weak one who yielded.

Mention is made of recorded ministers whom
the meeting thinks it necessary to prohibit
" the privilege of sitting in our meetings of

ministers and elders," because they had yielded

too far to this temptatiim. But even while

they grieve for the result, they do not alto-
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gether condemn the cause, for we find that

Friends are advised " not to take their beer

till after meetinfj;, as they are often seen in a

condition, w hen present, not to profit Ihereb.v."

The minutes of ihe meetinj^s include many
such items which we would leave out. Matters

were brought before the meetings which are

now left for committees to arrange. We can

hardly imagine such an acknowledgment as

the following being read in one of our Monthly

Meetings :

"Friends—Whereas I contended with my
neighbor, W S , for what I appre-

hended to be my right, by endeavoring to turn

a certain stream of water into its natural

course, till it arose to a personal ditference
;

in which dispute I gave way to a warmth of

temper so far as to put my Friend W into

the pond, for which action of mine, being con-

trary to the good order of Friends, 1 am sorry,

and desire through Divine assistance to live in

unity with him for the future.
" From your friend,

"J W ."

In looking into the changes which have come
over the life of the members of our Society, I

have tried to pay especial attention to those

which might affect the attendance of our meet-

ings.

The Greatness of Christianity.

The ideas of our Lord and Saviour .Jesus

Christ have not yet been realized in society.

If the Church has not realized them, it is cer-

tain that the world has not. All truth has

relation to the mind of the individual ; accord-

ing to the inherent greatness or littleness of

the individual, so will be his apprehensions of

truth. Nothing is more impressive than to

witness a mental giant struggling to rise to

the height of a great subject. Nothing is

more pitiable than to see a man who is consti-

tutionally very small, occupied in the mean
effort to bring a great subject down to his

own level. Canute, on the sea-shore, bidding

back the proud wave.s, is respectable by the

side of men who stand on the edge of Christi-

anity and bid its waves cease to roll. Christi-

anity is greater, morally, Intellectually, and
socially, tlian anything else in the world to-day.

There is nothing before the mind of man so

grand in its ideas. Time cannot measure them.
They begin in eternity past ; they stretch into

eternity future. Whenever Christianity is re-

jected by the individual it is proof positive of

the intellectual littleness or of the moral bad-

ness of the rejector. It is either too great or

too good for his reception. Christianity is

never rejected on any other ground than its su-

perior greatness or its unappreciated goodness.
Having made this assertion, it is necessary

to add that the ecclesiastical world does but
faintly represent the greatness and goodness
of Christianity. The churches, as organiza-
tions, are but feebly Christian. In most of
our churches are found men and women whose
excellence of disposition is far above the av-

erage religious professor. These, in the purity
of their spirit, in the sweetness of their tem-
per, in the devotion of their lives, are an ap-

proach to the true Christian conception. They
are what the whole Church, when developed,

will become. We often sigh, oh, if all were
thus, how powerful would the Church be.

—

Selected.

GUARD THT THOUGHTS.
As our thoughts so are our action.-i,

As we travel o'er life's plain.

Evil thoughts cause evil doing,

.4nd are followed e'er with pain:

But if thoughts are pure and noble.

Holy lives will then be led.

And tiie sunshine of love's kindness,

All around us, will be shed.

As the sowing, so the reaping.

In our lives, shall ever be.

If rewards of peace and pleasure.

For our souls, we wish to see.

Then let all our thoughts be noble,

Dwelling on the higher life.

So ovi souls will not be trammeled
By the bonds of mortal strife.

Martha Shepard Lippincott.

MOORESTOWN, N. J.

For "The Fkiknd."

Record Department of Friends' Library.

The Record Department of Friends' Library

was established in 1886, for the purpose of

providing a safe place of deposit for the rec-

ords of our Yearly Meeting and its subordinate

branches, where these valuable books would be

removed from the perils to which they are or-

dinarily subject. These perils are not only from
fire, but from other and even more serious dan-

gers incident to their being kept in private

hands or Meeting-house safes, or even in ordi-

nary banks or safe deposit companies.

The further design was to make such provi-

sions as would afford the officers and committees

of depositing Meetings, every facility possible

for the examination of their records, and at

the same time to protect them from the inspec-

tion of improper persons. The Record Depart-

ment is under the care of the Library Committee
of the Three Monthly Meetings of Friends, in

Philadelphia.

The Record vault is a fire-proof room, with

floor, ceiling and sides of stone, brick and iron,

37 feet long and 12 feet wide. It is furnished

with iron and steel fire-proof stacks, in which

the deposited records are arranged, each vol-

ume having its appropriate numb( r. It is

within the compass of Friends' Library Build-

ing, 142 N. Sixteenth Street, a structure itself

fire-proof, and separated by wide spaces on all

sides from any other buildings.

Under arrangements recently made, the Li-

brarian has been appointed Deputy Custodian,

and will afford authorized persons opportunity

to examine records at any time that the Library

is open, which is every week day from 11.30

A.M. to 2 P.M., and from 3 to 6 P.M., except
in the Seventh and Eighth Months, when it is

open two days in the week, only.

Of the eight Quarterly Meetings comprising
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, five have depos-

ited their records in the record vault, viz :

Cain, Western, Burlington, Haddonfield and Sa-

lem. In addition to these, the records of two
other now non-existent Quarterly Meetings,

Bucks and Shrewsbury and Rahway, have been
deposited.

Forty-four Monthly Meetings, which includes

some that have been laid down, and several

within the limits of non-depositing Quarterly

Meetings, have deposited their records witli

the Library Committee. A few charitable or-

ganizations connected with Friends, have also

placed their records in the vault.

The total number of volumes which have

been received up to the present time fr

Quarterly Meetings is 42 and from Mont
Meetings, 576 ; in all, GI8. Records fr

other sources, to the number of 58, have i

been received.

It will be borne in mind that many reco

were lost to the Society at the time of

separation, in 1827. Access to some of th

has been accorded, and they have been cop:

The aggregates given above embrace a

copies.

The attention of Friends generally is invi

to the facilities thus aftorced for the safe (

tody of records. Such may be sent to the

brary, at any time that it is open, and recei

will be issued for them. It is desirable, h
ever, that the Custodian should be notified

letter in advance when meetings design to s

their records.

George VaIiX,

1715 Arch Street. Custodx

A Talk with a Sea Diver.

He was the strangest looking being with

armor on, his copper helmet and breast-pli

the long connecting pipe that supplied him v

air, the rope about his waist with which he sigi

ed, when under water, to those above—one

;

meaning this, and two pulls meaning that—
foot-gear almost as strange as his head-gt

and tiie huge glass eyes, the windows thro

which he looked. He appeared like some ei

mously magnified insect, like some creature

over from the primeval world. He was on

diver going down to settle the position of

big stone just sunk with him for the bridge

midstream.

"AVhat do I find down there?" he said

reply to my question one evening, when
work was over, as he sat at the water-sid

every-day garments. "Not much here,

some water things of value, chests of old '

and jewels. In Boston bay, when I went d

'

to get a man-of-war's anchor, I found the

torn just strewn with lost anchors. Fine

for an old junk dealer that."
" Wedges of gold, great anchors, heap

pearl," I thought, as I quoted the line in

mind. "Are you never afraid?" I asked.

"Afraid of what?" he returned. "Thi

nothing to be afraid of in these latitudes a

you know your business."

"I meant of drowning," I said.
" How you going to drown ?

' The boat's

overhead with your lifelines: the fellows

are all the time pumping you down fresi

through the pipe. You can't drown while yc

plenty of fresh air to breathe."
" But what if the pipe collapsed?"
" Cant. It's three thick to begin with,'

coiled inside with copper wire to end
Can't."

" But can you see dowm there?" I persevi
" Oh yes, if it isn't too deep. The fello'

the boat can see you where you can't s

if you look up. Well when you look up its qi

There ain't no sky. It all ends at the sur M

The boat's a shadow; and there's the life-ia

swinging like long threads in the water, m

that's all."

"But what if it is too deep for you 1'
>'•

your way ?

"

" It has to be more than fifty feet fur

And then if it's dark water, or if it's i

night, there's a lantern that screws inti
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met, and scares the fishes well, I can tell

1."

'You must look like a star then, as you sink
'er and lower in the water."

'I guess they don't know what a star is.

t it would make a cat laugh to see them
,rry when I come along with the light in my

' But I should think your breath would mist
ir windows."

'No. The air they pump down keeps them
ar."

'But I don't see how you get down to the
torn. 1 should think the water would buoy
I up."
' Not when I have sixty pounds of lead on
ih shoulder, and ten on each shoe, and some
re at the waist to keep me straight."

'That's enough to sink you, anyway! And
n that copper breast-plate and shoulder
ce!"
' Crush your chest right in if you didn't wear
-the water would."

'But what if you got caught in anything?"
)ntinued, as he didn't seem troubled by my
istions.

' Well, I guess you want to steal my trade !

y, if I got tangled in the lines or anything,

only have to stop and cut of the leads, and
I'd fly like a cork. There ain't no danger,
, see."

'It's like life, isn't it—cut off the weights,

up you fly."

—

Harper's Young People.

The Soul at Rest.

'he end sought and prayed for by every hu-

1 being is rest, peace, contentment. Unless
have these we have nothing. We long for

m, yearn for them, but still pursue a course
ch renders it impossible to attain them, for

f when our faces are turned toward God and
is the central thought in our consciousness
they within reach.

'he soul occupies the same relations to and
qually dependent upon God. You are capa-

of great accomplishments, just as the seed
apable of growing into a forest tree. Your
tiny is so brilliant that you cannot look at it

bout awe, but if the seed rests on the sod
.ead of under it, if the subtle influences of

lire do not embrace and unfold it, it will al-

's remain a seed and never become a tree.

1 unless God is in your life and that cherished
h controls your aims and motives and ac-

ts not even eternity will be long enough for

to reach the end intended,

'here is an unrest in sin. That is the testi-

ly of human nature. We are so made that

lonesty cannot produce happiness any more
a discords can produce music,

here is nothing in the universe so beautiful

I soul which is doing God's work in God's
'. And there is nothing in the universe so

:less and miserable as a soul that by doubts
:vil deeds has cut the bond between itstlf

God and is careering through space under
guidance except that of passion or greed
Bxcitement, forever seeking the happiness
r.h forever eludes its grasp. An uneasy soul,

1 no purpose that is worthy of it, that tries

le satisfied with this world and fails, like the
gry man who dreams of a banquet and wakes
nd himself more hungry than ever—can you

conceive of a greater anomaly or look on a more
pitiful spectacle? When a man thinks God is

in the wrong and trusts his own folly instead
he swims against a current too strong for him.
You cannot defy the universe with impunity.
There is the law, and along its lines lie pastures
and orchards. Thrust the law aside and you
wander in a wilderness.

The unhappiness in men's lives demonstrates
the necessity of religion, not the religion of
dogma, but the religion of childlike faith, the
religion which the Christ taught and lived.

You can have a restful and peaceful life, but
the secret of it can only be learned at the
feet of the Master. There is a joy which a
thousand worlds such as this cannot give and
of which no trials or troubles can rob you. It

is the rest of the heart, the peace of trust.

Give me my faith in God and you are welcome
to all that remains. Take it away from me and
I can find no substitute for it in any corner of
the globe. Without it I am on the frozen moun-
tain side in winter, with no home in sight, but
with it I am sheltered from every storm and
heaven is on the other side of my earthly life.

G. H. Hepwokth.

For "The Friend."

Some Account of John and Mary Hampton.
fConlinued from page 196.)

Extract of a letter to his daughter, Lavina
Bedell, who was living in Dakota, under date
of Second Month, 1871 :

"Knowing of thy afiiiction and suffering,

we hear from time to time that thee gets
better, it has called forth all the sympathies
and anxieties that could be wrought in an af-

fectionate father. Yes, I have, according to

my measure, deeply felt for thee ; and have
craved for thee, that thee might not become
cast down in thy mind. I hope thee will be
cheerful and hope for the best and try to be
resigned, for ' He doeth all things well.'

" And, as I have very often thought of thee,

and as it were entered into feeling with thee,

some of the blessings and promises contained
in the Sacred Volume have came so fresh to

my mind . . . that I think to pen some
of them. It seems to me I may say to thee,
' Arise, shine ; for thy light is come and the
glory of the Lord is risen upon thee ; ' and
' Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven.' . . .

' Blessed are
the pure in heart, for they shall see God.' I

have no doubt but thee has read these lines and
been comforted by them. There are also a few
other passages that I feel like quoting :

' Let
not your heart be troubled, ye believe in God,
believe also in me ; in my Father's house are
many mansions, if it were not so I would have
told you. I go to prepare a place for you.'

And again, 'He that dwelleth in the secret

place of the Most High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty,' . . . Precious
promises ! There are very many others which
I might enumerate, and which are very en-

couraging in affliction, or to an exercised mind,
and, I believe, as we ponder over these things
with a single eye to the great Giver, that He
will manifest himself to us, to our great com-
fort ; and we can better bear up under trials

and afllictions. Although pain and suffering

are now thy portion, and may at times seem
very discouraging, yet how many who have
been reduced much lower have become well

I and hearty ! The slender thread of all our
lives is in the hands of our Merciful Creator,
and for aught I know thee may yet enjoy many
bright and happy days. And should it be thy
portion to live and enjoy a good home and kind
companion, the searching of heart in this af-
fliction will be no hurt to thee, even through a
long life to old age, for I believe the beat people
are the happiest. True religion does not keep
us all the time with a long face and sober coun-
tenance, but innocent and cheerful^a cheer-
fulness that enjoys life—friends, and the many
comforts and blessings bestowed by a great
Benefactor on his creature man. 1 must quit
lest thee say, ' Physician, heal thyself ! ' Well,
I know I am a poor, weak creature ; but being
so does not hinder one from having aff'ectionate
feelings and . . a deep interest . . for
the good of mankind, and, particularly, for
one's dear children.

Diary, Fourth Month 17th, 1871.—"This af-
ternoon our dearly beloved youngest daughter,
who had returned from the West and been with
us six weeks, very quietly and peacefully
breathed her last. Although the trial is hard
for human nature to bear, yet from the many
weighty sayings expressive of her peace of
mind and resignation to the Divine Will, we
feel the assurance that her peace was made
and that our loss is her everlasting gain, which
is cause for joy in the midst of grief. And as
I take a retrospective view of the many favors
and blessings that have been dispensed to me
all my life long even to the present day, my
heart overflows with gratitude and praise to
my Heavenly Father. Oh, what cause for joy
and rejoicing when I look back to the peaceful
close of my dear parents, who gave so much
evidence that they were favored with the over-
flowing of the Father's love, as also that of my
dear, departed brothers and sisters ! And the
language is again revived that was so much
with me when I was a child ; namely, ' Let me
die the death of the righteous, and let my last

end be like his.'

In a letter to Mary Emmons, a Friend who
was blind, occurs the following : Tenth Month,
1871.

" De.\r Friend—Thy situation has taken a
deep hold of me, and in feelings of solicitude

for thee I write ; although I feel that I am a
poor, weak creature, and that it is a great
thing to take my pen to address thee in this

way. What passed through my mind the day
I left thy pleasant home has often revived

;

for, while the distance was each moment widen-
ing between us, thy situation was feelingly

brought before me, and the language of the
dear Redeemer presented itself in his answer
to the question, ' Who did sin, this man or his

parents, that he was born blind ?
' The answer

was 'Neither hath this man sinned nor his

parents, but that the works of God should be
made manifest in him.'

Now I believe that He doeth all things right,

and that He doth not willingly afflict the chil-

dren of men, but ' Whom the Lord loveth He
chasteneth and scourgeth every son whom He
receiveth.' And though thy affliction is great,

. . . no doubt it is in the counsels of his

\visdom for thy good, and not for thine only,

but for mine, and, perhaps, many others. He
who holdoth the thread of our lives, could as
easily take away our iiearing. and our feeling,

as our sight ; so that we have abundant cause
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to be thankful, and to praise and magnify his

great name for his goodness and his mercy, in

that thy atfliction is no worse than it is ; and

I have craved for thee that thee might have

patience and be resigned to his will. 'Let

Patience have her perfect work.' Yea, and
' In patience possess ye your souls.' As this

virtue is abode in, afflictions may be blessings

in disguise ; and the works of God may be

made manifest in thee as in the one formerly.

for our ways are not his ways or our thoughts

his thoughts. ' He hath put down the mighty

from their seats and exalted them of low de-

gree.'
" But why should I write thus ? Thee knows

these things, and I believe thee knows where

to look for comfort, and I have desired for thee

and for myself, that we may more and more
look unto Him from whom all consolation

comes, that as this ' earthly tabernacle ' faileth

our 'spiritual strength may be renewed day by

day.' For ' here we have no continuing city ;

'

but happy will it be for us if these trials and

afflictions are borne with patience and resigna-

tion, that they may work for us a ' far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory.'"

Truly thy friend,

John Hampton.

Diary, Tenth Month 18th, 1871 :
" To take

the pen to add anything to my diary, with-

out a right qualification, seems too much like

trying to steady the Ark, unbidden. I have

for some time endured poverty, leanness and

distress, insomuch that at times I have almost

despaired of ever beholding the King in his

glory, or the arising of the light of his coun-

tenance upon me, in which time there has been

great searching of heart to know why it is so,

or why I am thus forsaken. But to-day, on

reading the accounts of some of the Lord's

valiants, I find it is no new thing for his chosen

ones to be thus tried. Then why should I, a

poor, weak, little one, complain ? And the

language revives in my heart, ' Goodness and

mercy have followed me all the days of my life,'

and also, '
I shall yet praise Him who is the

health of my countenance and my God.'

"

(To be continued.)

An Idle Day.—" If I could only have one

whole day to do nothing but play in, how happy
I should be !" said Rosie to her mother at

breakfast time.
" Try it," said her mother. " Play as much

as you like. Try it to-day."

How the children going to school envied

Rosie, as she swung on the gate and watched
them passing by. No hard lessons for her.

When they had gone she ran into the garden,

picked some gooseberries for a pudding, and

carried them into the kitchen.

"No, Rosie! That is work. Take them away."

Rosie looked serious. She got her doll and

played with it, but soon tired; her shuttle-

cock, but did not care for it; her ball, it bounced

into the kitchen window. Rosie peeped in after

it. Mother was shelling peas.
" May I help you, Mother?"
" No, Rosie, this isn't play."

Rosie strolled away with slow, lagging foot-

steps to the garden again. She leaned against

the fence and watched the chickens. Soon she

heard her mother setting the table for dinner,

and longed to help. After dinner Rosie took

her little bag of patchwork and stole away to

the barn with it, for she could stand idleness

no longer.
" Mother," she said, as she gave her a good-

night kiss, "
I understand now what the teacher

meant when she said, ' He has hard work who
has nothing so do.'

"

—

Exchuni/e.

THE NEW YEAR.
I know rot what the coming year

May bring to me of joy or pain
;

I only know He will be near

Whose loving maketh all things plain.

I know not what strange shade may fall

Upon my pathway ; but I know
He yet will hear and heed my call

And lead me whither I should go.

It may be over mountains wild
;

It may be through the valleys sweet
;

But He will never leave his child

To wander with unguarded feet.

And still I know his sun will shine,

His rains will fall, his grasses grow,
His stars will shed their light benign,

His rivers to the ocean flow.

I know how fair the days will glide

When summer decks the smiling land,

Jlountains in solemn peace abide.

And all the hills in halo stand

And while he heeds the rains and snows,

And sets the stars their watch to keep

—

Cares for the humblest weed that grows,

And wakes it from its winter's sleep.

While every wind blows by his grace,

And rainbows span the steadfast blue,

Each flower unfailing finds its place,

And knows its time and season too,

I will not doubt his constant care.

Nor fear his promised love will cease,

Who, whether days be dark or fair.

Can keep my soul in perfect peace.

Luella Clark, in The Transcript.

Your Mother.

I want to speak to you of your mother. It

may be that you noticed a careworn look upon
her face. Of course, it has not been brought
there by any act of yours; still it is your duty

to chase it away. I want you to get up to-

morrow morning and get breakfast. When
your mother comes and begins to express her

surprise, go right up to her and kiss her. You
can't imagine how it will brighten her dear

face.

Besides, you owe her a kiss or two. Long
ago, when you were a little girl, she kissed

when no one else was tempted by your fever-

tainted breath and swollen face. You were
not as attractive then as you are now. Through
years of childish sunshine and shadows she was
always ready to cure, by the magic of a mother's

kiss, the little, dirty, chubby hands whenever
they were injured in those first skirmishes with

the rough old world.

Her face has more wrinkles than yours; and
yet, if you were sick, that face would appear
far more beautiful than an angel's as it hovered
over you, watching every opportunity to min-
ister to your comfort.

She will leave you one of these days. These
burdens, if not lifted from her shoulders, will

break her down. These rough hard hands,

which have done so many necessary things for

you will be crossed upon her lifeless breast.

Those neglected lips, which gave you your fir

baby kiss, wall be forever closed, and those sa

tired eyes will have opened in eternity, ai

then you will appreciate your mother, but

will be too late.

—

Eli Perkins.

[The following communication was practice

ly finished before the author had seen the art

cle which appeared two weeks ago on "A
Aspect of the Pastoral Question."

—

Ed.]

To some of us, who are members of the Si

ciety of Friends, not only through inheritanc

but also through conviction and a belief in tl

truth of its princii)les, the various points of i

doctrines stand forth in that purity and sic

plicity which has but one Author. And whi

we can and should regard with charity thoi

of our fellow travellers who cling to form ai

ceremony, these points of our doctrines a:

sharpened and emphasized by comparison wi

the methods and requirements of other forr

of church government ; and a feeling of than

fulness is begotten in us, that we are privile

ed to hold membership in such a highly favon

organization as our Society is. May we !

diligently concerned to be as living membe
in the Church

!

The following extract from the Chimgn 1

ter-Ocean, quoting the words of a proniine

writer, appeared in the columns of one of o

leading daily papers one week ago, and is a s.

commentary on the qualifications of a minist,

demanded by many of the church-goers of li

day
;
yet it is encouraging to realize that o

views of the essential qualifications and rig

exercise of true Gospel Ministry would not pt

mit the existence of such a condition among

Short of immorality and unbelief, one cannot i

agine a greater hindrance to the energy of

Church than a large proportion of aged and infi

ministers in active duty. For this will mean (

"

lete theology, the neglect of the young, isolate

from the spirit of the day, and endless wranglL

Nothing would more certainly re-enforce the ener

of the Church than the compulsory retirement u{

satisfactory terms of every minister above the !

of sixty.

We know that the Great Head of the (.'hui

often sees fit to call into the service of

Gospel those who are young in years, and

history of our Society is rich in the exarap

of youthful, yet powerful ministers, some
whom have sealed their testimonies with th

lives. \Ve rejoice in the faithfulness of thi

who in their youth are called by our Heave:

Father to testify for Him, but one of the

mirable features of our Society is the reverei

and esteem with which our members, older i

younger, regard those ambassadors of the Lo

who have grown old in his service ; those, v

in the days of their first visitations, were in

prime and vigor of their lives, but who r

are wearing the silvered locks of old age.

is true that with most of these the physi

abilities are declining, but in place of them

we not find a far deeper spiritual experienc

As the vigor and impulsiveness of youth

middle age give way to advancing years, do

not see instead, a grace, a dignity, and a po'

that is only possessed by those who long h

been wntcliful and willing ministers of his woi

Is there not a sweetness and a fragrance in >

spirits of these, that only can be found in

fruition of a life spent in His service, and dfli
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love to sit at their feet, and profit by their

isel and experience ?

elieving then, in the Divine qualification

appointment of the ministry, ice do not

ry, because our ministers are passing the

of sixty. Believing in the direct revelation

he Holy Spirit to our ministers, without re-

1 to rank, talent, age, or learning, \ec do

fear that the infirmity of age will be as a

ranee to the growth of the Church,

elieving in the free gift of the ministry,

the exercise of it without money and with-

price, we are not fearful that our ministers

feel hampered in the declaration of the

h, lest they should offend any, and thus

mger their means of livelihood,

elieving, as Wm. Penn says, of the minis-

who were raised in the beginning of our

ety, that " They were changed men before

went about to change others," and that

16 bent and stress of their ministry was

version to God, regeneration and holiness
;

schemes of doctrines, and verbal creeds,

lew forms of worship," we do not fear

our ministers will fall into " obsolete the-

y " nor " isolation from the spirit of the

; " for the spirit of the day surely does not

nonize with the Spirit of Truth.

h ! the beauty, the simplicity, the purity

doctrine like ours ; does it not shine forth

1 yet more brilliantly by the contrast just

n, and should not we, of this day and gen-

ion, see to it, that we keep our heritage in

ts ancient purity, free from the little foxes,

. do and will spoil the tender vines if we
:d not carefully against their entrance ?

ndividuals, who will certainly be held ac-

itable for the care of these principles,

led down to us with the cost of blood on

n, let us " Stand fast in the liberty where-

i Christ hath set us free, and be not again

.ngled with the yoke of bondage."

Wm. C. Cowperthwaite.
iDDONFIELD, N. J.,

Twelfth Month 29th, 1899.

EPAMATiON.— Dr. Waugh had a great dis-

to every thing bordering on slander or de-

ation, though he was well aware, also, that

ity among Christians, according to cove-

c obligations, is the solemn duty of all.

he following is an illustration of his char-

T on this point :

—

person had travelled all the way from
'ton to his father's house, to give him an

ivorable report concerning one of the mem-
. of their congregation. Some friends be-

with him this person was requested to stay

dine with them. After dinner he took oc-

on in a jocular manner, to ask each person

irn, how far he had ever known a man to

,el to tell an evil report of his neighbor,

In some gave one reply and some another.

lit last came to this individual, but without

[ing for his self-condemning reply, or un-

Usarily exposing him, he stated that he had
ly met with a Christian professor appa-

ily so zealous for the church as to walk

Iteen miles with no other object than that

making known the failures of a brother

;iber. He then in a warm and impressive

ner enlarged on the praise of that charity

I'h covers a multitude of sins, which " re-

i?th not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the

For "The Fkiend."

The Faithful Suffering of a Conscript Friend.

Since the death of my father, in looking over
some of his papers, I found a short account of
his treatment at the time he was drafted writ-

ten to a friend. I have felt for some time like

sending a portion of it to the columns of The
Friend, now while our country is involved in

war, hoping it might strengthen the faith of

some dear reader of The Friend if ever called

upon to uphold the testimony of Friends in re-

gard to war, as he was.

He says :
" When many of our friends were

fearful of being drafted, this language pre-

sented itself as a stay to my mind, 'Thou wilt

keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed

on thee, because he trusteth in thee,' so that I

had no will of my own, but felt resigned to the

will of Him who doeth all things well.

"After having been notified by an officer

that I was drafted, previous to the date I was
to appear, I paid the Provost-iMarshal a visit

to inform him of my conscientious scruples

against war. On my way the watchword was
the same as was sounded in the ears of Thomas
Shillitoe when he went before some of the great

men of England ;
' Fear not with their fear,

lest I confound thee before them.' When I

received orders to appear in person, I replied

by letter to the above officer :

—
' I have made

up my mind to adhere to the higher law of

Him who hath said, ' Thou shalt not kill,' and,

therefore, would decline attending to thy or-

ders.'

"After being taken by an officer to the

county seat and put in soldiers' uniform (be-

cause 1 refused to dress myself) in an unguarded
moment I was about to sign my name to what
afterwards proved the muster roll, (for I had
been wrongly informed what it was) when He,

who had been following me with his everlasting

love, sent my friend, who had gone to another

part of town, back to prevent me. They tried

to persuade by threats, etc., but I remained
firm, while this language strengthened me,
' Let them do their worst,' the fear of man
being taken away.

"That night while sleeping closely guarded,

I was favored with a covering of Divine regard

and having it brought to my remembrance as

though spoken to me, ' Be of good cheer, Paul;

thou hast testified of me at Jerusalem ; thou

shalt bear witness of me also at Rome,' (Alliance

and Columbus standing for 'Jerusalem' and
' Rome').

" After reaching the barracks at Columbus
my friend and I did not feel free to form in

line at the tap of the drum to march or drill.

This misdemeanor was reported up to the Major-

General. When brought before him we found

a man tremulous with rage. After he had

spent himself railing out against us, etc., he

said, ' When you are commanded to drill, drill,

or you will be forced to at the point of the

bayonet !'

" That afternoon all were required to drill,

but this we could not do, fearing to do despite

to the Spirit of Grace made manifest in the

heart. While alone I put up my cries to Is-

rael's unslumbering Shepherd, craving that He
who preserved Daniel in the lion's den would

arise for our deliverance, for I felt as though

I would rather lay down my life than dishonor

his name. I then experienced a calm in the

midst of seeming danger. That evening we

were conducted to the guard house as a pun-
ishment.

"Though confined with the most wicked
human beings, I trust I shall remember till my
dying day the happy nights my friend and I

passed there with nothing but our blankets to

lie on. One night I .seemed to see a helpless

infant under the feet of the guards, while my
heart seemed drawn out in sympathy lest it

should be crushed. Just then some hand
seemed to snatch it up. This assured me be-

yond doubt that I was under the care of Provi-

dence, therefore I need fear no evil. A few
days previous to this we were taken out again
by a few oflficers who were disposed to terrify

us, to drill. I told them, ' If you force us along
we will have to go, but as I do not expect to

kill anyone, I do not wish to learn the trade.'

Soon a demand came for more men in Shenan-
doah Valley, and I went up to see if I would
be allowed to take an overcoat, when I learned

my name was not taken. With what a thank-
ful heart I returned to prison !

" Ere long an order came from the Secretary
of War granting my release. Thus was I taken
from the hands of unprincipled men and re-

stored to the bosom of my family without in-

jury. All praise to Him who enabled me to

endure the cross, despising the shame, to his

glory !

"

^Vji. Shaw.

From a Correspondent.

We need not expect an awakening in relig-

ious life while people are ready to anticipate

God's orders. The enemy is on the alert to

press us into service—to retard the upbuilding

of Christ's glorious kingdom here on earth,

consequently the necessity of hearing the Word,
" I Am, hath sent me unto you." This memo-
rial should be the test of our call to gospel

ministrations. I have never read of Satan hav-

ing the prerogative to assert himself by the

name of the Almighty, nor have 1 ever read of

the Lord calling unholy or unsanctified persons

to go and preach the pure gospel. Ministers

should first cleanse themselves, as the True
Light shines into the hidden recesses of their

own hearts, until the carnal mind is brought
into complete subjection to the power and
Spirit of Christ. Preaching that the blood of

the Lord Jesus Christ cleanseth from all sin,

while we ourselves are not cleansed, is a retro-

version of truth.

Although it is a fact that the more we be-

come able to contemplate the perfection of

Christ, the more we realize our own imperfec-

tions and the more we cry out, " When I awake
in thy likeness then shall I be satisfied." We
shall always find it necessary to watch and pray,

lest we enter into temptation, that we bring

not reproach upon the precious gospel of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to whom be all

power and glory, and dominion and might, now
and forever, amen. J. Jennings,
Yarker, Ontario.

A MAN in Portland, Maine, a few years since

in time of poverty announced in the daily paper
that he would give a bag of flour, a bushel of

meal, and a sack of potatoes or something
about equivalent to them—to any family who
were poor, who did not use tobacco, drink whis-

key, or keep a dog. He was willing to do this

for a hundred families; but he did not have one

single applicant for his bounty.
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Moosa writes that a number of fissures were made in the

ground at that place, twenty or more feet in length.

There were 513 deaths in this city last week, reported

God has no human assistants in keeping the

divine chronicle. He does not need the infer- _
^

mation or advice of a man's neighbor in record-
j
^y tjjg jjoard of Health. This is 51 more than the previou

ing his life. None of the .iudgments of the week and 200 less Uian the cjjrresponding^vveek of 189S1

world influence Him. A man may go through '"' '
'""' "'

-^

•->'"'--'-• ^^

life lauded and honored and envied, and yet be

written a failure in Cod's bonk. The opinions

of men do not affect < lod's opinion. He, alone,

is the Author of the greit book of records.

—Forward.

Sl!MM.\RY OF EVENTi".

Uniteh STATK.S.- The monthly statement of the public

debt shows that at the close of business. Twelfth Month

30th, ISiW, the debt, less cash in the Treasury, amounted

to $1,134,300,007, a decrease for the month of $5,791,-

"The statistics for the year 1899, says the New York

ICor/rf, make a most imposing exhibit of the country's

industrial growth. It is shown that the volume of trade,

foreign and domestic, was the largest ever recorded. The

exports for the twelve months amounted in value to $1,-

276,000,000, with imports slightly in excess of $8,000,-

000. The bank clearings, which afford one indication of

the volume of domestic business, are given by Bradstreet's

as $93,300,000,000. The figures show an increase over a

year ago of 36 per cent., and of 74 per cent, over 1897.

There is a gain of 51 per cent, over 1892, and, as com-

pared with 1894, the clearings have practically doubled.

The statistics available indicate the number of failures as

the smallest for seventeen years. The railroad earnings

are the largest for any year in the history of the country.

There has also been a larger amount of railroad construc-

tion than for several years previous, most of it being ex-

tensions by existing companies. Wage advances have

been general throughout the United States. One of the

significant features, as developed in the annual resume, is

that the greatest increased activity has been in manufac-

turing. The wheat production showed a falling off, and

there was a large decrease in the yield of cotton. The

corn crop was heavy. The falling off in the exportation

of agricultural products was more than counterbalanced

by the increased exportation of manufactured goods.

Captain Leary, Governor of Guam, has abolished the

Spanish system of peonage, amounting to slavery, and has

deported all the Spanish priests from the island.

The State Department has cabled to Ambassador Choate

at London, directing him to inform the British Govern-

ment that the United States does not admit the right of

England to seize cargoes of American goods on the three

merchant vessels which were recently overhauled by

British war ships off the South African coast. This is the

usual preliminary step looking to an investigation of the

subject, which, it is believed, will be satisfactorily ad

justed

Lucien Marechal, chief engineer of the Paris, Lyons and

Mediterranean Railroad of France, who is in this country

on a tour of inspection, has placed an order with the

Pressed Steel Car Company of Pittsburg, for 500 steel

gondola cars. This order marks the introduction of

American steel cars on the European Continent, and may

be considered a new epoch of railroad equipment in the

Old World.

The $33,000,0110 canal at Chicago, at present used for

sewage disposal, but ultimately to be a ship canal also,

was opened on the 2nd inst., after seven years of hard

work by the trustees of the Sanitary District, which is the

name of a corporation including the larger part of the

city of Chicago and many of its suburbs. It is a great

triumph for scientific engineering, and Iwill be a part of a

ship canal from Chicago to the Gulf of Mexico.

A Leavenworth (Kan.) jointist has brought suit against

an insurance company to recover on $200 worth of liquor

destroyed by tire. The claim is contested by the com-

pany on the grounds that it does not have to pay loss of

goods which the laws of the state say it is unlawful to

sell or to hold for sale.

A petrified forest in a sandstone formation has been

discovered in Routt County, Cal.

Samuel Johnson, colored, who was serving a life sen-

tence in the Eastern Penitentiary for the murder of our

Friend John Sharpless, in 1885, was found dead in his cell

in the Eastern Penitentiary on New Year's day.

Reports received at San Diego, Cal., from interior points

show that the recent earthquake was the cause of a num-

ber of strange occurrences. The mud volcanoes on the

desert near the Colorado River have become active after

a long rest, and are now spouting mud again. The natural

gas wells near Yuma are also in working order since the

heavy quake. They have been lighted, and the glare at

night can be seen for many miles. A correspondent from

1899.

Of the foregoing 276 were males and 239 females : 151

died of pnuemonia ; 58 of heart diseases; 52 of consump-

tion ; 24 of diphtheria; 18 of nephritis; 16 of old age ; 16

of bronchitis ; 14 of convulsions; 13 of urieraia ; 12 of

cancer; 11 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ;

10 of peritonitis, 10 of marasmus, and 9 of apople.xy.

Markets. &e.— V. S. 2's, 102J; 4'8, reg., 114| a 115;

now 4-s, 134 a 135 ; 5's 113 a 113J; 3'8, reg., 109i a

109i; coupon, llOJ a 110?.

Cotton.—Demand from spinners was light, but the

market was unchanged, on a Ijasis of 7}Jc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour.-$3.15 a $3.35, per

barrel as to quality. Buckwheat Flour.—$2.35 a $2.50

per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Gr.un.—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 314c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 6 a 6Jc.; good, 5J a 5|c.; me-

dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4J a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 45 a 5c.; good, 4i a 4ic.;

medium, 3i a 4c.; common, 2 a 3Jc.; lambs, 5 a 6Jc.

Hogs.—Western, 6 a 6ic.; others, 6i, with outlook for

further improvement.

Foreign—A great battle was fought at Ladysmith on

the 6th inst., and raged for seventeen hours ; 20,000 Boers

were engaged, and their entrenchment was captured three

times by General White, the Boers being finally repulsed.

General White's position is thought to be very critical.

The Filipino stronghold, Commanche, on Mount Aragat,

was captured on the 5th inst. by Captain Leonhauser.

Lieutenant Gillmore and nineteen other American pris-

oners, rescued from the rebels, arrived at Manila on the

6th inst. from Vigan. They were found on Twelfth Month

18th, near the head waters of the Abalet River, after they

had been abandoned by the Filipinos.

Lieutenant Gillmore " thought the insurrection would

last as long as there were any Tagalos left
!"

Hard fighting occurred south of Manila, in Cavite Pro-

vince, on the 6th and 7th insts. The insurgents lost heav-

ily, and their General Risal was captured.

Ail the Powers concerned have now agreed to maintain

the open-door policy in China. China, herself, can offer

no objection, even if disposed to do so, and as each of the

Powers is interested in preventing the others from closing

any port, the policy may be considered as established.

Hereafter trade with China, at least in the treaty ports,

is free to the world.

The underground railway at Paris, which is nearing

completion, will have a total length of nearly eight miles.

It is expected that it will be open for traffic next Sixth

Month.

In spite of the enormous territorial extent of the French

colonial possessions, which comprise all varieties of cli-

mate, these vast domains are of little or no profit to Freiich

commerce.
Exports from Berlin to the United States during the

last quarter of 1899 were $1,678,840, an increase over

the corresponding quarter in 1898 of $493,254. For the

calendar year Berlin's exports were $6,633,882, or an in-

crease over 1898 of $1,306,703.

The Russian Government has ordered all the rivers of

the empire surveyed, with a view to connecting all the

important streams with canals.

An earthquake on New Year's Day destroyed ten vil-

lages in the Achalkalak district of the Government of Ti-

flis,in Russia. A despatch from Tifiis, dated First Month

4th, says : Altogether thirteen villages in the Achalkalak

district of this Government have experienced earthquake

shocks. Six of these places have been completely de-

stroyed, and eight hundred bodies have already been re-

The gold find for 1899 in New South Wales was 509,418

ounces, an increase of 168,925 ounces over 1898.

It is believed in the city of Me.xico, in scientific circles,

that there will be a series of earthquakes in North Amer-

ica in the coming months. The seismic circle is said to

be appearing.
, , . ,

A Rio de Janeiro despatch says that the bubonic plague

has broken out in the city and neighborhood of Sao Paulo.

Photography of sounds has reached a point said to es-

tablish the fact that there is no such thing as absolute

silence. The machine used is so sensitive that it records

the lightest current of air passing through a room and

distant noises the ear cannot detect.

Collier's Weekly states that the pigeon post established

at Ladysmith and Durban for carrying war messagea

been such a success that special appropriations for incr

ing the service will be recommended by the War 01Rc«

good deal of this success of the pigeon service is du(

the skill and energy of Colonel Hassard, of the Royal

gineors, who has spent years in pigeon culture for

this sort of emergency, and he has demonstrated the

ness of the birds for war purposes. Colonel Hassard,

was stationed at the Cape before hostilities broke

systematically trained his pigeons for carrying mi-sBi

across the rough, mountainous land, and his various pi{

posts were of the greatest value in keeping the home

fice apprised of the exact condition of the army.

Nearly every civilized government now has carrier-

eons connected with both their war and navy departm*

France has entered into pigeon culture more oxtensi

than any other European power, and it is roughly estini

that there are two hundred and fifty thousand pigeOB

that country trained for war emergencies. The pi|

service has been established in France since 1870.

The German War Department owns about ten thoo

pigeons, but they have a system of reserves which

can call into service in times of war. The owners of

vate lofts have to register their carrier-jiigeons, and

War Department knows exactly how many of the bir

can obtain at a moment's notice.

The Austrian Government also relies largely upon

vate owners' pigeons for service in times of war. E

bird in the country has to be registered, and not one

4)6 sold or sent out of the country without permissioi

Italy's pigeon post was established in 1872, and £

and Portugal inaugurated similar systems a few j

later.

There are one thousand homing pigeons on the boo:

the British navy, and several times this number on

books of the army. In the past ten years the United SI

Army and Navv departments have been interested ii

carrier-pigeons, and we have posts established in diffi

points throughout the country. Their services have

useful chiefly in the navy, and experiments are being!

constantly in communicating by this means betweei

shore and the ships.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience oi

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reque

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twent

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Su\

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

A meeting for worship is appointed by author

Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the mei

house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the

inst., at eight o'clock.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhobort;
First Month 9th.

A. B $-2
; J. S. W., $20 ; A II., ••?300

;
West G

Pa.. $11.58; F. G. K., *f. ; T. E. K. and fiunily,

Chester Monthlv Meeting, Pa., additional, $Ui->.5t

M., $5 ; W. G. E., N va Scotia, $1 ; G. Mc G., f:

F., $1.

FIND FOR PURCHASE OF SPINNING WnEEU

J. T. L., $3;S. F. P., $100.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 2!'i2 S. Front St.

Died, at the residence of her son-in-law, Albert I

Norwich, Ontario, Canada, on the twenty-sevei

Eleventh Month, 1899, Isabella Hender.>!0N, wid

Joseph Henderson, in the seventy-fifth year of her

valued member and minister of Norwich Monthly M

of Friends. Having been in poor health for som«

she seemed gradually to fail until she was unable ti

her bed, when she, as well as others, considered i

doubtful if she should recover ; but she expressed

as feeling nothing in the way, that she had a hopt

was a place for her above, yet said she had notl

trust in but the mercy of God in Christ Jesus, b

heard to repeat with emphasis part of a favorite

learned when she was young

—

" Oh ! to grace how great a debtor.

Daily I'm constrained to be.

Let thy grace. Lord, like a fetter,
^

Bind my wandering soul to thee.'

Her family and friends have the comforting

that she is.forever at rest.
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;t week at the close of a Friends' meeting,

strangers were departing, when one of

was heard to say, " If there's one thing

than another that distinguishes the Friends

other Christians, it is simplicity of man-

and of worship. And I believe Christ

, have it so, in all worship everywhere."

a former occasion, in the evening, two

; men in that same house were sitting for

:st time in a Friends' meeting. At length

f them whispered to the other, " If this

pure worship, then I don't know what

lip is!" '

nother evening meeting there, two bishops,

lad come from the Southern States to at-

1 convention in Philadelphia, found seats.

sire was silently felt that the meeting

; be held in living silence, rather than

words unauthorized. The meeting was a

one. The bishops wanted to linger and

ibout its meaning. One of them said, " I

been much impressed and refreshed in

ipportunity to worship in a repose of soul.

3 telling my brother here that if some

:s of that silence which ' was in heaven

lalf an hour ' could be introduced into

of our noisy conventions, it would be

I better for us."

cause we have said that some parties, pro-

ig for Peace, but not in the Spirit of

t nor under our Society's name, have dis-

ced the cause and much closed the public

5 the voice of the Society of Friends, it is

y unnecessary to infer from this that we

urage brethren from doing what their

\i find to do, in the ripht spirit. We have

uty to do, as the way may open, though

jlainers who are off from the Christian

lid have made the road harder for us. A
ft editorial pointing to that fact, was sim-

n explanation of one way by which our

> s for peace are now seemingly seriously

ted, but in no wise an intended intimation

ijthey should be suspended.

Wherever there is a right opening for a ser-

vice in so righteous a cause, under a sense

of right authority let us faithfully occupy it

whether individually or as a body. But we
repeat, that a spirit of denunciation will not

help our cause, anl that such as rely upon

that method have helped to wound it. Our

method must be found in the Prince of Peace

himself, who said "To this end came I into

the world that I should bear witness unto the

Truth." Our confidence is in the witnessing

for the Truth, more than against fellow-beings,

as Christ's way of overcoming error. The

burden of our concern is, to encourage the

overcoming of evil with good, and to discourage

attempts to overcome it with evil.

There is ample room for criticism of any

policy that means war or conducts it. We
have not been free from reflecting on the same,

editorially; and personally the writer expects

no war to have the endorsement of his vote.

But where any peace-workers have seemed to

make criticism their mainstay, (and such, so

ia,r as we know, were not of our religious So-

ciety), we deprecate the effect. It does not

promote the cause of peace on earth and good

will to men, but it sets it back in the house of

its would-be friends.

City and State, in a recent issue, alludes to

the stir caused by a late Fast-Day proclama-

tion in which Governor Rollins, of New Hamp-
shire, asserted a serious decline in religious in-

terest in that State. When the proclamation

was issued these assertions were warmly dis-

puted, but the Governor has recently reaffirmed

them, defending his position before the (Con-

gregational Ministers' Union, presenting the

subject more pointedly than before. This as-

serted decline in religious interest is attributed

by the Governor to several causes. "Many of

the clergy," he says, "follow the religion of

the newspapers, thereby becoming no longer

spiritual guides of the people." The question

of amusing the people, so as to attract them

to "join the church," the Governor considers

peculiarly damaging. There is too much at-

tention to this, he believes, "too many candy-

pulls, too little straight gospel, too many 'En-

deavorers' and too little real endeavor among
the young people." It would not be amiss were

some among the professing Society of Friends

seriously to consider the Governor's points.

They are of vital interest to all professing

Christians.

J. C. M.

The Employment of Indians for " Wild West

"

Shows.

There was published, a few weeks ago, a
statement that the Commissioner of Indian

Affairs, W. A. Jones, had issued an order pro-

hibiting the taking of Indians from their res-

ervations for " Wild West Show " and similar

purposes. It was further stated, a few days

later, that a prominent promoter of these

shows was on his way to Washington to have,

if possible, the alleged order rescinded. A
Friend, who has been, for many years, concerned

as to the demoralizing effects of the shows on

the Indians, thus drawn into this life on the

road and on exhibition, as well as their frequent

pernicious educational effects on the youthful

attenders, concluded a renewed remonstrance

to the Commissioner, as follows :

" If there be any propriety and manner of

use in showing the rougher, and, as we hope,

the nearly vanished life of the frontier Indian,

with its scalping raids, robbing the overland

mail coach, and the like, there would be the

same use in realistically perpetuating the tra-

ditions of the volunteer fire department of

some of our cities, when the service became so

greatly demoralized through bitter rivalries,

often resulting in bloody encounters between

the factions, that it needed to be superseded

by the organized paid fire department, as we
know it to-day, in which efficiency and humane-

ness in the service are the characteristics that

count. ' Let the time past suffice,' is a good

Scripture motto, I believe, in the matter of

uncommendable Indian ways, as well as those

of the whites,, and it can hardly be profitable

for the actors in the scenes, and the witnesses,

to revert to them."

In his response (12 mo., 28th, 1899.) to the

foregoing representation, the Commissioner

says, that "while there has been no direct

order issued by the Bureau, I have fully deter-

mined that no permit will be given by this

office (permitting Indians to attend exhibitions

similar to the Wild West Show and others) as

long as I am connected with it, and I feel sure

the Secretary will uphold me in the matter."

It is further gratifying to know that the

Superintendent of Indian Schools, Estelle Reed,

is in full accord with the above -indicated

humane policy^ L-

MoTHKRS-iN"-L.\w.— I have often listened

with pain to charges against fathers and moth-

ers-in-law, and wished the accusers could put

themselves in the place of the accused, believ-

ing that, could they feel the difficulty of the

situation, they would be forced to excuse,

where they were actually eager to condemn; and

would acknowledge thai they had often been led

into unreasonable expectations, by the influence

of painful competition, the result of which was,

as usual, unjust and ungenerous detraction.

—

Amelia Opie.
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Spirit of the Lord, all life is thine,

Now fill Thy Church with life and power divine

That manv children may be born to Thee,

And spread thy knowledge like the boundless sea,

To Christ's great praise.

For "Thk Kkikni'."

Some Account of John and Mary Hampton.
iCoiiUuucd from pasje -.'iHi.)

Extract of a letter to his cousin, Elizabeth

Wilson- no date— .... "
1 have many

times thought about thee and wondered how

thee feels, knowing that thee once had a good

home of thy own, and could have the pleasure

of entertaining thy friends, and, above all, a

companion to share with thee in (may I not

say) domestic felicity. I believe thee to be of

a happy disposition, and that thee tries to make
the best of everything, and I hope thee will

get along well and enjoy life. But, as I said,

I have often thought of thee and others that

are left ; and it seems to me you must spend

many a lonesome hour, and feel many a time

as though you hardly knew what to do ; and,

as these things have been brought before my
mind, I write them not knowing but they may
meet thee in a lonely state, and may remind

thee that there is one who feels sympathy for

thee, and would encourage thee to look on the

bright side. Look within to that Monitor that

can say to the troubled soul, ' Peace be still.'

I don't write this way thinking that thee don't

know where to look for help, or that thee is

destitute of means, or a home, for I am aware

that thee has all these and is bountifully pro-

vided for. I, too, have great cause to be thank-

ful for the many favors bestowed upon me, a

poor little one. I tell thee it feels very good

to think that now, in the . . decline of

life, I am favored with such good health, a

comfortable home, a kind companion and plenty

of the necessaries of life. And many a time

I have to admire and rejoice at our present

situation, though we have nothing whereof to

boast."

Diary, Sixth Month 11th, 1872.—"Oh! thou

great and eternal One, who inhabiteth eternity,

who dwelleth in the high and holy place, be

pleased to look down on me a poor, weak worm
of the dust, and with thy loving kindness and

tender mercy, help. Yea, grant that the touches

of thy love may more and more warm and ani-

mate my heart, yea, fill me with thy love ! Oh,

be round about me, and guard me from the

evils of this vain world ! (Jrant that thy life-

giving presence may more and more be my de-

light ; for thou, oh Holy Father, art worthy

to be praised, to be waited for, to be honored

and adored, both now and forever, for thou art

. . my comfort and my exceeding great

reward."

Fifth Month 25th, 1873.—" Having passed

through the winter and spring in much bodily

pain and sufferings, and being often much re-

tired, I have had large opportunity to look over

my past life. My many omissions and com-
missions have been all apparently brought to

view, and, to use my dear departed brother's

expressions, ' Have been repented and re-re-

pented of.' And I have to believe that He who
first gave me to feel the sweet incomes of his

love is still round about me ; though He, at

times, hides his face from me as it were, thereby

letting me feel leanness and poverty, which
are, no doubt, for my good, as they have taught

me to feel my dependence and utter inability
;

and to realize that all our good must come from

Him ; that of ourselves we can do nothing
;

that it is only as He is pleased to manifest

himself to us that our hearts can be warmed
with the influence of his love, and that our

peace may flow as a river. Oh, this river of

the water of life that ran out on the right

side! which at first was to the ankles, then to

the knees, then to the loins, and then, as there

was still a measuring kept up, it became a river

to swim in. Oh, what instruction ! So, oh

Holy Father, guide me aright ! Teach me to

measure all my ways and guard all my thoughts,

so that I may drink of, and swim in this riv^r,

and ever praise and magnify thy ever worthy

name."
Second Month 1st, 1874, First-day.

—
" It

has been on my mind for some days to add

something to my diary, and the questions arose

in my mind, ' What would I write for ? Would
I leave something on record that some coming

after me would think I had been a religious

person?' With these thoughts 1 have post-

poned writing ; but this morning in a portion,

I trust of true stillness, it arose in the clear-

ness, ' What did many hundreds of worthies pen

their feelings and experiences, for, but that,

those coming after, might take courage ; and

that they might be a means of inducing others

to follow them, as they followed Christ?'"
" And, knowing from my own experience,

that the reading of the Lord's dealing with his

dependent children, as they have left it on rec-

ord, has many a time been the source of much
comfort to me, and when I have been almost

ready to despair, almost ready to conclude that

I had never known any good, in reading some
of the accounts of others I would find that I

was not the only one that had been proved and

tried ; and then light would spring up and I

could again take comfort and abound. And,

although I believe that He, with whom we have

to do, is able to carry on his own work, and

dispenses his stripping or aboundings at his

pleasure
;
yet He knows our frailty, and has

in all ages used instrumental means, has raised

up and qualified valiants for his cause, that

have spoken great things for his ever excellent

name.
" And may I not (a little one) throw in my

mite, though I can in self abasedness say.

What good have I ever done ! I am an un-

profitable servant, if a servant I may be called.'

"

Seventh Month 29th, 1874.—"At meeting

to-day a thought arose in my mind, ' How can

we be edified or benefited by thus coming to-

gether in silence ?
' While musing on the sub-

ject I looked over the meeting, and, seeing

several very drowsy, it very forcibly came to

my mind that under the law the offering had

to be prepared, and that without spot or blem-

ish. And that if we would at all times through

the w^eek watch and pray and so prepare an of-

fering, we might meet and offer acceptably
;

and might (spiritually) eat of his flesh and drink

of his blood, and thus be edified and built up

by coming together and sitting in silence.

And oh, may I continue worthy of his regard,

and may his everlasting arm of power keep,

support and comfort me in my old age, that as

the outward man faileth, ' the inward man may
be renewed day by day !

'

"

Second Month 26th, 1875,—" This day I am
sixty-nine years old. . . How many of the

few that have come up to this age have lately

been called from works to rewards ! I oft

think that my turn will most likely come sooi

and my daily concern is to live so that if t

call should come suddenly, 1 may have nothii

to do but to bear the pains and frailties of t\

earthly tabernacle ; and to praise and magni
his most worthy name who has been my st

and staff from my childhood unto this da

Therefore, ' Bless the Lord, oh, my soul, ai

all that is within me bless his holy name

!

Second Month 26th, 1876.— . . .

'

find it just as necessary to keep on the wat
tower as ever. It seems that the ever-bu

Adversary is permitted to follow with his i

vices and insinuations, trying to divert and e

tangle the mind even to old age. But I ha

found, I trust by living experience, that the

is power above his power that sometimes ai

mates, comforts and strengthens the droopii

soul, giving a comfortable hope that I am n

cast off, but that He who was my morning lig

is still round about and will be my ' evenii

song.'

"

Second Month 11th. 1877.—"Oh, thou et«

nal fountain of goodness, thou whom my so

loveth, be pleased to be round about me now
the evening of my days : thanksgiving a

praise be given to thy ever-worthy and exc

lent name ! Oh, thou who hast watched ov

me all my life long, . . following me wi

thy rod and thy staff ! Oh, continue to foll(

me to the end of my days ; for in thy life givi

presence there is peace ! . . Therefore,

thee, oh. Holy Father, do I look, and on tl

do I cast my all ! Then, oh, then, comfort r

sustain me, uphold me by the right hand of t

power ; and enable me more and more to pra

and adore thee, under all thy chastenings, ur

all that is within me that is contrary to I

will be done away ; and thou alone exalted,

;

whom be praises forever and forever more, sa
j

my soul."

Second Month 22d, 1877—

Oh, Father of mercies, assist me to cherish

The light of thy word in my innermost soul

;

Without thy assistance, I feel I must perish

In the tempests of sin, which I cannot cont

But thou who canst say to the foam-crested o«
Thus far and no fartherthy proud waves shall CO

Thou only canst curb each unhallowed emotion,

And guide me in peace to my glorious home.

[The above was most likely quoted, though,

not.]

Fourth Month 1st, 1877.—In looking o

my old papers, I find the following, writ

Sixth of Fifth Month, 1827, and as it is

much my present feelings, I give it place he

As wishing will neither procure nor prevent,

I hope to continue my state of content

;

And yield to my lot with a proper submission,

.•\nd think myself blessed in my present condU

I don't wish for riches, because of their snares

Nor yet for more business because of its cares

But thankfully use, what the bounty of heaver

Has furnished as needful, nor sparingly given.

My mind free from guilt, and possessing truepe-

Oh, these are the riches I wish to increase

!

For a state betwixt ease and a constant emplo

Is the state I would choose, and the state I ei

J.

Eighth Month 25th, 1878.—" Yesterday

tended our Quarterly Meeting, poor and d

tute of any good ; searched much to kno«l*

cause, came home, but no comfort.
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At meeting to-day (First-day) the preach-

of G. W. M., who spoke very feelingly to

e tried ones present, seemed applicable to

itate, and a little strength was given ; this

like a brook by the way. Oh, what a poor,

k creature I am ! How seasons teach me,

of myself I can do nothing ; that in me
lleth no good thing. But blessed be his

name, who is round about at times ' pour-

in the wine and oil.'

It is in my heart to pray thee, oh Holy
ler, who art my Comforter and my Re-

ner, to help me to keep on the watch, and
) out the enemy of my soul's peace ; for

I, and thou only, art able."

B78—
le ladder to the summit wealth,

Which has of rounds but two,

le names of which are Earn and Save,

Oh, climb it carefully, do !

le rounds in the ladder to the summit of peace'

Are Charity, Faith, Hope, and Love
;

lese four, if faithfully cherished, increase
;

And lead us to rest in mansions above.

binding a scrap on which are written in my
idraother's handwriting the following lines,

thought they might be inserted in order

leir date among the entries from his diary :]

Durth Month 28th, 1878.—" This is my six-

ighth birthday. I have been trying this

to see how it stands with me as regards

jverlasting well-being. And although I do

feel that assurance that I should like, I

i a comfortable hope that I am not forsaken.

I greatly desire that, as age advances, I

grow in grace."
(To be continued.)

A Peculiar Preacher's Way.

yman Beecher was regarded as a great

icher, but full of individualities and eccen-

ties. His peculiar habits are seen in his

bod of preparing sermons, as illustrated in

ie Fields' " Life and Letters of Harriet

±er Stowe " L. Beecher's daughter. She

,: "If he was to preach in the evening he

to be seen all day talking with whoever

Id talk, accessible to all, full of everybody's

irs, business, and burdens, until an hour or

before the time; when he would rush up

his study—which he always preferred

lid be the topmost room of the house—and,

iwing off his coat; after a swing or two with

dumb-bells to settle the balance of his mus-

, he would sit down and dash ahead, mak-
quantities of hieroglyphic notes on small

ibed bits of paper about as big as the palm
is hand. The bells would begin to ring, and

he would write. They would toll loud and

;, and his wife would say, ' He will certainly

ate,' and there would be running up and

n strings of messengers to see that he was
hed, until, just as the last stroke of the bell

dying away, he would emerge from the study

1 his coat very much awry, and come down
stairs like a hurricane, stand impatiently,

•-esting while female hands that ever lay in

; adjusted his cravat and settled his coat

if, calling loudly the while for a pin to fasten

;ther the stubbed little bits of paper afore-

, which being duly dropped into the crown
is hat, and hooking wife or daughter like a

hel on his arm, away he would start on such

ce "hrough the streets as left neither brain

I
breath until the church was gained. Then

came the process of getting in through crowd-
ed aisles wedged up with heads, the bustle, the

stir, and hush to look at him, as, with a matter-
of-fact, business-like push, he elbowed his way
through them and up the pulpit stairs.

—

Relig-

ious Telescope.

Judge Kindly.

"And above all these things, put on charity" (Colos-

sians iii: 14.)

One of the most important accessories to

human happiness is to be found in a charitable

judgment of those with whom you are brought
into contact.

To be kindly rather than harsh in criticism

is an imperative duty which we most easily

neglect. Charity may seem to be an insig-

nificant virtue, but it is very wide in its re-

sults and has a great deal to do with making
your life sweet, fragrant and smooth.

A small vice may change the whole com-
plexion of a character. The habit of finding a

good motive wherever it is possible to do so is

one of the noblest peculiarities of a true soul,

and the habit of attributing a bad motive, or

of searching for a bad motive, or of suspect-

ing that an ordinary act may have a bad mo-
tive behind it, is just as discordant with the

nature of things as a false note.

It is so much better to look on the bright

side that I am inclined to say you cannot live

a beautiful life without doing so. The most
hateful and exasperating thing I know of is

the tendency to see evil where you may just

as well see good. Its effect on yourself is

spiritually depressing, and its effect on others

is disastrous. To cultivate suspicion is to force

the heart, the affections, to take slow poison.

In the first place, it is unchristian to judge

people harshly. There is religion in confidence,

but none in suspicion. I do not care what your

creed is, or how earnest you are in your as-

pirations, or how diligent you may be in the

performance of your duties, if you are a fault-

finder, or if you seek for the faults rather

than for the virtues of your neighbors, you are

as far removed from true religion as the stars

are from the earth.

In the second place, you cannot afford to

condemn, for the reactive influence in your

own soul is as unfortunate as it is powerful.

To cultivate the spirit of criticism is to dis-

courage the upward tendency of mankind. To
denounce a sinner is to give him a push along

the downward path. He needs a helping hand

instead of a curse. That is what God gives

him, and that is what Christ has promised him.

.\re you greater than they, that you dare to

refuse it?

In the third place, we are largely the result

of circumstance and environment. I do not

know what I should have been had I been born

in different surroundings. When I see what
temptations beset half the world I wonder that

they are as good as they are. I do not blame

as much as I pity. It is possible that if I had

been rocked in another cradle and been nursed

in another mother's arms I should not be what

I am now. Temptations are strong and the

power of resistance is weak.

And so I come back to the Christ. He is

my philosopher, my guide, my revelation. Two
duties lie before us—to be generous in our

judgment of our friends and to be kindly and

helpful to all the world. Herein we find a hard

task, but it is a task on which the growth of

the soul depends. Look for the good side in

the character of your neighbors, and as far as

possible make excuse for their weaknesses.

Cultivate a spirit of love, judge gently rather

than harshly, make the kindliness of your own
soul felt by all, and you will soon discover that

you have entered upon a new and higher life.

As to this seething world, which throbs with

sorrow and guilt and remorse, be a noble in-

fluence, give of word and thought and deed
into the great treasury of virtue, and so spend

your days that not one of them will accuse you
of neglect. That is the holy life to live, the

only true life, the only Christian life.

G. H. Hepwokth.

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.
(Continued from p;ige 16.5.)

Ninth Month 24th, 1892.— Attended the

Meeting of Ministers and Elders of our Yearly

Meeting, which I felt to be a time of close

searching of heart, in which perhaps all felt

the great responsibility which rests upon this

body, .\fterward the Yearly Meeting for busi-

ness, which I thought was a remarkably fa-

vored season throughout, in which I felt that a

great responsibility rested on me, a poor, un-

worthy creature, there having been so many
standard bearers removed by death since our

last meeting, from works to rewards.

After Yearly Meeting, my two nephews, Wil-

liam and Isaac C. Milhous came home with us

and we had a very satisfactory visit with them.

Eleventh Mo. 24th—was our Quarterly Meet-

ing, held at Chesterfield, which I believe was
owned by the Great Head of the church, in

which I was engaged in testimony.

First Month 1st, 189.3.—Another year has

passed over and I have been spared still, I hope

in mercy. It may be that my Heavenly Father

has more service for even poor me, in his mili-

tant church, and in the world as well as in my
own little family. To-day in our little meeting

I struggled for a little life and hope. Before

it closed was favored to feel a little evidence of

it. May I be for the future more earnestly

engaged to be found in a state of acceptance.

I know " the way of man is not of himself. It

is not in man that walketh to direct his steps."

Second Month 12th.—At our little meeting

to-day, I was brought under much exercise of

mind, and the necessity seemed laid upon me
to testify that I was very sensible that the

time of my sojourn here could not be long, and

the desire I felt for myself and all of us that

we might be brought to see and feel the ne-

cessity of being wholly redeemed from all our

sins, before we are prepared for an inheritance

in the kingdom of heaven, and that no mere

profession of religion will avail us in that

solemn day, when brought to appear before the

just Judge of all the earth, but we must be

clothed with the white robe which is the right-

eousness of the saints.

Sixth Month 4th.— I think it may be right

for me to leave on record for my dear relatives

and friends to read after I have passed away

from works to rewards, a little account of my
deep exerci.ses and trials of late. My dear

companion rn life has been at Columbus for

near eight weeks, at a surgical hotel for the

treatment of a cancer on the forehead. The

separation has been a great trial to me. Be-
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sides I have been brought under great exer-

cise that I might be favored to experience the

great work of the salvation of my soul fully

accomplished, so that nothing might remain

within me, contrary to the Divine will. So

low have I been at seasons that it seemed as

though I might sink under the mighty waters,

as it were, llut through all I have been sus-

tained and still enabled to trust in that Al-

mighty Power, which has been with me from

my childhood unto this day. And 1 would en-

courage all to put their trust in the Lord

through all the trials that may be permitted

to come upon them, for in tlie Lord Jehovah is

everlasting strength.

(A letter from my father to my dear mother,

while she was at Columbus):
" First-day eve.

" My Beloved Rachel .-—As our dear Martha

is writing to thee, I feel like embracing the

opportunity of sending a few lines from my
own hand, as I believe it will be acceptable

and I know not but as a little means by the

way of strengthening thy hands, which may

have been similar to my own, at times ready

to hang down and thy feeble knees to smite

together. But, my dear, let me say, put thy

trust still in that Almighty Arm that has hith-

erto sustained thee (which I do fully believe

thou dost). Thou knowest my aptitude at

seasons to get very low, but I have interceded

much when lying upon my bed and at other

seasons when engaged about my lawful busi-

ness, that my faith may not fail, and I have

reason to believe that my feeble petitions have

been heard and answered by Him ' who slum-

bereth not, and whose ear hath not grown

heavy that He cannot hear.'

"And I humbly trust that his sustaining

arm of Almighty Power is still underneath for

my support, even mine. I know thy quiet,

trusting spirit, and my belief has been, since

thou hast been separated from us, that if thy

natural life should be taken away, and we

should no more meet in mutability, that doubt-

less thou would be gathered into the fold of

everlasting rest with the redeemed of the

Lord Jesus Christ. I believe also that thou

hast interceded for me and our dear Martha,

that we may be preserved in the faith of the

Lord Jesus unto the end. We know very well,

both of us, that the shadows of evening are

lengthened out and the night cannot be far

off, but if thou might be cured of painful dis-

ease, by means appointed by the great Creator,

put into the hands of skilful men or women, it

will be a favor. 1 do much desire thou may in

time return to us, well and in peace. I desire

that our trials and separations for a season,

may only be a means, through holy help, of

uniting us more in love, even that love which

emanates from our Father in Heaven, the

Fountain of all goodness. May all praise be

ascribed unto Him. Amen. The roses and

pinks are in bloom, showing forth the wonder-

ful works of ' the Lord, God Almighty.' They

are indeed ' great and marvellous.' . . In very

much love to thee I remain, thy affectionate

husband, Robert Milhous."

(Soon after this letter was wTitten my dear

mother returned home, apparently cured, but

it proved to be only a temporary relief, as will

appear from the following memoranda.)
" Second Month 10th, 1894.—Since the pre-

vious date on this sheet, it has been my lot to

pass through deep conflicts of mind and great

poverty of spirit, and yet, I believe, sustained

through all by that Almighty Arm of Power,

which has watched over me for good, even

from my childhood to this day. Blessed be

the name of the Lord. The dear partner of

my life, who was a true helpmeet and sympa-

thized with me in my trials and exercises was

taken out of time at Columbus, Ohio, on the

second instant, where she had been about four

weeks, being treated the second time for the

renewed appearance of cancers on the face.

My dear daughter Martha was with her at the

time of her death, as was also her daughter,

Louisa W. Stedman, and they brought her

home a corpse, and I met them at Malta in the

evening, feeling much broken down in mind.

But may truly acknowledge, with humble thank-

fulness, that strength and favor from on high

were mercifully extended, even to poor me,

and a precious feeling of resignation to the

Divine will was felt, which I hope may continue

to prevail until all my will is laid low, and the

Lord's will be done, even as it is in heaven.

The funeral of the dear departed one took

place at our graveyard, on the Fifth instant,

about noon, largely attended. In the meeting-

house, the cotRn was opened for all present to

look upon, and the precious canopy of heav-

enly love, was we believe, in a remarkable

manner, spread over the assembly, under a feel-

ing of which I was brought upon my knees,

and as I believed, enabled to ascribe thanks-

giving and living praises unto the Father and

the Son, therefor and for his mercies to his

poor dependent creatures.
" May we continue to look to the Lord, day

by day, for counsel, direction and preservation,

and if we do rightly, I believe He will abun-

dantly cai-e for us and comfort us."

Fourth Month 15th, 1894.—This day I have

reached my eighty-third year, through mercy,

and there yet remains a precious hope that I

am not forsaken, and at meeting to-day I be-

lieved I was called upon to express my belief

that all who are truly brought under the bap-

tizing power of the Holy Ghost, feel often

strong desires for the salvation of their fellovy-

beings, but that "no man can redeem his

brother or give to God a ransom for his soul,"

with a solemn warning to us all to be engaged,

each one for ourselves to see to our own ac-

counts—how they are in the sight of Him who

sees us just as we are.

(To be concluded.)

" How DOES the past affect the future ?

"

It warns by its mistakes. It encourages by its

successes. Its character grows into the char-

acter of the future, for we build block by block.

But, chiefly, the past makes us understand

God's working, so that we grow to know Him

better and trust Him more as the years go by.

This is brought out so finely in that beautiful

poem of Helen M. Williams, beginning, "While

Thee I seek. Protecting Power," particularly

in the last verse :

" When gladness wings my favored hour,

Thy love my thoughts shall fill

;

Resigned when storms of sorrow lower,

My soul shall meet Thy will.

My lifted eye, without a tear,

The gathering storms shall see
;

My steadfast heart shall know no fear.

That heart shall rest on Thee."

Brooding Over Evil.

" Became vain in their imagination.s, and their foolisli

heart was darkened" (Romans i: 21.)

The imagination plays a more important part

in our lives than we are apt to believe. I dare

to say that if you could give me control of your

imagination I could make you happy or misera-

ble at will. To curb and train the imaginative

faculty, therefore, is just as necessary as to

discipline a wild horse fresh from the prairies

before you can hope to make him useful. 1

do not overstate the truth when I say thai

until you have your imagination well in hanc

you cannot be religious in any high sense.

We brood more than we are aware of, ao(

we reason impartially less than we think wi

do. A perfectly fair view of any subject u

which prejudice may possibly affect our judg

ment is one of the most difficult accomplish

ments of human nature, because prejudice i

strong and domineering, while reason is weal

and fickle. A prejudice gets possession of u

at once, while reason comes lagging on behin(J

Prejudice may even indulge in a coup d'Eta

and so entirely capture the reason that entir

fairness is out of the question. This is onl

another way of saying that we feel mor

quickly than we can think, and that the feehn

may do great injustice to friend or foe befor

reason can come to the rescue and set thing

right.

Now, prejudice has no place in a true man

life, and a mere impression as a substitute fc'

calm and sound judgment may be followed I

consequences which we will later on regre

And prejudice is the offspring of imaginatio)

We dream of circumstances which may or m*

not be true, we imagine motives which may('

may not exist, and on the strength of ther

vain imaginings we make our decision on vei'

important subjects, and frequently the decisi(

'

is not only discreditable to ourselves, but u'

fair to others and will not stand the test of
|

reasonable survey. I

The Christian rule is to make light of troub I

so far as it may be done, and to dwell co

stantly on the brighter side of life. It is bettj

to be cheerful than gloomy, and if we proper!

discipline ourselves we can always find got!

cheer and nearly always avoid the gloom. Lo'

ing your neighbor as yourself means that yi

'

should judge him as kindly as you would li

to be judged. Keep a check on your tenden

to imagine something wrong, and search f

what is good until you find it. Be slow to cc^

demn, as you certainly will be if you aikj

your reason to have full play instead of yo'

prejudice.

I am not speaking of a small, but of a vi

grave duty. There is no religion in doing

justice to any one; neither is there any !

ligion in cherishing a mere prejudice until

warps the judgment.

I say, therefore, never brood over the ills

'

life, because you thereby multiply them. Li

through to-day, and let the morrow take char

of itself. Imagine no evil, and thereby dimin

evil. If there is sweetness anywhere, find it

the honey-bee does. Be a friend to manki

do a kindness wherever opportunity oft'er.'^,

quiet, calm, self-possessed and self-controll

and then you will discover the very essence

Christianity.—G. H. Hcpworth. ; V

Be honest. Pay the love thou oweat.
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For "The Friend.'

WHEN WORK IS DONE.
It is as if tlie woi-ld were glad:

Whether in light or darkness clad,

The hour is never dull or sad

When work is done.

The very voices in the street

Are turned to notes more soft and sweet;

We love all things we chance to meet
When work is done.

The gentle music of the
'

The tender whisper of the trees.

And every sound has power to please

When work is done.

Upon each dear familiar face

Bests some new trait of winsome grace,

And joy lights up the old home-place
When work is done.

Life's tumult suddenly grows still.

And love and gladness and good-will

Comes with their peace the heart to fill

When work is done.

But when the hours of labor close.

And earth is wrapped in sweet repose,

And all things sleep—alas for those

With work undone.

Oh, kind Taskmaster, let thy rest

Be to tired workers manifest

And unto all who do their best,

Say thou "Well done!"

Marianna Farningham.

Our Educational Inheritance.

BY RACHEL C. WICKERSHAM.

: we would unbolt every door in our onward
jress, if we would ascend every stair that

,s to something higher and nobler, we must
)are ourselves for the work by education,

it then we ask is education? To-day it is

irded not as something acquired from books
'; not something gained in a few short

•s of school life; rather is it the combined
lit of experience, observation, and study

led in the long journey from early child-

i to old age. We must not, however, con-

le from this definition that we reap nothing

Q the experience of our ancestors. Far
D it. We find that with no two nations of

quity has the theory or practice of educa-

been the same, and from them we are

lering the good and rejecting the evil to

a our standard of education.

.11 the oriental countries had incomplete

ems of education; each laid stress upon
e phase of human culture to the neglect of

;rs. In China and India the traditional and
;e systems produced principally a develop-

t of the memory ; in Persia the preparation

;he individual for state service led to a

sical training; while the sole object of the

rew law was to make faithful and obedient

'ants of God who should fulfill the Divinely

Dinted mission of the Jewish people,

gypt, perhaps the oldest civilization in the

Id, was much in advance of the oriental

itries, so much in advance that even the
aks received learning from her. Many of

istudies of the education of to-day formed
I. of the Egyptian education and many things

I

baffle the learned of to-day were well mas-
id in the valley of the Nile,

ext we turn to Greece and Rome. These
iest representatives of European civiliza-

j

to whom we are indebted for many
jices, for works of merit in poetry, history,

oratory, and philosophy, and who have left us
a rich legacy in sculpture and art have thrown
around themselves a peculiar charm. Greece,
who produced such men as Socrates, Plato,
and Aristotle might well be called the mother
of philosophy; while Rome claims as her heroes
such men as Seneca, Quintilian and Cicero.
These were the first countries that partially

recognized the importance of the individual

and encouraged his development. But the
education of even these more civilized nations
lacked in principle, for the object of the one
was but to develop to the beautiful Greek,
that of the other only to make the practical
Roman.

Turning from these ideas of pagan countries,

it is delightful to consider the beautiful charac-
teristics of Christianity and note its influence

on education. By teaching that every person
is a child of God, that in his sight all men are

equal, it swept away the distinctions of class

and caste that so marked the oriental educa-
tion and attached much importance to the in-

dividual. Yet we find, even in early Christian

educators, an incompleteness, for they often

lost sight of the intellect in the uplifting of

their morals and religion.

But, before education had received the im-

provement Christianity was capable of produc-
ing, the world was plunged into the darkness
and superstition of the Middle Ages. Then,
everything which led to a higher and a nobler

life, was lost amid the surrounding clouds of

ignorance. Education was either that of the

cloister or of thecastle,each very dilferent from
the other. To the monasteries are we indebted

for keeping alive the small spark of learning

during the dark ages, but the discipline was so

hard and the rod ruled with a severity so im-

partial that educators are yet struggling against

some erroneous ideas that were then implanted.

In sharpest contrast with this training stood

that of the young knight. In his castle were
sown the seeds of chivalry, the fruit of which
has appeared in the uplifting of woman and the

purification of society. We must not, there-

fore, look wholly with disfavor on this often

despised age ; for, although it has taught us

little that we should do, it has taught us many
things that we should avoid, and, perhaps, dur-

ing that time there were silent forces at work
which produced their effect in subsequent

years. This thought we choose to entertain,

for ever since those gloomy days education

has kept pace with the purification of religion

and has had at its head noble and resolute men.

Greatest among these, whether considered in

connection with Church or State, was Martin

Luther. His work for the education of the

peasants, and for compulsory education, was a

decided step in advance of his age ; and had

his many liberal ideas been put into practice,

the schools of the sixteenth century would

stand as models for those of our own day.

Advancing to the eighteenth century, we find

the Frenchman Rousseau, whose Emile has ex-

erted more influence on education than any

previous educational book. It taught that child

nature should be studied as the basis of all

training and that nature should be closely fol-

lowed. At the beginning of our present cen-

tury Pestalozzi stepped to the front with the

advanced doctrine that "all education should

be a natural, progressive and systematic de-

velopment of all the powers and faculties of

,

the human being," his principles coming haply
at a time which was ready to receive them from

' the foundation for the primary schools of to-
day. Thus Pestalozzi may be honored as the
founder of modern pedagogics.

All these reformers and many more did their
work well, although much of "their teaching,
especially that of the earlier ones, often seemed
to be lost on the ignorant multitude. But let

us believe like the German philosopher, that
God is leading the world through a gradual,
though not uninterrupted, development to
greater intelligence, freedom and goodness.
'' If merely existing once satisfied the loftiest
ideas, it will do so no longer ; for, from all

past experiences, we have gleaned help by
which we have risen to a higher plane. Igno-
rance is now a greater disadvantage than ever
before. To leave a child uneducated is to leave
him almost helpless, for it is the man with de-
veloped faculties that every profession is now
demanding. The constantly growing diNnsion
of labor is compelling a more careful training
for every position of life, and is so raising the
standard of requirements that a constant call

is heard for abler men to cope with the vexing
questions presented on all sides. So truly
have we learned the aphori,sm of Lord Bacon
that "Knowledge is power." To-day a good
education is recognized as the foundation of
good government and good citizenship ; for,

with educated citizens—yes, educated to be as
truly serviceable to the State as ever the old
Persians, Grecians and Romans were— with
such citizens good government is not only pos-
sible, but it is demanded. The education of
the poorer classes and of women, modern de-
velopments of the grand old principles of Chris-
tianity working their leaven down through the
ages, are constantly narrowing the field of ig-

norance and prejudice. Co-education, com-
pulsory education, industrial education, free
libraries, university extension cour«es, Chau-
tauquan courses—these and like systems come
crowding upon us with a quickness, and are re-

ceived with a welcome that would have warmed
the hearts of the old reformers. They, with
much labor, sowed the seed ; we, after many
settings of the sun, are reaping the harvest.

Thus we see that each successive generation
has inherited the accumulated wisdom of the
preceding one, that in education as in other
department, we are truly,

—
" Heirs of all the

ages in the foremost files of time," and as a
result we may enjoy an education that devel-

opes the physical, the intellectual, and the
moral facilities and helps us to perform our
duty to our neighbor, to our country, and to

our God.

A "Sl.wdek Book "—At .vour family table,

allow no detraction. Teach your children to

speak well of others. Show them the differ-

ence between a bee and a wasp—the one gath-
ering honey, the one thrusting a sting. I read
of a family where they kept what they called

a "Slander Book," and when any slanderous
words were uttered in the house about any-
body, or detraction uttered, il was all put down
in this book. The book was kept carefully. For
the first few weeks, there were a great many
entries; but after awhile there were no entries

at all. Detraction stopped in that household.
It would be a good thing to have a slander

book in all households.
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KOK "The I-'iuk.nd.
"

THE TEST OF TESTIMONY (John xv: 14).

What is a Quaker? is a question which

Involves the title to an heir-loom rich.

Let compromising schools,

Loving the life which needs to be repressed,

Invent excuses for their .^hallow rest,

.Vnd deem all Spirit-rules

Mere mysticism and perversity!

The friends of God-with-us advertently

Accept the brand of fools,

Learning, through wisdom deeper than their own
Love for the knowledge of the still unknown;

And is, as willing tools

Christ's life revealing to the sects, proclaim
" Keep ye the faith of his advancing Name!"

Thomas Paine.

After William Hinsdale's family began to

\isit him, which was a few weeks previous to

his death, (they being near neighbors at Green-

wich, N. Y.), he was much engaged in writing,

which he performed with great difficulty, bol-

stered up in bed, with something placed before

him to rest his paper on, his shoulders also

being stitf, so that he could not move them,

which, together with what Mary Rasco saw,

convinced her beyond a doubt that he w-as

spending his little remaining strength to leave

behind him a proof of his abhorrence of those

principles which he had much of his life been

endeavoring to inculcate.

This circumstance occasioned Mary Rasco to

be less careful to preserve or remember what
she saw and heard ; but what became of the

manuscript has not been fully ascertained, but

it is reported and believed that it was sent to

a certain printer in this city (N. Y.) since de-

ceased, and, while preparing for the press, was
purchased at a considerable expense by some
of Paine's former friends, and suppressed.

The first time Mary Rasco saw him, she was
going from meeting, and, when opposite the

house where he resided, she asked a lad who
was with her if he knew Paine ? He replied,
" Yes." She then asked a description of his

person, not knowing that she had even seen

him. He asked "if she- had ever seen the

devil," telling her he looked like him. A
voice from the door replied, " If he only looked

like him, it would do." She then perceived

that the identical person was at the door (which

before was hid from their view by trees) and

had heard the conversation. During the time

of Paine's illness, Mary Rasco was unwell, and
the physician w^ho attended him was called to

her. She asked how Paine was. He replied,
" Very ill ; we (meaning the ph3'siclans) think

we have never before seen such a suffering ob-

ject," but he tells me to-day (added he) " that his

bodily distress is nothing compared to that of

his mind." When she had recovered, she went
to see him, and in another apartment found a

French woman, who had accompanied him from
France, in great distress, wringing her hands,

and lamenting " that she had forsaken her hus-

band, her friends and her religion to embrace
the principles of Paine, that she had spent

three years in following him, but now he told

her those principles would not stand and charged
her not to build upon them," and " now," says

she "
I have none to look to !

"

There was a statement in one of the papers

a few weeks previous to his death that two
clergymen went to see him, and that he had
sent for a clergyman who came attended by an

elder, and supposing Paine wished him to pro-

ceed in 'their usual manner, proposed prayer.

Paine told him " he did not send for him to

pray, as he did not conceive that any form of

prayer, invented by man, could avail, but that

his motive in sending for him was for the relief

of his own mind, to correct an error which he

supposed kirn (the priest) to be in, and then

asked him if he thought he was authorized by

Christ to preach ; " this so offended the priest

that he withdrew.

Paine remarked that he preferred the " priest

much, to himself, but feared his being in an

error might be an injury to others." The last

visit she made him, on entering the door she

perceived him to be in supplication, and turned

to go out, she mostly found him engaged in

prayer or writing, but his nurse spoke to him,

and said, " There was a friend from Mr. Hins-

dale come to see him." He paused and asked

her to come in and come near to him, saying,
"

I hope you are a friend to God and to Christ,"

and, after another pause, asked her " if she

had ever read any of Paine's writings ? " She
replied, " She had, when she was very young,

and did not know better." He queried what
she thought of the book ? She said, " Dost
thou really wish to know what I thought ?

"

He replied, "I trust you are one who has really

bought the truth and would not sell it to please

such a vagabond as I am." She then told him

she thought it was in effect more like a serpent

than anything she had ever read ; that for days

after perusing it she could not think a good
thought, but some of his reasoning would twine

around and repel it ; and, seeing the other chil-

dren of the family eager to take it up, she could

find no peace till she had committed it to the

flames.

He then made an exclamation denoting the

horror of his mind, saying, " It would have

been better for my poor soul, at the present

day, if all the world had, like you, destroyed

them, but the world was glad to have it so."

Adding, " If Satan ever had an instrument on

earth to lead into the ways of darkness I have

been one. I have passed many sleepless nights

in endeavoring to prevent the right way."

When she took her leave of him, he requested

her to ask Mr. Hinsdale to come and see him,

saying, " I love to have him by me, for when
he sits by my side, although he says very little,

it seems as though the devil himself was si-

lenced, and I feel as though I could do nothing

but pour out my soul in prayers and tears be-

fore God."

At a certain time when some of the family

were there, one of Paine's former friends and
adherents came, and, opening the door, called

out roughly, " Paine, I have hoard ^rp Iws about

you ! one is, that you were dead, and another,

that you have recanted and turned Quaker ! As
you have lived like a man, I hope you will die

like one !

"

When he had closed the door, Paine said,
" You see how I have lived ; this has been my
heaven ! These, my friends, can do nothing

but afflict me !

"

He wished W. Hinsdale to obtain permission

for his interment in Friend-s' ground. W.
Hinsdale let him know he hardly thought it

probable it would be granted, stating his rea-

sons, and, on applying, found the sentiments

of Friends, as he expected, of which he informed

Paine, with the necessary explanations ; he was

affected by the refusal, " but thought it jus

afterwards leaving directions to be interred

his own farm at New Rochelle, gi\ing the fii

by will for a place of interment for pc

strangers.

Stkphen Gkellet.

Note by Copyist—Thia account is taken from the
i

vate papers of Stephen Grellet, who received it from

lips of " M. R." (Mary Rasco) who resided in his familj

the time and for many years. She married S. G's, o

fidential clerit and partner, Henry Hinsdale. She beca

a minister in the Society of Friends, and was the moti

of our late friend, Deborah Thomas, of Baltimore.

The Kindness of Two Noted Men.

Finiguerra, the master of early engravii

had acquired a singular keen eye and delic!

touch. Being a kindly man, he sometiit

placed both his sure hand and his fine tools

the service of his friends and neighbors,

performing for them some of the simpler ope:

tions of surgery, until he acquired a repul

tion for skill in doctoring their hurts.

One day a poor laundress, in wringing oul

garment in which a needle had been carelesi

left, ran it deeply into her hand, a part i

maining embedded in the flesh. She was
much pain, and stopped at the house of t

artist. Entering his studio, she hastily (

down her wet and heavy bundle, begging 1

assistance. Finiguerra, after long and de

cate manipulation, extracted the broken need

The woman thanked him and turned to
{

lifting her bundle from its resting place.

Then he saw that she had set it upon one

his engravings. Like all others at that tin

it was a plate of engraved metal, complete

itself, and regarded as a single and sufticif

picture, exactly as if it had been a painting

But as the damp bundle was raised, Fi

guerra saw that it had received an impress

from the engraved picture beneath, and

quick mind seized at once the suggestion

|

the possibility of indefinite reproduction fr|

a single original.

So that from the kindness of a great arl

to a poor washer-woman sprang the discovi

which has placed the beautiful products of

engraver's art within the reach of all of

to-day.

W' hen Sir Humphry Davy was a boy ab

sixteen, a little girl came to him in great

citement:
" Humphry, do tell me why these two pk

of cane make a tiny spark of light when I

them together."

Humphry was a studious boy, who 8{

hours in thinking out scientific problems,

patted the child's curly head and said:
"

I do not know, dear. Let us see if t

really do make light, and then we will try

find out why."

Humphry soon found out that the little

was right; the pieces of cane, if rubbed

gether quickly, did give a tiny light. The)

set to work to find out the reason, and i

some time, thanks to the observing powei

his little friend, and his own kindness to

in not impatiently telling her not to " woi

as so many might have done, Humphry 1

made the first of his interesting discove

From this beginning he went on with bii

periments as to the chemical agencies

produce electricity. On these subjects hi

livered lectures which made him famous ai
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B greatest chemists of this or any other

-Ex.

E Stars as Timekeepers.—Probably the

rity of people suppose that the observa-

5 obtain the correct time from the sun.

1 the average man wishes to give his

1 the highest praise he says, " It regulates

an," not being aware that a watch which
1 keep with the sun around the year would

to be nearly as bad as Captain Cuttle's,

armer may safely decide when to go in to

r by the sun, but if the mariner was as

lent that the sun marked always the cor-

;ime as the farmer is he would be sure to

, times two or three hundred miles from
i he thought he was. In other words, the

-that is, a sundial—is correct only on a

Jays in each year, and during the inter-

g times gets as far as a whole quarter

fast or slow.

ese variations of the sun from uniform
caused no end of trouble between the as-

mers and the fine clockmakers before it

iscovered that sun time is subject to such

ilarities. The better the clock the worse
en seemed to go.

t as the variations in sun time are now
ately known, correct time might be ob-

i from the sun by making proper allow-

were it not for the difficulty of observing

osition with sufficient exactness. The
disc of the sun cannot be located so

ctly as can the single point which a star

3. For this reason astronomers depend
t wholly upon the stars for obtaining ac-

e time.

jre are several hundred stars whose posi

have been established with the greatest

acy by the most careful observations at a

er of the principal observatories of the

. If a star's exact position is known it

jadily be calculated when it will pass the

ian of any given place—that is, the in-

it will cross a north and south line

gh the place. The data regarding these

are all published in the nautical al-

es, which are got out by several different

vatories for the use of navigators and all

3 who have uses for them. These stars

down as " clock stars."

—

Popular Science

E Humor of the Savage.—One day Pro-

: Marsh was hard at work on his knees in

Jttom of the narrow ravine digging away
)il from a bone which stuck out from the

He was entirely absorbed in his task and
id nothing of what was going on about
intil the brilliant sunlight, which poured
on him, was cut off by a dark shadow, and
)ked up to see standing above him a great,

Indian warrior, holding his rifle at ready.

)rofessor's heart leaped into his throat,

rgot where he was. He strove to utter

pitiatory "How," but his dry lips refused
m the word, and he could only swallow,

l to get rid of the lump in his throat,

mly the savage bent toward him and spoke,
e I the honor of addressing Professor
iil Charles Marsh, the eminent paleontolog-
Yale college?" he inquired. The revul-

3f feeling was almost too much for the
ssor, who was now even less able to speak
he had been before,

leveloped that the Indian as a small boy

had been sent east. Christianized, educated,
taught the elements of theology and sent back
to the west to civilize his tribe, but he had not
carried the civilization far.

—

Forest and Stream.

Extracts from Correspondence.

If Pennsylvania is still in some sense a monument
of Penn's "Holy Experiment." I think Friends'

influence in the proper establishment of the Douk-
hobortsi may at some time be a monument of their

concern and labors on their behalf.—D. S.

I have observed through life that men of equal
intelligence and equal integrity, frequently take
diametrically opposite views of the same subject,

owing to each one giving the more weight to one
collection of facts than the other.

To my mind, the President would have kept us

out of the war if he could have had his own way,
but the military spirit of the country, in which I

think the abominable boy's brigade system has had
a large share, swept him into the war, and the

Nation is reaping as it sowed.

Missionaries are so vigorous in their assertions

that those who had not contact with Christian pro-

fessors had no light and no Divine grace, that I feel

the need of closer acquaintance on my own account
with those who know not Christ's name or historic

appearance. The sacred books of other peoples

from which my knowledge comes, show earnest

thoughtfulness and nearness to God,—as near as my
own small enlightenment enables me to judge. The
rules of righteousness even among uncivilized people,

seem to show a laying hold on the Rock that is

higher than we^

Items Concerning the Society.

statistics for the year 1899 of the Yearly Meet-
ings bearing the name of Friends which are reported

in the "Friends' Pocket Almanac," publislied in

New York:

Philadelphia 4,100
New York 3,832

New England 4,497

California 1,.530

Oregon 1,506

Canada 1,009

North Carolina 5,240

Wilmington 5,986

Ohio 5,493

Iowa 10,865

Western 16,179

Indiana (including Arkansas 563, Mexico

550) 20,738
Kansas 11,064

Baltimore 1,214

Total American Meetings . . 93,253

London (including 762 residents in other

countries) 17,031

Dublin 2,586

CONTINENTAL.

Germany 20, France 20, Norway 82,

Denmark 66, Turkey 10 . . 198
Australasia 492

Present number of Members . . 113,5(i0

Aggregate number of regularly estab-

lished Meetings for Worship . 1,334

Monthly Meetings .... 584
Quarterly Meetings .... 156

Recognized as Ministers of the (Jospel . 1,694

After his extensive service in the west already

noted in our columns. Benjamin P. Brown reached

his home in Woodland, N. C., on the twenty-third

of Twelfth Month, accompanied by Oscar Bundy, a

Friend from Ohio, who after very acceptably spend-
ing several days with Friends in the vicinity,' started
for his home on First .Month 1st. Though somewhat
worn by his labors, Benj. P. I5rown is reported as
remarkably upheld in health and peace of mind.

Our friend Inazo Nitobe having, with his family
spent several months in these parts, and now return-
ing alone with health in good measure restored, to
the scene of his arduous labors in .lapan, has left

behind him in well-written English, as a fruit of
his industry and discerning thought while among us,

a recently published book entitled "Bushido; The
Soul of Japan, An Exposition of .lapanese Thought."
The author tells us what the leading precepts are
which form the morals and religion of his country-
men. "We feel," it has been said, "as though we
were led by a native guide through the hitherto un-
known labyrinths of the Far Eastern mind. To every
point he makes, he brings a European fact for com-
parison, so that we are brought nearer to the people

on whom we have looked as wholly different from
ourselves." The book is published by the Leeds &
Biddle Co., 1019 Market St., Philadelphia. Price

7o cents.

Notes from Others.

President Kruger is said to be so clo.se a student
of the Bible that he knows fully half of it by heart.

" We can say of our Bible to-day what was once
said to the king of France, who was persecuting

Protestants: 'Sire, the Church is an anvil, and it

has worn out a great many hammers.' So our Bible

has worn out many hammers, and will wear out a
great many more."

—

J. Brown.

The Hold of Modern Churches on the People,

indicated in the following extract from the PvMie
Ledger's N. Y. Correspondence for Tenth Month 8th,

1899:—-J. F. Carson has started a discussion that

promises to last some time, by his assertion that

one-half of the population of Brooklyn was untouched

by the churches. The theme was discussed in a num-
ber of the churches to-day. Among other clergy-

men who made it the subject of their sermons were
Dr Hillis, of Plymouth Church, and St. Clair Hester,

of the Church of the Messiah. The latter said that

religions sometimes died out, but religion endured

forever. Faith is indestructible. Christianity is

not in its dotage, as some claim, and has not lost

its hold on the world.

Dr. Hillis, in his sermon, admitted that there was
a lack of attendance in churches. Religion and the

churches, he said, were passing out of a critical period

into a great creative period. The falling off in church

attendance, he decided, was due to the American
industrial excess. The people, he said, were now
under the constant pressure of creative work. Dr.

Kinsolving, in a sermon in Christ Church, Brooklyn,

said that tlie thing which impressed him in modern

society was man's weakening sense of responsibility

and accountability to God. " Life," he said, " is

divided between daily toil and a frantic grabbing

after those things which give sensual pleasure."

Before the sermon. Dr. Kinsolving spoke of the fall-

ing off in pew rentals, and dwelt at some length on

the unwillingness of people to contribute to the sup-

port of t'neir respective churches. In the Green

Avenue Presbyterian Church to-day, D. H. Over-

ton made reference to the falling off in Sunday

school attendance. " We must endeavor to stop the

leak," he read from this report to the Presbytery,
" which is present. We must seize our opportunity

and use it or we will lose both opportunity and

scholars. It is painfully evident that we are not

holding our own, and that we are making no im-

on the city's young population."

SUMMARY OF EVENTt,

U.NITED SxATr-s.— The Americin flour recently seized

off Delagoa Bay by British warships has been released.

Ambassador Choate had an interview with the Marqois of
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Salisbury on the 10th instant, and received a verbal reply
I

to the representations of the Washington Government.

The British note on this subject was sent later to the

United States Embassy. The gist of it was cabled to

Washington. In brief, foodstuffs are not considered con-

traband of war unless intended for the enemy.

For service in Puerto Kico, Cuba, the Hawaiian I.slanda

or the Philippines, nurses receive $50 per month and

transportation to and from the United States when on

leave of absence. The total leave of absence, with pay,

does not exceed one month during the year.

A league has been formad in Maine for the purpose of

enforcing the prohibition law.

According to Governor McSweeney"s annual message.

South Carolina will soon be in a position, not only to

manufacture all the cotton grown on her own territory,

but to import the growth of other States. Of course,

then, she will have none for export. It is encouraging to

see such signs of development in the South, the section

which needs it more, and has waited for it longer than

any other part of the country, and it is gratifying, also,

to know that the troubles arising from an overproduction

of cotton are likely to be ended in so satisfactory a way.

There is no danger that the Carolina mills will create a

cotton famine, and the country at large will be glad to

see as many as possible of them in operation.

Some of the picturesque features of the cataract at

Niagara Falls are slowly disappearing. Recently a large

mass of rock close to the Horseshoe Fall gave way. Table

Rock and Goat Island are said to be disintegrating.

The Philippines supply the most important part of our

fibres, Manila hemp, which in the present year will amount

to about $6,000,000 in value.

The demand from South Africa for Oregon wheat and

flour has been greater than ever before this season.

Tarbintar, an Indian word, meaning telegraphy without

wires, is suggested as the single word that shall designate

the new wireless telegraphy. A number of other new

words are proposed for the new discovery.

Artificial silks are made of wood fibre, reduced to cel-

lulose by the action of acids. This is dissolved to a glue-

like consistency, forced through holes in glass and drawn

out into threads, which dry and harden in the air just as

those of the silk worm or spider do.

The Water Supply Department of Brooklyn has issued

a circular to householders, urging them to make an econ-

omical use of water and warning them of the danger of a

serious shortage in the supply. " Waste of water under

the present circumstances," says the circular, " is almost

a criminal act."

A flock of 1,000 turkeys was driven through the streets

of Columbia, Mo., recently like a herd of cattle. The

turkeys had been collected from a number of localities

and were driven to Columbia for shipment.

Over $20,000,000 worth of candy has been manufactured

in New York alone since Seventh Month 1st, and the total

product of the year in that city will exceed $25,000,000.

Carriers on the free rural delivery route for which

West Chester is the distributing centre last year handled

409,644 pieces of mail. The net saving to the Govern-

ment in the way of fourth-class postmasters' pay, ap-

proximates $1,000.

Advices from White Oaks, N. M., in the Sacramento

Mountains, 150 miles northeast of El Paso, say that sec-

tion was swept by a blizzard on the 10th instant, the ef-

fects of which were disastrous. Many thousands of head

of stock were frozen stiff, and two men were caught in

the snow storm and overcome. One was dead when

found, but the other revived and may recover.

The object of Archbishop Chapelle's mission to Manila

is said to be to select twenty million dollars' worth of

property by agreement with President McKinley in settle-

ment of the Churches' claims to land.

There were 504 deaths in this city last week, reported

by the Board of Health. This is 9 less than the previous

week and ll^S less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 260 were males and 244 females : 82

died of pnuemonia ; 55 of consumption ; 53 of heart dis-

eases; 28 of diphtheria; 19 of apoplexy; 15 of debility;

15 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 15 of

nephritis ; 14 of old age ; 13 of peritonitis ; 13 of inani-

tion; 12 of unemia ; 11 of cancer ; 10 of inflammation of

the brain; 9 of bronchitis, and 9 from casualties.

^farkets. &C.-V. S. 2's, 102J; 4'3, reg., 11.31 a 114J;
new 4'8, 133J a 134i ; 5's, 112J a 113i; 3's, reg., 109i
a 109i; coupon, 110 a llOJ.

Cotton sold in a small way spinners on a basis of 7Jc.

per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a .$3.65 ; city mills,

siraight, .$3.30 a $3..j0. Rye Flour.—$3.15 a $3.35, per

barrel as to quality. BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—$2.35 a $2.50

per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 69 a 70c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 373c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 311 a 31Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, oj a 6c.; good, 51 a 5gc.; me-

dium, 5 a Sic; common, 4 J a 42c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4j! a 5c.; good, 4J a 4Jc.;

medium, 3j| a 4c.; common, 2 a SJc; lambs, 5 a 6Jc.

Hogs wore strong and prices advanced. Western, fii a

Foreign—The London Daily Mail reports that in the

fight at Ladysmith on the 6th inst., when the garrison was

stormed for seventeen hours by the Boers, the losses ag-

gregated several thousand. The Mail says the British

lost fourteen ofEcers killed, thirty-four wounded and over

ight hundred non-commissioned officers and men killed.

The Boer losses are estimated at between two thousand

and three thousand.

A part of General Buller's army had crossed the Tugela

River and a battle was expected to occur soon.

The Queen has summoned an extraordinary session of

the British Parliament on First Month 30th.

In the besieged town of Ladysmith enteric fever is pre-

ailing to such an extent that 2800 patients are in the

ospital, and deaths are averaging from eight to ten a day.

A preliminary statement of the Board of Agriculture

estimates Great Britain's wheat yield for 1899 at 65,529,-

525 bushels, compared with 73,028,856 bushels last year.

The Liverpool City Council has decided to convert or

lay down during 1900 fifty-six miles of electric tramways

at a cost of £350,000.

Sixteen co-operative bakeries in Scotland have a capital

of over $350,000 and a business of over $3,000,000 a

year.

The Gibraltar correspondent of the London Daily Tele-

graph says :
" Three thousand time-expired Spanish sol-

diers from the Cuban war have offered their services to

Great Britain in South Africa."

The underground railway of Paris, which is nearing com-

pletion, will have a total length of nearly eight miles. It

is expected that it will open for traffic next Sixth Month.

A despatch of First Month 8th from Manila, says : The

bubonic plague is yet sporadic. There have been six cases

and four deaths. Preparations are being made to estab-

lish hospitals and for disinfecting and quarantining.

Great numbers of provincial natives are coming to Ma-

nila, with the result that the city is overcrowded, the in-

crease in accommodations being inadequate, and the rice

necessary for foodstuffs is more expensive than at any

period during the last twelve years. The plague is dan-

gerous to the overcrowded, underfed and unwashed natives

and Chinamen. Americans avoiding direct contact with

the disease are safe.

The British authorities have released the German steamer

Herzog, which was seized First Month 6th while on her

way to Lorenzo Marques.

The United States Consul General in Berlin reports

that during the last quarter there was exported to the

United States from Germany goods valued at $14,770,287,

an increase over 1898 of $1,847,802. The figures for last

year are $51,138,996, as against, $69,920,847.

An epidemic of influenza has broken out in Berlin, and

scores of deaths are reported.

Considerable fear is expressed in the German press that

American automobiles will invade Germany, and a higher

duty is demanded.
Experiments recently made in Europe with forty-nine

different kinds of German, French and Austrian sugar beet

seeds show that German seed is by far the best.

Publishers in Finland lose from $6,000 to $10,000 a

year due to the suppression of books by the Government

Russia is devising more liberal inducements for Eu
ropean Russian peasants to settle in various parts of the

empire in Asia. Approved parties of peasants possessing

a capital of from $100 to $300 are to receive transporta-

tion free and grants of land, tax free, for twenty years.

Norway supplied Great Britain with twice as much

ground wood pulp last year as the United States, Canada.

Sweden and Holland combined.

Latest mail advices from India aver that the situation

there grows darker every week. Three million are work-

ing on Government relief works. The sale of children by

starving parents is becoming common. Families are

breaking up, each member for himself, in search of food.

Abandoned children are found with frequency. It is a

famine of water as well as food. Cattle are dying off by

thousands, and no rain is now expected until Sixth Month.

Advices by the steamship Empress, of Japan, arrived

at Victoria, B. C, tell of a fierce storm sweeping the Jap-

anese coast on Twelfth Month 24th, by which thirtv-five

junks were lost while being towed from Osaka to Kobe,

and 171 persons peri-shed. A tidal wave accompanied the

storm, by which 411 lives were lost.

The gold yield for Victoria Colony in 1899 was 854,500

ounces, an increase of 17,242 ounces over 1898.

Venezuela has vast forests of mahogany and ced

which have scarcely yet been touched.

The population of Bolivia is about 1,750,000. Tl

total is divided into 250,000 whites, 5,000,000 half-cai

and 1,000,000 domesticated Indians. There are, in adi

tion, some 30ii,UU() wild Indians living in the eastern d

tricts bordering upon the Brazils and the basin of t

Amazon and its confluents.

Mexican capitalists are about to erect four or five lai;

cotton factories in that country. The principal ones «

be at Atotonilco, San Martin and Torreon.

Receipts from customs at the port of Havana, Cuba, i

the Twelfth Month, 1899, were $1,108,130, the largest

any month of the year.

The order in council prohibiting the export of spri

wood cut from crown lands has been adopted by tin- C

tario Government. Consequently, all wood cut afl

Fourth Month 3Uth must be manufactured into pulp

Canada.
The Canadian Government has finally completed t

great ship canal between Lake Erie and Montreal, at

cost of $7(1,000,0(1(1.

An unknown steamer was wrecked in St. Mary'.s B;

Newfoundland, on the llth inst. She went ashore hefi

daybreak, striking a ledge at the foot of the cliff, wh(

escape was hopeless. The crew launched the boats, 1

probably during the panic some were crushed against I

sides, others being swamped, and all the occupants i

parently perishing. The ship was seen to be on fire

residents six miles away. Attracted to the scene, tl

found the after half of the wreck blazing fiercely and t

fore part under water. Kerosene in the cargo helped!

blaze. There is not the slightest prospect that any si

on board escaped death, as the intense mid-winter o

would kill any who escaped drowning.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will mi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 a. M., and 2
and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when request

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-!

cents each way. To reach the school by telegi-aph, w
Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Suifi.

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

A meeting for worship is appointed by authority

Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the meetii

house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the II

inst., at eight o'clock.

Receipts for Fund in Aid of Doukhobortsl
First Month 16th.

E. S. and daughter, $2; Christian Endeavor, C

lamer, Pa., $4; N'iola, Iowa. $1.34 ; C. B. and lami

$3; C. H. and wife, *2 ; E. L.. t3; G. B., Oliio, \

peril. II. J., fo; A. M. G. $2; W. B, $10; W.

,S., $1 ; A. S. W. E., $5; W. E., *2 ; K. C. JKi; "1

$1 ; G. D. M.C. J25; S. L. A., $200: H. iM. i

family, $5; C. H., $2; A. R, 50 ct-s. ; S M. H.,"

M. R. W.,$10; R. R. W., $1; S. E. W., $1, E.i

S., $70; M. J. F., Rhode Island, $10.

rUNDFOR PURCHASE OF SPINNISG WHEELS.

R. P. G;$]2.

W.M. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St. PI

Married, at Friends' Meeting-house,

on the twenty-eighth of Twelfth Month, 1899, Ez

Griffin and Mary E. Brown, both members of Rich i

Monthly Meeting of Friends.

Died, on the twelfth of Eleventh Mo., 1899, at Gi

ville, Florida, Samuel Abbott, in the forty-eighth yet

his age; a member of Salem Monthly Meeting of Frit

New Jersey.

, on the second day of First Month, 1900, TB(

J. RoRKE, in the seventy-fourth year of his age, at Hi

cote. County Grey, Ontario, of which meeting he

member. Death's herald, an incurable internal m
warned him of his near approach to eternity's bournt'

knowing Him in whom he believed, he calmly awaitw

approach, which at last came suddenly. Faithful t>

inward law and testimony, he continued steadfast ii'

faith to the end, and while moving much in public, 1

carried himself as to gain the esteem of all; and we

we have a well assured hope that through Divine i

he has been called to enter into the joy of his Lord.

WILLIAM H. FILK SON.S, i-RlINTlfiKa,

No. 422 Walnut Street.
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,iTY OF Male and Female Attendance of
SNDS' Meetings.—A Religion for Men.—
ibers not an index of truth or spiritual-—True Increase to be won by the Spirit

THE Spiritual.—The needed Baptis.m.

c largest Monthly Meeting of Friends in

leiphia reports, in regard to its numbers,

equality of the sexes," its membership
iting of 371 males and 371 females ; an

ise of 13 members above losses in the

rear.

I attendance at meetings for Divine wor-

-as in Friend's meetings generally,—was
ked on as being more nearly equal than

rs in other denominations. That a larger

rtion of men attend Friends' meetings

are observable in those of others, was
ated to the fact that our worship con-

l in realities rather than in symbolism,

ends itself more directly to the masculine

A passage in "Quaker Strongholds"

l afterwards been instanced on this line,

d its language as follows:

see by the e.xperience of Roman Catholic

ies how inevitably the spread of priestly in-

( amongst devout women is accompanied by
»r alienation of thinking men from religion

I fear that a tendency of the same kind is

in England now. What is the proportion of

id women to be seen in the congregations of

1 churches? Is it not obvious even to our

d senses that there is something in modern
anity which the masculine mind rejects?

ve, indeed, abundant proof in the literature

day that this is the case. Are we driven to

ie that it is the essence of the religion of

Jhrist which is rejected by masculine thought;

i the stumbling-block lie in human additions

teaching of Christ himself?

mot doubt, and I believe few of the worthiest

mtatives of masculine thought would deny,

is own teaching, as we have it in the gospels,

nal truth; as secure against every storm of

and revolt as the sun in heaven is secure

t the whirlwind. The Christianity of Jesus

himself is the Christianity upon which Friends

alone, or almost alone, have boldly taken their

stand as all-sufficient. In preaching this essential

Christianity we can appeal with boldness to the

witness in every human heart; and I venture to say

that it is not a religion for women and children

only, but one which appeals to and fortifies the

best instincts of manly independence.

Some statistics are added to confirm the

writer's observation "that there is not any
habitual preponderance of women in Friends'

meetings."

Speaking of statistics, we are reminded that

the New York Independent has lately given the

net gain of the Baptists for the year in this

country as 89,201 ; of the Roman Catholics as

52,123; and of the Lutherans as 40,226. These
three bodies which have made the greatest

gains during the year have lately been pro-

nounced " those which make most of the exter-

nal features and practices in religion." In a

general way, as religious systems ordinarily

run, large numbers and externality go together.

Popularity and spirituality appear at opposite

poles. But while the higher spirituality pre-

supposes the smaller body of adherents, we
cannot equally say on the other hand that the

smallness of the body is a sure indication of

high spirituality. Unspiritual causes can re-

duce a church, and unspiritual methods may
augment its members.

We would not, however, impeach the spirit-

uality of much of the doctrine and much of

the membership of the denominations named,

—

from the Baptists down. But in proportion as

an external banner, tinged with a religious mys-
tery, is held out as a distinctive rallying point

in proselytism, there is naturally a flocking

that way.

Quakerism, on the contrary, means inward-

ness and spirituality. It means worshippers

in the inner temple and not of the outer court.

It means few chosen rather than the many
called. But the many called unto Spirit and

Truth rather than to symbol and surface are

not chosen, because they do not choose it. The
world will love its own. Accordingly large

numbers or large gains have almost come to

be significant of a stopping somewhere short

of a religion of the Spirit. But a spiritual

and cross-bearing Christianity should not be

considered as at fault because not popular.

The Holy Spirit is no wise in error because so

little submitted to among men. It is men that

are in error, while " the Spirit is Truth."

On the other hand, it is no part of spiritual-

mindedness to make spirituality unpopular, or

to be satisfied with its small acceptance among
men as a sign that we are in the Truth. The
Spirit of Christ is working to subdue all things

unto Himself, and his coadjutors are quicken-

ed together with Him to that end. If large

numbers are to be gathered, if large gains are

to be made, until "the earth shall be filled

with the knowledge of the Lord," it will be by
the Spirit's own work directly, and through as

many as will co-operate with Him. So may
the time advance when a multitudinous num-
ber of adherents may be as much an evidence

of spirituality, as it is now of worldliness, of

outwardness, or of superstition.

If any people, more than other disciples, are
to be a factor in the true enlargement of the

gospel upon earth, we look for them to be a

people who are most actuated by the Spirit of

Truth, and moving only as they are thus actu-

ated. If we profess to be that people, we con-

fess that we are watchful and submissive to

the Lord of the harvest for the service or the

sufliering into which he may call us. Such was
the Society of Friends in its first espousals. If

we will again take faithful care of the obedi-

ence and the spiritual surrender, without unduly
asking "What shall this man do?" He will

take care of the ark and the law and the tes-

timony, along with us. These, filled with his

Spirit, will be instruments of his kingdom on
earth. But if our eye be withdrawn from Him
chiefly unto these, both we and our machinery
are left without power.

We have long believed that the principles of

spiritual Truth, with the doctrines and testi-

monies dependent on them, as professed by the

Society of Friends from the first—and con-

served,, though less fulfilled, by bodies known
as conservative now—are an ample and the

best provision, when faithfully and consistently

lived up to, for the true revival work which
mankind needs. But in what appears as mod-
ern mission meetings, we have never known
Friends principle for worship to be consistently
tried, at the hands of conductors bearing
Friends' name. In the mission work of Fox
and Burrough nothing else, as a rule, was
tried. And their signal success demonstrates
what true successors of them, with the same
spirit and freedom from program, might do.
What we want as a people, and what the

cause of Truth wants on our part, is not bor-
rowed methods, but the in-filling of the Holy
Spirit into the members, and so into the meth-
ods that we have. And this baptism of the
Spirit is given to tho.^e who obey Him—who
are surrendered to his will and the doing of it

in all its manifestations, little and great.
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Other African Fighters.
" When Lord Ivoberts left London the other

day for the seat of war in South Africa, the

parting refrain of the Prince of Wales and the

others of the distinguished group assembled at

the railway station was ' Good luck to you !

'

Now, it is not with words such as these that

the missionaries of the cross, or any who leave

their native shores under the Lord's directing

hand, are wont to part with their fellows. It

is not good luck, but God's love that is the

lodestar of their long journey.
" When David Moffat, the Scotch stripling

from Fifeshire, along the Firth of Forth, left

his native heath, upwards of eighty years ago,

for the Cape of Good Hope, and, pushing north-

ward, over mountain and veldt, beyond the

Orange River, into (^reat Namaqualand, went
straight to the kraal of the dreaded murderer
and marauder, Afrikaner, he showed a degree
of intrepidity that not a man of the historic

Gordon Highlanders or of the Black Watch, so

eloquently descanted upon of late, could have
excelled. And what a trophy was here !

' Wolf-
ish rapacity, leonine ferocity, leopardish treach-

ery,' we are told, ' gave way before the meek-
ness and mildness of the lamb or kid.' So that,

when Moffatt's life hung in the balance with

African fever, the theretofore cruel Namaqua
chieftain nursed him most tenderly through the

crisis of delirium. When he was obliged to

\isit Cape Town, Afrikaner went with him,

knowing that a price had been set for years
upon his own head as an outlaw and a public

enemy. ' No marvel' (to quote from a graphic
account of the incident) ' that when he made
his appearance in Cape Colony the people were
astonished at the transformation. It was more
wonderful than when Saul, the arch persecutor,

was suddenly transformed into Paul the Apos-
tle. The whole road, a distance of six hun-
dred miles, lay through a country which had
been laid waste by this robber chief and his

retainers. The Dutch farmers could not be-

lieve that this converted man was actually

•Afrikaner, and one of them lifted his hands
when he saw him, and exclaimed, ' This is the
eighth miracle of the world ! Great God, what
a miracle of thy power and grace !' There was
no drawing back from the ranks of the Master
with whom he had enlisted to serve, and it is

recorded as a curious coincidence that the re-

ward of £100 which had once been offered for

his head as an outlaw was eventually laid out
by the Government in offerings of good-will to

be bestowed upon himself. But Moffatt went
eastward into the land of the Bechuanas, and
at Kuruman (the same Kuruman that to-day's

paper relates has been the scene of bloody
conflict between Briton and Boer) labored forty

years to bring the benighted natives to a knowl-
edge of our civilization and the religion of the
Prince of Peace.

" In his entertaining book ' How I Crossed
Africa,' Major Serpa Pinto, that doughty Por-
tuguese traveller, tells how he met, in the
course of his adventurous journey, the French
Protestant missionary explorer, Francois Coil-

lard, and listened to his recital of his over-

coming a terrible crisis among hostile natives.

Confessing that this man possessed a coolness

of courage that he could not fathom, Pinto,

nevertheless, admitted it was ' a courage and a
reliance on Divine protection which 1 grieve
not to call my own.'

"There was quoted in the Ledger several

days ago a portion of the New Year's speech

of Germany's war lord to his army, wherein the

Emperor repeated, with high approval, this

saying of Frederick William the First, that
' when one in this world wants to decide some
thing with the pen, he does not do it unless

supported by the strength of the sword.' As
a single example in refutation of this axiom,

the history of this Commonwealth during its

first seventy years, under William Penn and
his immediate successors, shows quite the con-

trary. When the founder set forth his purpose
of establishing, in the wilderness and among so-

called savages, an enlightened colony governed
upon Christian principles, there was no refer-

ence to sword or gun,*and, indeed, during
three-score years and ten, neither of these

weapons supplanted the constable's staff"—that

mild instrument of authority. It was a simple

staff that was Coillard's companion through the

savage wilds of Africa.

"And now as to the ' terrible crisis' that has
befallen the south of that country. Had the

Christian Queen of England, who had said she
would never sign another declaration of war,

and the much loved youthful sovereign of Hol-

land, together with their respective chief Min-
isters of State, been permitted simply to out-

line a suggested settlement of the British-Boer

difficulty, an adjustment might have been
reached infinitely more satisfactory than such
as can be effected by the cannon of Buller and
Joubert."

[The foregoing letter by J. W. L. appeared
in the Public Ledger of Philadelphia.!

Several years after Moffatt had appeared at

Griqua Town and Kuruman there was for a while
a good deal of disturbance growing out of an
incursion of the tribe of Mantatees, and subse-

quently of a horde of evil characters, runaways
of mixed blood from Cape Colony, with Koran-
nas, Bushmen and Namaquas. The disastrous
effects of strife were at that time so manifest
that, when, in 1835, a scientific expedition,

under the leadership of Dr. Andrew Smith,
reached Kuruman, and went northeastwardly,
Moffatt accompanying, to the land of the Mata-
bele, along the upper border of the Transvaal,
the worthy Scotch missionary used his utmost
persuasion to influence the explorers to lay

aside all military tactics. He had previously

made a visit to the kraals of that aggressive
chief, Mosilikatse, and been received by him in

a very friendly manner, and hence was per-

suaded that now to make an approach which
should seem to indicate distrust, might bring
about most serious results. Happily, his coun-
sels were heeded. The embassage to the Mata-
bele chief was successful and Moffatt received
permission (one object of his journey) to ob-
tain from Mosilikatse's well-wooded lands some
fine timber for the roofing of the missionary
building at Kuruman, such as could not be had
in the latter locality.

The biographer of Robert Moffatt (his son,

•John S.) thus reviews the situation at Griqua
Town preceding his father's arrival there, in

1820. "At an early period, about the year
1799, missionaries made an effort to collect the
scattered Bushmen in the northern part of the
Colony. They were only partially successful,

and they extended their plans so as to include

others as well as Bushmen. There were many
people of mixed blood, descendants of the

Dutch farmers, who had taken to a roving

marauding life. The missionaries, Ande
and Kramer, spent several years of almos
credible hardship following these peopl

their wanderings, and at length succeede
prevailing upon a large body of them to si

down. When once this was accomplished.

new village soon became a rallying point

members of all the broken tribes. Ande
lived to see a large and orderly community, i

ing great progress in industrious habits, a

Christian church formed. Then the governi

took a very strange step. An order was-

to Anderson to furnish twenty Griquas a

cruits to the Cape regiment. It might
been supposed that these people would i

been left alone. Anderson had no option

to give the message, and the effect was d

trous. He at once lost the confidence v

he had earned by years of patient labor

self-denial." Looked upon as an emis.sai

the interest of the government, he felt at

constrained to leave the settlement, while i:

of the people were scattered to other p:

There has been a good deal said since the

between the British and Boers broke out i

tive to the harsh treatment of the native

pie by the burghers. An incident, occurriii:

the first journey of Moffatt from Cape Ti

suggests that Woolman's way of dealing •

the custom of slavery is one to be preferre

the forcible rending of the shackles. One e

ing he halted at the farm of a wealthy burt;

a man holding many slaves, who, hearing

Moffatt was a missionary, gave him a hf

welcome, and soon proposed, a plentiful i

having been partaken of, that there shouh

religious service. The big Bible and p,-

books were brought out and the family sea

The visitor then intimated that the Hottei

servants might be brought in, whereat
farmer, in a mood of rising wrath, sugge-

that he call the baboons from the mountaii

the "dogs that lie in front of the do

Quietly dropping the attempt, a psalm ha\

been sung and a prayer offered, Moffatt r

the story of the Syrophenician woman, enl;

ing especially upon the words, " Truth, L(

but even the dogs eat of the crumbs that

from the master's table." He had not spo

many minutes when the voice of the old i

was again heard : "Will Mynheer sit down
wait a little—he shall have the Hottentots.'

was a candid acknowledgment of this tea

able burgher. After his retainers had come
heard with great interest the message of

preacher, and then dispersed :
" My friend,

;

took a hard hammer, and you have broke;

hard head." Josiah W. Leeds

We die as to any love when we refuse 1

the subject of it, and thus when we reject

allurements. Thus man spiritually dies ;

his bodily appetites, when they cease to C(

mand his service. When the man who
been ambitious, and whose heart has thei

been stirred by a powerful love of self-proi

tion, turns from that passion, and utterly

fuses to be governed by it, then he may
said spiritually to die to his ambitions. He
the Lord, in another place, after He has 32

"Greater love hath no man than this, tha

man lay down his life for his friends," adds

a way to define what is meant by laying do

one's life, " Ye are my friends, if ye do wh
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ier I command you." Doing whatsoever
^Lord commands us is dying for the glory

'

od.

—

C. H. Mann.

Reindeer, &c., in Alaska.

i the recent Report of Dr. William T. Harris, United
States Commissioner of Education.)

sen and horses need grass, but grass is not

d in Alaska, except for a few weeks, in

ed places. Reindeer moss grows in ail

where trees do not grow, and in enor-

« quantities, so that there is a food supply
en millions of reindeer in Alaska as a whole,

reindeer is the natural mediator between
^\rctic soil and the support of man . . .

;eive all Alaska as one vast rock. The
3s of nature— the sun. the rain, the frosts,

atal power of the seeds of the moss and
irdy trees— all these elements work on the

to subdue it for vegetation. On the coast

the ocean, where the winds are laden with

)|ture, as well as in the river valleys, the

beginnings of vegetation appeared. The
was eaten into by the moss plant. After
noss had flourished for untold ages, it had
ced a humus or soil, in which the seeds of

ir plants could take root. The moss epoch,

!, was followed by the tree epoch. When
i.rees grew in the river valleys, and on the

t regions the moss could not any longer

[ish. But by this time the moss had con-

EBd the rock regions far up the mountain
and over all the hills in Alaska, even up
e Arctic Ocean. This gives at one glance

!Jactual view of the situation in Alaska.

nd the southern coasts and in the river

ys, trees flourish and moss is not found.

( on the hills and for a mile up the high
itains reindeer moss is to be found in im-

e quantities. A careful estimate finds suf-

nt food for ten millions of reindeer, basing
iistimate on the present capacity of Finland

japland for the support of the reindeer,

t the routes for reindeer travel must not

id out in river valleys nor along the coast

38 ocean. The reindeer would starve on
ant of the lack of moss. This was the ac-

1 experience in the journey made by Kjell-

1, in the winter of 1897, from Port Clar-

south to Bristol Bay. He accomplished
ther parts of his journey, even the scaling

:gh mountain passes, without difiiculty, but
pmpting to conduct a portion of his re-

journey through the forest between the
okwim and Yukon Rivers he could not find

enough to subsist his reindeer, except by
ng down trees and using an inferior qual-

f moss. As it was, a half-dozen of his deer
:jhed. These reindeer journeys can be ac-

Jilished only on trails leading over the hills

i& the river valleys. The reindeer, with his

ih lips and shovel-shaped hoofs, can find

j
under the snow at any point in Alaska,

jst the forest regions which line the rivers

^southern coast.

(is too much to expect that miners will

i herds of reindeer, or indeed that reindeer

l)Ossibly be rai.sed in the immediate vicinity

imining camp, but the missionary stations,

ived at a safe distance from these villages,

produce hundreds and thousands of rein-

j
together with skilled natives who have

ied to speak the English language and have
iired the manners and customs of our peo-

ple. These will become herdsmen and team-
sters for the mines.

The Aleutian Islands are all said to be moss
bearing, and they should all have herds of rein-

deer. If not tame, at least a few should be
placed on each island to run wild and stock the
pastures.

The reindeer team in Lapland and Finland,
over a smooth, hard snow surface, often makes
a hundred miles a day. Kjellmann, the su-

perintendent of our reindeer herd at Eaton
Station, north of St. Michael and east of Una-
laklik, made eighty-five miles in twelve hours
on one occasion with a reindeer team. At the

easy rate of five miles an hour, with a relay

every twenty miles, and with a change of team-
sters every eight hours, a mail route of five

hundred miles could be travelled in five days

—

for where darkness holds for twenty-four hours

the night hours are as good as day hours for

travel.

The reindeer imported from Siberia numbered
554 up to 1895. In the years 1896 and 1897
none were added from Siberia, but the 554 herd

increased to 1,466 by June 30th, 1897. In 1898
161 were obtained from Siberia, and although

180 had been used for food and 66 more
had been lost in the expedition to Point Bar-

row for the relief of the sailors imprisoned in

the ice, the total herd surviving October 1st,

1898, numbered 1,918. This number is swelled

to 2,062 by the addition of 144 deer turned

over from the War Department as the survivors

of the herd purchased in Lapland for the relief

of the miners reported to be starving in the

Klondike mines.

Within the past three years thousands of

white men have settled in Alaska, many of them
taking their families with them. The popula-

tion of the older settlements has largely in-

creased, and several new towns have sprung up,

which are clamoring for school facilities. I

organized local committees as long ago as 1891

in Sitka, Juneau, Douglas, Fort Wrangel, Ka-

diak and Unga an J Unalaska. At Metlakaht a

most mtelligent supervision of school matters

has always been exercised by William Duncan,

founder of the colony of Indians that occupies

that island.

In a list of settlements, older and more re-

cent, presented by Dr. Harris, as calling for

government aid, occurs this item : Kotzebue

Sound, beyond Behring Strait, on the north side

of Prince of Wales Peninsula, is a new mining

district. There should be a school building of

one room established near the mission sup-

ported by the Friends, to cost $1,-500.

In the canary breeding establishments of

Germany only the male birds are valued, for

the females never sing. The method of train-

ing the birds to sing is to put them in a room
where there is an automatic whistle, which

they all strive to imitate. The breeder listens

to the efforts of the birds and picks out the

most apt pupils, which are then placed in an-

other room for further instruction. These are

the best singers and ultimately fetch high

prices. The less gifted birds are sorted into

second and third quality and are sold, while

those which show no vocal powers are de-

stroyed.

Wise Age, for all your wLsdom and gain

Are you nobler for noticing every stain?

If I Were a Girl.

If I were a girl, but warned and guided by
the knowledge of life that comes with maturer
years, there are some things frequently done
by well intentioned girls in this year of grace,

1899, that I would try to leave undone and some
other things frequently neglected by them that

I would try to do.

If I were a girl, I would determine to have,

if possible, a sound, healthful, well knit body.

I would not ruin my digestion by eating cara-

mels, nor my nerves by keeping late hours, nor
my lungs by breathing bad air, and wearing
uncomfortable clothing. I would have my
regular hours of eating and sleeping, and not

be tempted from them oftener than once or

twice a year. I would have what was sensible,

economical and appropriate in dress and never

be tempted from it on any occasion.

If I were a girl, I would learn as early as possi-

ble to do the homely duties which come to the

vast majority of women sooner or later. I would
learn to make and mend my own clothes, to

sweep and dust and iron and cook, and to do
all these things so easily and well that the doing

could never be drudgery.

If I were a girl, I would not make a confiden-

tial friend of a new acquaintance. I would
know just as many pleasant people as it was
possible for me to know, but I would try them
for a long, long time before I began to share

my innermost thoughts and feelings with them.

If I were a girl, I would try very hard to keep
my lips clear of slang, hasty words and stupid

gossip. I would not seek a reputation for

vivacity and "smartness" at the expense of

candor and kindness. I would resolve, and re-

solve with all my might, to say what I meant,

and to mean what I said.

If I were a girl, I would learn something

about the events and prominent characters and
questions of the day. I would learn to place

the central figures of history. . . I would not go
through life tortured by an ignorance which

may be remedied wherever the English language

is known and a public library is accessible.

If I were a girl, I would not spend hours in

reading light novels— even harmless ones

—

when the same time, wisely used, would give

me life-long acquaintance with . . the masters

of literature.

If I were a girl, I would be a Christian, and

I would not be asliamed to own that I bore the

name. If I could not be a wise, mature, and

influential Christian, I would be content to be

an honest Christian girl, and wait for time and

training to do the rest. I would let my position

regarding the dance, the card-table and the

theatre be so clearly defined that I need not go

through the agony of decision every day I lived.

I would try not to make myself and my religion

offensive by cant and " goodishness," but I

would try to have it understood which side I

was on and why I was there.

To put it briefly, if I were a girl, and if youth

could look forward as easily as later life can

look backward, I would begin to be, in girlhood,

what I shall in old age, wish I had become.

—

Jesse B. Pounds.

The material universe is full of mysterious

powers and hidden resources, which have only

just begun to disclose themselves in their adap-

tation to the needs of human progress. What
will the end be ?
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Some Account of John and Mary Hampton.
(Contlniicd from payi- Jll.i

J. H.'s diary, Sixth Month 24th, 1879.—
" Those lines of Thomas Ellwood seem to be so

with me to-day, that I venture to pen them, viz:

"
' Thee, Thee alone, oh God, I fear.

In Thee do I confide;

Thy presence is to me more dear

Than all things else, beside.'

" And in looking at the beautiful fields with

their lu.xuriant growth for the good of man;

and the red and ripening fruit before me; oh

how it raises my thoughts to the great Giver

of ever}' good and perfect gift! And in the

fresh flowing of his love, I feel constrained to

pen a few lines in commemoration of his good-

ness, who fiUeth our basket and our store; who
feedeth us with food convenient for us

at times satisfying the longing and thirsty one

with soul solacing bread. To thee, oh holy

Father, belongeth thanksgiving and praise."

First Month 11th, 1880.—

" Trials and troubles surround us,

While journeying over the sod.

But the heart is the safest, the happiest.

That's centered and anchored on God."

Eighth Month 5th, 1880.—" I have for some
months past had to pass through some sore

trials, besetments and temptations, in which I

have at times almost lost confidence and hope;

when gloomy forebodings, tedious days and

wearisome nights were my portion; which has

caused deep searching of heart, and caused me
to look over my past life, my omissions and
commissions, wherein I have not kept pace

with knowledge. But as I trust a little crumb
from his all-bountiful table has been given. I

have to admire at the loving kindness and the

condescending goodness, of my good Lord and

Master, who I trust and believe, has followed

me and borne with me through all. Praises,

be to thy great name and power. And oh, may
I, in humble resignation say, ' Thy rod and thy

staff they comfort me.' And oh, I beseech

thee, Holy Father, leave me not now in the

evening of my day, when the outward man fail-

eth, but be around about me in the hour of

trial, either of body or mind, so that I may
praise and adore thee, who art forever worthy

of all praise."

Seventh Month 16th, 1882.—"In looking

over my life from the days of my youth, I have

to admire the preservations, gracious dealings,

tender mercies and loving kindness of the

Lord, my bountiful Creator, toward me a poor

unworthy creature. My soul doth bless, praise

and magnify his great and ever worthy name;
and I can with some degree of propriety use

the expression of Jacob, when he said, ' God,

before whom my fathers Abraham and Isaac,

did walk, the God who fed me all my life long

unto this day, the Angel which redeemed me
from all evil,' to Him be honor, thanksgiving

and praise forever! Oh, that I may live so

near to Him the remainder of my days that my
end may be peace."

Sixth Month, 1883.— " Oh thou covenant-

keeping God, oh thou eternal fountain of good-

ness. Thou who hast followed and kept me all

the days of my life, be with me to the end.

Oh praises, praises to thy ever-adorable Name."
Under date of Sixth Month, 1884, he wrote

to his cousin, E. Wilson: . . . "Iowa is now

in its beauty. The fields of waving green oats

and grass, and the cornfields are beginning to

look pretty. The prospect for fruit is good;

strawberries very plenty. These, with the sing-

ing of birds, the lowing of cattle and the bleat-

ing of sheep all seem to be animating; all show
the handiwork of a great and All-wise Creator;

and call for gratitude, thanksgiving and praise.

For surely man is abundantly provided for, and
I oftentimes think that we have been remarka-
bly favored with health and kind and dutiful

children . . and I often feel to number the

blessings."

Diary, Second Month 26th, 1886.— "lam
eighty years old to-day. Old age has come,
with now and then a pleasant day: long in com-
ing, soon away. How long, oh righteous Father,

wilt thou sufter the enemy to tempt me; to lay

baits for my soul; to allure me into by-paths

on forbidden ground? I find it just as neces-

sary to keep on the watch in old age, as in the

prime of life. To thee, oh Holy Father, do I

look for help to keep me in the way I should

go; that as the end is near approaching, I may
be prepared to render my account with joy.

For I have no merit of my own ; but all my help

must come from thee and to thee alone all

praise belongs."

No date:

" Oh lovely, gentle peace of mind,

Be thou on earth my constant guest."

Sixth Month 2.3rd, 1887.—"Oh time! time!

how it flies. . . When the mind is brought
in retrospective view of the past, oh what
scenes it presents of alternate pleasure and
pain.

" Oh how little did the writer of this scrap
think fifty years ago to-day, when a girl babe
was born. . . that he should live to see

that infant's fiftieth birthday arrive. And now
as he looks back he thinks of the many changes
time has made.

" With what care and tenderness was this

infant raised to womanhood. With what pleas-

ure he looked upon her when she was married
to a noble young man. How he enjoyed with

them the brief life they lived together [and

mourned with her], when He who doeth all

things well, thought fit to intercept that hap-

piness by the premature death, I might almost

say, of that noble young man, leaving her with

an infant son . . in the wide world of

trouble and care: which for a time seemed too

great [a trial] to bear. But He who severed
the tender cord, and allowed the string to re-

main for a season, has provided a way, so that

the languished nerve shall not break, but hope
and tranquillity may again reign triumphant.
" Then in process of time another happy union

took place; and hope and prosperity for a time
abounded; until the cherished partner was
called to foreign lands to promote peace and
tranquillity amongst his fellow men, the poor
Indians."

Here scenes of a very trying nature were
brought to bear on mind and body.

(Here the sketch being rather obscure, as it

is thought, for all but those familiar with the

occurrences, the following paragraph is in-

serted in place of a few sentences.)

The continued anxiety for her distant loved

one, whose life she felt to be in imminent
danger, and the constant care of her family of

young children, were a continual trial to her,

all through the time this separation lasted.

And when he returned to her, it was a

broken health; and inability to take a ;

share of the care which naturally belonged

him. This tax for so many years upon one

delicate strength, brought bodily intirmit

To resume my grandfather's sketch, at

time of her fiftieth birthday.
" Hope as to comfort in this life seenn

be almost gone. But round about are

Everlasting Arms. He who sleepeth not

day nor slumbereth by night, will protect,

'

be strength in weakness, riches in poverty,

;

a present help in the time of need. And
encouraging language may properly be appli

' Lift up thy head in hope. Oh, thou tossed i

troubled one, for though thou hast drunk
cup of sorrow and hast spent toilsome d

and wearisome nights, yet the language i

be applied, as it was to one formerly,
'

grace is suflicient for thee.'
" Yes, He will give ' the oil of joy for men

ing, the garment of praise for the spirit

heaviness.'

"

Although we find no account of this belc

daughter's* death in his writings, yet it

known that it was a great trial to him, as v

as to his dear wife, to give her up, which t!

had to do a month after the above was writt

But such was their confidence in the overnil

of Providence for good, that the couplet

the poet might well express their feelings,

" His will we may not question nor the hidden

tive tell,

But rest in the assurance that He doeth all thi

well."

Strange Bible Facts.

The learned Prince of Granada, heir to

Spanish throne, imprisoned by the order of

crown for fear he should aspire to the thr:

was kept in solitary confinement in the
''

prison at the Place of Skulls, Madrid. A

:

thirty-three years in this living tomb, dil

came to his release, and the following i

markable researches, taken from the Bible (

marked with an old nail on the rough walli

his cell, told how the brain sought employrj

through the w^eary years: i

In the Bible the word " Lord " is found 1

1

times.
I

The word " Jehovah " 6,855 times. i

The word " reverend " but once, and thi I

the ninth verse, 111th Psalm.

The eighth verse of the 97th Psalm is*

middle verse of the Bible.

The ninth verse of the eighth chapteOl

Esther is the longest.

The thirty-fifth verse, eleventh chaptfol

St. John is the shortest.

In the 107th Psalm four verses are ali

"

the eighth, fifteenth, twenty-first and tbT'

first.

Each verse of the 136th Psalm ends ali

No names or words with more than sb )'•

lables are found in the Bible.

The thirty-seventh chapter of Isaiah aw^
nineteenth chapter of Second Kings are :

<'

The word "girl" occurs but once i

Bible, and that in the third verse, third cl

of Joel.

There are found in both books of the l^*"

3,.^j38,483 letters, 77.3,693 words, 31,373 V(<&

1,189 chapters and 66 books.

•Lncinda Battey.
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he twenty-sixth chapter of the Acts of the
sties is the finest cliapter to read,

he most beautiful chapter is the 23rd Psalm,
he four most inspiring promises are John
2, vii : 37; Matt, ix : 28, and Psalm xxxvii : 4.

he first verse of the fifth chapter of Isaiah

le one for the new convert.

11 who flatter themselves with vain boast-
should read the sixth chapter of Matthew.
11 humanity should learn the sixth chapter
)t. Luke, from the twentieth verse to its

Dangers of the Dance.

here are many professed Christians in the
•ches who send their children to dancing
lols. We wonder whether they know the
;ers and evils to which they expose their

Iren ? We know a most excellent man who
his boy take lessons in dancing. Now, what
be his object, but that his boy may learn

as the world does, to mingle more grace-
' in its society, to spend his evenings in that
;h they think is the queen of worldly amuse-
ts. If this be his object, how can it be
nciled with the plain word of God, " Be not
brmed to the world ?"

le Bible clearly indicates that there is to be
riding line between the world and the dis-

! of Christ. On which side is the dance ?

•6 the low-cut dresses, bare arms and tightly

jing gowns befitting the modesty of one
essing to be clothed in Christ's robe of
teousness ? Can the giddy music, the
heated room, the early morning hour, and
position assumed in the waltz be tolerated

ly other place? In a word, is it not all

ing to temptation, if not actual sin, and
can a Christian pray, " Lead us not into

)tation, and then allow his children to go
the most captivating temptation ever in-

ed?
reat as is this evil there seems to be almost
oice to speak out and warn against its bold

-ntery. The dancing school is not only
ated but it is supported by a large por-
of the " Church," while in many cases its

bers open their parlors for private dances,
•w of an academy for young ladies, members
irhose board of directors are among the
most Congregational ministers of Massa-
etts that allow the girls to have weekly
es among themselves. Though they come
1 Christian homes, and may have been
ht by watchful parents to look upon danc-
18 worldliness, yet in this seminary, which
le of our very best, they have every encour-
(lent and means to learn to dance. This sea-

here was only one student who had the cour-
to refuse. Another student declined to

efor some time, knowing that her mother,
in heaven, had been opposed to it, but

ly she yielded to the solicitations of other

answer to the question so commonly
d, " What harm can there be in parlor and
ding school dancing ?" we will give the
Is of T. A. Faulkner, for many years presi-

of Dancing Masters' Association of the Pa-
Coast: "In these places," he says, "are
ht the rudiments of an education which
make them graduates of the saloon or

hel. I do not say that it always does, but
say that it often does. I only wish that
lin parents who think they are restricting

their children to 'parlor dancing at home only,'
could see, as I have often seen, their girls,
some of them but twelve or fourteen years of
age, dancing in a public hall, and with immoral
men."

This is usually the result of teaching the
child to dance and then restricting it to home
dancing. If they once become fascinated with
it, they must and will, by some means, fair or
foul, have more of it than their homes aftord.
The safe side is the best side. Keep them from
taking the first step to ruin, and they can never
take the last.

—

Eben Bumstead.

For "The Fru^nd."
" Of Faith, Pire-¥inged^ by Martyrdom."

We may not measure the far-reaching in-

fluence of Whittier's lines:

" Mother's look, more grave.
And soberer tone, as, some tale she gave
Prom painful Sewell's ancient tome,
Beloved in every Quaker home.
Of faith, tire-winged by martyrdom."

The vivid sense of such a faith is traced in

his daring deeds, as well as in his bold words.
The martyr spirit of the abolition movement
was strengthened by the constancy, endurance
and fortitude of those of other generations,
who had a faith more dear to them than their
natural lives.

"A faith that mountains could remove
A faith that finds its energy in love,

A faith that cannot die." .

From the time that the martyr Stephen pro-
claimed to a stifi'-necked generation that they
did always resist the Holy Ghost, martyrdom
has been a strong element in the dissemination
of ;-he gospel. Saul, afterwards called Paul,
was consenting to Stephen's death, and pur-
sued the Christians even unto strange cities,

until' confronted by the plaintive question,
" Why persecutest thou me?"

In his answer, "Who art thou. Lord?" is

found the honest confession and the would-be
honest inquiry of many a persecutor since:

They have not known the Lord of Glory.

Many have not had the integrity to admit
this, and more have not sought the author of
that life against which they were contending,

and over which they were powerless.

The spread of Christianity during the periods

of persecution was confined to those who had
a well established faith, valued beyond all

earthly preferments. As those in power were
convinced of this faith, other motives for

adopting it, occasioned a popularity that led

to its weakness. Prom its pristine purity and
simplicity it degenerated into forms and cere-

monies, the darkness of these ages being il-

luminated by a few faithful witnesses only, some
of whom surrendered life as "burning heretics."

Huss and Wycklifl' served as beacons at the

beginning of a much needed reformation. The
visitation of Divine light w^as the means of

awakening the convictions of great numbers
of the people during the seventeenth century.

The more destructive the measures adopted to

stamp out the new faith, the more it spread as

upon wings of flame.

Other societies besides Friends suffered for

the maintenance of liberty of conscience, but

for constancy and consistency history is be-

ginning to accord to Friends the foremost

place. Over four thousand were imprisoned at

one time, and it is recorded that during thirty

years of suffering, not a single Quaker was in-

duced by it to abandon his profession. The
authorities of New England who sought free-
dom to worship (Jod, were strangely intolerant
of a faith that dift'ered from their own. Per-
secution was carried so far that the common
people revolted from their inhuman practices,
and many were made willing to share the cup
of suffering with a despised people. As we
look back more than a century to those times
of suftering for our own Society we have ac-
customed our minds to think the day is past
when liberty of conscience is questioned by
these in authority. Our peace principles are
yet at variance with the war spirit of our land.
While this condition exists, there remains a
particular service for earnest, faithful workers
in the Master's cause.

These considerations combine to make the
sufferings of the Doukhobortsi especially elo-
quent in their appeal to our feelings. Some
of them have proven martyrs by their faithful
adherence to the Prince of Peace, rather than
yield to the laws of an earthly ruler. Expres-
sions of theirs, during very trying circum-
stances bear evide'nce of a living faith. One
said, "I shall live on, but thou shalt perish;"
which so wrought upon the mind of the per-
secutor that he was checked in his designs.
We may hope this knowledge of an endless life

awoke in him the query, " Who art thou.
Lord?" accompanied with the answer, "I am
.Jesus whom thou persecutest." Would that
the powers of this world, who advocate its

wars, might come to know the reign of the
Prince of Peace, whose kingdom is everlasting
and beyond their transient rule, who holds a
spiritual life that far outweighs t'nc natuutl,
and that to live in this life of the spirit, is the
essential errand in the state of probation.

E. H. Crosby, in the " Missionary Review of
the World," gives as the reason that Russia
has never ceased to persecute them, " because
they take their Christianity seriously, really
love their enemies and shrink from the idea of
slaughtering them."

The inference is sad, but too true that many
so-calledChristian denominations do not accept
the gospel seriously.

If there is a work for Friends in assisting
those yet under exile in Russia to find their
beloved families in a land of freedom; a bles-

sing would result to those who labor, to those
who are under affliction, and our example of
practical Christianity would be placed before
the people. Dillwyx Stkatto.\.

First Month 10th, 1900.

More than fifty years ago, a wise and patri-

otic speaker (Dr. W. E. Channing), uttered
words of warning that we fear are quite as
applicable to us now as they were to those
whom he then addressed. He said: "The de-

sire that our country should surpass all others
would not be criminal, did we understand in

what respects it is most honorable for a nation
to excel; did we feel that the glory of a State
consists in intellectual and moral superiority,

in pre-eminence of a knowledge, freedom and
purity. But to the mass of a people this form
of pre-eminence is too refined and unsubstan-
tial. There is another kind of triumph, which
they better understand, the triumph of physi-

cal power, Iriunijih in battle, triumph not over
the minds but the territory of another State.
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Here is a palpable, visible superiority, and for

this a people are willing to submit to severe

privations. A victory blots out the memory of

their sufferings, and in boasting of their e.\-

tended power they find a compensation for

many woes. . . Let us teach, however, that

the honor of a nation consists, not in the

forced and reluctant submission of other States,

but in equal laws and free institutions, in cul-

tivated fields and prosperous cities, in the de-

velopment of intellectual and moral power, in

the diffusion of knowledge, in magnanimity and

justice, in the virtue and blessings of peace.

Let us never be weary in reprobating that in-

tolerable spirit of conquest, by which a nation

becomes the terror and abhorrence of the

world, and inevitably prepares a tomb, at best

a splendid tomb, for its own liberties and pros-

perity."

For "THE Friend."

Saints.

When it has seemed good to the Holy Spirit,

by whom the Holy Scriptures were dictated, to

use a term as applied to certain men, the abuse

and WTong application of that term by men
who wTest the Holy Scriptures to suit their

own perverse doctrines, does not justify those

who love the Truth in discarding that term in

its true application, for, so doing, they diminish

the glory and beauty of Truth. Therefore, be-

cause an apostate church has robbed all true

members of the church of Christ of the term

saint, like as it has done other terms such as

priest, has changed the characteristic features

which mark the true saint, supplanting them

by suppositious ones of its own devising, has

built on this a structure of its own having its

foundation in the sand, that is the way and

will of man, and not on the word of the Lord,

deducing therefrom the doctrines of superoga-

tion, penance, the mediation and intercessory

prayers of those canonized as saints by their

church dignitaries, who direct that prayers

and adoration should be offered to them, and

to crown all the selling of indulgences, com-
pounding sin for filthy lucre; thus like the mer-

chants of Babylon the great, trading in the

souls of men; yet because all these abomina-

tions have found a place in the professing

church of Christ, still we are not justified in

discarding the truth of God, nor released from
individually striving by God's grace to become
that which in God's love Christ died for, to which

end He sends the Holy Spirit of promise, which

through his sufferings and death and by his

work of regeneration and sanctification on our

heart. He accomplishes in us and for us to our

salvation and his glory, in making the mem-
bers of his church saints of God and of Christ.

And, indeed, none but those who by Him have

been made saints on earth can company with

Him in Heaven.

Man originally created for immortality,

through sin fell and became subject to death.

God's work, man, through sin was marred.

God's love towards man changed not. But

God, who is holy, cannot dwell where sin is,

nor could man joined to sin come into the

presence of God. Sorrow alone for sin and its

consequences does not put away sin. This is

God's work, not man's. Man cannot do it.

Nathan said to David " therefore the Lord hath

put away thy sin." Man is then accounted of

God, to be a sinner whilst joined to sin, a

saint, when separated therefrom. To sanctify

means to set apart as holy. Saints are then

thos'e who are thus separated and set apart

from sin, and as such from sinners who are yet

joined to sin.

If sinners cannot come into the Divine pres-

ence, how can such become .saints, since the

work is not man's, but God's? (Jod hath ap-

pointed a way, a Mediator, who himself one

with the Father yet mingles with sinners, calls

them to himself, sanctifies his people, and

presents them to God. All have sinned, all are

sinners, and as such find themselves separated

from God. God sends his only begotten Son,

the beginning of a new and more glorious crea-

tion than even Adam was. He came in the

likeness of men, subject like Adam to tempta-

tion, but, untouched by the taint of sin; im-

bued with the mighty power of God, who being

tempted, foiled the tempter; as man, walking

blameless before God; as God coming in the

name and power of God, plainly declaring the

Father's will, proving his mission by mighty

works and miracles, God's voices and angels

being heard and seen testifying before many
witnesses of the Son's divinity, and God's spirit

in the hearts of those who truly feared and

loved God, bearing witness to Christ Jesus,

which testimony was received by them, many
of whom sealed their testimony by their blood.

God's immutable law, promulgated in Eden,

demanding death as the penalty of sin, had

never been repealed, and remains for ever in

force. And this is not a death merely to the

body, which is but the earthly tabernacle of

the immortal spirit, but it is the death of the

soul to that Divine life and communion which

whilst in innocency man enjoyed. This death

passeiJ upon Adam in the day he sinned, and

all men through sin have died. The death of the

body is but a secondary and it might almost be

said a minor consequence, for men have power

to kill the body, but not the soul. God alone,

who is the author of life has power over death.

And coming in the power of God, Jesus as a

spotless Lamb, gave his life for ours, tasted

that death which was our due. Through the

power of the Eternal Spirit, He offered him-

self as a sin offering to God, by the same power
He raised himself from the dead. This offering

was ordained by and accepted of God, who
could but cry as He did to Abraham, " It is

enough." God in Christ makes a new covenant

with man. One of forgiveness, pardon, recon-

ciliation through repentance toward God, and

faith in and obedience to his Son. His seal

set thereto is the blood of the everlasting cov-

enant, even Christ's offering of himself; man's

seal is that circumcision of the heart, whereby
through the obedience of faith, sin is put away,

and sinners are washed and cleansed therefrom
" in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the

spirit of our God."

The first death is that which through sin has

come upon all men, from which by Christ's

power men are raised. Were it not for God's

mercy in Christ this death would be eternal.

Could fitter words be chosen to describe the

bitterness of this death, than those uttered in

the hour of his agonies, by Him who coming
from the bosom of the Father, and tasting of

this death, cried, " My God, my God, why hast

thou forsaken me."

This death, the fruit of sin, is the deadliest

work of the devil, and the Holy Scriptures de-

clare that it must needs be that the Saviour

pass through death, in order that He might d(

stroy him, who had the power of this deatl

the devil. Through this victory Christ brougl:

life and immortality to light, which by th

gospel is preached and made known to mei

Jesus Christ said " I am the resurrection an

the life." Those who come to Him in fait!

who are born again of his spirit, are ushere

into a new life, and as they continue faithfi

to Him who has called them, these receive Hi

and power from Christ Jesus, the fountaii

and find salvation, a present one from sin an

a future one from its wages, death. For tb

Scriptures testify that there is a second deatl

whereunto the devil and all his servants wj

be cast, without any hope of a resurrection.

But God himself, and Jesus too has cautiom

us, no man can sin with impunity. Adam ha

life and lost it. The Israelites believed in Gc

and his servant Moses and obtained delive

ance passing through the Red Sea, and beiii

fed with manna from heaven they came 1

the border of the promised land. Here thi

faltered, their faith failed them, they disb

lieved God. These died in the wilderness, ai

God made known to them the " change in h

purpose." God put a new heart and a ne

spirit into Saul; he prophesied in the spiri

he fell aw^ay, rejected of God.

Saul of Tarsus, too, as the apostle Paul speal

of the same susceptibility through unwatchfu

ness to fall, saying, " I keep my body unde

lest after having prophesied to others, I niyse

should be a castaway." Jesus said, " If ye co

tinue in my word, then are ye my disciples i

deed." So, in Hebrews is it written, " Christy

house are we, if we hold fast the confidem

and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto tl

end" (Heb. iii: 6.) Again, "if we hold tl

beginning of our confidence steadfast unto tj

end "(v: 14).
j

A saint like a garment may be soiled, b'

the washing pool is there. Happy are thi,

who keep their garments unspotted from ti

world. Being born again they grow in grac,

pass through the washings of regeneratio|

and " having made their robes white in tl,

blood of the Lamb " are accounted worthy
[

attain to the resurrection, and to enter in!

eternal life. None then are saints in heave

:

who had not been made so on earth, for tli

washing of the robes is done whilst in tl|

body. The clean linen which is the righteou

ness of saints is theirs w^hilst in time, so th

when Christ appears these are not found nake

but ready to be clothed upon with more gloi

ous robes and an effulgent crown.

W. W.

Wastefulness.—Wastefulness is no part

the divine management of things. Christ f

the multitude, but He ordered the gatherii

up of the fragments, that nothing should

lost. Some families would live on what othe

waste. Some spiritual spendthrifts are gre

on faith, but not on gathering the fragmen'

But he who wastes fragments may some tii

come to need the utmost stretch of his impro"

dent and presumptuous faith. No faith is Wi

grounded that leaves the fragments of a fea

scattered over the ground. If God takes ca

of us, He expects us to take care of what 1

provides for us. No kind of wastefulness m:

isters to anyone's temporal or spiritual welfai— The Christian Standard,
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For "The Friend."

The Cruelties of War.

I interesting editorial appears in the Louis-

Cowrier-ZfTMrnai of the 13th instant, bear-

he above title, some parts of which are so

and timely that the writer desires to share

with the readers of The Friend.

these days, when militarism seems so popu-
vhen even professed ministers of Christ,
' Prince of Peace," are beguiled into justi-

on of this " Scourge of the Nations," it is

shing to find a great newspaper willing to

its voice against the atrocities inseparably

3cted with war, even if it does not take
ligher ground for its opposition thereto

the cruelty and inhumanity and horror of

we add to these sufficient, objections to the

iry system, its contravention of the Divine

15 this was manifested and inculcated by

fe and teaching of Christ, we are brought
e true ground whereon the Friends, Men-
es, Doukhobors and some other religious

ties have long stood and borne their testi-

against the spirit and practice of war.

e editorial says:

'he story cabled Monday that General Gat-

shot dead with his own hand the guide who
ed him into the Boer ambuscade, brings

the genuine horror of war ^vith a shock,

ave heard so much of Red Cross services,

uch immense sums have been devoted to

tal work that the average man is tempted
rget the actual brutalities and waste of

hat war implies. He forgets in the elabo-

Nork of the medical corps that all this ex-

ture of money and self-sacrificing devotion

: in only an infinitesimal degree the enor-

losses in battle, and that all the tender-

shown the wounded makes but scant

ds for the cruelty that the conflict de-

s.

lat the common soldier does in the lust of

,ge does not attract notice as it does when
e told an officer had to commit a deed that,

;h necessary and justifiable, according to

,ws of warfare, is nevertheless unutterably
ing!"

instance is then given of a great South-

eneral, during the civil war, who, after a

!, went into a tent where lay a wounded
snant of his own command, and deliberately

out his brains because he had disobeyed

instruction in battle; and another, of a
, early British admiral who encountered a

;h squadron, and was not supported by
;onsort ships. After he had defeated the

;h he summoned the captains of these two
to his own vessel and hung them to the
arm.

e article also recalls the fact that, after

attle of Omdurman, General (now Lord)
ener, " sent his soldiers over the field to

16 wounded dervishes who had fallen in
|

i for their country and their religion," his

'or this course being that " the dervishes

herously assaulted the soldiers passing,

hat even in dying they were a menace.
iry necessity is accepted as palliation for

cruelty, but none the less it is horrifying."

conclusion the editorial says: "A useful
lesson would be conveyed to all nations,

prhaps war would be diminished, if, instead

ivelling upon the glories of the military
r, the inhumanity and crime inseparable

from war would be more plainly set forth.
War means lust and rapine as much as it

means bravery and devotion, and it means cru-
elty as well. A great statesman once said,
' There never was a good war, nor a bad peace,'
and while war seems a part of the state of
mankind, yet there is no question that every
one avoided is a great gain to humanity, as
every one brought on means an inevitable de-
basement in many forms. Blessed are the peace-
makers."

May we, as Friends, be alive to the import-
ance of maintaining our testimony against the
spirit of militarism now so prevalent in the two
great English-speaking nations of the world,
in which it seems that the lust of power and
wealth, " the god of this world hath blinded
the minds of them which believe not (and also

of many who profess to believe), lest the light

of the glorious gospel of Christ should shine
unto them." We need to be watchful and care-

ful that we do nothing to lower the standard
of our profession, earnestly and prayerfully

endeavoring to so live that we "may be blame-
less and harmless, the sons of God, without re-

buke, in the midst of a crooked and perverse
nation, among whom " we should shine as lights

in the world" (Phil, ii: 15).

Jesse Edgerton.
Columbiana, Ohio, First Month 18th, 1900.

Statistics of Crime for

The total number of persons who committed
suicide in the United States during the year
1899, as reported to the Chicago Tribune, was
.5,340, as compared with 5,920 in 1898, 6,600
in 1897, 6,520 in 1896, and 5,759 in 1895.

The cases of murder numbered 6,225, as
compared with 7,840 in 1898, 9,520 in 1897,
10,652 in 1896, and 10,500 in 189.5—a marked
decrease. In the matter of lynchings, while
there has been special barbarity displayed in

quite a number of cases, the total shows a de-

cided decrease, 107 for 1899, as compared with
127 in 1898, 166 in 1897, 131 in 1896, 171 in

1895, 160 in 1894, 200 in 1893 and 235 in

1892. The legal executions numbered 131, as

compared with 109 in 1898, 128 in 1897, 122
in 1896, 132 in 1895, 132 in 1894, 126 in 1893,
and 107 in 1892.

It may be that the falling off in the homicide
cases for several years past has been in part

due to more favorable business conditions, but
it is probable also that our foreign wars have
drawn ofi" not a few who had grown reckless

and were not averse to shedding blood. It

may be a proper comment to make that the
daily paper furnishing the above statistics, be-

ing published on every day in the week, pub-
lished these in its Sunday edition of Twelfth
Month 31stlast, a woful make-up of forty-eight

pages, no copy of w^hich number, it was stated

by the publishers, " is complete without the

pink sporting sheet" of four additional pages.

In the latter, amongst other things, was given

the record of the prize ring for the past year,

including the number who had met their death
as the result of the brutal encounters. Does
not such printed poison as this directly feed

the noisome stream which eventuates in the

harvest of disorders, overt crime and shedding

of blood ? And is it to be wondered at that a

convention was lately held in New York to

specially consider what it was possible to do to

withstand that great enemy of the people's
peace, " the Sunday paper." J. W. I/.

Died Rather Than Kill.—The responsibil-

ity of taking human life under any circumstances
is tremendous. We cannot but admire the
wonderful self-control of an Armenian who pre-
ferred to die rather than live with blood upon
his hands.

It was during the horrible massacres in Ar-
menia. A native, says George H. Hepworth,
was employed in one of the railroad stations.

He was standing on the platform when the
mob approached. A Turk, who knew the man
to be a faithful servant handed him a pistol,

saying:

"It is an outrage. Take this and defend
yourself. It is good for six of the rascals."

The Armenian took the weapon, hesitated for

a moment, then handed it back with a groan.

"I can't do it," he said. "I had rather die

than commit murder."
In less than ten minutes he was a bruised and

bleeding corpse, and the fiends had started on the

track of another victim.— Youth's Companion.

Notes from Others.

Persons who readily consent to thirty-three de-

grees in masonry object to two degrees in Chris-

tian experience.

—

N. C. Friend.

From out the millions of the earth

God often calls a man
To preach his word, and for the truth

To take a loyal stand.

'Tis sad to see him shun his cross.

Nor stand in its defence
Between the fields of right and wrong

—

A preacher on the fence.

A notable enterprise has been undertaken by
Christian workers of Philadelphia. It is nothing
less than a complete census of the city's homes, all

to be taken in a single day, Second Month 22nd.

The army of workers who will be engaged will

come from nearly all the churches. There is a
complete co-operation of denominations and or-

ganizations for this purpose—Roman Catholics, Uni-

tarians, Universalists, Salvation Army, Y. M. C. A.,

W. C. T. U., besides the regular denominations. The
city has been divided, and district leaders secured,

so that the census will be taken with all the system
and accuracy of a government census. The statis-

tics gathered will be placed in the hands of the

pastors and First-day schools.

A contest involving the disruption of the public

school of McDonald, Washington County, arose

over the fact that in the ten rooms of the McDon-
ald public school different forms of prayer, dif-

ferent attitudes while reciting them and different

passages of the Bible have been for some time

forced upon all the children, irrespective of their

own religion. Some of the children refused and
were expelled. The parents of the expelled pupils

sent their children back to school again, and also

.sent word to the principal and teachers that the

children would be silent and respectful during any
religious ceremony the others went through, but

that they would not participate in it against their

conscience, but they were refused admission as long

as they held to that idea.

Loui.se Frcebel, widow of Friedrich Froebel, who
founded the kindergarten system, died in Hamburg,
Germany, on the seventh instant, aged eighty-five

years. Her husband died in 1852. Like most edu-

cational leaders and reformers he was ridiculed

through most of his life-time for the method of

child-training which he originated, but in the nearly

half a century which has passed since bis death
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Froebel's views have become largely incorporated

with the educational systems of Germany, England

and America. In fact they are now generally rec-

ognized as of great value among educators in all

civilized countries. Fnebel's case is thus another

instance of the fact that the mental and moral

inertia of mankind is such that the race is always

from a generation to a century behind time in rec-

ognizing and appreciating its greatest leaders and

benefactors. Still, as of old. the fathers kill the

prophets and the sons garnish their sepulchres.

—

Free Methodist.

SUMM.\RY OF EVENTS

United States.—Southern white men are realizing the

importance of definite and tangible plans in solving the

negro question. As a result of this feeling, a conference

is called at Montgomery, .\la., ne.\t spring of both races,

to e.xchange ideas on the subject.

The Legislature has elected e.\-Governor McLaurin

Senator from Mississippi, for the long term, and Sullivan

for the short term.

James H. Gear has been chosen by the Iowa Legisla-

ture to succeed himself in the United States Senate.

The election of J. C. S. Blackburn as United States

Senator, was duplicated in both Houses of the Kentucky

Legislature on the 16th inst., this action being taken on

account of a question among lawyers as to whether the

election on the 9th was legal.

The imports of merchandise into the United States dur-

ing 1899 amounted to $799,834,620, as against $634,954,-

448 in 1898. The exports amounted to $1,275,486,641.

as against $1,255,546,266 in 1898.

The Senate after ratifying the Samoan treaty, recon-

sidered its action and the subject is open for further

debate.

The Senate Committee on Interoceanic Canals, agreed

unanimously to report a bill for the construction of the

Nicaraguan Canal.

In the House the Pension Appropriation bill, carrying

$145,245,250, was passed, after a sharp debate, provoked

by an attack by Northern Democrats on the Commissioner

of Pensions.

The Navy Department has prepared a tariff for the

island of Guam based on the schedules now in use for the

islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico.

Statistics show a reduction, by curfew ordinances, qf

80 per cent, of the crimes committed by children under

fifteen years of age.

Maine stands second among the States in the daily out-

put of pulp and paper. Including the product of the three

plants now building it is estimated that the daily output

will be 2165 tons and the total investment in this class of

property will be $30,000,000.

There will be $85,000,U00 e.xpended this year in Greater

New York in the construction of buildings. This estimate

is e.i£clusive of the cost of structures contracted for by

the city.

The 1899 production of beet sugar in Minnesota was

4,340,166 pounds, on which the state paid a bounty of

$2(1,000. •
So far this season about 80,000 boxes of oranges have

been shipped from Manatee County, Pla.

In the last year the railroads of Connecticut carried

50,269,468 passengers, with a record of none killed. The

trolley lines of the State caused the death of eleven pas-

sengers in a total of 59,084,702.

A large Glasgow (Scotland) tea chest company has pur-

chased 10,000 acres of forest land in North Carolina, with

75,000,000 feet of stumpage, to use the lumber for ve-

neering of tea chests. A factory to prepare it will be

built at Wilmington.

Boston's municipal debt increased $3,000,000 last year.

The Chicago Tribune says :
" The year that established

the supremacy of the United States in steel and iron man-

ufacturers also placed this country at the head of the

coal producing nations of the world. Our coal output for

1899 was over 244,000,000 tons, or 49,000,000 tons more

than in the preceding year. Between 1870 and 1895 we
trebled our production, but last year we mined nearly one-

half as much coal as the entire average output of any

other country during the five years of 1871-75. During

the last thirty years the other manufacturing countries

have also been increasing their coal output steadily, though

in a smaller ratio, and until last year the order of the

four leading countries was Great Britain, the United States,

Germany and France. Now the United States heads the

list, as it also does in steel. Americans are now mining

one-third of the coal of the entire world, while thirty years

ago they mined only 17 per cent, of it. Nothing could

more strikingly illustrate the growth of our manufactur-

ing industries or illustrate more clearly the

supremacy henceforth to be maintained by holding on to

our European and Oriental markets. Thirty-seven states

and territories produce coal, and there are said to be coal

beds underlying one-sixth of the surface of the country."

The canal gates at Lockport, Illinois, were opened on

the 17lh inst., allowing the water from the Chicago drain-

age canal to flow into the Desplaines Kiver.

News has reached Victoria, British Columbia, on the

16th inst., from Skagway, that a large part of the business

section of Dawson was destroyed by fire on the night of

the 9th. The loss will exceed $5i"i,00U. The Skagway
operator says that great suffering would undoubtedly fol-

low the fire, as the temperature at Dawson was forty de-

grees below zero with the wind blowing. The city is with-

out the regulation water supply.

Reports are received of the ravages of the bubonic

plague, which, in spite of the efforts of the Hawaiian

authorities, appears to be on the increase. There have

been twenty-three deaths from the plague since Twelfth

Month 12.

Within five years the exports of coffee from the Ha-

waiian Islands have increased nearly fortyfold.

There is a steady demand for eight cars of beer a week
in Manila.

Aluminum stoppers for bottles are now being made at

the rate of several thousand pounds a week. The blanks

are cut from sheet metal, and, after shaping, rubber gas-

kets are forced over them. Such stoppers have retained

the gas of effervescent fluids for four years.

There were 525 deaths in this city last week, reported

by the Board of Health. This is 21 more than the previous

week and 61 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 255 were males and 270 females : 86

died of pnuemonia ; 59 of heart diseases; 56 of consump-

tion ; 26 of diphtheria; 19 of bronchitis; 18 of nephritis ;

17 of convul.sions; 17 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels ; 16 of cancer; 14 of marasmus; 14 of debility;

12 of apoplexy; 12 from casualties; 11 of inflammation of

the brain; 11 of old age ; 9 of Bright's disease, and 8 of

typhoid fever.

Markets. &C. — V. S. 2's, 102J; fs, 114J a 115; new
4's, reg., 133 a 134J; coupon, 134 a 134J ; 5's, reg., 112

a 112i; coupon, 113J a 114; 3's, reg., 1091 a 110; cou-

pon, llOf a 111.

Cotton closed on a basis of 8Jc. per pound for middling

uplands; demand, however, was light from spinners.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.50 ; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour was quiet, but steady,

at $3.15 a $3.30 per barrel as to quality. Buckwheat
Flour sold in a small way at $2.35 a $2.50 per 100

pounds, as to quality.

Grain.—No. 2 red wheat, 68J a 69Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 6c.; good, 5i a 5Jc.; me-

dium, 4| a 5c.; common, 4J a 4Jc.

Sheep and La.mbs.—Extra, 5 a 5ic.; good, 4i a 4|c.;

medium, 4 a 4Jc.; common, 2 a 3|c.; lambs, 5 a 6Jc.

Hogs were firm at 6J a 6|c. for Western.

Foreign.—The tension over the situation in Natal

Colony was relieved in London on the 18th inst., by the

announcement that General Buller's army had crossed the

Tugela River and seized strong positions about two miles

from the north bank. General Warren's column, it is

said, encountered a heavy fire in its advance. The British

losses in killed, wounded and captured up to the 18th are

7,987 officers and men, according to a cablegram from

London.
A despatch of the 20th instant from London states

that John Ruskin died on the afternoon of that day of

influenza. He was nearly eighty-one years of age.

The recently seized German steamer Marie, loaded with

sulphur, has been released by Great Britain uncondition-

ally.

Russia in Europe has a forest area of about 500,000,-

000 acres. One-third of the country, indeed, is forest.

The Calcutta Council, on the 19th instant, considered

the famine situation. The official estimates show that

the cost to the Government of the relief works, etc., to

the end of Third Month will be 40,000,000 rupees. About

22,000,000 persons are now affected in British territory

and about 27,000,000 in the native States. The Viceroy,

Lord Curzon of Kedleston, said that the famine area had

expanded, surpassing the worst fears, and they were now
facing a cattle, water and food scarcity of a terrible char-

acter. About 3,250,000 persons, he continued, were al-

ready receiving relief.

It is no unusual thing for a vessel plying between Japan

and London to carry 2,000,000 fans as a single item of

cargo.

It is learned that the wrecked steamer on the New
Foundland coast is the Heligoland, the property of the

Dutch-.\merican Petroleum Company. Her name
found on a boat picked up off Cape Fine. She a

from Philadelphia First Month 5th, and was bound

Bergen, Norway, and carried a crew of 36 men. All

General Torres and his Mexican troops are report*

have administered a crushing defeat to the Yaqui Ind

at Maccoyata, on the 18th instant, killing over 200

taking 500 prisoners.

In the City of Mexico a concession has been ijra

for an automobile bus line. The syndicate is reporh

be backed by well known United States capitali.^ta,

the scheme bids fair to be popular in that city. Th(

tomobiles will compete with street car lines.

A severe earthquake shock was felt in Mexico on

night of the 19th, the disturbance extending from

Atlantic to the Pacific. Seven lives were lost in Co

and sixty persons injured. In Guadalajara several

ship houses were damaged, and in Mexico City there

some damage and much excitement.

A Santiago de Chile despatch says that tidal m
higher than have been known for a long time, have w
along the coast, doing considerable damage.
The two successive revolutions in Venezuela—the

against Dictator Andrade and the second against hie

queror. General Castro—have effectually paralized 1

ness throughout that country.

The nuriber of half-castes in Bolivia is 500,000, am
5,000,000, as incorrectly stated in last week's SUMH

NOTICES.

Receipts for Aid of Suflering Doukhobo
to Fiist Month 23d, 1900.

C.J.H.,$40; per H.M.J.,$50; G. D., $1; E. H.,$i

H.,$2; A,K.,$5; M.K. 0.,.$5; J. M. 0., $2; A.M.O.
D. & E. a, $1; W. C. M., $1; E. C, $1; P. E. H.,

J. E. 0., $2; P. E. J., $2; A Friend, $10.

\V.M. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St PI

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Sti

Phila.— Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2l

and from 3 P. M. to 6 P. M. The following books an

eluded among the recent additions :

Bancroft, H. H.—New Pacific.

Goodwin, M. W. and others (eds.)—Historic Newl
Harland, Marion (pseud) —More Colonial Homeet
Higginson, T. W.—Contemporaries.

Johnson, Cllifton—Among English Hedgerows.

Low, Seth—Trend of the Century.

Mabie, H. W.—Lite of the Spirit.

Smith, Goldwin—United Kingdom, a Political Hii

Underwood, L. M.—Molds, Mildews and Mushrooi

Young, E. R.—Winter Adventures in the Great

Land.

Westtown Boarding School.—For conveniet

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M.

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqm

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tweat

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Su

Died, at Flushing, Ohio, on the fifth of Eleventt

1899, in the twenty-seventh year of her age, Editb

row, wife of James W. Edgerton of Newtown Squar

and daughter of Thomas and Mary Conrow. Durii

early part of her illness, which was of several m
duration, this dear young Friend passed through

conflict of spirit, and through mercy, was enabled

perience a hope of acceptance with her Father in h

As her strength gradually failed she was favoret

much inward peace, and manifested a sweet and

resignation, at one time saying, " If it is the Lord's

will get well; if not it will be otherwise." Her su!

at times was great and was borne without a mi

Near the close she exhorted those about her to "p

for death; it is what we must all come to." She b

deared herself to a large circle of relatives and f

who, while mourning her early removal, have the coi

belief that, through adorable mercy, she has bee

mitted to enter that land whose inhabitants can

say "I am sick," and of whom it is declared, "The

hunger no more, neither thirst any more; neither si

sun light on them nor any heat. For the Lai

in the midst of the throne, shall feed them, and sbi

them unto living fountains of water; and God sha

away all tears from their eyes."
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Irustees and Embezzlers of Time.

ace Mann said: " We might as well steal

's money as his time." There are several

)f robbing others of their time:

keeping them waiting past the appointed

Qt for us to be on hand;

aining them with talk which perishes

he hearing;

fforse, with conversation, which lives for

T evil in the hearing (such as is deroga-

others' name makes two robberies at

dng others wait on us when they would

raged in higher causes;

our idle moments endeavoring to kill

or ourselves by taking up that of the

[uiring the preparation of luxuries or of

IS for which no one is the better.

h are samples of a long list, to which we

Id from day to day, as we discover our-

taking from others time for which we

7 no righteous equivalent,

members one of another, we must be

; of their time as well as giving them of

and the mutual sacrifice is ordained to be

illy helpful. One has a right to ask for

ithy or aid as he may have a real need,

;h he seem to cost a person's time or

Y in doing so. These cannot recompense

srhaps, but we shall, under the law that

, more blessed to give than to receive,"

•ecompensed at the resurrection of the

The needy are not causing us to waste

ime by drav\'ing us into sympathy, into

acrifice, into doing for Christ in the per-

)f his destitute or afflicted. They are

ing us into durable riches above any of

emporals they can receive of us. There-

let no timid or needing heart shrink away

overwTought humility from friends whose

tion they long for, under the plea, " It is

!ry for me to take time where I, in my un-

liiness, cannot leave an equivalent." But

the more highly favored, if faithful, get more

than the equivalent, if not from thee, yet through

thy need. The full and the abounding need the

needy in a higher sense than the wanting ones

need themi. 'Tis onlj^ the wasting of others'

time that would be robbery—wasting it on our

foolishness, our selfishness, our lack of edify-

ing, our procrastination, our whims or our

lusts—but it is not wasting their time to be

the occasion of their improving it for our own

or another's relief and upbuilding.

Turning from our dealing with men's and

women's time, which "is money," we are

brought to the question, "Will a man rob

God?"

In the journey of our lives we pass through

large deserts of waste time, made so by heed-

lessness of occupying it even with thought. We
set high value on a silent hour in a Friends'

meeting, but hours at other limes carry the

same intrinsic value, and when long stretches

of enforced silence or solitude are our lot, a

fearful waste often goes on.

The waste of silence everywhere where si-

lence might be occupied with our God—whether

in the watches of the night or in solitary out-

ward occupations, or in sickness, or in waiting

for others—is ground for great accountability

to be known when we shall be inquired of " What

hast thou done with thy Lord's money?"

It is not less of silence that we need, but

revival in the silences which we have, and all

must have. In proportion as there is a revived si-

lence in the Omnipresent One prevailing through

the quiet periods of the week, will there be a

revival of or in the true silence in Meetings for

Worship. And as our daily silences are rightly

occupied will anointed services arise day by day

in their season, and the Giver of every good

and perfect gift will not be robbed in time, in

tithes or in offerings.

Table Manners Before the Divine Host.

—It is a custom with Friends to hold a brief

opportunity for Divine communion at each meal

when they sit down. Where this is more than

a perfunctory form, the silent saying of grace

to us will tend to modify and season the remain-

ing conversation of the repast.

But it is sometimes said, "After the gift the

thanks grow cold." Shall the Christian leave

his table less thoughtful or thankful than

when he sat down? " So when they had dined

-Jesus saith unto Simon Peter, ' Simon, lovest

thou me more than these?'" (John xxi: 14.)

The after-dinner thanks and love were di

rected to be expressed in terms of feeding

others. Thus a spiritual Lord's Supper may be

continued. We may safely refer to the wit-

ness of the Spirit each man's required form of

answer to the question: " What shall I render

unto the Lord for all his benefits toward me?"

Three answers were given to that question:

—

" I will take the cup of Salvation," " I will call

upon the name of the Lord," and " I will pay

my vows unto the Lord." (Ps. cxvi: 12-14.)

Falling by Heredity, Rising by Grace.

G. Campbell Morgan, in an article on " He-

redity " in the Record of Christian Work, after

speaking of the evil tendencies by which hu-

man nature is handicapped, says:
" We have to face these facts. Young men

who are going from our city and country homes

are suddenly overwhelmed and fall in the con-

flict. Why? They did not choose the sinful

things, but suddenly, under certain conditions

of life, they find a devil in them that had been

sleeping. Somehow, he is aroused, and he

masters them. They have inherited evil ten-

dencies from someone gone before. So that I

say to-day, men are starting in life from this

standpoint, without the semblance of a chance;

they are handicapped in the race from the be-

ginning, and from before their birth.

"That is exactly what the apostle says here,

' By one man's disobedience,' and whether that

man be Adam or your father, it does not affect

the matter. ' By one man's disobedience many

were made sinners.' That is the great law;

sinners by yielding to the hereditary force

that dwells within them, and for which they

are not responsible. Such is the story of the

lives of thousands of our fellow men to-day.

What have we to say to these things? What
has the preacher to say? What has the gos-

pel of Jesus Christ to say?
" It has to say that there is another truth

which Jesus Christ came to proclaim, side by

side with that first one, and that the man who

only declares that, tells but half the common

truth of every life and soul of man. And what

is the other truth? It is contained in this

same passage to the Romans and the twentieth

verse, ' Where sin abounded grace did much

more abound.' .... "My inheritance

in Jesus Christ He has trusted to no line of

succession, but He brings it to me himself, by

the power of his Spirit, and deals with me in

direct personal communion."

The only serious instruction is that which

cultivates reason and conscience. The words

which the teacher utters, however true or wise,

have le.ss influence on his hearers than his

character. The man. not the speech, is elo-

quent. It is the spirit that isDirine, and words

have irresistible force only when they spring
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from the hearts of Godlike men. They who

create new and beautiful ideals, which give a

new and holier sense of the worth and good-
J

nessof life, are our greatest benefactors. The

supreme need is of good men, for only they

upbuild the kingdom of earth and heaven.

—

John L. Spalding.

A Testimony Co.nceknixg William Penn
FROM THE Monthly Meeting for Berk-

shire, Held at Reading, England, the

31st of First Month, 1719.

Our Friend William Penn departed this life

at his house at Ruscomb, in the county of

Berks, the thirtieth of the Fifth Month, 1718,

and his body was conveyed thence the seventh

of the Sixth Month following to Friends' burial

ground at Jordans in the county of Bucks,

where he was honorably interred, being accom-

panied by many Friends and others from di-

vers parts, and being a member of our Monthly

Meeting at Reading at the time of his decease

and some years before, we can do no less but,

in giving the foregoing account, say something

respecting the character of so worthy a man,

and not only refer to other meetings where his

residence was in former times, who are wit-

nesses of the great self-denial he underwent in

the prime of his youth and the patience with

which he bore many a heavy cross, but also

think it our duty to cast in our mite, to set

forth in part his deserved commendation.

He was a man of great abilities, of an excel-

lent sweetness of disposition, quick of thought

and ready of utterance, full of the qualification

of true discipleship, even love without dissimu-

lation, as extensive in charity as comprehen-
sive in knowledge, and to whom malice and
ingi-atitude were utter strangers, so ready to

forgive enemies that the ungrateful were not

excepted.

Had not the management of his temporal

affairs been attended with some deficiencies,

envy itself would be to seek for matter of ac-

cusation, and yet, in charity, even that part of

his conduct may be ascribed to a peculiar sub-

limity of mind.

Notwithstanding which he may, without

straining his character, be ranked anion.'st the

learned, good and great whose abilities are suf-

ficiently manifested throughout his elaborate

wTitings, which are so many lasting monuments
of his admired qualifications, and are the esteem
of learned and judicious men among all per-

suasions. And though, in old age, by reason

of some shocks of a violent distemper, his in-

tellects were much impaired, yet his sweetness
and loving disposition surmounted its utmost
efforts, and remained when reason almost failed.

In fine, he was learned without vanity, apt

without forwardness, facetious in conversation,

yet weighty and serious, of an extraordinary

greatness of mind, yet void of the stain of am-
bition, as free from rigid gravity as he was
clear of unseemly levity. A man, a scholar, a
Friend, a minister surpassing in superlative

endowments, whose memorial will be valued by
the wise and blessed with the just.

Signed on behalf and by appointment of the

said meeting. William Lamball, .Jr.

Patience is fortitude fixed in faith, endur-
ance lighted up with hope. If heroism is

courage in activity, then patience is courage
-The Christian Instructor.

Contentment.

' Do you see that little brown cottage on

the hillside?" said my friend, as we drove along

the bustling city in which she pursued the busy

anxious calling of a physician. " Yes," I re-

plied, " How cozy it looks with the apple tree

at the side, and the old-fashioned garden and

front yard."
" It's a genial, restful spot," continued the

doctor, " and to it I often go to learn lessons

of contentment. Two women, a mother and a

daughter, have lived there for many years. The
mother was once wealthy, but her husband died,

and riches fled. The old story, you see. Since

her childhood the daughter has known little of

life but as a hand-to-hand struggle for food and

shelter. But you never hear a word of com-

plaint. I often get discouraged, hard things

come into my life, as they come into most lives,

and I am tempted to grow bitter and cynical

and ask the question, ' Is life worth living af-

ter all?' Then I go to Widow Jackson's, and

she is so cheery and bright as she talks about

her plants and her w^ork. Perhaps she tells me
of her early experience in this western coun-

try when she was first married, how they

roughed it, yet how happy they were. All the

time her needle flies along the garment she is

making, for she cannot afford to be idle a min-

ute. In some mysterious way, the hope and

cheer of her brave soul are breathed into me.

I look at her, and feel ashamed that I ever har-

bored a discontented thought, and I go away
quite happy again.

" It is for such humble souls, ' the unnamed
millions,' that this old world is kept going rather

than for the noisy few about whom every one

is talking. Widow Jackson will never know
how much her brave endurance helps me—she

would not believe me if I told her. Perhaps
that knowledge is kept for one of the blissful

surprises of heaven. I am not the only one to

whom she has given what no money can buy.

Where, in all our busy city or in any other far

or near, would we go for cheer, hope, courage
and endurance?

" Truly does the Bible say, ' Godliness with

contentment is great gain.' It is gain to those

who possess it, and to all upon whom the serene

light of their influence falls."—5. W. H. in S.

S. Times.

Convert.

A Japanese divinity student in Cambridge,
Mass. was once asked to speak. He said he

would tell how he was converted. He desired

to enter the Imperial University of Japan that

he might study philosophy in order to counter-

act the influence of foreign missionaries in his

native land. He was unable to secure admis-

sion there, but was able to enter a school car-

ried on by the American Episcopal church,

where he had a Christian room-mate. One day
these two young men went to Bishop Williams,

the head of the school, as the representatives

of the students, to complain of the defects of

the building in which they" roomed. It was
cold, especially on the north side, where the

speakers had their room. The venerable Bishop

listened attentively, and expressed his regret

that the Mission Board had not been able to

send them sufficient money to keep the build-

ing in good repair. Then he turned to the

Christian student and said:
" But this matter can be settled as far as

you are concerned. You are young, and I

old. My work is nearly ended. Yours is

beginning. Your health and comfort mus'

considered. I have a sunny room on the sn

side; you shall take that room and I will t

your cold room on the north side." In vain

young man protested; but the Bishop was
|

sistent. His life was of little value,

young man might injure his usefulness by

pairing his health. The Christian student li

into tears, and soon the heathen student

the same, for around the brow of the self-

riticing man of God he seemed to see a li

divine. He had never seen such a spiii;

sacrifice among heathen people or heai

teachers, and he said, "If that is what (1

tianity does for a man, I want to be a ( 1

tian.

—

Selected.

Concerning a Young Man,'

He was one with whom we had near -

and religious fellowship. From his earl.\

he had been of steady, innocent and exe::

life and conversation, w'as a diligent an-
of our Meetings for Worship and Disci]!

also, of our Yearly and Quarterly Mei.'ii

and twice attended, as a representative.

Yearly Meeting in London. He was in I'n

sition and temper conspicuously amiali'i-

gentle, a kind, sympathizing i-elative and t

''

a man of truth and consistency, upri-I

punctual in his dealings and intercourse a i

men, and althoughnecessarily andindusa
engaged in trade, yet he lived loose i

world, and we believe was preserved ou t

spirit. He was an example of meekness, n

ation and temperance in his family an

concerned to have a portion of the Scr';

read daily therein. A considerable pai'i

time was devoted to the important cone
our religious Society. In the share hr

take in the support of its discipline hi'

fested much humility and diffidence, an

lately been appointed to the station of an

Thus our dear Friend, by dwelling ami

ing in the "fear of the Lord," and by e>

iencing the work of sanctification to <j:o

ward in his own heart, became initiatci!

the militant Church as a living member tii

and was thereby qualified to fill up his r

righteousness.

.\lthoughhe was young, not having com;

his thirtieth year, yet it may be said concL

him, that he was "as a plant grown up iii»

youth," and that "wisdom is the gray

unto man, and an unspotted life is old age

Advance by Advancing.—While thiss(

a very trite statement, there is contained

an element of success that seems conce

from many people. The advance is not i)

by wishing or theorizing. Go to work fi

fully, in even the little things. Make the

steps firm and sure, and the second, third,

so on, an increase in stability.

There is no royal road to learning any i

than in the attainment of other desir

things. Thoroughness has double effect

attaining, and increasing the power to at

more. It is compound interest. No i

ever attained great results in education,

more than in commerce, without carefu

tention to details.

—

Popular Science.

William Wright, Cork Monthly Meeting, Ireland,
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For " The Friend."

le Account of John and Mary Hampton.
(Contiuucd iroru piige 220.)

liary, Tenth Month 6th, 1888.—" When I

ke this morning this language ran through
mind, ' Search me, oh God, and see if there
iny iniquity in me.' This is not the text,

is what took hold of my mind, followed

1 desires that I might be cleansed of every-

ig that is offensive in the Divine sight, and
prayer of my heart was that I might live

life of the righteous, and that my last end
ht be like his."

late unknown.
—

" They who are fond of their

ss know in their hearts that it is with a

i to be admired that they thus adorn them-
es, and that they would not go to the pains

e there none to see them but God and the
angels. Oh, stop then. Aim at pleasing

alone, and all these ornaments will soon
5 off."

econd Month 26th, 1889.—"This day com-
es my eighty-third year, and the thought
es up, ' What good have I done? How often
3 1, through unwatchfulness, been so off my
rd as to do or think that that was not
it.'

And oh, how often have I besought forgive-
I and obtained a little relief !" And now, at

advanced age, oh, how I have to admire
goodness and compassionate, loving kind-

: of my Almighty Heavenly Father for his

, watchful care and long-suffering forbear-

i, following as with a rod and a staff ; at

ss reproving, and then, as it were, pouring
he ' oil and the wine.'

"

How can I ever be thankful enough or suf-

ntly render unto Him his due? Who is ever
iihy of all honor, thanksgiving and praise?

I am confirmed in the belief that true re-

in is a heartfelt work, a real birth in man,
lion and communion with the Father and
I his son -Jesus Christ. And it is by giving
' to the inward Teacher, these little mani-
itions of his love, that we may partake of

peace, that comfort and that hope that

world can neither give nor take away. And
earnest desire of my heart is that, through
few remaining days of my life I may ' live

life of the righteous, and that my last end
be like his."

ffelfth Month 18th, 1889.—" My heart goes
in gratitude and thankfulness to the Great

g . . . and I have to admire his good-

, not only to myself, but to the rising

(ration, who are the joy of the present and
hope of succeeding time. And as I trust

desires have been raised in my mind that,

hey have begun they may continue.

Although discouragements do oftentimes
md, the gloomy state of society may be
•essing, and the evils in the land cause sor-

of heart, yet the language formerly may
y,

' What is that to thee ; follow thou Me.'

The world has many attractions: The love

loney, the love of self, the love of applause,
ilmany other things to allure us from the
yght and narrow way, [following] which

can give true peace—that peace which,
J|/e everything else we should strive to at-

j

Oh, may I with you, and you with me, ren-

5! unto Him his due who hath called us to
l|y and to virtue, who hath followed us far .

iiugh our lives, and showered spiritual and

temporal blessings, and preserved us through
dangers seen and unseen. Can our hearts be
thankful enough for such numberless blessings?

" While on a visit to Ohio in the autumn of

1890, after attending the Yearly Meeting at

Stillwater, my dear grandmother was taken sick

at her cousin Elizabeth Wilson's in Barnesville.

In writing to his children at home my grand-
father said, ' Don't be uneasy about us, for we
are very kindly cared for and in the midst of

plenty. We try to feel contented and to feel

resigned, that, in the ordering of Divine Provi-

dence, some unseen good may be the result of

our being thus circumstanced, and taking this

view, I hope it may all turn out right.

"Extract of a letter from grandmother to

her cousin, E. Wilson, dated Eleventh Month
1st, 1890: 'I feel that we were wonderfully

blest to have thy house for a home while Iwas
so sick, and very thankful to thee for thy many
and various kindnesses in so many ways. I do

feel as if we never can remunerate thee, but be-

lieve thee has been, and will be, blessed for such

kindnesses. I feel that we were cared for and

blessed all the way home, for which I hope to

be very thankful to the great and good Mas-

ter, who has watched over me all my life long,"

The three following extracts are to their

son-in-law and daughter, then in charge of the

boarding school at Hickory Grove, loAva:

Month 30th, 1891.

(After speaking of several of their children

and grandchildren visiting them, he says): " So

we have some company, but, oh, we do miss

you so much! We want you to come just as

soon as your time is out there . . . for I

feel like we will not be here long, or I in par-

ticular, for bodily symptoms and old age in-

duce me to think so. But as times and seasons

are not at our command, I think it best to look

on the bright side, and try to be ready.
" We have so many favors, so much to be

thankful for, that my heart very often (as it

were) goes out in praises, praises to his ever

adorable and most excellent Name, and, as I

trust, living desires go out for the preserva-

tion of my children. Yes, for the children that

you have the care of.

"
I have very much desired that you and they

may all love one another, for where true love

is there are harmony, friendship and every vir-

tue. . . . Now, with love to you and all

the school, I bid farewell, and remain your poor

old father, John Hampton."

Eleventh Month 30th, 1892.—" Viola, Iowa.

Dear Children : We are all in usual health and

getting along in our usual way. We often

think of you and the . . . care that rests

upon you, with desires that you may be favored

with strength, wisdom and ability to discharge

the trust committed to you to the good of the

school, to the good of society, and to the peace

of your own minds. We feel lonesome without

you, but hope you are in your proper places.

And says he thinks you are."

M. H. to her children:

Fourth Month 23rd, 1893.—" Father asked

me a while ago what they should do for a sur-

prise for me next Sixth-day. I told him I thought

if I lived to be eighty-one [years old] that would

be surprise enough. A great age indeed, not

to have attained to any more experience than

I have. But I can say, I believe, in truth, that

I feel more often than the coming morning a

feeling of thankfulness for the blessings and

favors bestowed all through my long life, now
more than four score years."

Tenderness of lilother Love.

A wise, prudent mother, one day happening
to leave some change on the table, near which
her little girl, four years old, was playing, on
returning to the room, missed the money. It

immediately occurred to her that the child had
taken it up to play with, and accordingly she
asked her where the money was.

The child denied that she had touched it,

but in a manner, that betrayed some uneasi-
ness. The mother, however, did not notice this,

and rang for the servant, who said she had not
been in the room since her mistress left it. The
mother, now feeling certain that her daughter
had the monej', and seeing something folded in

her apron, requested her, in a gentle manner,
to show her what she had there. The child

turned away, saying she had been picking some
stones up in the garden.

How did the mother act ? She wisely led

the little girl into an adjoining room, where
they might be quite alone, and then firmly but
quietly unfolded the tightly grasped hands and
discovered the money. How diflicult, in such a
not uncommon case, to act wisely, viz., to prove
to the child the greatness of the fault, and yet
avoid the appearance of severity. The mother
thus touchingly surmounted the trial. Instead

of betraying anger, instead of upbraiding or

inflicting punishment, she sank into a chair and
burst into tears. The child, instantly over-

come by this direct appeal to her feelings of

attachment and her highest sentiments, rushed
broken-hearted, into her mother's arms, and
hid her tears of shame and repentance in her
bosom. The impression thus made has never
been effaced, and the child was forever rescued
from a tendency which, however slight in the

first instance, might, if often repeated, have
become a direct habit.

—

Zion's Watchman.

Women in Medicine.—The first woman in

the world who was enrolled as a physician was
an American woman, Elizabeth lUackwell, in

1849. One of America's most noted female

doctors, Marie E. Zakrzewska, was a native of

Berlin, but she had to leave the (Jerraan capi-

tal in consequence of the strong prejudice

aroused against her. That was many years

ago, and women as physicians are now tolerated

even on the continent. Even the far East has

women as doctors, the best known among them
being a Chinese woman, Dr. Hu King Eng, first

physician to the household of Li Hung Chang.

Dr. Eng is a Christian, and comes of a wealthy

family. She took her degree in the I'nited

States, and is now in charge of a hospital at

Foo Chow. As to the earnings of the female

doctor, they vary, of course, very largely.

There are women who count their income in

thousands, and one practicing in the West End
of London earns $20,000 a year. Annie Rora-

berger, of Philadelphia, has a practice worth

$6,000 a year, and she is one of many who
earn as much.—Exchange.

Put aside self-will, and hell will find no fuel

within you. Accept the will of God. and you
shall receive heaven into your hearts, until it

receive you into itself; for wheresoever abides

the will of God, there is heaven.

—

Pliilaret.
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On Dress, Viewed in Connection with the

Society of Friends.*

BY HELEN BALKWII.I..

It is not in the hope of being likely to say

anything new, that we propose to add another

to the already numerous articles, many of

them so valuable, which are to be met with on

this subject, but rather on the principle enun-

ciated in the well-known words of the prophet

Isaiah, " Precept upon precept, line upon line,

here a little, and there a little."

There are some subjects not in themselves

of primary-spiritual importance, which are yet

so closely inter-woven with those that are

—

the seen with the unseen, and the temporal

with the eternal—that we can hardly fail to

recognize the skill of Divine handiwork, or to

feel that, when we endeavor to disunite these

diverse but associated ' elements, the work of

Christ is interfered with, and confusion ensues.

Such a subject we apprehend is the one under

consideration, and if so, it is worthy of our

earnest prayerful thought.

Although dress is itself utterly inconsequen-

tial, except for such self-evident requirements

as personal comfort, cleanliness, adaptation to

climate, etc., it acquires an importance in the

thoughtful mind which feels that nothing af-

fecting life is too small to be made an instru-

ment either to God's glory or his dishonor,

and which observes, in looking abroad on the

world and back over the history of the past,

how potent an agency it has been for good or

evil, and how widespread its influence is both

in action and reaction.

It is a subtle connection, but one perfectly

easy of recognition, that exists between the

social condition of any age or country, and

the style of dress accompanying.

All barbarous and heathen nations love or-

nament; this taste is the unrestricted prompt-

ing of human nature. Should a country ad-

vance in its moral condition under wise and

beneficent rulers, the requirements of dress

will probably be few and inexpensive. Should

it lapse into sloth and luxury, even although

at the same time advancing in art or intellect-

ual culture, the dress will follow suit, and be-

come, among those who can obtain it, laden

with decoration, luxurious and costly. This

verdict is given by history again and again.

Take, for example, the contrast of Spartan

simplicity and Persian splendor and effemi-

nacy; the plain costumes of the Vaudois or

Huguenot, and the rich and gorgeous clothing

of the voluptuous Court of Catherine de Medi-

cis, and of the French nation under its influ-

ence. Again, the homely garments of the

Puritan Fathers and Scotch Covenanters, and

the extravagances of dress which character-

ized almost universally all other classes dur-

ing the Stuart regime.

But individual contrasts are even more strik-

ing. Let us set side by side and compare a

few of these as they arise in the mind. So-

crates, in his philosophical contempt for out-

ward show, and his gay pupil Alcibiades, with

his gorgeous robes and hair decked with golden

butterflies; John the Baptist before Herod;

Paul and Nero; Cornelia, the noble Roman
matron, whose sons—afterwards the famous

Gracchi—she brought as her jewels of value,

*Slightly condensed, from an article in the London

Friends' Quarterly Examiner.

to put to shame the glittering ornaments of

her friends; Cleopatra and Monica, mother of

Augustine, each in their age a type of worldly,

and holy womanhood. Let us set Savonarola

(whose preaching led the citizens of Florence

and the surrounding districts to collect their

frivolous adornments together in large heaps

and destroy themj, and Luther, against the

gay courtiers and ecclesiastics whose sumptu-

ous attire as well as luxurious living they de-

nounced. The fair and unadorned Madame
Guyon rises up to the mind beside the richly

apparelled Madame de Maintenon, her contem-

porary and patroness; and which picture com-

mends itself the most to our approval? Again,

and not to make our list too long, let us lov-

ingly regard for a moment the dignified sim-

plicity familiar to us in the portraits of Wil-

liam Penn and his sweet wife; of Elizabeth

Fry, William Allen, or Mary Fletcher, and sigh

as we also think of the long train of gay

ladies and courtly gentlemen who trod the

earth at the same time with them, but who
spent their time, money and talents, in endeav-

oring to propitiate that most fickle goddess,

the " Fashion of this World."

Dress, then, as other accidents of life, is im-

portant in a twofold aspect: firstly, as it is

the result of certain causes, and, secondly, as

it is the cause of certain further results. In

the examples we have adduced it will be seen

that both moderation on the one hand, and

excess on the other, originated in adverse

states of feeling, whether of communities or

individuals. This being so, and dress being,

therefore, an indication of exalted or debased

moral conditions, and of every variety between

these two extremes, it must be taken as one

.
evidence of the class to which the wearer

belongs; how desirable then, that to Christians

it should be as the unfurling on a ship's mast-

head of a dearly-loved national flag—or the

steady upholding of a banner representing

some cause with which we have willingly uni-

ted ourselves. In other words, dress should

be to the children of God in Christ Jesus (to

borrow a well-known formulary of the Church

of England) but an " outward and visible sign

of an inward and spiritual grace."

What, then, it may be asked, is the standard

that we, as a religious Society, should strive

to uphold, that so we may still fulfill the spirit,

although many have laid a^de the letter of the

time-honored query of past days in regard to

As before indicated there are certain desid-

erata that all admit in theory, although many
dispute the exact definition and application of

each word in practice. Adaptation of dress

to climate, to the means of the wearer, and to

circumstance, neatness and cleanliness, mod-

esty and graceful propriety, we all approve-
none probably being inclined to offer a plea in

favor of unmended gloves, or thin boots in wet

weather.

When we say that dress must be adapted to
" circumstance," we know that on this word

quite a superstructure may be raised in favor

of the style of dress we deprecate.

A good position in life is said to be a " cir-

cumstance " which necessitates a certain rich-

ness and variety (if not ornament) of costume;

but is it really so? Need a Christian woman,
because she is entrusted with money or social

influence, make more ado about the question

wherewithal she "shall be clothed " than others

If she superabounds with this world's good

are there no worthier means of spending evei

superfluous penny than on her own wardrobt

If such have their hearts glowing with tl

love of God, and devotion to his service, hav

ing raiment sufficient for cleanliness, neatnei'

and warmth, will they not be therewith co;

tent, and joyfully devote their means as w(|

as time to higher purposes?
]

A truly refined woman cannot fail, in tlj

least expensive, or least ornamented attire,'!

be recognized as such. Simplicity is not a co

tradiction of good taste. Harmony of qui

coloring and elegant propriety of outline w

be hers in right of her refinement; but h

dignity will be maintained, and she will car

infiuence, and hold her position whether po

or rich, by the exercise of those Christi

graces which the Apostle declares to be w
man's best ornament. Apart also from tl

higher aspect of the case, it seems to us

questionable, whether good taste or delica

of feeling permits the advertisement in jx

sonal attire of the resources of the weare
purse.

In passing, we may here just advert

another "circumstance" which some Frien

plaintively lament as preventing their adl

rence to the plain Style of costume they woi

gladly maintain were it easily feasible; we;
fer to the obtuseness or self-will of th

dressmaker, tailor, or milliner, who pers

sending home their garments more a-la-m

than their orders really justified. To remi

thus subservient to the dulness or greed

those whose position makes them for the ti

our servants, is, however, evidently a weakn'

of our own, which we shall find some i

overcoming if we are really in earnest. A;

rule, self-interest will prompt those we erap

to seek to satisfy us if once they can be p
suaded that what to them seems so extraor

nary an idiosyncrasy is our real preference,

Another plea for following the stream

that "circumstances" throw the apolog

among those who hold a middle course betwt

the open following of ever-changing fashi

and a dress sufficiently plain to be singul

Against the practice of these they do not 1

to protest, saying, with an amiability adn

able in itself, but we fear misapplied, " We
as those we love would have us to do; for v

are we that we should set ourselves up to ju(|

those so much better than we are or opp

their wishes?" Modesty and humility are be

tiful in themselves, but may, like other virti

be carried to extremes, and do harm. If

permit our deference to the views of oth •

ever to interfere with our faithfulness to
[

dictates of what we feel to be the Spirit
|

Christ in our own hearts, we lend ourselves!

abettors to that stagnating policy of the 1

One by which he, transforming himself inti

angel of light, chokes the natural upsprini:

of individual conviction, and hinders the gi'n'

and spread of Truth in the earth.*

To our own Master we each of us must ft

or fall individually, and to the puzzled inqn
" Why then may wear this or t

with impunity which I cannot?" the ans'

may be applicable, " What is that to tli

Follow thou Me."

*Notice in reference to this the condition of thf

nese nation and Roman Catholic Church.
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f thus led to run athwart the steam 6y the

)t assertion of individual responsibility, let

,ot doubt but that a blessing will be ours. It

even be that, thus doing, young confessors

be permitted to find that by their faith-

less they have been pioneers in the narrow
to those very friends to whose opinions

r formerly (whether from love or fear) sub-

,ed their own conscience.

>n the other hand, if they continue in their

taken subserviency they must inevitably be
rs—for it is not by copying our friends'

knesses that we become possessed of their

ues; neither (should things forbidden tons
,0 them lawful) is it by following them into

uthorized paths that we shall attain to their

36 of mind.

. strong argument in favor of strict mod-
iion in dress is that attached to the uncon-

us power of example which the class to

eh Friends as a rule belong exerts over

56 socially below them.
(To be cuiKl uded.)

Jolin, the Nurse.

everal years ago, when yellow fever was
ing in Memphis, a stranger entered the city

went directly to the relief committee.
I want to nurse," he said.

he physician looked at him critically. These
6 appalling times. The city was quaran-
d. Patients were numbered by hundreds,

nurses were so scarce as to command
r own prices. The man who had applied for

perilous position was the last person one
Id have picked out for such a service. He
of rude appearance. His face was coarse,

1 no trace of heroism in it. His hair was
)ped close, and he shuffled as he walked,

physician concluded he was not fitted for

work, and told him he was not needed.

I wish to nurse," said the stranger. " Try
for a week. If you don't like me then,

Qiss me; if you do, pay me my wages."
he doctor again looked at the man's eyes

1 professional scrutiny, and found them un-

ihing.

Very well," he said, "
I'll take you, although,

16 candid, I hesitate to do so. Keep honest

sober. What's your name?"
he man hesitated. "Anything," he an-

red. " It doesn't matter. Call me John."

he doctor, not liking the mystery, but in

its for nurses, gave the man directions and
him to work.

He wants money," thought the doctor,

id takes this desperate way of making it.

keep my eye on him."

^ut .John proved that he needed nobody's

upon him. With quiet persistence he

ked his way into the confidence of those

at him, and in a few weeks had become one
he most valuable nurses on that heroic force,

itorm yellow fever is as deadly an under-

ng as the ride of the Light Brigade. John
tireless and self-denying. Wherever the

ilence was hottest he worked the hardest.

he suffering and the sinking loved and rev-

1 him. To the neglected and forgotten his

?h face was as the face of an angel. In a

of his own he spoke of Christian trust to

dying patients.

I cannot understand God," he would say,

it I know Christ well." Before the nurse
w it he was greatly honored in the stricken

Yet there was still something suspicious about
the hero, and especially about his conduct on
pay day. He dodged around back streets, and
when he returned he was always without money.
What did he do with his large wages?
One day he was followed. The spy felt con-

fident that he should entrap John in some mis-
demeanor. Relief boxes had been placed in
certain streets for the benefit of the yellow
fever sufl'erers. Before one of these, in an
obscure spot, the suspected nurse stopped, and
put into the box the whole of his week's earn-
ings.

That was John's noble secret.

But his story, like that of many another
heroic life, had a tragic end. John sickened
and died of the plague. When his body was
made ready for its unnamed grave, a livid

mark was found upon it—the terrible brand
of a criminal—and the hospitals rang with the
news that ..John, the noble nurse, had been a
convict.— Youth's Companion.

KOR "The Fkiksd,"

Life—Temporal and Spiritual.

It is written " Man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word that proceedeth out
of the mouth of God."
What life is, no man can tell. We see its

effects, but mark neither "its entry nor its

departure into the body." And in this respect
life temporal, which is but as a spark and go-
eth out, and life spiritual, which endureth
throughout eternity, are alike, for the pres-
ence of either is only known by its effects.

Man may destroy the body which is the taber-
nacle of the earthly life, but he cannot touch
the life which is eternal, for it dwelleth in the
soul. And as the life of the body is sustained
by the daily partaking of natural food, so is

the life of the soul sustained by daily partak-
ing of spiritual food, a hidden manna, which,
silently and all unseen, falls around the tents

of those who walk in the spirit. And as he
who lives, hungers and seeks for his food, so

does he, who is born of the Spirit and lives

and breathes the same, hunger and thirst for

spiritual food, and this food is the " word of
God." And like as the life, so is the food—the
natural bread, like the body, is perishable

;

that which comes from above is imperishable,
it "abideth ever." When therefore the Spirit

prays, to the Fatli^r of the spirits of all flesh,
" Give us this day our daily bread, it undoubt-
edly craves for that food which is essential to

a child of God who thus prays in spirit, food,

both temporal and spiritual. And he who prays
not, does he live ? What of the child, who
neither hungers nor seeks for food? Does it

live? Can it grow? Can we ever have hopes
of its becoming strong? Alas! no. We sor-

row that it is doomed to die. And what of

that higher life and higher end of man's crea-

tion? Can that soul live which neither hungers
nor asks food of the Father of mercy? All

souls are mine saith the Lord," and God who
created man and gave to him hunger and the
power of speech to ask for food to satiate this

natural craving, also gave to man this spiritual

life, a life needing daily food, and He by his

Son has told us "Men ought always to pray
and not to faint," and again "Ask, and it shall

be given you." He pours out according to his

promise " the spirit of grace and of supplica-

tions " that we may look to Him, ask, and re-

ceive that our joy may be full. But if a man
hunger not, does he need food? If he be not
hungry, will he ask? If he ask not, will he
receive? Can God hear and answer prayer
never breathed to Him? Doubtless He pours
out many blessings upon men, which they
neither ask for nor desire. Such was the price-
less gift of his only begotten Son, who died
for us even whilst yet enemies to God. Such
is God's goodness and mercy in daily loading
mankind with benefits. But it is God's <^ire
that man should come into a closer union and
communion with Him, should become one of
the family of God, those who do the will of
the Father, and God makes this well known to
man by his word, and the hearing of this word
and the doing of the will of the Father is the
child's food whereby he is nourished up into
eternal life. " Jesus said to his disciples. My
meat is to do the will of Him that sent me,
and to finish his work ;" so may each servant
of Christ say, " My meat is to do the will of
Him who hath called me with a high and holy
calling." And he that hears the call and fol-

lows on in the path of obedience yet hears the
voice of the Good Shepherd leading him in the
way, by the still waters and into the green
pastures of life.

Christ Jesus is " the way, the truth, and the
life," and as He prayed the Father, so does his

spirit in those who are his, breathe in prayer
to (.iod. God is a spirit, and prayer, an essen-
tial part of worship must needs be, whether
expressed in words or not, " in spirit and in

truth." Our inmost thought is not unknown
to God, yet He by his Holy Spirit moves to
and begets true prayer, for " Praj'er is " as
beautifully expressed by the poet Montgomery.

" The soul's sincere desire

Uttered or unexpressed.
The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast."

Christ Jesus by his light whereby He " light-

eth every man that cometh into the world,"
makes known to man his need; by the power
of his love He draws man to himself, and pre-
pares his heart to seek the Lord and pray to
Him ; as man's faith is begotten and grows He
enlarges his needs that he may ask the more,
but no prayer asked according to faith, and in

the spirit of resignation to the Divine will, ex-
ceeds the power of God to grant, for this, if

we walk well pleasing to God, He will answer
far more abundantly than we can either ask or
think.

Since then God provides so bountifully for

the wants of our natural bodies which crumble
into dust, beyond compare does He provide for
our spiritual needs. Let us see to it then,

that we neither reject nor neglect his abound-
ing mercies, but, draw near to and live close

to Him, so fulfilling his desire and purpose in

our creation, to "glorify God in our bodies

and in our spirits which are his."

W. W. B.

Some think they are too well to go to a doctor,

though dying of a stealthy disease. Others have
a sort of spiritual hypochonilria, imagining they
have everything ailing them, while a visit to the

doctor reassures them that they are well. All

should welcome (iod's revelations of self, for

they can but reassure the holy, and will clearly

indicate the weak spot of the sickly.— The
Christian Standard.
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James Green.

James Green was born in 1813. He was the

fifth son of John and Mary Green of Annahilt,

near Hillsborough, and was one of a family of

sixteen. He had thus the discipline which is

inseparably connecteii with such social sur-

roundings, especially in humble life. His elder

brothers were educated at Lisburn School, but

he had not that privilege. He was sent to the

village school.

His father was a small farmer, struggling

hard, with a devoted wife, to provide things

honest in the sight of all men. In later life

James Green often spoke of his father, remark-

ing on his devout bearing in family worship,

and how, after the reading of the Bible, he

would frequently address his children, some-

times in a few words, on other occasions at

greater length. He was in the station of Elder,

and in this capacity words of exhortation in

meetings often fell from his lips.

His mother lived to be eighty-seven years of

age and was held in loving remembrance. Her

son had been heard to say, " I seem now to see

my mother walking through the fields, with her
' Friends' cap ' on her head and the ' plain bon-

net ' hanging by the strings at her side."

Nurtured among religious influences, we be-

lieve in very early life the Divine call was dis-

tinctly heard by our dear friend, to which he

was wise enough to respond. The fact that he

had enjoyed but limited advantages as to edu-

cation did not hold him back from obeying the

heavenly voice, or yielding to the belief that

his Lord had a public service for him in meet-

ings for worship.

The Master, who selects his instruments

from every walk in life, who sent " Amos the

gatherer of sycamore fruits to prophesy in the

King's Court," took possession of our dear

friend and made him a channel through which

the Divine blessing reached many hearts.

Though obedient to the heavenly vision, his

times of conflict and discouragement were very

real and humbling to the natural man. In his

youthful days the Society of Friends was only

recovering from the shock of Unitarian heresy,

which desolated its borders and carried away
every minister in Ireland except one, John

Conran, who came into the Society by convince-

ment. This state of things having robbed the

Church of fathers and mothers in Israel, it be-

came difficult for the younger people to obtain

the help and encouragement they needed. But

in simple reliance on his heavenly Master he

continued speaking in meeting for nine years,

without receiving any encouragement, and not

until he had been speaking for fourteen years

was he recorded a minister.

He settled down with his first wife, Sarah

Douglas, near Brookfield School, and they at-

tended Ballinderry Meeting. Speaking of his

wife he used to say: " She left a little earthly

paradise to come to me."

We have already stated that he was no

stranger to spiritual conflicts; and to these

were added after his marriage many severe

temporal trials. Having invested his money
and strength in his farm it seemed as though

his faith was to be tested by the loss of all

things. His potato crop failed; his cattle died;

and his great fear was lest he should now be

unable to meet his small debts At one time,

quite overwhelmed by this prospect, chiefly

on account of his position as a Christian, he

retired to his room and buried his face in his

hands, ready to say with one of old :
" My af-

fliction is greater than I can bear." Just at this

moment his faithful wife stole into the room,

and laying her hand on his shoulder, said:
" James, it will all come right." She encour-

aged him to look up and trust in his Heavenly

Father, and soon the truth of her words was
proved. Next year, in consequence of the

high prices during the Crimean war, the crop

of grain was sold at four times the amount of

the former year. This relieved the anxiety

under which he sutt'ered, and enabled him to

pay his rent.

Up to this time he had been attending Bal-

linderry Meeting, a short distance from his

home; but a concern was now laid on his heart

that it would be right for him to attend Lur-

gan Meeting, involving a drive of six miles

twice a week. Lurgan Meeting-house was the

first built in Ireland, erected by William Ed-

mundson in 1696. The old building had fallen

into a dilapidated state; the rain was making
its way through the roof, and the attendance

had diminished to about a dozen Friends.

It was a trying prospect to James Green to

give up to this service. In the first place there

was a turnpike gate on the road, which made
him very thoughtful as to whether he could af-

ford to pay the toll twice a week, when going

to meeting; secondly, to change his Monthly
Meeting and to leave his own larger meeting

of friends and relations was a close trial. The
first day that he and his wife mounted their

gig and turned their horse's head towards

Lurgan he could not restrain his tears, which
continued to flow most of the way. Very soon

the toll-gate ceased to exist; and finding peace

in attending Lurgan Meeting, he set to work
to renovate the old meeting-house and make it

comfortable ; and soon the attendance of the

meeting largely increased. Eventually our

friends believed it right to move to a smaller

farm somewhat nearer Lurgan. In process of

time, largely through James Green's influence,

subscriptions came in, and a beautiful and
commodious new meeting-house, capable of

holding three hundred people, was built in 1887
on the site of the old building. He also lived

to see Lurgan Meeting enlarged in numbers
and spiritual power, so that it now holds quite

an important place in Ulster Quarterly Meeting.

The revival of the meeting was not accom-
plished without much prayer and earnest efi'ort.

James Green told a friend that he used to rise

in the night to plead with God for blessing on

the objects near his heart.

A nephew thus adds his testimony: " When
accompanying my uncle in several of his jour-

neys in Scotland and Ireland, I was in the

habit of sleeping in the same bedroom, and was
much impressed with his deep spiritual exer-

cises during the night for the welfare of souls

and the spread of Truth."

It was not only at home that he was known
and loved; he very frequently held a minute for

visiting meetings and families throughout Ire-

land. For the latter service he seemed to be
specially gifted; and in his ordinary visits,

after pleasant and social intercourse, a hush
would fall on the circle, and our dear friend

would be led out in loving sympathy and ex-

hortation, in which the children, if any were
present, were not forgotten, as they held a

special place in his regard. He received thre

minutes from his Monthly Meeting for servic

in Scotland, and retained the last for severt

years, visiting that country five or six times

Of these visits, some were paid to those i

Ayrshire and the neighborhood who had adopte

Friends' view's. The first visit was some thirt

years ago and led many to closer inquiry int

Friends' principles, some of whom afterward

joined the Society His interest in these coi

tinned to the last.

Among the causes which built up Lurga

Meeting was his kindly hospitality to the men
bers and attenders, many of them in humbl

life, whom he often invited to his house. H

had a living concern that the Society of Frienc

was sutt'ering from the want of social inte;

course in these days of rush and hurry.
|

After many years of domestic happiness, h

wife was taken from him by death, and a tin

of loneliness ensued until he once more foni

a true helpmeet in his work of faith and lab(i

of love. He married Fanny Chapman in 188i

and his testimony on his death-bed was toucl

ing in regard to the blessing, temporal at

spiritual, which followed this union. His hoU'

became increasingly the resort of those wl

needed help and sympathy. Each winter 1

collected a sum of money from his friends f(

those connected with the congregation in Lu

gan who had fallen into needy circumstance

and he took pleasure in distributing

coals and clothing amongst them.

A few days before his death a friend

him if there was anything she could do fi

him, when he replied: "There is a poor w
greatly afflicted; her income is very limiti

and she fears she may not be able to

enough to pay for her funeral expenses." Tl

matter was easily settled; but it showed he

his mind even then was dwelling on the nee-

of others rather than his own.

In the spring of 1899, he contracted

cold. Being a healthy and active man, he d

not pay sufficient attention to it, and pne

monia followed. After medical treatment a)

confinement to bed the lungs cleared and ii

provement set in, to the doctor's surprise; b

at eighty-five years of age there did not 3e«

power to rally. For three or four weeks aft

this he lay peacefully trusting in the gre

mercy of his heavenly Father through t

blessed Saviour to one so " unworthy " as he i

ways and constantly expressed himself to I

When able he was much pleased to

friends. He was greatly interested in his youi

medical attendant, his Christian concern a

love flowing out towards him.

He was very anxious not to give trouble

any one. He would say: "I should like tl

room to be a sanctuary." One of his frien

exclaimed on leaving his bed-side: "This pla

is like a little heaven on earth !"

When oppressed by weakness and wearim

he exclaimed: "How long, Lord, how Ion

I am listening for the chariot wheels! Bless

be(jod for a well tuned harp! I am. unwortl

unworthy, but Thou hast given me the victor

Near the end he awoke, exclaiming: "Tl

glorious First-day morning! It is not a dt

Christ we worship, but a living and risen Lor>

And again: "I love everyone. Oh, if I cu

gather the whole world in ray arms and

them at the feet of my Saviour !"

Over and over again he spoke of God's k
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mercy and sustaining power; and at dif-

it times dwelt on the words " the incor-

ble inheritance." But although he longed,

said, " to hear the feet of the messenger,"
;here was never a shadow of impatience,
and who was often at his bedside remarked:
ever witnessed such victory over death!"
id the word death was seldom mentioned,
t did not seem to concern him.
the first of Fifth Month, trusting in Him
had trodden the dark valley before him,

sard the joyful call, and fell asleep in

om a local newspaper we quote the follow-
" The funeral took place on the 4th instant

e secluded little graveyard of Lynastown.
IS largely attended and a most impressive
iion. Many around the grave had felt the

y influence for good which the dear friend,

e remains were being committecJ to the
I, had exerted upon their lives. Several

i from life-long acquaintance with the de-

id, and their loving testimonies found an
in many hearts.

"Servant of God, well done!

Rest from thy loved employ.
The battle fought, the victory won,

Enter thy Master's joy."—Annual Monitor.

Gentle Call.

metimes the Christian life begins very

y, especially with the young. Among
who have been under good influences in

lome, the church, the school, and have
living sweet and gentle lives, free from
er forms of evil, it is unreasonable to

;t any violent " experience " or marked
je in the manner of living. Failing to

;nize this fact, many parents continue to

;le with God in prayer for the conversion

sir children long after that change has
' taken place, while the children and young
e themselves, on account of the same
ken impression, continue long in deep,

isfied longings to become Christians after

las indeed accepted them and they are

lly living devotedly in his service. It is

for us all to recognize how simply and
ly the Christian life sometimes begins.

Aoughtful girl of sixteen years, living in

ountry read the memoir of a Christian

.n. On closing the volume, she said to

If, "That was a beautiful life." After a

thought, she added, "and I should like

e such a life." A few minutes later she

3d down and said, " Lord, I will try from
time." The decision was made. She
on steadily, and is still a useful and in-

ial Christian woman, honored and be-

and widely known for her beautiful and
It character.

—

Evangelist.

RE are moments when whatever the at-

of the body, the soul is on its knees.

—

ism, the Methodists towards Episcopalianism. All
denominations are more or less affected by the same
tendency, and Friends have by no means been an
exception. There is, under the circumstances, a
peculiar need that we not only maintain our position,
but that we become aggressive in showing forth
the truth of the simplicity of the Gospel.

—

The In-
terchange.

Our friend Ephraim Smith has kindly collected
for circulation the following statistics of the mem-
bership of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Twelfth
Month, 1899:

Monthly Meetings

Philadelphia . . .

Phila. N. District

Phila. W. District

Muncy

Abington )
»

Frankford ....[ |'

Gwynedd 5 g

Chester, Pa.

Goshen . . .

Concord . .

Wilmington
Birmingham

Adults Minors

b\^\1

Sadsbury .

Bradford .

Uwchlan .

Items Concerning the Society.

only ire a.f individuah are to be faithful to

'ts entrusted to us, but that we as a Society,

be faithful also. We are not to consider
'_es simply a band of Christians united in
' Christian work, but as a body of believers
to be faithful to the trust given to us. This
icially important at the present time, when
s such a strong tendency towards ritualism,

liscopalians show tendencies towards Roman-

Kennett i J
New Garden .../-§•
London Grove . . ) =

Burlington .... I =

Chesterfield . . . §
Upper Springfield

|

g-

Little Egg Harbor |' g,

Rahway & Pl'field ?
Falls

J I

Haddonfield . . . 1

==

Chester, N. J. . . | S
Evesham '

|
Upper Evesham . J ^

Woodbury . . . . } S
Salem f g

66110 2215
73 114 19'l5

284'312 85'58

60 75 12115

5 101 5

178 193 69'50

14 22i 5

186,4144
30: 8

12 131 1 2
42 54 111 12

132 20

Haddonfield, at Haddonfield, N. J., on Fifth-day
Third Month 15th.

17 12
123 40
27

21

10
19

58114

47i 72 13

134 42
27 3l| 4
54 55

213
221
739
162

24
490
50

314
63
28
119
258

20
128

55

143
66

32
120

65
126

Total number
*Three of these are minors.

4,468

The series of Quarterly Meetings now about to

recur in the limits of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,
is as follows—all at 10 A. m:

Philadelphia, at Fo.urth and Arch Sts., on Second-
day, Second Month 5th.

Abington, at Germantown, on Fifth-day, Second
Month 8th.

Concord, at Media, on Third-day, Second Mo. 13th.

Salem, at Woodbury, N. J., on Fifth-day, Second
Month 15th.

Cain, at East Cain, on Sixth-day, Second Mo. 16th.
WeMcrn, at West Grove, on Sixth-day, Second

Month 23rd.

Burlington and Bucks, at Burlington, X. J., on
Third-day, Second Month 27th.

Notes from Others.

Women's Minlstry as L\ci;i:.\si.v(;i.v Rkcoc.mzkd
IN Different Churches.- The first woman in the
world to be ecclesiastically ordained was Antoinette
Brown Blackwell, who now lives in New York city.
She was a graduate of Oberlin, and was ordained in
1852 in South Butler, Wayne County, N. Y., by the
council called at Malone, N. Y., in 1863. She is the
first woman ordained in the Universalist denomina-
tion. She was closely followed by Augusta J. Chapin,
who was ordained in 1863. She is the first woman
to. receive the title of doctor of divinity. She was
ordained by the First Congregational Church, but a
Methodist minister preached the ordination sermon.
Olympia Brown was the next woman ordained. Next
came the ordination of Phoebe A. Hanaford, who
was the first woman to be ordained in New England.
She was ordained at Hingham, Mass., in 1868.

Since these women were ordained tliere have been
nearly one hundred ordained in various denomina-
tions. Twenty-five years ago the appearance of a
woman preacher in an orthodox pulpit would have
created no end of excitement. To-day, it is so com-
mon an occurrence that on a recent week in Chicago
three women preached in three different pulpits and
no one saw in the fact anything unusual.

—

Phila.
Times.

Brooklyn, N. Y., has often been called " The City
of Churches," but there is only one church in it to
every five thousand five hundred people. It is esti-

mated by the clergymen who are united in a re-
vival movement, that there are seven hundred and
eighty-nine thousand persons in Brooklyn " who do
not attend church."

It is absolutely necessary for a Church to uphold
the standard under which it exists, if it would con-
tinue as a separate organization, even if there was
no question of faithfulness to the truth involved.

—

N. Y. Sun.

Forms are important, but perilous if we forget
what they stand for. Phrases are convenient, but
easily become conventional. Religious forqjs tend
toward formalism, and strike our honesty a blow.
—S. S. Times.

Being born, the first time or the second time, is

clearly not a duty to be performed by ourselves.
No man can " born " himself. Turning to God, sub-
mitting himself to God—that is a duty. Being
made a new man, being spiritually renewed, being
given a clearer sight— that is a blessing from
above. Turning, trusting—that is man's part. Re-
newing, regenerating—that is God's part. If we
will do our part, God can be relied on to do his

part. To doubt this is wrong and unjustifiable.

—

& S. Times.

Theodore L. Cuyler asks whether some of the
falling off of conversions in recent times is not to

be attributed to a falling off in many minds of an
implicit faith in the perfect truthfulness and in-

spired authority of the sacred Scriptures. "A cer-
tain style of reckless and irreverent criticism is

working sad havoc in these days. The minister
who wastes his week over studies that unsettle him,
and then mounts his pulpit with shaking knees is

not likely to win many converts."

SUMMARY OF EVENTf.
United Statfs—The Senate has refused to reconsider its

ote of ratification of the Samoan Treaty.
The House of Representatives, by a vote of 268 to 50,

adopted the majority report in the Roberts case, and re-

fused to admit the Representative-elect from Utah. The
minority resolution, to seat and e.\pel, had previously been
defeated by a vote of 244 nays, 81 yeas.

The New York correspondent of the Public Ledger says :

The President has approved a recommendation by the Sec-
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retary of War that a part of tho peninsula in Alaska em-

braciiiK part of Point Spencer be reserved for public use.

The N. Y. .Vnti-Saloon Lea^'ue has started in this city the

crusade which has proved so elfective in Ohio. It hopes

to combjne the churches in a life to life grapple with the

saloons. To-day (Kirst Month 28th) addresses on the sub-

ject were made'in fifty to sixty city churches, Rev. J. Q.

A. Henry, who is tho State Superintendent of the League,

speaking in the Park Avenue Methodist Church. The

work is not confined to this city. Tho whole State is to

be divided into twelve districts, with a man in charge of

the work in each district. J. Henry said in his address :

" We want to accomplish a federation of all the churches

to work against the saloons. This is tho first time in the

history of the temperance reform movement that there

has been a plan iu which the churches of all denomina-

tions can combine. The reason is that in the minds of

ministers and laymen there is a firm conviction that there

is a finish fight on between the church and the saloon.

One or the other is right ; one or the other is wrong.

One must triumph. If the saloon stays, the church must

go. The solution of the problem is in the church. The

charge cannot bo turned over to any other body. The

saloon is hostile to Christianity, to citizenship and to true

Americanism."

A report shows that there were landed at New i ork

during 1899 107,415 cabin and 303,7G2 steerage passen-

gers. They were brought over in 826 ships.

Since Third Month of last year New Jersey has enrolled

corporations that represent a face stock value of |4,403,-

400,000.

It is said that the definitive notes, growmg out of the

negotiations for the "open door" to trade in China, have

been received in Washington from all of the Powers, ex-

cepting Japan and Italy.

The official census of Puerto Rico, just completed, shows

that the population of the island is 9.57,000. San Juan

has 32,500 inhabitants and Ponce has 56,000.

Professor Henry A. Hazen, of the Weather Bureau,

whose skull was fractured in a bicycle collision in Wash-

ington on the night of First Month 22d, died the next

"The Kansas City Journal says :
" The people of the

United States consume 4,000,000 bushels of peanuts an-

nually, at a cost of about $10,000,000. The growing of

the peanut in this country is gradually increasing, but

much of the product consumed is still brought from abroad,

notably from Spain, Egypt and Japan. Yet the South

Atlantic seaboard and the Lower Mississippi Valley, as

well as other parts of the United States, have been shown

to be abundantly responsive to the cultivation of this

ground nut, the average yield being about sixty bushels

per acre.
" Although the peanut has been used mainly as a con-

fection, rather than as a food, its value as a substantial is

remarkable when analyzed and placed in comparison with

the values of other products. For example, it is shown

that the nutrition of this nut is gi-eater than that of bacon

or butter, nearly twice as great as that of cheese or peas,

about three times as great as that of veal, beef, rye flour

or rice, and about ten times as great as that of milk or

potatoes. The cost of the peanut per nutritive unit is

about one-eighth as much as that of beef or vsal, one-

sixth that of butter, one-fifth that of bacon, one-fourth

that of cheese or milk, and considerably less than that of

rice, rye flour, potatoes or peas.
" The peanut vine is a most excellent article for fat-

tening cattle. Its fatty property is 15.06 per cent., as

compared with 2.11 per cent, for clover hay, 1.97 for

timothy hay, 4.04 for cowpea hay and 203 for alfalfa.

" Isn't it time that the peanut were taken more seri-

ously by our at;riculturists in the peanut zone?"

The wages of mill operatives in New England are higher

tlian at any ti;;;.' jincc 1881.

Vermont in maple sugar stands first in the Union, mak-

ing nearly 2,000,000 pounds annually. More butter per

cow is made in Vermont than in any other State—more

pounds of wool per sheep are clipped than in any other

State, and more bu.shels of potatoes are raised per acre

than in any other State.
" Within the next five years Missouri will startle the

world," predicts State Geologist Gallagher, in a recent in-

terview, " with the great amount of lead, zinc, copper,

nickel, cobalt and coal mined in the State. Missouri is

rich in these minerals, the richest of any State in the

country."

The Chicago Tribune says : According to the American

Lumbermen's annual review the stock of white pine lum-

ber in the country continues to decrease rapidly. The

stock at the mills is now 2,278 million feet, a decrease of

766 million feet from that of last year. Going back

through the previous years it appears that the present

stock of white pine is the smallest since 1890, while at

the same time the white pine resources of the country are

over 25 per cent, less than they were at that time. This
shrinkage in the forest area already means a shortage of

2,000 million feet, which must be "annually filled by the
substitution of Georgia yellow pine. It has been estimated
that the whole remaining area of white pine forests will

be practically denuded within five years, and by the time
that happens the areas of Southern pine will also be
greatly reduced by supplying the increasing deficit. At
present the Minnesota pineries show the greatest activity,

while those of Michigan and Wisconsin have ceased to

produce in large quantities. In what is known as the

Chicago district, including Michigan and Wisconsin, the
cut of 1899 showed a falling off of 345 million feet since

1898, and of 1,200 million feet since 1892. Even Minne-
apolis already feels a shortage. In a few years the white
pine industry will have gone the way of the whaling and
sealing industries. Unfortunately it will be more difficult

to supply the place of white pine than of whalebone and
sealskins.

The American troops, under General Schwan, have oc-

cupied Santa Cruz, on Lagunda de Bay. The town was
found to have been deserted.

General Otis reported that the coast of Lagunda de Bay
and neighboring sections will be opened to unrestricted

traffic on the 27th, and that the western coast of Panay
is now open to commerce.

General Otis cabled from Manila that released Spanish
prisoners, including 74 officers, l,Oiiil enlisted men, 22
civilian officials, 21 wives and 35 children, were furnished

transportation to Spain on First Month 26th.

There were 498 deaths in this city last week, reported

by the Board of Health. This is 27 less than the previous

week and 20 less than the corresponding week of 1899.
Of the foregoing 270 were males and 228 females : 72
died of pnuemonia ; 58 of consumption ; 44 of heart dis-

ease; 23 of diphtheria; 18 of convulsions; 17 of apo-

plexy; 16 of debility; 16 of inflammation of the brain; 15
of marasmus; 13 of inflammation of the stomach and
bowels; 12 of nephritis ; 11 of pericarditis; 11 of old age

;

10 paralysis; 10 of uraemia; 9 of peritonitis; 9 of bron-

chitis; 8 of cancer, and 8 from casualties.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 102J; 4's, 114J a 114f ; new
4's, reg., 132i a 133J; coupon, 133Jal34J ; 5's, reg., 112
a 112i; coupon, 113J a 113^; 3's, reg., 109 a 110; cou-

pon, 109J a llOJ.

Cotton—The market was firm, on a basis of SJc. per
pound for middling uplands.

Flov'R.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania
roller, sl'Mi'^ht. : : i :i $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 :, T :

i

.
—I niight, $3.40 ^ $3.70 ; city mills,

straight.
:

'^ Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.30 per
barrel ai il>

i
. lij. Huckwheat Flour $2.20 a $2.30

per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 37J a 37Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a Be; medium, 41 a 5c.;

common, 4i a 4io.
Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5i a 5|g.; good, 4i a 5c.;

medium, 4J a 4Jc.; common, 2 a 4c.; lambs, 5 a 6|c.

Hogs were firm at 6J a 7c.

Foreign.—The British War Office on the 2.5th ult.,

made public a despatch from General Buller telling of

the capture by General Warren's division of Spion Kop,
an important strategic point, held by a small garrison of

Boers, near the Tugela River.

The British War Office surprised London by making
public a despatch from General Buller stating that Gen-
eral Warren had abandoned Spion Kop, which he cap-

tured in the recent night attack in Natal Colony, after a

sharp fight with the Boer forces.

The whole of the British forces have withdrawn to

their old position to the south of the Tugela River.

During the first half of last month the deaths from
grippe in Berlin numbered 117.

A despatch of First Month 25th, from Rome states

that there are several thousand cases of influenza there.

The Lycee Cavour at Turin is closed. There are 10,000
influenza cases in that city, .ind many thousands are re-

ported all over Italy.

The Polar explorer, Vaze. announces that he will lead

an expedition next summer into Arctic regions in the

hope of finding Andree, the missing aeronaut, or his re-

in upper Silesia, in Germany, electric alarms are intro-

duced into the mines to warn of danger. There is not

only a bell to sound an alarm, but an indicator, so that in

case there should be any noise going on, to drown the

sound, the watchman can see the indicator.

Baku has the best harbor on the Caspian, and is the

outlet for the trade of Central Asia. Its naphtha indus-

try gives it wealth out of all proportion to its population,

which is hardly 100,000.

A royal edict in China announces that the Emperor has

abdicated in favor of Putsing, the son of Prince 1

who was to ascend tho throne First Month 31st.

The steamship Kio Jun ilaru brings news from
hama to Seattle, that the telephone system in Ja|

rapidly being extended and perfected. The Minis

Communications has officially announced the o|ien

through lines between Yokohama and Kobe and h»
Yokohama and Osaka. The rate is 75 cents. A i

tion from 25 to 20 cents is announced on the lig

tween Y'okohama and Tokio.

The Japan Herald says that an Ami-rinui compi

to supply ties and sleepers on a wholes il- sralr f

North China Railroad. The price of Ani. ri-iui lies

to 94 sen as delivered at North China p'.rts, ahniit

!

cheaper than Japanese goods.

In 1899 there were only four insurance conipao

Japan, with a capital of $"l,434,000. In 1898 there

seventv-three registered companies, with a cipil

$30,900,800.

The weather in tho vicinity of Melbourne, .\uiil

has broken all records for heat recently. On Ni-w 1

Day five deaths occurred from heat prostration, ai

late as 5 o'clock in the afternoon the thermomi'tcr
at 114 in the shade. In the sun the temperature w,

corded as high as 156 degrees, and it stood at th,it

for several hours.

A wharf laborer of Sydney, N. S. W., has been sti

with the bubonic plague, and the attending dijctor

of the opinion that he was inoculated with the di

through the bite of a flea.

From far away Noumea, in New Caledonia, Con
cial Agent Wolff writes of prosperity, a rapidly gn
commerce and increased trade with Western Amerii

stone quay, the finest in the Pacific, is under com
tion, and a plant for the electric lighting of the tc

erected.

A report of vital statistics of Havana for 1899

1

an apparent excess of deaths over births of about •

It was computed not long ago, that not fewer

774,000 wild geese are killed annually by the Indii

Hudson Bay, and not fewer than 1,200,000 of geesS'

their breeding grounds by the Hudson Bay at the
'

ning of winter for the South.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—l''or convenience (

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M.. an

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rt

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tw
cents each way. To reach the school by telegrai

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley,

Died, at her residence in Pennsville, Morgan
Ohio, on the morning of the 19th of First Month,

Rachel Harmer, widow of the late William Harrae

ing just entered her eighty-ninth year. A
Pennsville Monthly and Particular Meetings. Bod

flictions severe in character were allotted to thi

Friend during much of her lengthened life. Undei

an evidence of Christian fortitude and rtsi','!

Divine will was apparent, and that her ^ji

clothed with a manifestation of that l"Ve i\

loved us. With increasing infirmities and the

weight of years, she realized that to her it was
towards evening, and her earthly day far spen

evincing by her cheerful and resigned spirit that I

in life she had desired to serve did not forsake he

her strength should fail. Her Friends are comfo

believing that to her the " new name " has been gi

, Suddenly, at her residence, on the Thirty-

Twelfth Month, 1899, Elizabeth R. Lkvkk
'

entieth year of her age, a member of W. stern

Monthly Meeting, Philadelphia. In very early cl

she was made sensible of the quickeniiiu' pewei

Holy Spirit, and, being obedient to its tendering 1

tations as she came to maturer years, the fruits

were abundantly shown forth in her life, and she

a good example to all with whom she was ass

For many years, owing to physical infirmi

confined to her home, but her interest and h

lo all mankind, and those with whom she mingli

drawn to her by the sweetness of her di.<pesi

a meek and humble follower of her Divine Master

less her immortal spirit has been gathered in tl

lasting home of the redeemed of all generation!

joice forever in the presence of God. " Blessed

dead who die in the Lord."

WILLIAM H. PILE'S SONS, PRINTEB
No. in Walnut street.
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mother's Keeper, or our Brother's Brother?

eries of examination questions covering

16 ground of pure morals and Christian

ony is now passing in review before the

of all Friends who assemble in their re-

re Quarterly Meetings. It depends on

pth of each one's spiritual concern whether

queries are used for inwardness or for

rdness.

ts open reading in our hearing each Query

impleto without this silent query, " Lord
:?" The baptism of a heart-searching

se accompanying such solemn engagement

be one of the most wholesome and reviv-

rifiers of the camp. Instead of this secret

ition one's attitude too often is, "I am
spected to have the state of the Society

consideration and not my own state."

) we are set to work judging real or ap-

ided conditions of other members. There

ace for living exercise for others, and on

it of deficiencies in the church. But this

se will best be found joined to the truest

iness of spirit, where the seat of judgment

le's self and for others may be known.

ral of the beam from our own eye clears

;ht for pulling the mote out of our brother's

have felt a jealousy lest our queries and

rs may be diverted from their true pur-

by being abused to breed a spirit of out-

criticism and scrutiny of our .brethren's

d conversation, to the neglect of the .Judge

door, speaking to our individual condition.

that "state of Society" in any locality

members have grown so shy of one an-

8 judgment that the name "Friends"

seem applied in irony,

'or the divisions of Reuben" there well

e " great searchings of heart." And under

imility in which we discover our secret

1 the light of a Saviour's countenance, will

be felt a sympathy with others in their

infirmities, to change us from censors of their

faults to upbuilders of one another in love.

While the principles of Truth and righteous-

ness, for which this periodical must stand, have

their bearing on all politics and human con-

duct, yet we deem the usefulness of The Friend

will be best maintained by holding up the stand-

ard of Truth for its universal light upon all

departments of life, rather than lowering it to

the dust of partisan politics. If the Truth,

faithfully presented, smites at a party, we can-

not help that—but our aim is the Truth, and

not the party.

We desire to be preserved from admitting

any political mention which shall draw out po-

litical discussion, as such, towards our pages,

since these are not designed for such an arena.

Even the admission of a correspondents' view-

that our Chief Magistrate would, in the first

place, have avoided the war had Congress per-

mitted him, has seemed equivalent to our ex-

onerating him from responsibility of all the

warfare of which he has been the instrument

since. We cannot exonerate any man from be-

ing the consenting instrument of a war which

he administers. Every Adam has his first in-

ducement, which does not excuse the sin which

is the sequel of yielding to the temptation.

With this general statement we leave campaign

details to papers whose business they are.

We regret that, through an error, both of

memory and of judgment, in attempting to

transfer a name in Stephen Grellet's account

of Thomas Paine's last days (page 214 of this

volume), the initials " W. H." were made to

read as William Hinsdale." We are informed

that there was no William Hinsdale connected

with the matter. The inference under which

we spelled out the initials appears now unwar-

rantable.

We may take occasion from this circum-

stance to remark that we have generally pre-

ferred to see, in literary articles, the names

(or at least surnames) of persons printed in

full, rather than their mere initials. There may

sometimes be, as there was in the above case,

a reason more serious than brevity for present-

ing the initials only. But in general the effect

of the bare capitals is to mar the appearance

of a page and to cheapen the dignity of the

name so scantily presented. As different par-

ties are having in preparation for our columns

manuscripts concerning deceased Friends, this

suggestion may be timely.

For "The Friknd."

Our Attitude Towards Pastorate Bodies.

My attention has been arrested by an article

in The Friend on "An Aspect of the Pastoral
System." The statements made by the wTiter
in the Atlantic Monthly are informing. . . .

I was not aware that the tendency spoken of
by the author to confine the paid ministry to

young or middle-aged men, had made such pro-
gress. But if it has, it is a tendency inherent
in the system. Friends need have little to do
with it beyond being quiet spectators.*

Yet we need not be looked upon as waging
warfare against the prevalent theological train-

ing of the clergy_, while steadfastly maintaining
that such practice is altogether foreign to our
vital principles. Nor do we feel hostile to the
Christian sects around us in maintaining that
such educated ministry is foreign to the religion

introduced by Christ and his Apostles. It does
not appear tliat any of the primitive messen-
gers of the Cross had a literary training for
that office. The case is so plain to the mind
of an unprejudiced observer that Neander, a
converted Jew, says, inhis church history, "The
institution of a separate order of men to at-

tend to the religious interest of the masses of
humanity, has no warrant in the sayings of
Christ or in the writings of his Apostles. It is

altogether borrowed from the Jewish priest-

hood."

Friends, while formerly maintaining this

ground, should provoke no controversy with
their neighbors who patronize theological semi-
naries. The distinction between their system
of worship and ours is a broadly defined one, so

that while a stated ministry can have no place

among Friends, it is one of the necessities of

the manner of worship of others. It is a well-

known circumstance in Christian history that,

along with the outward Church, coming under
the patronage of the temporal powers, arose
the demand for a body of trained clergy to

administer its oflSces.

And it is also known that during the first

centuries of the Church there was a consider-

able body of Protestants who, in their deeper

* Our correspondent here evidently confines his view
to bodies outside the name of Friends, as carrying on the
system of paid and stated ministry. His position has
our sympathy wherever that exclusive view is permis-
sible. It would be a relief to stand apart in a living, silent

testimony, and as quiet spectators of others' systems, if

we could do it as at a distance, and not see their pastor-

ate system entangling itself with bodies under our own
name. We may say these thus adopting the foreign sys-

tem are not Friends. Their change to the outside prin-

ciple of ministry is a rightful forfeiture of the name of
" Friends." Still, their profession of our name brings on
us the burden of a disclaimer and of remonstrance con-

cerning practices which belie the name of Friends. Our
contention on the pastorate system is aimed without the

camp, chiefly for its application within the lines profess-

ing our name. Here, also, we may yet come to the point

where a free and living ministry will be its own best and
sufficient vindication.

—

Editor.



experience in religious life, found no occasion

for the services of these educalecl clergy. I

In realizing a closer walk with ( .od the

preaching among them was by revelation trom

a Divine call to the ministry. History appear.s

to show that most of those who were steadfast

in the faith amid the rigors of persecution

those whose names, if we had them, would

make up the list of martyrs, were dissentei^

from the ceremonial worship as maintained by

the learned and the great of this \TOrld

From the sheltered position which Friends

occupy, we may look with a deep interest upon

the progress of our fellow-professors, whose

mode of worship thus dilfers from ours. It is

obvious that, apart from the question of youth^

ful energy, their system has its difficulties it

it were the extent of their object to hold a

congregation together on a platform ot re-

spectability, the trouble would be lessened.

But as the solemn business of bringing souls to

Christ is a foundation purpose of their organ-

ized association, there is involved the necessity

of pressing home upon every member, high or

low the threat work of regeneration. To do this

earnestly is calculated to give offense to the

refined respectability of the people, and the

consciousness that he is dependent upon that

people for the means of supporting his tamily

adds sadly to the embarrassment of the instru-

ment who is disposed to be faithful to his high

trust. It was for fulfilling his duty just here

that the great and good .Jonathan Edwards

was discharged from his living at Northamp-

ton and I am inclined to think that here is

one of the causes for the preference of young

or middle-aged men for clerical services, as

stated by our author.
, . <•

But the distinction between the worship ot

Friends and that of those who pay their min-

isters is so well defined that, while a sermon

and vocal prayer are an essential part of the

latter, they are no necessary part of the for-

mer mode of worship. We believe that God,

in his care for his Church, does, from time to

time qualify and call men and women to the

ministry, and when this ministry is exercised

in faithfulness to the Divine guidance, it pro-

motes the comfort and edification of the as-

sembly. But as this is not a necessary part of

worship, we may enjoy a full measure of heav-

enly help without it. So fully is the worship

for which He calls to be performed m Spirit

and in Truth, that we have cause to believe the

Di\ine life is best nourished where meetings

are commonly held in silence. On these solemn

occasions it is highly unprofitable to be m con-

tinued expectation of hearing preaching.

L. B.

The Secret of x Calm and Happy Life.—

The secret of a calm and happy life and death

is to have an habitual sense of God's presence

and communion of our soul with Him. To walk

with Him in the absorbing consciousness of his

lovin'^ eye never removed, his loving arm never

untwTned. Christ dwells in the believer's heart,

and He is alwavs near. What we all need to

learn is how to walk with Him, hour by hour,

as a ma« with his friend—without effort think-

ino- of Him, without hesitation obeying Him,

to^have Him wherever we go, to make joy safe

by asking Him to share it, to rob care of its

carefulness by casting it on Him in prayer,—

The Episcopal Recorder.

THE FRIEND

Some Account of John and Mary Hampton.

(Comluded from p:ii;e

First Month 2nd, 1893.—" In an unsentnote

for a circulating letter among some of his

grand-children, J. H. wrote, ' In looking over

a lon<^ life, I think my stream has run remark-

ably smooth, the ripples and currents have been

small, compared to very many others, and 1 lay

it to three things: First, by endeavoring from

early life to do right; second, favored mostly

with good health; and third (but not the least),

a good companion, a real help-meet. • •
•

I often look back with thankfulness that I was

thus favored in my choice, believing that i was

wisely directed. Oh that every one would seek

wisdom! Wisdom is the principal thing, there-

fore get wisdom, and with all thy getting get

understanding' (Prov. iv. 7).

"
I presume the writer meant Divine wisdom.

The whole chapter is worth reading. I have

so little to do. I read a good deal. I have

read the journal of Ann Branson regularly

through and am now going through the five

volumes of ' Piety Promoted.'
"
It is very interesting to me, as there are

accounts of so many that I knew, or knew

about. But I can't read all the time, and 1

sometimes think . . . that I most wish I

had something 1 could do, for . . •
time

sometimes hangs heavily upon me, and 1 am

ready to wonder why I am kept here so long,

unless I could be of more service."

" A Morning Thought," written about two

year's later, seems to be appropriate here:

Why do I live? I've sometimes sighed,

In walking thus life's thorny road,

But stern reproving thought replied,
^^

" Ask not such question of thy God.

Then—how can I improve my time,

Since I've no work my hands can do,

But read and write until I'm tired.

Then sit and take a nap or two.

Sometimes a friend or two comes in,

And then in pleasant conversation

We seem to while away the time,
^

And thus receive some consolation.

Thus day by day speeds on,

And year succeeds to year.

Until the sands of life have run

Their nine and eightieth year.

What has this lengthened life attained

With all the accounts brought in?

Have I the cause of Truth maintained,

Or walked in ways of sin?

And now my allotted time is short-

Earth's pilgrimage 'most done.

Oh, may my end be joy and peace,

A crown of life be won!

Thus I with firm, resigned will,

My stay upon this earth commend

To Him who holds the thread of life—

Mv Guide, my Comforter and Friend.

John Hampton.

Second Mo. 10, Ift

day Gratitude, thankfulness and praise are

feelings of my heart, as 1 pen these lines.

'• Where shall I find language to portray

feeling, in thinking of the numberless blessi

bestowed on me and mine through such a n

ber of years. Oh, how can I enough magn

honor and adore the great and mercihil U
whose tender care has watched over and i

cifuliy guarded me through so long a lite,

now oh. Holy Father, leave mo not when

earthly man faileth, but keep, oh keep m^

the way I should go and be with me to the

that I may depart in peace and be witu \

eternally at rest."

Second Month 26th. 1897.-" Accordini

the account of my birth as given in my mott

Bible, I am ninety-one years old to-day. i

mother's Bible because it was given to he

her father Zachariah Betts, and she a &

time before her death gave it to me. A

vorite legacv, and one that has been well Ci

for. Havin'g Bibles of later date to rea

have been very careful of it."

From a letter dated Second Mo. 4tli, h

to . " I feel that I may say to t

' Arise, shine, for thy light is conie, and

o-lory of the Lord is risen upon thee,

my desire is that true faithfulness maj

abode in. Turn not aside to the right han

to the left. Go not before the Guide nor

behind. ... Be patient, watch and p

Be careful in conversation. Let thy cour

ance preach, and though tribulation, trials

poverty may be meted out (for all that i

godly will be tried as in the furnace ot a

tion, yet if there is a steady eye to the

Guide, the reward will be peace. With te

reo-ard I remain thy true friend,
" John Hampton

Second Month 26th, 1896.—"I am ninety

years old to-day. Was at our usual week-day

meeting, and all our children that are living,

six in number, came here to dine with us. We
received several letters in kind remembrance

of mv ninety-first anniversary. We had a very

pleasant day indoors and out. The children

are now gone home: The evening has come,

and to me it has been a solemn, yet agreeabl*^

The following piece was written m be(

Month, 1898, to be read when his chil.

should be together, on what proved to bt

last birthday: . .

" In taking a retrospective view ot ev

and occurrences that have transpired in

times of ninety-two years, many things |

UP before the mental vision, which give ;

were, food for thought in old age, som

which I may note down.
, . . .^ , .

"
I have passed through vicissitudes of

tune; f have seen peace and war; I have

adversity and prosperity ; I have fe t soi

and gladness: I have mourned over the loi

beloved children, when they were called £

from this scene of probation; and I have

preserved and kept through a number of I

breadth escapes from immediate death, thn

youth to old age.
, , , „ , „

'

"I have been remarkably favored a

health. Also, there has been spared to :

kind and dutiful companion for nearly s

eight years. Also, among the many favor

stowed on me, now in the decline of lite, ii

enjoyment of having such kind and 1(

children, to come and bring, as it were

sunshine of joy and gladness to our door;

. . my heart goes out m . .
praye

these, that thev may grow in grace; th

they are . .
' in the world they may be

from the evil of the world; that I with i

and they with me, may rejoice . •
a

the end be prepared to hear the welcome

guage of
' Well done, good and faithtu

vant; thou hast been faithful over a few tt
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1 make thee ruler over many things; enter

into the joy of thy Lord.'

3ut how can I conclude this little sketch,

)ut alluding to (may I say) a misspent

My omissions and commissions

veryday walks in the world, with the poor

iple 1 have set before my children, all

up before my view, and bring feeling of

ibasement. But I hope my dear children

'orgive and as much as possible forget, so

there may be nothing treasured up in the

of our peaceful landing on that happy
I, where sorrow ceases and grief shall be

ore.

'imes and seasons are not at our com-
. The time of our departure is wisely

1 from our view. ' The young may die, but

Id must die ' [has often been said], so ac-

ng to the course of nature, I must soon

away ; and probably this may be the last

I may mingle with you, my dear children,

is social way; and though I feel to be a

creature, yet I feel my mind drawn to en-

ige you more and more to seek to lay up

inly treasure, 'where neither moth nor

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not

: through nor steal; for where your treas-

!, there will your heart be also.'

5e not over-anxious for the treasures of

world, but seek for that peace that the

[ cannot give, nor take away, striving

istly to ' live the life of the righteous,'

jfour ' last end may be like his.'

"John Hampton."
iry, Second Month 26th, 1898:

" A thankful heart I feel.

In peace my mind is staid."

is seems to be the last wTiting we find,

, short account of my grandmother's life

if their last days will complete this nar-

,ry Hampton, the loved companion, so af-

mately alluded to in my grandfather's

figs, w'as the daughter of Samuel and

1 Williams, and was born Fourth Month
1812, near Mt. Pleasant, Ohio. Her great

ifather was Edward Williams, of Derby-

, North Wales; and her grandfather was
rt Williams. My grandmother was one of

lost unpretending mothers in our Israel,

'ed most by those who knew her best,"

^as yet highly esteemed by those who were
ra in her company for only a short time,

many who were hitherto strangers, have
ied to their appreciation of her worth,

a short acquaintance; while those who
friends and neighbors through a long pe-

jf years, can testify to the evenness of her

er, constancy of spirit and her readiness

lip and cheer in time of trial and affliction,

ing little in writing for the perusal of

! she has left behind, she, "being dead,

peaketh."
ir the memory of her quiet, unassuming

, her modest appearance at all times, and
small appreciation of self, as well as the

Df cold water she was ever ready to hand
1, all speak in louder terms than fluent

s from tongue or pen.

urneying together through a period of

st sixty-eight years, the language seems
icable to them. They "were lovely and
sant in their lives and in their death they
! not [long] divided."

)oking with a quiet assurance, that their

day's work had not been left until the evening
hour, they each calmly waited for the coming
of the pale messenger, as trustful children
wait for the expected parent to come and take
them home.

Illustrative of this, we find these expressions
taken down by a grandchild, to whom they gave
them forth a few years before their summons
home.

She was very unwell and said in substance,
" I don't see how this will turn with me, whether
I'll get well again or not, but I hope 'twill all

be right. It would be a poor time to make our
peace of mind on a sick bed."

He feelingly said: "I'm just waiting till my
time comes to leave this vale of tears."

The seasons of suft'ering which these dear
ones were given at the close, were of short

duration. The sands of life were so nearly

run, that it took but little time for disease to

run its course.

My dear grandfather was taken with severe

suffering on the fourteenth of Fourth Month,
1898, and breathed his last on Third-day morn-
ing, the nineteenth of the same, aged ninety-

two years, one month and twenty-three days.

During his acute illness he was frequently

heard to say that it would be all right which-

ever way it turned. His day's work had been
done, and he did not seem to have much to

say, though a few times gome sweet expres-

sions dropped from his lips, showing his mind
to be stayed on the goodness of the Creator.

No dark forebodings harassed his thoughts
of the future, and his passage through the

dark valley was quiet and easy, so that his

relatives and friends believe that he was per-

mitted an entrance into the everlasting realms
of peace and joy, prepared for the righteous

of all generations.

Not quite nine months after his departure,

his beloved companion was also taken to join

his ransomed spirit, as we reverently believe,

in ascribing glory and honor and high renown
unto the Lamb that was slain.

On the eighth of First Month, 1899, she

went to the bedside of the first-born son who
was very low with pneumonia, he lovingly

kissed her, and said, " My dear mother. As
bright as an angel !" This she said repaid for

all the trouble she felt in giving him up.

The next day she sat beside his bedside, and
watched him breathe his last; and a day or so

later she was taken to her home, being far

from well, but very anxious to go, and ex-

pressed herself as being very thankful to be

at home.
But she continued to grow rapidly worse,

with the same disease, until the morning of

the sixteenth, a few hours less than a week
after her son peacefully passed away. She

too, calmly left us, aged eighty-six years, eight

months and eighteen days. Thus ended another

beautiful life. " Blessed are the dead which

die in the Lord from henceforth; yea, saith the

Spirit, that they may rest from their laboi's,

and their works do follow them."

Neither of them had left it until their dying

day to offer loving counsel to their offspring

and friends; and these now testify that all

along through their long and useful lives they

hesitated not to give their testimony to the

watchful care of the unslumbering Shepherd of

Israel to advise and entreat those with whom
they had to do, to follow the guiding of his

Holy Spirit; and to count not the pleasures of

the world of sufficient moment to estrange

them from the love of the dear Redeemer.

An Old Letter Concerning Stephen Grellet,

Mary Dudley, &c.

Third Month r,ih. 181'J.

Thou hast most probably heard that Stephen
Grellet has spent part of the winter in London,
where he had a meeting with the Jews. From
the general abhorrence which these people en-

tertain for Christians and their places of wor-
ship, it was expected it would not be large,

but contrary to anticipation, about 1,600 as-

sembled, conducting themselves during silence

pretty orderly. After Stephen had stood for

some time a considerable restlessness appeared,
with many going out, which was trying to his

feelings. However, this soon subsided, the se-

quel proving that so great was their satisfac-

tion with what was communicated that they

had only gone out to collect and bring in more
of their friends. With such a people, (con-

tinued M. B., who sent this account to a friend

in Lincolnshire), it is cause of humble gratitude

that he was so helped, that the excellent cause

was so exalted.

S. Grellet's labors have been of an extensive

and extraordinary description. His last gene-

ral service previous to his leaving the city was
(accompanied by W. Forster) visiting all the

prisons, excepting King's Bench and Marshal-

sea, to which they were denied access. At least

1,000 individuals were vis'ited in these abodes

of misery, and, in Newgate, of unspeakable

ftTetchedness. Their tender hearts were moved
with the deplorable state of the females par-

ticularly, the prison allowance of three ounces

of bread per day being below the par on which
human nature can subsist, compelled the sale

of every, and more than every, suitable gar-

ment. Elizabeth Fry, having been warmly in-

terested, is now engaged, after a survey of the

prisoners, in deeds of kindness, providing cloth-

ing for the destitute; and probably will prevail

on some to go, or join some friends to procure

an amelioration of those forlorn ones. The state

prisoners of Cold Bathfields stood aloof at first,

but a great change in their dispositions to the

visitors was evident before the work was got

through, and in many instances remarkable so-

lemnity and tenderness evinced that mercy and

goodness were there.

Mary Dudley had a meeting in Westminster

quarter with the rich and noble. S. Grellet had

one in the same quarter with the ignoble and

abandoned females. The opportunity afforded

him some consolation, and many by their ten-

derness evinced they felt the touches of Divine

love awakening them to a sense of their con-

dition.

M. Dudley's concern extended to Windsor.

The invitation that was given was better at-

tended to than in the former instance, and many
of the most distinguished persons of the town

and its vicinity were present, several from the

castle, and. by all accounts, a most memorable

time it was. After a most powerfully convinc-

ing testimony, she was favored in a most ex-

traordinary manner in supplication, and was
led to petition for the king in a way that ten-

dered almost all present. The solemnity was

said to be marvellous, and she has at times

since acknowledged she had never experienced

the like descendings of divinely empowering
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influence. A person present, after the suppli-

cation, penned it down from memory, and pre-

sented it to the queen, who was greatly aifected

at its perusal to the shedding of many tears.

She dispatched a lord in waiting, with a mes-

sage to M. D., directing every comfort and ac-

commodation might be rendered her. A clergy-

man spoke to her at the close of the meeting,

offering her his church— I think, saying he

was convinced, beyond all manner of doubt,

that she was commissioned to preach the gos-

pel, and if she came to his place he would give

every information and take the needful care.

On her enquiry where he lived and his naming

the place, she said she had not been without

thoughts of being there, and soon after went,

and a season of favor was there witnessed.

She next went to Stains, and there was
largely engaged and with great power. Being

much exhausted, she fainted as soon as the

meeting was closed. On recovering and look-

ing up she saw the clergyman standing over

her, and she exclaimed, ''Art thou here?" He
replied, " Yes; and what is far better, the Lord

is here also."

"WORSE THINGS THAN WAR!"
Worse things than war! breathe it not to me,

That aught on earth more terrible can be!

That men their noble talents should bestow

With dire effect to lay their brethren low!

Worse things than war! Is human blood so cheap
That we therefrom may plenteous harvest reap?

Is tenderness of heart so rare a thing

Men can rejoice in human suffering?

Worse things than war! If fiends were set at large.

Well might they glory in " a splendid charge!"

With lance in rest, and all their soul on fire,

How would they dash through mingled blood and
mire!

Worse things than war! These deeds of madness
came

From lust of power, and thirst for worldly fame!
Heard ye that crash? 'twas but a bursting shell

That 'mid the homes of peaceful mortals fell!

Worse things than war! What do I now behold?

More awful scenes than can in words be told!

Dismembered bodies gasping yet for breath,

And wounds that mean protracted living death!

Worse things than war! Where, Virtue, where art

thou?

Nor sex nor age can hope for mercy now!
'Twere vain to plead for grace in Pity's name,
When lust of victory doth its victims claim!

Worse things than war! Well may we kneel to

pray, '

That from this world such scenes may pass away!
Should not all nations for this end combine.

And round the Saviour's brows their laurels

twine?"—Wm. Kitching, in the Herald of Peace.

" The ground of a thousand mistakes is the

not considering deeply that love is the highest

gift of God—humble, gentle, patient, love
;

that all visions, revelations, manifestations

whatever, are little things compared to love.

It was once thought that the sea separated na-

tions ; but we have come to look upon it as the

great highway of the world. So we once

thought that our trials would separate us from

God, but we have learned that they are the

highway over which we pass to closer fellow-

ship with God.

—

M. H. Kendrick.

On Dress, Viewed in Connection with the

Society of Friends.
'.CoiK-luUud from paj^e -2'.K)

All will admit this, and grieve that factory

and servant girls, &c., should be led astray as

they are by the love of display—but are we
doing all in our power to turn them aside from
this, to them, often fatal indulgence? Could

we possibly reckon up the number of lives

ruined by the inordinate love of dress, how it

would appal us! It is a passion springing from
vanity and the love of admiration, and these in

turn take their rise in that secret self-love

which reigns supreme in the carnal mind, and
lurk in hidden recesses of the renewed heart,

until finally driven out by the expansive power
of the love and life of Christ. Oh, what un-

told mischief it has accomplished! A favorite

weapon indeed in the enemy's hands for the fall

of the unwary. What money has wrongfully

been used in its indulgence! What thought,

what time, what loving hearts and happy lives

have been turned to gall and bitterness by its

power! Hand in hand with strong drink, this

besetment has smoothed the downward path to

destruction to many thousands of our sisters

—

and yet it is so trivial a matter, we are told, so

unworthy of our thought, so unimportant!

We have many times lately been led to regret

the inclination apparent among some Friends

to return to the custom of the world in the

wearing of mourning. To enumerate all the evils

attendant on this particular bondage would
make this essay too long.

We believe the rational explanation of this

habit of Christendom is, that the customary
style of dress is felt to be incongruous witli

the solemnities attendant on death. Face to

face with the awful realities of such a time,

the heart turns with loathing from its accus-

tomed vanities, and finds in sombre garments a

more harmonious clothing; but even here fashion

often intrudes and deflects this feeling into but
another channel for needless display.

The Christian woman, on the other hand, if

living in the continual presence of her God and
Saviour, is familiar with thoughts of eternity.

Death is robbed of its terrors to her, its lessons

are consecrated even amid sorrow. She learns

to think with peace and trust of those called

away, and feels or need feel no unfitness in

wearing by the graveside the clothes deemed
fit and proper for Christian life. Earnestly do

we hope that a testimony so long borne, so

much respected, and still so loudly called for

by the needs of the present day, may never be
relinquished by our Society as a body, whatever
may be done in this respect by individual mem-
bers.

In favor of the study of the beautiful and or-

namental in dress, we have heard some Friends

adduce the " lilies of the field"—a simile used
by our Lord with an opposite application. " Con-
sider the flowers," they say, " how gay, how
bright! What variety of form and hue! Does
not God teach us a lesson through them that

the young in the flower of their age should be

adorned, and 'beauty go forth beautifully?'"

To this we answer that God has given to every

creation its own charm, as to " every seed his

own body." The beauty of the flowers is one,

the beauty of childhood and youth in the human
race another, and they are not to be confused.

To deform the fair proportions of the human
frame by ugly garments we would never advo-

cate, but the young, when simply attired,

to a pure taste, we do not hesitate to say

lovelier than when decked in the vagarie

fashion.

To each creation its own beauty; and (

as advancing years produce changes in (

highest creature, man, we also believe

every age should be attractive. Manhood
womanhood, not with the fleeting beauty o1

flowers or the charms of youth, but wi

higher and more dignified adornment. Wh(
say how admirable is the full developmer

maturity ? While old age and hoar hairs, i

linked with the Christian graces peculiarl;

plicable to its advanced stage of life, b

beauty all its own—one better felt thai

scribed.

The beauty of our race, then, is, we bel

best maintained, under every condition, b

sociation with moderation in dress, hari

in detail and absence of superfluity.

There is a weakness connected with thi

sire for beauty, apart from appropriatene;

dress which leads people to assume a

quite unfitted to their years and condi

Who, we would ask, can think of Volt

decked with wreaths of roses and holiday i

on the eve of decay and death, without a i

der, or see middle age imitating the appear

of youth, and old age of maturity, without

ing that the want of perception portrayec

deeper than in missing the fitness of c

fabric or cut, and consists in a sad, if not

gerous, obliquity of spiritual vision or da

of spiritual life ?

Another argument in justification of the

ent liberty exercised on this subject amc

us is that it is only a truthful evidence of

ing. " The generation before ours," it is

" were coerced by moral compulsion intc

hypocritical wearing of a badge known as i

timony against fashion, which their own
sciences did not require of them, and

matters are better because now we see

we really are." Well, supposing this is so

that these endless varieties of costume (d

ing according to the hour of the day), 1

embroideries and laces and ribbons, I

chignons and head-dresses, these feathers

flovvers and jewels, these (so-called) pan

and other curiously tortured and contrived

ments, which to the uninitiated seem wit;

number, are truthful in what they indicat*

question still remains. What do they indi(

Are they not so many "outward and vi

signs of inward and spiritual" conditions? (

not graces). If so, is it any cause for

gratulation ?

It is a grief to many to notice that

among Christian mothers there is a gro

laxity on this point. They gratify their

in spending money to adorn their sweet

ones, thinking that their innocent minds

not in infancy be hurt by the pretty robes

ribbons, and, as they grow older, the little

and dresses. But we would afl'ectionatel;

these dear mothers when and where they

be able to draw the line ? Can they detec

first sense of gratified vanity, heartbur

envy or pride, as it passes over the young h

and sears as it passes? Do they consider

thus the future character may be marred,

rows laid up in store for years to come, or it

be bitter struggles, should an awakened

science protest against the habits of early
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•equire that they be laid aside? Do these

g-hearted ones consider also that insen-

their own hearts anl minds grow accus-

d to superfluities in the dress of their

ren which they would never have indulged

eraselves? Oh, what great responsibilities

on the Christian parent in this respect
,1

iference has already been made to the

ids' peculiar dress, and, although it is cer-

jf contrary to custom to enter a plea for

liarity as well as simplicity of style, we
that, while dealing with the entire subject

affects the Society of Friends, this ques-

of a distinct costume must not be entirely

coked, and, a -priori, we cannot help ob-

ng that one style of dress, simply and con-

ntly adhered to, does away at one sweep
a multitude of the difficulties which prac-

,y beset this question.

course, form is immaterial in itself, and
?hen one form, unobjectionable in its char-
• and answering every purpose the garment
signed for, is understood by the world as

ssenting a protest against gayety and fash-

,ve think it may have a mission, and a use-

ne. But the Friends' dress does more. It

isents striking and uncompromising relig-

principles on a variety of topics, and these

3 of ours need to be upheld before the eyes
iristendom by every means in our power,
ire a very small body, and therefore can-

ifford to lay aside any justifiable means,
r of union among ourselves, or of holding
tinct testimony before others. The mere
; of a plain-dressing Friend is thus useful

minding people of wholesome truths they
t otherwise forget; and so thoroughly has
friendly appearance won the respect of the
ral public, that evil or profane conversation
Idom attempted in its presence. While
IS a check upon evil, it is also often pro-

re of good. What opportunities for serious

ersation has it not opened? What appar-
chance meetings in travel, etc., have

igh its means resulted in large blessings

ife-long friendships.

I before hinted, it is also a bond to unite

igether. The pleasure of recognizing " the
id" at the first glance we have probably
of us felt, and how much we may miss

igh our present inability to do so. An
^-read distinctive token of membership by
i should never be divorced from careful

licity, but need not in the least interfere

as much variety in other particulars as

be desirable. It does not at all imply that
ho wear it should be tied down to one ex-

)attern of dead uniformity.

ch a mark is undoubtedly a help to one
has determined to dress plainly, who is

;hed to our principles, and who yet con-
;ly associates with those who would not
3le to dispute every divergence from com-
custom which the young or timid disciple

t feel it right to make. " This is so be-

ng," and that " nothing but proper." None
lis, however, is attempted with the wearer
well-known plain costume, an innate sense
•opriety teaching people that fine clothing
congruous with a Friend's coat or bonnet,
same remark applies to the attendance of
is of public amusement, to which, although
r young Friends, and some of them teachers
rst-day schools, think it permissible to go

themselves, they do not often invite their ac-

quaintance who wear a Friend's dress to accom-
pany them. Can we guess why?

Both to the Friend thus marked, and to his

or her associates, the dress is found to he a

silent monitor, saying, like the friendly sign-

post, "This is the way, walk in it;" "This is

inconsistent;" or "This is lawful and right;"

"Do this;" Leave the other undone." In wear-

ing the Friend's dress you not only feel the

responsibility of acting up to your own views,

but also of maintaining a course which shall be

in accordance with the character of the Society

you thus outwardly represent.

Plain dressing i? a sign, recognized by all

ranks and classes, that you are in earnest, or

wish to be in earnest, in the matter of practical

piety, and, if it provokes a smile, it also, as a

rule, wins respect. It unmistakably opens the

door among the poor. The Friends' dress is

seldom, if ever, unwelcome by the bedside of

the sick, where gay clothing seems little else

than a mockery, and to the wretchedly poor

and sinful it comes with soothing. They listen

to one who they see has a little cross of their

own to bear, however indistinctly they may read

all its meaning, while they often inwardly re-

sent and turn a deaf ear to the exhortations to

self-denial and self-sacrifice which come from

some visitors equally devoted to the Lord and

to them, and whose words are equally good,

but who in themselves bear no evidence of the

they inculcate.

The chief objection to a peculiar garb which

has met us is that of its peculiarity, " making
one's self dift'erent from others," as if it im-

plied " stand not near to me, for I am holier

than thou." But they misunderstand its mean-

ing who interpret it thus. When peculiar at-

tire indicates worldly distinction or earthly

honors, it is not objected to. If any ordinary

useful purpose suggests its adrption, it is also

readily accepted as matter of course. Do we
object to the police uniform, or the distinctive

dresses of railway officials? But, it may be

replied, that the inmates of our prisons and

workhouses and reformatories often object to

their peculiar dress. Yes; but why? Because

that dress denotes shame and disgrace. That

is the reason, and these various examples all

lead to the conclusion that, if we love that of

which a peculiar dress is the outward sign, we
shall love the dress, and vice versa. If we
thoroughly love (^iuakerism, and believe in it,

as the purest amd highest system of Christian-

ity extant, we shall not dislike the dress. If,

on the contrary, we have not adopted its dis-

tinctive tenets, but take our stand on the broad

basis of entirely undenominational Christian-

ity, then we shake it off.

Before leaving the subject, let us see if

Scripture gives any sanction for a distinctive

garb. The priestly vestment we will not ad-

duce, as we have not adduced the clerical

dresses of the present day, believing both to

belong to the old -dispensation. But there was

the prophet's garb: there was the raiment of

camel's hair, and the robe without a seam;

there were the holy women of old, who, for-

saking the chains, the bracelets and the muf-

flers, etc., of their day, must have been singu-

lar enough among the proud daughters of

.Jerusalem.

In post-apostolic times there were the early

Christians, who long maintained, history tells

us, a most striking and singular simplicity. In

the middle age the testimony was again up-
held, though sadly overstrained and perverted,

by the difi:erent orders of monks and nuns who
arose—and in later times no religious body has
more clearly and distinctly held up the stand-
ard of simplicity united with singularity than
our own. And what women have arisen under
its auspices!* Mothers in Israel, adorned not
with " that outward adornment of plaiting the
hair, or of wearing of gold, or of putting on of
apparel," but with the " meek and quiet spirit,

which is in the sight of God of great price."

And now, in drawing this essay towards a
close, we would most lovingly exclaim. Oh, were
we but obedient! Could we but be obedient to
the discipline of the Cross and to our Master's
Spirit on this one point of Christian duty, what
blessed results might follow! How would fresh
light arise and shine in our hearts, fitting us
for higher service, and enabling us cheerfully

to brave the ridicule or dislike of that world,
which we know, on highest authority, loves its

own and hates that which opposes it. Let us,

then, weigh afresh, as in the balance of the
Sanctuary, the needfulness of these passing
fashions, arraigning each one in order before
us, and if it is found wanting to our deepest
sense of right and fitness, let us unhesitatingly

discard it. It was thus our ancestors did in

their day, and why should we degenerate? If

we do, others must arise to take our place.

Already a society is formed to encourage in-

expensive propriety of dress, and here and there
we hear of ministers and others striving to lift

up their congregations and friends to a purer
Christian grace. Like the great missionary,

Judson, they feel the contradiction that the
common custom of Christendom presents to the
self-denial they seek to inculcate. These good
and enlightened men and women lament with
common consent the decadence of our Society
on this question.

Surely, then, it becomes us, the women of a
Society so long associated with an unwavering
testimony against worldliness, to query with
ourselves very closely whether the time has
indeed come for the standard to fall from our
hands? Are we—who alone of any class of
women in the world, hold unchallenged and
unhindered, nay, warmly encouraged by our
brethren, the commission, unmistakably be-
stowed upon our sex through the prophet .Joel,

and confirmed to us in apostolic days, to preach
as the Spirit of the Lord may direct, the glad
tidings of great joy to the praise of his glory;

who may also hold dignified and responsible

positions in the Church as elders and overseers;
and in other ways share in the exercise of its

discipline—now to let fall this testimony? The
responsibility of our position we cannot escape
if we would, and it lays a burden upon us so to

endeavor to order our lives and conversation
so as to adorn the doctrine of God our Saviour
in all things.

Firmly and unhesitatingly do we affirm that
the time has not come for so doing, and need
not come (if only we are faithful to the light

and ability afforded), until that glorious per-
iod, .shadowed forth in Scripture, when occasion
for peculiar testimony bearing shall cease, be-
cause righteousness covers the earth as the
waters cover the sea.

* This essay, it will be seen, is chiefly addressed to the
omen of our Society.
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:

May, then, the most seemingly unimportant

aspect of our lives breathe the Spirit of Him

who pleased not himself, but humbled himself

unto death, that his holy life might rise again

and shine forth in his cliildren.

Let us open our hearts to the precious in-

fluence of his grace more and more, under

wliose transforming power the commonest,

most matter-of-fact and every-day details be-

come worthy portions of a God-glorifying

Unity, which, burning as the incense of the

olden tabernacle on its golden altar, shall rise

up, not only at morning and evening, but un-

ceasingly, an acceptable sacrifice, in obedience

to his blessed will whose love first lit its heav-

enly glow.
"
If ye therefore be risen with Christ, seek

those things which are above, where Christ

sitteth on the right hand of God. Set your

affection on things above, not on things on the

earth," said the great Apostle of the Gentiles

to a convert church, while the beloved disciple

left the watchword for all future time—with

which we bring to a close these very imperfect

but heartfelt remarks: "Love not the world,

neither the things that are in the world; if

any man love the world, the love of the Father

15 not in him."

The Tragic Side of War.

But the life here is not all a joke. A few

days ago a reconnoissance was made towards

Novaleta. Two battalions of the Fourth In-

fantry went out with the brigade commander

and ran up against the trenches, which we knew

were there. It seemed a pity that a life had

to be sacrificed for practically nothing, but it

was so.

There is in the regiment a detachment of

sharpshooters and scouts, made up of four pri-

vates and a non-commissioned officer from each

company, all under the command of an officer.

This detachment had the advance, and coming

near the enemy they proceeded to develop the

force. That word develop does not sound se-

rious, but it really means getting shot at, and,

as the enemy was present, there was soon a

lively tire. Our men got down behind the rice

dikes and fired volleys. Soon one of them was

hit in the left breast, and he toppled over, but

immediately straightened up and tried to repeat

an order that was being shouted across the

field. He was not of the " hero " kind, or, at

least, he did not mean to be ; he was just pay-

ing attention to his duty, and, if anybody could

have spoken to him about it, he would probably

have said :
" Why not? What should you ex-

pect me to do? " But in the midst of his at-

tempt the blood gushed from his lips, and he

went down again and did not get up.

Can you imagine such a scene? The ground

was deep with water and mud ; there were no

cheers or shouts of encouragement ; it was a

cloudy, rainy day, and the only thing unusual

was the popping of rifles off there from the

bamboo thickets that lined a small stream, and

the corresponding zipping of the bullets as they

kicked up the mud and water. And this man

died as quietly as anybody ever died, and with

no idea but to do his duty. Pick out some man

you know and think of him in that position,

and see how it feels. And it has happened

several times since we have been out here that

only a few days after such an occurrence a let-

ter has come from a mother or sister asking

about her boy or brother who had been perhaps

a little careless about writing home. I tell

you those letters are not easy to answer. I

saw a short verse the other day entitled, " Only

One Kiled," but to somebody he was the only

one thought of and dreamed of and perhaps

followed with prayers and hopes for his safety.

Let whoever he may be who shouts for war

and doesn't go remember that these men are

out here doing this work, and dying, some of

them, for his pet theories, and then let him go

away and be honest and consider his opinion

of himself. Fighting for a principle is all

right, but will somebody please tell us what

we are fighting for out here 1—Ex.

^ A Recent Rescue.

The story of a vessel burned at sea, days

and nights spent in an open boat on the ocean,

and of the landing on a strange island near

Formosa is told by P. W. Patton, wife of Cap-

tain Patton, of the American ship George B.

Stetson. She and her year-old baby and six-

teen of the crew have arrived here on the

United States transport City of Sydney.

P. W. Patton told her story as follows :

"I was the only woman passenger on the

ship. On the night of the burning of the ves-

sel I had gone to my cabin to put baby to sleep.

My husband ran into the cabin and told me to

hasten on deck with the baby, that the ship

was afii'e.

"The ship was loaded with lumber. There

was a crew of thirty men. There had been

some grumbling among the men because of the

quality of the food served to them, and it is

supposed that one of them set fire to the cargo.
" As I reached the deck the flames had al-

ready ascended the forerigging. The hold was

a mass of fire.

" My husband attempted to rally the crew

to fight the blaze, but the men refused to obey.

I got into the long boat with baby and my hus-

band. Eight of the crew were in the boat.

The ship was now all flames, and burned to the

edge as we rowed away. My baby laughed and

cooed at the sight, and clapped her little hand

as she watched the burning vessel that had

been her cradle for so long. We were in the

boat two days and two nights. Then we landed

on the little island of Ti Pin Tsen.
" Baby and I were the greatest curiosities

to the natives. Few of them had seen a white

man, and most of them had never seen a white

woman or a white baby. They are savages

and sometimes practice cannibalism. They

crowded around me, placing their hands on my
hair, my face and neck. They all tried to

touch me, and many attempted to wipe the

white ofl: my hands and neck.
" The baby was even a greater curiosity than

I. Her blue eyes, golden hair and milk-white

face and hands were beyond their comprehen-

sion. The baby was pleased with the sensa-

tion she caused, and chuckled with delight.

The savages treated us well; and directed us

down the coast to a harbor, where we boarded

a Japanese steamer and received every court-

esy. We were landed at Nagasaki, and se-

cured transportation on the Sydney. Every

one of the crew was saved, all the boats hav-

ing landed on the \&\&nA:'—Philadelphia Bulle-

tin.

Keep thy tongue from evil.

,_The Habit of Defeat.

I knew a little girl once who had a habi

saying, "
1 can't." Her mother was an inv

and her father a busy man, and so the

went unrebuked during her childhood. W
ever a thing seemed too hard for her to do,

refused to attempt it, with the ever ready

inula, "
I can't do it." She was not a nauj

child, nor a selfish one, but she never gain

victory over any hindrance, and she devek

a habit of defeat. So it went on, year a

year, until one day, in the high school

countered an unusually hard algebra les

She went home with the old phrase. " Mot

I can't learn algebra," she said, and the mot

as usual, yielded to the announcement,

says she can't learn algebra," she said to

husband, " so I suppose she will have to

it up," and Mary was allowed to drop the st

after a few protests from her father,
•

did not .shake her conviction that algebra

impossible for her to learn.

Mary gave up her algebra. But, as she \

on, she met geometry. And she could not

derstand or conquer geometry, because she

said " I can't" to algebra, and then, bein

failure in mathematics, she was not allowe

graduate, and she could not enter the t

training class because she had not gradua

and, without a teacher's diploma, no

was open to her. That " I can't" had shut

doors of her chosen profession against

She had made for herself a habit of de

that did not stop where she chose, but wen

through the whole long chain of failure.

It was such a useless habit, too. It m
just as well have been a habit of victory

stead, for the things that this little Mary c

menced by saying " I can't" to were things

other little girls no brighter nor stronger 1

she, found that they could do, not very i

perhaps, but by an eff'ort that was not at

impossible to make. Perhaps they were ai

tious, some of them, and said, "I will!" or

haps their parents were sterner than Mai

and so they said to themselves, " I must;"

at any rate, none but Mary said, "
I can't!"

so they succeeded where she failed; and

more they succeeded the more able they v

to face the next difficult thing that mi

come, while poor Mary grew weaker with e

lost battle.

The habit of victory is a very import

habit to have, girls. It is a courageous hs

and a cheerful habit, and a Christian hs

too. A girl who acquires this habit thorou|

will make a woman who will be useful to

world wherever she goes.

—

S. S. Visitor.

The Value of the Individual.—One tl

that the Gospel has done is, that it has broi

out the value of the individual. The time

when a single life did not count for much.
|

community, the nation, the government,

everything. The single individual, as an i

vidual, was regarded as a trifle. But sue

not the case with the present order of ci

zation, and the high state of civilization in

day is the fruit of Christianity. There caii

no doubt in regard to this. The Gospel

been moulding liuman society. And one of

'

things that has been accomplished is that

'

life of every individual has come to be regai

as having a value in itself.

And this life needs to be protected and
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id, for, as individuals become strong with

conscious power of their own, so will the

unity and the State become powerful and

nt.

—

The Reformed Church Messenger.

-DAY Reflections of Lewis Evans of
JPETER, Lancaster Co., Pa., who died

SI 1835, IN HIS Thirty-second Year.

le, my soul, retire from the world, and

I delusive pleasures, dedicate in silence

rening to instructive meditation.

V solemn it is, seriously to reflect on the

lapse of time ! Seven and twenty suns have

leir annual course, since thou wast called

eing ; thus already has passed a longer

an thou had reason to expect. What hast

done? Important is the consideration!

years back thou wast an infant, enveloped

the shades of ignorance; now arrived at

ate of manhood, thou art busied in the

s scenes of life:—and many years cannot

ere this frail body must return to nature

and the immortal spirit ascend before

,ker to receive a retribution according to

tions in which thou art daily engrossed.

len cast around thee an eye of solicitude,

iB what thou art doing:—how thy account
I? The Lord's providence hath been

fied over thee ; He hath favored thee with

blessings. Art thou living answerable to

levolent regard ? Year after year fraught

•enewed mercies, hath passed over thy

Let therefore no murmur ever enter thy

but sensible of much weakness, let deep
ty and gratitude influence every thought
;tion.

irge portion of thy life has passed away.

! how little hast thou done in thy Master's

ird. Many of thy companions have been

from works to reward. Thou art still

ued in probation. That thy time is thus

led—that thou art favored with an oppor-

of preparing for the solemn change

—

1 this as an unspeakable mercy. Oh! re-

3r with shame thy former inactivity, and
ehfulness, thy self-willedness and disobed-

and anxiously strive to double thy dili-

that no future day or hour may pass

roved. Lord! guard my life. Oh! ani-

ne to run the race thou hast set before

"Create in me a clean heart and renew
me a right spirit." Teach me to number
fs, that I may see how frail I am. Finally,

3 pleased through all the perils of my jour-

!re, to preserve me so chaste, and upright

dient in all things to thy Holy will, that

be strengthened to stand before Thee
layed in the great and terrible day of

ent.

; Day at a Time.—A certain lady met
very serious accident, which necessitated

painful operation and many months' con-

^nt to her bed. When the physician had
d his work and was about taking his

the patient asked, "Doctor, how long
have to lie here helpless?" "Oh, only a

a time," was the cheery answer, and
ior sufferer was not only comforted for

3ment, but many times through the suc-

g weary weeks did the thought, " Only a

: a time," come back with its quieting
ice.

ink it was Sidney Smith who recommended
; "short views" as a good safeguard

against needless worry, and One far wiser than

I

he said: "Take, therefore, no thought for the

morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for

the thing of itself. Sufiicient unto the day is the
evil thereof."

—

Presbyterian.

The Social Development of Peace.

The sympathetic emotions are still too feebly

developed, even in the highest races of men.
We have made more progress in intelligence

than in kindness. For thousands of genera-
tions, and until very recent times, one of the

chief occupations of men has been to plunder,

bruise and kill one another. The selfish and
ugly passions, which are primordial—which
have the incalculable strength of inheritance

from the time when animal consciousness be-

gan, have had but little opportunity to grow
weak from disuse. The tender and unselfish

feelings, which are a later product . . .

have too seldom been allowed to grow strong

from exercise. And the whims and prejudices

of the primeval militant barbarism are slow in

dying out from the midst of peaceful, industrial

civilization. The coarser forms of cruelty are

disappearing, and the butchery of men has

greatly diminished. But most people apply to

industrial pursuits a notion of antagonism de-

rived from ages of warfare, and seek in all

manner of ways to cheat or overreach one an-

other. And, as in more barbarous times, the

hero was he who bad slain his tens of thousands,

so now the man who has made wealth by over-

reaching his neighbors is not uncommonly
spoken of in terms which imply approval.

Though gentlemen, moreover, no longer assail

one another with knives and clubs, they still

inflict wounds with cruel words and sneers.

Though the free-thinker is no longer chained

to a stake and burned, people still tell lies

about him, and do their best to starve him by
hurting his reputation. The virtues of forbear-

ance and self-control are still in a very rudi-

mentary state, and of mutual helpfulness there

is far too little among men.
Nevertheless, in all these respects, some im-

provement has been made, along with the

diminution of warfare, and by the time war-

fare has not merely ceased from the earth but

has come to be the dimly remembered phantom
of a remote past, the development of the sym-
pathetic side of human nature will doubtless

become prodigious. The manifestation of selfish

and hateful feelings will be more and more
sternly repressed by public opinion, and such

feelings will become weakened by disuse, while

sympathetic feelings will increase in strength

as the sphere for their exercise is enlarged.

And thus at length we see what human pro-

gress means. It means throwing ofl" the brute-

inheritance, gradually throwing it off, through

ages of struggle that are by and by to made
struggle needless. Man is slowly passing from

a social state, in which he was little better

than a brute, toward an ultimate social state, in

which his character shall have become so trans-

formed that nothing of the brute can be de-

tected in it. The process of development is an

advance toward true civilization. Fresh value

is thus added to human life. The modern prophet

may again proclaim that the kingdom of heaven

is at hand. Work ye, therefore, early and late,

to prepare its coming.

The future is lighted for us with the radiant

colors of hope. Strife and sorrow shall disap-

pear. Peace and love shall reign supreme. The
dream of poets, the lesson of priest and propet,
the inspiration of the great musician, is con-
firmed in the light of modern knowledge, and
as we gird ourselves up for the work of life,

we may look forward to the time when, in the
truest sense, the kingdoms of this world shall

become the kingdom of Christ and He shall reign
for ever and ever. King of kings and Lord of
lords.—" The Destiny of Man."

African Martyrs.

There have been no martyrs who have showTi
themselves made of sterner stuff than Africans.
It seems amazing to think of the transformation
ofsuperstitious, fetich barbarians intoChristians
of the first rank. Here are two instances given
by the missionaries of Uganda, of negro mar-
tyrs under Mwanga's cruel order. These are
not of the first century, but of the latest; nor
where Christianity has been long established,

but where yesterday it was not. The story runs
thus:

"Fredi was an earnest Christian, whose life

was a cause of deep thankfulness to the mis-
sionaries. He had been zealous in teaching
others and winning them to Christ. When the
young converts were murdered he was stand-
ing by. The fierce chief who was executing
Mwanga's commands turned to Fredi, and threat-

ened to burn him and his whole family. Fredi
replied, 'Well do so; I am a Christian, and I

am not afraid.' After the execution was over
he took one of the missionaries, to visit the
scene of the martyrdom. ' When we reached
it,' says his companion ' he kneeled down with
me and poured out his heart to God that he
would bring his salvation to those in darkness.'

Fredi was warned to flee. He refused, and at

last was taken and unmercifully clubbed to

death and then flung into the flames.
" Roberto, another Christian, was a member

of the native council. He was engaged in hold-

ing prayers in his home with several lads when
the executioners suddenly appeared. All the

lads save one bolted through the thin reed wall

of the house and escaped. Roberto remained.
' Do not be afraid that I will shoot you,' cried

the Christian; 'come in and take me.' They
bound him and took him with the young lad to

the king. ' Do you read?' said Mwanga. 'Yes.'

'Take him and roast him,' was the summary
sentence. The lad was sentenced at the same
time, but was released on the payment of a ran-

som by his friends. Roberto was kept a few
days in stocks, then one of his arms was cut

off and roasted before his eyes, next a leg was
cut off and burned, then the whole body was
burned.

"After the massacre of the Christians the

head executioner reports to the king that he

had never killed men who showed such fortitude

and endurance and that they had prayed to God
aloud in the fire."

—

X. C. Advocate.

In France once a church edifice was discov-

ered buried in the earth ; it was disinterred,

and there it stood in all its old-time beauty

and strength. Pray God to dig away from our

churches all the accumulations of that which

is of the earth, earthy, their pride, their for-

mality, their worldliness, their exclusiveness,

their spiritual coldness, and we will live yet to

see the time when " men shall rise up and call

her blessed."

—

W. H.Davis.
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"Theke is no Divine freedom under a hier-

archy, and there is no permanent power in a

movement which depends on impulse instead

of on Ciod."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

tJ.NiTED States—For the First Month, 1900, the Gov-

ernment receipts from all sources amounted to $48,012,-

1G4, as against $41,774,930 for First Month, 1899. The

expenditures aggregated $39,189,096, as against $51,-

r^2 770 for First Month, 1899, leaving a surplus last

month of $8,823,068.

The monthly statement of the public debt shows that

at the close of business First Month 31st, the debt, less

cash in the Treasury, amounted to $1,125,636,227, a de-

crease, as compared with last month, of $8,663,780.

A despatch from Washington says : It is learned at the

State Department that none of the cargoes seized by the

British war ships off South Africa now remain in the pos-

session of the British Government except such goods as

await the orders of their owners or those whose owner-

ship remains to be proved.

The Senate, on the 5th inst., ratified The Hague peace

treaty and the extradition treaty with the Argentine Re-

public, without objection or division.

The President has issued a proclamation fixing the tar-

iff duties and taxes for the island of Guam based upon

the Philippine tariff.

A Manila despatch says that General Kobbe's expedi-

tion has occupied the islands of Samar and Leyte. Troops

from two regiments have occupied nine towns and placed

180,000 bales of hemp on the market.

The population of Puerto Rico is placed in the prelimi-

nary enumeration at 957,679. The last census taken in

1887 showed a population of 806,708.

The Cuban census shows the population of the island to

be 1,572,840, which is between 50,000 and 60,000 less

than when the last census was taken by the Spaniards in

1887.

State Senator William Goebel, the Democratic contest-

ant for Taylor's seat as Governor of Kentucky, w?s shot and

fatally wounded in Frankfort on the morning of First Month

30th while passing through the State House yard on his

way to the Capitol. The shots were fired from an upper

window of a building occupied by the offices of the Gov-

ernor and other State officials. One shot struck Goebel,

passing through the right lung. On the 31st the wounded

man was sworn in as Governor of the State by Chief Jus-

tice Hazelrigg of the Court of Appeals. Governor Taylor

has summoned the Legislature to meet at London, Ky., on

the 6th inst. Goebel died on the evening of the 3rd

inst., and an hour later J. C. W. Beckham, Democratic

candidate for Lieutenant Governor, took the oath of office

and issued a proclamation calling upon the militia to dis-

band.

Governor Taylor, at Frankfort, has announced his will-

ingness to submit the question as to the Kentucky Gov-

ernorship to any three fair men who might be selected as

arbitrators by the Supreme Court of the United States.

The report of Secretary of Internal Affairs of Penn-

sylvania Latta shows a taxable real estate valuation of

$2,728,163,336, and total collections last year in taxes of

$55,808,585, an increase of five and a half millions over

the previous year.

There has been a total of fifty-two cases of the bubonic

plague in Honolulu, with forty-one deaths. All of China-

town has been burned in an effort to stop the spread of

the disease.

A scientist says that only 900 persons in 1,000,000 die

from old age.

A special to the Public Ledger of Second Month 4th,

says :
" Recent experiments in this city have shown the

possibility of conveying medicines through the skin and

into any portion of the human body by placing them in the

path of an electric current. Gout, rheumatism and con-

sumption are now being treated by utilizing electricity to

convey drugs to the affected parts, and while no positive

cures have been wrought results have been attained that

seem to demonstrate the value of the new treatment.
" Electricity has long been used by physicians in treat-

ment of nervous troubles and for its tonic effects upon

the system generally, but its employment as an agent to

carry mechanically particles of medicines is new. It is

asserted, for instance, that by its use the drinking of

lithia water for the gout will be unnecessary, as the lithia

may be made to pass through the skin and into the mem-
ber that is affected. Rheumatic joints may be treated in

like manner, and the derangement of the stomach by tak-

ing medicine in the usual way will be avoided.

A remarkable case of drift was reported to Lieutenant

Herbert 0. Dunn at the Baltimore Hydrographic Office

last week, in a letter from United States officials at Ba-

racoa, Cuba. It was the return to the office of a letter

placed in a bottle and thrown overboard by Captain

Mitchell, of the Neptune steamer Ohio, on Tenth Month
23d, 1895, while the ship was bound from Carthagena for

Baltimore with a cargo of iron ore. Captain Mitchell en-

closed a note stating that the bottle, with its contents,

was thrown overboard on that date in latitude 35.37 and

longitude 36.30. He requested that if the bottle was

picked up that it be sent to the Baltimore Branch Hydro-

graphic Office. Remarks were appended to the paper re-

ceived that it was picked up on First Month 16th, 1900,

in latitude 20.21.40 and longitude 74.45, which is in the

vicinity of Baracoa.

If the bottle had drifted in a straight line from where

thrown into the water to where found, it would have trav-

eled 2,600 miles. In its four years and three months'

drift it is possible that it covered several times that dis-

tance.

There were 507 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 9 more than the previous

week and 5 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 266 were males and 241 females : 88

died of pnuemonia ; 48 of consumption ; 41 of heart dis-

ease; 28 of apoplexy; 24 of diphtheria; 17 of inflammation

of the stomach and bowels; 16 of convulsions; 15 of in-

anition; 15 of nephritis ; 14 of cancer; 12 of bronchitis;

12 from casualties; 12 of Bright's disease; 12 of inflam-

mation of the brain; 11 of old age, and 6 of typhoid fever.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 102J; 4's, 114J a 115; new
4's, 133 a 134: 5's, 112J a 113; S's, 109J a 109|.

Cotton was quiet, but firm, and y'„c. per pound higher,

influenced by the rise in New York, closing on a basis of

S^tC. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.75 ; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.30 per

barrel as to quality. Buckwheat Flour $2.20 a $2.30

per 100 pounds, as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38 a 38ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31i a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 6c.; good, 5J a 51; medium,

common, 4J a 5ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5i a 5|c.; good, 5 a 5ic.;

medium, 4J a 4Jc.; common, 3 a 4ic.; lambs, 6i a 7Jc.

Hogs were active at 6| a 7f c. for Western.

Foreign.—A despatch from Cape Town reports that

the British have occupied the town of Prieska, on the

Orange River, about 100 miles from Kimberley.

The British War Office announces that the losses in

Puller's forces at the recent fight at Spion Kop aggregate

about 1400.

Smoke nuisance represents a loss of £4,000,000 or

£5,000,000 a year in London alone, and no one can esti-

mate the human suffering it entails by shutting out the

invigorating sunshine and by poisoning the air.

In the Royal Albert Hall, London, 10,000 persons pro-

tested against the use of the mass and confessional in the

Church of England.

A large trade is done in Germany in artificial sponges,

which are produced by a patented process depending

principally on the action of zinc chloride solution on pure

cellulose.

Professor Koch, the celebrated bacteriologist, in the

Deutsche Medicinitsche Wocheschrift, reporting upon the

results of the Java malaria expedition, says that these

fully corroborate his theory, already illustrated on the

German East African coast, that where there are mos-

quitoes there is always malaria, and that where there are

no mosquitoes there is no malaria.

Influenza is raging in Rome, and the Queen is suffering

from the disease.

A loan of 22,500,000 rubles, to run seventy-five years,

at the rate of five per cent., has been guaranteed by Rus-

sia—customs receipts of the Persian Empire the basis of

security. England regards the act of Russia as an ag-

gressive one. The newspapers of St. Petersburg express

immense satisfaction at the Persian loan, to be floated by

the loan Bank of Persia, a Russian institution, but think

Russia showed " excessive delicacy " in not including the

custom houses of the ports of the Persian Gulf among the

guarantees. They urge the prompt building of a railroad

as the best means of shutting out the claims of other na-

tions. Other people think the first thing Persia ought to

do is to extinguish her indebtedness to Great Britain, and

thus regain her freedom of action in the Province of Ears.

Australia sent only $1,123,.503 gold to the United States

last Tenth Month against $3,569,992 in Tenth Month,

1898. For the ten months we have received from the

same source $9,000,000 less in gold than wo obtained last

year.

The press of the City of Mexico continues to denounce

the growth of the liquor traffic in Mexico and ascribes to

the increasing consumption of ardent spirits ii

forms the augmented mortality and crime. The M(

dists there, headed by Bishop McCabe and Rev. Dr. Bu

have begun a campaign against intemperance, and

local Catholic journals are exhorting their reader

arouse themselves to prevent the country from becoi

a prey to alcoholism. It is reported that the Governi

will endeavor by means of public action to aid the

perance movement.
The Mexican Government has granted a concessio

Chicago capitalists of one million acres of valuable

fronting on the Gulf of Mexico and lying in the Stat

Tamaulipas.

The depopulation of Peru is illustrated by the fact

the valley of Santa, which in the days of the Incas, h

population of 700,000, now has only 5,000.

On the 3rd instant 102 sunstrokes were officiall)

ported in the city of Buenos Ayres. Of these,
""

fatal. The temperature was 120 in the shade.

A despatch from St. John's, N. B., says :
" Duri

tornado last night an express train on the Newfound

Railroad was lifted off the track and deposited in a

some distance away, only the engine holding to the

The track was not disturbed. The baggage car took

and was destroyed, with its contents, including the

Colonial mail for Canada and the United States. No'

was injured."

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetinj

the Committee on Admissions will be held at Fourth

Arch Streets, on Seventh-day, the 17th inst., at 10 .

John W. Biddle, Cler

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

A meeting for worship is appointed by authoril

Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the meet

house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the

inst., at eight o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School.—For
sons coming to Westtown School, the

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requft

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone T

Edward G. Smedley, Suf

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth Sb
Phila.— Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2|

and from 3 P. M. to 6 P. M. On First Month 31st, J

the following books were added :

Bolles, a. S.—Pennsylvania, Province and State,!

1790. (2 Vols.)

BOURDILLON, F. W.—Night has a Thousand Eyes.

Gary, E. L.—Browning, Poet and Man.

Dunbar, P. L.—Poems of Cabin and Field.

Earle, a. M.—Child Life in Colonial Days.

Howe, J. W.—Reminiscences, 1818-1899.

Mahaffy, J. P.—Old Greek Education.

Marble, A. R. (ed.)—Nature Pictures by Amei

Poets.

Pattre, F. L.—Foundations of English Literature.

Powell, L. P.—Historic Towns of the Middle

Receipts for Aid of Suffering DoukhobC
to Second Month 6th, 1900.

J. D. S., $2; O. H. M., $10; Dunkard Congregi

Salem. Pa., $14; W. S.. $5 ; C. W. T., $5 ;
J. W

J C. O., $5; P. Ci., Jo; Rich Square Montlilv i

ing, N. C, $31.10; J. H. B., $25; A. P.. $20; J

Ohio, $6; B B., Iowa, «5; Friends' Fiankford Mon

Meeting. $10 ;
PauUina, Iowa, $7 ;

per C. P., f
"

iMigland Yearly MeetingforSufferings.tlOO; E. I

$15; J. B. F.,$15.

Wm. Evans, Trca.'un-er, 252 S. Front St.

Died, at her residence, near Paullina, O'Brien coi

Iowa, on the Fourth of First Month, 1900, Ellen L. T

WELL, widow of the late Hubert Rockwell, ii

fifty-fifth year of her age ; an esteemed member

elder of Paullina Monthly Meeting of Friends,

dear friend was of a meek and quiet spirit, and

example was one of modest simplicity and faithful

ever manifesting a spirit of charity and good-will to

She bore a short but severe illness with becoming )

tude, while from the nature of her disease (paral

she could express but little. Her relatives and fri

have no doubt but her purified spirit was ready foi

summons home. " Blessed are the dead which die m

Lord from henceforth ;
yea, saith the Spirit, that

may rest from their labors and their works do follow t*
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KNOW Whom I have believed." This is a

Qony to direct acquaintance with a trusted

r. " I know what I have believed
"—this

ies to a creed, or things believed about

the other to life eternal, that they might

Him, the only true God.

;his knowledge of Him and of Christ whom
as sent is as a house built upon the Rock,

that which has no deeper foundation than

•elief of a creed—statements, traditions,

isitions—is built as upon insecure sand.

a belief, rather than faith. For " faith

evidence of things not seen-
"—the resting

ting on the Witness for the Truth of in-

e realities.

} recall no language where Christ has

salvation conditional on the belief of a

)sition—important to right faith as true

ments of doctrine must be; but rather the

g faith is expressed as " believing Me," or

eving in Me "—something deeper than ac-

ng a form of language a6o«< Him. Through

ring Him, or on Him directly, comes a dis-

nent of things said about Him, whether

are consistent with what we livingly know

im. So a saving faith in Him will not only

is commandments, but will, according to

aithfulness, believe in the sayings of every

iture of Truth about Him. " He that be-

bh on the Son of God hath the Witness in

8lf."

e faith which in these days we fear for,

at which is not founded on the Rock ; not

1 on the true and holy Witness in the heart

n living experience; the faith which can

say, "
I know what I have believed"—not

aith which was Abraham's long before the

! was written, and would still live on,

gh every book on earth should be de-

'ed.
—

" Before Abraham was, I am."

it the loss of the sacred Scriptures, or the

editing of them, would be a calamity to

oeyond expression ; and we believe they bear

delibly the spiritual stamp of proceeding

from the Author and Finisher of our faith, that

they cannot perish from among men so long as

their Author shall " find faith upon earth." But

Christian experience is baptized in the Foun-

tain rather than in the "declaration of the

Fountain;" and walks in Him as the "primary

rule of faith and conduct "—the living author-

ity both of its own life and of all Scripture

given by Divine inspiration. And (Christ still

speaks to men's condition "as one having au-

thority, and not as the scribes" who are planted

only on letter and text. It is these who are

no more deeply planted, that stand in jeopardy

of the shipwreck of their kind of faith, if they

place their faith in the " higher critics " in an

even balance with their confidence in the Scrip-

tures. To these Bible-wreck and faith-Avreck

seem the same. They who have insisted on

the Scriptures as being " the primary " or " the

sole rule of faith and manners," or " the Word,"

are in a pitiable plight if they now deem they

must say: " They have taken away my Lord, and

I know not where they have laid Him!"

We do not apprehend that in the ultimate

issue the Scripture can be found to be criti-

cised away, or broken. But from those who

search as if they think they have in the Scrip-

tures themselves eternal life, a slipping of this

foundation into unbelief may be dreaded. But
" other foundation can no man lay than that

which is laid, even Christ Jesus." Of Him it

is that the Scriptures testify, to direct us to

come to Him that we might have life.

Our concern is that, in view of the bewilder-

ment of the times, we may be all the more

dedicated now to know Whom we have believed.

There is a faith which overcomes the shakings

of the "higher criticism," and there is a faith

which is overcome by them. For the former

we plead. "Turn ye to the stronghold, ye pris-

oners of hope!" Therein alone can we safely

see the havoc of the tempest that is passing by.

" In the shadow of thy wings will I make my
refuge, until these calamities be overpast."

We have been counselled of late to read

Robert Barclay's Third Proposition—that con-

cerning the Scriptures. We may rise from that

reading with a feeling that the war now waged

over the Scriptures is none of Friends' war;

and that others who in their theologies have

been giving the Scriptures a preposterous posi-

tion, will be the chief sufferers. While the

transition period will probably be of fearful

cost to the churches, yet the Society of Friends

is the one which need least be affected by the

turmoil, as they stand steadfast upon their pri-

mary foundation, which was before words were

and shall stand sure when words have ceased.

While some are being driven as from bibliola-

try to spirituality, and others to infidelity, we
anticipate in the distance, as an outcome of

the Divine overruling of the conflict of faith, a

solid and general movement of the church of

Christ to the Foundation once so clearly her-

alded by the early Friends. Will the church

of the future then find a Society or a remnant

still preserved as worthy successors of that

prophetic movement? It rests with us of to-

day to step humbly and faithfully on the Foun-

dation of all true knowledge, and in the spirit

of I'evelation in the knowledge of Him, to know
Him the only true God and Jesus Christ whom
He has sent, if we would be worthy welcomers

of those who hereafter may, as doves to our

windows, be drawn to the like precious faith.

In number 28 of our present volume appeared

a statement, which has been read here and

there in years past, of the results of the prince

of Granada's counting up of chapters, verses,

words, letters, and names of the whole Bible,

while he was in prison. By comparing a por-

tion of his numbering with corresponding words

as given in Strong's Concordance, which un-

dertakes to note every word of the English

Bible, we find a great discrepancy. Whether

this is accounted for by the prince having used

a Spanish version, we cannot say. But we

would correct the impression that his figures

are wholly to be relied on for our English

Bible.

While we would have preferred for the prince

a higher engagement for occupying time than

with the mere letter of Scripture, yet his as-

siduous industry has a service in showing pos-

sible fruits of leisure, however shut in.

In illustration of the view that the siftings

of the Church now taking place are over-ruled

to drive some thoughtful minds towards acknow-

ledging the position early taken by Friends, the

following quotations from a recent article of S.

D. McConnell, a prominent Episcopalian clergy-

man, seem permissible:

—

" It is so much easier to live by rule than to

live by spirit. At least it seems to be easier.

In point of fact, the distinguishing feature of

the religion of Christ is that it vacates all ex-

ternal master.*hip, turns the individual soul in

upon itself, and declares that by so doing it

will find itself face to face with God. . . .

The Church, the Bible and Reason, have all

their necessary place . . . The question
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of Holy Scriptures is one which the High Church-

man ifho knows the ground upon wliich he .•^tarnh

is not vexed by. It does not touch him, so long

as he keeps out of questionable company. .
.

My quarrel is the same with the bibliolater,

the ecclesiastic, and the rationalist. They all

and all alike, sit down satisfied when they have

reached an authority which in their opinion

ought to be final.

"The real vice of all these champions of

'authority ' is that they cannot admit the real-

ity of God governing directly. They have the

feeling that a moral cause can go before the

Almighty only on appeal from a lower court.

The contention of Jesus is that God has original

jurisdiction, and that he has machinery for

communicating his judgments. This is what

the Jews could not take in. They lived by [out-

ward] ' authority.' The priest,the lawyer, and the

scribe spoke to them the final word. When

Jesus bade them venture immediately into the

presence of God their Father, they were shocked

and scandalized. His disciples, however, gath-

ered courage to follow Him, and so were made

free men in Christ Jesus. In the centuries

since, they have always tended to grow weary

of the burden of liberty, and to turn to the

ecclesiastic, the scribe, and the logician, beg-

ging to be ruled.

"The real authority in the moral sphere is

the actual concurrence of the will of God with

the moral consciousness of the individual.

Whenever this concurrence is reached in any

particular case, the individual recognizes it. He

may not obey it, but that is because he prefers

to bear the penalty rather than to do God's will,

but he knows that the King has spoken. He

knows it just as the organ-builder knows that

a pipe speaks the right note. . . When he has

found it, he is satisfied, for he knows what is

truth, and what is duty."

In our last number, third column and third

paragraph, the word " formerly" should be re-

placed by "firmly" so as to read, " Friends,

while firmly maintaining this ground, should

provoke no controversy," etc.

Some writer, in considering " the sin which

doth so easily beset us," has ascribed to it thir-

teen characteristics as follows :

"
1. The sin you do not want to be reproved

for. 2. The sin you are readiest to defend.

3. The sin your thoughts run most' upon. 4,

The sin that leads you captive the easiest. -5.

The sin you find the most excuse for. 6. The

sin that oftenest beclouds your spiritual sky.

7 The sin that causes you remorse of con-

science the most frequently. 8. The sin that

makes you doubt your entire acceptance with

God. 9. The sin "you are most unwilling to ac-

knowledge vou possess. 10. The sin you are

most unwilling to give up. 11. The sin you

are all the time trying to persuade yourself is

an infirmity. 12. The sin which must be laid

aside in order to enjoy full salvation. 13. The

sin which is as dear as a right eye, but which

must be given up."

Some Account Respecting Edward Browne,

Formerly of Sunderland ; From the

Records of Newcastle Monthly Meet-

ing and from a Letter to his Sister,

Anno 1729-30.

Although the time is past when many inter-

esting particulars respecting Edward Browne

might have been obtained from his cotempo-

raries; yet some little being known of his char-

acter and certain papers having been preserved

which tend to its further elucidation, and

which may convey highly important caution

and instruction to succeeding generations, it is

presumed that their being more generally read

among the members of the religious Society to

which he belonged may have a beneficial ten-

dency. After his apprenticeship at bunder-

land, removing to Ireland, the certificate from

Newcastle meeting evinces not only their tender

concern on his behalf, but also that by early

attention to the calls of Divine love, his cir-

cumspect walking through the slippery paths

of youth, had rendered him a good example to

those of his own class and a comfort to his

more experienced friends.

Almost every production of his pen marks

his superior talents and acquirements; and he

was doubtless a truly valuable character, while

his mind was preserved under the influence of

the principle of Truth, which keeps all things

in their places, and bounds the desires of the

humble followers of Christ. But when after

the decease of his beloved wife, in 1724, he

became disobedient to the heavenly vision and

let out his mind after worldly greatness, the

consequences that ensued are best described

by himself in the succeeding pages.

From the following draft of a certificate ot

removal, it appears that he served an appren-

ticeship with a Friend of said Monthly Meeting

and removed into Ireland presently after. The

certificate is as follows:

office of overseer. He married Margery M

ford of Sunderland in 1715. She died m IT:

Edward Browne kept a draper's shop in Si

derland, and was a considerable coal fitter a

ship owner; but departing from that sa

humble walking which Truth preserveth itsl

lowers in, he built a grand* residence for hi

self near the moor, the end of Silver btre

also other houses (now called Fitter's Ro'

for masters of ships and for his keelmen;

that time it was understood he intended to hi

married again, and paid his addresses to A

Hodgson of Newcastle; when his affairs beca

embarrassed and the balance owing to the c

owner was about three thousand pounds,

which he was induced to give a bond and ju

ment—this the coal owner entered uji in

courts against him, contrary to int^'utioii

the time of giving it; and being unable to s

port his credit he became a bankrupt, to

o-reat concern of Friends, with whom he 1

been held in much esteem. Said Edw.

Browne went to London to appear to the Ha

ruptcy, and while there Friends judged it tl

place and duty to write to him respecting

failure in the payment of his just debts, \vh

had brought reproach on the Truth we
i

fess, which, they add, called for an open c

demnation either for himself or them." .'

after some time Edward Browne wrote to

Monthly Meeting, a copy of which is astoUo

" To our Friends and brethren in the nation

of Ireland or elsewhere, a salutation of dear

love in the Truth; we send this on behalf of

our Friend Edward Browne, certifying that

he served the time of his apprenticeship with

a friend who is a member of this meeting,

durino- which time, considering his years, he

walked as became the Truth in which he was

educated, and was an example of sobriety to

the vouth amongst us, and is in good unity

with Friends, whose tender concern, on his be-

half, is that he may be preserved faithful to

the manifestation which it has pleased God to

visit him withal amongst us, and in that con-

cern we recommend him to you, that the same

Christian care may be continued over him, that

that plant which the Lord hath planted may be

nourished and grow to the praise of his name,

and that the exercises and trials he may proba-

bly meet with may not blast nor crush that

tender bud, is the hearty desire of your friends

and brethren in the blessed Truth.
" Signed on behalf of the Monthly Meeting

of the people called Quakers in Sunderland in

the countv of Durham, Fourth Month, 1710."

It is probable that Edward Browne returned

again not long afterwards to Sunderland, for

by the minutes of Sunderland Preparative and

Newcastle Monthly Meeting, it appears he had

been for several years a very useful member,

had acted in the capacity of cashier, librarian

and clerk, and in 1716 was appointed to the

London, fifth of Sixth Month, 17

"To Friends of Newcastle Monthly Medina

Whereas by not closely adhering and keep

my mind subject to the humble and self-deny

life of Jesus, I have been too much elated

aspired above my sphere, and thereby thn..

the just judgment of the all-wise Dispo;

woefully experienced the wise man's prov

verified that 'Pride goeth before destnici

and a haughty spirit before a fall. V

friends, pray for me, that this evil seed i

be burnt' up, both root and branch, that ;

may not henceforth be high minded but fi

and being thoroughly resigned to the rehi;

fire, may know judgment brought forth i

victory.
, , , „

" Hereby in true self abasedness and C|

trition of soul I condemn all these my actij

and projects that proceeded from living ab;

the meek and holy principle of grace and In

which brings into lowliness of heart, and c

tentedness of spirit, with that station wt

unerring Providence places in. Those who an

fluenced thereby strive not to soar above his

pensations, but to follow as He by his wise

and power leads and opens the way, and set 1

always before them that they err not from

ri^rhteous path, lest they dishonor his t

name, pierce themselves through with m

sorrows and plunge their poor souls into de

and misery by forsaking the fountain of etei

life and exhaustless felicity.

" From a wounded and disconsolate bre

filled with remorse and anguish, under

deep sense of my failings and disobedienci

the heavenly vision. I heartily grieve and Ian

that through me cause should be taken to sp

evil of the pure immaculate Truth; and

*It commanded an extensive sea view, and had^

gardens belonging to it. The other houses were int

for the captains of his ships, l"s keelmen, etc t u

derstood that the whole cost E. B. about five tho

pounds. The house is now, 1820, the custom hous.

the port of Sunderland.
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profession of the Divine and glorious liglit

(Christ, in which all the nations of them
(t are saved must walk, should by my folly

1 misconduct, suffer any eclipse or reproach-

sully.
' I entreat and earnestly beseech the God of

rcy and his tender-hearted compassionate

pie, who have tasted that the Lord is gra-

is, to forgive and blot out my offences, to

claim liberty to the captive aud to restore

into favor, that so I may rejoice in tribu-

on, and in unity with God and his church I

'f
live and die and be happy everlasting.

" Edward Browne."

;
. The Mennonites in America.

paught where He might teach, that God was God

of love,

it war and rapine's hand, were not Christ's healing

hand,

i pomp of chureh and state and constant bicker-

vigs, prove

ieavy curse, and scourge to any, every land;

i lo, he preached a gospel of great peace,

i constant prayed that war and strife might cease,

\t brother love should come, and Christly life in-

crease.

n the year 1677, William Penn of the En-

ih Friends, who was known in those trou-

as times as a generous, broadminded Chris-

1, in visiting Germany, became acquainted

h the Mennonites and preached among the

gregations of the Palatinate, and later when
came into possession of the province of

msylvania in America, he made known to

3 people, that he intended the country as an

lum for those who were persecuted and op-

ssed, and cordially invited immigration to

5 country. Many accepted the invitation

I the first of their number sailed on the

sel Concord, which landed in the City of

)therly Love, on the sixth of Tenth Month,

S3. They settled at Germantown, now a part

Philadelphia, and very soon followed many
re from the Palatinate and Switzerland and

36 this time up to the present, Mennonites

'e continued to emigrate from Europe to

lerica. Those who came eai'liest settled in

ftern Pennsylvania, especially in Lancaster

inty, those coming later settling in Ohio

I States yet farther West. From their

ther State they have spread within the last

y years over a large number of States of the

ion and Canada, the first emigration being

this province in 1800. In the year 1708

:ir first meeting-house was erected at Ger-

ntown and in 1786 there were nineteen con-

igations in Pennsylvania and one in Virginia,

ifter .Joseph II of Austria had issued his

ct of tolerance to the Protestants in 1781,

ae of the Mennonite brethren of the old

mtry, openly confessed the faith of their

hers, in hopes that their privileges would

the same as that of other Protestants; but

)ving otherwise, they fled to Russia, and all

it remained of these people emigrated in

74-6 to South Dakota where they have at

s time eight congregations. These are

Dwn as the " Hutterische Bruder "—the Hut-

ite brethren, named after Jacob Hutter, who
d a martyr in 1-536.

There had been congregations in Prussia

ce the time of Menno Simons, and from
ire at the invitation of the Zarina Catharine

Russia, they emigrated in considerable num-

bers to the steppes of Southern Russia, where
for a number of years they suffered great pri-

vations. In the year 1871 the colonists re-

ceived the alarming intelligence that all in-

habitants of Russia should become subject to

military service, and although this was after-

wards modified so that the Mennonites are now
chiefly employed in forestry, instead of serving
in the army, yet thousands of families were
induced by the restriction of their privileges

to emigrate to America, where they settled

during the years between 1873-6 in Kansas,
Nebraska, Dakota and Minnesota in the United
States and in Manitoba, in the Dominion of
Canada.

There are (census of 1890), five hundred and
fifty-one congregations and four hundred and
five houses of worship in the United States,

with a membership of about forty-two thousand.

These are divided into a number of branches, of

which the most numerous are the Mennonites
proper, the Amish Mennonites and the (general

Conference Mennonites of America. Indiana

and Michigan have twenty places of regular

worship, while Lancaster County, Pa., alone

has seventy-four places of worship. As re-

gards the literature of the Mennonites see

pamphlet of John Horsch, called the " Mennon-
ites, their History, Faith and Practice." We
have obtained from the same valuable source

nearly all the data for this article. — Young
People's Paper.

\Pass It On.

Once, when I was a schoolboy, going home
from the far-away little town in which I dwelt,

I arrived at Bristol, and got on board the

steamer with just enough money to pay my
fare; and that being settled, I thought in my
innocence that I had paid for everything in

the way of meals. I had what I wanted as long

as we were in smooth water. Then came the

rough Atlantic, and the need of nothing more.

I had been lying in my berth for hours, wretch-

edly ill and past caring for anything, when
there came the steward and stood beside me.

" Your bill, sir," said he, holding out a piece

of paper.
" I have no money," said 1, in my wretched-

" Then I shall keep your luggage. What is

your name and address?"

I told him.

Instantly he took off the cap he wore, with

the gilt about it, and held out his hand. "
I

should like to shake hands with you," he said.

I gave him my hand and shook his as well

as I could.

Then came the explanation—how that some
years before some little kindness had been
shown his mother by my father in the sorrow

of her widowhood.
" I never thought the chance would come

for me to repay it," said he, pleasantly, " but

I am glad it has."
" So am I," said I.

As soon as I got ashore I told my father what
had happened.

" Ah!" said he, " see how a bit of kindness

lives! Now he has passed it on to you. Re-
member, if you meet anybody that needs a
friendly hand, you must pass it on to them."

Years had gone by. I had grown up and
quite forgotten it all, until one day I had gone
to the station of one of our main lines. I was

just going to take my ticket, when I saw a
little lad crying— a thorough gentleman he
was, trying to keep back the troublesome tears

as he pleaded with the booking clerk.

"What's the matter, my lad ".'"I asked.
" If you please, sir, I haven't money enough

to pay my fare. I have all but a few pence,
and I tell the clerk if he will trust me twill be
sure to pay him."

Instantly it flashed upon me the forgotten
story of long ago. Here, then, was my chance
to pass it on. I gave him the sum needed, and
then got into the carriage with him. Then I

told the little fellow the story of long ago and
of the steward's kindness to me. " Now, to-

day," I said, " I pass it on to you; and, remem-
ber, if you meet anyone who needs a kindly

hand you must pass it on to them."
" I will sir, I will!" cried the lad, as he took

my hand, and his eyes flashed with earnestness.

"I am sure you will," I answered.
I reached my destination and left my little

friend. The last sign I had from him was the

handkerchief fluttering from the window of the

carriage, as if to say: " It is all right; I will

pass it on."

—

Home and School Visitor.

"~
Cultivate Resources.

A lad of fifteen was laid up with a sprained

ankle. The injury, though severe enough to

make quiet an absolute necessity, did not cause
him any especial pain, and yet the days of his

enforced invalidism will be long remembered in

that household.

He had never cared for reading. He was fond
only of those games which demanded physical

exertion. He was an indifferent student, and
he rejected impatiently the suggestion that he

should spend a part of his undesired leisure upon
his school-work. He passed his time in com-
plaints which actually retarded his own recovery,

to say nothing of the discomfort he produced

in the home.
A cousin about his own age, who was con-

fined to the house for an equal time by a slight

indisposition, had a very different experience.

"I have done so many of the things I've been

putting off ever so long," she said. "What
with reading and writing letters and helping

with some sewing and talking with the people

who came in, the days fairly flew."

The contrast between these two young folks

illustrates a point we need to emphasize. It

does not do to be without resources. Perhaps

your favorite enjoyment is bicycle-riding, but

if you cannot be content unless you are engaged

in that pastime, you are likely to pass a large

part of your year quite unhappily. We have'

all known people to whom a rainy day seemed

a disaster, and who could not face a two hours'

wait in a railway station with any degree of

equanimity. Cultivate more than one faculty

of your mind. Find pleasure, if possible, in

things widely diverse, which can be enjoyed

under totally different circumstances. Have
resources, so that if one road is blocked, another

will be open to jou. It is a sort of slavery to

be so dependent on circumstances that our com-

fort is destroyed by a rainy day or a week of

enforced inactivity.

—

Selected.

SojiE persons think they are too young, too

weak or too ignorant to do anything until they

reach a time of life when they are too old, and

then they suddenly realize that it is too late.
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For "The Fkiknd."

Whether or Not to Justify the Dangerous

Game of Football.

Upon the subject of the justification or the

rejection of the game of football, now, perforce,

claiming prominent mention in many papers,

and lately presented with cogency to our mem-

bers through the editorial remarks in The

FiuENi) of Twelfth Month 16th last, the article

following by W. C. Allen, and again, in the

Wedtonian, by Samuel Emlen, and perhaps by

others, the protest against the game, as at

present conducted, appears so conclusive that

it would seem almost unnecessary further to

pursue the subject, were it not that there is

an urgency that we forthwith reach safe ground

and take our stand there for our own preser-

vation in the ways of Truth and the benefit of

our fellows, just as we are enabled to do in the

matter of non-engagement in carnal warfare.

When a coroner's jury, as at St. Louis, in

the case of the pupil of the Christian Brothers'

College, killed at the game, returns the verdict

" We find that the game was played strictly

according to Rugby rules, but we believe the

game is dangerous and should be prohibited,"

and when we bear in remembrance that, dur-

ing the last three months of the past year, the

record of the dead and severely wounded upon

the football field ran up into the scores, there

is surely sufficient ground to ask for " a sub-

stitute better suited for a majority of the stu-

dents," and that we can scarcely, with con-

sistency, be found standing in defence of a

practice sought to be justified upon arguments

that fit
" the highwayman's or the prize-fighter's

mode of life, and (such as are) used for car-

nal warfare between nations." So justifying

the game, it was the fighting Governor of one

of our States who, a few years ago, was rash

enough to say that, " if any son of his should

weigh broken bones against the honor of being

one of a football eleven, he would disinherit

him." Nevertheless, some very recent experi-

ence of this high oflicial in dealing with prize-

fighters and their abettors, and an acquaintance

with the football fatality list of the past year

would likely incline him to hesitate before again

expressing himself in the language given above.

Upon the opening of the winter term of a

college in an adjoining State, its president, in

his annual address in the chapel, spoke of the

importance of athletics, that a sound body was

one of the prerequisites of a sound mind, re-

ferred gratifyingly to the students' successes,

yet reminded them, while "athletics should

have a prominent place," they came to college

primarily to study. Following these words,

however, rival classes, as they came from the

chapel, became involved in a " rush," necessi

tating the interposition of the president to stop

the disorderly proceedings. It appeared that

athletics were yet too prominent.

This fostering of rivalry, finding rough vent

in manifestations of rowdyism, has had its en

couragement in the dangerous game now con

sidered; the popular inter-collegiate feature of

it; the strenuous play before great crowds of

people, with the daily papers' printed details

and comments thereupon spread broadcast.

With this there is a reaching out for applause,

even notoriety—but at what a surrender of

the true (comprehensive withal) scholastic idea

and proper Christian principle—an idea and

principle which may well and unitedly prevail

the hearty, bounding, fun-loving boy.

Writing in the Public Ledger of what he

designates a degeneration into " brutal, dis-

gusting and disgraceful ' sport,' " one who signs

himself " Class of 1807," having referred to a

long list of strains and maimings incurred by

chief players on the football field, as cited by

a university physician, begs to ask " whether

uch a game is war or play, healthful exercise

or reckless and unnecessary brutality. If the

play were by dogs or bulls, in the presence of

a crowd of spectators, with such results fol-

lowing, the ofiicers of the law would stop it,

or, if they failed to do so, the Secretary for

Preventing Cruelty to Animals would interfere.

Have we all gone so mad," he concludes, " on

the subject of athletics that we approve what

are, to all intents and purposes, gladiatorial

combats?"*
And this latter remark brings to recollection

how earnestly, in his De Spedaculis, Tertullian

pleaded with the Christians of his day that they

drag not into contempt their religion by counte-

nancing the shows, spectacles, gladiatorial con-

tests of the amphitheatre. "What is more merci-

less than the circus," he says, " where people do

not spare even their rulers and fellow-citizens?"

Has it not come to be so that there is shown

a good deal of the same indifference to life and

broken limbs on the hard-fought football field

before assembled thousands?
" Glory or the grave !" were the words said

to have been uttered by some British soldiers

in the present South African war, when about

to risk their lives in the attack upon a strongly

fortified position of the enemy. Almost it seems

as though this might be the feeling in connec-

tion with the pursuit of a game capable of such

fatal sequences when the " blood is up."

The Carlisle Indian football team has been

cited as one that sets a very praiseworthy

example of self-restraint and decorum to its

Anglo-Saxon competitors, yet I regret to note

—though the accompaniment is not unexpected

—that, in complying with our civilization, men-

tion was lately made, after their successful

contest with a New York "eleven," of their

walking up Broadway to the theatre. Perilous

diversion of this sort is a common snare beset-

ting visiting clubs, teams, lodges and the like,

and illustrates the Apostle's warning that "evil

communications corrupt good manners," a say-

ing of Paul's, be it said, immediately succeed-

ing his remarks as to how " after the manner

of men I have fought with beasts at Ephesus.

'

That sort of fierce combat received none of his

approval, but how eloquently and exactly he

enumerates the articles of the panoply which

should cover and efl:"ectually defend the pilgrim

in the holy warfare!

So I believe that Friends, in their educational

institutions everywhere, would do well to keep

clear of, or, where previously adopted, relin-

quish the game in question for " a substitute

better suited to a majority of the students,"

and that they likewise maintain the rule against

inter-school or inter-collegiate matches.

JOSIAH W.
* The foUowing, from the Christian Intelligencer, voices

a very common sentiment of the religious press upon this

subject :
" We do not hesitate to say positively that the

game should be abolished. Last year five deaths resulted

from it, this year eleven, and the number of injuries scores

up into the hundreds. Is the sport worth this great sac-

rifice of life and limb ? What is the gain that justifies

this irreparable loss ? We leave it with those who mourn

their dead and wounded."

A NAME IN THE SAND.
BY HANNAH FI.AGG GOULD.

Alone I walked the ocean strand,

A i)early shell was in my hand;

I stooped, and wrote upon the sand

My name, the year, the day.

As onward from the spot I passed.

One lingering look behind I cast

—

A wave came rolling high and fast.

And washed my lines away.

And so, methought, 'twill shortly be

With every mark on earth from me;

A wave of dark oblivion's sea

Will sweep across the place

Where I have trod the sandy shore

Of time, and been, to be no more;

t)f me, my frame, the name I bore.

To leave no track nor trace;

And yet with Him who counts the sands.

And holds the waters in his hands,

I know a lasting record stands,

Inscribed against my name.

Of all this mortal part has wrought.

Of all this thinking soul has thought.

And from these fleeting moments caught

For glory or for shame!

--A Peep Through a Window.

An old physician, as well known for hi

shrewd philosophy as for his skill in healing

tells what shaped his life.

" My character," he once said to a frienc

"was to a degree formed by a single inciden

in my childhood. Our home was a log ho

in the suburbs of the town in which we live(

The door and two windows opened into th

squalid street, a pig sty and a vacant lot int

which the refuse of the town was thrown. Bu

through a small window, hardly more than

chink, at the back of the house, we had

glimpse of the mountain tops, about which th

clouds hung and shifted perpetually.
" My mother had a habit of closing the doo

and side windows, and opening this little cliinl

whenever we children were tired or cross,

discouraged. She knew, though we did not

that that glimpse of wonderful peace and beaut

would probably help us.

" When I was leaving home to seek my foi

tune, I said to her, ' I wish I could take tha

with me,' looking up at this window. 'Yo

can't do that, -John,' she said, ' but I am i

there never will be a place in your life so mea

and poor but that some chink in it will open o

something beautiful and good. Keep it open.

"
I have tried to obey her," said the old raai

"If there is but one hopeful symptom in

patient, I keep it in sight for him and mysell

If there is but one good trait in a man's chai

acter, I try to look at it alone and shut out a

the rest.
"

I see that God sends pain into men's live

as a discipline, but He does not hinder

from finding comfort in many ways— I hel

them to find it. Life is hard and squalid enoug

sometimes, but there is always a ' chink ' somf

where through which one can see the mountai

tops and sunlit clouds."

There is always a crack in the barest lif

through which the stars shine, if we choose t

look for it.

It was in the night of his poverty and blim

ness that Milton saw the heavens unclose an

breathed immortal airs.

—

Selected.
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Neander on Church Discipline.

! do not find in the New Testament spe-

lirections for the disciplinary government
e Church. In the Jewish law the regu-

is are minutely put down for its cere-

i\ observances, and perhaps it was to make
lontrast more striking that our Saviour

g bequeathed to mankind the spirit of

, that would lead into all truth, he and
ispired apostles refrained from positive

;ions in many details of Christian duty,

ever may have been designed, in regard

I discipline which should bind together the

'eligious community, the first purpose was
se up the members of that community by

hing repentance and amendment of life,

ong the converts thus called together, the

y had not come in quickly and sowed tares,

ong their ownselves men had not arisen

ing perverse things to draw away disci-

after them, it may be that some George
might have been called to the work of

ng a discipline that recognized only spir-

worship and a ministry only of the Divine

ntment. But before any such order had
established human wisdom and culture

ome in for a large share in the manage-
of church aff'airs. The hierarchical sys-

vas set up, which with some modifications

low for many centuries marked the pro-

i militant church.

making the settlement of a distinct order

in to look after the spiritual interests of

s, it is the testimony of Neander that it

orrowed altogether from the Jewish priest-

This system of ministry and worship

DW been so long established and has gained

general acceptance throughout the Chris-

vorld, that each succeeding generation as

are brought under some sense of religious

accept as a foregone conclusion that the

able church establishment of their fathers

II founded.

ander appears to have been not brought

a Christian, and therefore not prejudiced

le support of this ecclesiastical system.

Jew he was a close student of the Scrip-

, and when, through Divine grace he was
) believe that the prophecies going before

fulfilled in Jesus of Nazareth he applied

sstly to learn from Him by his spiritual

festation the great lessons of human duty,

e? not appear that he ever read the life

serge Fox or that he was in any degree
inced by the conclusions of Friends about

ition for the ministry. He had learned

nqualified truth that Christianity is a spir-

religion. He had both the language of

Jew Testament and his own convictions in

•d to the purposes of Christian worship,

time like this, when human learning is

nating religious sentiment, so that even

under the name of Friends are giving

his testimony on these points is of pe-

r value. The first extract shows Neander's
3ciation of the internal power of the Gos-

)y virtue of which it changed the hearts

en and made its way in the world inde-

ently of formal organizations:

Nevertheless, all outward dealings and
;les would have created for this religion

ich access to the hearts of men, had it not
issed in its inward nature such an attractive

r for that inhuman nature which is related

to God, however it may be darkened and over-
whelmed either through false refinement or
through carnal grossness. They would have
been unavailing had it not shown itself vic-

torious over all the impostures, which taking
prisoner the human mind, opposed it; had it

not shown itself the only fundamental source
of satisfaction to the religious wants excited
in an age of ferment; had it not proved itself

the only thing that would create for the spir-

itual world peace and tranquillity in this wild

ferment of opposing elements; and had not
this religion as soon as it had taken root any-
where by the activity which showed itself in

it, been irresistibly impelled forward in its

course. As the Redeemer in his prayer, had
commended the faithful to his Heavenly Father,

that their communion with Him, the glory re-

ceived from the Father which He bestowed on

them, beaming through their life, might lead

men to believe on Him, so it came to pass.

The witness which genuine Christians gave of

their Lord through their conduct, the healing

power of the gospel which revealed itself in

their life, was a most powerful engine in the

conversion of the heathen. The distinguishing

virtues of the Christian must have come vividly

into contrast with the prevailing crimes and
vices. The strictness of Christian virtue was
sometimes carried to excess in contrast with

universal depravity of manners. The inward

brotherly love of the Christian contrasted with

the selfishness which divides all men from one

another and makes them distrustful one of an

other, which prevented men from understand-

ing the nature of the Christian community and

made it a source of never-falling wonder to

them. " See," said they, " how they love one

another." " This surprised them beyond meas-

ure," says TertuUIan, "since they are accus-

tomed to hate one another, that one man should

be ready to die for another."

In the passages which follow Neander ex-

presses his judgment of the general char-

acter of the church government that would be

adapted to a truly Christian community. He
dissents, as may be seen from the order that

was established, but still recognizes the body

of those who have lived subject to that order

as the visible church.
" The formation of the Christian Church as

it developed itself out of the peculiarities of

Christianity must essentially differ from all

other religious unions. A class of priests who
were to guide all other men under the assump-

tion of their incompetency in religious matters

whose business it was exclusively to provide

for the religious wants of the rest of mankind

and to form a link between them and God and

godly things; such a class of priests could

find no place in Christianity. While the gospel

put away that which separated man from God

by bringing all men into the same communion

with God through Christ, it also removed that

partition wall which separated one man from

his fellows, in regard to his more elevated in-

The same High Priest and Mediator for all

through whom all, being reconciled and united

with God, become themselves a priestly and

spiritual race. One heavenly King, Guide and

Teacher, through whom all are taught from

God! One faith! One hope! One spirit which

must animate all! One oracle in the hearts of

all! the voice of the spirit which proceeds

from God! and all citizens of one heavenly
kingdom with whose heavenly powers they have
already been sent forth as strangers in the
world! When the apostles introduced the no-
tion of a priest which is found in the (Jld Testa-
ment into Christianity it was always only with
the intention of showing that no such visible

distinct priesthood as existed in the economy
of the Old Testament could find admittance
into the New; that inasmuch as free access to

God and to heaven was opened up once for all

unto the faithful, through the one High Priest
Christ, they had become by union with Him,
himself, a holy and spiritual people, and their

calling was only this — to consecrate their

whole life as a sacrifice of thanksgiving for the
mercy of God's redemption and to preach the
power and the grace of Him who had called

them from the kingdom of darkness into his

wonderful light, and their whole life was to be
a continual priesthood, a spiritual serving of

God, proceeding from the affections of a faith

working by love, and also a continued witness
of their Redeemer (see 1 Peter ii: 9, Rom. xii:

1, and the spirit and connection of ideas

through the whole Epistle to the Hebrews.)
And thus also the furtherance of God's king-

dom, both in general and in each individual

community, the furtherance of the propagation
of Christianity among the heathen and the im-

provement of eadi particular church was not

to be the concern of a particular class of

Christians, but the nearest duty of every in-

dividual Christian. Every one was to con-

tribute to this object from the station assigned

him by the invisible Head of the Church and
by the gifts peculiar to him which were given

him by God and grounded in his nature—a na-

ture which retained indeed its individual char-

acter, but was regenerated and ennobled by
the influence of the Holy Spirit. There was
here no division into spiritual and worldly, but

all as Christians in their inward life and dis-

positions, were to be men dead to the ungod-

liness of the world, and thus far departed out

of the world; men animated by the spirit of

God and not by the spirit of the world." . . .

" The condition of the Corinthian church, as

it is depicted in the epistles of Paul, deficient

as it was in many respects, shows us how a
Christian church should act; how all in that

church should mutually co-operate with their

mutual gifts as members of the same body with

equal honor supplying one another's deficien-

cies. The office of a teacher was not here ex-

clusively confined to one or more, but every

one as he felt called to the office might ad-

dress a discourse to the assembly of the church

for the instruction of all. According to the

differences in the particular natures of indi-

vidual Christians, who served as instruments

to the working of the Holy Spirit, and by which

the difference in the form of its manifestation

among them was determined, the efficacy of the

spirit came forth, sometimes under a creative

form as in the gift of prophecy; sometimes, as

in the gift of trying of spirit, as a receptive

or critical power. We hence find great varie-

ties or differences in the degrees of inspiration

and in the relation of the human to the Divine

among them; sometimes the deep reflective,

purely human energy prevailing in others while

this is kept in the background, the spirit of

God in its omnijiotence outweighing it; and
here too, we find the manifold degrees of the
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gift of tongues, down to the ordinary, regular

gift of teaching." ..." Now, although

all Christians had the same priestly calling and

the same priestly rights, and although there

could not be any distinct class of priests in the

first Christian Church, yet every church as a

society for establishing and extending the

liingdom of God, an union for the avowal of

the same faith in word and work for the mu-
tual confirmation and animation of this faith,

for communion and for the mutual furtherance

of the higher life which flowed from this faith,

a union for those most lofty aims must obtain

a form and consistence proportioned to them;

for without this form nothing can continue to

exist among men. Christian churches stood

still more in need of such an established order,

since they must develop themselves and make
their progress in a world so foreign to them
and under the influence of such various sources

of threats and disturbance, or at least of af-

flictions. In them as in every society a cer-

tain government and conduct of the common
interest must exist. That form of government
must have corresponded best with the spirit

of Christianity, and the purpose for which
churches were formed, which was most calcu-

lated to further their free development from
within outwards, and also the most to further

the collected and mutual efficacy of all indi-

vidual powers and gifts. The*monarchical form
of government would probably lead to a result,

by which that which is human would be prized

too highly, and one man have too much weight,

so that he would become the centre around
which everything would gather instead of the

one invisible Shepherd of all becoming the
centre of all. How anxiously do the apostles

strive to keep oft' such a danger. How much
does the Apostle Paul in his first Epistle to the
Corinthians insist on the free co-operation of

all, that no one power and disposition might
overwhelm the rest and reign triumphant! The
apostles themselves, conscious as they were of

tliat higher degree of illumination which was
necessary for them alone in their capacity
as founders of the first Church, and teachers
of pure Christianity for all times, conscious as
they were of a higher degree of authority and
power, delivered to them by the Divine Founder
of the church himself, such as was given to no
other men* yet came forward as little as pos-

sible in a commanding manner, and endeavored,
as much as in them lay, to act with the free

co-operation of the churches in all the circum-
stances which concerned the church. Peter and
John in their epistles, placed themselves in the
same rank with the leaders of the churches in-

stead of claiming to be the general governors
of the churches over them. How difficult must
it have been to find one individual who united
all the qualities requisite for the conduct of the
affairs of the churches and who alone possessed
the confidence of all men. The monarchical
principle in spiritual things accords but ill

with the spirit of Christianity, which constantly
points to the feelings of mutual need and com-
mon deliberation and prayer. Where two or
three are gathered in the name of the Lord,
there also He promises He will be among them."

L. B.

The hardest thing to get on with in this life

is a man's own self.

I leave Neander to sustain this bold assertion.

Doukhobor Notes.

W'Esr GiiuvE, Pa., Second Month 10th, 19'

Wm. Evans :

Dear Friend—This morning's mail brought
Canadian letters relative to Doukhobor inter-

ests, so little has been known regarding the

Russian settlers of late that even limited infor-

mation will be of interest.

Interpreter Leonhardt, who was with J. S.

Elkinton and myself among the settlements, is

now engaged in travelling through the villages

as a government correspondent. His instruc-

tions, from Commissioner of Immigration Mc-
Creary, are, in part, to inspect a "dry wood "

section between Conan and Swan River, the

region having been visited by fire, and if sat-

isfactory, arrange for Doukhobors to cut and
pile the wood for 75 cents per cord. It is quite

an extensive undertaking ; he is expected to

make a general tour among the various settle-

ments, to ascertain their condition at this time,

and know of pressing needs.

It is relieving to know that this particular

person is making the rounds. It would seem
that a Providence was in his apparent accidental

appearance in Winnipeg when the first com-
pany of Doukhobors arrived there. He had
left Russia perhaps ten years before, partly to

find relief from military duty, and went to Dakota
to farm ; he drove his team all the way to

Winnipeg, and engaged in hauling, for some
time, in the city. Hearing of the expected
arrival of the Russians, he was at the R. R.

Station when they came ; his mother tongue
had been for the most part forgotten ; but,

knowing a little of the language, he was pressed

into service by the Commissioner. He entered
into sympathy with the immigrants, went with

them, located some of their villages, assisted

them in planting crops last spring, and has been
actively engaged in various ways to ease the

burdens of strangers in a strange land. That
he was held in esteem by the Doukhobors in

general, was quite evident, when we were in

that country.

Nearly 950 pounds of garden seeds have been
purchased and forwarded to Winnipeg, there to

be divided into packages for the various vil-

lages, about fifty-five in number.
As there seemed a lack of knowledge on va-

rious matters, a circular, giving directions re-

garding planting crops, and advice on other

matters, has been prepared and forwarded to

the Director of the Canadian Experimental
farms for his approval or criticism. This has
been translated into Russian, and five hundred
copies are now being printed at a New England
establishment, together with tags for each bag
of garden seed, with name in English and Rus-
sian, the idea being that, having gone to some
trouble to ascertain varieties adapted to their

climate, if these were satisfactory, they would
know what to order another year. Farm seeds,

in large quantities, will be needed in the near
future, and much more money will be required

in their purchase than was the case with gar-

den seeds. The Dominion Government intends

to supply seeds not furnished by our Friends,

though the amount thus advanced must be re-

turned by the Doukhobors, who must also pay a
ten-dollar Government fee for each quarter
section in order to gain a title to their lands.

Thy friend, •

Wm. B. Harvey.

Office of the Commissionek of Immigrati

Winnipeg, Manitoba, January 26th, 190

To Fred. Leonhakdt,
Sir:—As agreed upon verbally to-day, I

sire that you should proceed to-morrow to S\

River with Zeberoff and Archer, in the capai

of interpreter and correspondent for the t

ernment among the Doukhobor colonies, b

North and South, for the next few mon'

Your engagement will be by the month at

rate of forty dollars per month, we to pay y
expenses and to furnish you with a team
conveyance

You will first get off at Fisher's Mill, betw

Cowan and Swan River and, with Zeberoff

John Sinnott, Contractor, inspect the liraib

dry wood near that station, and if the re)

sentations of Mr. Sinnott are correct, h

Zeberoff close a contract on behalf of the Dc

hobors to cut and pile this wood at seventy-

cents per cord. Sinnott to furnish camps, c

stoves and saws, together with one or two i

to keep the saws in shape. In this way
Doukhobors should be able to earn consider!

money, as women can assist in piling and

men should be able to cut a cord to two a
per day. Urge upon them to be careful of

standing trees, as it is quite likely that the

will have burned the earth away from the ro

and should a windy day come these may
down and are liable to injure the Doukhol
without warning. From personal experie

I know this is a most dangerous bush to i

in—that is what is known as wind-fall \

standing trees here and there. So warn tl

specially on this point

On reaching the North Colony, you could

your horse a couple of days, and on foot ^

the various villages, show them the letter wl

I have addressed to the Doukhobors—enck

—and have a general talk with them as to t

future condition, telling them that you
return later on with more details.

The object of your going among these pei

is that you as a representative of the Govi

ment, may meet them, learn their wishes

write me. You will keep a diary . .

and report to me three or four times a mo:

at least, in writing in German language, w

you have done. These letters with your d

sent in each month will keep me in close to

with the colonies. One of the chief thing

do on your first trip is to learn definitely

much seed of various kinds they will reqi

. . . . When you visit a village you s

devote at least a couple of pages of your (

telling exactly what they have in the w
ploughed land, cows, horses, oxen, water sup

food supply, and in fact all particulars that

can think of, and which I should know. 1

1

be able from this book to check the statemi

sent me down by Archer and the Philadel]

Friends, a copy of which statement Mr. An
tells me he has handed to you. . . .

leaving Pelly you need not call at many villa

as I said before, but I think it might be ne

sary for you to go to the villages of Koge
of the Cyprus Doukhobors, where the GoV'

ment horse which St. John has been
being wintered. You will take this horse, bu

and harness into Yorkton
You will, of course report to Crerar i

trip through the South Colony, and to Ha
while in the North Colony. Write to me
have them write full particulars, and keep t
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[ of what is transpiring. I will write

ain to Yorkton.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) W. F. McCreary,
Commissioner.

-^Our Northern Border Line.

ly of our people ever query how the divid-

between the United States and the Do-
of Canada is marked, and how travellers

e wild regions northwest of the Great
;an tell when they step from the domains
cle Sam " into those of Queen Victoria?

my years the question of boundary be-

ihe United States and the possessions of

Iritain was discussed, and at last, at the

;ion of London, held in 1818, the forty-

larallel of north latitude was decided

A parallel of latitude, however, being
2;inary line, is a very poor guide to a

:r, so the next thing to do was to mark
e so that all who passed that way should

here it was located,

rdingly the country in that vicinity was
d, and monuments were set up at even
.ervals, the British placing one between
wo of ours. These extend from the

f the Woods to the Rocky Mountains,
ihe line enters forests, the timber is cut

od the ground cleared a rod wide; where
as small lakes, stone cairns have been
ometimes being eighteen feet under
md eight above ; in other places, earth

, seven by fourteen feet, have been
The most of these monuments, which
three hundred and eighty-eight in all,

ron. It was found that the most solid

posts were not proof against the rav-

the Indians, prairie fires and the weather,

nothing but iron would do.

! pillars are hollow iron castings, fitted

id cedar posts, and well bolted through,

: sunk four feet in the ground. They
it feet high, eight inches square at the

d four at the top, and upon opposite

icing north and south, are the inscrip-

ist in letters two inches high: "Con-
of London" and " October. 20, 1818."

ars weigh two hundred and eighty-five

each, and were made at Detroit, Mich,

see the border line is very distinctly

all the way from the lakes to the sum-
he Rocky Mountains.— Wide Awake.

For " The Friend."

For the Isolated Ones.

things we may be instructed. As the

at before a blazing pine knot, with his

rned inward to the Lord, he reflected

>ugh single and alone, the knot burned
jiving forth heat and light until con-

The old saying was recalled, that it

I three sticks to maintain the fire upon
rth; but not so with the pine knot,

is ability to serve thus singly its useful

? Simply because it was saturated in

)re and fibre with the highly combusti-
1. So, while it is good for the Lord's

. to dwell in companies for mutual
and help, yet when any find themselves
from those with whom they were wont
communion and enjoy sweet fellowship,

1 remember that our Heavenly Father
:he needs of all his children, and if

looked unto in faith will so fill our whole being
with his life-giving presence that we shall be
enabled to keep alive the fire upon the altar
of our hearts, and to serve Him by shedding
spiritual warmth and light about us. G. A.

Good Reference.

John was fifteen, and very anxious to get a
desirable place in the office of a well known
lawyer who had advertised for a boy, but
doubted his success, because, being a stranger
in the city, he had no reference at present.

"I'm afraid I'll stand a poor chance," he
thought, despondently; " however, I'll try to

appear as well as I can, for that may help me
a little."

The keen-eyed lawyer glanced him over from
head to foot.

"Good face," he thought, "and pleasant
ways."

Then he noted the neat suit—but other boys
had appeared in new clothes—saw the well-

brushed hair and clean-looking skin. Very
well, but there had been others quite as cleanly;

another glance, however, showed the finger-

nails free from soil.

" Ah! that looks like thoroughness," thought
the lawyer.

Then he asked a few direct, rapid questions,

which -John answered as directly.
" Prompt," was his mental comment; "can

speak up when necessary. Let's see your
writing," he added, aloud.

John took a pen and wrote his name.
" Very well, easy to read, and no flourishes.

Now, what references have you ?

The dreaded question at last!

John's face fell. He had begun to feel some
hope of success, but this dashed it again.

" I haven't any," he said slowly; " I'm almost
a stranger in the city."

" Can't take a boy without references," was
the brusque rejoinder, and as he spoke a sud-

den thought sent a flush to John's cheek.

"I haven't any references," he said, with

hesitation, " but here's a letter from mother I

just received. I wish you would read it."

The lawyer took it: It was a short letter.
" My Dear John:—I want to remind you that

wherever you find work you must consider that

work your own. Don't go into it, as some
boys do, with the feeling that you will do as

little as you can, and get something better

soon, but make up your mind you will do as

much as possible, and make yourself so neces-

sary to your employer that he will never let

you go.

"You have been a good son to me, and I can
truly say I have never known you to shirk. Be
as good in business, and I am sure God will

bless your efforts."
" H'm!" said the lawyer, reading it over the

second time. " That's pretty good advice, John
—excellent advice. I rather think I'll try you,

even without the references."

John has been with him six years, and last

spring was admitted to the bar.
" Do you intend taking that young man into

partnership," asked a friend lately.
" Yes, I do. I couldn't get along without

.John; he is my right-hand man!" exclaimed the

employer, heartily.

And John always says the best reference he
|

ever had was a mother's good advice and honest

praise.

—

Selected.

Selected for "The Friend.'

The Friendships of Duty and of Choice.

. . Behind all personal relationships which
men establish with one another, there is the
common bond of the universal human relation-
ship; this larger fellowship inclosing all lesser
fellowships, as the nation includes all shades
of citizenship. All men and women of any
sensitiveness put the highest value on personal
relationships, and count their friends among
the foremost gifts of life and their friend-
ships among their invaluable possessions; but
there are a great many who never recognize in
any practical way the larger fellowship of hu-
manity; who treat friendship as if it were a
luxury to be prized and guarded like a precious
vase or a rare book, and not a large, free,
noble opportunity for drawing out t^e best
from another and giving the best in return.
Our friendships are often selfish without our

being conscious of the fact. We look to friend-
ship as a fountain from which only sweet
waters ought to fiow; as a tie which ought to
bring us only good cheer, comfort and pleasure.
But friendship has obligations and duties, and
is to be sought, not only among those who are
by nature akin to us, and who therefore fall in

with every mood and respond to every emotion,
but among those who in many ways may be
personally distasteful. Most men and women
are thrown to a considerable degree with those
to whom they are not personally drawn; whose
personality, manners, temper or quality of mind
repels rather than attracts; and when intimacy
with such persons is forced upon us by cir-

cumstances, we rebel against it as an intrusion
upon a domain over which we have absolute
sovereignty. Such persons are often put to
us in the place of friends, and in positions in

which it is practically impossible not to accept
them as friends. Our instincts tell us that we
have a right to avoid intimacies with all those
who are not thoroughly congenial, but the
conditions of life often contravene the instincts

and place us in intimacies without our will.

Under these circumstances it is possible to

take one of two attitudes: an attitude of un-
willing acceptance, or an attitude of open-
minded endeavor to get the best out of an as-

sociation which we did not seek; to attempt to

substitute for the personal tie the universal

tie, and to treat our forced companionship as
a chance to learn something more of our com-
mon humanity. If one has the clearness of
sight and the courtesy of soul to accept an
enforced relationship in this spirit, it is sur-

prising how much he can give and how much
he can get out of that relationship. Out of
such companionships, unsought and reluctantly

accepted, have sometimes come the sweetest of
friendships; and in all such companionships
there are the richest possibilities of mutual
helpfulness and therefore of common growth.
We cannot afford to be selfish in the selection

of our friends; if we are, we diminish our
own capacity and contract our own resources
for spiritual growth. The strong nature can
afford to give where it does not look for a re-

turn; to develop an interest where it does not
instinctively feel one; to foster a regard and
admiration when these things do not come of

themselves. It owe'', as a matter of fact,

much to the larger relationship which is forced
upon men by the mere fact of race-fellow-

ship.
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Items Concerning the Society.

The membership of HaddontieUi Monthly Meeting

is now ascertained to number 197. Statistics coi-

lected in Twelth Month and reported inTHEFRiKND
of the 3rd inst., gave the number as 149.

We are in receipt of the first number of a peri-

odical in Spanish, published in Havana, Cuba, and

bearing the title: " El Amigo—Defenaor del Chris-

tiani.'uno Erangclico (The Friend— Defender of

Evangelical Christianity). Its publisher is Fran-

cisco Gonzalez Cala, whose change from Romanism
to a general acceptance of Friends' views has hereto-

fore been noted in our columns. The scope of his

monthly periodical may be gathered from these

words: "Although our periodical bears the name of

the church which its publisher represents in Cuba,

this publication does not aim to sustain sectarian

religion in the field of the press, but to proclaim

Christ and declare his holy Gospel to all men." Some
of the titles of contents are: " Divisions of Protes-

tantism," " Romanism and Paganism," " The Love
of Jesus," " The Origin of Protestantism," " Notices

of the Churches."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States—Last week brings the interesting an-

nouncement from Washington that the amount of money
in circulation on Second Month 1st was $2,003,149,355,

the largest amount in our history, this being the first time

the two billion mark has been reached. The per capita

amount is $25.98, which also breaks the record. The in-

crease in money in circulation since Seventh Month, 1896,

has been $494,000,000. Inflation always means increased

speculation and higher prices, and thus on a gold basis

has come about that expansion for which Bryan proposed

the free silver fallacy.

Thomas R. Bard has been elected United States Senator

for California to succeed Stephen M. White.

The Senate has ratified the extradition treaty with Peru

and the Mexican boundary treaty.

A bill was introduced in the Senate on the 12th inst.

by Senator Foster, of Washington, providing for the con-

struction of a Government cable line from the United

States to the Philippines by way of Alaska, and for an

independent cable from San Francisco to Hawaii. On the

same day, the House Committee on Mines and Mining
acted favorably upon a bill to create a new Cabinet offi-

cer, to be known as the Secretary of Mines and Mining.

The President has issued an executive order placing the

island of Tutuila, our Samoan Island possession, under the

control of the Navy Department.

The American flag has been raised over the Tatanes

and Colagan islands, which were omitted from the Paris

Treaty of Peace, because lying north of twenty degrees

of latitude. A gun-boat sent to the Bayat islands to raise

the flag found the Japanese flag flying there.

The President has appointed Circuit Judge Taft, of Cin-

cinnati, Chairman of the Philippine Commission. He will

sail from San Francisco some time after Third Month 15th.

The Marine Hospital Service advises from Honolulu, re-

lative to the plague, indicate that there had been no new
eases between First Month 25th and Second Month 2nd.

Seventy-four hundred persons were under quarantine, and
the outlook was encouraging.

Lieutenant Commander J. C. Cohvell, United States

Naval Attache in London, witnessed at Yeovil, on First

Month 17th, the test of an invention which has been of-

fered to the Government for steering torpedoes and sub-

marine craft by means of a wireless electrical device on

the lines of the Marconi system. The invention, however,

is not in any way connected with Marconi. Lieutenant

Commander Colwell was much pleased with the experi-

ment, which demonstrated that the principles were correct.

The India Relief Association, of Abilene, Kansas, shipped

a carload of corn last Seventh-day to Bombay, India, for the

relief of famine sufferers. Two more carloads will be sent.

Consul Hill, at Amsterdam, has transmitted an appeal

for aid of the diamond workers, 3000 of whom are out of

work on account of the South African war.

Governor Taylor, of Kentucky, decided, after a confer-

ence with a large number of prominent Republicans from
all over the State, not to sign the Louisville compromise
agreement, but to let the controversy over the State Gov-
ernment take its due course. He issued a proclamation,

reconvening the General Assembly in Frankfort on Second
Month 12th, at noon. The greater part of the militia

were at the same time ordered to their homes. Applica-

tions for injunctions against the Kentucky State Board of

Election Commissioners and the Democratic contestants

for minor State offices have been made to Judge Taft, in

the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, in Cincinnati.

The total candy output of the United States last year
was at least $75,000,000.
The salaries of New York city for 1900 will amount to

$40,804,837, or $6,000,000 more than for 1899.

The arrests for drunkenness in Boston last year aver-

aged sixty-five per day, or 4 per cent, of the population.

Statistics concerning building operations show that the

year 1899 was one of great activity. The total for twen-

ty-one cities was $229,900,000 in 1899, and $163,500,<'00

in 1898, an increase of over $66,000,000.
Eighty per cent, of the cost of the world's governments

is caused by wars—past, present and prospective.

Signals have been sent by wireless telegraph through a

suite of seven rooms, the doors of which were closed.

They were transmitted through a telegraph switchboard

containing both dead and live wires.

There were 531 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 more than the previous

week and 38 less than the corresponding week of 1899.
Of the foregoing 289 were males and 242 females : 87
died of pnuemonia ; 61 of consumption ; 35 of heart dis-

ease; 23 of diphtheria ; 21 of bronchitis ; 19 of apoplexy;

17 of convulsions ; 17 from casualties ; 16 of inflammation
of the brain ; 15 of marasmus ; 15 of nephritis ; 13 of

inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 13 of old age ;

13 of cancer ; 11 of inanition ; 10 of urtemia ; and 9 of

atheroma.

Markets. £-c. — \J. S. 2's, 102§; 4's, 1141 a 115i ; new
4's, 134 a 135; 5's, 112J a 113; 3's, 109i a 109i.

CoTTO.N was in a fair request and steady, on a basis of

8|iic. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania
roller, sU-aight, $3.25 a $3.35 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.60 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.30 per
barrel as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39J a 39|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31|.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 51 a 5Jc.; good, 5i a 5J; medium,
4| a 5J ; common, 4J a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5J a 6c.; good, 4i a 5Jc.;

medium, 4 a 4Jc.; common, 3 a 3|c.; lambs, 5i a 7Jc.

Hogs were active at 6i a 7ic. for Western.
Foreign.—The third unsuccessful attempt of the British

to advance for the relief of Ladysmith was begun on the 5th
inst., by BuUer's army, which crossed the Tugela on that

day. Furious fighting followed, in which artillery and in-

fantry were engaged on both sides, and continued two
days. The army then recrossed the Tugela River and took

up its old position. It is said that with the fresh addi-

tions to the British forces in South Africa, soon to be
made, Lord Roberts will have an army of eff'ective men in

the field, numbering 194,000.

The olive crop of France, Italy and Spain is practically

a failure. As compared with an average crop it will

hardly reach 30 per cent, in the opinion of well informed
judges. The Italian olives are the greatest sufferers

from the pest to which existing conditions are due.

Southern France being also affected, and Spain in some
localities. The damage is wrought by a fly which depos-

ites its eggs in the green fruit.

Merchandise imports into France during 1899 decreased

$51,000,000 ; exports increased $79,640,000.
The German direct cable from Embden to New Y'ork,

hv way of the Azores, will be laid by a London company.
It will cost £985,000. The cable will be 4336 miles

long.

The influenza, which has spread throughout Germany,
now numbers 60,000 victims in Munich. In Berlin every
bed in every hospital is occupied.

A decree has been issued at Lisbon announcing that

the bubonic plague has disappeared from Oporto, and that
the quarantine of that port has been rai.sed.

The mortality from the plague in Bombay on the 6th
inst. was unprecedented. There was a total of 408
deaths, and the situation is aggravated by the famine re-

fugees.

The British India Oflice has received a dispatch from
Lord Curzon, saying that distress from the famine is in-

creasing, and that those now in receipt of relief number
3,784,000.

On the express trains running between Vienna and Con-
stantinople the use of a sleeping berth costs 60 cents

first class and 40 cents second class for every twelve

hours.

Within the last two years about a hundred post oflSces

have been established in China. The registry fee for let-

ters is only 2J cents.

There are 10,000 miles of railway now in operation or

under construction in Africa.

Ostriches have only recently been domesticated in

South Africa. Only eighty were in captivity in 1865
;

ten years later there were 21,751 being cared for in

Colony, and in 1897 237,960. The true wild bird

exists north of the Vaal and Orange river, but is ea)

hunted for its feathers, which command a higher
]

than those of domesticated brethren.

An enormous diamond from Kimberley will be shoi

the jewelry section of the Paris Exposition. It was f

shortly before the war began, and is said to be finer

the Regent, the Shah, the Grand Mogul or the Koh-i- i

It has been insured for $2,000,000. '

I

The wheat harvest of South Australia is estimjt

average six bushels per acre, leaving an exportable

plus.

New Zealand's export of gold was $2,000,000 gn

in 1899 than in 1898.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meeta
the Committee on Admissions will be held at Fonrtl

Arch Streets, on Seventh-day, the 17th inst., at 10

John W. Biddle, Cte

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

A meeting for worship is appointed by authori

Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the met

house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the

inst., at eight o'clock.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience ol

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M
and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqof

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 r. M., twent

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Su;

Wanted—by the Indian Committee, a young mi

a.ssist the Superintendent at Tunesassa, N. Y., ii

of the farm and care of the boys out of school-

on his duties Fifth Month 1st, or earlier.

Apply to «

JosiAH WisTAR, Salem, 11$

John G. Haines, Malveni,ii

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhobi
to Second Month 13th, 1900.

M. A. M., $5 ; C. J. H., $60 ;
per J. P. J., $3.75

;

M., $1 ; E. B. A., per B. H. L., $50 ; H. C, per E. P.J

Friends, Plainfield, Ind., $7.20 ; R. S. E., $100 ; li

nites, Chambersburg, Pa., $81.06.

W'm. Evans, Tnasurer, 252 S. Front St I
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Man-Minded.

. disciple turned manward in his mind, in-

,d of Godward, is a stumbling-block in tiie

of Christ—a hindrance to his purpose.

Ithough our Lord had called Simon "blessed"

he fresh recipient of a revelation from the

[ler that Jesus was the Christ, and there-

tt He had re-named him " a stone," as by vir-

of revelation being of that spiritual Rock

vhich he would build his church
;
yet the

' next recorded interview between them

vs that even a stone so blessed could get

Christ's way as a stumbling-block.

lUr Saviour, when Peter would humanly deny

[Ivance his crucifixion, called upon the stone,

in " adversary," to get behind Him. Peter

( then turned to be a stone of stumbling to

1, because he minded " not the things that

of God, but the things that be of men."

1 Peter's stability as a living stone in the

itual house, and his clearness of hindering

gospel cause, consisted in keeping his eye

le to the openings of Divine revelation,

e spirit of wisdom and revelation in the

svledge of Him " whom by the same revela-

1
he had seen as the Christ.

|he mj'stery of Christ's cross, sacrifice and

.pring being yet unrevealed to Peter, he

liested against them in the notions of man.

br who among men knoweth the things of

|an, save the spirit of the man, which is in

I?
Even so the things of God none know-

i| save the Spirit of God." A human rea-

ijng on, or reasoning away, Christ's sacrifice

!" ransom for the sins of many," has con-

ed as a blocking of the way of the gospel

in to our own time ; and is as obstructive

I he same carnal mind to-day as it was then

i^eter's. Upon him who so recently had

El blessed as a stone of the Foundation

<k, but now had turned again to be man-

iMed, it brought the title of " adversary,"

and "an offence;"—because the mind of the

flesh is enmity—not subject, and cannot be

—

to the law of God, and so not disposed to be

open to his revealing of truth.

That vacillating course, sometimes Christ-

minded and sometimes man-minded, is evident

up to the time when Peter was so signally over-

come by the Holy Spirit on the day of Pente-

cost. But neither did this emancipate him

from the need of watchfulness, for, according

to Paul, a compromising tendency yet appeared

in Peter in which he " was to be blamed." But

especially before being endued with that power

from on high, having in his man-mindedness

denied the crucifixion in advance, when this

event was about to occur, he followed the Mas-

ter at a distance, and continued so to shirk an

unpopular cause as to deny Him—a lesson to

us of to-day that the result of following Christ

afar off is denial, and of following close to Him

is fellowship.

A danger which besets every professing

Christian is man-mindedness, and this is essen-

tially a return to the carnal mind, which

amounts, in the face of a sharp test, to en-

mity. A divided allegiance cannot stand. Even

names in the Church are signs of shortcoming.

" For while one says I am of Paul, and another

I am of Apollos, are ye not carnal?" And also

to say, "
I am of Christ," is far from security,

if we secretly add " more than others."

To "cease from man," from the popular

breath, or the maxims of the world, by mere

will-power, soon becomes a task of despair. A
" separation from," with nothing more lovely

to be "separated unto," leaves the seceder

still desolate, and disposed to return to that

in which his " last state is worse than the first."

But the apostle counting all past gains as loss,

rejoiced to be " separated unto the gospel of

God concerning his Son Jesus Christ." Here

is an eternal attraction to cling to. No sep-

aration from can be successful without some-

thing stronger and better loved to be sepa-

rated unto. " Where the treasure is there will

the heart be also." The cure for man-minded-

ness is Christ-heartedness. The mind's look

will follow the heart's love. We are drawn

onward and upward to have the mind of Christ.

" Now shall the prince of this world be cast

out. And I, if I be lifted up from the earth,

will draw all men unto me. This He said, sig-

nifying what death He should die." The love

of Christ constraineth us, reconciled by his

death, "not to live unto ourselves, but unto

Him who died for us and rose again."

A Meaning Marred.—In last week's edito-

rial, end of first column, the language, as in-

tended, was, " But the loss of the sacred Scrip-

tures, or the discrediting of them, would be a

calamity to man beyond expression." The

word "mar," instead of "man," impaired

our meaning. We were concerned that read-

ers should not esteem the Scriptures less, but

the Spirit which put them forth, more ; and

not to represent inroads upon them as a matter

of indift'erence, but the foundation of God as

standing sure ; and to aver that they will be

found the truest conservators of holy Scrip-

tures whose life and standing is in Him of whom
they testify. The Spirit is a necessity to the

life of the letter.

Distinctiveness in a Minor Testimony.

If the writer thus threw away I

by the incomplete forming of the letter "r,"

we would call upon all who place letters upon

paper to take warning. We call upon Friends

especially who wisely say, " Little foxes spoil

the tender vines," and who uphold the impor-

tance of carefully guarding little touches of

expression as involving grea^ meanings and

principles, to be true to their principles in

maintaining a conscientious rather than slovenly

handwriting. The shaping of each letter has

its part in the testimony of truth. If the shap-

ing of a garment spells something to the public

eye in the way of testimony ; if the form of a

phrase plants a principle on him that hath ears

to hear; " if whatsoever thy hand findeth to do"

thou art to do it
" as unto the Lord ;" thou

art not excused from making the \ratten signs

of thy meaning clearly distinctive. We ask

not for beauty in the shaping of a letter, but

we ask for truth. We ask that when the wTiter

means one thing,he does not let carelessness say

another—or a word or letter that might as

well be one of several others. We ask for such

a compassion on the decipherers' or the printers'

eyes as becometh the gospel of Christ. It

belongs in principle to little things as well

as great whether the trumpet gives an un-

certain sound. A mumbling handwTiting, and

a mumbling utterance of things that ought

to be spoken—like an incoherent preaching

—

serve to frustrate the truth which calls for

clearness. Unless they give a distinction in

the signs, " how shall it be known what is piped

or harped? " It is no one special case that we

have in mind, but a variety of them that lately

come before our eyes to indicate a large inat-

tention in the smaller things, to a principle of
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anmistakable plainness of which we suppose

jurselves to be representatives in a larger way.

As an inspector of older Friends' records and

letters we have learned what to expect a Quaker

handwriting to be-one that shows the Friends

conscience for care, distinctness, plainness, ac-

curacy, kindness to the reader.

A Brave Act. V
The life of a telegraph linesman is one full

of peril. In stormy weather the workman holds

his life in his hand. Sometime since a shocking

accident drew attention to the dangerous nature

of the work. Two men were at work on a tele-

graph pole standing many feet above a line ot

railway. A wire had broken and they were

busy repairing the damage. The wind blevs

fiercely from the east and the pole rocked to

and fro in the blast. Suddenly a strong gust

caused one of the men to turn in his position.

In doing so he somehow pushed his companion,

who, taken unawares, fell backward. Heclutch-

ed at his mate and both tumbled over amongst

the wires.
, ... ,

For a moment the two men hung without

speaking a word. Then one of them said:

"Bill I can't reach the post, and I m afraid

if I move the wire will break." And as he spoke

a wire broke. • . 4.1,

" Well, mate, it's a big drop down into the

grass," replied the other man, "but as you re

married and have three children, I don t see

why I should stay here."

"No. don't do that. Bill. You'll get killed

surely. Let's hang a little longer."

But another wire broke, and Bill made up

his mind.
, ,, ., i,

" Good-by, mate," he said to the other, who

had tears in his eyes. "Good-by"

Then he dropped—a fall of forty feet. He

fell amongst some bushes and rolled down the

embankment. When he rose, for he was not

dead, he crawled up the embankment.
^^

"I'm all right, mate; I'm going for help.

The station was half a mile distant. When

the poor fellow who had risked his life for ms

mate told his tale he fainted away. The doctor

said he had broken his arms and a couple ot

ribs; but his noble action saved his friend s lite

and his own.— TAe Working Boy.

Whatever He Would Have Me Do. ,

Cecil was very busy over his Euclid. It was

examination day, and Cecil stood a good chance

for the prize. The forty boys were, tor once,

behaving like one. The Euclid examination was

in progress. The boys were knitting their

brows and racking their brains and spoiling

their pencil points in the endeavor to work out

the problems.
, j u 4.1, Koor,

Cecil King and Hugh Jones had both been

doing very well in Euclid during the term, and

were about equal in their chance for the prize.

There were ten questions on the paper. L^-

cil answered the first five quite easily, and he

saw that he would be able to do part of the

last four. The sixth question ought to have

been quite easy to him, but somehow he could

not remember it one bit. He knew that 1 he

could only see the figure he should recollect

the demonstration at once, but neither figure

nor proof could he call to mind.

He decided to leave that question for a time

and do what he could of the other four, but

when he had finished them the sixth was as tar

oft' as ever. ,. ,

Hugh Jones was sitting at some distance in

front of him, and Cecil, happening to look that

way, saw him take a fresh sheet of paper, and

put the figure 6 in the top left-hand corner.

Suddenly a great temptation came to LeciL

He had only to shift his seat a very little and

stretch his neck a bit, and he would be able to

see the lines of the diagram which Hugh was

at that minute drawing. One glance at it, and

he would be able to answer the question, and

probably get the prize.
^

Again the words came to his mmd. What-

ever He would have me do." Cecil was ashamed

even to have thought of doing such a mean

thing. He hastily looked over what he had

written, corrected it a point or two, and handed

it in to the examiner with the sixth question

unanswered. „ ^^^ „ , ^

And so, he lost the prize ? Well, suppose he

did ? There are better prizes than earthly ones

and a victory over oneself is far nobler than all

the Euclid in the world. But Hugh Jones wrote

a completely wrong answer to that same sixth

question, and as the rest of his paper was not

so neat nor so accurate as Cecil's, the latter

got the ^nze.—Zion's Watchman.

ECCLESIASTES XI: 4.

\re the winds of adversity blowing?

Heed them not, but continue thy sowing;

Thy handful of seeds.

Called " love and good deeds

May set a whole field all a-growing.

\re clouds of dark doubt o'er thee creeping!

Do thy sheaves seem scarce worthy of reaping.

Remember God's hand

Apportioned thy land;

Sow and leave the result to his keeping.

5. C. E., in London I- nend.

Strength in Stillness.—Those who make

the most noise in the world are not those who

have the most power in the world. Quiet in-

fluences are the most potent forces m God s

esteem, and even in man's sight. As Aubrey

Moore says,
" Great men think, while ordinary

men talk. Great saints pray, ordinary men

preach. High-sounding words and showy acts

may impose upon the few, but it is silent ettor-t

which moves the world." This truth is not

held popularly; yet Elijah learned it when he

was divinely shown that God was not to be

reco-'nized in the whirlwind, the earthquake or

the fire, as he could be in " the still small voice

Even this world's wisdom testifies to the truth

in the adage, " Deep waters run stillest." It is

God's voice which says, " Be still, and know

that I am God."—5. S. Times.

The people of this world admire only the

exterior of a man, and pass by what is within

the mind, which alone is worthy to be esteemed

and valued.— TAe Lutheran.

Keasons for the Various Shapes of Birds

Eggs.—" Birds' eggs differ in shape as well as

they do in color," said a well-known ornitholo-

gist "For instance, the eggs of the owl

family are almost spherical, and are thus easily

moved by the parent bird in her desire to se-

cure an equal amount of warmth to each dur-

ing the time of hatching. As she nests in a

hole, there is no fear whatever of any of her

clutch rolling away and being smashed Un

the other hand, the guillemot, which nests, or

rather lays her eggs on flat, bare rocks in high,

exposed latitudes, lays a single egg soelongated

and curiously shaped that, when stirred by a

violent gust of wind or the bird's sudden flight

it does not roll away, but simply spins around

on its axis like a top. In the case of plovers,

snipes and other birds that lay four large eggs

the eo-o-s narrow so rapidly toward the smaller

end that four of them in a nest practically

form a square, thus enabling the bird to cover

them the more eSectmWy.— Washington Even-

ing Star.

Edv^ard Browne.

iConcUidcd from pavjc 24;!.

)

Edward Browne went from London, (aftei

his business was finished there), to Cork, am

Friends of Newcastle Monthly Meeting ad

dressed a few lines to Friends ot Cork by waj

of certificate of removal, of which the ollow

ing is a copy. This was accompanied by i

copy of his own paper of condemnation an.

after deliberating on his case. Friends did no

feel it incumbent on them to issue a te.-^tiinoii:

of disownment against him, for the judiciou;

reasons which they state.

" To the Monthly Meeting of Friends at Corfc, 11

Ireland

:

, ,,
" Sheweth, that whereas Edward Browne wa

an inhabitant amongst us for many years an:

lived in good reputation with his neighbor

and in unity with Friends, until of late time b

launched forth in his dealings, adventures to sen

and building houses beyond his ability agains

which he was several times cautioned, whict

together with some considerable losses in tradt

reduced him to straights and failure of paj

ments, whereby in the end he was declared

bankrupt, at which time he was _at_ London an

there stayed to attend the commissioners; afte|

which as soon as was thought convenient w,

writ to him, setting forth the evil of his ou

running and the reproach thereby broug

upon the profession of Truth, which called f

an open condemnation, either from himsef fl

us So after some time we received one froi

himself, a copy whereof we have herewith set

vou. which, together with what you may n

ceive by personally conversing with him_, whic

we have not had the opportunityof since h

failed, hope may be to your satisfaction ;
as vv-b

he writ (we charitably hoping that it come

from a sensibly penitent and sincere heart

has been in a good measure to us, for if th

merciful Hand hath been graciously pleased

blot out his offenses, his church and peopled

thereby led to follow that great exaniple a

therefore we in great tenderness and affectK

recommerid him to your tender care and co

cern for and over him, that he may be encou

aaed under all his afflictions, and admonished

be faithful to that great and renewed visi

tion which hath prevailed withhimthus to a

knowledge his offenses, that so his last d

may be his best days, is our very earnest desi

and prayer for him; so, with a salutation

our dear love, we remain your friend, a

brethren at Sunderland the ninth of Tv^eM

Month, 1729, and signed in and on behall

the same by " [thirteen members.]

Edward Browne on his arrival at Cork, n

with additional affliction by the death ot

father, which he found had happened at

days before, and it appears he had not in.

provision for his son Edward Believing hm

be in good circumstances he left his substai
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(lis youngest son, who from his age may
jably have been from a second marriage,
following abstract from a letter he wrote

is sister (his late wife's sister), soon after

arrival at Cork, exhibits the acuteness of

feelings on that occasion, and gives such
inds for his belief why so great afflictions

3 been permitted to await him, as may ren-

it not unsuitable to be annexed to the fore-

ig account

:

" Cork, Fourth Month 18th, 1730.

Dear Sister, Barbara Smith.—A kind line

1 thee, amidst my calamities and misfor-

!S, would have been refreshing, as the re-

]g beams of the sun to the drooping plants

r a cloudy and wet season, though I have
led that favor and have been left to bear
grievous afflictions alone. Yet having

• had a dear love for thee, which I still

in, thou hast been often in my mind, and
sweet and edifying conversation we have
)ften enjoyed together particularly that

;h passed betwixt us near our last parting

ly house; as one part of thy dream or vision

I hadst concerning me is fulfilled in my
jr suflierings, so I hope the Lord in his own
I will also accomplish the other part by de-

•ing me out of all my troubles, and praised

lis name. Though I am unworthy, yet I

his Divine goodness near to comfort and
ain me through and over them all, or else

ould have fainted ere this day under the

cing anguish and heavy burthen thereof. I

) been as with Jonah at the bottom of the

ng deep, where the weeds, as it were,

jped about my neck, but the merciful Lord
ook me not and preserved me alive; his

lasting arm reached me and brought me
igain and set my feet in the land of the

,g to magnify his ever glorious name.
I doubt not but thou hast heard of the ad-

inal affliction I met with here at my arrival,

ly father being taken off with an apoplectic

I few days before, and instead of meeting
I a kind reception from an affectionate

er and a comfortable provision for my sub-

mce which he had given me to expect, I

id a house filled with mourning and tears

his death, which was so sudden that it gave
ime for altering his will as he designed, so

he had made about five years before, came
)rce, and at that time he supposed me to

1 a thriving way. He left his substance both

and personal to his young son, Reneirz, a

Dr, little more than ten years of age. I

1 not particularize the distress this further

mity brought me into, being in a strange

itry in such melancholy and necessitous

umstances, not having so much money left

to pay for my passage. Oh, how have I

1 tossed about, what anguish has filled my
ist since thy dear sister, my lovely Margery,
snatched from me. She was indeed a pleas-

virtuous consort, who if she had been
red might have been made instrumental to

serve me from these dismal disasters, but

1st I grieve under these racking sorrows,

is happy on the celestial shore, beyond the

ih of all disquiet. I am much grieved and
urbed that any should lose by me, I can hon-

y say, more than at my own great losses

sufferings; I was in hopes my father would
e put me in such a way that in a little time
ight have made up what was deficient to

creditors, but being disappointed of that

makes my loss the heavier to bear. Yet if

ever I am able or favored by Providence to be
in a capacity, it is my firm resolution to make
up what my eft'ects fall short to them and
theirs. Nothing in the world I desire more. I

can truly say I designed no wrong to any, and I

have this comfort, that my conscience does not
accuse me of having ever wilfully injured any
person, though I suffered much injustice and
oppression.

" I look upon my failure to be rather per-
mitted, and the eft'ect of Divine displeasure for
my unfaithfulness in what the Lord for some
years required of me, for had not the Almighty,
who has the hearts of all mankind in his hands,
permitted the coal owner to deal so treacher-
ously and cruelly by me, I might have suc-
ceeded very well, my business being productive;
but since I would not give up to be a fool for
Christ's sake I am now justly become one of
the world's, and am a poor spectacle to angels
and to men. 1 wish that others by taking
warning by me may happily escape the harms
and evils I have endured, by not letting their

minds out after the glory and riches of the
world, when they should have their hearts in

deep humility retired to the heavenly gift in

themselves, and through the ability thereof be
doing the Lord's business. Oh, it is a very
dangerous state and great infelicity for men to

be doing their own things and neglecting the
things of Jesus, who laid down his life and suf-

fered, that he might redeem poor mortals from
contemptible objects. Therefore, it's very just

in Him, and I believe merciful, too, to sweep
all those things away from me that so 1 might
trust in nothing but the living God.

" There were divers testimonies delivered in

a prophetic manner in our meeting at Sunder-
land, which seized my spirit with a sense of

their belonging to me. Oh, how signal and re-

markable have been the Lord's merciful deal-

ings and visitations to me a poor creature,

not worthy of the least of his mercies. This 1

shall notify, that John Turner, from Ireland, in

Samuel Maude's parlor, I being there with some
few friends, after meeting signified ' that the
Lord would require of some there to bear a
public testimony to his name and Truth, and
that if obedience were not yielded thereto, se-

vere judgment would be inflicted on them and
that it would go near to cost them the natural

life.' John Appleton, Josiah Fotheringham
and Mary Hutchinson did all, at sundry times
declare in a very particular manner, 'there
was a person in that meeting whom the Lord
called to come forth and promulgate his blessed

Truth, and that if obedience was yielded a
blessing should follow upon all his concerns,
otherwise losses upon losses, disappointments
upon disappointments, confusion and desolation

should fall upon him, and all that he took in

hand should be blasted,' and out of the meet-
ing they gave me to understand their concern
related to me and that I was the person. A
letter which I received soon after from Mary
Hutchinson, which I have now by me, is clear

as to her part; and the summer before that

deplorable winter wherein destruction came
upon me like a whirlwind because I had not
answered when the Lord called.

" Mungo Bewley, another Friend from Ire-

land, was at our meeting, and was much con
cerned there to declare, ' some great distress

and calamity was impending and near to fall

upon some there,' and after meeting, when a
few Friends, amongst whom were Samuel Maude
and myself, were sitting together, after some
time of silence he intimated the concern he
had in the meeting was renewed upon his spirit;

that it belonged to one then in company. He
said a great weight and unusual burthen loaded
and oppressed him in sympathy with the very
grievous sufferings and afflictions that ap-
proached some then present, but that he was
comforted in feeling the mercy of Cod cover-
ing the judgment seat, and its being confirmed
to him that the Lord would preserve alive

through all and bring them at last to rejoice
in his salvation and to triumph over all tribu-

lations and temptations, through the arisings

of his holy seed and eternal power into domin-
ion. This I was very feelingly touched with,

and deeply was it imprinted, and often did re-

volve over and over again in my mind, but still

hoped it would not be my lot, but expected it

might belong to some other, but now it's clear

to me that I was the man; and feeling the
Lord's mercy near I am made patiently to wait
and quietly to hope for God's salvation as I

have borne the chastisement predicted. To the

Lord God be glory, honor and praise through
his dispensations, but to me shame and

abasedness of self who am but dust and ashes
before Him. How often has his word been as a
flame of fire in my breast, and through the awe
and dread thereof every joint been made to

tremble; and though his message was on the

tip of my tongue, yet was stifled in the birth

through my too great modesty and delicacy,

doubting I should not deliver it sufficiently

methodical and elegant, but alas! this was my
weakness and sin, for had I dwelt low and
empty enough He would have been as an
overflowing fountain, and had I kept close to

an inward, waiting, depending frame of mind
upon the Lord, He that brought to the birth

would have given strength and courage to

bring forth; but an aspiring mind, the cares of

the world, poring on dead letters and cobweb
learning, instead of reading and exercising my-
self in the book of life, choked the good seed

that it brought not forth fruit to perfection ;

but 1 hope the good Husbandman is ploughing

up the fallow ground and removing the briar?,

thorns and weeds out of the way, that so the

fallow ground of my heart may be ameliorated,

his blessed seed may spring up and bring forth

fruit to his praise. I beseech Him to forgive

my transgressions and grant me patience and

resignation under his refining hand, and sanc-

tify this bitter cup He has given me to drink

of and that I may learn obedience by the things

which I suft'er; '0 gracious God, whatever I

suffer here, spare me hereafter. grant me
reconciliation through the death of thy be-

loved Son and save me by his life and take me
to thy Infinite mercy.'

" Dear sister, I salute thee in that endeared

and indelible love, which no traverses nor mu-
tations of time can ever extinguish, nor dis-

tance of sea or land divide, and remain thy

very affectionate brother,
" Edward Bkowne."

After his return to his native land it appears

that he did not continue many months in this

state of probation. In a record book belong-

ing to the Monthly Meeting of Cork is the fol-

lowing memorandum:

I

" Edward Browne, son of Joseph Browne, of
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Cork (who lived in the north of England) died

in Cork at the house of Joseph Hoare, Eighth

Month 27th, 1730."

"Arise, Lord," said Da\nd, "deliver my
soul from the wicked, which is thy sword, from

men which are in thy hand, from men of the

world, which have their portion in this life
"

(rsalm x\ni: 13, 14).

It seems to have been a person of this de-

scription who was thus permitted after Edward
Browne's defection, to involve him in such deep

distress; but had he in humility and watchful-

ness pursued the path of duty, which was so

clearly opened to his view, is there not reason

to believe that he would have witnessed preser-

vation and had thereby verified the assurance,

that, " when a man's w-ays please the Lord, he

maketh even his enemies to be at peace with

him " (Psalm xvi : 7).

And yet whilst in perusing the foregoing

pages the mind of the reader may have been

dipped into sympathy with Edward Browne on

account of the deep distress into which his

mind was plunged; it is consoling to believe

that his afflictions, through the power of re-

deeming love became sanctified to Him; and

that his immortal spirit was prepared to unite

with those " which came out of great tribula-

tion, and have w^ashed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb."

Uses of Turpentine.

Spirits of turpentine will restore the bril-

liancy to patent leather. Boots and bags look

almost new under its influence.

Applied to a burn where the skin is not

broken, it gives quick relief.

It sends down the skin of a blister and pre-

vents soreness.

Workmen's white overalls and artists' work-
ing aprons should be steeped in turpentine for

twenty-four hours before washing to loosen

and remove paint.

A little added to the steeping water (a table-

spoonful to a gallon) will make linen beauti-

fully white.

A flannel dipped in hot water and sprinkled

with turpentine will relieve hoarseness. This

application is often also ordered for the relief

of lumbago and rheumatism. It generally re-

lieves neuralgia in the face.

A few drops in boxes and cupboards will

prevent moths.

Soak rags in it, and then place near the holes

of mice. Renew the oil from time to time. It

effectually drives them away.

Add a few drops to starch to prevent the

iron sticking.

For a paint mark on cloth that will not wash,

put turpentine on with a small brush. Begin
on the outside of the stain and work to the

middle, in order to prevent it spreading.

Turpentine mixed with beeswax makes a well

known polish for floors. A cloth wrung out of

turpentine brightens up an oil cloth.

Two parts of sw-eet oil and one of turpentine

make a reliable furniture polish. It instantly

removes finger marks.

But do not forget that turpentine is highly

inflammable, and that it should never be ex-

posed to a flame of gas or fire.

—

Ledger.

The Heavenly record can be marvelously
changed by God's love, if we will accept that

love, but He will not force it upon us.

Fob 'The Fkiend."

THE RIVER OF PEACE.
Ever so deep is that happy river,

Ever so sweet is its surge to thee;

Ever so dear the recollection

Of its heaven-expanded marge will be.

Thine eyes looked down the golden future

With grateful tears and with loving trust.

Believing the path of life would brighten

But thy dreams have fiown, as sweet dreams must.

Never a wound of disappointment.

But has its balm of healing love,

Never a hope, untimely blighted.

But may bloom some day in the fields above.

In the love of trust and the trust of loving,

Then rest thy soul in calm content.

For never an aimless shaft of sorrow.

To a troubled heart is blindly sent.

Never a thrill of tender gladness.

Set to the rythm of love's deep law.

But should touch the chords of truest feeling.

And silence doubt with reverent awe.

Then let Him choose—thy fullest knowledge

Is a shadowy maze in his clear sight.

To whom the planets in regal splendor.

Are as tiny stars in a darksome night.

Ah, He doth choose with wise endeavor,

To lead thy steps in the paths of rest.

And only the heart that has his guiding.

Can be truly safe, or truly blest.

Rachel G. Steer.

Tacoma, Ohio.

For "The Fkikkd."

Coming to Christ.

" Heaven is so far and yet so near." " The
word is very nigh unto thee, in the mouth, and

in thy heart, that thou mayest do it," (Deut.

XXX : 14) cries Moses to the Israelites in the

wilderness ; and Paul reiterates his words to

the Gentiles in the wilderness of this world,

to those who not yet having fully believed the

promises of God, have not yet entered into that

rest prepared for the children of God. "This
word," says Paul, " is the word of faith which
we preach, that if thou shalt confess with thy

mouth the Lord .Jesus, and shalt believe in thy

heart that God has raised him from the dead,

thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness, and with the mouth
confession is made unto salvation." Rom.
X 8 : 10. The word preached by Moses, which
God required man to do, is the same word of

faith, Paul says, which he preached, whose first

fruit is a believing unto righteousness. The word
is the law of the new and everlasting covenant
which God has made with man in Christ, a

covenant of peace and rest, with the enjoy-

ment of all the promises, both present and fu-

ture, which God joyfully fulfills to his believing

children. It is the law written on the heart

by the finger of God. Men may, through blind-

ness, not see it, or through ignorance, like

Belshazzar, be unable to interpret it. But they

who are made wise unto salvation read clearly

its prophetic warnings.

Many fail through want of faith to enter

into this rest ; they run well for a while, and
turn back again into Egypt ; they have felt re-

deeming power overcoming some indwelling

sin, and yet from not continuing in the faith

have admitted other sins to hold sway. These
are they who have through impatience not suf-

fered the work of God in the heart to go quietly

on, but have taken it in hand themselves to do

the work in their own way. Like the Israelitei

who refused to go up at God's command, whe
his presence and power would have accompanie

them, afterwards said in their own will, "W
will go up," though Moses told them, " Go w
up, for the Lord is not among you, that ye I

not smitten before your enemies." Num.xiv
40-43. The path of faith lies in the roadwa

of obedience to God's word. Christ's '

" Come, follow me," comes with power to obe;

and whoever neglects the invitations of h

love, knows not when the tendering visitatic

of God's love and mercy to his soul may be n
newed. For it is not true "man may corr

any time," for God calls in his own time ai

will, and his word comes with power. And
the Israelites were doomed to wander in tl

wilderness for thirty and eight years, and final

to die, in the wilderness, for not obeying God

call, may it not be our lot also, to fail to ent(

into God's rest, if we disobey his call? Tru

God is indeed long suffering and gracious. I

does not deal with us after the deserts of o\

hard impenitent hearts, else would none liv

but He is full of mercy and forgivene.ss, "n^

willing that any should perish, but that :-.

should come to repentance." Yet diil he tin

deal with Israel in natural things, to teach i

his judgments in spiritual things. The unfail

ful spies, whose feet had trodden the promisi

land, died by the plague, but God gave time

others to see their folly, to repent thereof, i

making submission to his will, partaking

their daily allowance of manna miraculous

bestowed, to acquiesce in the righteousness

'

God's ways and will, and encourage the risii

generation to be more mindful of God's wor

The state and condition of every heart ;v

not unknown to the Omniscient eye. Je>i

knew that, " for a long time," the impote

man had waited and waited in vain at Bethesda

pool in hope of healing ; but wiien the woi

came he was made whole. This teaches us t

look unto the Lord from whom alone cornel

help, and not unto men ; and as men are weam
from self and every created thing, then do th«

earnestly seek the Iiord, and they who s(

surely find. He is near to every one of u

His word searcheth every heart, and triet

every imagination of the thoughts. He mal

eth himself known to those who enquired n(

after Him, and his power to be felt by thof

who acknowledge Him not. If then tho

wouldst enter into the rest of God, cease froi

man, from the teachings of man, and from tb

own thoughts, and watch carefully for the mov

ings of God's Spirit which directs thy way, rt

proves sin, brings thee into true repentance,

godly sorrow for sin, and which testifying (

Jesus Christ, God's only begotten and well-b

loved Son, points to Him as the Lamb of Go

that taketh away thy sin ; as the way to recoi

ciliation and peace with God : as thy life an

thy light, thy rejoicing and thy crown. Thi

walking in his presence, his light will be

swift witness against the evil which thou ai

to shun, whilst his power will shield thee froi

harm. He will as surely and as safely lead the

into all truth, as Joshua's angel who came
the " captain of God's host," led his people int

the land of promise and of rest, and this th

rest is a ceasing to do thy own works, even C

righteousness, and following thy own will, i

a coming to do CJod's will, and giving place t

do his work in thee.
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this rest does the Christian bask in

nshine of earthly prosperity, and glory,

his path one bestrewed with flowers, and

om trials, and cares? Far from it, Christ

who leads in the way, turned his back

world and its honor and glory, and chose

ly of the cross. The Christian is not

t from the trials and cares, sorrows and
inseparable from life in this wilderness

But he knows, that " all things work
er for good for those who love the Lord ;"

lese are but light afflictions in compari-

the glory to follow ; that they are but
hammer an 1 the chisel which the master
5 fit his stones for each one's place in the

ig. Christ Jesus, who drank the cup of

ng to the dregs, by his presence and sym-

with his brethren, sweetens every bitter

ises every burden, and soothes all our
rs. Piercing through the darkness of

by faith the Christian beholds the lights

ven illumine this gateway to glory. The
ian's sorrows may at times be deeper

hose of other men, but his joys far ex-

uch as flow from the fulfilment of earth's

t and most cherished desires. Nor like

ijasures of the world do they cease here
;

ly presence is fulness of joy, at thy right

re pleasures /o?- evermore."

id earnestly does the Lord by his

stand and plead with his people, entreat-

em to " come, follow me." Happy are

ho, hearing his voice, incline their ear,

rn to and harken to his instructions ; for

rd is come to teach his people himself,

k with them and among them, and crown
nth grace and glory. " Lord, thou wilt

peace for us ; for thou also hast wrought
works in us." Isa. xxvi. Therefore

le, and He alone, be my song and my
ill the day long.

W. W. B.

Neglect of the Bible.

acher of elocution in an American col-

ir women told the following incident to

riends the other day as a fact:

IS listening lately to a class of young
who were reading aloud, when one came
sxpression, "the patience of Job." She
need the name as if spelt " jobb," and
lausing, said:

on't understand this. Who was Job?"
ve you never read the book of Job?" I

[jn amazement. " Does the name suggest
f to you?"
thing whatever," she replied, " except

] omehow associate it with printing. Was
iblisher?"

T teachers who were present gave other
es of the ignorance among American
id boys of the Bible,

nee asked a graduating class of young
college," said one, " why the Jews kept

ijiy as the Sabbath, while Christians ob-

unday. Not one could tell me, and yet
ijority of them undoubtedly belonged to
c -going families."

!i|;her teacher said :
" Ignorance of the Bible

confined to the girls and boys. I was
at a lecture lately beside a young matron,
'-T in fashionable society. The lecturer

e from the twenty-third Psalm, adding,
i\i sweet singer of Israel tells us.'

"

k neighbor looked puzzled a moment, and

then, nodding cheerfully, whispered, ' He means
Mendelssohn, of course.'

"

It is a mournful fact that while the practical

truths of Christianity are now taught in Chris-

tian homes, the Bible is not read or committed
to memory by the children as it was in past
generations.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

The Largest Flower in the World.- In

the farthest southeastern island of the Philip-

pine group, Mindanao, upon one of its moun-
tains, Parag, in the neighborhood of the high-

est peak in the island, the volcano Apo, a party
of explorers found, at the height of two thous-

and five hundred feet above the sea level, a

colossal flower.

The discoverer. Dr. Alexander Schadenberg,
could scarcely believe his eyes when he saw,

amid the low-growing bushes, the immense
buds of this flower, like gigantic brown cab-

bage heads. But he was still more astonished

when he found a specimen in full bloom, a five-

petaled flower, nearly a yard in diameter—as

large as a carriage wheel, in fact. This enor-

mous blossom was borne on a sort of vine

creeping on the ground. It was known by the

native who accompanied Dr. Schadenberg, who
called it Bo-o.

The party had no scale by which the weight

of the flower could be ascertained, but they im-

provised a swinging scale, using their boxes

and specimens as weights. Weighing these

when opportunity served, it was found that a

single flower weighed over twenty-two pounds.

It was impossible to transport the fresh

flower, so the travellers photographed it and

dried a number of its leaves by the heat of a

fire. Dr. Schadenberg then sent the photo-

graphs and dried specimens to the Royal Bo-

tanical Gardens at Breslau, where the learned

director immediately recognized it as a species

of rafflesia, a plant formerly discovered in Su-

matra, and named after the English governor.

Sir Stamford Raflles. The new flower was ac-

cordingly named Rafflesia Schadenbergia.

—

Se-

lected.

Kor "The Frfend."

It is in my heart to leave behind me a testi-

mony to the Truth.

In my youth, when dead in trespasses and

sins and walking according to the course of

this world, although in my infancy educated in

an esteem of those precious testimonies borne

by George Fox and his fellow-laborers to plain-

ness of dress and address, I continued them in

my heart, and departed from them in practice.

When I was awakened to a sense of my lost

and miserable estate without a Saviour, I em-

braced them with all acceptation in their strict-

est forms, and have not since deviated from

them, either in sentiment or practice, not for

an hour. They are of God, and will be estab-

lished in the earth when " the crown of pride"

shall be cast down and the glory of all flesh

abased. Nevertheless, let none who, by the

influence of education or any other means, in-

variably adhere to them, glory in or value them-

selves upon a bare exterior conformity to

these truths, while the inner man of their heart

is full of pride, self-preference and ravening

after the unrighteous Mammon. — From the

Diary of Samuel Scott.

I LOVE the Lord, because He hath heard my
voice and my supplications.

Incident in the Life of James Green.

Reading in [The FrH'-.M)] some accounts of

James Green reminds me of an incident related

concerning him (1 believe) to the effect that
being in Scotland on a religious visit, and about
ready to return home, he inquired of the Scotch
friend who was with him, if they would reach
the seaport to which they were going, in time
to take passage for Ireland that Seventh-day.
The reply was, " No, and thou will have to stay
and attend our meeting to-morrow, when thou
mayest have some service."

" Well, if I do attend it will be a meeting to
make the devil howl." After some silence he
resumed, "I expect thou would like to know
what I mean by that remark." The friend re-

plied, " I certainly would." And then he went
onto say that between the place where he lived

and the meeting-house which he attended, there
resided a man who was a perfect outlaw and a
desperate character ; that as he passed the
house one First-day on his way to meeting, he
felt an impulse to stop and ask him to go with
him, but the idea of asking such a thing from
one of his character seemed so strange that he
put the impression by and went uneasily on,

until at length he concluded that for his own
relief he would go back and ask. Knocking at

the door a rough voice said, " Come in," and
again, " What do you want? " So he told how-

he had felt impressed to ask him to go to meet-
ing with him. Roughly " No," he would not

go ; meeting was no place for him and so forth.

"Well, I felt it my duty to stop and ask thee,

and I think it will be well for thee to go."
" No, he would not go ; besides, you see how
things are, and I could not get ready in time."
" Well, wilt thou go with me next First-day if

I stop for thee? " After some pause, "Yes, I

will." Next week our friend started early to

obviate excuse for want of time, and was re-

ceived as before with a rough " What do you
want? " " I called according to ray promise to

take thee to meeting with me." With a con-

temptuous expression, " I won't go to meeting
with you." " But thou pronjised to go if I

called for thee." " Oh ! I only said that to get
rid of you ; I did not intend to go at all." "

I

have known some men, and pretty rough ones,

too, who, if they made a promise, would stick

to it, and I really think it would be well for

thee to do so." What others did was noth-

ing to him. Nor was a meeting any place for

him to go. And yet after some more parley,

to James' surprise, he got ready and went.

Now, this all seemed very remarkable to our
friend, and he was very desirous that there

might be something of a reaching tendency
oft'ered in the meeting, and as he had been an

instrument in the case, he naturally looked for

it to come through him, but he said the more
he tried for it the more he could not find any-

thing to say. There were two or three other

recorded ministers belonging to that meeting,

and such a thing as a silent meeting was sel-

dom held there, but there was one that day.

No word spoken from beginning to end. And
so James felt sadly disappointed, and with all

somewhat ashamed to meet his man, and so

kept out of his way. At length, seeing him
walking down the road in an apparently sober

mood, he ventured to step up to him and ask

how he liked their meeting. " That silence of

yours was enough to make the devil howl. It

seemed to me as if every wicked thing I had
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ever done came up while I sat there." Said he,

" I've heard people say there is no hell, but 1

know better now, for I've been in it for two

hours. You Quakers ou^jht to be good people,

if you can go twice a week and sit there as I

did to-day, and not become good people, you

are niade'of dift'erent stuff from what I take

you to be." In the result .James said this man
continued to attend their meetings and became

a reformed character. -James, of course, meant

no more in his remark than that the meeting

would be a silent one, which the friend said

did not prove to be the case, as something was

offered.

This seems to me to be such a remarkable

instance of what might result from a rightly

gathered silent assembly that I thought it

worth preserving. I had this account from a

worthy minister residing in Scotland.

^__^___^^ J. K.

For "THE Frin'd.'

A Sample of the Past.

Some extracts from the memoirs of Catha-

rine Seely, of Darien, Connecticut, (who was
born Sixth Month 2d, 1799, and died Tenth
Month 27th, 1838.) Commencing, at the time

of her requesting to become a member of the

Society of Friends, about the eighteenth year

of her age, thus :

Eleventh Month 6th, 1817.— "I have at

length decided upon requesting to become a

member of the Society of Friends. A consid-

eration of my unworthiness has, I think, pre-

vented me from attempting anything of this

kind for more than two years ; though at times

it has been so strongly impressed upon my
mind as to cause me to think it would be my
duty to attend to it immediately. I felt a fear

of being too hasty, and of professing more than

I possessed, and thought my deficien(;ies so

great that if I mentioned it to Friends I feared

they would think it improper. But in this I

found myself mistaken, for some with whom I

conversed, encouraged me to go forward, if I

think it my duty—not otherwise. The encour-

agement I likewise received from my affection-

ate parent, (or father, her mother being de-

ceased) gave me reason to believe that he saw
no inconsistency in my conduct, but he never

urged or advised me, only to do as I thought
best. And now, I trust, I have gone forward
in this solemn duty of offering myself to the

church in the love and fear of the Lord. Oh,

may I, through the help of his Divine power,

lead a serious, consistent life, that 1 may be

acceptable in his sight and adorn my profes-

sion.

23d.
—

"I this day received a visit from the

committee, appointed by Purchase Monthly
Meeting, to confer with me respecting my re-

quest to be received into membership. It was
a solemn interview, and one Friend remarked :

' To be obedient, is better than sacrifice, and
to barken to the voice of the Lord, is better

than the fat of rams.' This was the more im-

pressive, as it had previously been repeated to

me at the close of a meeting in which I expe-

rienced a deep sense of the Lord's presence.

Every word of the preaching was so well adapted
to my case, that, had I not known it was im-

possible, I would have thought some outward
information of the state of my mind must have
been communicated, but I knew that my exer-

cises were known only to Cod, as well as the

condition of my heart, and the waverings of

my mind, to Him alone."

j

Twelfth Month 28th.
—

"Received a visit from
the committee appointed to inform me of my
reception into membership, which was done by

j

dear E. Griffen in a solemn manner. May I

j

never forget her seasonable and weighty ad-

monitions and encouragement ! Surely praises

ought to abound, and my heart melt with grati-

tude towards my Heavenly Benefactor for pro-

tecting me from the vanities and snares of this

sinful world, and not permitting me to attend

what some call innocent, but what I call sinful,

recreation. Many of my acquaintance, and

some out of our own family, are this night en-

gaged, (in such), while I spend it mostly in re-

tirement. I pity them, and my heart is turned

to Cod in prayer on their behalf. They call

that innocent amusement, which they would not

wish to spend their last moments in. Oh! that

(Jod would open their eyes, or that they would
allow their understandings to be opened, and
their sins to be set in order before them, that

they may be aroused, and lay hold on eternal

life, while it is to be obtained ; for the Lord
hath said :

' My Spirit shall not always strive

with man.' After a short life of works, we
shall enter into an endless one of rewards, and
happy will it be for us, if, when we arrive at

the judgment bar of God, we shall be found

worthy to receive the answer, * well done, good
and faithful servant ; enter thou into the joy

of thy Lord.' But, on the contrary, how awful

will it be if our time has not been given to

serve the Lord, but surrender to the service

of Satan !

"

First Month 8th, 1818.—" I attended Pur-

chase Monthly Meeting for the first time, and
heard my admission into membership read, with

the records of the church, which I believe to be

a church of Christ. Although many have de-

parted from the true, living faith which they

profess, and have thereby brought reproach on

the Society, yet there is a seed which is pure,

and these know the principles remain to be

the same, as they are sound and unchange-
able, being founded by and upon the rock of

ages, Jesus Christ. My mind was not filled

with so great a degree of sweet enjoyment as

has sometimes been my happy lot, yet it was
humbled under a sense of my unworthiness to

enjoy those privileges I had then commenced
partaking.

" Methought my duties were now increased,

and, if possible, my weakness and inability also

for performing them. My duty is increased in

two respects ; first, I have joined myself to a

Society with whom I have expressed full unity,

therefore my future conduct must correspond,

or I shall bring reproach upon the cause ; sec-

ondly, I now profess to be on the Lord's side,

who said, ' He that is not for me is against

me ; and he that gathereth not with me, scat-

tereth abroad.' Who that is not a member of

his spiritual, would wish to be a member of his

outward church, and who indeed can be a true

member of the outward, unless he be a member
of the spiritual ?

" More is expected of me now by the world

than before, which expectation I must earn-

estly desire, that God will grant me strength

to answer.

Fourth Month 3d.
—

"Oh, sweet retirement!

thou art my joyful companion ; thou art the

channel through which comfort is conveyed to

my soul from the fountain, Christ Jesus

have enjoyed a good portion of this retiren

to-day ; even when busily employed in dome
concerns my soul exclaimed within me,

'

others do as they may, as for me and my hi

we will serve the Lord.' The name of a CI

tian implies a great attainment - greater t

my feelings will allow me to claim ; and y
cannot consider myself a stranger to God,

I do feel a want to glorify his name, whi

once felt not, and a love for his children (tl

who bear the mark of the lamb in their f

heads) which 1 once knew not ; in truth, 1

see a beauty in holiness, which I could not

cern through the thick veil of nature,

this knowledge and love of Christ, 1 enjoy n

real happiness than in all the world be3i(

but, instead of exalting me, 1 am more
more humbled, as I live in the exercise of

Fifth Month 2d.—" Walked out this mon
to view the beauties of nature. I sat down

looked around upon the fields, astonished at

wonderful works of the creation, all silent,

expressive ; every plant, tree and herb see

to bear a sweet and solemn allusion to the g
Creator.

" What strong obligations of gratitude

we under to' Him who bestows all these bl

ings ! and what is incomparably more. He

bestow blessings on our immortal souls i;

will but accept them and prepare whilf

earth ; for surely there must be a prepara

—there must be a change of heart from

natural, sinful state—a new and spiritual 1

of regeneration. Enable me, oh Lord, to r

a full surrender of myself unto thee."

After her return from Balleston, whithe:

had gone for a time to be under the care

physician for serious indisposition, she w
under date of Twelfth Month 27th.—".^

as to outward company, I have often rema^

that I never was less lonely than when sepai I

from all earthly companions. Often wh(i

the midst of company I feel disconsolate I

lonely for the want of that spiritual comp; I

whose voice is peace and love. The ligl I

his countenance causes the sad heart t(l

joice, enlivens the hope of his followers i

refreshes their drooping spirits. I am 1

1

relieved from bodily distress, but find it |

cult to abstract the mind from worldly busi

and feel that I am too easily led away b

allurements of this deceitful world. Oh,

a mistake for anyone to put oft' the

repentance to a sick-bed ! If it is a great

in health, what must it be when there is as

pain and distress of body as can be born

death with all its terrors in view? W
guilty conscience then, to increase the 8

ing, how awful, indeed, would be the situa

" To reflect upon the year that is
]

pears but as a day. Fast, indeed, I am t

ling towards eternity, but am I travelli)

fast towards happiness? Am I as

celestial city as I am to the gates of (

Am I daily making progress in this great'

Is it my greatest care to serve, obey
rify my Heavenly Father? For such are

dantly rewarded in this short life,

greater is the reward which is to continu

without end.

First Month 4th, 1819.—" Another y
past and where am I? yet upon the oc(

life—wafting over the hasty tide towardi

nity, where all must land at last. I a
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iwn indifference or shortness to this all

,nt subject. How little did I once think

feel so towards a work so all important

!

J power of Divine grace be extended to

my heart ; for it was my earnest desire

commenced attending school that I

lot deviate from the path of rectitude,

f
reproach upon my profession, and un-

i to my own mind ; but I greatly fear

)ften been too thoughtless. . . May
venly Father pardon my deficiencies !

) good work which was begun be again
I with fresh vigor, and with the Lord's

continued through this pilgrimage.

;h Month 30th.
—

"Attended Purchase
ly Meeting. I went with a cold heart,

1 an earnest desire for improvement,
leld two days, and I think I never sat

eting in which the testimonies borne
)re weighty and the prayers more fer-

ly heart was warmed and my soul drawn
umble adoration and love. There were
ung people at the house where I stayed

3ared were too light and airy. I sin-

'ish that all who attend such meetings
impressed with the solemnity and im-

i of the occasion on which we assemble.

professedly to worship an Almighty
lat so many hundreds come together,

weigh the subject with care."
(To be couoluded.)

BS from Writings of Hannali Gibbons,

mded our week-day meeting, after an
of nearly a month, from indisposition,

t was early humbled and brought under
for the preservation of the beloved

nd believing it right to express a few
or their encouragement, I did so in

sentences ; and was favored in the re-

part of the meeting with a comfort-
n.

fter returning home, I was beset with

nd fears, lest there had been a moving
rWful work without sufficient evidence

!ng of a Divine requiring; under the ex-

hereof, I could appeal to the Searcher

s. "Thou knowest I have never ven-
' speak in Thy name without believing

required by Thee, unworthy and unfit

." After which my feelings became
let, in believing that these conflicting,

g seasons were designed for my deep-
the root of life.

esire of my heart is that those who
u captivated and their spiritual vision

by leaning as I apprehend to the nat-

t, may be willing to be searched and
the light of Truth, and so humbled as

jpared to unite with their friends, who
savoring to support our once favored

m its ancient foundation,

ometimes comforted in the belief that

i a number that meet with us on First-

in membership, who are seeking the

"ruth for themselves, reviving the lan-
" Other sheep have I, not of this fold

;

will I bring, and there shall be one
one Shepherd."

an allusion to a season of strippedness
;rty, she then continues :

" Through
escendings of our Heavenly Shepherd,
became impressed early in our meet-
morning with solemnity, and desires

were renewedly raised for our spiritual ad-
vancement in the straight and narrow way
which leads to life and peace. The expression
of it seemed required, and also to supplicate
the Father of mercies, that He would be
pleased to extend the crook of His love even
to those who had strayed from his house, and
that He would make them sensible, that in it

there is bread enough and to spare. My mind
now enjoys a peaceful quiet, for which I desire to
be renewedly thankful to Him, who opens when
none can shut, and shuts when none can open."

" I was favored, to attend our Quarterly Meet-
ing at Concord, though in much feebleness.
In the select meeting my mind was impressed
with the need we have of more inwardness,
more weightiness and more self-abasement. In
the meeting for discipline next day, I was con-
cerned to endeavor to impress the minds of
the beloved youth with the beauty of holiness
and the excellency there is in a possession of
the unchangeable Truth. Fervent were my
desires that they might early embrace the
offers of Heavenly love, and thereby become
as a city set on a hill, which cannot be hid

;

that others seeing their good works may glorify
our Father, which is in Heaven."

At the age of eighty-eight she writes :
" In

our meeting to-day poverty and heaviness was
the clothing of my spirit for a considerable
time, and in striving to obtain a little of that
wisdom which is profitable to direct aright, my
mind was renewedly and solemnly impressed
with the awfulness of the standing of those who
feel called upon publicly to proclaim the name
of the Lord, while in themselves, without
Christ Jesus, they are nothing; and while I was
exercised in desires to stand acquitted in the
Divine Sight, the following passage of Holy
Writ revived: '

I charge you, ye daughters
of Jerusalem, by the roes and by the hinds of
the field, that ye stir not up, nor awake my
beloved until he please,' which renewedly gave
me to see the necessity of patiently waiting,

until the evidence of Divine requiring is clear."

On hearing of a Friend being exercised, in

the Select Yearly Meeting, on the subject of

silent, reverential waiting and recommending
it as one of our peculiar privileges, she said:

"It did me good to hear it; oh, this is what
we want as a society, even silent waiting be-

fore the Most High. This wordy spirit which
is among us, I don't know what it will come
to, and yet I would not check the lisping of a
babe in Christ Jesus. A few words fitly spoken
are like apples of gold in pictures of silver."

In reading an article in the number for First

Month 13th, " On the Recognition of Gifts,"

the thought arose, " May there not be a possi-

bility in regard to both classes mentioned of

being too sure? Are not Divine intimations

sometimes very gentle and yet no less real?"

Paul said, " I was with you in weakness and in

fear, and in much trembling." Most truly,
" Duty comes not from others' recognition,"

and as the article says, " He that follows Christ

shall not walk in darkness, either as to his own
or others' gifts." So while every response to

the Divine call must be as to the Lord, and not

unto man, with much humility and watchful-

ness, we cannot doubt that these conditions

will be equally shared by such as are qualified

to judge. Thus the "timid lisper" will be

preserved from being burdensome, and others
of perhaps more experience, not in danger of
hurting the "oil and the wine."

An Intekested Fhiend.

Items Concerning the Society.

The manager of the Xorlli Carolina Friend, in the
number for Second Month 25th, announces: "This
issue will conclude the publication of the \orth
Carolina Friend" This step seemed compelled "for
want of support among the Friends" in that State.
The editor, however, adds an appeal for reinforce-
ment of means to re-establish or continue the paper.

The last number mentions an expression made in
a recent Quarterly Meeting, that "Some people
were like the bell-sheep— if they couldn't wear the
bell they would be no sheep at all." Does this refer
to such as would not be interested in their meeting
except as it confers appointments upon them?

The same Quarterly Meeting acknowledged as en-
trusted to a member " a gift of exhortation;" " and
the meeting grants him liberty to exercise his gift
as he may see opportunity."

In the same number appears a letter from Oregon,
in which the writer acknowledges his deep interest
in establishing young Friends in the doctrine of
our religious profession. "This is," he says, "a
most neglected work in most of our Yearly Meet-
ings." A committee of North Carolina Yearly Meet-
ing has been under appointment to promote a more
definite acquaintance with the doctrines of Friends.
A strong letter is reprinted from a deceased

Canada member, who, having tried another de-
nomination for a time, returned to his former mem-
bership, and was desirous to confirm the language:
" The Society of Friends has no sacrament but the
baptism of tlie Holy Ghost, and a participation by
faith in the body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the Saviour of the world."

SUMMARY OF EVENU
United States.—In the United States Senate on the

15th inst. the substitute for the House Currency bill was
passed by a vote of 46 to 29. Prior to the final passage
of the billi amendments were considered under the ten
minute rule. Only two of these were adopted, viz : One
offered by the Finance Committee, keeping the door open
to international bimetallism, and one by Nelson, of Min-
nesota, providing for national banks with $25,000 capital
in towns of not more than 4000 inhabitants. The votes
on the various amendments were practically along party
lines. Chandler, Republican, of New Hampshire, voted
for the bimetallic amendment, but against the bill. Caf-
fery, Democrat, of Louisiana, and Lindsay, Democrat, of
Kentucky, voted against the committee amendment, but
for the bill.

The Currency bill is now in conference, the House hav-
ing refused to concur in the Senate substitute.

President McKinley, in his late Message, said that since
the cession of Puerto Rico had been denied the principal

markets she had long enjoj'ed, and our tariffs have been
continued against her products as when she was under
Spanish sovereignty. She has lost her free intercourse
with Spain and Cuba without any compensating benefits

in the American market. He advised that " the markets
of the United States should be opened up to her products.
Our plain duty is to abolish all customs tariffs between
the IJnited States and Puerto Rico, and give her prodacts
free access to our markets."

The Ways and Means Committee of the House has re-

ported a bill imposing a tariff of 25 per cent, of the
schedules of the existing tariff. The American tobacco
growers are up in arms at this. They demand that a
prohibitory duty be adopted, and intimate that otherwise
it would be better to let Puerto Kico go. The Republican
press is not united on this subject. The New York Tri-
bune supports the view taken by the Ways and Means
Committee, but other influential journals hold to the con-
trary. The Millwaukee Sentinel declares :

" If Congress
imposes this 25 per cent, duty, if it denies free trade with
the United States to Puerto Rico, it will be disregarding
the advice of the President and the Secretary of War,
and will be doing a grave injury to Puerto Rico. And
the motive of Congress will generally be thought not so
much a desire to get important constitutional questions
before the Supreme Court as fear of competition with
Puerto Rico. Such a policy is worthy of Spain. Unless
the United States treats the Puerto Ricans as well as
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citizens of the United States are treated, it ought not to

hold a single colony or dependency-"

Judge Tafl, in the United States Circuit Court, on the

14th, inst., decided that the Court had no- jurisdiction in

the Kentucky election cases and refused the injunctions

asked for by the Republicans. He said, however, that

after the cases had been heard in the State Courts an ap-

peal could be taken to the United States Supreme Court.

An injunction by which the Democrats seek to oust

Tavlor from possession of the Kentucky Governorship

was filed at Frankfort.

A joint resolution was adopted by the Democratic Leg-

islature at Loui.sville, adjourning the body to meet at

Frankfort on Second Month 19th.

The consumption of tea in the United States was esti-

mated at 80,000,000 pounds in 1899 ; Great Britain and

Ireland, 184,-500,000 pounds ; Russia, 37,550,000 pounds,

and Canada, 22,464,000 pounds. In coffee, the past year,

it is estimated that the consumption in the United States

was 712,224,000 pounds.

The world is calling for American manufactures at the

rate of over $1,000,000 a day.

The United States steamer Nero, during its recent sur-

vey for a trans-Pacific cable, broke the record for deep

sea soundings. One sounding near Guam Island marked

5269 fathoms, only a trifle short of six statute miles.

At the annual meeting of the Paper and Pulp Associa-

tion, Second Month 15th, an advance in the price of paper

was announced. The greater cost of labor and the scar-

city of spruce pulp in the United States were the reasons

stated. The province of Ontario recently decided to pro-

hibit the exportation of spruce pulp to the United States

with a view to retaining the industry in Canada as far as

possible.

Property of the estimated value of from $2,500,000

to $3,000,000 will have to be acquired by New York

City to provide an approach to the proposed Peck Slip

bridge across the East River.

In view of the injurious effects of the cigarette habit

it is gratifying to learn that in the Second and Third In-

ternal Revenue Districts of New York City the output of

paper cigarettes last month was 43,405,970 less than in

First Mo., 1899. Yet the use of tobacco in other forms

increased. There was a gain of 12,917,586 in the pro-

duction of cigars, and of 117,510 in the production of all

tobacco cigarettes.

There were four new cases of plague reported at Hon-

olulu on Second Month 9th ; three deaths since Second

Month 2nd.

James Dedrick, a Californian, who has just returned

from China, is in Bucyrus, Ohio, arranging for the pur-

chase of a number of ten-ton steel wagons and traction

engines to draw them. He will establish a service across

the desert in China, and will enter active competition for

the carrying trade, which is now done by camels. He says

the camels can carry only about 600 pounds each and malse

only twenty miles a day, while his wagons will carry ten

tons each and can make sixty miles. He has been over the

ground thoroughly, and he expects to have fifty engines

and three thousand wagons actively engaged within a

year. The first consignment will be shipped Third Mo. 15th.

A cold wave is doing considerable damage in the coast

country of Texas to truck farming and fruit. Strawberry

farmers have suffered the greatest.

The thermometer registered 25 degrees at Orlando,

Fla., on Seventh-day night last. Practically all tender

vegetables are destroyed. The strawberry crop has suf-

fered somewhat. The orange, peach and pineapple out-

put will be shortened. There was freezing temperature

at Tampa.
Thousands of fires were kept burning all First-day and

Second-day nights in groves all over Florida in efforts to

save the trees. The trees, as a rule, were in good condi-

tion to withstand a freeze, and this fact will prevent seri-

ous damage, but the effect of the cold cannot be ascer-

tained till warm weather comes.

There were 503 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 24 less than the previous

week and 34 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 262 were males and 241 females : 83

died of pnuemonia ; 50 of consumption ; 47 of heart dis-

eases; 25 of diphtheria ; 22 of apople.xy; 19 of convulsions;

17 of nephritis; 14 of typhoid fever; 14 of cancer ; 14 of

bronchitis; 13 of inflammation of the brain; 13 of uraemia;

13 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; 11 of in-

anition ; 11 of marasmus; 10 of peritonitis; 9 of debility,

and 8 from casualties.

Cotton was quoted on a basis of 9Jc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.45 a $3.00 ; spring, straight. $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.30 per

barrel as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 73 a 74c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39J a 39ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 31|c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5|c.; good, 5J a 5i; medium,
5 a 5J ; common, 41 a 45c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5J a 6e.; good, 4f a 5Jc.;

medium, 3J a 4ic.; common, 3 a 3Jc.; lambs, 5i a 7Jc.

Hogs.—6| a 7ic. for Western, and if the cold weather
continues, higher prices are looked for.

Foreign.—The British House of Commons has adopted

the Government's military scheme by a vote of 239 against

34.

The long siege of Kimberly has been raised by Lord

Roberts. The General advanced on the 16th instant and

the Boer's dispersed, and Cronje's army disappeared. The
British seized Jacobsdal—the burghers shelled as they

evacuated the place. There is greaf rejoicing in London.

Merchandise imports into France during 1899 de-

creased $51,000,000; exports increased $79,640,000.

Slx large diamond grinderies at Hanau have shut down
work in consequence of the war in South Africa, and

many workmen lose employment.

The average number of horses killed in Spanish bull

fights every year exceeds 5,000, while from 1,000 to 1,200

bulls are sacrificed.

The grippe is still gaining ground in Berlin. The phy-

sicians assert that there art more than 80,000 persons

suffering from the malady, although relatively few cases

prove fatal. Ambassador White is still ill.

The coal famine in the Saxon district has become more
intense. At Leipsic the price has nearly doubled re-

cently. Many factories, lacking coal, have been forced to

close.

In consequence of Russian usurpations there is a great

exodus of the people of Finland.

A Manila despatch says that out of a total of 51 cases

of suspected plague reported, 42 proved genuine and 32

deaths resulted, half of them being Chinamen. There

were 12 cases during the week, mostly within the walled

city.

Brazil has declared Argentine and Portuguese ports to

be free of the bubonic plague.

The Brazilian Government has received news that Gal-

vez. President of the new Republic of Acre, had captured

all the Bolivian troops sent to put down the rebel govern-

ment. He also captured the Commission sent to take

charge of the government, and eight or ten vessels that

were trading on the upper Amazon. Telegrams received

on the 13th and 14th state that Galvez had armed two
swift steamers captured on the upper Amazon as cruisers,

and is resolved to defend his new government against the

Bolivians. Some, however, seem to think that the Brazilian

State of Amazona is backing him.

A despatch of Second Month 13th, from St. John's, N.

F., says: "The last American herring vessel has left

Placentia Bay, having abandoned the fishery in conse-

quence of the mild weather. About forty vessels have

failed to secure cargoes, thus involving a shortage of

about 50,000 barrels of herring. This result, which is

the worst known in ten years, will largely cripple the

American dealers concerned in the industry. Moreover,

the coast fishermen will lose nearly $100,000. Very few
vessels remain at Bay of Islands. The fishery there is

also virtually over."

NOTICES.

The Concluding meeting of Friends' Institute Lyceum
will be postponed until Seventh-day, Third Month 10th.

J. Henry Bartlett.

Young woman Friend, a teacher of several years' ex-

perience, wishes to secure position in private or Friends'

school for the fall. Specialties — grammar, rhetoric,

composition, Latin, drawing. Prefers in Philadelphia or

vicinity. Address " B," Office of The Friend.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of per-

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will meet
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and 2.50

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requested.

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty-five

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, wire

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sup'l.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhob
to Second Month 20tli, 1900.

Remittance from Doukhobor Committee, Lend
ing for Suflferings, £200 ; E. C. N. York, $25 ; G. I

Wm. Evans, Traisnrer, 252 S. Front!

Wanted—by the Indian Committee, a young
i

assist the Superintendent at Tunesassa, N. Y., in thi \
of the farm and care of the boys out of school—to

on his duties Fifth Month 1st, or earlier.

Apply to

JosiAH Wistar, Salem, X,

John G. Haines, Malvern,

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for the

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regard to

instruction and discipline should be addressed to William
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and com-
munications in regard to business should be forwarded to

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at his home in Moorestown, N. J., on thi

of Eleventh Month, 1899, David Comfort, an

Chester Monthly Meeting, in the eighty-first ye;;

age. From boyhood he had accepted the inex|

gift of the Holy Spirit, enlightening his under,

and leading him into the way of Life. He was ;i

meek and quiet spirit, sweet and loving in the c

his acquaintance, exercising a valuable influence

the families of his neighborhood, both of Frieni

others. Few have been more deeply attached

simple, truthful, heart-searching doctrines of Chrii

to the rules of our Discipline, resulting from I

teaching. He has said that in early manhood m
best hours had been known when he was foil

daily occupation alone, on his farm. He was rema
skilful as a gardener as long as his bodily strength

.

loved the handiwork of the Creator as dispLiyed it

and flower, and enjoyed sharing the proiluctofhi

with others. He became an invalid about fighteen i

before his death, and at times endured disfomfoi i

suffering, but was preserved in exemplary pal

though much confined at home, and sometimes
bed. Though thus separated from his friends at

meetings, his spirit joined with theirs in religions

cise, at such times. Having lived a life of uprig

and dedication, he was made ready to depart, andb
his Divine Master, and having given proof of trne

pleship, from love to his brethren, we cannot dool

his spirit has joined the just of all generations.

, at his late residence, 2051 Brandyu'lne

Phila., on the fourteenth of Second Month, IDOO,

Reeve, in his seventy-fifth year; a meniher of PI

phia Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, At her home at Coal Creek, Iowa, on the tr

eighth of Eleventh Month, 1899, R. Anna Pi

daughter of John and Elizabeth T. Wood, and wii

Louis M. Painter. She was a member of Coal

Monthly and Particular Meeting. Through much t

tion she was enabled to keep her head above the b

and to rejoice in the God of her salvation, whom si

most concerned to serve. She expressed her

to the Divine will, and her trust in the blessec

saying: " Not for any good thing I have done, bnttl

his adorable love and mercy I shall, I believe, hep

ted to enter one of the many Mansions which He hi

pared for those who humbly love and serve Hii

death of this dear Friend, we have a renmved wan
the necessity to heed the solemn injunction :

ready, for at such an hour as ye think not, the

man cometh."

, at the residence of her grandchildren, ^

and Edith Stanley, near Whittier, Iowa, on the ei;

Ninth Month, 1899, Eliza Vernon, widow of the I

Vernon, in the eighty-sixth year of her age; a

Springville Monthly and Particular Meeting of Friei

, at the home of her daughter, Mary V. Mi

Pasadena, California, on the twelfth of Fir.st i

Abigail Vail, a beloved minister, and member ol

dena Monthly Meeting, in the eightieth year of hr

Throughout a lengthened experience of Divine mere

and favor, and a willing service and suffering i

cause which is "dignified with immortality and ci

with eternal life," she was an example of humility,

, ness, patience and faithfulness. Having " finish

I

course and kept the faith," as the end drew near 8

favored with calmness of spirit, and a confiden

trust in the mercy and merits of her Redeemer, i

through much physical suffering she patiently waih

the days of her appointed time until the wi

mons came, we reverently trust, to join the

ble company who have come out of great tribulat:

have washed their robes and made them white

blood of the Lamb," who hunger no more, neithei

any more, and who by the Lamb in the midst

throne are fed and led unto living fountains of'

their God having wiped all tears from their eyes.

WILLIAM H. PILE'S -SONS, PRINTEBt
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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The Profligate Press.

extreme of unscrupulous sensationalism

aich "yellow journalism" seems of late

aching, encouraged by the multitudinous

i
—"like priest, like people"—that

il have it so, has become the occasion of

ijing some more healthful minds to seek a

er movement in the interest of a purer,

)lesome, and a truthful newspaper litera-

were not about to include as a part of

movement, though perhaps it uncon-

My is,—the approaching experiment of

aes M. Sheldon, author of "In His Steps,"

ing it to be a passing curiosity, rather

I true experiment in demonstrating the

of Christianity on the daily press. Most

(,r readers are doubtless aware that the

iDrs of the Topeka Daily Capital have de-

[^ to place for one week its plant and the

iif editorial and business control of the

p!' in the hands of that writer, "that he

ijixemplify his idea as to what a Christian

ill newspaper ought to be." For six days,

miencing with Third Month 13th, "Dr.

eion will be absolute director of The Capi-

';anhampered he will ' dictate its policy,

itts news columns, control its advertising.'

ij expected that the experiment may have

r iiaching influence upon the press."

Tb apparition of such daily paper, however

irltianly conducted, will itself be a sensa-

)Eis a six days' wonder, rather than a valid

:pi'iment; which, to be normal, should run a

'Ute of years " through evil report and good

pit, as deceivers and yet true, as chastened

idiiot killed," before it can make full proof

'
13 ministry. But still the attempt has its

ilv. The very prospect of it has doubtless

ida righteous effect in causing a nation

tnwhat to pause and consider the mental

idnoral blight which a libertine press, cater-

igo vitiated tastes by vitiating them, minis-

ters to the character of the nation. Accord-

ingly the step which the Topeka Capital is

taking, though but a single one, yet in the wide

echo which its sound awakens, shows that the

key-note of a far-reaching protest has been

touched. "
I am anxious," says C. M. Sheldon,

to prove to the world that a daily newspaper

can be run on Christian lines, and succeed

without catering to the morbid curiosity of the

baser instincts. I propose to inspect all mat-

ter that goes into the paper during the week,

and subject it to the general test, ' What would

Jesus do?'"

Rightly to answer such a question, infer-

ences from an historical retrospect of what

Jesus did "in the days of his flesh" will not

suffice. It requires in the devout seeker the

mind of Christ, the witness of his Spirit to

apply the law of the spirit of life in Christ

Jesus to the incidents of the day as they arise.

All depends on what state and anointing im-

bues the mind and heart that stands before

the people as the practical interpreter of

Jesus. But we are glad to see that editor's

mind and concern turned in such a direction,

and hope that over and above the human im-

perfection his faithfulness will be owned as a

testimony for good.

Sheldon's sheet, so briefly tossed into the

breeze, may serve as a straw in the wind which

" bloweth where it listeth " to prove its direc-

tion. It appears as a motion in a movement

which has been exercising thoughtful minds in

influential quarters eastward also. But it is

likewise interesting to note how long ago that

same wind was whispering his still, small voice

in the ears of one of our own religious Society.

Contemporary with the lifetime hitherto of our

present periodical. The Friend,— now exceed-

ing threescore and ten years,—there has stood

on paper the following writing of Jonathan

Dymond, in his valuable treatise on Christian

Morality, describing from a standpoint which

Friends would continue to own to-day, the true

function and service of a newspaper:

—

In this country the periodical press is a power-

ful engine for evil or for good. The influence of

the contents of one number of a newspaper may be

small, but it is perpetually recurring. The editor

of a journal of which no more than a thousand

copies are circulated in a week, and each of which

is read by half a dozen persons, undertakes in a

year a part of the moral guidance of thirty thous-

and individuals. Of some daily papers the number

of readers is so great, that in the course of twelve

months they may influence the opinions and the

conduct of six or eight millions of men. To say

nothing, therefore, of editors who intentionally mis-

lead and vitiate the public, and remembering with

what carelessness respecting the moral tendency of

articles a newspaper is filled, it may safely be con-

cluded that some creditable editors do harm in the

world to an extent in comparison with which rob-

beries and treasons are as nothing.

It is not easy to imagine the sum of advantages

which would result if the periodical press not only

excluded that which does harm, but preferred that

which does good. Not that grave moralities, not,

especially, that religious disquisitions are to be de-

sired; but that every reader should see and feel

that the editor maintained an allegiance to virtue

and to truth. There is hardly any class of topics

in which this allegiance may not be manifested,

and manifested without any incongruous associa-

tions. You may relate the common occurrences of

the day in such a manner as to do either good or

evil. The trial of a thief, the particulars of a con-

flagration, the death of a statesman, the criticism

of a debate, and a hundred other matters, may be

recorded so as to exercise a moral influence over

the reader for the better or the worse. That the

influence is frequently for the worse needs no proof ;

and it is so much l;he less defensible because it may

be changed to the contrary without a word, di-

rectly, respecting morals or religion.

However, newspapers do much more good than

harm, especially in politics. They are in this coun-

try one of the most vigorous and beneficial instru-

ments of political advantage. They effect incal-

culable benefit both in checking the statesman who

would abuse power, and in so influencing the public

opinion as to prepare it for, and therefore to ren-

der necessary, an amelioration of political and civil

institutions. The great desideratum is enlargement

of views and purity of principle. We want in edi-

torial labors less of partisanship, less of petty

squabbles about the worthless discussions of the

day; we want more of the philosophy of politics,

more of that grasping which can send a reader's

reflections from facts to principles. The disjointed

fragments of political intelligence ought to be con-

nected by a sort of enlightened running commen-

tary. There is talent enough embarked in some of

these; but the talent too commonly expends iteelf

upon subjects and in speculations which are of

little interest beyond the present week.

Substantially on these lines, as we are verb-

ally informed, certain wealthy parties of high

character in the city of New York are contem-

plating to combine in endoiring a daily news-

paper,— to make its financial foundation so

strong that it can even dispense with adver-

tisements, and be at the mercy of no perverted

tastes in subscribers for support; a paper con-

sistent with the progress of a truly Christian

civilization. Such a paper, conducted not for
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gain but for the righteousness which exalts a

nation, and thoroughly to be relied on in all

departments of information, must ultimately

meet a wide response, and serve to elevate the

standard of other journals, as these in their

downward turn are influencing a degeneracy

even of the magazine literature. Other highly

conscientious dailies heretofore attempted, be-

ing dependent on their subscription lists for

maintenance, have had to retire from the field.

Cannot an application of these considerations

be made to the case of this periodical, The

Friend? Its management has thus far pre-

ferred to keep clear of advertisements as

means of making its price lower. It would, if

it could, stand independent of its subscription

list in its mission for the fundamental princi-

ples of our religious Society, and for its supply

of improving reading for the families of Friends.

Substantially endowed, it could be in an im-

proved position in its owii proper line to serve

the church, comparable to that of an endowed

New York daily in its service for the public good.

An Ensample to the Flock.

In considering the career of our late valued

friend William Kite, especially that portion of

his life so usefully spent as Librarian of the

Friends' Free Library at Germantown, it has

occurred to me that nowhere did he more ef-

fectually preach than among the many youthful

patrons of that Institution. And even now,

when we no more see him moving around

amongst us, does the example he has left us

call loudly, especially to the young, for more

dedication. If the young people would dedi-

cate themselves and their talents to the Master,

judges would truly be raised up at the first

and counsellors as at the beginning; and while

all are not called to minister in the great con-

gregation, there is an immense field to be oc-

cupied by dedicated workers. Many now-a-

days, like Ahimaaz of old, are ready, aye anx-

ious to carry tidings, but because they have

no message given them can bring only an

empty report of a tumult, although like Ahi

maaz, they may be reputed good. Dear young

people, the Master has need of you, and if you

are willing to dedicate your all to Him, wait-

ing for Him to fit and fashion you according to

his will, you will, if faithful, become instru

ments in his hand for the promotion of truth

and righteousness. Whether it be the five

talents of the trained intellect or whether it be

only the one talent of the patient and obscure

sufferer, if these be dedicated, consecrated,

made fit for the Master's use. He will bring

forth the increase. The church and the world

are in need of workers—not working in their

own way, or in their own time, or along lines

of their own choosing—but dedicated workers

willing to wait, as the disciples were bidden,

until endued with power from on high, and

with such there will be a more ample realiza-

tion of the ancient prophecy " that ray word

shall not return unto me void, but shall ac-

complish that whereunto I sent it," and it can

be truly said of such as these, as it could of

our late valued, aged Friend, that the world

was better because of their example.

____^^^__ M. C. J.

The Doukhobor Exiles in Siberia.

The London Friend publishes the following:

Friends who have been interested in the emi-

gration of the Doukhobors to Canada, will like

to know that an efl'ort has been made to obtain

the release of those who were exiled to Siberia

—about 110 in number—before the emigration

was permitted. A memorial to the Tsar, pray-

ing for their liberation, was adopted by the

Meeting for Sufferings, and was taken to St.

Petersburg by two Friends who hoped to make
a personal presentation of it. They were un-

able to obtain access to the Emperor, but they

saw some of the ministers, to whom they were

referred. Though no intimation was given that

the prayer of the memorial would be acceded

to, the deputation entertains the hope that

their efforts will not have been altogether in

vain, and that the exiles may yet be permitted

to join their friends in Canada.

Vegetation in the Klondike.

Angelo Heilprin, in the Popular Science

Monthly, writes of flowers and vegetables in

the Klondike region as follows:
—

"The earlier

conceptions of the extreme severity of the

climate of the Yukon Valley forbade the hope
of agricultural possibilities, but a more inti-

mate knowledge of the conditions prevailing

in the Summer time—a season of four to five

months duration, with daylight and day heat

protracted far into the normal hours of night

—and a comparison of those conditions with
somewhat similar conditions have given a hope
not alone of a possibility, but of a probability,

and there are few to-day who doubt that agri-

culture may not be practised with at least a

legitimate amount of success in many parts of

the Yukon basin. . . . Cabbages, turnips,

peas, radishes, lettuce and beans are now rais-

ed to perfection in favored spots. . . .

and a good promise is also held out for the

potato. . . . About two miles from Daw-
son, oats and barley sown (Fourth Month) 26th
and (Fifth Month) 22nd respectively, 1899.
were grown to beautiful heads and harvested
in the middle of (Eighth Month). Radishes
sown on (Fourth Month) 24th, were collected

on (Fifth Month) 20th, and ctring beans, whose
seed was scattered on (Fifth Month) 26th,

were collected on (Eighth Month) 1st. Other
successful crops were those of beets, onions
and spinach.

" The exquisite beauty of the flower garden in

this spot rivets the attention of all passers by,

and few there are who do not for a moment
lay aside their packs to enjoy the feast of

color that is presented to them. Poppies of

the size and brilliance of those which adorn
the fields about Naples, chrysanthemums, gor-

geous dahlias, pansies, the corn flower, mig-
nonette, and centaurea are part of the outside
bloom, to which Nature " beyond the fence

"

has fittingly added the wild rose, anemone,
fire-weed and forget-me-not. Such is the as-

pect of the region which to-day illumines the
far North, and carries with itself a hopeful

promise to many and the certainty of di .

pointment to many more." J. C. J

Information Concerning the Doukhobort

We have received through correspondi

the following statement concerning the bi

.

hobortsi. The Winter in Assiniboia has 1

;

for the most part unusually open, the •

letter however from the Immigration Age
Yorkton reports a period of ten days wii

mercury from 25 to ;-iO degrees below zer»

adding " the Doukhobortsi do not find it a

as in Russia." This corroborates the stati

of Ivan Marchukoff, who might be calk-

Patriarch of the Doukbortsi in America,

he said the climate of Canada did not dittei

much from that in the Trans-Caucasus

where they came.

J. S. Crerar having been requested ti

some information concerning an accom

ceived of the death from exposure ii

night, of one, who with his companion w:

fused food and shelter by a Rancher, givi

result of an official investigation in his re:

follows :
—

" Regarding the account of twu !

hobors having perished with cold and hn

only one succumbed, he being an old ni

sixty-three years, who left his village wii

other young man to look for some timbi

intending to be long away expecting to if

;

by noon. They got lost on the prairie and i-

dered all day and late in the evening came j

Rancher who refused them shelter, I am s

to say, and turned them off in the dark;

wandered all night and not having any foo(

old man perished from cold and hunger,

young man had to leave him out on the pr

and try to find home; at last he came in f

of their own village completely done oul

ported the matter and the rest of them tn

out and with some English settlers founc

old man cold in death. As soon as the ms

was made known to me I put the matter ir

Police hands and after investigating the a

found out who this inhuman man was repo

to be, but the Doukhobors would not hes

any proceedings being taken against the i

they said they would pray for him and

God would open his heart and he would be 8

for what he had done. I sent the Doctoi

to see the young man as it was reported he

in bad shape, he however seemed to be get

over it." Agent Crerar also reported thi

rival of two carloads of various articles fron

women of Toronto and Montreal, probably in;

ated by M. Fitz-Gibbons who visited the D
hobortsi last summer and is a niece of one a

late Premiers. The articles which she has

lished are very stirring and show her t

enthusiastic in her work for their relief,

plies have also been forwarded from o

quarters but with all hardly sufficient for I

needs. They are not exempt from the hardf

incident to the settlement of a new count

Companies of men have from time to

gone forth to work on the railroads in the

tance under contract, it apparently being 1

chief source of income, and what has

saved from their wages has no doubt te:

towards the comfort of their families,

have generally been accredited as fail

laborers and eflicient, when possessing a

rect understanding as to what was expectf

them, although under some disadvantage
'

lack of knowledge of the English languaj
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subject to imposition from exorbitant

es for provisions. Tlie remuneration for

labor migiit not be considered unfair, yet

are severities, as exposures from cold and
ng in wet ground, tiiat will make it a very

table change when they can be advantage-

employed on the Reservations assigned

eir allotment where they can be engaged
upation with their families, to bring about

, they must first have means to start with,

isian physician, four nurses and four men
uence who could all speak both Russian
Inglish and who crossed the ocean and
for a time with the Doukhobortsi have

led to Europe thus reducing the number
se who could interpret, translate and cor-

id with their distant friends and leaving

(lonists and those in America who have

e interested in them more upon their own
ces. Occasionally however, a Russian is

who can speak both languages and who
sen either in exile or feels such a sympa-
interest in the Doukhobortsi that the

d\ of intercourse can to a limited extent

11 kept open. Some of those who came
last company from Russia, not having

enced such severe persecution as those

receded them, being from another neigh-

)d, were supposed to have more means on

[ in this country. Settling in Prince

, district they made purchases on their

3Count. They were however located too

r planting and there has been some delay in

g supplies in consequence of the sick-

: the Immigration Commissioner and other

; that were unavoidable, and for a time

iskatchewan River was impassable for

jhing appeals have now reached us from
the following extracts are taken:

—
"I

ou to be merciful and not let our petition

y to help our needs. When we came to

ttlement it was very difficult for us to

)me money for bread for our families, for

eason it is necessary for us to address

'ill you be so kind as to send us some
for our village ? In our village there

7 poor people. We have not enough food.

;ry difficult for us to go on this winter,

the spring, with the assistance of God
earn some money. We pray you tell our

.; and send us help."

I same Doukhobor again writes:
—

"Last
II we prepared ourselves with two bags
[r for each soul, but just now we have

13ft.. It is very hard for us, we have no

]., (meaning oats, barley, &c.,) neither

tjs, oil nor butter. Our children are

i; sick but we have nothing to nourish

i:vith. We have neither milk nor eggs
cn we get it. We have received some
land wool from our dear brothers the

crs. May the Lord bless them and give them
1'e in this world for their goodness to our

They are good people because they do
ve us without help, they have helped us

jrangers. A sick man Ivan Minanichan
Di;n imprisoned and has suffered four years

Bition in Russia. His children are small
Ij has no money."
n'her writes:

— "We are in great, very
itiaeed, not only in clothing, but in daily

We have suffered for Christian prin-

s? The Lord tells us we must be brothers,
tjy say a brother must kill a brother.

We would not accept their laws and for that
they beat us and took our cattle, and our goods
away and through that we are in need."

In another letter the writer says:
—

"Again
we have a petition to you, some of us have a
little flour but there are some of us who have
nothing at all. I will give you their names.
. . . . We have not even got our daily

bread, we feel bad to ask from other people,

but our great need compels us to stretch out

our hand. So we turn to you with tears, if you
have any means to help us, do it as quick as

possible for which we will continually bless you.

This terrible persecution has made us so poor."

Prior to the receipt of these calls the Com-
missioner of Immigration had been authorized

to expend one thousand dollars for food which

he informed us of his intentions to send into

the district from which these appeals came.

Letters have been written to the authors of the

above extracts, to inform them of the appro-

priation and requesting them to state whether

their needs have been supplied, as an additional

effort and precaution in meeting the emergency

;

whilst it was supposed that official information

of distress would be centred with the heads of

the Immigration Department through agents

and in the office of the Controller of the Mounted
Police of the North West territory whose duty

it is to patrol their district and report the con-

dition of the people.

The Deputy Minister has been informed of

the cry of distress from Saskatchewan in Prince

Albert district and the suggestion made that

telegraphical instruction be given that immedi-

ate relief be obtained from the nearest point

of supply and he could draw on the Treasurer

of the Committee for Meeting for Sufferings of

Philadelphia for one thousand dollars which

was to be considered as an addition to all other

trusts. Authority has been given for the pur-

chase of wool to the amount of twelve hundred

dollars, which with what has been previously

granted from the funds of our Committee and

from other sources will give material for cloth-

ing to be worked up on their spinning wheels

and looms that have been delivered or supposed

to be on the way. These with what they brought

from Russia make about two hundred and fifty

spinning wheels for them. One thousand dollars

was appropriated for seed potatoes and five

hundred dollars for garden seeds, leaving the

field seeds to be provided otherwise.

As notice has been somewhat widely spread

of the need of grain for seed, it is hoped that

a response will be given thereto from sympa-

thizers in Canada and elsewhere. The Com-

mittee of the Meeting for Sufl:erings have been

earnest in their endeavors not only in soliciting

contributions, but in making judicious expendi-

ture of the funds entrusted to them, giving

preference to the nearest markets without sac-

rificing economy, and in avoiding as much as

practicable all delay and cost of extra freight-

ing. But with the great extent of railroad

travel and the distance of the settlements from

railroad stations, together with the necessary

correspondence with the proper parties, the

work of distribution of supplies requires watch-

fulness, patience and perseverance. Most of

the correspondence must necessarily be con-

ducted with those to whom supplies are con-

signed and who have the oversight of their

being forwarded and distributed.

Addresses have been prepared at different

times in response to those drawn up by repre-

sentatives of the Doukhobortsi addressed to

Philadelphia Friends, in addition to the inter-

preters who travelled with the parties that

visited among the villages. There are in diff-

erent locations interested individuals through
whom much information has been furnished and
in whose hands some funds have been placed to

be used at their discretion for the sick and dis-

tressed. One lives in Winnipeg, who took quite

an interest in teaching the children of those who
were detained on their first arrival at that city,

and she has since kept a watchful eye over the

Doukhobortsi who are in the hospital there and
does much to comfort their relatives who feel

that they must remain near their sick ones.

She also keeps up what correspondence she can

with individuals in the villages, and through

her came the extracts previously noted, " de-

tained on account of being unable to find one

who could translate them," but quoting from

her letter, "I have now found an English wo-
man, educated in Russia, who for a small com-
pensation would translate all future letters.

After stating that the immigration agent had

sent them some flour, she adds: " I am prepar-

ing an article for the German paper to be pub-

lished to the Mennonites, calling attention to

the Prince Albert colonists. I think they will

help if they know their condition, they are fel-

low co-religionists in many things. The people

of San Francisco (my former home) are gather-

ing supplies. It is intended to send a car load

of dried fruit. One child died last week of the

measles. This is the family who lives near

the river. I did all I could for them but we
could not save the child. I also spent some
money for liniment for Simeon Bornecoff, who
was hurt at his work on the railroad. That

little fund you sent me has done great good in

a small way many times."

Another correspondent near Good Spirit

Lake and three villages of the Doukhobortsi

has performed good service visiting among
them, ministering to their necessities and writ-

ing particularly about those most affiicted, and

of the distribution of what had been placed at

the disposal of herself and husband. A family

residing in another section with several villages

within the range of a few miles, was much be-

loved because of their hospitality and free gift

of milk to many a little Doukhobor that had

come miles to get it. The members of that

family have indeed been a blessing to the new
settlers and are suitable parties to be entrusted

with funds for relief in their visits to the vil-

lages.

Wm. F. McCreary, Commissioner of Immi-

gration, writes under date of Second Month
7th, 1900: "You will readily understand there

is considerable delay in obtaining correspon-

dence. All goods, however, that have been

forwarded have been immediately sent to the

front and are distributed with the utmost dis-

patch possible, and I may state that the goods

that have been supplied have been the means

of affording great relief." A report forwarded

through W. F. McCreary from the agent at

Yorkton, states that "the women of Toronto

and Montreal had sent fifteen pieces of heavy

flannel and eighty-eight yards of Duffle. Three

bales arrived from England, comprising flan-

nelette, tweed, men's and women's underwear

and hosiery for both, all new goods and of the

finest quality. I propose the widows and or-
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phans in these villages will get the first share

of them."

A letter received from Arthur St. John

under date of Second Month 17th, says, "that

the people in the villages, judging from a little

he has seen in the Yorkton District (he having

been on railway work most of the winter) are

doing fairly well. They have at present bread

and a few potatoes and perhaps a little barley

left and some oil, which (the oil) is very good

and much liked."

This was cotton seed oil sent out as a substi-

tute for butter, first suggested by Peter Jan-

son, who told us that it was used in Russia as

an article of food.

A. St. J. also writes that a letter received

from Prince Hillkoff states his intention to

settle in Canada.

Information received to-day by telegraph is

to the import that provisions and wool have

been purchased to the amount of two thousand

dollars, and that the stricken district of Sas-

katchewan is being relieved.

Joseph S. Elkinton.

PUJLADELrHlA, Second Month 24th, 1900.

Drink is England's Industrial Rival.

The question arises. Why is America secur-

ing orders that should remain in this country?

To this a remarkable answer has just been

given, and so backed up by facts that no one

can deny its truth.

In brief, the explanation is that American

workers are the most formidable rivals because

they spend their money on nourishing them-

selves and making themselves efficient work-

men, while English workers spend far more of

their wages on drink than they can afford, and

not only more than they can afford, but more

than is good for them. Thus they become in-

efficient. And the battle is to the strong.

This answer is made in a book just issued

called "The Temperance Problem and Social

Reform " (Hodder & Stoughton), which prom-

ises to be the classic on that great question.

The matter is just now of double importance,

first in connection with industrial competition

and second, in reference to the recently pub-

lished report of the Licensing Commission.

The enormous difference between the con-

sumption of drink in England and the United

States is shown by one general statement. The

consumption of absolute alcohol per head in

the United States " is not much more than one-

half (fifty-seven per cent.) of the consumption

per head in the United Kingdom."

If England could reduce the national con-

sumption of alcoholic liquors to the measure of

the American consumption per head, her drink

bill would at once be reduced by more than

£.57,000,000. This sum is equal to more than

one-half of the national revenue, and would be

sufficient to provide £26,000,000 for old age

pensioners and also secure the entire extinc-

tion of the national debt in less than twenty-

two years.

Benjamin Kidd says the competing nations of

to-day have "little advantage one over the

other." "The question of efficiency—mental

and physical"—therefore, say the writers of

this book, " has become one of paramount im-

portance." The writers give a series of most

wonderful figures, showing exactly what Eng-

lish workers do spend on drink.

Their drink bill for 1898 was £154,480,934.

With a population of 40,000,000 this represents

an average per head of three pounds sixteen

shillings ten and one-half pence. But as there

are at least 17,000,000 people who do not drink,

the bill must be divided among the 23,000,000

people who do. The yearly average, then,

comes to six pounds, thirteen shillings eleven

pence per person. As the working classes

represent seventy-five per cent, of the popula-

tion, it is reckoned that they spend £100.000,-

000 of the £154,480,934 spent a year on drink.

In 1898, therefore, the average working class

family expended sixteen pounds thirteen shil-

lings fourpence a year on drink, which makes
six shillings five pence a week. This is far be-

low the maximum of some. Out of 9,G13 se-

lected men 1,549 admitted that they spent

from five shillings to ten shillings, 535 spent

ten shillings and under fifteen shillings, and

167 actually spent over fifteen shillings a week.—Correspondence to New York Commercial.

Father, help thy little child;

Make me truthful, good, and mild.

Kind, obedient, modest, meek,
Mindful of the words I speak.

What is right may I pursue.

What is wrong refuse to do.

What is evil seek to shun;

This I ask through Christ thy Son,

THE BOOKS OF THE BIBLE.
In Genesis the world was made by God's creative

hand;

In Exodus the Hebrews marched to gain the Prom-
ised Land;

Leviticus contains the law, holy and just and good.

Numbers records the tribes enrolled—all sons of

Abraham's blood.

Moses, in Deuteronomy, records God's mighty deeds.

Brave Joshua into Canaan's land the host of Israel

leads.

In Judges their rebellion oft provokes the Lord to

smite,

But Ruth records the faith of one well pleasing

in his sight.

In First and Second Samuel of Jesse's son we read.

Ten Tribes in First and Second Kings revolted from
his seed.

The first and Second Chronicles, see Judah captive

made;
But Ezra leads a remnant back by princely Cyrus' aid.

The city walls of Zion Nehemiah builds again
While Esther saves her people from the plots of

wicked men.
In Job we read how faith will live beneath afflic-

tion's rod,

And David's Psalms are precious songs to every child

of God.

The Proverbs like a goodly string of choicest pearls

appear.

Ecclesiastes teaches man how vain are all things
here.

The mystic song of Solomon exalts sweet Sharon's
Rose;

Whilst Christ the Saviour and the King the " rapt
Isaiah " shows.

The warning Jeremiah—Apostate Israel scorns;

His plaintive Lamentations their awful downfall
mourns,

Ezekiel tells in wondrous words of dazzling mys-
teries;

While Kings and Empires yet to come, Daniel in

vision sees.

Of judgment and of mercy, Hosea loves to tell:

Joel described the blessed days when God with man
shall dwell.

Among Tekoa's herdsmen, Amos received his call;

While Obadiah prophecies of Edom's final fall.

Jonah enshrines a wondrous type of Christ our risen

Lord,

Micah pronounces Judah lost—lost, but agau
stored.

Nahum declares on Nineveh just judgment sha

I

poured,

A view of Chaldea's coming doom Habakkuk's
ions give;

Next Zephaniah warns the Jews to turn, re]

and live.

Haggai wrote to those who saw the temple

again,

.\nd Zechariah prophesied of Christ's triump

reign,

Malachi was the last who touched the high

phetic chord;

Its final notes sublimely show the coming ol

Lord.

Saints Matthew, Mark and Luke and John, the

Gospel wrote.

Describing how the Saviour died—his life and
He taught.

The Acts show God's Apostles owned with sig

every place.

St. Paul, in Romans, teaches us how man is a

by grace.

The Apostle, in Corinthians, instructs, exhorts

proves,

Galatians show that faith in Christ alone the Fa

loves,

Ephesians and Philippians tell what Chrial

ought to be.

Colossians bids us live to God and for eternity

In Thessalonians we are taught the Lord will i

from Heaven.

In Timothy and Titus a bi.shop's rule is given.

Philemon marks a Christian's love, which

Christians know,
Hebrews reveals the gospel prefigured by the

James teaches without holiness faith is but

and dead;
^

St. Peter points the narrow way in which thes

are lead.

John in his three Epistles on love delights to (

St. Jude gives awful warning of judgment, i

and hell.

The Revelation prophesies of that tremendom

When Christ—and Christ alone shall be the

bling sinner's stay.

M. R., in Minnesota Missiona

For 'The Frie

Second Month 17th, 1900.—The "Wo
God " is not the Scriptures ; it is Jesus C

his Son.

The Scriptures are his letter, dictat*

Him to his servants, the Prophets, who '

them at his command. They contain

that He would have us to know, conce

ourselves in our relation to Him, and as

they go, they represent the Truth, viz:

Christ,—that is to say, the Scriptures

not before Christ ; but He was befor *

Scriptures; and his power is over thein''

through them, and beyond them. And in dj

to understand them it requires Him tha d
the key of David to open them to us. J

For the revelation of God is secure, 1

this seal, that there is no manifestation

out a preparation of heart to receive it.

preparation of the heart in man is frc

Lord, and this brings us back to our sts

place, viz: TheLetter is written, but it re

an interpreter, even the Spirit of Trutt

alone who has the key can open the

it is done by reminding us in what porl

the Scriptures the instruction that app

our condition at the time, is set forth.

In order to know it, we must seek

Mary did).

If we read the Scriptures omnivoroi

from the power of our intellect, v
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the history, (which in its place is a ne-

y result); then comes the mystery, and
ore we apply the intellect the deeper the

ry becomes.

the Scriptures themselves declare, that

;aketh the wise in their own craftiness,"

the practice of medicine, there are many
ies, each having its proper application;

'ore, requiring the service of a physician,

st we seek the help of the Physician of

to interpret to us in what portion of

s Letter " we shall find the remedy that

pted to our present need.

s will the history and the mystery of

iripture be opened, and we "as new-born
receive the sincere milk of the Word,

re may grow thereby."

A Sample of the Past,

(Concluded from page 255.)

er recovering from a long and severe ill-

she writes:

lird Month, 1820.—Through the mercy
1 1 have been raised to a tolerable com-
le state of health, so that I can sit up
)f the day, and occasionally walked a

These privileges now appear to me like

sr blessings than a far greater degree of

formerly did. This is the case with

blessing; we know not how to prize it till

•emoved. If sickness will teach me how
ze health, I think 1 shall now know how
it if restored; but alas! there is no such
ing prospect before me, for as the

er moderates I feel my old complaints

ing. Oh, how trying to my natural feel-

1 the thoughts of being again reduced as

1 was last summer ! But why in looking

1 do I feel such anxiety about this frail

Why do I not turn my care and atten-

itirely to that which is infinitely, of such
value? Am I not still in the hand of the

nerciful Friend who supported me in the

hours of extreme distress; and under the

!ct of a speedy removal from time to

ty? And is He not still as able to pre-

me beneath the rod of chastisement, or

hdraw it when He sees best? If He sees

io take away my life, He gave it, and has

t to take it when He pleases. I know
s, but still I feel a reluctance—a some-
in my heart which prevents my giving

-h cheerfulness and composure, the idea

and health. There is a strong attach-

to life, and the enjoyments of it, which I

I may say were once entirely dissolved.

w that nothing but faith in God, tho-

obedience to Him will produce this ef-

;herefore. Oh my soul, seek his favor with
sing diligence.

aird Month 2.5th.—Oh thou merciful and
otent Being, who made and ruleth the

IS, who created the world and all things

n, condescend, I beseech thee, to look

from thy high and holy habitation upon
worthy as we are, with mercy and com-
n. Give us grace, I implore thee, to im-

by every dispensation of thy providence
I be resigned to them, let them appear in

ver form they may; whether in sickness,

ss of relatives, or in any other of the

on tribulations of life. Enable me, I

y beseech thee, in a particular manner,
)rove by this trying dispensation, under
I have so long been laboring (a long and

tedious illness), and prepare me for future
trials. I desire to render unto thee, oh Father,
praise, adoration and thankfulness for thy good-
ness, not only in prolonging my life, which was
as a taper almost extinguished, but in provid-
ing a tender and affectionate parent, friends,
and the comforts of life; and above all the rest,
for the frequent refreshing of thy love in my
desponding heart. For when every earthly en-
joyment failed, and I cried to thee, then didst
thou grant the light of thy countenance to
shine upon me; and thy spirit to speak peace
to my mind, and cause joy unbounded to fill my
habitation."

Extract of a letter to a friend. Fourth Mo.
8th, 1820.—" My Much Esteemed Friend: "I
think I need not apologize for not answering
before, the letter which I was gratified in re-

ceiving from thee last spring, as I expect thou
art already acquainted with the cause. Almost
a year has elapsed and the greater part of that
time I have spent in the most exquisite pain
and distress. Yes, dear S., my Heavenly Father
has laid his chastening hand upon me in a pe-
culiar manner. When health and prosperity
smile upon us, we can fill our storehouses with
corn, wine and oil: gain honor and promotion;
our possessions may become enlarged and our
names exalted; but what will all this avail us,

unless we experience a redemption from the

pollutions of the world, and feel an evidence
within us, that Christ is our friend, and that
we have an interest in Him? I make these as-

sertions from long and full experience; for I

think I have been brought to a situation that

would enable me to judge what kind of princi-

ples will stand the strong winds of adversity,

and to discern the difference between real and
imaginary comforts. Oh, may I never forget

to render due thankfulness; may my heart ever
burn with gratitude and praise to that Om-
nipotent Being, in whose hands are life and
death, that He, through condescending but un-

merited mercy, not only spared my life, but
favored me with his life-giving presence, and
the light of his countenance, and led me beside

the still waters. C. Seely."
The following letter the WTiter has thought

good also to give a place in these extracts.
'"
Ninth Month 17th, 1820.

" Esteemed Friend.—Being favored with an

opportunity for answering thy letter, 1 cor-

dially embrace it, though not without being

truly sensible of my inadequacy, but I trust thy

candor will excuse all its deficiencies. May
this through the ble?sing of the Most High, be

permitted to find you all in the enjoyment of

health, walking in the path of peace and right-

eousness, guided by the light of his counten-

ance, and resting on Him as your unchange-

able Friend, your Alpha and Omega. For four

or five months, I was so low and helpless, I

could not raise my head from my pillow, nor

speak above a whisper. No expectation was
entertained of my recovery, by myself, or my
friends, or physician; but I was spared while

many of our neighbors were taken. Oh, may
I never be unmindful of, nor ungrateful for,

the unmerited mercy of God, not only in re-

storing me to a comfortable degree of health,

but enabling me to say, it is good for me to be

attlicted, and not my will but thine be done.

Health is justly styled the greatest blessing

we can possess, for when it is withdrawn, it

truly takes away the relish of every temporal

enjoyment. Yes, when we are brought to a
sick bed, and our body racked with pain, and
our minds enveloped in doubt and anxiety, with
no prospect before us but a sudden exit from
time to eternity, every transitory pleasure,
every vain amusement and trilling toy, loses
their power to please and no longer interests
us. Nothing will then afford any durable hap-
piness but the true and substantia! religion of
Jesus. That will illuminate, animate and sup-
port under all, as amid tempestuous seas and
raging billows. How necessary then that we be
found on the watch-tower, that when trials or
afflictions come, we be prepared to meet them,
and that when the bridegroom comes we be
found waiting. Those who love the Lamb and
his cause, and are interested in the welfare of
Zion, and the enlargement of her borders, and
have tasted the sweetness of celestial treasure,
will agree that one hour of this enjoyment is

more desirable than a whole life spent in the
pursuit of worldly pleasures. C. S."

" Will a life in love with pleasing variety, of
novelty and wonder, accomplish the real busi-
ness of our lives, which is to prepare for a
never ending eternity?" is the substance of a
query dated " 1824," prefixed to
the following, "Even at this moment, while
my heart feels too little of the love of God, I

can look around upon the delightful scenery
of my beloved home with a degree of indiffer-

ence; but feeble nature yields too easily to the
enticing enjoyments of ease and comfort. I

think 1 have endeavored during an absence
from home of eighteen months, to keep my af-

fections aloof from the world and its varied
snares, for I was aware that my situation re-

quired greater watchfulness, in proportion to
my greater exposure. It seems as if I needed
an unusual degree of chastisement to humble
me, so I am not disposed to think any suffer-

ings that have been inflicted are unnecessary,
but receive them at the Divine hand with the
confidential belief that they are wisely or-

dered, and if improved will perhaps be more
beneficial to me, than what are called tem-
poral blessings.

"
I can truly say 1 have never felt greater

peace, quietude or joy and resignation, than on
a sick and painful bed; but so far from view-
ing it as attainable by my own strength, I con-
sider it a rich gift, a choice blessing from the
Father of mercies, in answer to my earnest pe-

titions, teaching me that although blessings

may be in store for us, they will not be dis-

pensed unsought; for thus the command was
given, 'Ask and it shall be given you; seek,

and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be opened
unto you.' The Father in mercy prompts this

desire in the heart, but if we give no heed to

the secret impulse, it will leave us in a state

of poverty."

From a letter dated Second Month. 1826.—
" If we faithfully serve our Heavenly Father,
we have the strongest assurance of Divine di-

rection and consolation here, exclusive of that
reward in the world to come, prepared for the
righteous. The way is open to all, and we are
invited but not compelled to choose the right

path. Many are the inducements to turn aside,

yet the further we advance in the straight and
narrow way, the clearer our prospect of duty
will become, and these mountains of opposi-

tion, which appeared to obstruct our progress,

will, by faithfulness sink beneath our feet
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Great sacrifices are seldom required. Every

temptation that is resisted is a sacrifice and

we feel a measure of the same satisfaction in

attending to small duties, when they are re-

quired, as we do in fulfilling greater ones; I

know how natural it is to procrastinate while

in health, and even when deprived of it, as long

as a faint gleam of hope flatters us with the

idea of recovery; but when there is a prospect

of sudden dissolution, the question arises, is

our peace made between God and our souls?

And then would we give all we possess on

earth for this assurance. It is dangerous to

put off the work of the whole life to the un-

certain and awful crisis of a sick bed; for if

our life is not taken suddenly, our reason may
be. A peaceful raind in sickness is worth every

sacrifice we can make, and as far exceeds

every other joy, as remorse of conscience ex-

ceeds every other sorrow."

The following is taken from a letter to her

brother and sisters. Fifth Month 25th, 1835, a

little over three years prior to her decease:

"Dear Brother and Sisters.—I am very ill,

and know not how, or when it will terminate,

but each day I have turns, in which my distress

often seems too great for nature to survive;

and if I should go in one of them, it would not

be strange. I hope your minds are prepared

for the event, and I should sometimes send

for you, had I not so often been brought to the

brink of the grave, and raised again, that I

fear to give unnecessary alarm or trouble. I

have felt as if I could give you all into the

hands of our Heavenly Father, whose you are,

and see you no more in this world, were it not

for your feelings. I know it would afford you

satisfaction to see me at, or near the close,

and I have wished that you might be with me
then; but the time is so uncertain, but I am
able (enabled) to feel resigned to this uncer-

tainty, if my dear dear Deborah (a closely at-

tached cousin) may be with me. She has re-

lieved you all from the immediate care and

charge and from a very great deal of anxiety

about me, when absent. You do not, you can-

not know how much she has done for the relief

of both my mind and body under my compli-

cated afflictions, which, though painful to en-

dure, I doubt not have been permitted for my
good, for hers, and for yours, and for others

also. But with all, mercy and Divine support

has been mingled, for which let us return thanks

to the Supreme Ruler of events. May He re

ward her, and every one of you, for your kind-

ness to me, and finally bring us all home to him-

self, in his everlasting kingdom. I am dis-

tressed in body, but mostly quiet in mind, and

firmly believe that if it pleases my Heavenly

father to take me from you, it will be to ever-

lasting rest to remain in his presence forever,

which is far more desirable than life or health.

My strength fails to write, or I would gladly

say much, to beg you all to turn your whole

hearts from this world to Christ, who is able

and willing to receive every one who will ac-

cept his offers of mercy and follow Him. Do not

I entreat you, let earth, self nor the adversary

deter you from resigning yourselves wholly to

the Lord, and serving Him while you live.

" In love, C. S."

She quietly and peacefully expired on the

twenty-seventh of Tenth Month, 1838, aged
thirty-nine years.

WHEN WAR SHALL END.

I thought, as I read all those pieces.

Concerning the war in the land,

Of the horror and bloodshed attending.

And the risk of the men in command.

I thought of the grief at the parting.

From husband, or brother, or friend;

And the long, weary days and nights, watching,

And perhaps death comes at the end.

But other thoughts, also, came to me,

And stirred my soul into life;

For we know within every one's bosom

There's by nature a spirit of strife.

If we cherish and foster that spirit

It will surely spring into life,

And fill our minds with forebodings

With which our being is rife.

'Tis men that make up the nations

That people this beautiful earth;

How much, then, are we each one responsible

For war, devastation and dearth?

Let us think of these things in our closet,

At morning, at noon, or at night,

And pray to " the Father in secret

"

To give us more, and more light.

May we ask for his arm round about us.

And be filled with the spirit of love;

Then the nations, as well as the people,

Will be as the meek, harmless dove.

Ohio. A. A. B.

On Priestliness.

Christianity, true and pure, is, as we believe,

the highest manifestation of the religious facul-

ty that the human race has yet witnessed. And
because it is the highest it is in a certain sense

the simplest. It brings the spirit of man, by

the mighty drawing power of the Crucified

Saviour, into the presence of his Maker and

his Judge. It sets up his one tribunal in the

believer's heart, and there, by condemnation,

by the arrest of sentence, by most merciful

forgiveness, it vindicates the law and makes

it honorable; it transforms the life of man, it

moulds and remodels conduct, it produces a

real imitation of Christ; if it might but work

unchecked it would transfigure and glorify the

world, and would almost turn the wonderful

prophetic pictures of Isaiah into reality.

But just because Christianity is so high and

so pure, the soul of man has ever and anon

shrunk away from its penetrating glance. Like

the children of Israel at the foot of Sinai, the

second and third generation of Christians, and

most of the succeeding generations in their

turn, have looked around for some one to whom
they could say, "Speak thou with us and we
will hear; but let not God speak with us lest

we die." When the worshipper is in this mood
of mind then comes the priest's opportunity.

First a man here and there, then an order of

men, then a mighty hierarchy arises which says

only too eagerly, " We will answer for your sins,

we will tell you how to purge your consciences,

we will be to you instead of God." . . .

I would invite timid souls who are over-awed

by the pretentions of the priest, whether An-

glican, Greek, or Roman, to take a broad and

far-reaching view of this question. It is easy,

if one limits one's scrutiny to one small and

narrow issue, to bewilder one's self as to the

true intent and meaning of God's revelation of

himself in the face of Jesus Christ. The man
who is perpetually pondering the text, "Thou

art Peter, and on this rock I will build

Church; may get into as dazed and helpl

condition as the man who is always study

unfulfilled prophecy," and who dare hai

save his seed lest the end of the world shi

come before next year's harvest. . . .

Whether we call the process developme

or progressive revelation, or the education

the world, everyone who has not fallen into i

gulf of pessimism believes that there has bt

through the ages some upward tendency of I

human race; and he who believes in God

lieves that this process has been made haudi

numine by the help of the Divine and Teachi

Spirit.

Ponder over the evidence of this procese

the Hebrew Scripture. See how the concept

of the spiritual nature of the Most High grc

and strengthens, how the merely national i

expands into the All-father, who says, " Bles:

be Egypt, my people, and Assyria, the work

my hands, and Israel, mine inheritance." ;

how Israel is led up through all the curaberso

sacrifices of the law to the great discove

"He hath showed thee, oh man, what is go

and what doth Jehovah require of thee but

do justly and to love mercy and to walk hum

with thy God?" And then ask thyself, "Is

likely that all this long and glorious upwi

progress from the material to the spiritual, fr

the ceremonial to the moral, from that wh

dazzles the senses to that which touches i

heart and moulds the character, was meant

end in the genuflections and posturings, i

dressings and undressings, the swinging of c

sers and tinkling of bells, which make up t

sacrifice of the mass?" Very beautiful sor

times it may as a piece of religious ope

though perhaps the worship of the Virgin g

dess in the Parthenon of Athens would havenn

completely satisfied the artistic instinct. .

Far be it from us to deny that many do tl

worship Him—reaching through the enwr;

pings of ceremony to the eternal and spirit

substance,—but we say that our spirits are i

helped but hindered by all the posturings of t

priest. We do not believe all this rehgii

pageantry to be in accordance with the mind

Christ, and we are determined to stand fast

the liberty wherewith Christ has made us fr

— Thomas Hodgkin.
' ' For "THE Friend

Our Position.

The Holy Spirit is our Bond of Union, a

the Holy Scriptures are our articles.

Christ once in the flesh and always in Spii

are fundamentals with us. We require no si

scription to articles of human invention.

As to differences of opinion amongst

whilst professors of the same faith differ

years and opportunity, in education and assc

ates, in faithfulness or unfaithfulness to th

principles, there must be different opinii

and practices. When the believers in I

primitive age of Christianity grew numero

it was the case amongst them and in all soc

ties ever since.

What we assert is that the one Holy Spi

leads all that faithfully follow it into samen

of doctrine and unity of love ; and that

who profess to be followers of Christ, ou{

to be led by his Spirit ; but that all, either

our own Society, or any other are so led,

are far from asserting or believing.

Friends' Libkabv
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Doing Without

I

When it is Right and Noble.—When it in-

I'S self-denial for the sake of others, as
f the mother refuses to take her just share
she may give more to her children; as

J

the father gives up something he desires

•eally needs, that he may do more for wife
fjhildren; as when any person denies him-
jiome coveted object that he may give the

(y it would cost to some benevolence.
li is much of this noble doing without to

Wd among the people. It does not ad-
|!e itself— it is meek and unobtrusive, but
bunds. Noble women, noble men, noble
jand noble girls are to be found in perhaps

\
community whose nobility may not be

("gly marked in any other way than this

—

(they are voluntarily and cheerfully doing
^ut things they would like to have and

I

get, in order that they may serve some-
Jelse. Noble souls! God knows them and
[ever forget them.

\When it is Wrong and Mean.—When it

by the love of money for the sake of
T, as when a farmer or any other work-

he loves money too well does
ut needed tools which he has the money
'—tools which would add to his efficiency

hich it would really pay to buy.

fen it is caused by a lack of faith in God,
flsn a man or a woman refuses to buy what
iied for the present, lest he or she may
rto want in the future.

re is much of this ignoble doing without

; the people also. Miserly men, miserly
embryo misers among the boys and

are to be found almost everywhere.
souls, burrowing in the earth of sordid

y good.

—

Ex.

iSTRY Brief and Lively.—Indeed, I can
Dm my heart, I have a very friendly feel-

fir a brief and lively ministry; and in this

jf the subject, no one has any occasion to

dthe lack of eloquence and the stammer
tague; for it is not so much the words,
tood or how many, but how lively ; feed
1|e hungry with the true bread, and not
pictures and descriptions and dry doc-

il nay, is it not true, that even a word
foken is like " apples of gold in pictures
hr ?"

irehearsal of a text, with right authority,

ave the effect to gather an assembly
i'hrist, the invisible Teacher, to settle

1 pon Him, and upon his teachings, which
|iy minister should desire.

—

James Emlen.

:e few promises.

",est Concerning Cigarettes and Theatres.

1 following letter to the mayor of Phila-
!i. and the churches therein has been
isd by a committee of the Social Purity
'^e, and is offered by a Friend active in

li'paration, as in harmony with expressed
ens of our Meeting for Sufferings on the
63 treated of

:

^! was a law enacted by the Legislature of
svania in 1899, which provided that "if any
lior persons shall sell cigarettes to any per-
riersons under the age of sixteen years, he or
«offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
I'm conviction thereof sliail be sentenced to
16 of not more than three hundred dollars."

£iny one known of this law being enforced!

There is, indeed, one case upon the records of the
magistrates'^ courts, occurring soon after the law
was passed, in which the prosecutor, a policeman,
testified on behalf of his son that the lad was
" Nearly crazy from the use of cigarettes, and was
unable to study, or to do anything at all after
smokmg them." Teachers of public schools, and
mothers in large numbers, have asked for relief.
Now and then the death of a boy, due to over-
indulgence in the weed, occurring, the community
has ghastly notice that the baneful traffic, and the
immunity of its pursuit is still a fact. The boys
implicated will not, of their own motion, tell of
whom the purchases were made, while the teachers
and mothers shun the publicity of a prosecution.
Yet there is plenty of ocular evidence, upon the
streets, as to the law's transgression; there can be
no great difficulty on the part of the executive au-
thorities in indicating it, and hence we appeal to
the Mayor to see that this is done.
The same support of law, and fulfillment of the

quoted pledge may still more be asked for in the
matter of licensed theatres. The testimony, not of
opponents of the play-house, but of its advocates
and upholders, goes to show, that a large number
of the performances in this, as in other cities gen-
erally, are low, scandalous, and in palpable viola-
tion of the law. "Never before," to quote The
Dial, " have we had so large a proportion of trivial,

empty and vulgar productions among the entertain-
ments offered our public. Decency has never be-
fore been defiled, in so wanton and cruel a fashion."
" The present state of the English and American
drama," says the Chicago Tribune, " may well pro-
voke the question, whether dramatic literature has
not reached that condition of degeneracy which
call for the interposition of a public censor to save
the theatre-goers from being inundated by an ocean
of shame No manager should be
allowed to produce plays the motive of which is in-

describably vile, and the purpose of which is to
pander to depraved tastes, by the display of inde-

cency, in language, scene and action." But just
such vileness was given publicity, in a Philadelphia
theatre, the license of which was three years ago
revoked—quickly to be restored, upon promise of

amendment, a promise that was almost immedi-
diately violated, the posters of the place (many of

which have been appealed against for their inde-

cency), glaringly advertising the vice to be pre-

sented. The testimony for the license revocation,

specially mentioned as " the most noticeable fea-

ture of the place, next to the performance," " the
presence of a large number of boys, of all ages,

in the galleries."

Now, will not the Mayor, under his pledge to

guard " every interest of the people with a zealous

care," endeavor, in the exercise of his prerogative
of license revocation, to help safeguard the moral
interests of these young people, as well as those
their elders who are found in the same perilous

paths!

No less, however, do we appeal to the churches,

of whatever name, that if they would protect their

membership from those things that defile (whereby
the name of God is blasphemed, and his grace set

at naught), they need faithfully—more so perhaps
than in the recent past—to use the language of

warning and restraint, lest the lambs of the flock

go altogether astray.

Items Concerning the Society.

Henry T. Outland having a minute from Rich
Square Monthly and Eastern Quarterly Meeting,

North Carolina, attended Burlington Quarterly

Meeting on the 27th and meetings in Rancocas and
Columbus since.

Information is received that Eliza H. Varney, of

Canada, who on her return from the Doukhobor
settlements obtained a minute for further religious

service in California, is now in that country in the

prosecution of it.

William Evans having gone to Ohio in the in-
terests of the Doukhobors, has given de.scription8
of what he observed among them to companies
gathered in Barnesville School, Salem, and the
neighborhood of Harrisville and Colerain, and prob-
ably other places also.

The British Friend notes the recently published
statistics of the membership in American ("Ortho-
dox ') Yearly Meetings for 1899, as follows:

They show " a membership of 93,2.53, as against
93,699 in 1898, a net loss of 446. This loss is

greatest in Iowa, where it is 409. Ohio shows the
largest gain, 264. A loss of membership naturally
gives rise to some thought, and this is not set at
rest when it is found that the main source of the
loss is to be found in disownment and erasure of
names, which amount to over 2,300 in the Yearly
Meetings collectively. To a certain extent, as we
believe in Iowa, this may be due to the adoption of
stricter rules and a ' vveeding-out ' process. But
whatever allowance we may make on this head, it

still appears that, as The American Friend says,
many must have been 'hurried into membership
during a wave of revival enthusiasm, and, when the
tide settled back, they proved to be only like drift-

wood.' Here again there may be a valuable caution
for ourselves. The article we have just quoted
goes on: ' Our own feeling is that the serious short-
coming is inability in the work of shepherding the
flock. What should we say to a school or college
which had to expel such a proportion of its students
as this? . . What is the function of a church,
if not to edify and spiritualize its members? It

cannot be a mission to receive recruits at one door,
and turn them out as imperfect, or failures, at the
other door. . . This problem demands our pro-
found attention and study for the future.'

"

Notes from Others.

Father Zurcher, a Buffalo priest, who for some
time since attacked certain monks who make and
sell beer, and also priests who ask money for masses
for particular souls in purgatory on All Saints Day,
has been suspended for " notorious disobedience

"

in not making satisfactory apologies for his utter-

ances.

A church in Detroit, Michigan, having suffered

serious rupture by receiving into membership num-
bers without sufficient regard to their unity with

its special doctrines, is reorganizing under wisdom
bought by experience. It is said that the protest-

ing members " intend this time to be in no haste

to add to their numbers; preferring a few who are

fully in accord with their principles rather than a

multitude who thoughtlessly give in their adherence
without knowing what they do."

The Presbyterian Presbytery of New Y'ork, de-

cided by a vote of seventy-seven to thirty-nine not

to try Dr. McGiffert on the charges of heresy tabled

by Dr. Birch. The refusal to proceed to trial was
based on the fact that the Presbytery at their

meeting in Twelfth Month had decided not to try

Dr. McGiffert, but to disavow his teachings. This

the Presbytery deemed sufficient, and hence the

vote not to go on with the trial.

The hired-man theory of the ministry has done,

and is still doing, injury to the church. It is neither

Scriptural nor Christian. It fosters and promotes
commercialism in both pulpit and pew. It teiJfls to

destroy spirituality. It robs pastor and people of

the sweetest and most enduring fellowships and ac-

tivities. It destroys that fine and noble sentiment,

that high re.'spect, that generous support, that

kindly sympathy and endurance, and that spiritual

significance which belong to a right conception and
embodiment of a Bible pastorate.

—

Presbyterian.

An American, so the story goes, was once ques-
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tioning a Chinaman as to th^ reason for many of

their customs, which seem absurd to us. At length,

after long endurance, the Chinaman replied: ".^nd

now, my dear sir, I would like to ask you a question

that has puzzled me greatly. Will you kindly tell

me whv .\mericans and Europeans wear two use-

less buttons on the back of their coats?" Unable

to answer, the .American raised the question at

home. Investigators set to work—and what do you

think they discovered? Long ago when every gen-

tleman wore a sword and had to hang it from a

belt, these two buttons held the belt to the coat.

Years past, men became more civilized and left the

sword to soldiers' use, the belt went out of fashion

(.for men are as particular about fashion as women

are), but the two buttons were left to this very

day.

—

Presbyterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States—A second conference of the House Re-

publicans upon the Puerto Rican Tariff bill was held in

Washington on the night of the Twenty-sixth of Second

Month, and resulted in an agreement to modify the meas-

ure so that the duty should be 15 percent, of the present

tariff rates, and that the operation of the bill should be

limited to two years. Moreover, a declaration is to be at-

tached to the bill that it is a relief measure intended only

to meet the present emergency.

Upon representations of the Spanish Government to the

effect that some of the islands south of the Philippine

archipelago, which had been taken possession of by United

States gun-boats, were really the property of Spain, the

authorities of the State Department have examined the

charts and concluded to direct the withdrawal of our claims

to the islands of Caygayen.Sulu and Cibutu, both of which

lie without the boundary lines laid down by the treaty of

While five years ago the cotton mills in the South con-

sumed but 720,000 bales of cotton, their consumption

amounts now to nearly 1,500,000 bales in the 550 mills,

with 4,952.092 spindles and 104,446 looms. The number

of mills has increased 206, that of spindles and looms 640

per cent.

Assistant Secretary Allen, of the Navy Department, re-

ceived a report on the 15th ult., from Commander B. F.

Tilley, commanding the United States steamship Aberanda,

showing the prosperous and advanced moral conditions of

the inhabitants of Tutuila and Manua, two of the islands

of the Samoan group recently acquired by the United States

by treaty arrangement with Great Britain and Germany.

The report is dated at Pago Pago, Samoa, First Month

7th, 1900, and says :
" So far as I can learn, every inhabi-

tant of Tutuila is delighted at the prospect of the United

States assuming the government of the island. I am also

informed that this prospect is also pleasing to the inhabi-

tants of Manua. Everything is perfectly quiet and orderly

in this island, and, so far as I can learn, in all the islands.

A large number of natives are to-day holding religious meet-

ings at Pago Pago, for the purpose of raising funds to es-

tablish a school for native girls, near Leone, Tutuila.

Rev. E. Cooper, who is in charge of the work of the Lon-

don Missionary Society in the islands of Tutuila and

Manua, informed me to-day that over $7000 had already

been contributed for this purpose by the natives of these

two islands. This is more than $1 per capita for the en-

tire population, and is an indication of the interest which

the natives take in religious matters. Mr. Cooper assures

me that the natives of Manua are of most excellent char-

acter and all Christians. The health of the entire ship's

company is excellent."

The steamship Indrani returned to Brooklyn on Second

Month 20th from Baltimore, where she had gone to load

a couple of thousand tons of steel rails. Here she will

finish an immense cargo for Singapore, Shanghai, Kobe,

Yokohama and Vladivostock. It consists largely of iron

manufactures, nails, bolts.machinery, parts of machinery,

boilers and pumps. There is also a large quantity of flan-

nels and domestics and fifteen tons of Florida water.

Kobe takes 3400 tons of bridge girders and 2300 tons of

the same manufactures go to Yokohama.

The steamer Coptic brought to a local smelting company

in California 1840 sacks of ore concentrates from the

mines of an American syndicate in Korea, and is the sec-

ond similar consignment within a few months.

Southern California shipped last year 875 carloads of

dried fruits and raisins, worth $1,640,000.

State Entomologist Scott, of Georgia, who returned

from the southern part of the State after a careful ex-

amination of the orchards in that section, has given out

the statement that the freezing weather of the past week

has had the effect of checking the unnatural advance of

the fruit trees caused by the recent warm weather, and

the prospects now are that the crop will be the largest in

recent years.

At a dinner at a New York club, on the 25th ult., to

Raoul Pictet, the Swiss scientist, oxygen was produced

from air by a secret process used for the first time in this

country. For the experiment a simple apparatus consist-

ing mainly of copper tubes was used. Air was taken in

at one end and at the other oxygen was shown by the pro-

duction of a calcium light from the ignition of the gas.

Liquid air was employed in the process. Raoul Pictet as-

serts that with five hundred horse power plant he can pro-

duce daily 500,000 cubic feet of oxygen, 1,000,000 cubic

feet of nitrogen and 1000 cubic feet of carbonic acid gas.

The last named product will, it is said, pay for the cost

of the entire production, and the oxygen and nitrogen will

represent the net profits. As two thousand cubic feet of

oxygen is estimated to be equal in heating power to a ton

of coal the process is considered to be of great value from

a commercial standpoint.

There were 445 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 58 less than the previous

week and 194 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 233 were males and 212 females : 71

died of pnuemonia ; 42 of consumption ; 38 of heart dis-

eases; 19 of diphtheria ; 18 of old age ; 18 of inanition
;

15 of typhoid fever; 15 of convulsions; 14 of inflamma-

tion of the stomach and bowels ; 13 of apoplexy; 13 of

inflammation of the brain; 12 of measles; 12 of marasmus;
11 of cancer, and 9 of bronchitis.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 103; 3's, 109i a 110; 4's

115J a 1164; new 4's, 134.S a 135J; 5's, 113f a 115.

Cotton was in fair demand and firm at an advance of

Jc. per pound, closing on a basis of 9 7-16c. for middling

uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45 ; Western winter, straight,

$3.45 a $3.60 ; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65 ; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel as to quality.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 71 J a 72Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 39| a 40c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 31|c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5ic.; good, 5J a 5|; medium,
5 a 5J ; common, 4i a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5i a 6Jc.; good, 5 a .5Jc.;

medium, 4i a 4|c.; common, 3 a 4c.; lambs, 5J a 74c.

Hogs.—6J a 7ic. for Western, according to quality.

Foreign. —The British forces under Lords Kitchener

and Roberts, are pressing Cronje's army closely in the

Free State fight, and despatches indicate that the Boer's

situation is hopeless. Lord Roberts refused to grant

Cronje an armistice of twenty-four hours, and the latter,

after refusing to surrender, said he would fight to the

death; but his men are said to be anxious to surrender,

and the Boers are reported to be at the mercy of the

British forces. From later advices we learn that General

Cronje surrendered unconditionally to Lord Roberts at

day-break, on the morning of Second Month 27th.

General Buller continues his advance through Natal

Colony towards Ladysmith, the Boers fiercely contesting

his movements. His casualties include many oflicers and
men since Second Month 20th.

British possessions in Africa imported from the United

States in Twelfth Month $287,801 more merchandise than

in 1898, an increase of 20 per cent. For the full calen-

dar year the increase was $1,662,448, or 12 per cent.

The ages of four generations of the British royal family

in the direct line of succession are : Queen, 80 ; Prince

of Wales, 57 ; Duke of York, 34 ; Prince Edward of

York, 5.

Estimates of De Witte, Russian Finance Minister, in-

dicate that the amount of gold in Russia's interior circu-

lation at the close of 1899 was $319,700,000, against

$222,500,000 at the close of 1898.

The St. Petersburg correspondent of the Daily Tele-

graph says

:

"General Krapotkin, Russian Minister for War, who is

a strong Boer sympathizer, is responsible for all the re-

cent movements of Russian troops in the Kushk district.

He obtained the approval of the Military Council for a

plan to seize Herat, and he thereupon submitted it to the

Czar, suggesting that it would be a good time, while

England's hands were tied in South Africa, to execute

the plan, which he said could be done without a hitch.
" To his surprise the Czar declined to give any counten-

ance to any movement in favor of utilizing Great Britain's

difficulties. His Majesty said :
' It is my intention to

maintain the strictest neutrality throughout the war,

notwithstanding the display of popular sympathies to-

ward the Boers.'
" This is tantamount to a victory for the Russian For-

eign Oflice. Count Muravieff was strongly opposed to

the scheme of General Krapotkin, whose
garded as considerably shaken."

The Native Commissioner at Sebungwe, Africa, repo

that the white rhinoceros is still to be seen on the ve

n the districts between the Sanyati and Zambesi rive

It was generally thought that this gigantic animal >

extinct.

The Orient furnishes us with melons, cucumbers i

ions. Egg plants and tomatoes were discovered

Peru. Quinces, pears, currants and largo white grai

arope, while the most common of our vegetablei

celery, lettuce, cabbage and spinach—were transplao'

from the shores of the Mediterranean.

Cherrapunji, in Assam, northeast of Calcutta, bat

reputation, says the Seentific .American SuppUmenl,

being the wettest place on earth, the average ann

rainfall being 498.15 inches, while it has the record

one month in which 147.17 inches fell. The first half

the past year beat all previous records, 267.84 inchei

rain having fallen between the First Month and the n

die of Sixth Month, five months and a half, while 7J

inches, over six feet of water fell in a single week.

Details of the eruption of the Colima volcano, oo

Pacific coast of Mexico, recently reported by telegr

from Guadalajara, Mex., have been received by W
Arkell, of New York City. An immense river of I

ran over the side of the volcano and threatened to c

whelm three Indian villages near its base. The Ind

fled to the Santa Ana mine, in the centre of Colima'si

per region, and sought safety by hiding in the mine, lea'

their women and children to shift for themselves,

company of Mexican troops drove the Indians from

mine and sent them back to their homes to protect t

'

families. Much woodland property was destroyed.

An American syndicate, with a capital of $10,000,

will immediately begin the construction of a great 1

1

plant in the City of Mexico. An abundance of

grade iron ore and coal are within easy shipping dista

The plant will make a specialty of manufacturing i

,

rails and will be the first industry of the kind to hi

tablished in Mexico. It will give employment toaj

4000 men.
The census which has just been taken by the Ui

States authorities places the population of Cuba a

200,000, against 1,631,687 in 1897, and about 2,"

000 in 1895. In four years Cuba lost nearly 800,

men, women and children.

A despatch from Victoria, B. C, says : With fll|

half mast the city mourns the loss of 40 per cent.

volunteers in the first South African contingent.

What are known as cirrus clouds are among the I

est in the heavens, and are from six to eight n
""

the earth. Incredible as it may seem, they are conj

of frozen moisture.

NOTICES.

The Concluding meeting of Friends' Institute Iflf

will be postponed until Seventh-day, Third Month 10

J. Henry Bam

Westtown Boarding School.—The spring

begin Second-day, Third Month 12th, 1900.

Wiluam F. Wickersbam
Prin

'

Public Meeting, Lansdowne, Pa.

A meeting for worship is appointed by authM

Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the m*

house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the

inst., at eight o'clock.

Wanted—by the Indian Committee, a young m

assist the Superintendent at Tunesassa, N. Y., in the,'

of the farm and care of the boys out of school—to i

on his duties Fourth Month 1st, or earlier.

Apply to

.Josiah Wistar, Salem, >

;

John G. Haines, Malvert •

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience _i

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 a. M., ao

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqi

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twen

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl'

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, S

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rej

^

instruction and discipline should be addressed to n

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an

munications in regard to business should be forwa

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.
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. MINISTRY EXERCISED AS A MATTER OF COURSE,

IE TIME IS ALWAYS READY, IS TOTALLY INCON-

NT WITH OUR TRUE TESTIMONY TO THE HEADSHIP

HRIST IN THE CHURCH : AND SUCH A MINISTRY

OF NECESSITY LAND THE SOCIETY ON ANOTHER

DATION, AND BREAK IT UP INTO FRAGMENTS."

rmer Testimony.

either peace, nor negro freedom, nor opium

nor temperance, are the essence of Quaker-

ihey are the developments of it; results of

iependeuce upon individual guidance, and that

us obedience to inward promptings of duty,

ever authority may say, which are of the es-

of Quakerism.

—

London Friend.

e foregoing would apply to all species of

TOlence which may be the fruit of relig-

)ut not the root. The "Root is to bear

id not we the Root."—J. S. E.

A Thing Not Done in a Corner.

' the Friends' ideal of an assembly rightly

ared in Divine worship, the head of the

jng is all over the meeting—not limited

.6 corner of it, or to any chief seat in the

jogue. He whose right it is to be Head

iB corner is just as rightly Head over all

. and over all things to his church and

'.e. Were He rightly observed all over the

ing as director of its inward and accord-

i
of its open worship, there would be small

I
of human overseer or chronometer. But

jportion as individuals who may be present

rat from under his single headship, there

)e a need of officers as a safeguard against

anarchy of ranters." By reason of human
lity, certain helps and governments are

ely ordained for the church. " For God is

he author of confusion but of peace, as in

'IB churches of the saints."

It much more blessed were that harmony
Hng worship where the worshippers' times

ji the hands of Him to whom their eye is

p. These " shall see eye to eye " at every

when the Lord comes to build up

Zion." And this is the ideal that ought to be

kept steadily before us to realize—that the

headship of the meeting is placed in the Head
of the church himself, and He divideth unto

every one severally as He will.

We have heard of rightly concerned Friends,

who occupied other seats in the meeting, in-

dicating their clear sense of the time for clos-

ing it, to which he who sat in the head seat

seemed insensible. And such act of faithful-

ness was a true relief. Formerly, in some

country meetings, this is said to have been the

custom, that one or another throughout the

meeting, as he individually felt it, would ex-

press his judgment that the service of the

meeting was ended. Gifts in eldership we
know are at times exercised unto edifying by

elders not yet recognized. U gifts in other

ministry were not, how should they ever be-

come recognized?

The principle that no member is exempt from

his or her direct responsibility to the Head of

the Church must be kept alive by obedience,

if there is to be a healthy church. And some-

times, lest meetings settle into a hard and fast

ecclesiasticism, the true Head may call forth a

fresh agent of his will in an unexpected quarter.

But this will not be out of right order, if it is

his order. "For the spirits of the prophets

are subject to the prophets." So that officers

and subjects are both prophets, there is no

ground of fear. And if officers should not be

thus anointed, yet right order often requires,

that they "who sit in Moses' seat" should be

deferred to as representatives of order.

Our concern is not that constituted author-

ities should receive less deference, but that the

true Master of assemblies receive more; so that

all things, however unexpected, that the true

life puts forth may be owned as seasonable.

To this end all our system of under-shepherds

is appointed, that the chief Shepherd may be

head over all things ; that the eye of the wor-

shippers may be single to him and him alone;

that the ministration of all acts of service may

be exclusively from him, through any in any

locality upon whom they are laid; that there

may be no looking to chief seats or galleries

for the exercises or conduct of the meeting in-

stead of the master Himself; that each one on

any seat may feel and cherish his single and

vital responsibility for himself and for the

meeting, as if the question "what shall this

man do?" were impossible; that any officer

should rejoice to be superseded in any function

so that Christ may be all in all ; that they whether
hearing, or doing, or speaking the truth in love
" may grow up into Him in all things who is the

head, even Christ, from whom all the body fitly

framed and knit together through that which

every joint supplieth, according to the due

measure of each several part, maketh the in-

crease of the body unto the building up of itself

in love."

—

Eph. iv: 16.

Parkhurst on War.
C. H. Parkhurst, the well-knowm clergyman

of New York City, is one of the men in the

pulpit who not only sees no good in war, but
is not afraid to raise his voice against the

crime of war and the unchristian attitude

which many men take who claim to be minis-

ters of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. In a recent

sermon he said:

" When all those matters (economics, etc.,)

are put one side and we come on to ground
that is distinctly my province as a representa-

tive of .Jesus Christ, then I do not yield to you;

and I am going to say to you, without any
' buts ' or ' wheresoevers,' that to promote civ-

ilization by the use of swords and artillery is

false to the word, example and life of Jesus

Christ and of all his apostles, and alien to the

entire genius of Christianity. If you say to

that, that there are places in the world where
Christianity has sprung up as an aftergrowth

of military conquest, undoubtedly; but that

does not alter anything so far as relates to

the point I have just made. It does not re-

lieve filthy soil that flowers grow out of it.

God is all the time doing that thing. . . .

Thousands of ministers have practically been

confessing to the world these last twelve

months that Christ's way of saving the world

will not work. ... I should be sorry to

have to conclude that the Gospel is inadequate

without gun powder to support it, and when I

do conclude that, I shall stop preaching out of

self-respect; at least I shall stop calling my-
self a preacher of the Gospel. ... I have

simply dropped all questions of gold and dia-

monds and commercial perquisites, of which I

know little, and have stated to you the mind

of Jesus Christ, of which I do know some-

thing. Now you can ignore that mind and

promote civilization by killing—which may be

the best way—or you can adopt that mind and

promote civilization by making alive, which is

the only Go-spel way."

All temptation has for its essence the de-

fiance of God. No matter how it comes, it pro-

poses nothing else and nothing less than to set

up man's will against God's will. The only as-

surance for man, then, is to cultivate the sense

of his dependence upon (Jod, and to practice in

every event of life submission to the will of

God.
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Information Concerning the Doukhobortsi.

Uurin^ the past week a letter has been re-

ceived from Commissioner \Vm. F. Mcl'reary,

stating that the Government has allowed him

to engage a man to travel through and make

periodical visits to all the villages of the colon-

ies of Swan River and Yorkton, sending in

monthly reports to the officials of his movings,

the condition and needs of the people. He is

an honest, reliable. Christian man, has fair

knowledge of business, speaks their language

fluently, has their confidence and was a thorough

practical farmer for eight years in South Da-

kota, and two or three years in Canada. The

Commissioner further states that he has pur-

chased and forwarded flour and corn meal to

the amount of about two thousand dollars to the

Saskatchewan district and instructed his agents

to act intelligently, seeing that the most de-

serving families should have the benefit of that

and of a kind donation authorized by the Cana-

dian Government if they should still be short

of provisions. He added:—I am keeping you

furnished from time to time with all particulars

and correspondence in regard to the Doukhobors.

Arrangements have been made for free trans-

portation of all serious cases of sickness to the

hospital at Winnipeg. A contract for cutting

cordwood at seventy-five cents per cord has

been procured, so about one hundred from the

North Colony are now cutting this wood. It

is only about sixty miles from their colony and

as the timber is all dry and fallen and they have

not to split it, but merely to saw it with cross

cut .saws, each man should be able to saw a

couple of cords per day. They are furnished

with saws, camps, cooking stoves and every-

thing free and the women and boys can also

help at the work.

A letter from another correspondentstates:

—

I sent five dollars to a family in Prince Albert

district who recently lost a five months old child

from starvation, the mother being very much

exhausted for want of food, so had no nourish-

ment for her child. She also speaks of two

hundred dollars having been contributed in Cali-

fornia and about three tons of dried fruit. The

question however of the transportation of the

latter is one likely to be attended with delay

and expense, although the dried fruit when re-

ceived will doubtless be a great blessing. Those

who have goods that are perishable, to donate,

but feel unable to defray the expense of sending

them, should not be discouraged in making such

donations, for it is hoped that others will con-

tribute towards the payment of freight. It is

advisable that all arrangements with the rail-

road companies be made through one experi-

enced in shipping goods and who might influence

the officials to carry all food and other articles

gratuitously given, free of charge. The Cana-

dian Government has generously allowed such

merchandise as is given to the Doukhobortsi to

be sent free of duty; but even with this advan-

tage, if freight is charged and the goods donated

have to be purchased in the open market, it is

questionable whether they could be bought and

delivered as economically as to buy them in

Winnipeg.
With the above was enclosed the following

letter from one of the Doukhobors:

—

Petrorka, Yorkton, February 1900.

. . . . We could not wTite to you as

promised because we had not anybody to WTite

English and we profit of occasion presently.

After my work was at an end in Brandon where

I was very well, I came home; in the land choiced

by my people. They did construct houses, bring-

ing wood on the back, because there was only

one horse and one team of oxen going always

to Yorkton for flour for our food; we had also to

plow, ourselves, men and women, that was not

very heavy, twenty people for one plow.

After my house was finished to construct I

did cut hay with the other men for winter ;

we did cut much for nothing, because we could

not get cattle. We are only two hundred peo-

ple, and have only five horses, two oxen, two

cows, which don't give milk. I had to leave home

again ; my Macha, not very healthy, with rest of

my family ; my uncle, a man aged eighty-seven

years, who remained twelve years in Siberia, who

works yet. His poor members are trembling, at-

tained by rheumatism; they had to bring wood

for winter all on the back for several miles. I

had to go at Railway after the principal of the

work was done. I did work until snow came,

for two months, and gained $1.35 per day.

With that the company retained for our food,

I had yet $48, with which I did buy flour, sugar,

salt, butter, cabbage, and shirts, etc. ; that is

all gone now. I could not find other work, and

had to remain home. There are almost three

months I come again. Here I make one work

and the other, tables, chairs, with wood that

we got to cut and saw now, not having had

time before ; windows, also, were not finished,

all workers having been out. Our houses are

partly in earth ; the wood is too far. They are

more damp, but warm enough when there is

iron stove ; and we live yet, thanks to God.

The only thing is that our provisions are near

to end , we eat almost always bread, only third

quality (4x). We would like to give milk and

butter to our old uncle, and we would like to

buy a cow for that purpose for him and little

children. Macha, my wife, is not very healthy.

Her uncle is near to death, her cousin very

sick, a young man of twenty-five years; they

would all be very thankful for you if you help

us before I can go again work at Spring.

Yours truly Brother,

Doukhobor village of Petrorka, Makhortoff.
Yorkton, Assa.

The last comers who were supposed to have

the most money made the same mistake, as

some others had done, in buying young and un-

broken horses, this tending to make them as

poor as the others, and there was probably

some friction in the delivery of goods by those

who had their own teams. The teams of all

the villages may not be supposed to be in very

good condition, as it would not be an easy mat-

ter for those who have mostly to live on bread

and water themselves, to furnish their stock

with grain.

It is evident in the letters from the Commis-

sioner that he w^as disposed to have supplies

at the railroad stations as promptly as they

could be taken. It has been the general im-

pression that goods for the villages, have been

first deposited in their respective storehouses

and distributed through their own committees.

The urgent instructions lately given to agents

will now, no doubt, expedite matters very ma-

terially. We have not heard of more than two

deaths that could be directly attributed to hun-

ger and cold. A report from one living in the

neighborhood of Kamsack says that the Douk-

hobors of that District have passed the wint

so far without extreme suffering and doing tl

best they can. Out of a private fund giv

her for distribution amongst the needy, ^

had expended $20 for wool, to be made

into footwear and mittens, and invested in soi

medicines for the sick. After receiving the

things the Doukhobortsi called a meeting a:

expressed their gratitude with offerings

praise and thanksgiving.

The following is a copy of an address th

has lately been prepared and printed in

English and Russian ; a copy of each for ea

of the forty-nine villages. It has been sent

the Superintendent of the Immigration Depai

ment to be forwarded and distributed.

[Address from the Committee of the Phi

delphia Meeting for Sufferings.]

To the Meinbers of the
"
Christian Commm

of the Universal Brotherhood" now in i

Northwest Territory, Canada.

Dear Brothers and Sisters:—Having,

the providence and wisdom of Almighty Qi

been brought to a knowledge of each other,'

salute you as children with us of one conmi

Father, and partakers of his merciful dealii

desiring your prosperity in every way.

It is cause of rejoicing that both with y

and with our people, as with the immediate d

ciples and followers of our Lord and SaviourJ«

Christ, there have been found those who w
counted worthy to suffer for Him, and by wh(

faithfulness a great purpose has been wroug

in the eyes of the nations, proving that t

truth and love of God are not to be stamp

out by persecution; and the arm of God!

brought salvation to those who trusted Him i

the end, and the children of such have Ix

signally favored.

Blessed be the name of the Lord who hi!

strengthened your hearts to become witnesi^

for Him, and kept you in courage under allyc;

difficulties and losses of property, cruelties

flicted, and deprivation of the society of so;-

dearly beloved ones. But all your griefs i

known by Him who has many servants in afB'

tion, and can cause their constancy to redou

to his glory, whilst the angel of his own pr

ence is with the afflicted, and saveth them.

In the early history of our people, thousai

suffered imprisonment and other cruelties, ma

died in prisons, and some were publicly execut"

But the Lord had a purpose of his own in p

serving us as a Society, enabling us to sym]

thize with others who for like cause have be

distressed.

There are those of the " Society of Friend

both in America and in England, disposed to

all in their power for the release of your exi!

fathers, husbands, sons and brothers, or wl

ever may be in banishment, because of th

love to God and Jesus Christ, and who cam

disobey the commandments of God and teachir

of Jesus Christ our Saviour.

We are still exercised to minister to yc

necessities, hoping the distribution will be

justly made as circumstances will admit; e\

the hearts of many of our little children, uf

hearing of your trials and sufferings, havebt

so tendered they have voluntarily given in th

small measure of what they had, manifestini

feeling of love and sympathy with you and y(

little ones.

We desire your encouragement in all reasi
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effort to improve your condition, and do

lend you for the perseverance and diligence

lave shown in building and other works,

patience, industry, uncomplaining endur-

cheerfulness and gratitude have corn-

ed you unto many who desire your best

re and prosperity, even unto prayers, that

ew of Heaven may continue to rest upon

md that, in any situation you may yet be in

t in this world, you may be preserved from
yil that is in it.

) have no doubt that it is the design of the

to bless all who keep his fear before their

and that He designs to cause his own
and power to be exalted in the eyes of

who can see what He has done for you;

lany now doubtless see that you have been

fully brought out from a country where,

you left, a large number have been de-

ed by an earthquake ; and it is by the same
of Power that has wTought your salvation

it particular, that you can be preserved

numents of his mercy and goodness whilst

hearts are right in his holy sight,

ur messages and greetings have mostly

printed and circulated, far and near,

gst those believed to be interested in you,

as occasions have favored, it has been

mof in our assemblies how you appreciated

,ance rendered, and in other ways gave

iS of love that you have for us, thus en-

iring to answer the request made to visitors

ive should thus communicate, which mes-

i have been received with very general

itance.

3 Lord bless you and keep you to the end,

g you to see of the desire of your hearts

swer to your fervent petitions as to his

over you, and those dear to you, both far

lear, that by all the end of your faith may
perienced in his salvation.

Farewell,

EL Morris, George M. Comfort,
THAN E. Rhoads, William L. Bailey,

'H S. Elkinton, William Evans,
AIM Smith,

ittee of the Representatives of the Society of Friends

to Aid the Doukhohortsi.

BELPHIA, Second Month 14th, 1900.

ID Jacket Illustrates the Result of
tNG A "Small Tract" of Land.— Red
3t, the Seneca Indian chief, was deter-

d and constant in his opposition to the

Df lands belonging to the Indians. At the

;il held at Buffalo Creek in 1811 he was
ted by the Indians to answer the propo-

i of a New York land company to buy
land. The Indians refused to sell, al-

jh, as usual, the company only wanted " a

:
tract."

illustrate the system, after speech-making
lOver, Red Jacket placed half-a-dozen In-

i on a log which lay near by. They did

it together, but had plenty of room. He
took a white man who wanted " a small
(" and making the Indians at one end
ire up," he put a white man beside them;
• he brought another " small tract " (white

1, and making the Aborigines " move up "

;more, the Indian on the end was obliged
lie from the log. He repeated this pro-
i: until but one of the original occupants
teft on the log, then suddenly he shoved
i^off, put a white man in his place, and

turning to the land agent, he said, " See what
one small tract means—white man all, Indian

nothing."

—

Cattaraugus Republican.

For "The Friend. "

" When work is done
"

That is begun
For Righteousness and Truth,

'Tis from within.

If we would win
Our wage in age or youth.

Make no mistake:

We cannot take

The works we outward sow.

They all belong unto the flesh.

For heaven they do not grow.

Tho' outward work
We cannot shirk

—

Still, knowing that this kind

Will not prevail, " beyond the vail,"

'Tis blind that leadeth blind.

It Saved the Ship.

They were speaking of wireless telegraphy

when a retired naval officer said: "Let me tell

you a true story, though I do not care to men-

tion the names of the persons concerned, but

they are in the navy to-day:
" We will say that Lieutenant Glover was

officer of the deck of the ship Rancoeus. She

had been cruising off the coast of South Amer-

ica for several months and on putting into port

received orders to sail for a small group of

islands one thousand miles to the west and

rescue some sailors who were reported there.

The vessel was nearing this place when the in-

cident occurred. As I have said. Glover was

on deck that night. It was blowing pretty

fresh and clouding up, and he ordered the

royals in and then topgallant sails. Even then

the ship was heeling so that it was not com-

fortable. He was about to call the watch and

reef topsails when he heard a voice, ' Keep to

the right; keep further to the right, for God's

sake!' It was so distinct and clear that he

turned, expecting to see some one, but the

man at the wheel was a long distance off.

Glover called to him, ' What did you say, quar-

termaster?' he asked. '
I didn't speak, sir,' re-

plied the man. ' I thought you did,' Glover

rejoined. He walked forward a way and looked

out over the water again, when again came

the cry, ' Keep to the right; keep to the right.'

" The officer turned quickly, but there was

no one near him, and, startled, he turned aft,

a strange fear or something akin to it taking

possession of him. He was in charge of the

ship and was responsible for her, but he had

no right to change the course without consult-

ing the captain. So he strode forward, with

an effort to throw the feeling off. But as he

grasped the shrouds and looked ahead, the

voice came again :
' Keep to the right ! In God's

name, keep to the right!'

"That settled it. Glover sprang forward

and shouted :
' Lay aft, watch ! 'Bout ship !' The

men sprang to their stations. ' Ready about,

stations for stays!' came the order, followed

by the whistle of the boatswain. The ship

surged up into the wind, buffeted the waves

for a few moments, then swung on the other

tack. As she came on her course Glover made

up his mind that he was in for it, and when he

explained to the captain that he had put the

ship about all on account of a voice he would

in all probability either be put under arrest or

placed on the sick report as being unfit for

duty. But his relief in sailing in another di-

rection was so great that he did not seem to

mind anything else, and he immediately pro-

ceded to report. ' Captain,' he said, '
1 have

come to report that I have put the ship about

for what you will consider an idiotic reason.

Three times I heard a voice by me on deck say,

"Keep more to the right!" and I was so con-

vinced that there was danger ahead that it be-

came a certainty, and I put the ship about, sir.'

" Glover stood and waited for his sentence,

as the captain was a noted martinet and an

explosion was fairly sure to come, but to his

amazement the captain said: 'You did quite

right, Glover. Reduce sail and keep her as

near the spot where you went about as you
can until morning.'

" The captain came on deck early and sent

at once for Glover. ' Mr. (jlover,' he said, '
I

wish you to figure out exactly the leeway and

drift during the night and put the ship on the

old course again, and let me know when you

estimate that she will reach where you were

last night when you put her about.' Glover

figured awhile, ordered the ship about and

stated that they would reach the spot in two

hours. The men soon discovered that some-

thing unusual was in the wind, and excitement

grew intense when the officer of the deck or-

dered an extra lookout in the top and told all

hands to keep an eye out for danger ahead.
" The ship was forging ahead at great speed,

and at four bells Glover informed the captain

that as near as he could judge they were on

the exact spot. ' Keep a weather eye out, lads,'

said the captain, ' and the man who sees any-

thing ahead gets extra grog." For twenty

minutes the ship plunged on. Then a man in

the foretop waved his arm, shouting, 'Luff,

luff; rocks ahead.' Up went the helm, and the

big ship surged around into the wind while the

sailor pointed to the starboard where the sea

was eddying, boiling and foaming over a long,

sunken ledge just at or below the surface, so

low indeed that it could not have been seen

until the ship was nearly on it. Glover's face

was white as a sheet as the captain walked up

to him and said, ' Say nothing of this, my boy,

but you have saved us from a horrible death.'

" The wind was dying rapidly, and in a short

while the boat ran within a few feet of the

spot and found a ledge about a foot below the

surface, a ledge of jagged, toothlike rocks ex-

tending along for a mile, and very narrow, with

deep water all about; a ledge never knowTi be-

fore. Now that ledge is marked on the charts.

" The strangest part ot the whole affair now

comes in. Glover never mentioned the circum-

stance to any one, but when they reached port

again some months later he found a letter from

his wife, a portion of which he showed the

captain. I cannot give it verbatim," said the

story-teller, " but I have seen the letter, which

ended with the hope, that her husband would

not think her foolish, hut she had had a fearful

dream. She saw the ship rushing along, with

him on deck, and there seemed to be a horrible

abyss right before it. There was still time to

save him, and she screamed, 'Keep to the

right, keep to the right!" so loudly that it

awoke her. She hoped it was not a presenti-

ment of evil.

" That's all," said the retired officer, " and it

is almost exactly true or as true as I can give
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it without naming the date, the officer, the

ship and her cruising ground. The fact re-

mains that his wife in a dream saw her hus-

band rushing to disaster and by some stupen-

dous mental effort communicated a warning to

him several thousand miles away, her very

words being repeated, so that his ship was

saved."—Aeu' York Sun.

Summary of the Claims of "Higk Churchmen."

BY A. T. PIERSON.

1. The basis of all the rest is Priestly Or-

dination, which puts priestly intervention be-

tween a believer and his right to act as a min-

ister of Christ, and is supposed to confer, by a

sort of succession in grace, the Divine author-

ity to preach and administer sacraments. In

the primitive days, all believers preached (Acts

viii: 1-4; xi: 19, 20), and Philip baptized, though

he was set apart for a temporal office, and was,

therefore, a " layman," and one case breaks

the sacred line. Priestly ordination is the head

of the whole system of sacerdotalism, and, if

granted, it carries the rest with it by making

a human authority necessary for all ministry,

so that one is dependent for all else upon such

priestly intervention.

2. Then follows Baptismal Regeneration, which

puts the ordained priest between the infant

child and the Church. Infant baptism becomes

the means of regenerating the infant with the

Holy Spirit and engrafting the child upon the

body of Christ.

3. Next follows Priestly Interpretation, or

indoctrination, which puts the priest between

the baptized child and the Word of God. The

priest becomes the teacher of the child, and

churchly tradition the practical source of au-

thority. Wherever the testimony of Scripture

is considered doubtful tradition interprets it;

and wherever the two conflict, tradition takes

precedence. Hence the Bible is not a safe

book to be put into the hands of any but priests.

4. Priestly Absolution naiMTaWyioWows. The

child is supposed to err, fall short, commit sin,

and the only way to get clear of it is by the

way of the confessional. This puts the priestly

intervention between the sinner and Divine for-

5. Next follows Priestly Confirmation,

which is supposed to be found the channel of

grace to the believer, as in ordination to the

priestly candidate. This puts priestly inter-

vention between the " child of the Church
"

and the Holy Spirit.

6. Then comes Priestly Administration of the

Eucharist, whereby some mysterious change—
transubstantiation, consubstantiation, or what-

ever it be called—takes place, in priestly hands,

in the " bread and cup," so that they become

the body and blood of the Lord. Hence the

Lord's table becomes an altar, and the supper

a sacrifice. This puts priestly intervention be-

tween the child of the Church and Christ's

atoning death and sustaining life.

7. Finally come Prayers for the Dead. The

soul departing lingers in some intermediate

state of more or less imperfect and disciplinary

suffering, until priestly intercession relieves it

of disabilities, and promotes fuller entrance

into the heavenly estate. This puts priestly

intervention between the human spirit and final

entrance into glory. What must the dyin..

thief have done with no priest to baptize, m-

struct, confirm, absolve, administer the " real

presence," or pray for the repose of his soul!

Humility.

It is only a little slip of paper, yellow with

age, and yet, year after year, as the pigeon-

holes of my desk are re-assorted, and what is

valueless culled out, this sheet is re-read and

carefully put back.

Years ago I was often thrown into close

touch with one who showed a Christlike spirit

under all circumstances. Her environment was

the reverse of pleasant. She w^as forced to

live with those who were not only narrow,

jealous and difficult to please, but who had no

love for the things she loved. But she bore

all with patience.
" How can you submit, as you do?" queried

I, one day, when I chanced upon the scene and

saw enough to suggest the thought that pa-

tience had ceased to be a virtue. " It is too

much for human endurance!"
" You are right there," my aged friend re-

plied, sweetly: "It is beyond human endur-

ance: but the Holy Spirit, the Divine, enables

me to bear patiently what would otherwise

crush me. Years have taught me one lesson,

however: If one has the true spirit of humility

there is little room for hurt feelings."

When next I called upon this saintly one

she handed me the slip of paper which I shall

always treasure, saying: "A quotation like this

was given to me years ago, by one who awaits

me on the other shore. I know not whose

words they are, but I looked upon them as so

good that I pasted the one given me on the

fly-leaf of my Bible. To the frequent reading

of it I owe so much that I want you, too, in

possession of a copy. Perhaps after reading

it, you will better understand the secret of my
seeming indifference to what would once have

made life a burden. Then, in tremulous tone,

she added: "It is little I can give you, dear,

but I copied this with a prayer that you, too,

may be strengthened by it as I have been. To

be 'clothed with humility,' as Peter puts it,

has long been my aim; and I do know, by

happy experience, that he ' giveth grace to the

humble.'

"

*

Then, with face illuminated from peace

within, she placed in my hand the following

apt definition of a virtue which is too little

sought after:
" Humility is perpetual quietness of heart.

It is to have no trouble. It is never to be

fretted, or vexed, or irritated, or sore, or dis-

appointed: It is to expect nothing, to wonder

at nothing that is done to me, to feel nothing

done against me. It is to be at rest when no-

body praises me, and when I am blamed and

despised. It is to have a blessed home in my-

self, where I can go in and shut the door, and

kneel to my Father in secret, and am at peace,

as in a deep sea of calmness when all around

and above is trouble."

Helen H. Thomas.

SeleclPd for "The Friknd."

PRAYING IN SPIRIT.
' But thou when thou prayest, enter into thy closet,

I when thou hast shut the door, pray to thy Father

secret, and thy Father who
shaU reward thee openly " (Matt, vi: 6).

I need not leave the jostling world.

Or wait till daily tasks are o'er.

To fold ray palms in secret prayer.

Within the close-shut closet door.

secret

" We can say of our Bible to-day what was

once said to the king of France, who was per-

secuting Protestants :

' Sire, the Church is an

anvil, and it has worn out a great many ham-

mers.' So our Bible has worn out many ham-

mers, and will wear out a great many more."
—J. Brown.

There is a viewless, cloistered room,

As high as heaven, as fair as day,

Where, though my feet may join the throngY

My soul can enter in and pray.

When I have banished wayward thoughts.

Of sinful works the fruitful seed.

When folly wins my ear no more,

The closet door is shut indeed.

No human step approaching, breaks

The blissful silence of the place;

No shadow steals across the light

That falls from my Redeemer's face.

And never through these crystal walls

The clash of life can pierce its way;

Nor ever can a human ear

Drink in the spirit-words I say.

One barkening even, cannot know
When I have crossed the threshold o'er.

For He alone who hears my prayer,

Has heard the shutting of the door.

I

One Busy Girl's Way.

In the room of a girl friend the other ds;

we noticed something which especially inter

ested us. To the pin-cushion, which occupie

the central position on her dresser, was pinne

a short poem, evidently clipped from som

newspaper. And the poem happened to be on

which everybody knows about but comparative!

few people know.

Now a pin-cushion is not the place whei

one expects to find a poem, however grand c

beautiful, and we looked to our friend for a

explanation.

"I always have something I especially war

to knowpinned to my cushion," she said, smilini

" and when I'm brushing my hair or adjustin

a collar button, I just glance over the line;

Before I know it I have the whole committe

to memory and then I remove it and plac

something else in its stead."

Now this girl, as we happen to know, is

very busy girl, a stenographer in a law offio

an earnest church worker, a favorite with othf

young people, and we had been surprised I

hear her spoken of as "so well informed

We wondered how she found time to acqmi^

her information, but the pin-cushion reveal*

the mystery. She had learned the art i

utilizing the minutes.

—

Selected.

Still it is Sin.—The evil spirit called i

may be trained up to politeness and made t

be genteel sin ; it may be elegant, cultivati

sin ; it may be very exclusive and fashionab

sin ; it may be industrious, thrifty sin ; it mi

be a great commercial operator, a great i

ventor ; it may be learned, scientific, eloqueJ

highly poetic sin ! Still, it is sin, and, beii

that, has, in fact, the same radical and fund

mental quality that in its ranker and les8_r

strained conditions, produces all the most hid

ous and revolting crimes of the world.

—

Horo

Bushnell.
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Child-Study, No. 8.

F"OR "Thk Fkikni

;hing religious truths to children.

"vation shows us that our little chil-

iiring their early years, pass through

e stages of growth, which the race has

rough. Since all savage peoples have
3nce for or fear of some power outside

iselves and superior to themselves, and
Dowledge of right and wrong, or good

, we need feel no doubt but that very
lildren will be able to grasp teaching
lese two lines.

ren less than a year old are often ap-

j conscious of the difference between
id wrong.
great deal of our theoretical and fig-

religious teaching were reduced to em-
ig the importance of choosing to do

hildren would much more readily grasp

il Christianity.

leavenly Father has planned the right

i He comes into our hearts to show us

y. When we do the thing which we
right we feel happy because we are in

with the Divine will; when we do the

?hich we know is wrong we feel un-

ecause we are not in harmony with the

A-ill—most little children will acknowl-

lat they have this experience. Their

should affirm and reaffirm this truth

results, until the lesson is fully learned,

e entrance gate to the Christian road.

Iness in choosing to do right leads to

knowledge of Divine things—to faith

3 as well as obedience,

ig the years of adolescence when the

,al nature is at its highest sensitiveness,

should especially guard their children

even religious excitement. It is the

lost conversions, it is true, but of most
1 and crimes as well. The quieter re-

jrowth which comes from choosing right

dug toward the blessed Holy Spirit for

;e, is the safest and surest way.

e all, as Dr. Stanley Hall says emphati-

. our big sons cultivate a spirit of pro-

reverence to carry them through the

nd strain of this period. If our children

sel this reverence we must be prayerfully

to teach them Truth. How easy it is

a lazy answer to their questions by
" Most people do not do this or that,"

3s believe so and so." Many a man has

th forever because the supposed in-

standard erected by his parents, has

very fallible. When the standard fell.

Die belief of the mature man fell with

not dress as we Friends do, because

decree it, but because of an individual

f Divine requirement; and, furthermore,
i it appeals to us, as one of the most
il ways of upholding the simplicity

our Saviour taught, and which was
practised in the early church as well

ig early Friends.

r children think we are not consistent

i" respects, teach them that simplicity

liamental principle, which each Chris-

.;ht to work out for himself. Truth is

;g to discover and live up to.

les ideas are so frequently full of error,

:ir practices so influenced by circum-

stances, that it is possible to find really good
people who support in life or teaching almost
any truth or error. So the children must be
taught to think and pray for themselves, and not
to be disturbed by the contradictions among
good people with whom they associate.

True prayer is the communion between our
Heavenly Father and his children. Our part
is to preserve an attitude of faith, obedience
and love toward Him. Teach the children when
they reach toward, long for, their Heavenly
Father's presence, that He is well pleased with
them, and from time to time will fill their hearts
with joy, will prompt them to petition for

grace and gifts which He will grant with his

love. But they are far too finite to know of

themselves the things for which they should

ask.

Teach them that their Heavenly Father often

accomplishes his purposes slowly and they may
have to wait for the realization of their best

desires. Preserve them in their childhood

from the experience of prayers which they feel

are unanswered. If their attitude is right,

they may be sure of growth in things Divine.

The time has come when the thinking world
has begun to look at the Bible as Robert Bar-

clay taught in his Apology. And it behooves
Friends to read his proposition on the Scrip-

tures, and then faithfully to instruct the chil-

dren in its truths; looking unto the Lord as of

old to understand their spiritual teachings.

There never was a time, when history illus-

trated, and research vindicated the truth and
beauty of the Bible as they do to-day.

While we must leave to Him who can speak
to our and our children's condition the spiritual

openings of life in Holy Writ as living experi-

ence may need them, there are yet other and
outward aspects of the Scripture—such as per-

tain to history, geography, customs of the time,

language and literature—which clearly refer

themselves to the outward understanding of

men. When these features are kept in their

true relation to the greater light which rules the

spiritual day, the lesser light is by no means to

be despised in its own sphere. There are no
established facts in the historic setting or the

literary features of the Scripture, but have
their value in promoting a fuller and helpful

understanding of its teachings. In proportion

as the avenues of appreciation are increased,

so the truth itself seems to be enlarged.

The Bible has for so long a time touched the

heart side of humanity so exclusively, that the

mental side stands in danger of losing its de-

signed (though subordinate) place. What has

Truth to fear? A Christian mind is only an

added helper to a Christian heart. If our chil-

dren have been taught the Truth and if they

have the influence of Christian parents—parents

who know the Truth and are true to their

convictions — we may be assured that their

minds as well as their hearts will enjoy and

endorse the teachings of holy men inspired of

God.

Every little Quaker child will probably ask

its mother at some time, " What is a Friend?"

What answer can we give which will be true?—
an answer which will emphasize and dignify

our denominational position and not under-

estimate the Christ-like life of those who be-

long to the church universal, but are not of

our household of faith. In the first place we
must make clear to our children that there is

a church universal; that its members are in

every sect and every nation ; that membership
in the Society of Friends is not, necessarily,

membership in the church universal; that it is

of first importance to know the will and love

of Christ to fill the heart; that certain princi-

ples have been committed to the Society of
Friends to be held and taught, and that these
distinguishing principles are becoming more
and more to be understood by other Christian

people.

1st. Silence as a basis for worship, in place
of pre-arranged services. The attitude of
silent prostration of spirit before the Lord,
when the whole man is ready 'to be filled with
the Holy Spirit and yield obedience to his will

is the best attitude for religious worship.

2. A ministry freshly inspired for each oc-

casion. The Holy Spirit alone should be de-

pended on to inspire vocal service. Intellec-

tual discourses or unintellectual talk are not
satisfying to the hunger of the soul. Prophets
who have a message from the Lord for which
the hearts of the people are prepared by the

Lord, are now, as in olden time, the strongest

upbuilders of the church.

3rd. A belief in the spiritual interpretation

of " the ordinances."

4th. A belief in peace among men and na-

tions as a Christian principle.

If our children grasp these four principles

and have a personal realization of their truth

and power we may be well satisfied to call

them Friends. And without such realization

we do well not to consider them or ourselves

to be really Friends, but only members of the

Society.

The world is slowly but surely coming to un-

derstand these same Christian views; but none
the less do we need to be loyal to the princi-

ples of our progenitors. And so to teach our

children that they may count it a blessing to

receive teachings of truths from their parents

which many work out for themselves through
long and painful ways, yea, even through per-

secutions and evil reports.

When in the far-away future the day comes
when man shall see far better the truth and

beauty of Truth's blessed way, will he build

Him costly churches, with organs to sound

forth praise and one man to lead the worship-

pers into the Divine presence? Or will devout

souls gather together in consistent simplicity

to offer from all hearts, as one, the praise due

to the Father of spirits? Sometimes it is as

helpful to gaze into the future as to linger in

the past. I would that such a gaze might
quicken every parent to love and teach Chris-

tian and Quaker truths to the children in such

an intelligent and living way that the hearts

of the children would grow warm with love

and zeal for Christ and his blessed Truth.

Question.—What of miracles?

Answer.—The Lord's power is infinite. Both

to will and to do whatsoever He seeeth fit, and
whensoever there is a necesMty for it.

But his arm is not revealed unto the people,

for ' He maketh darkness his coveringand thick

darkness his pavilion."

Yet the Scripture saith "He is light, and in

Him is no darkness at all."

Therefore the darkness is with the people,

and it remaineth with them.

Second Month 14th, 1900.
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THE PENALTT.

We are mad -grown mad in the race for gol.

We are drunk with the wine of gain;

The truths our fathers proclaimed of old

We spurn with a high disdain;

But, while the conqueror's race we run,

Our rulers should not forget

That the God who reigned over Babylon

Is the God who is reigning yet.

Would we tread in the paths of tyranny.

Nor reckon the tyrant's cost?

Who taketh another's liberty,

His freedom hath also lost.

Would we win as the strong have ever won?

Make ready to pay the debt;

For the God who reigned over Babylon

Is the God who is reigning yet.

The ruins of dynasties passed away

In eloquent silence lie;

And the despot's fate is the same to-day

That it was in the days gone by

Against all wrong and injustice done

A rigid account is set;

For the God who reigned over Babylon

Is the God who is reigning yet.

The laws of right are eternal laws.

The judgments of truth are true.

My greed-blind masters, I bid you pause

And look on the work you do;

You bind with shackles your fellow-man;

Your hands with his blood are wet;

And the God who reigned over Babylon

Is the God who is reigning yet.—J. A. Edgerton.

For "The Fkiend."

Love.

"We love Him because He first loved us " (1 John

Love is reciprocal in its action. There is a

natural love and affection, thus spoken of: for

sinners also love those that love them (Luke

vi- 32) But this is not identical with that

love of which John speaks in the above text;

for sinners may be and are as sinners dead to

God having the carnal mind which is enmity

against God." Sinners love those who love

them but the children of God, born of his

Spirit, love those also who are yet enemies.

"God is love" (1 John iv: 16), and as such

is the inexhaustible Fountain of love, pouring

out the same as the sun pours out heat and

light for ages, losing nothing of its bright-

ness and glory. There is that which cannot

come into this love, this light and glory, and

that is, the fruit of darkness—sin. But God s

love flows through Christ Jesus, his beloved

Son towards men whilst yet sinners, that his

love may woo them from sin, and his hght make

plain the way of escape therefrom; forsaking

which they receive of his love. As the infant

instinctively turns to and loves the nourishing

breast, so is this Divine love a first fruit of the

Holy Spirit by which man is born again, be-

coming a child of God.
.

" That which is born of the spirit is spirit.

Man " must be born of the spirit or he cannot

see the kingdom of God." The child of God is

then
" born of the incorruptible seed, the word

of God, that liveth and abideth for ever."

With this life comes love, nor cafi we take

away the one and leave the other, for the life,

as the love, is of God. As then we abide in

Christ, who is our life, we shall abide in his

love Christ Jesus said, " If ye keep my com-

mandments, ye shall abide in my love; even as

I have kept my Father's commandments, and

abide in his love." And Christ's commandment

'above all others is
" That ye love one another

I have loved you" (John xv: 12). tor it

Christ and his love be in us, that love must

flow towards those whom He loves and who

being born of the spirit love God the Father ot

our Lord Jesus Christ.

Christ Jesus gives this love as an inalienable

and never-failing gift to all his people. To

them it becomes a sure evidence that they walk

in his favor, that they enjoy that eternal lite

which is God's gift to those who believe in his

Son. He gives it to them as the badge of dis-

cipleship whereby others know them as such.

It is, as baptized by one spirit into one body,

one life and one love, that herein they receive

the unction of the holy One to become kings

and priests unto God, his Father."

Where this love holds sway in the heart,

kindness, forgiveness and mercy are the at

tendant graces, the works of evil are diligently

eradicated and every virtue flourishes.

It is this love that enables to fulfil the royal

law " Thou Shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.

And Christ briefly sums the whole duty of man

love to God and love to man.

All true believers are God's husbandry, work-

ing with Him in the garden of their hearts,

having a duty to do as Adam had in Eden to

dress it and keep it," and the fruits, those ot

the spirit, are fruits of righteousness well

pleasing to God. So Jude counsels how through

faith and prayer in the Holy Ghost, ye Keep

yourselves in the love of God, looking for the

mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal

life" (21 v).
.V. .1 -.

Far removed from this Divine love that knits

the whole family of God in one brotherhood is

that specious love which is in word only and

not deeds. The former, like a quiet stream

from the spring of life, often gladdens God

people and cements their hearts in one; the

latter idly vaunts itself in words, in words far

from being expressive of the true thoughts of

the speaker.
„ , t, • <.

Finally, this love is a gift of the Prince to

his sons and as such " shall be their possession

by inheritance." Gifts of service to servants,

as prophecy, gifts of healing, knowledge and

the like may fail, but love never. It flows for-

ever, gently onward towards the fountain ot

its source. Paul near the end of his pilgrimage

beheld it as a vast flowing stream of which

nothing here below nor any of the powers of

evil could stem the resistless tide. Nor do we

cease to love when we cease to breathe, for

that love is inseparable to that hfe which

comes from God. W. W. B.

" Our business here is to believe, adore, love

and obey ; not to comprehend and dispute. We
receive the benefit of the rain, and avail our-

selves of the winds and tides, and seek shelter

from the storms whether we understand the

theory of them or not. Thus let us flee from

the wrath to come, take refuge in the hope of

the gospel, receive the comforts of life thank-

fuUv, and bear its burdens cheerfully, without

being desirous of knowing those ' secret things

which belong to the Lord our God.' The gov-

ernment of the world is his, and He neither

needs nor asks our advice ; but to man He saith,

' The fear of the Lord, that is wisdom ;
and to

depart from evil is understanding.' "—Thomas

Scotfs Commentaries.

Thousands Saved from Wild

The annual report of the General Supei

tendent of the Life-saving Service states t

at the close of the year the establishment i

braced 265 stations, 198 being on the Atlai

and Gulf coasts, 56 en the Great Lakes, \'

the Pacific and one at the Falls of the (

Louisville, Ky.
, ^ ,

The number of disasters to documented

sels within the field of the operations of

service during the year was 428. There v

on board these vessels 3,903 persons, of \x'

3,847 were saved and 56 lost. The estjn

value of the vessels involved was $6,07 1!

and that of their cargoes $2,032 005 ma.

a total value of property imperiled $8,104,(

.

Of this amount $6,261,900 was saved I

$1,842,740 lost.

Seven hundred and fifty-one shipwec 1

persons received succor at the stations

whom 1,460 days' relief in the aggregate

aflforded. „ , ^ t

The number of vessels totally lost was

In addition to the foregoing, there v

during the year 294 casualties to small ci

such as small yachts, sail-boats, row-boats,j

on board of which were 671 persons, 66

whom were saved and seven lost. The p

erty involved in these instances is estim;

at $138,535, of which $129,285 was si

and 9,2.50 lost.

Of the 63 persons who perished, 44 \

lost in one district, the Second, on the coa

Massachusetts, and 40 of these in one stor

the almost unprecedented tempest of Elev

Month 26th and 27th, 1898. One-half of

latter number were on board of vessels w

were destroyed on outlying rocks and si

where they could not be seen.

The entire loss of life in all the other i

tricts was only nineteen. These, with the i

lost in the Second district, aside from tl

who perished in the autumn hurricane, ma

total loss of twenty-three, which number
,

considerably below the average annual loj

all the districts in recent years. ;

Besides the number of persons saved

vessels of all kinds, there were 72 others!

cued who had fallen from wharves, piers,
•

the most of whom would have perished bu

the aid of the life-saving crews.
;

The crews saved and assisted in saving

ing the year 387 vessels, valued, with

cargoes at $2,998,255, and rendered assisl

of minor importance to 382 other vessc

distress, besides warning from danger b

signals of the patrolmen 193 vessels.

number of lives and amount of property i

through these warnings is, of course,
'

terminable.

In the reign of Edward HI. there we

Bristol, Eng.; three brothers who were em

clothiers and woolen weavers, and whose

ilv name was Blanket. They were the

persons who manufactured that comfoi

material which has ever since been calU

their name, and which was then used for

ants' clothing.
^

" Happy the man whom thou chastis'

Lord, and, by thy instruction, teachest t

himself calm in the days of misfortune,^

pit has been dug for the wicked. —A V

of Psalms xciv: 12, 13.
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For "The Fkiend"

ow can ye believe who receive honor one of
3r, and seek not the honor which cometh from
[ily " (John v: 44).

J teachings of our Saviour in every way
to the fact that He is the Source. He
las light, who has life, looks toward Him,
) very well knows that there is none other
11 disposed toward him, and so well sup-

f
all his wants! He looks upon his brother

i who is alike dependent and as frail and
. From individual experience he learns

ishly nature of the arm of man, and that
he Spirit that quickeneth.

Saviour said, when reproving the Jews
n of mine own self do nothing," endeav
to impress upon them the spirituality of

fork that brings repentance for the fro-

ess of their hearts, and their unwilling-

accept Him in the way He came.
not far too many of the members of our

y to-day making the same great mistake
Jews did ? Going about from one to an
asking advice, consulting, reasoning,

itting one to another? Is not this a
1 attempt to confer honor upon one an^

are individuals, in the sight and in the
of the great and just Judge. His re

lents of us are exactness in every way
we loiter by the way, or put our wills

his belongs, we alienate ourselves from
ad become as unprofitable servants.
" still small voice," which, to the obe-

is plain and easily heard, can be turned
)r drowned by many words and unwilling

ihold, " I stand at the door and knock;"
My errand is to enter in,

idput of thy heart cast the dark
And a new and holy life begin.

Daniel Mott.

A, Iowa, Second Month 27th, 1900.

1ST AND Christians.— In Prof. Max.
's account of his Indian friends, in the

volume of his "Auld Lang Syne," he
ven a striking sketch of a very talented

Itivated young.man, of the highest caste,

id been brought to faith on Christ in

and who came to London in order to

Christianity in a Christian land. When
about the thought or experience that

ide him a Christian, he gave this remark-
stimony: "I can explain why I rejected

Dd Krishna and Allah, I can tell you
ling that kept me back so long from
anity as preached to us in India, and
ne reject the New as well as the Old
ent as unsatisfactory to a thinking man.
ly and how I became a Christian I can-

plain. I was caught as in a net, and I

ot get away from Christ."

t an illustration of our Lord's own words,

, if I be lifted up from the earth, will

;il men unto me." There was something
jspirit of the Lord, quite distinct from
isentation of his teaching, which caught
[Id his acute mind and inquiring heart.
I it was a case of heart drawing, as over
i mind conviction. . . .

iwoman of Samaria persuaded the men
Ibown to come and see the man who told
I she had ever done. And they said:
I we believe, not because of thy saying;

for we have heard him ourselves, and know
that this is indeed the Saviour of the world."

But there was another testimony of the
young Hindu. He had come to London, hoping
to find the concrete exemplification of the life

and doctrine of Jesus in a Christian civiliza-

tion. But what he actually saw was so difl'er-

ent from his ideals that he said to Prof. Muller:
" If what I have seen in London is Christianity.
I want to go back to India; if that is Chris-
tianity, I am not a Christian."

It is a severe indictment of our practical
living of the Gospel, but it was a judgment
that the Hindu had the right to pronounce.
Christians are the living representatives of

Christ. It is through their life that the Gospel
is made kno\\Ti to the world far more than by
their word. The Hindu had been drawn to

Christ by what he had learned of the Master
himself. He was repelled again by the im-
perfect life of the Master's professed disciples.— W. A. Brooks, in the. Presbyterian.

If there is any person to whom you feel dis-

like, that is the person of whom you ought
never to speak.

—

R. Cecil.

Items Concerning the Society.

PUBLIC MEETINGS, ARCH ST. AND LANSDOWNE, PA.

A MEETING has been appointed under a religious con-
cern of Cyrus Cooper (who has a minute for service within
the limits of Philadelphia and Abington Quarterly Meet-
ings), to be held in the meeting-house at Fourth and Arch
Streets, next First-day afternoon, the 11th inst., at three
o'clock. The attendance of young people interested in

attending Friends' meetings is especially desired, wh
others also are not excluded.

A meeting for worship is appointed by authority of
Chester Monthly Meeting, Pa., to be held in the meeting-
house at Lansdowne, Pa., Fifth-day evening, the 15th
inst., at eight o'clock.

A correspondent writes: " Eastern Quarterly Meet-
ing of Friends was held at Cedar Grove, North-
ampton Co., N. C. twenty-third and twenty-fourth
of Second Month, 1900, and we believe it was one
of the best ever held at this place. The meetings
for worship were solemn and impressive, and the
power of the Lord seemed to be over all. The
business affairs of the church were transacted with
an unusual degree of love and unity. We had the
presence of our dear friend, Joseph J. Neave, from
Australia, accompanied by John W. Watson, from
the Indian Territory. The former was here thirty-

five years ago when our country was involved in

war, and he suffered much in performing the duty
he felt to be laid upon him. He seemed to be highly
pleased and very thankful to find our country under
so much brighter skies than when here before, also

expressing himself as being truly glad to find our
meeting here held as Friends would hold one, and
so well attended."

Work under the Name of Friends in Cuba.—
Letters have been received from John B. Wood, for

expressing the substance of which we are indebted

to the London Friend, as follows:
" The last year has witnessed an interesting and

encouraging drawing towards Friends in Cuba.
Before any member of the Society had been en-

gaged in missionary effort in the island, the read-

'ng of Friends' literature attracted a number of

persons toward the spiritual views of Friends. As
an outcome of the residence amongst them of

Francisco G. Cala and his wife, a meeting has been

established, which is held at Tenerife 52, Havana.
John B. Wood, who has recently gone to reside

there, states that on reaching Havana he found six

families of twenty-four persons living in this house,

besides one hundred and nineteen children being

educated there, and frequent meetings held during

the week. It was then hoped to make early arrange-
ments to reduce the overcrowding, and an effort is

being made for the building of a meeting-house. The
Havana Monthly Meeting, in the course of an ad-
dress to Friends generally, says:
'"We are thankful for the religious liberty

which exists to-day in our country, and with the
purpose of extending the reign of Christ among us
we have established, with the consent of your Mexi-
can meeting, a Monthly Meeting in Havana, and
salute fraternally all men that accept Christ as
Master and Redeemer of the human race, and a.sk

their prayers and help.'
"

Notes from Others.
Almost anybody is willing to be a hammer and

strike for God, but very few people are willing to
be an anvil and to be struck for God.— 5. Jones.

The Ecumenical Conference of 1900, representing
the Protestant Missionary Societies of the world, is

announced to be held in New York, beginning Fourth
Month 21st. Notable delegates from many coun-
tries are expected.

Hobson City, Alabama, is a town of four hun-
dred colored people, with one hundred houses, three
churches and a school house, several stores and no
saloons. At the election of officers, Eighth Month
15th, not a drop of whiskey was seen, nor the least
disorder occurred. This is quite an improvement
over the white towns of Alabama.

—

Southern Cliris-

tian Recorder.

Rachel C. Mather, of Beaufort, S. C, who has
givenher means and thirty-three years of her life

to relief work for the negroes in that region, now
appeals for funds to erect a hospital on a bluff of
Broad River, overlooking Port Royal Bay and the
mainland. Thousands of negroes having been ejected
from their homes for taxes made delinquent by de-
struction of crops by wind and wave, tlieir general
distress seems heart-rending, and the need of a shel-

ter for the aged, the sick and the helpless, makes a
loud claim on humanity.

The task of taking a religious census of Phila-
delphia, which was begun by volunteers from vari-

ous churches on Washington's Birthday, Second
Month 22nd, is complete in eleven districts only

—

about two-thirds of the task. The work is still

going on. Thus far only 23 in every 100 persons
appear as adherents of any religious creed. The
large numb«r of 77 in 100 are without denomina-
tional ties.

The statement shows that 4,609 visitors were
engaged in taking records. People belonging to

over sixty-one creeds and religions were found. The
number of Catholics average about one to four of

the combined Protestant churches. The total num-
ber of records taken is 253,169. As each record

represents four persons, the number of people seen
is 1,012,676.

Counting by records, the Catholics have the
highest number among individual denominations,
with 67,045. Other figures are: Baptist, 25,187;
Episcopal, 25,953; Presbyterian, 25,595; Metho-
dist Episcopal, 33,451; Lutheran, 17,827; Jewish,

5,728; Chinese,50; refused information, 3,903; no re-

ligious preference expressed, 15,421; vacant houses
in the city, 6,076.

There are yet 40,000 records to be made, which
means that over 160,000 people have not been
isited.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The Unit«d States imported more

merchandise last year from every quarter of the globe

than it took in 1898.

The Puerto Rican Tariff bill, amended so as to reduce the

tariff from 25 per cent, to 15 per cent, and limiting its

life to two years, passed the House on Second Month 28th,

by a vote of 172 to 161. Six Republicans voted with the

opposition against the bill, and four Democrats voted with

the Republicans for it. Each side made herculean efforts
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to get out a full vote, six members being brought from beds

of sickness to vote.

Senator Davis of Minnesota, has offered an amendment

to the Puerto Rican Tariff bill granting free trade to the

island and e.itending to it the provisions of the Constitu-

tion, while implying that such privilege cannot be e.xtended

to the Philippines e.\cept by legislative action.

President McKinlev has sent a message to Congress

recommending that $2,0'J5,4.i5.58, collected as duties upon

goods imported from Puerto Rico since the Spanish evacua-

tion of the island, on Tenth Month 18, 1898, be appropriated

for the use and benefit of the island. The House accordingly

passed a bill by a vote of 162 to 107, appropriating_the

money to be used as the President may desire.

The Washington correspondent of the Public Ledger,

writes:—"The temperance question in the Philippines is

stirring a tidal wave of petitions into motion all over the

country. From the West and from New England there

comes daily a tremendous mass of correspondence to

Senators and Representatives expressing indignation at

the possibility of the young men in the army in the Philip-

pines becoming drunkards. In response to this spirit of

protest in his State Mr. Gillette, of Massachusetts, in-

troduced a bill in the House prohibiting the sale any-

where in the Philippines of whiskey or other distilled

liquors in quantities less than twenty gallons, unless on a

physician's prescription. The penalty for the first offence

is fixed $10 or thirty days' imprisonment. The second

offence can be punished with a fine of from $10 to $1000

or six months' imprisonment, or both."

The War Department has received a cable statement

showing that the total receipts from the Philippine Islands

for Second Month, 1900, were $426,423, of which amount

$357,000 was derived from customs.

The total Government receipts during Second Month

were $45,631,265 and the expenditures, $37,738,472, leav-

ing a surplus of $7,892,793.

The people of Cuba demand from the United States the

same favor that is shown Puerto Rico. Cuba now pays the

same customs duties that were paid while the island was

under the dominion of Spain. Robert P. Porter, formerly

Superintendent of the Census and now the President's

special representative in Cuba, and Quesada, the Cuban

Commissioner to the United States, are already calling

attention to this contradiction of tariff responsibilities.

They urge that Cuba is in the hands of the United States,

and that fair play is a jewel to which the island has a

right to lay claim.
" Not only," says R. P. Porter, " should the Cuban plan-

ter be put on equality with the sugar producers of the

other West Indian islands—should the reciprocity treaty

with the British West Indies go through—but with the

sugar producers of Puerto Rico and the Hawaiian Islands

also. As matters stand, the discrimination against the

Cuban planter is very unfair. For example, I know of a

sugar estate in the Hawaiian Islands which last year paid

a net profit of $993,532.74, out of which sum no less than

$751,223.55, was the saving of duties, a sum which a Cu-

ban planter producing the same amount of sugar would

have been compelled to pay into the United States Treas-

ury. I have the facts to substantiate this*statement or

I would not make it."

In the past ten years the production of wheat has in-

creased 54 per cent, in the South, and the number of hogs

raised there has during that period nearly doubled.

Last year Minnesota's wheat fields covered nearly 5,-

000,000 acres, and she grew upward of 78,000,000 bushels

—more than twice the entire production of the con-

tinent of Australia, and more than that of Great Britain

and Ireland.

A despatch from Memphis, Tenn., of the 2d inst., says:

—

"Cotton to-day in Memphis, was quoted at 9 cents, the

highest price since Third Month 13, 1893. The advance of

the last week added a million dollars to the value of the

Memphis stock. The advance since Ninth Month 1st. is

equivalent to about $15 per bale."

On the fifth, cotton was sold in New York city for

10 ,V cents, and in Atlanta, Ga., the price was higher than

for years past.

There will be .$85,000,000 expended next year in Greater

New York in the construction of buildings. This estimate

is exclusive of the cost of structures contracted for by

the city.

The Paxson Memorial Home for Friends, a gift of ex-

Chief Justice Edward M. Paxson to the Bucks County

Quarterly Meeting, of the Race Street organization, was on

the 3d inst., turned over by the donor.

A special from Lancaster, Pa., says:—A pigeon belong-

ing to Wallace L. Robinson, several days ago hatched out

two chicks, and attended the "peeps" as faithfully as

though they were of her kind.

An appropriation of $100,000 has been made by the

Kentucky Legislature to be used in detecting and convict-

ing the assassin of Governor Goebel.

There were three deaths from the plague at Honolulu

on Second Month 19th, the first for twelve days.

There were 596 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 151 more than the previous

week and 30 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 312 were males and 284 females : 96

died of pnuemonia ; 66 of consumption ; 50 of heart dis-

eases; 30 of diphtheria ; 27 of apoplexy; 25 of convulsions;

21 of nephritis; 21 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels ; 18 of inflammation of the brain; 17 of old age
;

17 of uraimia; 14 of marasmus; 12 of paralysis; 11 of

cancer; 11 of inanition ; 10 of peritonitis; 9 of measles; 9

of typhoid fever, and 8 from casualties.

Markets. &c. — V. S. 2's, 103: 3's, 111 a 112; 4'8,

reg., 1161 a 117J; coupon, 117| a 118J; new 4's, 137i a

138i;5's, 115Ja 116.

Cotton is strong and has advanced the past week until

it reached 9| ;';c. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.55; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour, $3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain.— No. 2 red wheat, 70i a 71 Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 38J a 39c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 a 31 Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 51 a 5Jc.; good, 5J a 5J; medium,

4i a 5; common, 4J a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 6J a 6Jc.; good, 5.f^ 6c.;

medium, 5i a 5ic.; common, 3J a 5c.; lambs, 5J a 7|c.

Hogs.—6i a 7Jc.

Foreign.—The budget introduced in the British House

of Commons calls for an expenditure of £154,082,000.

For the year just ending an anticipated surplus of £5,-

000,000 has, by the war, been converted into a deficiency

of £17,770,000. The total cost of the war is estimated

at £60,000,000, in order to meet which it is proposed to

increase taxes, issue Treasury bills and borrow money on

bond. The House adopted the proposals.

About 4,000 prisoners, including several Boer officers

of distinction, are among the captures made of General

Cronje's forces. The prisoners were treated with con-

sideration by Lord Roberts, and were transferred to Cape

Town.
A London special from Cape Town of the 1st instant,

says that a telegram has been received there from Mafe-

king announcing that the Boers made a severe and pro-

tracted assault on Second Month 17th, but were driven off

at all points. The truce which is usually observed on the

first day of the week was broken on the 18th by another

fierce attack, but after determined fighting the Boers

were repulsed with a loss of forty killed and wounded.

The siege of Ladysmith has been abandoned by the

Boers. On the night of Second Month 28th, General

Dundonald, with the Natal Carbineers, succeeded in enter-

ing the town. General Buller visited the besieged gar-

rison on Third Month 1st. He found the men living on

a ration of a half pound of meal per day per man, and

they were supplementing the meat rations by horses and

mules. The fortitude of the relieved people was very

touching. The news of the relief of Ladysmith caused

wild demonstrations of joy throughout Great Britain. The

bells of St. Paul's Cathedral, London, were rung and busi-

ness was practically suspended.

Martial law has been declared by Sir Alfred Milner in

the portions of Cape Colony where many British subjects

have taken up arms.

Not very long ago a bedstead made of gold and silver

and inlaid with precious stones was discovered in a cave

between Beyrout and Damascus. An inscription shows

that it belonged to the famous Queen Eleanor, of Eng-

land, who followed her royal husband to the Crusades;

this wonderful piece of furniture had lain concealed in the

cave for six centuries.

Russia, already a contractor for American iron and

steel for her great Trans-Siberian Railroad, is likely to

become a large consumer of American bituminous coal.

While no contract has yet been signed, representatives of

the Russian Imperial Government have been making over-

tures to the Berwind-White Coal Mining Company, looking

to the purchase and shipment of nearly half a million tons

to ports on the Baltic.

American locomotives are used on the Bombay, Baroda

and Central India Railway. The extent to which Ameri-

can locomotives are being used abroad does not fail to

awaken voices of anguish among the foreign press.

A special to the Chicago Record of the 2nd instant,

from Guadalajara, Mexico, says: " The recent earthquakes,

which were felt throughout Southern Mexico, did much
greater damage than was indicated by the earlier reports.

News from remote coast and mountain towns has just

reached Guadalajara, and stories of great destruction of

property and considerable loss of life are told. The

severe shocks had a remarkable effect upon the sea, caus-

ing it to roll inland and covering the country fur

tance of over one mile from the beach. The tiila

dation occurred three times in rapid successiui

.

every movable thing in its path was swept away,
j

was most severe on the Pacific coast, extending
<

Acapulco to Manzanillo. Several of the mountain
i

in the State of Michoacan suffered severely."

The bubonic plague has appeared on the isla

Cozumel, off the coast of Yucatan.

NOTICES.

The Concluding meeting of Friends' Institute L
i

will be post until Seventh-day, Third Month :

J. Henry Bak
i

Westtown Boarding School.—The spring ter i

begin Second-day, Third Month 12th, 1900.

WILLIA.M F. Wickersiia!

I'rii ,

Wanted—by the Indian Committee, a young n

assist the Superintendent at Tunesassa, N. Y., in thi 1

of the farm and care of the boys out of school—to 1

on his duties Fourth Month 1st, or earlier.

Apply to

Josiah Wistar, Salem, I

.

John G. Haines, Malven 1

Westtown Boarding School.—For (

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will 1

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., an

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqi

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twen

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Si

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg

instruction and discipline should be addressed to W
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, am
munications in regard to business should be forwai

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhol
to Third Month 6th, 1900.

Two Friends, Winona, $4.00; D. E., $5.00; A I

Winona, $5.00; S. S„ $5.00 ; Mennonite Congrei

Burton, Ohio, $48.75; Per J. E., $1.00; Rivei^Bn

Shippensburg, Pa., $56.75; Per P. H., 50 cents;

England, £50; C. G. and family, $3.25; Friends, Wl

Iowa, $10.00; C. L., $10.00.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., PI

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth S
Phila.—Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. tol

and from 3 P. M. to 6 p. M. New books inclui

Adams, H. F.—Charles Francis Adams.

Bryce, James, and others.—Briton and Boer;

sides of the South African question.

Carpenter, F. G.—South America.

Hart, A. B.—Salmon Portland Chase.

Hemstreet, Charles.—Nooks and corners of ol

York.

JUDSON, H. p.—Growth of the American nation.

Lent, W. B.—Holy Land from Landau, Saddle a

lanquin.

NiTOBE, Inazo.—Bushido, the Soul of Japan.

Riis, J. A.—Ten Years' war . . . the Battle wi

Slum in New York.

W.ASHINGTON, B. T.—Future of the American nei

Died, near Bloomingdale, Indiana, on Twelfth

27th, 1899, Elias W. Siler, in the sixty-fifth yeaa

age. Although a member of " Friends Church," he i

strictly to the principles of early Friends. He po:

a strong mind and clear mental capacities, but the

powers of mind were fettered by a body naturally

which was rendered even more incapable by a sf

physical infirmities. Crippled for a quarter of a c

he has been a prisoner in his own room for the 1

years. Yet rarely did he complain, rather did I

patiently, with a fortitude we may call heroic, th(

which were his lot in the world's field of labor.

, on Seventh of Second Month, 1900, Mary!
son, an esteemed member of Woodstown particn.

Salem Monthly Meeting of Friends, in the sevent

year of her age.

, at West Chester, Pa., on the Thirteenth (

enth Month, 1899, Catharine S. Web.ster, widow

late William Webster, in the seventy-ninth ]

age; a member of Chester Monthly Meeting of Friei
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is more important to be true to the truth

h. one knows, than to know much.

ey alone deserve to know more who are

ful to what they already know.

( who lives up to the truths thus far seen,

abably good for the unseen truths ahead,

I discovered as he is able to bear them.

Dorance is safer than sinning against know-

) and light.

e sole condition of safety in being en-

ed with light or knowledge, is conformity

e Divine will in the use of it.

disposition to be faithful to true knowledge

e best end to which the pursuit of truths

jring us. Where that disposition is ob-

d, what further need is there of the means?

re it is possessed by other means than

dedge or its pursuit— as, for instance,

igh suffering or grace, — why pine for

'ledge, since the highest virtue to which

ght minister is experienced?

le add to our faith virtue, by the obedience

|ith. We add to virtue knowledge, by vir-

|f obedience. And every step upward as

liter's ladder of grace (2 Pet. 1 : 5-7) is

uedience in that already attained, all the

jjip to the greatest of these degrees, which

Jve. Though I understand all knowledge

wave not this crowning degree I am noth-

;|ind my education has been woefully ne-

^ed.

iijien we shall cease to know imperfectly,

;iise that which is perfect is come and we
I

I

face to face," then how blessed will they

liose obedience has learned to keep pace

tiknowledge.

Qilt will not consist in having known in

rior in imperfect views of truth, but in im-

r:ct obedience.

A regards character, where but little light

f<lnd a sufficient test and proof of faith-

1 jarts, it may be a Divine honor that no

»r is bestowed. Such last ones have proved

that they may be of the first when the unlimited

sight is opened. But as regards usefulness, or

accomplishing large services, more sight may be

bestowed than is needed for character only.

But the Divine honor upon the faithful re-

mains with the submitted will, and swells not

with the results, which are the Lord's.

Let us take heed that we despise not one of

these little in knowledge or in his understand-

ing of doctrines ; le%t he may be found great

in his obedience to what his eyes are opened

to, and so greater than we.

Seeing that faith without works is dead, thou

who prayest, "Lord, increase my faith," wilt

obtain answer by heeding thy Lord's prayer,

"Son, increase thy obedience!"

Thousands in India are dying weekly of fa-

mine, where five cents, we are informed, would

keep one individual alive for one week.

The " Salvation Army " officers in India are

face to face with this horror every day, and

their organization is administering such aid as

may come to them from this or any country.

The Philadelphia division is endeavoring to raise

$5000 to keep five thousand persons from dying

of starvation for a period of twenty weeks.

Help for them may be sent to Adam Gifi'ord,

14 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia.

To Contributors.—It may be a kindness to

the aged to allow them to write their manu-

scripts with a pencil ; but it is a kindness to the

printer, on the part of all writers, when they

will write with ink, and ink that is black

—

shaping also each letter (as a correspondent

kindly reminds us) so as, to be distinguishable.

For "The Friend.'

The Life of the Spirit.

Surely to be commended is the imitation of

a good example
;
yet better than imitation of

any virtue is the possession of it in the heart

as an active principle leavening the deeds of

life with its own heavenly quality. It is not

the /orm of godliness which should be the Chris-

tian's care, so much as the power of it.

So, the ideal which is set before us in the

gospel of Jesus Christ, is not simply the per-

formance of a code of conduct imposed as an

outward rule—is not simply an imitation of our

Lord's earthly life—even though haply a man
might be willing it live a life that could be ac-

counted an imitation of Christ's ; but, above

all, are we called to possess the Spirit of Christ,

without which, the apostle teaches, we are none

of his. It was our Saviour's injunction to his

followers that they be children of their Father

who is in heaven. As they become children

then are they partakers, in measure, of the

Father's nature—being born again and of the

Spirit, " not of corruptible seed, but of incor-

ruptible, by the word of God, which liveth and
abideth forever." His wiW done in the earth

through such instruments is not wrought by

imitation, but is the outward expression of that

inward life which is by the faith of the Son of

God. C. F. S.

"To him that overcometh, I will give a white

stone, and in the stone a new name written, which

no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it."

Beyond all our discoveries in his words and

being, there lie depths within depths of truth

that we cannot understand, and yet shall be

ever going on to understand. Yea, even now
sometimes we seem to have dim glimpses into

regions from which we receive no word to

bring away.

The fact that some things have become to

us so much more simple than they were, and

the great truths have come out of what once

looked common, is ground enough for hope

that such will go on to be our experience

through the ages to come. Our advance from

our former ignorance can measure but a small

portion of the distance that lies, and must ever

lie, between our childishness and his manhood,

between our love and his love, between our

dimness and his mighty vision.

To Him ere long may we all come, all chil-

dren, still children, more children than ever, to

receive from his hand the white stone, and in

the stone a new name written, which no man
knoweth saving he that receiveth it. . . .

The true name is one which expresses the

character the nature, the being, the meaning .

of the person who bears it. It is the man's

own symbol, his soul's picture, in a word—the

sign which belongs to him and to no one else.

Who can give a man this, his own name? God

alone. For no one but God sees what the

man is, or even, seeing what he is could ex-

press in a name-word the sum and harmony of

what he sees. To whom is this name given?

To him that overcometh. When is it given?

When he has overcome. It is only when the

man has become his name that God gives him

the stone with the name upon it, for then first

can he understand what his name signifies.
_

It

is the blossom, the perfection, the completion,

that determines the name; but the tree of the

soul, before its blossom comes, cannot under-

stand what blossom it is to bear, and could not

know what the word meant, which, in repre-

senting its own unarrived completeness, named

itself. Such a name cannot be given until the

man is the name. . .

As the fir-tree lifts up itself with a far dif-

ferent need from the need of the palm-tree, so

does each man stand before God, and lift up a

different humanity to the common Father. And

for each God has' a different response. With

every man He has a secret—the secret of the
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new name. In every man there is a loneliness,

an inner chamber of peculiar life into which

God only can enter. I say not it is the in-

nermost chamber, but a chamber into which

no brother, nay, no sister can come. From this

it follows that there is a chamber also (0 God!

humble and accept my speech), a chamber

in (jod himself, into which none can enter but

the one, the individual, the peculiar man—out

of which chamber that man has to bring reve-

lation and strength for his brethren. This is

that for which he was made—to reveal the

secret things of the Father

Each of us is a distinct flower or tree in the

spiritual garden of God—precious, each for

his own sake, in the eyes of Him who is even

now making us, each of us watered and shone

upon and filled with life, for the sake of his

flower, his completed being, which will blos-

som out of him at last to the glory and pleas-

ure of the great Gardener. For each has within

him a secret of the Divinity; each is growing

towards the revelation of that secret to himself,

and so to the full reception, according to his

measure of the Divine. Every moment that

he is true to his true self, some new shine of

the white stone breaks on his inward eye, some

fresh channel is opened upward for the coming

glory of the flower, the conscious offering of

his whole being in beauty to the Creator.— Un-

spoken Sermons.

Holy Living.
—"Be a book," was the an

swer given by a wise friend to a young aspirant

who desired to wTite a book. Better even than

to be an apostle is it to be a living epistl

known and read of all men. The greatest

thing that any of us can do is to live not for

Christ, but to live Christ. What is holy living?

It is Christ life. It is not to be Christians,

but Christ-ones. It is not to try to do, or be

some great thing, but simply to have Him and

let Him live his own life in us, abiding in Him
and He in us, and letting Him reflect his own
graces, his own faith, his own consecration,

his own love, his own patience, his own gen-

tleness, his own works in us, while we " show
forth the virtues of Him who hath called us

out of darkness into his marvellous light."

This is at once the sublimest and the simplest

life that it is possible to live. It is a higher

standard than human perfection, and yet it is

possible for a poor, imperfect, sinful man to

realize it through the perfect Christ who comes
to live within us. God help us so to live and

thus to make real to those around us the sim-

plicity, the beauty, the glory and power of the

Christ life.

—

Zion's Watchman.

For "The P'riend."

Two little girls that enjoy hearing the Bible

read were one day discussing what seemed

mysterious to them, without in the least ques-

tioning the truth of all; when the older re-

marked, "
I can not understand how Jesus can

see us in the dark. I think He must have a

light somewhere about Him—perhaps He car-

ries a lantern in his clothes." Lydia, the

younger, not yet four years old, replied, " Why,
Mary, Jesus is all light himself!" S. A. H.

" In character building, which is our great

business in this world, no small part of the

work is done by our treatment of the animals

committed to our care."

AN ODE TO FOURTH AND ARCH ST.
MEETING-HOUSE.

[Written by a girl of sixteen (not a member of the So-

ciety of Friends)—a pupil in Friends' Select School.]

Far down in the older city.

Near the warehouses dingy and tall,

Where the dwellings, century, olden.

Have legends in every wall.

Where the air is filled with shouting

And with rolling of heavy wheels,

And the thronging life of the city,

Is all that one hears or feels;

There stands the old Friends' meeting.

Apart from worldly ill.

As though to the crowd it were saying

Like our Master, "Peace, be still!"

Surrounded by restful silence.

Shut ofl" from the city's din.

Like a patient father, waiting

To gather his children in.

Within there is peacefjil quiet

Alike for the heart and brain,

A quiet that hushes worries,

A quiet that comforts pain.

Tis there I find rest from wishing.

And the answer to questionings deep,

And all my petty trials

Are suddenly hushed to sleep.

Ah, blessed Friendly Meeting!

If Heaven should e'er be mine,

God grant it may hold a quiet

As sweet and calm as thine.

E. S. C.

Ad Unofficial Red Cross Report.

There has been much discussion in the papers

of late concerning the true place or characteri-

zation of alcohol. Many eminent scientists

have been cited to prove that it is certainly a

poison; others have been summoned to demon-

strate that it may even be reckoned as a food.

The sharp revival of this subject may un-

doubtedly be referred to the publicity given

to certain brief and inconclusive experiments

made last summer by Prof. Attwater, of Mid-

dletown College, Connecticut. The following

statement may throw some light upon the con-

troversy, and help us to a summing up at least

of the general subject.

The statement I refer to is that of Bertine

H. Lesser, of the Red Cross Hospital, of New
York, who narrates a suggestive incident of her

experience in one of that city's foremost hos-

pitals and training schools for nurses, whither

she had gone as a learner, in anticipation of

the establishment of a similar institution for

the Red Cross sisters. In the last six months

of her studies, having the charge of the chil-

dren's ward, she had as a patient, ill with pneu-

monia, a boy of twelve years, to whom was to

be given as part of his medicinal treatment

a half-ounce of whiskey three times a day.

Whiskey or brandy, in larger or smaller doses,

were the principal stimulants used then, and

it was not usual for a patient to object to tak-

ing such drinks. This boy, however, seemed

not to like either the odor or taste of the pre-

scribed doses, so that some urging was needed

to persuade him to take it.

" For several days in succession," says Ward-
mistress Lesser, "

I had the same difficulty

whenever the dose was due, until he finally

became, as I then thought, a very good boy,

and took the brandy as readily as he did the

other medicines. His illness was of a rath

long duration and the medicine was given f

about three or four weeks. About the midt

of the second week, the order was chang

from whiskey three times a day to twice a dj

which was to be given mornings and evenin;

When noon came and he did not get his do

as usual, he reminded me that I had forgott

his medicine. When told that he was to ha

it only twice a day, I could see that he w

disappointed. Next day at noon he pretend

to be very weak, with the expectation of g
ting the third dose, but it had not been

dered and of course he did not get it. It v

evident the little man had learned to like

bad medicine very much. This continued

four weeks, during which time the dose

whiskey was gradually decreased, and he \

discharged as cured."

This, however, was not the end of the ii

dent. A few months after the lad had left

hospital, the ward-mistress met the motl

showing a very care-worn face, and natun

inquired as to the health of the late pati(j

With tears in her eyes she told how he m
|

her buy brandy and whiskey on the plea t

he needed it to regain his strength. Later,

dropped the excuse of ill-health, and sin

demanded the money for drink.

Following this unsatisfactory occurrei

and actuated by the hope, if not the belief,

the administration of alcoholics in sicki

might be dispensed with, various experimi

were undertaken and investigations institv

on the part of phyricians interested, but

were inclined to be skeptical, with the re

that they felt constrained to re-cast

former views and to admit that brandy

whiskey did not possess the worth in sick:

that they had been taught to believe. Th(

tablishment of the Red Cross Hospital, in II

followed. About twelve hundred patient

all classes, and sufl'ering from all kinds of

eases, have been treated since then, the

tality never averaging higher than one

cent. These few incurable cases were f

" diseases for which science as yet know
cure."

The value of the foregoing account ii

centuated by the concluding statement,
" before and during the recent Spanish-An

can war, we attended thousands of patien'

Havana, and eight hundred and three pati

during the Santiago campaign. Our res

even under the most unfavorable circumsta

in the latter instance, were always the

as those in our hospital in this city."

A statement, well sustaining the at

which came under my notice last week, is

of Dr. A. M. Hutchinson of the State Refo

tory of Kansas, an institution with upwan
five hundred and fifty inmates. He says

!

now entering on his third term, has made
five thousand prescriptions and has not f-

it necessary to preEcribe an intoxicant

single instance. There have been only

deaths in the four and-a-half years of his

vice, three from consumption and one

internal hemorrhage. Further, in his pri

practice, out of hundreds of cases of pneun

and typhoid fever treated in the last el

years, he has lost only two. At the Wor
National Temperance Hospital, Chicago, n

238 cases were treated last year, 201 of

involving surgical treatment, no alcoholics
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. The London Temperance Hospital was
ded twenty-five years ago with the object

roving, not that diseases could be treated

I successfully than in the general hospitals,

to demonstrate that at least equally good
Its could be had without the use of alcohol.

, the report for 1898, when there were
in-patients (being 115 more than in 1897),

's that the death-rate was 7.7, as compared
over 10 per cent, in the general London
itals, in all of which alcohol is prescribed,

ther or not alcohol shall be labelled poison

lod, we all need to admit it must not be

d with.

JosiAH W. Leeds.

IS an established principle that, if you
the law of any force of nature, that force

obey you. If, for example, you obey the

)f the water power and bring the pressure

16 steam to bear upon the wheel accor ling

le law of the force, the steam will do your

Dgand grind and saw and manufacture for

light and day. The same is true of the

! of steam or electricity. If you obey their

by combining the fire and water through
proper machinery, these powerful forces

be your obedient servants, bearing your

iest burdens. But is this principle true

lat omnipotent spiritual force, the Holy
t, compared to the wind that " bloweth

e it listeth and thou hearest the sound
iof, but canst not tell whence it cometh
vhither it goeth? " yes, for has not the

potent God said, " Ask me of things to

I, concerning my sons, and concerning the

of my hands ? " But remember the great

)f the force is, " If ye abide in nie and my
s abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will

,t shall be done unto you."

—

M. A. Gault.

Selected.

e Hearing of Faith Preferred to Words.

ere was often a sense that the deepest

inost spiritual element in the meeting re-

pd unexpressed ; and when a few minutes
llence were sometimes granted, the power
[e Lord seemed to come down and brood
jthe gathering of prayerful spirits.

such meetings it is often the gathered
m that is more admirable than gifted

iers. At such times, the man whose eyes
'ibeen opened, exclaims: "How goodly are

jents, Jacob, and thy tabernacles,

s !" The flock of God, resting in good
itre is one of the most beautiful things on

i Exhortation has important functions
fifil, but we suppose the Church will again
[i[ up to the goodly condition where there

KJroom for the priests to minister, because
i llory of the Lord fills the house. For
iwn experience we need to cultivate in our
ejblies much more of the grace of rev-

mjj for the presence of our God. When
i ligious self-life is hushed, the best bless-

;i received

—

The (London) Friend.

Fil'.GETFULNESS OF >Selp.—A devout woman
5«|vrote thus :

" In my own family I try to

ajlittle in the way as possible, satisfied with
ffj.hing, and never to believe for a moment
itjny one means unkindly towards me. If

il»: are friendly and kind to me, I enjoy it ;

th,7 neglect me or leave me I am always
pp alone. It all tends to my one aim, for-

tfjness of self, in order to please God."

Some Fruits of Walking in the Light.

The design of history and biography is to

transfer instruction and benefit of former ex-

perience to the present and succeeding gen-
erations.

Reference to early Friends in books and
papers is not uncommon, exalting their prin-

ciples as the foundation of true living, and in

accordance with the Holy Scriptures.

It may be fitting at this time to review these

legacies to the nation, so forcibly set forth by
statesmen and members of other religious de-

nominations, who accord to the founders of

the Society of Friends the most advanced
place among reformers, and recognize that

they have contributed to American history the

ideal civilization.

They may be considered as a peculiar peo-

ple, but there is a consistent reason for every

peculiarity.

Through them the affirmation is recognized

in courts of justice. They argued they would
have every word uttered by man as true as an
oath.

They led in prison reforms and charities,

and practised religious tolerance.

Their persecutions were borne without re-

taliation, and their method proved that " Power
hath not half the might of gentleness," for

by their beautiful spirit and quiet suffering,

the public at last demanded that persecution

should cease.

George Fox said he saw the infinite love of

God, and this led him to recognize the common
brotherhood, and to do good to all men.

He considered woman as man's equal, and
to establish her equality he gave her her full

half of the meeting house.

That honesty and truthfulness might be

made easy. Friends advocated simplicity of

life in every thing, and protested against ex-

travagance, waste, vanity, idle luxury and

change of dress for the sake of fashion.

The colony established by Wm. Penn was

noted for its friendship with the Indians, and

its temperance and anti-war spirit, causes

which still need to be agitated.

It was the advice of General Grant to the

friends of Peace, that if they would succeed

in the great cause of Arbitration, they must

persist in keeping the subject before the

people.

As true patriots. Friends effectively served

their country by denouncing all destructive

evils, and by keeping before the people up-

lifting and inspiring ideas.

Instead of calling guns, swords, forts, bat-

tleships and armies the National Powers, they

put far beyond these the power of right

thoughts, high ideals, holy visions, righteous

principles and burning aspirations, which come

direct from the Divine source.

These make the true manhood and woman-

hood, and as is the individual so the nation.

The abolition of slavery was a grand illus-

tration of their power. To make their work

effective they must have clean hands, and first

get aid of the evil among themselves.

This was a long, hard struggle- Many were

blinded to the wrong, or knew not how to

avoid it. It seemed a necessity, yet it was

sin, and sin is never a necessity.

In 1688 Friends of GermantowTi, Pa., sent

out the first protest ever made by any Chris-

tian church against the sin of slavery, and a

copy of this protest may be seen hanging in

the Friends' Free Library at that place.

Although agitation had begun, there were
no practical results until .lohn Woolman's day,

when he visited Friends in New England, Penn-

sylvania and through the South. Such a deep
impression was made by this visit that many
voluntarily accepted his views, and took meas-
ures to liberate their slaves.

In 1784, after years of advice and entreaty,

the Yearly Meeting directed that members
holding slaves should be disowned. Still labor

was extended, and it was not until 1818,

thirty-four years later, that the Yearly Meet-
ing was able to make the record:

" None held as slaves."

It was through the friendship of Benjamin

Lundy, a pupil of .lohn Woolman's, that Wm.
Loyd Garrison became interested in this cause

;

who is honored by the nation for his efficient

labors against slavery, as is also our beloved

poet, John G. Whittier, whose stirring appeal

—

" Young man, espouse some righteous, unpop-

ular cause early in life"—will never lose its

significance.

The triumph of principle is again seen at the

time of the Rebellion—not one Friend, who
steadfastly refused to take up arms, lost his

life by violence, though orders were repeatedly

given to shoot them down, and they were

placed in the front of battle.

Their protection was a marvel to their

enemies.

Stephen Grellet and Wm. Allen influenced

Alexander I., of Russia, to take steps for the

abolition of serfs, which was peacefully accom-

plished in the reign of Alexander II.

Frenchmen who were in America during the

Revolutionary War, became interested in the

views of Friends, and carried their sentiments

home with them. To one of these statesmen

can be traced the Proclamation of Emancipa-

tion in Hayti ; also the labors of Thomas Clark-

son for suffering humanity, were largely due

to the influence of Friends.

The lessons of instruction from these ear-

nest lives will never grow out of place or out

of date. We may take the example of John

Woolman, when by frugality and industry he

became a prosperous merchant, with increasing

business. He was deeply concerned lest it ab-

sorb his time and attention to the neglect of

religious duties. He advised his customers to

purchase elsewhere. Still not satisfied, he

gave up his store and resumed his former oc-

cupation of tailoring, having a care that noth-

ing might hinder his steadfast attention to the

voice of the true Shepherd, esteeming humility,

with the blessing of the Lord, great gain.

His spiritual insight placed him in advance

of his generation; and seeing the prevailing

thoughts and customs were not in harmony

with religion, he was influenced to devote his

whole life to bettering the moral condition of

the people. Like Thomas Elhvood " he cared

not what cost he was at to do good."

There was as great need of reform on the

labor question then, as to-day, and he was a

champion for labor's rights. His nature was

so sensitive to the impoverished condition of

the toiler, that he chose his frugal life, and

wore the plainest white clothing. He discarded

colors as a result of slave labor and a device

for hiding dirt.

Being liberated by home Friends to visit in
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England, he took steerage passage to avoid

appearance of luxury and needless extrd\a

^' Ar'rivin.. at London Yearly Meeting, his

dress dd not make a favorable in.pression Nnth

tJe mere aristocratic, and he vvas advised to

retura home. He was distressed and sought

counsel of the Lord. When he arose o speak

such was the sweetness of his spirit and tne

power accompanying it, there -as no more op-

position, and he was heartily ^velcon ed_ He

Lote on various questions of reform The n

dian Slavery, Temperance, and Total Abstin

ence', and of'jen pleaded for kinder treatment

of the dumb and defenseless animals. \\ hen

actively engaged in business he gave much

Se tospiritual meditation. This valuable lit

closed in England at the age of hfty-two. ine

secret of his wonderful power was his close

^tJst''}thyterian: " We need to return

to the old-fashioned virtue of silent communion

with the living heart of the Saviour and wait

?o the iiumrnation of the Holy Sp'nt ^vhlch

reveals to man wondrous truths m the kingdoni

of God, and the plain pathway unto eternal life.

" Oh, spirit of that early day,

So pure and strong and true.

Be with us in the narrow way

Our faithful fathers knew.

Give strength the evil to forsake,

The cross of Truth to bear;

And love and reverent fear to make

Our daily lives a prayer."

Selected for
' Thb Friend."

PALESTINE.
J. G. WHITTlER, 1837.

Rlpst land of Judea! thrice hallowed of song.

Where the holiest of memories pilgrim-like throng;

n the shade of thy palms, by the chores o thy sea,

On the hills of thy beauty my heart is with thee.

With the eve of a spirit I look on that shore

Where pilgrim and prophet have I'ngered^^/"^^'

With the glide of a spirit I ^rferse
the sod

Made bright by the steps of the angels of boa.

Blue sea of the hills! in my spirit I hear

Thv waters, Genneseret, chime on my ear,

Whpre the Lowly and Just with the people sat do\v n,

Sth>spraron^hedustofhissand^

Beyond are Bethulias mountains of green

And the desolate hills of the ^vild G^da^rene

And I pause on the goat-crags of Tabor to see

The gleam of thy waters, dark Galilee!

Hark! A sound in the valley, where swollen and

strong, . , „.

Thy river, Kishon, is sweeping along.

And the chariots of Jabin rolled harm essly on.

For the arm of the Lord was Abinoams son!

There sleep the still rocks and the caverns which rang

To the so% which the beautiful prophetess sang.

When the princes of Issachar stood by her side,

Ind the shout of a host in its triumph replied.

Oh, the outward hath gone! but in glory an

power, , ,

The spirit surviveth the things of an hour;

Unchanged, undecaying its Pentecost Aame

On the heart's secret altar is burning the same!

"*"*
For " The Fkiend."

Reminiscences of the Life of William and Debb

Training the Colt.- I had overheard a

conversation between Karl and his mother

She had work for him to do, which interfered

with some of his plans for enjoyment and

though Karl obeyed her, it was not without a

good deal of grumbling. He had much to say

about never being allowed to do as he pleased

and that it would be time enough for him to

settle down to work when he was older. \\ hile

the sense of injury was strong npon him I

came out on the piazza beside him and said

"
Karl, why do you try to break that colt of

^The boy looked up in surprise,
'• Why, I want

him to be good for something." ,. . .

" But he likes his own way, I objected.

" Why shouldn't he have it?"

By this time Karl was staring at me in per-

plexity. "I'd like to know the good of a

horse that always has his own way! he said

as if rather indignant at my lack of common

^^
"And as for working," I went on, " I should

think there was time enough for that when he

gets to be an old horse." " Why, don t you see

if he doesn't learn when he's a colt- Karl

beean. Then he stopped, blushed and looked

at me rather appealingly. I heard no more

complaints from him that Aay.-Church Record.

Selected for "The Friknd."

What Makes a Good Fkiend.—I have often

thought that you will never grow strong in

the Truth nor teach the principles thereot one

to another, until you be obedient thereunto in

your own hearts, and act and behave in all

things according to the pure witness thereof

in your ownselves. This makes living, sound

steady members, zealous, both of love and

good works, in themselves, and amongst their

1 4.i,,„T, on,! aiatprs."

—

Johii Churchmati.

Lo, Bethlehem's hill-side ^^fore me is se^en

With the mountains around, and the valleys oe-

ThereTes^ed the Shepherds of Judah, and there

The song of the angels rose soft on the air.

And Bethany's palm-trees in beauty still throw

Their shadows at noon on the rums below

;

Burwfe're are the sisters -:l>o hasten to greet

The lowly Redeemer, and sit at tiib leei

.

I tread where the twelve in their wayfaring trod,

Und where they ^^ood with the chosen of Gd

Where his blessings were heard and his lessons were

WheJeS blind were restored and the healing was

wrought.

his brow!

Enthroned on her hills sits Jerusalem yet,

Rn whI dus? on her forehead, and chains on her feet

;

?o h rown of her pride to the mocker hath gone,

And the holy Shechinah is dark where it shone.

But wherefore this dream of the earthly abode

Of humanity clothed in the brightness of God

Virem? spirit but turned from the outward and dm

It could^gaze even now, on the presence of Him!

Not in clouds and in terrors, but gentle as when

in love and in meekness, He moved among men;

And the vJiie which breathed peace to the wave

In thfhush'of my spirit would whisper to me!

\nd what if my feet may not tread where He stood,

\or my ears hear the dashing of Galilee s flood

Xor my eyes see the cross which He bowed H.m to

Xor my knees press Gethsemane's garden of prayer,

Yet, Loved of the Father, thy Spirit s near

I To the meek, and the lowly, and penitent here.

Ind the voice of Thy love is the same even now

I is at Bethany's tomb or on Olivet's brow.

nONKER LIFE IN THE JARLY SETO.EMENT OF OHIO.

Gather up
" the fragments that nothing be loat."

Although there are now but few on the sta|

of action that knew my parents when in tl

meridian of life, they being the children of la

century, yet it has occurred to my mind tb|

some of the present generation in whose vei

flow kindred blood, as well as others, makr

profession of the same religious faith, may ta

an interest in being informed of the trials

which they were subjected through the pa

way of this life. Let me here say to t

critic that my hope is that he or she n

make due allowance for imperfections, as

am not in possession of any other knowlec

than my own memory has furnished by list

ine to their instructive conversation in my

venile years. Since the year lS3b my o

knowledge is depended upon It is "o^v 1
afty vears since my father died-the third

a century since my mother filled a Christi:

srave. It may now suit my convenience

leave my mother, save an incidental ment

ing, until I have followed my father to his

resting-place. vt™
He had not the privileges of a birth-nght m

bership in the Society of Friends, and as

his birth-place 1 am not sure, but thin

most likely to have been m the city of Fl

delphia, as he used to relate that his fa

had the trade of shoe-making and workei

that business in that city ;
and when the ye

fever broke out there early in the year

1790, the family compact of eornelius

Sarah Dewees, was broken up, never mor

be united. The mother and childreri fle

the country and sought homes as best

could, the devoted father remaining in the

one of a select guard to care for the sick

dving and the dead. He being a strong,

lute man, continued to go the rounds assi

him after all his co-workers were dead oi

abled. When this scourge was past, my ti

had found a home with a family of Friends

ing the name of Stephen and Charity t

who so much desired to keep him that

importunity prevailed, he being then near.

years of age. Here, it is presumed, he I

good home ; but, according to the custo

the times, received many a birching ove

leather breeches.

At a period in my father's early manho^

became convinced of the principles of th

ciety of Friends, and sued for membersh

cannot tell when, but it was doubtless p

his marriage to Debby Hoopes, of Birmini

Pa for I remember to have seen their

riage certificate, which probably bore tb.

of Tenth Month, 1810.

Whether any instrumental means wer

in the conversion of my father to tjua

or true Christianity, is not now known
J

^^Titer. Be that as it may, the work wa

and well done. Perhaps none had cleare

on the various difficulties through whi<

Society passed during his activity m the

of the church. After marriage, the chi
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ion of my parents may be comprehended
this one heading, viz : They followed

ndry ; and, being unitedly anxious to have

. and property of their own, in 1815, my
• and James Davis, his brother-in-law, set

1 horse-back from Birmingham, Pa., and

in Belmont County, Ohio, slightly im-

i land, on which my father decided to

in the near future. On returning and

ling my mother, she felt that it would be

it trial to go to the back-woods and leave

;ed and feeble parents, and proposed that

defer migrating one year, which was
isced in. Ere that period of time had

1, both her parents were dead, and she

;o relate that she then felt a freedom to

the new country, and the journey was
•med without any serious happening,

my parents found it necessary to use all

jonomy that they were capable of. A
leep were procured, as soon as possible,

ed for a small crop of flax ; and the writer

emembers the flax break, the switching

and kibe, and the handcards with which

aol was formed into bats or rolls for spin-

and the greater and lesser wheel seem

t to loom up in my view as seen three-

and ten years ago, with mother at one

id sister at the other, drawing out the

: woolen fibre. Soon after my parents

ilightly fixed in their new home, my father

back, I think, into Centre County, Pa.,

ssisted his elder and only brother in mov-

is family to the same part of Belmont

y, Ohio. My traditional knowledge doesn't

me to a certainty whether my father

id the mountains any more for several

though he travelled frequently abroad as

iny to ministers going out, as well as those

g into the limits of his home meetings.

of these services my parents were com-

y united, though their sphere of action

ifferent. He was called to go from home,

ich service my mother used cheerfully to

He would have his reward ; " and she as

)elieved that there was a reward in store

ose that stayed by the stuff,

the beginning of the year 1836 my pa-

had a family of seven children. Their

-room was limited and of primitive archi-

:e—made with logs and poles, and they

anxious to provide necessary comforts

leir growing family, conceived the idea

tivating a crop of tobacco. That season

was procured, plants brought forward,

isinessin general going on to satisfaction,

a strange disorder appeared among the

en. The doctor was called. He, too,

3tonished, never having met with such a

e. He knew not what to call it or do for

it, on consulting his medical works, con-

|l it must be scarlet fever and putrid sore

',-, and treated it according to rules laid

jin his medical works. In a few days a

liing lad of thirteen years died, and in

idays after another equally loved boy of

'ummers was taken from the family group,

iient was made in the little cemetery on

de hill of the little creek that went bab-

py, having the name the Red men gave

V from which the meeting of Friends took

lime ; as the writer remembers hearing

<i;rk read from his elevated stand more
ijthree-score years since. "At Captina

>ative meeting of Friends." . . .

The heart-stricken and care-worn parents
still had much to do in caring for their afflicted

family, some of whom seemed for a time un-
likely to rally from the shock, and one carried
on her person marks of the dire disease to the
end of her days. By the time this scourge was
past, my father and mother realized that no
tobacco was harvested, and other farm crops
were necessarily neglected, and their annual
income would fall far short of their outlay,

and were led to reflect that if in the early part
of the season their efforts had been directed
to bringing forward cereals they might have
had enough. But, as tobacco would not of

itself support life in man or beast, they were
exceedingly ashamed,and covenanted thatifGod
would forgive them, never a plant of it should

be cultivated on soil over which they had con-

trol. This covenant they firmly kept, nor
would they encourage their children in helping

others to cultivate or save a crop of tobacco. In

rehearsing these things I am induced to believe

that my father and mother may justly be con-

sidered among the first members of the Society

of Friends to bear a clear and decisive testi-

mony against the fashionable use of tobacco.

And it is highly probable that it is due to their

watchful care, that none of their four sons, that

lived to middle age, used the article.

The abatement of scarlet fever in the family

of William and Debby Dewees was but a tem-
porary relief from affliction ; if not in their

own household they shared it in sympathy with

their personal friends. For not many months
after a malignant fever entered the home of a

near neighbor, who had several children, living

near by, each feeling in duty bound to assist in

the care of their afflicted parents and their

household. So contagious was this fever that

it seemed to follow each member of the family

to their own homes and there abide until each

member of the family became its victim. The
writer well remembers the widows and children

of three brothers that died near the same time

with that dire disease, and though more than

three-score years and ten have passed away,

that period of time is not unfrequently spoken
of as the season of the Edgerton sickness.

Tradition has told me that in all this, my father,

though a feeble man, was ever diligent in

going from place to place, often accompanied
by his eldest daughter, relieving, as far as it

was in their power, the sufferings of their sick

and dying friends. My mother, true to her

motto, " remaining by the stuff."

(To be continued.)

FOR "The Friend."

"Faith" versus " Belief."— Belief will

not save any one. The Scripture saith that the

devils believe and tremble. What we need is

a living faith and that is from within, not the

outward hearing or believing, for faith is some-

thing more, it is knowing. Belief takes for

granted and accepts what it hears, if the au-

thority is supposed to be correct. Faith has

the knowledge within itself to correct a mis-

statement, viz: "It is God's judgment given to

those who strive to enter in at the straight

gate, and therefore it is righteous judgment

"

and not " from the outward appearance." He
requires an entire surrender of ourselves (the

only thing we have to give, then " He is faith-

ful, to give us himself, in place of the selfish

nature," and if we look to and depend upon

Him, all our needs will be supplied while our

wants will disappear. But we cannot find

Him,- " pjxcept our inward ear be opened."
Hear, and thy soul shall live," is from within,

and therefore is living faith."

Third .Month 1st, 1900.

For •' Thh Fkiknd."

Concerning the Doukhobortsi.

A letter recently received from V. Leonhardt,
interpreter and correspondent for the Douk-
hobortsi, gives the following information of
their condition on a late visit among their vil-

lages : There is a little fever among the Cy-
prus and Stony Creek villages. Many com-
plain of the neighboring ranchers allowing their

cattle to run and feed upon the Doukhobors'
hay. They have fenced it in several times, but
before morning the fences were all down. A
scarcity of teams is spoken of, and lack of

means to procure warm clothing. F. Leonhardt
writes of having lodged with one of their aged
men who had been reported among the sick and
afflicted, but on this occasion seemed bright
and happy throughout the evening, .\lluding

to the provisions in that particular village, he
saw potatoes, cabbage and onions, as well as

cracked wheat, from which they prepared a

sort of porridge for supper, and a good soup
containing all of the above vegetables. They
have planted onions in boxes, and use the green
sprouts in their soup, which, together with corn
mush, they have daily. This is the best bill of

fare of any village that has come to our know-
ledge ; and it is not supposed that the villages

in general are nearly as well off, as there are

accounts of flour of a low grade having been
bought on credit at the stores, and the Immi-
gration Commissioner writes that the large

Lake of the Woods Flour Mills have shown lib-

erality and leniency. Teams are quite short

in places, as also cows. Some condensed milk,

however, has been sent by benevolent individ-

uals for the children ; on the whole, there is

reason to believe that there is less suffering

than might have been feared. Some benevo-

lence has been manifested in furnishing seed,

but in no wise adequate to the apprehended
need. The testimony of one connected with

the railroad work, given in a Canadian paper,

is to the import that the Doukhobors who have

been employed on that line have done credit-

ably, and have learned English rapidly in the

short time that opportunity offered. The Com-
mittee of the Meeting for Sufferings has agreed

to furnish t'ommissioner McCreary with $3,500

for the purchase of seed rye, oats, flax, barley

and potatoes.

•J. S. Elki.vton.

Making the Best of Life.— The recent

death, in Brussels, of a most remarkable man,

is another illustration of the fact that a man
can make his life tell for something, no matter

how apparently helpless he may be : and that

no one has a right to despair, even wlien he

seems to be most unfi rtunate. This man, whose

name was Charles Francois Felu, had no arms.

How then could he cultivate the talent God had

given him, for he was one of the most success-

ful copyists of famous paintings. Having no

arms he used his feet, holding his palette on

his left great toe, and skilfully using the brush

with his right foot. He lived to be seventy

years of age, and among his works are some
fine copies of the best masterpieces. Many of

his pictures are owned in America.
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THE WORIiD S PERENNIAL HOPE
golden age, whose light is of the dawn

And not of sunset, forward not behind,

Flood the new heavens and earth, and with thee bring

All the old virtues, whatsoever things,

Are pure and honest and of good repute.

But add thereto whatever bard has sung

Or seer has told of when in trance and dream

They saw the Happy Isles of Prophecy!

Let Justice hold her scale and Truth divide

Between the right and wrong; but give the heart

The freedom of its fair inheritance;

Let the poor prisoner, cramped and starved so long.

At nature's table, feast his ear and eye

With joy and wonder; let all harmonies

Of sound, form, color, motion, wait upon

The princely guest, whether in soft attire

Of leisure clad, or the coarse frock of toil.

And lending life to the dead form of faith,

Give human nature reverence for the sake

Of One who bore it, making it divine

With the ineffable tenderness of God.

Let common need, the brotherhood of prayer,

The heirship of an unknown destiny.

The unsolved mystery round about us make

A man more precious than the gold of Ophir,

Sacred, inviolate, unto whom all things

Should minister as outward type and sign

Of the eternal beauty which fulfils

The one great purpose of creation. Love,

The sole necessity of Earth and Heaven!

— Whitticr—"Among the Hills."

For "THE FRIENt

Mysteries.

A mystery is that which by its effects is

known to be, but why or how these effects are

produced cannot be comprehended by any fac

ulty of the mind. These are met with in nearly

every branch of science and more so by the

most profound thinkers who explore each path

to its goal. Were the earth girdled eight times

around by a perfectly insulated wire, the_ elec-

tric current would traverse the octuple circuit

in one second of time. The nature of this

current, how or why it does this, no scientist

can tell, and many like mysteries are found.

But who would refuse to unravel the many

marvellous things in science, because one or

more paths are inexplicable? By means of the

atomic theory, the law of equivalents and the

analysis of matter into its elementary sub-

stances, many mysteries have been cleared up.

To the unfolding mind of each rising genera-

tion mysteries will rise and disappear.

If then these mysteries are found in natural

science, should it be cause of surprise, or prove

a stumbling block to us, because such mys-

teries shroud at times, spiritural truths? In

natural things does not the child learn to have

these dissolved and made plain by attentively

following his teacher? Now He who framed

all material things, and even the subtle mind

of man, with its varied powers, gave to man

natural powers of mind to investigate all cre-

ated things and the laws that govern them,

but the knowledge of himself, the Creator, He

reserved to himself, as the Apostle Paul de-

clares, " the things of God knoweth no man

but the spirit of God." But the highest and

noblest purpose of God's creatures, man, is that

man might know his Maker and glorify and

worship Him. In order then, that man may
fulfil this purpose, " God gives to every man a

manifestation of his spirit to profit withal. It

is this spirit of God which alone can lead man

into a true and certain knowledge of God. It

was the spirit of God who in the prophets of

old spake of the things relating to the truth

of God and who by his direction wrote what is

recorded in the Holy Scriptures. And yet the

wise and learned Jews even having these Scrip-

tures and priding themselves on their knowl-

edge of them, failed to comprehend their true

meaning or to believe in Him of whom they did

testify. Whereat Jesus said, " I thank thee,

Father, that thou hast hid these things from

the wise and prudent and hath revealed them

unto babes; even so. Father, for so it seemed

good in thy sight." And this revelation of the

truth of God was as Christ Jesus told Peter by

the revelation of the spirit of God. If then, this

Holy Spirit is
" to lead into all truth " no other

leader can be found. Nor can any find the

Truth any other way but by the revelation of

God's spirit.

The true and saving knowledge of God and

of Christ must ever remain a hidden mystery to

the natural mind of man, but when man humbly

turns from self and comes to that of God

which though in man is not of man, he comes

to that spirit of God "which searches all

things, even the deep things of God." He must

become as a little child willing to be taught,

led and guided by this Spirit. It is the spirit

of grace, given to man, through Christ, as a

gift to enable him to draw nigh to God.

What could a pupil know of the higher

mathematics if he had not mastered the rudi-

ments ? What can the man new-born of the

spirit know if he learn not the lessons though

simple which that Divine teacher gives?

There are deep mysteries of Divine truth

which in time may never be unfolded; but aside

from these are truths enough sublime to dwell

and meditate upon, even though Methusaleh's

life were ours.

" When I stand with Chrjst in glory.

Looking o'er life's finished story.

Then, Lord, shall I fully know.

Not till then, how much I owe."

But "God, who wills not that any should

perish, but that all should come to the knowl-

idge of the truth and be saved," gives grace

enough to each and all, that through faith

therein and obedience all may come to a true

knowledge of Him and of his love and mercy

extended to all men in his beloved and only

begotten Son Jesus Christ, whom He sent into

the world that through faith in Him, the world

might be saved.

No man, coming in sincerity and with a

single eye towards God, can deny the position

Paul takes when he says, " Without contro-

versy great is the mystery of godliness," but it

is not for us to ask why or wherefore were

these things so, but rather humbly and confid-

ingly trust in Him in whom we have believed,

knowing that, in his own good time, " He will

make it plain." In eternity faith shall be turned

to sight, and what now we see as through a

glass darkly shall be seen in all its beauty and

glory.

Let us then unreservedly commit the keep-

ing of our souls into the care of a loving, cov-

enant keeping God, who is merciful, gracious

and long suffering to all, especially to those

who trust in Him, and commit their way to

Him. _^____^__ ^- ^- ^
" It is hard to get ourselves to believe that

anything be wrong upon which we have set

our hearts."

Peter the Great and the Quakers.

" It is about two hundred years," says j

Christian Endeavor World, "since the fain

3

Russian Emperor, Peter the Great, then a yc
j

man of twenty-six, went on a visit to Lone
,

and lived for some time in Buckingham Str ^

As the quiet and respectability of the spot J

not suit the rather uncivilized czar, who lo 1

drinking and rioting with his boon companii
;,

he soon afterwards removed to Deptford, wl a

in three months he damaged the house to g

extent of seven hundred and fifty dollars.

" Religion was not Peter's strong point, J

one would think that the quiet simplicity ti

(Quaker service would be the last to atti t

such a man, and yet, curiously enough, dui
j

his sojourn at Deptford he used to attend (

Friends' meeting-house there. The buildin j

still in use, though it dates from 1G9:3. t

contains a large room and some smaller roc i,

and has a little graveyard in the rear, 1

j

approached through the meeting-house, w 1

is closely built on either side.

" Peter retained his respect for the Soc

of Friends after he had left England. Ace

ing to the Journal of Thomas Story, it app

that, when in Germany in 1712, the Emp^

found his troops occupying a Quakers' meet

house in Frederikstadt, and at once ordi

them to vacate it. He then made it kn

that if the Friends resident in the town »
assemble for a meeting, he would attem

This meeting took place, and the emperor,

the benefit of his generals, translated what

said by the German (Quakers, and added his

commendations.
" It is not customary for Friends to che

relics of the dead or the distinguished an

their own people; but they preserve, in

old Deptford meeting-house, a plain woi

bench, which is said to be the actual seat

he used to occupy when at the service."

All familiar with the history of Friends

the journals of their ministers, will recal

counts of their interviews at various _t

with the czars of all the Russias, and their

fidence that behind the grim absolutism oi

Russian government there was hidden si

where the devoutness of a tender Chrit

heart. It may be that the voice for p

from a Russian autocrat is an echo fron-

quiet testimonies of these godly, gracious li

worldly men, who having nothing to ask

«

nothing to fear or lose, dared to treat c f

and emperors and kings and princes as i

and tell them truths which they would r e

hear from the lips of parasites and court f

—H. L. Hastings.

For "Thb Fkiei

Letter to Samuel Fothergill from »

WHO WAS NOT A FKiE^iD.—Dear Sir : As pi

have a great influence in establishing tig

decent and orderly in your Society, I tak(B

liberty of troubling you with this address

I have often attended your silent meet?

and come away greatly edified, both from
[j

I felt in myself, and from the great satisfaM

I took in sitting with so many Christian ffl

osophers (for I must so esteem those whc

«

sit two hours to improve only from the
IJ

tion of Divine grace within.) And, indeec !«

point I am concerned about, is the great i«

of silence too frequently after large meet ?i

After a few words spoken yesterday '

«
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silent woman in Devonshire house I was as-

shed. I was shocked to hear the universal

)ling when meeting broke up. I endeavored
ccount for it by many town Friends meet-
their country friends after a year's ab-
e ; but this could not convince me that the
lor was consistent with the decorum ex-
ed from so still and quiet a people,

it is said the house is only a house, I have
nswer that will be satisfactory to those who
3m it proper, and if custom has made it in-

isive, I shall only another time avoid the
ing of it ; and I shall at all times pray for
)rosperityof Mr. Fothergill and his Friends.

For" The Friend.' •

Music.

ministering Friend, of Philadelphia, related
'ollowing :

" I was once in company with a
ber of persons on business of a benevolent
acter. After we had finished what was before
ne of the company introduced the subject
usic, and expatiated largely upon its good
t, both upon the body and mind of those
cultivated a taste for it. It was evidently
atention to draw me out, or to reproach
Society for our opposition to this way of
ling time. The rest of the company, with
ixception of an aged Presbyterian, joined
th the first speaker. Finding that he took
irt in the conversation, he was at length
;edly appealed to, to know what he thought
usic and its effects.

le replied, ' Gentlemen, instead of giving
ny opinion, let me tell you an anecdote.
:e knew a very pious and benevolent man,
was much in love with music, omitting no
rtunity of indulging himself in this fas-

ing amusement, and when some who were
3y with his course would remonstrate with
hereon, he would justify himself with just
arguments as you have been using. But
ddenly gave up music, and ceased entirely

ding concerts and such like diversions.'

J enquired of concerning this change, he
' I lately had a dream, in which I believed
If to be at a musical entertainment, and I

jht that I had never before enjoyed the
>rd of sweet sounds so rapturously, when
:nly I felt a heavy hand laid roughly

y shoulder ; on looking around I found
t was the devil himself that had laid hold
me.' I immediately said, ' Sir, you have
a great mistake this time. I do not be-
imong your people, and I will have noth-
) do with you.' He grinned as he said,

t you know that this is one of my favorite
jts, and that everyone who comes to such
!e as this is unreservedly in my power ?'

iieadded, ' I have not attended a musical
since, and I am firmly resolved never to

I another.' There was nothing more said,

jiese late eulogists of music left the room,

I

g as if they had been caught in very bad
jiny."

I

Items Concernmg the Society.

lappointed meeting held at Arch St. meeting-
]on First-day last was attended by an unex-
ily large number, coming from within a ra-
If thirty miles, and nearly filling the floor,
'ng of ancient goodness overspread the meet-
ilemmzing it under the many living truths
[forth. The testimony seemed clear that the
•ling of the walls of our Zion, as when Nehe-
ebuilt those of Jerusalem, must be upon the
t foundation.

The power of the devotees of war to brin
the disciples of peace under tribute was welfshown
a few months ago, when a bequest amounting to
one hundred thousand dollars from John G. Lane to
New York Yearly Meeting, for educational pur-
poses, was found to be liable to the ten per cent,
war tax of the United States government. Ten
thousand dollars of Quaker money forcibly taken
for purposes conscientiously objected to by PViends
is only one of the many unfair actions of present
day mi\ita,T\sm.—Australian Friend.

In Iowa Yearly Meeting of the " Friends' Church,"
the salaries paid to pastors during the last twelve
months for which figures are available, aggregated
£3,080 [about $15,000]. The expenditure for all

other church purposes, including foreign missions,
evangelistic work, building and repairing places of
worship, was reported to be £1.458. As there are
about 2,255 families in the Yearly Meeting, the
average contribution per household was one pound
seven shillings three pence for the pastor as com-
pared with thirteen shillings for other religious
purposes.

—

Australian Friend.

The Interchange reports that according to the
answers to the questions which Mary Mendenhall
Hobbs sent out to members of various Yearly Meet-
ings, the present tendency is toward a lessening of
the ministry of women. The only exception to this

in the answers received by her was from Baltimore
Yearly Meeting. The general feeling of her cor-
respondents seemed to be that the introduction of
the pastoral system is largely responsible for this

decline, for although there are women who are
pastors, yet the general feeling in many parts is

not favorable to them in this capacity. One of her
correspondents added that the substitution in many
places of lectures and prepared sermons, instead of
the prophetical utterances that we used to have,
has also discouraged women from the exercise of
the gift. The author felt that the fact that so
many in the congregation wait on the ministers in-

stead of on the Lord, was also somewhat to blame.

The second number of the Havana '' Friend " (El

Amiga), appears in an enlarged form. Its scope
may be gathered from its descriptive words: "A
Religious, Anti-sacerdotal, Political, Literary and
Miscellaneous Journal. Devoted to the defense of

liberty of conscience, and the doctrines of the
Christian religion without distinction of denomina
tions or sects."

To this it may be added that a prominent member
of a large American fruit concern, having one hun^

dred thousand acres of land near Santiago, has
been urging upon Friends to establish a meeting
and location for religious labor there. He has sent

a check for one thousand dollars, which is held in

trust in Baltimore towards starting such an effort.

Though himself a Methodist, he believes, by what
he has seen in Jamaica, that Friends are the only

people for such a service among those neglected
islanders.

Notes from Others.

John Raskin's life illustrated the absolute sin-

cerity of his conviction. He gave all his powers
of brain and purse to the service of his fellows.

Beginning by tithing his wealth and then halving

it, he ended finally by giving it all away in an al-

most unparalleled act of renunciation in our modern
world, reserving for himself simply the modest
competence of .fl,500 a year for old age.

An exchange says that alcohol will remove grass

stains from summer clothes. The exchange is right.

It will also remove the summer clothes, and also the

spring and autumn and winter clothes, not only

from the one who drinks it, but also from his wife

and family. It will likewise remove the hou-sehold

furniture from the house, the eatables from the

pantry, and the smiles from the face of his wife,

and the happiness from the home. As a remover
of things alcohol has few equals.— United Christian.

Bull fights seem to have been generally sup-
pressed in our new Spanish islands, but officers of
our American army and navy at Havana have them-
selves arranged Sunday horse-races. — Twentieth
Century.

As a companion to this we give the following
extract from a speech of President Schurman, chief
of our government's commission to the Philippines:

" We suppressed the cock-fight there, and per-
mitted the taverns to flourish. One emphasized
the Filipino frailty, and the other the American
vice. I suppose wherever there are sixty-five
thousand Anglo-Saxons there will always be some
drunkards, and it seems diflicult to prevent it. But
it was unfortunate that we introduced and estab-
lished the saloon there, to corrupt the natives, and
to exhibit to them the vice of our race. I have
never seen a Filipino drunkard."

The Indian has been starved and overpow^ered
till he is almost exterminated.
The African was made the white man's slave, but

he continue?.

The Crusades lavished the lives and wealth of
Europe to snatch the Holy City from the Moslems.
But the Turk still guards the city and keeps peace
between rival Christian sects in the church of the
Holy Sepulchre.

History asks what real progress have these wars
produced except in material gain.

"Ye kill and covet and cannot obtain; ye fight
and war, yet ye have not because ye ask amiss
that ye mav consume it upon your lusts."

Mighty nations have perished, but the words of
the prophet remain.

—

Catharine A. Burgin.

Correspondence.

" I would urge that we shall not allow our devo-
tion to the record of revelation in the past to serve
as a pretext for present quenching of the Spirit,

and for intimating that it is possible to be too
spiritual in the development of heavenly truth."

' Rant and cant I hold to be the mental Scylla
and Charybdis of our day. I seem to find the pro-
fessed followers of Fox with perhaps the generality
of the sects, vibrating between "the anarchy of
the ranter " and the lethargy of the canter.

" No literal rule nor collection of rules will suf-

fice to serve as mediator between the opposing ten-

dencies."

"The Bible is indeed a copious prescription book
for the inveterate malady of our race. But it is a
prescription book for the world and for the infantile

neophyte [more] than for the experienced believer.

In his hands it is rather a Dispensary for the due
equipment of 'the man of God' (2 Tim. iii: 17), in

his witnessing to the faith which is ever in in-

creasing measure delivered to the saints.'

"

The recent remarks in The Friend regarding
legible handwriting I much approved of, as the
same subject had been distinctly before my mind
within a week, and, had I been a better example in

that regard, might have prepared a few lines. I

have not unfrequently punished myself, as it were,

for lack of care, by destroying and re-writing

postals or letter pages. A letter of Anthony Bene-
zet's, which I posse.ss, bearing date 1778, would, I

think, if reproduced, serve as a nice model of clear

handwriting, indited by a man who was careful as

to his thought and walk. L.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
Untted States.— President Benjamin Ida Wheeler, of

the University of California, in an address to the Monti-

cello Club, gave the details of the neRotialions which
Secretary of the State Hay has had under way for some
time relative to the Chinese " open door." President

Wheeler learned the negotiations nhile in converastion
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with Secretary Hay during his recent visit to ^\a9hing-

ton President Wheeler said :" In the coarse of tl^e

weel< Secretary of State Hay will announce to the people

rt'ctory nTof war -call it diplomacy, if you please-

fn hat he ports of China will be opened to the commer e

of the wor d. He ha3 reached an understanding with

Great Britain, France. Russia and Germany which does

away with territorial spheres of influence.

'•According to the terms of the agreement there will

be noTonger^any spheres of influence in the Flowery King-

dom Cusfoms tariffs will be abolished as we as other im-

ports upon shipping. The idea is to make the Ports free

?o the Lrld's commerce and give all nations a free hand

in exporting their markets. It is the consummation of

BritWea of the ' open door' which found so strong an

ailvocate in Lord Beresford." j .

A biU introduced in Congress authorizes the President

to invite countries on the American continent to meet in

Washington for the consideration of international bound

"ThnSations of the Samoan arbitration treaty were

exchanged at the State Department at Washington on the

7th inst., afternoon by Secretary Hay, for the United

States, Lord Pauncefote, for Great Britain and Dr. yon

Holleben, for Germany. The treaty submits the claims

to the arbitration of King Oscar of bweden.

Reports of Indian agents show that the entire Ind an

population is 297,905, of which number 95,6.9 wear citi-

zens dress, while 31,923 wear a mixture "f Indian and

civilized clothing. Those who can read "umber 42,59 (

There are 31,655 Indian church members, and 348 churcd

buildings upon the various reservations.

"The Grain Trade of the United States" is the title of

a monograph just published by the Treasury Bureau of

Statistics as the first of a series of studies upon the pro-

duction and transportation of the great staples, and upon

the internal commerce of the country. The present article

points out the immense increase in the agricultural pro-

duction of the country, the rapid and continuous west

ward shifting of the area of cultivation and the changes

in the routes by which Western grain reached the Eastern

consumers and the European markets.

The Third Month report of the situation of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture will show the amount of wheat re-

maining in farmers' hands on Third Month 1st to have

been about 158,700,000 bushels or 29 per cent, of last

year's crop, as compared with 198.000.000 bushels or 29 3

per ct. of the crop of 1898, on hand o"Jhird Mo 1, 1899

The corn in farmers' hands is estimated at (73,700,000

bushels, or 37.2 per cent, of last year's crop, against

800,500,000 bushels, or 41.6 per cent, of the crop ot

1898 on hand on Third Month 1, 1899. The proportion

of the total crop of last year shipped out of the country

where grown is estimated at 16.8
V<^'/f^^-'°'''^°''l_

348,000,000 bushels. The proportion of the total crop

of last year that was of a merchantable standard is esti-

mated at 86.9 per cent.
, , , oon qaa nnn

Of oats there are reported to be about 290 900,000

bushels, or 36.5 per cent, of last year's crop, still in lar-

mers'hknds, as compared with 283,000,000 bushels or

38.7 per cent, of the crop of 1898, on hand on Third

Month 1, 1899. „ , v , < • A
During the last year 25,202,907 bushels of gram and

2,198,513 gallons of molasses were used for the manufac

ture of liquor in this country, which produced 107,618,-

120 gallons of spirits and 1,657,808 gallons of rum,

making a total of 109,275,928. This is about one gallon

and a half to every man, woman and child in the country.

' •- interesting to see just how rapidly emigration to

this country has fallen off. In 1881 there were 220,900

emigrants from Germany ; in 1887 there were 104,780 ;

in 1891, 120,090 ; in 1895, 37,490 ; in 1896, 33,820
;

in

1897, 24,630, and last year, 20,960.
. ^ , , .„.„

The cost of the war with Spain is estimated at $259,-

341,299 ; that of the war in the Philippines for 1899

and 1900 at $165,503,201. The war in the Phi ippines is

not yet over, and for years to come the naval and mili-

tary expenses of the nation will be " expanded with the

expansion of the nation. The commercial returns to the

trusts that will take possession of the Philippines as

soon as they find it safe to do so will have to be large if

they are to offset the cost to the people of the acquisition

of these distant islands. ^

Arrangements are being made to forward oOO tons of

food supplies to the destitute people in the interior at

Puerto Rico. The supplies will be shipped on the trans-

''°Thfieanut'crop of 1899 is nearly 100,000.000 bushels

heavier than the crop of 1898.

The estimate is that Colorado, next year, will produce

between $40,000,000 and $oO,000,000 in gold.

In the number of locomotives the United States comes

first, with a total of 36,746. Great Britain comes next,

with 19,602.

Representative Alfred C. Harmer, a member of Con-

gress from this city since 1871, with the exception of a

tingle term, died on the 6th inst., in his seventy-hfth

^^Harland Whittaker, of Butler county, Kentucky, was

held without bail at Frankfort, on the 6th inst., on a

charge of assassination of Governor Goebe .
The case

will be presented to the Fourth Month Grand Jury.

At the Red Ash Mine, in the New River region West

Virginia, on the 6th inst., an explosion near the entrance

resulted in the entombing of forty-nine miners. Forty

seven bodies have been recovered and a large res u.ng

party is at work. The cause of the explosion is believea

to have been fire-damp.
. , ,. , „^,.tcA

There were 511 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 85 less than the previous

week and 9 less than the corresponding week of 189J

Of the foregoing 252 were males and 259 f«mal«s .
84

died of pnuemonia ; 45 of consump ion ; 41 ofh^art dis-

eases; 21 of apoplexy; 21 of convulsions; 20 of diphtheria

18 of canceri 18 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels ; 18 of inflammation of the brain; 1< of inani ion
;

14 of marasmus; 14 of nephritis; 13 of paralysis, 12 of

bronchitis; 12 from casualties; 10 of typhoid fever 10

of debility ; 10 of measles; 9 of Bright s disease
, 9 of

urasmia and 5 of influenza. „ , , j i,o„;=

Markets. &c. —COTTON in New Tcork closed on a basis

of 9 15-16c. per pound for middling uplands.
.

FLOUR.-'Winter, super., $2.30 a $2.50; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.40 a $3.55; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.55; spring, straight, $3.30 a $3.60; ciy mills

straight, $3.30 a $3.50. Rye Flour-$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 39| a 40c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 a 3l4c.

BEEP Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5|c.; good, 51 a 5J ;
medium,

54 a 5ic; common, 4| a 5c.
j r3 „ k^

Sheep and LAMBS-Extra, 6i a 6ic; good, 5i a 6c.,

medium, 5i a 5ic.; common, 3i a 5c. LAMBS-5i a 8c.

Hogs.—6i a 7ic. for Western.

Foreign—Lord Robert's force advanced early on the

morning of the 7th inst. from Osfontein. General French

turned the southern part of the position of the Boers,

who fled incontinently, leaving a gun, immense quantities

of forage and their tents. He is now in pursuit. Ihe

Boers on the north bank are also evacuating the position.

Lord Roberts reports to the British war office that he

attacked the Boer army near Driefontein. m the free

State, on the 10th, and a fierce fight ensued in which the

burgher forces were defeated. More than 100 Boer

dead were left on the field, and the list of British cas-

ualities includes several officers of distinction The Brit-

ish reported casualties in South Africa to Third Month

12th are as follows: Killed, 2418: wounded, 8747: died of

disease, 1029: missing, 3483: total, 15,677.

General Gatacre entered Stormberg unopposed on the

Fifth. The Boers destroyed the railway approach, but the

station is intact. , ,,
_,

Lord Salisbury has been offered peace proposals on the

basis of independence for the South African republics

and the foreign Consuls at Pretoria have been requested

to invite intervention of the Powers to prevent further

bloodshed. The British Government is not prepared to

grant independence to the Boer Republics

It is said that England's war loan of $1&0,000,000, at

2J per cent., has been subscribed in London twenty times

over, with most of the financial world yet to be heard

""

The Boers are said to owe the Transvaal mines over £2,-

000,000 already.
, . ,

. , ,,

Gold production in the Transvaal is only one-eighth

what it was a year ago.

The fourth death from the bubonic plague occurred at

Sydney, New South Wales._ Three fresh cases were otti-

cially reported on the 11th inst.

Numerous factories in Germany are shutting down for

the want of coal. Russia is in the. same pl'ght and has

removed a tariff on coal, while the price of naphtha has

increased 400 per cent. The coal famine in Russia is so

serious that the Minister of Finance ha« Pfrs"aded he

Emperor to permit foreign coal to be imported free of duty

for the use of the railroads.
.

Of the 34.000,000 people in South America, it is estim-

ated that 30.000,000 have never seen a Bible.

The bubonic plague has made its appearance m Buenos

^incendiarism is rampant in Barbadoes Jamaica. With-

in four weeks sixty sugar estates have been set on hre Dy

negroes. The negroes are said to be starving and lawless^

The customs receipts from all sources in Cuba during

First Month were $1,511,094. ,,.•;„
Out of 1,548,654 votes polled in the recent election in

Mexico, only.92,172 were against Diaz.

A new directory of Toronto places the populate )l

that city at 250.000iiOU.UUU.

Thirty-six foreign vessels, having an aggregate tor

;

of 57,556, met with disaster in American waters ,

^^The amount of gold coin in actual circulation ii
i

world is estimated by the Bank of England officials :

about 865 tons.

RECEIPTS.
Received from John Stamp, Keeling, Ireland, 68 U

end of Vol. 73.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A companion and housekeeper for an ei

Friend ; in New Jersey. Address Box 40
""^

' Haddonfield, New Jers

Young woman Friend experienced, wishes to 6

position in private or Friends' school as teacher in Ei

branches, Latin and Drawing. Prefers Philadelpl

^''='""y-
"B" Office of Fri.

Tract Association of Friends.—The annual m.

of the Association will be held in the Committee Ru

Arch Street Meeting-house on Fourth-day evening th,

instant at 8 o'clock. Reports of Auxihary Assoc,

and an interesting report of the managers will b.

All are invited to attend.
Henry B. Abbott, l I

Westtown Boarding ScHOOL.-For convenience g :

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will 4

SsTe^vifg Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M an,

and 4 S'^ P M. Other trains are met when requ

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M twen,

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone §5

Edward G. Smedley, si

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications ft

admission of pupils to the school and letters in reg

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wl

F WiCKERSHAM, Principal.
, , •^. „„;

Payments on account of board and tu'tm" ^^
munications in regard to business should be forwar

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co.
,
Fa.

ReceiDts for^ia of &uiering Doukhot
Receipts ^lo^^.^^

^^^^^ ^3^j^ l^OO^,.,

" Y " Pa *15 • Friends, Norwich, Can., S4/.7

C $-'b-c"s:('.,$10; S. X. R.,*5; Friends C

UonMy Meeting, Pa., $o ;
Mennonites, Medina,

*?-. • Ppr J E $6 34 ; A. E. K., Ontario, »1

friend'^1tiUwater,p.,S5;Fnends,WilmingU

$9 ; M. J. J., Ontario, $5 ;
K. P. Cr., 1200

,
A. l

J. B., Ohio, $10.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., PI

Died, at his residence in Germantown, Second

10th, 1900, in the ninetieth year of his age, W

KITE a member and minister of Frankford Month

Germantown particular meeting. By the removal

dear Friend, our religious Society, a^d particular

meeting to which he belonged, has lost a much l

Tad valued member, one who had endeared himsetf

Lrent classes and ages, and was espemlly b »

the young, in whom he manifested a lively interes

was also highly esteemed in the community in wl

Uved Hi 'position for many years as librarian

Friends' Free Library at Germantown, affording 1

opportunity of acquaintance w. h those who v.s.to

whom he often rendered valuable assistance in the

Tf books His last illness was short, and he was

to express Teh, but we reverently believe he wa|

with his lamp irimmed and his light burning a

Through the mercy of God in Christ Jesus his S

whom he had long loved and sought to serve, h

from his labors and his works do follow him F

n the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints,
m the_sign^L

^^,^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ residence

nephew'. Dr. Charles Hermon Thomas, 3634 Chesti

Philadelphia. Margaretta S. H.nchman^ in the

third year of her age, a member of Western )

Monthly Meetmg.^^^
of First Month, 1900, at tl

dence of her son, Joseph K. Evens, Mariton, N. J., 1

K Evens, widow of the late Amos Evens, in the

fir'^t vear of her age, a beloved elder and overseer

Jf^ sham Mon'thly and. Cropwell Particular

Firmly attached to the ancient doctrines and tes

of Friends,^she much enjoyed the privilege of at

our religious meetings.
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iR may be as great an evil as the advo-

of peace under all circumstances declare

be. But the only apparent way to avert

to bring every country on the globe be-

I the sway of a single despotic central

nment.

—

Philadelphia Bulletin.

i agree with the Bulletiri in this view, pro-

we agree that the " single, despotic (that

solute) central government" is the Prince

ace himself, spiritually ruling in the hearts

en. Thus "nations shall learn war no
" (Isaiah ii: 4), and " Of the increase of

overnraent and peace there shall be no

(ix: 4). " The Lamb of God," as fast as

takes away the sin of the world," will be

g away war as its most awful development.

Lamb of God shall overcome " the powers

i beast, " for he is Lord of lords and King

igs, and they that are with Him,—called,

hosen, and faithful " (Rev. ix: 17). Every

omer of a hostile spirit or impatient

ht towards another is to that extent an

i in forwarding the peaceable reign of

single, absolute, central government, of

t crucified, the " wisdom of God and the

r of God."

R Hidden Workers.—It is little under-

how much unhired work is silently ex-

id in conducting the affairs of Truth in

sligious Society, whether at the hands of

^Hligently engaged in their other business,

i those who have gone out of business the

f, usefully to serve the cause for which we

d. This can be said also of much of the

ijaried portion of church-workers in other

ijainations, as well as of many of our mem-

'iyounger and older, working for the wel-

e)f their fellow-beings in ways entirely un-

Irian. We not unfrequently see a Friend

Eire from business," only to find about all

(mailable time devoted to the services of

iiociety in various ways. We adapt lan-

ii|i quoted from the Missionary Review to

J ituation of many workers among us:

"These men devote much time and labor to

the affairs of the Society, leaving their own
work, often at great inconvenience, to attend

designated meetings and to toil on committees

—earnestly, prayerfully, considering the things

which pertain to this sacred cause. Yet they

receive no compensation whatever, but solely

out of disinterested love, they give the church

the benefit of their ripe experience and busi-

ness capacity. You would have to pay a good

round sum to command their services for any

other cause, if, indeed, you could command

them at all. One of them is reported to have

said: ' I could not be hired to do this work for

five thousand dollars a year; but I will do it

gratuitously for the sake of Christ and my
brethren.' The church owes to such men a

large debt of gratitude. Let them be slow to

criticise and quick to praise. Whatever their

shortcomings, these men are unselfishly and

self-sacrificingly administering the great trust

which has been committed to them, and though

they may make an occasional mistake, their

loyalty, devotion and intelligence are a rea-

sonable guarantee that they will wisely serve

the cause which is as dear to them as it. is to

Vacant Lots.

Probably many have noticed the large possi-

bilities of food-supply which have been going

to waste in the vacant lots in our cities. These

lose nothing in value while being loaned to the

poor to cultivate them until the owners are

ready to occupy them with buildings. For the

past three summers the Vacant Lots Cultivation

Association of Philadelphia has secured the use

of many of these lots, now amounting to 72

acres,—plowed and harrowed them, divided

them into quarter-acre gardens, and assigned

them to applicants, representing last year 249

families, composed of 149-5 persons. The yield

from all these miniature farms last season

amounted to $14,511, or nearly sixty dollars to

a family. This harvest for the poor cost the

Association about one-sixth that amount, or

.$2,650. The products raised were white pota-

toes ($3,864), sweet potatoes ($196), cabbage

($2,895), turnips ($1744), tomatoes ($4263),

besides corn, celery, beans, and a variety of

other vegetables.

Their report, which has just come to hand

remarks that "the fact that one wants a gar

den is proof that he needs it and is willing to

work. This charity is designed to encourage

the work-habit among the destitute. It takes

the place in a way, of the agricultural training-

school, in which those most in need of instruc-

tion are taught farming in the most practical

way, at a very slight cost to the community.

It opens up to those most in need of fresh air,

change of scene and release from care, a health

resort, where all these blessings are found,

coupled with pleasant remunerative work, de-

veloping strength of body and mind."

The work has had a marked effect upon many

of the gardeners from a moral standpoint,

—

turning one man, whose case is described, from

drunken to sober and industrious habits. " Our

industrial system is crowding out the old and

weak. To those unfortunate classes who can

find no place in the regular system even in pros-

perous times, vacant lot farming affords relief

on honorable terms."

Those who are interested in helping the needy

to help themselves may relieve a sense of duty

through the Treasurer of the Association, N.

B. Crenshaw, at Broad and Chestnut Streets.

Also all,
" without money and without price,"

are invited to cultivate their vacant lots of time.

Of this kind, an unimproved unspiritual silent

meeting is one of the saddest of vacant lots,—to

be surpassed in desolateness only by a " service
"

full of stated vocal exercises uncalled for by

the Spirit.

The Nerves Mistaken for the Spirit.

In recent medical reports on the action of

music in diseases, its field of operation is lim-

ited solely to the nervous system.

Accordingly the working of music is physio-

logical, sensuous, and so emotional, rather than

spiritual. " Every soldier," says the physician

quoted, " will testify to the inspiring influence

of music in war. This, scientifically consid-

ered, means simply that sound-vibrations act

directly upon the nerves."

And now another article recently published

commends the burning of incense in worship

on the same principle. " Under the power of

an eight-foot organ pipe," the writer says,

" many a man has mistaken the shaking of his

diaphram for the trembling of his soul." And

he commends the deceit. And he is consistent

enough when he says, " If we drop incense be-

cause of its vague sensuous influence, we must

also abolish music for the same reason." "Music

comes next to odors in the power of emotional

association and reminiscence." " Incense is as

legitimate an aid to devotion as genuflections,

pipe-organs, or stained gla-ss windows." "The

sense of smell, the most powerful in its effect
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on the emotions, should not be left out of the

ritual, the main purpose of which is to arouse

the emotional nnture."

We have before contended that all such ex-

pedients for worship belong to the same prin-

ciple, through whatever of the five senses ner-

vous exhilaration or charming may be brought

in from the outward. Whereas the Father, on

the other hand, seeketh such worship as is " in

spirit," not in nerves; "in truth," and not in

illusions. His direct grace is sufficient for us,

and the waiting on the discoveries of the Spirit

of Truth is means of grace enough for the

worship which He seeks for and inspires. Car

nal stimulations, however refined, are carnal

still, and are of that spurious in-spiration so

easily and so widely mistaken for the genuine

quickening of the Holy Spirit. Wine through

the mouth, odors in the nostrils; images, light

and colors through the eyes, cater to the same

emotions as those which music induces through

the ears, and are as devotedly used and use-

able for vice, for wars, for theatres as for

churches—a carnality sometimes of lower and

sometimes higher refinement.

What we object to is the mistaking of emo-

tions, whether grossly or artistically manu-

factured, for inspiration. Divane inspiration,

will, indeed, bring forth emotions of its own

begetting, and let us not be ashamed of any

of them. There is ground to fear we are not

open enough to emotions of the Spirit's mov-

ing. If they are of his putting forth, it is un-

safe, it is unhealthy to suppress them, except

from extravagance. Let us try the spirits,

whether they are of God, or of human machin-

ery or sensation. Let us worship in spirit and

in Truth. This demands the silence of all

flesh, not its exhilaration, intoxication, or sen-

suous illusions. Let us be " not drunk with

wine, but filled with the Spirit," by receiving

and obeying his manifestations.

A Voice Crying in the Wilderness.—Is

not the present a moment in which there is a

loud call for the re-statement of those spiritual

ideas to which .John Woolman devoted his life?

If we are silent will not the stones cry out, and

may we not incur the woe that descends on

those who build the tombs of the prophets, yet

do not as they taught? . . . Undoubtedly

the times are dark. The poets and prophets

of the century have departed. Statesmen with

lower ideals fill the places but lately occupied

by greater men. " Rights are being asserted

with a sort of cynical insistence, the rights of

the strong, the right of pleasure, the right of

credit; selfishness clothes itself with the pomp

of militarism, and talks of glory when it thinks

of the markets. Ignorance puts on the sacred

garments of religion and talks of spiritual

things while it fights for material things. A
horrible and wonderful thing happens in the

land. The soldier is allied with the money-

seeker and the priest with the materialist . .

amid decimating and inglorious wars, amid

civil strife and distress, the God-spirit will

again wrestle with the world spirit."*

•Canon Barnett.

It is times like the present which lest the
|

"spiritual virility of individuals and of denom- By How

John S. Rowntree, in The (London)

Then and Now.

Kelly, Professor in the Jo Hopk

inations

Friend.
^_^^ .

Concerning the Doukliobortsi.

Further accounts received from the Douk-

hobortsi in the xXorthwest Territory continue

to speak of the winter being less severe than

usual, or it would have been much harder to

obtain supplies. Two hundred men are reported

out working on the railroads; health considered

fair under the circumstances; some scurvy re-

ported, but many do not consider themselves

ill until it develops. Expenditures have been

made for rice, oatmeal, condensed milk and

some fruit. It is understood that donations of

dried fruit are on the way from California, one

letter states a carload, also clothing and a

contribution of five hundred dollars from a re-

lief committee. There is one woman reported

to be in the hospital at Winnipeg, who has had

a foot amputated. She has three daughters,

the husbands of two of them in exile. Another

case is described, in one of the villages, as

having very sore feet and suffering all the time,

her case "being considered hopeless. Other

cases of affliction in particular families, as they

have become known, have enlisted sympathy

from interested individuals, who have con-

tributed to their relief.

The main food is flour of rather a low grade,

and as some of their cows (and probably most

of them) have become dry, condensed milk and

fruit will be particularly acceptable. Whilst

there is a great shortness of teams, as also of

tools and materials for successful farming and

mechanical operations, it is cause for thankful-

ness that svmpathy has been awakened in dif-

ferent parts of the country, and whilst there

are great privations yet to be endured, the

contributions being made for the necessities of

life are certainly ameliorating their condition.

One correspondent writes that " the women

are kepi busy spinning and knitting up the

wool, which they can handle to perfection.

There are quite a number, representing differ-

ent nationalities, but none that can compete

with the Doukhobors in manipulating their

wool. You have all been very kind in looking

after their wants. You have sent them quite

a number of spinning wheels, and they all seem

to be making good use of them. The Doukho-

bors spoke to me, asking if I could get some

cattle for them to winter, as they had more

hay than they required, so I got some for them

on condition that I would be responsible for

them, and I was pleased to hear the cattle the

Doukhobors got were the best wintered of any

around here." J. S. Elkinton.

Third Month 16th, 1900.

It is now twenty-seven years since I beg

my college life, a life which stretched o

through eight years of good, hard work, fo

at the classics and four at medicine. Duri

the college period, and after it, and again, i

pecially in these latter years as a teacher, I ha

always been most profoundly interested as

student of human nature and of medicine,

trying to find out what ailed the world ab(

me. Why is it, as I have grown older, I hs

come to find out that there is so much mis*

and unhappiness in the world? Why is it tl

each successive generation of young men be/

to run the life race that is set before them, i

of vigor, of fine enthusiasm, and with a deteri

nation to accomplish great things, and th

one by one, drop back into the same indifferen

and the same routine as was done by those v

preceded them, the fire and all the enthusia

gone, content in the end to make a good liv

and to take good care of themselves.

I well recall my own class, as fine a lot

fellows as you could wish to see, shouting
"

forever" daily in the assembly room until

were hoarse, and each one certain beyond a
j

adventure that, with our advent into the affi

of the world, the golden era was about to da

We each knew individually that we oursel

were destined to do some great deed, and

each looked, too, with secret admiration u

his fellows, picturing in our minds the gi

future which lay before each one.

A quarter of a century has elapsed, and «

is the outcome? Untimely death has claii

not a few of the dear boys (hoys ever in spit

the added years), and those of us who sur

have entered upon life's duties, just as

fathers did before us; good, faithfulwork

been done, but we have failed to bring al

those startling changes which we had fo:

hoped would make "77" renowned fore

and a sad little stone in the old college wall,c

memorative of ivy day, and a blighted ivy p

below it, seem emblematic of our shaft

hopes. What is the reason of the failure?

was it a failure, after all? Was it then im

sible to realize those great aspirations w

thrilled us as we entered life's arena? T

are the questions to which I will briefly ad^

myself in this short letter to the college

of a younger generation, and in my rei

shall have to adopt the personal indivi

standpoint.

I would say of my owm life that I have

lost something and I have found somethinj

have lost that which I at first esteemed g

for I discovered as I went on that it was, i

all, but a bubble, a glittering semblance

jewel, evanescent and temporal. But, wond

to relate, I have found in its place somet

infinitely more precious, eternal, a posse

which increases in value day by day, lendi

reality and a value to life in all its rela

far beyond all possible anticipation of my

years.

Let me look at my life a little more clc

What have I actually lost? I think the los

be prettv well covered by one word which

to figure largely in our college debates

chapel speeches, a word which covered th

If thou wouldst be happy bring thy mind to
|

great qualification in a man, which markei

The genuinely Christian man has no occasion

to either explain or apologize for being a Chris-

tian. His worthy life is recognized. Chris-

tians owe and admire it, and worldlings respect

it. He who is
" diligent in business, fervent

in spirit, serving the Lord," commends Chris-

tianity. Men know where he stands, and what

he stands for. His character carries weight.

His sincerity and integrity multiply his influ-

ence. His piety calls for imitation.—Presftj/^f-

thy circumstances. 1 out for success, and that word is " ambil
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mber well setting success in life before

;he one great desideratum, and anxiously

ing its essential elements, which seemed
olve themselves into ability, ambition,

unity, health, and, adding various adju-

ualities, such as judgment, memory, tact,

found, by God's grace, as I went on, that

fter all, was but a selfish scheme of liv-

ich, even if I might attain my end, was
e only for a fortunate few. I saw, too,

pho were just about to take their fill of

p of ambition suddenly snatched away
untimely death, while others with all

her qualifications, were restrained from
ig the prize by the hand of disease,

again (worst mockery of all), who gained

world could offer in the way of fame
vealth, remained, after all, most miser-

id dissatisfied with life,

first aim was, therefore, manifestly a

ne. What was I then to do? Conclude

'e was naught but a mockery? I thank

at when I found the emptiness of the

f the world, 1 also found that He was
sparing of his best gifts as I had begun
y\ne. When I discovered that life and

3re failures, I then found in Him more
sart could desire. Having no longer any
aing of my own, and now content to obey
as one of the servants in his house, I

Dhat He had glorious robes of righteous-
' his own providing, and He was willing

;he very beggars who trusted Him among
nces at the gate. The glorious grace of

Christ, which God, in his great mercy,

ered, not to a forward intellectual few,

all men everywhere, came as a blessed

to one who found on all sides the vanity

ing the affections on the things of this

uld like to dwell on this noble theme,

'ould that young men everywhere could

56 that there is just one thing in the

that is worth making the object of our

)n, and that is to know, to love, and to

jod, and to know Him in the only way
1 know anything about Him, through his

esus Christ. Christ's service is not a

of life or a philosophy, but a life, a new
lie, a new birth, a new creation. Behold,

ngs are passed away, and all things are

lew. And this knowledge, which brings

ace the world knows nothing of, is shed

in our hearts by the Holy Spirit, who
ut and leads God's people in their earthly

lage.

great effective instrument of the Holy
by which these truths are authoritatively

:, is the old Bible. Satan is gaining great

88 in these days by holding men back
I loving searching of the Bible. With-
is. Christians remain weak and spiritually

ndition analogous to the bodily condition

nan fed on insuflicient food at long in-

5—they are often found languishing in

ing Castle, or like the poor (jalatians,

sing a faith in Christ, but struggling to

it an existence by the works of the law.

an desires, above all things, to feed his

lal man, he will not neglect to eat the
)read of the Word* any more than he
is his ordinary meals. Who ever hears a
ly he is too busy to eat at all?

i term we apply to Christ and any communications
who is the Bread of Life.—Ed.

My own daily life (if 1 may be excused for

continuing the personal part of the narrative)

is as full as that of any man I know, but I

found long since that, as I allowed the pressure

of professional and worldly engagements to fill

in every moment between rising and going to

bed, the spirit would surely starve, so 1 made
a rule, which I have since stuck to in spite of

many temptations, not to read anything but
my Bible after the evening meal, and never to

read any newspapers or any other book than
the Bible on First-day. I do not exclude real

Bible helps, which always drive one back to the

Bible, but I never spend time on simply devo-

tional books. Since making this resolution,

God, in his mercy, has shown me that this Book
is an inexhaustible storehouse from which He
dispenses rich stores of precious truths to his

servants, as He pleases and as they are ready

to receive them. I have found that faith in

.Jesus Christ is a wonderful foundation rock,

upon which stands a marvelous superstructure.

I have found that the Holy Ghost is a real,

living, active [Spirit], whom Christians must
know personally if they will grow in grace and

knowledge.

I see wonderful truths relating to Christ in

types and prophecies which I never dreamed of

before, and "the blessed hope" has a new-

meaning. The messages of the epistles I once

thought full of hyperbole, now glow with mean-
ing, and so I might go on, and so, doubtless,

God, in his great grace and goodness, will lead

us all on through the ages of eternity, behold-

ing new glories and new graces in his Son.

What more can I say to arrest the attention

of young men?
Once my interest was in things which will

pass away. Now I am a partaker of Him who
made all these things. What are they com-

pared to Him? He is Truth.

"And thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid

the foundation of the earth; and the heavens

are the works of thy hands. They shall perish,

but Thou remainest, and they shall wax old as

doth a garment, and as a vesture shalt Thou
fold them up, and they shall be changed, but

Thou art the same, and thy years shall not

fail."

A Presbyterian on the Priesthood.—
" With my whole heart I believe with Doctor

Arnold, that the separating of the clergy from

the people, as a separate caste, endowed with

some mysterious and mystical functions, was

the first and most fatal apostacy — a thing

which more than anything else has paralyzed

the power of Christianity in the world. Pres-

byterianism is and ought to be a positive pro-

test, by asserting that the only priesthood on

earth is the priesthood of every true believer,

a priesthood in which the humblest layman

shares equally with the highest clergyman.
" The truth it has to witness to is that every

true believer, who is united by faith to the one

Heavenly High Priest is the only priest on earth,

that ministers are not priests of the congrega-

tion, but merely oflice-bearers and instructors

in it, and they derive their functions from God

in no other sense than the humblest layman

derives his functions."— Pri'nc(>;/ Sliuirp.

If we are strong at home, we are strong all

around ; if there is weakness at home, strength

is enfeebled everywhere.

New York's Fire Fighters.

In their every-day life and routine, as they

lounge about their engine-stables, most firemen

appear like very humdrum folk— as in truth

they are, says arecent writer in Collier'sWccldy.

Their talk is the reverse of edifying, and if you

ask them to tell of their own exploits they be-

come monosyllabic, and presently break down
altogether. As soon as the alarm-gong rings,

however, they change into different beings.

The heavy-witted, slow-moving fellow becomes
alert and agile, and if you follow him to the

scene of the fire you may arrive just in time to

see him do deeds of wonderful dash and daring.

An incident that comes to my mind occurred

at the burning of the American Horse Ex-

change, in New York, in the summer of 1896.

It was a striking instance of the conduct of

firemen at critical moments. The fire was a

big affair, and five alarms were sent out. Near
Broadway and Fifty-first Streets stood a tall

piece of half-burned wall, about two stories

high. At the foot of this swaying mass of

masonry crouched a little group of firemen

with a hose that jerked back and forth so vio-

lently under the strong pressure that they had

to throw their whole strength against it to keep

the streaming water playing into the roaring

furnace before them. Back of them stood

their foreman, with a hand on the line, giving

orders how to direct the stream.

Suddenly a heavy crash came from behind

the wall, and the whole mass lurched forward.

Those of us who stood within the fire lines scat-

tered in every direction. Glancing back I was
horror-struck to see that the little group of

firemen had made no effort to escape, but still

crouched in the same place, as if awaiting

their end. Then came the crash. The earth

shook, and a red cloud of sparks flew up. We
all felt that the little band of fire-fighters had

met their doom. But when the dust and smoke
cleared away and we returned, we were as-

tounded to find them still there, crouching

down to their work, with their captain direct-

ing operations as before. They had noted the

wall as it fell, and, gauging its distance, had

shifted the hose sidewise by a quick, concerted

movement, so as to clear the wall, taking their

chances from a falling beam or brick. Rather

than desert the line at so critical a moment,

they had hung together and faced death as one

man. It was a stirring exhibition of discipline,

trained judgment and nerve. The crowd out-

side of the fire lines burst into a cheer. Not

one of the firemen turned his head.

For deeds like this promotions are made and

medals are awarded. In truth, there are neither

medals nor promotions enough to go around.

Neither are all deeds of valor reported.

To commemorate deeds of bravery by firemen

a book is kept at headquarters, known as the

Roll of Merit, in which are recorded the names

of all those who may have distinguished them-

selves in the discharge of their duties, together

with a full record of the act by which they

have become entitled to the honor of enroll-

ment. This book, characteristically enough,

has grown to the dimensions of an encyclopa?-

dia, the succeeding volumes of which slumber

on the dust-covered shelves of the Secretary

of the Fire Board.

I append ex-Chief Bonner's " Rules in Case

of Fire:"
" Familiarize yourselves with the location of
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hall windows and natural escapes. Learn the

location of exits to roofs of adjoining buildings.

Learn the position of all stairways, particularly

the top landing and scuttle to the roof. Should

you hear cries of ' Fire!' and columns of smoke

fill the rooms—above all, keep cool. Keep the

doors of rooms shut. Open windows from the

top. Wet a towel, stuff it in the mouth, breathe

through it instead of the nose, so as not to in-

hale smoke. Stand at window and get benefit

of outside air. If room tills with smoke, keep

close to door and crawl along by the wall to

the window. Do not jump unless the blaze

behind is scorching you—not even then if the

firemen, with scaling ladders, are coming up

the building, or are near. Never go to the

roof, unless as a last resort and you know there

is escape from it to adjoining buildings. In

big buildings fire always goes to the top. Do

not jump through flame within a building with-

out first covering the head with a blanket or

heavy clothing and gauging the distance. Don't

get excited, try to recall the means of exit,

and if any firemen are in sight don't jump."

" Thou Shalt Teach Them unto thy Chil-

dren."—The following extract from a sermon

of a negro preacher, Club Ax Davis, is given

for the sake, not of its style, but of its appli-

cation to the committing of passages of Scrip-

ture to memory by children, whether they may
understand them now or not:

" It ain't three weeks since I was out a cattle

huntin', and I stopped at Bro. Harkey's, on Mud
Creek, for dinner. He's a deacon in the Pres-

byterian Church, and, as true as I stand here,

Sister Harkey had her little gal standin' before

her with toes just even with the crack in the

floor, and she put a question to her that was

enough to break the child down. It was this:

'What are the benefits which, in this life, do

either accompany or flow from justification,

adoption and sanctification?" Then the child

said the question all over, and hitched the an-

swer to it like this: ' The benefits which, in this

life, do either accompany or flow from justi-

fication, adoption, and sanctification, are as-

surance of God's love, peace of conscience, joy

in the Holy Ghost, increase of grace, and per-

severance therein to the end.' I just thought

that child was the greatest wonder I'd ever

seen in all my life. She tuk it right in, too,

without balkin' or missin' the first word, and

she spoke so sweet, and she looked so like a

little angel, that before I know'd it, the tears

was a runnin' down my cheeks as big as buck

shot. I've seen the day when I could have

mauled and split a thousan' rails quicker an'

easier than I could larnt that question, and

said it off like she did. Now, brethren, that

child didn't understand or know the meaning

of one word o' that. It was all I could do to

take it in myself, but just let that Presbyterian

young one grow up, and every word of the

catechism will come back to her, and her char-

acter will stiffen up under her, and she'll have

the backbone of the matter in her for life."

"Were not Jehovah my Helper my soul

had soon dwelt in the land that is silent ! When
I think that my foot is slipping, then thy good-

ness, Jehovah, supports me. When cares

crowd into my bosom, then thy comfortings

cheer up my soul."

—

A Version of Psalms xciv :

17-19.

For " The Friend."

THE GUESTS OP THE HEART.

By Sarah D. Sears (wTitten_in time of quarantine.)

Our schoolmates, friends and kindred,

(Though some are far away)

As heart-guests ye are with us

And cheer us day by day.

A quarantine is resting

Upon our humble home.

But memory is not bondaged,

And thought is free to roam.

And richer still and sweeter.

Comes to our hearts unseen

A Holy Guest, whose coming

Can know no quarantine.

His willing, faithful servants

To us He kindly sends

To comfort and to aid us

—

Our neighbors and our friends.

So many are the blessings

Sent by our Guest unseen,

That tendered hearts grow thankful

For days of quarantine.

And, when the siege is lifted,

I would that we may be

Each day more truly faithful,

With clearer vision see

That God, in love and wisdom,

His children watches o'er;

The paths our feet are treading

His feet have trod before;

If Marah's bitter waters

It must be ours to drink,

His love each draught will sweeten.

And " stand beside the brink."

In times of sore affliction.

In hours of trial deep.

His eye is watching o'er us;

His eye that knows no sleep.

His presence in the daytime

Can cheer the darkened room.

With such a guest, why need we
Feel aught of dread or gloom?

He cometh in the night-time.

Beside the sick one's bed.

And oh, how bright the radiance

His presence there can shed!

How oft, when patient sufferers

Their long night vigils keep,

He comes to soothe and comfort

And give the loved one's sleep!

His coming and his presence

Can know no time or bound;

Wherever dwell his children

A heart-guest He is found.

Not just in lordly palace,

Not just in gilded dome;

But in the lowly cottage

And in the humblest home.

Amid the noise and tumult

Of crowded city marts.

Is felt that Sacred Presence,

The Guest of quiet hearts.

In loneliest mountain fastness

That human foot hath trod,

Still He is sweetly with us

—

Our Father and our God.

of the Life of William and De i

It is not so much the being exempt from

faults, as the having overcome them, that is an

advantage to us.

—

Jonathan Swift.

iContimied iVom page 277 )

On the sixteenth day of Tenth Month, P
my youngest sister was born. Of this e\

my memory is only that of a child; so tha

I continue this sketch it may be borne in n

that I write only from oral information,

was, I think, as early as 1830 that my fal

felt it right for him to become conipanio:

[Jared] Patterson, a minister then in g

esteem in Stillwater Monthly Meeting,

who was liberated by said meeting to att

Baltimore and Philadelphia Yearly Meet

and a part oral! the meetings composing tl

This journey they purposed making on he

back. My father was considered well mour

and they doubtless set their faces Zionw

trusting that with Divine assistance they m

be favored to return in peace of mind,

father's noble beast became so debilitated f

over-eating or drinking as to render it q

unable to go forward. This placed my fa

in a very tried situation, being a strange

a strange land, with a slender purse. Ni

ternative seemed left but to exchange tht

cently fine animal for anything that might

pear likely to carry the traveller on his i

ney. Pretty soon a jocular fellow came

ward, offering to give a filly quite under

for the crippled animal. The offer was

cepted, and the strange pony proved to I

well trained and gaited hackney, so active

sure-footed as to require close scrutiny ti

tect her blindness. The journey was perfor'

and, so far as known to the writer, it wa,-

last time they two went out together.

Nothing more presents to my memory

my history reaches the tenth day of Fo

Month, 1831, when occurred the birth v

younger brother. The number in our f;

circle was now the same as at the beginnii

my sketch. When the infant child was a

past two years old my mother perform'

journey across the Allegheny Mountain

visit dear ones remaining there. On thi

casion my father remained by the stuff,

journey was performed in a carriage in t

pany with Issachar and Edith Schofield,

their son Jonathan. The event of motl:

arrival at home looms up in the memory of

writer as one of the pleasantest happeniiu

his life. My parents were diligent in i

ness, serving the Lord, never allowing

pecuniary interest over which they preside

deter them from the attendance of relig

meetings.

I am now come to the year 1834, in the

tumn of which the first effort was made towi

adding to their much needed house-room,

separate apartment was erected of suffic

dimensions to make a pleasant sitting r

and sleeping apartments over it. On the

proach of the winter of 1835 and '6,. the

portunity for suitable schooling for their <

dren pressed upon the sensitive minds ol

father and mother with such weight as t

duce them to sacrifice the anticipated i

forts of the new room and have it arrai

for a school. Some neighbors being desii

to avail themselves of the proffered op

tunity my parents took into their family tl

young women as boarders and scholars.

Of this school my eldest sister was teac

and nothing is remembered to relate but
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By side of the years 1835 and '6. Prior to
' families of Friends had made set-

j'ent in the forest where Chesterfield now
lien in Athens County, Ohio, and made re-

,^'t for the privilege of holding a Preparative

jling. My mother used to relate that she

ipne delegated by Stillwater Monthly Meel-
^,Ohio, to visit and sit with those appli-

ri3, and consider the propriety of granting

6; request. The meeting, mother said, was
II in what was called Dempsey Boswell's

K.e-house. A fewyears after, mother shawed
awriter the smoke-house. Dempsey and
i[ Boswell I learned to linow and respect.

Eeeting was established, as a branch of

dlle Monthly Meeting. At this period

e the meeting of Captina, to which our

Ay belonged, was in a declining condition,

ijmy parents felt drawn toward the little

:(ing in the smoke-house, so called from

,jj
built by the above D. Boswell, mei chant

e place, to cure and dry bacon prepara-
• to shipment.

|ring the winter of 1835 and '6 my father

k neighbor friend, J. D., took a journey
({the new country west of the Muskingum
T. They contracted for three quarter

;:3ns, three miles east of the newly set up
dng. This land had in all several log

Q it, having been settled on by a little

lunity intending to establish the manu-
ry of earthenware for culinary purposes.

Purchasers agreed to meet the sold out

es at their place of residing on the first of

th Month, 1846, and make further pay-

on condition of having immediate pos-

)n. Each party made preparations for

event.

the return of my father a proffered op-

nity of selling our former home was ac-

4, a vendue was soon advertised and ar

iments made to start immediately after, it

• yet a few days in the Third Month. The
if the auction my father was obliged to

his bed, but the next afternoon, being as-

1 into the carriage provided for the pur-

he held the lines and drove to the house
r late friend Benjamin Hoyle. Here the

families were expected to get together,

I. D's family and ours, and make up the

^n complete— which would be a novel

in these days, for it consisted of one
wagon, such was used in those days for

hting to Eastern cities, drawn by six

under the care of one man, and one
n drawn by four horses, and one large

ige drawn by a noble span,

lilst my two eldest sisters rode on horse-

my two elder brothers and self mostly

on foot, driving a small herd of kine.

g to the badness of the roads and difficul-

net with, several days in Fourth Month
orae ere the caravan reached its place of

lation. The old experienced wagoners
they had never encountered such bad
. The backwoodsmen that considered

selves sold out, were getting almost to

oint of desperation. They had contracted
xen and wagons, expecting to pay for

very early in Fourth Month, and form a

an direct to the State of Michigan. The
il of our party soon made a stir in the
ng community. But the family that oc-

d the cabin that father intended for a

were unable to move because of the sick-

ness of the father. The family were nine in
number, as was ours.

The house was made of hewn logs and might
have been eighteen by twenty-two feet, raised
to the height of one story, then drawn in with
round poles and covered with boards split. The
earth served for the floor. A huge smoke-
stack made of well dressed stone occupied con-
siderable space in the east end, one flue open-
ing into the room, the other faced the east
end and was not covered, and we had no tent.
How such a mixed family (I say mixed, for the
first night our wagoner was with us), managed
to get rest and victuals, I leave to the decision
of such as may incline to ponder over it.

My father's health was by this time much
improved. Here my mother's sensitive feel-

ings were deeply stirred at observing the rough
treatment of the sick man by his wife. My
mother desired the privilege of at least pre-
paring some food for him, which on tasting he
accepted as a great treat, and by the continu-
ance of this changed diet so revived as to be
able to move a short distance. My mother
continued to send him victuals as long as he
lived, and the writer was her errand boy. One
evening as I approached the log cabin, the
hardy little woman met me ere I reached the
threshold, with the expression, "Mr. Ellis is

dead." On my return, giving my mother this

information, she calmly expressed, "
I trust he

is better off'."

My father and mother had doubtless pon-
dered well the situation, and ere the goods
were removed from the wagon decided to put
them up in another cabin that had been va-

cated, and workmen were at once set to pulling

down the former one. The temporary roofing

was removed, and other logs hewn suflicient to

raise the walls to the height of two stories.

This was a very considerable job, owing partly

to the difliculty in procuring lumber for floors,

etc. It was not until winter had barely set in

that the new house was fit for use, but then it

was considered one of the best family homes in

those parts.
(To be conlinued).

More Faith.—I hear men everywhere pray-

ing for more faith ; but when I listen to them
carefully, and get at the real heart of their

prayers, very often it is not more faith at all

that they are wanting, but a change from faith

to sight.
" What shall I do with sorrow that God has

sent me ?

"

" Take it up and bear it, and get strength

and blessing out of it."

" Ah, if I only knew what blessing there is

in it, if I saw how it would help me, then I

could bear it. What shall I do with this hard,

hateful duty which Christ has laid right in my
way ?"

"Do it, and grow by doing it."

" Ah, yes ; if I could only see that it would
make me grow !"

In both these cases you do not see that what

you are begging for is not more faith, although

you think it is, but sight.

You want to see for yourself the blessing in

the sorrow, the strength in the hard and hateful

task.

Faith says not, " I see that it is good for

me, and so God must have seen it ;" but, " God
sent it, and so it must be good for me."

Faith, walking in the dark with God, only
prays Him to clasp its hand more closely; does
not even ask Him for the lighting of the dark-
ness so that the man may find the way himself.—Phillips Brooks.

A TRUE EXPERIENCE.
As I sat musing on my life,

The time that's past and gone
Came looming up before my gaze,

In vision clear and strong.

For I resolved when I was young
To lead a Christian life,

And as I raised my heart in prayer
My soul was filled with light.

But I grew careless and forgetful
Of the One who died for me,

Of the ignominious death He died,

That I might ransomed be.

But in the rush of passing life

Conviction came, and then
I saw the precious jewel,

The crowning diadem

Had passed from me unheeded

—

How could I be so blind?

My .soul was dark and tempest-tossed,
No comfort could I find.

And thus I wandered many years.

As on a raging sea;

Like a ship upon the ocean tide,

No rescue came to me.

Then dire disease did visit me.
And brought me very low.

Then how earnestly I longed
A Saviour's love to know.

For many weary days and nights
I pleaded not in vain:

For .Jesus heard my humble cry,

And my sorrows did restrain.

I saw my Saviour in the sky,

His glory shone around;
I gazed in wonder at the sight

—

My Redeemer I had found.

And in his hand a crown He held

—

A crown so bright to .see,

" Which freely unto thee I'll give

If thou wilt follow me."

The adversary of my soul

Did then from me retreat,

And sank with dark and cowering form
Beneath my Saviour's feet.

He passed away in endless depths.

Both dark and deep and wide;

He could not rob me of my prize.

Nor keep me from my Guide.

I grasped the precious jewel,

Received and held it fast.

And pray it may with me remain
As long as time shall last.

'Tis sweet to know a Saviour's love

And feel his presence near;

When Christ is watching over us,

No danger need we fear.

Oh, wondrous love of Christ our Lord!

His mercy and his power
Can carry us pa.st Satan's wiles

In trial's darkest hour.

MiR.AND.\ Palmer.

Repent ye therefore and be converted, that

your sins may be blotted out. (Acts iii: 19.)
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For "Thb Friend."

An intelligent faith, which has its source not

in ourselves, but in the grace of God towards

us, must always be counted as an essential part

of the Christian's equipment ; and the more

freely we acknowledge the inward spring of this

faith, and drink of it, and commend it to our

companions, the less will we depend upon the

authority of this or that man, and the closer

will be our walk with Christ. The Society of

Friends, beyond all others, disclaims human

authority in spiritual regions ; it views with

distrust any approach to machinery in the con-

duct of Divine worship, any attempt to substi-

tute perishable images and symbols for the

unseen and eternal realities. But to maintain

this position it cannot rely upon the simple
"

fiat " of its founder or of any one man or set

of men ; it appeals to an intelligent and reas-

onable exercise of faith, springing out of a

heart touched by the love of God in Christ ; it

appeals to that witness in the heart of man
which not only testifies to the grace of God,

but which rebukes sin and leads to repentance

and obedience ; and it fortifies this appeal to

an inward Light by a no less courageous appeal

to the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New
Covenant, which, in their expressed spirit, and

not in any dead letter, are
—
"as Christ and

the apostles called them and holy men of God

called them—the words of God " * " They are

a divinely authorized record of doctrines which

we are bound as Christians to believe, and of

moral principles which are to regulate our ac-

tions. Whatsoever any man says or does which

is contrarjL to the Scriptures, though under

profession of immediate guidance of the Spirit

must be reckoned and accounted a mere delu

sion
"

Now, there is abundant internal evidence in

these Scriptures to show that they were writ-

ten by men of like passions with us, by men

who were eminently in touch with the life around

them, and who were struggling through its

difficulties, its temptations, its failures and its

disappointments, to rise into " the free and

ample air " of a purer life and a larger hope.

The Spirit of God fell upon kings and priests,

rulers and slaves—upon herdsmen and shep-

herds and fishermen—upon physicians and tax

gatherers and statesmen and students ; and the

result is found between the boards of our Bi-

bles. Are we as a body sufficiently at home
with these records, so as to be able amid all

the discussions of the day, to hold them at their

real value, neither too high nor too low? Are

some of us putting them above their true

place, looking more to them than to their

Source ; and others disposed to lose sight of

their inestimable value as companions of our

daily life? Are our young people so trained

in their thought about the Bible as to be able,

without stumbling, to read Robert Barclay's

words, "They (the Scriptures) are only a de-

claration of the fountain, and not the fountain

itself ; therefore, they are not to be esteemed

the principal ground of all truth and knowledge,

nor yet the adequate primary rule of faith and

manners .... subordinate to the Spirit from

which they have all their excellency and cer-

tainty." Or are some who have been brought

up in only a traditional belief about the Bible

finding the whole ground slipping from beneath

them because of the removal of things that are

shaken, while they have no grasp on the things

that cannot he shaken?

Now, have we not as Friends a duty to fulfill

by inculcating the things we believe concerning

the Scriptures, to show on what ground we

stand, and why? Shall we not encourage our

children to understand what the Bible really

is, how it was written in different books and

covering centuries of time? May we not be

diligent in applying those ascertained truths

which reverent Christian scholars of our day

are putting before the world concerning these

sacred writings, their authors known and un-

known, and the times in which they lived?

Let us not even appear to bind the Word of

God nor to deny the possibility of revelation

of new aspects of Divine truth from age to

age. We recall the words of one of the most

reverent and helpful teachers of our day, " He

who has real faith in God will never be afraid

of truth. Remember that God is able to take

care of his truth, and which of us will venture

to say that this [shaking which is now appa-

rent] may not be [overruled as] part of the

method of doing so?"

We ask that the generation to come, on

whom will rest the problems and perplexities

of their new day, may not falter or turn aside

for want of those teachings in regard to the

Bible, its origin in time and place, its human

element, and its Divine inspiration, which shall

by the blessing of the one Teacher, and as given

only by his spiritual power mantling upon his

servants, serve to strengthen and sustain that

intelligent faith of which we have spoken, and

to point men and women, through the message

written by human hands in the olden time under

the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, to the one

living God and his well-beloved Son our Saviour,

Jesus Christ. " Let us search the Scriptures

for ourselves. To the Christian the Old Tes

tament comes with the solemn and repeated

attestation of his Lord. As it is read in the

light of the New, its meaning is unveiled, and

the humble disciple is taught to discern the

unity and mutual adaptation of the whole and

the many- sidedness and harmony of its testimony

to Christ. The great inspirer of Scripture is

ever its true interpreter. He performs his of-

fice in condescending love, not by superseding

our understanding, but by renewing and en-

lightening them. Where Christ presides idle

speculation is hushed. His doctrine is learned

in the doing of his will, and all knowledge ri-

pens into a deeper and richer experience of

his love."

George M. Warner.

learn to be kept silent, (and labor in pi g

for others) " ready for the Master's use."
;t

often read 1 Cor. 12th chap., and leaiid

know our place in the body of Christ. 'V Je

we esteem others more highly than ourse
j,

we still realize that our place is impor
t,

too! Much is depending upon our faithfu'j

to God. When one disobeys God, the tei t,

Holy Spirit is grieved. But the good woi

the Lord will go on; and if God can't

He will use some one that will obey

they will gain to their talents by practii

those who are afraid to launch out and
j

God and give the message, lose power.

—

E t.

elical Visitor.

WOI k !

ice. I

FOK "The Fbiek

Education for the Duties of Life.

One of the practical " Queries" that isyt
j

read and answered in our meetings is, Whe
our children are duly assisted in procn
" sufficient education to fit them for thedi

of life?"

Doubtless one of the duties of life is

viding ourselves and those dependent upoi

with food and raiment, shelter and wan

but neither Christian nor sociologist would

sent that this is all.

To " glorify God in our own bodies an

our spirits," too, both of which are his,

work of far greater consequences. If we w

follow in the footsteps of Him who said,
"

this cause was I born, that I should bear

ness to the Truth," we must know the T
ourselves, and know also how the Lord w
have us bear witness to his Truth.

In view of this fuller definition of the di

of life, there may be some difference of c

ion as to how much and what kind of educa

*EpistIe of George Fox and others to the Governor of
" 1671.

"A Charge to Keep."—If we would glorify

God in our bodies which are his, it is needful

that we bear certain responsibilities. God is

getting unto himself a people who can be re-

lied on ; to whom He can make His will known.

He will write his law in our minds and hearts,

as we are willing to be entrusted with respon-

sibilities. God's true and willing workers do

not go to a house of worship in a state of in-

difference. If we are tired in body, or weary

in spirit, we can remain with God in secret

prayer until we get the " qwickening." Then

He will "reward us openly." In public we

can claim the anointing for service. When
we are filled with the Holy Ghost, we also

Language, literature, science and art ar

deed very important in an education for \

ness, and greatly should they aid us in all

duties of life, but they are not absolute t

tials in either case.

To fit ourselves for duties, we must recogi

appreciate and obey duty. This is a study,

not named in the curriculum of schools,

leariied only in the " school of Christ." W
out this deeper knowledge, that comes of

ligious conviction and experience, no am(

of mental training can fit \xs fully for the do

of life.

Education that scorns the question of (

or that begets pride or indifference to the

'

fare of others, or that contemplates no ob

five purpose, is not an honest preparation

the " duties of life."

The boy who is ashamed to carry a bundl

to clean a gutter or to do any honest \i

that occasion may require, or the girl wb
too proud to bake and sweep and scrub, or

selfish to wash the dishes for the servant
0|

sionally, is not educated for the sweetest
"

ties of life."

The boy who is
" learning the business"!

his uncle, and who puts a worthy employe

disadvantage in order to usurp his position

the girl who rejoices in the misfortune of

:

val, is not educated aright for the " dutie.' I

life." Neither is the girl who reads and pa i

for pastime, yet refuses to help the Doi

'

Society because she " never did like to sev

One of the first lessons in fitting a chili
'

an adult for the duties of life is a profo

'
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lation of the fact that, without self

s there can never be harmony or

ivorld like ours. We must be willing to

magreeahle things.

Mother point. It takes effort to feed and
te and house and warm the world, and bear
tals and disappointments. He who shirks

sare puts that much more on others. He
);onsumes more than he produces is like-

eourdening others.

V must not fancy that education for the

u of life ends with schooldays. Far other-

e

jive thought it might be more fitting to

!|
the Query to the whole Church, not the

(Jen only. " Do all your members freely

tise of education to fit them for the duties

l^ry age brings with it new problems for

;,ce to solve, new combinations of circum-
ijis calling for methods adapted to the
:^ions. Thought and experience find ex-

on in different modes as time goes on.

e fitted for the momentous " duties of

nless we are in touch with the problems,
(jnditions, the thought of our time?
us each ask himself earnestly the ques-
Do I partake freely of such learning as

^eat Master Teacher puts before me.
Benjamin F. Whitson.

'The Holy Spirit is a Teacher."

le Holy Spirit is a real teacher. There
(jtier channels of light also. Science is a
ul of light, and some think it is the only
ul. Science has revealed wonders, but
now some things which science has not
ad. Man thirsts to know, and needs to

«nuch that science cannot reveal. What
^ience teach about God, or man's relation

or immortality ? An ambitious thinker

ibently wTitten a book entitled ' Scientific

stration of a Future Life.' Thousands of
id women would be glad to have such a

(jstration. Perhaps the author of the book
' he has produced it, but many intelligent

ho read the book will not agree with
To the minds of ordinary thinkers this

ous book does not throw a single ray of

n the perplexing question with which it

3es to deal.

e Holy Spirit does teach something on
^subjects. By his light the Christian

^ God. There is a difference between
ing that there is a God and knowing
. A wicked man may believe that there is

Many persons who read the Bible learn

lere is a God, but do not know Him. Je-

cne to reveal the Father, but how slow
Ibiples were to learn the wonderful les-

But when the Holy Spirit came upon
Hind entered into them they saw clearly.

i what .Jehovah says about the new cove-
ij' I will put my laws into their mind, and
€hem in their hearts; .... and
'jiall not teach every man his neighbor,

I- saying. Know the Lord; for all shall

»|Me, from the least to the greatest.' The
sian in whose heart the Spirit dwells knows
, ot because it has been demonstrated by
ite that there is a God, nor because wise
jive proclaimed Him, nor yet because he
lad it in the Bible, but because God has
tto him. He has found God. He has
f'Mv with God.

By this Spirit the Christian knows that his
sins are pardoned, and that he is a child of
God. He knows that God will pardon him, be-
cause He has pardoned his sins. He knows this
not only because the Bible says that He will

forgive sin, but because the Spirit beareth wit-
ness with his spirit that he is a child of God.
' He that believeth on the Son hath the witness
in himself.' ' God hath sent forth the Spirit of
his Son into our hearts, crying, Abba, Father.'

" By this same light the Christian knows that
there is a future life. He is not troubled about
a future life. Science has not demonstrated
the proposition, but he has ' tasted the good
word of God and the powers of the world to
come.' He has a foretaste. The apostle calls

it ' an earnest of the promised possession.' He
has already received a portion of the heavenly
gift. ' Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nei-

ther have entered into the heart of man, the
things which God hath prepared for them that
love Him. But God hath revealed them unto
us by his Spirit.' It cannot be said that the
Christian knows these things perfectly. ' We
see through a glass darkly,' but we see. ' We
know in part,' but we know. ' It doth not yet
appear what we shall be,' but it doth appear
that we shall be."

—

The Advocate.

Real Courtesy.—A young lady, spending
a rainy evening at the house of an old gentle-
man, wanted a cab to take her home. Her host
started off to fetch the cab.

" Do let the maid go," she said.
" My dear, the maid is also a woman," was

the grave reply.

The man was the late George Higginbotham.
Chief Justice of Victoria. His courtesy toward
women was regardless of rank or personal at-

tractiveness.

A man was trying to lead a heavy draught
horse along the street. The animal refused to

be led, and then the man made several ineffec-

tual attempts to mount the refractory creature.

At that moment the Chief Justice came along,

and seeing the man's difficulty, extended his

hand—as a mounting-block.

The man put his foot in the hand and mounted
upon the horse's back, and the Chief Justice

Notes from Others.

In their prodigious efforts to win the world the

churches have made the great mistake of conform-
ing to the world.

—

A. J. Gordon.

Much is being said about an inspired Bible. We
have that, what we need is more inspired men and
women.

—

Zion's Watchman.

James Johnson in his " Century of Missions

"

says, " The heathen and Mohammedan population

of the world is more by two hundred millions than

it was one hundred years ago, while the (Christian)

converts and their families do not amount to three

millions. " While we rejoice in the work accom-
plished by modern missions, we mourn over the sad

fact that the increase of the heathen is numeri-

cally seventy times greater than that of the converts

during the century of missions."

Good Listening.—Much is said at the present

day about the importance of good preaching. This

is right, and perhaps the average preaching of to-

day is as high as it has ever been. Not so much is

said about good hearing, and yet this is, perhaps,

just as important. Good preaching and poor hear-

ing will fail in the best results. Good hearing and

poor preaching will, perhaps, not be so barren in
fruit. But good hearing and good preaching is the
ideal to be aimed at. The habit of listening at-
tentively is one that can be acquired with a little

care. The best time to acquire it is in youthful
years. Parents can do much to help in this matter.—Christian Observer.

According to the "Life-Story of A. J. Gordon,"
who labored for twenty-five years in a church in

Boston, his ideal was that the administration of
the Holy Spirit should there be devoutly recog-
nized and practically realized. He sought, and with
comparative success, to impress upon his people the
fact that in the church as body of Christ, the Holy
Spirit really though invisibly indwells; "that He
is ready, if He finds a willing people, to oversee
and administer all that pertains to the affairs of the
body of Christ, and that, as his administration both
demands and depends upon co-operation, there must
be neither secular men nor secular methods intro-

duced into the practical conduct of Christ's church,
but the Spirit of God must be recognized and real-
ized as the Divine Archbishop."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—The report of the imports and exports

of the Uuited States for Second Month shows an increase
of imports over Second Month, 1899, of $8,.500,000, and
of exports of $26,000,000.

The United States Senate has passed the Puerto Rican
Relief Appropriation bill. The measure carries $2,095,-
000, the President being authorized to use that sura " for
public education, public works and other Governmental
and public purposes " in Puerto Rico.

The House has refused to concur in the amended bill.

On the 13th, the House adopted the conference report
on the Financial bill by a vote of 166 yeas, 120 nays ;

present and not voting, 10. Nine Democrats voted in

the affirmative.

Director Roberts, of the Mint Bureau, will take imme-
diate steps to increase the stock of subsidiary silver coins
uiiJer the ourronoy aot. It in prnpnaPci tn cnin ohnnt
$20,000,000 in these small coins to meet the requirements
of business. Under previous laws there was a restriction

on the coinage of fractional silver, and in consequence
the Mint was unable to meet the demand or to provide

for the re-coinage of all worn and mutilated coins. Since

the acquisition of the islands in the West Indies and the

Orient the demand for fractional silver has increased and
the stock usually carried by the Treasury has been re-

duced to a low figure, the amount held Third Month Ist

being a little more than $.5,000,000.

The coinage of $20,000,000 in subsidiary silver will un-

doubtedly furnish additional work for the Philadelphia

Mint, and perhaps require the employes of that institu-

tion to work overtime.

The New York correspondent of the Public Ledger,

said recently

:

A few days ago public attention was directed to the

fact that a syndicate of American Bankers had arranged
to take $25,000,000 of Russian railroad bonds, guaran-
teed by the Russian Government. A year or two ago a
Mexican loan was floated here. This afternoon J. Pier-

pont Morgan & Co. gave notice that they were prepared

to accept bids for the new British war loan, and said late

in the day that they had already received many subscrip-

tions. These events, and especially the last, are evidences

of the widening field of American finance. New York is,

indeed, becoming an international financial market when
a new British loan is floated here simultaneously with

London. No doubt many American capitslists will be
glad to own some British consols, which are selling at a
considerably lower price than the same class of American
bonds, especially as the declaration of peace in South

Africa would be apt to advance the consols. To-day

Henry Clews made the suggestion that the new 2 per

cent. Government bonds should be chri.stened " U. S. con-

sols," especially as they make so favorable a comparison

with the English consols, which bears 2J per cent, inter-

est and are selling at 1001, whereas the " U. S. consols"

are 2 per cents., are selling at 107, and are in consider-

able demand £rt that price. There can be no better bar-

ometer of the high credit of this nation than this show-
ing. "No nation," he says, " has ever before been able

to float a 2 per cent, bond at 100. This is certainly a
proud achievement for this country."

The State Department has been notified that the Per-

sian Government is about to send a Minister to Washing-

ton.

A topographical survey of the island of Puerto Rico,
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by Herbert Wilson, of the United States Geological Sur-

vey, presents some interesting facts at an interesting

juncture in the affairs of that unhappy island. This sur-

vey deals primarily with the subject of irrigation, which

is a matter of importance in the island, although it is by

no means an arid region. Rains are abundant and the

annual rainfall sufficient. The only necessity for irrigat-

ing works in Puerto Rico would be to secure a regular

and measured use of water. It is estimated that the

agriculture of the island would be vastly improved by such

a system, and the conditions, according to the survey, are

uneqnaled. A range of mountains extends the length of

the island, the elevation varying from 1500 to 3000 feet.

This range is broad and presents an ample area for catch-

ing the rainfall. Chairman Cooper, of the House Com-
mittee on Insular Affairs, states that he has been assured

by gentlemen who are waiting for the civil and commer-

cial status of Puerto Rico to be adjusted by Congress,

when they will invest large amounts of capital there, that

good engineers have reported that an electric railroad

can be operated around the entire coast of the island by

the water power afforded by the streams from the moun-

tains.

The northern half of the Colville Indian reservation

will be thrown open for settlement about Fifth Month 1.

It comprises a million and a half acres.

The Kentucky Legislature adjourned sine die on the

13th, after passing a bill appropriating $1()(),MU0 for the

use of Governor Beckham in re-organizing the State mili-

tia. It is said the two claimants to the Governorship

have agreed to make no aggressive move until after the

Court of Appeals has made its decision in the case.

The New York Post Office did a business of $143,200,-

000 in 1899, an increase of 8 per cent, over 1898.

On the 13th inst. the New York Assembly by a vote of

117 to 9, passed the bill providing that a man and a wo-

man may marry by drawing up a wTitten contract signed

by both parties stating the place of residence of each

and the date and place of such marriage. This contract

must be acknowledged in the manner required for the ac-

knowledgment of a conveyance of real estate. It must
be filed within six months with the county or town clerk.

The Senate is yet to act upon the bill. It abolishes for-

mer common law marriages.

A remarkable natural phenomenon has followed the re-

cent series of earthauakes thah ihnn\- the aoulhern cud
of California. One of the giant spurs of San Jacinto

Peak has moved its millions of tons of earth and rock

into the valley beneath, and where the %'alley was is now
a yawning abyss. Seemingly it has sunk hundreds of feet

into a subterranean cavern, which undoubtedly underlay
this peak once 4'>W) feet above the sea level. There are

jagged peaks of sandstone where hills were torn asunder,

and standing precipices where mountains parted company.
The fishing industry in North Carolina yields an annual

product of the value of over $1,IHI(1,(HIU at no cost to the

State, as the Fish Commission pays its own expenses and
turns $8UUU to $10,lXiO into the State Treasury every
year.

President James J. Hill, of the Great Northern Railway
Company, who was recently in New York City, is enthu-

siastic over the increase of our Asiatic trade. " Asia,"

he says, "is an immense new market for this country.

Not over one-third of the people of the world eat wheat.
In England and America we consume on an average about
twenty-two pecks, or five and a half bushels per inhab-

itant, per annum. If we can educate the 40fi,<lOl),llOO

people in the Chinese Empire, for instance, to use our
wheat, say to the extent of one peck per annum, it would
open a market for 100,000,000 bushels a year. The in-

crease in the consumption of our wheat and cotton in

China and Japan is already so large that it has reached a

point where the volume of business is only limited by the

transportation facilities to the Orient, and the prospect
is that it will be very largely increased in the near future,

as transportation facilities are furnished. These coun-
tries are also large buyers of our silver, with every pros-

pect that the demand will increase. The Great Northern
is now building two new steamers which will probably
surpass any steamer in the world as regards tonnage ca-
pacity. Each of these steamers has a little less tonnage
capacity than that of two Lucania's combined. This great
tonnage will enable the steamers to carry large cargoes at

cheap rates, and the cheaper we can ship our products to

Asia the sooner will we extend our markets."
There were 580 deaths in this city last \^ek, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 69 more than the previous
week and 60 more than the corresponding week of 1899.
Of the foregoing 301 were males and 279 females : 74
died of pnuemonia ; 64 of consumption ; 46 of heart dis-

eases; 26 of apoplexy: 26 of measles; 23 of inflammation
of the stomach and bowels ; 22 of old age; 22 of diph-

theria ; 17 of typhoid fever; 16 of inflammation of the
brain; 16 of inanition ; 15 of convulsions; 15 of cancer;

14 of bronchitis; 14 of nephritis; 11 of urajmia; 10 of

paralysis; 9 of marasmus; 9 of Bright's disease, and 9

from casualties.

Markets, <£-c. —U. S. 2'8, lOlJ; S's. Ill a lllj; 4'8,

reg., 116 a 117; coupon, 117 a 118; new 4"s, 135 a 136i;
5's, 115J a 116.

CoTTO.N was firm, on a basis of lOJc. per pound for

middling uplands.

Floor.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.55. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73 a 74c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41J a 41Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5Jc.; good, 5 a 5ic.; me-

dium, 42 a 4ic.; common, 4 J a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 6J a 6fc; good, 6 a OJc;

medium, 5i a 5Jc.; common, 3i a 5ic. Lambs—5 a 8c.

HoGS.-^J a 7ic. for Western, with prospect of higher

prices.

Foreign.—It was officially announced in London on the

14th instant that Lord Roberts had occupied Bloemfontein,

and that the British flag is flying from the top of the

Capitol.

General Cronje, according to a Cape Town special,

sailed for St. Helena on the 15th instant, accompanied by

all the Paardeberg prisoners.

Advices from Pretoria state that President Kruger,

after receiving Lord Salisbury's cablegram declining his

peace overtures, has declared that the Boers will con-

tinue the war, and that both republics will fight to the

bitter end.

One year's sweepings of the British mint yields over

$5,000 in gold and silver.

Over four hundred weight of sealing wax per month is

used by the Great Seal, of which the Lord Chancellor of

England is the official custodian.

Paris has the largest library in the world. It contains

upward of 2,000,000 printed books and 160,000 manu-

scripts.

A single journal in Paris causes the destruction of

120,000 trees a year as material for paper.

In time of war France puts 370 out of every 1,000 of

her population in the field; Germany, 310; Russia, 210.
The verdict of the Prussian Minister of Railways upon

the American locomotives that were tried in Bavaria, is

that, " notwithstanding their faultless construction, they

cost considerably less than locomotives of similar style of

Prussian make."
Notwithstanding Russia's enormous expenditures in

constructing the Trans-Siberian Railway and for the in-

crease of the army and navy, the revenues for twelve

years exceeded disbursements by 790,000,000 rubles.

There is great anxiety in official circles at Constan-

tinople regarding the Russian Government's refusal to

modify its demands regarding railroad concessions in

Asia Minor. The Turkish Government advises against

submission.

The American Association at Shanghai has complained
of the rigorous anti-foreign Chinese policy, and a United

States warship will be despatched from Manila to aid in

the preservation of order in the disturbed district of the

Empire.

There were 583 victims of plague in the city of Bom-
bay during the week ending Second Month 16th. More
than 61,000,000 people in India are affected by the famine,

and about 4,000,1 lOO are in receipt of relief.

The University of Santiago, the head of the educational

system of Chile, has from 1,200 to 1,.500 students, and
the professional schools are well kept up and well at-

tended.

The Grand Canal, part of the Valley of Mexico drainage
system, was opened on the 17th instant with much cere-

mony. The invited guests included President Diaz and
his Cabinet, the Supreme Court Judges, members of the

diplomatic corps and city officials.

A colony of 400 Missouri farmers is to be established

in the valley of the Concho River, in the State of Chihua-
hua, Mexico. The promoters of the colonization scheme
have purchased 200,000 acres of rich valleys, and a few
of the colonists have already arrived.

The construction of the Mexico, Cuernavaca and Pacific

Railroad is being rapidly pushed forward toward the Pa-

cific coast, over 2,000 men being employed in the grading
and bridge camps. The Pacific terminus of the road will

be the Port of Schuetenaco instead of Acapulco.

NOTICES.

Wanted.—A companion and housekeeper for an elderly

Friend, in New Jersey. Address Box 40,

Haddonfield, New Jersey.

Young woman Friend experienced, wishes to see
position in private or Friends' school as teacher in Engj

branches, Latin and Drawing. Prefers Philadelphia

vicinity.

" B " Office of Friend

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Commit
meet in Philadelphia, Third Month 23rd, at 10.:'.U a.

The Committee on Instruction meet the same day at 9

M. Wm. Evans, Clerk

Tract Association of Friends.—The annual meet
of the Association will be held in the Committee Itoom

Arch Street Meeting-house on Fourth-day evening the 2
instant at 8 o'clock. Reports of Auxiliary Assoiiatii

and an interesting report of the managers will be r»

All are invited to attend.

Henry B. Abbott, CTerl

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of p
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will m
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M.. and 2
and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requert

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twenty^
cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, w
Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, ,%]/l.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications for I

admission of pupils to the .school, and letters in regard

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WiLU
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and co

munications in regard to business should be forwarded

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.
Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhoborl
to Third Month 20th, 1900.

C. J. H., $100 ; J. K., $20 ; E. J., 25 cts. ; J. W,:

cts. ; H., $5 ; Friends, Emporia, Kansas, $16.25 ; Friw
Monrovia, Ind., $8.50 ; A Friend, $1000 ; J. W. H.,|

I. P. H., $1 ; D. W., $1 ; D. S., $50 ; E. B. T., $3 ; P.

L., $5 ; S. M., Mass., $10.

, Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., Phila.

Married, after the manner of Friends, on the eightl

Third Month, 1900, John G. Peele and Mary T. Sacndi

both members of Rich Square Monthly Meeting of Friei

Northampton Co., N. C.

Died, on the twentieth of First Month, 1900, Mabi

D. Allen, widow of Charles J. Allen, a member and el

of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia, in

'

seventy-third year of her age. This dear Friend »

greatly beloved by a large circle of relatives and friei

Her devotion to duty, her loving heart and genen

hand were joined to her desire to be found faithful in
'

discharge of the stewardship of her Lord. Her humil

was cheerful, and her trust was in the mercy of redei]

ing love. Those who survive her, while they miss
,

presence, recall with thankful hearts that through j

of failing health this trust was her sufficient stay,!

her dying words gave token beyond all doubtin;

whom she had served did prove himself her Saviour, i

taining her by his everlasting arm, and enabling h«

rejoice that for her his rest remained. " Blessed an
pure in heart, for they shall see God."

, at Media, Pa., on the thirteenth of Second )

1900, Rebecca S. Allen, daughter of the late John

and Rebecca S. Allen, in the forty-eighth year of

age ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Friendi

Philadelphia. From early life this dear Friend i

of an invalid, but she was patient and cheerful thro

many times of suffering and trial. Her affectionah

terest in her family and friends was a marked featw

her character, while her love to her Heavenly Fat

manifested in her youth, grew and deepened with !

giving evidence of the work of Grace in her heart

;

we believe, that through redeeming love and mercy,

now her blessed portion to realize, that " Eye halh
^

seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into theb

of man, the things which God hath prepared for t

that love Him."

, on First Month 19th, 1900, at his late reside

31 North Second Street, Camden, N. J., Joseph JoNB,

the eighty-fifth year of his age; a member of Ne'

Particular and Haddonfield Monthly Meetings,

much attached to the ancient doctrines and testimc

of the Society, but of late years was rarely able I',

tend meeting. Though his sufferings were very greal

are comforted in remembering that "If we suffer v

also reign with Him." " There remaineth therefor* •

to the people of God."
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and Service of Silence in Wor-
ship.

are met, a company of five, ten or a

d people, as the case may be, agreed
eeking God's revelation in the quiet hour
•e set aside.

he silence in which we meet the only

s of grace," so to speak, that we are

to allow ourselves? Are we to have no
•anged reading to stimulate our thought,
IDS sung to lift us out of ourselves and
mr praises up to God, no prayers that

een the expression of devout hearts in

st to act as channels for our halting as-

ns? What is there in our meetings more
IS to us than all this, which we cannot
1

not the possibility of a /7-esA inspiration

jod taking shape, a fresh flame being

, and a fresh consciousness of Divine

:s making way for itself in the hearts

1 the lips of those who have come to-

? And it is no mysterious possibility of

nsing that we are here looking for, but
nifestation of the in-dwelling Spirit in

fi% trust? And if we feel this possibility

3ore real and more precious to us than
lids to devotion," we shall see that for

1 realization of it we must not only begin
.ence in our meetings, but that the whole

g must be arranged on that basis, so

lere may be perfect freedom for the

g of the Divine Spirit, and for one spir-

anifestation to follow on another with-

erruption outside. We cannot stop at

If-way houses. We must have perfect
n and perfect equality each one, if it

!, opening their hearts directly to the
influence, and also to that witness to it

ly their fellow-worshippers.

lare not cling to the past, nor trust to

)f the future. We must get down to

e present facts, and find out the possi-

that are open to us here and now.
ce, then, provides that pause in the
)f life which is necessary if each soul is

account of itself and to learn of (Jod.

30, we believe, the most helpful medium
it sympathy of heart with heart, and
rfect freedom for the manifestation of

the Divine will which should precede expres-
sion, and which can alone ensure united wor-
ship. Finally, it is in itself an expression, at
least an acknowledgment of truth and feeling

too deep and toe mysterious for words. Surely
the more we contemplate what we can grasp
of the Divine, of that Power not ourselves that
makes for righteousness, that love revealed to

us in Christ and in our own experience, that

mystery of the past and future which hems us
around, the more we shall feel the inadequacy
and imperfection of words. They are but
" language flung out at the object of our con-

sciousness," and in the giving up of the at-

tempt to define, a nearer approach is of things
than could ever be arrive^ at by the channel
of words alone.

Our silence, then, has this final function

—

to be an acknowledgment for us of man's little-

ness in presence of the Infinite, of man's de-

pendence on the Divine Greatness, and of the

impossibility of putting into words all that we
feel in presence of that " High and Holy One
who inhabiteth eternity."

There is nothing that can be substituted for

silence. Words may do much—let them by
all means do everything they can—but it is

useless to suppose their power will be the same
as that of silence, or have the same kind of

helpfulness. Our fellow-Christians know and
feel this, and confess sometimes to a desire

for more silence in their modes of worship,

and to a consciousness of power in silent wor-
ship not to be found elsewhere. It has, in fact,

often been strikingly shown that, when stran-

gers have been helped or impressed in our
Meetings for Worship, it has not been so much
by anything that has been said as by the sol-

emn, living silence and the true Christ-like

spirit that they have felt pervading the whole
gathering.

There is a beautiful incident in the life of

Francis of Assisi, in which we are told of his

meeting with Louis (IX) of France. The lat-

ter had travelled far for the purpose; they ex-

pected much joy in the interchange of thought
and expression, and to hear from each other's

lips their common faith and love. When they

found themselves face to face, the great real-

ities, in the presence of which they both lived

and breathed, proved too strong and too won-
derful to be spoken of in words; they met and
they parted in a feeling too deep for expres-

sion.

Does not this beautiful incident give us a

vivid example of the silent fellowship of heart

with heart for which our meetings for worship

may be the opportunity, and which would be

in itself an immense source of strength to our-

selves and a powerful witness to others that,

of a truth, God was with us? It is not a pos-

sibility to be lightly exchanged for any other,

however helpful or attractive, but on the other

hand we do not of course wish in anywise to

minimize the helpfulness of ministry. We have
liberty, we hope, for any expression that will

assist in worship ; and our belief and confidence
is, that, if those present or even a proportion
of them come in the attitude of mind we.have
described, they will feel in the consciousness
of fellowship with each other and with God,
such an " overflow of heart " as will " give the

lips true speech," and the words spontaneously
spoken will be words that not only convey the
feeling of the speaker's own heart, but prove
a channel for the united worship of the con-

gregation. It need not necessarily be the wise
or the noble whose lips are chosen for such
ministry to others; "out of the mouth of

babes and sucklings " strength is sometimes
ordained, and the simplest or most broken
phrases, coming from the full heart of the

humble or uneducated, may strike a chord of

deeper or more lofty tone than the congrega-
tion could have reached in any other way.

—

Extractfrom an article in "Present Day Pa-
pers," by M. Catharine Albright.

. . . . Without a laborious investiga-

tion of the opinions of the various denomina-
tions of Christians, but not without sacrifices,

hindrances and discouragements by little and
little, not rashly, but after mature delibera-

tion, in simple obedience to apprehended duty,

I attended the religious meetings of Friends.

To me, solemn and reverential was that still-

ness, that silence, which seemed to hush every

thought. I believe, that in this still calm,

there is a renewal of spiritual strength to be

known; yea! an enlargement of spiritual un-

derstanding, in communion with the Father of

Spirits, which surely is true, spiritual worship.

Thus, as an individual, I was led step by step,

and found no difficulty in comprehending the

ground and consistency of adopting plainness

of speech, behaviour and apparel; all seemed

consonant with apostolic counsel, evangelic

doctrine, and the example of the early Chris-

tian converts.

A corruption of language and of manners
has crept in and is adopted by many Christian

professors in the present day. The Society of

Friends having seen this, and being gathered

in early times as a "people turned to a pure

language." I marvel not at their setting a

cautious guard against innovations.

A friend to consistency, though no dictator,

Mary Capper.

An Instance of the growing Leaven of

Friends' Doctrine.—Our faith in the Christ

[whom the Scriptures] reveal rests, I believe,

on a more impregnable foundation than historic

tradition—even on the inward witness of a

spiritual presence here and now, which we can

realize more profoundly than when men looked

on the face and listened to the voice of .lesus of

Nazareth- the inward witness to the presence

of that redeeming, purifying, hallowing spirit
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that was incarnate in Him, and that is still and

forever livinji not only for us, but in us, and

to all who open their spirits to its life-giving

power.

—

Principdl Caird on " The Fundamen-
tal Ideas of Christianity."

Why Deny Christ ?
" Why do the heathen rage, and the people

imagine a vain thing?"

Ye rebellious ones, dead in trespasses and

sin, what have ye to offer that is as an anchor

to the soul, sure and steadfast?

Has anyone received wrong by believing the

record God gave of his Son? Who was the

first one to attempt to overthrow the Kingdom
of Christ?

Who entered Paradise and enticed Adam to

unbelief, but he who had himself been cast

down by his own assuming and rebellious na-

ture?

Why did he assail Christ ^\^th all his strat-

agem at the most opportune moment to induce

Him to exercise his power for selfish purposes?

Perhaps, because God had taken upon himself

human nature, and that human nature had
been put to a severe test by a forty days' fast.

Did he not think to prevail against God's own
plan of redemption, by alluring the Son of God
through the pangs of hunger to minister to

his own comfort, and leave to man himself the

fallen estate of man?
Christ therefore could not have fulfilled his

mission here on earth had he yielded to temp-
tation himself. He could not have succored
those who were tempted. He left the celes-

tial realms to elevate the creature man to the

estate of his Creator. Man had been given
the power of his own will, above all created
things, subject only to the requirements of his

Creator. But the tempter reasoned with him
against the decrees of God, and man willing to

throw off restraint and become wise in him-
self, yielded to the temptation. Because the

devil had said, " Ye shall not surely die. Y'e

shall become as gods, knowing good from
evil." Man was surrounded with all that could
minister to his estate, and supply all his needs,

but God had required of him subjection.

Though he then enjoyed communion with God,
he preferred to know it all himself,—was en-

ticed of the enemy. " Every man is tempted
when he is drawn away of his own lust and
enticed." The artifice of evil is ever glossed
over with a semblance of good. The natural

man is ever ready to make himself \\ise in his

own conceit, and even to reply against God.
But behold the condescending goodness of
God, who knew what man's way might be
when He created him, and also provided for

him a ransom through himself. With a fair

knowlege of the abuse man in sin would make
of the liberty of his will, he took upon him-
self to redeem him from the penalty of the
broken law. As Adam believed a lie and dis-

obeyed God, so it is with men
;
yet, with no

prospect of bettering themselves they will not
believe the record God has given of his Son.
Is there anything strange or marvelous about
the fact that God, Almighty in power, unerring
in wisdom, should clothe himself with flesh

and become one with his creatures?
Heb. i: 1, 2, 3., " God who at sundry times

and in divers manners spoke in times past unto
the fathers by the prophets, hath in these
last days spoken unto us by his Son, whom

he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom
also He made the worlds; who being the bright-

ness of his glory and the express image of his

person, and upholding all things by the word

of his power when he had by himself purged

our sins, sat down on the right hand of the

Majesty on high."

Vain man, who can raise the puny arm of

rebellion against the Omniscient Creator, and

scoff at his plans! Some even dare to believe

themselves too wise to accept such a flimsy

theory. They scofl" at the idea of obeying

God through fear. Their standard of excel-

lence is too high to be subservient to fear,

and they are good because it is noble and right

to do so. Alas, for such delusion! covering

themselves with the rags of self righteousness.

Could such behold themselves with one ray

from the effulgence of supernal glory and

Truth to discern the vanity, deceit and corrup-

tion which is festering in their hearts unto

eternal death, they would cry out like Job, "
I

have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear;

but now mine eye seeth thee; wherefore I ab-

hor myself in dust and ashes."

We love God because He first loved us, and
gave himself for us while we were yet sinners.

We believe God, and through this faith, we re-

ceive adoption by his Holy Spirit, which fills

us with joy unspeakable and full of glory, be-

getting in us a fear. It is not a servile fear,

but it is a fear to grieve his Holy Spirit. A
fear to becloud the glory of his presence, the

source of all our Joy and peace. For in his

presence is fullness of joy, and at his right

hand are pleasures forever more. It is a fear

like unto an espoused A'irgin to the only ideal

of perfection, the only object of a pure and
concentrated love, on whose smiles of appro-

bation her happiness depends. Is there any-
thing degrading about such a fear? It is such
a love that bringeth " the peace of God which
passeth all understanding," and "shall keep
our hearts and minds through Christ Jesus."

Though Christ took upon himself our infirm-

ities, and bear our sins, became a man of sor-

rows and acquainted with grief and was in all

points tempted like as we are, yet without
sin,—He felt our pains, our griefs and anguish;

and though He suffered, the just for the un-

just, still He was not subject to the power of

death because He had not sinned. Neither
could his body see corruption. He laid down
his life for our sake. He arose again for our
justification, and because He lives we shall live,

because He lives within us. Let everyone
therefore that nameth the name of Christ de-

part from iniquity.

Let those who deny the perfection of the
Godhead prove what they assert, " Take away
from God's Truth" and have nothing but con-

fusion. Denying the Son is denying God, the
Father also.

Lu. iiilL—Unto us a Child is born, unto us a
Son is given,

Jo. i : 2.—Who in the beginning was with God
in heaven.

Pro. viii : 29.—Before the foundations of the

earth were laid, or the bounds
of the sea in their courses

were stayed.

Jer. xxxi: 3.—His love is as boundless and ever

shall be,

Isa. ix:7.—As the throne which He governs
through eternity.

Isa. ix: 6.—The Mighty God, the Everlast

Father, the Prince of Peace,

His kingdom unending shall e

increase.

Oh! herald forever the news

his birth,

Eph. iv: 10.—Who descended from heaven

i

came down to earth.

Who left his bright throne ab

the blue sky,

Phil, ii: 7, 8.—And became as a man to (

and die.

Matt, xx: 28.—That man who had fallen i

God's first estate

ilight be ransomed and bron

back to heaven's gate.

Lu. ii: 10.—The angels came down, the

tidings to bring.

The Babe in the manger
Christ, the Great King;

Jno. iv: 10.—Was the gift of the Father, in

cord with his word;
I Cor. X :

4.—Was Israel's God, ever Jesus

Lord.

Jud. ii:ll.—His people had turned 1

mandments to naught,

Jer. lii.—With swords and with spears, 1

battles had fought.

Isa. ii:4.—But nation with nation no loi

shall war
When guided by Jesus, the br

morning star.

Rev. i : 5.—Unto Him who hath loved

glory and praise,

Heb. vii:3.—Without a beginning or endin

days. J. Jenning

Y'arker,

Theatre-Going.

Don't Go—because the atmosphere is (

tially materialistic and sensuous, and indisp

for prayer and faith
;

Because you will contract a habit that

lead you to slide by almost insensible deg

from the purer plays with which you

the grosser ones toward which every the

tends
;

Because the majority of theatre-goers

not Christians, and it cannot be expected

those finer shades of morality will be obse

with which Christ familiarized us ; to sit

silent spectator is to acquiesce in the stan

of morals presented on the stage. It is

thing to be obliged to meet such things im

life
;
quite another to go to see them as a

time, and to pay for their performance
;

Because you have no right to support a

tem which is inimical to the virtue of ac

Not that every actor is necessarily imm
but that the almost universal confessio

those actors and actresses who have bei

Christians is that life on the stage is

friendly to virtue, but strongly the rev

Y'ou have no right to help to put stuml

blocks on other people's paths by contribi

your money to support such a system
;

Because, even if you do not suft'er

taint, your influence and example may
others to follow in your steps who will nc

able to resist the evil influences of the ave

theatre-goer's life, but will drift into the

of the sensational and sensuous to the

of the nobler qualities of the soul.

—

1

Meyer.
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i A Visit to an Ice-Cave.

iacombs of marvellous extent and beauty ex-

: the living ice of Cloud Mountain, in North-

IVyoming. They were found by Jacques

|in, French trapper. Nothing like them is

i'D elsewhere in the Rocky Mountains, and

lircumstances of their discovery form a

[ge story. Cloud Mountain is a lofty peak

I
little explored region of the Big Horn

e, and near its summit, judging from

|in's description, is a true glacier. His

, in substance, as repeated in the Chicago

'•d is as follows :

|n the snow near the top of the mountain

le a dug-out to live in, while I was trap-

there last December. The hut was in the

of a great snow and ice drift that clings

side of the mountain. I was far above

r line, and to make the wood that I brought

ere go as far as possible, I used to build

imp-fire on the floor of my little cave. One
ing I awoke to find that where the fire had

was a yawning well, the bottom of which

Id not see. I had been living on the roof

huge cavern, and the fire had melted its

nto the depths.

aking a long and stout rope, I fastened

nd of it secure near the edge of the hole

Dwered myself into the depths. I took

e a pitch-pine torch and a ball of twine,

pening rapidly became larger as I went
and at a depth of about forty feet I

upon the floor of a large room. All

id me were walls of ice, blue in color and

crystal. Through the ice the light

jd dimly, giving the place a shadowy real-

It was intensely cold, and I returned to

irface for my fur clothing,

ifter lowering myself into the cavern

I tied the twine to the end of the rope,

id my torch, and followed the course of

pening, which seemed to lead, like a long

ay, directly towards the heart of the moun-
The cavern became higher the farther I

and about one hundred and fifty yards

my starting place, the roof seemed to be

list seventy-five feet above me. Here I

myself in a room, from which galleries

he one I had entered, stretched away in

direction. In width the galleries varied

ten to fifty feet, and at their intersections

transparent columns extended to the

The mixture of the dim, white light of

;ave and the reflections of the torch's

from a thousand glittering surfaces was
ice bewildering and fascinating. Again

gain I returned to feast my eyes on the

ies of this natural ice-palace. But the

dvas so great that I always had to cut

i: my visits.

^ENPrescott, the historian, was in England
V ote to his daughter that the most beautiful

i.n he had met was a lady of eighty, by

(J3
side he sat at a dinner party. He says,

|)pe, my dear, that you will so live that

iinll be beautiful at eighty," leaving us to

ijiference that it was not outward charms,

the inner graces of mind and heart that

Mined the face of this lady, and roused the

ni'ation of our countryman. Should not all

Bj3 that eternal beauty, and pray with the

aiist, "Let the beauty of the Lord our

^)e upon us?"

Samples of the Past.

Some extracts from a letter of Samuel Crisp,

who had been an Episcopalian clergyman, to

one of his near relatives, after he had em-
braced the principles of Friends, about the year

1708 :

" My Dear Friend : I received a letter from

thee the week before last, which was sent by

thy uncle Bolton. There were a great many
kind expressions in it, and in thy sister Clop-

ton's likewise. I acknowledge myself much
obliged to you both, and to the whole family,

for many repeated kindnesses. The news thou

hast heard of my late change is really true. I

cannot conceal it, for it is what I glory in.

Neither was it any prospect of temporal ad-

vantage that induced me to it, but a sincere

love to the Truth and pure regard to my own
soul. Neither can I be sufficiently thankful to

God that He let me live to see this glorious

day and did not cut me off' in the midst of my
sins and provocations against Him. He is long-

sufltering to us-wards, not willing that any

should perish, but that all should come to re-

pentance. He hath brought me off' from the

forms and shadows of religion, and let me see

in a more illustrious manner what is the life

and substance of it, as He found me in some

degree faithful to that measure of light and

knowledge He had bestowed on me while I was

in communion with the Church of England.

Therefore, He was pleased of late, as I humbly

waited upon Him, to make known to me greater

and deeper mysteries of his kingdom, and 1 can

truly say that I find by daily experience, as I

keep low and retired into that pure gift which

He hath planted within me, things are every

day more cleared up to me, and Truth shines

more and more over the kingdom of darkness.

I was made to lament the errors of my past

life, and was desirous to attain a more excel-

lent degree of holiness than I had discovered

in the Church of England. In this religious

retirement God knew the breathings of my
soul, which was grieved and worried with the

burden of my sins, for though I had strictly

conformed myself to the orders and ceremonies

of that church, and had kept myself from run-

ning into any great or scandalous enormities,

the fear of the Lord preserving me, yet still I

had not that rest and satisfaction in myself

which I desired and greatly longed for. I found,

when I had examined my state and condition

Godward that things were not right with

me.
" As for a sober and plausible conversation

in the eye of the world, I knew that was a very

easy attainment. A good natural temper, with

the advantages of a liberal education, will

quickly furnish a man with abilities for that,

so that he shall be looked upon as a saint and

very spiritual, when, perhaps, in chains of

darkness, in the gall of bitterness, and in the

very bond of iniquity. If this sort of right-

eousness would have done, perhaps I might

have made as fair pretensions that way as some

others, but, alas, I quickly saw the emptiness

and unsatisfactoriness of those things, and that

such a covering will not protect or hide us

from the wrath of the Almighty in the day of

judgment. 'Tis not a man's natural temper, nor

his education that makes him a good Christian.

This is not the righteousness which the Gospel

calls for, nor is this the Truth in the inward

parts which God requires. I think I made a

little progress in a holy life, and, through God's

assistance, weakened some of my spiritual

enemies, while I lived in communion with the

national church, as I was zealous and fervent,

and ceased not my earnest supplication to Him
in private that He would show me something
more excellent, that I might get a complete

victory over my lusts and passions, and perfect

righteousness before Him, for I found a great

many shortcomings and weaknesses daily at-

tending me, and though I made frequent reso-

lutions, still temptation was too strong for me,
so I had often, like the Apostle, to complain
in the bitterness of soul, '0, wretched man
that I am, who shall deliver me from the body
of this death? Who shall set me free and give

me strength to triumph over sin, the world and

the devil, that I may in everything please God,

and there may not be the least thought, word
or motion, gesture or action but what is exactly

agreeable to his most holy will as if I saw Him
standing before me! Oh, Divine life! Oh, that

I could always stand here ! Here is no sorrow,

no repentance, but here is true peace. Here
we are fitted and ready for every good word
and woik. Here the sweetness which arises

from an humble, mortified life, which was sweet

to my taste is felt, which delighted me more
than all the pleasures and treasures of earth.

Whilst I lived in London, in that private, re-

tired manner I have spoken of, walking hum-
bly in the sight of God and reflecting upon my
past life, as I had occasion to be one day at a

bookseller's shop, I happened to cast my eye

on Barclay's Works, and having heard that he

was a man of account among the Quakers, I

had a mind to see what their principles were

and what defense they could make for them-

selves, for sure, thought I, these people are

not so silly and ridiculous as some would make
us believe. I took Barclay home with me, and

soon read enough to convince me of my own
blindness and ignorance in the things of God.

I found, as I read in that low and humble state

in which I was in, a light to break in upon ray

mind, which did greatly refresh and comfort

me, for, indeed, I was then, and had been for a

considerable time, very hungry and thirsty after

righteousness, and therefore I received the

Truth with all readiness of mind—it was balm

to my soul. This author laid things down so

plainly and opened the Scriptures so clearly to

me that, without standing to cavil or raise ar-

gument or objection, or consult with flesh and

blood, 1 resigned myself to God, and, weeping

for joy, I often thanked Him, with tears in my
eyes, for his visitations of love and that I had

found such to treasure, and that He looked to-

wards me when my soul cried after Him. I was

now fully satisfied which way I ought to go, and

to what body of people I should join myself.

So I immediately left the Church of England,

and went to Grace-Church-Street-Meeting. Af-

ter I had read Barclay I read some other books

of that kind, amongst which was a very excel-

lent one, called, ' No Cross, No Crown.'
" Thus I continued reading and frequenting

meetings for several weeks together, but did

not let any one know what I was about. "The

first man I conversed with was George White-

head. This was some time after I began read-

ing Barclay and attending Friends' meetings.

By him I was introduced into more acquaint-
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ance with their principles, and the further I

went the more I liked their plainness and sim-

plicity. They do not use ceremonies and salu-

tations like others, but shake hands freely, and

converse together as brothers and sisters that

are sprung from the same royal seed, and who

are thus made kings and priests to God. Oh,

the love, the sweetness and tenderness of af-

fection I have seen among this people! ' By

this,' says Christ, ' shall all men know that ye

are my disciples, if ye have love one to another.'

' Put on, therefore,' says the Apostle (as the

elect of God, holy and beloved), 'bowels of

mercy, humbleness of mind, meekness, long-

suffering.'

"Thus, ray dear friend, I have given thee an

account of my proceedings in this affair. As

to my bodily state, if thou desires to know

what it is, I may acquaint thee that I have my
health as well as ever, and I bless God I have

food and raiment sufficient for me, so that I

am in want of no outward thing. I have the

necessaries and conveniences of life liberally

bestowed. Let us not burden ourselves with

taking care for the vanities and superfluities

of it. Let us possess our vessels in sandification,

and as we bring our minds into perfect subjec-

tion to the whole will of God, so let us bring

our body to the most simple and natural way

of living, being content with the fewest things,

never striving to gratify our wanton appetites,

neither follow the customs and humors of men,

but study how we can contract our earthly

cares, that we may bring most glory to God,

and most health and most true peace to our

souls, and do most service for Truth. And if

this be our aim, certainly a very small portion

of the things of this world will suffice us. See-

ing we are Christians we should therefore ear-

nestly pursue those things which bring us near-

est to God.
" Thou knowest, my dear friend, that relig-

ion is a very serious thing and that repentance

is a great work, and that one precious immor-

tal soul is of more worth than ten thousand

perishing worlds, with all the pomp and glory.

Therefore let us take courage and be valiant

for the Truth upon earth. Let us not content

ourselves with a name and profession of God-

liness. Let us come to the life and power of

it. Let us not despond of getting the victory.

We have a little strength for God, let us be

faithful to Him, and He will give us more

strength, so we shall see the enemy of our

soul's peace fall before us and nothing to be

impossible to us. Let us remember to pray for

one another in our hearts with all fervency,

that we may stand perfect in the whole will of

God. Amen, saith my soul !

" I am thy most affectionate friend,

Samuel Crisp."

Prom an ancient copy of Sewel's History.

Let Him Serve.—The most obvious lesson

in Christ's teaching is that there is no happi-

ness in having and getting anything, but only

in giving; and half the world is on the wrong

scent in the pursuit of happiness. They think

it consists in having and getting and being

served by others; but it consists in giving and

serving others. He that would be great among
you, said ("hrist, let him serve; he that would

be happy, let him remember that there is but

one way—it is more blessed, it is more happy,

to give than to receive.

—

Selected.

Selected for " The Friend.'

I thought I had plenty of faith.

For the work that was left me to do,

I believed what the blessed book saith

And felt it unfailingly true.

Its promises went to my heart

With a clearness admitting no doubt,

And I said this is surely the part,

I must look to and follow throughout.

So I rested my study and trust

On what I could reason and do,

Without thinking that smaller than dust

Were all the best things that I knew.

But when the dear Master came in

And laid his sweet hand on my heart:

" Inquiring daughter, thou must now begin

With all thy own wisdom to part.

" Thou must open thy spirit to me
And dwell m my covenant grace.

All the idols around thee I see

I^ust be torn from their every place.

For the heart where my presence can dwell,

Whether highest or low in degree,

Must surely be willing to sell

All its treasure that comes not from me.

"
I will give thee my cross and my love

To make thee more certainly mine:

And if thou wouldst meet me above

All else thou wilt have to resign."

Then He cast o'er my languishing soul

A measure of light from his throne,

A gleam which I could not control.

But longed more entirely to own.

And He said," 'Tis from me thou must draw

All thy treasures, for silver and gold

Are before me as nothing but straw,

Which will pass as a dream that is told;

It is not any works thou canst do.

It is not in a clearness thy own,

But my Spirit must wash thee anew
With the inward baptism alone.

" Then down at my feet thou must lay

All thy gifts, tho' so precious to thee;

Thou must walk in my heavenly way.

And worship no lover but me.

Thou must close up thy heart's inner door

To all things that honor me not,

Then my blessings I surely will pour

On thy happy and sanctified lot."

First Month,* 1882. P. H.

You may hold up your lantern before the

man who was born blind till the end of life,

and it will not cause him to see. But let Christ

open his eyes, and then hold up your light, and

He will not need you to lead Him by the hand.

This is the way in which sinners are to be saved.

No mere man can save them by any moral or

spiritual influence of his own. Yet, as co-

workers with Christ, his followers are required

to use all the appointed means of salvation, in

the faith that they will be blessed of God.

God's people are required to work out their

owTi salvation with fear and trembling, just

because it is God that worketh in them to will

and to do of his own good pleasure. How
pleasant is the thought that in our own feeble-

ness we have the Almighty One working in us,

and the All-wise One directing and managing

all for his own ends! When men work under

Him and work with Him how can they ever fail?

A thousand plans of their own may fail, but not

one of his ever yet failed.

—

Christian Instructor.

The man who lives to please himself will

find that he has a hard master.

*The writer died the same year, in the Si.xth Month.

Concerning the Doukhobortsi.

BY JOSEPH S. ELKINTON.

We have authentic information that our a]

propriation for seeds is likely to be supph

raented by the Canadian Government to tt

amount requisite for supplying enough for tl:

ground they will be able to prepare for plan

ing. Vouchers have also been produced f(

the money expended for provisions.

The Commissioner of Immigration at Winn

peg, under date of 1 6th instant, writes

:

" I was very much gratified to receive yoi

kindly letter of the first instant, and I assui

you that the cheering words and expressioi

therein contained are a source of help andsu

tenance to me in the sometimes trying positi(

in which I am placed. I am sure I do ni

know how I should have been able to get alor

with these people without the assistance, fina

cial and otherwise, that has been rendered I

the Friends in Philadelphia, as well as those

England. Their advice at all times has bet

right along practical lines, and had the Don

hobors been advised by none others than ;

Friends and government officials, I feel -

that their progress would have been much n;

rapid during the last year, and their spirii

welfare at least as well looked after. I beli

that if we have a good summer, so that i

Doukhobors may have good crops, these peop

will be in fairly good shape next fall to suppn

themselves through the winter. They are

slow people to start, but I believe once tli

get fairly on their feet, and get to understa

the ways of the country, they will accumula

property, and will be very well satisfied wi

their surroundings."

William F. McCreary enclosed with his li

ter the following report from H. Harley, t

land agent at Swan River :

" The Doukhobors at Thunder Hill are gii

ting along well. They are getting in a goj

supply of flour (three car-loads), a car-load_

'

salt, some spades, hoes and tools for sprii

work. There are 170 men, 6 boys and 4 worn

now at work at John Sinnel's camp at Fishe'

Siding.

"Charles McDougall asked me to get hj

some men to work in his tie-camp. I sent hi

75 men, and he is paying them one dollar
j|

day and board. The railway contractors 8

anxious to secure the DoukhobDrs in m
camps as workmen. The men of this colO'

are more independent and self-reliant. Soi''

of these men bought a team of good hon'

and harness. Other men from one villa!'

bought fifty sacks of flour for one village, ai|

men from two other villages bought fifty sacM

for each of their villages. Another Doukhol;

brought a load of fish to town and exchang

it for oats. Five men went up to the Woe

River and bought five cows for their famili.

Another came and bought a plow and tweil

bushels of oats for spring work. Others brii

hay and wood to town for sale.
;

"
I have just one year's acquaintance W|

these people. In healthfulness and appearaii

they have greatly improved. They are ft
I

ing more independent, and are getting alci

well. They are preparing to get in a good S'j

ply of fish from the Swan River, which flc;

through their villages, and will put awaji

good many in salt for summer use. There

|

very little sickness in the colony at the pre&l
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1. I have made inquiries among them and

i<them contented and happy.

They tell me they like Thunder Hill coun-

ynuch better than Russia. A great many
le Doukhobors are learning to speak Eng-

Iwell. There is one characteristic of this

(file I admire, and that is, when they earn

rp money they want to spend it at once in

oiding clothes, boots, shoes, &c. for them-

|)s and their families. They do not think

oarding up as many foreigners do."

;an Verigin is a man who proved an agree-

1 companion to William Bellows and myself

iS traveling through the North Colonies in

^sixth Month of last year. After being out

t' a company of Doukhobors at work on the

iioad, he writes

:

'We managed to get through a certain

unt of work down at Finmark, but not as

n as we should have liked to have done,

iground became frozen from one to three

j'deep and more, and what was left was much
1 hard clay. The contractor offered to sell

Ijrnamite, and gave us some to try. But the

('mite only seemed to blow holes through

i'rozen clay, not to break it up. We would
(have made more than about a dollar a

i: at it, I should think, and the price of

i
was raised again, flour $3.25 a sack, but-

^>5 cents, cheese 2-5 cents a pound, sugar

ents. We waited about a fortnight for

iwork to be measured and our money to be

f,
but finally left two men behind to receive

jiccounts and money, and came away. It

a fairly long walk to the station, about

iity-five miles, and a good many were pretty

j
knocked up with it. But we made it a

ji easier by hauling some of our baggage
(ttle sleighs, which we had made for our-

iis. Now, accept all our best wishes for

and yours, hoping that you are all alive

ivell, as we are. With brotherly love, yours

le Lord Jesus Christ.

Ivan Verigin.

should be very much pleased to receive

; from you now and then."

1 TRANSLATION.

[

YORKTON, January 28th, 1900.

[?HE AiMWELL School, Phila., U. S. A. :

•tar Friends

:

—We have received your let-

tnd all the nice, warm things you sent us,

which you made yourselves for us. We are

•ing the skirts you gave us—all of us who
none. We thank you very, very much for

:

presents and your kindness to us, and we
you everything that is good in this life,

ilso send you our greetings and we remain
'Your loving brothers and sisters,

Fran, Vasili, Anastasia
and other Doukhobor children.

any of us need to be on our guard against
' Englishman's idol—Comfort."
lat which is the charm of our homes may
me the snare of our souls. The materialism
lur day may come to us under plausible

enses, yet, call it by what name we will-
fort, taste, elegance, refinement—it is of
earth, earthy.

it us be watchful lest it entangles our
ts and shuts out from our mind the spir-

kingdom of the Lord from heaven."

—

ted.

Reminiscences of the Life of William and Debby

Dewees.
iConlimied from page 2S5 )

Here we entered upon the scenes of new
country life in good earnest, it being the spot
chosen by our father, in which our mother
fully acquiesced. It was considered to be three
miles to meeting, and no road but the old trail

of the red men, and we had but one span of
horses. But the duty of attending meeting
was paramount to all else with my father and
mother; and according to the custom of those
times two generally rode one horse, we boys
making the trip on foot. To complete the ob-
ject in view, that of showing the inconvenience
and trial to which the early settlers were sub-
jected, I must be allowed to relate that in the
summer of 1836, the horses of our neighbor,
J. D., that moved out from near Barnesville,

Ohio, got out of the lot and wandered off in

the forest and while the owner was hunting
for them meeting day came in course. Mary
Doudna being very much concerned for the
safe return of her husband and horses, never-
theless was desirous to get to meeting, and
perhaps knowing that my sisters were not
situated so as to go, sent over (our houses
being not far apart), to see if she could have
some assistance in getting to the place of wor-
ship. My father and mother sent her word to

start in time to reach the summit of a great
hill, and they would soon overtake and get her
up behind my mother. But when they reached
the place their friend was not there. Father
and mother journeyed anxiously on, hoping
that at each turn the object of their anxiety
would appear. But on reaching the meeting,
she was not there.

My mother used to relate that she went to

her usual place of sitting, under feeling of great
anxiety, and when the meeting appeared gath-

ered and Mary Doudna not there, she thought
it would not do, and she could not sit without
letting it be known that Mary Doudna was lost

in the great woods. My mother left her place

in the meeting and went to the door. ,Just at

that interval arrived the late Harmon Rhodes
and wife, having the lost Friend on behind
Elizabeth. My mother reckoned that never
hearts that were none akin felt more dear to

each other. That feeling had existed long be-

fore, and continued to the end of their days.

Not far from her home Mary Doudna had taken

a wrong path and was met by Harmon and
Elizabeth Rhodes. The lost animals were
overtaken by their pursuer and brought back.

They were evidently intent on getting back to

their former home, but a considerable river in-

tervening, they had not taken courage to ford

or swim it.

My sister next to the eldest was married in

Third Month of 1837, it being among the first

marriages accomplished at the meeting of

Friends of Chesterfield, Ohio. She and her

husband made settlement in the primeval for-

est, not very distant from my father's. The
surroundings might not have been good, for her

delicate constitution. Prior to the advent of

this marriage, my father with the help of my
elder brothers had prepared logs and poles for

the erection of a cabin to enclose the other

fireplace in the smokestack already mentioned.

Kind neighbors came at once to assist, and it

was done in a hurry. A large brick oven was
also made in a convenient place. In this oven

many a fine lot of bread and pies was baked
after those consumed at the marriage feast of
James Doudna and Sarah Dewees.
From this time until the year of 1839 noth-

ing special is now remembered, only that we
all worked hard, each doing his or her part.
We boys took most delight in clearing the tim-
ber from the hills and valleys. It was perhaps
directly after my father's return from attend-
ing the Second Month Quarterly Meeting of
Stillwater that he informed his family at the
usual Bible reading, that the late Joseph Ed-
gerton had been liberated for an extensive re-
ligious visit to the meetings in the East, the
northeast United States and in Canada, and
that he felt it his duty to bear him company.

In the prospect of this long and distant sep-
aration my father and mother were mutual
helpers, each encouraging the other in resig-
nation to the good Master's will. In view of
so long a journey, my father's wardrobe must
needs have some additional pieces added and a
horse had to be purchased for one of the team,
for the journey was to be performed by private
conveyance, as the attendance of Philadelphia
Yearly Meeting was an object of special in-

terest. My father made his way to the home
of J. Edgerton, where the outfit was completed,
and they left there whilst yet a few days in the
Third Month remained ; and when at some dis-

tance from the city of Philadelphia my father
took sick and J. Edgerton felt obliged to jour-
ney on alone. As soon as my father's strength
and freedom from disease would admit, he
availed himself of the public conveyance then
in use, and reached the city of Philadelphia
near the same time of his friend's arrival. They
were mutually glad thus to meet.

Leaving my father, here let me recount some
of the afllictions that befel our bereaved mother.
At this time my eldest brother then living was
past twenty-one years of age. What specifi-

cations, or whether any were made with him I

cannot tell, but this I know—he remained at

home and worked very hard, helping our mother
in every way he could. The prospect for a
corn crop was a new plot of ground from which
the underbrush and small trees had been re-

moved during the winter previous. But many
chunks and small logs were to be made in heaps
to burn. The weather being fine, the moon
giving light, my elder brother 'concluded one
evening that we boys would spend an hour or
two preparing these for burning. We had not
been long engaged in this way when my brother,

next elder than I, lifted over-severely, sprain-

ing the diaphragm of his slender body disabling

him for many months. About this time my
married sister, to whom allusion has been made,
becoming more feeble, and her husband being
completely crippled in both hands from felons,

were moved in with us. My sister's case being
now well developed consumption of the lungs,

baffled every effort to arrest its progress. In

a few months her husband recovered, except
some deformity of fingers.

Of all these things my father was informed
as often as could well be. But as he had set

his hand to the plow, it was not wisdom to look

back over mucli. It may now be presumed
that my father and J. Edgerton are far north
in the State of Maine, when from accounts re-

ceived he felt that it was not likely that his

dear child would survive until the accomplish-

ment of the visit they went out to perform.
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Or trying the tteece as Gideon did, my father

found" liberty tu leave his friend, J. Edgerton

and return to his afflicted family.

In making this homeward journey my father

travelled by public conveyance and had for com-

panion the late Daniel Wheeler. On reaching

.Mount Pleasant. (,)hio, where the Yearly Meet-

ing of Friends was held at that time, my father

met Friends that had gone up from Chester-

field, Morgan County, Ohio, who could tell my
father that his daughter was buried ere they

left home. My sister filled one of the early made

graves in that cemetery. My father came on

home and spent a few days with us and then

returned to join his friend in whatever service

might be required of them. .\t that early day

the controversy to which has been given the

distinguishing titles of Gurney and Wiibur, were

so agitating that William Uewees and Joseph

Edgerton were justly suspected for being fa-

vorably impressed with the hitter's views. Their

prospect of further religious labor was closed,

and they returned home in time for the Eleventh

Month Quarterly Meeting of Stillwater, Ohio.

World's Largest Farm.

Situated in Northwestern Canada, and Contains 100
Square Miles.

It is a fact not generally known to the pub-

lic, though well understood to the grain trade

of the Northwest, that in the new and far

Canadian Northwest, in a province whose very

name is a synonym for desolation, in Assini-

boia, 1000 miles to the north and west from
the head of Lake Superior, are situated some
of the largest and most successful wheat farms

in the world. One of them, the Bell Farm, is

w-ithout much doubt the largest connected

block of land devoted to the raising of wheat
to be found on the globe. This farm is owned
by a syndicate of Englishmen, who have made
it a sort of staking out ground for their young-
er sons, in so far as they have been able, and
have subsequently wondered why their profits

were no greater, though the yield of grain was
so large, forgetting that these same young
sons had to be provided for, and that salary

lists mounted up.

It is named after Major Bell, the military

manager of the estate, and has an area of 10

miles square, or 100 square miles, of which

45,000 acres, or about three-quarters, are under

cultivation. There is also the Brassey Farm,
owned by Lord Brassey, Governor of Australia,

and the Sunbeam, owned by the Scottish-

.\merican syndicate, besides many others of

less importance, and a stock farm of the Bell

corporation, nearly as large as its wheat acre-

age. These farms are in a country which a

few years ago was the last stalking ground of

the buffalo, and where the relics of buffaloes

and of Indian battles are still thick on the

ground. A few miles southerly from Regina
is an alkali plain, sixty miles across, that is

covered with bones of buffaloes and Indians,

the latter from the results of the last fierce

battle of the Crow-s and the Blackfeet, not

many years ago. .\11 through this country

piles of buffalo bones, some of them .500 to

1000 feet long, and perhaps 100 feet wide,

and as high as a man could reach, have been
gathered together and shipped East to fertiliz-

ing works.

In this district, where for hundreds of miles

the train passes no house nor tilled soil, where

there are millions and millions of acres appar-

ently as good as those that are yielding thirty

or forty bushels of wheat to the acre, where

these lands can be bought for from $2 to $;^

an acre, with the best of rail facilities, the

Bell Farm people have been able to sell thous-

ands of acres this summer at $8 to $10 an

acre, and in one case the purchaser was sub-

sequently enabled to turn his purchase of 640

acres at $25 an acre to an incoming farmer.

This latter price, though it seems very high,

when the vast stretches of arable and unoccu-

pied Ian 1 all around are considered, is not so

high but that it permits good interest on the

investment, year after year, by w^heat farm-

ing.

The problems of farming in these great

plains that stretch northwesterly 2500 miles

from the head of Lake Superior, into a lati-

tude that further east is a region of cold so

intense that scarcely any vegetation will grow,

have been long in solution, and have ruined

many a man who has struggled against them.

The soil is, generally speaking, a heavy, black

loam, and the rainfall is very little, sometimes

amounting to but a few light showers during

an entire summer. It has been found necessary

to so handle this soil as to preserve the moist-

ure and to keep all the water that comes from

the melting snows of the long, cold winters,

and to do this a new method of soil culture

has been inaugurated. Fall plowing so com-

mon and so much desired in the prairies of the

Dakotas and Western Minnesota, is said to be

worse than no plowing at all, and nothing is

done to lands in crop after the harvesting. A
third of the land under cultivation is allowed

to lie fallow all the time, so that but two-thirds

is in crop in any one season. By such farm-

ing methods Northwestern farmers are able to

raise crops of from thirty to forty bushels of

hard Scotch Fife wheat to the acre. The aver-

age yield in the Red River Valley of the Da-

kotas and Minnesota is about fourteen to fif-

teen bushels, and the average throughout the

United States is not far from eleven bushels.

Conditions as to soil and sometimes as to the

moisture are the same in the Red River Valley

as they are in the Saskatchewan Valley, but

the farmers of Dakota and Western Minnesota

would consider it suicidal to follow any such

methods as these; in fact, they are not adop-

ted anywhere else.

Such a farm as the Bell, with 45,000 to 50,-

000 acres under cultivation, and two-thirds of

this immense land in crop every year, yielding

at the rate of thirty bushels to the acre, gives

a crop of from 750,000 to 900,000 bushels of

grain. But this crop is nearly 1000 miles from
navigation on Lake Superior, where the wheat
of the Canadian lands comes in direct compe-
tition for the export and Eastern markets with

that of the Northwestern prairies of the United

States, the one yield at Fort William, the lake

terminus of the Canadian Pacific, the other at

Duluth, the lake terminus of the Northern Pa-

cific and the (ireat Northern. It costs 15 to

l(i cents a bushel to get this Canadian wheat
on the ship at Port William, for the 1000 mile

haul. It costs 8 to 10 cents to get the wheat
of the Dakota farmer from his fields to Duluth,

250 to 3.50 miles. The Canadian Pacific is en-

gaged in developing the country through which
it runs, and it is willing to bear a larger share

of the burden than its .American competitc

But this fall a strange condition has prevai

and is yet continuing. Wheat is worth wit

G to 7 cents as much on these farms, IC

miles beyond the jumping off place, as it is

Duluth, where buyers for the world's food i

congregated. These far off farmers are n

getting actually more money for their gr

than are those of the famed Red River Vail

2.50 miles from one of the chief markets
the w'orld. The demand from mills in Westi

Canada, those of the Ogilvies and others, ;

their success in selling flour in both Eun
and the antipodes, has had much to do w
this condition.

In these hypoborean regions, along the fii

first parallel, the cold is not far difi"erent fr

that of the prairies to the south of the Am
ican line. The thermometer sometimes g
to 40 and 50 degrees below zero, but it d
not stay there, and this cold is not felt m
than 20 to 30 sometimes enjoyed in Minnesc

(,'attle do not run out free all winter, but hor

do, and come out in the spring fat and har

having fed through the cold months on

dried grasses of the prairies that they hi

been able to reach by pawing off the sn^

The grasses seem to have no nourishment

they stand dried and wiry over the surfs

but they have been the native food for

buffaloes for countless years. Two hund
and fifty miles further north, away up on

Upper Saskatchewan, the prairies are sett

exclusively by cattlemen, who have their i

ches covering thousands of square miles. T]

are the only inhabitants, as it is their wist

be, for these cattlemen are unsociable fell

in their business life, and do not care for

close companionship of farmers and tov

men.

The cattle that graze in the Province

Saskatchewan are driven to the Canadian

cific at its terminus at Prince Albert, or to

main line, near Regina, or they are trailed

300 or 400 miles over prairies, whose
paths are those made by the wild cattlt

years ago, and kept clear now by these ca

men and their drives to the terminus of

Manitoba and Northwestern Road, at YorJ

the foot of the great Beaver Hills. For y
to come the future of the ranch cattle I

ness of the northern portion of the Amer
continent will be in this region, where bu

grass, plenty of water and w'ooded rrfi

room for millions of head, and no intrup

small farmers to fence off the water holes*

cut the feed, offer attractions that the h

tana and Dakota plains are rapidly 1^

The big ranchmen are leaving these lattei i-

tricts, and most of them are going to Ti3i

but the rational course is to the north in

that way will be the next great mover iDI

say those in the business.
'

The quantity of land open for settleme'i i

this region cannot be understood by an;!)n

who has not travelled over these prairieiJa:

after day, week after week, and seen iei

sun set in level prairies and rise in level rai

ries morning after morning without cIBg

and still without sameness.

—

New York 2te

No man is worth reading to form your tyl'

who does not mean what he says, nor waan;

great style ever invented but by some ma^hi

meant what he said.

—

Ruskin.
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For "The Friend,"

"Swear Not at All."

Recently, having to appear before a State

;er with several others to make affidavit,

after several had taken the oath, my name

3g called, I informed the judge that I af-

led, and in giving the affirmation he made
n oath. I corrected him, and declared the

•ds of the affirmation, which he accepted,

ing there was no difference.

gave him my reason why I differed with

,, that it was a matter of conscience with

and contrary to Scripture,

ne of the number, a stranger to me, reach-

to shake hands, with tears rising in his

s, said, "My father often gave his reasons

' he affirmed in about the same language

rou have, in refusing to take the oath, and

:alize now there is more in refusing to take

oath than I ever did before."

it another time, as a witness to a will in

city, I changed the form of oath to affir-

,ion. After a short silence the judge asked

w as a Friend or Quaker. He said his mother

a Friend minister when living, and as good
Oman as the state of Maine could afford,

rephed, "Thy mother was a Quaker, for in

36 days Friends of that Yearly Meeting did

appoint any but Quakers to the ministry

he Society."

uch expressions are subjects for thought,

n though the path of early counsel has not

n kept, that has been given by honest and
earned parents for their children, yet there

incouragement to see the affectionate feel-

manifested for parents who did their part,

ing the work they could not do to Him who
th all things well.

Andrew Roberts.

ORTLAND, Oregon, Third Month 7th, 1900.

'AUL AND Women.—There is a vulgar view

mg thoughtless people that Paul was op-

3d to women. We maintain that Paul taught

divinely appointed station of the women,
ch secures her highest good and greatest

J elevation, that denies her no natural right

acquired privilege which would promote
welfare. Paul says (1 Cor. vii: 3),

" Let
husband render unto the wife due benevo-
;e, and likewise also the wife unto the hus-

d." Is not this just advice? "Husbands,
! your wives, even as Christ also loved the
rch and gave himself for it" (Eph. v: 25);

) ought men to love their wives as their

1 bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth

self" (Eph. v: 28); "Husbands, love your
es, and be not bitter against them " (Col.

19). Paul enjoins proper treatment of sis-

!
—

" The younger as sisters, with all purity
"

rimothy v: 2).

'hese instructions as to how to treat a wife
sister in the church cannot be excelled.
' restrictions Paul places on women are
)lesome and wise. At Corinth, the women
e so inquiring that they would interrupt

preacher in the midst of his sermon. Paul,
h evident allusion to this error, commanded
ir women to keep silence in the churches;
if they would inquire into something they
ired to know, to question their husbands at
le, or to ask the preacher about it pri-

mly. He forbade the women to teach, in
|

ih a sense as to usurp authority over the
|

ii; he teaches that modest reserve which or-

naments the life of the women. He never de-

grades her, always seeks her purity, her culti-

vation, the ornamentation of her life with
good works, her chaste purity and proper gov-
ernment of her children in the home.

—

Chris-

tian Conservator.

_
More than Man.—No history can ever fur-

nish such a contrast as that between the humble
origin of the life of Christ and its after im-

press upon the world. Born of poor and com-
paratively ignorant parents, in a stable, in an
obscure quarter of a Palestine village, ignored
and unheeded by the whole world, except one

little family, he received only a nigi/ardly edu-

cation, and worked at the trade of a carpenter
till thirty years of age. Then he enlisted a

dozen humble followers from the lower strata

of society, and preached during three years

over a comparatively small territory, his early

popularity, like that of most reformers, greatly

waning, until he was put to death as a felon.

He left only a few scraps of sermons reported

by his followers, but not a word in his own
handwriting, no photograph or even pen-picture

of his personal appearance. He left not even
an organization, for that was perfected by his

followers after his death. Now, instead of his

name being consigned to oblivion, see what
has come out of it. The book that chronicles

his life and death and undying ideas is printed

at the rate of over a hundred copies a minute.

More lives of Christ have been published during

the last few years than during all the preceding
centuriea. The majority of books from the

teeming press discuss his life. Every church

and hospital and missionary society and reform-

atory and charitable institution is a monument
to Him. It is only in lands where his testimony

is known and his gospel preached that life and

liberty and property are secure. Witnesses in

our courts are pledged to truth on his Testa-

ment. Burns said, " No man can tether time,"

but Christ has tethered and thrown it and

branded it. His cradle was the water-shed of

history. It cleft time as a warrior his enemy,

for every day millions of letters, notes, mort-

gages, checks and newspapers must all be dated

from his birth.

—

Christian Instudor.

The Miner's Son.—The recent terrible ac-

cident in West Virginia that entombed many
coal miners, recalls the pathetic story of the

English boy who met a similar fate:

In an English coal mine a youth about fifteen

years of age was working beside his father,

who was a pious man and governed and edu-

cated his family according to the doctrine of

God. The father was in the habit of caiTying

with him a small pocket Bible, and the son

imitated his father in this.

One day they were working together in a

newly-opened section of the mine, and the father

had just stepped aside to procure a tool, when
the arch above suddenly fell between them, so

that the father supposed his child to be crushed.

He ran towards the place, and called to his son,

who at length responded from under a dense

mass of earth and coal.
" My son," cried the father, " are you liv-

ing?"
" Yes, father, but my legs are under a rock."
" Where is your lamp, my son?"
" It is still burning, father."
" What are you doing, my dear son?"

"I am reading my Bible, father, and the

Lord strengthens me." These were the last

words of the brave boy.

Young people do not like to think of death,

but isn't it worth while to be able to meet it

as peacefully as did this miner's son?

God links us to himself that He may loose

us from our sins.

Notes from Others.

He that Regardeth the Clouds shall Not
Reap" (Eccl. xi: 4.)—A Friend has forwarded to

us a copy of Frances R. Havergal's reasons for

going to meeting on rainy days, with a suggestion
that some of them may be applicable to our mem-
bers. We adapt a few of her expressions to such:

" My presence is more needful on days when
there are few than on those days when the house
is crowded.

" Whatever station I hold in the clmrch, my e-x-

ample must influence others. If I stay away, why
may not they?

" On any important business rainy weather does
not keep me at home, and church attendance is, in

God's sight, very important.

"Those who stay away because it is too warm or
too cold or too rainy frequently absent themselves
on fair days. I must not take a step in that di-

rection.
" Though my excuses satisfy myself, they still

must undergo God's scrutiny; and they must be well
grounded to do that.

" There is a special promise that where two or
three meet together in God's name He will be in

the midst of them.

"An avoidable absence from the church is an in-

fallible cvidonoo of sniritnal decay. Disciples first

follow Christ at a distance, auu rnen, iiKcrcoci,

do not know Him.
" My faith is to be shown by my self-denying

Christian life, and not by the rise or fall of the

thermometer.
Such yielding to surmountable difficulties pre-

pares for yielding to those merely imaginary, until

thousands never enter a place of worship, and yet

think they have good reason for such neglect."

WORLDLINESS IN THE CHURCH.—We are willing

te print the following outline (sent by a Friend) of

an address by " Father Ignatius,'' the British evan-

gelist monk who visited this country a few years

ago. As we have no desire to join in arraigning

any selected one of the several churches on charges

of worldliness, at least till our own hands are clean

of it, we represent in blank the special church
which he addressed:

If ye were of the world, the world would love his

own; but because ye are not of the world, but I have
chosen you out of the world, therefore, the world hateth

you (John xv: 19).

First he explained what the Church is

and what worldliness is, to show that the two could

not, by any law of God or the Church, assimilate.

He said there was a distinct line between the Church
and worldliness, and it was a red line. It was the

blood of Jesus Christ which washed people of the
sins of worldliness and made them pure, so they
might be in the world, but not of it.

He said the curse of the Church to-day was that
it was filled with worldly people. The clergyman
who attended the ball, the theatre, the dance party,

knew no more of Christ's religion than a stone, and
he needed conversion. He was sorry to say there

were many such men in the pulpit of the

Church. It was not strange, with such ministers,

that the people gave themselves up to the frivoli-

ties and vanities of the world, instead of seeking,

finding and receiving the infinite love of Jesus,

which satisfies the heart. Continuing, he said:
" But the Church is not peculiar in this

respect. The Methodist, the Baptist, the Presby-
terian and even the Quakers were becoming just as
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worldly. It is time this humbug religion is broken

up and' driven from Uod's sanctuaries. In its place

should come the true religion of Jesus, which makes

men and women bear witness to their loving Re-

deemer every day of the week.
" When a person appears at the altar of the

Church for confirmation, he or she must

renounce the pomp of the world. But I am told

some bishops confirm persons who have not become

converted. More shame to the bishop. He is a

traitor to the church. I say that bishop who will

confirm an unconverted person is a heathen. He
should be driven from the church.

" How is it with parents who train their chil-

dren to worship the pleasures of worldliness, the

ball, the theatre, the dance, fashion, etiquette and

all the other vanities of the world without so much
as a thought for the welfare of the soul. To such

I say you are sowing the seeds of religious humbug
in your children's hearts, and the curse of God is

upon you. If you find that you have a family of

infidels, rationalists and agnostics you have only

yourselves to blame."

In conclusion, he said the worldliness in the

church was doing infinitely greater harm to the re-

ligion of Jesus Christ than all of the world outside.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS

United States—The United States Senate, on the 23d

inst., adopted the conference report on the Puerto Rican

Relief bill by a vote of 35 to 15, practically a strict party

expression. No Democrat voted for the report.

On the 24th, the House, after a brief and spirited de-

bate, agreed to the conference report on the Puerto Rican

Relief bill, the vote being 135 to 87. The bill was later

in the day approved by the President.

It is estimated at the War Department that 25,000 men
will be given immediate employment in public works in

Puerto Rico under the operation of the Relief Appropria-

tion act.
Tko Uniira Bioi-io Senate is struggling over the Tariff

and Civil Government bill for Puerto Rico, with apparently
irreconcilable views of the Republican majority. Several

prominent senators insist on free trade with the island.

The Internal Revenue collections during Second Month
amounted to $20,809,665, an increase over the correspond-

ing month of 1899 of $1,160,6.59.

The total expenditures by the United States Govern-
ment during the war with Spain, and as a result of it up
to Third Month 26th, are $355,000,000.

The amount of bonds received at the Treasury Depart-
ment for exchange for the new 2 per cents, was, on the

26th inst., $154,144,950, of which $14,667,100 was from
individuals and institutions other than national banks.

Wolmarans, Fischer and Wessels, the peace envoys from
the Boer forces, after visiting two or three European capi-

tals, will go to New York, by way of Antwerp. It is un-
derstood at The Hague that they are invested with large

powers, and are prepared to agree to anything looking to

intervention.

A despatch from Washington says :
" No investigation

by the Census Office has aroused a more active and sym-
pathetic interest than that relating to land reclamation

by irrigation," says Hydrographer Newell, in charge of ir-

rigation in both the Census Office and the Geological sur-

vey. " The East is quite as much alive to the importance
of the subject as the West. Its manufacturers and job-

bers see in the growing West a market of great absorbing

capacity. The Canadians have set an example to the

United States in the business like way in which they have
gone about the problem of the Public domain. They also

have vast tracts of arid land lying east of the Rocky
Mountains and north of Montana. In spite of a relatively

low temperature, they have demonstrated the success of

irrigation in a broad and practical manner.
" Instead of allowing development to proceed in hap-

hazard way, they drew a lesson from failures and mistakes
on this side of the boundary, and first made an accurate
survey to show the location and character of the irrigable

lands, the sources of supply from which thesa lands can
be watered ami the possibilities of regulating the flow of

streams by reservoirs."

Wireless Telegraphic communication will be established

between five of the Hawaiian Islands by an American
company. The distance over which communication will

be established will vary from eight to sixty-one miles.

A free medical dispensary has been opened in China-
town, San Francisco.

William H. Crocker, of San Francisco, has offered to

defray the expense of sending out a party from the Lick

Observatory to observe the total eclipse of the sun on

Fifth Month 28th.

One cause assigned for the high price of paper is that

mills across the Atlantic produced an unsatisfactory pro-

duct last year, making an unprecedented demand in Eu-

rope for .\merican paper.

There were 637 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 57 more than the previous

week and 106 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 325 were males and 312 females : 111

died of pnuemonia ; 70 of consumption ; 48 of heart dis-

eases; 27 of convulsions; 26 of apoplexy; 22 of old age;

21 of diphtheria; 17 of measles; 17 of cancer; 15 of

nephritis; 13 of inanition ; 13 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels ; 12 of bronchitis; 12 of congestion

of the lungs; 12 of marasmus; 11 of influenza; 11 from

casualties; 10 of inflammation of the brain; 9 from con-

gestion of the brain, and 9 from septicaemia.

Markets. &c. —U. S. 2's, lOlJ; new 2's, 104J a 105i;
3'3, 110 a 111: 4's, reg., 116 a 117; coupon, 117 a 118;

new 4's, 134i a 135.1; 5^3, 115 a 116.

Cotton was in fair request and firm, on a basis of lOJc.

per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.65; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.55. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72J a 73ic.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41J a 41|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31Jc.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5§ a 5ic.; good, 5J a SJc; me-

dium, 41 a 5c.; common, 4J a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 6§ a 6ic; good, 6 a 6Jc.;

medium, 5J a 5ic.; common, 3* a SJc. Lambs—5 a 8c.

Hogs.—7i a 7Jc. for Western, with prospect of another

raise.

Foreign.—The British War Office makes public a des-

patch stating that Lord Kitchener has occupied the town

of Prieska without opposition on the part of the Boers.

President Steyn, of the Orange Free State, has issued a

proclamation that all who sign declarations not to fight

against the Republic shall be shot.

Snuth Afriooo advioeo ohoW that the Free Stators are

surrendering and the British are making preparations for

the invasion of the Transvaal. The Boers, however, have

destroyed several railway bridges over the Modder River,

and are said to be gathering their forces strongly at

Kroonstad, in the northern part of the Free State, to op-

pose the British advance into the South African Republic.

The burghers are also in considerable force in the Biggars-

berg range, where they may make a stand.

A correspondent at Bloemfontein says: "Yesterday
Paul Kruger issued a proclamation annexing the Free

State to the Transvaal. President Steyn immediately is-

sued a counter proclamation declaring the Free State in-

tact."

The population of London increases by 70,000 a year.

It has been noted in connection with the prevailing

epidemic of influenza that in the north of England, where
the disease is common amongst artisans, the men who
work in very high temperatures alone appear to have es-

caped the infection.

The number of bubonic plague cases officially reported

at Sydney, N. S. W., has reached thirty-six. There have

been thirteen deaths and 8,000 persons have been inocu-

lated. Adelaide, capital of South Australia, has been de-

clared infected with the plague.

With the exhaustion of the zinc mines in Wales and on

the continent of Europe, and the increasing demand for

zinc in the construction of electrical appliances, and in

the cyanide process for the reduction of gold ore, the de-

velopment of areas where the zinc may be mined is watched

with considerable interest by mining men and manufac-
turers in this country.

Germany's net import of gold during the whole of 1899

is estimated at $32,750,000.

Dr. Mach, of Berlin, has made anew alloy of magnesium
and aluminum, producing a compound like brass, white as

silver, and can be turned and bored.

An official estimate of the damage to property in Prus-

sia last year from flood shows an approximate total of

21,000,000 marks.

There is a clock in Brussels which has never been wound
up by human hands. It is kept going by the wind.

The bank of Austria-Hungary holds $40,000,000 more
gold than it held a year ago.

Though Spain is an agricultural country, it had to im-

port last year more than $15,000,000 worth of grain.

Spain lost 125,000 soldiers in Cuba. The revolution

cost 5OO,U00 Cuban lives. Jose Marti raised the flag of

independence in Second Month, 1895. American inter-

vention occurred in Fourth Month, 1898. American oc-

cupation began First Month 1st, 1899.

Incendiarism continues in Barbadoes. There were

plantations fired during the week which ended Third &

17th. The steady decline in the revenue of Barbad(

causing uneasiness among the authorities.

It is estimated that there are 50,000 settlers more
last year in Manitoba and the Territories, and of

about 15,000 are Americans.
Chocolate is stiil used as money in certain parts o

interior of South America, as also are cocoanuts and
Word was received from St. John's, N. F., on the

inst., that the first steamers of the sailing fleet an
from the ice fields report splendid cargoes. The sU
Harlaw reached Port Aux Basques this afternoon

13,000, and reports the steamer Hope with a full

about 18,000, bound for St. John's. Both of these s

ers cruised in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Of the fleet operating off Labrador the followin

rived at shelter ports on the northeast coast to-i

The Leopard, 15.000 ; Greenland, 18,000 ,Labrado-

000 ;ylurora, 35,000.

All are fully loaded and report the steamers h
Vanguard, Algerine, Terranova and the KewJ'oun

as having also probably full cargoes. The remaim
the fleet, except three unreported, are having fair si

NOTICES.
I

A YOUNG man, who has had some experience, dej

position as teacher in a Friends' school.
]

Address, " W,"
Office of The Frieni

Families in their summer residences or neighb

desiring their younger children attended to by i

woman Friend who is a graduate in kindergarten n

may address this office (140 N. Sixteenth St., Phih

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., ai

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when req

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twe:

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re

instruction and discipline should be addressed to V
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, a'

munications in regard to business should be forwt

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at Norristown, on the eighteenth of First Si

Marianna Moore, daughter of Moses and Mary toi

and granddaughter of the late William Kirkwood 'm

loved minister in our religious Society), and w'b
in Lancaster County, Pa., the seventh of Eleventtfci

1842. When she was but four years old her fall i

mother were removed by death within eight dayspe
other, leaving her with three brothers and a siiir,

eldest of whom was not ten years old. Though tis

prived so early in life of the fostering care of her ri'

she grew up a particularly bright and interestir il

and upon reaching womanhood displayed those a

Christian graces which closely endeared her to

tives and friends. At about the thirty-third vr;

age, through stress of physical exertion and depr

spirit her mind gave way, from which affliction ,-

recovered. There were, however, momentary inter

ticularly revealed in a correspondence extending

out the remainder of her life, in which she seem

hibit that brightness of perception and reliance "i

truths of religion which had distinguished her eai y
She was very exemplary in her dress, and caref t

tend all her meetings, in which she had appeare i
'•

her of times in the ministry. Her last letter, w
written to a beloved brother only a few days bi

decease, began with this prophetic allusion to thi

time: "How time flies! It will soon be clear

eternity." Her remains were interred in Friends

ground at West Grove, Chester County, Pa.,

meeting she was a member the greater part of h

, at their residence, near West Branch, In

Month 15th, 1900, M. Ella Hall, wife of Wm
in the thirty-eighth year of her age. Ha\-iiig b'

tached to the principles of ehe Society of Friend:

she belonged, and being of a strong mind and c

tal faculties, she gave evidence of becoming

member therein. " Not in length of days, but

ness of purpose and purity of life, shall we be rew

here and hereafter."
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If There Be Any Praise, Think on It.

We grow by what we feed on, or we may get

alth or diseases by the nature of our food.

When a large variety seemed let down from

aven for Peter to eat, and he was scrupulous

out some that was presented, he was in-

•ucted not to depreciate what God had

iansed.

In food for thought which God hath cleansed,

large bill of fare is set before us by the

)ostle Paul. Things not common or unclean,

t wholesome and improving to think on, or

vethe mind feed on, are these: " Whatsoever

ings are true, whatsoever things are honest,

latsoever things are just, whatsoever things

e pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatso-

er things are of good report ; if there be any

Hue, and if there be any praise" (Phil, iv : 8).

t be thinking on such subjects is good for the

ul.

Many are prone to be thinking on whatsoever

ings are the opposites of all these, and they

ibase their minds accordingly. They cannot

el at home with those whose minds are feed-

gon the virtues and the praiseworthy things.

Ye cannot be partakers of the Lord's table

id of the table of devils" (1 Cor. x : 21).

This last word we quote with an eye to its

iputed literal sense, that of " slanderer," or

accuser of the brethren"—the spirit of de-

?hting not to see " if there be any praise" in

man or universe, but whatever there may be

I blame. This gloating over whatever is amiss

. others produces very uncompanionable char-

Jters. They are left to wonder why they are

voided by that part of society which prefers

> think, and, accordingly, to talk, on whatso-

'er there is to praise. They are not without

leir friendships. But how unsound is any

iendship whose bond is a feeding together

n the same unsound meat—the unsound parts

f others' life; a bond of unity which gendereth

) darkness and mutual distrust, and fosters

a dislike of " the love of love and hatred of

hate."

" This I pray, that your love may abound yet

m_ore and more in knowledge and in all judg-

ment, that ye may approve the things that are

excellent" (Phil, i: 10). The teachers of youth

or of men, if they would minister to the uplift

and reform of naughty characters, are not the

scolders, but the encouragers. They find out

something praiseworthy to develop, and by

using that feature for all it is worth, often

overcome much of evil with good, instead of

denouncing the bad into worse. No indiscrimi-

nate flattery this, which speaks the truth in

love both ways, and its reproof in love gets

respect for its love known in praise.

But our present concern is for the character

rather than the influence of the praiser and

the blaraer. Which do we intuitively regard as

the more noble, the habit of admiration, or of

contempt? Both need training. There is some

use for the latter—as against sin, but never

against the sinner. There is large use for the

gift of admiration, which, though it may make

its mistakes, can never grow too large for the

glory which shall be revealed to the pure in

heart. " Praise is comely for the upright," and

the Holy One himself inhabiteth the praises of

his people (Ps. xxii: .3).

But it is on the banks of deliverance that

we learn the true gift of praise. No man

knows how rightly to think on what there is to

praise till he is in right harmony with the will

and Spirit of his God, being reconciled to Him

by the death of his Son; who tasted death, the

wages of sin, for us, that we might live lives

of righteousness and praise to Him for so great

deliverance, when witnessed. His praise con-

tinually in our mouth or heart leaves no taste for

personal denunciations or complainings. And

a sense of the sympathy of our loving High

Priest outrivals all that sympathy of human

hearts, to bid for which we first began the

habit of complaining of fellow-beings. So out

of the same mouth there shall not proceed

blessing and blaming, but only blessing.

So fearfully and wonderfully are our bodies

made, that even right reason would indicate that

the undevout anatomist is irrational. When
foremost one among the skilled surgeons of our

land can declare to students his simple and un

doubting allegiance to the gospel, it ought not

to be so remarkable an instance as it is. Such

a testimony we inserted week before last. A
word or two should have been bracketed as

ours, not his.

For "The Friend."

The " Learned Blacksmith " on our Civil War.

[The following letter from Elihu Burritt is

properly followed by the tract (" Christians, Obey
your Captain "J, to which it relates.

—

Ed.]

" New Britain, Conn., Jan. 2Gd, 1SG2.

"E. Maris, M. D.

"My Dear Sir:— I have inadvertently al-

lowed your note of the 21st ult., and its inter-

esting enclosure to remain unanswered to the

present moment, which I greatly regret. The
little tract entitled, " Christians, Obey your

Captain," is an excellent exposition and appli-

cation of the spirit and precepts of the Chris-

tian religion in regard to war. If they could

only be brought to bear upon the conscience

of the Christian community, they would be ef-

fective. But apparently the whole nation has

gone into this war as if it were an exception

from all other conflicts ever waged—as if it

were holy or commanded of God. Ministers of

all denominations and professing Christians of

all sects, are as earnest for the vigorous prose-

cution of it as any other class of community.

All these blessed and beautiful truths they in-

sist, apply solely to individuals in their deport-

ment and disposition to each other, not to

governments, nations or large communities in

their dealings with each other. If we could

only bridge over this chasm, and make the

world feel that our Saviour addressed these

peace-breathing words to Governments as well

as individuals, war would not be tolerated. I

am glad that here and there one dares to hold

up the pure standard of gospel truth against

the flood-tide of this war-spirit which seems to

cover the whole continent. I fear few, very

few of once zealous advocates of peace have

been able to stand against this tremendous

movement. I have felt almost alone, isolated

and silent in this crisis. I fear our .\merican

Peace Society has committed itself to a sanc-

tion of the war, and that it will hardly be able

to recover solid ground on which to stand here-

after. I hope the Society of Friends have

generally kept their foot-Iiold, and not been

carried into the current, although I fear many
among them have yielded. It is cheering to

me to see such a testimony raised as that you

sent me. If you should see [the authoress], I

wish you would thank her for me for such a

proof of her faith in the cause and principles

of peace, at a time that truly tries men's souls.

"
I have endeavored to put out some drops

of oil on the troubled waters, but they pro-

duce no perceptible effect. I am confident if

the compensated emancipation plan had been

adopted by our Government this war would

never have desolated the land. Now that the

country is involved in it, I am trying to get a

hearing for a plan of adjustment ami Reunion,

a mere statement of which I now enclose to

you. I have written a lecture on the subject,

but doubt if I can get a hearing for it. Behind
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these black clouds there is a sun, above this

war-cursed world there is a God. So let us

all hope on! Yours truly,
"
Elihu Bukkitt."

Christians, Obey Your Captain.

BV MAKY K. I'ASSMORE.

Header, art thou a Christian? Art thou

hoping and trusting that when the great and

terrible day of judgment shall come, thou wilt

be found pardoned through the atoning blood

of the Redeemer of men?
If then thou would have Him confess thee

before his Father which is in heaven, He has

declared, thou must confess Him before men.

(Matt. x:32,33.)
If thou wouldst be a Christian, thou must be

Christ-like. Take not the maxims of the world

as the rule of duty, but the commandments of

the " Captain of thy Salvation." Let not the

spirit of the world till thy heart, but that Holy

Spirit that redeemeth from the world.

Christianity is not a garb, to be thrown off

at occasion; it is a pervading life; its advent

was sung by angels
—

" glory to God in the

highest, peace on earth and good will to men,"

and its Divine Founder announced that great

principle of love which was to mark its rule in

men. " But I say unto you, love your enemies,

bless them that curse you, do good to them
that hate you, and pray for them that despite-

fully use you and persecute you " (Matt, v:

44). Can we be his disciples if we trample

these commandments under foot? Can we love

Him and yet refuse our obedience?

Now when the tramp of assembling forces is

heard through the length and breadth of our

land, shall the clamor of the old law, " Thou shalt

love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy," drown
the still small voice, " the faithful and true wit-

ness," in the soul? Oh that all who desire to

follow Christ, would learn to obey his voice

;

then would they be his, and in the peculiar

keeping of Him who has all power in heaven
and in earth. Shall not He who rescued Shad-

rach, Meshach and Abed-nego from the burning

fiery furnace, because they were faithful to Him,
rescue a whole nation if they be also faithful?

But faith and disobedience cannot go hand-in-

hand. And obedience must be the obedience

of faith, to avail anything. Now that it has

to withstand a rushing current of popular feel-

ing, the influence of a formal obedience may
be washed swiftly away; while that whose
power is the Truth, will stand in the eternal

strength of truth, and gather to its source.

If we obey the injunctions of Christ, who
laid down his very life for his enemies, we have
great duties to perform. Who are our ene-

mies? Who are they that curse us, that hate
us, that would despitefully use us and perse-

cute us? Alas! do we not feel that this is

the spirit of our brethren in national bonds?
the children of one mother country—the im-

mortal children of the one Heavenly Parent

—

all hastening to one great judgment there to

receive with us the reward of their deeds?
We must meet that Spirit, and if we are

truly Christians we have no choice how we
shall meet it. We need not look around on
WTong doing or wrong suffering, on seeming
necessity or national need: one duty above all

others is ours; we have only to look singly to

the Captain of our Salvation, and obey his

orders. They are plain to all the world—

" Love them," " bless them," " do good to

them," " pray for them." Ah stubborn, ireful

human heart, what a work is here! Thy (.'ap-

tain was crucified of evil men, crying, " Father

forgive them, for they know not what they do ;

and shalt not thou implore his Spirit to enable

thee to drink of the cup He drank of?

Many thousands are pressing forward, ready

to offer up life in the service of their country;

too often in perfect recklessness of their un-

dying souls. Art thou less willing to offer up

thy life in thy Redeemer's cause? He may give

thee his weapons and his armor, and use thee

for the establishment of his kingdom of peace

here on earth; or by thy " death " thou mayest

be called to " glorify God." If so be. is it

more to lay down thy life for thy Maker, than

for thy country? If it be in his service and

by his will, all is well; " a better country that

is an heavenly " is the inheritance of all his

faithful followers.

Yet it is not for want of love to our country

that we must "obey God rather than man,"

but in true love to it. For there is no way of

serving one's country so sure, so unmistakable,

as by serving Him who holds its destiny in his

hands. Do not ask what obedience can do for

us in this awful crisis. "Prayers and tears

come up before Him." Rest then in the bound-

lessness of Omnipotence, remembering that the

Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men, and

giveth it to whomsoever He will. It is his will

his servants must labor to attain and not their

own. And a great work is indeed before them.

No passive idleness, no folding of the hands

together, no weak repining. It is not enough

that they " depart from evil," they must also

"do good." Though "the weapons of our

warfare are not carnal," they are " mighty,

through God, to the pulling down of strong-

holds . . and bringing into captivity every

thought to the obedience of Christ " (2 Cor.

x:4, 5).

Thus shall the glorious day be hastened,

when " nation shall not lift up sword against

nation, neither shall they learn war any more."

How shall it ever come to nations, but by its

spread in individuals? How shall the kingdom
of our Lord and of his Christ overcome its

enemies, while its professing subjects rebel

against its unalterable laws!

"Christ also suffered for us, leaving us an

example, that we should follow his steps: who
did no sin, neither was guile found in his

mouth: who when He was reviled, reviled not

again; when He suffered. He threatened not;

but committed himMlfto Him that judgeth right-

eously" (1 Peter ii : 21, 22, 23).

who " with their lives express the holy Gosj

they profess."

—

S. S. Times.

Reminiscences of the Life of William and Deb

Living Eloquently.—Speaking eloquently

is the gift of a few, living eloquently is within

the reach of all. Our lives can utter wonder-

ful things in witness of our Master. William

the Silent of lip was William the Eloquent of

life. Those who are, to their own dismay, fal-

tering and dumb in the prayer-meeting, may
give forth in their daily life words of power
and of praise. Indeed, life fervor is an essen-

tial element in all eloquence. Who would be

won by the strongest appeal of the man he

believed to be a hypocrite? Life eloquence is,

after all, what counts for most. Well is it if

we be gifted with the power of speaking to the

point, but above all things is the message
brought to the understandings of men by those

(CoiiUnued from page 29.1 )

In moving from Belmont County, Ohio,

Washington County, it is my present thouj

that my father and mother did not real

what they very much desired, which was a b

tered condition for schooling their childn

But these difficulties were met with the det

mination to do the best they could. One of 1

log cabins already alluded to as being on 1

tract of land was moved to a more conveni*

place and fitted up for a school-house. A tea

er was employed, and as many boarders wi

taken in as our house room could accomt

date. A few of the well-disposed neighbc

non-members of the Society of Friends, usuj

attended that school whenever in session. T

preference was mainly on account of their

miration of the eldest daughter of my pare

as teacher. In this way it is believed that

'

influence of my father and mother was felt

good.

Nothing of special interest is now remt

bered until I come to the year of 1842, twer

third of Tenth Month. If, in writing the :

tory of that day and many succeeding ones,

personal pronoun occurs more frequently t

is pleasing to the critic's ear, it is of necesi

rather than choice, because I write of t

which no other eyes beheld, and shall tell

what no other tongue can tell, no other h'

can write. Though one elder brother still i

vivos, he is so enfeebled with the infirmitie

age as to be entirely unequal to such a tf

On the twenty-third of Tenth Month, 1^

great was the afliiction of my father's he
and I only am left alone to tell it.

On that memorable First-day morning,

younger brother, then in the twelfth yea

his age, and I, were riding on horseback in

public road that crossed our father's 1;

when the colts we were on appeared to 1

fright at a carriage coming in the rear, tho

at quite a distance. Brother directly told

that he could hold his no longer. Seeing raj

totally unable to render any assistance, ha'

enough to do to control my own, I bid

stick to her and let her run, and she did '

maddened speed, and when twenty rods f

the inlet to the barn, came up with our ca

but was so infuriated as to have no regarc

her own safety, and ran with her breast age

the broad side of a cow, dashing it to the grc

with such violence as to break its horn 1

from the skull. The filly turned a somen
at full length. My brother was dashed tc

ground with great violence, and for an ins

the three lay side by side. I dismounted, gi

my colt a hurried hitching, and sprang t

brother to help him up. But he was ashuW

as death, and blood was streaming fronh

face. My screams attracted the attenti( 1

my older brothers, who at that moment

K

placed the team and carriage in positiorf<

our parents and others to get in to go to ne

ing. My brothers came quickly. I wen :

great haste to the office of the late Dr. ]«

Heustis, who seeing my condition, only a!,*

" Where shall I go ?" And off he went acl

top of his speed, and perhaps the sameii

tance was never ridden in less time, exce] 1
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ofessional racers on a well-prepared track,

brief examination developed the fact that

sistance was necessary, and a messenger was
spatched for the late Dr. George Michener.

It seems in place here to say that, in a few
Dutes, reaction of the system of the appar-

tly dead boy took place. The blood that had
tared the stomach was ejected. His sensi-

ity was perfect. He told the bystanders that

was so hurt that he must surely die, and
de each a last farewell. But instead of death,

ismodic delirium set in. The doctors were
accustomed to such a scene, unprepared with
table instruments, and of the use of chloro-

•m they probably had not heard. The boy's

mtal powers were gone into delirium, his

ysical force to unnatural strength and vio-

ice, so that it required all the strong hands
it could get hold on him to keep the patient

ficiently quiet for the surgeons to work. In

s my father played his part, holding one of

child's hands in each of his for more than
3 hours. A break in the scalp of the patient

jan near the under part of one ear, crossing

! eyebrow, thence to the centre of the fore-

id, thence upward and backward till the
iwn was reached. The part thus encircled

s entirely stripped, the scalp being pressed
vn over the ear, and on the most prominent
nt the skull was broken and pressed in on
I brain. Hence the delirium. The doctors
re at their wit's end. His skull must be re-

ved, and it was necessary to remove a por-

Q of the unbroken bone ere that could be
18. No instrument was at hand, but a house
penter that was on the spot brought for-

rd a very fine tennant-saw, with which the
lessary cutting away was done. The strip

skull removed was two inches in length by
) in breadth, the length being from front to

:k. No break was made in the membrane
rering of the brain. A plate of silver was
spared to supply the place of the removed
ill, but owing to the impracticability of se-
eing it in place, its application was aban-
led. The scalp was necessarily shorn, in

ler to clear it of gore and other dirt. When
i surgeons were ready to replace the removed
ilpit was, they said, as cold and lifeless as
jr it could be. There was no other covering
' that one-third of the head, so they brought
;n place by much pulling and stretching, se-

•ing it with several firm stitches. What the
isequence might be they could not tell, but
w their work of more than five hours' weari-
ne effort was done. The further care must
left to interested relatives and friends, ex-
it professional calls to see how the patient
I. No abatement in the suffering, only as
tore became completely exhausted. Then,
ain, the throes as of death, with screams of
ony, were repeated, until death drew near to
K relief. On the evening of the fourth day
)m the first the surgeons came, bringing each
)rofessional friend that wanted to see the
mderful case. They examined the sufferer,
d were of one mind, and thought proper to
'orm my father and mother that their united
igment was that, about the turn of the night,
eir little boy would die. As midnight came
d went, he passed into the dark valley of
ath, and sank into what appeared everlasting
>ep. Still those having charge could perceive
it he breathed.

The following morning being a bright, clear

one, the sun shone in at his chamber window.
It seemed as if the Sun of Righteousness arose
with it. The child's eyes were opened, and he
appeared as one aroused from refreshing sleep.

He gazed upon those present, and was under-
stood to pronounce the name of a cousin that
he had not seen for several years. My readers
cannot easily imagine the joy of my father's

house. Yet we hardly dared to think it would
last. But there was never after this an abor-
tive freak of the mind, no more agonizing pain.

He presently desired some victuals, and in a
few days walked about the house. In due time
the scalp, that had been so long detached and
cold, began healing. The hair grew all over
alike, and ere the winter was half past my
little brother accompanied me to school. If

any should wish to know what the treatment
was, I will here set it down, viz: The bark of

the elm tree steeped in cold water and laid on
the head.

In this great affliction my father and mother
stood side by side, and had the company and
sympathy of all their surviving children. My
father's already feeble constitution received in

this a shock never to be overcome. My mother
was followed through her remaining years with
palpitation of the heart. My father went no
more extensive journeys from home, but was
diligent in doing what he could for the support
of his family and for the good of the cause of

Truth.
(To be continued).

The Cat in the Bag.—Little Arabella Frost
was almost asleep. Her curly head was nestled

on the soft pillow of her brass cot, and the

dark lashes rested on her pink cheek. Almost
asleep, but not quite— the little ears were still

open, and she heard mother say to big brother

Joe, "Then the cat is out of the bag."

"What cat, mother?" asked Arabella, sleep-

ily, without opening her eyes.
" Never mind, baby; go to sleep," said the

mother.
" What did they put the cat in the bag for?"

Arabella asked herself. " It must be a wild

cat." Just then she saw the bag—it was
empty. She saw the cat—it looked very wild.

It seemed to be biting and scratching many
people, and in a great fright Arabella screamed
and—woke up!

You see, she had gone off to sleep, and
dreamed about the cat getting out of the bag,

and mother had to take her on her lap to get

the little girl quiet again.

Then mother told her that " Letting the cat

out of the bag" meant telling a thing that

ought not to be told, and that a story was
sometimes just like the cat she had dreamed
about—it hurt people when it ran about.

" If you hear anything ugly about your little

playmates, darling," said her mother, " remem-
ber what the cat did when she got out, and tie

your bag as tight as you can."

Knowing that she had lived an exemplary
Christian life, a visitor said: "I presume you
are resting in a well-spent life." " Oh, yes,"

she whispered; "I am resting in a well-spent

life, but not in my life, but in Christ's." A
dying Christian, when reminded of the good he

had accomplished, replied, "
I think of my sins

as all in one pile, and my good deeds as in

another, and then I flee from both to Christ."

"Boy Wanted."

Roland stopped and looked at the above sign.

It hung outside a large cutlery establishment,

next to a store where there had been a big
fire. He had made up his mind that he was old

enough to look for work, and try to relieve

mother. Should he go in? He hesitated, then,

with all the courage he could command, went
inside. He was sent back to a room where
men on high stools were writing in big books,
too busy to notice him, but a tall gentleman
did, and questioned him so fast he could hardly
answer.

" What kind of work do you expect to do?
Don't know. Most boys do. Never worked out
before. Suppose you think it's all play? Well."
pointing to some steps, "go down there, and
the man at the foot will tell you what to do."

Roland went down, and found half a dozen
boys at work, with their sleeves rolled up,

cleaning and polishing knives. The man at the
foot of the steps looked up and said:

" Come to try your hand? Well, three have
just left in disgust. Doesn't seem to be boy's

work, somehow, but it's got to be done. You
see," he said, picking up some knives and scis-

sors and showing spots of rust on them, the
water that saved our building the other night
injured some of our finest goods. If you want
to try your hand at cleaning I'll show you
how. We pay by the dozen."

"'Tisn't fair," said one of the boys; "some
have more rust on than others."

" If you don't like our terms you needn't
work for us," said the foreman, and the boy,

muttering that he wanted to be errand boy,

and see something of life, left, while Roland
went to work with a will. As he finished each
piece he held it up, examined it critically, and
wondered if mother would think it well done.

When the hour for closing came, the gentle-

man who had sent him down stairs appeared,
and looking around at the boys, said:

II

Well?"
" There is the boy we want," said the fore-

man, pointing to Roland. " He will take pride
in doing anything you give him to do. He has
been well trained."

Again the tall man spoke quickly:
" That's what we want. ' Boy Wanted' doesn't

mean any kind of boy. Mother know you came?
No? Well, take her your first wages, and tell

her there's a place open to you here. Then put
your arms around her neck, and thank her for

teaching you to be thorough. If more boys
were thorough, more boys would succeed in

life."

" I guess, mother," said Roland, when he told

her about it, " it was because I tried to do
everything as you would like it. I forgot I was
doing it because there was a ' Boy Wanted.'

"

—S. S. Advocate.

The Influence of One Man.—In a frater-

nity hall, some weeks ago, a score of young
men were talking loudly and vehemently about
an action of the college faculty, which all

thought was an infringement upon their rights.

Speech after speech was made, invectives grew
as they passed from mouth to mouth, and
threats came fast. Finally, one little fellow,

beckoning the rest to be silent, said:

"It has just occurred to me that we call

ourselves gentlemen. We do not look it now.
For myself I am ashamed."
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After a moment's pause another said:

"So am 1, old fellow; if we cannot endure

the new law we can at least be polite in re-

monstrance."

Five minutes later the hall was empty, the

insubordination in the college having died a

peaceful death through the manly influence of

one. 'Christian Indriictor.

For "The Kkiknd."

Not Nursing a National Grievance.

A former attache of the Carlisle Indian

Training School, Jenny F. Ericson, now en-

gaged in education work at San Juan, Porto

Kico, \\Tote an interesting and very temperate

letter some months ago in behalf of the people

of her native land, the Finns, in which she

showed that, notwithstanding the recent harsh

measures directed against them by the Russian

Government, in violation of the solemn pledges

of autonomy under their free constitution,

made when Finland became a grand duchy of

Russia, in 1809, this oppressed people had suf-

fered the wrong in a restrained. Christian

spirit. There had been no talk of armed re-

bellion, or of organizing bands of " patriots,"

but, instead, " they have learned that what is

needed mostly now is strength, moral strength,

and more light for the nation. Earnest labor

in that direction is also progressively going

on, and in connection with it the largest lead-

ing papers are most seriously advocating still

more temperance work among the masses, as

being one of the fundamental things to upbuild

the people."

The grievances, in brief, complained of are:

The order making obligatory the Russ language
in all the schools of the Department, including

the University of Helsingfors; the old Finnish

coins to be put out of circulation, to be re-

placed by those of the Empire; the land system

to be ciianged in a way that, it is claimed,

means direct spoliation; the young men to be

compelled to serve five years in the army, in-

stead of three, as heretofore; and, withal, the

imposition of onerous taxes to meet the addi-

tional outlay.

In a recent letter from Porto Rico, J. F. E.

says of her people: " Yes, they are a patient

kind of sufferers, but, just for that reason, I

am sure they will come through all right in

the end. Things look very dark there for the

present, but I trust in our God. He will not let

the enemy go too far. He will help in his time."

Referring then to a peace subject in her new
island home, she adds :

" We were seriously

threatened to have the whole institution turned

into a military one. But the man at the head of

it, our principal [making himself badly known],
was dishonorably discharged, and has left, for-

tunately. So the danger is over and the young
minds at peace again."

In a communication, printed early this year
in the Unioji Signal, the same WTiter, alluding

to an article in a Washington paper from a
present resident of the island, on "Porto
Rico's Needs," gives her personal view that

there are some things it pointedly does not

need, to wit: Bucket shops, houses of immo-
rality, and saloons. Having given some in-

stances of drunken and disorderly conduct on
the part of American soldiers, "scenes of de-

bauchery and drunkenness disgusting in the

extreme and a disgrace to American rule," she

concludes: " Think of our being judged as a

people by such exhibitions on the streets of

San Juan! And the worst of it is, they are

not rare. The oflicials, both civilian and mili-

tary, are generally men of ability and charac-

ter, but some of the odium of the \vTongs com-
mitted here rests on every American resident,

or, rather, they are held responsible, in the

minds of the former authorities of the island

for these things."

Concerning the_Doukliobortsi.

BV JOSEPH S. ELKINTON.

Letters have been received from different

villages, in response to the address sent out by
the Committee of Philadelphia Friends, ex-

pressing emphatically their gratitude for the

assistance that had been rendered them. From
the translation of one signed by Simon Ribun,

village Vosnesenie, secretary of the committee
of the North Colony, the following is extracted:

" We had the happiness to receive the dear
letter to us, sent by you of Second Month
14th of this year. We are very much pleased

with your letter which we received, for which
we are heartily and feelingly grateful for your
instruction, as it is truth. We are thankful to

the good people who have delivered us from
bondage and brought us to this country. We
are happy, not being in fear of oppression.

Not a soul of the Northern Colonies desires

leaving the free land of Canada. We are praying
unto God our Lord that He may not deprive us

of his heavenly mercy, and send us good crops

this coming year, to enable us, a little at least,

to gain strength and energy and cease to feed

on the toil of others. Of course this depends
on the will of God.

" We received through the committee of the
Southern Colony 41 spinning wheels for our
Northern District, as well as other articles.

May the Lord bless you for all the kind deeds

you have bestowed upon us. We greet you all,

dear brothers and sisters, in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ. The Committee of the

Northern Colony of the Christian Society of

the Universal Brotherhood, as well as all our
brothers and sisters."

Another letter, signed by Peter on
behalf of the village Terpenie (Patience), reads:

"To our Brother Friends, 12th March, 1900:
From your brothers of the Christian Society

of the Universal Brotherhood. The living and
all those who remember, are praying unto our
Lord Jesus (Christ. He showed us the path to

his salvation, and has inspired us with faith

and strength. He is the Light of the world.

Our Lord is high above all nations, and his

glory over all the world. By his charity and
grace we are spending our lives peaceably,

thanking God our Lord, and praising Him for

his abundant mercy on us, as well as on all his

followers. We believe there are many good
people in the world who are following his steps.

Beloved brothers and sisters, in the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ, we send you our hearty

greeting and our fervent love. May God and
Jesus Christ send to you peace and blessing

and more and more unto you and your chil-

dren, joys, consolation and peace to your souls.
" Dear brothers and sisters, we keep in sight

all your kindness and aftections toward us, and
all you have rendered unto us. You are always
keeping in view our wants and are satisfying

our needs, drawing upon the product and la

of your toils and earnings. We remember w
you saw us broken down and exhausted. 1

saw us in grief and weakened down. You h

seen us in need, deprived of all the product

our toil, but we were powerless, and God hea

ed unto our voice, and sent you to aid us. 1

gave us your voice, and came to see us, ,

and have taken ai

our grief. Thanks to your kindheartedness

charity, we were led out of the land of bo

age and were enabled to settle in the lane

freedom, for which we must thank you and p
to God for you, desiring you may continue

the same path of Truth, and, with the hd\
( Jod, live up to Christ, because Christ has i

fered and borne all kinds of insults, and
He prayed even for those who persecuted H
because they were ignorant of what they w
doing. Remember, Brothers, God will not le

you unrewarded, and his reward is great

heaven. If we will remember and fulfill

commandments of God He will send us

blessing and not forsake us. If we do not

fill his commandments we will remain forgoti

Farewell, dear brothers and sisters, we ren

full of hope in our Father loving you and

memberingyour brothers and sisters by Chri

Masha Shiloh writes, on behalf of her gr£

mother, Marino Shiloh, whose foot was an:

tated in the hospital at Winnipeg, and w
there received some contributions:

" May they send their greeting to the siij

in Winnipeg, through whom these were

ceived, and to the dear friends in Amerl

that she, Marino Shiloh has arrived in sa

in Yorkton, and thanks those very much
showed her kindness and care, and desires

blessing of the Lord upon them."

Simeon Perverzoff, who was injured s

months ago and has suffered greatly, contii

in the hospital. His wife has shown g
devotion and faithfulness, continuing in '

nipeg to be near her husband, and working

for the support of herself and children, f

divers letters it is evident that, in severs

the villages they have been brought to g
extremity, so that scurvy and sore eyes

appeared, and there are some very touc

appeals for the relief of those who have

care of children whose fathers are in exiliH

teacher of a school where some little Bou^
bor boys attend gives a very good accourft

their good behavior and readiness to hfi

She thinks they are very fine pupils, and in

pare favorably with her other boys, for le

are neither boisterous nor noisy, but al

behaved and polite. The following transhio

of a letter shows that some relief did i»c

the district, in which there was great dislssi

and whose situation was-brought to our ki'w

edge.

Petrorka Rosthern, 15th March 11 1

Joseph S. Elkinton, Philadelphia.

Dear Brother :—I received your letter io

noted your wish that I should write to yi i'

detail. Firstly we received sugar, then ool

and, following, 742 sacks flour. This flouwa

distributed as follows, namely, according I th'

dispersion of the communities, and, in Sci

community, according to circumstances. VI i

held a meeting from all the seven village: am

made distribution according to needs. TanI

God for those people who have helped. 1 en*
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DU meetings and salutations, with wishes for
1 happy progress. Signed,

Vassily Vassileukoff.
Rosthern Saska, N. W. T.

A correspondent in Winnipeg notes the re-
iption of quite a number of donations from
stant points, to be dispensed at her discre-
)n. She spealcs of having furnished one vil-

^e with a cow, and has forwarded condensed
ilk to another village that had no cow. She
JO states that 1800 pounds of dried fruit and
s have been sent to the Prince Albert dis-
ct, and the shipping list has been received
r the two carloads of dried fruit mentioned
a previous report, with a prospect of as much
ire bemg on the way. These, with other con-
butions, alleviate, but it still requires vigi-
ice to keep the new settlers from suffering
want of proper nourishment and clothing,

[n regard to various rumors that have come
us from time to time, of endeavors being
de by interested parties in California to in*^

!e them to migrate to that State, it does not
)ear to have had the sanction of the Douk-
)ors. One of the documents that has come
band states that the men whose expenses
•e paid by parties in California to prospect
land were not authorized to go by the Douk-
ortsi, and two of those who went have writ-
to the effect that they were satisfied it

lid not be well for an unsettlement to take
;e, and such a movement would certainly be
sappointment to their best friends, and a
ich of faith to the Canadian Government.
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present situation, are much more favorable
than they would be under the Californian ar-
rangements that were proposed some time ago

1 expect m the course of a week, or ten days
at the outside, to be in possession of detailed
intormation as to what is actually being done
in the colonies, and will be very happy to place
this iniormation at your disposal for the guid-
ance of yourself and friends in anything you
may see fit to do. I can only repeat, what has
been said time and again, that the efforts that
you and your associates have put forth in the
interest of these people are such as they should
not forget, and certainly will have a very im-
portant bearing on their future.

Yours sincerely,

Frank Pedley.

OPPICE OF THE INTERIOR.

Ottawa, 29th March, 1900.

*ear Mr. Elkinton .-—Owing to a slight rail-
accident that I was in the other day, I

5 been unable to give personal attention 'to
work at the oflice, consequently have not
pared as promptly as I should your favor
lie 27th ultimo.

le packages containing the "Addresses to
1 of the Different Villages" was duly re-
Jd here; and forwarded at once for distri-
)n amongst the villages.
I far as the reports that have come to the
rtment show, the Doukhobors have made
way this winter in a reasonably satisfac-
manner, and while it may be true that some
ship has existed, I have no doubt that the
rts of extreme destitution, which have for
i reason or other been generally spread
Id are not all well founded,
im having made out for your own informa-
and for that of such others as you may
t to confide it to, a summary of the state
s and reports that have come to the De
lent for some time past, showing the
tion of the Doukhobor Colonies.
3 are at present engaged in getting things
' for the spring work, and, so far, I see no
n why a good deal of sowing and planting
a not be done, and a fair start made for
onung season.
nn inclined to think that the feeling of
t, which appeared to have some force a
time ago, has about subsided, and that
all soon hear the last of the movement
liforma. The desire of some of the rail-™ '^nded proprietors on the Pacific Coast
6 hold of these people is quite natural,
le Doukhobors, I think, by this time, have
nat the whole conditions of life, in their

The American Negro.
" Nothing succeeds like success." It is

pleasant to have lent a hand to something that
does succeed. Whatever success has been at-
tained by the American Negro, to it have
I'nends early and often contributed.

Said a turbaned cook about her Quaker mis-
tress

:
" These Quaker ladies they do plant

their words so sweet, but they gets out of us
a heap of work."

The cook was right—therein lay the secret
ot the success. Not a slave, not an humble
dependent have they made the Negro, but an
earnest toiler and self-respecting self-sun-
porter.

^

As such he has had a share of success His
unrequited years of patient suffering labor his
innate longing to be free, roused a nation to
his help and broke his bonds.
And now, when with hands that are his own

he can

—

"Breast the wave of circumstance
And grapple with his evil chance,"

he sometimes proves at what good value he i=

held.

Not long ago a Negro orator told a Philadel-
phia audience how the best tax paying Negroes
of Georgia, by common consent, met in Atlanta,
to defeat a proposed ballot law which unfairly
discriminated against their race, and how, tak-
ing the members of the Legislature by the
hand, they utterly killed the bill, through soft
persuasions and the force of their own recotr-
nized worth.

*'

This well known orator also told how the Ne-
groes determined to emigrate in a body from a
certain country of Georgia, to be rid of abuse
by the whites, and how the whites, in conster-
nation prevailed on them to stay. But alas'
this fervid orator, further told, that a way had
been found to throw into jail the particular
Negro who incited his fellows to emigrate.

Did we say, alas? We will not say it. For
defeats, struggles, trials, temptations as over-
come, are but rounds of the ladder by which
we climb to strength and victory.

Still, early and often should Friends help the
Negro to climb ; still often remember the
words—"Bear ye one another's burdens."—
On behalf of Friends' Freedman Association.

A SCOTCH POEM ON "STERLING
STUFF."

I wouldna gie a copper plack
For ony man that turns his back

On duty clear;

I wouldna take his word or note,
I wouldna trust him for a groat.
Nor lift an oar in ony boat

That he might steer.

When things are just as things should be
And fortune gies a man a plea.

Where'er he be,
It isna hard to understand
How he may walk through hou.se and land
Wi cheerin' face and open hand

Continually.

But when i' spite o' work and care,
A man must loss and failure bear.

He merits praise
Who will not to misfortune bow,
Wha cocks his bonnet on his brow.
And fights and fights, he kens na how.

Through lang, hard days.

I wauldna gie an auld bawbee
For ony man that I could see

What disna hold
The sweetness o' his mither's name.
The kindness o' his brother's claim.
The honor o' a woman's fame.

For mair than gold.

But gie him praise, whose love is pain,
Wha wronged forgives and loves again,

And though he grieves.
Lets not the dear one from his care.
But loves on mair, and mair, and mair.
And bides his time wi' hope and prayer

And still believes.

Comments on Ministers.

a Letter from John Letchworth to Thomas Kite, found
Among the Papers of the Late Wifiiam Kite.

East Fallowfield, First Month 4th, 1817.

Dear Thomas .-—A rainy morning, after such
very fine weather as we have had for some
time past, makes things look gloomy, and this
gloom IS not lessened by sickness of three in
my family

In this situation a desire arises to communi-
cate one's ideas to an absent friend. This has,
in some measure, been the case this morning^
and the language of Jeremiah to his scribe re-
vived so forcibly that I feel a freedom to
tion it: " Seek-est thnu rrroaf f hi'Tirro f^r-i^l.,,.

That we are successful against one form of
temptation is no assurance that temptation will
not come to us again in the same form or in a
variety of forms. The devil leaves one after a
defeat, but it is only for a season, and usually
a very brief season at that.

• '•^^ u>y iv^n^.u.j i^iiai, 1 ieei a ireeuom 10 men-
tion it

:
Seekest thou great things for thyself '

Seek them not." This, thou wilt remember, was
said at a time when the Prophet saw the cap-
tivity that awaited the Jews, and after the
Israelites were in bondage.

I have not heard, but suppose by this time
thou art admitted into the [Meeting of Ministers
and Eldens.] If it be not so, never mind, be
patient. "Seekest thou great things for thy-
self ? Seek them not." If thou art admitted,
what, then, is before thee? T. become a great
minister ? " Seekest thou great things for thy-
self ? Seek them not."

I often hear tell of great ministers, and un-
less I deceive myself, hear it without env}'. Now
shall we for a moment consider what it is that
constitutes a great minister, in order to see
whether this attainment is within our reach,
and if it be, why not aim at it? Surely one
would think it as well to have a good name as

I

a bad one, to be a good workman as a poor one.
Now what criterion shall we go by? By what
rule shall we judge? Common fame is the rule
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in courts to judge of a man's character, but in

this instance, it should seem, we ought to con-

fine it to mymbers of ourown Society. And why?
Because thi.-i people profess to be led and guided

by the Spirit of Truth. Well, be it so. Hear

what is said :
" Such a one spoke largely, I think

not less than an hour and a half or two hours.

He is a great minister." " Well, for my part,

I must confess my head was not sufficient to

contain all. I was glad when he sat down. I

even thought that the few words dropped by

the other Friend carried as much weight with

them as all the other put together." "I don't

like your popper," says a third. Again, " Such

a one is a great minister; and she has a most

beautiful delivery. Her voice is quite musical."
" Well, now, I thought when I heard her, what

a pity it was that there had not been some
good elder with her in her early setting out, to

have prevented her singing, instead of preach-

ing." " Well, I admire at this. How dost thou

admire the delivery of such a one?" " Why,
I think he delivers himself in a very clear, dis-

tinct, intelligible, manly manner." " Well, now,

I think he seems to read his sermon over like

a boy saying his lesson."

Thus, Thomas, have I given a short specimen

of the many observations which are made on

ministers in our Society, and by members, too!

From what I have said it must appear evident

that he who seeks greatness from the source

of his fellow-members' good judgment, will

find he is entering a labyrinth, from which it

will be hard to extricate himself—nay, it may
end in irremediable woe. EJut there is a path,

a path of safety, and this is the path of clear,

plain duty. As this is kept in, and we journey
forward, although we may be stripped and

wounded by those thieves and robbers, although

the priest an J the Levite may look on and pass

us by on the other side and make no observa-

tions at all, yet, when the good Samaritan

comes along he will pour in the wine and the

oil, bind up our wounds and set us upon his

Beast. Thus it will be done unto the man or

woman whom the King delighteth to honor,

and I believe it is those he delighted to honor
who seek the honor that cometh from Him and
not from man, whose breath was in his nos-

trils. Therefore: " Seekest thou great things

for thyself ? Seek them not," but be of good
cheer. So saith thy loving uncle,

John Letchworth.

Richard Cl.\ridge, 1699, in stating the

belief of Friends on the subject of justification,

says: "By the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ

without us, we truly repenting and believing,

are, through the mercy of God, justified from
the imputations of sins and transgressions that

are past, as though they had never been com-
mitted, and by the mighty work of Christ

within us, the power, nature and habits of sin

are destroyed, that as sin once reigned unto
death, even so now grace reigneth, through
righteousness, unto eternal life, by .Jesus Christ,

our Lord. And all this is effected, not by a bare
or naked act of faith separate from obedience,

but in the obedience of faith, Christ being the
author of eternal salvation to none but those
that obey Him."

" It is easier to talk and work for Christ than
to give ourselves to Him. It is easier to offer

God a few activities than to give Him a heart."

Manifesto of the British Committee of the
International Crusade of Peace Ad-
dressed AT THE Time of the Hague Con-
ference TO THE Continental Press.

On the eve of the meeting of the Conference

called by the Czar of Russia, for the purpose

of seeking by means of international discussion

the most effectual method of ensuring to all

peoples the benefits of a real and durable

peace, and above all, of putting an end to the

progressive development of the present arma-

maments, we, the undersigned British editors,

venture to address our fellow workers through-

out Europe on the relationship of the press to

this great movement. Feeling the responsi-

bility which rests upon the press as the most
powerful influence in the formation of public

opinion, we are desirous, not only of doing

what we can to influence the people of our

own country in favor of his imperial majesty's

proposals, but of securing" the co-operation of

our fellow editors in other countries in the

same work. We do not doubt that you will

agree with us in feeling that the enormous
power of the press ought to be directed to the

reconciliation of the different peoples of the

world, the furtherance of their common inter-

ests, and the support of any measure that prom-
ises a general lightening of their burdens. All

the best traditions of our profession point to the

duty which this occasion imposes upon it, that

popular movement in support of the ideas con-

tained in the Czar's message, which has evoked

almost unanimous support among the British

people, has been initiated also in several Con-

tinental countries, and will spread through the

length and breadth of Europe, if the press will

take the lead. In the international crusade of

peace, men and women of various nationalities,

classes, parties and creeds, have agreed to

unite in a demand which they believe means
gain for all and loss for none. The interna-

tional organization is in course of development,

and we feel assured that it needs only the co-

operation of the press to produce an irresisti-

ble demonstration of goodwill and good sense.

[Signed by twenty-five representatives of

leading British periodicals.

The following response of the " Societa In-

ternazionale per la Pace (Unione Lombarda) "

has lately been given:
" Milan, March 6th, 1900.

" To the members of the British press.
" Gentlemen.—On the eve of the Hague con-

ference you addressed an appeal to your col-

leagues of the press in all Europe, in which
you reminded them of the grave responsibility

resting on the press as a moral power wielding

the strongest influence on public opinion, and
summoning their co-operation in the work of

securing to all peoples the benefits of a real

and lasting peace. Strong in the knowledge
of being the leaders of public opinion in a

country where it is sovereign, you solemnly
proclaimed that international organization is

already developed, and only needed the aid of

the press to make it complete.

"This is a formal and categorical pledge
which you have taken before the eyes of the

assembled world, who read, applauded, and
praised your proposal. The time has come in

which this pledge can be redeemed.
" Your noble country is at present involved

in a war from which, given the enormous dis-

proportion of wealth and numbers, it c;

even hope to gain the barbarous laure

arms. With the victory of Paardeberg i

obtained sufficient satisfaction for the pi

checks received at the initial stage of the

paign. The twenty seventh of February, '.

has obliterated the remembrance of the tw
seventh of February, 1881. England can
tiply her victories, but only at the co

lowering her name even in the estimatii

those who, like us members of the Loml
Peace Association, look upon her as the 1

place and cradle of freedom, and who, as

ians, gratefully remember the aid you
dered the cause of our national independ

The old imperial idea, which caused then
the Latin races, can in our modern times bt

conceived as a federation of autonomous st

maintaining between themselves and the

tropolis those cordial and amicable rela

which spring from services rendered, conin

and interchange of ideas, stronger and

durable bonds than those forged by the vio

of war, always creative of future reprisal

This " International Association," whose
stant object has been the establishment of

an understanding between Christian na(

now appeals to you to remember your pro

and try to determine such a current of p
opinion as may bring to a speedy and hoi

ble close the sorrowful spectacle of this

between your country and the small repi

of South Africa.

It is the duty of the nation that stands

most in the ranks of civilization to make
tures of peace. Generosity should accon

strength. By putting yourself at the he

this " Peace crusade," whilst you add new
;

to your country, you will be fulfilling yoi^

cred pledge, in a manner that will call

the admiration and gratitude of the civ

world.

Yours fraternally for the " Societa Int

zionale per la Pace Unione Lombarda,"
Moneta, President.

Approach of our Annual Assemb
" I am the voice of one crying in the w

ness, prepare ye the way of the Lord ma
paths strait." In the wisdom and econojy

our Gracious Creator it seemed good th;

way for the outward coming of our de;

deemer should be prepared, and so in )

ward and spiritual appearing it is needfit

a preparation should be experienced. "
'<f<

valley shall be exalted and every mountsji

hill shall be made low." How expressive:

condition of lowliness raised into dorfli

and loftiness brought into contrition—a ')r

tion in which the tender touches of Redi •

Love are the better discerned— its

knockings more clearly heard, and his ;

designs more fully recognized. Thus w! '

way be prepared for the revelation of le;

enly Good which will carry with it itio

unspeakable blessing (not the revelatijis

flesh and blood), coming as it does fres^ft"'

the Fountain of All Good. How gladly jll

then be constrained to open the door f <

hearts to the Heavenly Guest and receilH

in his rightful mission to cleanse, pury a

redeem. And having thus received HirJn t

way of his coming, and acknowledged Ep, t

" Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty Gji

'

Everlasting Father, the Prince of Pe)e,"
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e ours to know for ourselves that of " The
ise of his government and peace there

be no end." Thus the blessed end, and
ise, of the coming of the dear Son of God,

e wrought out in us to our own unspeak-

joy and to the advancement of his king-

i so also in our solemn Assemblies, the

if the Lord must be prepared by self-ef-

lent, and the surrender of our human wills

reverent patient waiting, and confiding

; and not in vain is an assembly thus gath-

under the teaching of the Heavenly In-

;or, who is often pleased to break in upon
" as a morning without clouds," proving

eir unspeakable rejoicing that great in-

n the Holy One in the midst of Zion.

)se thoughts have welled up from the hid-

mng with the near approach of our An-
\.ssembly, believing a blessing is in store

I, and that it would be well that each indi-

1 member in his or her measure be con-

i that nothing may stand in the way of

Dming whom we acknowledge Head Over
id that his purposes concerning us as in-

Is or as a church may be fully assured.

Benjamin Vail.

P Correspondence.

13 much interested and instructed in the ar-

il The Friend of last week headed "The
3 Mistaken for the Spirit." It explained some-
in my own experience which I never before

account for, which is this : When I used to

ling on the mowing machine or turning a

heller, or our old-fashioned fan, winnowing
18 grain from the chaff, I would have such
nt emotions, and I could not understand why
those feelings at those times, as they just

1 to come without any effort of the mind; in
'. realized a difference in them from spiritual

ins, though very absorbing and agreeable.

, scientificany considered, means simply that

vibrations act directly upon the nerves."

words quoted from the article alluded to

ip a mystery that puzzled me. The idea of

i-sheller or grain fan as an instrument of

never before occurred to me. I have heard
was considered good music, but it never
id my feelings of emotion to the same degree
! noise of the machines I allude to. Poor
I don't doubt, judging from my own ex-

ce, that if when the evil spirit troubled him
I resorted to turning a corn-sheller, the noise

have had a more soothing effect upon his

ed spirit than David's harp!

Items Concerning the Society.

ishington Monthly Meeting, D. C, has just

I its first birthday. It began with thirty
ers, and has now reached fifty. Most of these
ioined by request.

ited announcements have appeared of a " Sum-
chool of Religious History," to be held at
ford College in the last week of the Sixth
i- One of the lecturers, J. Rendell Harris,
ready arrived from England.

( North Carolina Friend, which we lately an-
'id as about to discontinue, has refused to die,

now kept up with renewed vigor. We sym-
'J with any true victories for Christ which
'J reported to its columns; but the more liv-
;iis ministers, both here and there, depend on
I alone as the true means and mediator of
Bthe more in number will the triumphs of the
? be and the longer will they come to stay.

May I thank the Society of Friends in Hereford
and Radnor, for your kindness in expressing your
kind sympathy with me in my poor efforts to arouse
the people to a sense of Christian duty. We face
an unwilling audience just now, to which the
muzzle is more handy than reason. Wherefore we
have to bide our time till the better mind of the
nation begins to stir, and we become aware of the
infinite mischief which the present war fury is doing
to the permanent credit and good of our country,
at home and abroad. One ought to preach on,
" What is a man profited if he should gain the
whole world, and lose his own soul?" as we, by in

cessant grasping, seem likely to do.

—

Letter from
the Dean of Durham to Clerk of Hereford and Rad-
nor Monthly Meeting, England.

Notes from Others.

The sermon of a Christian minister is nothing
and worse than nothing, if it be not filled with the
spirit of the Gospel, says the New York Observer.

There appeared recently in the Independent an
article on the " Freedom of Hearing." The sub
stance of the article was about this: The church
belongs to the people; the minister is hired by the
people; therefore, the minister should preach what
the people wish to hear; he should scratch the
" itching ears " of the hearers.

In the course of recent remarks on " The Auto-
matic Judgment Seat in Man," N. D. Hillis, pastor
of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, a professed Presby-
terian, said:

" The Confession of Faith says that certain men
and angels are foreordained to everlasting death,

being particularly and unchangeably designed and
their number is so certain and definite that it can-
not be either increased or diminished, and every
young man who enters the Presbyterian Church has
to solemnly swear to believe and teach this fright-

ful view. And every attempt to revise and expel

that statement from the Creed has been success-

fully combatted by a majority that wishes to re-

tain the doctrine.
" It would seem as if a man would prefer to be

burned at the stake rather than hold or assert or

charge such infinite cruelty upon the all merciful

and all loving God. The day the scholastics wrote
that chapter in the Confession of Faith they got

the devil confused with God."

While we sympathize with his abjuring the doc-

trine of foreordination, as Galvanism holds it, we
deem it would be no persecution, but only honesty

to their doctrine on the part of Presbyterians to

disown one who has separated himself from it, and
only honesty in him to resign a membership to

whose conditions he cannot be true.

A. F. von Tobel, of Edge Hill, Pa., is said to have
caused quite a sensation by public remarks, in which
he said: "The Church, I believe, boasts too much
of its past. Its victories when measured by what
the Church ought to have done could almost be
looked upon as defeats. We look at our edifices

and congratulate ourselves at our grand institu-

tions and say: 'See what we have wrought!' But
when we look at the millions still in the darkness

of heathendom and the millions more in a worse
darkness than that which spreads over India, China
or Africa, we hang our heads in shame.

" The Church is attacking little unfortified ham-
lets of the enemy and allowing the great strong-

holds of the devil to remain unmolested. Do we
call this victory?

But through the Church we go back to the in-

dividual. It is in the life of the individual mem-
bers of the Church that we find the cause of our

comparative defeat. The eleetric current is sent

only along the insulated wire. Bring it in contact

with the earth in several places and the power is

soon spent. The only way the Church is ever to

win a victory in which heaven will rejoice is by in-

sulation from the world.
" Let every member of the Church of God ask

the question: 'What would the Church be if com-
posed of members all such as I?'

"

SUMMARY OF EVENTS
United States.—The statement of the Government re-

ceipts and expenditures during Third Month show the re-

ceipts to have been $48,726,837, and the expenditures

$32,188,271, a surplus of $16,538,566.
Bills have passed the House of Representatives, contain-

ing measures to open to settlement 418,000 acres in the
Fort Hall Indian Reservation, and 2,500,000 acres in 01<-

lahoma by ratifying the agreements with the Bannock
and Shoshone Indians and the Kiowas, Comanches and
Apaches.

The Secretary of State and the Spanish Minister in

Washington have signed a protocol extending for six

months the time allowed Spanish residents in the Philip-

pines to elect whether they shall remain Spanish subjects
or adopt the nationality of the territory in which they
reside.

The Secretary of War has created a new military " Di-
vision of the Pacific," embracing all of the Philippine

Islands, under the command of General Otis. It will be
sub-divided in four departments—Northern Luzon, under
General MacArthur ; Southern Luzon, under General
Bates ; the Viscayas, under General Hughes, and Minda-
nao and Jolo, under General Kobbe.

The duties of the new Philippine Commission were dis-

cussed very fully at a Cabinet meeting. The little

chat between the President and his advisers in the
White House will probably be the law for 12,000,000
Filipinos for a year or two to come. It was agreed that
the Commission will have entire responsibility for the
temporary civil legislation for the islands until Congress
stops debating and passes a law of some kind. The Gov-
ernor General is to be the Executive of the Philippine

Government, and will execute the laws made by the Com-
mission. The latter body, by the agreement reached, is

to be supreme and final as to all laws necessary for the
government of the islands, except in extremely important
cases. Then there must be recourse to the advice and
direction of the President. The Commission is expected
to draft a code and set up the entire civil government of

the islands. It will be some time before this is done, as

the President asks that the Commission look the islands

all over by tours in a body throughout the archipelago.
Then when they understand all the conditions they are to

take their pens in hand and go to writing the laws. As
soon as the Commission has determined on a policy, each
member of the Commission will be assigned to one of the
four military departments into which the islands have
been divided by Secretary Root, and there he will look
after the legislative affairs of the people under him. Thus
one man will be making laws for about 3,000,000 people,

of almost infinite diversity of intelligence, race, language
and industrial conditions.

After a voyage, the longest on record, from Cebu, P. I.,

to Boston, the British steel four masted bark Ancona was
towed across Massachusetts Bay, Third Month 29th. She
is laden with 18,300 bales of hemp, the largest cargo of

the kind shipped to this country. The Ancona sailed

Eighth Month 5th, and her long voy,-)ge occasioned anxiety
and reinsurance at Lloyd's, London. The rate advanced
until she was spoken near the equator in the Atlantic.

She was next heard from the Barbadoes, where she put
in to replenish her depleted stock of provisions, resuming
her passage Second Month 23d. For the past week she
has been off the coast endeavoring to reach Boston.

Since the Ancona left Cebu with her enormous cargo
hemp has doubled in value, and at present is quoted at

15J cents per pound. This means a big profit for the
owners. The total valuation of the vessel's cargo is plac-

ed at $800,000.
Exports from the United States to Asia and Oceanica

have trebled since 1894. In that calendar year we sent

$30,729,262 to the section named. In 1899 (Twelfth
Month estimated) we shipped upwards of $90,000,000.

Apprehension of a great war in Europe is said to be
one cause of the great increase of immigration to this

country.

A case 102 years old has just been settled in the Court
of Claims at Washington.
By the census of 1S90, there were 88,000 Swedes in

the six New England States, 16,000 Norwegians and a
like number of Danes. From recent indications there

will be returned by the Federal census of 1900, 150,000
Swedes and Finns in these six States.

More than 13,000 Michigan farmers raised sugar beets
for the first time last summer, the result being a crop
largo enough to keep ten factories busy, and it is expect-
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ed that the State will soon be able to produce all the

sugar it needs.

A. R. Peacock, Vice-President and General Sales Agent

of the Carnegie Steel Company, who made a record break-

ing run across the continent, arrived in Pittsburg Third

Month 30th, making the journey from Los Angeles to that

city, 2731 miles, in seventy-five hours and four minutes.

The lowering of the railroad grain rate from Chicago

to New York to 10 cents has resulted in about 75 per

cent, of the grain in Chicago being contracted for by rail.

This will release a considerable portion of the Chicago

grain licet and make it available for the 20,000,000

bushels of wheat which will be ready for shipment from

Duluth by the opening of navigation.

Preparations are being made for great expansion in rice

culture in Texas next year. In one county in that State

there will be an increase of 7000 acres, with increases in

other counties running up into the thousands of acres.

Governor Stanley, of Kansas, has given his endorse-

ment to Charles M. Sheldon's proposal to send a million

bushels of Kansas corn to the starving people of India.

It is estimated that of the 5.i5,0(i0,(Hi0 feet cut of logs

in the Maine forests the present season, 225,01(0,000 feet

will be sent to the pulp mills instead of the saw mills.

According to the Hawaiian Gazette there are ordinarily

from 30 to 40 varieties of fish in the Honolulu market.

A large percentage of the natives make their living by

fishing.

Magnalium, an alloy of 10 to 20 parts by weight of

magnesium with 100 of aluminum, is claimed to have all

the advantages of aluminum, and also to be adapted for

working with tools, while even lighter than aluminum.
The religious census recently taken in this city, re-

ports the following number of families. The whole

population was found to be 1,135,000 ; Roman Catholics,

75,490; Methodists, 38,804; Presbyterians, 31,075; Epis-

copalians, 30,184 : Baptists, 27,293 ; Lutherans, 19,270 ;

Jews, 8,538 ; Reformed, 6,223 ; Friends, 1,925 : Congre-

gationalists, 1,071 ; other professions, 6,108. Vacant
houses, 6,814 ; not at home, 7,810 ; refused information,

5,780; no preference, 17,388. Total, 283,811.

The death rate in Boston for last week was again very

large, the total being 316, against 198 for the corres-

ponding week of last year, but the figures show a decrease

of fifty from those of the previous week. Thirty-three

persons died from the grip.

There were 679 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 42 more than the previous

week and 175 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 336 were males and 343 females : 151
died of pnuemonia ; 60 of consumption ; 59 of heart dis-

eases; 29 of influenza; 26 of old age; 21 of measles; 21 of

nephritis; 20 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels;

17 of cancer; 17 of convulsions; 15 of diphtheria; 15 of

apoplexy; 15 of bronchitis; 14 of uremia; 14 of marasmus;
13 of inanition ; 13 of typhoid fever; 12 of inflammation

of the brain; 11 of paralysis, and 8 of congestion of the

Inngs.

Markets, &c.—V. S. 2's, lOOJ; 3's, 110| a 111; 4's,

reg., 115 a 116; coupon, 116 a 117; new 4's, 134i a 135;
5'8, 114J a 115i.

Cotton was quiet but unchanged, closing on a basis of

9|c. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3..35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.25 per
barrel for Pennsylvania, up to $3.40 for choice Western.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73J a 74Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 42J a 42Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31ic.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5§ a 5|c.; good, 5i a 5ic.; me-
dium, 5 a ojc; common, 41 a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 61 a 6?c; good, 6J a 6Jc.;
medium, 5J a 6c.; common, 4 a 5Jc. Lambs—5J a 8c.

Hogs were active and higher, at 7i a 7|c. for best
Western, and 7 a 74c. for other grades.

FOREIG.N.—The death of General Joubert occurred at
Pretoria on Third Month 27th. He was the military

leader of Kruger's forces. General Louis Botha has been
appointed as the successor of Joubert as Commander-in-
Chief of the Transvaal forces.

The extraordinary run of success which had attended
Roberts' operations so long was broken on the 31st ult.

by a British force walking blindly into a Boer ambush.
It was captured, with seven cannon and large military
stores, and the British casualties are estimated at^bout 370.
A despatch from the Boer headquarters in Natal an-

nounces that the destruction continues of coal mines
likely to be useful to the British.

The British War Ofiice has issued another table of
British losses, showing an aggregate of 16,652, which
does not include 4,004 who have been invalided home.
The British Government is discussing the feasibility of

building national granaries and storing vast quantities of

wheat against the emergencies of war or famine.

The trade of Great Britain is worth .f700,000,000 a

year.

The scheme, originated by Sir Thomas Lipton, for sup-

plying good food to the poor at the lowest possible cost

came into active operation in the opening of the Alex-

andra Trust Dining Rooms, of London. The undertaking

was inaugurated by Sir Thomas Lipton placing in the

hands of the Princess of Wales, who had from the first

taken a deep personal interest in the project, a large sum
of money for its development. Three well ventilated

dining-rooms, each comfortably accommodating 500 peo-

ple, occupy separate floors. On either side of the spacious

entrance hall is a small office, at which the customer ob-

tains a ticket to be exchanged at the buffet for the meal

ordered—breakfast, dinner or tea. The cooking is done

by steam on so extensive a scale that a ton and a half of

potatoes can be cooked in an hour, and 2,000 dinners are

always ready. A bakehouse is attached to the building,

the kneading being performed by electricity. The result

of so much eiBcient organization is that a three course

dinner of excellent quality is to be obtained for four and

a half pence, this being the highest charge on the menu.
It must be borne in mind that the Alexandra dining-rooms

are by no means to be considered in the light of a char-

itable undertaking. The prices have been calculated with

an allowance for profit, and 10,000 being the anticipated

daily average of customers served, a return of 3 per cent,

on the capital is expected. The profits are in any case

to be devoted towards extension and improvement.
Pressed steel cars are coming into use on all of the

railroads on the Continent.

Milan newspapers report that the unusual cold in the

mountains is driving many wolves into the valleys, to the

great damage of shsep and goat owners.

Vienna's great municipal street railway system is now
in perfect running order. It cost $40,000,000, and it is

estimated that it will pay for itself within ten years.

The Russian Agricultural Department recently dis-

covered, on the east coast of the Caspian Sea, immense
naptha springs of a quality said to be equal to the. best

American product.

Abyssinia has a telephone line 300 miles long connect-

ing the capital and the important city. It was con-

structed by a Franco-Russian company.
New Zealanders have achieved what workingmen in

other lands are clamoring for. Among the functions of

the Government is the providing of work for all who may
apply. This has been done for some time, and every New
Zealander is sure of a job at $2 per day of eight hours.

Eleven fresh cases of bubonic plague were officially re-

ported at Sydney, New South Wales, and two additional

deaths have occurred.

The depopulation of Peru is illustrated by the fact that

the Valley of Santa, which in the days of the Incas had a

population of 700,00(1, now has only 5,000.

The recent heavy floods in Uruguay have caused great
destruction of cattle and wheat. Two bridges on the

Central Railway have been swept away, with a loss of

$50,000.

Intense heat has visited the Southern hemisphere. Re-
cently the thermometer registered 120 degrees Fahren-
heit in the shade nearly all day in Buenos Ayres. There
were 102 cases of sunstroke, of which 93 were fatal,

and the next day there were 219 cases, of which 134
were fatal.

A despatch from Winnipeg, Manitoba, says that there

were on the night of Third Month 28th twenty-six im-

migrant trains on the Canadian Pacific bound to that city,

with settlers and their effects.

NOTICES.

Young woman Friend experienced, wishes to secure

position in private or Friends' school as teacher in English
branches, Latin and Drawing. Prefers Philadelphia or

vicinity.

"B" Office of Friend.

The Annual Meeting of " The Friends' Western Dis-

trict Dorcas Society for the care and management of the

Needlewomen's Aid Fund and Relief of the Poor," will be
held in the Monthly Meeting room. Twelfth Street Meet-
ing House, on Fourth Month 11th, 1900, at the close of

the morning meeting for worship. Interested Friends are
cordially invited to attend.

Emma M. Shinn, President.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhobortsi
to Fourth Montli 3rd, 1900.

J. I. S., n : Fricnd.s- !<.«;, Yearly Mecling, fiL.'iO;

Friends', Pickering, Ont., J;10; Eich Square, N. C,

i-2 ; R. S. C, f5 ; C. L., $20 ; Two Friends. Mt
>> ; F. G. a, *1 ; R. 1'., Uhi,., $10 ; Al. M. W.

\Vm. Fvan.s, Treoifurer, 2")2 S. Front St., PI

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., ai

and 4..32 p. M. Other trains are met when req

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 p. M., twoi

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, S

Westtown Boarding School.-Applications i

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re|

instruction and Biscipline should be addressed to W
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an

munications in regard to business should be forwai

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th Street, :

— Open on week-days from 11.30 A. M. to 2 P.

from 3 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Recent additions to the Library are:

Bbuncken, Ernest— North American Forests.

Giddings, F. H.—Democracy and Empire.

Going, Maude— Field, Forest and Wayside Flow(

Harshberger, J. W.—Botanists of Philadelphia

Higginson, F. W.—Procession of the Flowers.

Lecky,W. E. H.— Democracy and Liberty (2 vo

McMaster, J. B.— History of the People of the

States, Vol. 5.

Stoddart, a. M.— Elizabeth Pease Mitchell.

Storey, Moorfield—Charles Sumner.
WiLLARD, J. Flynt—Tramping with Tramps.

Died, at Colerain, Ohio, on the second of Third

1900, Martha A. Lupton, daughter of Joseph P. 1

in the forty-ninth year of her age ; a member o:

Creek, Monthly Meeting of Friends. Of a meek at

spirit, she was enabled, by the grace of God, to

bravely and cheerfully several years of privation t

fering. She was a devoted daughter and sistf

marked love and charity for all, that endeared heii

friends. Sweet resignation clothed her spirit dull

last severe illness of two weeks. Calmly, she

her outward affairs, and lamented she had been
" unprofitable servant." Near the close, she sal'

it be one of those ' many mansions ' are for me !

I believe the gates are open."

, at his home, Toughkenamon, Chester cc

the twenty-fifth of Second Month, 1900, Caleb_
in the eighty-third year of his age ; an elder i

of New Garden Monthly Meeting of Friends. A
upright life, a Christian whose daily walk among
a testimony for hia Master, a Friend concerned
exercised in maintaining that which has been

to us as a people, the summons to a higher ht

found him, we reverently believe, patiently wai

looking for the call.

, at Middletown, Ohio, on the ninth of Firs

1900, aged near seventy-nine years, Mary Harri.'

of Benjamin Harrison, a member of Middletown
|

and Particular Meeting of Friends. Taken sick

'

the old year was going out, she bore her sever

with a remarkable degree of calmness and patiel

ing remarks at different times which showed
great work was going on within. She looked i

daughter very pleasantly a short time before •
and spoke as though she had asked forgivenesiw

ceived it, and wished to be taken away to her^'

home. The peaceful feeling that was felt in hei ha

at the time of her death left to her friends the n-

belief that her end was peace.

, at her residence in Winona, Ohio, Ei^jl '

fourth, 1899, Mary Coppock, in the eighty-si\

her age. An esteemed member of New Gani''

Meeting of Friends.

, at his home near Middletown, Ohio,

teenth of Seventh Month, 1899, Abner Ali.m

fift3'-seventh year of his age, a member of ''

Monthly Meeting of Friends. He was strickci

alysis, which finally rendered him almost htl

was able to be moved about the house in his

very near the last. His quiet, gentle and -.i

way made it a pleasure to care for him, and

able to converse with his friends, yet he en,

company. Although he is much missed from e i <

circle and his many friends, which is cause of E'To*

we feel that we cannot mourn as those wit ut 1

humbly believing that in great mercy he wapMp
for the solemn change.
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The Letter and the Life.

iie depressing weakness and encumbrance

ar system—and probably of any system

—

len and women not anointed with the spirit

!h the system was meant to conserve.

3 say nothing of inconsistent members, we
two liinds of consistent members, those

are faithful to the system, and those who
faithful also to the principle intended to be

odied.

ow, the system was made for the principle,

not the principle for the system. True

istency with the system must consist in

ifulness to its inner life and spirit. Such
ifulness will make a conformity to the out-

J system that has value, for it is living.

the body without the spirit is dead—if the

T killeth—nothing can be born of it. Only

spirit can make it alive. True faithfulness

tie spirit, then, evolves its own consistent

18. As the forms are fitted to conserve and
litate the free course of their genuine spirit,

icially between men as members one of an-

ir, they are themselves conserved by the
B spirit. A literal conformity to the forms
1 not create the spirit, yet may keep open
annel for its freer course. But there is a

jerhne, past which a literal conformity will

ich the spirit, namely, where it stands as

lubstitute.

iich substitution men are most naturally

le to adopt. More men can usually be
id faithful to a system than to its principle.

1 get the credit of consistency, neverthe-
—indeed, probably more—but it is of the
ace kind, the letter which can spell spirit

lont living it, having a form of the life.

It denying the power thereof." So, as a

, we look for the churches of Christendom
ch are the most outward in their observ-
es, to be the largest in numbers, and the
t inward and spiritual to be among the
Uest.

While an outward consistency is valuable

for the sake of serving and conserving the

operation of its inward life, yet our anxiety

must be placed on the revival of its creative

and quickening spirit, which, as it comes into

dominion, will be the true perpetuator of its

own testimonies. But a lapse into the domin-

ion of the system without the life is a precur-

sor of death, or else of revolution. Here or

there we have seen sufficient warnings of both.

We believe there is a signal place on earth

for our system of principles, doctrines, testi-

monies and modes of proceeding adapted to

them. But what our welfare loudly calls for

is an individual yearning, exercise and travail

that this goodly heritage may be revisited and
refilled with the baptism of the Spirit of life

in Christ Jesus. It is idle for the membership
to look every man to his neighbor and every

man to his brother, saying, " Know the Lord,"

while deaf to the voice which says, " What is

that to thee ? Follow thou me! " Let the one
anxiety of each be to pray, "Lord, is it I ? I

have need to be baptized of Thee !"

Two Classes of Forms.

By some readers of the above remarks the

Society of Friends may be bantered with an

alleged inconsistency, as of protesting against

all forms in religion, and at the same time

clinging very closely to forms of our own.

The criticism lacks right discrimination. We
never have abjured all forms, but only those,

which come between the soul and God, inter-

fering in that living intercourse of true wor-

ship for which it is the place of Friends to

testify.

There are two principal classes of forms in

religion, namely:

1. Forvis of worship, or modes designed for

men's expression of themselves towards God.

The lifting up of our hearts to Him is neces-

sary, but no mode of our doing it is necessary

to " God, who knoweth the hearts." While
every expression of man in the flesh assumes

some mode, yet there is no evidence that the

Searcher of hearts requires a set mode in order

to understand us. So, as He seeks such as wor-

ship Him in Spirit and in Truth, we would dis-

card the form as He does.

2. Forms of testimony, or modes through

which men express themselves to men. These

are necessary to human beings, who cannot

understand our meanings without recognized

forms of outward expression.

Of the first class, or forms of worship, it may

be said that, though the Searcher of hearts

knows every motion of our hearts' worship

without outward words from us, and though

He has in the Scriptures of the New Dispen-

sation insisted on no stated forms of worship

for his Church and people, yet do not men need

them for themselves, even if He does not?

We believe that He who by his Spirit speaks

immediately to our condition, provides imme-

diately for a man's need of expression in the

unstudied cry, testimony or message of the

heart which He prompts. But what we object

to is men's providing it for other men in his

place—prescribing stated or uniform exercises

and set modes for worship, irrespective of what

may be the Spirit's direction on each occasion.

He alone, the Head over all things to his ('hurch,

sees what expression the soul of the speaker

or the hearer needs, and to those who truly

wait upon Him He will provide exercises of his

own bringing forth. So while all language

must be cast in some form of expression, we
would not by stated and prescribed forms pre-

clude the freedom and dominion of the Spirit.

The case is different where the Society has

to express its standing testimony to men. It

is men to whom testimonies of Truth and for

Truth are directed and addressed. It is men
that need definite standards of expression which

shall be uniformly distinctive, and not waver-

ing with an uncertain sound or aspect. It is

men to whom unvarying custom of testimony

teaches the meaning of its language and les-

son, and it is men to whom a shifting and
changeable form of testimony dissipates or

stultifies its meaning. Therefore we set a value

on long recognized forms of testimony, to con-

serve them for the good of the readers of them;

and we set as little value as possible on forms

of worship which we believe the Father of

Spirits does not need in order to understand

us, nor in order to communicate grace to us,

since his inspiration and life are immediately

imparted,—or imparted sometimes through an

instrumentality, as He may for the time being

immediately choose and livingly use one. To
put the distinction briefly—For worship we
deny the necessity of forms towards God; but

for testimony we own them towards men.

But as every act of obedience is an act of

worship, and our testimonies are not living and

true save as acts of obedience, they are in-

volved with all those works of faith and duties

of daily living which belong to worship. While
there may be thus an indirect danger of rest-

ing in these outward things as forms of wor-
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ship instead of in the life of worship, it would

not be Quakerism, but carnality and supersti-

tion that would make the danger. For " they

that are after the Spirit do mind the things of

the Spirit."

Master Bullock's Boys.

As guest at a banquet of Massachusetts leg-

islators one evening last week, I discovered

three very chummy fellows, whom I knew well.

Their explanation for their great friendship

was, " We are Master Bullock's boys. All in

the same class."

Samuel J. Bullock, principal of the Bunker
Hill School, was a pupil of mine once upon a
time, hence my interest in the story of Repre-
sentative Tarbox, Barbour and Roberts. The
Bunker Hill School is now located among the
blue-bloods. These boys were not ambitious
for specially prosperous lives. One of them,
according to his own story, was decidedly in-

clined to be reckless. Steadily Master Bul-
lock's presence and words improved them, and
the year in his room developed manliness and
purpose. The reckless one, however, took to
the sea, went to the West Indies, then shipped
to the East Indies, and upon his return went
up to the old school. S. J. Bullock sat down
with him and said, "Are you making the most
of yourself ? It always seemed to me that you
had in you the making of more of a man than
I fear you are making of yourself." The young
man went out of Bullock's presence with the
determination that he would show his teacher
that he had indeed the making of more of a
man than he was. Similarly and incidentally
each of the others was inspired by Master Bul-
lock. These three Representatives are hon-
ored by their neighbors, and are successful
and useful men. They said, " We three fellows
are going over to see Bullock soon, and we
propose to have him come over to the State
House and take a seat on the floor some day."

This is merely a sample of the influence of a
multitude of schoolmasters all over this broad
land. The character of the man, his interest
in the boys and girls, his incidental direction
of their thought and purpose is of infinite mo-
ment to America. May the day never come
when the schoolmaster is so absorbed over the
petty details of devices, methods, courses of
study and other affairs that he has not time
and strength to focus his interest on the char-
acter and aspirations of his boys.

One man like Samuel J. Bullock, and there
are many of them, is worth more to the State
than many men in business, professional and
political life, who labor primarily for their own
success and glory. He is content to be un-
known to fame so long as his boys go out into
the world's activities to win success and honor.
It is but natural that I take pride in such a
record of one who was once a pupil of mine
in the normal school. What a chain of influ-

ences life is.—Editor of the Journal of Educa-
tion.

Reminiscences of the Life of William and Debby

"One of the most fundamental truths of
Quakerism, and we might just as well say of
Christianity, as it is taught in the New Testa-
ment, is the teaching that the living Spirit
works directly upon the human spirit, and
guides the individual in all things he should do

(Continued from page 299).*

In the Twelfth Month of 1844 my eldest

brother married, and settled temporarily in

Westmoreland County, Pa. In the early part
of the year 1846 Friends of our part were wont
to send a quantity of produce to Ireland to tide

her people over the destitution caused by the
failure of the potato crop the previous year.

My father made several barrels to hold the
contributions, which were chiefly of corn and
beans. In the Tenth Month of 1847 another
son was married at a meeting of Friends, now
extant, at St. Clairsville, Belmont County, Ohio.
Mainly on account of feebleness, my father
and mother were not present on either of these
interesting occasions. For the latter a tene-

ment was prepared on the farm and near by
the parental abode.

In the Eleventh Month, 1848, my parents
had the privilege of giving an entertainment
for the marriage of their first-born to a Friend
in good standing. This marriage was solemn-
ized in a meeting of the Society of Friends at
Chesterfield, Morgan County, Ohio.

My parents continued mostly able to go to

meeting. Father, preferring to drive, gene-
rally had a full load. In the First Month of
1850, the road being rough, after attending
the Monthly Meeting on Seventh-day, my par-
ents stayed over at the house of a Friend, not
far from the place of worship, after which they
came home. My father, evidently very poorly,

but being disinclined to complain, sat in his

accustomed place near the open wood-fire, as-

suming his wonted cheerfulness. Before retir-

ing for the night he accepted some proffered
remedies that were always kept within easy
reach.

The following morning it was evident that
his strength was failing, with inability to dis-

charge the phlegm, even by the most violent

coughing. The lungs were losing their vital-

ity and breathing was laborious. In the after
part of the day, with his consent, his choice
friend and doctor, Isaac Heustis, was called,

who, after examination, advised some remedies,
saying that he believed the patient was no
worse than he had frequently seen him. In the
evening, at the usual time, he desired that all

might retire, but a neighbor, having called to

see how my father did and watch a part of the
night, he and I felt best satisfied to sit quietly
by the embers on the hearth until the turn of
the night, at which time I went softly to my
father's room, which he taking notice of, de-
sired that all might be at rest. Returning to
my friend, I proposed that, as my father wished,
we would retire. Ere reaching our allotted

place, 1 noticed a catch in my father's breath-
ing, and turning quickly that way, perceived
that death had seized his victim. This was
another great shock to my mother's sensitive
feelings.

Interment was made in the cemetery belong-
ing to the Society of Friends at Chesterfield,

Morgan County, Ohio, not far from the tomb
that was made for his daughter, when he was
far distant helping to publish the glad tidings
of the Gospel.

From this time, through this sketch, my
*In the first issue of these Reminiscences, page 276,

the date " 1836" shonW be 1826 ; and in the second is-

sue, on page 285, the year " 1846 " should be 1836.

mother may be considered as standing alt

the head of the family, having three unm;
children and a foster son and daughter at

with her. I believe, not saying overmuci
we were equal objects of her care and
tude.

My father left a will constituting my i

brother and sister his executors. Our leg

visement was, that the latter, having aas

another name, was disqualified. My sistt

settled, with her husband, in a distant p;

the State, my brother in the State of Pei

vania. Each was informed of the ci:

stances we were placed under. But it n:

noticed that, at that period of time, n
could be expected from any considerabl
tance to attend the funeral of a parent,

sent us a sympathetic response at the ea

opportunity, my brother saying that he
attend to his appointment as soon as
ble. It was not until the following Ele

Month that the circumstances favored his

ing with his little family. We all lookt

ward that period as one of special int

The writer left home very early one mc
to meet the coming visitors at the stea'

landing on the Muskingum River, now be;

the name of Stockport. On the arrival H

party, my elder brother, of whom mentit

been made as occupying a tenement ne;

homestead, came out to welcome his br
with his wife and little ones, and feelinj

unwell, returned to his own cottage, ai

down upon a form, from which he was n(!

to arise for more than eight weeks. TI
lowing day, being the time for holdii

Monthly Meeting of Friends at Cheste
Morgan County, Ohio, as many of the faj

could, attended. The writer, not feelin

remained at home, doing some necessar
to tide us over the coming First-day,

was passed in administering what we
to the comfort of my sick brother.

Ere the week was half past, my moth
foster boy and the one that now guid

pencil after the lapse of almost half

tury, were cast on beds of languishii

seems in place here to say that in the
part of the fall my younger sister had
several weeks in a languid, weak cor

evidently with a low grade of fever, bul

now, our kind Dr. Heustis had not give:!

name of typhoid. It was evident that tb

ness that my brother came about could
attended to, even in the near future,

must have the co-operation of those I

but interested parties. My brother, 1

and duty led for the safety of his ow-

flock, bade us adieu, expecting that, inll
days, he would be informed, through tlBU
of the death of his dear mother, and jIll

others of her family. f
Take notice, dear readers, how little wikm

of what is to come to pass. This broth »wi

his wife and little ones, reached their lint'

safety. Soon after, he, in company with i

"

was engaged raising a frame building d

for a flour mill, and, when nearly done,

timber fell and struck my brother ii

dead. Several days passed, when my
;

brother that was not stricken with tli

went to the village, in expectation of jsttn

a letter from this brother informing ubf b

safe arrival, with his little flock. But,i»sl«

of this, a letter was given him having tjiHtl
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nal of distress. The attention of our doctor

3 called, the letter was opened, and was
md to be written by our sympathizing friend

I late George Gilbert, of Seweckly, West
reland County, Pa. In this the sympathy of

1 entire community for the bereaved and

icted was as fully set forth as pen could do

He believed himself to be the first to lay

id on the lifeless body of my brother. Dr.

astis kindly accompanied my brother home.

)y were joined by the late J. D. W., of the

age.

t was apprehended that the introduction of

h sad news might have a very injurious ef-

t, but such was not the case, because some
•e reduced to such perfect weakness as to

entirely incapable of thought; and the dear,

id one, our mother, at once took refuge in

long cherished confidence that the Good
3ter was not a hard Master, and would

ely temper the blast to the shorn lambs of his

k. Notwithstanding this resigned feeling,

3onvalescence increased, her solicitude for

bereft daughter-in-law and her little ones

•eased, in which we all took part as strength

health were restored. Soon after the

ter was able to walk a few paces, in com-

y with my younger brother that was not

en down with the fever, we made the

rney by water transportation to the lonely

de of our widowed sister. Spending a short

e in doing what we could for them, we re-

3ed the noble rivers that had borne us
ler, and reported to our dear mother and
ers what we had done.

(To be continued).

Coals of Fire.

lellie stood by the kitchen table watching
nma make a cake. It was a bright, clear

ning, and almost any other time Nellie

lid have been outdoors at play, but she was
y much interested in something mamma was
ig, so she preferred to stay in the kitchen

watch her.

lamma had been making gingerbread cakes,

just now she was decorating a most re-

kable gingerbread soldier. He was a very
ce looking soldier, with his features plainly

ned in pink and white icing, and a row of
tons down the front of his coat, with epau-
that gave him a very martial air.

Oh ! oh ! he's just beau-tiiul ! " exclaimed
lie, in delight, as mamma put on the finish-

touches. " Oh, isn's he a splendid coal of

ilamma laughed, as if she thought the sol-

i' was a very funny coal of fire, but she knew
it Nellie meant. Yesterday the little girl

1 co'rae home from school in tears to tell her
lama how hard she had been working to get
' examples done that afternoon that she
|ht have all next day to herself, and just
'in she got them finished, with the answers
borrect, her deskmate rubbed a wet sponge
'r the slate and spoiled her work.
Wasn't it too mean for anything? " she said,

<rily. "I do think Mary Neil is just the
^.nest, hate—"
Hush, dear," said mamma, gently.
Well, mamma, it's every word of it true,"
nted Nellie. " And I'm just going to pay
< back, so I am. I wish I knew of some

I
Perhaps I can help you," said mamma.

Nellie forgot to cry, in her amazement, and
she stared at her mother with wide open eyes,

She could scarcely believe her ears. Was her
mother actually going to help her revenge her-

self upon Mary for her unkind act?
But mamma's next words made her meaning

plain. It was not in the way that Nellie had
expected that she was going to help her.

" Suppose you try the effect of ' coals of

fire?'" suggested mamma.
" I'd like to if they were real, live, burning

coals," she answered ;
" but I know you don't

mean that. You mean that I must do some-
thing kind to her ; but, indeed, mamma, it

wouldn't do her any good. She's always teas-

ing me, and it wouldn't make her a bit better

to be kind to her."
" Have you ever tried it," asked mamma.
" No," answered Nellie.
" Then suppose you try, just once."
" Well, I'll try, but I know just what it will

amount to," answered Nellie, very positively.
"

I'll tell you what would be a nice coal,"

she exclaimed, after a minute's thought.
" Won't you make me a lovely gingerbread

cake to give her, like the ones you always make
us on Saturday? She hasn't got any mother,

you know, and her aunt never makes her any-

thing nice."

So mamma made the gingerbread soldier the

next morning when she was doing her baking,

and Nellie was actually anxious for school

morning to come that she might see Mary's

surprise when she should give it to her. She
was surprised to find how her angry feelings

were fast disappearing, and when she carefully

wrapped up her soldier and started off to school,

she watched for Mary as eagerly as if she had
been her best friend.

When she reached the school-house she found

that Mary was already there, putting her desk

in order. Nellie slipped quietly up behind her

and put the soldier in her hands.

Mary gave an exclamation of delighted sur-

prise, and then looked around to see who had
given her the cake.

"Don't you like it?" said Nellie, smiling

brightly. " My mamma made it on purpose
for me to give you."

For a moment Mary did not answer, then

she threw her arms around Nellie's neck.
" I'm just ashamed to take it, after I have

been so mean to you," she whispered. " But
I won't ever, ever tease you again as long as

I live."

Nellie returned her embrace warmly, de-

lighted at the results of the " coals of fire,"

and the two little girls soon became warm
friends, instead of quarreling and finding fault

with each other as they had been in the habit

of doing.

I wish that every little boy and girl could

be persuaded to try Nellie's plan when they

have a grievance against any of their little

companions, and I am sure that they will find

it the best way.

—

Early Dew.

Sorrow hurts us if we meet it with resist-

ance and rebellion. The secret of blessing in

trial lies in acquiescence. This takes out of

it its bitterness and its poison, and makes it a
"

" J. R. Miller.

" This world is too small to afford a place of

safety to the man who disobeys God."

Selections from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

tConcluded IVoni page 212,)*

My dear father was favored to feel true

resignation to this great bereavement, which

came in the evening of his days, and his spirit

seemed in a very humble, child-like state, ear-

nestly seeking to be made entirely ready, when
the summons should come to him. His physi-

cal health was pretty good for one of his age,

but it was evident that his strength was fail-

ing. In the fall of 1895 he was very feeble,

so much so that it hardly seemed prudent for

him to look toward attending our Yearly Meet-
ing. He had never been absent from one of

these yearly gatherings since my recollection.

As the time drew near, he felt best satisfied to

go, although it seemed to outward appearance
that he was not able for the fatigue of the

trip. He attended two or three meetings, when
he was taken more poorly, having a slight

paralytic stroke, which aft'ected him both physi-

cally and mentally. For several days he was
in a very critical condition, and his physician

thought it quite uncertain about his being able

to return home. But he rallied somewhat, and
we were truly thankful that he was once more
permitted to reach that spot, so dear to both

of us. Before we left the neighborhood of

Barnesville, he attended the meeting at Ridge
and was much favored in testimony, although

his mind was quite clouded in regard to the

ordinary affairs of life. After reaching home,
he continued to labor under the same diflS-

culty for five or six weeks, although we could

notice a slight improvement. Finally the cloud

seemed to be lifted, almost at once, and his

mental faculties ever after remained bright

and clear, until a very few minutes before

he passed away. He seemed indeed to grow
brighter and brighter, I trust, " until the per-

fect day."

On the twelfth of First Month he was at our

little meeting for the last time. That day, in

the afternoon, he wrote the following letter to

a dear niece, which was the last letter he

wrote, with the exception of a few lines to his

nephew and niece, Barclay and Hannah Smith,

at whose home he was very tenderly cared for

while so ill, when he was at Barnesville:

" My Dear Niece, H. V.:—Thy very accepta-

ble letter came to our hands a few days ago,

and was read with comfort and much interest,

and it has rested on my mind much since the

reading of it to try once more to pen a few
lines, in a fresh feeling of that love, I trust

which desires the welfare of all, but perhaps
I might admit more particularly, those who
are my most near connections as to kindred.

It seems increasingly a task for me to write as

age advances, and the solemn feeling often

comes over my mind, when WTiting to a rela-

tive or dear friend, that this may be my last to

thee (whoever it might be), and so at the

present, as thou may understand that should

my life be prolonged until the fifteenth of

Fourth Month next, I should be eighty-five years

old. It really, at times, seems marvellous in

my eyes, that my life and my natural faculties

have been pre.served as well as they are through

so many bereavements and deep trials, known

• This portion of these memoirs, though forwarded in

due time, does not appear to have met the editor's ob-

servation, if then received.
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onk to Him who beholds us, just as we are,

and knoweth all our down sittings and our

uprisings, and is acquainted with all our ways.

But, dear one, I hope 1 do not claim or convey

to thy mind that 1 am complaining of these

trials and deep provings, but hope they have

proven as a means of causing more earnestly

to cleave unto Him who has all power in heaven

and earth, and who, I have cause to believe,

has hitherto borne me up above the billows

which have at seasons seemed to threaten to

overwhelm me. 0, may I be enabled to con-

tinue to look still unto Him, and to cast all

my care upon Him, as unto a faithful Creator,

unto the end, is the fervent desire of my heart.

Toor and unworthy and unfit as I feel myself

to be, it seems to be laid upon me, from time

to time, to labor publicly for the eternal wel-

fare of my fellow-beings, and to-day, at our

little meeting, I thought I was again called

upon to bear witness to that religion which is

of the power of God- unto salvation, through

our Lord Jesus Christ, the propiatory sacrifice

for our sins, in which I felt peace. . •
I

have no doubt, dear Hannah, but thou hast, as

well as myself, had to pass through sore trials,

in which I have sympathized with thee, but I

feel that all that 1 can do for thy help and

comfort is to commend thee to the care and

protection and keeping of the unslumbering

Shepherd of his people, ' whom to know is lite

eternal' And my desire is for my poor self

and for thee, that we may be favored, day by

day, to experience the great work of redemp-

tion, going on to completion, that we may be

cleansed from every defilement of sin and

clothed upon with the ' white robe, which is

the righteousness of the saints.' I feel com-

forted in the hope and belief, that thou wilt

be favored to know the Lord to be thy refuge,

and that underneath are the everlasting arms,

and let me encourage thee to take fresh cour-

age, and put thy whole trust in the Lord, ' in

whom is everlasting strength.' . . It would

seem a great comfort once more, to mingle

with all my dear brother's children, but this I

cannot expect to enjoy. With love to thyself

and all thy household, I remain thy affectionate

uncle, Robert Milhous."

The next day after writing this letter, my

dear father was taken with severe pain, and for

several days he suffered much. Some relief

was obtained by medical treatment, so that for

awhile I had a hope of his partial restoration

to health, but from the beginning he did not

think it would be so. There seemed a general

giving way of the entire physical system, and

finally partial paralysis and heart failure. He

passed quietly away on the evening of the

Eighth of Second Month, 1896, leaving with

us the precious assurance that he was safely

gathered home, " as a shock of corn cometh in

its season."

I noted down some of the expressions which

from time to time were uttered during his ill-

ness. On the second of Second Month, after

I had read a chapter in the Bible, as was our

custom, he said to me, " Last night I was fa-

vored to feel an evidence, as I thought a clear

evidence, that I had been cared for, all my life

long, even to this day, and that all my sins

and transgressions had been blotted out, my
many sins and transgressions, and an assurance

was given me that He would not " leave me in

the time of old age, nor forsake me when my

strength faileth." And in my measure, I was

enabled to intercede for thee, that He would

take care of thee. And 1 believe it will be so.

Therefore, cast all thy care upon Him, com-

mitting thyself unto Him as unto a faithful

Creator."

He then repeated the passage in Revelations,

" Blessed and holy is he who hath part in the

first resurrection; over such the second death

hath no power." Also said, " Is it possible that

my name, even mine, is written in heaven?" At

one time he said, " If I could only know as

happy a close as I trust thy dear mother ex-

perienced, and the other dear one gone before,

I could pass away so peacefully. "When the

belief was expressed that it would be so, and

he was asked if he did not feel that the dear

Saviour was near, or words to that efl'ect, he

replied that he hoped so, at times, and had

sometimes felt that perhaps there was no con-

demnation.

On the fifth of the month, while sitting with

me by the fireside, after a season of quiet, he

said,
" Well, there has been a little fresh evi-

dence revived to hope that help has been ex-

tended by the Holy One, after this season of

sore conflict—it has been a season of sore

conflict—a little fresh evidence to hope that

help has been extended. As for thee, my hope

remains unchanged that thee will be supported

to the end. There needs to be a deepening m
the root of Divine life, not only in our own

little band, but among professing Christians

everywhere."

When speaking of the need of being very

careful I in regard to removals, he said that poor

and unworthy as he felt himself to be, he had

been best satisfied to remain here, or had felt

that this was his place, at our little meeting,

or to that effect. At times he was under

great exercise, and the sensible feeling of com-

fort would be withdrawn for a season, but it

was evident to those around him, that he was

supported through all these dispensations and

enabled to bear his sufferings, which were great

at times, with composure and patience. The

day before his death, a number of his friends

and neighbors being in an adjoining room, he

requested that they all might come into his

room, and after they were quietly seated, he

wished to have the one hundred and third

psalm read. After the reading, as he sat in his

chair, he spoke very impressively to the com-

pany, relating the circumstance which made

such an impression on his mind, when travel-

ling on religious service in Indiana, an account

of which is given in the proper place in this

memoranda (the necessity of the passport, in

order to pass through the gates of the city.)

It is my earnest wish not to violate the dying

request of my dear father, that nothing what-

ever of a flattering nature should be written

concerning him. Through mercy and redeeming

love I believe that he was enabled to finish his

course with joy, and to Him alone who enabled

him all the praise be given.

Divine Providence is the ship, and God is the

pilot, and the contingencies of the world are

sometimes like the fierce winds which carry the

whole event of things whither God pleases.—

Jeremy Taylor.

" This life will mean more when we find that

it is a pathway to the next."

Borrowed Religion.

It was want of oil that prevented the

foolish virgins of Christ's parable from b(

able to enter the marriage feast. At the

minute they sought to borrow, but could

The religiously unready cannot be suppliei

others. No one can borrow religion. 1

closely the unprepared resembled the prepi

for a time. They were alike invited, alike

lamps, alike came as far as the door. The

ference between those who are Christians

those who are not is not always easily di

guishable. Outward appearances and ad

do not always decide. The question lies w
the heart. The gates of heaven may pro

sad test to many.

It is a noticeable fact, too, that the b

groom came at the most difficult time for-

te make up for their lack of preparation

was at midnight. At that hour there w^as

opportunity for buying oil. The hour whe

crisis comes is a poor time to prepan

death. It is, indeed, the most unfavo

time. There are the medical attendants

hurried business to be attended to, the \

ness, the weeping, the farewells, with

opportunity to attend to eternal things,

hour is so utterly unfavorable in all a i

life as the closing hour.

But the parable was a message to the 1

'

and conveys an especial and definite wa

against the folly of trying to borrow rel:

The foolish virgins, unprepared, tried tcj

row: " Give us of your oil." Trying to b;

religion is a common resort of many,

are not a few people who try to borrow re

from their friends. A young man says

safe because his mother is a Christian, j

band because his wife is, and others m
like mistake. Men are sometimes able t

property or conduct business "in the_

name," but they cannot have religion ii

way.

Some people borrow religion from a p:

perience. They had some religious cone

emotions years back, and found on thai

hope. But no " old experience" can tal

place of a present, vital relation to Chri

man cannot live to-day on the heart-be

last month. Some borrow religion from

ism. They think they are safe becaus

have been baptized, or go to church or tl

some religious forms, but they may, ii

have no more real life than had Barnum'

ing wax-work figures. There is such a

as wax-work Christians, " having the fi

godliness, but denying the power th

Some borrow religion from false views o

mercy. God is wonderfully merciful,

is holy and just, too. Mercy is boundh

free at the foot of the cross, but men wb

row religion do not seek it at the cK

Christ.

Let us be warned against the mistake!

ing to borrow religion. Let us know i

must be a present, vital possession of o

'

sought and obtained from God.— G. B. .

lock.

How easy it is to have the name of k

overcome the world, yea, to flatter o'fi

we really have done it by faith, when sll

to comfortable accommodations and )

things handsome about us, prevails!-/;

Venn.
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SCHEDULE OF DOUKHOBOR VILLAGES AND STATISTICS.

Prepared by William B. Harvey, during his visit in the Eleventh Month of J899.

DISTRICTS.

GOOD SPIRIT LAKE.
chaklonofka

-Nowa Spasofka.,

-Tescheneja.,

-yowa Troitzkija.

-Waswischenovka

Nowa Gorielof ka..

Troitzkaja or Kiriolofka ,

-Moesifka

NORTH COLONY.
-Stradojefka

Bogdanofka

.

-Spasofka.

•Pokrofka..

-Troitzkaja.

-Dspanija

.

Nowa Troitzkaja..

SOUTH COLONY.
-Terpenie

Proterpevshy
,

-Smirinofka..

Pokrofka..

-Spasofka.

-Slawanka .

Blagodarnaija .

Poseraefka .,

Efriemofka..

•Rodionofka..

Wa^enija..

-Nikolaefka..

Petrofka..

Kamenka.

PetroTkTOrlofka..

-Perpenie Orlof ka...

Besedofka

-Sovetnf ka

.

SASKATOON.
;Kirilofka, No. 3

Kirilofka, No. 2.

Kirilofka, No.

DUCK LAKE.
:Terpenija

Uspan

•Petrofka.

::Oneother_village*

• No statistics.

Paralysis

1 sick b 2—d 1

Good b 0-d
Good !b I—d ()!6sod&log

Fever b 0—d 1 (10 log;

LumpjaN

Cripple

Sicknesi

Fever

22 sick

Scurvy

Scurvy

Paralysis

Fever

bO—do log

7 log

5 log

12 log

18 log

log

5 log

12 log

Wells

Wells

Wells

Wells

Wells

Wells

Well

River

Wells"

River

Spring

Spring

Spring

Spring

Springie

bO—d 1 21 sod
j
Spring

j

Ch. Feverjb 0—d Oj^r^d^lSpringl

~sick~
!

b 4—d 1
1

^2~sod '
i "\\'eirs~ \6

xF
I

WelT ; 1

2

Weak lb 1—

d

112

164

156

144 Fever b 2—d Oj 24 mud [Spring

176 Lung tra
;
b 0-d 4 24 sod"' Rrve7 'r2^

19UJ Fever^ 'b 1—d 2i ~l"3 iog~|SpriDg|20

105 Good bO^^^ 11 sod~
;

"River (16

15 sod Wells

6 bush.

Little

Some

Little

Some
Little

Some

Plenty

100 bu. Little

Little jSOsack

Little! Plenty

Some
1 sacks
"~0

Little

60 sack

Little

69 sack

235 bn.

20 sack

55 sack
0~

11 sack

20 sack

700 sck

30 sack

Buyi'j

in debt

55 sack

Few

O"

Yes

Yes

Some

100 bn.

60 bu.

Some~~0~

Few
Few
30 bu.

50 bu.

Few
Few

130 sk.

120 bu.

Few
30 bags

Few
ISsack

65 bu.

Few
(iObnJ

122 Good b 2—

d

;;Spa6ofka

jjhog(ifka 180

-Spasofka 140

Erysipel.

Good

400 sck

Frosty
1

20 sack

Frosty
1

70 sack

JTOOsck

.-.(i'sark :;illn

Kl.-ack l:;(ihi

__0_|10sack|_^
__0_10sacki 85

lOsackl 60

__0_
I

200

\__0_\ _250"

__0_! l05ack
j

"l3o

__0_jl0sacki 100

ilOsack

12 log

Good b 0—d 5 large Well 20

16i

-d 1
|

16 sod
j Well il6

Good bO—dll 20 sod I Well ,25

Good bO—d 1
|

18 sod
I

Well 18^

Good jb 1—d 0| 12 sod jspring 18

Good jbl—d2| 24 sod" jSpring 30

I
350

300

Few
Few
80 bu.

<•

1

1
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For ' The Friend."

SLOTH SPIRITUAL.
" In diligence not slothful " (Rom. xii: 11, K. V.)

Sloth hath its body and its soul,

Like every human good and ill;

And -SO composed, must needs affect the whole

Of his career who weds it with his will.

But how can man elect such bane?

How can he will such consort vile,

Unchained by instant dread of mortal pain;

Uncharmed by hope of heavenly good the while'

.\h, man is blind. That wilful night

Which erst in Eden quenched his bliss.

That fearful darkness still obstructs his sight.

And sinks the foolish heart in its abyss.

For sloth is not mere quietude.

Since quietude is peace; and sloth

Is strife—a barren strife, which seeks for good

In outward things, for life mistaking growth.

"Tis true, there must be strife: true wealth

Must needs be won: else slothful snares

Were not, or were unknown. The road to health

And every joy, is over conquered cares.

But sloth, the angel of the foe.

Diverts the eye from force to form,

And, whether seeming prompt or seeming slow.

Succeeds by guile the watchless heart to storm.

Oh, heavenly Light, be thou my guide!

May I thy teaching swiftly heed,

And, learning to detect the shells which hide

All germs of sloth, be diligent indeed.

For "The Fri:

usm.

A Vindication of Christians who Reject Water Bap-
tism ON Scripture Grounds.

By James H. Moon, Fallsington, Bucks Co., Pa.

We have a godly and reverent esteem for

the Holy Scriptures. Our lives as well as our

doctrines must stand Scripture test. Otherwise
we are not followers of Christ, not fully Chris-

tians. According to Scripture, which is very

plain, we believe our Saviour never baptized

with water nor did He command others to do

so; but He did baptize with Holy Spirit and
qualified others also. He never commanded nor

intended these two baptisms to be united. Bap-
tism of Holy Spirit without water is Christian

baptism. Water baptism was a shadow or

symbol of Christian baptism. Christian bap-

tism came in fulness at Pentecost.

Since Pentecost, water baptism with many
other ceremonies, has been permitted in con-

descension to human weakness. We do not

judge Jewish Christians who yet adhere to

circumcision. We do not deny that water bap-

tism may yet be good for some; but our Sav-

iour's teaching on the Mount and elsewhere
suggests how He would have us confess Him
in ways more acceptable.

THE COMMISSION.

Did Christ command his apostles to baptize
with water? If He gave such command, ex-
tending to all nations and all time, every evan-
gelist must have known it and have testified to

it; for they with Peter all bear testimony to

Christ's promised baptism of the Holy Spirit,

and could not overlook such an important com-
mand as this.

Let us search the New Testament and see
what it says. We find that the four evangel-

ists and Peter each render Christ's command
to his apostles in very different language.
Matthew's version is the favorite with formal-

M.^tt xxviii I I

'^*^®' ^^^ ^^ generally adduced
.
xxsnu 19

I

^^ support water baptism, al-

though no water is mentioned. Was any water

intended to be understood? We cannot as-

sume that in Matthew our Saviour's words are

quoted verbatim, and that Mark, Luke, John and

Peter are all in error or less reliable. We
rather suggest that each writer expressed in

his own language what he understood to be

Christ's command to his apostles and that these

records all agree in substance. Let us seek

that interpretation which harmonizes them all.

John xx: 2.
I

According to John, Christ sent his
j"iini:33

|
apostles as his Father had seut him,

and he it was who should baptize with the Holy

Spirit. John never intimates that they were

sent to baptize with water. John's silence is

evidence that they had no such commission.

There can be no baptism in the commission

other than baptism of the Holy Spirit, accord-

in'^ to John's record as we have it.

According to Luke, Christ commanded his

Lukexxiv
I

apostles to preach among all na-
u exxK.47

I ^.^^^ repentance and remission of

sin in his name, with power from on high.

Luke records no mention of baptism only as

power from on high ; nothing which implies a

command to baptize with water. If there was
such command, Luke surely knew it. He tells

Luke Hi: 16 I

US about Christ's own baptism of
Lukexxiv:47

|
^]^q Holy Spirit and his commaud to

preach among all nations, why don't he tell us

about this command to baptize with water? Is

it not plainly because there was no such com-
mand? According to foot note in our revised

version and other authority, Mark's record at

this point may not have been preserved as

Mark left it, so we omit it, although we see

nothing to conflict with the other four records.

According to Matthew, Christ commanded

Matt, xxviii: 19 I

his apostles to "go teach all

"*-'^''
I

nations, baptizing them [not in

the name but] into the name of the Father, the

Son and the Holy Spirit." He commanded them
to baptize into the divinity; not in water.

This harmonizes all the evangelists with both

Peter and Paul. That the apostles never did

baptize with water in the name of Father, Son

and Holy Spirit is confirming evidence that to

their understanding Christ never gave such a

Acts X- "
I

command. According to Peter, Christ

I

commanded his apostles to preach to

the people; he mentions no command to bap-

.\ctsxi15
i

^'^'^- Peter did preach to the people,

I

and the Holy Spirit fell upon them as

it had fallen upon others of them in the begin-

Actsxi-i6
I

^'^^S ^^ Pentecost. Then Peter re-

I

membered the word of the Lord, how
He said, " John indeed baptized with water,

but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit."

Here Peter was made instrumental in bap-

tizing with the Holy Spirit through gospel

preaching, and he recognized this as the same
baptism which his Lord had promised should

supersede John's water baptism, and the same
as that which fell upon them eight years before

in beginning at Pentecost; and the baptism at

Pentecost he said was that which the prophet
Joel foretold should be poured out upon all

flesh. Can anything be plainer than that these

are all one and the same baptism: The baptism
of the commission recorded in Matthew; the

one baptism of the gospel. Christian baptism,

and that there is no water in it. Because
Peter and others continued to baptize with

Acts
Aclsxxi

Acts I

water is no evidence to the

trary. They continued theii

Jewish customs generally. 1

pronounced it necessary to abstain from
tain meats. They insisted that Paul sh

adhere to circumcision. They refused to

with Centiles. With such Jewish proclivi

how could they abandon water baptism. S

evidently realized that John's water bap'

had ended at Pentecost, but they were not

pared to drop it entirely, so they soughl

perpetuate it by using the formula " In

name of Jesus, Lord or Christ."

They claimed no Divine authority for

formula and baptism, and the disciples of w;

to-day mostly discard it. Baptism with

formula, "In the name of Father, Son,

Holy Spirit " is not to be considered in i

nection with the apostles, as they never i

it, never mentioned it, and evidently n(

heard of it. It came in as a lone afterthou

The great diversity in form of expression i

by each of the four evangelists and Pete

defining Christ's commission to his aposth

evidence clear and positive that they un

stood Him to prescribe no formula for bapt

It is confirmation that they so understood

they adhered to no one set formula.
" In his name," as Christ is quoted by li

Lukexxiv: 47 I
and iu substauce by Mark, ,:

"john xvl: 24 and Peter, always implies in,
j

Acts x: 43
| or wlth hls spirit or power. >

common name given which mortals may u
In this name or power Christ commandec
apostles to preach. " Into the name of Fa'

iMatt. xxviii: 19 I
Son, and Holy Spirit," as Mat

tR-v.)
I

alone quotes Christ's comr

has the same implication; not a mere nan

formula which human lips may sound,

peat these words as a formula in conn&
with baptism is to substitute the voice of

for the power of God.

For " The Frib

William Forster Home, Tennessee.

The William Foster Home, at Friends

Tenn., is known to some Friends in the 1

by reputation, but others have, perhaps, 1

heard of it. It is a boarding home for

attending Friends' Academy at that plac

tablished and managed by an associat"

women Friends of Philadelphia and vie

In 1870, Rebecca W. AUinson, a valued 1

ter of Burlington, N. J., paid a religious

to Eastern Tennessee, accompanied by
beth H. Farnum and Marmaduke C. and fi

W. Cope, of Philadelphia. The South wasihi

suffering from the effects of the recent -jii

war, and that section shared largely in th je

eral poverty and depression. In visitin'tl

families of Friends in the mountain dis let

the sympathy of these Friends was arous i f

the children, especially the girls, whose (|po

tunities both for school instruction aii i'

learning the finer household arts, wenVei

limited. After their return they call l t

gether a number of women Friends, to coridi

what could be done to help them. The Bsu

was the formation of "The Associatii '

Women Friends for Promoting Educat'D

Tennessee." The name was subseqsnt

changed to " The William Forster Homtiss'

elation." It was decided to establish aion

in Friendsville, where girls from the cinti
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jnding the Academy could have Christian

therly care and training, and by doing the

•k of the house in the intervals of school,

:n practically good housewifery. Liberal

scriptions were made, a house rented, later

chased, simply but comfortably furnished,

Anna Collins, of Burlington, whose husband

i been appointed principal of the Academy,

1 engaged as matron. A committee of

nen Friends in Friendsville was also formed

issist in the management. The Home was

ned in the autumn of 1870, and it has since

16 quietly on its course, with several differ-

matrons and with a varying number of in-

tes, at one time as many as twenty, but this

sed uncomfortable crowding. Alterations

'6 been made in the house from time to

e, and its present capacity is sixteen. Dur-

recent years of financial depression, the

Dber has seldom exceeded nine, and some-

es has fallen short of that. The family in-

snce has been distinctly religious, and the

ining in domestic labors as well as in social

enities, has been valuable. Preference has

'ays been given to Friends in admissions,

; many others have shared the benefits and

itefully acknowledge their obligations. For

16 years admission was free, but, later, at

I suggestion of the Resident Committee, a

all board was charged. The Association paid

f the board for a limited number who could

; pay for themselves. Several hundred girls

7e been inmates, some for several years,

ny now occupy useful and respectable posi-

ns as heads of families, teachers, etc.

rhe financial support of the Home is derived

;irely from voluntary contributions. These,

the beginning, were abundant, but from

ith and other causes, they have much dimin-

ed, and for some years the liberal gifts of

! president of the Association, in addition to

i regular subscriptions, alone enabled it to

3p up its work. Her death, in 1898, cut off

s resource, and compelled a change of ar-

igements. The payment of board by the

iociation was discontinued, those only being

;eived who could pay. Early in 1899, the

itron who had eflSciently served for five years,

B prostrated by illness and obliged to leave

r post. A substitute was found for the re-

iinder of the term, and at the opening last

tumn, Elma Bailey, of Richmond, Ind., en-

ed upon the position with fair prospects
;

t, in a few weeks, she was taken ill, and died

Tenth Month. A Friend residing in the vil-

;e took charge until the winter vacation, and

the first of this year a new matron, Olive

Jenkins, also from Richmond, was installed,

i has been doing well. The principal of the

lademy, Jesse H. Moore, has kindly assisted

advice and influence.

These circumstances have lessened the num-
'" of inmates and increased expenses during
'i year, so that there is urgent need of fur-

'irhelp. The subscriptions at present are

iiost entirely from Philadelphia and its vi-

(• ity. The Association now appeals to Friends

^where to consider whether they can aid it.

'e Home has been an influence for good, and
' s believed that it may continue to be so, es-

Cially if its means can be increased. Pa-
istic appeals are sometimes made for help to

Jicate the children of poor Friends. Friends
' Tennessee are generally in very moderate
tcumstances, and they have lately had some

extra demands upon them in this direction, so

that much cannot reasonably be expected of

them. The cost of sustaining a girl in the

Home is $5 per month, $45 for the nine months
of the school year. If any kindly disposed

Friend would like to provide for such support,

the help would be gratefully received, and

might bring a blessing to giver and recipient.

Contributions for this object, or for the gen-

eral purposes of the Home, may be sent to the

Treasurer, Alice Lewis, 134 N. Church Street,

West Chester, Pa., and will be promptly ac-

knowledged.

Letter From J. Bevan Braithwaite in Response

to Our Interest in the Doukhobors.

To the Editor of the Philadelphia Friend.

Esteemed Friend :

—

I have read with much satisfaction the address

to the Doukhobors, under the name of " The

Christian Community of the Universal Brother-

hood " recently issued in Philadelphia by the

Committee of the Representatives of the So-

ciety of Friends to aid the Doukhobors, and

signed by our dear Friends Samuel Morris, Jon-

athan E. Rhoads, Joseph S. Elkinton and sev-

eral other Friends.

I rejoice that it has been put into the hearts

of Friends in your Yearly Meeting to issue such

an address and to labor in other ways for the

help and blessing of these dear suffering breth-

ren in Christ who are so nobly bearing their

practical testimony to the paramount obliga-

tion of the commands of our Lord and Saviour,

and to the blessedness of simple obedience to

Him in all things.

The service to which Friends of your Yearly

Meeting have thus providentially led is truly a

service in harmony with the prayer of the

Apostle
—

"Grace be with all them that love our

Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity." And may we
not thankfully believe that He who has called

you into it, designs in his tender mercy not

only to bless these dear Christian brethren for

whom you have been interested, but also in his

abounding goodness to multiply his mercies to

yourselves in the outpouring of his renewed

spiritual blessing upon your Yearly Meeting—

a

result which will fill many hearts with praise.

My own feelings cannot be better expressed

than in the following extract from a letter ad-

dressed by William Penn " to the Friends of

God in the city of Bristol (England), to be

read among them when assembled to wait upon

the Lord," dated Worminghurst, the 24th of

the 12th Month, 1681, which may be espe-

cially commended as a seasonable watchword

in the present day to his Friends in the city and

state which he founded :

" Great is God's work on the earth. Be uni-

versal in your spirits, and keep out of all strait-

ness and narrowness. Look to God's great

and glorious kingdom and its prosperity. Our

time is not our own, nor are we our own. God
hath bought us with a price, not to serve our-

selves, but to glorify Him in body, soul and

spirit. . . .

" Wherefore, as the flock of God, and fami-

ly and household of faith, walk with your loins

girded, being sober, hoping to the end for the

I

grace and kindness which shall be brought unto

you at the revelation of Jesus Christ, to whom

you and yours are committed. His precious

spirit minister unto you and his own life be

shed abroad plenteously among you, that you

may be kept blameless to the end."*

Believe me to be, with love.

Thy Sincere Friend,

J. Bevan Braithwaite.

Penn's Works, Ist Vol. Folio Ed, 1726, p. 230.

The Philosophy of Despair.—Infidelity is

the philosophy of despair. In this world of

sin and woe no one can be truly happy who
has not a friend in Him who is able and wil-

ling to heal the broken hearted and speak

peace to the sorrowing and to the afflicted.

H. L. Hastings, of Boston, well exhibits, in his

pamphlet entitled "Nuts for Skeptics to Crack,"

the insufficiency of unbelief to impart strength

to overcome the ills of life. Hastings quotes

from Voltaire a testimony as to the emptiness

of life. Few men have had more earthly honors

showered upon them than had Voltaire, yet the

following are his words, as quoted by Hastings:
" In man there is more wretchedness than in

all animals put together. He loves life, and

yet he knows that he must die. If he enjoys

a transient good, he suffers various evils, and

is at last devoured by worms. This knowledge

is his fatal prerogative; other animals have it

not. The bulk of mankind are nothing more
than a crowd of wretches equally criminal and

unfortunate, and the globe contains carcasses

rather than men. I tremble at the review of

this dreadful picture, to find that it contains a

complaint against Providence itself, and I wish

I had never been born."

" A perfect Quaker is an instrument of the

Spirit, not a creature of habit, nor a creature

of impulse, but a soul centered in God, moved
by his living Spirit, and fashioned after the

Son."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—On the 5th instant an order was is-

sued by the PostofEce for the largest single shipment of

ordinary postage stamps ever made in the history of the

office. The shipment was to take place on the 13th in-

stant, when 53,304,200 stamps, of the value of $965,267,

were to be sent to 1,306 postoffices throughout the coun-

try.

The United States Senate on the 3rd instant brought to

a close the debate on the Puerto Rican Taritf and Civil

Government bill, and, after rejecting all but committee

amendments, passed the measure by a vote of 40 to 31.

The total amount of bonds received up to the 9th inst.

at the United States Treasury for exchange for the new
2 per cents, is $226,970,600, of which $29,252,150 was

received from individuals and institutions other than na-

tional banks.

There is no native of the State of Nebraska among its

Representatives in either branch of Congress, notwith-

standing the fact that Nebraska became a State thirty-

three years ago, and was the twenty-fourth admitted into

the Union.

The number of newspapers and periodicals in the United

States has increased from 5871 in 1870 to 21,178 in 1899.

The estimated value of the industrial product of the

United States for the past year is $7,500,000, or more
than $100 for each inhabitant.

Mineral production in the United States this year will

reach a value of nearly $1,000,000,000.

The New York World says: "The initial sale of a little

lot of 2,t)UO,(lO() tons of Alabama coal to Europe via New
Orleans is merely the first trickle of a stream in its natu-

ral bed. At Pittsburg a single tow takes 1,200,000 tons

of the sooty cargo to the mouth of the Mississippi. The

Eastern seaboard will get its share of the trade by the

new railroads recently reorganized into shape for business,

and there is practically no limit in the future develop-

ment of this " infant industry " of exporting soft coal.

Germany cannot supply her own demands. England is

short of coal. Every step in colonial expansion and naval
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activity and world power rivalry means more coal con-

sumption, and the only source of supply with a surplus

seems to be in the United States. In the matter of meet-

ing this essential of imperialism we seem to hold the key

of the situation."

It is reported from Washington that General Otis has

been ordered home from the Philippines, and that General

MacArthur will succeed to the military command. The

civil government of the islands will be largely in the hands

of the Taft Commission.

The deficit in Puerto Rico finances for the past si.\

months amounted to $1.55,091.

Despatches from Ponce and San Juan, Puerto Rico, an-

nounced that hundreds of sick and starving people have

flocked into those cities from the country districts in

search of relief.

The bottom of the Pacific between Hawaii and Cali-

fornia is said to be so level that a railway could be laid

for 500 miles without grading anywhere.

The Marine Hospital Service has received information

that the yellow fever is epidemic in San Salvador.

The Kentucky Court of Appeals has decided that Beck-

ham, Democrat, is Governor of that State. Four Demo-
crats and two Republicans agree in this conclusion, and

one Republican dissents. The case is soon expected to go

to the United States Supreme Court.

Conditions are highly prosperous in Kansas. During

the past year only one bank in the State failed. Nearly

all the banking institutions earned large dividends. Forty

of them paid dividends of 27.9 per cent., and the general

average of earnings was over 20 per cent.

The orange shipments from Southern California for the

season of 1899-1900 are estimated at 15,000 carloads,

with a market value to the growers of about $7,500,000.

Torrential rains in Texas, which began on the night of

the 4th instant, culminated on the 7th in disastrous floods

in the Colorado, Brazos and other rivers. The great dam
in the Colorado, at Austin, gave way, letting loose a vast

volume of water which wrecked the light and power
plant, drowned eight workmen and did a vast amount of

damage to property. It is thought that between thirty

and forty lives in all were lost as a result of the disaster.

European goldfinches, which were first introduced into

Central Park, New York, in 1878, are now seen there

in large numbers. Starlings were brought over in 1890
to the park, and have spread through the upper part of

the city.

There were 732 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 59 more than the previous

week and 148 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 363 were males and 369 females; 119
were under one year of age: 144 died of pnuemonia ; 66
of consumption; 55 of heart diseases; 42 of influenza; 25
of convulsions; 25 of apoplexy; 24 of bronchitis; 22 of

diphtheria; 22 of old age; 20 of inflammation of the stomach
and bowels; 19 of measles; 16 of inanition ; 15 of maras-
mus; 14 of nephritis; 14 of congestion of the lungs; 13 of

cancer; 11 of debility: 11 of Bright's disease; lOof urfemia,

and 9 from casualties.

Markets. &C.— V. S. 2's, 99i; new 2's, 103 a 104J;
3's,reg., 109iall0;coupon, llOia 111; 4's, 114J a 115;
new 4's, 133J a 134J; 5's, 113| a 114J.
Cotton was in moderate request and ruled steady, on a

basis 10c. per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.50: spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rra Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per
barrel, as to qualitv, the latter for fancy Western patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72J a 73Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 44J a 44|c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32 a 32Jc.
Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5|e.; good, 5J a 5ic.; me-

dium, 4J a 5c. ; common, 4J a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs — Extra, 6J a 7c; good, 6i a 6Jc.;
medium, 5| a 6c.; common, 4 a 5Jc. Lambs—5 a 8Jc.;
common, 4 a 5Jc.; spring lambs, $4.00 a $7.00.

Hogs.—7| a 7ic. for extra Western and 7i a 7Jc. for

others.

Foreign.—Queen Victoria, who left Windsor Castle on
the evening of the 2nd inst-, en route for Ireland, arrived

at Kingston on the 3rd. She then proceeded to Dublin,
where she is now staying, and where she has been receiv-

ed with great enthusiasm.

The total value of the United Kingdom is now said to

be £10,000,000,000. Added to this, several thousand
millions are invested out of the country.

Three-fourths of all the letters which are posted in the
world are written in English and sent to persons who
speak English.

There are 400,000,000 people in the British Empire.
Cable despatches from South Africa tell of sharp fight-

ing on Fourth Month 2nd, in the neighborhood of Mafe-
king. A sortie was made by the besieged garrison, and

Plumer's cavalry attacked the Boers ; but both attacks

were repulsed, with considerable British losses in killed

and captured, the casualties including several officers.

The burghers' losses are said to be small.

The British War Office made public a despatch from
Lord Roberts on the 6th, announcing the capture of fifty-

four Boers and the killing of General Villebois Mareuil,

the chief of the staff of the Boer army, and also the loss

of five companies of British Infantry, near Bethany, thirty

miles south of Bloemfontein, after a sharp fight.

London cable advices from South Africa state that

Lord Roberts's army in and around Bloemfontein is unable

to move for lack of horses and supplies, and that the gar-

rison is seriously menaced by the Boers, who are massed
only eighteen miles away, where they still control the

water works.

Two-thirds of the ship building of the world is done by

the British.

A series of not less than twenty experiments in the

growth of the sugar beet in different parts of Great
Britain and Ireland will be made during the coming sea-

son. The value of the beet for the feeding of stock will

be kept in view, independently of its value for the manu-
facture of sugar.

Statistics compiled in London show that the present

famine in India is the forty-fifth that has occurred dur-

ing the present century, and is the greatest and most de-

vastating of all. According to these figures, almost every

second year during the whole century has been a famine
year, and the visits of the scourge are growing more fre-

quent, since there have been sixteen in the past twenty-

one years.

Justice Garrett, of the Southwestern Police Court, of

London, says it is a shocking thing to find that the evi-

dence in that court showed increasing drunkenness among
women, and that on one day every prisoner charged with

drunkenness was a woman.
Nearly thirty per cent, of the patients in Paris hospi-

tals have been found to be persons who were addicted to

the excessive use of alcohol.

There are now ninety-three German towns or districts

with electric railways, as compared with seventy-seven of

the previous year. There are thirty new lines projected

and in progress, and thirty-nine extensions. The total

length of the lines is 1270 miles.

A meteor of phenomenal size fell in the valley of

Georgia, in the Maritime Alps. The light it caused
falling was so strong that the

lage was on fire, whilst the

shot.

Advices from Korea, datec

that the much sought mining
itely granted to Pritchard Morgan for twenty-five years,

the Korean Government to receive twenty-five per cent,

of the total output.

Ninety-three cases of the bubonic plague and twenty-

nine deaths from the disease have occurred at Sydney.
A despatch from the city of Mexico, dated Fourth Mo.

4th, says: " Government officials are taking interest inlthe

newly inaugurated temperance movement, and the Board
of Health is giving encouragement to the temperance
workers, for the vice of alcoholism is reported to be

growing here. The mortuary statistics in Mexico every

year show more and more deaths from cerebral conges-

tion due to the use of alcohol, and the Government is

alarmed at the results of the increased consumption of

ardent spirits, declared by Mexican journalists to be the

prime cause of four-fifths of the crimes and the most ap-

palling poverty in this city.
" — Field, an American temperance worker, has issuec

a book in Spanish, dealing with the drink evil, which will

be used as a text book here and in other Latin-American
countries. President Diaz is known to be in cordial sym-
pathy with the temperance movement. Various members
of the Cabinet have expressed themselves as pleased with

the work in behalf of practical temperance."

Stoves of the Bolivian Indians are curious things. A
hole is dug in the ground about eighteen inches deep and

a foot square, and over this is built a roof of clay, with

holes of different sizes to receive the various cooking

pots. Roasting is done on spits passed through the

holes.

A Vancouver, B. C, despatch of Fourth Month 6th,

states that seventy-seven men were buried by an ava-

lanche in the Veronesenvil district of Echigo, Japan, ac-

cording to ship's advices received on that day. When the

snow was removed from the houses occupied by the un-

fortunates only three were found alive.

The sealing steamer Iceland has arrived at St. John's,

N. F., on the 3rd inst., with 20,500 seals. She is the

most heavily laden of all the ships that have yet arrived.

She had a narrow escape from foundering on "Third Monih
29th, during a fierce gale, owing to the fact that she was
carrying 2000 seals on deck. She had to run back among

believed the vil-

resembled a cannon

Third Month 20th, state

has been defin-

the floes for shelter. Otherwise she would have
down.

The steamers Vanguard, with 27,000 seals; the /toi

with 19,000 seals, and the Algerine, with 15,000,
arrived at St. John's, N. F.

NOTICES.

Young woman Friend desires a position for the
mer as a companion to an elderly person or chil

Would be willing to travel.

Address " H," Office of The FRIE^

Westtown Boarding School.—A stated meetin

the General Committee is to be held in Philadel

Fourth Month 14th, at 2.30 P. M.

Wm. Evans, Cle.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhobi
to Fourth Month 10th, 1900.

Yonge St. Monthly Meeting, Canada, $23 ; Menno
Wakavusa, Indiana, $100 ; I. G. T., $10 ; Per Ame
Friend, $44.50 ; "A thank offering," $50.

Wm. Evans, TreoKurer, 252 S. Front St., Phi

N Boarding School.—For convenience o

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M.. am
and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when requ.

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 p. M., tweni,

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph'

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sv

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications f(

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg
instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wl
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, aw
munications in regard to business should be forwan
Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, on the seventeenth of Twelfth
1899, Sarah W. Williams, wife of Samuel
Hams, in the seventy-ninth year of her age;
loved elder and overseer of Burlington Mc
and Rancocas Particular Meeting of Friend'
the removal ofthis dear Friend the language
" Blessed are the pure in heart for they sha
God."

, on the twenty-second of Second
1900, at her residence near Viola, Linn Co.,
Sarah Battev, widow of Joseph Battey
ninety-third year of her age; a beloved mem
Springville Monthly Meeting of F"riends.

her was bestowed the gift of a cheerful,
disposition, which, with her declining yea
came more strongly marked. She was pr«

to meet the solemn close of life with calmne
lesignation, expressing a belief that a n:

was prepared for her in which she longed t

rest, and dwell with her Saviour forever.
, on the twenty-third of Second Monti

Edith S. Chevnev, widow of Joseph R. Ch
a member of Birmingham Meeting of Friends
eighty-five years.

, after a brief illness, at his home ii

Philadelphia, on the seventeenth of Third
1900, Robert VV. Maris, in the thirty-four

of his age. A member of the Monthly Me
Friends of Philadelphia.

, at the residence of his son, Samuel
diner, in this city, on Third Month 27tb
Thomas W. Gardiner, in his eighty-secoi
A member of the Monthly Meeting of Fri
Philadelphia.

, at Moorestown, N. J., Third Monl
1900, Lvdia VV. Haines, in the sixth-fifth

her age; daughter of Caleb and Lydia \V. 1

and a member of Chester Monthly Meetinj
, in Philadelphia, on the twenty-i

First Month, 1900, Li'cv B. Cadwalladj
ow of Moses Cadwallader, in the seven
year of her age. Although the call came
she had felt that her time was short, but
forting assurance was given her that all w^

well. Through submission to Divine gri

life gave evidence that she was living nea
Heavenly Father, whom she loved from e;

and did what she could to further the e

righteousness, and we humbly trust throug
she has been gathered into that rest prepj
the people of God.

t
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de sessions of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

ihe present year were preceded, on Seventh-

the 14th instant, by the Meeting of Min-

•s and Elders, under a feeling of dependence

he Father of all sure mercies and supplica-

for his redeeming, preserving and anointing

er. "Sanctify them through thy Truth
;

Word is Truth." Such is the intercession

;he Head of the Church for all who are

lered into his name and service. The same

indence on his sanctifying word for the

lority of every Gospel exercise was en-

ed, lest the preacher be guilty of idle words,

which he must give account. Not merely

those who labor is the Divine blessing

ly, but likewise for those who mourn. And
blessing of being comforted when it is He

I comforts, transcends the sorrow of the

ming by a far more exceeding and eternal

;ht of glory. The blessing of emptiness of

is in its humility and in the infilling

lis Spirit and of the sufficiency which is

a Him. Our meetings for Divine worship

"held in the power of God" only as his

er is waited for and waited upon. The same
;ing on the pointings of his light is essen-

to knowing our right place in the field from
to day—whether this meeting or that

lid be the place of our calling. Age and

mity, unless insuperable, are not sufficient

elease the dedicated disciple from pressing

;'Ugh his hindrances to reach his place of

I

ic worship, nor did the prospect of martyr-

. or of physical violence, or of imprison-

't, deter our early Friends from such faith-

less. The reward of peace will surely follow

'constancy of those who have done what
'' could. The gifts and callings of the aged,

'f such as have been long in the service are

'the gifts to be regarded as of light account,
' ilittled as something behind modern thought

'enlightenment. A little that living experi-
'• hath learned or the great price hath pur-

far outweighs the treasures of much-

gathered and borrowed knowledge. The world

by wisdom knew not God at any period hith-

erto, save in the revelation of his Son ; and it

is no new thing that, in its own wisdom, it is ag-

nostic now, or that a movement pushed to an

extreme—as in a self-assumption of the effect

of the atonement—should be reacting now, as

appears abroad, in the increasing tendency

towards Unitarianism. But, though sin may
yet abound, it was believed grace is much more

abounding, and the abundant grace, in its on-

flow, is sufficient to overcome our souls' ene-

mies. And though the enemy come in as a

flood, the Spirit of the Lord will continue to

lift up a standard against Him. Let them who
rejoice to do his will desire the best gifts and

covet to prophecy. In the exercise of this gift,

small evidence of the required emptiness of self

is found in allusions made by the speaker to

himself. " We preach not ourselves, but Christ

Jesus the Lord." A pure message from Him
will contain the least possible mixture of the

creature, and a clean self-effacement is a true

condition of knowing nothing before our hearers

but Jesus Christ, and Him crucified, and of a

preaching that is in demonstration of the Spirit

and of power.

Such fragments, gathered from far more

abundant food as of the Lord's table, may sug-

gest a little of the communion of the Spirit

vouchsafed, in the comfort of which the meet-

ing adjourned to its mid-week sitting.

Second-day.—During a period of silent wait-

ing on the great Head of the Church voices

were raised in supplication and aspiration that

the Divine blessing might crown the delibera-

tions and service of the week.

Sixty-three of the sixty-six representatives

answered to their names.

The reading of the minutes of the Meeting

for Sufi^erings for the past year set forth an

address which that body forwarded in Fifth

Month last to the representatives of the United

States Government in the Hague Conference

which, at the instance of the Emperor of Rus-

sia was held last Summer on the subject of

disarmament and the maintenance of interna-

tional peace. The meeting's recommendation

of the principle of arbitration and the estab-

lishment of a permanent tribunal for cases of

difference was appreciatively responded to in

a letter from the Secretary of the Commission,

with an assurance that their " best efforts will

be directed towards the noble ends which your

so eloquently sets forth." It is a

comfort that this aim was not only encouraged

by Friends, but so well kept to and practically

arranged for by the representatives who were

The destitute situation of the lately colon-

ized Doukhobortsi, and the prospect of a large

portion of them perishing during the winter

unless timely help should be afforded, early

engaged the care of the meeting, which gave

its earnest encouragement to the committee

to provide against so serious a prospect. At

their call a large meeting was held in Arch

Street Meeting-house, the result of which was

a systematic collection of means of relief

throughout the subordinate meetings, which

raised the total amount gathered by Friends

of this Yearly Meeting in cash to $30,460, and

in food, clothing and other articles to $5,265.

Their interesting report when spread upon our

columns will afford a convenient re-capitula-

tion of our help rendered toward that people,

suitable for historic reference. A salutary

and encouraging epistle addressed to them by

the Committee was also recorded ; and the

two separate visits made during the year, each

by two interested Friends, to the settlements

of the Doukhobors in the Northwestern Terri-

tory were matters of sincere interest.

The trustees of the Charleston Fund had

aided three Monthly Meetings in diflferent parts

of the country in the repairs of meeting houses.

The Book Committee had issued from the

store at 304 Arch Street, 1774 volumes and

3068 pamphlets. Those gratuitously disposed

of amounted to $309.86. The volumes and

pamphlets now on hand are $8,235.88 in value.

" It is greatly to be desired that young men
and women of our Yearly Meeting should em-

brace opportunities to spread our writing

among others. The prevalence of a military

spirit in our country would indicate the desir-

ability of the distribution of such works as

' Dymond on War,' and the pamphlets issued

by the Yearly Meeting on that subject, and

our important doctrinal works on the Ministry,

worship, and ritualistic practices are worthy

of some sacrifice of time and means to bring

before the attention of professing Christians."

Under the legacy of Charles L. Willits, about

2386 copies of the "African Friend " have been

sent to Liberia and 2723 to the Southern States

monthly. Two hundred and thirty volumes of

a moral and religious character have also been

sent to Liberia,—at an outlay of $446.65. En-

couraging letters in response show that the
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agents of the concern have not labored in

vain.

The inhabitants of our beloved country who

profess the religion of Jesus Christ were ad-

dressed in a timely expostulation which was

entitled "A Plea for Peace." Much interest

was shown by young and old of the Yearly

Meeting in the preparation of this document,

and in the desire to have it go forth in an ef-

fective form. Their practical suggestions were

deemed helpful, and the Meeting for Suiferings

was authorized and encouraged to issue it ac-

cordingly.

In the Women's Meeting five Queries were

read, and summaries of the answers to them

considered. The meeting was reminded that

the queries had a personal bearing and in them

all were called to self-examination. The testi-

mony that " They cast anchor and waited," and

other lively exercises, were fraught with matter

of impressive import.
(To be concluded).

For "The Friend."

" Worldliness in the Church."

While the purpose of speaking or writing

should be for good, and from a pure prompt-
ing, yet it is true that this will often lead to

the exposing of faults, in ourselves and in those

with whom we are connected, as well as in

others, which we would gladly hide or strive

to excuse were it not for the love of Truth's

prosperity. Yet it is cause of regret, that

while many of us are willing to acknowledge
to the Truth, and that there is need for words
of reproof and warning from rightly exercised

minds, that so few, even of these who are sen-

sible of this, so hear, or so read, or so to lay

it to heart, as to profit thereby. This proves,

as some have said in days gone by, that though
it is easy to slide into error, or to turn aside

from Truth's way, yet it is hard to fallen na-

ture to give place to humble acknowledgment
and the removal and amendment of what is

amiss.

These remarks have arisen by seeing an ar-

ticle in the number of The Friend Fourth
Month 31st, headed "Worldliness in the
Church," which no doubt met the witness for

Truth in many of its readers. And as this is

a subject which has exercised the mind of the
present wTiter for some years, he also was glad
to see it somewhat properly brought to notice
thus publicly to a people whom it most should
touch, they being the successors in profession
of a people who, far beyond most, if not all

other religious professors, claimed to bear, and
for a time did bear a consistent testimony
against the spirit of the world, by an humble
self-denying walk, being redeemed from and
thus raised above the love of it.

Particularly satisfactory (or sorrowfully ap-
proved) were these words of the editor " at
least till our own hands are clean ; " while he
felt prudently to express his unwillingness, as
it seems to name the particular denomination
named in that article. The reading of it has
revived a few remarks which came to my hear-
ing some time back, causing a feeling of sor-

row, two of which 1 will name, hoping they will

be a benefit to some who desire to see wrong
things put away from among us, which have

in this direction so gradually slidden in, that

we hardly realize where we are. The first in-

stance is that of a couple of Mennonites who
attended a Friends' (Quarterly Meeting, to whom,
feeling to hope they had met with something
which would be of use to them, I said, after

meeting, " How did you like the meeting?

"

The woman answered, " It would be nice to be

a Friend ; one could wear all the silks and

finery they had a mind to." This was said in

a deriding way, as this people are careful,

though many of them are wealthy, to avoid

needless cost, and show of grandeur, in furni-

ture, clothing, etc.

The other is that of one of the ministers of

that same people, who had in the course of his

travels and duties been entertained at the house

of one of our foremost wealthy Friends, who
no doubt is very exemplary in most if not all

other respects. He was queried of by one of

his fellow members, after he had been at this

Friend's place, concerning his visit. He an-

swered, " It was the toniest place I ever was
at." Many among us will excuse such in the

rich, for we have been silenced by, " They can

afford it." But this is a mistake, for these

upon whom the Master has bestowed (if it is

through his blessing) such abundant means
should be an example of non-extravagance and
simplicity. For in such it would be an example,

indeed. J. D.

The Relation of Friends' Boarding Schools to

their Religious Society.

(Passages from an article in Present Day Papers.)

"Jerusalem was destroyed because the education

of the children was neglected."

—

The Talmud.

" There are those who object that to advocate
the support of Friends' schools is to perpetu-
ate the evils of sectarianism. A narrow policy

of exclusive education is held to be inconsistent

with the broad Catholicism, at once so spiritual

and so lofty, which marks the true Quaker.
We are reminded that we have neither creed
nor catechism, and distinctive religious instruc-

tion is viewed with consequent distrust. Some
indeed uphold the public or undenominational
school as a temple of the liberal arts, and con-

demn the Quaker school as a cloister in which
the wider interests of life are in part ignored.

They claim that a certain gauchcrie of manner
and a sectarian exclusiveness, which seriously

limit the influence of Friends, are there con-

tracted."
" Are there special circumstances which war-

rant their continued existence as distinctive

institutions?"
" As long ago as 1667, George Fox recom-

mended ' the setting up of a school at Wal-
tham' for boys, and at Shacklewell for girls,

that they might there be instructed ' in what-
soever things were civil and useful in the
creation.' His advice reminds us how mistaken
is the supposition that the early Friends depre-
cated human learning. William Penn, w^hen
he sailed for America, left a letter forhis wife,

in which he begged her ' not to be sparing of

expense in procuring learning for his chil-

dren; for that by such parsimony all was lost

that is saved.' Nor does Penn's exhortation
lose weight because Fox declared that to be
bred at Oxford or Cambridge is 'not suffi-

cient to fit a man to be a minister of Christ.'

Education is certainly insufficient; but who will

be so rash as to say that education has t

fore no i)art in the preparation of a mini

"Our Society stands almost alone in i

taining a free ministry, and the grave rei

sibiiity of this position presses upon \

every point. We cannot escape it either i

homes or in our schools. For us the ei

tional standard of other religious bodies

adequate, since we do not set apart c€

members for special training in theolo

colleges. I'Yiends have too jealous a regai

the liberty of the Spirit, and too lively a i

of the danger of its restriction, to fall

the snare of professionalism. But, allh

the spiritual life is, as Fox discerned, i

and beyond all human learning, it require

highest development of the faculties f(

full expression."
" The objection that denominational e

tion is petty and one-sided is too often

But while we wholly disapprove of sucli teac

we desire that our children may have poin

placed before them ' the practical, si)ir

and non sacerdotal aspects of divine Tru
relation to individual and national life.'

"

" When we consider our small numbers

severity of our ideal, our stern denial (

popular aids to worship, our steadfast i

ence upon the individual exercise of spiri

shall recognize that intense personal convi

is the necessary condition of our existen

a Society. Those who cherish a high

especially in a time of reaction, must be

foundly impressed with its beauty, its vi

and its purpose in the world. If our id<

severe, our children will accept easiei

more popular standards unless they have

been instructed in its real significance,

cannot be compassed if they are educat,

schools where our ideal is disregarded ii

nied; for we can not rely solely on tl

fluence of the home when so critical a
]

of life is spent with the teacher."
" Even when our schools are properl

dowed, properly staff'ed, and abreast o

best equipment elsewhere, something yi

mains. They cannot be simply high class

lar institutions controlled by Friends wl

ercise a good but indefinable personal infl

over pupils of whatever denomination,

do not underrate the valuable work wl

already being done, yet we believe there

room for more definite religious teaching
" It is of the utmost importance thj

young people should not leave school w
some conception of the broad lessons of

ious history, and the governing princip

life indicated particularly in the Bibh

generally in the history of the human
They should also have such a conception

meaning of worship that their loyalty

Society may stand the test of discourag

and criticism. The disloyalty among ed'

young Friends, coupled with the hazin

view so often encountered, is evideno

more of such teaching is still require!

value will lie, as we have before explain!,

in dogmatism, but in suggestion. Uju

tionably this is delicate work, calling f( r;

discrimination and training."

That which makes the most noise do,i '

always carry the greatest influence. Witl

you have influence for good, depends HI

what you have within the heart.
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liniscences of the Life of William and
'.

(Concluded from page 307).

t being my aim to write only of that in

ch my mother's feelings were especially

sted, I may say that, by the fall of 1851,
health of our family being fairly good, my
iher's solicitude went out toward the dear
3 bereft of a husband's and father's care with
h strong desires to see them, that it was
eluded to make the journey, and she, not
ig to travel on the water, the writer took
team, and with a carriage, made the trip,

younger sister, mother and I gave room
some luggage. 1 cannot describe the scene
naternal affection on our arriving at the

ishold of the lonely dwelling of the little

;y we had come so far to see. Of course
little ones knew us not. We received many
ressions of sympathy from those that had
(vn my brother.

fter a few days spent in doing what we
d for the dear ones, we turned our faces

eward, and in due time arrived safely there,

not without some anxious times as we went
;, in crossing the great Ohio River. The
1 not liking to go on the ferry-boat, a
ng man took each by the bit, notwithstand-
which, when they concluded to go, they
ng with great violence, and one fell broad-
en the apron, so called, and it appeared
m instant would go overboard, but regained
feet without anything being damaged,
igh my mother and sister were greatly
ated, and it was but reasonable that the
ig linesman felt nervous. On our return we
nicely over the great river at the same
e, but as we ascended the long, steep hill,

hich a narrow track was cut for wheeled
cles, we met a great concourse of people,

3 in carriages, some on horses, others on

, but ray duty to keep to the right relieved

)f all danger of being crowded off the pre-

ous bank.

)on after beginning this ascent we met an
iT, who bid me keep in my place, namely,
le right, and he believed no harm would
one, for he had bid the people to be civil.

' had been up to the summit running
es. This was very exciting,

the early part of the year 1852 my mother
yed the privilege of being present at the
•iage of one of her sons, which event seem-
kely to relieve my mother, in part, of the
2stic cares in which she had so long been
•eated, as it was expected that the newly
•ied couple would, for a time at least, oc-
the old family home, as my interest was

• My mother and unmarried sister, having
sire to spend some time with my married
r and husband, residing near Barnesville,
ielmont County, Ohio, went thither. My
!r-sister still felt at home with us as much
lited her inclination. She married in a
months, but not keeping to the good order
he Society of Friends, had no entertain-
t with us. This was a grief to my mother,
founger brother took a term in the board-
school, then at Mt. Pleasant, Ohio. The
^ boy, that has been noticed, was turned
to the care of the writer,

y father's estate not being settled and my
ner being inclined to buy the realty, mv
ler and sister felt inclined to return to the
family home. Inasmuch as my younger

brother was not married, this seemed
sonable conclusion, and not seeing it best for
more than two families to settle on the estate
of my father, wife and I decided on seeking
a home west of the Mississippi River. This
was a grief to my mother.
My brothers contracted with the appointed

executor for the realty of my father's estate,

and entered upon their duty with ardent feel-

ings, but the financial crisis of 1856 made it

necessary for the property to go into other
hands. This was a grief to my mother. Her
interest, however, enabled her to buy a house
and lot in the village of Chesterfield. My
younger brother, having married, occupied
rooms adjoining my mother and her unmarried
daughter. My elder brother also procured a
home not many doors from my mother. Here
the three families lived in close proximity for

several years, but my brothers felt the neces-

sity of pursuing whatever reputable employ-
ment might present, and for this cause were
often out of reach of any meeting of Friends,

and much exposed to adverse influences. This

was a grief to my mother.
When our country was engaged in bloody

conflict, the draft fell upon my elder brother
A military oflicer came and took him from his

family and home. This again was a grief to

my mother. But out of sorrow rejoicing came,
for it soon reached my mother's ears that her
son stood firm for the principles of his educa-

tion, which had long been the principles of his

convictions. This was cause for rejoicing to

her, though mingled with sorrow, for her son
was in military care and under military con-
trol. I know not whether corporal punishment
was inflicted or not, but when, in conversation
with my brother on Jhe subject, he told me :

" In last controversy with the chief oflicer, he
turned from me, with this expression, '

I wish
to God that every man in the world thought as

you do on this subject.'
"

One thing more presents to my memory,
though not in place in point of time. In the
fall of 1855 my eldest sister's husband left his

family and home, near Barnesville, Ohio, to

attend the Yearly Meeting then at Mt. Pleas-

ant, Ohio, with the prospect of homing with
his mother, not far away. Here he became so
violently ill as to be unable to return to his

family.

About the time my mother reached the per-

iod in life of three-score and ten, a perceptible
change took place in her eyesight, which ere
long resulted in total blindness, that continued
to the end of her long and useful life, which
took place on the twenty-third of First Month,
1871, at the age of eighty-two years.

Let me here say that, owing to the great
distance between my mother's home and mine,
I was with her but little for the last twenty
years of her life, but my younger and unmar-
ried sister, being her constant companion, kept
me well informed of the piously resigned state

of our mother's mind. To this have been added
many oral testimonies of those that knew her
well and oft enjoyed her company. The inter-

ment of my mother was made near the graves
of my father and sister, in the cemetery be-

longing to the Society of Friends at Chester-
field, Morgan County, Ohio.

Having now performed a long felt duty in

bringing these sketches of two useful lives to

a close, this twelfth day of First Month, 1900,

my trust is that the evening sacrifice may be

regarded as an acceptable offering by those

that read. William P. Dewees.
Viola, Iowa-

EFFORTS OF A SON TO SEE HIS MOTHER.

Appendix to the Sketches of William and Debby

Dewees.

It appears to have been about the twentieth

of First Month, 1871, that the following dream
took place, and is still fresh in the memory of

the writer. In the quiet hours of the night it

seemed as if some one lay a hand on my shoul-

der to claim my attention, and then said if I

wished to see my mother alive, there was no
time to spare. I felt that I ought to go at

once. I awoke, but the impression remained.
"Start this day," I informed my wife. She felt

sympathy for me, and replied that, on her part,

she could prepare for my starting that even-
ing, but suggested that the mail might bring
some word. In the afternoon a letter was hand-
ed in that gave the same word, in effect, that
I had dreamed of getting, the letter having
been delayed. By the assistance of kind friends

I reached the depot in time, but missing the
fast train at my first change made my journey
tedious, placing me at Barnesville, Ohio, in the
evening instead of morning. All water craft

were ice-bound, sleighing was good and snow
falling fast. I went direct to a livery, and de-

sired a man to take me to McConnellsville that
evening (distant twenty-eight miles). He would
not turn out short of ten dollars. This my
slender purse could not afl'ord. Being then
vigorous and strong, with satchel in hand, I

stepped off eight or ten miles that evening.

Stopping at a public house that evening for
entertainment, I informed my host of my wish
to employ some one in the morning, though it

were called the Sabbath-day, to take me to

McConnellsville. He said he had a neighbor
that did such jobs, and he would bring him in.

The man, having come in, appeared willing to

make a profit of my necessity, and said he must
have five dollars. I told him that I got my
money by my work, and that it would make me
good wages to walk for one-half that sum.
" Well, well," said he, " I'll take you for two
dollars and fifty cents." Though I liked not
that way of dealing, I accepted the terms. The
following morning beinga pleasant one, an early

start was made from the point designated in

the contract. I had three or four miles to walk
to reach the home of a cousin of mine. On
reaching the threshold of her dwelling and
making a signal for admittance, she came in

person, and, on seeing me, exclaimed, with up-
lifted hands, "HereisCousin William, come all

the way from Iowa to see Aunt Debby (my
mother), and she was buried the day before
yesterday !"

None, I trust, that have had to drink of such
a cup of bitterness, will sneer at me when *l

acknowledge that a flood of tears flowed from
my eyes. With the assistance of kind relatives

I reached the late residence of my mother that
evening. Here again tears flowed from my
eyes, and were mingled with those of all my
brothers and sisters then li\-ing.

W1LLIA.M P. Dewees.
Finst Jlonth 15th, 1900.

An obstinate man does not hold opinions, but
they hold him.

—

Selected.
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The Confessors of Peace.*

Before referring to evidence of the fact that

in the first three centuries of our era, not a

few known as Christians were enrolled in the

Roman armies, let us consider testimony to

show that it was not merely aggressive warfare

that was then declared unlawful, but likewise

that warfare for self-defense which is now gen-

erally looked upon as both allowable and praise-

worthy.

Irenoeus, referring to the New Testament

disallowance of retaliation, speaks of the Chris-

tians of his day as " now unaccustomed to fight-

ing, but when smitten they offer also the other

cheek." He alludes to the prophecy concern-

ing the inoffensiveness that should be seen in

the Messiah toward his enemies, as having been
" accomplished in the Lord's person," and adds

that " the same is still true with regard to us,

the body following the example of the Lord."

In Cyprian we find many confirmatory pas-

sages, but a single one only will be cited, in

which, speaking of the non-carnally equipped
" soldiers of Christ," he says :

" They do not

in turn assail their assailants, since it is not

lawful for the innocent even to kill the guilty,"

and again, (he is addressing Dgmetrianus, the

Roman proconsul of Africa), in certifying to

the willingness of Christians to await the Di-

vine amend for injuries, he continues :
" For

this reason it is that none of us, when he is

apprehended, makes resistance, nor avenges

himself against your unrighteous violence, al-

though our people are numerous and powerful."

TertuUian, already quoted as testifying so

fully against the military service, refers to the

faithful as "yielding themselves up in their

own places of duty with patience, rather than

fighting in self-defense."

Lactantius.in delineating true bravery, shows
how incumbent it is upon the follower of Christ

not to answer reviling in similar manner, and
when injured not retaliate in kind, that such a

one should not merely not inflict injury, but he

should not avenge it when inflicted on himself.

A just man, after this order, he admits, may
be an object of contempt, and, "because it

will be thought that he is unable to defend him-

self, he will be regarded as slothful and inac-

tive," the common estimate of one who avenged
himself upon his enemy being that he is a man
of spirit and activity. When it is remembered
that Lactantius became preceptor to Crispus,

the son of Constantine, called "the first Chris-

tian emperor," one is inclined to wonder whether
percepts such as the above were imparted to

the heir expectant, who, later, "earned his

spurs" in the wars against the Franks, and
eventually was put to death (A. D. 326) by his

father's order, upon what is alleged to have
been a baseless accusation.

According to Lactantius, who died in Gaul
the year before his one-time pupil was be-

headed, there had at that time been so great

an increase in the standiiig army that there

were not men enough left to till the ground,

which was allowed to run wild ; and the army

This is No. 3 of a series of articles under the title

given, which is being supplied by J. W. L. to the Christian
Neighbor, that Methodist paper of Columbia, S. C, which
has consistently and continuously upheld the testimony of

peace since its establishment in 1867. The articles are
designed to show that Christ's testimony against war has
been maintained from the time of the first disciples down
to the present, notwithstanding that at times the right

of it seemed to be on the verge of extinguishment.

itself suffered in consequence, as the supply

of provisions was inadequate to their demands.

Arthur J. Mason, in his "Persecution of Dio-

cletian " (A. D. 303) alluding to the growing

wealth of the church, remarks,- " The wealth

which was now in her hands might well have

excited the covetousness of a less honorable

sovereign than Diocletian. Bishops, like Paul

of Antioch, lived in greater state than Aurel-

ian himself. According to Eusebius, even gov-

ernors of provinces and great state officers

were fain to court the good will and support

of the prelates."

It was clearly a time of decadence in Church

and State. Humility, simplicity, steadfastness,

the non-resistant principle taught in the Ser-

mon on the Mount, were giving way before the

inroads of riches and luxury on the part of ec-

clesiastics to be presently followed by the un-

seemly and unblessed union of ( 'hurch and State.

The persecuting edicts of Diocletian, we are

told by Anthon, had been much mitigated by

the forbearance and leniency of Constantius ;

and Constantine not only followed his father's

example in being merciful to the persecuted

Christians, but even showed them some marks

of positive favor. Very considerable numbers

of them, in consequence, flocked to his stand-

ard, and swelled the ranks of his army. Their

peaceful, orderly and faithful conduct, con-

trasting most favorably with the turbulent and

dissolute behavior of those who formed the mass

of common armies, won his entire confidence.
" To what extent," cautiously remarks the au-

thor above quoted, this satisfactory military

accession " led Constantine to form a favorable

opinion of Christianity, or inclined him to view

with esteem and respect the tenets which pro-

duced such results,cannot be ascertained. How
far his avowed reception of Christianity was

influenced by the prudence of the politician,

how far by the conviction of the convert, it is

impossible to determine."

We may take it for granted, nevertheless,

that Justin Martyr (2nd century), who, in his

first Apology for the Christian religion, ad-

dressed to the pacific emperor Antoninus Pius,

so well appreciated the record of that sover-

eign's long reign undisturbed by any war,would

not have rendered a like gracious tribute to

the perpetually fighting Constantine, although

the latter was known as "Christian," which

Antonine was not. In the Edict of Milan (A.

D. 312), promulgated by Constantine, he de-

clares :
" We have long seen that we have no

business to refuse freedom of religion, and that

to the judgment and desire of each individual

man must be left the power of seeing to mat-

ters of belief according to man's own free

will." Yet this concession seems not to have

been made because of the Emperor's piety, for

his acts were far from showing it ; but, rather,

was declared at the dictate of state policy and

expediency. A pagan he continued until his

death in 337, although he permitted the rite

of water baptism to be administered shortly

before he passed away.
It had now become notably easier for the

professing Christian to enter the military ser-

vice, seeing that the accommodating Emperor
had altered the oath so that it read

—
" By (Jod,

by Christ, and by the Holy Spirit, and by the

majesty of the Emperor, which, next to (Jod,

is to be loved and honored by mankind." Poor

people, who thought that persecution for

Christ's sake had ceased and the Empire
Christian! How little did most of them
derstand that Constantine had brought Paj

ism bodily forward, incorporated it - its o
monies, superstitions, even its idolatries—

;

the Christian faith, whilst he himself retai

the blasphemous title of Divinity and Pont
Maximus which had been bestowed upon

predecessors! JosiAii W. Lked!

Seal, Pennsylvania.

Singing Mice.

A rare little singer is the musical mo
but some people living at a hotel in soutl

France late last winter enjoyed such a tj

for nearly a month. One day they heard

they supposed, the song of a canary out

the balcony, but search for the singer reve;

a mouse in the room. The weather being c

a small fire was kept, and the mouse stayed

most of the day under the fender, its fri(

feeding it with bits of biscuit. It became t

in a few days, and would sit on the heartl

the evening and sing for several hours. It

not disturbed by talking, and would sing on e

when people came near. It was a tiny creal

with large ears, which it kept in motion w

singing. Its song resembled a canary's,

was more varied and quite as sweet. It

also a double song, like a melody and its

companiment, which made some of the p;

think at first there must be two mice sing

France has by no means a monopoly of tl

singing rodents. A couple of musical mice

the pets of -J. S. Chelton, of Woods Cross Ro

Va. He is the captain of the schooner A

Loyd, and the first mouse was captured s

months ago in the cabin of his vessel, whil

Gloucester Point, Va. The little fellow

caged, and he sang merrily at all hours,

notes being somewhat like the subdued tri|

a canary bird. A few days ago another
;

sical mouse was caught in the cabin by Caj

Chelton, and is now a companion of the

previously captured. They keep up a 1:

concert at all hours of the night and day.

And yet there are very few of these I

animals—in fact, they are so scarce that

are regarded in the light of curious phenon

Some time since a dentist at Santa Rosa,

fornia, captured one, not knowing the ta

it possessed. His attention was first attrj

by what seemed to be the singing of a cafi

in the near neighborhood, and at the same*

he noticed a little mouse that was in the iji

of scampering around and across the offi(|

all times of the day. For the sake of li

who came to the office he entrapped the Efi

visitor, and, to his astonishment, found bill

got the author of the music that had pntl

him. It took the doctor some time to »1

sure that the little creature was the vocal ail

but he soon became convinced by the acO

of the little animal while sending fort J

notes. It would stand upon its hind legal

behave much like a canary. It was keptiD

trap for more than a month, during whickii

it entertained many curious spectators wiii

songs, which differed somewhat from th'

the feathered songsters, but had a great biU

of their own. When released from confine sr

to the dentist's surprise, the little mu'iJ

returned to its cage again and again, anW
for some time a most agreeable guest.- ft

B. Griffith in N. Y. Home Journal.
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'aul said of his own commission, Christ sent

:or. i: 17
I

him not to baptize but to preach
sxiii: 47

I

the gospel; a light to the Gentiles,

ration to the ends of the earth and that the

., jg
I

gospel is the power of God unto sal-

I

vation to all who believe. Paul's com-
sion for salvation, preaching by the power

;xxiv:47 I
of ^od to tho ends of the earth

;xiii:3,5
I
was essentially the same as that

m to other apostles to preach among all

ons repentance and remission of sin in his

16 with power from on high, for there can
10 salvation without repentance and remis-

1 of sin.

[ad our Saviour ordained water baptism to

end of the world, the four evangelists

Id all have known it and have testified to it

;hey and Peter all testify to Christ's own
tism of the Holy Spirit. Paul would have

;. ,7
I

known it and not have denied it.

'*-
I

Peter would not have said, "Christ

; us to preach to the people " without mak-
any allusion to water baptism. The apos-

could not have understood that Christ coni-

ded water baptism or prescribed any for-

i therefor, otherwise they would have used

formula or have referred to this command
authority for their subsequent water bap-

is.

at, so far as Scripture informs, the apostles

sr did baptize with water in the name of

ler. Son and Holy Spirit, nor ever refer to

command as authority for any water bap-

. Some converts they baptized with water,

B they did not. We have no record that

apostle but Paul was so baptized. Had it

1 essential or even important it would have
I mentioned.

resent zeal for water baptism is a parasite

iter growth. Sometimes they baptized in

name of Jesus, Lord or Christ, but never

word about the Father nor the Holy Spirit.

^.... ,g
I

Some baptized without formula or

I

if they did use formula it was not

irded of sufficient importance to mention.
»'.iv:2 iThey baptized with water before

"xix: 3^
I
Christ gave the commission, and con-

ed to baptize in the same way after. Near
ty years after Christ some believers con-

ed to baptize without formula, and we don't

vhow much longer it continued. The whole
;ude of the apostles to water baptism is

i proof that their authority did not orig-

e in Christ's command. When was Christ's

mand first quoted as authority for water
;i8m? Not in apostolic times, nor until long
r. When did man first presume to baptize

1 water in the name of Father, Son and
T Spirit? Not in the first century. " The
i-Nicene Fathers" and "The teaching of
twelve apostles " indicate the use of such
Jula in the fore part of the second century;
the historian Schaff, who was familiar with
these records, says: This formula is not

1. P. 164
I

traceable in its present shape ear-

I

lier than the fourth century. Evi-
lly the apostles baptized with water be-

ieitwas a conspicuous feature in the special
iion of John the Baptist, as well as a Jewish 1

in which they and their fathers had been
:ated. They had no thought of Christ's I

mand as authority.
•

': >7
I
Paul said plainly that he had no such

authority. Christ sent him" not to baptize, but
to preach the gospel." Paul thanked God that

I Cor. i: 14
I

^^ ^^'^ baptized so few. He could

I

not have spoken thus slightly of
Christian baptism. It must have dawned upon
him that in the fulness of the Christian dis-

pensation there was no place for water bap-
tism. Otherwise how could he thank God that
he baptized so few? What dispenser of water
baptism could give such thanks to-day? Paul

Gaur''^
I

circumcised Timothy and perhaps
iCor.i:i4,'i'6

|
Tltus bccauso of the Jews. Did he

not baptize those few with water for the same
specific purpose. Or did he not at first receive
full light upon this subject? Some assume
that Christ gave other apostles authority to
baptize which did not extend to Paul. What
groundless assumption — how preposterous!
All Christ's ministers to the end of the world
commissioned to baptize with water, and Paul
only rejected! This reflects unjustly upon
Acts xiii: 46, 47

I

Paul, the great apostle to us
Gal. ii:7,8

|

gentilcs. It is a palpable eva-

sion of the gospel truth, here and elsewhere
inculcated, that Christ gave no commission to

baptize with water.
John i: 33

|
John the Baptist was commissioned

to baptize vdth water.

The Holy Spirit once descended
John baptized with water.

Christ commissioned his apostles

to go preach the gospel.

The Holy Spirit often de-

scended as apostles preached
the gospel.

The apostles were never com-
missioned to baptize with water.

The Holy Spirit never de-

scended as they did baptize with

water.

JOHN'S BAPTISM.
John the Baptist was sent before Christ to

prepare the way before Him.
John was a prophet of a dis-

pensation previous to Christ. He
was in the desert until the days
of his showing unto Israel. In

the vision he was with Moses on the Mount
and they talked with Jesus. He with Moses
vanished and left Jesus alone.

John said: " That He (Jesus), should be mani-

joiin i- 31
I

^^^t ^^^^ Israel, therefore am I come
I
baptizing with water." John defines

his commission as only to Israel, the Jews.
His baptism was adapted to Jews, but not unto
us, who according to Jewish classification are
gentiles. Evidently John baptized Jews only and
not gentiles. It was unlawful for Jews to keep

Acts X 28 I
company or come unto gentiles. The

johniv: 9
I

woman of Samaria wondered that

Jesus, a Jew, asked water of her a Samaritan,
for Jews had no dealings with Samaritans.

When Jews numbered the people they did not

Matthew iii- 5 I

^ount the gentiles. So all Jeru-

I

salem and Judea whom John bap-
tized would not include the few gentiles who
lived among the Jews. But few of those bap-

tized by John appear to have become the dis-

ciples of Christ.

By the law given through
Jews baptized with water.

John i- 6 1 I

"^^^^ was a man sent from God

I
to baptize Jews with water. But

no one was ever sent to baptize us gentiles

with water.

John i:
.

Joel i

John

Matt.
Mark!

Luke iii:

Luke vi

God sent his Son to baptize us
with the Holy Spirit.

All flesh, Jews and gentiles, are
objects of this one baptism,

aid: "There cometh one after me
mightier than I. His shoe latchets

I am not worthy to unloose. I, indeed,

have baptized you with water. But
he shall baptize you with the Holy

Spirit."

And again; " He must increase, but I must
decrease."

Acts i- 5 I

Christ said "John truly baptized

I
with water, but ye shall be baptized

with the Holy Spirit."

Peter quoted this saying of Christ and rec-

Actsxi;i6
I

ognized this Holy Spirit baptism
Acts ii; 16, 18

I

tQ ijg t^jjg ga^^g a^g ^^g^^ which the
prophet Joel foretold should be poured out
upon all flesh.

Two baptisms are here contrasted by John,

John Iii
• 30

I

Christ, and Peter. Baptism of

I

water must decrease with John and
Judaism. Baptism of spirit must increase with
Christ and Christianity. To whom can we turn
with more confidence for knowledge about all

baptisms ordained or intended for us than
johni: 16, 18 1 unto Johu, whom we are told was

^AclsKs sent from God to administer one
John vi: 20, 33

| baptism and unto Christ who was
the author of another baptism. Three times
in eight verses John says his baptism is of
water, thus distinguishing it from Christ's

baptism without water. They are both quoted
as testifying to two dissimilar and distinct

baptisms administered at different times, one
with water and the other without water.

Neither of them intimate that these two
Acts i: 5 I

baptisms shall ever be united, but
John iii: 30

|
they do both plainly intimate that

they shall not be united, and that the first shall

Matt, iii: It
I

pass away and the second remain.

Li.kl1i'i'?i6^ John said: "He [Christ], shall bap-
john i: 33

| tizg you with the Holy Spirit." But
John never said that he shall baptize you with

Acts i: 5
I

water, nor that any one else shall
Actsxi:i6

I
gvgr baptize you with water. Christ

says: "Ye shall be baptized with the Holy
Spirit," but He never said ye shall be baptized

with water, nor does he ever allude to water
baptism except to minimize it. According to

Acts ii: 17, i8
I

Peter's interpretation of the
Joel ii: 28, 29

| prophet Joel all flesh, servants

and handmaidens, sons and daughters, old and
young, shall be baptized with the Holy Spirit.

But Joel never prophesied that they should be
baptized with water.

If in these gospel days we were to have
been baptized with water, would not Joel have
prophesied of water as well as of spirit. Would
not our Saviour at some time have intimated

water baptism should be continued.

Would John when teaching that great multi-

Matt iii: II
I

tude of Jews on the banks of the

LukemVil Jordan have impressed upon them
John i: 26, 33

|
that Water baptism was only tran-

sient, and that they would all need to be bap-
Mark i: s

I

tized again with the Holy Spirit.

M'.'^rk'n^y^ John baptized his disciples with
John iv

:
2

j water. Christ called to his dis-

ciples, "Follow Me." Christ did not baptize

ith water. He is calling to-day, " Follow Me."
(To be continual.

1

Live for Christ in your home
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HE CARBTH.
"CasliiiR all your c.ire upon Him, for He carelli for you.-

I Peter v.: 7.

What can it mean! Is it aught to Him
That the nights are long and the days are dim,

Can He be touched by the griefs I bear,

Which sadden the heart and whiten the hair?

Around his throne are eternal calms,

And strong, glad music of happy psalms,

And bliss unruffled by any strife.

How can He care for my little life?

And yet I want Him to care for me
While I live in this world where the sorrows be.

When the lights die down from the path I take,

When strength is feeble and friends forsake.

When love and music, that seemed to bless.

Have left me to silence and loneliness,

And my life-song changes to sobbing prayers,

Then my heart cries out for a God who cares.

When shadows hang o'er me the whole day long
And my spirit is bowed with shame and wrong;
When I am not good, and the deeper shade
Of conscious sin makes my heart afraid

And the busy world has too much to do
To stay its course to help me through.
And I long for a Saviour—can it be
That the God of the universe cares for me?

Oh, wonderful story of deathless love!

Each child is dear to that heart above.
He fights for me when I cannot fight,

He comforts me in the gloom of night,

He lifts the burden, for He is strong,

He stills the sigh and awakens the song;
The sorrows that bowed me down He bears
And loves and pardons because He cares.

Let all who are sad take heart again;
We are not alone in our hours of pain;

Our Father stoops from his throne above
To soothe and quiet us with his love.

He leaves us not when the storm is high
And we have safety, for He is nigh.

Can it be trouble which He doth share?
Oh, rest in peace, for the Lord does care."

The Tract Association of Friends.

The Board of Managers report, that during
the year ending Second Month 28th, 1900, the
stock of our publications at the Depository,
No. 304 Arch Street, has been kept up, and the
facilities there afforded for obtaining copies of
our tracts for gratuitous distribution, have
been made use of by members and others, by
personal application or through the mails. By
means of the catalogue annually printed, per-
sons at a distance desiring to select from our
series can inform themselves in regard to the
title and number of pages of each tract; and
can readily obtain them by mail by addressing
our Agent in charge.

By the death of our Friend, Joseph Hall, in

the Second Month, 1899, who had been for
some years much interested in fulfilling the
duties of his position as Agent, it became nec-
essary to obtain a successor, and in the Fourth
Month last William C. Cowperthwaite was ap-
pointed to this service.

The reading matter connected with the al-

manac and card calendar ,has been selected,
and they have been issued as usual. The de-
mand for the latter has increased since it was
first issued, and it is used to a considerable
extent among Friends in this neighborhood.

One new tract has been added to the series
during the year. It is numbered 180, and is

entitled " The Letter of a Young -Jewess to Her
Father," and is extracted from a Memoir of

Leila Ada, a young woman who died at the age
of twenty years in full hope of a glorious im-
mortality through the merits and sufferings of

a crucified Redeemer. It is hoped that it may
be of special service among Hebrews; some of
whom are desirous of circulating such reading
matter, and by whom it has been gladly re-

ceived. It is gratifying to know that requests
for our publications continue to be made by
those who value them and desire to place them
in the hands of others, and also that the in-

terest of auxiliary societies is maintained in

different places.

Our tracts, when bound in volumes, furnish

an agreeable miscellany, very suitable for read-
ing rooms, etc. A full set of them has lately

been furnished upon application to a public

library in St. Louis, Missouri.

A treatise on religious subjects casually
brought to the hands of a reader has often been
made an instrument of spiritual good. But we
have thought that the special service which
our tracts perform may be in elucidating and
enforcing some of those doctrines of the Chris-
tian religion, and the practices resulting from
them, which have as yet been accepted by but
a small proportion of religious professors at

the present day—such as the universality and
efficacy of Divine Grace; the immediate revela-

tion of the Divine will to the soul of man; the
right place and authority of the Holy Scrip-

tures, the baptism of the Holy Spirit and the
spiritual nature of the Communion and Divine
worship; the exercise of the ministry and
prayer; the call of women as well as men to

the ministry of the gospel; the incompatability
of war and the taking of oaths with the Chris-

tian religion and the influence of and objections
to the use of music. Short treatises upon
each of these subjects are included in the series

of tracts now published, as well as some bio-

graphical accounts of individuals who have ex-
emplified these doctrines in their lives, and
some essays of a more general and miscellane-
ous character.

As in the past our tracts have been distribu-

ted among the sailors visiting our port, and
many expressions of appreciation and thankful-
ness for the privilege of perusing them have
been heard, which have encouraged us to

further efforts in this direction.

Quite a number have also been furnished to

members of an organization who visit, and hold
religious meetings among sailors and others at
Point Breeze, and to attenders there, as well

as to conductors, motormen and others on their

way to and from the place of meeting. They
have been received with much appreciation,

and frequently other copies have been asked
for. One aged woman to whom a tract was
sent by the hands of a child was so impressed
by the reading of it, that on the following
First-day, with effort she reached the point
where the child received it, asked for more,
and expressed much satisfaction in having
them, as such reading matter appeared to be
that which she had longed for.

A young woman writing from Portland, Ore-
gon, mentions that she furnished some of our
tracts to different persons in that city and to

prisons, reading rooms, etc., where they were
gladly received. She also left a large number
at the United States barracks for soldiers; from
whence a portion were sent to Manila. She
distributed some at a meeting of sailors in that

city, and writes if she had a thousand she co

have disposed of them there.

During the year our funds have been
creased by the acceptable addition of $207
from the proceeds of two legacies left

Sarah Marshall and her sister Mary M. Johns
There have been printed during the ye

Tracts in English, 57,750; tracts in Spani

4,000; almanac, 5,250; card calendars for 19
1,700.

The [principal] distribution for the year 1

been: Tracts, 69,179; Juveniles, 6,907;
manacs (including 1,072 of 1899). Of tb

800 of 1899 and 850 of 1900 were placed

the cells of the Eastern Penitentiary, 4,8

Select Extracts, 30; Divine Protection,

Biographical Sketches and Anecdotes, 8; M
ings and Memories, 41; Select Readers,

Card Calendars (1899-10), 1,556, [and ot

publications, making the entire distribul

69,179]. On behalf of the Board of Manag.
Henky B. Abbott, ClcrJi

Philadelphia, Third Month 8th, 1900.

For " The Frieni

The Power, Preached or Unpreached.j

It is interesting and instructive to note

reading D'Aubigne's "History of the Refer
tion," how the facts correspond with the

marks of the author, as given in the follow

extract :

" The monks were not the only persons '

rallied around the standard of the Gospc
priests in still greater number began to pre

the new doctrines. But preachers were TWi

quired for its propagation ; it frequently a

on men's minds and aroused them from t

deep slumber without any one having spoken

The italicising is our own, and while we wi

not wish to discourage a rightly author
ministry, but believe such a ministry is a b)

ing to the Church, but that power which
the dawn of the Reformation, as well as in hi

rise of our Society, "acted on men's mils

and aroused them from their deep slur,ei

without any one having spoken," remains tbi

the same as it was in that day, and is a pclei

that can gather without an outward minifiy,

But ministry without the power cannot gala

to anything higher than its own source, f' il

is not long discourses we need, or words tdcl

merely upon the emotional feelings of the n id,

but that which will reach to the life, and wcl
will tend to stir up from the spirit slunw,

reaching the witness for Truth in the he,'t«

of the hearers. God is jealous of his hcor,

and He will not give his praise to anotherior

to any graven image formed by the humain-
tellect alone and set above the Spirit, how(»se

soever the semblance may be to that whi^ if

really Spirit and life.

How They Get Theik Fire.—Various iv-

ages have different methods of kindling Ire.

In New Holland a pointed stick is twirle( be-

tween the palms of the hands until the 'W
on which it stands begins to smoke, and alast

breaks into flame. Other savages obtjt a

spark by sticking one bit of wood uprigli ip

the earth, cutting a slit in it lengthwis' in

which they rub another bit of wood wii a

protruding piece until it flames.
'

The most ingenious method is, however.tiat

followed by the inhabitants of Western ida-

gascar. They use a string of animal hid' by
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ich they twirl the upright stick rapidly and
iten the fire-lighting. To us who have
rely to strike a match under the mantel-

ce, the value of fire is little appreciated,

i suppose that we are caught in the wilder-

is without a match, how would we go about
iting a fire to warm ourselves or cook our

d?

—

Washington Post.

Concerning the Doukhobortsi.

BY JOSEPH S. ELKINTON.

Fourth Month 9th, 1900.

)uring the past week communications simi-

to those previously received have come to

id from different villages, in response to the
resses sent to them, expressing satisfaction

laving been addressed, and appreciation of

subject-matter therein contained, together
h the declaration of their trust in God and
,h in our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

sre is a cheerful tone and hopeful anticipa-

1 evinced in the letters as to what the spring
;ht do for them. The need of vegetables is

, and there is pleading for assistance to buy

L visit has been made to some of the heads
departments at Ottawa, by which more in-

nation was obtained of what had been really

e through government officials, and of what
:ht be expected through that channel. From
official reports there received, the Doukho-
ors are now busily engaged with their seed-

,
but their horses are reported in poor

dition, and more work will, in consequence,
e to be done by hand. The probabilities

that as much seed will be furnished as there
be ground prepared for. The railroad com-
ies have all agreed to grant free transport-

•n for seed requirements,
n the Saskatchewan District over one thou-
i acres of land are reported as broken up.
h from the official reports and private let-

I the general health of the colonists appears
le quite as good as could reasonably be ex-
ted, considering the privations to which
T have been subjected, although evidences
the scurvy still exist, there being several
3S of diseased feet and limbs, and sadly im-
'ed vision from sore eyes, and, as yet, not
Jntire exemption from the Cyprus or ma-
al fever. But it is admitted that the gene-
health has been improving, and the death-
! not large. The exceptional mildness of
winter, the assistance received from the
ritably_ disposed in the United States, and
ipproximate amount from other sources,
ipendent of the bonus money of the Cana-
1 Government and what was done prior to
r arrival in Manitoba, Assiniboia and Sas-
Jhewan, has, with the Divine blessing, pre-
'ed many from perishing. In an interview
Ottawa, last week, with the Controller of
Mounted Police of the Northwest Terri-

^ as also with the Superintendent of the
migration Department, they were both asked
ny more than two deaths had been reported
; could directly be attributed to hunger or
osure, and they answered in the negative,
mounted police reported that, while the
ikhobors fed on common fare, such as shorts
what might be rejected by others, they
e cheerful and happy, and the general feel-
was they would prosper, but must be helped
il they can get a crop. Considerable debt

has been incurred for flour. Numbers of them
have, it is true, obtained what seemed to be
good wages on the railroads, but the charges
for provisions were out of proportion to their

earnings. Necessity caused some of the women
to go out in the distance to work, mothers, in

divers instances, going out to save the expo-
sure for their daughters, but the want of the
language and other trials incident to a sepa-
ration from their associations that were very
dear to them, made it not only lonely and
wearisome, but depressing, so the stay would
be limited.

I was assured that all goods that had been
forwarded had reached the Doukhobortsi, and
when they could not be hauled by their own
teams the goods had been delivered to them.
This statement, from the heads of the depart-
ment and confirmed by Arthur St. John and
Anna De Carouso, now in Philadelphia on their

way to England, is particularly acceptable, as
also the insight given of the help rendered in

other ways by noble-hearted individuals that
were supporting the efforts of officials.

The acting Minister of the Interior, during
the absence of the Minister, now in Europe,
manifested a very kindly spirit. The Deputy
Minister had not returned from a visit to

Manitoba. He has taken a great interest in

the cause.

Professor Mavor, of Toronto, who seems to
be well versed in political economy, granted
an interview, and favored me with a relation

of some of his Russian correspondence, and
the interest of the Doukhobortsi seemed to be
an object near his heart. He wrote a preface
to the work of Vladimir Tchertkoff, giving a
history of the Doukhobortsi, or Spirit Wres-
tlers. On the whole there is great cause for
gratitude that the hearts of those with whom
the Doukhobortsi have had to do in the tran-

sition from their native land to where they
now are, have been, we may say, prepared of
the Lord to do what could be done to give them
a settlement and start, and the disposition to

strengthen the hands of those upon whom the
management devolves is also cause for thank-
fulness, for their work is by no means light,

and does need, with good statesmanship and
heavenly wisdom, pecuniary aid. The women
of Toronto and Montreal deserve credit for

their endeavors to minister to the necessities

of the colonists. Several hundred dollars have
been lately sent for cows. Last year they con-
tributed several hundred dollars for the same
purpose, in addition to clothing, etc. A late

donation of flax from England was particularly

appropriate. But as cows can soon subsist on
grass of the field, those who feel like con-

tributing for the purchase of cows, sheep and
poultry, would indeed confer a great benefit,

and might have satisfaction in the remem-
brance of the words of Solomon: "He that
hath pity on the poor lendeth to the Lord, and
that which he hath given will He pay him
again."

Extract from a letter to William B. Harvey,
from the family of a rancher living near the
Good Spirit Lake :

"Scarcely a day passes but some of [the
Doukhobors] come to our house, and are con-
tinuously telling us to write and thank you all

for your kindness in sending them so much
provision, clothing, wool and garden seeds.

They say they would like to do some work for

you in return for all these offerings. Robert
and myself have taken great pleasure this win-

ter in going about among them, trying to cheer
them up. There has been sickness among them,
I think owing to not having enough vegetables

is the cause, as they break out in bad sores,

and complain of headache and of rheumatism.
The medicine that was left here has cured a
number of them. We were delighted in having
it for the poor creatures. Nothing gives us
greater pleasure than doing what we can for
them.

" We still have Constant [a Doukhobor]
working for us. He is a most trustworthy
man. We would not like to part with him on
any account.

" Some of the Doukhobors six miles north of
us are preparing to go to the Assiniboine River,

as they say they cannot get water. The re-

mainder of them seem very contented. The
only trouble is they have very little ploughing
done for grain and vegetables, but we sincerely

hope they will prosper."

Receiving as a Little Child.—It is a known
fact that children are guided by their intui-

tions
; they see the realities around them, and

know and believe them. They know and be-
lieve that they are real beings ; this is a real
world

; there is a God ; there is right and
wrong ; wrong deserves punishment. As they
grow older they drift away from their intui-

tions and depend more and more upon discur-
sive reasoning, as their reason develops and
becomes more and more into activity, and thus
the door is thrown wide open for all kinds of
errors. It is by matured and cultured men
that opinions are formed and maintained, which
are regarded by children as absurd and impos-
sible. Idealism, agnosticism, scepticism, infi-

delity, are not the product, nor the character-
istic, of childhood. There is a second question
for scientific investigation. Are not the re-

plies of the younger children the pure ideas of
childhood, and are they not, because intuitive,

nearer the truth and more reliable than the
first attempts of immature reason ; a power
which in full maturity leads men so far astray,

that professing themselves wise, they become
fools and deny fundamental truths, which the
little children know with intuitive vision?

—

W.
H. Hodge.

Things are very plain mostly when we get
once a fair view of them. Usually, however,
we come to this clear vision slowly. A man
may ponder over some problem long and labori-

ously without coming to the light. But by
some slight circumstance the truth is made to
flash upon him. Then he wonders how any man
can fail to see as he does. Saul was in com-
plete darkness till the light flashed upon him
on the way to Damascus. When the scales fell

from his eyes, thenceforward he gave himself
no rest trying to convince others of the truth
concerning Christ which he saw so clearly. We
have need to exercise patience in teaching those
who have not made the same discoveries of
Truth we have. Remember how long we our-
selves were blind, and to how many things we
may be yet blind. Light is progressive even
in those who are earnestly seeking for it. How
much more slowly will those advance upon
whom the light must be forced when there is

no heart to it.

—

Christian Instructor.
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Correspondence.

It was because of what I umlerstood of thought,

;is developed nearly fifty years ago, that I was

drawn to the Friends, and what I further learned

helped to keep me with them. And to-day, so far

as I understand, the furthe.'^t range of the move-

ment in some directions barely grasps what was

assured belief with the Quakers over two centuries

ago.

To speak of the Bible as not being the highest

and only authority for religious belief; to call in

question the Trinity as three distinct persons; to

disbelieve in baptismal regeneration in connection

with water; to deny special sacredness to the ele-

ments of bread and wine on the communion table,

or to any exclusive right of college bred ministers

to dispense these, or to preach the gospeUiy virtue

of apostolic succession; refusing to acknowledge

inherent holine.ss in the First-day of the week, or in

places for public worship, and esteeming as super-

stitious consecration of burial grounds, and hardly

less, the ceremony often performed there; these

being but a part of the trend of things Friends

were largely responsible for, and crowning all, their

arch heresy of quenchless faith in the universality

of the grace of God. Friends should acknowledge

that all that was "modern thought" then, and

millions are still at issue with it to-day.

What a favor to realize that revelation has not

ceased, but that now as ever heaven is open and
" angels of God are ascending and descending on

the Son of Man."

From England.—To a society or church which

is called to judge not according to appearance, but

in a discernment of the true relations and im-

portance of things, in this judgment it is often

seen that those things which are highly esteemed

among men are an abomination in the sight of God.

The Spirit which moves the nations of the earth is

not the spirit of righteous judgment, but a dark,

carnal Spirit, and this is that which newspaper
writers write for and please especially in time of

war. So that it is not so much the knowledge of

military facts and exploits we have to dread, as the

Spirit which presents them out of the wisdom of

God, and where admitted it darkens the windows
of the soul. If I have any true sense of the situa-

tion and how it concerns lovers of their country

and of the cause of Truth, the greatest considera-

tions do not arise out of the present, but out of

what will happen in the future, as direct or indirect

results of the action of our Government and of the

popular ferment it has excited.

I fear a permanent increase of militarism and
the more that spreads the greater are the difficul-

ties placed in the way of the development of true

social harmony in a nation. And again, where in-

dividual liberty is cramped, spiritual liberty is

cramped, and people are less disposed to think out

serious questions independently.

In the long run priestcraft will profit out of this.

SUMMARY 'of EVENTS.
United States.—For the nine months of the present

fiscal year there was an incrense of imports of dutiable

merchandise of $76,148,067, and of exports an increase

of $10.5,167,933, as compared with the same period of the

preceding year.

The report of the arbitrators in the Delagoa Bay Rail-

road case has been received at the State Department by
mail from Berne. It is likely to be accepted as final,

though the award is considered inadequate and unjust.

There was a spirited debate in the House during the

closing hours of the struggle over the Puerto Rican Tariff

bill on the 11th instant. The measure was finally passed
by a vote of 161 to 1.53. Nine Republicans voted against
the measure. The President has signed the bill.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy Charles H. Allen, of

Massachusetts, has been nominated as the first Governor
of Puerto Rico. In accepting the appointment he says
he will endeavor to administer the affairs of the island to

the best interests of the people.

On the 11th instant, the Senate passed the Pacific Cable
bill, a measure which appropriates $3,000,000 for a cable
from San Francisco to Honolulu.

On the 13th the House, by a vote of 240 to 15, adopted
a resolution for a constitutional amendment providing

for the election of United States Senators by direct vote

of the people. Fourteen Republicans and one Democrat
voted against it.

It is said at the State Department that no conclusion

has yet been reached in the negotiations which have been
in progress between the Department and the Spanish
Government respecting the title to certain of the outlying

islands in the Philippine archipelago.

The President has signed a proclamation opening to

settlement, on Tenth Month 10th, the northern half of the

Colville Indian Reservation in Washington.
A despatch from Pittsburg, dated Fourth Month 12th,

says: "The Pittsburg Coal Company has inquiries from
German firms asking for bids and quotations on Pittsburg

gas coal. The letters state that it is desired to make
contracts for a year, and for a number of years if terms
can be agreed upon. An effort is being made to charter

steamers, and if this can be done, and terms made, the

Pittsburg Coal Company will sell fuel to the German Em-
pire. Recently a deal with Russian officials fell through
because transporting vessels could not be secured."

A resolution was introduced at the session of the Utica
Presbytery last week, to amend the confession of faith by
striking out the paragraphs relating to the doctrine of

election and reprobation.

Returns made by Chester letter carriers indicate for that

city a population of 40,538, which is twice the number of

its inhabitants in 1890.

A colony of 400 Missouri farmers will settle in the

valley of the Concho River, State of Chihauhau, Mexico,
this spring.

Graphite is now being produced in Alabama, and two
factories, which were recently started in Cleburne Co.,

are meeting with considerable success.

The New York World last week, says :
" The latest

despatches from Manila report six engagements with the

insurgents at different points in the islands last week.
" One armed body, ' all in full uniform,' was encountered
on Friday within five miles of Manila. Two were killed

and ten captured, ' but unfortunately Captain Sturgis's

force was not large enough to pursue the main body."
" General Young, commanding in North Luzon, and

General Bell, who commands in the South, have both
' made several requests for reinforcements.' They repre-

sent their troops as ' exhausted by the necessity of con-
stant vigilance,' that they are unable to garrison the

towns in their jurisdiction and that as soon as our sol-

diers leave a town ' the insurgents return to the district

and kill the friendlies.'

"

"And this after fourteen months of war, with 60,000
troops engaged and with Otis relieved because ' the war
is over.'

"

General Young reports this week, (on the 17th inst.),

that 300 insurgent riflemen and bolomen attacked the

American garrison at Batoc, province of North Ilocos,

yesterday, but were repulsed, losing 100 men. The
Americans had no casualties.

Captain Dodd, with a squadron of the Third Cavalry,

recently surrounded a village in Benguet province and
surprised 200 insurgents living in barracks, apparently a

recruiting centre for the province. The enemy lost 53
men killed. Our troops also captured 44 men and burned
the rillage. One American was wounded.

One of the reports just at hand from Manila is that

William Odun, who is spoken of as a minor of large ex-

perience, has returned from a prospecting trip to the dis-

tant coast of Vigan. He showed rich specimens of gold,

and declared that he had located a ledge of quartz as

rich as anything in Colorado or California. He is organ-

izing a company of ex-soldiers, and will go into the

mountain districts of Vigan to secure claims.

There were 691 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 41 less than the previous

week and 171 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 349 were males and 342 females; 134
died of pnuemonia ; 53 of consumption; 51 of heart dis-

eases; 46 of influenza; 28 of convulsions; 26 of nephritis;

24 of apoplexy; 22 of neuralgia; 21 of old age; 17 of

inanition ; 17 of inflammation of the brain; 15 of typhoid

fever; 15 of marasmus; 15 of bronchitis; 15 of inflamma-

tion of the stomach and bowels; 15 of diphtheria; 11 of

cancer; 11 of paralysis; 11 of debility; 10 of Bright's

disease, and 9 of congestion of the lungs.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2'8, 99J a 101; new 2's, 103 a

104; 3's,reg., 109i a 110; coupon, 110 a 111; 4's, 114i a

115J; new 4's, reg., 132 a 133; coupon, 133 a 134; 5's,

reg., 1I2§ a 113; coupon, 113} a 114J.
Cotton was dull and nominally quoted at lOi'jC. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.40 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.60; city mills.

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40
barrel, as to quality.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 72 a 73c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 43i a 43Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31J a 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 5|c.; good, 51 a 5ic.;

dium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4J a 4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs — Extra, wool, 6J a 7c; clipped

a 6c.; good, wool, 6J a 6Jc.; clipped, 5i a 5ic; medi
wool, 5 J a 6c.; clipped, 4J a 5c.; common, wool, 5 a !

clipped, 4 a 4ic. Lambs, wool, 5J a 8Jc.; clipped, 4i a

Hogs.—7i a 8c. for best Western; 7J a7ic.for oth

Foreign.—The Paris Exposition was opened by Pi

dent Loubet, at noon on Sixth-day last, the 13th inst

Accounts received at Bloemfontein on the 12th ii

of the fighting of the troops under Colonel Dalgetj

Wepener, show that the Boers attacked vigorously,

were repulsed.

It is officially reported that the British losses at

pener in four dajus' fighting were eighteen men killed

one hundred and thirty-two wounded.
Despatches received in London on the 17th, from Bk

fontein state that the siege of Wepener in the On
Free State has been raised by the Boers, who are retr

ing.

According to a cable despatch from Bloemfontein, I

Roberts's plans for an invasion of the Transvaal I

been seriously interfered with by a heavy rain storm

British Government expenditure is running now $7,C

000 a week beyond revenue.

The circulation of the London newspapers has incre

from 20 to 100 per cent, since the beginning of the

in South Africa.

The average consumption of alcoholic drinks in ll

land last year was at the rate of $100 worth per fa

of five.

The great wealth that lies in the quarries of Swedi

at last being developed.

There are 30,000 miles of railroad in Asia, of w
two-thirds belong to British India.

The Tartarian alphabet contains two hundred and
letters, being the longest in the world.

The most characteristic feature of Siberian farm

is that the farmers live not scattered all over the coui

remote from neighbors, but in villages as near as
[

to the land they are cultivating.

In 1889 Japan had less than 1000 miles of railv

In 1898 the mileage was 3420, while the lines under

struction and chartered will bring the figure up to E

Australian gold production, according to Austr
authorities, increased last year 927,316 ounces, the i

of the increase being approximately $18,500,000.

It was officially announced on the 13th inst., at Sy(

New South Wales, that one hundred and eleven (

thirty-eight deaths from bubonic plague have occi

there.

The sealing steamer Panther has returned to St. Jo

Newfoundland, with 12,700 seals. The aggregate i

show this year's seal hunt to have been the most p
able known for a generation.

NOTICES.
A young man, who has had some experience,

position as teacher in a Friends' school.

Address, " W,"
Office of The Friend

Receipts for Aid of Sufiering DoukhotM
to Fourth Month 17th, 1900.

Friends' London Grove, $5 ; S. T. W., Ohio, $3(

C, $75 ; J. S. L., $25 ; L. B. M., N. Y., $5.

\Vm. Evans, Trea.^urer, 2-"i2 S. Front St., Phi]

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience o)«

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will '»

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., andjt

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when requi

«

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twent'n

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph, il

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85. i

Edward G. Smedley, .S^^

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo^
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regi 1

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wll A

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and HI

munications in regard to business should be forward I

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent. l

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, in this city on Fourth Month Oth, 1900, A I

Williamson, aged seventy-six years ; a member < th

Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.
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Tiird-day, the \lth.—After the reappoint-

it of the Clerks the men's meeting entered

n the consideration of the Queries and An-

rs.

ibout the usual state of regularity in the

iing and attendance of the meetings was
Drted, with some omissions of them in four

ilities. Encouragement was taken from

lences of life still maintained in many meet-

3, and in the preservation of a living min-

y. Worldly standards of success in life

tinue to diminish the mid-week meetings,

le a similar interest in the Christian life

dd greatly prosper the church. That which

olds our smaller country meetings so long

hout vocal ministry or usual attractions of

rches, must be a power not of man; and in

Divine power alone have they a right to

ad. The love of Christ constraining us, so

t there will be a seeking to know his pres-

e, was commended as the remedy for de-

ision.

jOve and unity were favorably acknowledged

m all quarters, that by which men should

iw our discipleship, and realize the concern

the first Query also. The practice of fre-

int, or daily, reading of the Holy Scriptures

'amilies seemed general within our borders,

i exceptions appeared in the matter of sim-

;ity of behavior, speech and apparel. Earn-

exhortations were given forth on these

ijects, and testimonies of preservation ex-

ienced through their observance. Likewise

:oncem for sympathetic relations between

•ents and children.

in the women's meeting, besides the con-

eration of Queries and of the educational

>orts, earnest exercises on the subject of

ice and the obligations of the Christian life

imed serious attention.

Fourth-day, the ISth.—A concern was intro-

ced for the appointment of a committee to

visit in gospel love meetings and members
within the compass of the Yearly Meeting for

their encouragement and upbuilding in the

Truth. Much sympathy was expressed with

this proposal, yet it was the general sense that

the service might be more livingly performed

by concerned members as they should be es-

pecially drawn in their own hearts for service

towards their brethren in any place.

Answers to the fifth Query showed that the

poor in the Society are cared for and their

children educated. " Blessed is he that con-

sidereth the poor." This charity beginning at

home has extended to the suffering Doukho-

bors, and is now called for towards the far

more famine-stricken natives of India. As to

the placing of our children under the care of

others, what advantage has the Friend, or the

being placed under his care, except as there

are committed unto him " the oracles of God,"

livingly observed?

Three exceptions in regard to military ser-

vice were reported, and the other particulars

of the Query relating to the State had been

well observed. We were reminded to maintain

these and all observances of our Queries, not

only as testimonies of Truth and of protest,

but in the spirit of witnesses. So should we

be carried on in life above considerations of

mere expediency or policy. The world greatly

needs such witnesses.

A general carefulness as to living w;ithin our

circumstances, moderation in trade or business,

and just payment of debts, and care to deal

with offenders in the right spirit, had appeared.

In reflecting upon all the Queries it was re-

marked, that the prophecy of William Penn,

that the " exercise of concerned souls " should

be felt upon communities, had been fulfilled,

and that our peace must consist in faithful-

ness in our day.

The Annual Answers represented that five

elders and one minister had died during the

year. No new meetings were settled, births

and deaths were regularly recorded. Nineteen

schools were maintained, and the Queries and

Answers were regularly read in Subordinate

Meetings.

An interesting exercise, reciprocated by

young and old, for a place of sympathetic con-

fidence in each other's thought, spread over

the meeting.

The educational statistics showed that seven

hundred and thirty-one members were between

five and twenty years of age; one hundred and

seventy-three of these have been at schools

not taught by Friends, and seventy-five not at

school.

The report on the use of intoxicating drinks

showed improvement in some quarters, several

Monthly Meetings being entirely clear of their

use; and in others there had been no diminution

(in two or three instances a slight increase) in

the number using them.

In the Women's Meeting the minutes of the

Meeting for Sufferings were read and the lan-

guage quoted as applicable to their work,
" Blessed are they that sow beside all waters."

There is work for all to do, and the young

were encouraged to be faithful. The patience

and faith of the Doukhobors under suffering

was pointed to as an example and as a lesson

in moral heroism that even children can appre-

ciate. After prayer for Divine aid and pro-

tection the meeting adjourned.

At three p. M. the meeting of Ministers and

Elders assembled. A large number of anointed

spiritual exercises appeared, and in much deep

and waiting silence the crown and diadem of

assemblies in Divine communion was the cover-

ing of the closing day, raising the whole occa-

sion above our ability to report.

Fifth-day the Idth.— Meetings for Divine

Worship were held in three of the meeting-

houses in the city as usual, a large and inter-

ested number being gathered at Fourth and

Arch Streets, under baptizing power.

The committee having charge of the Boarding

School at Westtown reported the number on

the roll as one hundred and eighty-five, an in-

crease over last year. The total expenditures

had been forty-five thousand eight hundred

and eighty-two dollars, an excess of one hun-

dred and eighty-eight dollars above the income.

It appeared that each pupil had cost the in-

stitution one hundred dollars more than was

paid in for him. Except for many cases of

measles lately appearing, the health of the

school has been good. It was with sorrow

that record must be made of the death of the

efficient housekeeper, our friend Regina S.

Rote, who had served the institution satisfac-

torily for eight years.

By modifications in the lecture room a fine

gymnasium had been added to the resources of

the school, besides an enlarged audience room.

The expense of these changes had been borne

by private contributions. Manual training,

cooking and sewing have a valuable place. The

thoroughness of the school work is recognized
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outside. A Friend has added $10,000 to the

funds of the school, subject to an annuity of

$450 during her life.

These and other valuable improvements,

both in the building and in the educational

interests manifested that the minds of the

committee had been on the alert. General in-

terest in the institution had been awakened by

the efforts of the Old Scholars' Association,

and the $62,000 which they have raised, as

part of a memorial fund, will long help the

school and scholars.

" A concern for the religious welfare of the

children lies very near to our best feelings,"

the committee say, "and we can but desire

that the officers of the institution, as well as

the committee in charge, may be helped so to

discharge their duties in this interesting and

responsible field of service as to fulfill the ob-

ject for which this school was established,

namely, the religious and guarded education

of our youth."

The committee for the civilization and im

provement of the Indians reported a well-cared-

for condition of the work at Tunesassa. The

average attendance of children at the school

was 43. The good behavior of the children in

meeting, as well as in school, and the manifest

interest in their studies, indicated that they

were under the care of faithful and conscien-

tious teachers. Expenditures on school and

farm amounted to $5,726.49—less than re-

ceipts by $41.46. The property is valued at

$34,000.

The attempt is made to conduct the farm as

a model farm. A second edition of the " Lives

and Happy Deaths of Some Indians" had been
put in circulation. The meeting appropriated

$2,500 for next year.

The Educational committee reported the giv-

ing of financial assistance to sixteen schools of

Friends, which have been attended by 294 pu-

pils. Of these, 113 were members and the

remainder connected with Friends by birth or

interest. A census made by the committee had

disclosed that there are 145 Friends' children

attending schools not taught by members, prin-

cipally the public schools. The Superintendent

had been unusually attentive in her visitations

of our schools and in conferences with teachers.

These are afforded the use of a loan library of

865 volumes. An appropriation of $2,000 was

made for the coming year's work in these

schools.

Sixth-day, the 20th.—After the reading of

the Treasurer's report, the raising of $6,500

was ordered for the coming year. A Committee

on Education was appointed to serve for three

years. Attention was called by a member to

the dangers of competitive games, and the

objectionable contents of some reading books.

Their use was considered unnecessary, especi-

ally at a time when so many unobjectionable

books are on the market.

The exercises which had been spread before

the meeting, particularly in the consideration

of answers to the Queries, were in much of

their substance gathered into a Minute of Ad-

vices, which was now read. It recommended

the feelings of sympathy that had been ex-

pressed for small and declining congregations,

and exhorted to a deepening in spiritual life,

and to a full dedication of heart. " The truth

was expressed that it is sin, even though it be

in refined form, that clouds our spiritual per-

ceptions, and thatsanctificationis imperatively

necessary to fit us for the service of the Most

High." A free Gospel ministry, bearing wit-

ness to and for the Truth as it is in Jesus,

and moderation in all things, was suitably set

forth. The minute concluded as follow^s, " It

was cheering to the Yearly Meeting to hear

the expressions of loving regard by some of

the younger members towards those in maturer

life, and the encouragement by the former class

to counsel \vith and confide in those whose long

experience in the Christian path qualifies them

to help others. A cordial response was ex-

pressed to this cementing feeling, and the

hearts of both young and old, we believe, have

been drawn by the outflow of the love of Christ

to us all into a renewed devotion to his blessed

cause."

A lively appreciation of the minute was mani-

fest, and exercises for the good of the Church

being poured forth, were succeeded by a cov-

ering of fervent supplication, under which it

was precious to enjoy the manifestation of the

Divine presence.

A weighty minute of acknowledgment of the

favors vouchsafed during the deliberations of

the week was read by the Clerk, and the sol-

emn silence which followed seemed fraught

with blessing for the further work andservice

of our day.

No memorial of any deceased Friend was

presented to the Yearly Meeting this year, but

the memory of its former Clerk, who was also

editor of this periodical, doubtless was pre-

sented afresh to many hearts. It seems fitting

to present in this number the memorial read

last year concerning our friend, .Joseph Wal-
ton, who was so long and usefully identified

with the service of the Yearly Meeting.

Long-lived Seeds.—Some twenty-five years
ago, when the slag produced by the ancient

Greeks in working the silver mines of Lauriuni,

near Athens, was removed, in order to be re-

worked by more efficient modern appliances,

the seeds of a kind of poppy of the genus
Glancinon, which had lain underneath the slag,

in a dormant condition, for at least 1,-500 years,

sprang up again all over the uncovered ground.
Unknown in modern times, this plant was de-

scribed in the first century of our era by Dios-

corides and Pliny, and had disappeared from
the face of the globe for fifteen or twenty cen-

turies. The fact that these seeds should have
retained their vitality so long seems very ex-

traordinary, but there are other instances qi

as remarkable. For instance, raspberry se

found in 1835 in an ancient tumulus in a co

buried thirty feet below the surface, and

lieved to have been there since the sec

century, were successfully planted. And
another case seeds of the Polygonum Convol

lus, dug up from the bottom of a sand-

where they were believed to have been bui

for two thousand years, were still vigorous

produced healthy plants.

Joseph Walton.'^'

He was the son of Joseph and .'\bi Wal
and was born in Philadelphia the fourth

of the Eighth Month, 1817. After ha^

been a pupil of Westtown Boarding Schoo

entered Haverford School, and was one of

first who graduated from that Institutioi

the year 1836. He was then employe(j

classical teacher at Westtown, remaininj

this position about ten years. Subsequent!

was engaged in other business. In the
;

1879, upon the death of Charles Evans, Jof

Walton succeeded him in the editorshi]

The Fkiend, and continued the managen
of that publication until his final illness,

was well qualified for this sphere of us«

ness, and the periodical, under his man
ment, was a welcome visitor in the home
very many families, who loved to see the

tinguishing views of the founders of our

ligious Society upheld.

He was a member of Philadelphia Mop
Meeting from his birth until his remov£

Moorestown, N. J., in the year 1874, and

tinued a member of this Monthly Meeting'

his death in 1898. He was married in !

to Lydia Lippincott, of N. J., a union «
proved congenial and helpful to both.

As a boy, Joseph Walton is said to

been, by nature, quick tempered ; but

through the effect of Divine Grace, W3|(

overcome, that his manner indicated only Pi

cidity and quietness of spirit. He seen't

have been, from childhood, thoroughly i)i

vinced of the principles and testimonies o tl

Society of which he was born a member, ai'll

maintained them unwaveringly throughoi;|hi

life ; and it might be said that it was hifir

mary object to uphold and inculcate thejn

plicity and truthfulness of the religiolt

Christ before all with whom he came in |m

tact.
I

His intellectual endowments were good

»

his opportunities for school education hiln

been beyond the average in his early yeai!h

was additionally fitted for usefulness. H(fa

a close observer of nature, being special I
ii

terested in the sciences of botany and W
ogy ; and his contributions to the journalUt

which he was connected often showe(|th

fruitful results of his quiet walks thijg

country lanes and woods ; or indicated iriiw

pie language his familiarity with the in Bti

gations and conclusions of those who had jwii

a study of natural science ; thus promot|g;

laudable interest in his youthful readel ii

elevating thoughts and pursuits.

He held the pen of a ready writer bdi

through a long course of years kept nottol

incidents connected with his own and -hei

* Testimony of Chester Monthly Meeting of F)'"''

New Jersey, and issued as a memorial by Philai]!'''''

Yearly Meeting in 1899.
j
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igious societies, which he compiled into

(k form, interspersing them with his own
aments and observations. Several valuable

umes edited by him have been published by

Book Committee of Philadelphia Yearly
eting, and they are well fitted to interest

[ instruct minds inquiring into the truths of

gion, and to arrest the attention of the in-

erent.

ie occupied, for twenty years, the position

Clerk of the Meeting for Sufferings, and
sixteen years that of the Yearly Meeting
Philadelphia to the satisfaction of his

snds.

n the station of Elder his services were
hly esteemed—not only in his watchful and
icious concern in meetings, but he also

ved a valuable helper and counsellor to

ly, in private. He frequently travelled as

ampanion to ministers, when under relig-

3 engagements, for which service he was
isually qualified.

Vhile possessed of much and varied infor-

;ion, and gifted with a discriminating judg-

it, such was his deference for others, and
attainment in Christian humility, that in

ression he was modest and without osten-

on, thereby adorning the doctrine which
professed,

lome extracts are subjoined from his cor-

ieventh Month 5th, 1865, in a letter to a
ind, he writes :

" I can add my testimony
ihat of many others—of the goodness and
ng kindness of our merciful Heavenly
her. Ah, He it is who melts the heart and
88 brokenness, as Isaac Penington says,

t he may be tender towards it, and em-
ce it in his arms of love and reconciliation

Jlessed, and magnified and adored, forever,

liis holy name ! When thus favored, may
)e our concern to return all the praise to

3, to whom alone it belongs."

iighth Month 26th, 1866.—" I feel, I hope,

increased desire to promote the spiritual

fare of my fellow mortals. How much
:e noble an employment to spend one's time
Icing good to others than in heaping up
les for one's self."

iecond Month 14th, 1868.
—

" How good is

Lord, and worthy to be praised. The sal-

ion of the soul is a wonderful thing. What
ild become of some of us if we had not a

V merciful God. In reflecting on his good-
s I have felt a nearer approach to the sen-

on of love and gratitude to Him than was
al for me. Though I rejoice in this feel-

,
yet it is with fear, knowing something of
own frailty."

finth Month 3rd, 1871.—" Amidst all

bts and conflicts, is it not a precious thing
)e able at times to feel an evidence of the
!ng kindness of our Heavenly Father, and a
le of its continued extension to us, tender-

\

the heart, and raising a song of thanks-
;ng to the author of all our mercies, to

•m all honor and praise belong."
lighth Month 9th, 1875.- "It is a com-

:; to see Friends willing and earnest labor-

Jin the best of causes, even that which is

iiified with immortality, and crowned with
'•nal life; and yet we must often feel that
Huccess depends on the Divine blessing. If

Iteel satisfied that we are laboring in the

field of service designed by the great Hus-
bandman, and we are performing therein the
duties which He appoints, I believe it is best

not to sink into too much discouragement at

the little apparent fruit resulting from our
labors. Does not such a desponding spirit in-

dicate a practical want of sufficient faith in

the power, wisdom or beneficence of the Ruler
of the universe? And will he not give such a

blessing (whether known to the instrument or

not), as is consistent with his all-wise designs?

However comforting and encouraging it is to

see good fruit resulting from our efforts, yet I

think our primary motive should be to fill up
our measure of duty, so that we may receive

at last the glorious reward, so infinitely be-

yond our deservings."

Although not a recorded minister, Joseph

Walton was at times led into vocal service in

our meetings for worship. His remarks were
weighty, and would strike home to the hearts

of his hearers. Upon such occasions his audi-

tory were often tenderly affected, as he would
cheer or gently exhort others to follow his

loving Saviour. His spirit was much exercised

for the religious welfare of the young, with

whom he honestly and faithfully labored for

their establishment in the Truth. In approach-

ing these objects of his solicitude, such was
his simplicity and gentleness of manner, cou-

pled with manifestations of pure love and

Christian interest, that a door of entrance was
found to their hearts. He was indeed a nurs-

ing father in the Church. Near the close of

his life, and upon the last occasion but one

that he attended his meeting, he was led to

address the children, of whom there were many
present, tenderly admonishing them to remem-
ber the purpose for which they were assem-

bled—that it was not to sit expectant of out-

ward ministry, but to endeavor to bring their

minds into that stillness wherein they might

be prepared to receive the Word of Divine

Life addressed to the soul in secret.

It was the effect of Divine Grace upon him
to induce a carefulness not to compromise with

inconsistencies, and yet to feel very tenderly

towards those whose views were different

from his own. For many years before his

death we cannot recall his speaking harshly of

Friends, or others whose practices were at va-

riance with sound Quakerism or the Gospel.

As old age came on, the mellowing influence

of the Divine Grace, which he had cherished

for so many years, became increasingly appa-

rent. His placid temper patiently accepted

the trials and infirmities of life, and to the

very end he quietly performed the duties which

he had assumed in the days of vigorous man-
hood. He regarded the approaching dissolu-

tion of the body with serenity and hope, as one

awaiting with holy confidence the coming of

his Lord. And now, we reverently believe

that, having done his day's work in the Mas-

ter's own time, he has been gathered, as a

shock of corn fully ripe, into the Heavenly

garner.

His decease occurred Second Month 10th,

1898, in the eighty-first year of his age. His

funeral was largely attended by Friends from
near and far, and many testimonies were borne

to his Christian character and faithfulness.

It takes time to be thorough, but the time

thus expended is not lost.

For "The Fribnd."

Jemima Reese Boone.

Was the daughter of Ambrose and Deborah

Boone, of Pickering, Ontario. She was born

on the sixth of Third Month, 1846, and died

on the twenty-first day of Tenth Month, 1899,

aged fifty-three years, seven months and four-

teen days. Her father died in Ohio whilst trav-

eling in the ministry. His prayers on behalf

of his family of five girls and two boys were
graciously answered, and gratefully they ac-

knowledge the favor and blessing of their

Heavenly Father extended towards and resting

on their home. One of his sons and his wife

also were called away, leaving a son, towards
whom his aunts extended a motherly care. This

care devolved, in a large measure, on Jemima,
who has but lately been called from works to

rewards. She herself was a willing, unselfish

worker, dwelling in humility, and, though pos-

sessing a vivacity of disposition, this was held in

check by the power of Divine grace, which early

induced her, whilst holding a good and tender

conscience, to set a close watch on her words,

so that, in the prospect of death, she could

truthfully say, " I only remember once telling

a lie, and the memory of that was enough for

me." Nor did she rest till, through true heart-

felt repentance, she was, in mercy, assured of

forgiveness. But very far was she from trust-

ing in self-righteousness. She well knew the

conflicts of spirit in the fight of faith with the

buffetings of the enemy on the one hand, aided

and abetted by the frailty of the flesh on the

other, but we feel assured she came off more
than conqueror through the power of Him who
loved her and gave himself for her, that He
might redeem her to himself. In her humility,

her watchful walk, her loving fulfilment of

every duty in life towards God and man, one
beheld the lamp of Divine grace shining through
it all, for, through the obedience of faith, she

made a good confession to Him who was her
chief love.

Early in her illness, in view of unfavorable

symptoms, she remarked, " I do not know that

it will make much difference, if I were only fit

to go, but I have done so many things," mean-
ing such as were contrary to the Divine will.

Pending a critical surgical operation, being

asked how she felt, she replied, " I trust it will

be all right either way, but I would like a little

clearer evidence." Yet she, with thankfulness,

acknowledged that she had been favored far

beyond what she had deemed herself worthy
of, expressing a hope that she clearly under-

stood all that was required at her hands.

Overhearing a remark to another friend that

her recovery seemed very doubtful, for a time
affected her much. She prayed fervently for

help to resign all into God's care and keeping,

which prayer was, we believe, answered, for

she soon resumed her habitual calmness, and
this quietude of spirit continued to the end,

nor did the approach of death in any way dis-

compose her, and when informed that no hope
of her recovery was entertained, she received

the intelligence with perfect calmness.

About twenty-four hours before her decease,

thinking her time to go was nearly come, she

bid her sorrowing friends farewell. Again
reviving, and wishing to express the burden of

her mind, she requested her medical attendant

to give her something to clear her voice, but
this he despaired of, and with sorrow declined
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the request. Her friends now thought she

would speak no more, but she broke out in

prayer that " the blessings that had been meted

out to her in the past might be continued to

the end," saying, "I have full confidence in

thee." She continued praising her Heavenly

Father for all his mercies. She prayed that

the Divine presence might rest as a protection

over her beloved sisters, and for her nephew,
" the dear boy whom I apprehend was left to

my care. Oh, protect him, and be a Father to

him when I am gone, and if I have not done to-

wards him my whole duty, be pleased graciously

to forgive me." Her last words to her nephew

were :
" Do right—that is the safest and best

way."

She requested her sisters not to grieve for

her, saying, shortly before her release, " I shall

soon be free forever from pain and troubles."

For "The Fribnd."

Doukhobortsi Correspondence.

The following is taken from a letter evi-

dently written in response to the address sent

among the villages.

Joseph S. Elkinton.
Fourth Month 21st, 1900.

Peace and the blessing of God be unto you

from our Lord Jesus Christ:

Our dear and beloved brothers and sisters,

who are abiding by the faith of our God, and

who are so near our hearts spiritually as

brothers and sisters.

Your much beloved letters we received, and

we read in them of your sincere devotion to

us, and to all our Christian community, and
your anxiety about our exiled relatives in Si-

beria.

From the bottom of our soul we thank you
for all the support you have given us in the

time of our need, physically as well as spirit-

ually. We had a great many physical wants,

and you assisted us. At the present time we
hope in our Omnipotent God, that we will gain

strength, and that our circumstances will as-

sume a brighter aspect. Your letters are al-

ways dear to us, and a great help to us; they

are keeping up the spirit of your weaker
brothers, and dispel our despondency.

Dear brothers and sisters, this letter we are

writing to you from only one village by the

name of Poterpievshy (Sufferers). We are

keeping our children, husbands and parents in

Siberia, Russia, informed of all your efforts in

reference to us made by you, and we are send-

ing our prayers to the Almighty God for them,

that He may deliver them from the rigors of

that climate, and unite them with us. They
will be very glad to hear that you are uniting

your efforts with ours in their behalf.

We are by these presents sending to all the

Quakers our deep hearty greetings. We are

faring well and are happy.

Our old grandmother, Anastasia Vasylievna
Vershina, recently received a letter from her
beloved son. Peter Vasiliewitch Vershina, from
Obodorsk. This news gave us much consola-

tion; since we arrived in Canada this is the first
letter.

From all those children and brothers who
are in Jakutsk, we receive letters frequently.

They are all awaiting the day when God will

bring us together, to see each other personally.

The small children of those who are exiled in

Siberia, are very homesick for their parents.

From our village there are in Siberia eleven

brothers and one sister.

We hope in God, that He will not desert us,

and leave us orphans. We are awaiting your

reply,

VASYLIEVITCH ZlBIN,

(Village) Poterpievshy.

A Year's Work for the Doukhobortsi.

Report of the Committee of the Meeting for Sufferings,

read in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, Fourth Month Kith,

1900.

The committee in charge of aid for the Douk-
hobortsi report—That since Fourth Month,

1899, two additional ship-loads of the immi-

grants have landed in Canada. One thousand

and thirty of these were the company who had

been in Cyprus ; and twenty-two hundred and

seventy came direct from Batoum. The whole

immigration numbered about seven thousand

three hundred souls. They have all been lo-

cated on lands assigned them by the Canadian

Government in the provinces of Manitoba, As-

siniboia and Saskatchewan.

A considerable extent of ground was planted

with wheat, potatoes and other crops. In nu-

merous instances where teams of oxen and

horses were wanting, and the men were labor-

ing elsewhere, plowing was done by the motive

power of women. The yield from this labor

was cut off in some places by unseasonable

frosts.

Pecuniary help continued to flow into our

treasury, which, with wages earned by able-

bodied men in the employment of others, and

supplies from other sources, sufficed to support

the people during the summer and autumn.
Houses were built, wells dug, and other pre-

parations for their homes were carried on.

As winter approached we were impressed

with the necessity of greater efforts to pre-

vent suffering and starvation during the cold

weather. As the result of a public meeting,

held in Philadelphia, to devise means of assist-

ance, a general interest was aroused among
Friends in many places, and, by the voluntary

labors of younger Friends and others, whose
help we gratefully acknowledge, generous of-

ferings of money, clothing, food and medicines

were made.
Our friend, Joseph S. Elkinton, met the new

arrivals, as he had the previous ones, and was
able to communicate with them at once, to ex-

tend a welcome and to cheer them with the

assurances of religious sympathy and friend-

ship.

In order to have a better knowledge of the

situation and needs of the immigrants, Joseph

S. Elkinton has twice visited them in their set-

tlements. In the Sixth Month he was accom-
panied by William Evans, and in the Eleventh

Month by William B. Harvey. These visits.

have been a great advantage, in enabling us

to comprehend the present and prospective

wants of these people, and in ascertaining the

most economical methods and safe channels

for administering relief.

The contributions in money received since

those reported to our last Yearly Meeting
amount to $24,884.42, and the estimated value

of clothing, food, etc., given in kind, is $5,-

265.00. Total, $30,099.42. There have been
appropriated, approximately, for food, $9,000 ;

for wool, $1,640 ; for spinning-wheels, $400
;

for seeds, $3,712 ; for teams and implements.

$2,500; for milk cows, $1,765; transportati

$1,400.*

Two hundred pounds (£200) have been

ceived from a Committee of London Meet;

for Sufferings, and various sums from M
nonites and River Brethren in Pennsylva

and elsewhere.

Four hundred copies of the New Testarai

in the Russian Language, given, by the Brit

and Foreign Bible Society, were distributed

the Colonists.

There are more than one hundred men oi

age subject to military service, left in exilt

Siberia, as prisoners, for their refusal to ci

ply with the requisitions of the governmen
this respect. The names of these men h

been furnished by their friends in Canada,

application made by the English committet

the authorities in St. Petersburg for their

lease. The difficulty of a direct appeal to
:

Emperor has not been overcome, and we h

no assurance as yet that the petition willj

granted.

A written address was prepared by our c

mittee,t a Russian translation of which

circulated among the various communitief

the Doukhobors. Replies to this commun
tion manifest gratitude for the interest ta

by Friends in their spiritual as well as for t

temporal welfare ; while the language usee

eludes a confession to the foundation trutl

Christian faith.

On behalf of the Committee,

George M. Comfort, Cleri

Philadelphia, Fourth Month 9th, 1900,

The Opium Curse.—The annual revenu

the Indian Government from opium is |

000,000.

It is estimated that the victims of opiu

China at the present time number 20,000,

and some give the estimate as high as 40,(

000, while the expense to China is £25,(

000 annually.

The present production of opium in Indjl

round numbers is 54,000 cwt. annually.

Whilst the demand for opium hardly ex ie

in China one hundred and fifty years a^i'

Chinese at the present time consume <

year enough to fill 5700 chests, each weii.

135 pounds.

India exports annually to China 90J per nl

of its opium, or about 49,512 cwts.

Opium poppy is grown in many parts of jer

sia. The surplus opium is exported to CM
India and England. I

The commercial value of the opium exp'te

from Persia per annum is $2,500,000. i
i

estimated that one-third of the adult potla

tion, including both sexes, use it immoden-yj

One million and a quarter of the peopjii

Persia are addicted to the opium habit, viicl

costs them $9,125,274 yearly.

—

MissionarM
look.

So LIVE that the faculties that God avi

you to read his will may be pure and fi foi

their work. If your eye be single, your oA]

will be full of light. Obedience is the sjrel

of just judgment in the will of God. The flek

will He guide in judgment.
;

•Free transportation, for many of the contributeOWli

was given by the railroad companies.)

fA copy of said address will be found on page 21,^"

34, of this periodical, (Third Month 10th, 1900,)
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Ithewi

Baptism.
tCoiUiiiued horn page 317.)

he apostle John said: Jesus tarried with

n iii: 22 I

his disciples in Judea and baptized;
hn '^" 2

I

though Jesus baptized not but his

iples, Jesus sanctioned water baptism by
presence, but He himself never baptized in

; way.

..^^
I

He liiiewise sanctioned circum-

I

cision and the law of Moses gen-

ly; it was observed all around Him and He

I

did not object. He sent the cleansed
"''*

I
leper to the priest to oifer for his

nsing according as Moses commanded. This

ticus xiv
I

offt^ring was two birds and cedar

I

wood, and three lambs without

lish, etc. Shall all cleansed lepers now do

;his one was commanded. Shall we keep
law of Moses, circumcise our children, and

iize with water, because Jesus sanctioned

1 Judea. Jesus, his disciples and the Ju-

is were all Jews, and this was under the

before Christian baptism had superseded

ish baptism at Pentecost; of course they

iized with water, circumcised the flesh and
t the law of Moses; but that is no prece-

; for us either Jews or gentiles in these

)el days, since the Holy Spirit is poured out

1 all flesh.

3SUS was baptized in the Jordan, saying,
" Suffer it to be so now," thus
indicating that it should not be

ilways. He was also circumcised, and in

r life confirmed his early circumcision by
,uke ii: 21

I

fulfilling and not destroying the

,ukrv:'i4'' law and the prophets; by send-
lew x: 5, 23

I

ing the cleansed leper to offer

leses commanded; by sending his apostles

)re Pentecost to preach to Israel the cir-

cised, but not to Gentiles the uncircum-
d " until the Son of Man be come." He here

^ii-s
I

recognized the covenant of circum-

I

cision which God gave to Abraham
that it was not yet fulfilled,

^e virtually said of circumcision the same
;h he had previously said of water baptism,

iffer it to be so now." But we find no
lifestation of his will that we should con-

e to observe the covenants and customs of

; dispensation of which water baptism was
, and he never made any distinction what-
r in favor of it. When Jesus exclaimed
Q the cross " It is finished," the law and the
)hets were fulfilled. He then opened to us a
e excellent way under his own glorious

3el dispensation, of which that of Moses
a shadow.

e toolc away the first covenant that He
iewsx:9

I

might establish the second. He
ix: 13,2s

I

purchased our redemption by his

id shed on Calvary. He died and was
led. He arose and ascended. Angels said

lis disciples, " Why stand ye gazing up into

!'en; this same Jesus shall come again as ye
Ii seen Him go into heaven." His disciples

irned to Jerusalem and tarried there as
iis had previously commanded them. At
:;ecost he came again as the angels have

i,
and as He had often promised his apostles

and disciples. He came as the

Comforter, the Holy Spirit, to

teach us all things and abide

with us forever.

By this one spirit are we now
into one body, Jew and gentile,

Mv: 16, 18
Inxvi: 16,22
<ii: 1, 16. 18

laptized

bond and free, male and female, all one in

Christ Jesus; all flesh, sons and daughters, ser-

vants and handmaidens, old and young.
By no other baptism can we all be baptized

into one body. Water baptism diverts from
this one baptism into one body. Water is not
to be understood whenever baptism is named,
neither is baptism to be understood whenever

Luke xii 50
I

water is named. There are many
I
baptisms without water mentioned

in Scripture. John's baptism was of water,

^^^^ ..
^ I

Christ's baptism was of Holy Spirit.

I

Churchmen say, burial with Christ in

Romvi-2?
i baptism is figurative. Amortifica-

I
tion of our lusts, not a literal burial

in water. We accept this teaching and suggest

Rom vi- 6 I

^^^^ baptism into Christ and cru-

I

cifixion with Christ are no more
literal. Weseenomorewaterabout baptism into

Christ than we see wood in the cross

upon which all Christ's children are
crucified. Churchmen say, (water)

baptism is generally necessary to salvation. As
an apology for introducing this word " gener-

ally," they say the thief upon the cross was
evidently saved without baptism as we under-

stand. This is contrary to Scripture teaching.

John iii: 7 I

Christ said positively, " Ye shall be
Actsi: 5

I

baptized with the Holy Spirit, and
shall be born again." There is no " generally

"

in it. Without new birth and baptism we have

Luke xxiii 40,43
I

"° '^^P^ ^^ salvation. The thief

I

was evidently baptized upon the
cross and born again without water, and was
thus prepared for paradise. He experienced
repentance, forgiveness and remission of sin.

Simon the Sorcerer was baptized with water.

Act^^vHi'"'!^ I

Was he born again ? We are told

ActI viil; 2^
I

that he remained in the gall of bit-

terness and bond of iniquity, and that his heart
was not right in the sight of God. Although bap-

tized by apostles evidently Simon was not born
again. Although not baptized with water the

repentant thief was born again. There is no
Scripture connection between new birth and

Gal iii- 27 I

water baptism. Paul said, "as many
I

as have been baptized into Christ

have put on Christ."

Had Simon put on Christ his heart would
have been right in the sight of God; not in the

gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity. Ac-

Gai iii- 2 I

cording to Paul's teaching Simon was

I
not baptized into Christ. Baptism,

not of water, but of Holy Spirit, makes the

heart right. By resisting this baptism we fail

to be baptized into Christ. By yielding to this

Gal. iii: 26, 29
I

baptism we become new-born chil-
Rom vi:3,4

I

dren baptized into Christ and buried

with Him in baptism. This baptism is freely

Luke xi: 9. 13 I offered to every son and daughter

joe?i'i':'2s','29 of Adam. Thoseof every land who
Actsx; 34,' 35

|
never saw the Scriptures may be

baptized with this saving baptism and born
again without instrumentality. There are di-

versities of operations, but it is the same God.

iCor.xii:4, 7 I
Our Saviour left us not dependent

Het). ii:
9

'

I
on book, man or water for salva-

tion. His love is universal and unbounded; He
tasted death for every man.
The grace of God which brings salvation has
Titus ii: It I appeared to all men, but not

''Lu'ke'xi.:'48* |
uecessarlly to all men in the

same way and fulness, but always in sufl^cient

fulness to bring salvation if heeded. He now
stands at every door and knocks. If we open

He will come in and sup with us. If we love

Him He will abide with us. But we must heed

his gentle knocks, his still small voice, and

open.

Churchmen say, the visible church, com-
prising persons good and bad, saints and sin-

ners, is the kingdom of God or the kingdom of

heaven, and that the door of entrance is bap-

tism—water baptism—duly administered. Paul
Cor. vi:9, 11 1 tells the Corinthiaus, the Galatians

Eph^v:'*',"
I
and the Ephesians all in nearly the

same language thrice repeated that the un-

righteous shall not inherit the kingdom of God.
Fornication, uncleanness, enmity, strife, jeal-

ousy, drunkenness, revellings and such like,—

•

I tell you plainly they who practice such things

shall not inherit the kingdom of God. " But

Gal V- 22
I

^^^ ^^^^^ °^ ^^^ Spirit is love, joy,

"I peace, long suffering, kindness, faith-

fulness, meekness and temperance." Paul cer-

tainly implies by the whole context that those

who bear the fruits of the Spirit, love, joy, peace,

etc., are the inheritors of the kingdom of God
and that the unrighteous are rejected. Again
Paul says, some who were once unrighteous

have been " washed, sanctified and justified in

Cor vi- ii(R V ) I

*^® name of the Lord Jesus and

I
in the Spirit of our God." These

unrighteous Corinthians were made inheritors

of the kingdom of God without water baptism.

Paul knew no door of entrance to this kingdom
by water baptism or he would have told us.

We read, "Ye shall be baptized with the

Matt, iii: II
I

Holy Spirit and with fire," and
John iii: 5

I
again, "Except a man be born of

water and the Spirit he cannot enter the king-

dom of God."
This baptism with Holy Spirit and with fire,

and this birth by water and Spirit are plainly

both one and the same operation.

Man, who is prone to substitute the letter

2 Cor iii- 6
i

which killeth for the Spirit which

I

giveth life long ago perverted this

testimony of Christ to Nicodemus by construing
" born " to mean "baptized," and thus he would

Matt xxiii-14
I

'^^^^^ ^^^ kingdom of God against

I

his fellow man who was not bap-

tized with water. With the Bible, which was
long forbidden now open to all, how can we of

John iii-
I

^^^^ enlightened day still adhere to

I

such idle dogma, or ever quote these

words of our Saviour as authority for any water
baptism.

By the whole context He had no allusion to

water baptism. Had He meant "baptized" He
would have said baptized and not born. Just

John iii: 5 I
as Christ said we must surely be

Matt, iii: 11
|
^qj-u gf water and the Spirit, and

we must just as surely be baptized with the

Holy Spirit and fire. But we must no more be

born of material water than we must be bap-

tized with material fire.

Neither is Christ's fan material, nor his axe

Luke iii: 17 I

at the root of the tree, nor the

j*^hnvii'-' ',s
I

waters which He said should flow

johni'yVio from the bodies of believers. Nor
Rev, VI.

:
17

|
^^^ waters which He promised

should be in them a well of living water,

springing up unto everlasting life. Nor the

living fountains of water where God shall wipe
away all tears from our eyes. Neither shall

zech xiii:9 I We be tried and refined literally as

j''oh'n 'iii- 25,31
gold and silver, nor purged liter-

Gai. v: 24
I
ally as a fuller purges with ma-

terial soap. These fires, waters, etc., are spir-
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itual, these purifications are symbols of our

spiritual regeneration and preparation for the

kingdom of God, \vhich the unrighteous shall

neither inherit nor enter. Like those Corin-

thians, we must be washed, sanctified and jus-

cor. viMKR.v.)
I

tified in the name of the Lord
'

TuLyiirs'
I
Jesus and in the Spirit of our

God. Saved by the washing of regeneration

and the renewing of the Holy Spirit shed on us

abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour.

c 1 ii II '
I

^^'^ ^^^^ ^® circumcised and cru-
11,23

I

^jj^g^ ^g ^gj] jjg washed and bap-

tized. We must be crucified upon a cross

Rom. vi: 6
I

which We may often carry, but with

Gal', vi Z outward eyes can never see. We
M .It. xvi: 24

I
must be circumcised in Christ and

buried with Him in baptism. We must be bap-

tized into Christ, put on Christ. We must be

circumcised in heart and spirit by the circum-

cision of Christ. As instructed by Scripture

we accept this circumcision without hands and

^^j^... 1 this baptism and washing without
'"

^
"' ^

I

water, and do most firmly believe that

our Saviour never commanded nor intended

any other.
(To be continued.)

Three Days on the Rhine.

We had delightful weather for our steam-

boat trip up the Rhine. We much enjoyed

stopping ofl" at various points to inspect old

castles and towns. Our fortunate experiences

were only somewhat marred by occasional en-

counters with porters in a foreign tongue, and

these, whilst at the time aggravating, were
frequently amusing to us.

Second-day evening we reached Bonn in time

for dinner. When we alighted from the train

a whole company of porters wTenched the bags

of the boys from their hands, as soon as they

discovered we were Americans, and rushed off

with their belongings in spite of all protests.

There was almost a fight—for all our party

are not followers of Fox—until a man was dis-

covered who understood English, and who help-

ed us to insist on having our bags returned to

us. Then the porters were left scowling with

rage because we refused to fee them for hav-

ing run off with our luggage.

The hotel at Bonn has beautiful gardens,

extending almost down to the water's edge.

That evening, in wandering around town look-

ing at the shops, we became lost, but finally

got back to the hotel, after aid from a big,

jolly (lerman, who made us understand that he

had once been in London, and consequently was
interested in things English and American. His

was one of the ever observable instances that

travel broadens one's sympathies and interest

in other people.

The next morning we went from Bonn to

Drachenfels on the boat. We lay over a few
hours at the latter place to ascend the moun-
tain and view the old ruins. The scene from
the top is charming. The broad river winds

below, bordered by vine-covered hills and lovely

gardens and homes. The town at our feet was
very picturesque. A few of our party went
up the path on donkeys, but most of us walked.

All along the way were little booths, whence
came forth men or girls as we passed, who en-

deavored to beguile us into buying their wares
or to have our pictures taken.

That afternoon we had a lively time at din-

ner on the boat. The boys were glad they were

alive, and sitting out on deck in the fresh air,

after their exercise, they disposed of dinner in

a surprising fashion. Two of them ate im-

mense portions of fried potatoes, after dessert,

as a supplement to the meal. They were so

lively for the rest of the day that we assumed
that the generally harmless vegetable had
somehow been transformed into alcohol during

the processes of digestion.

At St. Goar we found delightful rooms await-

ing us in the Hotel Lilie, commanding beauti-

ful views up and down the river. Although 9

p. M., it was at once voted most desirable to

examine the Rheinfels Castle by moonlight. So

up the party started to view the ruins. Climb-

ing the steep roadway, the younger members
of the party let off their exuberant spirits and
the effects of their unlimited fried potatoes by
playing leap-frog and carrying one another up
pick-a-back, The custodian of the castle was
soon started on the rounds by his enthusiastic

visitors. The ruins are the largest in Germany.
Here powerful princes held sway for centuries,

until the Revolution of 1797, when the great

structure was nearly destroyed by the op-

pressed people. It seemed very " spookey" to

wander amidst great walls and dungeons by
candle-light, where deep shadows darkened our

feet and grotesque stones peered at us from
every turn. The trip was highly successful

from a romantic point of view. When, about
10 o'clock, we stood on the highest tower, and
watched the lights of the town, far below, and
some fireworks in the distance, and viewed the

black, swift river, and saw the moon creep

slowly over a distant height, we all agreed
that our experience was a novel and delightful

one.

The next morning we further examined the

castle. The wine cellar is immense, as large

and high as a good-sized house, cut out of the

rock and arched over. The views from the old

battlements are fine. We wandered into all

sorts of dark holes, and some of the party were
taken through hundreds of feet of dismal

passage-ways cut out of the rock, and leading

from one part of the ruins underground to an-

other. Many acres are covered by this old

place, part residence and part fortification

—

all connected with and the result of the social

conditions of those bad old days.

We have had many kinds of funny experi-

ences caused by our not fully understanding
the language. Thus, at St. Goar, 1 found on

my bed a cover about two inches thick, and
another one about twelve inches thick on top

of it, the latter very light and warm and made
of feathers. I sent for the chambermaid, and,

after much talk and many signs, a light of

understanding came into her countenance. She
went away, and soon returned with another

immense " comfortable," and proudly laid it

down on top of the rest. I wondered what she

thought Americans needed to sleep under in

mid-summer. But then, happily, W. F. W. came
to the rescue, and explained that I desired a
" wollene Decke." Again she hastened away,

and brought what I wanted, an every-day, or-

dinary woolen blanket, one of which was enough.

The next afternoon we resumed our life on
the steamboat. After getting settled, and after

having disposed of about six underlings who
worried us with their efforts to force us into

unnecessary expense, we ordered dinner. It

was highly enjoyable on the big steamer's upper

deck, in the fresh, dry air, as well as to w;

the panorama constantly unfolding to our v

Up to Bingen the scenery is not grand
beautiful. The mountain sides are often

raced and green with vineyards to their 1

for here is the great wine-producing regie

the world. Every few miles, on some \

projecting rock would be seen the tural

down walls of an old-time fortification or

tie. Not infrequently, away up on a crag, w
stand a grand modern castle, whose owner,

:

his towers and peaks, can look down on

peaceful world below. The swift excui

boats, gay with people, were often met. i

entrance to the frequent railway tunnels

handsome stone structures, architectural

tone with the surrounding scenery. Their

nels never present just a big, black

the mountain side, as with us. The banl

this charming river are dotted with lovely

dences and lined with gardens and terr

The houses in the cute little villages hav(

fashioned gables pointed towards the park
rows of linden trees, so giving a pictun

foreign effect, which our much more ;

American streams cannot attain.

Many of the bridges are exceedingly g
ful. A boat-bridge at Bingen is made of I

anchored in the river alongside of each i

all the way across. Some of these craf

propelled by steam. When, as is often the i

a wide raft comes floating down the sti i

the bridge is quickly parted by a few o t

boats being allowed to drift down the cui B

some on one side and some on the other dt

opening thus made. When the raft or i -

has passed through, the boats, which i

while have been held in position by c I

steam back to their regular places, an,t

interrupted traffic is resumed.
i

At evening we left the steamer andjo

train for Heidelberg. At Mayence we h|

go from the pier to the station, on the

side of the city, and our transit was
memorable by consummating a definite b;

with two porters, who agreed to take uja

our baggage to the station, over a mile b
for a stipulated sum. They then put thipa

gage in a hand-cart and rushed off, tell g
to follow to where the carriage was. Ef

:

carriage appeared. Away they went, aij i

had to follow rapidly, so as not to lose {ig

of our luggage. Then it began to dawn in

that we were deceived. But we were heiei

To argue was useless. We could not car o

heavy belongings, and time was too limiw

protest. So we humbly trudged along llhii

our effects, with mingled care and amus(|iei

It all turned out pretty well, as we had ijoi

view of some handsome buildings in th(loit

and just reached the station in time. At kri

stadt, on this trip, we noticed some jini

trolleys. The pole terminated in an imjeni

sort of ring at the top, where it touchij tj

wire overhead. It could never jump frffl i

position, as the wire was inside of the bi rii

at the end of the pole. How interspt

wires were crossed I do not know.
j

What most impressed us when first eisrit

Germany was the great number of unOrn

everywhere observable. Not only arejihei

the often really good-faced officers of thcfrm:

to be seen strutting all about, with cl^kin

sabres, red and gold collars and gilt bri,l ai

golden bands and epaulettes, but everrhei
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encountered distinctive uniforms connec-

with many of the usual occupations of

A porter in a hotel, or a ticket collector

railway station may look more imposing

a general in the United States army. No
er how pompous some of these function-

1 may appear, or how wrapped up in the

ity of their little positions they may seem,

seldom if ever find one who will refuse or

not want a fee. Indeed, if they find you

m American, and are in any way indicative

eing just a trifle " green," they will fre-

tly demand a fee. Often they actually

; perquisites for doing nothing.

William C. Allen.

For "The Friend."

tions from the Letters and Memoranda of

Robert Milhous.

he following portion of Robert Milhous's

oranda having been lost in transmission to

Friend and lately re-copied, is here pro-

d to remedy the breach in the narrative.

).]

rst Month 1st, 1885.—Another year has

ed over and have I made any advancement

regress in the way to the Heavenly King-

? 1 often have feared but little, and yet

)e a fervent desire remains in my heart to

rand in the way of my duty and to have

iccounts in readiness so as to render them
joy, and be admitted through mercy and

eming love into the mansions of rest and

e, for I am made very sensible that the

rs of the frail tabernacle are giving way
the shadows of evening are lengthened

being now nearly seventy-four years old,

ih is considered past the average life of

that all that is found within my heart,

rary to the will of my Heavenly Father,

it be removed, and that all my many sins

shortcomings might be forgiven. Surely,

re been followed and watched over by Is-

s unslumbering Shepherd, all my life long

' this very day, unworthy as I feel myself

e, and many times He has preserved my
through imminent dangers, and thus I re-

i a monument of mercy. 0, may the com-
pear be better spent than the last, just gone
rer, I humbly trust is my sincere desire

prayer!

'lird Month 27th.—I again take up my pen
iir feelings of great unworthiness to record

decease of another beloved member of our

'ehold, our dear Sarah M. Starbuck, who
ileft behind her a dear husband and three

t) children. She passed away on the six-

ith, and the funeral was on the nineteenth
i We humbly trust she was favored with

I'aceful close and has been gathered into

""old of rest. I have greatly craved to be

1 resigned to this afilicting dispensation.

»the All-wise Being knows best what is best

•is ; and I have greatly craved that these

Hions may be turned to our furtherance in

•way to the kingdom. How uncertain is

I'iime of sojourn here, and how very needful
li we should be engaged to be found ready
eet the Bridegroom when He cometh.
'relfth Month 27th.—It has been my lot for

8? months past to be in very low places,

lit times the feeling of my mind was such
B I was ready to exclaim in the language of

"^salmist, " Hath God forgotten to be gra-

cious? Is his mercy clean gone forever? And
will He be favorable no more? " But unworthy
as I am of his mercy, He hath again lifted up
the light of his countenance upon me and re-

vived my hope in Him. 0, may I serve Him
more faithfully!

Fourth Month 15th, 1886—This has truly

been a memorable day, and I may say a day of

deep exercise and trial to me, and it seems the

more remarkable as it is my seventy-fifth birth-

day. On this day I laid before our Monthly
Meeting an exercise that had rested on my
mind for more than a year past, to visit, in the

love of the gospel, most or all the meetings

belonging to Kansas Yearly Meeting and some
meetings of Friends in difl:erent parts of Iowa,

and some belonging to Western Yearly Meet-

ing, Indiana, and if way opens for it to appoint

a few meetings amongst those who are not

members of our Society, I feel it to be indeed

a solemn matter, and it rests with much weight

on my mind. I have craved that all my own
will may be brought into subjection to the Di-

vine will. I feel it to be as an evening sacri-

fice, and I crave that it may be an acceptable

one unto the Lord. 0, that I may be enabled

to cast all my care upon Him committing the

keeping of my soul unto Him in well doing " as

unto a faithful Creator!"

Ninth Month 25th, 188G.—Returned through

mercy to my family, and found all well as usual,

and with a good degree of the reward of peace,

yet not without some fears resting on my mind

that through yielding improperly to a feeling

of discouragement and unfitness, I may have

passed by some places, which I had better have

visited. 0, if so, may the Lord in mercy pass

by my omissions and enable me for the future

to watch more closely the pointings of his fin-

ger.

Third Month 6th, 1887.—Through a feeling

of great unworthiness I have passed by record-

ing the very many mercies that have been be-

stowed upon me, since my last record in this

little book, and I thought I might say that on

this day in our little meeting, I was favored

to feel the precious evidence, as at many other

times, that I am still an object of mercy and

not forsaken. 0, Heavenly Father, be pleased

to preserve me through all unto the end! 0,

may I be faithful, is the desire of my heart!

Eighth Month 17th.—This day attended our

little Meeting of Ministers and Elders, consist-

ing of five members, and on hearing the queries

and answers read, it was to me a season of

close searching of heart, and when the advices

to ministers and elders were read, ardent de-

sires were raised in my heart, that I might

more and more experience the baptizing power

of Truth to prepare to labor availingly in the

Church of Christ for the gathering of souls unto

Him.
Twelfth Month 2nd.—Although feeling poor

in spirit, I am favored still to lay hold of that

hope, which is as an anchor to the soul, both

sure and steadfast, which enters into that which

is within the vail.

Fourth Month 15th, 1888.—This day I have

finished my seventy-seventh year, and now I

lay me down to rest and sleep, with desires to

commit myself to the care and keeping of Is-

rael's unslumbering Shepherd, and 0, if my life

should be lengthened out another year, may it

be more devoted than the past to the service

of my Creator, is my desire!

Not Idle in the Market Places.

In a corner of one of the great markets of

Philadelphia a stall was for many years occu-

pied by an old Scotch woman. She sold only

heads of lettuce and herbs, but few as crisp

and fresh were to be found in the city. Some-
times the other hucksters urged her to " spread

out" into the larger vegetables, " Na, na,"

was her invariable answer. " I ken my salats

an' my herbs. I dinna ken the ithers. I sud
cheat or be cheated wi' them."

She never wronged any one of a penny. Her
sense of justice was so well known that dis-

putes in the market were brought to her to

settle. Customers who once stopped to buy
the fresh, crisp leaves from the tidy old body
always came again, and more than one busy
housewife would go out of her way to buy from
old Molly.

" It is not only that her herbs are so fresh
and delicious," said one, " but it rests me to

speak to her. She is only an ignorant woman,
but so true and friendly. It is the kindest

heart in the world that looks out from her
eyes."

Twenty years she occupied her little stall in

the market, and every year she became a
greater power for good. The rough, burly

butcher whose stand was next to hers grew to

confide in her, and she it was who coaxed his

boy to give up drinking. The women of the

market brought their troubles to her, and she
helped them to the best of her ability.

When she died there was no notice in any
paper to show that a power for good had gone
out of the world. But her empty corner was
swept and dosed tlmt, day, and over ©very stall

in the market hung a scrap of black. One man
whom- she had brought back to decency and

preached her funeral sermon in these

" A woman may sit as a huckster in this

market, and yet be one of the angels of God."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States.—A Washington despatch says that the

relations between the United States and Turkey are in a
critical state, owing to the Sultan's refusal to keep his

promises to pay the indemnity claims growing out of the

Armenian massacres in 1895.

Surgeon General Wyman has received a cablegram
from the surgeon in charge at Yokahama, saying that the

plague is now prevalent in Osaka. The quarantine will

be reimposed.

A Washington despatch says that the Isthmian Canal
Commissioners have concluded that, with all possible ex-

pedition, they cannot complete their report upon their ex-

aminations of the various isthmian routes for a canal

before next Twelfth Month.
Commissioner Thomas Fitchie, of the Bureau of Infor-

mation at New York, says that during the fiscal year

96,000 Italians have arrived in this country, and that since

Fourth Month 1st nearly 20,000 landed. The Bulgaria,

which arrived on the 23d instant, carried 1,164 Italians,

and the Trojan Prince, which arrived on the 20th had
1,100.

Our exports of 1893 to China were $3,900,457, and in

the present fiscal year will be in round numbers $15,-

000,000. To Hong Kong our exports during the period

have doubled being $4,216,602 in 1893, and promises to

be over $8,000,000 in the present fiscal year. To Aus-

tralasia the exports of 1893 were $7,921,228, and promise

to be fully $24,000,000 in the present fiscal year. To
Asiatic Russia the exports of 1893 were less than a

quarter of a million of dollars, but will reach fully $2,-

000,000 in the fiscal year about to end. Even more re-

markable, however, is the growth of our exports to the

Hawaiian Islands and Philippine Islands. To the Hawaiian
Islands the exports of 1893 were $2,827,563; in 1899,

$9,305,470, and in the fiscal year of 1900 promise to be

fully $12,000,000; while our exports to the Philippines,

which in 1893 were but $154,378, will in the present year

exceed $2,000,000. Considering our exports to Asia and
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Oceanica combined the total for the fiscal year 1893 is

$27,421,831; for 1899, $78,235,176, and for the fiscal

year about to end will exceed $100,000,000.

The Superintendent of the United States Mint at San

Francisco has forwarded to the Director of the Mint at

Washington a report showing that the gold and silver

product of California for the calendar year 1899 amounted

to $15,840,043, of which $15,336,031 was gold and

$504,012 silver. The silver is given its commercial

value, its coining value being $1,106,573. Compared

with 1898, gold decreased $570,447 and silver increased

$89,957. Owing to the dry season many mines were shut

down. Receipts of Alaskan gold at mints, assay offices,

refineries, smelters, etc., for 1899 were $5,602,012 and

silver $229,343, a total of $3,199,844 more than in 1898.

Receipts at mints, assay offices, private refineries and

smelters in 1889 from the Northwest Territory (the

Klondike) were $15,986,627 gold and $267,390 silver, an

increase over the previous year of $5,028,198.

It is estimated that there are between 4,000 and 4,500

bales of cotton in Columbus, Ga., warehouses, and of this

it is said that not a single bale is for sale at the present

market price.

Farmers of North Carolina are making a test of Japanese

rice.

Statistics just published show that there were no less

than 17^,280 summer boarders from outside the State en-

tertained in New Hampshire last season, of whom 58,222

are reported as remaining one week or longer, 95,706

transient guests remaining less than one week and 20,352

guests occupying cottages.

President A. J. Caasatt, of the Pennsylvania Railroad

has planned to build a straight line of railway between

Gallitzin, the top of the mountain, and Altoona, the base,

cutting the distance from twelve miles to seven. These

plans do away with the famous Horse Shoe Curve. The

opening of the old Portage tunnel was the first step in

this direction, and now it is intended to continue the new
Portage line down along the steep slope of the mountains

south of the present main tracks and finally connect the

new line with the old near the local yards. The new line

will be one of the most prodigious improvements ever un-

dertaken by any railroad in the world, and will cost mil-

lions of dollars. The horse-shoe road will still be used.

Lompoc, in Santa Barbara County, California, grows

mustard for the whole nation. In that region 2,000 acres

are cultivated to the seed, the industry employing about

200 farmers.

Plans for the reclamation of the meadows near Newark,

N. J., are being considered, and thirteen plans were sub-

mitted. The plans were sent in by experts and engineers

from all parts of the country.

Half a million dollars damage is estimated to have

been sustained by fruit raisers in the vicinity of Canon
City, Col., from the late heavy storm and frosts.

The floods which commenced the early part of last

week have already caused three million dollars loss in

central and southern Mississippi, to say nothing of the

damage sustained by the railroads.

A despatch from Meridian, Miss., says the extensive

rains which have prevailed over Mississippi and parts of

Alabama for seven days, making the rivers and smaller

streams of these States rise to an unprecedented extent

and overflow the lowlands, is causing suffering and a loss

of property never known before. Thousands of acres of

farming lands have been devastated, and the early crops

will prove a total loss. Homes have floated away, and

thousands of cattle have been drowned.

There were 739 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 48 more than the previous

week and 234 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 362 were males and 377 females; 123

died of pnuemonia ; 84 of consumption; 56 of heart dis-

eases; 34 of convulsions; 31 of influenza; 25 of apoplexy;

24 of measles; 23 of ursemia; 21 of nephritis; 21 of old

age; 21 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels; 19

of bronchitis; 16 of inflammation of the brain; 15 of

diphtheria; 15 of Bright's disease; 15 of cancer; 14 of ty-

phoid fever; 13 of softening of the brain; 12 of marasmus;
10 of scarlet fever, and 10 of congestion of the lungs.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 99i a 100; new 2's, 102i a

1031; 3's, reg., 109 a 1095; coupon, 109i a 110J;4's, 1I4J
a 115; new 4's, reg., 133 a 134; coupon, 134 a 135; 5's,

reg., 112i a 113; coupon, ll.SJ a 114i.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of lOi'jC. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy Western patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 71J a 72Jc.

No. 2 mi.xed corn, 43 a 43Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31 a 31ic.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 51 a Sic; good, SJ a 5Jc.; me-

dium, 4 J a 5c.; common, 4i a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs — Extra, clipped, 51 a 56c.; good,

wool, 6 a 61c.; clipped, 5 a 5Jc; medium, wool, 5i a 5Jc.;

clipped, 4i a 4Jc.; common, wool, 4 a 5c.; clipped, 3 a 4c.

Lambs, wool, 5 a 7Jc.; clipped, 4J a 6ic.

Hoes.—7J a 8c. for best Western; 7i a 7ic. for other

Western.
Foreign.— George Douglass Campbell, eighth Duke of

Argyle, died on the morning of Fourth Month, 24th. He
was distinguished as a statesman, author and public

speaker. His eldest son and heir is the Marquis of

Lome, who married, in 1871, Queen Victoria's daughter,

the Princess Louise.

Last week has been one of the bloodiest of the Philip-

pine war since tho first day's fighting around Manila. Au-

thentic reports, mostly official, show a total of 378 Fili-

pinos killed, 12 officers and 244 men captured and many
wounded. The number wounded is hardly guessable.

Considering that the Filipinos entirely lack hospital fa-

cilities, a great majority of the wounded will die. Prob-

ably the week's work finished 1000 insurgents. The
Americans, total loss was 9 killed and 16 wounded. Two
sergeants and one private were killed in ambushes while

escorting provision trains. The insurgents have been ag-

gressive in almost every province of Luzon. General

Pio del Pilars band, numbering 300, which was out of

sight for three months, the leader being reported killed,

has reappeared in its old field about San Miguel. Pilar

is supposed to be again in command. He gave the Ameri-

can garrison at San Miguel, consisting of three compa-
nies of the Thirty-fifth Infantry, with a Galling, a three

hours' fight during a night attack. The loss of the in-

surgents in this engagement is not included in the fore-

going total, as they removed their dead and wounded, but

presumably it was considerable. Colonel Smith's com-
mand captured 180 officers and men with Montenegro.

The officers were brought to Manila. Montenegro, who
was formerly one of the most dapper officers in the Fili-

pino army, looks worn and haggard. He says he led a

terrible life for months, and he has offered to return to

the North with Colonel Smith to endeavor to persuade his

former comrades of the uselessness of opposing the

Americans.
The sudden deaths of Filipinos and Chinamen in Quiapo

Market, Manila, have led to an investigation, showing that

fifteen cases of the plague, fourteen of which were fatal,

have occurred within a week. The market is in the centre

of the city. In black, rotten wooden buildings, the keep-

ers of the stalls live there, with their families, huddled

together in great filth. Some of the victims were stricken

and died within an hour. There have been several deaths

in other sections of the city recently, which have been

traced to infection from the market. After all the mar-

ket people had been gathered together the health officers

threw a guard around the buildings, and will keep the in-

mates quarantined there for a fortnight. They will then

burn the market. The deaths from plague are 119 China-

men and 66 Filipinos. The plague elsewhere has been

suppressed. Not one infected person has been in the

Chinese district for ten days past.

It has been officially announced that the Emperor of

Austria has consented to the marriage of his nephew and

heir, the Archduke Francis Ferdinand, with the Countess

Sophie Chotek, who is so much admired and liked in Vien-

nese society. The Archduke Francis was born in 1863.

The marriage will take place at Dresden some time this

month, and the Emperor has conferred upon the bride-

elect the title of Duchess of Koponist, after the name of

her future husband's property in Bohemia.

The Vienna correspondent of the Daily Telegraph says:
" The mountains which overlook the town of Klappi,

where the landslide recently occurred, has undergone a

seismic disturbance, which is spreading throughout the

entire province of Bohemia, between the rivers Elbe and
Eger. The heights of the Bohemian middle range are

moving, with the result that houses and churches have

collapsed in some thirty villages. Railway embankments
have been moved, streams diverted and roads sunk. Thus
far there has been no loss of life, but a constant watch is

imperative.

A dispatch dated Simla, Fourth Month 20th, says ; "The
distress among the people is spreading, and 5.500,000

persons are now receiving relief."

The Government monopoly of the liquor business which

Russia began to introduce in 1895 now extends to thirty-

five districts. The profits last year amounted to 321,-

0(10,000 roubles.

South Africa is of volcanic origin, and the land in the

vicinity of Kimberley ia so sulphurous that even ants can-

not exist upon it.

During last week and the early part of this there have

been several attacks by the Boers on the British

positions in the Free State, resulting in sharp but inde-

cisive fighting. The attacks in several instances wei

ulsed and the Boers driven from their strongholds i

kopjes. The siege of Wepener garrison is still kep

but reinforcements are near there. The general ad^

of Lord Roberts's forces has not yet begun.

The price of the Transvaal sixpence in London if

5 shillings. Kruger's pennies, however, are relal

more expensive.

New Zealand's frozen meat trade with Great B:

now equals about 18,000 sheep a day, or some 6,50
carcasses per annum.
A beet sugar factory has been established at Sat

de Chile, being the first concern of the kind ever (

lished in Chile.

The municipal elections in Cuba have been fixe

Sixth Month 16th. The census of the island shows

the population is 1,572,767, of whom 20,478 are Sp

1,296,367 Cuban and 175,811 in suspense. Of the

443,426 can read and write, and there will be at

140,000 qualified native Cuban voters under the pr(

basis of suffrage. Negroes contribute only 32 per

of the population.

The total receipts of the Cuban Treasury for

Month, 1900, were $1,678,569, divided as follows

toms, $1,472,990 ; postal receipts, $13,729 ; in

revenue receipts, $94,330 ; miscellaneous receipts

619. Last year they amounted to $963,033.

Artificial silks are made of wood fibre, reduced

lulose by the action of acids. This is dissolved to I

like consistency, forced through holes in glass and

out into threads, which dry and harden in the air,

;

those of the silkworm or spider do.

The report that the Borchgrevirk South Polar E

tion, which returned from New Zealand to Victorii

on Fourth Month 1st, has located the South Ui
Pole, and at the same time has reached the farthea

South yet attained by man—78°50'—has arousei

interest. The New York Sun says :
" Several ye!

Sir Joseph Hooker said that the key to the future

ledge of terrestrial magnetism lies in the determ

of the exact position of the South Magnetic Pole ;

are not within three hundred miles of a guess of iti

position." The Brooklyn Eagle says :
" Borchgrev

iieves that weather forecasts will in time be mad
the Antarctic Continent for the whole of Australas

this will mean the connection of Australia with th

bordering the Antarctic Circle—a scheme that no

years ago would have been regarded as the wilde

if it is not so regarded still. Yet, as crops and

herds are more dependent on climatic influences

tralia than in the northern continents, this sy8

weather forecasts is by no means impossible

future."

NOTICES.

A YOUNG man, who has had some experience, di

position as teacher in a Friends' school.

Address, " W,"
Office of The Frib

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M.. i

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when r&

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twijf-

cents each way. To reach the school by telegra 1

1

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.
'

Edward G. Smedley, p'

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications r

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in r|*

instruction and discipline should be addressed to ^U
F. Wickersham, Principal.

_
'

Payments on account of board and tuition, r r

munications in regard to business should be fori'

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at her residence, in Philadelphia, ti

nineteenth of Third Month, 1900, A.mv S BfT(

M. D., in her fifty ninth year, a meniberkf
Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphl

,'lMrst Month loth, i goo, at his homejlE

Sandwich, Barnstable Co., Mass., Barnab<|Hi

WAV, in the eightieth year of his age, an ctrsi

in Sandwich Monthly 'Meeting. " Blessed fe

pure in heart, for they shall see God."
, at her residence, 1210 Arch Streetf"

delphia, P'ourth Month 12th, 1900, Esther isn

WiSTAR, in the eighty-second year of he »£<

member of the Monthly Meeting of Frii<is

Philadelphia.
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We are thankful to Divine Providence for

the Scripture, or writing, and the Holy Doc-

', and Divine Precepts therein written ; for

testify unto Christ our Light, and our Light

ie Truth of them."—George Whitehead,

' life has not cleared us of our sins, how

our death do it ?

E who looks to his surroundings for his

ifactions, will always be leading a disap-

ted life.

HE True " Therefore " of " Go."—The

)el is of late so often called " the gospel

0," that attention needs to be called to the

1 condition, authority and basis of one's go-

as laid down by Christ :

All power is given unto me in heaven and

arth. Go ye therefore."

ET Not Man Put Asunder.— A baptism of

'er to go, is the same that unites teaching

haptizing in the one Spirit. "Go and

CH, baptizing" into the same Divine Name
t was and is the Power. " I am with you

ays."

flch a baptized going with a baptizing minis-

is the one thing needful to make able mis-

laries of the ecumenical Gospel.

An Incipient Apostasy.

!arly upon our nation's committing itself

he principle of inhumanity under the name

lumanity in entering upon a war with Spain,

remarked the apathy of Chiistian life which

an to be bewailed in the churches gener-

|y. A decline in beneficence towards for-

ji peoples as practically evinced by the con-

|iution-box for missions was soon deplored,

' then a marked falling off in attendance

meetings for worship in various churches.

i' any man have not the spirit of Christ he is

je of his," is the apostle's true standarf of

' one's title to be a Christian. That secret

denial of Christ, which the spirit of war is,

must needs have been bearing its legitimate

fruit of infidelity to his spirit and gospel. Add

to this that those who have been diligently

taught to regard the Bible as the foundation

of the Christian faith, on seeing it of late

honeycombed by the criticism of not a few of

the same clergy that upholds war, must easily

feel like saying, "If the foundations be de-

stroyed, what can the righteous do ?" So con-

fidence in church or her professed gospel has

fallen into indifference, materialism, and a re-

version towards the state whereof it is said in

Kevelation :
" These all have one mind, and

give their strength and power to the beast.

These shall make war with the Lamb."

The " Appeal of the Bishops " of the Meth-

odist Episcopal Church North is fraught

with alarm at the present spiritual crisis

through which that Church is passing. "With

16,490 ministers, 25,974 churches, and 2,698,-

610 members, there was in the year 1899 a

reported decrease in membership of 21,731."

In all denominations the falling off of their

gains in last year was about 155,000. " We
have one dire disease," say the Bishops

—

" spiritualfamine, lack of witness of the Spirit,

lack of personal experience, lack of spiritual

power. And the symptoms are many and

varied, but the disease is one."

Several causes, such as Friends have long

borne testimony against, are enumerated in

their list of hindering things, but we believe

that it is by the sword that Christ has been

most wounded in the house of his professed

friends. " Because iniquity shall abound
"

(and what more than war comprehends the

sum of all iniquities ?)
" the love of many

shall wax cold." In confirmation of our view

we call to aid the following words of John

Brisben Walker, which have lately appeared in

the Cosmopolitan:

There is much complaint nowadays of deserted

pews in the churches, and from time to time one

reads explanations of the why and wherefore of

this desertion. Does it never occur to the good men

who [may seem to] stand in Christ's [stead] that the

real difficulty lies in the reconciliation in the popular

minds of Christian teaching and Christian perform-

ances? For instance, here are thousands of Chris-

tian ministers in England to-day. Each Sunday for

the past ten years they have read from the New

Testament to their flocks. Nothing in Christ's

teaching is more clearly laid down than the impos-

sibility of a Christian war. Everywhere through-

out his life, in every line of his Testament, Christ

indicates his abhorrence of fratricidal strife. He

counsels. He promises, He threatens, He commands,

in the beginning, in the middle, in the end, against

the practice of war. . . . Thousands of young

lives are destroyed. Butchery, bloodshed and bru-

tality are rampant. Now, you say, is the oppor-

tunity for Christianity. Earnest minded men who

tread in Christ's shoes will rise up with their fol-

lowers as a mighty host and protest against this

violation of God's commandments. Public opinion

will be awed by these millions of Christ's follow-

ers. The time is ripe for a demonstration. Alas

and alack! Unscrupulous politicians who have

brought about war for their own personal ends have

no stronger backing than these ministers. So far

from demonstrating against bloodshed, they lend

the whole power of the social structure which the

ages have built around their churches to strengthen

the enginery of this bloodshed. Not a protest, not

a cry, not a whimper, from these successors of

Christ! As the sun of a new day rises over the

hills, the thinking man, turning to the east, stands

with his eyes looking down upon the words of Christ

in the open book before him. What does it all

mean? Are theory and practice so incompatible?

Are these empty, sounding phrases which are re-

peated from the pulpits? Do these beautiful teach-

ings have no response in the minds of Christian

priests? Is it all farce? And on the following

Sunday there are more vacant pews, and the Chris-

tian minister wonders why this indifference to the

teachings of Christ.

When we consider the Eternal Source of all

sufficiency we are constrained not to sorrow

over signs of a public lapse of faith, as those

who have no hope. Often a low season is a

precursor of a wave of revival to follow. We
are reminded of the apostle's saying, that the

day of Christ shall not come " except there

come a falling awayfirst, and that man of sin be

revealed, the son of perdition ; who opposeth

and exalteth himself above all that is called

God, or that is worshipped." 2 Thess. ii. 34.

Note.—On referring to an extract made

from one of our exchanges on page 295, we are

not satisfied to let the expressions " humble

origin of the life of Christ," and " born of poor

and comparatively ignorant parents" go un-

challenged. They are unacceptable to us,

as on critical reflection they doubtless would

be to the author.

" You didn't run fast enough," said a by-

stander to a belated Irishman, who had been

left behind by a railway train, which glided

away as he came puffing to the station.
" Yes," said he, "

I did run fast enough, but

I did not start soon enough."
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Gifts for Good Objects.

The subject of the acceptance by religious,

philanthropic and eilucational institutions, of

benefactions from " the injurious," has prob-

ably claimed more attention the past year than

during any similar period of our nation's his-

tory. A religious paper, during several weeks,

printed brief letters from hundreds of its

readers upon the topic, " Whether to Accept

Gifts From Liquor Dealers." While numbers

of the writers clung to the old plea that,

whereas such money, in the past, had been un-

worthily acquired or used, it might now be

better turned into beneficial channels to get

all the good possible from it, there prevailed,

on the other hand, the sounder sentiment that

such acceptances were both morally disastrous

to the unrepentant promoter of evil, while they

operated to weaken the Church's testimony

against mischievous social practices that mili-

tated against its usefulness, dimmed its purity

and undermined its strength and stability.

A writer in the Boston Transcript, discoursing

on the philanthropic bestowments by wealthy

men who have acquired large fortunes by im-

moral means, justly observes:

" Once let the presidents of our colleges and

administrators of our missionary societies take

the position that they will not permit men ju-

dicially proven guilty of arson, murder, theft,

usury, bribery and the like, to pay oif their

society debts, build their dormitories, endow
their professorships, and there \\ill be a stiffen-

ing up of the moral fibre of the community in

those who may now look to educators and cler-

gymen for moral leadership and find them
flabby. As it is at present, the blind are led

by the blind. It requires discrimination and
courage for college presidents and trustees to

do this work, that needs to be done. To be
sure it does, but so does every other high ser-

vice to society ; and pursuance of the course

might, for a time, cripple the work of worthy
institutions. But the moral gain to the insti-

tution and to society would greatly outweigh
the fiscal loss, and the financial income in the

end might be quite as large, owing to the re-

newed confidence and gifts of the many who
are now alienated."

The pleasing information came from Chicago
last week that the Jews Of that city, who re-

quire about $1.50,000 for the annual support

of their charitable organizations, have decided

that, instead of raising funds through the

means of a charity ball and numerous other

entertainments every year, they will hence-

forth rely upon direct contributions. Already
two-thirds of the amount just stated has been
subscribed for the present year. Herein the

Jew gives a valuable lesson to the Christian

concerning the safe way. J. W. L.

My motto for life, my whole heart's expres-

sion is " None but Christ . . . the mind
of Christ, to feel as He felt, to judge the world

and to estimate its maxims, as He judged and
estimated." That is the one thing worth living

for. But then, in proportion as a man does

that, he is stripping himself of garment after

garment, till his soul becomes naked of that

which once seemed part of himself. He is not

only giving up prejudice after prejudice but

also renouncing sympathy after sympathy with

friends whose smile and approbation was once

his life, till he begins to suspect that he will be

very soon alone with Christ. To believe that and

still press on, is what I mean by the expression,
" None but Christ."

—

Roberts.

A Little Sexton.

With the coming of spring, the young peo-

ple have an opportunity of finding out many
things about the birds, flowers and insects,

that are both interesting and curious. The
"Sabbath-school Visitor" tells us of one of

the latter, which, strange to say, is a grave-

digger, even though he is only a beetle. He
is about an inch long, and is very black, with

the exception of two broad bands of bright

orange across his back. He buries the dead

bodies of birds, mice and other small animals.

This beetle of which I am going to tell you,

set out to find a good meal. He has a very

good nose for smelling out a supper, and can

scent one at quite a distance. He had not

flown far before he found a little dead bird,

which he and his wife ate greedily.

When their hunger was satisfied, they pro-

ceeded to arrange for the burial of the bird.

They first had to find a soft place in which to

dig the grave. As there were many sticks

and stones about, the bird had to be dragged

to another spot. Beetle is quite a gentleman.

He allowed his mate to sit calmly upon the

bird while he worked. After awhile she ate

her way into its body, and there she stayed

and v/as buried with the bird.

Beetle began by digging a furrow about half

an inch from the little corpse and extending

all around it. He threw the dirt on the out-

side of the trench, using his head for a spade.

I think he cannot mind getting dirt in his eyes

as much as you and I do.

After the first furrow was made, he dug an-

other, a little nearer the bird, and after that

a furrow was made under it. The little sexton

was now out of sight, and you could only tell

how fast he was digging by the growth of the

pile of dirt.

After three hours' steady work. Beetle came
out for a rest. He crawled up on the bird and

looked at his work. When he had rested for

an hour, he again descended and resumed his

labor, pulling the bird dowm by its feathers.

When two or three hours had passed, he again

came up and took another rest.

Now came the task of filling in the grave.

The sexton went behind the pile of earth and
threw it into the hole by bending his head
down against the soil, and then raising his

nose with a sudden jerk.

After he had covered the grave and trodden

down the earth, Beetle burrowed down into it

and buried himself. No doubt a human sexton

might object to this part of the programme,
but our friend enjoyed it. His mate was al-

ready buried in the bird, and there she remain-

ed until she had laid a nice, large nestful of

eggs, when she crawled out. Beetle, having

had another good meal, also crawled out, and
away they both flew to look for more dead
folks to bury.

But the eggs that were left in the dead
bird's body hatched out after awhile into little

grubs, and they lived and ate in their queer

nursery until they were old enough to take

care of themselves.

Make good use of your time.

Baptism.

iConliuued IVoin page 326.)

liAI'TISMAL GKACE.

Some maintain that water baptism is a me
of grace; others define it as an outward ;

visible sign of inward and spiritual grace,

have no record that our Saviour ever tau

such doctrine. Grace is mentioned in the J

Testament more than one hundred times,

water baptism is never once referred to in (

nection with grace in any way, manner or fo

Neither as a means, help, sign or shadow, vis

or invisible. We cannot believe that our '

iour ever ordained water baptism either :

means or a sign of grace to his children

ever when He never mentioned it; never

one word about it, neither He nor his apos'

so far as Scripture informs in all of those

hundred texts wherein grace is so vario

and impressively commended to us. We
forced to believe that this whole theorj

baptismal grace was conceived by man,

modified by the reformation and now migbl

entirely abandoned as adverse to the teach

of Christ and repugnant to sound reason.

WATEK BAPTISM AND CIRCUMCISION

Some assume that Christ by his apostle

stituted water baptism as the Christian

cessor of Jewish circumcision. " The Act
Acts xv: 21

I

the Apostles " indicate that

'^'^'^Act's i'e ^
I

were mostly tenacious of Je

customs and only gradually comprehended

universal and spiritual nature of Christ's I

Lukexxiv'i I

™ ^^ '^^^ noonday brighti
u exxu..i

I

rpjjgy
]pg].gj for a Jewish 1 .

dom with Christ as earthly king and of i

to retain in some way their existing cu-

They called all who were not Jews uncir i

Acisxi:i,3
I

cised Gentiles. Few would s ;

Gai.ii: 11,14
I

table with them or eat in r

houses.

Peter required a vision before preach i;

gospel to Gentiles, and gave as his rea.-^

Actsxi: 1,12
I

hesitation that it wasunlav,;
Acts x: 28 a Jew to keep company or
Actsxi::,5

I

unto those of another nation,

apostles censured Peter for making sue!

dom with Gentiles. Some insisted that <

converts to Christianity be circumciseil. ,

taught. Except ye be circum ?e

ye cannot be saved.
j

Gentile converts at Antioc'n

sisted circumcLsion. Paul ]•]
"

the Gentile cause before the •

and apostles at Jerusalem. .

much disputing Gentile convei' t

Christianity were excused from circumc joi

but no others were excused. Jews wer'w

\ctsxv21 I

^''^'ied that Moses was pv<'.

I
and read to them in the syn:i:-

every Sabbath-day. This reminder in ci

tion with the subject before them indicait

Jewish Christians were expected to cm
as heretofore to circumcise their childi'.

cording to the law of Moses, which was pre; tie-

and read to them in the Jewish synafgu'

every Sabbath-day.

Eight years after this experience tlu'

Actsxxi: i.s.is
I

old controversy about ci:

Acts xxi; 25
I
cjsion brought Paul again 1

the elders and apostles at Jerusalem.

Acts xxi: 24 j

reaffirmed their former de
Acts^xxi

: 23. 26
I
i\i^i gentile converts be ex

from circumcision, but reminded Paul tl
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I Jew), was expected to walk orderly and keep
le law of Moses.

They prevailed upon him to take a vow, shave
is head and enter into the temple until an of-

sring should be offered for him, because he
id taught Jews of the dispersion that they
lould not circumcise their children nor walk
'ter the customs of Moses. Paul was induced

ctsxxi:26-
I

to recant from his indifference to
:or. i:.4.!8

|
circumcisioH, but not from hispro-

lunced indifference to water baptism.

Thus closes our last recorded meeting of

ders and apostles with no apparent abate-

ent of zeal for circumcision. To the last

ey evince much more zeal for circumcision,

an they had ever shown for water baptism,

ainly it was not by the apostles, but after the

lostles' time that circumcision was suppressed

id water baptism exalted.

Although Paul ostensibly yielded to the

cts xxi: 26
I

elders and apostles at Jerusalem,

?Vi-
1'°'

1^6 '
y^^ '^'^ subsequent epistles indi-

lori-u'i?
I

cate that he remained firmly indif-
:b.ix:i,io

I
fgj,gjj^ Qj. opposed to circumcision,

iter baptism and other ordinances, all of

lich he called carnal when applied to Gen-
es. He said he was made all things to all

;n that he might win some. To the Jews he
came a Jew, to the Gentiles a Gentile.

ITER BAPTISM AFTER CHRIST IN APOSTOLIC
TIMES.

It appears that our Saviour never baptized

th water nor had it done, and that no apos-

:s were so baptized in his time.

After Christ, Ananias directed Paul to be
ptized. We read that Ananias was devout
Acts xxii: i6

I

according to the law of Moses,

L<*?xxl:"is,26 as were also many of the apos-
*'="' ' ^

1
ties. They looked for Christ to

itore again the kingdom of Israel. With
3h hopeful prospects for Judaism we cannot
inder that Ananias and many apostles de-

Qtly believed it to be in order and necessary
it water baptism, circumcision, etc., be con-
lued, and that Paul and other converts be so

ptized.

That they should so believe is no more re-

sxv: 28,29
I

markable than that upon two oc-
:uxxi:25

|
caslous eight years apart, they

5uld pronounce it necessary that Gentile be-

vers should abstain from meat offered to

)ls and from things strangled and from blood.

Paul was sent a special apostle to the Gen-

ets
xxm 21

I

tiles, Peter and others more to the

"ctsxii'i':47 Jews: to Paul therefore we turn
3r.x:25,29

I
ff,j. jjo-j^i^ ypQjj (.jjg duty of Gentiles.

ul taught Gentile believers, " Unless ye be
d that meat is offered to idols, eat whatever
set before you or is sold on the shambles,
iing no questions for conscience' sake. Let

i-ii:i6 18
I

'^^ "^^'^ .Judge you in meat or in

I
drink or in respect of an holy day

the new moon or the Sabbath-day which are
idows of things to come. Without claim-

f perfection for Paul, should we not all as

lieving gentiles accept his teaching about
lat-eating, water baptism, etc. That Christ

did not send his apostles to baptize

with water but to preach the gos-

pel, and that the gospel is the

power of God unto salvation to all

who believe.

At Pentecost believers baptized

presumably with water. They sold

ssessions and gave to apostles and had

sii:38,4i

S'V! 33. 37

5 ii: 44, 46

all things in common and broke bread daily
from house to house. Ananias and Saphira
were stricken dead for duplicity about land.

In view of this awful judgment upon Ananias
and his wife to confirm the authority of the
apostles at this time, shall we sell our lands,

live in common and break bread from house to

house? We see as much authority for doing
so as for baptizing with water. If the ex-

amples of apostles and believers is Scripture
authority for water baptism, it is also Scrip-

ture authority to sell our lands, etc.

We cannot believe that we are required by
Scripture or otherwise to do all things which
the apostles and believers did, however good
and proper they may have been for them at

that time; and much less should we gratify

our own predilections by electing to follow

their example in water baptism and to discard

it in other particulars.

By Peter's preaching the household of Cor-

Acis x: 44 ! nelius were baptized with Holy Spirit.
Ads x: 47

I

Peter then asked his Jewish brethren
if any could forbid water that these Gentiles

should not be baptized as well as we Jews.

Peter hesitated about baptizing Gentiles as

A.CLS X' - '
I

"^^^^ baptized, yet he commanded

I

it to be done. Peter claimed au-

thority from Christ for the first baptism, but

no authority for the water baptism, only the

silence of his six Jewish brethren from Jeru-

salem.

Upon another occasion, Peter with others

Acts XV -"S 2 I

pronounced it necessary that Gen-

I
tile believers abstain from certain

meats as Jews did. We recognize no distinc-

tion in Peter's authority, whether he restrained

Gentiles from the use of certain meats, or had
them baptized with water. Peter's Jewish edu-

cation was his authority, not Christ. As the

eunuch rode in his chariot he read from Esaias

Acts viii- 28
I

^^^ prophet. Philip went up into

I

the chariot and preached unto him
Jesus. The eunuch believed and was baptized

by the wayside.

Acts viii: 31
I

The .spirit of the Lord caught
Acts viii: 38

I

away Philip.

The eunuch went on his way rejoicing.

This appears to have been John's decreasing

water baptism without formula, but neverthe-

less to have been blessed to the eunuch's dawn-

Acts viii- I

^"^ condition of belief. It was a
c s vni. 37

I

py^ij^. confession that he believed

Jesus Christ to be the Son of God.

Had the eunuch been reading Christ's Ser-

mon on the Mount with the veil which was
rent on calvary clear lifted from his eyes, he

might not have stopped that chariot to baptize

with water. But he did not so read. The
New Testament was not written at that time.

He read from the Old Testament from Esaias

Acts viii: 28
I

the prophet. Many years after
2Cor.iii:i5

I

Paul said until that day the veil

remained upon the hearts of some when the

Old Testament was read.
^To be continued.)

When the children of the Lord know Him,

their Redeemer to live by his heavenly power

in them, they know also that thereby they live

and feelingly know his Truth and the precious

testimony ; and by this knowledge are influenced

with a holy, humble zeal, in love and meekness

to work in his vineyard, the church, to the

honor of God, and the edification and restora-

tion one of another.

—

John Churchman.

A Plea for the Birds.

One of the most remarkable documents (says

the Young People's Paper) on file at the State

House is the petition,drawn up by United States

Senator George F. Hoar and presented in con-

nection with the original bill regarding the use

of birds and feathers on hats. It purports to

be signed by about thirty-five undomesticated

song birds, and is light and graceful, and to-

tally different from Senator Hoar's usual style.

Here it is in full :

" To the Great a.nd General Court of the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts :

" We, the song birds of Massachusetts and
their playfellows, make this our humble peti-

tion. We know more about you than you think

we do. We know how good you are. We have
hopped about the roofs and looked in at your
windows of the houses you have built for poor
and sick and hungry people, and little lame and
deaf and blind children. We have built our
nests in the trees and sung many a song as we
flew about the gardens and parks you have
made so beautiful for your children, especially

your poor children, to play in. Every year we
fly a great way over the country, keeping all

the time where the sun is bright and warm.
And we know that whenever you do anything
the people all over this great land between the

seas and the great lakes find it out, and pretty

soon will try to do the same. We know. We
know.

" We are Americans just the same as you
are. Some of us, like some of you, came across

the great sea. But most of the birds like us

have lived here a long while, and the birds like

us welcomed your fathers when they came here
many, many years ago. Our fathers and moth-
ers have always done their best to please your
fathers and mothers.

"Now, we have a sad story to tell you.

Thoughtless or bad people are trying to destroy.

They kill us because our feathers are beautiful,

Even pretty and sweet girls, who, we should

think, would be our best friends, kill our broth-

ers and children so that they may wear our

plumage on their hats. Sometimes people kill

us for mere wantonness. Cruel boys destroy

our nests and steal our eggs and our young
ones. People with guns and snares lie in wait

to kill us ; as if the place for a bird were not
in the sky, alive, but in the shop window, or in

a glass case. If this goes on much longer all

our song birds will be gone. Already we are

told in some other countries that used to be
full of birds they are now almost gone. Even
the nightingales are being killed in Italy.

" Now we humbly pray that you will stop all

this and will save us from this sad fate. You
have always made a law that no one shall kill

a harmless song bird or destroy our nests or

our eggs. Will you please make another one
that no one shall wear our feathers, so that no
one will kill us to get them? We want them
ourselves. Your pretty girls are pretty enough
without them. We are told that it is as easy
for you to do it as for a blackbird to whistle.

" If you will, we know how to pay you a hun-
dred times over. We will teach your children

to keep themselves clean and neat. We will

show them how to live together in peace and
love, and to agree as we do in our nests. We
will build pretty houses which you will like to

see. We will play about your garden and
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flower beds—ourselves like flowers on wings—
without any cost to you. We will destroy the

wicked insects and worms that spoil your cher-

ries and currants and plums and apples and

roses. We will f;;ive you our best songs, and

make the spring more beautiful and the sum-

mer sweeter to you. Every June morning when

you go out into the held, oriole and bluebird

and blackbird and bobolink will fly after you

and make the day more delightful to you. And
when you go home tired after sundown vesper

sparrows will tell you how grateful we are.

When you sit down on your porch after dark,

fifebird and hermit, thrush and wood-thrush will

sing to j'ou, and even whippoorwill will cheer

you up a little. We know where we are safe.

In a little while all the birds will come to live

in Massachusetts again, and everybody who
loves music will like a summer home with you."

The signers are :

Brown thrasher, Robert o' Lincoln, hermit

thrush, vesper sparrow, robin redbreast, song
sparrow, scarlet tanager, summer redbird, blue

heron, hummingbird, yellowbird, whip-poor-

will, water wagtail, woodpecker, pigeon wood-
pecker, indigo bird, yellow throat, Wilson's

thrush, chickadee, kingbird, swallow, cedarbird,

cowbird, martin, veery, vireo, oriole, blackbird,

fifebird, wren, linnet, peewee, phoebe, lark,

sandpiper, chewink.

Definite "Testimony."

[The following editorial in the Intelligencer

we append to the above, as related to the

same subject.]

How do we differ from the older, earlier

Friends ? Have we really fallen off ? Are we
really less faithful to the Truth ?

These questions are often asked. Usually,

no doubt, we give ourselves a comfortable an-

swer. The prophesying of smooth things easily

finds its counterpart in the furnishing of con-

solatory explanations.

In one particular, no doubt, the changes of

time have not been to our advantage. This is

the definiteness, the distinctness, with which
we " bear testimony" against things which our
faith and its logical conclusions require us to

disapprove. The older Friends, when they tes-

tified against wrong or abuses or evils, did it

with such plainness and positiveness that no
one could be in doubt where they stood. In

our time the unwillingness to be " peculiar,"

the dislike of seeming " odd," the desire to be
" like other people," all tend to diminish the
squareness of the issue and the distinctness of

the protest.

Let us take an instance of this. Here is the
slaughter of the sea-birds—^and other birds

—

in order to obtain decorations for the hats and
bonnets of girls and women. When this de-
struction of these beautiful and useful birds is

considered for a moment in connection with
the base and unworthy cause of it, we can all

see how much of wrong, of absolute immoral-
ity, is involved, and a spasmodic effort will be
made, of course, to check the iniquitous work.

But there is a want of force in the protest

which Friends would make against it, because
they are themselves more or less enmeshed and
entangled in the great system of which this

slaughter of the birds is merely one feature

—

we mean the system of Fashion. These birds,

and their feathers, and their wings, are, for

the time, " fashionable"—later, when the pretty

species of birds are annihilated, they will be
" unfashionable." And, in the arbitrary and

almost wholly immoral operations, such as this,

of the fashion of our time. Friends, we say,

are to some degree involved. In the pursuit

of the Eesthetic, in the escape from the pecu-

liar, they have fled into the hands of an op-

pressor worse even than oddity or peculiarity,

and by many degrees more exacting and harsh

than simplicity.

The decrees of fashion, when we examine
them with a candid mind, appear hardly suit-

able for rational beings, they are so change-

able, so unreasonable, so wasteful, at all times,

and often so defiant of health, of modesty, of

common sense ^and, as in this bird case, of

humanity and economic considerations.

Against mere fashion the older Friends set

their faces resolutely. Nobody doubted where
they stood. Their "dress and address," their
" behavior and apparel," spoke for them with

an emphasis which hardly called for words.

They had no complicity with those dictators in

Vienna, Berlin and Paris, who change the ap-

pearance of the dress of women every year, or

oftener, and who stop not on any consideration

of ethics.

If the world were wise and sensible, such

slaughter as this of the birds would be impos-

sible, it would not even be conceived as a pos-

sibility. But the degradation of the world by
fashion weakens the moral fibre of men and
women, and leads them to do things in its ser-

vice which they otherwise would not think of.

They see the subject with distorted vision, as

we are led to look at " fashionable" dress, in

its modifications and changes year after year,

until we fail to detect its absurdities. Against
such things, no doubt, the plainness of our an-

cestors testified more distinctly than our words
of protest now, however earnestly we utter

them.

For "The Friend."

As (in infinite wisdom no doubt) our minds
are at times drawn into solitude so as to re-

semble the pelican in the wilderness, having no

access to the habitable parts of the earth, nor

subject to human observation, so it appears
consistent with godly jealousy that human con-

solation should be forbidden, and that having
jur dependence only on a gracious and merci-

ful Father, who deals with us as children who
require his chastising hand, his rod and his

staff, we may be built on a safe foundation,

with a quiet habitation thereon out of the

reach of human interruptions. Surely there

are none so tried as the poor weak instruments

that are used for the Divine will to be commu-
nicated through. These require not only the

forming of the potter's hand, but higher de-

grees of drying, and greater heat in the fur-

nace to prepare them, than almost any other
vessel; nay, if I may be allowed the compari-
son, they are like dishes that have to pass

through the oven for every service, and which,

after they are emptied, and the company has

enjoyed them, need more washing and care

than any other utensil at the table, and great
danger there is that, by indiscretion of some
sort or other, they will get cracked or broken.

I look with dread, I am bowed down and dis-

mayed, at the sight of the precarious standing
of such, but especially my own : the consid-

eration of human weakness, and " how frail I

am " is almost my meat and drink.

i

How excellent is the privilege of having

monitor at home, an impartial friend in (

bosom, who, if we enough attend to Him,

able to make us as wise even as our teacher

the reproofs and wounds of this friend i

better than the kisses of an enemy.

—

Pr
the Life (f Sarah Grub.

The Unchangeable and Covenant-Keeping 6

The Lord our God is unchanged and \

changeable. His very name is Love, and

all his acts towards man, .since his creation

this day, God has ever dealt in love towai

man. As He was in the beginning so is He nc

Creating man in his own image, endowing I

with faculties far superior to any other cr

ture, and imparting to him a portion of

own immortal Spirit, the Lord held sweet c

verse and communion with man, and ".'

delights were with the children of men."
gave to man wisdom, understanding and kno

edge, and (Jod himself taught and instruc

man, in order that man might know the Di\:

will and obey it. And in obedience to the vc

of the Lord, man found life. Disobedience

that Word was sin, for God's Word was law

man, and sin brought death, death to that

vine life in which man heretofore had li^

But God in his love to man changed not. L

man should thus live estranged from God :

ever, God, in mercy, expelled him from Ec

and put it out of man's own power to part

of the tree of life. But the tree of life ne

dies. Its leaves are for medicine and its f

for food, and man lives not by bread al<

but by every word that proceedeth out of

mouth of God.

The Lord has indeed gradually unfoldec i

man his Divine will and purpose, and the nk

ing known of this will to man is revelat i

God, by his living presence, made this I

known to Adam, both before and after his 1

so did He to Eve, the first woman, nor d\dh

withhold from Cain, though so very wic '<!

the expression of his will, and so does Hi'

make known his will to those who turn

tening ear. It is sin brings death ami •

ness. Cain, for his sin, "went out frmr,

presence of God," implying that, thoui'l

pelled from Eden, God still visited and ^i

with Adam, Eve and righteous Abel.

It is not, then, that God leaves man to In-

self. It is man, through sin, departs fun

God, as the prophet speaks to Israel,
"

your sins have separated you from God."

those who " draw nigh to God" hear his W i

God himself provides the way by which :in

may come out of sin, into obedience tcjiis

word into God's presence and commuiW,
where man may be taught and instructejin

the Divine will and empowered to do it. !_

God's way is his Word. This Word wEJin

the beginning with God, and by Him the \\ti

was made known and accomplished his wil'tor

" by Him were all things made that are msfe."

not only terrestial creatures, but celest'p*

the universe and all it contains are the (ft/"

tion of his will by his Word.
\

This Word was made flesh, and so c«lt

amongst men. Those only who knew God's 'So«

speaking inwardly knew Him as He cameut-

wardly, to be. as He truly was, the Onljl^e-

gotten Son of God. And as it was then, ) "

it now. There is no true, saving faith, nofoe

knowledge of Him who is the Way, the IW''
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;he Life, but, as God's Spirit opens up the

rstanding and gives life and power to be-

I a child of God, God takes away the sin

ese by pardoning them, according to his

as made known by his Word. He gives

power to forsake and to overcome that

bich separated them from God, and ex-

id them from the enjoyment of his pres-

d's Word is to man God's law. Man, by
edience, broke that law, and death, the

!ty for sin, was man's. As man, the Word,
ed in flesh, tasted death for every man,
,ed the law's demands, and opened up a

md living way to God. Henceforth He,

Vord, is as He ever was, the one Mediator

sen God and man. For ere ever He came
» flesh " He was in the world, and the world

Him not."

e willing and obedient, God receives and
, As little children believe and trust a

r, so do these the Father of Spirits. Ask
hild why he trusts his father. No reason

18 give, none does he need. So faith is

! reason. It is enough to feel the yearn-

f a father's love, to feel the bondage of

nd the disquietude of spirit caused, in

mercy, by the in-shining of his light,

imning the sin. God, by his in-speaking

I, cries, " Come unto Me all ye who labor

,re heavy laden, and I will give you rest."

, promise remains ever true to those who,
edience, hear and come. They find God's

God's peace, God gives the witness of his

; to these, and they are comforted and
with hope and joy. If one be thirsty and

a cool, refreshing draught, does he need
Dgical proof that he has drunk and that

lirst is quenched ?

children, they eat of the Word, they grow
derstanding and knowledge. They learn

of God's dealing with his children, and
patiently to endure the chastisements by
1 our heavenly Father corrects man for

jayings from the path of rectitude, the

iw way that leads to life eternal. Walk-
n this way, on which God's light clearly

s, they walk with and in favor of God.
oubts are dissipated. They know Him in

1 they trust, and God knows them. A
ledge as clear to the perceptions of the

is ever natural truths are to the mind, a

ivident truth which no demonstration of

m can strengthen. And this knowledge
od and of Him whom God thus sends is

' eternal life.

ese, as children of God through faith in

!, walk in love, love to God and love one
lother. God changes his heart and life

the image of the earthly man, with his

table lusts and failings, into the image of

that image in which God first created

into a similitude of his atti'ibutes. He
hem with his Spirit, one of love, peace,

eness, goodness, mercy and power. He
orts them in every trial and sorrow, and
gthens them to do or suffer his will,

ese, speaking by the Spirit, truly call -Je-

[•"Ord and obey his voice, and the Good
tberd enfolds them with his flock. Of these

;does He lose, such as trust and abide in

ime and prove faithful to the end. For,

]i died and rose again and lives forever-
i- So these, living in Christ, who is their

I

nd abiding there, death cannot touch them.

God is faithful and just to forgive them all

their sins, and true to his promise of eternal
life to all such as trust in Him.
No man can close the kingdom of God to

his fellow-man, no man can open the door for

another into that kingdom. He alone who
stands at the door of every heart, seeking to

enter there, reserves this power to Himself.
" Behold, I stand at the door and knock." True
religion is the result of man's yielding a willing

obedience to the work of Divine grace on his

heart, and nothing earthly nor any evil spirit

has power to preclude an entry to the willing

one. Between man the offender, and God the

offended, none can come as a reconciler, but

Jesus Christ, the one Anointed Saviour, the

one Mediator between God and man. " Kiss

the Son, lest He be angry and ye perish from
the way, w-hen his wrath is kindled but a little.

Blessed are all they who put their trust in

Him." W. W. B.

For " The Friend."

The following testimony to the efficacy of

the Holy Spirit, and also to the value of "Bar-

clay's Apology," is extracted from a letter

dated Twelfth Month, 24th, 1834, from Debo-
rah Cope, then travelling with Dugan and

Asenath Clark, in New York and New Eng-
land meetings, and addressed to Sarah Emlen :

We paid Moses Brown a visit, who inquired

affectionately for thee, and desired his love
;

says thou mayest come back to New England,

and he for one will be glad to see thee. It

was really a feast to be in his company ; he

still seems green in his ninety-seventh year.

He had just received a letter from a young
man, with whom we afterwards were in com-
pany, one in and for whom we feel a deep and
sincere interest. He belonged to the Baptists,

and had spent three years at college preparing

to be a missionary
; got through his studies

with good reputation, and was considered of

much more than ordinary capacity by the pro-

fessors of the Institution ; is said to be mas-

ter of eleven languages. He returned home
to his father, but, no call offering which they

considered equal to his talents, his father pre-

vailed on him to return to the college for six

months more, which he did ; and while ran-

sacking the library one day in quest of some-

thing to amuse, he lighted on " Barclay's

Apology," an old, dusty volume, in French.

He bore it off' to his study and read it atten-

tively, and was met in a narrow place. He
became very thoughtful, afld asked one of the

professors one day if there were any people

now living holding the faith of Robert Bar-

clay, and was answered "No ; that was only

an old controversial book, which they kept to

show the reasoning and arguments which could

be advanced by those who once professed such

principles." " Well," said G., " it is such

reasoning and arguments as I never met with

before ; I must set out and see if I can find

any such people ; and if not I must sit down
alone." Accordingly he went to S and

made inquiry, and was directed to H. C, a

very suitable Friend. He knocked at the door

and H. opened it ; when G. inquired if there

were any now living professing the faith of

Robert Barclay, H. smiled and said he hoped

so, and invited him in. They had much con-

versation, and G. repeated his visits. His

father was now displeased, and his friends dis-

appointed, and they reported that he was
deranged ; but G. persevered until he became
a member ; attended last Yearly Meeting, and
promises to be a consistent one.

The following is an extract from his letter

to Moses Brown, and will speak his own lan-

guage :
" At last my mind became so exer-

cised that I was constrained to leave the In-

stitution in quest of a people who believed in
' Barclay's Apology,' and if I could not find

such a people I determined to worship the

Lord alone ; but, blessed be God, the Lord
has still a remnant who are conformed to the

vain and wicked fashions of this world. To
this people I desire to join myself, though I

feel most unworthy to come among them.
Yes, I can say with the pious Barclay, that

having for a long time been seeking after hu-

man learning, I have found that heavenly
learning which gives content to the soul ; after

this learning may I seek forever. I now be-

lieve that though a person may read the Bible

ever so carefully and critically in the original

languages, yet the most unlettered person un-

der the teachings of the Spirit of God is more
able to have a true understanding of it than
the learned man with all his critical and care-

ful study ; and though I myself have read the

whole Bible in Hebrew (except the book of

Daniel) ; although I have read the New Tes-

tament critically in Greek and Syriac, and
have studied the Bible in several other lan-

guages, yet the most ignorant man who is

really taught of the Spirit can understand the

Bible better than I can, unless taught of the

same Spirit. And oh ! that all who may read
this letter might feel the necessity of being
taught of God, of sitting as little children at
the Saviour's feet, and learning of Him who
was meek and low of heart. Farewell,

G. W. R.

Taken from " Incidents Concerning the So-

ciety of Friends" by Joseph Walton. I may
add that I feel confident I once saw this man
in Philadelphia, who wished his name changed
from G. "Washington" Reed to G. "Fox"
Reed. I believe this was in 1842.

Elisha Roberts.

God's Light.—A beautiful story is told in

the " Lutheran World " of a little girl, whose
faith in God may teach us all a lesson.

The lamp had just been put out, and the lit-

tle girl was rather afraid of the dark. But
presently she saw the bright moon out of her

window, and she asked her mother, " Is the

moon God's light?"

"Yes, Ethel," the mother replied; "the
moon and stars are all God's lights."

"Will God blow out his light and go to

sleep, too?" she asked again.
" No, my child," replied the mother; "God's

lights are always burning."
" Well, mamma," said Ethel, " while God's

awake I'm not afraid."

The cost of the gipsey moth to the State of

Massachusetts is incalculable. One of the pro-

fessors of the Agassiz Museum says that exter-

mination is impossible. Yet this pest was in-

troduced by a scientific man, who brought the

moths from Europe to this country for the

purpose of study. A-scientific man who wants
to study pests or disease germs should go where
they are.
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For " Thb Friend."

A Protest from Friends in 1777.

Amongst some interesting papers belonging

to the late William Kite, and presented by his

daughter to Friends' Librarj', is an address of

the Yearly Meeting of 1777 printed in German.

It proves to be a protest against the unwar-

ranted action of the government in e-xiling

some 16 (3?) Friends to Virginia. It is interest-

ing in view of the discussion in our late Yearly

Meeting as showing how positive it is possible

to be for right principles without being per-

sonal or political. The use of the (ierman was

probably intended to reach the large German
element in the population of Pennsylvania.

A somewhat free translation of the protest

is as follows :

A public testimony issued of our Yearly Meeting,

which convened at Philadelphia for Pennsyl-

vania and New Jersey, held by appointment

from the twenty-ninth day uf Ninth Month to

fourth day of Tenth Month, inclusive, 1777.

Because a number of our Friends, unheard,

have been imprisoned and exiled from their

families on account of a charge and accusation

that they by their entire conduct and conver-

sation have manifested a hostile attitude to-

ward the American cause, and because articles

given in print have charged "That there is

good ground to fear that these persons held

correspondence which may be in the highest

degree detrimental to the common safety,"

and as this may produce the impression that

we have departed in our conduct from the

peaceful principles that we profess, and since

we fear that the minds of some may thus be

led astray, we consider it necessary, that the

truth may be known, publicly to declare that

the principles of mercy and truth turn our

minds from all war and strife and do not per-

mit us as private members of any Association

or in any of our gatherings to hold correspond-

ence with one of the two armies ; but we en-

deavor to uphold the testimony of truth and
the peaceable teachings of Christ to seek the

highest good of the whole—to keep our con-

sciences unspotted toward God and man and
to spread the kingdom of Messiah which we
pray may come, and that his power may be

manifested in indinduals, in kingdoms and in

nations, so that they may make their swords
into ploughshares and their spears into prun-

ing hooks, that nation shall not raise up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war
any more. And we deny emphatically all ac-

cusations that are opposed to this confession

(declaration).

As concerns the paper dated at Spanktow^n

by the Y'early Meeting, and without names,

which appeared in print some time ago and
which has been found in the baggage of Staaten

Eyland, any to whom our method of wTiting

is known, will be convinced that it certainly

has not been written in any of our gatherings

or by any of our Friends. Moreover, there is

not in our Society a meeting of that name,
neither has such a letter or one like it been
written in one of our assemblies since we were
a people. We deny, therefore, the aforemen-
tioned letter and its author, and we desire that

those who dared to forge the name beneath it,

either to injure us or thereby to place theni-

selves in safety may finiT it necessary to de-

clare the truth so that we may be exonerated

from this charge.

And since we are convinced through the ac-

quaintance which we have with our exiled

Friends and through most reliable reports that

we have received, that they have done nothing

whereby they forfeited their inherent right to

freedom, we therefore most earnestly request

that all those who have helped to bring about

their banishment may seriously reflect and con-

sider the purpose of their behavior and how
contrary it is to the teaching and example of

our Lord and Lawgiver Jesus Christ and that

they do them the justice which their cause

demands, so that they may be allowed to re-

turn to their afflicted families and friends.

And we are sure that this will contribute more
to their own peace than if they leave these in

banishment. We give the exhortation in the

fear of God, not alone with the object of free-

ing our Friends, but also for the true welfare

of those who have helped to banish them.

Since it has been permitted to us to come
together to transact the business of this So-

ciety, which concerns the extension of the

cause of truth and righteousness, we have

above all felt a renewed desire for the welfare

and happiness of the human family, and have

in the love of the Gospel given this public tes-

timony in order to justify ourselves and our

Friends and to warn those who by ungrounded

surmises and misconceptions of us, have sought

to injure us, to the wounding of their own souls

and to the hurt of the general welfare.

Signed in and by direction of the Y^early

Meeting,
Isaac Jackson, Clerk.

EPISTLE FROM LONDON IN OUR REVOLUTIONARY
WAR.

On the same day on which the above protest

was handed to us, we received from another

and distant quarter an old sheet containing the

London Epistle of the year 1776. We quote

the principal portion of it, beginning with its

reference to -our country :

—

" By epistles received from several of the

provinces in America, we have affecting infor-

mation of the state of Friends in those parts
;

and deeply sympathize with the faithful, where-

soever they are situated, under their afflictions,

and fervently desire that this season of out-

ward probation may be sanctified to all. We
are sensible it must try the foundations of

many, and, we trust, it may bring again to the

fold some, who, during a long enjoyment of

ease and tranquillity, in those once happy and

flourishing countries, have incautiously wan-

dered till they have almost forgotten the true

Shepherd of the flock, Christ Jesus.
" It is worthy of the serious consideration

of all, whether the calamities now deeply af-

fecting this great empire, may not have been
permitted by Divine Providence in displeasure,

on account of the accummulated transgressions

of the people. Let all, therefore, honestly and

strictly enquire, how far they have individually

contributed thereto.
" And, dear friends, we earnestly recommend

it to all, humbly to bow themselves before the

Lord of the universe, craving his Divine assist-

ance, and the preservation of the faithful of

every denomination ; fervently desiring that

He may grant repentance and forgiveness to

those who have long lived in forgetfulness of

the God who formed them for a purpose of his

glory, and of Christ their holy Redeemer.
" Let us humbly retire to that blessed prin-

ciple of strength and wisdom, the gra

God, manifested in our hearts ; that, th

a strict adherence thereunto, we may 1

voured to experience it to be as a munit

rocks, and a sure hiding place, to whic

righteous fly and are safe in every tii

trial ; that, in like manner with the evanj

prophet, we may be enabled truly to a

will trust, and not be afraid ; for the Lo
hovah is my strength, and my song. He i

become my salvation'—(Isa. xii.: 2.)
" Finally, brethren, keep in singlene

heart, and resignation of soul to the Aim
that He may bless and replenish you witi

perfect love which casteth out all fear,

shall ye be at peace in yourselves, and oni

another, and ' the peace of God, which pi

all understanding, shall keep your heart

minds, through Jesus Christ'—(Phil, iv.:

"Signed in and on behalf of the '^.

fleeting, by " Thomas Ruti
" Clerk to the Meeting this Yei

Girls Aid Work of North Carolina
"*

Meeting.

For the past ten years the Girls' Aid Com
of North Carolina Yearly Meeting has been s

at work, assisting worthy young women in <

ing an education at Guilford College. The sil;

here is so different from that in our sister -

Meetings in regard to preparatory educatic

it has been found necessary to devise plans a

to our own needs. As the funds in our hanc

always been limited and the number of app

for assistance many, we very early adopt

Cottage system. Two neat cottages, wit

rooms as it has been possible from time to t:

us to rent in order to accommodate more, h

forded a home where the girls have boarded

selves and enjoyed all the opportunities of \

lege. Often during the past we have been

erably puzzled to find places for the gii

were eager to come. The cottages will aci

date only sixteen, and frequently there are 1

three or four ready to take rooms. Duri

past year twenty have been here all thi

There are many disadvantages connected wi

ing the family scattered, and many moi

might be induced to come and try the plac

the arrangements adequate. Throughout the

Meeting there are many bright girls who
hope at present for an education is thi

months' term of the district school. I ha'

serving the past year upon a committee ap

to visit all the meetings in the Yearly li

holding conference for teaching the hist*

doctrines of Friends, and more than ever n[e

est desires go out for the girls who have ncfn

educate themselves, and I may say that I on |ii

fully realized how much education is neede(|y

membership. I have many times thougl i

John's saying, "But whoso hath this worldgi

and beholdeth his brother in need and shutM
his compassion from him, how doth the lovtjf

abide in him?
"

This mental starvation is a deadening ]i'

a very perceptible and felt blight. Fi '

well in the early day to emphasize the im

of education, and in our day when edu-

more necessary than it was then we necl

a concern—an old-fashioned Quaker conii

all our members have an opportunity i

school. We must not for a moment fm

Friends have always been liberal and in

and I sometimes think that we here havi;

cnced perhaps more of this spirit than otht li'

still the compassion is not keeping pace itk

children, and many are growing up in ig jr*"

Our Committee (Girls' Aid) have felt thisH
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-e have during the past year made a special

to enlarge our accommodations. One of our
ers presented the needs to Baltimore Yearly
ng, and about five hundred dollars in sub-

ions and contributions were given uncondi-

ly. One thousand dollars were subscribed on
indition that four thousand be raised and a
Drick house built. We greatly desire the re-

er of the money, as the larger house is badly
]. We are hoping it may be built during the

g summer. We are, however, unwilling to

to build until we have the money in the bank,
oard of Trustees have given us leave to build

luse on College land, and will themselves em-
he matron to take entire charge. We earn-

iolicit the aid of Friends in this undertaking.

Mary M. Hobbs,
Treasurer Girls' Aid Fund.

BD College, N. C, Fourth Mo. 18, 1900.

Justification.

tlfication must be acknowledged to be an
tant subject for reflection, and a desira-

)ject for aspiration, whether we incline

ine it with the many who regard it as the

deliverance from the penalty of sin and
elude to the grace of sanctification ; or

,er with the comparatively few outside of

)ciety of Friends we insist on its being a

ranee from the guilt of sin, and so a mere
nt and measure of the sanctification. And
uch as all truth and all error are each
)f a piece, it evidently becomes a question

idaraental interest which of these diverse

iions, as viewed in the light of sound ex-

ice and of inspired tradition, shall be
wholly free from giving that " uncertain
" to the gospel trumpet which would be-

the Christian from the spiritual warfare,

iculcate the heresy of "continuing in

at grace may abound."

) mutually illustrative texts of holy writ

to the present writer here relevant; one
the vision of the evangelical prophet, and
her from the teaching of the great mis-

y apostle. "By his knowledge shall my
lOus servant justify many, for He shall

their iniquities," are the anticipatory

of Isaiah ; and the confirmatoiy ones of
" He was delivered for our ofl'ences, and
ai:ain for our justification." The knowl-
ivhich the prophet thus urges as that on
our justification is to depend, must not

lean some traditional and intellectual ap-

iision in our part of that living Word who
: the form of a servant and became obe-

even unto the death of the cross;" but it

ntails the inference that that knowledge
je a thorough-going one, reaching, as the

e also here implies in accordance with

ore extended teaching elsewhere, from
ystical birth of Christ in the individual

through the discipline of sacrifice and
racifixion, even to the resurrection into

me life in which " all things are become
ind all things of God," and wherein the
er realizes the crowning grace of com-
justification.

IS we may profitably conceive the teach-
' the Sa\iour, " he that endureth to the
hall be saved," while consummatory to
if Paul, "God is the Saviour of all men,
illy of them that believe," as being more
cal in scope with that of Peter, "elect,
gh sanctification of the spirit unto obe-
i and the sprinkling of the blood of

Christ." For there seems often to lie a subtle
snare of the tempter in the premature sugges-
tion to the neophyte believer that the work of
the cross is a finished work, and that it is not
primarily for us, as Penington wrote, " an in-

ward and spiritual thing;" but that, to us, "the
bitterness of death is past," so that we may
vain-gloriously boast ourselves in the putting
on of harness for our fancied service, " as he
that putteth it oft'." Surely the legitimate suc-

cessors of Fox, Barclay and Penn and their

worthy associates, cannot so disparage the

doctrine of " Christ within the hope of glory,"

nor so subvert the relation of cause and effect

in the spiritual life. May none who lay claim

to such succession allow the superficial inter-

pretation of disjointed texts to disqualify them
from " bearing witness " so the living Word, as

having been substantially with Him " from the

beginning!"

Items Concerning the Society.

There are prospects of establishing a Friends'

School in Atlantic City.

Friends' Educational Association will hold a con-

ference at 140 North Sixteenth Street this Seventh-

day afternoon and evening.

The Meeting for Sufferings having revised the
" Plea for Peace " read in our last Yearly Meeting,

will soon issue it to the public.

Friends' Library is to have an important addition

of seventeenth century tracts from a large sale in

England. It includes some tracts by George Fox
not embraced in his works.

The series of Quarterly Meetings now recurring

will begin with that of Philadelphia, to be held at

Fourth and Arch Streets, next Second-day, the 7th

inst. Abington Quarterly Meeting is to be held at

Germantown on Fifth-day of next week.

The trustees of the Forrest estate have made a

report to the Monthly Meetings during the week
of their labors the past ten years. The gross pro-

ceeds of the estate for educational purposes during

the time have been about $14.5,000.

Notes from Others.

A remarkable revival is reported as now taking

place among the Indians of Alaska, especially those

in the southeastern portion. As far as can be gath-

ered, the work started at no one town in particular,

but sprang up at .several places almost simulta-

neously.

Statistical evangeli.sm has forced many of our pas-

tors to give way before the advances of Methodist

forms of worship and Methodist methods of con-

ducting revival services. We respect the Methodist

church. But we see no need of another Metho-
dist church. Those who, because of temperament
or training) incline to Methodist methods have a

church ready to their hand into which they can
enter and find a church home.

—

Southern Presbyte-

rian.

It sometimes seems as if some professing Chris-

tians are imitating the child who tries to catch

birds by putting salt on their tails, with this differ-

ence, that the birds the church tries to capture

seem, to a certain extent, to enjoy the salt and
allow it to be put on, but they are not caught.

The church approaches the unconverted with its

worldly allurements, by which it hopes to draw
some to itself. The world looks on, applauds, some-

times enjoys, but goes on its way, while the church

feels encouraged and tries again. No real good is

done. The church forgets that in proportion as it

teaches that there is no difference between it and

the world, it takes away the reason why people in

the world should join it.

—

The Interchange.

They forget, or will not remember, that human
sacrifice and the power of an idolatrous priesthood

;

a system of profligacy unparalleled in any other

part of the world ; infanticide, a consequence of

that system ; bloody wars, where the conquerors
spared neither women nor children—that all these

things have been abolished, and that dishonesty,

intemperance and licentiousness have been greatly

reduced by the introduction of Christianity. In a
voyager to forget these things is a base ingratitude;

for should he chance to be at the point of shipwreck
on some unknown coast he will most devoutly pray
that the lesson of the missionary may have extended
thus far.

—

Dr. Darwin.

In an article on the " Administration of the Holy
Spirit in the Church " by Robert L. Dunston in the

Record of Christian Woii, he writes under the fol-

lowing heads to show that " in the Apostolic Church
the office and work of the Holy Spirit was promi-
nently before the people, and his administration in

the aifairs of the Church properly recognized : (1)

That in the administration of the Church men en-

dued with the Holy Spirit were used in the ministry.

(2) That in addition to such ministry, such officers

were sought as were marked by the same Divine
gift. (3) That " the Holy Spirit was recognized
in the Discipline of the Church." (4) "The Holy
Spirit administered in the work of separating men
to their distinctive work in the Church." On this

the writer remarks : "As the church in Antioch
ministered to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Ghost
said, ' Separate unto me Barnabas and Saul for the
work WlleifcUIlLO I have LClllcd thom ;' and aftor

fasting, and prayer, and laying on of hands, they

sent them away.' ' So they, being sent forth by
the Holy Ghost, departed.' Notice, the Holy
Ghost said, commanded, called, sent. And in co-

operation with Him the church ministered, fasted,

prayed, laid hands and sent them forth. There is

no confusion, no conflicting of duties among the

members, but all move smoothly and successfully,

as the Holy Spirit administers in the affairs of the

church, and assigning to each their work the in-

dividual and church work in harmony with the di-

vine dictation. The writer pleads that we may
' recognize the church's rightful administrator ' of

preachers, officers, discipline and appointments in

the work of the Lord."

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—The Senate in executive session last

week ratified the treaty with Spain extending for six

months the time in which Spanish residents of the Philip-

pines may decide whether they will remain subjects of

Spain or become citizens of the Philippines.

On Fourth Month 17th, Senator Hoar delivered an im-

pressive speech in the Senate on the Philippine question.

Senator Hoar said: "1 do not expect to accomplish any-

thing for liberty in the Philippine Islands but through the

Republican party. Upon it the fate of these islands for

years to come is to depend. I cannot look with any favor

1 Mr. Bryan as an alternative. . . . I. believe not only

that perseverance in the present policy will be the aban-
donment of the principles upon which our Government is

founded; that it will change our republic into an empire;
that our methods of legislation, of diplomacy, of adminis-

tration must hereafter be those which belong to empires
and not those which belong to republics; but I believe

persistence in this attempt will result in the defeat and
overthrow of the Republican parly." As to what he would
do with the Philippines, Senator Hoar said: "I would de-

clare now that we will not take these islands to govern
them against their will. I would reject a cession of

sovereignty which implies that sovereignty may be bought
and sold and delivered without the consent of the people.

I would require all foreign Governments to keep out of

those islands. I would offer to the people of the Philip-

pines our help in maintaining order until they have a
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reasonable opportunity to establish a government of their

own. I would aid them by advice, if they dusirtj it, to set

up a free and independent government. 1 wuuld invite

all the great Powers of Europe to unite in an agreement

that that independence shall not be interfered with. I

would declare that the United States will enforce the

same doctrine as applicable to the Philippines that we
declared as to Mexico and Hayti and the South American

Kepublics. I would then, in a not distant future, leave

them to work out their own salvation, as every nation on

earth, from the beginning of time, has wrought out its

own salvation." The Senator spoke for three hours and

ten minutes. Much of his speech, which was 50,000 words

in length, was not delivered, the Senator's physical con-

dition not being such as to enable him to endure the

strain.

The Chicago Times Herald says: "That railway mana-

gers are convinced that the prosperity of the country is

permanent and that industrial activity will increase rather

than diminish is evidenced by their decision to invest $50,-

000,000 in new trackage and equipment to handle the in-

creased business of the future, instead of paying it out in

dividends. This decision is reached in spite of the greatly

increased cost of materials entering into railway con-

struction. The disbursement of this $50,000,000 means
employment to a vast army of laborers and increased

activitj in many branches of productive industry all over

the Union."

Twenty new steamships are now under construction for

the trans-Atlantic service and four for the trans-Pacific.

The price of steel plates having gone down from $2.20

to $1.85 several large contracts have been made at Cleve-

land, some of them for as much as 20,000 tons, within

the past few days.

Last year 7,000 tons of steel rails were delivered in

Calcutta from the United States, and a large number of

American engines have been contracted for by various

roads.

The railroad time between New York and Boston has

been reduced to four hours and twenty-three minutes.

There will be more hemp raised in Kentucky this year

than has been raised in a great many years. There was
a time when hemp was the main product of Kentucky, but

in late years it has become such an expensive article to

raise that the farmers gave it up. Now the price of hemp
is high, and the farmers are takine aciv,intaee of it.

in a snort time the Japanese population of San Fran-
cisco will reach 20,000.

Among the 153,000 inhabitants which the last census
gave to New Me.xico, there were 20,000 Indians and 50,-

000 Me.\icans.

According to a despatch dated Dubois, Fourth Month
27th, forest fires in that vicinity are raging with increased
fury. Driven by a high wind, the flames have covered an
immense area, and for miles around the country is a smok-
ing waste of half burned logs and stumps. Advices from
points in Jefferson, Elk and Clearfield counties tell the
same tale of devastation. The entire country is threat-
ened and the losses to lumbermen will be beyond prece-
dent. To-night the flames can be seen in every direction,

and the morrow, should no rains come to bring relief, will

bring tidings of fresh disaster. Forest fires are raging
in Centre, Monroe, Pike and Columbia counties, destroying
vast tracts of timber.

There were 618 deaths in this city last week, reported
to the Board of Health. This is 121 less than the previous
week and 117 more than the corresponding week of 1899.
Of the foregoing 312 were males and 306 females; 120
died of pnuemonia ; 54 of consumption; 48 of heart dis-

eases; 31 of measles; 21 of diphtheria; 20 of inflamma-
tion of the brain: 19 of influenza; 19 of convulsions; 18
of marasmus; 18 of typhoid fever; 18 of old age; 16 of
inflammation of.the stom.ach and bowels; 15 of bronchitis;

15 of nephritis; 13 of inanition; 12 of apoplexy; 10 of

cancer; 9 of uraemia; 9 of Bright's disease; 9 of paralysis
and 9 of peritonitis.

Markets, &c.—V. S. 2's, 99i a 100; new 2'8, 102J a

103J; 3's,reg., 108J a 109: coupon, 109} a 110; 4's, 113i
a 114i; new 4's, reg., 133 a 134; coupon, 136 a 135; 5's,

reg., 1112 a 112J; coupon, 113 a 114.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 10,',^c. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania
roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.45; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3.50; spring, straight, $3.40 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. RvE Flouk—$3.15 a .$3.40 per
barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy Western patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 71J a 72Jc.
No. 2 mixed corn, 44j a 45c.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| a 5ic.; good, 5J a oic; me-
dium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4J a 4Sc.

Sheep and Lambs — Extra, 5J a 5.?c.; good, 5 a 54o.;
medium, 4J a 4Jc; common, 3 a 4Jc.: lambs, 5 a 7c.

Hogs were firmly held, but the shad season has re-

stricted the demand, best Western, 7} a 8c.; others 7i a

Uc.
I

Foreign—Lord Roberts' campaign plans, according to

official reports received Fourth Month 25th, from Bloem-

fontein, have resulted in the relief of the besieged garri-

son of colonial troops at Wepener and the occupation of

Dewetdorp, both important stragetic points in the Free

State, where considerable forces of Boers had been massed.

A later London cable says interest in the South African

war is centred in the running fight between the burghers

retreating from the southern portion of the Orange Free

State and General French's horsemen and the infantry of

Generals Pole-Carew, Chermside and Bundle. The Boers

who escaped did an immense amount of damage, and have

now slipped off to hold the next commanding ridge through

a broken country admirably suited for a rear guard de-

fence. »

A despatch from Thaba N'Chu, describing the more
recent fight near that place, in the Free State, says the

British forces, led by Canadian troops, carried the Boer
kopjes in a rush, and that at one time the fighting line

was ten miles long and the conflict fierce. The British

loss in killed and wounded was twenty.

The motive of the Boers appear to have been to occupy
positions in the hills where they are strongly entrenched.

A scientific statistical work just published fixes the

population of Europe at 381,000,000, an increase of 79,-

000,000 since 1870, or an annual increase of about 3,-

000,000.

Evictions in Ireland during the past year number only

450, the lowest in nearly a third of a century.

A purely Scottish expedition is about to be organized

to the South Pole to work in conjunction with the British

and German expedition.

By the collapse of a condemned foot bridge belonging

to a side show in the Exposition grounds at Paris on

First-day last, caused by the overweighted towers, six

persons were killed and about forty injured. The struc-

ture, which was not in use, crashed on the great crowd
passing below, burying many in the debris.

The Obi, most western of the great Siberian rivers,

has been the most important factor in the communication
with the interior of the country. Rising in Mongolia, it

has a course of 3.500 miles, a drainage area nf more than
1,-^00,000 oquaie miles, and upon the river and its tribu-

taries a regular navigation system is in operation over
more than 10,000 miles.

Up to the present time Egypt has only been engaged
in exporting its raw cotton, but it seems now that trials

will be made in the land of the Nile to manufacture cot-

ton goods from Egyptian cotton.

A despatch dated, Yokohoma, Fourth Month 7th, says:

The discovery of gold in Hokka Ido, the northernmost of

the main islands of the empire, is assuming more and
more importance. The total length of the river beds
containing gold dust is put at 3500 miles, and the total

productive area at 1,750,000 acres. Nuggets weighing over
half a pound have been found. Since the restriction upon
foreign ownership and management of the mines have
been removed by this Government companies have been
formed among the foreigners in Yokohoma, and in one
case a tract of thirty-seven acres has been purchased, an
expert from California engaged and all arrangements
made to begin operations.

It will be a boon to the Japanese to have skilled miners
from the West take a hand, as the native methods of

working gold diggings are said to be exceedingly destruc-
tive.

In 1800 there were 200 horses in Australia ; in 1900
there are 2,000,000.

Reports from the province of South Camarines show
that there has been heavy fighting with the insurgents.

Hundreds have been killed with slight American loss.

General Bell has issued a proclamation warning the insur-

gents that if guerilla tactics are continued he will retal-

iate relentlessly by burning their villages.

Real diamonds have been found along the Maserana
river in British Guiana, and that colony is anticipating a
great boom as soon as the facts are known. The gems
are of the Demerara variety, and are regarded as valu-

able. It was near the scene of the present find that Sir

Walter Raleigh unsuccessfully tried to find the Eldorado
along the Orinoco more than 400 years ago.

In Paraguay cotton grows the whole year round, and
from one planting two crops are produced. The plant,

after it has borne, is cut down, and from its root grows
another plant.

The topic of the day in Peru, Chile and Argentina is

the recent pamphlet of Alexander Garland outlining a
plan for settling the question of the provinces of Tacna
and Arica. Garland asserts that he expressed only his

personal view, without previously consulting the Peruvian
Government. He ui-ges the convoking of a Pan-American

Congress under the Presidency of the United St

settle the controversy by arbitration.

It is impossible that the existing uncertainty sh(

indefinitely prolonged.

A report has been made showing that 66,869 S

residents of Cuba have preserved their allegia

Spain under the terms of the treaty of Paris.

A fire which started before noon on the 26th

Hull, on the Quebec side of the Ottawa river, o

the Dominion capitol, almost totally destroyed the

city, crossed the river to Ottawa and burned over

section known as the Chaudiere flats. It was im[

to chock the flames until the 27th, after they had

over five square miles of territory. More thai

buildings were destroyed, seven lives lost, seven th

men, women and children made homeless, and th

erty loss is $17,000,000, according to late estima

W. D. Gillean, manager of the Canada Paper Co
said on the 30th :

"The destruction of the Eddy Company's mills

will largely demoralize the newspaper trade of the (

for some time to come. Many newspapers will fim

tremely diflicult to procure their requisite suppliei

over six months all the mills in Canada have beer

ing to their full capacity, and all of them at the
]

time are oversold. On Friday morning I receive

grams from twenty-five newspapers in various p

Canada, asking to be supplied, but it is absolutely

sible for us to do much, if anything. Our first t

must be to protect our contracts. We are compi

keep a large stock ahead for our own customc

would, be simply folly for us to .-sell up to the

mark. And the conditions that obtain in Canada
also to a great extent in the United States. Vet

surplus stock is to be had."

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wi

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., a

and 4.32 r. m. Other trains are met when rec

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twe

cents each way. To reach the school by telegi-aj

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in r«

instruction and discipline should be addressed to V

F. Wickershaji, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition,

munications in regard to business should be forwi

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Receipts for Aid of Suffering Doukhi
to Fifth Month 1st, 1900.

A. E. R., Canada, $10; E. C, N. Y., $60; Jji^

deavor Society, Collingswood, N. J., $11.25; S.

$1 ; Oriental Literary Society, Westtown, $10

Bristol Farmers' Club, Conn., $27.

W.M. I':vAN.«, Trecuurer, 2o2 S. Front St.,

The Committee of the Meeting for Sufferinj

gladly use further contributions in providing fri

to supply milk for the children, sick and age;

can be pastured free of all expensefor many mo
the good would be incalculable.

Died, at his residence near Morrisville, Pa., i

Month 20th, 1900, James s. Newbold, a men
Monthly Meeting of Friends, aged fifty-nine i

, at her home near Carmel, Indiana, on

teenth of Fourth Month, 1900, Hannah H. Jon
eighty-fifth year of her age, widow of the la

Jones, a member of Poplar Ridge Monthly
Friends. She was born near Peekskill, New Yc
the Tenth Month, 1832 removed to Wilming^

This beloved and Christian mother by the visital

Holy Spirit was made to realize in her young }

the pleasures and enjoyments of this world wei

and soon pass away, but those of our blessed

He promised, are eternal ; often appearing in ai

in the family gathering, and in testimony in

assembly, that the Lord in his mercy had si

proofs of his love and forgiveness. Greatly

and active in benevolent and charitable work,

the attendance of our meeting, when health
]

greatly attached to the principles, practice an

of early Friends. She was of a meek and i

a blessing to those around her; with prayer

and with a clear mind, saying all was well wi

that she had nothing but love for every c

and peacefully passed away.
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octrinal Use of the Scriptures in Friends'

Scliools.

,t writings given by Divine inspiration are

itable for doctrine" far above all other

gs, must eminently be true,

who believe the Scriptures to have been

en look to the contents of the Scriptures

elves for statement or support of the doc-

for which they are profitable,

who, as a religious Society, hold our

Is as a religious concern, are not satisfied

natters taught, however religious as in-

,tion or expression,' become Christian

ing, except in the living motive in which

eacher may inculcate Ihem. It is the

tian spring and motive life in which they

resented, and not the topics taught, that

3 them Christian instruction.

lile in such a spirit all the topics of a

1 curriculum become Christian instruc-

ind take their Divine place and rank in

iivine economy of life, yet there are topics

directly expressive than others of things

id to spiritual life. The Bible is our most

;it written storehouse of these,

lends, in their official schools, have always

careful to have a large body of its con-

stored up in their children's minds, with

itim exactness, hoping that much of that

laid up for the child in his mere memory,

i afterwards be " given " to the maturer

from time to time by " inspiration."

e have formed the opinion that, however

tertaining to a state of nature may seem

nethods pursued, yet the concern of our

"ly Meeting for inculcating Bible knowledge

ugh its schools, has deposited among the

and file of its membership a larger and

i correct knowledge of the actual contents

language of the Scriptures than is planted

Dg the average membership of other meet-

or denominations who pursue the teaching

at is, the telling—rather than the memoriz-

plan. Do not our members generally recog-

nize any Scripture quotation as Scripture at

once on hearing it, without need of seeing it

read, by a minister, from the Book ? Such ac-

quaintance is less and less assumed to be the

case elsewhere.

We find that in a school where each pupil

supposed to commit to memory some six

verses of Scripture verbatim once a week, that

when we ask them what they brought away

from their last First-day school lesson, we of-

tener than otherwise fail to elicit even the

words of the " Golden Text." It would be un-

fair, however, to imply that the only good they

have derived is what they remember of texts.

But texts are an excellent stock to be "thor-

oughly furnished" with, ready to be opened to

the understanding as the Living Word, walking

with us by the way, opens them, that, as we

are able to bear it. He, beginning with Moses

and the Prophets, may expound to us in all

the Scriptures the things concerning himself.

"They ai-e they," He says, "which testify of

Me ;" " ye think ye have life in them, but ye

will not come to Me that ye might have it."

The written language for the letter, the Liv-

ing Word for the life. They are said to err who

"know not the Scriptures nor the power of God."

The mind may remember them, but the Divine

power, as obeyed, is the way to know them.

This law of obedience to known Truth must

be the true Friend's rule for learning the doc

trines of Truth, whether through Scripture

words or those unsyllabled words of Christ

which are spirit and life, the latest, fresh, up-

to-date Scripture of each one's present soul-life.

That which opens ourselves to our understand-

ing opens dormant texts. Lodge this cardinal

doctrine in a child's mind, and he is in a fair

way, when obedient, for all sound doctrine. In

the following of it out he needs not that any

man teach him, save as the anointing teacheth.

Divine wisdom has seen fit not to present his

spiritual truth to man systematically—that is,

systematically from man's standpoint. He who

sees his end and eternal purpose from the begin-

ning knows what his system in revelation is,

but it is too much for 7tian to know. For man's

utmost powers of comprehension the Divine

revelation must remain as unsystematic as the

wind which " bloweth where it listeth." He

has many unsaid things to say to us, and said

things to bring to our remembrance, but we

cannot bear them prematurely. The truly sys-

tematic way of knowing them is systematic

' obedience. No doubt the mustard seed goes

regularly through all the orderly processes

blocked out for it in Gray's " Systematic and

Structural Botany." But all that it knoivs about

it is an instinct that it is pushing up into the

light, as the sun gives it light. Its faith builds

more wisely than it knows. So, as we attend

to our obedience, by items, the Architect of his

own doctrine will attend to his system. We
look back upon our accomplished past that God

hath wrought, and see it proved that " he that

will do his will shall know the doctrine."

And so we like to see a boy convinced that

conscientious good order in a Scripture class

is a truer Scripture lesson than the finest parrot-

like delivery of texts. In other words, that the

kingdom of God is not in word, but in power.

But theform ofsound words of doctrine ought

surely to be held fast. We are not usually sure

that the form of words is sound for a doctrine,

except as it is in Scripture words. Friends

especially have been careful to adhere to Scrip-

ture forms of statement for their doctrines.

They desire that their successors in the Church

should be acquainted with the same modes of

expressing doctrine, that parents should teach

them to their children, both personally and by

that extension of parental instruction which we

call schools. It is a breach of trust in a school

supported in the main by Friends' money for

educating their children in and according to

thfeir principles, to be non-committal as to

Friends' doctrines—a colorless school for the

general instruction of citizens—for the use,

forsooth, of Quaker funds in the education of

children of other denominations, before whom,

as soon as they touch our threshold, our own

principles must hide their diminished heads.

But " teach thou " unflinchingly " the things

which become sound doctrine," and, preferably

in the words of Scripture. A view of Friends

principles is due to others who knock at our

doors for admission as matter of information,

and to our own children as a matter of training

and convincement. True, we do not bring others

into our schools to proselyte them, neither do

we bring them in to rob our children of their

birthright. If their admission is to set aside

our doctrines, let them go rather than our doc-

trines.

But Friends' doctrines need not be presented

in an offending form to our patrons, and, if

presented in the Scripture language they will

not. Against that there is no awakening of cavil.

The passages comprehending the essential

doctrines of the Gospel and of right life should
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be firmly committed to memory, and also those

which hold up to view those special as(»ects of

Truth given to our religious Society especially

to uphold. Nothing less will our patrons from

other denominations expect of us if they expect

to respect us. Neither, if a child asks why

Friends do so and so, or omit aught that others

do, will they expect anything short of a straight

and full explanation. To be honest, such state-

ment does not have to be discourteous or un-

sympathetic of others' consciences But it can

hold and state the truth in that love which

"rejoices in the truth."

We can readily conceive that a course of

Scripture passages could be produced outlining

a general acquaintance with the contents of

the Bible as a book, dwelling on the essential

truths of Christian doctrine and practice, and

assembling in groups those texts which enforce

each truth of our separate profession; all this

to be adapted to the number of years of the

school-course using it, at the rate of six or

more verses a week for each school year; that

is, our usual number of fifteen hundred verses

in a seven year's course.

We take, indeed, quite a contract on our

hands when we undertake to group the clearest

passages covering the subjects of War, Oaths,

Worship, Prayer, Ministry, Observance of Days,

Universal Grace, Interpretation of Scriptures,

Apparel, Ostentation, the true Communion and

Baptism, the One Priesthood, the Church,

Purity and truth in forms of speech, etc., etc.

Barclay, as so many know, has usefully done

this to a large extent in the appendix to his

catechism; but it might be a commendable ex-

ercise for the concerned teacher to gather an

arrangement of these Scriptures freshly for

himself, according to his sense of the condition

of those under his care; and afterwards, when
he has done his best, he may supply deficien-

cies by consulting Barclay and others. The
teachers thus prepared by personal labor and
seeking best wisdom for "rightly dividing the

word," will take an interest in the teaching,

which the pupils will reflect in their recitations.

And then he will be personally better prepared
to answer inquiring minds.

The two processes which these remarks
may have seemed, by this time, to notice, are
the incidental and the methodical. The inci-

dental kind draws our principles of Truth, with-

out labeling them as Quaker, through little

openings which often surprise one's self as he
is open to them, not only in the Scripture text,

but also in that of Virgil or Cicero, or Homer,
history or literature. We are willing to see

our boys and girls getting saturated with the
Friend's atmosphere of Truth, and adjusted to

our standpoint, in viewing little or great mat-
ters that may come in sight from day to day.
The appeal to the silent witness for truth in

children is of lovely efl'ect.

But the immediate aim is that the child gets
the context of the Scriptures themselves, rather
than any teacher's rieivx, written or spoken. Let
there be liberty in the spirit for the teacher's
fresh and Divine opening, but it is a poor
thing for the teacher otherwise to talk Bible,

and poor for the meetings for worship, which
he afterwards turns himself over to, as to a
larger Bible-class.

It is not Scripture classes, on any day of the
w^eek, as they might be conducted, but as they
often have been conducted, that has largely

unquakered the general ministry, trained a

spurious one, led it to speak as the scribes, or

degraded it from the inspired message to the

sometimes admired and able teaching.

A system of liberty to open the Scriptures

to the human understanding in the mind, will,

and intelligence of man, must naturally continue

as man-made ministry for adults as for chil-

dren; must revolutionize backward the spiritual

standard for worship; must relegate public-

worship to the plane of public entertainment:

must put forward in meetings for worship, Bible

readings and expoundings of them as to a Bible-

class; narrows the ministers' gallery into a pul-

pit, and the incumbency thereof into a stated and

paid lectureship on religious truths. Through
the same gateway have come in the music-

machines; and the retrovolution has proceeded

so far by man-made activities, that a Society

once concerned to watch the Spirit alone as its

witnessed Leader, finds itself generally dis-

membered from the " unity of the Spirit in the

bond of peace," and at a loss for its where-

abouts.

Do we lay all this tendency at the door of

the Scripture school or class ? By no means
necessarily. It is to be charged to the sub-

stitution ofman for the Spirit in the work of the

church anywhere. Scripture learning could be

conducted without violating our cardinal prin-

ciple for " opening the Scriptures" and for other

ministry, for the rendering to the intellect, or

Ciesar, the things that are Cfesar's, and unto

God the things that are his.

Now it is obvious that much of the Scripture

is addressed to the intellectual understanding,

and that understanding should be made cor-

rect. Points of histoiy, the modern and the

ancient meaning of a word, the lives of men,

the geography and so on. There is much that

ought to be understood on its own plane; leav-

ing the spiritual part to the spirit, as He shall

give spiritual openings to deliver it, or as He
shall reserve it himself to teach the child, in

the future of his experience as he is able to

bear it.

But there is another method of teaching doc-

trine which we can only name here, yet it is of

vital importance; it is that which consists in

" adorning the doctrine."

Ekkatum.—On page 333 of last dumber,
12th line of third column, insert the word
" not " before " conformed."

Many of those who believe in the final and
universal salvation of all people tell us that

they accept the idea that all men will, at some
time, be punished for their sins,% not wholly

in this world, then in the future world, for a

while at least, to make up for the balance due
to their sins, says the Christian Advocate, and
then comments as follows: " When this has
been done, then the souls of such ones will have
place in heaven. But it seems to be forgotten
that something besides punishment is neces-

sary to make one fit for heaven Punishment
for sin cannot fit any one for glory. Nor can
it purge sin from the soul. It never can create

a new heart. It cannot produce true love for

God and good people. One great purpose of

having those who are in their sins in a place
by themselves is to preserve heaven from all

who have not been made wholly holy by the

sacrificed life of Christ. It is Christ's life ac-

cepted and lived that saves."

Asbestos and Its Uses. \
Asbestos is called also by miners " cot

stone." Canada furnishes almost all of the

bestos of commerce—about ten thousand I

a year; Italy furnishes a few hundred t

It has been found also in Corsica, in Hung
in Sweden, in Russia, in South Africa, ani

South America; but what with the ditticult;

mining and transportation, as well as the ra

of the product or the insufficiency of the qi

tity, the amounts produced in these reg

are almost nothing.

Asbestos is chiefly used to pack piston;

steam engines and joints in conduits for st€

hot air, etc., and to coveV such conduits

well as steam-boilers. It is also employe

insulate electric wires.

Of it are made filters for acids and for

building paper, brick, cement and paints,

is used to line fire-proof safes, in gas-logs,

in furnaces. Garments for firemen, gl

makers, and workmen who use fire and ai

are made from it, as well as theatre-curt;

and ropes for use in fire-escapes.

It may be used either alone or in combins

with other textile materials, or with rul

steel, etc.

Asbestos is very irregularly distribj

throughout strata of serpentine rock;

worked very simply, therefore, in quarrie

points where it is found in profitable quant:

The deepest quarries do not exceed one

dred feet. The huge blocks of serpentin

tached by blasting are broken up, and tho

the pieces that contain asbestos are carric

the workshops, where children break the

further with small hammers and separat

asbestos according to quality.

It has been said that asbestos can be

like any textile material; it is now even

This is effected quite well by the folic

method: the fibres are placed for two
in a cold ten-per-cent. solution of albumei

then partially dried in air, after which

are dipped in a dyeing bath raised pro

sively in temperature till it reaches

degrees C [one hundred and twenty-nin

grees F].

A new industry based on the use of

is the manufacture of " asbestos-porcelaii

vented several j^ears ago by M. F. Garros

all fibres, animal, vegetable, or mineral,

is none that has—as shown by the micro

—a smaller diameter than that of asb

These fibres, when powdered, give rise

tremely tiny particles. M. F. Garros th

that if, without the addition of foreign b

these particles could be agglomerate*

material thus formed would have very n

ous and very small pores, not only on

of this minute structure, but also beca
the facility with which the pure mineral

obtained.

The chemical composition of asbestos (i

of magnesia and lime), led the inventor

lieve that a powder thus con
form, when mijed with water, a plastic

that by heating under special conditio

be made into an earthenware of consit

hardness. To this he gives the name "

tos porcelain."

Experiment has shown that the manuf
of such a procelain is perfectly feasible

powdered asbestos is of a white or yel

color, and may easily be bleached. Th
'
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le of it is of a translucence comparable with

inary porcelain. The applications of this

;overy are numerous. Owing to the very

ute porous structure of the ware, which, it

been demonstrated, is much finer than that

lommon porcelain and more homogeneous,

an be used for the filtration and steriliza-

. of liquids. While the pores of common
;elain will allow micro-organisms to pass,

56 of asbestos-porcelain are penetrated by

ie organisms only to a very slight depth,

they may be removed by simple washing
1 a sponge.

ilxperiments made by Drs. Durand-Fardel

Bordas show that water containing twelve

dred colonies of microbes to the cubic cen-

3ter, is absolutely sterilized after filtration

)ugh asbestos porcelain. Besides this it

been proved to filter more rapidly than

inary porcelain.

ither experiments by Cousin and Meran on

es, vinegars and acids have shown that

je liquids, after filtration through asbestos-

3elain, are not altered in chemical composi-

I.

—

From La Science Francaise in the Lit-

•y Digest.

The Prince of Wales, s

'hose of our readers who have not yet be-

. to study English history may wonder why
oldest son of the reigning sovereign, and

heir to the throne, should be called the

rince of Wales." The story is told by " For-

i " as follows :

ibout six hundred years ago there was a
y of England—Edward 1.—who subdued

people of Wales, which, you know, lies just

it of England. After conquering the Welsh,

was anxious to get their good will, and so,

m it happened that his first baby prince

1 born in Carnarvon, in Wales, he had a

;ht idea. He announced that his boy was
ative of Wales—one who could speak Welsh
t as well as any other tongue (this was true,

;he baby was but a few weeks old), and he

uld therefore ba the people's own prince,

vard. Prince of Wales.

Venty-three years after this baby became

g of England, and about fifty years later

grandson had assigned to him, as the third

nee of Wales, the crest and motto which
1 been borne by all the English kings' sons

have since that day had the title. The
st is three ostrich feathers, and the motto
;he sentence, " Ich dien "—

" I serve." It

3 given to the Black Prince, a boy of great

imise, who fought bravely at the battle of

!cy.

Che present Prince of Wales is the oldest

1 of Queen Victoria, and is a man whose
est son has already become of age. Some
)ple think of kings and queens and princes

aring magnificent crowns and continually

king great display ; but if you were to see

! London house where the Prince of Wales
33, you would be surprised at its plain ap'

irance—on its outside at least. He has
18 and daughters who are being brought up
a very sensible and simple way. The boys
snot allowed to "put on airs" because of
iir high birth, and the dresses of the young
''Is are made in a style much more plain than
''' those of many silly school-girls in America.
^rhere is a book written by Queen Victoria
it would be interesting to any one who likes

to know how the home life of the royal family

goes on. It shows the reader that the great
ones of the earth have just as many trials and
struggles and heartaches as the lowliest. It

lets you see that the Queen of England is a

loving mother and a sincere Christian.

Baptism.
(Continued from page 351 -)

Divine condescension to the dawning belief

of this Jewish proselyte in those transition

times established no precedent which should

induce us to linger in the border land of Juda-

ism. Some wonder why apostles and believers

adhered so tenaciously to circumcision, abstin-

ence from certain meats, etc. Future genera-

tions may still more wonder why some believers

of our day adhere so persistently to water bap-

tism, etc. The day is surely dawning, the

ranks are filling with those who realize that

these shadows are all foreign to the Christian

dispensation. There is less excuse for our now
adhering to water baptism than there was for

those Jewish believers continuing to observe

Exodus XX- 1
I

*'^® customs of Moses generally,
xo us XX. 17

I

^j^^ j^^ ^^^ ^^^^ given to Moses
amid the thunders of Sinai. When Israel

obeyed that law they triumphed over their ene-

mies. When they disobeyed their enemies tri-

umphed over them. How could they abandon
that time-honored law of Moses and their

fathers and at once embrace Christianity in its

fulness. John the Baptist foretold that this

John iii- o I

transition would be gradual when
o n 111, 30

I

j^^ ^^.^_ ..
jj^ must increase, but I

must decrease." Our Saviour was very tender

of his disciples in their transition state, and is

yet equally tender of his sincere children who

lohii xvi- 12 I

^^^ '" *^® same condition. He
o II XVI. 12

I

^^.^_ „
J j^^^^ many things to say

unto you, but ye cannot bear them now." Some
things which He did say few can bear even

yet. Still we long to know what were those

suppressed and holy things which He did not

say because his disciples could not bear them.

By the teachings of the Comforter which is

John xiv: 26
I

the Holy Spirit have we access

^Miluxl-.2s
I

ever more to this sacred knowl-

edge. Only as we are able to bear it, will He
teach us all things. Not to the wise and pru-

dent of this world, but to babes in Christ.

THE ATTITUDE OF CHRISTIANS TO WATER BAP-

TISM AFTER THE APOSTLES.

. By collateral evidence several apostles were

probably martyred under the Roman emperor

Nero about A. D. 64.

josephus, B.4
I

The Jews rebelled against the

Romans A. D. 66.

Josephus, B. 4
]
Christians of Jerusalem and Ju-

dea removed to Pela beyond the Jordan.

Eusebius,p. 75 | Eusebius says they fled in obe-

dience to a Divine revelation.

These were all Jews, and were

called Nazarenes and Ebionites.

Jeru.salem and its temples were
utterly destroyed and the Jews

massacred by the Romans, A. D. 70.

The seat of Church authority moved from

Jewish Jerusalem to Gentile Antioch. John

}

was probably the only apostle then living. At
Antioch and other places Centile Christians

1 gained ascendency and discouraged even Jews

from circumcision and other offensive customs,

while water baptism and those not repulsive to

le F.ilhers,

p- 16. 355 taste and
I

. P- 433

Buck's Dictionary

Gentile Christians were mostly continued and

in time modified to suit

convenience.

The early Christians were

not united in making these changes. They
caused continued discord

and division among them.

The Nazarenes, Ebonites

and others adhered to cir-

cumcision, and the customs

Acts xxi- 22 2
I

"^ Moses as the elders at Jeru-
'

"^

'

""" '"' '*
I

salem had insisted that Paul

should do and as in the "hermit church" of

Cyclopedia American I

Abyssiuia they Still coutinuc
and Britannica

| to dO.

At first water baptism was not insisted upon,

but in the second century greater importance

was attached to it. Some, however, claimed

Ante-Nicene Fathers. I
that Only baptism of Holy

vol. III.
I

Spirit was necessary be-

cause none of the apostles but Paul were bap-

tized with water and Christ said: " John indeed

baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized

with the Holy Spirit." About the beginning of

66 I

the third century we first find water
.,p. 19

I
ij^pjjgjj^ called a sacrament by Ter-

tullian, and about the same time he complains

that many tried to destroy it. Plainly as water

baptism was exalted, opposition increased. A
sect called Ascoundits re-

jected all symbols and sac-

raments on the principle that incorporeal things

cannot be communicated by things corporeal

nor Divine mysteries by things visible.

Historian Schaff says: " Many Jews and Gen-

tiles were baptized with water only, not with

Holy Spirit and fire of the gospel, and smuggled

into the church their old religious notions

and practices." The Emperor Constantine pro-

fessedly became a Christian, while he virtually

remained a heathen. A. D- 312. He convened

the council of Nice and they formed a creed

A. D. 325.

Christians were very few in number before

Constantine, but now heathen flocked to the

church and controlled its councils. Among ob-

scure dissenters whom the ruling church called

heretics may we expect thereafter to find the

nearest approach to Christianity as Jesus taught

it on the Mount and elsewhere. Within a few

decades after the council of Nice isolated

Mosheims' Ecclesiastical I
COmpauicS of dcVOUt

History, Vol. III., p. 105
|

Christians uuder vari-

ous names renounced the sacerdotalism and

sacramentalism of the ruling church. Neander

Neander's Ecclesiastical I

says they Were Called
History, Vol. 11., p. 3.59

|
LampctiaHS, Adclphiaus,

Estathians, Marcionites, Euchites, Massalians

and Enthusiasts. Photius, who was an early

writer against the Paulicians, supposes this

sect also to have arisen about this time.

Vol. 111., p. 105
I

Mosheim says: "Enthusiasts

who discarded the sacraments lived among the

Greeks and Assyriansfor many ages." They were

known by the general and invidious name Mas-

salians or Euchites, which sect existed as early

Cyclopedia American I

^S A. D. 3G1. About A. D.

and Britannica I QQQ one Coustautine Came
forward as a reform preacher under inspira-

tion received in reading the New Testament,

particularly the writings of St. Paul. His fol-

lowers were sometimes called Macedonians, but

were generally known as Paulicians. Some
suppose that these Paulicians existed centuries

before under other names and that the droop-
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Moshcim.Vol. II

P-3o5

Nenndcr, Vol
HI., p. 587

Cyclopedi
and Br

ing sect was revived by the powerful preaching

of Constantine.

Ncander.voi. I

NeaudeF says: "The Tauli-

lii., p;63
I

cians wholly rejected the out-

ward celebration of the sacraments and main-

tained that by the multiplication of external

rights and ceremonies in the dominant church

the true life of religion had declined." That

it was not Christ's intention to institute water

baptism as a perpetual ordinance, and that by

baptism He meant only the baptism of the

Spirit and that he communicated himself as

the living water for the thorough cleansing of

the whole human nature. That eating the

flesh and drinking the blood of Christ consisted

in coming into vital union with Him.

In the ninth century one

hundred thousand Paul-

icians were martyred at

once in Armenia, accused

of heresy and denying the

sacraments. For the same offence untold num-

bers were put to death during previous and

subsequent centuries in distant countries. Their

enemies admit that these Paulicians were loving,

spiritual and peaceful and diligent in reading

and circulating the Scriptures. Were not these

dissenting martyrs the remnant or true seed of

the church and their ruling enemies the here-

tics?

Some ecclesiastics who presided over a flour-

ishing theological institution at

Orleans claimed to have been

awakened by the writings of St.

Augustine and St. Paul, particu-

larly the latter. Many of the nobility and others

of eminent piety and benevolence became their

adherents. They rejected external worship,

rites and ceremonies, and placed religion in

the internal contemplation of God and the ele-

vation of the soul. They rejected water bap-

tism and held to a baptism of spirit, also to a

spiritual eucharist by which all who had re-

ceived spiritual baptism would be refreshed

and find their spiritual needs completely satis-

fied. Thirteen leaders of this sect were burned

A. D. 1022. When urged to recant they re-

plied, " We have a higher law, one written by

the Holy Spirit in the inner man."
Mosheim says: " They soared above the com-

prehension of the age in which they lived.

Their enemies admit that they were blackened

by many accusations which were entirely false.

A few years later a similar

sect were discovered in the

districts of Arrs and Leige.

They held individual holiness

and practical piety to be necessary and that

outward baptism and outward eucharist were
nothing. This they aflirmed was the doctrine

of Christ and his apostles.

Neander. Vol. I
About A. D. 1046 a SCCt WaS

in., p. fx»
I
suppressed at Turin which was

favored by the nobility and widely diffused

among the clergy and laity. They claimed to

have one priest without the tonsure; he daily

visited their brethren scattered throughout
the world and when Cod bestowed him on them
they received from him with great devotion

forgiveness of sin. They acknowledged no
other priest and no other sacrament but his

absolution. Who, we ask, is this priest with-

out the tonsure who daily visits the world wide

Heb vii- 16 I

brethren? Is it not Jesus who
I
was made a priest not after the

Neander, Vol.

P-569

Mosheim, Vol.

p. 564

law of a carnal commandment, but by the

power of an endless life?

0! that mine eyes might closed be

To what concerns me not to see;

That deafness might possess mine ear

To what concerns me not to hear;

That truth my tongue might always tie

From ever speaking foolishly:

That no vain thought might over rest,

Or be conceived in my breast

That by each deed and word and thought,

Glory may to my God be brought!

But what are wishes? Lord, mine eye

On thee is fixed, to Thee I cry;

Wash, Lord, and purify my heart.

And make it clean in every part.

And when 'tis clean. Lord keep it too, .

For that is more than I can do.

—Thomas FAwood, 1G69, A.D.

An Age of Hurry.

An old man, evidently a philosopher, had

been spending a week in Chicago. He had

been jostled on the sidewalks, crowded against

walls, prodded in the side, and shoved hither

and thither in the midst of a turmoil such as

he was quite unused to. His visit was at an

end. He was going to a quieter place. He had

just bought his ticket when a station official

said, briskly but not unkindly:
" Hurry up, sir, or you'll miss your train."

No doubt the old gentleman seemed a little

" slow."

"Hustle there; hustle," shouted a gate

tender.
" I don't have to, do I?" said the old man.
"You do if you want to catch that train."
" But I don't have to catch it unless I want

to, do I?"
" I suppose not; but Chicago's a fast place,

sir, and you can't keep up with the procession

if you don't hustle."
" People don't get honest here any faster

than they do elsewhere, do they?" asked the

old gentleman seriously.
" No, I can't say they do."
" Nor they don't become respectable citizens

any faster, do they?"
" I suppose not," said the official, whose face

was beginning to look puzzled.
" Nor develop the Christian graces any faster,

do they?"

This was getting almost beyond the official;

but he shook his head negatively.
" Nor learn any faster their duty to their

fellow-men?"

Again the official shook his head.

"Nor go to heaven any faster?"

"Not much," said the railroad man, with

emphasis.

The stranger took out his watch.
" Well, I have two minutes in which to walk

a hundred feet. I guess I can make it with-

out blowing out a cylinder head, can't I?"

He spoke in a gentle tone, almost as if he

were speaking to himself, and the railway offi-

cial picked up his satchel and carried it for

him out through the gate and across the plat-

form.— Youth's Companion.

Some glances of true beauty can be seen
in their faces who dwell in true meekness.

—

John Woolman.

For "The Fribn

What Would Jesus Do ?

It is well to ask, but it is better to do.

who asks no more does not go deep enoi

He is like a man who, seeking water, digs

strikes a stone, and the water oozing aroi

he thinks he has found that which he se

But, in truth, the stone is but the deep w
mouth, which, lifted, would disclose a foun

of perennial water, ever flowing and clea

crystal. For the man who asks within himi
" What would Jesus do ?" but queries of 1

self. The spring of thought is his, and

sequence of ideas follows on, as the w
water shows, from earthly source, before

fountain itself is reached.

When Jesus, in the fulness of his love, c

to a city of the Samaritans, who would nol

ceive Him, their prejudice being so strong

disciples thought that, like Elijah, he m
command, and fire from heaven would des

those who turned a deaf ear to Him whom
knew to be the Truth itself, the Son and

of God. But the disciples here, though '

Him in the flesh, yet in Spirit were far rem(

from Him whose name is Love. And .J(

gently chiding them, said, " Ye know not \

manner of spirit ye are of, for the Son of

came not to destroy men's lives, but to sa

And that same Spirit by which He spake

taught them is the same by which He woul'

He promised (and He does fulfil that pror

throughout all time, teach his people all tb

and guide their feet into the paths of ti

of equity and of righteousness. He it is

wonderful in counsel, is near to him who 1

a listening ear, and that man's walk is nei,

to his Master whose ear, by exercise,
j

readily does catch in clearness his " still ii

voice," which yet instructs the man of Goc

unfolds his duty to his God and fellow-raj

Baal's prophet, no doubt, taught the pi

what they thought God required of men,

Elijah waited for God's word, which, tb

long it tarried, yet did come with power
overthrew Baal and his prophets. And s

Saul of Tarsus think within himself he die

service when he bound the lambs of Jesus

brought them to Jerusalem to be scourged b

of synagogues where learned doctors ta

But Saul had yet to know the voice of Hin

speaks from Heaven and shakes the st

holds of Satan which, by the power of

ness, he hath built in the hearts of the chip

of men. But this once heard by Saul, ail

not disobedient thereto, the strong man b(|u

weak, the proud humble, the cruel gentl()a

Gamaliel, wise in earthly counsel, was nott

anything to Paul, for had he not heard ^
for himself, and like Samaria's men becaiji

sured that this was none other than the jo

ised Messiah, Chrjst the Lord ? Having |u

God's law, and God himself as interpret L

need not go to Peter, James or John »

instructed, but alone in Arabia's wilds, hem
communed with God. And having foun'fcl

which alone gives peace within himsellb

which, with unholy zeal, he vainly sought cl"©

before, and in the tumult of his mind, cauid

the clashing of men's varied thoughts, hfiov

not hear the gentle Shepherd's voice, c*ir

" Come unto Me, and live," but now beinj »ei

he goes and preaches " Christ in you, th fio

of glory," and obedience thereto, as God' pa

of peace.
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then, we receive the testimony of Paul as

postle commissioned of Christ Jesus to

;h his Truth among the Gentiles, among
1 are we, we must believe as Christians

we have received of the Spirit of Christ,

as Paul declares, " we are none of his,"

i'here his Spirit is there is He. And by

holy Spirit He teaches and guides all his

e fulfilling of his law is love, and man's

ence to God's command to " love our

ibor as ourself " is God's measure of our

towards Him. How incompatible with this

e law is all war, oppression and the like,

en, we would that Christ's peaceable king-

be established in our heart, let Him by his

t rule and reign within, and his power will

rer us, to shield us from every danger,

oral or spiritual, for the very hairs of your

are all numbered.

id though wars, famines and earthquakes,

)d's judgment on the nations, must as yet

J be until the world comes to believe in

Dbey the King of Righteousness and of

e, yet to those who have come out of the

1 to the Lord's holy mountain, wherein He
his name, and who, as doers of his word,

ound walking in the light of the Lord, He
3ver liveth and speaketh peace to his people

s this command, "Be ye not troubled."

ice, then, our thoughts of God are not his

yhts towards us, let us patiently seek the

ide of David's soul, thus expressed, " Be-

as the eyes of servants look unto the hand

eir masters, and as the eyes of a maiden

the hand of her mistress, so our eyes wait

the Lord our God until that He have

y upon us" (Ps. cxxiii : 2). Again, " I will

uct thee and teach thee in the way which

shalt go ; I will guide thee with mine

(Ps. xxxii : 8.) W. W. B.

Christ the Revealer of the Father.

No man hath seen God at any time ; the

begotten Son, which is in the bosom of

j'ather, He hath declared Him." Such is

impressive and far-reaching declaration

which the Evangelist and Apostle John

!S what has been called the Prologue to

jospel. There is an interesting various

ing, attested by some of the primary criti-

luthorities, and preferred by the late Dr.

;elles :
" God, only begotten, who is in the

m of the Father, He hath declared Him."

le margin of the Revised Version it is said

e supported by " many very ancient au-

ities ;" and the late Dr. Hort published a

led dissertation in its favor. But as it

not adopted in the late Revised Version,

common reading of the text above given

be relied on as supported by the prepon-

iting weight of critical authority.

is a declaration according to which it was
ist who was with our first parents in the

len of Eden, condemning their transgres-

8, and at the same time in mercy opening
them "a door of hope," giving them the

' great promise that the Seed of the wo-
I should bfuise the head of the Serpent.

a. iii. L5.)* It is a declaration according
'hich it was Christ who predicted to Noah
approaching deluge (Gen. vi. 13). It was
who called Abraham from his country and
n his kindred (Gen. xii. 1, seq-) ; and by
>mpare Tertull., Adv. Praxcan, C. 16.

whom his faith was counted to him for right-

eousness (Gen. XV. 6). It was He who ap-

peared to Abraham on the plains or by the

oaks of Mamre, and whom he addressed as " the

Judge of all the earth" ((ien. xviii. 1, 17, 18-

25) ;t who rained fire upon Sodom (Gen. xix.

24) ;j who tested Abraham's faith by requir-

ing the sacrifice of his beloved Isaac, and who
as the reward of his obedience was pleased, in

sparing Isaac, to give Abraham the glorious

promise " in thy Seed shall all the nations of

the earth be blessed because thou hast obeyed

my voice " (Gen. xxii. 18.)§

The declaration of the Apostle above cited

is the gracious assurance that in his pre-exist-

ence as the Eternal Word, Chki.st was Himself

present before his incarnation as the All-wise

Pcedagogos, the Heaven-descended Teacher,

Guardian, Counsellor, and Judge, the glorious
" Angel of the presence of God " (see Isa. Ixiii.

9), carrying forward with patient, long-suffer-

ing love the work of preparatory discipline and

training in its various stages for the education

of the worlds until " the fulness of the time "

was come " (Gal. iv. 4) for the crowning of the

work of Almighty Grace, by the accomplish-

ment through himself in his incarnation, and

all the blessed results flowing from it. of the

eternal purposes of the righteousness and love

of God in the Gospel for the redemption of

fallen man.
It is in truth the presence of Christ in his

pre-existence before his incarnation working
for the preparatory education and discipline of

the world in righteousness, which is the mighty
fact that at once explains and illuminates the

pages of the Old Testament, as the inspired

record of the earlier stages of the same Divine

revelation, of which the glorious consummation
is at once enshrined and unfolded in the pages

of the New Testament. The two Covenants

are, in fact, inseparable and mutually interde-

pendent. They have the same Author, and one

cannot be perfectly and intelligently under-

stood without reference to the other. What
therefore God hath joined together, let not man
put asunder.

It was Christ in his pre-existence before

his incarnation who was himself, according to

the Scriptures, the Revealer of the Infinite

God, " declaring Him " at " sundry times and

in divers manners," but ever with the same
unalterable purpose of righteousness and love.

It was He of whom the Apostle Paul speaks in

allusion to Israel in the wilderness, " They did

all eat of the same spiritual meat, and did all

drink the same spiritual drink, for they drank

of that spiritual Rock that followed them, and

that Rock was Christ " (1 Cor. x. 3, 4). It is

in beautiful harmony with this thought—(a

harmony which I love to mark and to empha-

size)—that the Apostle Peter speaks of the

Spirit by which the ancient prophets were in-

spired, as " the Spirit of Christ," when it tes-

tified " beforehand the suft'erings of Christ,

and the glories that should follow " (1 Pet. i.

11). The ministry of Christ in his pre-exist-

ence, before his incarnation, is, in fact, a glo-

rious truth upon which the writers of the Early

Church, Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria,

Tertullian, Origen, and Eusebius, to mention no

others, delight to dwell.

t Justin Martyr, Trypho. C. 50.

I Justin M. Dial. C. 56 ; Irena;, iii. 6.

l Cypriani Testimonia ii. 4, 5.

Our adorable Redeemer throughout his

earthly ministry appears, from the record pre-

served to us in the New Testament, to have

lived in the habitual consciousness that He was

himself the great subject of Old Testament

Scripture. How wondrous is his declaration

to the Jews, " Your father Abraham rejoiced

to see My day, and he saw it and was glad

"

(John viii. 56). And in reply to this incredu-

lous remonstrance, how solemn is his assertion

of his own actual pre-existence, " Verily, veri-

ly, I say unto you, before Abraham was, I

am" (John viii. 58). He authoritatively ap-

propriates to himself the 53rd chapter of

Isaiah, in words the meaning of which cannot

be mistaken or explained away. "This that is

written must yet be accomplished in Me, ' And
He was reckoned among the transgressors

'

(Isa. liii. 12) : for the things concerning Me
have an end " ("fulfilment," R. V.), (Luke xxii.

37).

And again, how impressive are the words
uttered to his disciples as He went forth to the

Mount of Olives from his last supper :
" All ye

shall be ofi'ended because of Me this night, for

it is written, '
I will smite the Shepherd, and

the sheep of the flock shall be scattered

abroad
'

" (Matt. xxvi. 31). How doubly impres-

sive do they become as they are read in con-

nection with the prophecy of Zechariah,
" Awake, sword, against My Shepherd, and

against the man that is My Fellow, saith the

Lord of hosts : smite the Shepherd, and the

sheep shall be scattered" (Zech. xiii. 7, 8).

What Christian can read without deep emo-
tion, the narrative of the Agony in the Garden
of Gethsemane, when the soul of the righteous

Sufl'erer became "exceeding sorrowful even

unto death;" and He uttered the words, "0
My Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass

away from Me ; nevertheless not as I will, but

as thou wilt." " And again the second time

He went away and prayed, saying, ' My
Father, if this cup cannot pass away except I

drink it, thy will be done.' And He went away
and prayed the third time, saying the words "

(Matt. xxvi. 38, 39, 42, 44).

How impressive does all this become in con-

nection with the words of solemn reproof to

Peter, who, in his short-sighted, impetuous

zeal, had drawn his sword and cut off the ear

of Malchus, the high priest's servant. At that

supreme moment, in view of his own impend-

ing sufferings, the Lord Jesus, with calm, un-

disturbed dignity, exerted his almighty power
by restoring the ear, saying to Peter, " Put up
again thy sword into its place. Thinkest thou

that I cannot now pray to My Father and He
shall presently give Me more than twelve le-

gions of angels ? But how then should the

Scripture be fulfilled, that thus it must be?"

(Matt. xxvi. .53, 54). Then addressing the mul-

titudes, who had crowded around him, He
added, " Are ye come out as against a robber

with swords and staves to seize me ? I sat

daily in the Temple teaching and ye took me
not. But all this is come to pass that the

Scriptures of the propliets might be fulfilled"

(Matt. xxvi. 55, 56).

Even in his last sufferings the Lord Jesus

reminds us by express quotation that He was
fully conscious that He was himself the sub-

ject of the 22nd Psalm, a psalm the early part

of which reads almost like a description of the

incidents of his own crucifixion. The opening
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words, " My (".od ! My Cod ! why hast thou

forsaken Mo '.'" are appropriated by Him upon
the cross as his cry to his Father, and can only

be adeiiuately explained as we realize the mo-
mentous fact so well expressed in langua^ce

that should be familiar to us all, that "at that

time the sins of all mankind were upon Him,
and their iniquities and transf^ressions with

which He was wounded, which He was to bear

and to be an ort'erin<:; for them as He was man,
but died not as He was (Jod. And so in that

He died for all men. and tasted death for every

man. He was an offerings for the sins of the

whole world" ((leorge Fox's Journal, p. 4,

first edition ; 1st vol., p. ;55, second edition).

"Through the Holy Spirit, who is the Spirit

of God and of t'hrist," to use, in conclusion,

the words of the late learned and devout Dr.

Delitzsch, " David's typical history as he de-

scribes it in the Psalms, and more especially in

the 22d I'salm, acquires that depth of tone,

brilliancy, and power, by virtue of which
it reaches far beyond its typical facts, and
penetrating to its very root in the Divine

counsels, grows to be the record of prophecy :

so that to a certain extent it may be rightly

said that (,'hrist speaks through David, in so

far as the Spirit of Christ speaks through Him,
and makes the typical suffering of David, as

the ancestor of Christ, the medium for the

representation of Christ's own future suffer-

ings. Unless this incontestable relation be-

tween the two be recognized, the 22d Psalm
cannot be understood, nor can we fully appre-
ciate the place it was designed to fill in Mes-
sianic prophecy."

—

J. B. Braithwaite, in Lon-
don " Friend."

Doukhobor Notes.

Extract from letter of James S. Crerar, Immigration
Agent at Yorkton, Assiniboia, to Wm. B. Harvey.

I have been very busy the last month hand-
ling the seeds for the Doukhobors, and attend-
ing to newcomers for this season. Since spring
opened, four weeks ago, we have had the finest

and best weather I ever saw, not one lost day
with bad weather; roads are now in good shape;
Doukhobors are all very busy putting in their

seeds, and I must say I have not in twenty-
four years in this country experienced finer

weather. We have sent a lot of the people
out to work. I am sending sixty out to-morrow
morning, to work all summer at one dollar and
a half per day, at Moosejaw; board, four dol-

lars a week. These men worked at this same
place last season, and I expect to send sixty
more in a week, the railway giving them trans-

portation free.

I do hope the people will have a good crop
this year. Leonhardt will be out among them
all spring, to advise them about putting in the
seed, and the proper time. So far we have
little sickness—not more than one per cent, at
present. I am yours truly,

Jas. S . Crekak.

The Innkr Life.

Purer than the purest fountain,

Wider than the widest sea.

Sweeter than the sweetest music.
Is God's love in Christ to me.

Why love me so?

I do not know;
I only know

That nothing less than love divine

Could save this sinful soul of mine.—James McLeod.

The Unknown Realms of Scripture.

We were a party of six, all supjiosed Scri])-

tural experts. One of our number was a re-

tired .American Missionary Association worker,
and another one had been preparing for the

foreign mission field when her health failed

her. The five of us accepted the invitation of

the sixth, our hostess, to attend a colored re-

vival meeting near by.

Our dark-skinned brethren were of the
Christian religion ; therefore they were nearer
to us than heathen. Nevertheless, between us

and them rolled a great gulf. They were il-

literate, emotional, babes in the Gospel. They
had never heard of the higher criticism, had
never studied Barnes or Adam Clarke, and
were not afraid of De Wette or Kenan. So we
sat there with a patronizing air that human
beings are apt to assume when we are thrown in

contact with mortals less wise than themselves.
Brother Jonah Watkins, a white-wooled,

bent-backed man of seventy, was called upon
to pray. He responded, in nowise overawed
by our superior presence. He prayed as

though his lips had indeed been touched by a
live coal from God's own altar. [For the
reader's reverence we waive the dialect].

" Lord," he prayed, " thou knowest this

people. Here we are before thee, down on our
marrow bones in the lowlands of sorrow. Raise
us up, dear Lord, and stand us upon our feet

upon the mountain tops of glory. And the
sinners of this congregation, dear Lord, smite
them with the hammer of Jeremiah "

—

I heard no more. " The hammer of Jere-

miah "—what was it ? I had read the prophet
Jeremiah through and through, with the com-
mentaries and Bible dictionaries open at every
page, but never a syllable had I caught about
Jeremiah's hammer. What did this bent-
backed colored man know about Jeremiah that

the wise teachers of the law had overlooked ?

The question was broached on the homeward
walk. Our party had all been struck with the
expression, but not one of us six Sunday-school
teachers had the remotest idea of what Jere-

miah's hammer might be. The next day six

men and women read their Bibles, and each of

the six began at the first verse of the first

chapter of Jeremiah. One by one, as we
reached the twenty-ninth verse of the twenty-
third chapter, we found what we were after.

" Is not my word like a fire ? saith the Lord
;

like a hammer that breaketh the rock in

pieces ?" Jeremiah's hammer was God's Word,
that was able to break down the flinty resist-

ance of the indifferent soul. Could Scripture
reference have been more applicable ? And
the wonder of all was that this lowborn son of

toil, spelling his texts out word by word,
should have found the kernel of the meat,
while others, with every help at hand, passed
over it.

Then our retired missionary confessed that
in one of her meetings a poor, illiterate soul

had quoted the Bible's promise that God should
be " as the shadow of a great rock in a weary
land," and how shame and confusion had cov-
ered her that she could remember no such
promise, and how she searched her Bible until

she indeed found it, word for word as it had
been given. After that confession we began
to ask each other :

" .\re others as ignorant ?

Do they read the Bible with an unseeing eye ?

And if so, why is it ?"

( »ne of our number who had read the s;

book through by course some fifty times
ing her life, now read it again from covi

cover. This time she was searching fo
blind or hidden texts. Whenever she foi

text or even a phrase that had an unfar
ring, or that she could not readily have ass;

to its proper book, had not the Bible been
to the exact spot, she wrote it carefully c

The result was astonishing, yes, humilia
for the number of these texts was not
large, but some of them this patient seal

would not have recognized as Scripture
she read the words elsewhere.

The texts were tried on other people. ]

for instance, are a score of sample texts,

many church-members and Sunday-S(
teachers can write after each of these
the name of the book in which it is foi

We ask you to take pencil and paper an

" The seed is rotten under their clods
garners are laid desolate, the barns are br

down
; for the corn is withered. How di

beasts groan ! the herds of cattle are
plexed, because they have no pasture."

" Their faces shall sup up at the east w
" And thou, profane wicked prince of Is

whose day is come, when iniquity shall ha'

end, thus saith the Lord God. Remove
diadem, and take off the crown ; this shal

be the same ; exalt him that is low, and a

him that is high. I will overturn, over
overturn it, and it shall be no more, unti

come whose right it is ; and I will give
him."

" With the men of the common sort

brought Sabeans from the wilderness, v

put bracelets upon their hands, and beai,

crowns upon their heads."
" In the day of our king the princes

made him sick with bottles of wine."
" The Lord hath opened his armory, and

brought forth the weapons of his indignat

"They have seduced my people, sa

Peace ; and there was no peace ; and one
up a wall, and lo, others daubed it with ui

pered mortar. Say unto them which daub il

untempered mortar that it shall not fall, I

shall be an overflowing shower, and ye, fi

hailstones shall fall ; and a stormy windn
rend it."

"Reprobate silver shall men call thei|l

cause the Lord hath rejected them."
" Will a man leave the snow

which cometh from the rock
shall the cold flowing waters
another place be forsaken ?"

!

"The people that were left of the f«

found grace in the wilderness."

"Wo to the bloody city. I will evenial

the pile for fire great. Heap on wood, pd

the fire, consume the flesh, and spice iW
and let the bones be burned. Then t

empty upon the coals thereof, that their*

of it may be hot, and may burn, and th'tt

filthiness of it may be molten in it, th. tl

scum of it may be consumed."
" Gray hairs are here and there upoijiii'

yet he knovveth not."
,;

"The people shall labor in vain, and tljfol

in the fire, and they shall he weary."
"Trust ye not in lying words, sayin; Tl(

temple of the Lord, The temple of thejoH

The temple of the Lord are these."

snow of Leh
of the field 1

1

! that coraeft
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) that I had in the wilderness a lodging
of wayfaring men, that I might leave my
e and go from them !"

inhere is the dwelling of the lions, and the
ig place of the young lions, where the
;ven the old lion, walked, and the lion's

, and none made them afraid?"
nd all of the trees of the field shall know
the Lord have brought down the high
lave exalted the low tree, have dried up
een tree, and have made the dry tree to
ih."

ead flies cause the ointment of the apoth-
to send forth a stinking savor."
ley shall not lament for him, saying, Ah
ather ! or ah sister ! They shall not la-
for him, saying. Ah lord ! or Ah his
He shall be buried with the burial of

,
drawn and cast forth beyond the gates

usalem."

ley will carry their riches upon the shoul-
f young asses, and their treasures upon
nches of camels, to a people that shall
)fit them."
i are some peculiar phrases, striking
I to fix themselves in any one's memory,
t one so-called Bible student in twenty
ce them, and not one in ten even recog-
em as Scriptural expressions ;

" There
ischarge in that war." "The woman
heart is snares and nets." "Servants
)rses, and princes walking as servants,"

y answereth all things." " A bird of
.'_' " Gold rings set with the beryl."
is strong as death, jealousy is cruel as
ive." "A Hebrew or a Hebrewess."
ist clouts and old rotten rags." " The
the people that had nothing." "She

Dwn wonderfully." " Chalkstones that
ten in sunder." " The sieve of vanity."
!S of shaking." "A wild bull in a net."
; cane from a far country." "The cup
Dlation to drink for their father or their
"_ "Prisoners of hope."
Bible students rarely miss or mistake
tion of the early or historical portion
Bible. They are thoroughly grounded
sis. Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and
inomy. They can rarely be caught up
bscure passage in Chronicles, Ezra' or
ih. Job, Psalms and Proverbs are fa-
round to them. They begin to stumble
Bsiastes and Songs of Solomon, and
ire and there a mistake in Lsaiah and
It is in Jeremiah where real and sur-
ignorance begins to be displayed,

itiona, Ezekiel and the twelve minor
3 are as full of pitfalls for the average

_
The New Testament, the real Bible

IS invariably well grounded in. The
I plain. As Christians we either neg-
prophetical part of the Old Testament,
^e read it perfunctorily, as a matter
our eyes blind to its beauty. Ought

) honor one portion of the Scripture
lother ?— L. S. LaManse, in the Inde-

B but not generous man was once
at family prayers that God would
ne needs of the poor. At his close,
said to him, " Father, if you will let
ir barns, I will answer your prayer."

Photography's Record.

Beginning with the moon, with which per-
haps least has been accomplished, total eclipses
of the sun have yielded up long desired informa-
tion, otherwise unattainable, so that they by
comparison approach the character of worked-
out fields. Automatic daily observations of the
solar surface, with the details of the spots,
promise data for determining efl'ects upon ter-
restrial climate. Nebula; have been discov-
ered, their form, details and conditions re-
vealed, and fainter extensions, vaster than
could be conceived, added. Comets have ex-
hibited wonderful transformations, distortions,
and internal movements utterly undiscoverable
by the best telescope alone. Asteroids so nu-
merous leave the record of their existence in
trails upon the plates, that, as has been said by
Prof. Barnard, they are turned adrift again
unless they show some striking peculiarity of
orbit. Meteors record their paths on which
rests the expectation of precise determination
of the radiant. Combined with the spectro-
scope, binaries of shortest periods are detected,
variable stars not only discovered, but classi-
fied. The surmises of mathematicians in regard
to Saturn's rings are confirmed. Runaway stars
are caught. The Parisian astronomer that could
not catch the satellite of Neptune with his
telescope could see it fixed on his photographic
plate.

Photography and microscopy too, have gone
hand in hand. At the discovery of photogra-
phy, microscropy recognized at once a new
ally. With the aid of the modern rapid dry-
plate, sensitive to all or any desired colors,
photography has become to the microscope
only less the observing and recording eye than
to the telescope. In chemistry. Dr. Crookes,
by the aid of photospectroscopy and ortho-
chromatic plates, has added the metal monium
to the list of elements. Meteorological science
IS enriched by photography, as is shown by its
contributions to the study of lightning dis-
charges. The kinetoscope has found applica-
tion in recording the phases of a solar eclipse
and of growing plants. In the industries the
applications of photography are infinite.

It is proposed to furnish cards for the Jac-
quard loom, and thus make tapestries common-
place. It will furnish water-marks for paper
capable of one hundred thousand impressions.
It reproduced the Encyclopedia Britannica at
one-third the cost of type. It preserved the
valuable manuscript copy of the Century Dic-
tionary, which was practically uninsurable, in
miniature form against loss by fire. It may,
in the future, in the same way, find a place to
economize shelf-room in our libraries by com-
pressing books that are seldom or never read.
Its applications are well known in the copying
of inscriptions, even in dark interiors, in the
preservation and duplication of valuable docu-
ments and papers, in the detection of forgeries,
especially by the method of composite pho-
tography as developed by Dr. Persifor Frazer,
in the furnishing of legal evidence in general,
in the detection of criminals, etc. In Canada
fifty thousand square miles have been platted
by means of the phototheodolite. In the late
war the camera went to the front, and has fur-
nished invaluable records. Apropos of this, it

is only necessary to recall Captain Wise mak-
ing exposures while charging up San Juan Hill.

I
In the present African war it promises to play

an important part in reconnoissance through
the telephoto apparatus that accompanies the
British forces.—CAar/es H. Himes {address at
Franklin Institute, Phila.)

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The amount of bonds received at the

Treasury to Fifth Month 7th, for exchange for the new
2 per cent, consols is$265,501,.';50, of which $48,812,900
were received from individuals and institutions other than
national banks.

Secretary Hay and Lord Pauncefote have signed a
treaty extending for seven months, from Eighth Month 5th
next, the period of time allowed for the exchange of rati-
fications of the Hay-Pauncefote canal treaty This ex-
tension was arranged for in view of the conviction that
no legislation upon the treaty can be secured during the
present session of Congress.

.,.,^8
I^.e'^se passed the Nicaragnan Canal bill by a vote of

The Hepburn bill as passed does not differ substantially
from the bill known by the same name introduced earlier
in the session. It authorizes the President to secure such
territory from Costa Rica and Nicaragua " as may be de
sirable and necessary, on which to excavate, construct

am ."Jm
''"'

''i'^'J^'.''"
^'"'^ appropriates the sum of $10,-

000,000 as a first installment of the $140,000 000 which
has been fixed as the limit of total cost. The Hav-
Pauncefote treaty, which was negotiated for the purpose
of facilitating 'the construction of a ship canal" and
to remove any objections which might arise out of the

convention of Fifth Month 19th, 1850, commonly called
the Clayton-Bulwer treaty, to the construction" of an
isthmian canal by the United States, provided for the
complete neutrality of the waterway. The Hay treatv
was signed on Second Month 5th last, but was not ratified
It was negotiated on the assumption that the Clayton-
Bulwer treaty is still in effect. The Hepburn bill is in
conflict vyith the Hay treaty and the Clayton-Bulwer treaty

Recent mail advices to the War Department from the
Philippines indicate that the latest plan of the insur-
gents IS to organize into mounted bands of 100 and harass
the American forces wherever possible. These bands will
be scattered throughout the islands, and will be in dailv
communication with each other as far as possible by-
means of scouts, who will carry the orders to govern con-
certed movements and all information concerning retreats
reinforcements, etc. According to the Liberal, the or^an
of the Filipinos, a complete plan of military strategy ^11
oe drawn up, ' as a result of which the Americans will
soon suffer." That paper declares that the present war
tar from being over is really more vigorous than ever. It
IS reported that a strong insurgent camp is being organ-
ized in the Zambales Mountains by a prominent General,
and that nearly all the towns of the provinces, whether
occupied by Americans or not, continue to pay taxes for
the sustenance of the Filipinos in arms and the prosecu-
tion of the struggle.

General Young reports that Aguinaldo is organizing a
new army in the mountains, to fight in the rainy season.
On the 1st inst. four hundred insurgents attacked Catar-
man in Northern Samar

; after the fight the Americans
buried 125 of them. There were no American casualties
The new civil government of Porto Rico was formally

inaugurated at San Juan on the Ist instant.
The imports of crude rubber to this country have in

the last thirty years increased 431 per cent
England received $525,242 worth of shoes from the

United States in 1899.
Louis Dreyfus, of Germany, showed Thomas Edison

how to melt iron in five seconds. The National Tubing
Company is after the invention.
New discoveries of rich quick silver deposits have been

made in Brewster county, Texas, during the last few days
and another big rush of prospectors to the district has
begun.

Kansas farmers have paid off $150,000,000 indebted-
ness in the past year. Good crops are responsible. The
last yield of corn amounted to 2,50,000,000 bushels The
wheat crop was about 64,000,(100 bushels. Each of
these products netted the State about $50,000,000. The
value of other farm products and live stock makes the
total about $2.00,000,000.

South Carolina is now manufacturing all the cotton she"'"'
North Carolina, Georgia and other States i

visit MaineSeveral hundred people from Illinois will
luring the coming summer, while the clams a
The people who compose the excursions are grandsons and
grand-daughters of people who went to Illinois from Maine
before the prairies were ploughed.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has secured
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trol of tho Long Island Railroad Company by purchasing

$il,u:>0,llOO worth of its $12,liOU,(RlM of capital stock,

thus gaining tine terminal facilities on New York harbor

and a virtual monopoly of steam road traffic on Long

Island. The New York Central will be invited to take

half the Pennsylvania's interest in the company.

e)f 700 ten dollar marked bills paid on a Seventh-day

night by a Massachusetts manufactory to its hands, 400

by the following Third day were deposited in bank by

saloonkeepers.

After hearing eight divorce cases in one day in which

the cau.se was habitual drunkenness on the part of the

husband, Judge Bishop of the Des Moines District, la.,

District Court decided that hereafter when a divorce is

granted on the grounds of habitual drunkenness, the

Court will serve formal notice upon every saloonkeeper

and every druggist in the city that they are not to sell

liquor to the man who is thus designated as an habitual

drunkard.

The Mississippi river each year washes away an alarm-

ing amount of shore, equal to ten square miles of terri-

tory 8() feet deep.

A tremendous upheaval of land has occurred on Nook-

sack Kiver ten miles west of Mount Baker. What had

once been a valley and bed of the Nooksack River is now
a hill seventy feet high. The noise of the upheaval was

heard at Hamilton, ten miles away.

A lesson of the severe winter of a year ago is that

trees, shrubs and vines planted deep are not affected by

e.xtremes of weather or sudden changes, as are those

planted shallow.

Forest fires in Northern Michigan and Wisconsin have

destroyed one village and several others are threatened.

The dry timber is proving easy prey to the flames, which

the high wind has spread over a wide area. Ames, the

town entirely wiped out, had a population of 200. There

was a store, cedar yard, station and fifteen or twenty

houses. Forest fires are also said to be burning all along

the Soo road to Minneapolis. The property and timber

destroyed already will probably mean a loss of over

$100,000. A despatch from East Tawas, Mich., says that

forest fires are running through timber lands and cedar

swamps in that locality. Forest fires broke out afresh

on the 2d inst., in Clearfield county, destroying several

million feet of logs and thousands of cords of wood.

Un the 1st inst., a terrible mine disaster occurred at

Schofield, Utah. One hundred and fifty bodies have been

found, and others are believed to have been killed. A
naked lamp is supposed to have caused the accident. The
entire top of the mountain was blown to pieces.

There were 517 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 101 less than the previous

week and 40 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 284 were males and 233 females; 77
died of pneumonia ; 57 of consumption; 35 of heart dis-

eases; 20 of diphtheria; 20 of convulsions; 19 of inflam-

mation of the brain; 18 of measles; 15 of uremia; 15 of

bronchitis; 15 of inflammation of the stomach and bowels;

15 of marasmus; 14 of old age; 14 of nephritis; 13 of

apoplexy; 13 of cancer; 12 of inanition: 11 of Brighfs
disease; 10 of paralysis; 10 from casualties and 8 of in-

fluenza.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 99i a lOOJ; new 2's, 103 c

104; 3's, 109J a 110; 4's, 114| a 115J; new 4's, 134 a

1.35; OS, 112i a 113.

Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 10c. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a .$3.50. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy Western pat-

ent.

Graln—No. 2 red wheat, 71 a 72c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 44 a 44ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 5|c.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 45 a 5c.; common, 4i a 4Jc.
Sheep and Lambs — Extra, 51 a 5ic.; good, 5 a 5Jc.;

medium, 4J a 4Jc; common, 2J a 4Jc.; lambs, 5 a 7c.

Hogs were best Western, 74 a 7ic.; others 7 a 7Jc.
Foreign.—A scientific statistical work just published

fixes the population of Europe at 381,000,000, an increase

of 79,000,000 since 1870, or an annual increase of about
3,000,000.

About 1,500,000 persons are employed in the coal mines
of the world.

The British exchequer's balance at the Bank of Eng-
land on Fourth Month was $26,000,000 greater than a

year ago.

Lord Robert's cables to the British War Office, of the

4th, tell of a victorious advance of the British forces.

Besides occupying Brandfort, an important strategic

point, from whence he is directing operations, the pas-

sage of the Vaal River has been carried at Windsorton, on

the 7th.

The oflicial announcement is made in London that Gen-

eral Roberts has crossed the Vet River and is encamped

at Smaldeel Junction. The Boers are in full retreat

towards Zand River and Kroonstad. The report of Win-

burgs occupation is confirmed, and a despatch from War-

renton says the Boers have been driven out of Fourteen

Streams, and the British are encamped on the north bank

of the Vaal River.

The Cleveland Leader says :
" To fill the gaps made by

death, sickness and other causes, and to meet the increas-

ed requirements as the British army in South Africa has

grown, the Government has been obliged to send about

G5,tKlu fresh horses and mules to Africa. The number

bought has been still greater.
" It is entirely safe to say that the cost of landing

these animals at Cape Town, added to the purchase price,

has made them represent an investment of not less than

$25,0(10,000. Some authorities argue that the cavalry

horses sent to South Africa must have cost the British

Government more than $1000 apiece, taking all expenses

into account.

"This item in the war bills of the United Kingdom is a

striking indication of the total expenditures necessitated

already by the struggle which would never have been be-

gun if there had been no gold mines in the Transvaal to

fight over. Before the end of the war and the resumption

the gold region, the cost of the

British people is likely to reach
of actual operations i

great blunder to th

$500,000,000.

"The interest on the sum, at 3 per cent., is no less

than $15,000,000 a year. If the gold yield of the Trans-

vaal should average $100,000,000 a year for the next

twenty years a tax adequate to cover the interest on the

treasure sunk in the Boer war would have to be fully 15

per cent, of the gross products of the mines. That sort

of taxation would give the mine owners whose machina-

tions brought on the war something worth while to grum-

ble about.

"As for the principal of the bad investment of British

money in the war, it will never be recovered by the taxes

that can be collected in South Africa."

The growth of the German railway system is illustrated

by the fact that the Prussian Government recently order-

ed 600 new locomotives and 9000 new passenger and

freight cars.

Five new Italian steamships are to be built to ply be-

tween Mediterranean ports and New Y'ork.

A despatch from Bombay says cholera is alarmingly

virulent among the natives on the famine relief works,

where there are fifty deaths daily. Elsewhere in India

millions are starving or dying of disease.

Three cases of bubonic plague and one death from the

disease are reported at Suakim, Eg}'pt.

Railroads of East and West Java have recently been

united, so that one can now travel from one end of the

island to the other in two days.

It is current talk in Yokohoma that 30,000 Japanese

will leave their native country this summer for British

Columbia ; and, it is believed, that the number coming to

the United States will bo enormous.

Wood is very scarce in South Africa. Some time ago

it was proposed to import from Western Australia blocks

of eucalyptus diversicolor for paving the streets of Johan-

nesburg, but the cost was prohibitive.

The Russian Government proposes to carry on exten-

sive dredging operations on the Amoor River during the

spring and summer.
The customs and other receipts of the Govern mer

the Phillippine Islands during the Fourth Month >

$831,255. The receipts of the previous month from all

sources were $679,446, a difference in favor of Fourth
Month of $151,809.

A proclamation has been issued establishing local muni
cipal government in the Philippine Islands. General Otis

sailed from Manila on the 5th inst. for San Francisco.

Edwin Wildman, ex-Vice Consul of the United States

at Hong Kong, declares, from private sources of infor-

mation, that there exists a reign of terror in most parts

of the Philippine archipelago within gunshot of our army
posts.

News reached Manila, Fifth Month 3rd, of a severe re-

verse in Panay. An American reconnoitering party was
surrounded and four were killed and sixteen left wounded
on the field. Reinforcements were sent from Iloilo, and
the Filipings fled to tho mountains.

As a result of the American operations in the Philip-

pines during Fourth Month, according to General Otis's

report, 1721 Filipinos were killed, wounded and captured,

and 30 pieces of artillery, 1209 rifles and large stores of

ammunition, etc., were taken. The American losses

were 13 killed and 27 wounded.
Says the New Y'ork World :

" Tho debts of the civilized

nations now add up a total of over $32,000,000,000—
of it incurred in wars. To realize what thirty-tw(

lions means a few comparative statements are neces

The highest total value of the entire cotton cmpe
United States in any recent year was less than $.'300,

000. If, therefore, the whole American cotton crop

sold for one hundred years in succession, and the

ceeds applied to the payment of the world's indebtei

—mainly incurred for wars and war preparations

—

would still remain an unpaid balance of nearly tw
lions.

Professor H. C. Adams, of Cornell, some time

calculated that the interest payments alone on thea

gregated debts of tho nation to equal the value of the

of 3,000,000 men working constantly at $1.50 pel

per man. Civilization is under a blanket mortgaj

war."

All the large rivers of South Africa take their ri

a tract of flat, treeless tableland in the Transvaal, i

6000 feet above sea level.

Intemperance in West Africa is increasing under B
protection. Bishop Tedgwell, after ten years experi

says, " Drinking to excess amongst the educated .\fi

is far more common than it used to be. Then, wit

gurd to the unchristianized native population, great

chief is wrought by sale of cheap spirits, and that hi

traffic undoubtedly greatly hinders all attempts al

gress on the Coast."

The Government of New Zealand has decided t

ward to Canadian Premier Laurier $2.'),000 in aid o

sufferers from the Ottawa fire. The Mansion .'

Ottawa Fire Relief Fund of London amounts to $19
In the Canadian Northwest provinces there are]

ably more colonies of diff'erent nations than a

found on any equal area elsewhere in the world.

Advices from St. Kitts says the island is in a t(

financial condition owing to the shortage of the

crop, and want and starvation prevail among the pt

NOTICES.

A YOUNG woman Friend desires a position for th

mer as a companion or help with children, no ob;

to travelling. Address " S,"

Office of The Fri

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. i

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twei

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re

instruction and discipline should be addressed to fl

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

munications in regard to business should be forws

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St.,

Open on week-days from 11.30 a. m. to 2 p. m(|i

p. M. to 6 p. M.
I

Some of the new books are :

'

Bothmer, A. von Countess, (ed.)—Sovereign Lm
Europe.

Ely, R. T.—Monopolies and Trusts.

Griggs, E. H.—New Humanism. ;

Harland, Marion, (pseud)—Where Ghosts Wi,
Haunts of Familiar Characters. 1

Harrison, Elizabeth—Two Children of the Fooijfc.

lies, George—Flame, Electricity and the CamfJ.

Neave, J. J. (comp.)—Basket of Fragments. 1

Swift, Lindsay—Brook Farm, its Members, W
and Visitors.

I

Thompson, E. S.—Biography of a Grizzly.

Van Dyke, Henry—Toiling of Felix, and othfjioei

Married, in accord with the order of the Sijety

Friends, Fourth Month 24th, 1900, EuAS CREW.fW
Branch, Cedar County, Iowa, to Matilda E. Crev > n(

ber of Springville Monthly Meeting of Friends, ni ^

Iowa.

, at the same time and place, Alfred StaW«
Bear Creek. Monthly Meeting, Madison County, 1»».

'

Alice L. Crew, daughter of the above Matilda E;re«

Died, Fourth Month 7th, 1900, Susan N. HAiNi^a
of Joseph E. Haines, aged seventy-nine, a mibw

Northern District Monthly Meeting of Friends P'"

delphia.
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Gathering from Many Flowers.

llay strength be given them to publish

;s new and old out of the rich storehouse

e Lord's treasury, for the consolation of

Friend's many readers."

us wTites a subscriber, for the encourage-
of those who conduct the present periodi-

Simiiar words also have reached us of late,

Maine and California and parts between,

steadfast reminder of the truths given

the first for our religious Society to up-

and of the suitableness of those principles

e changing circumstances of each gene-

a in its season, together with such family

ng-matter, culled from various quarters,

ly help to confirm those truths or may
individuals with good and useful informa-

seems clearly called for amidst the flood of

iriminate and often religiously-misleading

.ture everywhere floating about us and
Accordingly we have evidences that the

srn under which the present select sheet

lied, though its ideal is not yet reached,

s, and ever has brought, to many Friends'

iholds a degree of relief.

i time permit, we would gladly ransack
tores of the lively literature left by the
lies of our own faith, to embellish and
fy our pages from week to week. In this

work our well-concerned readers can be
.ers and co-workers with us, to enrich our
ins. But there is also much contemporary
issionwhich theuniversal and saving Light
inkling over the modern field, that at times

3 good enough not to lose, and we capture
it flies. We are glad for the prosperity

16 ever-blessed and the ever-spreading
I, when expressions of it can be accred-

on our pages to periodicals of various

ninations. Such extracts serve to illus-

the doctrine which we, as a people, have
ig proclaimed, that the grace which brings

to all men—even that

Spirit of Truth of which we, as a Society, claim

no monopoly. It is a mission of our religious

Society to encourage all others to keep to this,

to let their light shine by this, and from this

to let their fruit be found. Accordingly, we
may rightly be watchful to recognize any fruit

of the Spirit, in churches as well as in heathen,

and to approve the things that are more ex-

cellent in all.

" What then ?" Through whatever channel

Truth is proclaimed, " therein," as said Paul,
" I do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice," " What,
came the Word of God out from you, or came
it unto you only ?" To Him who is the Word
we would continue to refer all denominations

and welcome evidences thereof in all. Our
grievance is, not that contemporaries can echo

sentiments which we can consistently quote,

but that such instances are so exceptional. If

our readers appreciated how many thousands

of lines in our exchanges we have to read over

for one that we could admit as an extract, the

jealousy that has said, " We fear some will

ask, What is the use of being a Friend, if so

many truths appear in other denominations ?"

would quickly subside. It has been a part of

our concern to show to young people that the

truths which we most sure believe have a recog-

nition outside also, as of the universal Truth

and Gospel for man, and are not merely sec-

tarian as limited to our holding.

"Therefore, every scribe instructed unto

the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that

is an householder who bringeth forth out of

his treasure things new and old." May our

correspondent's desire for us in this respect

be realized. But it is due to ourselves to say

that our considerable number of extracts from

without our pale has not been so much a mat-

ter of choice as of necessity. Able and lively

contributions, will, we hope, reduce that neces-

sity.

Baptism by a Material Element.

The presentation to our readers of a series

of articles on baptism is concluded in our pres-

ent number. To our mind, they have seemed

especially terse, fresh in their mode of pre-

sentation, and the fruit of a long and careful

search and reading. Points open to criticism

may have escaped the notice of the writer, one

of whose thoughts, in submitting his essay to

the scrutiny of our readers, was, that any ob-

servations helpful to its truth or improvement

might be forwarded to him for the benefit of a

pamphlet edition, should one be published.

The symbol of water baptism, which is held

as the most universal condition and bond of

church membership and fellowship throughout

Christendom, serves, in reality, as the greatest

divider and separater of the churches. Dis-

putes about baptismal regeneration, wide sepa-

rations between advocates of sprinkling and

immersion, ardent controversies as to infant

or adult baptism, must continue to defeat the

heartiness of all plans for church union, so

long as it is held by the churches that Christ

intended his baptism to be that of John, with

water. Banish the water as a dividing sea,

with other carnal ordinances as walls of divi-

sion, and some beginning may be made of

Christendom flocking together in the unity and

baptism of the Spirit and the bond of peace.

If the modern yearning (especially manifest in

the late General Missionary Conference) after

a union of the churches is to get much satis-

faction, it must be realized above the plane of

these unspiritual obstructions.

The administration of these so-called sacra-

ments, including the mediatorship of the cove-

nant of marriage by a pastor, requires that some •

man stand in the capacity of a priest. Abjure

sacerdotalism as any denomination may, it

adopts it when it expects a pastor to adminis-

ter these rites.

The practice of water baptism, which began,

a few years since, to be pushed among profess-

ing Friends in some sections, has apparently

experienced a lull. The requisite machinery

of pastorism not being generally developed as

a system, the movement was premature. The
conduits so available for the baptismal tank

are now getting deliberately laid, and what
guarantee do the modern leaks in principle

show that the water will not be duly turned

on ?

The urging of the baptism of the Holy Spirit,

which has been so earnestly carried on of late,

might be expected to supersede all thoughts of

a mere carnal baptism. But, strangely enough,

the most conspicuous preachers of their doctrine

of the Holy (Jhost baptism have made them-

selves fresh inlets of water baptism upon sec-

tions professing our name, having essayed to

begin in the Spirit, and later on to be made
perfect by the flesh. " Strangely enough," we

id, but not altogether strangely when we ob-

serve that the same literalism of texts upon
which they throw themselves is at the bottom
of both procedures. Accordingly we see in the

signs of the times noplace of a.ssurance for the

preservation of our religious Society save on
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its ancient foundation livingly occupied by us

in the Spirit.

The article quoted in our present number on

Graduating Dress, or "the Commencement

Gown," relieves us of a serious concern, which is

]ierhaps, more effectively expressed as coming

to'our graduating classes through another chan-

nel. There are many burdened parents among

us who try to bear up with a smiling face under

the expenses which the expectations of gradu-

ating classes extort from their children. For

the sake of parents who cannot afford the

usual taxation, will not the rich members of

the classes set a standard kindly adapted to

the means of families in straitened circum-

stances ?

Concerning the Commencement Gown.

Not very many weeks will elapse before our

young girls, by the hundreds and thousands,

will be going forth from high schools and col-

leges to " commence " life in earnest. At least

this is what their carefully prepared essays

—

and to do them justice— their own belief, would
lead us to expect.

Because these school days are now drawing
to a close, in countless homes the necessary

preparations for the final event are being made.
The dress, shoes, gloves, flowers, are to be pro-

vided. The parents of these girls are deter-

mined that their daughters shall look as well

as any other daughters have looked. To ac-

complish this end, every effort is put forth.

The extra expense, coming on top of other ex-

penses, seems a hard one to meet. The father,

who mayhap is worried about other bills, won-
ders how he will be able to meet an additional

one ; the tired look already on his face deepens
a little. If you should suggest to him that he
oppose any unnecessary expenditure, he would
refuse. That is a way most fathers have.
They think nothing is too good for their daught-
ers, and that a suitable setting to the winsome
young face on this, which is so far the greatest

occasion of her life, is only her meed. The
word " suitable " to him, means whatever the
girl and her mother most desire. He will cheer-

fully work over hours, undertake extra burdens,
cut down his own expenses, in order that the
suitable may be obtained.

Then what about the mother? The tired

look on her face also deepens, for she has
doubtless lain awake at night, wondering how
a little can be saved here, a little there, in

order that the graduating gown of her daughter
may compare favorably with the gowns of
Susie, Nellie, Sarah and the rest of the class.

Poor mother ! She has worn her own old worn
dress till it can be neither turned nor combined
with anything else. Still she will willingly,

nay gladly, wear it another season in order that
this graduating gown may be in perfect style.

If she is perforce obliged to make it herself,

how many weary hours, when she should be
doing absolutely nothing, are spent in ruffling,

tucking, trimming this dress for commence-
ment.

We see the overburdened father and the
wearied mother making these efforts, and we
turn to pour out the vials of our wrath on the
poor young graduate-to-be. We forget, look-
ing down from the heights of wisdom that ma-

turity is supposed to bring, that she is really

not much more than a child. She has been

busy with books, and probably knows but little

of the struggles and burdens that may fall on

her too soon. She has never thout;ht of the

extra expenses of this season, because she has

been so taken up with its triumphs to be. The

girl is not absolutely to blame, because she

does not think until it is too late.

Neither are the parents wholly to blame

for the natural pride we have just set forth.

But, after all, the mother (poor, tired soul !)

is the one on whom falls the burden of setting

this matter right. Of course, the young girl is

to be dressed in white— nothing else is thought

so pretty or so suitable. Do the mothers realize

all the dainty, sheer white things that cost

from eighteen cents a yard up to whatever

they wish to pay? The fresh, delicate beauty

of the ordinary American girl needs no setting.

Let the mother take the daughter into her

confidence and show her the need for retrench-

ment. There is not a true-hearted girl any-

where who for mere show will add to her

father's burdens or her mother's anxiety.

And as to looks— the cheap white looks just

as pretty, the cheap lace is just as dainty. And
as for the girl herself (bless her heart) the

cheaper dress is every whit as becoming, and

the bright face is only the brighter because

those faces in the audience toward which she

most proudly glances, are not careworn and

wearied, but reflect her own happiness and her

own triumph.

—

Presbyterian.

Letter of Morris Cope to a Young Friend.

London Grove, Chester Co.,

Eleventh Month 5th, 1868.

My dear young Friend—Since thou hast made
thy transition from- to thou hast

very often been the subject of my earnest and

affectionate solicitude, not only for thy future

welfare, but for thy present preservation and
permanent establishment in the principles and
testimonies of the unchangeable truth as pro-

fessed by the religious Society of Friends. But
many of which are too lightly esteemed by not

a few of its professing members at the present

day, who are evidently disposed to eat their

own bread, and wear their own apparel (live as

they list, and do as they please, evading the

cross which they appear to esteem but as fool-

ishness) yet claiming and clinging to the name
of Friends, to take away their reproach.

I can therefore in justice to my own feelings

and the cause of truth do no less than affec-

tionately entreat thee carefully to guard against

every species of assimilating to the manners
and maxims of the world, which may be thrown
in thy way, and which are esteemed by too many
as being so small and trifling as not to be

worthy of observance in the present enlight-

ened state of society, and particularly in Eng-
land and America. I do not thus write to dis-

courage thy perserverance and progress in be-

coming master of those sciences which very

laudably claim our attention, and are well cal-

culated under proper restriction, and with the

blessing of Providence to elevate and enlighten

the mind of man ; and not only so, but to hum-
ble him under a reverential sense of his own
nothingness, and incapacity of himself to do
any good thing that will procure his own hap-
piness or redound to the glory and honor of his

great and worthy name, whose we are and

whom we ought to serve ; as from Him al

earthly as well as spiritual blessings are 1

tifuUy bestowed ; and who can, as in a mo
(shall He see meet so to do) confound and

fuse all our ideas and faculties, and conipl

frustrate our most sanguine desires
; pli

us at once in no better or more comfor
condition than the Babel builders of old

set about building a tower, the top of \

should reach the heaven.

I think I know and understand soniethi:

what I write, by experience, having been a

dent at school where no pupil but my-self

the plain garb of a Friend, and where I

the only individual who confined himself t

use of the plain, scriptural, grammatical

guage of the singular pronoun when addre

but one individual.

And I can now say without any boasting

purely for thy encouragement, that I

found great peace and consolation of niin

so doing was respected for the consisten

my language with appearance, and appea;

with my profession, by my fellow' stu(

And now in the evening of life, when I r

and take a retrospective view of the mo
of my day, and remember the tender dt'

and merciful support of my Heavenly F
in seasons of deep trial and proving ; my

i

is often made thankfully to acknowledgt
it was of his mercy that I was neither f(

ten, nor forsaken, by Him who regardeth

effort of the very hindermost of the bk
lambs of his flock ;yes, surely, his tender i

is from everlasting to everlasting to thos

obey and serve Him ; and his righteousu'

children's children to those who keep his

nant, and remember his commandments,
them. Well, had I faltered and fiinchei

let fall my testimony when a schoolboy

or when could I have regained it? Wou
dwarfishness have certainly ensued, and ;

greenness and spiritual life 1 then poss (

been scattered to the winds?
But I was then mercifully favored 1 i

that one departure from the simplicity (

'

truth would open a door, and make w
another. And now persuaded I am, tbatb

time of life, are the monitions of tnit

pointings and convictions of the grace i

'

which brings salvation, if so co-operatec.i

more sensibly felt than in the innoceiy

youth, before the fierce passions of mslH

have ripened and gained an ascendency 1)

can hardly yield to the convicting intiii ii

of religious duty. By listening to, and n'v'

the still small voice, not vocally heard, t,ju

distinctly understood by those who are '^li

to be instructed in the school of Chrifi[

giveth more grace.] But the ojiposingpi

will strive to arm the man of self with we)0'

which must all fail him in that solemn
pj

reckoning which awaits us individually, i

So that my object in thus writing tcjihi

my dear young Friend, is purely for tM
couragement in best things ; fervently diri

that in all thy getting, thou may get ^

and understanding. As we read, and I

it, that, " the fear of the Lord, is the bej. '

of wi.sdom ; and to depart from iniquity tli

is understanding."

This acquired, then a good, sound scli)asl

education, sanctified and adorned with t| pi

paration of grace, will make the man aiini

ment to society, beneficial to mankind i g«
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neighbor and friend to the afflicted, happy

himself, a comfort to his family, and

stian prepared for the enjoyment of life

md of heaven and happiness hereafter,

his earthly pilgrimage shall terminate,

all be glad to receive a letter from thee

J time. Defer not, on account of age,

r withhold that which the truth may
t thee to communicate.

believe me to be sincerely and affec-

3 as ever thy well-wishing friend,

Morris Cope.

Baptism.

(Concluded from page 340.)

>ct called Bogomiles, who rejected out-

)aptism and acknowledged only spiritual

Vol. IV.,
I

communion were discovered in

'556-
I

Constantinople, many of them
families connected with the court. Their

Basilius was burned A. d. 1119. Others

mprisoned, yet they spread secretly over

eek Empire.
.,p. 104

I

Mosheim says: The Eastern

les continued to be infested with such

3S in the twelfth century, and the Latin

.,p. 107 I

sects were still more numerous
•'.p- '°8

I

than the Greeks. The Cathar-

ere a numerous faction in Bulgaria, and

1 almost over all Europe under various

, who all agreed in rejecting baptism and

I

the Lord's supper. Brethren and
''^'^'°

I

Sisters of the Free Spirit took

ienomination from the words of St. Paul

viii: 2, 24). In Germany they were some-

called Begards and in France, Beghines.

rejected baptism and the supper as no

useful to them. They spread rapidly in

France and Germany. They were mostly

»eople and lived upon alms while on their

nary journeys. Great numbers, rich and

embraced their teaching and forsook the

ant church. Loose and abandoned charac-

nen and women, feigned to be " Brethren

stars " and mimicked their ways for evil

ses. The Inquisition checked the career

is sect and kept records which show
against them. But they inadvertently

some cardinal virtues which indicate the

nee of many more never to be told. In
r, Vol. IV.,

I

the south of France dissent-

:dia Ameri- ^^^ Called Albigenses became
iiBrittanica

|
more powerful than the ruling

h. They were condemned by four coun-

lut still continued to increase until about

1215 when they were exterminated by a

)le war and the inquisition. They were
guished generally by their strict and
iless lives, by abhorrence of oaths, war
unishraent by death and for their hospi-

and beneficence. They accepted baptism
ually and rejected the sacraments,

other parts of France similar Christians

called Bulgarians. In Italy they were
1 Paterens. In Germany they were called

irists and in derision were called '' Good-

w is it that these dissenters appear to

lived better lives without the sacraments
their enemies did with them? What is

estimony of observation in our day. Are
! beatitudes which Jesus pronounced in

ermon on the Mount better observed by
toraanists who have seven sacraments than
are by Protestants who have only two.

and better observed under two sacraments than

they are by the Quakers and other sects who
have none. If this is the case it is strong

evidence in favor of the belief that Christ or-

dained the sacraments, but if the reverse is

found to be the case then suspicion arises that

the sacraments are not Divine but human im-

positions which divert from the Divine. There-

fore do some Christians get along quite as well

or better without them. Neither the word

sacrament nor any synonym thereof occurs in

the New Testament nor in the writings of the

fathers until the third century. There were

no sacraments then as there are now, there-

fore no necessity for such a name. Sacrament

was the pagan name for a military oath and

was ruled into its present position by apostate

Christians. The Ante-Nicene Fathers and Eu-

sebius inform us that water baptism was a pro-

lific cause of discord and division among the

early Christians. It still sorrowfully distracts

the loving children of our one Father. These

lamentable conditions must inevitably continue

until such shadows are dissolved by Divine

brightness in that day which we rejoice to be-

lieve is now dawning.

CONCLUSION.

That water baptism, circumcision and many
other ceremonies were ordained by God for

Israel is evident from Scripture. That these

ordinances were fulfilled in Christ is likewise

evident. He took them out of the ' way and

nailed them to his cross. Still they were per-

mitted for a time unto Israel, and we do not

presume to deny their permission to some even

until now, for a thousand years with the Lord

is as but one day. As children of the light we
ever respect and regard every manifestation of

that light to mankind in all ages of the world

whether to Jew or to Gentile or to people un-

known. We realize that there has been an in-

creased revelation of this light, and believe as

our Saviour taught that it will continue to

increase as we are able to bear it, and in pro-

portion to that increase will symbols and sacra-

ments pass away.

How can we doubt that our Saviour with his

last word here upon earth had in view his own

glorious baptism of the Holy Spirit when He
commanded his apostles to preach among all

nations repentance and remission of sin in his

name with power from on high. This power

from on high was the baptism of the Holy

Spirit which He had previously promised his

apostles and disciples when He said: "John
indeed baptized with water, but ye shall be

baptized with the Holy Spirit." They had to

tarry at Jerusalem and be baptized with this

baptism themselves before they could go teach

all nations baptizing. Power from on high was

the one requisite to administer this one bap-

tism. They baptized with water before this

power was fully manifest at Pentecost, and

continued to baptize in the same way after

Pentecost.

This power is never mentioned in connection

with water baptism, but it is often connected

with preaching the gospel. These same con-

ditions continue until now. Power from on

high is not yet necessary to administer water

baptism. Although this power came in fulness

at Pentecost, yet Paul and legions more have

received this power .since Pentecost.

Farrar says :
" This miracle is not transient,

but is continuously renewed. Not to a narrow

apostolate in an upper chamber at Jerusalem.

It is a vivifying wind which breathes hence-

forth in all ages. It revived the world. It is

the power of an endless life. A tide of life

which is rolling and shall roll from shore to

shore until the earth is full of the knowledge

of the Lord as the waters cover the sea. In

this aspect the outward symbol sinks into sub-

ordinate importance."

We think in this aspect the outward symbol

sinks entirely. There are many Scripture testi-

monies that the apostles were instrumental in

baptizing with the Holy Spirit.

To strangers scattered throughout Pontus,

I Peter i: 1,12 |Galatia, Asia, Cappadocia and

Bythinia the gospel was preached with the

Holy Spirit sent down from heaven. Were

not these scattered strangers of many lands

I Peter i:., 1 2
|
baptized with Holy Spirit by

gospel preaching as Christ intended when He

commanded his apostles to go teach all nations,

baptizing them into the name of the Father,

Son and Holy Spirit?

I Thes. i : 5 1
By Paul's ministry the Thessal-

onians received the gospel in power and in the

Holy Spirit. • Paul preached to the Corinthians,

iCor.ii,iv
I

"Notintheenticing words of man's

wisdom, but in demonstration of the spirit and of

power." As Christ commissioned his apos-

Luke xxiv, 49
I

ties, Paul preached with power
Acs X

: 44
I

from on high. As Peter preached

to the household of Cornelius the Holy Spirit

fell upon all who heard. This household of

Cornelius to whom Peter preached; the Thessal-

onians and Corinthians to whom Paul preached,

and the scattered strangers of many lands who

received the gospel with the Holy Spirit sent

down from heaven and legions more not men-

tioned were all baptized with Holy Spirit

through gospel preaching , as Christ intended

Mark svi : .5 I

whsu He commissioued his apos-

tles to go preach the gospel to

every creature. Preach among
all nations; preach to the people;

go teach all nations baptizing. But tarry ye

at Jerusalem until endued with power from on

high.

How very weak it seems, and how entirely

foreign even to think of water in connection

Acts i ; is
I

with these last words of our Sav-

iour. He is indeed with his dependent children

in this our day. While He baptizes them with

Holy Spirit immediately. He also uses many

and varied means and instruments. Upon ser-

Actsvii; is
I

vants and handmaidens is the Holy
joeivii: 28

|
Spirit now poured out as foretold

by the prophet Joel and by John the Baptist

and promised by Christ.

Sons and daughters do now prophecy with

Acts X : 45
I

power from on high. We admire
Acts xi : 16

I
and wonder as did Peter at this

baptizing power, and we remember the word of

the Lord how He said, " John indeed baptized

with water; but ye shall be baptized with

Holy Spirit."

May we not regard the position of teacher

as truly in every respect a ministry for God, a

real missionary work ? It is to be earnestly

hoped that the first requisite in the selection

of teachers will be the all-important one, i. e.,

that of personal relationship with God. The

teacher cannot guide the scholar to a fountain

of which he has not tasted himself, and no

amount of intellectual training will enable him

Acts I

Matt. XX
Luke xji
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to lead his pupils to the feet of Him in whom
are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowl-

edge.

—

J. M. Richardson.

Concerning the Doukhobors.

Taken from the translation of letters lately

received by Joseph S. Elkinton to Fifth Month

1-lth, 1900.

KmiLOFKA, April 15.

May the Lord bless your great work to us,

your brethren in the Lord .iesus Christ. Peace

and grace be unto the workers and followers of

our Lord Jesus Christ, remembering the com-

mandment of our Lord before his crucifixion.

Our dear and never-to-be-forgotten friends and

brethren and sisters and your small children,

we greet you all with a loving heart and with

best wishes for eternal happiness in the Heav-

enly Kingdom seeing the Lord face to face. May
the Lord bless a hundredfold your great benev-

olence to us poorwornout strangers. Our love

and thankfulness to all kind benefactors. We
have received your letters and your help—133

bags of flour, 27 bushels of wheat, 7 bushels

of oats, 50 bushels of potatoes, 375 pounds of

wool, milk one box, garden seeds, flax, and

money, 20 dollars. All this we have divided,

to each soul in our village alike. For all this

we heartily thank you, and may the Lord save

you that you do not leave us without assistance

in our need, and count us as your brethren.

We pray and ask our Lord to keep you in

health, and our little children with tears send

up praise to the Lord. God hear our prayer

and that of our children, and may He provide

for your kind people in his heavenly kingdom.

Dear friends, we wish you all grace from

our Lord. To all our brothers and sisters from

the community of Kinlorka.

Your brother,

Ivan Nimanichin.

Saskatoon, Sask.

In another letter from Nimanichin he uses

this language:

"You help my needs and my sickness, so it

must have pleased the Lord that I should have

such suffering for His name's sake. I lost all

my property, and was in exile for two years,

and there got cold and took severe malaria ;

through that I lost my health. The Spring is

nearing, all the brethren are going to work,

and I am still sick."

ViLLAGp; Peterspesia, April 11.

Your letter sent to us received, for which

we rejoiced over and over, and thank you for

all your care about us, and all those who are

sufferers for the faith of our Lord.

I send you my hearty and deep greeting

and wishes of all good from the Lord our God.

You ask about my children who are exiled in

Siberia. From my loved son, Peter Virigin, I

have lately received a letter which was very

dear to us, the first letter we received in

Canada. He is alive, and awaiting the time

when the Lord will grant them liberty, and

those sons which are in Irkutsk we often re-

ceived letters from. Ivan H. and Fredie W.
Prokoffi and Wasyl and Gregory and all the

brethren are there, but well, and tell us they

are very lonesome for us, and pray the Lord

that we may see one another again face to

face. Our brethren and sisters send greeting

and love for all kindness from you. We live

in love and Christian community.
Anastatia Virigin.

Village Fetrokka, April 15th.

I will tell you that with the money you sent us

we have bought two cows for the poor of our

village. May the Lord be with you. * * * *

Yes, it is true, it is a very poor village, but

they live in community; they have no rich.

Not long since we received money from Tol-

stoi. That money, 60 dollars, has been divi-

ded, 40 cents each, so that if a man has six

souls he has received $2.40. In like manner

we have divided the flour, wool, sugar and

money, only out of what you sent us we bought

two cows. The 20th of March the cattle went

out to graze; the 25th of March we began to

plow the garden and sow wheat. The pota-

toes we will begin the first of May. The seeds

have been divided.

I send you my best greeting,

Wasvl Hasileukoff.

It may also be stated that an account has

been received of a distribution of condensed

milk in village Kirilofka. No. 1, 66 tins; No.

2, 39 tins; No. 3, 39 tins.

The following is taken from a Canada paper

under date of Ottawa, May 7:

In the House of Commons James Sutherland

said that the Government had taken measures

to prevent Doukhobor immigrants leaving

Canada and going to California. As soon as

the report reached Ottawa that an agitation

was being promoted against Doukhobors to in-

duce them to move to California, communica-

tion was had with the gentlemen interested in

bringing them out here, and the department

was advised that each of these persons and

Count Tolstoi, with whom the authorities com-

municated, write strong letters to the Douk-

hobors urging them on no consideration to

leave the Northwest, as they felt certain that

they would achieve greater success than in the

United States, and the Interior Department

officials interviewed those likely to move, and

persuaded them to stay.

The Doukhobor Committee having only a

partial load of goods on hand for that people,

would inform Friends that it is their purpose

to send off a car about the first of Sixth

Month, and any who have further contributions

for them will please send forward as early as

possible. Two members of the committee are

expecting to visit the Doukhobors about the

middle of next month, and will give attention

to the distribution of such articles as Friends

may desire to send.

Siberian Exile.

The abolition of transportation and exile to

Siberia in the great majority of cases in which

that punishment has been inflicted heretofore

is provided for in a bill just passed by the

Russian Council. Exile without a fair judicial

trial is also abolished. The reform has been in

contemplation by the Russian Government for

a long time, but the opening of Siberia to the

settlement of free colonists by the construc-

tion of the Trans-Siberian Railway has hast-

ened the action of the Council. On May 18,

1899, the day upon which the Hague Peace

Conference opened in pursuance of the Czar's

initiative, that ruler appointed a Commission

to consider the abolition of the system
transporting convicts to Siberia, to sugg

other forms of trial and punishment for offe

rs, and to report a plan for the improvem
of the lot of ijersons wiio are in exile in Si

I at this time.

The amelioration of the Russian exile f

tem is due 0) a number of causes acting

gether. The changed conditions in Sibe

which makes it desirable to remove the stij

which attaches to a penal settlement; the pi

sure of public opinion outside of Russia,

spired by the writings of George Kennan
other travelers; the manifest injustice of

flicting punishment for crime by procei

more or less arbitrary and barbaric, and doi

less the pacific and liberal disposition of

present Czar, unless he is a consummate ai

and a monster of insincerity, have had rr

to do with hastening the reform of an od

institution.

The ruler who " for humanity's sake" i

ated The Hague Conference movement &
not be oblivious and indifferent to the horro:

the Russian penal system, and could not c

to be a consistent humanitarian if he did

bring his limitless power to bear for the

form about to be instituted. It is a g
stride in the progress of the country. It;

give to the reign of the present ('zar sc

thing of the eclat which the decree emam
ting the serfs, affecting the condition of

000,000 Russians, gave to the reign of i

ander II. Stepniak says that the material

dition of the serfs has not been improve

emancipation, that the benefit of the dt

was "purely moral." If so the mission o;

Czar, who seems to be a monarch who w:

to deserve the good will and loyalty oi

subjects, will not end with the improverae

the Russian penal establishment.

The transformation of Russian inatitu

is not attainable immediately. Oflicialdi

there slowly influenced by public opinic

indeed public opinion can be said to exi

Russia. It has no voice through the p

Everything depends upon the enlighten! I

clear sightedness and moderation of th<ll

ing monarch. The construction of the ill

Siberian Railway is the conception of al

sighted ruler. He thereby makes a pati

through a vast, inaccessible portion oft

realm for the world's commerce, and fol

entrance of the shrewd, observing and inji

five travelers who follow the beaten roa

trade. This railway will probably do mo: i

the betterment of Siberia, its convicts ant (

colonists, and for the removal of Russian 1

abuses, than all that has been written W

these matters. It is fortunate for Russi:|li

she is ruled by a sovereign who responds jt

logic of events.

—

Public Ledger, Fifth Mil

" When certain strange words come t "

ears from those who are certainly living l

life of God, let us seek to understand wl l|

what we hear is a new gospel, or a furth" i

sight into the everlasting Gospel. This is ft

no easy task, but it is one of great import; C(

" Of course real principle must not biSJ

rificed, but then we must remember to be ln«

with ourselves, and not allow ourselves tdi

nify with the name of principle that wbh

really only a matter of judgment and pif<

ence touched with self-will."
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SOMETIME.
MAY RILEY SMITH.

time, when all life's lessons have been learned,

d sun and stars for evermore have set,

hings which our weak judgments here have

ipurned,

s things o'er which we grieved with lashes wet.

Rash before us out of life's dark night,

stars shine most in deeper tints of blue;

ve shall see how all God's plans are right,

i how what seemed reproof was love most true.

ve shall see how, while we frown and sigh,

i's plans go on as best for you and me ;

when we called, He heeded not our cry,

;ause his wisdom to the end could see.

i'en as prudent parents disallow

) much of sweet to craving babyhood,

id, perhaps, is keeping from us now
e's sweetest things, because it seemeth good.

f, sometimes, commingled with life's wine,

! find the wormwood and rebel and shrink,

re a wiser hand than yours or mine
irs out the potion for our lips to drink;

f some friend we love is lying low,

lere human kisses cannot reach his face,

not blame the loving Father so,

t wear your sorrows with obedient grace!

rou shall shortly know that lengthened breath

not the sweetest gift God sends his friend,

that, sometimes the sable pall of death

nceals the fairest boon his love can send.

1 could push ajar the gates of life.

d stand within and all God's workings see,

ould interpret all this doubt and strife,

d for each mystery could find a key.

lot to-day. Then be content, poor heart;

d's plans like lilies pure and white unfold:

lust not tear the close-shut leaves apart,

ne will unfold the calyxes of gold.

if, through patient toil, we reach the land

dere tired feet, with sandals loosed, may rest,

1 we shall clearly know and understand,

hink that we shall say, " God knew the best!"

"As a Tree Falleth, So It Lies."

arvelous are tlie ways Providence :

)f to warn the impenitent, and marvelous

mercy shown to these, evil though they be,

have not outlived their day of visitation,

ncident in point, related by one I was ac-

nted with, comes to my mind,

e being at our house on business, we were
h surprised—knowing him to be a profane,

)dly man—at the emotions he manifested

he sight of some nasturtiums blooming
' the door. He said that he had seen none
i leaving his mother's home in London.

7 had brought her and her long-forgotten

y counsels to mind, and he was much over-

e. Some converse, with my wife, mainly,

Ited in an invitation to visit and take sup-

with him. In the course of conversation

;ave us some account of his early life ;

aid his father was an infidel, his mother a

IS woman, who made it lier practice to

ler her children about her and have some
jious exercise ere they went to rest. That
le father came in while they were thus en-

ed he would catch up the boys and say she
ht do as she pleased with the girls, but the

3 should be taught no such nonsense.
he father soon lost his life through intem-
ince, and under his mother's good influence

son grew up a thoughtful lad and was en-

ed as a tract distributor; and he told us of

persecutions he had undergone in that employ-
ment. Coming to America he fell into temp-
tation, and finally became an exceedingly
wicked man and exceptionally profane. Af-
flicted with a sunstroke, he lay some hours
unconscious, and the daughter of a worthy
friend who lived next door (in the village of

Chesterfied, Ohio), and who was in attendance-,

remarked on his countenance a look of anguish
and distress.suchas she thought no bodily sufl'er-

ing could produce, and on his recovery he was
asked what had caused this look. And this is

what he told. I had heard some hint of the

matter, and at my request he rehearsed it.

He said he found himself in a place which he

described as dark and dreadful in the extreme,

yet he could distinguish objects, and saw
something coming towards him having the ap-

pearance of an old man, that he felt an inde-

scribable dread, and shrinking away said,
" Who are you—who are you ?" "

I am the

devil." " Why, where am I ? how did I get

here ? where am I ?" " You are dead, and
are now in hell, and will have to stay here for-

ever ; follow me." He said an irresistible

impulse drew him along against his will, and
now they were going to find the place for him
to stay. They soon came to where a company
of men were drinking, passing their cups in

silence, but with a look of horror on each
countenance fearful to behold. Pointing,
" Will you go among those ?" " No, I do not

drink. I will not go among them." Among
his evil habits drunkenness was not included,
" Follow me," was reiterated. The next com-

pany were engaged in gambling, and so they

came to (I think) two others, though what they

were doing I cannot distinctly remember
still, as there was with al! the same look of

indescribable anguish he found some excuse,

and refused to go when questioned. At length

they came where some were trying horses,

racing them back and forth. " Will you go
among those ?" (It should be noted here that

the man's occupation was horse-trading,)
" No, I do not like the place. Isn't there an-

other place I can go to ?" " Yes, there is an-

other place, but I know you won't want to go
there." " Then I'll stay here with these ;"

and so he was left, but he said there was some-
thing so awful that, after a time, seeing the

old man again, he eagerly made up to him to go
and beg for release. " Do let me go, for I can't

stay here." " But you must stay here." " Do
let me go ; I can't stay here." And he pleaded

until it was said, " If you will promise me that

you will come back sometime I will let you
go." He said, "

I had no intention of keeping

my promise, but was so desirous to get away I

was ready to promise anything." On pro-

nouncing the words " I will come back," he

found himself restored to consciousness. To
show the impression made, he said to me, "It

is now three years since this occurred, and

that scene is as plain before me as if just now
taking place." The man had given up his pro-

fanity and was in some ways much reformed,

yet he still followed his horse-trading. Those
called Methodists had gotten hold of this ac-

count, and tried to get him to join with them,

but he said, " No, I have no other way of mak-
ing a living for my family, and 1 cannot trade

horses and be honest, and I won't make^i pro-

fession without I can live up to it." This was
well, so far as it went. He was now become

quite a respectable-appearing man, and we
naturally were much interested in him. Leav-

ing Ohio soon after, my wife in writing to her

friends always made inquiry concerning him.

At length, after about three years had passed,

came this word :
" Don't send any more mes-

sages to , for he has become so disrepu-

table a character we can have no further in-

tercourse with him." When last in Ohio I

found he had left that part of the country, so

I could obtain no information concerning him.

Yet that he will eventually fulfill his promise

appears likely, for so remarkable a warning
being unheeded, another is not to be looked

for.

To make this matter more impressive, if that

were possible, he told me of an experience of

a companion and fellow-workman of his who,

finding himself—in a dream—in the place of

punishment, was released upon promise to re-

turn in a year. C's mother, being interested

for the young man, induced him to attend the

ministrations of the noted Charles Spurgeon,

and a great reformation followed, lasting

about six months, when, unhappily, old habits

and associations were permitted to prevail.

C- said they were together on a ladder carry-

ing brick, when as his companion was about

stepping on to the scaffold he lost his balance

and fell, which caused instant death, and that

it proved a year to that day since his dream.
There was much of what is called free-

thinking in the otherwise moral town of Ches-

terfield, and some holding those views tried to

get C. drawn in among them, but he told thenn,

"No, I have seen too much ever to doubt a

Divine Power." Among the incidents which
he related, one was that being sent by his

father to a public house for his drink, he there

heard a man asserting something, and then

wishing he might be struck dumb—using the

sacred name—if what he said was not true.

This made me shudder, and I ran quickly home.

This man was taken at his word, and never

spoke again, and my mother told me of having,

when a girl, often seen an old man led by a

dog with a string, having lost his sight by rea-

son of a similar imprecation.

If it be thought that I have dilated too much
on this subject, my excuse is that it is not

only remarkable in itself, but to me of ex-

ceeding interest.

J. K.

One of George Dilhvyn's discourses has been
so instructive to me through life, that I will

here give it in nearly his own words—he never
said much at a time :

" When I was a young man I wrote a little

book, and in it I put a little verse, which con-

tains the sum of the practical truth needed by
man :

" ' Do thy best.

And leave the rest.'

"

The solemnity and emphasis with which it

was delivered made a deep impression, and the

latter part of it, to " Leave the rest" to the

Good Father, after we have " Done the best

we could," has been a strength and encourage-
ment through my life since.

—

Benjamin HaUo-
U'CII

Look down no more, look out no more, but
dwell with thy I'.eloved in the tent that He
hath pitched for thee.~ /. Penington.
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Silent Wailing Upon God.

When we contemplate the glorious attri-

butes of the Most High, his wisdom, power and
goodness, and the dependent state of man, we
are led to believe that Divine worship is an es-

sential part of man's duty to him, as from a

reasonable creature to a merciful and bounti-

ful Creator ; and that he hath an undoubted
right to adoration and obedience from such
dependent beings, agreeably with the com-
mand :

" Thou shalt worship the Lord thy

Cod, and him only shalt thou serve" (Matt,

iv: 10).

This is acknowledged by Christians of all

denominations who believed it right to assem-
ble at stated times for the purpose of worship;
although they differ widely as to the manner of

it. It is not my intention in this essay to ex-

amine the different modes of worship practised

in the world, but to point out the advantage
that may be derived from true silence, and how
necessary it is for receiving a just sense of

our particular states and duties, as also its

consistency with the gospel dispensation.

A congregation of people sitting down in

silence, and sometimes continuing so through-
out the meeting, hath been matter of wonder
to many, and the subject of various conjectures

and remarks. Some have concluded that all

the time so spent hath been lost, and that no
edification was to be received from it. Others
have exclaimed, What does these people mean?
and then have endeavored to account for it by
supposing that because there are divers things

among other professions which we cannot re-

concile or unite with, so we have chosen this

form as distinguishable from them. Silence

in worship is in itself very simple, and there is

something in it little understood and much de-

spised by most professors of religion. If upon
investigation it has no ground to support it,

let it be done away with ; but if, on the other
hand, it has sufficient foundation both in Scrip-

ture and reason, then let mankind embrace it,

and receive all the benefit resulting from it.

There is this advantage in true silence, that

the enemy cannot counterfeit it ; there is no
exercise whatever where self is more shut out.

The silence which we are engaged to pro-

mote both by example and precept, is not
merely a cessation from words, or a settling

into outward stillness , for that may be ac-

ijuired by habit, and the mind still left at large,

ranging among created objects, a stranger to

the true object of worship, and to that rest

which is prepared for the Lord's people. It is

a silence of the mind wherein living faith

(Heb. xi: 6) is essentially necessary ; the aw-
fulness and benefit of which state are better
felt than described.

Here the soul is prepared to worship in new-
ness of life; from which must come anything
that is rightly spoken, either in the way of
preaching, prayer, or praise, or it cannot reach
the state of a congregation ; because when
such as are in this state maintain the watch,
and abide under the influence and power of the
Spirit, they become co-workers therewith; and
their spirits are baptized into a sympathy with
the state one of another; and the Spirit of

Truth, which is the principal object in their

view, being lively and powerful, arises and

* Reprint of his pamphlet published in Edinburg, 1811.

Spreads from vessel to vessel, until it fre-

quently becomes to these as a flood bearing
down all opposition.

That work under the gospel is a spiritual

exercise, adapted to a spiritual dispensation,

appears evident from the concurring testimo-

nies of the sacred writings ; and is the sub-

stance of that ceremonial worship figured

forth and practised under the law, but contra-

distinguished from it, and set forth as far ex-

celling it both in nature and degree.

After our Lord's ascension to that glory

which He had with the Father before the world

was. He condescended to declare, "Behold, I

stand at the door and knock: if any man hear
my voice, and open the door, I will come into

him, and will sup with him, and he with me"
(Rev. iii: 20). Now, as this- visitation is in

spirit unto the heart or soul of man, can any
thing be more consistent with the nature of

things than to sit down in awful silence; hav-
ing the attention of the mind steadily fixed

on that which visiteth ; waiting in faith for

the springing up of divine life in the soul, ac-

cording to this promise, "I will come in."

As man happily experiences this, he can sit

under his own vine, and under his own fig tree,

where none can make him afraid.

When our Lord conversed with the woman
of Samaria, she appeared desirous of knowing
the true place of worship, saying, "Our fath-

ers worshipped in this mountain; and ye say,

that in Jerusalem is the place where men
ought to worship: Jesus saith unto her. Wo-
man, believe me, the hour cometh when ye
shall neither in this mountain, nor yet at Jeru-

salem, worship the Father: ye worship ye
know not what: we know what we worship:"

"but the hour cometh, and now is, when the

true worshippers shall worship the Father in

spirit and in truth: for the Father seeketh

such to worship him. God is a spirit: and
they that worship him must worship him in

spirit and in truth" (John iv; 20-24). This

passage points out, in the first place, the ne-

cessity of knowing the object of our worship;

and secondly, that He must be worshipped in

spirit and in truth.

The apostle said to the I'hilippians, "We are

the circumcision which worship God in the

spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no
confidence in the flesh "(Phil, iii: 3). They
were therefore come to the substance of the

former shadowy dispensation. It is not con-

sistent with the nature of things for one
shadow to point out another.but always the sub-

stance: hence it is said; " We are the circum-

cision which worship God in the spirit:" not

retaining any of the old rituals, or having any
confidence in the flesh. Then doth it not ap-

pear most consistent with the dignity of the

gospel, and the solemnity with which divine

worship ought to be performed, to sit down in

awful silence, and wait to feel the mind di-

vinely influenced? when if any pray, it will be
with the spirit, and with the understanding
also : for, if in the primitive church, men so

highly dignified as they were with the gifts of

the Holy Spirit, knew not what to pray for as

they ought, but as the Spirit helped their in-

firmities, with groanings which could not be
uttered (Rom. viii: 26); then let it not seem
strange that we should also be unable to pray
without spiritual assistance.

Assembling together for the purpose of di-

I

vine worship embraceth three principal

jects; first, the testifying of our duty to, i

dependence upon our great and generous Be
factor, in whom we live and move and h;

our being: secondly, the renewing of our s]

itual strength in him; and thirdly, the edifi

tion one of another. These objects ouj

always to be in view in all our religious me
ings; and first—Our duty as finite creatui

to a merciful and bountiful Benefactor,

we contemplate the greatness and majesty

Him who formed and upholdeth all thin

who is King of kings, and Lord of lord.s; v

only hath immorality, dwelling in the lij

which no man can approach unto; who dw
eth in the high and holy place, and inhabiti

eternity; of whom the prophet said, "Bef
the mountains were brought forth, or e

thou hadst formed the earth and the woi

even from everlasting to everlasting thou
God" (Psalm xc: 2); under such a sense of

supreme Majesty, who is glorious in holint

and fearful in praises, the profoundest adc
tion and worship are called for, and we
lieve are witnessed in solemn silence. Bu
it to be noted, the work of faith is opposed
the power of darkness (Eph. vi: 12), and thoi

it may sustain close conflicts, set forth by
"

fiery trial;" yet as it continues to be exerci

in the power of God, it will obtain the victc

and that saying of Christ will be explair

viz., "If ye have faith as a grain of musta;

seed, ye shall say unto this mountain, Be tl

removed, and it shall be done" (Matt, xvii:

xxi: 21). This brings to the second thing to

considered, namely, the renewing of

strength in the Lord.

When our Lord was reasoning with the J'

on the subject of his divinity, and of that

vine life which He came to restore and n
up in the soul of man; in order to turn tl

views to Him the source of life, He said,
"

bor not for the meat which perisheth, but

that meat which endureth unto everlast

life; which the Son of Man shall give u

you, for him hath God the Father seah

"The bread of God is he which cometh dt I

from heaven, and giveth life unto the wor
'

Again, "I am the bread of life; he that com 1

to me shall never hunger; and he that bel?

eth on me shall never thirst" (John vi: 27, ^

35). From all which we infer, that it is hi.'^ i

vine nature or spirit that He is calling then j

agreeably to his own saying, "The words t»i

I speak unto you, they are spirit, and they^(

life" (lb. vers. 63). Is it not then evident ui

silently waiting for the drawing influenc(i)l

the Father's love to bring the soul to Chrif]ii

highly profitable, if not indispensably ne»
sary? especially if we consider what Clisl

hath said, "No man can come to me, ex( >i

the Father which hath sent me draw 1 i'

(John 6: 44). Again, "I am the living bivii

which came down from heaven; if any M
eat of this bread he shall live forever: andM
bread that I will give is my flesh, which I SU

give for the life of the world." "Whoso .t-

eth my flesh and drinketh my blood, hath eir-

nal life;" "for my flesh is meat indeed, andjj

blood is drink indeed. He that eateth iy

flesh and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in le,

and I in him. As the living Father hath int

me, and I live by the Father, so he that eaith

me, even he shall live by me" (lb. ver. 'l-

54-57). As this evidently pointeth out Dine
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3 inwardly communicated, and received

gh faith, as a source of support adapted

3 soul, and whereby spiritual strength is

?ed, so it clearly manifests the necessity

vatchful, attentive disposition in order to

re those Divine communications; and what
so suitable as that of awful silence?

3 receiving of the quickening virtue of

t in our souls, and feeding thereupon, is

sented by eating and drinking, which is

lly possessing the means of life; not re-

ig it in a figure or representation, but the

thing itself; as our Lord said, "He that

h me, even he shall live by me" (John vi:

This is that spiritual food prepared for

jul's sustenance, even in its militant, pro-

lary state; not as a transient visitation

! morning of the day, and no more known
but in the recollection, or the experience

ler men; but as the body stands in need

ily supplies of food, in order to its retain-

proper degree of health and vigor, so

)ul doth require to be daily fed with that

nly food, to be nourished up to eternal

DSE are the best Christians who are more
111 to reform themselves than to censure
3.

—

Fuller.

Items Concerning the Society.

arty claiming to be Russian Mennonites, who
)een sojourning with Friends at a meetinj

are pronounced by them to be imposters

it whom Friends elsewhere should be warned.

;a H. Varney writes of her prospect of leaving

Bna, California, to reach her home in Bloom-
3ntario, at the end of the present month

—

concluding her winter's religious visit in

complete Journal of John Woolman is about

published in London " at a price within the

of everybody "—an illustrated edition, con-

g unpublished letters, an index, bibliography,

it fifty cents; and a popular edition with
ier's introduction and appendices at about
s cents, if ordered before publication, of

By Brothers, 14 Bishopgate Without, E. C.

5TING FOR Friends in Paris.—We have re-

a request to extend to American Friends
lay be coming over to Paris for the Exhibi-

hat " a Friends' meeting will be held every
iay morning, at eleven o'clock, in the "Salle
;elique," 59 avenue de LaBoureonnais, on the
side of the river Seine, and close to one of

trances to the Exhibition, the Porte Rapp.
3 in similar meetings at the last Exhibition,

will be entire freedom as to the use of either

ench or English language, and whenever it

to be desirable, messages given in one Ian-

can be interpreted into the other."

D that Justine Dalencourt, who has for some
past arranged for the holding of a Friend's
ig in Paris, is willing to receive as boarders
)derate terms, young women visiting I'aris

', the Exhibition, at moderate rates, in her
ng home at 67 rue du Theatre, Crenelle, Paris.

jrief visit, which ended in the past week,
lends of Rich Square Monthly Meeting in

Carolina, found a very general unity of feel-

nong young and old, to worship on the basis

original principles of Friends. Attempts to

ich upon that have been, and would be, seri-

resented by young as well as older members.
have learned to want nothing better than

the truth as originally professed by Friends. The
feeling of general unity in principle, and of mutual
condescension in love throughout the two meetings,
Woodland and Rich Square, was comforting. Where
so many young parents are already blessed with
considerable, and in some instances with large
families, and celibacy is not enforced by artificial

standards of living, the prospect of the meetings'
declining in numbers is naturally far out of sight.

Whether in education or in character, the influence

of Friends «« Friends is widely marked throughout
the region. We trust a succession of standard
bearers may not be lost, through loss of individual

gifts in a too exclusive leaning on the gifts of

present standard bearers.

Notes from Others.

Dr. Brooks of Chicago stated that " in Chicago
alone there are two hundred thousand Poles with
nothing to read in their native language but an-

archistic tracts."

Christ declared Peter a happy man, not
he was the rock himself, but because God the Father
had revealed this truth to him, which flesh and
blood, that is, unaided reason, could never discover.

The first important act of the Methodist General
Conference at Chicago, which began its session

there the latter part of last week, was a unanimous
vote giving equal representation in the general

conferences to laymen with the clergymen. This
was a victory in a contest which had been waged
for more than a hundred years.

In the seventy -fifth annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Tract Society, the president, reviewing the

year's work, said no society exists which has done
so much to distribute literature through the world.

A summary of work of the year showed the litera-

ture of the society had been translated into L5.3

languages and dialects; 49 permanent publications

were added to the list; the aggregate number of

the seven periodicals issued by the Society during
the year was 2,099,300. The aggregate amount of

gratuitous distributions during the year has been
to the value of .$16,385.54, and 63,386 family visits

were made, and 39,319 volumes sold or given away.

According to George Bird Grinnell's book on " The
Indians of To-day," there are on this continent
nearly 400,000 Indians. For 267,000 of these the

United States is responsible. The Indians of this

continent are divided among 59 families, which are

differentiated by their language stocks, and among
them there are 800 tribes. Some of these families

are extinct, and others nearly so. Two-thirds of

those now in existence are confined to the Pacific

slope. The Algonquins, with whom the Pilgrim
fathers fought, are the most important family.

There are 100,000 survivors of these, but most of

them live in Canada. There are 40,000 Eskimo,
rapidly diminishing on account of disease and the

use of liquor.

An Agnostic Disqualified as a Witness.—In

a Philadelphia Court Magistrate Eisenbrown re-

cently gave an opinion confirming an objection

that had been raised against the legal competency
of Professor F as a witness. The magistrate

said: "The principal witness offered by the prose-

cution was Prof. F , who admitted that he did

not believe in a God. As an officer of justice I am
mindful of the fact that Christianity is a part of

the common law doctrine in Pennsylvania. With
propriety therefore, I can never admit in my court,

humble though it be, the evidence of any man who
does not believe in a God, especially when he asks

that a defendant shall be committed to imprison-

ment. The testimony of Prof. F cannot be
deemed as of valid force."

The Cost of War.—The United States Ordnance

Bureau has figured up what it cost the government

to get rid of Cervera's fleet at Santiago and Mon-

tojo's as Manila.

It took 7,000 projectiles to bring Cervera to

terms, and Dewey's fleet used up nearly 6,000 before

Manila. Dewey's ammunition cost about $45,000,

and Sampson's about $100,000, the guns in the

latter case being larger. The Spanish-American

war has been the cheapest on record.

The Civil War cost the federal government over

$3,.500,000,000 ; our Revolution cost Great Britain

$600,000,000; England's war with France, which
culminated at Waterloo, used up over .$4,000,000,-

000; the Napoleonic wars of France cost $1,250,-

000,000, and the Franco-Prussian war cost France

$1,600,000,000. During the last three hundred years
it is computed that Great Britain has spent the re-

spectable sum of .$6,.500,000,00O in her various

troubles with other countries; and this without

reckoning in the cost of the war with the Boers.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States.—A statement of the gross receipts at

fifty of the principal post offices for Fourth Month of this

year, as compared with a similar period of 1899, shows
an increase of $255,655. The increase at Philadelphia

was $43,011.

The books of Charles J. W. Neely, treasurer of the

Cuban Post Office Department, show a shortage of $75,-

OUO. It is suspected that $400,000 worth of surcharge

stamps entrusted to Neely to be destroyed were issued in

part and the money added to his private account. If

this was done, it is strange that the fraud was not no-

ticed, for the discarded stamps were entirely different

from the new ones substituted. Neely is in the United

States, but his arrest and deportation to Cuba is expected.

An investigation into the Post Office Department is in

progress and many of the officials are implicated in the

robbery.

The published statements of the War Department show
that Captain E. F. Ladd, Treasurer of the island, paid to E.

G. Rathbone, Director General up to Twelfth Month 31,

1899, between $218,('22 and $420,028, when the Post Of-
fice Department had no knowledge that a deficit existed.

During the last ten months the exports of merchandise
from the United States exceeded the imports by $450,-

495,141.

The Supreme Court has decided the inheritance tax

provision of the War Revenue act to be constitutional,

and ruled that it applied to legacies only.

The Populist National Convention, at Sionx Falls, nom-
inated William Jennings Bryan for President and Charles

A. Towne for Vice President.

The Middle-of-the-road (anti-fusion) faction of the

People's party, in National Convention at Cincinnati,

nominated Wharton Barker, of Philadelphia, for Presi-

dent, and Ignatius Donnelly, of St. Paul, for Vice Presi-

dent.

In the poll of New York Presbyterian ministers taken
by a New York paper over 60 per cent, favored a revision

of the creed, and about 13 per cent, were non-committal.

According to Salt Lake City figures, the number of

Mormons now in existence is 360,000.

While the production has increased with great rapidity

in other countries, in none has the copper industry de-

veloped so rapidly as in the United States.

New gold fields rivaling in richness the deposits of

Cape Nome will be opened to American miners, if the ex-

pectations of the members of the Russian expedition,

which arrived in New Y^ork on the 12th inst., on the
Campania, on its way to Northeastern Siberia, are ful-

filled.

Hooley, the English promoter, has nothing to do with
the plan. George D. Roberts, who is a veteran California

miner, will be a member of the exploring party. Robert.s

has made a study of gold deposits in sea sand and has a
plan for extracting the gold from the frozen tundra.

The expedition will sail from San Francisco about Sixth
Month 1st, after the Russians have conferred with the

Russian Minister at Wa.shington. It will return about
Eleventh Month 1st, and expects then to be able to make
a complete report of the possibilities of the region.

Roberts says that from information which he had re-

ceived the deposit of gold in the Siberian coast promises
to be the most valuable ever discovered.

Miners who have visited the Siberian coast by stealth

have reported that it is practically the same as the Nome
coast, consisting of a strip of beach, behind which lies a
tundra or belt of gold bearing sand, which has been
thrown up by the action of the waves and frozen.

" I should judge that the gold output from Cape Nome
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Bays
alone, this season, will be at least J.''.0,000,000,

N. Walkely, of Seattle, Wash.
.

A railroad man says that there is no limit to the size

of the American locomotive, and " as Iodr as heavy rails

can be secured, just so long will engines grow. Some of

these days we will be using 200 pounds rails and locomo-

tives twice the size of those now in use."

A number of wool growers have leased from the Union

Pacific Land Company nearly a million acres of land in

Colorado, which will be used as a winter range for sheep

grazing. This is the largest transaction of the kind

which has been made in this country.

The timber supply of Georgia has been estimated by

lumbermen of that State as sufficient to last only nine

years at the present rate of sawing, 2,(j00,000 feet daily.

At the Washington Park fishery on the, Delaware be-

low Philadelphia, 12,t'00 shad were taken on the 14th

inst., in six hauls.

The most disastrous fire in the history of Camden oc-

curred on First-day afternoon in the central section of

the city, and before the flames were under control prop-

erty variously estimated in value at from $15i>,0u0 to

$17.'S,000 was in ashes or damaged so badly as to be

valueless, and about twenty-five families were rendered

There were 494 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 23 less than the previous

week and 67 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 260 were males and 234 females; 69

died of pneumonia ; 56 of consumption ; 35 of heart dis-

eases; 25 of inflammation of the brain; 23 of measles; 18

of diphtheria ; 17 of inflammation of the stomach and

bowels; 16 of convulsions; 15 of typhoid fever; 14 of

old age; 12 of inanition; 12 of marasmus; 10 of nephritis;

9 of debility; 9 from casualties, and 8 of Bright's disease.

Markets, ic.-U. S. 2's, 99i a 100; new 2's, 102J a

103J; 3's, 108i a 109J; 4's, 114J a 115; new 4's, 133J

a 134i; 5's, 112i a 113.

Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of lOJc. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41 a 41Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29i a 30c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 5ic.; good, 5J a 5ic.; me-

dium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4i a 4Sc.

Sheep and Lambs — Extra, 5i a 5ic.; good, 5 a 5ic.;

medium, 4J a 4ic; common, 3 a 4Jc.; lambs, 5 a 7c.

Hogs were best Western, 7J a 7ic.; others 7 a 7Jc.

Foreign—At a meeting of the Primrose League, held

on the 9th inst.. Premier Salisbury said :
" Mr. Gladstone,

in an evil moment, for the fame of the country and for

his party, attached himself to the idea of the separation

of England and Ireland. It is unnecessary to say that the

legacy to the Primrose League had also failed. There

has been a long struggle, but no one can say the Home

Rule cause presents any elements of sanguine anticipation

for the future. It might be said that the Irish idea would

realize and that Mr. Gladstone's aspirations would be ful-

filled. But, I do not believe that the causes which have

once been well beaten have reappeared to any purpose in

English history. Apart, however, from the fate of the

former struggles, I am still assured that there is no hope

of the predominant partner ever consenting to give Ire-

land practical independence. We have learned something

from the South African war ; how a disloyal Government,

in spite of warnings, could accumulate armaments against

the most powerful combatant, and thus secure a terrible

advantage. We now know better than we did ten years

ago what a risk it would be if we gave a disloyal Govern-

ment in Ireland the power of accumulating forces against

this country. Mr. Gladstone shattered his own party, so

that for the moment they are erased and a powerless fac-

tor in English politics. But it must not be imagined that

the effacement is likely to be permanent. Hereafter ex-

ternal affairs will occupy a considerably larger place

among the problems we have to solve. Not necessarily

because in themselves they are more important, but if we

look around wo can see the elements and causes of men-

ace and peril slowly accumulating, and they may accumu-

late to such a point as to require our earnest and most

active efforts to repel them
"

The following despatch came from London on the 13th

inst : The occupation of Kroonstad practically places the

whole Orange Free State in British possession. It is evi-

dent from Lord Robert's despatch that the disintegration

has commenced. The Free Staters are scattering to their

homes, while the Transvaalers have gone northward, de-

clining to fight longer in the Orange Free State. What
little resistance the former are still likely to make seems

be centring ai Lindley, whither President Steyn has

transferred his government."

News has reached London on the 14th that General

Buller had moved out in force from Ladysmith and won

an important victory, driving the Boers from their strong

positions in the rugged defiles of the Biggarsberg.

Special advices from Pretoria state that President Kru-

ger's Peace Envoy, now due in the United States, is em-

powered to ask the United States to assume a protectorate

over the Boer Republics, with a view to their eventual an-

nexation to this country.

The Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine has organ-

ized a second expedition to West Africa, for the study of

malaria.

The phylloxera destroyed 4-')0,000 acres of vineyards in

Spain in 1899. Vines in Spain or France are not worth

cultivating unless they are grafted with the American

vine, which renders them proof against the insect.

In Germany 1,0.57,938 acres were seeded to sugar beets

last year. The yield was about eleven and a quarter tons

to the acre, and the sugar results 12.7 per cent.

The little city of Orea, in Sweden, owns and operates a

nursery that brings it an annual income of $150,000, a

sum that pays all the expenses of the municipality, in-

cluding free schools for the children and a free telephone

system for the people.

A despatch dated Rome, Fifth Month 8th, says : Mount

Vesuvius has been in a state of eruption for the last three

days, and explosions within the crater have thrown lava

and masses of rock to a great height. Last night the

eruption was especially violent, and was accompanied by

menacing rumblings.

Recently the Russian Agricultural Department has dis-

covered in Kirghiz steppes on the eastern shore of the Cas-

pian Sea immense naphtha springs of a quality which is

said to be equal to the best American naphtha.

The abolition of transportation and exile to Siberia in

the great majority of cases in which that punishment has

been inflicted heretofore is provided for in a bill just

passed by the Russian Council. Exile without a fair ju-

dicial trial is also abolished. The reform has been in con-

templation by the Russian Government for a long time,

but the opening of Siberia to the settlement of free col-

onists by the construction of the Trans-Siberian Railway

has hastened the action of the Council. On Fifth Month

18th, 1899, the day upon which The Hague Peace Confer-

ence opened in pursuance of the Czar's initiative, that

ruler appointed a Commission to consider the abolition of

tho system of transporting convicts to Siberia, to suggest

other forms of trial and punishment for offenders, and to

report a plan for the improvement of the lot of persons

who are in exile in Siberia at this time.

The transformation of Russian institutions is not at^

tainable immediately. Officialdom is there slowly influ-

enced by public opinion, if indeed public opinion can be

said to exist in Russia. It has no voice through the press.

Everything depends upon the enlightenment, clear sight-

edness and moderation of the ruling monarch. The con-

struction of the Trans-Siberian Railway is the conception

of a farsighted ruler. He thereby makes a pathway

through a vast, inaccessible portion of his realm for the

world's commerce, and for the entrance of the shrewd,

observing and inquisitive travellers who follow the beaten

roads of trade. This railway will probably do more for

the betterment of Siberia, its convicts and its free colon-

ists, and for the removal of Russian penal abuses than all

that has been written about these matters. It is fortu-

nate for Russia that she is ruled by a sovereign who re-

sponds to the logic of events.

More than 5,000,000 persons are being relieved in India.

•Suez Canal receipts for the first quarter of 1900 were

$4,200,000, against $4,690,000 in the same quarter of

1899, and $4,235,000 in 1898.

Advices received from Abyssinia report that extensive

deposits of coal have been discovered in four different

districts of that country.

The number of cases of the bubonic plague officially re-

ported to Fifth Month 13th, at Sydney, New South Wales,

is 216, of which 73 have proved fatal.

The receipts of the port of Havana, Cuba, for the

Fourth Month, 1900, were $900,357, while tho receipts

for Fourth Month, 1899, were $859,574.

A Manila despatch says that Buencamino, at one time

a member of the so-called Filipino Republican Cabinet,

who was recently liberated by General Otis, announces that

he has become reconciled to American sovereignty, and

that he will devote his influence to bring about peace.

He has sent a proposed peace platform for the national

Filipino party to the insurgent leaders in Manila, and to

tho insurgent Generals, including Aguinaldo, in the field.

The advices which have reached Washington from Co-

lombia indicate that the revolution there has extended far

beyond its original limits, and is now a serious menace to

the existence of the Colombian Government.

The Argentine Government has sent fifty youii),'

from tho different provinces to be educated in thi>

cultural schools of the United States.

In its mineral productions there is no country i

world the superior of Canada. They include, cn;il,

silver, copper, iron, phosphate, salt, antimony, m
oils, asbestos, nickel, mica and gypsum.

About 700 Icelanders are coming this spring to

up farming in British America in the neighborhouii •

Doukhobor settlements.

NOTICES.

Receipts for Aid of SuHeriug Doukhob(,
to Fifth Month 15th, 1900.

E F. B., $25 ; G. F., $25 ; Mennonites, Canad^i.
i

E., $5 ; J. T. B., $2 ; Left at 304 Arch, $11.47.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., I'lii

Westtown Boarding School.—The General Comn

meet at the School on Fourth-day, the 23rd inst.,

A. M. The Committee on Instruction and the ComB

on Admissions meet on Third-day, the 22nd inst.,

P. M., at the School.

Wm. Evans, CU

Wanted.—A Friend and his wife or daughter, h
charge of the Meeting House and grounds at Lansd

Delaware Co., Pa. The use of a five-roomed housii

be given as compensation for the work.

Address J. R. E., office of The Frib,

Young Friend, twenty-five, married, desires pc

ith some responsibility where faithful service wil

) advancement. Experienced in commercial lines.

Address "T." office of The FriE-

Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends.—Thi

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, at 7.17

on the 25th iust., will be met at West Grove to

(free of charge) those desiring to attend the W
Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to be held at London!

Chester Co., Pa. It would assist the Committee if

intending to come would inform by postal in advam

Trueman C. Moore, / /^ _j
Geo. R. Chambers, )

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience •

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req
jj

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 r. M., tweil

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrapl

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85. I]

Edward G. Smedley, Sn

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in M
instruction and discipline should be addressed to fl

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, si

munications in regard to business should be forwa

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, on Twelfth Month 9th, 1898, at her resid.

Fallsington, Pa., Lydia B. Price, aged seventy-sevei

" Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see (

, on Fourth Month 6th, 1900, at her residcn. c

Fallsington, Pa., Sarah M. Burgess, in the nim-ti.- )

of her age. A beloved member of Falls Monthly ' '

of Friends.

, First Month 13th, 1900, Ann Shove, wi,«

the late Benjamin Shove, and sister of the lateil

Potter, in the eighty-sixth year of her age. A P

of Newport Monthly Meeting, R. I., (formerly oP

mouth, and then of Swansea Monthly Meetings.)!!*

knew her but to love her, and during her long If,

was always a consistent and conscientious Friend, W

ing in speech and apparel to the principles and cusN

our beloved Societv.

, on Third Month 22nd, 1900, EnwiN James*

eighty-third year of his age. A member of Westp

Meeting and Birmingham Monthly Meeting. \

, at his residence near High Point, Guilf'l

N. C, Third Month 5th, 1900, Wm. S. RicHARDSOtla

eighty-fourth year of his age ; an esteemed men r

minister of Springfield Monthly Meeting. II.

many years been faithful to uphold by word an

what he believed had been committed to Fri

trust by a loving Father, and had travelled in th-

both before removing to North Carolina from >'l

R. I., and after becoming identified with Friends <N'

Carolina Yearly Meeting. His sickness, pneumol,

but for a few days and his close was calm and i
*
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k Meeting and the Reading Room.

the front page of a young people's paper

id the following notice printed in bold

lease do not read this paper during

h services. The editor guarantees that

proper care the printed matter on these

will "keep" until you get home from
h. Reading during meeting is disrespect-

ward the minister, but more disrespect-

ward yourself. One who has proper re-

fer himself and his surroundings will
lad during meeting,—all others should

can hardly conceive of such a notice ap-

ig on a sheet addressed to attenders of a

is' meeting, brought up in the Friends'

ption of worship,

i in sj'stems for worship where words are

an invariable accompaniment, so that

words cease, the service of worship is

sed to cease, it is no wonder that the

ful mind may prefer its own choice of

and honestly take those that are printed

e young, rather than such as are aimed
r than its own head. His logic is, there

3in in taking up the mind with words,

worship would not be made to consist in

; where the arrangement is that the

' of the hour are to proceed from a stated

and all the others are to listen, it does
le a matter of impoliteness, nay even of

espect," to show a preference for some
man's words. If a visitor attempts to

)it of private reading in a session of the

me Court, word soon comes by a messen-
hat the Chief Justice regards it as a
h of decorum. On that principle the no-

luoted is quite right. But it does not
upon the violation of the spirit of wor-

lere the Friends' principle of worship ob-

and verbal language is not an essential

factor in it, but spirit and truth is, so that we
receive our worship spiritually from the "Head
of all things to the Church " himself, then the

substitution of reading matter is likely to be

felt as a violence to the spirit of the occasion.

But where the nature of true public worship is

so misunderstood that the congregation served

is trained to expect the incessant use of lan-

guage, we cannot wonder at the caution

quoted.

Whereas the living solemnity of a living

worship, silent or vocal, will drive out from
any not callous or unconcerned the thought of

reading, yet some of us have seen this stand-

ard so cheapened by the abolition of reverent

silence in the " reformed " Friend's meetings,

as to cheapen the behavior, not only of the

youth, but also those in the seats of ministers

in large gatherings who, even during appear

ances of colleagues in vocal supplication, would

be turning over the leaves of books, or, while

whispering to others, shaking with something

more than a smile. Thus reformed, worship

is truly deformed ; and what has any portion

of our religious Society inwardly gained by its

loss of a waiting worship with its waiting min-

istry ? Numbers indeed !—but to quote an

obsolete query, " Has there been any growth

in the Truth among you ?"

But though the visible readers would feel

more out of place in a true Friends' meeting

than in the reading-and-speaking meetings of

others, yet are there not many non-worship-

pers sitting among us, who are often engaged

in a secret reading—even of fiction ? For

what are the rovings and constructions of the

imagination in our seasons for devotion, but

works of fiction ? And then if we will let the

thoughts of other interests come trooping in,

we change the meeting into a library, to read

at random of our business, of our relations

with neighbors, of our injuries, our ambitions,

our likes and dislikes,—and so we drift down,

robbing God of his time and ourselves of his

grace and intercourse.

Our favorite habit of thought out of meet-

ing will be our favorite in meeting; and blessed

are they to whom Christ their Saviour is be-

come an habitual order of thought, their Book

and Word of Life, in whom they read words of

eternal life as they are able to bear them ; in

whom also there is hope that they shall them-

selves be found written when their individual

books and accounts shall be opened. Where
our treasure is there will our hearts be also

;

and there seems no opportunity like a Friends'

meeting to expose to our consciousness where

our treasure really is,—to open up our secret

sins in the light of a Saviour's countenance, so

that by living repentance and faith in Him
who in so great love is revealed as having

tasted the wages of sin for us, we may be

brought to own Him as our chief Treasure,

whose worship and communion is not merely a

duty, but an attraction and a privilege.

The place where the true learner may "seek

out of the book of the Lord and read " is well

indicated in the following tract by A. B. Simp-

son, which reached us by mail as the writing

of the preceding paragraph was finished. It is

entitled "The Power of Stillness :"

" A score of years ago a friend placed in my
hand a little book which became one of the

turning points in my life. It was ' True Peace.'

It was an old media;val message, and it had but
one thought, and it was this, that God was
waiting in the depth of my being to talk with
me if I would only get still enough to hear
Him.

"I thought that this would be a very easy
matter, so I began to get still. But I had no
sooner commenced than a perfect pandemo-
nium of voices reached my ears, a thousand
clamoring notes from within and without, until

I could hear nothing but their noise and din.

Some of them were my own questions, some of

them my own cares, some of them my own
prayers. Others were the suggestions of the

tempter and the voices of the world's turmoil.

Never before did there seem so many things to

be done, to be said, to be thought ; and in

every direction I was pulled and pushed and
greeted with noisy acclamations and unspeak-

able unrest. It seemed necessary for me to

listen to some of them, but God said, 'Be still,

and know that I am God.' Then came the con-

flict of thoughts for the morrow, and its duties

and cares ; but God said, ' Be Still.'

" And as I listened, and slowly learned to

obey, and shut my ears to every sound, I found
that after a while when the voices ceased, or

I ceased to hear them, there was a still, small

voice in the depth of my spirit. As I listened

it became to me the power of prayer, and the

voice of wisdom, and the call of duty, and I

did not need to think so hard, or pray so hard,

or trust so hard, but that still, small voice of

the Holy Spirit in my heart was God's prayer

in my secret soul, and God's answer to all my
questions."

The President and Fellows of Harvard Col-

lege have asked the community to provide

seventy thousand dollars to cover the cost of

taking care of one thousand four hundred and

fifty Cuban teachers, selected from all parts of

the island, to attend a Summer School for their
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instruction at Harvard University. The United

States Government pro\ndes the necessary

transports for the voyage to Boston and the

return from New York to Cuba. The Univer-

sity has made itself responsible not only for

their instruction, but also for their board and

lodging, and gives the labor of many of its

own officers and servants. Instruction in Eng-

lish will be given, and in natural history by

means of lectures in Spanish illustrated by the

stereopticon, and by excursions to various lo-

calities ; also in American history, in botany,

and in such aspects of American life as can be

seen in visits to industrial establishments, to

good types of school buildings, to Niagara

Falls, Chicago, Washington and New York, in-

cluding opportunities of seeing our homes and

modes of life. Major General Wood has said,

" In no better way can the people of the United

States show an interest in the building up of

Cuba." We might say, the motive of such a

movement may belong to " the more excellent

A Concern for Friends.

It was not enough that we should have made
some provision for the needy out of our abund-
ance, or that we should have fed the hungry,

or clothed the naked, the command was to
" Love thy neighbor as thyself." And though
I bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and
though I give my body to be burned, and have
not " charity," it profiteth me nothing. And
again, " Take heed that ye do not your alms
before men," etc. Plain as the teaching has

been, we have substituted mere almsgiving for

the "charity which edifieth," and the wrong
must be righted.

This has brought about a reaction, which
has taken form in the movement to place un-

der the jurisdiction and control of the States
all charitable organizations, with a view to

their further usefulness and a fuller compre-
hension of the purpose for which they exist.

Friends should not only make a protest against
this movement, but should be willing to be
made use of now as in the early days of the
founding of our State in taking hold of all

which concerns the spiritual welfare of the
community, and clearing away abuses which
have come through holding to the letter, rather
than the spirit, and ignoring the simplest truths
of Christ's teaching, which cannot be more
plainly exemplified than by following the prin-

ciples of the Society of Friends in carrying
out the Divine command involved in the won-
drous tie of human brotherhood.

M.\RY H. Grubb.
Fifth Month 7th, 1900.

A Divine Ovekruling.— In 1839 Lieutenant
Gedney, of the U. S. N. (says Words of Cheer),

seized a suspicious looking schooner by the
name of Amistad. On board he found about
forty Africans, and two Spaniards, one of whom
claimed to be the owner of the negroes. These
Africans were put in a jail in New Haven, while
the case was brought before the United States
Court. During the progress of the necessary
legal proceedings these poor slaves were taught
the first principles of religion. In the mean-
time the case attracted great attention. The

venerable John Quincy Adams was employed

as senior counsel. He appeared in the Su^ireme

Court at Washington, for the first time in

thirty years, to plead in behalf of these poor

and helpless strangers. The occasion was one

of profound interest, and the " old man elo-

quent," as he was called," was equal to the

emergency. The captives were set free. Adams
communicated the result in the following words

:

"Washington, March 9th, 1841.

" The captives are free! They are to be dis-

charged from the custody of the marshal, free.

" ' Not unto us, not unto us,' etc. But

thanks, thanks! in the name of humanity and

of justice to you. J. tj. Adams."

These released Africans were in due time

taken back to their own country, and instead

of captives became missionaries of the Lord

Jesus. Thus was commenced the Mendi mis-

sion, one of the most important on the west
coast of Africa.

Silent Waiting Upon God.
(Concluded from page 3SI.)

However this may have been neglected or

overlooked, it remains to be the transcendent

glory of the gospel dispensation: this is the

object we have in \iew, and to which we de-

sire to attain in all our approaches to God,

both in private retirement or with our fami-

lies, and in the congregation for public wor-

ship; and we have not found a more excellent

way than to sit in silence and endeavor to

come to Christ; to feel access opened to him
through the power of an operative faith : which
being "the substance of things hoped for

"

"and the evidence of things not seen" (Heb.

xi: 1), we may hereby participate in those

treasures which neither ear hath heard nor
heart conceived: but, blessed be the name of

the God of truth! he revealeth them by his

Spirit to the attentive, waiting soul. And
though there may not be a word spoken out-

wardly, such will not be disappointed; their de-

pendence not being on man but on the Lord,

they are admitted to that supper promised by
Christ to such as hear his voice and open to

Him the door, that He will sup with them and
they with Him. He will receive of their obe-

dience, and dedication of heart, as sweet in-

cense, while their souls are feeding, in the si-

lence of all flesh, on that Divine nourishment
which He has prepared for them: and thus by
waiting upon the Lord they renew their

strength" (Isa. xl: 31).

Thirdly, it is in this strength that true edi-

fication is administered. I shall be short on
this head, as the subject has been largely and
ably handled by Robert Barclay in his Apology
for the true Christian Divinity (Proposition on
Worship), to which I refer; but I shall just

mention a passage or two shewing in what
light the apostle Paul viewed the subject, and see

if our practice does not coincide therewith.

He ascended up on high, he led captivity

captive, and gave gifts unto men" (Eph. iv:

8). These gifts were to be employed for this

excellent purpose; "for the perfecting of the

saints, for the work of the ministry," and "for

the edifying of the body of Christ: till we all

come, in the unity of the faith, and of the

knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect
man" (lb. iv: 12, 13): but how these gifts are

applied, he explains more particularly a little

further on, where he is shewing the connec-

tion that subsists between Christ and
;

church, and the dependent state in which

church is placed; where Christ is represe

as the head, from whom the whole body, -

ing nourishment ministered, being "conijia

:

by that which every joint supplieth, acc«

ing to the efl'ectual working in the measui

every part, maketh increase of the body,

the edifying of itself in love" (Eph. iv:

Now this appears evident, that if what e

joint supplieth must be according to theef

ual working in the measure in them, there

be no inconsistency in silently waiting foi

evidence of the measure being renewed in i|

hearts, that thereby they might become i

workers with it.
|

Although it is comfortable and edifyin

sit under a ministry which hath its sup

from the gift of Christ, yet the edificatio

a religious meeting does not altogether de

on outward means, as preaching, etc-, for\

ever tends to increase the weight and sd

nity of a meeting contributes to its edifica

Now, as individuals are gathered to their pi

exercise, and attend to the effectual woi

in the measure in themselves, an increa

experienced, and as the Spirit of Christ i;

in all, baptizing the different members ii»

joint travail and sympathy one with ancfi

another, as that exercise is maintained U

spring of life is not only opened in indivicjii

but spreads from vessel to vessel. Thiji

increase is witnessed, and the body is &^
in love.

The manifestation of Christ in the hearty

not only a quickening property (Eph. ii:

6), whereby a Divine life is raised in thel

and nourishment ministered, by which thfl

may be sustained, but He is made un

"wisdom, and righteousness, and sancllci

tion, and redemption" (1 Cor. i: 30). Jo

withstanding all the advantages which wihj

receive from without, either from the sin

writings, from testimonies of those engaj Si

the ministry, the writings and experienci (

other men, or the faculty of reason inin

selves; yet there occur many cases, wlrei

we are entirely dependent on a higher ppc

pie, for wisdom to direct. I will just insjiK

one, which will shew that others may be ii

same circumstance; that is, with regard *'

ministry. What source of information is

short of divine intelligence inwardly con

to the mind by Christ, that is sufficient t sa

isfy one man, that it is his duty to preacjtli

gospel, and woe unto him, if he preach ilio

and at the same time doth permit anotljr I

be silent, without incurring that woe?iTli

other part of that excellent descriptioiSi

equally important, that is,
" righteousnesjan

sanctification, and redemption:" it is as 'iri:

comes to be raised and formed in us, andwon

ted unto him by faith, that he becom( th

Lord our righteousness; and we are acc|)t«

in him the beloved; so also he is our saftif

cation; he is the cause producing the (eel

The term includes the idea of cleansinjian

the process is gradual, adapted to the d(re«

of impurity imbibed through unbelief ai'di*

obedience. "There are diversities of 'W^

tions, but it is the same God which wf'tet

all in all" (1 Cor. xii: 6). The whole is!oni

prised in this passage, "He shall baptizjo

with the Holy " Ghost, and with fire" W
iii: 11). The diversity of operations isHu'
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ed by different similitudes, as " The wash-

of water by the word" (Eph. v: 26); in

rs, the day burning " as an oven" (Mai. iv:

md " a refiner's fire" and " fuller's soap"

I. iii: 2): in all, he is the great operator;

as our attention is fixed on hira in true

^nation, and we in humble confidence wait

;he renewings of the Holy Spirit in our

i, whereby the work is carried on, our

ts become purified through faith. Thus
I likewise our Redeemer, our Saviour, our

?erer, and Protector: so long as we remain
tabernacle of flesh, and in a militant state,

ng we shall need his preserving power; for

) just shall live by faith" (Gal. iii: 2).

•cm what has been said, I think it must
ar evident to every candid enquirer after

1, that, for receiving Christ in those im-

mt ofiices, and which cannot be obtained

ihrough the medium of living faith, there

way wherein we can be engaged, so much
ted to the attaining of this great end, as

silent exercise of mind.

me perhaps may say, If there is so much
ntage derived from this silent exercise,

comes it to pass that none have found it

las you ? is it not somewhat extraordinary,

the scriptures do not recommend the

tice? on which I shall make a few obser-

ins. There are many passages which I

c evidently favor the practice; I will there-

just mention a few—The first and great

nandment was ushered in with, "Hear,
A" (Mark xii: 29); this was the first

J to be attended to: here their attention

; be fixed, that they might with more cer-

y receive the subsequent command. When
lost High was expostulating with the peo-

ly his servant the prophet, on the unprofit-

less of their outward worship, while they

lined strangers to that which is inward and
tual, he said, " Wherefore do ye spend
sy for that which is not bread? and your
: for that which satisfieth not?" and then

lalls their attention to himself, saying,

irken diligently unto me; incline your ear,

come unto me; hear and your soul shall

and I will make an everlasting covenant
you, even the sure mercies of David: be-

,
I have given him for a witness to the

le, a leader and commander to the people"

ah Iv: 2-4). This passage is so evangeli-

and so adapted to a spiritual dispensation,

had the prophet lived in gospel times, he
3ely could have chosen language more
ible: and as it so well applies to the pres-

rabject, I shall make upon it the following

ctions.

ere the nobility and dignity of the gospel

splayed; the way is opened by which lost,

Idered man may come to Christ, and ex-

Jnce life through him; and here the ground
anifested, whereon man may move with

ptance before him. Can anything be more
1, than that to hearken diligently to him,

icline the ear, and come unto him, requires

ite of deep inward attention, because it is

by the Spirit that we have access to him.

st remains through all generations, the

, the truth, and the life; and none can
e to the Father but by him, who is that

iious medium between God and man whereby
souls of his children are not only quick-
i, but raised up together, and, at seasons,

e to sit together in heavenly places in

him (Eph. ii: 6): here is the state or ground
in which acceptable worship is performed, in

the spirit, and in the truth.

Christ is the good shepherd, who not only

knows his sheep but is known of them; who
said, "When he putteth forth his own sheep,

he goeth before them" (John x: 4): and as he
is the commander of his people, in order that

due subordination and proper decorum may be

preserved, it is necessary that a strict atten-

tion be paid to his commands—to wait for his

orders with becoming diffidence and reverence.

How would it look in a company of people ap-

proaching some great personage, who had a

right to their obedience, and whose preroga-

tive it was to appoint them their service, and
on whom they depended for daily subsistence;

if, instead of waiting for his directions, they

should instantly begin extolling his greatness,

and praising his goodness ; and perhaps in a

language that neither suited their states nor

station? Might they not expect to receive

from him a reproof?

If this would not be acceptable to a man,
who is also compassed about with infirmities;

what can we think of those customary exer-

cises pi'actised amongst many professed Chris-

tians, who upon entering their place of wor-

ship, instead of waiting for the preparation of

the heart from the Lord to be known; pres-

ently begin singing, as they suppose to the

praise and glory of God ? And oftentimes, it

is to be feared without considering that, if the

sacrifices of the wicked are an abomination to

the Lord, so also must their praises be: be-

sides, if they make use of words which do not

apply to their state, as when they repeat the

sayings of David, "All the night make I my
bed to swim; " I water my couch with my tears"

(Ps. vi: 6); again, " Rivers of waters run down
mine eyes, because they keep not thy law"

(Ps. cxix : 186), others appealing to the Searcher

of hearts after this manner, " My heart thou

knowest, can never rest, till thou create my
peace:" can it for a moment be supposed, that

this language can fitly apply to the states of

a whole congregation? Might they not rea-

sonably expect this reproof, " Who hath re-

quired this at your hand?" would it not bet-

ter become the solemnity of a religious con-

gregation, to attend unto that command, " Be

still, and know that I am God!" (Ps. xlvi: 10).

But to return to the subject, the prophet

Habakkuk expressing a state of silent atten-

tion, saith, " I will stand upon my watch, and

set me upon the tower, and will watch to see

what he will say unto me," or as the margin

hath it, "what he will say in me" (Hab. ii: 1).

Again we read, " Be silent, all flesh, before

the Lord: for he is raised up out of his holy

habitation" (Zech. ii: 13): again," Keep silence

before me, islands, and let the people renew
their strength, let them come near, then let

them speak" (Isa. xli: 1). " The Lord is in

his holy temple; let all the earth keep silence

before him." (Hab. ii: 20). Now if silently

waiting upon the Lord, was so powerfully in-

culcated, and so forcibly enjoined, under an

outward and typical dispensation, which in

many respects was declared to be but as the

shadow of good things to come; it is reason-

able to conclude that with this spiritual dis-

pensation which bringeth life and immortality

to light, it is particularly consonant. I shall

close these quotations with that encouraging

declaration of the Most High; " They shall not

be ashamed, that wail for me" (Isa. xlix: 23).

But should any still say. Is there not danger,

in avoiding one extreme, of running into

another? and that, although there may be too

much formality in many outward forms, yet

has not this silent waiting a tendency to settle

people in a state of supineness and indiffer-

ence, and to draw them off from the necessary

duty of prayer? To which I answer. The silence

which we speak of can have no such effect;

but on the contrary, to increase the ardor and
fervor of the soul in proportion as it comes
under the influence of the Spirit of Christ; for

though we have no stated forms of prayer,

either printed in books, or expressed at stated

times ex-tempore (whether the mind be influ-

enced with the spirit of prayer or not); yet we
are not restrained from waiting upon the Lord
at stated times, as appears by our regular at-

tendance of religious meetings, which duty it

doth not require an immediate impulse to per-

form; but here lies the difference betwixt us

and most other professors; that our time for

uttering words is not always ready. Neither

does it appear that prayer is confined to ex-

pressions in words, but rather consists in a
uiiion with the Spirit of Christ; in which state

the soul not only breathes forth its wants to

Him that seeth in secret, but derives the sup-

plies it stands in need of; here the spirit of

prayer is witnessed, which at seasons breaks

forth in words, where one is made as mouth
for the rest; at other times they find the truth

of that testimony of the prophet, "Their
strength is "to sit still" (Isa. xxx: 7-15);

knowing, from a degree of blessed experience,

that the Lord keepeth those in perfect peace
whose minds are stayed on him, because they

trust in him.

Besides, there is no Christian duty more
forcibly and generally enjoined than that of

watching; "What I say unto you," said Christ

to his disciples, " I say unto all. Watch" (Mark
xiii: 37). There is no state to which this doth

not apply, however men may vary in their

views with respect to other things. It was the

concern of the apostle to stir up the churches

to watchfulness and prayer; "Watch thou in

all things" (2 Tim. iv: 5), said Paul to Timo-
thy; and to the Ephesians, " Praying always
with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit;"

mark—in the Spirit: "watching thereunto

with all perseverance" (Eph. vi: 18). Watch-
ing hath an extensive signification; it implies,

in the first place, a general oversight of our
words and actions, and also of the thoughts and
intents of the heart; and secondly, it implies a

state of silent attention; "I will stand upon
my watch," said the prophet Habakkuk, "and
set me upon the tower; and will watch to see

what he will say in. me" (Hab. ii: 1). Watch-
ing and waiting, are terms synonymous; point-

ing out an exercise fitly adapted to spiritual

worship; nor transiently to feel the touches of

divine grace, but to sit for some time under its

influence and operation, as was expressed by
the church formerly, inz: "I sat down under
his shadow with great delight, and his fruit

was sweet to my taste" (Cant, ii: 3.)

Upon the whole, these being the latter days,

or gospel dispensation, to which that glorious

promise was made, "I will put my law in their

inward parts, and write it in their hearts"

(Jer. xxxi: 33, Heb. viii: 10), whereby all
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might come to know the Lord, from the least

unto the greatest; it appears to me evident,

that in order to a qualification to read that law,

a silent abstracted state of mind is both requi-

site and necessary, and many can bless the

Lord, from a degree of heart-felt experience

of the precious effects thereof in their own

souls; and are at times constrained to call to

others (Come, taste and see how good the Lord

is) in the abounding of that love which would

have all mankind come, and have fellowship

with the Father, and with his son Jesus Christ,

and sit under the teaching of the "unction

from the Holy "One" (1 John ii: 20-27), and

have no need that man should teach them:

when that glorious promise shall be accom-

plished, that the church shall be thus re-

deemed from all human dependence, and come

to sit under the teaching of Him of whom it

was said, all thy children shall be taught of the

Lord, and great shall be their peace; and in

righteousness shalt thou be established (Isa.

liv: 13, 14), which state is described in that

sublime and glorious strain of the evangelical

prophet; "The sun shall be no more thy light

by day, neither for brightness shall the moon
give light unto thee, but the Lord shall be

unto thee an everlasting light, and thy God thy

glory: thy sun shall no more go down, neither

shall thy moon withdraw itself, for the Lord

shall be thine everlasting light, and the days

of thy mourning shall be ended" (Ibid. Ix: 19-

20).

To conclude—as it was neither to Jerusalem

nor the mountain of Samaria, that true wor-

ship was to be confined; so neither is it in

words, nor yet in silence merely, that true

worship doth consist; without the requisite

disposition of mind. The royal Psalmist, from

a sense of the awfulness of the divine Majesty,

and his own unworthiness as a finite creature,

thus addressed the great object of worship;

"Lord, what is man that thou art mindful of

him, and the son of man that thou visitest him'

(Ps. viii: 4). "Thou desirest not sacrifice, else

would I give it; thou delightest not in burnt

offering: the sacrifices of God are a broken

spirit:" and then asserts with holy confidence.

"A broken and a contrite heart: God, thou

wilt not despise." (Psal. li: 16-17). The
heaven is his throne, and the earth his foot-

stool; yet he hath declared, that unto this

man he will look, that is poor and of a contrite

spirit, and who trembleth at his word (Isa.

Ixvi: 1-2). How different is this from a repe-

tition of even the best set of words that can

be composed, where they do not suit the state

of the soul! Be not deceived; God is not

mocked; such as every man soweth, such must
he reap in the great and terrible day of the

Lord when he shall awaken men from their

false and polluted rest; when the sinners in

Zion shall be afraid, and fearfulness surprise

the hypocrite; when that language is sounded
in their borders. Not every one thatsaith unto

me. Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom,

but those that do the will of my Father which
is in Heaven: then, soft music, fine voices, and
splendid appearances, will avail nothing in

comparison of an humble heart, and a contrite

spirit, set at the feet of Christ to hear his

gracious words.

And you whose minds have happily been di-

rected to the divine gift, and favored to feel

the virtue of its living power in your hearts,

and to know the joyful sound ; may ye be en-

gaged in watchfulness and humility, to walk in

the light of his countenance; being frequent

and fervent both in a steady attendance of

religious meetings, and in private retirement,

where ye may pour forth your souls unto your

Father who is in secret; and your Father who
seeth in secret will reward such openly, by

strengthening them with might by his Spirit

in the inner man; whereby to support their

testimony for the truth in uprighteousness,

and not be ashamed to confess Christ and his

gospel before men; but by patient continuance

in serving the Lord in their generation, in truth

and faithfulness, they may happily witness,

that the work of righteousness is peace, and

the effect of righteousness, quietness and as-

surance forever. ^^^
Mental Kodaks.—" I wonder why my little

boy does pound the furniture around so ! I

don't dare to let him go into the parlor at all,

he is so rough," says one mother.

Just then baby boy falls down, and cries.

Mother runs to the rescue.

"Did the naughty old chair bump baby's

precious head? Well, ma'll pound the bad old

chair for hurting her baby." Thump, thump,

on the chair. " Was it the table leg that hurt

him? Too bad,—naughty old table leg shall

be whipped." Rap, rap, on the table leg.

How very strange that baby should pound

the furniture

!

Baby was not lacking in intelligence or imi-

tative faculty. He could learn. The idea of

instant and violent revenge upon anything that

gave him pain, was firmly implanted in his in-

fant mind, by his loving mother.

Presently when little sister hurt him, acci-

dentally, in their play, up came the chubby

boot, and cruelly kicked her gentle face, just

when she bent to soothe him while she was

saying that she was sorry, and did not mean to

hurt him.

Mother spanked the baby-boy real hard for

kicking sister, but he was a good scholar,

—

he had learned what she taught him,—and he

became an infant terror.

The furniture was revarnished, but alas for

the marred soul ! Who was to blame?— A'^t'W

Crusade.

When three little German children,six,eight,

and ten years of age, were coming to this coun-

try alone to meet their parents, a friend took

a little book and wrote their destination and a

sentence in French and German and English,

and said, 'Children, if you get into trouble

stand still and open this book, and hold it right

up." They sailed from Liverpool to New York,

went a thousand miles west, and found friends

everywhere. Whenever they got into trouble,

they opened the little book. People would

come and look and that was enough. What
was it? Was it something from the German
Emperor? Was it the password of some great

secret society? It was this: " Inasmuch as ye

have done it unto one of the least of these

my brethren, ye have done it unto me." That

took them through Germany. It took them
through England. It took them through New
York. It took them everywhere. Was it the

word of a dead Jew? It is the word of a living

Christ, and of the Friend who said, " All power
is given unto me in heaven and in earth."

—

H. L. Hastings.

A PRAYER.

BY M. WOOLSEY STUYKER.

Lord, every day and everywhere,

In every way, or large or least

Let faithful service be increased.

And thine approval be my care.

Let all my plans be simplified

To follow thee at small remove.

To catch the secret of that love

Which drew the needy to thy side.

Oh that my lips might learn that word,

That living gift of gracious touch.

Which thrilled the burdened overmudi

Which loving souls with rapture heanl I

Thou Living One ! Oh, live in me !

My dullness so transfiguring.

My dumb voice making so to sing.

That men may know I've been with ther

Control the quick, impatient speech.

Curb my fierce pride and selfishness,

Constrain my thought to heal and Me
First let me learn the thing I teach.

I would not bring thee what is lame.

Unseemly, torn, what cost me naught

But, by thy patient grace besought.

Would mark my best with thy dear nam

Put mine with thine in perfect chord.

Forgiveness let me ne'er forget.

Bend thine ear lower ! Love me yet
.'

I ask no more. How could I, Lord ?

For "The Fumt '

A True Story for the Children,
j

It was a pleasant afternoon not longp

while the " spring beauties" were still bhp

ing in abundance and the "Jacks in theb

pit " had just opened, that I went with It

three little daughters to take our First-da

»

ternoon walk to the woods. We had

around among the tall oaks and maples

main path and had only left it a short (li-

on our way to " the rock" when one >

children exclaimed, indignantly, "Thti

has caught a poor little bird." Fox wu.-

.

collie, who with Hugo, the old St. Bernard i

followed us. I hurried to the place wheill

was, and found that instead of a bird he l!

mother flying squirrel, which I took from

but was too late to save it. The children

noticed that the dogs had gone to an old
|

stump about eighteen inches high and noti

than a foot across. The centre had dec!^

and there was a hole in it extending dow I

about the level of the ground, into whichb

could put your hand. At the bottom ofp

hole was what appeared to be the stringy*

of a chestnut bark torn up very fine, W
made a soft bed, in which I found, on pep

with my stick (for I was afraid of gettiniB

fingers bitten if I used my hand), three it

squirrels. They were so little that we thofl

they would starve if we left them, nowp
their mother was dead, so I broke the s^

off with my foot, when they all fell out otl

ground. 1 clapped my soft hat over ont t

secured him, but the others ran in opposi' d

rections and were soon out of sight.
j

I put the captured one into my handkercie

and then carefully slid him, wrapped in itiil

my coat pocket. He was a pretty little fe|)^

with soft, brownish-gray fur, quite largejn

prominent brown eyes and a fiat tail, onvIC

the hair spread out on the sides, but dicW

stand up on top. Between his fore and h
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is a membrane, which, when he spreads

1 out, stretches flat between them, and

es as a kind of wings in bearing him up

ihe jumps from tree to tree. We now went

the rock, enjoying the woods on our way,

last year's dry leaves rustling under our

and the tender little golden green beech

pink-tinted oak leaves quivering over us.

1 the way home we stopped at the chil-

's grandfather's to get a long-unused ca-

cage from the attic to put our new pet

While we were there our smallest daugh-

two years old, took the squirrel in the

[kerchief in which he was wrapped and

ied him carefully across the room to show
to her grandfather. When he had looked

he said, " What are you going to do with

and she replied, "Put it in the'quarium."

^ot some frog spawn on a previous v/alk,

she thought this, too, should go into the

xium. We put some rags into the cage

L nest, and after putting him in, soaked a

lit with water and placed it near him.

next morning we were delighted to find

he had eaten nearly all of it. The third

after we got him he ate his biscuit before

;hildren while they watched him. Hesome-
s has bread and milk or bread and water,

once had strawberries for supper.

5 curls himself up in the daytime on his

and when he feels shy and any one comes
lear him, he sometimes puts his tail over

ace and peeps out from behind it, or some-

3 he covers himself completely in his bed

igs.

i has grown more lively than he was at

and we have found that, like bats and owls,

most active at night. One evening we
ght him in the house, as it was quite cool,

)laced the cage on a table in our bed-room,

le small hours of the night I wakened and

i a noise as if something was moving about

•com, first in the direction of the table and

over about the bureau. I got up and se-

i a light, and there on the bureau was the

•rel. He had gotten out between the wires

s cage and was having a good time explor-

I put him back, and, as I thought, had
fastened in securely, and had gotten back
bed and was about to go to sleep when I

1 heard him. The thought of having a

•rel crawl over your face or through your
while you are asleep is not a pleasant one,

'ter hearing him travel past the bed and
nto the entry and then into the nux'sery

nd I again got up, and on assuring myself
he was still in the nursery, I got books and

i of the children's blocks, and shutting the

placed them against the crack under it,

then went back to rest peacefully until

ling.

hen I awoke I went in search of him, look-

)n the nursery shelves, among the dolls, on
bureau, and shaking out the older chil-

's clothes, even their shoes, and was about
ive up the search when I came to a chair,

e lay some of the baby's clothes. I felt

I, and was nearly ready to give up the
3h again when my hand rested over some-

J soft and warm under them, and there he
hid away out of sight.

?ot a box and tacked wire fly-netting over
lid there he has been ever since in more
re as well as more roomy quarters.

G. A. K.

Pernicious Literature.

The superficial character of much that passes
for religion at the present day is cause for re-

gret. It is quite observable among many un-
der the name of Friends. But if we glance
abroad at the drift of writers and thinkers
outside of our profession, we find they are rap-
idly leading us in this career of defection.

Looking back over a period of sixty years I

can recall the attitudes of simple faith and
obedience on the one hand and intellectual and
social culture on the other at that time.

The anti-slavery society had then lately or-

ganized and was gathering strength. In their

zeal for the cause of moral reforms they held

points of doctrine and as religious practice in a

subordinate position, so that it appeared likely

that their bond of union was rather an interest

in good work than a common faith.

Their ranks were largely made up of persons
of refinement and scientific culture, who were
Unitarian in theology, and they quite gener-

ally appeared settled in the conclusion that an
association thus banded for purposes of human
refinement the necessity of a common faith was
superseded. The Bible standard of a condition

prepared for acceptance with God was substi-

tuted by one more conformable with their

ideas of reason and human convenience.

I heard one of their distinguished speakers,

in the course of what might have been called

either a sermon or a lecture, say: " I know no
other preaching of the gospel than to call the

attention of mankind to the prevailing sins of

the times."

It was about this period, the comparative
infancy of the remarkable era of " higher edu-

cation " in which we live, that the article from
which I am about to quote was written. It

may be found on page 129 of the 6th volume
of The Friend.

The contributor of the article says :
" The

following eloquent and forcible criticism is

from the Journal of the Flushing Institute.

It gives expression to thoughts which must be
familiar to every Christian whose attention has

been turned to the lighter current literature

of the day. We may. say without extrava-

gance that the present age is in great danger
of mistaking grand sentiments of admiration

of natural beauty and moral order for (Christ-

ian aspirations, and that on the other hand a

sickly sentimentality is palmed upon it for the

tenderness and humility of the Christian spirit.

I commend the subjoined to the close atten-

tion of the readers of The Friend. Let us

apply the same touchstone to much of the ad-

mired prose and poetry which circulates in

what is called the religious public, and they

will detect a great portion of false sentiment

and spurious ornament which the Christian is

compelled to reject as noxious and unsound.
" Dr. Spurzheim, after building up a reputa-

tion in Europe, had come to America, to Bos-

ton, in 1832. After lecturing there for some
time he died, the same year. It was at his
' obsequies ' in the ' old South Church ' that the

ode was sung, of which the following are the

.3d and fourth stanzas ;

" Nature's priest, how pure and fervent

Was thy worship at her shrine.

Friend of man, of God the servant.

Advocate of truths divine.

—

Taught and charmed as by no other

We had been and hoped to be ;

—

But while waiting round thee, Brother,

For thy light,
—

'tis dark with thee.

Dark with thee? No ; thy Creator

All whose creatures and whose laws

Thou didst love,—shall give thee greater

Light than earth's, as earth withdraws.

To thy God thy godlike spirit

Back we give in filial trust

Thy cold clay—we grieve to bear it

To its chamber— but we must."

" On the whole it is a beautiful production.

. . . But we are concerned only with the relig-

ious character of the piece. It presents to us
the unhappy anomaly of a Christian people, in

a place dedicated to Christian worship, writing
in strains of devotion not only devoid of the
faintest recognition of any principle distinct-

'

ively Christian, but concerned in the spirit and
to some extent in the language of the bards of

heathen antiquity. The ode is destitute alike

of Christian unction and Christian truth. It

contains no allusion to the redemption of man
nor to life and immortality as brought to light

in the gospel, nor to the mediation of the Sa-

viour as the ground and confidence of hope. A
hope is indeed expressed for the departed
spirit. But is it the humble, specific hope of

the Christian ? Is it a trust based on the defi-

nite promise of the Saviour and exulting in the
gift of grace to the renovated soul ? No ; it

is the vague and loose anticipation of the

heathen. Like the subject of Homer's song,

the deceased had a godlike spirit, and will be
happy after death because he loved the crea-

tures and the laws of God, i. e., because he
was a libera! man and a man of science !

"As to the third stanza we know not whether
to smile at its extravagance or to rebuke its

impiety. Can you imagine, reader, who it is

that, by a Christian minister, in a Christian

congregation, on an occasion of public worship
before the God of heaven is hymned as

' Advocate of truths divine,'

And by whom a pastor and his flock in the fold

of Christ confess with grateful adoration that
' Taught and charmed as by no other

They have been or hoped to be T

You may be antiquated enough to call to mind
some of the worthies of the Bible. You may
think it was a prophet, an apostle, or perhaps
one of the martyrs of your faith. Or, rather,

you would believe it to be the Teacher sent from
God. But no, simple reader, you are quite be-

hind the spirit of the age 1 You are not yet
illuminated. Natural science, you must know,
is the truth divine of this enlightened era, and
the advocate of Divine truth is a philosopher;

a lecturer on the protuberance of the skull,

and now installed among the gods to become
the Orpheus or the Esculapius of a future gene-
ration. We mean no disrespect to Dr. Spurz-
heim, a son of science, a stranger on our coasts,

and finding only a grave in the country which
he visited in the spirit of enlightened attach-

ment to her people and her institutions. His
fate certainly makes no ordinary appeal to our
sympathies, and we should have rejoiced to

share in an appropriate tribute to his memory.
We are as ready, moreover, to respect the ge-
nius of the poet as to deplore the untimely
fate of the subject of his song. It is the ode
which we condemn, used as it was under cir-

cumstances which entitle it to be considered
as the devotional exercise of a congregation on
the occasion of a religious solemnity.

" We repeat our conviction that the present
effusion, as well as one which preceded it, how-
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ever unimportant in other respects, is valuable

as an index of the moral tendencies of the lib-

eral theology. When such are the religious

hymns of a people the letter of Christianity

may remain, but its sjiirit has fled. No con-

gregation under the influence of an orthodox

ministry could have joined in such strains.

Even if they had been too ignorant to point out

its defects, their hearts would have revolted

from it. Their evangelical instincts, if we
may be allowed the expression, would have re-

pelled such an insult on their faith.

" 'Waiting round thee for thy light.' What
an expression to be addressed by an assembly

of Christian worshippers to the spirit of a fel-

low-mortal! When the cemetery was conse-

crated we had an apotheosis of mother earth,

a formal ode to this ancient divinity. And now
we have an ascription of praise addressed as it

were to a canonized saint.
" Extremes inevitably meet, and it would

seem as if the state of religion on which we
are now animadverting had become the central

point of a demolished faith and a rising super-

stition. They have no mysteries to awe the

imagination, they have discarded the sublime

truths which stir the deep energies of the soul,

and they have rejected as gross materialism

those manifestations of deity which most pow-
erfully awaken the sensibilities and absorb the

affections. Thus the lofty aspirations and

heavenly affinities of the soul follow the im-

pulse of lawless caprice without the adequate

truths to guide and develop them.
" As a necessary consequence the commu-

nity rush into the very gulf they seek to avoid,

expend their veneration on material objects,

and forget to worship God in spirit and in

truth. This has been the religious history of

our race. Already has it been exemplified by
the pagans of the ancient world and the pa-

pists of the modern, and despite the lessons

of experience the same drama may be again

enacted."

The tendency of events since this article was
written has gone to justify the fears expressed

in the last paragraph. The human has made
great strides in the development of all depart-

ments of science, and brought the knowledge
thus acquired to bear upon biblical criticism

until the simple " walk by faith " spoken of by
the apostle is quite thrust out of view. We
can plead for the ancient philosopher, for the

light of Christ had not then come in its fulness.

He can excuse the peasantry of the middle ages
for whom the only glimmer of hope was through
the profl:'ered aid of the clergy. But what
apology can be made for those who amid the

light of the last two centuries seem deter-

mined to find some other way to the kingdom
than by Christ, the door ?

TuuE Ideals.—Speaking of the importance
of all Christians having the true ideal before

them, the Life of Faith mentions a story told

of a modern sculptor, who was found standing
in front of his masterpiece, wrapt in thought
and sad reverie. When asked why he was so

sad, he said: " Because I am satisfied with it.

I have there embodied all that I can think or

feel. There it is. And because there is no
discord between what I dream and what I can
do, I feel that the limit of my growth is

reached." But there is this to be noted in the

life of the Christian. As the believer advances

towards the ideal that he has formed, so that

ideal advances. He rises into a purer atmos-

phere, he gets a clearer vision, he enters more
thoroughly into God's mind as to what He has

called him to be. And as his standard of the

present is higher than his ideal of the past, so

his ideal of the future will rise higher than his

standard of the present.

For "The Friend."

Fruitfulness.

It is with feelings of gratitude and under

a humbling sense of a tender visitation of Di-

vine love and mercy to my soul whilst yet a

youth, that I recall to mind the parable of the

Lord .Jesus concerning the unfruitful tree.
" Shall I cut it down ?" the gardener inquires.

"Not so," the master answers, "but dig about

and prune it, and then if it bear fruit, well
;

if not, cut it down and cast it into the fire."

This, no doubt, is a reasonable and righteous

course of action in things natural, and God's

witness for truth in every heart certifies to us

that it is not less so in spiritual things in

God's dealing with us. As we plant with the

purpose of obtaining fruit, so does He plant us

in his own image, that we may bring forth

godly fruits. Nor are we fulfilling the Divine

will if He find not those fruits in us.

Fruits meet for repentance are found ere

those works of righteousness by which faith

itself is made perfect, like as the fig-tree put-

teth forth its fruit before a show of leaves ;

nor was it the show of leaves, but the want of

fruit drew down the displeasure of the Lord

Jesus. No stronger symbol could be, that no

empty profession of religion, without an in-

ward experience of its regenerating influence

on the heart, and a conformity in life and con-

versation agreeable thereto can avail any in

the day of judgment, nor avert condemnation.

Every member must need abide in Christ the

vine and bring forth fruit to the glory of God.

For God gives of his holy Spirit to every one,

that the receiver may bring forth the fruits of

the Spirit. And if any be Christ's, Christ by
his Spirit abideth in him, for "if a man have

not the Spirit of Christ he is none of his." As
the branch of the vine draweth life and nour-

ishment from the root, it beareth fruit, so

shall the Christian planted in Christ receive of

his Holy Spirit and bear fruits of righteous-

ness to the praise and glory of God, the heav-

enly husbandman. Nor can any unfruitful

branch be left sapping the life of the vine and

bearing no fruit. As the least branch may
and often does bear fruit, so should the least

member among the people of God ; for God
"gives of his Holy Spirit to all who obey
Him ;" and this all may do, as obedient to the

grace of (Jod, that Divine teacher, that ap-

pears to all, young and old, and teaches every

one what to do in order that all may do God's

holy will and so please Him. Samuel and Jo-

siah as children, Joshua, David, Nehemiah,
John and Timothy as young men, Noah, Abra-
ham, Moses, Barzillai and Simeon as old men,
besides Miriam, Ruth, Naaman's maid, Mary
and Martha among the maidens, and Deborah,
Jael, Huldah among the matrons, each found
the labor and work assigned, and in God's fear

and by his holy help did it, receiving the re-

compense of reward. And as these did the

will, pleased God and found acceptance, so

may all, by God's grace vouchsafed for that

purpose, as Jesus our Saviour has taught ui

pray, " Thy will be done in earth as it ii

heaven."

There are gifts of service in the chui

some public others less so. But no one

please God by doing that which is not requi

at his hand, nor can he by deferring to

what is. Yet as a member of Christ's Chui

which is his body, we are members one of

other, and being so have duties to God and

our fellow-man, both in the church as also w
absent in body therefrom. Even our atte

ance at meeting, in accord with the c
mand, " not to forsake the assembling of (

selves together," and a proper exercise

travail of soul- becoming the sacred purp

for which all are assembled, is a duty we (

not forego, without a dereliction of duty,

a consequent loss not only to ourselves, bu

others also, for so doing we rob God and

brother too ; for, as coals separated burn

feebly or not at all, whilst together they
j

out much heat, so do Christians, closely un
in spirit and faithful in worshipping togel

in spirit and in truth, shed a radiance of Cb,

tian love around them.

These gifts of public service as vocal m:

try are not given to all, nor are any to atte

to exercise a gift they have not received. £

unsanctified and uncalled for service minis

death and not life to that which is begotte

God, and which is nourished only by the h

enly manna from God's hand. But there

joy, a freedom and liberty in God's servic

wider fields, wherein every one may and shl

be exercised daily and hourly. This field if)

world, for " Whatsoever ye do in word ordf

do all in the name of the Lord Jesus "
. 1

(Col. iii: 17), and what is done in his name li

needs be to God's glory ; but " Whatsoe'l

includes all a Christian does in his dailjjl

and walk, therefore the light and life of a n

Christian, like that of a fixed star, shines n

in the firmament of God's power. Suclu

fruitful bearing branches ministering a

words and deeds to those around them,a

their very presence breathes of the arom (

heaven, and men take note of them " that \(

have been with Jesus." No earthly Gard»|(

Eden this for man " to dress and keep," wjc

may be lost, but a heavenly field whereir'li

wise do work and gather in, that when the a

vest of life is garnered home, sower and n n

may rejoice together, when all shall drin W

gether the new wine of the kingdom aUt

table of their Lord, and the righteous shaW

the fruit of their doings.

W. W. .

The Highfalutin Style.—The longest il

cismsare not always the most effective, "(it

Canon Overton was student under thejat

Mark Pattison, he had once to write an (W!

and he tells us how he did it: \

" As this was an unusual thing, I deterijae

to turn out an extra-superfine productioi fi

I used all the longest words I could thiio:

aired the most profound sentiments, andw
duced, I have no doubt, a farrago of vapian

pretentious twaddle; though at that time wa

not a little proud of my performance. Paiso

read it carefully through, turning over ;ag

after page without uttering a single ore

When he had quite finished it he starl a

me with that stony glare through his s;cti
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tvhich all his pupils will well remember,
itill uttered not a word. Had my stu-

)us performance taken away his breath?

he lost in admiration of its merits? Was
faultless that it was impossible for even
en a critic to pick a hole in it? At last

luse became so embarrassing that I felt I

break it at all hazards. ' I am afraid, sir,'

i, though I did not think, ' that it is very
He simply replied, ' Very,' and handed

ow hateful document back to me.
left the room a sadder and, 1 trust, a
man, consigned my lucubrations to the

s and have never since attempted to write

! highfalutin style."

—

Selected.

Remarks and Allusion to the Past
;vivED, WITH Intent to Strengthen and
iR UP TO moke Faithfulness.

ere is not a doubt in the mind of the

r but that the Society of Friends was
I up, not only to set forth by the tongue
en the precious doctrines and testimonies

to our forefathers to uphold before the

, but also that their lives and conversa-
hould consistently correspond therewith.

ler words, that they should carry out in

mious practice their convictions, or live

they profess; being as epistles or way-
! to the eternal kingdom, known and read
men. Is not this, moreover, clearly fore-

wed to us, being an express command in

ewish law: " Ye shall keep my statutes

ly judgments, which if a man do he shall

D them; I am the Lord." This was no
practically exemplified for a time at the

>f the Society, being, perhaps, one great
; of the remarkable stir and impression

upon the minds and hearts of observers

1 the sphere of their influence. For in

dance herewith, William Penn, writing of

irly Friends, says: "I cannot forget the
ity and chaste zeal of that day." " We
an exercised people, our very counten-
and deportment declaimed it."

IV greatly is it to be desired that these

cteristics of earlier times in our Society
; be more generally traced upon us! That
lere inward and spiritually minded people,

light with renewed Christian zeal and
tive dedication, hold up the banner of
irism in its original dignity and purity,

hus show unmistakably that we are the
ineal successors of that illustrious band
ied and proven men and women who,
:ing o'er this vain world with the keen
f faith," counted not their lives dear unto
selves, that they might finish their course
ioy." Hereby we, too, banded together as
leart of one man, should be enabled
gh God's omnipotent power, who remains
ime yesterday, to-day and forever, to re-

the broken down walls and eflfectually

the battle to the gate in a day when there
) many adversaries.

ce the period so favorably represented by
im Penn, our members have been ex-

to many temptations from the increase
alth with the excesses and extravagances
which it so often leads. It is hard to
I the heart against the perils of success,
lood-tide of prosperity is not good for the
The cares of this life and the deceitful-

of riches choke the word. And the
let's words of Tyre should be a warning to

us: "By thy traflic hast thou increased thy
riches, and thy heart is lifted up because of

thy riches." It was the view of these dangers
so tending to bias the purpose, so fertile in

reconciling religion with luxury, that prompted
John Woolman's pen to the following testi

monies: "Small treasure to a resigned mind is

sufficient. How happy is it to be content with

a little, to live in humility, and feel that in

us which, breathes out this language, Abba,
Father, may we reverently wait on the Lord
for strength to overcome the spirit of the

world.

There are some considerations which tend

to relieve suffering for the cause of truth.

When we are met with cruel and unjust accu
sations and then look to Christ we see that He
more than any of us was the object of the

world's scorn and suspicion. Even his breth-

ren did not believe in Him. They could not

see the necessity for his exposing himself as

He did for the sake of truth. I'aul, too, had
innumerable trials in his efforts to fulfill his

mission to the world. More politic men would
have avoided this by not undertaking so much.
He suffered in every quarter wherever he went,

but kept sweet, in it all, and said, " none of

these things move me." Consciousness of rec-

titude was his comfort. Luther, too, was not

a troublesome man except to those w'ho per-

verted the ways of God. Yet his path was
beset with enemies. He was not a coward to

flee from, or care much for trouble. So it has
been always, the good that men of conscience
and of courage would do is opposed by enemies.

We should all be glad when we are reproached
for the cause of our Master. For great is our

reward in heaven.

—

Christian Instructor.

Many a man prays with his whole being,

feels himself thrilled with the Divine currents

and going out in aspiration after the Eternal,

and yet finds words forsake him when he at-

tempts to put devotion into speech. And yet

is not this true prayer—for how can you trans-

late aspiration into speech ?— W. D. Little.

Items Concerning the Society.

William C. Allen, with approval of Chester

Monthly Meeting, New Jersey, has entered upon re-

ligious service within the limits of Concord and
Philadelphia Quarterly Meetings.

Joel Bean, who, with his wife, Hannah Bean,

have been visiting Friends and meetings about Phila-

delphia since the opening of the Yearly Meeting,

has gone on a few weeks' visit to New England.

Abram Fisher, who has been in these parts with

a minute from Rich Square Monthly Meeting, N. C,
as " a ministering elder,'' has now returned to

Woodland, N. C.

The teachers of Westtown and Friends' Select

Schools have planned a camping out together for

Sixth and Seventh-days of this week, their tent to

be pitched somewhere near Castle Rock and Ridley

Creek.

We notice that the alumni of one of our Quaker
schools have arranged to be banqueted at two dol-

lars a plate ! It may be all right for them, but

for our.selves, in the face of the world's great need,

we could not eat at that rate with a clear con-

science. Two dollars at present is the price of a

human life in India.

—

North Carolina Friend.

A Startling Event.—Since the death of our es-

teemed Friend, John Sharpless, in 1885, (whose mur-

derer is reported lately to have died in the Eastern

Penitentiary), no so shocking murder, if any, has

been heard of as being inflicted on a member of the

Society of Friends, or on so shining a mark in its

membership, as that which befel Roy Wilson White,

near Powelton Avenue Station, one week ago this

evening, on his way to his Germantown home from

the University, where his acquirements in legal

learning, remarkable for one of the age of twenty-

eight, were honored by a law fellowship and the

post of lecturer in Roman law.

If, as some define genius, it is the faculty of

working to advantage, such was his genius. As an
indefatigable worker he was conspicuous among all

young men known to us. How he could earn his

way through a five years' course in law study and
at the same time provide, in the place of his de-

ceased father, for the support of a family and the

advanced education of some of its members, was a

wonder to our community, and an object-lesson to

our young men whose way is paved with means.
The distinguished earthly rewards which were

awaiting him, and already promised, have been left

behind for another state of being. But as an illus-

tration to other young men of what can be accom-
plished in a few short years by faithful conscien-

tious work in an apprehended calling, under self-

denial of all diverting enticements, his career has
wrought a telling lesson among us, and it is for

that, and not for eulogy, that we thus inadequately
hold it up to view.

Notes from Others.

In the late Boston Congress of Religion, Prof.

Edward Cummings, of Harvard University, said

that " Progress never comes from sacrificing the

weak for the benefit of the strong, but always from
the sacrifice of the strong for the sake of the weak."

Samuel W. Jones, Maj'or of Toledo, oaid : "Up
to a few years ago it had been my habit to think

of life as something that could be separated into

fragments, such as religion, business, and politics.

I have now come to believe that all life is one."

A representative of Hindui-sm claimed Jesus as " a

Hindu of the Hindus ;
" and it was said that " the

Hindus live religion, eat religion, and drink reli-

gion. Art, politics and society are all based on re-

ligion ; it is not a thing apart, it is their whole re-

ligion."

We have no disposition to doubt the religiousness

of many peoples, and of adherents of systems or

churches within or without Christendom ; or the

maxim that " man is a religious animal.' But if

any of them, under whatever religious views, " have
not the Spirit of Christ they are none of his ; " and
" he that hath the Son hath life, and he that hath
not the Son of God hath not life," nor redemption
in his religious system.

" Will the ministry be content to live plainly,

that it may reach plain people and be supported by
them? Will our rich men forbear social extrava-
gance and social distinctions in the church, that the

gospel may better do its office for all men? How
may our churches be builded and managed, that in

them, at the same time, the brother of low degree
may rejoice that he is exalted, and the rich that

he is made low?"

—

Address of Methodist Bishops to

Chicago Conference.

Latin, in the Romish Church, is a medium of wor-
ship and also of intercourse among all its officials

throughout the world. By it also the governmen-
tal officials of all nations are able to understand

h other. Rome never changes, and as it speaks
officially only in Latin, its decrees and outgivings,
State and ecclesiastical, possess one and the same
meaning to all who study them in their original

form. This gives her a great advantage, and will

long ensure the perpetuity of this ancient language.
Presbyterian.
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It has been proposed to employ the phonograph

as an aid in learning foreign languages. In learn-

ing a language it is necessary first of all to have

the ear trained to catch and recognize the sounds,

and the only way to accomplish this is to listen to

the continual repetition of the sounds until the ear

becomes familiar with them. Many persons have

to learn a foreign language without any aid from

a teacher that can speak that language correctly,

and even those that are so fortunate as to have a

competent teacher can not constantly have the

teacher at hand. Now it is proposed to have phono-

graphic records of language lessons ; then the stu-

dent can have the machine repeat the lesson over

and over again, until he is perfectly familiar with it.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—The Supreme Court of the United

States decided the Kentucliy Governorship case in favor

of Beckham, the Democratic contestant. The opinion was

handed down by Chief Justice Fuller, and Justices Harlan,

Brewer and McKenna dissented — Harlan totally and

Brewer and McKenna in part.

At a Cabinet meeting the question of the reception of

the Boer envoys was discussed. It is understood they will

be presented to the President by the Secretary of State.

They will be received with every courtesy, but only as

private citizens and not in any diplomatic capacity.

The work of blind women typewriters is one of the in-

teresting features of the United States Treasury Depart-

ment. It is said that their work is equal to that of the

best operators.

Immigration at New York reached the high water mark

last week. During that time 15,000 immigrants have ar-

rived. 40 per cent, of them being Italians.

The New York Journal says : The amount of arid lands

which lie in Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma. Texas and

Colorado is estimated to be at least 500,000,000 acres.

This is rendered useless by the need of water, and the re-

clamation of this land would add billions of dollars to the

wealth of the country. In many sections of Colorado and

other States in which irrigation is used, the best farming

lands in the country are those which were formerly worth-

less and are now artificially watered.

The destruction of forests by tires has caused a con-

siderable falling off in water supply in some portions of

the country, especially in Southern California. The com-
missioner of the General Land Office considers this sub-

ject of so much importance that he has initiated a policy

of reforesting the burned areas of reservation. He has

instructed the Superintendents of Forests in California to

examine lands of heads of streams and along water courses,

with a view to ascertaining what tree growth is indigenous

to such places. When this has been done, seeds and

young trees will be planted in these denuded localities,

and it is thought that within two years the resulting

growth will have an appreciable effect in preventing the

rapid evaporation of water. The present force of forest

rangers will be employed in replanting the burned areas.

In order to prevent the spread of forest fires, telephone

systems will be arranged in a number of reserves as a

means of rapid communication between those in charge

of the forests. Many serious fires, it is said, could have

been prevented had this system been in use previously.

The California gold output for 1899 amounted to $15,-

3.36,031.

The population of the city of Baltimore is about 575,-

000. Of this number about 100,000 are wholly or partly

of negro descent.

In Illinois during the past fifteen years birds have de-

creased 38 per cent.

Missouri apples that have been kept in cold storage

since early last fall have been repacked and shipped in re-

frigerator cars to New York. There the fruit goes into

the cold storage end of a steamer. It is supposed that

cold storage will keep the apples until they are wanted for

use at the Paris Exposition.

The half breed Frenchmen, or " Canucks," as they are

popularly termed, form a respectable proportion of Maine's

population in the river and manufacturing towns.

Illiteracy in North Carolina is increasing, particularly

among the whites. By the census of 1870 there were
33,111 illiterate white voters in North Carolina ; in 1880.

44,420 ; in 1890, 49,570—an average increase of 800
illiterate voters a year, and a total of 21 per cent, of the

entire white voting population.

Statistics being gathered by the Board of Health of

New Y'ork indicate that 3000 more deaths from influenza

have occurred during the grippe epidemic prevalent since

Second Month than during the corresponding period of

last year from the same cause.

Conditions in Porto Rico, so far as the population is

concerned, are said to be in a fairly satisfactory condition,

Nevertheless, it is stated that the extensive aid rendered

them by the United States Government has had the effect

to pauperize very many honest workmen.

There were 535 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 41 more than the previous

week and 148 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 275 were males and 260 females; 75

died of pneumonia ; 54 of consumption; 3S of diphtheria;

28 of heart diseases; 22 of measles; 22 of apoplexy; 20

of cancer; 2U of convulsions; 15 of old age; 14 of inflam-

mation of the brain; 13 of inanition; 13 of inflammation

of the stomach and bowels; 13 of uraemia; 12 of scarlet

fever; 9 of marasmus; 9 of typhoid fever, and 9 of ne-

phritis.

Markets. &C.—V. S. 2's, 99i a 100; new 2'8, 103i a

104; 3's, 109 a 110; 4's, 114i a 115; new 4's, 1334 a

134i; 5-s, 112S a 113i.
Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 10c. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a .$3.50. Rye Flour—$3.10 a $3.30 per

barrel, as to quality.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 70J a 7l|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 42 a 42Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 30 a 30Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5|c.; good, 5J a Sfc; me-

dium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4J a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 5J a5ic.; good, 5| a 5ic.;

medium, 4i a 4ic; common, 2i a 4c.; lambs, 4i a 6Jc.

Hogs were best Western, 7J a 7|c.; others 7 a 7Jc.

Foreign.—It was ofiicialiy announced in London on the

15th inst. that Glencoe was occupied and that the Boers

have evacuated Biggarsberg.

Ofliciai announcement was made in London on the 16th

that Genera! Buller reports that the Second Division of his

army has reached Dannhauser (a little less than half way be-

tween Dundee and Newcastle), in Natal Colony.

Cable dispatches from London tell of great rejoicing

there over the announcement made that the long besieged

British garrison at Mafeking had been relieved on the

18th inst., as predicted by Lord Roberts, would take place.

Great Britain imported 16,000,000 great hundreds

(1,920,000,000) of eggs in 1899.

London is twelve miles broad one way and seventeen

the other, and every year sees about twenty miles of new
streets added to it.

The new Oxford dictionary will contain a new "longest

word in the English language," to wit
—

" nonintercon

nicability."

Professor Kolle, of Berlin, declares that a large portion

of South Africa is very healthy, and would be very suit-

able for phthisical patients if trees were more plentiful.

Water, however, is very scarce, so that the rain water

has to be collected and stored in reservoirs, and better

methods of filtration are required.

Many of the streams in France have been stocked with

American black bass, and the fish have flourished to such

an extent that they are common articles of diet in the

hotels and restaurants.

The Czar has ratified all the articles agreed upon at The
Hague Peace Conference.

A Manila dispatch says that 500 insurgents, half of

whom were armed with rifles, ambushed eighty scouts of

the Fortieth Volunteer Infantry in the hills in north-

ern Mindanao. The Americans routed the natives, kill-

ing 51. The American casualties were 2 killed and 3

wounded.
The total exports of merchandise, gold and silver from

the port of Havana during Fourth Month 1900 was $2,-

282,663. The exports to the United States exceeded

those of all countries combined by nearly one million dol-

lars. The total value of exports for the first four months

of the present year was $9,656,696.

The total receipts of the Cuban treasury during Fourth

Month 1900, were $1,483,751.

A census of the Klondike district gives a total popula-

tion of 8306, of whom 5539 are citizens of the United

States.

The catch of salmon in Canadian waters last year was

valued at $3,159,306, a decrease of $2,520,868 when com-

pared with the returns of the previous year. The de-

crease is so great as to suggest that in spite of all that is

being done to replenish the supply of salmon, it, like tl

lobster of the Atlantic coast and the seal of Alaskan w
ters, is doomed to extinction within a few years. The
salmon has been driven further and further north

the advance of civilization. It was formerlv exceedingly

abundant in all the rivers of the Atlantic slope north of

the Potomac, but was killed by overfishing and other

causes, until now it is practically unknown in that region

The fish now remain only in Canadian waters and in »,

gon, The supply in the Pacific coast region seeme i,

exhaustible only ten years ago. Then it was not un.j

mon for the rivers to be choked with the multitude i|

ascending fish. Canneries were established and fish ij

caught in enormous quantities, canned and shipped t ]

parts of the world. The fish were caught by means i

device called the fish wheel, which threw the fish .>

in shoals, and permitted hardly one to escape,

was put to this when the supply began to show r

diminution, and then the Government began to h:i;

salmon, but the hatching stations have not been ab
i.

make amends for the waste of a few years ago.

For some years the Nova Scotia Government ha; i

pended about $25,0(i0 yearly upon agriculture.

NOTICES.

Wanted, for the Summer, a young woman, as h n

keeper, one who is willing to assist with household di x

Address L,

Office of The Frie>

A young woman Friend wishes a position of somo

during the Summer months.
Address Z.

Office of The Fini::

Wanted, by middle-aged woman Friend, positu

care for invalid or aged person, with light househul

ties- Manv years' experience. Apply
Elizabeth Macken.-^ii:

Box 278, Moorestown. N

Wanted.—A Friend and his wife or daughter,

charge of the Meeting House and grounds at Lai

Delaware Co., Pa. The use of a five-roomed h"

be given as compensation for the work.

Address J. R. E., office of The Fi

Young Friend, twenty-five, married, desires

with some responsibility where faithful service n

to advancement. Experienced in commercial Vv.h

T." office of The Fi

Western Quarterly Meeting of Friends.—
'

leaving Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, at 7.1

on the 25th inst., will be met at West Grove t^

(free of charge) those desiring to attend the

Quarterly Meeting of Friends, to be held atLond

Chester Co., Pa. It would assist the Committer

intending to come would inform by postal in ad\-

Trueman C. Moore, /

Geo. R. Chambers,
)

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience <

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., an

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when rr ;

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tw.

cents each way. To reach the school by telegi:;;

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, .

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in ie„

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WlU
F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an(Oi

munications in regard to business should be forwar 1

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at her home in Whittier, Iowa, Secon:

20th, 1900, Mary D. Crew, daughter of Abmr
Matilda E. Crew, (the former deceased) aged thirti

and eight months. Physically frail from infaiirv

a delicate and sensitive temperament, she was tl.

in mind and fond of reading and retirement ;
ai >

very loving daughter and sister. Her last illnes,^,

two months' duration, was borne with great pati

resignation ; and from the first she evinced m
about recovery, frequently desiring her mother

the Bible to her ; once remarking that perhaps it •

be best if she did not get well ; and at another ti «

pressed that she had no choice. Toward the close tip

her arms around her sister's neck and bade her Oi

farewell. She was asked if she was happy and fi't

Saviour to be near. She answered in the affirmativ*

sank into a condition of apparent unconsciousness, W
lasted four days ; she passed peacefully and quietly)''

leaving her sorrowing friends the consoling belief tt

:

is well with her innocent spirit.
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[MORTAL Decorations.—Who of the na-

s defenders cares enough for his nation to

od it from sin in his own person? How

f in highest or lowest rank would defend

nation's life from alcohol,—our people's

army's most awful outward enemy? Who is

1 soldier enough, and who is heroine enough,

le unto sin for our country,—to live unto

for our country ? To protect their nation

g nearest them, and their posterity, from
• wrong tempers, their selfishness, their

tousness, their unguarded speech?

ley will hardly do these things for their

itry's sake, who will not for Christ's sake ;

so it is Christ that must be resorted to as

true spring of all sincere patriotism. The

,nical kingdom does not furnish flowers

I enough to decorate the graves of the

soldiers and patriots of the cross, faithful

I death, and receiving the crown of life

ih fadeth not away.

A Layman's Protest.

he following somewhat remarkable letter

ng been sent for our insertion, we are will-

to make use of it as significant of some
ling of the eyes of thoughtful men of to-

and of a growing i-evclt against profession-

31 in the truth. The revolt, however, should

revolt upwards and not downwards, reach-

above all laymanism or clericalism into the

;ial authority of the Holy Spirit,—his de-

istration and his power. " As every man
1 received a gift [not mere knowledge of

pture and Divine truths], let him minister

same, as good stewards of grace." The
;er alleges acquired knowledge and expe-

ice as his right to preach, which, though

sidiary, is not the true foundation of right

hority. For some truths, however, which

ices contain, and without adopting every

ression, we print most of his letter:

—

To the Editor of the [ Yonktrs] Statesman

:

—
Through the courtesy of the pastor of the

Westminster Presbyterian Church, I expect to

occupy the pulpit of that Church, on next Sun-

day morning. This action is so unusual for a

layman that I feel the obligation to make a

public statement of the reasons which influence

me.
1 have for many years been a careful student

of the reasons for the comparatively slow pro-

gress of the Christian religion in the world,

and especially in our own land.

There are hundreds and even thousands of

churches where the public services seem almost

inefl'ective. It is claimed that, in the case of

at least one great denomination, there has been

absolutely no increase of membership during

the year. The statistics of Yonkers for the

past year are certainly most discouraging.

The combined result of the teaching from the

pulpit and the personal labors of the ministers,

united to the influence of the membership in

their own families, has been lamentably small.

And this fairly represents, so far as I can learn,

the general conditions throughout the country.

From year to year there seems to have been

a diminished interest in religiouG teaching and

a decrease in the number of church attendants.

An effort has been made by ministers and ofli-

cial boards to remedy the difliculty by attrac-

tive music, stereopticon views and other such

devices, and these in turn are losing efiiect.

My conviction is that this state of things is

largely due to a misapprehension on the part

both of the ministry and laity. The ministry

have erred as to their province and relation to

their hearers, and the church members have

not appreciated their privileges and obligations.

As I understand the Bible, the special aim of

a settled minister should be to develop his hear-

ers. This is what Christ did ; and after preach-

ing less than a year. He sent out seventy dis-

ciples to prepare the way for his coming and

gave them the authority which He himself pos-

sessed over devils, and the power to heal

diseases. Even those ignorant hearers, with

their irregular and imperfect opportunities of

learning truth, in a brief time were qualified

to be the heralds of the Master, and were made
teachers, [but subjecting spirits by the Spirit.]

The modern idea, and one which I have fre-

quently heard from the pulpit, is that it is a

church member's business to attend services

twice on Sunday, if possible, during his life,

and that he must not suppose he will ever be

so far instructed as to be qualified to teach.

I think this a grave and fatal error, and just

at this point comes in the obligation of the

laity.

A wise and faithful minister should, within

a reasonable time, instruct his hearers so that

they will apprehend the truth and be fitted for

service in instructing others ; and it is the

business of every man and woman, according

to their gifts and capacity, to be witnesses of

the truth which has made them free and brought

them from darkness into light. I think the

minister should count himself as only the leading

worker. [Rather, a servant among servants.]

Unfortunately, the modern conception of the

minister, pastor or clergyman, as he is vari-

ously called, is that he is the church, or at least

the most important part of it, and churches

are spoken of as belonging to him and are called

by his name ; while, in fact, he is but an inci-

dent and the membership constitute the church.

I have also the conviction that the training

of a theological seminary, and the prevalent

erroneous idea that preaching the Gospel is a

profession, induce a kind of pulpit service that

does not meet the needs of the average hearer.

There is too much intellect and too little heart.

To be religiously successful, the heart must be

reached, for "with the heart man believeth

unto righteousness ; " and in spite of the best

intentions and the best efliorts, I do not believe

it is possible for a minister to prepare two ser-

mons a week without becoming mechanical

and perfunctory.

I am persuaded the hope of the Church is in

lay preaching. It is not reasonable that a con-

gregation—it may be of five hundred or more
people—should be dependent for instruction

and help solely upon one man. No one man
can acquire a Bible knowledge, or has the ex-

tent or variety of experience that are neces-

sary for such a purpose. Indeed, it seems ab-

surd that members of a church should listen

for a whole life time to one of several minis-

ters, and be counted incompetent to enlighten

their fellow-men, and that the results of their

experience and their spiritual attainments

should be lost to the world.

I am satisfied that there are thousands of

business men in the churches who, like myself,

have studied the Scriptures from their youth,

and, being practical men, have sought for vital,

fundamental, heart-searching, life-regulating

truth. I feel that I may not have long to live,

and am not willing to die without communica-
ting to my fellow-men some of the truths I

have learned. May my example prove a useful

suggestion to the ministers, and a reminder of

duty and incentive to the laity

John C. Havemeyer.

Creatures of Surroundings.

" When you are in Rome, do as the Romans
do," is an old adage or phrase that may suit

many easy consciences, but it is dangerous

teaching because it is not in accordance with

Bible teaching and example. Whoever " coined"

the phrase must have had small regard for

Daniel's noble character when he "purposed
in his heart that he would not defile himself

with the portion of the king's meat." We are

influenced more or less by our surroundings,

hence it is necessary to mark carefully just
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what those " surroundings " are. No matter

where we are, but especially young men and

women who go to the cities need to make a

tirm re.-^olve not to be defiled by certain kinds

of influences which are more thickly strewn

and more subtle than they are in the country.

If, when we are in " Rome " we must do as the

Romans do, then we had better stay out of that

particular " Rome." No matter where we are

we must not " do as the Romans do," but as

Christians do, as Jesus would do. That is the

only safe course (Prov. iii: 5,6).—Herald of

Truth.

This will apply to summer sojourning Friends

away from home who are tempted to subject

their testimonies, and accordingly their princi-

ples, to every " Rome " they roam to, whether

boarding place, or " church service," or a pul-

pit which one is sometimes asked to occupy.

Authority vanishes as weak compliance or imi-

tation takes its place.

Church Finance and Frolic.

" Who hath required this at your hand ? . .

Wash you, make you clean ;
put away the evil

of your doings from before mine eyes " (Isa.

1:12,16).

The infidel administered a withering rebuke

to worldly-minded preachers and congregations

when he said: "Your God must be in great

need of money by the tricks the churches prac-

tice to get it for Him." A minister visited a

young man in prison, and told him that all the

church sympathized with him. He replied
" Do you know that you caused me all this

trouble ? You remember the Sunday-school

fair, when they set up raffling, and hid a gold

ring in a cake ? Here I am. Don't let the

church come blubbering around me. The raf-

fling ruined me."
All carnal devices for raising money, as it is

claimed, for the Lord, or the church, are a dis-

grace to the name of Christianity, a sin against

(Jod, a cause of deep sorrow to spiritually-

minded people, a snare of the Devil, and one

of the clogs to piety in the professing church.

Far better hold meetings in private houses,

barns, on the street corner, in the fields and

groves, than to erect or keep up fine buildings

by such sinful arts. God wants nothing but

free-will offerings, and if the members of an

assembly are not willing to give of their means
until it requires self-sacrifice, it may be well

asked if their stinginess and worldliness do not

entitle them to be classed among hypocrites.

The idea of wrenching money from people

through the medium of their stomachs, or their

love of amusements, is directly against the

spirit of the gospel, and of Jesus, who lashed

out of the temple those whom He charged

with making a house of merchandise out of the

building intended as a place of worship and
prayer.

A prayer in the spirit, or a godly exhorta-

tion offered in the midst of one of these fes-

tivities, would be as dynamite, and put an end

to the fun and money mongering. These soul-

deadening church frolics, where joking, levity

and gossip run high, unfit the heart and mind
for prayer. Anything that does that is mani-

festly not of God ; and Luther has truly said
" Whatever is not of God, must be of the

Devil."

—

Selected.

For "The Friend."

Wells and Springs.

[from rAI'ERS LEFT BY JOSEl'H WALTON.]

During the latter part of the summer of

1892, the amount of rain that fell in some of

the eastern parts of New Jersey was much less

than usual; so much so that some of the farmers

in our neighborhood found it difficult to pro-

cure water for their stock. After the dry

spell was over, one of these showed me a well

in his fields, on which he usually depended for

watering his cows, which had failed him in the

time of drought. It was about twelve feet

deep, and when I was examining it, was proba-

bly more than half- full of water. He men-

tioned an interesting circumstance connected

with it, that just before rain came, the water

rose in the well, so that it yielded a supply.

I remembered that the late Dr. Joseph War-

rington, who when a boy lived in the same

section of country, told me that he was plough-

ing in a very dry time, and about the middle of

the day a change in the moisture of the ground

was perceptible to his bare feet, and this was

soon followed by rain.

In thinking over these occurrences, I wTote

to my scientific friend, T. Chalkley Palmer,

asking for a solution of the problem, as to the

source of this water. He kindly replied, and

from his letter the following paragraphs are

extracted :

" Presuming it to be a fact that wells and

springs have been known to rise before rains

have fallen in the neighborhood, I imagine that

in searching for a cause one would have to pay

particular attention to the matter of locality.

If the springs were in an area influenced even

remotely by the sea. the thing might happen as

a result of the piling up of water on the coast

and in tidal rivers; which, again, comes habit-

ually on our Atlantic slope because of east

winds, just the kind of winds that are apt to

bring rains with them. The pressure of the

heaped-up masses of water may easily, by way

of underground strata permeable to moisture,

have a more wide-reaching effect than would

be anticipated, and might also act very quickly.
" The more I see of natural forces and their

action, the more I am struck with a certain

elasticity running through everything, whereby

a force makes itself felt very quickly at a dis-

tance comparable (to borrow an illustration)

to a pipe filled with balls. No matter how long

the pipe is, if another ball is forced into the

end, one instantaneously drops out at the

other end. So, in the case I have supposed,

when the water is at a low level, but yet still

there, the stratum in which the well is situated

must be saturated with the fluid. Force drives

more into it by heaping up water on the shore

—even many miles away — and immediately,

without regard to distance or crookedness of

route, some of it is squeezed out at the other

end of the system.
" When the same phenomenon occurs in a

hilly country, in such a situation that the tidal

influence is clearly out of the question, if it

ever does so, the cause might be found in pre-

cipitation at a distance, whereby pressure be-

comes greater in the water strata of a whole

district. I feel convinced that our upland

springs are connected underground over wide

areas, and that rain in the mountains has a

more or less immediate effect on many of the

water strata of Delaware County. But whether

the effect is great enough to be easily not id

is another matter.
" It seems to me that some such explans jj

as the above is most likely to prove the a
one. But I do not claim to be able to ex] in

the phenomenon. I merely offer a few i ai

for thy consideration."

The district of country where the two ^
dents above related occurred is a low-lying nj

level one. The subsoil is mainly sand nd

gravel, which would freely permit the tran *
ence of remote pressure to the water part ia

with which the lower strata are always chai )d

I am of the opinion that to this transfer o

of pressure, as suggested by T. C. P., the le

nomona are to be attributed. But I believ ibi

source of the pressure is a more wideh*

tended one than the local heaping of the lef

in the ocean and tidal rivers. It is well k;w

that a fall in the barometer is an indicatii o

approaching rain. This fall is caused ;

diminution of the pressure of the atmos} jr

at the point. Is it not reasonable to com id

that the greater pressure on the outside :k

tends to force up the underlying water i Ik

parts where the storm is approaching"; io

the same principle as water rises in a ppj

when the pressure of the air in the pum \<i

is removed by the working of the pump haH

^ J-r

Cheap Ice Process.—At Claremont, >H
an original method of filling ice houses it

fine ice cheaply has been in successful o |n

tion the last winter. The general idea ija

at all new, but it has now been made a ai

tical success. The ice house has built wpi

it a water-tight tank, just enough sn li

than the house to allow for the expansiooi

casioned when water turns into ice, na
'

about one-twelfth. The water, taken f r.

water works, first goes to a tank 60 feet

:

ground ; from this it emerges through ja

tubes and is allowed to fall to the floor cjtl

ice house below—just as shot are made li

shot tower. The water freezes on it?'"

down. The ice builds upon itself, bee

all the time more denser and clearer, an ;

result in the end is a house filled with ont-iii

300-ton cake of ice of such pure color ill

one ever saw who has been limited to po i

river ice. The outside temperature mu) i

course be freezing or colder. The ice ispl

mated to cost only five cents a ton.— ^
finder.

j

Why Jennie Lind Left the Stage.—

H

Swedish Nightingale, Jenny Lind," saysD

ivard, "won great success as an opiu

singer, and money poured into her purse, i'

she left the stage when singing her bes'ai

never went back to it. She must have nm
the money, the fame and the applauj

thousands, but she was content to live i pi

vacy. Once an English friend found li'

ting on the steps of a bathing machine i-

sea sands, with a Lutheran Bible on her »

looking out into the glory of a sunset, h

talked, and the conversation di"ew near titl

inevitable question, ' Oh, Madame Goldsclijit

how is it that you ever came to abandoijtl

stage at the very height of your succW
' When, every day,' was the quiet answei

'

made me think less of this (laying a fingh

the Bible) and nothing at all of that (poip

to the sunset) what else could I do ?'

"
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as the Final Seat of Authority. \
and

LEA FOR THE SPIRITUAL CROSS" AS THE
STRONGHOLD OF PROTESTANT FAITH.

t was inevitable that man should be forced

in that spiritual selfhood which the Refor-

;ion brought, and perilled on the edge of

individual freedom. No obedience is sound

ch is not free. The world had long worked
ipon him. As Nature or as Empire, as Pa-

lism or Catholocism, it had crushed the

1. It was quite necessary that he should

a. and work outward on the world. If the

1 was as eternal as the church had declared

be, it was bound to realize that it was in

imand of Time, which was at most but a

t of Eternity. But if of Time, then of His-

r, and if of history, then of an historic

irch. The soul claimed the right to revise

Church, and to judge the Church, and con-

in it—yea, to reject it. It could by grace

cate its master. If the destiny of the soul

everything, it must surely take its true

;e one day even over the pedagogic institu-

is which had taught it its I'oyal worth. It is

i that the downfall of the old authority left

1 a naked and perilous state. The infant self

Id not but feel in the course of time the

1 and terror of its new and imperial soli-

3. The paedagogia servilis, from which
her and Melancthon had freed the Church,

outgrown only in principle. Even to-day

release is still far from an actual and com-
;e one, and we have masses of people, in-

ised by the debut of women on public and
'.d iniluence, who are psychologically in the

die Ages still: They flee shivering into the

;, warm air of the church climate sub-tropi-

if not torrid, clerical, if not priestly in its

3criptions, guidance and claims. How
Id it be otherwise? ".The monk is always
inor," and the priest tends to be a dwarf.

j&s a too long tutelage that these exercised

urope—longer than our three centuries even

yet outgrow. Europe had been immersed
. spiritual lycee till its powers and passions

e a man's while its soul remained largely a

d's. Such things are but slowly repaired,

.h the unity of Church disappeared the

fer which for a thousand years had been
only an outward authority, but an outward
hority of a very inward kind. An institu-

1 like that cannot be plucked from the mind
t it has so long made without a shock, and
lock which can only be steadied by an au-

rity greater still. And where was that to

found? There was nothing on earth that

Id claim it; no body had been slowly pre-

ed for it. It could not be transferred.

;hority is not easily transferred; it must
w. The new churches could not claim it,

east in the sense of the old. They arose
m a breach of church authority, they bore

stamp of their origin, and it was not far

t they could go in any authoritative claim,

they strove to fall back on two things,

syfell back on the authority of the civil

rer, which made the Church at last the flat

lendage of the State that it is in Germany
England to-day. And they fell back on
Bible. But what was the Bible? The

irch had put it there—as a canon at least;

I the Church had claimed to interpret it

r since. If another interpretation was of-

ed it must be the result of private judgment

I

ana sectional experience. At least it could
not impress itself upon the outer world, or
against the Church with any greater weight
than a personal experience gave. Protestant-
ism, when the glow of its first mighty impulse
had cooled, found itself in a condition of spir-

itual anarchy, which is our dread inheritance

and our supreme but not insoluble problem.
The Roman Church has not ceased to go for-

ward in the line of its magnificent and unholy
audacity. The dogma of Papal Infallibility

has in it something sublime in its self-certi-

tude, to which we can no more refuse a certain

aesthetic admiration than we can to Milton's

Satan. What has Protestantism with which to

confront that, still more bold, commanding,
and thorough? The disintegration of the Bi-

ble, say some cynics. No; but the release of

the Gospel from wrong views of the Bible; the

growing consolidation of a great Evangelical

Church, which the sects do not distract, but

enrich. The Gospel, and the Gospel alone, is

the religion of Protestants. One thing is sure.

We can never solve that problem by the silly

device of overleaping the Reformation and
picking up the mediaeval state of things. Such
could only be the view of an archteologist and
not a historian, of a cleric and not a prophet.

The new universal could only be found in the

soul's interior, in the soul being forced inward
and downward upon itself. If there is no uni-

versal and final imperative there, there is none

anywhere. The Reformation took an indispen-

saljle step, a step that the best work of the

Church had made inevitable, when Luther
transferred the supreme problem of life to the

area of the personal conscience. And though
the awful scope of the problem might burst

and break the individual soul in the conflict,

yet it was in these very ruins that the new life

and the new reign arose. The new creation

must begin from the soul's chaos and night.

Whether you take Peter, Paul, or the Lord, or

both, the new man arises from :i broken man,

the new Church from a broken Church, and the

victory of faith is on the field of blood. Revo-

lution is an idea more central to the Church's

gospel than evolution. . . So the self-compla-

cency of the soul, yea, its very self-respect,

was annihilated ; and it was shut up into the new
authority of a direct and personal Redeemer.

The Cross and not the Church becomes the

new seat of his authority—the Cross as Christ

crucified afresh in the evangelical experience

of the desperate soul (?) and rising anew in its

new trust and new life. By such individualism,

individualism was in principle destroyed. In the

extremity of personal concern, belittlement and

despair arose a life which was a world in itself.

The Redeemer was also the kingdom. To the

soul He "became its universe that sees and

knows." And a Church of those who are in Christ

took the place of a Church of the baptized. A
Christ who placed men in a Church took the

room of a church that placed men in Christ.

Such is the principle which as yet, however,

Protestantism has but half actualized. That

great movement has fallen under the fate that

befell Christianity itself before it was 200
years old. It has been captured by culture, by

another freedom than the redeemed, by an-

other subjectivity than the sanctified

We have slowly, wisely and indirectly to im-

port into the social world the principles of the

brotherly Church; and the tough collossal

egoism which has been pruned and curbed in

the spirit-world of repentance must not seek

compensatory scope in the social or industrial

world. But the obedience and serviceableness

learned in the one must be carried out in the

other. The communion of the saints must be-

come the brotherhood of man; there is no other

real meaning in the kingdoms of this world

becoming the kingdoms of our God and of his

Christ, the conversion of the human soul

must mean, in the long run, the conversion of

the social and industrial organization to the

uses and principles of the soul. The same God
who drew human society out of wild* nature

must out of human society draw the kingdom
of Christ. And the agent of this change is the

miraculous Gospel. And the principle of the

Gospel is the final and irresistible authority to

bend to this end the unruly passion of human
self-seeking and self-will. It is one authority,

theological or social. That which regulates

what we believe inspires and prescribes what
we are to do. . . .

The Bible is really a word of two meanings,

with which we unconsciously juggle. It means
[to some] the canon, and [to some] it means
the Gospel as the living soul of the canon ; and

the two things are not the same. [Whatever
men are saying about] the whole of the Bible,

the soul of the Bible is authoritative. The
grace of God to the conscience in the historic

but perennial Cross of Christ, must be the one

source of morals and the final seat of authority

to a race that is redeemed or nothing—re-

deemed or lost. Natural and theological eth-

ics may be separated for convenience of aca-

demic discussions ; but in the final experience

of the race there is no ethic but a theological.

The ethics of the future must be the explica-

tion of the Cross—and of the Cross understood

as a gospel and not as an ideal, as an atone-

ment and not as a classic sacrifice. The whole

race is not only weighted with arrears, but in-

fected with a blight. The train of history is

not simply late, but there has been an accident,

and an accident due to malice and crime. . .

The Lord and Master of the race intervenes

with his goodness as the only condition of

our release, and of our power to fulfil our-

selves and share his life. My King and Lord
is not only my helper, but He who gives me
back the life I had thrown away and lost the

power to regain. My Sovereign designs to con-

tend with rebel me, and, when He has disarmed

me, gives me back my sword and takes me into

his service. . . He redeemed us from the curse

of the law, being made a curse for us. He
satisfied for us that holy law which our sin

could break but never unseat, whose wounded
claim no future obedience or even penitence of

ours could ever extinguish, which at once lifts

us from the dust and grinds us to powder. . .

Because He took man's judgment He became
man's judge. Because He [came under] the

curse, he acquired the monoply of blessing.

He who met the whole law became the law's

Lord. . . A true and deep Evangelicism,there-

fore, is not a party in the Church, but it is the

very being of the Church. The coming Church
must be an Evangelical Church. While she

has this note the Church has the secret of the

social future. Everything turns on the Cross

and the nature of the Cross's grace. Is the

* A weak concession to pseudo-science here apparent.
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spiritual power of society the moral mastery

of Christ's Cross? There is no question in the

world so vital to society as this of the spiritual

power. The temperance question, the sexual

question, the war question, the Irish question,

the nefjro question, the question of labor, the

question of the proletariat, and other such, are

most grave and pressing. But none of them

are so grave and deep, in the long run, as the

question of spiritual power. Society coheres

with many abuses, but it cannot remain society

without a spiritual power. What shall that

be, and where is its seat? It is really the

Church question. No question of philanthropy,

however urgent and moving we feel it, has the

importance of this. For it has the future and

permanence of philanthropy itself within it.

... It is through a society that the Saviour

wills to save society, and when we make our

choice we have but to ask which Church gives

effect to the New Testament Cross, to the moral

authority of the spiritual Cross. Which is

built on the Gospel as I have explained it—as

an act and a power, rather than a creed?

Which has that authority? Which, therefore,

has the Divine commission? Is it the Church

whose secret is in its organization, or in its

Gospel?—which is institutional, or moral?

—

which is graceful in its sacraments, or sacra-

mental in its grace?—whose word asks for

mere assent, or for the obedience of faith?

—

whose authority has its seat on a venerable

spot of earth, or utters its still more venerable

and awful voice seated in the centre of the re-

deemed conscience? We must have^or these

days an authority which is in its nature eman-

cipatory and not repressive, empowering and
not enfeebling. That authority is the Redeem-
er's. The object of human faith must be the

source of human freedom, individual or social.

Society can be saved only by what saves the

soul. The Evangelical contention is that the

object of faith is the Redeemer, directly and

alone. It is the straitness of the Cross that

it is the condition of critical, speculative and
social freedom for the world. The Church of

the future is the Church of one article which
has the simplicity of a whole, and the great-

ness of a soul.

—

P. T. Forsyth,in Contemporary
Review.

Final Test of Religion.

The supreme test of any system worthy of

the name of religion is, Will it enable radi-

cally irreligious and immoral persons to re-

form ? Is it adaptable to childhood, youth and
manhood ? Will it sustain a life of piety,

with its arduous duties constantly required

and its incessant self-denial ? Will its mo-
tives grow stronger when motives drawn from
this life, such as the love of praise, power,
wealth, friendship and social life, grow weak-
er ? Will it give to old age a cheerful out-

look ? Will it rob death of its terror, leaving

instead, not merely a negative indifference,

but implanting in the heart a lively hope ?

Since all must die, and none can tell when, a

religion that hesitates, falters, or is silent

then, is like a pilot competent only on the open
sea. And as old age is a period of sensitive-

ness, weakness, loneliness and apprehension,

whatever religion may have done before, if it

can afford no help then, he who has trusted in

it is like a pilgrim robbed of his staff when so

weary as to fall without its aid, though the

journey be not done, and the shadows of night

are falling fast.

—

Christian Advocate.

THE LITTLE MESSENGER OF LOVE.
'Twas a little sermon preached to me
By a sweet, unconscious child

—

A baby girl scarce four years old.

With blue eyes soft and mild.

It happened on a rainy day;

I, seated in a car.

Was thinking as I neared my home.

Of the continual jar

And discord that pervade the air

Of busy city life.

Each caring but for "number one,"

Self gain provoking strife.

The gloomy weather seemed to cast

On every face a shade.

But on one countenance were lines

By sorrow deeply laid.

With low bowed head and hands clasped close

She sat, so poor and old.

Nor seemed to heed the scornful glance

From eyes unkind and cold.

I looked again. Oh, sweet indeed,

The sight that met my eyes!

Sitting upon her mother's lap.

With baby face so wise.

Was a wee child with sunny curls.

Blue eyes and dimpled chin.

And a young, pure and loving heart,

Unstained as yet by sin.

Upon the woman poor and sad

Her eyes in wonder fell.

Till wonder changed to pitying love.

Her thoughts, oh, who could tell?

Her tiny hands four roses held;

She looked them o'er and o'er.

Then choosing out the largest one

She struggled to the floor.

Across the swaying car she went
Straight to the woman's side,

And putting in the wrinkled hand
The rose, she ran to hide

Her little face in mot'ner's lap,

Fearing she had done wrong.

Not knowing, baby as she was.

That she had helped along

The up-hill road of life a soul

Cast down, discouraged quite,

As on the woman's face there broke

A flood of joyous light.

Dear little child! she was indeed

A messenger of love,

Sent to that woman's lonely heart

From the great Heart above.

This world would be a different place.

Were each to give to those

Whose hearts are sad, as much of love

As went with baby's rose.—Harper's Young People.

Adam Cl.\rke on Dancing.—I learned to

dance; I grew passionately fond of it. Would
scarcely walk but in measured time, and was
constantly tripping, moving and shuffling in all

times and places. I grew impatient of control,

was fond of company, and wished to mingle
more than I had ever done with young people.

I also got a passion for better clothing than

that which fell to my lot in life, and was dis-

contented when I found a neighbor's son dressed

better than myself. I lost the spirit of subor-

dination; did not love work; imbibed the spirit

of idleness, and, in short, drank in all the brain-

sickening effluvia of pleasure. The authority

of my parents was feared, but not respected,

and few serious impressions could prevail in a

mind imbued now with frivolity.

Dancing was to me a perverting influence,

an unmixed moral evil. It drowned the vc

of a well-instructed conscience, and was
first cause of impelling me to seek my haj

ness in this life. And I can testify that I h;

known it to produce in others the same evil

produced in me. I consider it therefore, a

branch of that worldly education which le

from heaven to earth, from things spiritua

things sensual, and from God to Satan,

them plead for it who will, / know it tobci

and that only. They who bring up their c

dren in this way, or send them to those schc

where dancing is taught, are consecrating tl

to the service of Moloch. " No man in his sei

will dance," said Cicero, a heathen. Shara(

those Christians who advocate a cause by wl

many sons have become profligate and m
daughters have been ruined.

New Jersey's Buried Forests.

An industry, the like of which does not e

anywhere else in the world, furnishes score

people about Dennisville with remunera
employment, and has made comfortable

tunes for many citizens. It is the novel 1:

ness of mining cedar trees—digging from
beneath the surface immense logs of sound

aromatic cedar. The fallen and submei

cedar forests of southern New Jersey a

discovered first beneath the Dennisville swa
seventy -five years ago, and have been a so'i

of constant interest to geologists and sei

ists generally ever since. There are stan'

at the present day no such enormous s]

mens of the cedar anywhere on the face of

globe as are found imbedded in the deep n

of the Dennisville swamps. Some of the t

have been uncovered measuring six feet r

ameter, and trees four feet through are (

mon.
Although ages must have passed since t

great forests fell and became covered r

feet beneath the surface, such trees as

according to the scientific theory, while

were yet living trees, are as sound to-ds

they were the day of their uprooting. 1

trees are called "windfalls" in the nome:

ture of the cedar mines, as it is thought

were torn up by the roots during some term

gale of the unknown past. Others are flu

in the wreck that were evidently dead l«

when they fell, and to these the miners v

given the name of " break downs." Tin h

culiar action of the water in the swamjia

kept these break downs in the same sta; o

decay they were in when they fell as the m

agency has preserved intact the soundne o

the living trees.

The theory of those who have made lii

mysterious collection of buried cedar tr <

study is that they in some unknown age fn

a vast forest that grew in a fresh-watfi

or swamp that covered this portion of

Jersey, the properties of the soil of \

were necessary to the forest's existence.

cording to Clarence Doming and Dr. Ma '

Beasley, eminent geological authoritiei ii

South Jersey, the sea either broke in upoth'

swamps or the land subsided and the salt \^^

reached the trees. This destroyed the lilo

many of them, and subsequently some pit"*

toric cyclone swept over the forest andjev

elled it to the earth. The heavy trees gdu

ally sank into the soft soil of the swamps nti

they reached the substantial earth or roc be
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th it, where they reposed, unknown and un-

urbed, until their presence was accident-

discovered in 1812. Ever since then the

; have been mined and have been an im-

iant factor in the commercial and business

jperity of South Jersey.

he buried forest lies at various depths in

swamp, and the uncovering of the trees or

king the "cedar mine" is done in a very

pie and easy manner. The log miner en-

i the swamp and prods in the soft soil with

ng, sharp iron rod. The trees lie so thick

eath the surface that the rod cannot be

lied down amiss on its testing errand, for

prodding is not so much in search of a tree

t is to test whether the tree is a " wind-
" or a "breakdown." When the prod

kes the log the miner chips off a piece with

sharp point of the tool, which brings the

) or splinter to the surface when drawn out

he muck. By the appearance and odor of

chip the miner can tell at once whether

tree he has tested is a sound or a dead

, If the former, he quickly ascertains the

jth of the trunk by prodding along from

end of it to the other,

hat ascertained he proceeds at once to

e the log from its hidden bed. He works

-n through the mud a saw similar to those

i in sawing out ice in filling an icehouse.

,h this he saws the log in two near the roots

le cares to. The top of the tree is next

ed oft' in the same way, and then the big

ar stick is ready to be released from its

;ing place. A ditch is dug down to the log,

trunk is loosened by cant hooks, and it

s with the water to the surface of the

ih. A curious thing is noticed about these

s when they come to the surface, and that

,hat they invariably turn over with their

tom sides up. After mining the log is

ily
" snaked out " of the swamp and is ready

the mill or factory.

'hese ancient trees are of a white variety of

ar, and when cut have the same aromatic

or intensified many degrees that the com-
1 red cedar of the recent day has. The

)d is of a delicate flesh color. One of the

iterious characteristics of these long-sunken

38 is that not one has ever been found to be

:erlogged in the slightest. It is impossible

;ell how many layers deep these cedars lie

;he swamps, but it is certain there are sev-

1 layers, and that with all the work that has

n done in constantly mining them during

ee-quarters of a century the first layer has

yet been removed from the depths. At
18 places in the Dennisville swamp the soil

sunk in for several feet and become dry,

I there the fallen cedars may be seen lying

jreat heaps, one upon the other. No tree

i ever been removed from the Dennisville

imp from a greater depth than five feet, but

side of the limits of the swamp they have

;n found at a great depth, which shows the

TBctness of the deep layer theory. Near
• shore of the Delaware, eight miles from
nnisville, white cedar logs have been ex-

ned from a depth of twelve feet. At (^ape

y, twenty miles distant, drillers of an Arte-

n well struck one of the trees ninety feet

ow the surface. It was lying in alluvial

Josit similar to the Dennisville swamp. An-
ler log was found at Cape May twenty feet

ow the surface, and a third at a depth of

seventy feet. These deep-buried logs were
among the largest ever brought to light, and
their location so far away from the Dennisville

marsh indicates the great extent of that an-

cient forest area.

The uses to which the cedar logs are put are

many. The principal use is the making of

shingles and staves. The longevity of articles

made from this wood is shown in shingles,

tubs, pails and casks made from it over sev-

enty years ago, and which have yet to show
the slightest indication of decay. The shin-

gles and staves are worked into shape entirely

by hand, the only machine work that is per-

mitted in manipulating the cedar log being the

sawing of them in proper lengths for the uses

to which the lumber is to be put. The Den-

nisville cedar shingles command a price much
higher than the best pine or chestnut shingles.

What it is in the amber-colored swamp
water and red muck at Dennisville that pre-

serves these trees so that, after the lapse of

centuries, their fibre is as clean and smooth
and strong as it was when the green branches

of the cedar were waving over the swamp, is

a mystery that scientific men have as yet been
unable to solve.

—

Selected.

For "The Friend."

The More Sure Word of Prophecy.

In reading afresh some ancient memorials

of early Friends, those glorious sons of the

morning into whose labors we have entered,

and whose memory is now too much set at

nought, we have been led into renewed admi-

ration of the " burning and shining light " they

were enabled to hold up to the world through
their close abiding near and under that in-

speaking word which only is a discerner of the

thoughts and intents of the heart, and which
" divides between joints and marrow."

While this inward principle of light and life

is sorely departed from, and set at naught by

the professors of our dignified name, we be-

lieve there are many amongst serious profes-

sors in other denominations who are looking

toward the "more sure word of prophecy " as

a thing to be found only within, and as being

the fulfilment of the blessed promise, "Lo I

am with you alway, even to the end of the

world."

In accordance with this principle, it is re-

lated that the wife of a clergyman observed

to him on their way from home one morning,

that his preaching that day was very interest-

ing and tedious. "Why," said he, "how so ?

did I not tell you the truth ?" " Yes," she

answered, "you did; it was all truth an to

words, and so it would have been if you had

stood in your pulpit all day and told me my
name was Mary !"

Some remarks on the ministry, taken from

the journal of William Matthews, who visited

Great Britain as a minister of the Gospel in

1781:

"
I have been led in a line that cut me off

from flattery and applause, yet I never found

any true or solid peace in anything but being

faithful to God and man. I believe that our

Society has suffered much loss by a foiitiii(j

minisfry, that hath a tendency to lead the mind

from inward humble waitimj on the pure ijijl.

I have been much concerned on account of so

many words among Friends, and I have endea-

vored both by precept and example to promote

silent waiting.
" In the exercise of the ministry there is

great care necessary to keep down to the gift

—waiting for words to be clearly opened, what-

ever may be the thoughts and expectations of

the people.
" When the life lies low, if a proper care is

not observed, there may be an overrunning of

the gift, and ministering of our own, instead

of that which proceedeth from the opening of

the pure gospel spring. Thus the life is ob-

structed, though there may be great warmth
of zeal and sound words, and while those who
are preserved alive are burderied and oppressed,

in others the creaturelypart may seem affected.

But if what is delivered doth not proceed from
the spirit of Truth it cannot minister to the

spirit, nor reach further than to that which
is of its own nature the creaturely part.

" Were all those who are called into the

work of the ministry to keep near the hum-
bling power of Truth, and by example as well

as precept to preach to the people, the advan-

tage of a self-denying life, and that a little

is enough for a Christian, truth and right-

eousness would more abundantly

increase on the earth."

Unconcern.

When the capital of Russia was occupied by
the victorious French some of the officers, it is

stated, repaired to a deserted palace for the

purpose of holding a carnival. The gay French
ladies who had accompanied the invading ar-

my, appeared in due time, lavishly adorned for

the festivity, while chivalrous officers in fault-

less garb joined hands in the merriment.

During the night the city was fired, and al-

though the conflagration spread with great

rapidity, the merry dancing continued. The
fire was readily seen, but the dancers realized

no danger. Again and again some of them
would go to a window and gaze upon the vast

flames that swept over the city, doubtless with

feeling of dread—yet they would turn again to

their revelry.

Finally it was declared that the fire was
quite near, and that it had actually reached

the building just adjoining the one which
they were then occupying. The tripping of

the dancers stopped, and the thought of im-

mediate flight took possession of all. Yet a

daring young officer at this moment raised his

hand, and enthusiastically exclaimed, " Just

one dance more !" The most of those assem-

bled seemed to drink in this spirit of reckless-

ness," and " Just one dance more !" came from
many of the doomed people.

The dance proceeded, the music continued,

but, louder than the sounds of gay music and
pattering feet, all at once was heard the ter-

rible warning, " The fire has reached the mag-
azine !" For a second, as though paralyzed

with fear, the dancers stood heljiless and awe-
stricken. Instantly an awful explosion took

place, the building was hurled into atoms, and

in a flash the gay and, it is to be feared, Christ-

less, were hurled into eternity.

The careless man and woman—that is, the

pleasure-seeking worldling, is as unconcerned
and careless in the matter of their soul's sal-

vation as the gay dancers regarding the fire

which caused their death. .Again and again

they are warned by sermons, tracts, the ear-
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nest expostulations of Christians, and above

all, by the declaration of the Word of God and

the convictions of his Spirit, yet to all they

turn a deaf ear. When reminded of death,

the grave, judgment to come, and an endless

eternity, they often listen for the time being,

but soon the impression wears off, and again

they rush into the giddy round of worldliness.

"He that, being reproved, hardeneth his

neck, shall suddenly be destroyed, and that

without remedy" (Prov. xxix : 1).—The Old

Path.

A Faithful Workman.

None come so near being "independent" as

those who make th^ir own fortune. None are

so heavy a burden to the world as those who
wait for luck to make them rich, or complain

that they were not born so.

The contrast between the high-minded and

the low-minded way of living and doing is well

shown in the following story from an exchange:

Several years ago a large number of men
were employed, not far from Boston, to fill

some unsightly salt water flats and raise them
above tidewater.

One day—it was eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon—the contractor went out to where a

separate gang were at work in building a sea-

wall, and when he reached the spot he found a

solitary man busy on the face of the wall. He
had a bucket of cement, and a trowel, and was
engaged in "pointing" the said wall—that is,

neatly filling in the seams and interstices with

bits of stone and cement. It was nice work,

and required a competent workman. But why
was this man here alone ?"

" Where are the rest of the workmen ?"

" It's eleven o'clock, sir, and they've gone to

old Caft'erty's after their beer."
" Don't you go with them ?"

" No, sir. In the first place, I don't want
the beer. I'm better ofi: without it. And,
in the next place, I can't make it seem right-

to take that time that is not mine."
" You are right, young man—perfectly

right." And then the contractor looked the

workman over more critically. He was young
—not more than two or three-and-twenty ; a

strong, well-knit, handsome youth, with an in-

telligent face, and an eye as bright as a sap-

phire.
" Tell me, my friend," the contractor pur-

sued, after his survey, " if you have fixed upon
this course from any principle—that is, if you
have a reason for it."

The workman looked, for a few moments, a

little puzzled. He did not at first catch the

contractor's meaning. But presently his face

brightened, and he seemed to grow taller as he

answered,

—

" Ah, I see. You mean to ask me if I do
this because 1 think it is right ?"

The gentleman nodded, whereupon the other

went on :

" Why, no, sir—I can't say it's exactly that.

I'd do right anyhow, simply because it is right
;

but I do this because I want, one of these days,

to be somebody—to succeed in business—to do
something better than working on a level with
a gang of navies."

" Yes, yes," nodded the contractor, smiling.
" L think we now understand each other. Do
you know who I am !"

"No, sir."

" Well, I think I once hired the man that

hired you. However—you know where your

contractor's office—where the paymaster' of-

fice—is ?"

"Yes, sir."

" Then, my man, do you call there this even-

ing, half an hour after you have quit your

work here."

At the appointed time our young workman
presented himself at the oflice, where he

found, first, that it was his employer who had

spoken with him that forenoon ; and, second,

he found that said employer, or contractor,

was in want of a trusty agent into whose hands

he could consign the entire charge of over-

looking the workmen and the work. In less

than a year the young man owned stock in the

enterprise, and in ten years from that day he

was one of the leading citizens of New Eng-
land's metropolis-

—

Youth's Companion.

For "The Friend."

Who Shall Inherit?

" This is the heir ; come, let us kill him, that

the inheritance may be ours " (Luke xx : 14).

The above are the words of the wicked hus-

bandmen, who failed to return the fruits of

the vineyard in their season. The heir is the

son who alone is the rightful heir to the father.

The whole parable is a lively symbol not only

of the high professing scribes and pharisees to

whom it was first spoken, but also of all who
like them make a loud profession of religion

before men, and yet bring not forth the never

failing fruits of true religion, such as holiness,

virtue, truth and love, fruits well pleasing and

acceptable to God, and approved of men.

Behold then the son and heir coming in the

dignity of the father demanding his dues, and
then turn to the conspirators harboring wicked
thoughts, vainly flattering themselves that by

violence they can wrest the ownership from
their lord. These wicked thoughts become
parents to wicked deeds, and they slay the son.
" What, then, shall the lord of those wicked ser-

vants do? He will come and destroy them and

give the vineyard to others, who shall yield the

fruits in their season."

Life is ours with all its wondrous faculties

and enjoyments, with grace divine, containing

promises in embryo of heavenly bliss- below,

and eternal life and glory above. It is true

that the Father sent the Son to die for all, that

all might live, but not less true it is, He tasted

death for all, because that all have died. If

then men have died to God, they live in sin,

and such were these who stood before the Son.

The wicked thoughts, which bear sway in them,

are but the blossoms which bear the fruit of

death. Nor are we a whit better than they if

in us self reigns supreme, and God is not our

chief joy. This self must die if we would that

the Son should reign and his will be done in

us. In mercy, then. He comes to do this work,

to change our heart from hate, rebellion and

sin, to love, obedience and righteousness.

The Lord of all as pilgrim man, ascend-

ing Mount Olive's slopes, rejoices in his

works, and yet he mourns for man, and
with tears of unfeigned sorrow, wept over the

impenitent ; and even now the same. He comes
and cries to such appealingly, " My Son, give

me thine heart." Whilst enemies to God, and

lost in sin. He so loved us, that to save us from
death, our legal due, He died upon the cross

that we might die to sin and live to Him vj

died for us. Who, then, could doubt su
love? Love, so manifest, that Christ shoj

say, " and I, if I be lifted up will draw all r,^

unto mc." Oh ! let us not, then, refuse si^

pardoning love and mercy, but believing, coiL

and taste and see how good He is to those v

6

put their trust in Him.
j^

As the Almighty Father by his power rai
J

the Son, and gives to Him his power in all i

fulness to raise from sin and death whomsoe t

He will, oh, believe Him, then, to be ableo

succor and to save to the uttermost from ev
y

sin all those who come unto God through lli,

He can and will save me, as I come in the ic-

ings of the Father, and as I believe in the b i,

my Father.

Thou, oh gentle reader, and all they, w),

touched by the Father's love, with eyes i-

lightened to see themselves as sinners, d

grieved thereby, do weeping come, and sk

that Saviour (whoever seeketh them), thes(/i

do surely find. Their tears. He dries, tl r

feet, sore walking in the paths of sin, e

washes, that, made clean, they may tread ,e

path of holiness and walk with Him. His v

and peace is theirs. In heaven's radiancuf

light and love with Him they walk, and, ki>

ing close to his side. He shields them f ii

every danger. Walking in his name, they o r-

come. These, these are they, who when li 's

battle is o'er, their faith intact, victory s.ll

crowTi their banners ; these shall inheri'm

God's kingdom of glory, as they have faithf Ij

served in his kingdom of grace. Introverjg

then, our minds, solemn is the thought, "\\Jt

is our hope? Shall I, wilt thou, be there?

W. W. 1

Helping the Weak.—It is possible thei is

a lesson for others who are not newsboys sti^-

gling to make a living, in this little story f m

the Endeavor Banner:
" Here, boy, let me have a Sun."
" Can't nohow, mister."
" Why not? You've got them. I heard till

a minute ago cry loud enough to be hean^t

the City Hall."
" Yes, but that was do\vn t'other blocl-

know, where I hollered."
" What does that matter? Come, now •<

fooling; hand me out a paper. I'm in a hur
."

" Couldn't sell you a paper in this here bl k,

mister, cos it belongs to Limpy. He's jus ip

to the furder end now; you'll meet him."
" And who is Limpy, pray? And why

he have this especial block?"
" Cos us other kids agreed to let him '.}'i

it. Ye see, its a good run on 'count oiht

offices all along, and the poor chap is that IJM

he can't git around lively like the rest o ^
so we agreed that the first one caught si in'

on this beat should be lit on and thrasti

See?"

"Yes; I do see. So you newsboys ha a

sort of brotherhood among yourselves?"

"Well, we're going to look out for a W
cove what's lame, anyhow!"

"There comes Limpy now. He's a fortu^l*

boy to have such kind friends."

The gentleman bought two papers of Idj.

and went on his way down town, wondering pW

many men in business would refuse to sell '^^

wares in order to give their weak, haiig

brother a chance in a clear field.
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A New Revolt From Romanism.

'he following letter written by Andre Bour-
• to the Bishop of Marseilles, renouncing his

3sthood and interest in the Roman Catholic

irch, is one of many similar ones said to

e been sent by priests in France to their

lesiastical superiors. Andre Bourrier is

? editor of Le Chretien Francaise, the organ
he new Protestant movement among priests,

published in Paris

:

llmseigneur : In sending you my resignation

)ne of your clergy, I believe it to be my
y to give you the motives which have caused

to make this decision. Age, experience,

, above all, the candid study of the Gospel
of the first centuries of Christianity have
greatly modified the teachings and the

judices with which my early ministry was
rished. I see myself compelled to recog-

) that I was born in a Church in which new
wths and the interests of men have utterly

nged the simplicity of the Gospel. I can-

recover in its dogmatic subtleties, nor in

,rge proportion of its practices and ritual,

beautiful religion of Christ,

^ou have had cognizance, Monseigneur, of

3e troubles of conscience which for a num-
of years have been the torment of my life.

I have not forgotten my agonies while I

e tried these ten years past to break the

ds, so strong and so tender, which held me
; to all that I had known and loved up to

t time. You then demanded from me my
esion to the declaration of faith of Pius

, and that I gave you. I submitted myself
.he examinations which you were pleased

mpose upon me. But I did not at all re-

ar the peace of mind which was promised
ne.

'ou know how to make a man suffer
;
you

w not how to give peace. With loyalty

courage, I forced myself to bend my rea-

and my will to the demands of the Roman
h. I did everything to persuade myself of

truth of that faith, since the Roman Cath-
faith consists, not in believing, but in be-

ing that one must believe. To-day I have
n twenty years in the ministry, and during
of these twenty years I have carried on

• debate with myself in such a crisis of con-

•nee. The day has come when I see it is

ally impossible and culpable to continue this

fe. Moreover, I have sufl'ered enough to

agnize that it is even more grievous to

nple on one's conscience than on one's heart,

make my exit from the Roman Church, not
:he door of skepticism or of unbelief, but
eason of my faith in Jesus Christ, the only

iour and exclusive Mediator (Acts iv., 12 ; 1

othy ii.: 5).

1 your Church you have multiplied saviours

have admitted means of salvation the most
Tse, and indeed the most fantastical, ac-

iiing to the fashion of the hour. The suc-
'1 and popularity of these exhibitions have
ipletely perverted the principal truths of

I
Christian faith—the Incarnation and Re-
iption. But I find in the Roman Church no
|;er the Gospel which has been revealed, that

'^h the Apostles preached and which I ought
irefer to every other gospel even were it

iight to me by an angel from heaven) Gal.

' I could find again that Gospel in Roman-
I I would not give up a position which as-

sures me of worldly honors, with the material
advantages of a life at once easy and agree-
able. If I did not believe as I do, I might try,

like so many others, to reconcile the exercise

of my ministry with a conscience fortified by
the subtleties of casuistry, and I would not ex-

pose myself to the injuries and enmities which,

it may be, will be the consequence of the sin-

cerity of my faith. But I believe it is better

to say, with Saint Paul, " What things were
gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ

"

(Phil. iii.:7).

To sum up all, I am convinced that the Gos-
pel alone will save modern society ; convinced
that the Roman Church cannot, without abjur-

ing itself, place the Gospel in the hands of the

people ; convinced that the Catechism does not

compensate for the loss of the Gospel. Such,

Monseigneur, are the motives of the decision

which I make this day in the full enjoyment
both of my reason and of my liberty. Faithful

to my vocation, I shall consecrate the remain-

der of my life to the service of God, only too

happy to be permitted henceforth to preach
my Saviour, with fidelity to his word, and set

free from the fear of men. I declare to you
that I shall publish this letter hereafter in case

I shall deem it necessary to furnish my friends

with this frank explanation of my conduct.

A Talk With Boys.

To be brave is to be willing to suffer rather

than to do wrong, or in order to do good. The
Bible has a great deal to say about bravery.

All the great and good men in the Bible were
brave men. Abraham was a brave man ; he

dared to leave his home, and friends, and na-

tive country, and go out in a strange land to

worship God. Joseph was a brave man, and
kept up a good heart in slavery and in prison

in Egypt, and dared to do right and confess

God to be his God when he was brought out of

his dungeon into the court of Pharaoh. Moses
was a brave man, and was not afraid to obey
God and lead the children of Israel out into

the wilderness to a land he knew nothing about.

David was a brave boy, and was not afraid to

attack the lion and the bear when he was left

to defend his father's sheep. So all through

the Bible ; all its great and good men were
brave men. They dared to do right. They
were willing to suffer for the sake of doing

right. The boy or man, or girl or woman,
who is not willing to suflier for the sake of do-

ing good is a coward.

In the stories we read, the boys and girls

who are brave are very apt not to suffer after

all. Their bravery saves them. It is some-
times so in real life. Daniel was brave, and
God saved him from the lions. The three He-
brew children were brave, and were willing to

be cast into a fiery furnace rather than to wor-

ship an idol ; God saved them and they were
not burned. But a great many men and boys

j

have suffered although they were brave. They
might have escaped the suffering, but they

chose to suffer, and even to die rather than to

do wrong. And they did suffer and die.

A train on the Pennsylvania Railroad was
running thirty or forty miles an hour. The
fireman threw open the door of the furnace to

throw in coal, and the flames burst out with a

tremendous blaze and roar. They caught on

the woodwork and enveloped the engineer. He
could have jumped from the engine and saved

his life. But if he had the train would have

rushed on, and the flames would have rushed

back and burned the passengers. He would
not desert his post. He seized the lever, re-

versed the engine, and stood still amid the

flames until the train was stopped. The lives

of the passengers were saved, but he was so

badly burned that he died in a few hours. He
was a martyr to his duty. He was a brave

man.
One night a fire broke out in a tenement

house in New York City. A family who lived

in a fourth story escaped to the street, but in

the terror of the moment left the baby behind.

The baby's older brother, a little boy of twelve,

bravely mounted through smoke and flame the

three flights of stairs, not knowing whether he

should be able to get back or not. He found

the baby, caught it up in his arms and brought

it safely down. He saved the baby and he saved

himself, but he was so badly burned that he
had to be carried to the hospital to be nursed

and taken eare of. He was a brave boy. He
was willing to sufl'er for the sake of his baby
sister.

A little boy and girl were playing by a bon-

fire. The girl was sitting before the fire when
somehow her apron of cotton caught fire and
began to blaze up about her. She screamed
with terror. Her little brother did not scream
or run for help ; he caught hold of the blazing

apron and tore it off her, and threw it upon
the ground and trampled the flames out. He
carried the scar of the burns on his hands for

many days. It took a brave boy to do that ; a
boy that was willing to suffer to save his sister.

Be brave, boys ! You cannot be like Christ
unless you are brave ; unless you are willing to

suffer for the sake of othei's.

When a bell is cast, two moulds of sand are
made, an inner and an outer, so arranged as to

form between them presisely the shape de-
sired for the bell. The metal is poured in, and
then the moulds are broken. But that form
is not destroyed, it is only fulfilled, and the

bell rings out the glad song of fulfillment.

—

Peloubet.

Correspondence.

" Things new and old " have life when seasoned
with the right leaven.

We enjoy " quotations from others," and judging
from my own incomplete modes of expression, am
aware that there is scarcity of suitable original

matter among our people.

Could not a short treatise be prepared setting

our views in a clear outline by a comparison of the
Old and the New Dispensations, showing how, when
the Spirit of Truth is come, it will lead into all the
Truth? The face to face sight for those who are
born again is the first essential to a right knowl-
edge of religion.

Items Concerning the Society.

In the original liatin of the Apology, for it was
first written in Latin, Barclay does not vouch for

the truth of the account of the Arabian " Hai Eben
Yokdan " (which was expunged from editions later

than 1779 by London Yearly Meeting), but he seems
to be quoting it as showing the view held by its

author. The question therefore arises whether Bar-
clay is responsible for the different turn given to
it in the English version.

—

Lecture by J. R. Harris.
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In No. 29 of our present volume we presented a

table of statistics of the several Quarterly Meet-

ings of the rhila(leli)hia Yearly Meeting of Friends.

Some readers may now be interested to note, by

comparison, the following similar table prepared

from returns sent up by its Quarterly Meetings to

the recent Yearly Meeting of those who assembled

at Fifteenth and"Race Streets. We extract it from

the Intelligencer

:

Qu.-irterly Meetings

Philadelphia. . .

Abington . . . .

Bucks
Concord
Cain

Western
Southern . . . .

Burlington . . .

Haddontiekl . . .

Salem
Fishing Creek . .

No.

2,885
1,413

1,359

1,579

302
1,393

178
546
740
942
249

Males Females

1,298 1,587

666 747

Mil

620
727
146
660
96
258
351
445
117

739
852
156
733
82
288
389
497
132

2,421

1,131

1,170

1,315

256
1,144

150
463
591
778
187

Totals. . . 11,586 5,384 6,202 9,6061,986

The total reported is 58 greater than last year.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

UNiTEn States.—The e.xportsof merchandise from the

United States during Fourth Month reached $40,000,000,

the greatest for any month in our history.

The Washington correspondent of the Public Ledger

says :
" The new census of Cuba reveals a queer fact as

to the population of the island. There is a large excess

of males over females. After the Ten Year War the

same fact, it is said, was shown by the Spanish census,

and now after the four more years of war there are 57,-

613 more men than women in the islands. A comparison

of the last Spanish census, that of 1887, with that of

1900, shows that the excess of males is less than for-

merly. In 1887 there were 123,799 more males than fe-

males. In the interval since the females have increased

by 14,294, and the males decreased by 51,202. This was
an increase of 2 per cent, in the one sex and a decrease

of 6 per cent, in the other. Strange as it may seem, this

excess of males in Cuba has existed ever since 1775, and

has been a constant characteristic of the population of

the island. There is significance in the character of the

excess of either sex over the other. For instance, among
the negroes there are 10,842 more women than men.

Among the mixed bloods, 19,805 more women than men,

and among the native white, 15,553. But among the for-

eign born white there are 89,282 more men than women,
and among the Chinese 14,531. The Chinese are gradu-

ally disappearing from the island. The climate and the

work wear them out. Many leave for other lands. They
began to go there in 1847, and in fifteen years there were

34,334 on the island. There are now but 14,857. Cuba
has 552,928 "schoolable" children, between 5 and 17

years of age, and but 90,072 go to school. This indicates

the large field of work that lies before the philanthropic

educator."

A despatch of Fifth Month 23d, from New York, says :

"The Compania Trans-Atlantica Espanola, which for

some ten years prior to the Spanish war maintained a

regular service between this port and ports in Cuba and

Mexico, will on June 5 begin running steamships on its

new line, which is to engage in a general freight and pas-

senger business between this port and Spain. The first

vessel, the Cataluna, is scheduled to sail on the date

named for Cadiz, Barcelona and Genoa. Ships will be

despatched once a month for the present, and should the

business done meet the company's expectations, addi

tional sailings will be arranged. Vessels of this line be

fore sailing from this port for Spain will make the round

voyage between this port, Havana and Vera Cruz, Mexico."

The San Francisco Board of Health issued a statement
on Fifth Month 22d, that there was no living case of the

plague in that city. The house to house inspection is to

be continued, but the compulsory inoculation of the Ch'

nese is not to be attempted.

Over one billion feet of logs were cut in the pine for-

ests of Minnesota during the season just closed. The in-

dustry in the state employs about 16,000 men.
Thirty-five years ago the farmers of the country sowed

1.0110,000 acres of buckwheat. The acreage in 1898 was
678,.S32.

Lobsters are so scarce along the New England coast

that the imports of the live shellfish from the Canadian
maritime province promises to be larger than ever for

this fiscal year.

The total eclipse of the sun was observed under most
favorable circumstances, from Norfolk, Va., through the

hole belt of totality in the Southeastern States. The
result will be looked forward to with much interest, when
the reports from the various stations are received.

There were 4'-'4 deaths in this city last week, reported

the Board of Health. This is 111 less than the previous

week and 41 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 210 were males and 214 females; 58 died

of pneumonia ; 43 of consumption; 41 of heart diseases;

16 of convulsions; 16 of cancer; 15 of diphtheria; 15 of

nephritis; 15 of inanition; 14 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 14 of measles; 12 of apople.xy; 12

of bronchitis; 11 of marasmus; 10 of inflammation of the

train; 9 of jaundice; 9 of Bright's disease, and 9 from
cj.ualtiea.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 103J a 104 J; old 2's,99i;

3's, 1091 a 110: 4's, 115J a 110; new 4's, 134i a 13">;

.5-s, 113i a 114.

Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of 9 9-16c.

per pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45; spring, straight, $3.25 a $3.50; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.10 a $3.30 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41 a 41Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29 a 30c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5i a 5Jc.; good, 5| a 5ic.; me-
dium, 4J a 5c.; common, 4| a 4Jc.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 5 a 5J; good, 4J a 4i;
medium, 4 a 4i; common, 2J a 3|; lambs, 4 a 6ic.;

spring lambs, $3.00 a $5.50.

Hogs 7J a 7Jc., for best Western, and 7i a 74c. for

others.

Foreign—On the 22nd ult. the British War Office an-

nounced that a squadron of mounted infantry of General

Methuen's force were ambushed in Natal Colony by the

Boers. The casualties number sixty-six, including the

Earl of de la Warr, who was wounded.
The actual invasion by the British forces of the Trans-

vaal territory was begun on the 27th ult., and Lord

Roberts has his headquarters about eight miles north of

the Vaal River, in the South African Republic. Troops

crossed at several points. There was some skirmishing,

and there are intimations that the Boers are gathering

to offer resistance to the advance.

Lord Roberts has wired the War office that there is ur-

gent need of more rolling stock, and the London Daily
Express asserts that contracts have been placed in the

United States for fifty locomotives and many cars.

The London correspondent of the Public Ledger writes

on Fifth Month 11th: "The development of the inhabi-

tants of the United Kingdom from a somewhat indolent

and pleasure loving race into an alert and military people,

organized on business lines, has begun. The Prime min-

ister has at last joined the ranks of those who consider

that the country is not safe until her forces have been re-

organized, developed and rearmed. There are many symp-
toms of the preoccupation, not only of members of the

Government, but of prominent men in the Opposition and
in other walks of life, in the immediate task of strength-

ening the nation. Domestic politics are practically at a

standstill. Questions that would have aroused keen in-

terest even during the Tirah and Egyptian campaigns now
fail to catch the public eye. Any one with his ear to the

ground may hear the hum of preparation, while the some-

what sluggish and deliberate habits of British statesmen

are quickened with a lively sense of danger on the hori-

The great " celestial globe " of the Paris Exposition

which caused the crowd to throng the foot bridge across

the Avenue Suffren in numbers so great that the frail

structure fell, is the greatest novelty of the exhibition.

It is an immense sphere, 150 feet in diameter, resting

upon four solid masses of masonry and piling. On its sur-

face are the signs of the zodiac, the objects whence they

take their names, the principal constellations and other

illustrations of the heavenly chart. At night the elabo-

rate design is brought out vividly by electric devices.

Within the great globe is a smaller one, thirty feet in

diameter, representing the earth and automatically exem-
plifying its diurnal rotation. An ingenious mechanical

instrument gives the illusion of the moon in her nightly

promenade. The machinery presents a complete sidereal

picture and story, with at certain moments the phenomena
of eclipses. Electric elevators carry passengers up
through the interior. They can alight upon the earth and
contemplate a cosmic spectacle of extraordinary charm,
and not without scientific accuracy. The great globe is

on the banks of the Seine.

The French Government has liberated in Madagascar
during the last four years above 1,000,000 slaves.

A new invention that is already on the market in G

many is that of artificial stone steps. A design imitat

staircase carpets of any desired color is pressed into

steps when still soft, and, as the design of figures pe

trate to a considerable depth, they last as long as

steps. Beautiful designs can be used, and have b
found suitable for fine residences.

The German Government has recently caused an inqi

to bo made into the subject of lightning and its efl

upon trees, the observations having been entrusted to

overseers of nine foresting stations scattered through

an area of nearly 50,000 acres in the district of Li]

It was found that of all forest trees the oak was mosti

ceptible to the attacks of lightning. The forests »

found to comprise various kinds of trees in the folio?

proportions : Beech, 70 per cent.; oak, 11 per cent.;p

13 per cent.; and fir, 6 per cent. Of the 275 trees wi

suffered from lightning during a period of several ye

no fewer than 58 per cent, were oaks, 21 per cent.

8 per cent, beeches and 7 per cent, pines. It is n

worthy that it has been stated by some English autl

ties that the beech is seldom or never struck by lighti

The truth of this statement has long been disproved,

it is interesting to see that the beech in Germany app

to be more often the subject of lightning stroke than

pine.

Nearly one-third of the beer consumed in the wor
brewed in Germany.

Switzerland is particularly rich in water power ani

ficient in coal.

A Manila despatch says that last week's operatioi

Northern Luzon resulted in the killing of forty-six o

enemy, the taking of 180 prisoners and the captui

300 rifles and a quantity of ammunition.

Palonog, on Masbate Island, south of Luzon, was
tured by a military and naval expedition on the 20tl

The islanders were found suffering from lack of

owing to the blockade, and the authorities are ende:

ing to relieve them.

Major W. C. Gorgar, Chief Sanitary Officer of Ha
reports that while the deaths for Fourth Month num'

482, there were no deaths from yellow fever, the

month so favored since Fifth Month, 1899.

NOTICES.

Wanted, for the Summer, a young womat
eeper, one who is willing to assist with household i

Address f

Office of The Frie

A young woman Friend wishes a position of s

during the Summer months.

Office of The Frie

Westtown Boarding School.—
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A.

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reqn

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 r. M., twen
cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications t

admission of pupils to the school, and letters i

instruction and discipline should be addressed to W:;

F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, an-

munications in regard to business should be forww
Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at the residence of her parents in upper Pr
Pa., Fifth Month 15th, 1900, F. Augusta StanduJ'

eleven months and four days. She was buried in !

field Meeting House grounds by the gi-ave of her

father, Alfred Augustine Nicholson, who died El

Month 20th, 1899, aged sLxty-five years; a ministei

Society who came from England in 1886. "Sufff

children to come unto Me, for of such is the king;

heaven."

, at her home near Plainfield, Indiana, Thi'

9th, 1900, Mary Peacock, wife of William Pea<

the eighty-third year of her age ; a member of

Monthly Meeting of Friends. She was a firm beli

the doctrines and testimonies of early Friends; sh

death with Christian fortitude, saying that her 1

the family and church had been done, and ths

seemed nothing more for her to do but to die. H t»

ily and friends have a comfortable hope that her d W
peace and that she was gathered into the heavei g*

ner as a shock of corn fully ripe.
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A Religious Revolution.

therto the Society of Friends has been

ely persuading others of the Spirit of

I by the Scriptures ; now the day is dawn-

'hen a general need is discovered to be

laded of the Scriptures by the witness of

pirit.

ieed this has ever been the secret opera-

)f convincement, with or without histori-

?idences. It has ever been our reliance

the first, that " It is the Spirit thatbear-

vitness, because the Spirit is Truth."

1 the first we have held that the product

e Spirit is best vouched for by the Spirit.

n an age when churches, owning no pri-

rule but the scriptural or ritual letter,

practically seeming to say, " We have

much as heard whether there be any

Spirit," Friends believed it incumbent

lem that Christendom should hear. And

ley mightly convinced many, "and that

cly, showing by the Scriptures " that

it was the Word, come into the world to

witness for the Truth, and inwardly to

i to every man's condition.

this witness for the inspiration of Scrip-

; we must still cling, and to it others are

ng as to the last hope of scriptural faith

ih also is the first), although they herald

gropings in another dialect than ours,

mix it with some conceptions which we
1 the advance of the same light will dispel,

le Literary Digest cites R. Heber Newton,

Jtestant Episcopal Rector in a New York

3h, as believing that a " new reformation"

wning.

le primitive authority in Christianity, he

was .Jesus himself, who " spake as one

ig authority." " To every question as to

eason of his faith, the sufficient answer of

lisciple was: 'The Master taught us thus

ilieve.' But with the lapse of time, says

Newton, this authority necessarily weak-

and became second-hand, third-hand and

fourth-hand testimony to what Jesus taught.

Then an inevitable authority arose—the church

—whose right to teach was unquestioned for

a thousand years. ' With the incoming of the

Reformation,' says Dr. Newton, ' a yeasty pro-

cess began—the ferment of man's mind and

soul.' It was an age when every received

opinion was questioned and had to justify itself

or be rejected. Yet, as in every new move-

ment, a host of tares grew up with the wheat,

and the wildest theories appeared upon every

hand. Again, an authority to sift truth from

error was needed, and the Bible was set up.

No longer was it asked: 'What does the

Church teach ?' but ' What does the Bible

say ?' Says Dr. Newton:
" Every opinion was haled before this court.

Every question was determined by it. Philoso-

phy and science and art— all human knowledge

was passed upon by this final court of appeals.

Again, a satisfactory authority so long as it

remained unchallenged. While men could re-

ceive it there was an unbounded comfort thus

to be able to bring every doubt to a tribunal

that could determine it finally.

" Our age sees an era closely paralleling the

period in which Christianity arose and the pe-

riod in which Protestantism broke from the

great Catholic Church. Again man's mind is

teeming with new, fresh thought. Novel

knowledges are streaming in upon him from

every side. The whole horizon of his outlook

has changed. His mind is yeasting with new

ideas. The old experience renews itself—a vast

growth from the soul of man, alike of good

and of evil, demanding once more an authority

capable of sifting the true from the false and

of deciding between the right and the wrong.

Never was authority more needed than to-day

—provided it be the right sort of authority.

Never was authority more craved than to-day

—so that it be an authority to which man's

mind and conscience can cheerfully bow."

Dr. Newton believes that the ultimate court

of appeal is that "Divine Reason" and "Word,"

called Logos in the original of the first chap-

ter of John, and which means both; which as

the witness for truth in man is " not the rea-

son of Thomas Paine and the present-day real-

istic rationalists; but rather the 'Divine Rea-

son ' of Socrates, Plato, and the author of the

Wisdom of Sirach. Reason in this sense means

not merely or chiefly the rationalizing faculty,

but the moral nature
—

' the whole spiritual

being of man.' ' It is what conscience teaches,'

says the writer, ' as well as what the intellect

affirms, that, together with the voice of the

heart, form the trinity of true authority—of

Reason.' Dr. Newton thus concludes:

"There need be nothing surprising to the

conservative Christian in thus accepting this

Reason as the ultimate court of appeal in re-

ligion. What is the fundamental doctrine of

the Christian Church, if it be not the doctrine

of that divine Logos, [" the Word "], imminent in

the universe, indwelling man; the light of his

intelligence, his aifections, and his conscience;

the light which lighteth every man that cometh

into the world—the very light of God himself.

We are bowing not to the human reason alone,

but to the divine Reason of which it is the ex-

pression.

"And so we return, in the cycle of the

church's story, to the primitive authority, in

another and a deeper sense—the authority of

the Master himself.' . . .

" The authority of Jesus was ... the au-

thority . . finding a voice in the individual

man, who brought the spiritual conscience to

the full, and so became himself a revelation of

the indwelling Logos, or Reason, of God ?"

So with many a halting since the revelation

of the Word to Fox and Barclay, tendencies

continue pointing towards a more general ac-

ceptance of their position, as the doctrine of

"the Word" and "right reason" was more

safely expounded by Barclay.

A Topic, or a Message?

A daily paper last week quotes the following

from the Universalist Leader. We commend

the plain speaking and purport of the writer,

while yet disposed to carry the subject farther:

LECTURING FROM THE PULPIT.

Preaching has not lo-st its hold on the people-

but a good deal of lecturing and not a little read,

ing of " essays '' and " papers " in the pulpit, under

the name of preaching has failed to draw and hold

the interest of the general public. The " all round

minister" who knows what his people are thinking

about all the week, and who goes to his pulpit to

tell them how to think their thinking according to

his thinking, is apt to prove a weariness to flesh,

mind and spirit. The fact that they have been

thinking of secular things all the week and putting

these thoughts into the great conflicts of the day

is the reason why they want a change for Sunday.

They do not want to leave religion out of their

daily lives, but they do want to get some religion

to put into their daily lives, and they come to

church for it, but get too often a warmed-over

mess of their everyday experiences.

A preacher may have a great subject, but
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no message. This, to our mind, makes the

distinction between lecturing and preaching

—

not whether the matter delivered be secular

things or religious truths, but whether it be a

subject or a rnessagc that is delivered.

He who deals out a topic, however religious,

scriptural or ably handled, as the fruit of his

own talent, study and deliberate preparation,

makes his discourse a lecture. But he whose

one warrant for handing forth the truth is the

immediate authority of the Holy Spirit, both

as to the place where, and the time when, and

the matter which is to be delivered, speaks

such a message from the Holy One as may be

called the true preaching. It may not be in

enticing words of man's wisdom, as lecturing

would naturally be, but though in stammering

speech and with humble intellect, it will be in

" demonstration of the Spirit and of power,"

and so only will it be preaching.

The prophets could handle events of their

own day, and still be prophets ; we can handle

things of their day, and even the prophets' own

words, and be nothing but lecturers. It is

not the subject-matter spoken, whether called

secular or religious,—but it is the divine

anointing that makes the preacher, whether

he speak to the soul's condition through things

of the day, as Jesus could speak of plowing,

and house-building, and the weather, and the

prophets also bring to view the signs of the

times,—and still speak as one having authority.

We would, accordingly, look deeper than

any present-day or ancient-day topics to find

the lecturer or the preacher. We would look

to the Divine spring itself of all true gospel

ministry. We are not without critics among
ourselves also who depend upon very superfi-

cial tokens to judge of a minister whether "he

sounded like a lecturer" or was of the savor of

life.

Other voices also are of late coming up from

the various churches in frequent succession,

complaining that entertainment disguised as

worship no longer entertains or draws, but has

proved its hollowness and had its day. "What
is our next resource ?" is the question. Some
answer, " a richer service"—that is, an in-

crease of ritual, paraphernalia, ceremonies.

What is this but the'same principle of outward

diversion from the inward seat of worship, un-

der more solemn guise (which we have called

disguise), rather than that which would gather

the minds of the people inward to spirit and

truth ? It is there that the Father seeketh to

find his worshippers,—there indeed they must

worship Him if they expect to worship truly.

Take these man-made attractions hence
;

make not the Father's house an house of di-

version, or any entertainment lower than the

highest, which is intercourse with Him. Let

that engagement be most absorbing, and it

will drive out as "by the expulsive power of a

new affection," the interests of the buying and

the selling, the ear-charming and the eye-

pleasing, " the seats of them that sell doves"

as for worship. Nothing really draws like

Christ lifted up from the earth. Determined

to know nothing but Him and Him crucified, a

church will find its truest prosperity and its

most attractive power.

Seedless Oranges.

Twenty-five years ago there were no seed-

less or navel oranges grown. A few oranges
were raised in Florida, but the bulk of the

supply came from the Mediterranean, and the

fruit was expensive. The annual yield of

California oranges was less than five carloads.

Now the annual orange yield in California is

upward of 1.5,000 carloads, and the total

amount invested is now something like .$43,-

000,000, while twenty-five years ago it was
only $23,000. The introduction of the seed-

less, or navel orange has caused these changes.

It has revolutionized the orange industry of

the United States, drawing 13,000 men out of

other pursuits, and has transformed vast areas

of sun-baked land in California into beautiful

orange groves. The New York Sun recently

had an interesting article on the subject, from
which we derive our information.

The first seedless orange trees were intro-

duced in 1872 through the efforts of William

F. Judson, United States Consul of Bahia,

Brazil, who heard from the natives of a few
trees in the swamp on the north bank of the

Amazon, some sixty miles inward, which had
no seeds. It seems that even in those days

there were Consuls who were interested in

scientific matters, and could foresee the eco-

nomic value of a discovery of this kind. He
sent a native up the river to get some shoots,

and bring back some of the fruit. Several of

the shoots were packed in moss and clay and
were shipped to the Agricultural Department
at Washington. They did not excite very

much attention at first, but the next year Mr.

Horatio Tibbitts asked the Agricultural De-
partment for specimens of fruits and shrubs
suitable for experimental propagation in

Southern California. Among othfer things Mr.
Tibbetts obtained the four surviving orange
shoots from Brazil. They were shipped to

Riverside, California, and were immediately
planted. Even here the shoots appeared to

have had bad luck; one died of neglect and
another was chewed up by a cow. Five years

passed and the two surviving trees come into

bearin};, and in the winter of 1878-79 they
bore sixteen oranges of the seedless variety

—

the first ever grown in North America. Spe-
cimens were shown to orangemen and fruit-

growers. At first they were sceptical as to

whether the trees would bear annually such
fine specimens. The second crop was awaited
with great anxiety. There was about a box of

oranges in the second year's crop, and they

were even better than those of the first crop.

Mr. Tibbetts was sure that there was a for-

tune in the new variety of oranges. For two
years he experimented with propagating trees

from shoots and cutting from his two seedless

trees. His attempts were a failure, but finally

he hit upon a scheme of budding from the

seedless navel trees upon the seedling trees.

Experiments along that line were successful,

and it was found that a bud taken from one
of the two Tibbetts trees and grafted into the

bark of a seedling tree would grow to li
i

limb which would grow seedless oranges. '
>

original orange branches were then cut;i',-

and the tree thereafter bore only the new -

riety of fruit. Work was carried on in ea -

est in the winter of 1882, and in the follow;

year the demand for buds was so large th; u

dozen frequently sold for $.5 and $1 each 's

finally not considered excessive for a gd
bud. A fence was built around the two tig

to protect them, and a year or two later e

orange trees that had been propagated fm
the two original trees began to bear, and i y

furnished tens of thousands of navel hw,

which were as good as those from the o

original trees. The industry has grown i; il

now no one thinks of planting seedling onui! ^

and tens of thousands of seedling trees

been budded into navel orange trees, and i

are many navel orange groves in the n

which have yielded net profits of from

to $300 an acre per year. Riverside

grown from a hamlet of less than tl

American inhabitants to a prosperous t r:

with 14,000 population. It is the grea-t

orange producing locality in the world, ,-

000 acres of the land being devoted ti

The average annual shipments of the ora

from Riverside are 1,600,000 boxes.

Riverside citizens are now urging thai

two trees which were the source of this
i

perity, be removed to a public park anJ

ably protected in order that they be ke])

the next generation as an object lesson,

visitor is allowed to take any flower or

into the orchard for fear of the seal

Scientific American.

the Valley of Baca a Well.

Suppose that, instead of dodging troubi

just bearing it, it is possible for you to nia

a source of life and strength: suppose tha

very circumstances which had seemed tu

most overwhelming can be converted h\

into refreshment and health for other soi

would not that explain at last why the dre.

valley of Baca lay thus on your road? Bli

is the man who, coming there, maketh a

To find under the dry soil of that pan
place the signs of water, and to transform

very spot into verdure and fruitfulness^

is the most gracious use of life. I do not 1

when or where the valley of disillusion

doubt, or disappointment is to come in ur

way; but I do know what your problem is\en

you get there. It is not to dodge away uilie

hillside; it is not even to get through as

you can; it is to discover the interior si

and gift of the experience, as one who
into its soil. There is not a single experi

which you are called to meet that ha^

within itself some fertilizing power; ami

there is not a greater joy than to discovr

signs of water in the heart of what set'i

desolate and thirsty land. For the well,

dug, is not for yourself alone; the experi

once interpreted helps the next traveler

comes that way. It becomes a green and

ful spot in many a weary journey. Nor is,

all. The heavens above conspire with th

fort of your will. " The rain," the psalm _
on to sing, "filleth the pools." The liB'

Sender comes to reinforce the well-di|er.

God works with man when man is a laboret«n

gether with God.—i^. G. Peabody.

I

I
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A Plea in Behalf of Peace.

it is with love for our fellow-countrymen of

Iry class, and in that brotherly freedom
ch is permitted and enjoined by the gospel

: we desire to call your attention to the re-

isibility which we all share in common, in

jing the present and prospective relations

jveen our beloved country and other na-

js. It has pleased the All-wise and benefi-
': Ruler of the universe to permit us to

1 a territory of vast extent and almost lim-

iS resources. The form of government un-

I

which we have grown and prospered is ad-

;ibly adapted to meet the needs of a free,

ghtened and virtuous people. This, when
'inistered with an eye to their highest in-

:sts, and the favor of the Most High, pre-

|.s a system which other nations may well

re to make their own. Are we not, there-

, bound in all gratitude to see to it that

;e rich blessings be not perverted to pur-

is out of harmony with the Divine govern-
;t?

at, as thoughtful observers of some of the

ats in which the United States has of late

ji a chief actor, we can scarcely fail to be
iressed with their disastrous and far-reach-

character. They, and the causes which

u led up to them, are so fresh in the mem-
;of all that they need not be here recited,

fact nevertheless remains that war, with
ts horrors, has engaged our country for a
period, and is still being persistently car-

on in remote regions.

'bile present conditions continue, the dan-
increases that in an outburst of popular
ing, such as carried us into a war with
n and opened the way for another with

natives of the Philippines, we shall be

Dt entirely away from that safe position

;h hitherto the immense territory and the

graphical outlines of the United States

i made it easy to maintain. Our people
thus be plunged into the current which is

threatening the peace of warlike nations

; upon self-aggrandizement.

ich considerations should be sufficient to

g home to each one of us questions like

e: " What is my attitude in this crisis, as

ofessed follower of the Prince of Peace?"
my influence decidedly felt in the commu-
in which I live, in favor of some speedy,

and peaceful settlement of the difficult

)lems that now confront the Federal au-

ities?" "Or, through apathy as regards
whole subject, or a careless acceptance of

Isentiments prevailing around me, or from
cret fear of incurring the scorn or ridi-

of others, am I shrinking from the plain
f to stand faithfully by my Divine Master,

teachings find his example?"
h are familiar with the leading arguments
reby it is sought to justify, or even corn-

el war, as the most satisfactory, if not the

method, for settling international difi'er-

iS. That upon which much stress is laid

nany professing Christians is the authority

he Old Testament Scriptures, wherein are

i)rded conflicts that evidently received the

jine approval, and indeed command. To
the consistent followers of Christ must

y that, with a change of dispensations,

e was introduced a rule of conduct which

would substitute love for hatred, forgiveness
for revenge, the returning of kindness for in-

juries—in short, " a new covenant" between
God and man, which, as compared with the
old, is surely " established upon better prom-
ises." Those, therefore, who acknowledge the
binding authority of the latter, rejoice to real-

ize that they are no longer " under the law,

but under grace;" that the coming of the Sa-

viour, whose name they love to bear, was her-

alded by the angelic strain, " Glory to God in

the highest, and on earth peace, goodwill to

ward men." This, to their view, expresses the

whole scope of the gospel. They further re-

member the plain precepts contained in that

memorable Sermon on the Mount, whereby the

Master intended his disciples should order

their daily lives and intercourse with their fel

low-men.

All must admit that the spirit here inculca-

ted is utterly repugnant to the strife, carnage,

misery and destruction inseparable from every

battle-field. In this connection, we may fitly

recall our Lord's gracious declaration concern-

ing himself. " The Son of man is not come to

destroy men's lives, but to save them," and
again, his express condemnation of war

—
" all

they that take the sword shall perish by the

sword." Following closely their Saviour's pre-

cepts and example, his apostles and their im-

mediate converts could take no part in warfare,

so that until near the middle of the second

century of the Christian era scarcely a Chris-

tian soldier is upon record. When pressed into

the Roman legions, these early disciples re-

sponded, "
I am a Christian, and therefore I

cannot fight." Nothing was then left them
but to sutt'er.

The argument from expediency, although

often urged, must occupy but a low place in

influencing one whose standard of righteous-

ness has been lifted above considerations of

mere gain or selfish purposes when these plainly

conflict with the higher rule received from

Christ. Can that be expedient for him, which

cannot fail to beget in his own breast wrath,

hatred, revenge and deadly strife?

In order to reconcile a demand for personal

military service with the repugnance which the

Christian believer may well feel toward engag-

ing in it, perhaps no more plausible or success-

ful plea is urged than his paramount duty to

the state. The love for one's country has very

properly a strong place in the human breast,

and is productive of many excellent results.

So also is a loyal regard for its wholesome
laws, and constituted authorities. But neither

of these can be a sufficient warrant for the fol-

lower of Christ to violate by any act of his

own what he is bound to believe is directly op-

posed to the teachings or commands of his Di-

vine Master. One course only may be open to

him, namely, a meek but firm refusal. The
final result he must leave with Him for whose
sake he is called to leave all, and whom he

should be ready to follow, if need be, " to

prison or to death." Nor is a moral courage

thus displayed to be regarded as in anywise

inferior in its character or results for good, to

that of the man who, at the demand of his coun-

try, risks life and limb upon the field of battle.

Is war, however, inevitable ? as is contin-

ually asserted. Indeed, would it occur where

there is a disposition to refer the question at

issue to one or more impartial judges? Such a

method has been so frequently and

fully resorted to that it is no longer regarded

as an expedient of doubtful value. Within the

past century this reasonable, just and peace-

ful course has been adopted by our own or

other nations in more than one hundred cases,

and to more than half of these the United

States has been a party. By the late Confer-

ence at the Hague a system was formulated

that has met the approval of many of the most

eminent statesmen and jurists of the present

day. The acceptance of such a tribunal by

the leading nations of the world, we believe,

would go far toward the peaceful settlement

of controversies that may hereafter arise.

It is, as we reverently believe, under the

constraining spirit of the one Blessed Head of

the Church that we have felt led in much
brotherly love to call all who profess the name
of Christ to divest themselves, if needful, of

their preconceptions on the subject before us.

These we cannot doubt are largely the result

of early education and surroundings, or, it may
be, to a ready acceptance of views advocated

by the prevailing literature of the day, or,

again, they may indicate a lack of faith in the

teachings of the Saviour and their applicabil-

ity to the present conditions of the world.

In order to reach right convictions regard-

ing questions of vital importance to ourselves

and our fellow-men, we all need a wisdom bet-

ter than our own. By its aid we may find the

plain teachings of the Lord Jesus directly at

variance with those largely prevailing around

us; indeed, they may be very difficult to recon-

cile with the line of reasoning whereby we
may have reached certain conclusions. If this

be so, let us remember with the deepest grati-

tude that, when our Lord was about to leave

his sorrowing disciples. He sought to reassure

their faith in Him by these ever memorable
words: "I will not leave you comfortless, I

will come to you ; and I will pray the Father,

and He shall give you another Comforter, that

He may abide with you forever; even the Spirit

of Truth." Elsewhere, when pressing upon
them the keeping of his woi'ds or command-
ments, as the test of their love for Him, He
continues: " These things have I spoken unto

you, being yet present with you. But the Com-
forter, which is the Holy Ghost whom the

Father will send in my name. He shall teach

you all things, and bring all things to your re-

membrance whatsoever I have said unto you.

He shall glorify me, for he shall receive of

mine and show it unto you."

When, therefore, we find ourselves con-

fronted with problems very difficult of solu-

tion, and that, under our methods of reason-

ing, we often reach conclusions that are still

both faulty and unsatisfactory to ourselves,

let us reverently call to mind the gracious

promises concerning the Holy Spirit, the Com-
forter, the sent of the Father in the name of

the Son, As we pray for more and more of his

quickening power, a light we may have never
known before is thrown upon passages in the

Holy Scriptures, which will make them plain

to our spiritual vision. Misgivings as to the

practical application of some of our Lord's

precepts will vanish, and we shall perceive

very clearly the points upon which they must
always differ from that lower standard of truth

and duty which man in his ignorance and re-

belliousness has set up.
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If these be not among the direct results of

the enlightening, energizing power of the Holy

Spirit, we may in all candor ask where else

shall we look for them ? How otherwise are

we to interpret the offices and prerogatives of

the Comforter, as set forth in the declaration

of our Divine Master, already referred to? Is

it not, then, for want of a fuller acceptance of

just this doctrine that we see to-day so many

evidences of weak convictions, a wavering

faith, and so little of that courage which would

lead men to meet loss,or scorn or death itself,

rather than forsake " the truth as it is in

Jesus." In what other direction, therefore,

than among the professed followers of Christ

shall we look for stanch and willing advocates

of his gospel of love, mercy and peace?

The rightful position of the Church of Christ,

as set forth by himself, is that of a leader not

to be turned aside in its high mission for the

regeneration and happiness of the world. Its

voice is to give no uncertain sound, and the

men and women who compose its membership

are to be " as lights in the world," and as "the

salt of the earth." Since we dare not assume

that the commandments and teachings of our

Blessed Saviour were delivered prematurely in

point of time, we must believe they are es-

pecially applicable to the present conditions

of the world, and that mankind is greatly the

loser by not promptly accepting them in all

the fullness of their blessing, and faithfully

living up to them.

We rejoice to believe there is a large and

increasing number, throughout the various

branches of the professing Church, who have

come to realize that, if the errors and evils

and wretchedness that now abound are to be

effectually met, it must be largely through the

faithfulness of Christian believers. As these

follow their own highest convictions of truth

and duty, they will surely be drawn into closer

fellowship with one another, and sweetly find

that, in the one Master, all they are brethren.

Thus also will be brought about the harmoni-

ous, if not united action, which can deal wisely

and powerfully with evils, even so gigantic as

war, and through the same instrumentality our

own and other nations will be brought to seek

the things that make for peace the world over.

When we consider the large proportion

which the various organizations of professing

Christians bear to the population of our own
and other civilized countries; the general in-

telligence that characterizes them; or the high

standard of virtue which they seek to uphold;

it is not strange that the Church has come to

be regarded as the highest human agency in

the upward progress of our race. Let not such

a hope be disappointed.

Holding a vantage ground so favorable, with

purposes so exalted, and a power when rightly

directed so vast both spiritually and numeri-

cally, must not the responsibility for the con-

tinuance of a system so anti-christian as war,

fall directly upon the professing church? As
we verily believe, in its hands rests to-day the

peace of the world. If then this burden has

been laid upon the church by its Holy Head,

let it be borne in his name, and in the strength

He will give for so blessed a service. While
its mission is thus fraught with love and ten

der sympathy for the whole human race, it

has none the less a conflict to maintain against

wrong in every form, however specious. But

let us remember that, although its weapons

are not, and cannot be carnal, they are never-

thele.ss "mighty through God to the pulling

down" of those strongholds of evil which spring

from the lusts and uncontrolled passions of

men ; that this contest for the truth and the

right, though sharp and long, will in the end

be victorious, and He shall thus reign who is

" King of kings and Lord of lords." In this

crowning victory let us remember every true-

hearted follower of Christ will have a part,

and in his daily life and the spirit which actu-

ates him, he will be bearing a convincing tes-

timony that " the kingdom of God is not meat

and drink, but righteousness and peace and

joy in the Holy Ghost."

Korean Girls and Boys.

As a little lass the Korean girl is taught

all about domestic work, and begins early to

assist her mother in making the family clothes.

If too young to paste she can at least hold

over the stove the long iron rod to be used in

pressing seams. The heating of this rod is the

first thing taught a little girl. Later she

learns how to paste clothes together, then to

wash and iron them.

Now, this use of paste instead of thread is

a custom, so far as I know, practised only by

the Koreans. It is done on account of their

mode of ironing. To accomplish this difficult

feat they rip their garments to pieces before

putting them in water. After the washing

garments are laid on a smooth block of wood

or stone and are beaten with ironing sticks.

These sticks resemble a policeman's club, and

each ironer uses two.

Girls and boys wear their hair hanging in

two plaits until engaged to be married, after

which the boy fastens his on top of his head

and the girl twists hers at the nape of her

neck. Koreans hold marriage in high regard,

and show a married man profound respect,

while a bachelor is treated by them with

marked contempt. I have seen men greet a

slip of a boy wearing a topknot with ceremo-

nious deference, saying to each other: "He is

a man; he is about to be married;" while of a

much older man, and possibly a richer, who
wears his two plaits, they remark that, " He
is a pig. He cannot get a wife. He will always

be a boy."

In the choice of his first bride the Korean

leaves everything to the " go-betweens." But

of all other wives, and a Korean may have ten,

the man makes his own selection. Women are

well treated, and, as a rule, live happy, con-

tented lives. They are gentle, attractive lit-

tle bodies, and devoted to their homes. This

is an interesting picture of the customs of an

interesting people, but we must not forget

that many of the Koreans are worshippers of

idols still, although as a people they seem in-

clined to accept the teachings of the mission-

Ye Are Our Epistles.

Do not forget that your life may be the only

Bible your neighbor ever reads. Your words,

your actions, are spread ever before him, as so

many pages to be read. He is forever scanning

you carefully, looking for a blot here, a blemish

there, of some absolute mistake. You may
. think lightly of some inconsistent action; he

does not, and is quick to take advantage of

such to defend his own short-comings. "
1

one argument I never could answer," said

infidel after conversion, " was the consist

life of my Christian mother."

—

Presbytirim

Starving and Feeding in Meetings.

LHTTEUS TO THE "LONDON FKIHND."

One of your correspondents spoke of a sn

meeting, usually held in silence as " starvin

and made an appeal for the crumbs which

from the tables of richer meetings. This id

tification of words with spiritual food, tho\

perhaps rarely so distinctly made, seems to

grievously prevalent amongst his, whose
{

decessors in the faith strove so valiantly

" bring us ofl; from words." Not that ourej

leaders ever, so far as I know, preached t

" silence was golden." It was certainly fi

no preference for silent meetings, and from

lack of the gift of eloquence in themseh

that they inveighed against the hunger

words, but rather because they knew, as we r

all know, that the gift of God is indeed an

speakable gift, that the shining into our he;

of the light of the glory of (Jod is still " in

face of Jesus Christ," and that it is this wl

makes the utterances of words or no won
matter of no more account than the flittinj

light clouds between us and the sun. W«
know that when lighted up by that glory

cloudlets may glow with ever-varying \o\

ness; indeed, I willingly acknowledge th;

long succession of cloudless sunsets may I

trial to the outward eye, and I can well bel

that in meetings usually held in unbroke)

lence, a natural desire may be felt for 0|

sional words. But is there not great ris
i

our forgetting that the object of our mee]

together is not that we may teach or be tail

by one another, but that we may unit

watch for the Divine teaching, which a|

can never fail, and which is most deeply!

in the stillness?

The early Friends used to announce

after the long night of the apostacy, the !!

was come to teach his people himself. I

modern habits of thought tend, I believe rigt

to make us shrink from expressions attribiji

anything like a " new departure " to the ii

High, whose unchangeableness we are leaiji

more fully to recognize. But may we mli

far discern the signs of the times, and o fi

man development, as to acknowledge tha i

world is once more being prepared, by i c

that has seemed to shake, or that has act 1

shaken, our creeds if not our faith, for a,e

Ijjgh tide of openness to the Divine teacB]

and to that, in its directness, alone ? Wo 1

not be grievous if, just when the outer ' t1

is wearying of mere words and of human c "

to teach or to mould religious feeling, th t

Christian body which has dared to aim in ;
ii

worship at that which is beyond words s ul

allow itself to sink into dependence upon ^^

and upon human teaching.

I believe that the remedy for all our di Sn

ties about human ministry lies in looking b(pn

it, to the one "free Teacher;" who alonca

" speak to our condition;" in remembering hs

our " meetings for worship" are not metig

for hearing sermons, but meetings for nn'dl

" watching unto prayer." If we steadihfP

before our minds our supreme need of enfm

together into the immediate presence (jOU
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r, we should surely be delivered from all

ty as to words— let these "as heaven
bid them come and go "—the stillness we
ioes not depend either on words or on

e. In their subordinate place human ut-

ses may be deeply precious and helpful,

(perhaps especially), the simplest. But
ve ever be preserved from that depend-

on them which converts them into poison

tting them into the place, the innermost

ber of the heart, reserved for actual com-
•n with " our Father, which seeth in

t." If to enter into this place of inward

r were fully recognized as the object of

ithering together, there would be a great

n speakers and hearers; and it would be

3 be no light thing to offer words which,

y do not help, must hinder the approach
ih spirit to the Father of spirits.— Caro-

1. Stephen in "The. (London) Friend."

SECOND LETTER.

ir Friend:—May I endeavor (in reply to

im Hobson's reference to my recent letter)

,ke my meaning a little clearer?

ras not dreaming of a " beautiful ideal
"

f meeting, which would, as he says, if all

" truly converted and spiritually minded
. go far to meet the difficulty " to be

I was thinking of what would help, and

inder, the wanderers and the stragglers,

the sinful, the sorrowful, the weary and
-laden, above all, the skeptical and per-

il, who so sorely need undisturbed access

i Divine Presence, and for whose sake I

that the sanctuary should still be "a
of prayer," a refuge of holy quiet, not a

occasion for mutual exhortation,

it God does teach his people himself is, to

ind, elementary truth. Not in the meet-

3use, church, or chapel alone, but in the

ividening experience of life, and in our

ing acquaintance with his outward crea-

men and women are in these days acquir-

jnder his teaching, nev/ thoughts, new
Dds, new and higher standards of truth

eality. The result is, I believe, to make
increasingly inaccessible to such preach-

3 can be supplied by concerted arrange-

. But they will never be inaccessible to

ne Teacher who speaks within each heart,

other result of our present stage of edu-

n is that multitudes are increasingly alive

B difficulties surrounding the mystery of

!r. For the moment prayer is for many
difficult, less perceptibly sincere, than of

But it can only be for the moment that

uman spirit can be checked in its recourse

it which alone can satisfy its own supreme
i. My deep and thankful conviction is

the temporary check is preparing the way
fuller entrance into the true and child-

spirit of prayer. As our thoughts of our
!r become in any degree less unworthy,
T, deeper, and more humbly penetrated by
onsciousness of our own limitations and
•ance, we are more and more weaned from
cular forms of prayer, some of us, per-

I
from the use of any forms, or even words

I. But that unuttered and sometimes un-
able reaching forth of the spiritual babe
e Father of Spirits, that breathing of the
t towards its God which we call prayer,

, I_ believe, strike root more and more
ly in us as we are more and more closely

brought face to face with the awful discipline

of life; as we learn, or seek to learn, more
and more of the meaning of life, and death,

and judgment. We need each other's help in

prayer—the further away from home and from
peace we are the more sorely we need it—and
to surround one another with the living atmos-

phere of silent prayer is, I believe (nay, I know,
by the experience of what it has done for myself

in meetings, mostly silent) the best help we can

give to the many spirits wounded and bruised

by self will and by doubt, who are yet groping
their way toward the father's presence. Help-

ful as sermons are in their time and place, the

most valuable sermon can yet not exert the

peculiarly searching and healing power of si-

lence. It cannot be good that the human
voice should be forever coming between us and

the One whom alone our souls need.

I know that there may be meetings in which
the silence deserves to be called dead. I do

not wish to make light of the evil of such a

condition of things. But I do believe that the

real remedy is not to be found inviting speakers,

but rather in a truer sense of the great object

for which we meet. Is it not best that we
should face the truth of our own condition,

and if human help fails, turn the more reso-

lutely to the help which cannot fail?

Caroline E. Stephen.
The Poroh, Cambridge.

Danger from Wild Beasts.

Lions, tigers and leopards are not necessa-

rily eager to tear human beings to pieces. All

the carnivora show a certain ferocity in hunt-

ing their prey, but one should remember that

they hunt to live, and not only as amusement,
says " Our Animal Friends." Undoubtedly,

they enjoy the exercise of their powers, as

every animal—including man—usually does.

But their rule is to live in peace and harmony
with one another, even when they are not of

the same species.

At the time when they are building or

choosing their homes and rearing their young
they will quarrel over the best places for that

purpose. That, however, is not a selfish quar-

rel; it means that they wish to give the best to

their families instead of to their friends.

When the breeding season is over the fox and

the badger will share the same hole in perfect

good fellowship all through the winter months,

because, their young being able then to care

for themselves, the cause of the quarrel is

past and gone.

We must remember, too, that man is not

the natural food of any animal. According to

Cornish, " If the item 'man' were subtracted

from the bill-of-fare of all the carnivora they

would never want a meal." In jungle haunts,

however, it is said that more " human beings

are killed by tigers than by any other wild

beast, except by starving wolves," and yet this

is what Samuel Baker has noticed in the tiger:
" There is a great difference in the habits

of tigers. Some exist upon game in the jun-

gles; others prey especially upon the flocks be-

longing to villagers. A few are designated
' man-eaters.' These are sometimes naturally

ferocious, and, having attacked a human be-

ing, may have devoured the body, and thus

acquired a taste for human flesh; or they may
have been wounded on more than one occa-

sion, and have learned to regard man as a

natural enemy. But more frequently the
' man-eater ' is a very old tiger, or more prob-

ably tigress, that, having hunted in the neigh-

borhood of villages and carried off some unfor-

tunate woman, has discovered that it is far

easier to kill a native than to hunt for jungle

game."
The ordinary tiger is anxious to avoid men,

and that is why tigers are more dangerous to

hunt in high grass than in forests. In high

grass they cannot see a man, or be seen by
him, until he is close at hand; then who can
blame the tiger for putting forth all his brute

strength to get the better of an enemy ? It

takes two to make a quarrel, but it needs one
to start it: and the beast is rarely the first to

attack a man.

Riotous Persecution of Friends Opposed to War.
RESPONSE OK THE SUFFERERS.

The following letter by the members of the

Rowntree family in Scarborough appeared in a

Scarborough paper, England. William Smith,

who also signs the letter, was badly assaulted,

and the windows of his house were broken:
" It is our desire that the sores arising from

the recent visit of Cronwright-Schreiner to

Scarborough may speedily be healed, and as

one contribution to this end we wish to state

that it is not our intention to make any claim

against the borough fund for property damaged
or destroyed during the riots which occurred
on the night of the reception given by one of

our number. The loss of property, though
not light to some of us, is as nothing compared
with the peril to which some of those dearer

to us than life were that night exposed, or with
the loss of free speech won for us by brave
men and women of old.

"We respectfully submit to our fellow-

townsmen of all creeds and parties that the

wrecking of buildings, and especially midnight
assaults on the homes of women, children and
aged persons, are acts of cruel lawlessness

which nothing can justify. Inquiries made
seem to show that the violence was chiefly the

result of the delusion that the visitor to our
town, a Colonial fellow-subject of British blood,

who had come to lecture on ' The conditions of

a durable peace in South Africa,' was a Boer,

whose life might fairly be taken, and that it

was encouraged by some who are supposed to

know better. Edmund Burke's entreaty to his

fellows, ' So to be patriots as not to forget to

be gentlemen,' seems still to be needed. We
are all at one in desiring the honor and great-

ness of our country; we are intensely anxious
for the good name of the British Empire
amongst the nations of the earth. But we hold
that the fostering of prejudice and enmity,

even against our foes, is in the long run hurt-

ful to ourselves, and that injustice to strangers
never leads to justice to our own people.

" Our convictions on some great questions

are, we know, different from those of the ma-
jority of our fellow-countrymen; but for these
convictions we must render our account not to

man but to (iod. If we are \\Tong, resort to

lynch-iaw will not set us right, whilst it inflicts

serious injury on the whole community.
" We desire to acknowledge with sincere

thanks many expressions of support and sym-
pathy from both strangers ami friends. His-

tory often has to reverse the popular verdicts

of the day,and we believe it will reverse the ver-
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diet of violence which has been given against

us.
" William Rowntuee, Joshua Rowntkee,

W. S. Rowntuee, James H. Rowntkee, Allan

Rowntkee, John Watson Rowntkee, Geokge

Rowntkee, William Smith."

ALONE WITH MY CONSCIENCE.
I sat alone with my conscience

In a place where time had ceased,

And we tallied of my former living,

In a land where the years increased.

And I felt I should have to answer

The question it put to me.

And face the answer and question

Throughout an eternity.

The ghosts of forgotten actions

Came floating before my sight.

And things that I thought were dead things

Were alive with a terrible might.

And the vision of my past life

Was an awful thing to face

—

Alone with my conscience, sitting

In that solemnly silent place.

And I thought of a far-away warning,

Of a sorrow that was to be mine,

In a land that then was the future.

But now is the present time.

And I thought of my former thinking,

Of the Judgment day to be;

But sitting alone with my conscience

Seemed judgment enough for me.

And I wondered if there was a future

To this land beyond the grave;

But no one gave me an answer.

And no one came to save.

Then I felt that the future was present

And the present would never go by,

For it was but the thought of my past life

Grown into eternity.

Then I woke from my timely dreaming.

And the vision passed away;
And I knew that far-away warning
Was a warning of yesterday.

And I pray that I may not forget it,

In this land before the grave;

That I may not cry in the future

And no one come to save.

And so I have learned a lesson

Which I ought to have known before.

And which, though I learned it dreaming,
I hope to forget no more.

So I sit alone with my conscience

In the place where the years increase;

And I try to remember the future.

In the place where time will cease.

And I know of the future judgment,
How dreadful soe'er it be.

That to sit alone with my conscience

Will be judgment enough for me.

An artist painted what he thought was a

fine landscape. He was curious to know how
the public regarded it. So he put it in a pub-
lic place and posted a note, saying that anyone
who saw a defect or bad point in the painting

should make a chalk mark on it. When he
came back he was driven half crazy, for it was
a mass of chalk marks. He was about ready
to give up and CLuit. Another thought came to

him: he would change the card make it read
that all who saw a good point in his work should

mark it. He washed off the first marks and

went away, and when he returned his delight

was to find it again covered with marks.

For "The Friknd."

A Deeper Work of Grace.

" Which of you by taking thought can add

one cubit unto his stature?" Matt, vi: 27.

As man cannot then by his own will increase

his natural growth, no more can he his spirit-

ual growth. By excess and abuse he may re-

tard his natural growth, as by indifl'erence,

neglect and rebellion he may his spiritual

growth
;
yet in both cases it is God alone by

his power gives the increase, and any work of

grace in man is that "which God worketh in

us to will and to do of his good pleasure
"

(Phil, ii: 13). And like as the potter frames

each vessel for its special purpose, so does the

Lord, as we yield ourselves to the power of

his spirit, purify, mould and fit our hearts as

fit receptacles of his grace.

To sustain the life born of the Spirit needs

spiritual food. But food is given to satisfy

hunger. So Christ Jesus says "Blessed are

they that do hunger and thirst after right-

eousness, for they shall be filled." And this

God-given hunger which can be satisfied only

with the bread that cometh down from heaven,

becomes to us an evidence that we have of

that life which cometh from God. The true

child of God is not then always full, as some
affirm who eat the food their own hands pre-

pare, but rather does he know a hungering

and of a being satisfied, as Paul says, "
I know

— both how to be abased, and I know how to

abound . . . both to be full, and to be hungry,

both to abound and to suffer need " (Phil, iv:

12). Again he says to the Corinthians, " God
is able to make all grace abound toward you"

(2 Cor. ix: 8). It is He who calls, who spreads

the table, and who cries, "Eat, my friends,

drink, yea drink abundantly, beloved" (Cant,

v: 1). It is the Lord's table.

Plumbly yet fervently to desire to " grow in

grace and in the knowledge of the Lord " is

an acceptable attitude of soul toward God. It

is " God who worketh in you." It is our place

to watch, to wait, to hear and to obey; for the

Lord by his Spirit prompts and leads into every

good word and work which finds acceptance

with Him. In that holy spiritual worship which

God seeks at the hand of his children how re-

quisite it is that there be a preparation of

heart, as there was of the body under Moses'

law. So David says, " Lord, thou hast heard

the desire of the humble; thou wilt prepare

their heart, thou wilt cause thine ear to hear"

(Ps. x: 17). And those who did not do so are

spoken of as " a generation that prepared not

their hearts" (Ps. Ixxiii: 8 m. r.). No priest

could officiate under the Mosaic law if he were
not legally clean, nor will Christ Jesus our
holier and higher priest, accept the offerings

of unsanctified hearts. Nor are Christians a
whit behind the Jew in the means of attaining

this cleanness of heart, for "In that day
(Christ's) there shall be a fountain opened to

the house of David, and to the inhabitants of Je-

rusalem, for sin and foruncleanness" (Zech. xiii:

1). The Jew had the laver wherein he might
wash and be clean. Jesus said, " Now are ye
clean through the word which I have spoken
to you" (John xv: 3). Christ loved his church
and gave himself for it, " that he might sanc-

tify and cleanse it by the washing of water

the word" (Eph. v: 26). In cibedicnce to tj

inspeaking word of Christ, his people find me

and drink, life and light, sanctification a

justification, for they, as the apostle sa;

" are washed, .sanctified and justified" by t

spirit of promise coming in the name and pow

of Jesus, their once crucified but now ris

and glorified Lord, who now sitteth at the rig

hand of power on high.

This is the true " grace of God which brir

eth salvation, a salvation from the pollutit

power and punishment of sin ; for as Christ .1

sus had power on earth to cleanse the lepi

raise the dead and to forgive sin, so now,exalt

and all power in heaven and earth his, by 1

grace or spirit can He quicken whom He w:

cleanse them from their sins, forgiving the

freely for his own name's sake."

To be true to our profession as "Frienc

we must be doers of the word. To be doc

we must first be hearers, for under Chris

dispensation " all shall be taught of Go(

The watchword of our early Friends was "I

tire to the inward grace." It is the grace

our Lord Jesus Christ. It is a present ma
testation of himself in spirit to the unbelii

ing world and disobedient, as a reprover i

condemner, to the believing and obedient

teacher, a guide, a Comforter. It is grf

which begins, carries on and completes t

work of salvation in the heart, and prepa

God's people for an entrance into blessedn

beyond the grave. As we cease from our o

willings and workings and come better to kr

the voice of the Good Shepherd (for it is t

as Jesus said, " My sheep hear my voice

then shall we come better to apprehend

Lord's message by Isaiah, "Thus saith

Lord < iod, the Holy One of Israel ; In rett

ing and rest shall ye be saved ; in quieti

and in confidence shall be your strength"

XXX : 15). Would we then enjoy commui
with the Father of spirits we must retire f

i

the turmoil of human thoughts, that self t

is to be denied, for our thoughts are notGr

nor are our ways his. Deep under the ten

at Jerusalem were the cisterns that supp

the waters for cleansing purposes; so deej

the sanctuary of the heart is He found
"

says of whoever believes in Him, " I will

in him a well of water springing up into e

lasting life." The springs and fountains f

whence these cisterns received a never-fai

supply were found in the hills surrounding

«

city, hills used as a simile in Holy Writ of !ia

power and presence of God around his pe 1«

the new Jerusalem, forever. So all g '?

cometh from God. "Every good gift iJ

every perfect gift is from above, and coi iti

down from the Father of light, with whc is

no variableness, neither shadow of turn i"

(James i: 17).

As we are found humbly and steadfi^lj

concerned to hearken to and walk in this gc*

(for to do so is to obey the voice of the 1
"'I-

to walk in the grace and spirit of Chri

walk with Jesus and with God), we shall

surely know of a deepening in the wui

grace, and shall be favored with a clearer

of the redemption in Christ Jesus and a >

communion and fellowship with God the F;

and our Lord Jesus Christ, and through i"'

one with another.

W. w..
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Mary, a Praying Servant Girl.

lumber of clergymen were assembled for

isciission of difficult questions, and, among
's, it was asked how the command to "pray
lut ceasing" could be complied with. Va-
suppositions were started, and at length

f their number was appointed to write an
upon it to read at the next monthly meet-
vhich, being overheard by a female ser
she exclaimed :

" What ! a whole month
3d to tell the meaning of that text ? It

B of the easiest and best texts in the Bi-
" Well, well, Mary," said an old minis-

what can you say about it ? Let us know
rou understand it ; can you pray all the
?" "0 yes, sir." "What! when you
so many things to do ?" " Why, sir, the

I have to do the more I can pray." "In-

well, Mary, do let us know how it is, for

people think otherwise." "Well, sir,"

he girl, " when I first open my eyes in the

ng I pray, ' Lord, open the eyes of my
standing ;' and while I am dressing I pray
' may be clothed with the robe of right-

ess ; and as I wash myself I ask for the

ng of regeneration, that I may be clean

ure in his sight ; and as I begin work I

that I may have strength equal to my
work ; when I kindle the fire I pray that

work may revive in my soul ; and as I

I out the house I pray that my heart may
ansed from all its impurities ; and while

ring and partaking of breakfast I desire

fed with the hidden manna, and the sin-

nilk of the Word ; and as I am busy with
ttle children I look up to God as my
r, and pray for the spirit of adoption, that

be his child—and so on all day ; every-

I do furnishes me with a thought and a

g of the impulse of prayer; and as I abide

ratchful, bearing the cross, I experience

uth of the declaration ' Thou wilt keep
1 perfect peace whose mind is staid on
' and his peace which passeth understand-

sts as a crown of life on my head, and I

hat the knowledge of God and Jesus
; whom He hath sent is indeed eternal

"Enough, enough," cried the old di-
' these things are revealed to babes, and
hid from the wise and prudent. Go on,
" said he, " pray without ceasing ; and as

, my brethren, let us bless the Lord for

[position, and in meekness and humility

iounsel from on high, 'for God who com-
ith the light to shine out of darkness hath
I in our hearts to give us the light of the
edge of the glory of God in the face of

Christ' (2 Cor. iv: 6), and remember that
s said, '

I am the light of the world ; he
olloweth me shall not walk in darkness,
all have the light of life ' (.John viii : 12),

lat it is ' the meek that He will give in

lent.' ' Be careful for nothing, but in

thing by prayer and thanksgiving let your
3ts be known to God. And the peace of
hich passeth all understanding shall keep
learts and minds through Jesus Christ

'

iv : G, 7). 'He that hath the Son hath
nd he that hath not the Son of God hath
'e ' (1 John v : 12). Hereby we ' Behold
imb of God which taketh away the sin of
orld' (John i: 29). 'In Him was life and
fe was the light of men' (John i: 4).

her is there salvation in any other ; for
is none other name under heaven given

among men whereby we must be saved ' (Acts
4: 12). Let us learn to enter into the closets

of our hearts and pray to our Father in secret,

then He surely will arise for our deliverance
from sin and reward us openly ; for the decla-
ration of inspiration is ' Thou wilt keep him in

perfect peace whose mind is staid on thee, be-
cause he trusteth in thee' (Isa. xxvi: 3). And
the Divine promise to the pure in heart is that
'they shall see God'" (Matt.v: 8).

Now A Man of War.—Those who know
John D. Long only as Secretary of the Navy,
and not as the translator of Virgil and the
writer of some of the tenderest poems that
have recently appeared, may be surprised to

read the following lines from his pen written

some years ago, and recently republished in

the Christian Register:

I would, dear Jesus, I could break
The hedge that creeds and hearsay make;
And, like thy first disciples be
In person led and taught by thee.

I read thy words, so strong, so sweet;
I seek the footprints of thy feet;

But men so mystify the trace,

I long to see thee face to face.

Wouldst thou not let me at thy side.

In thee, in thee so sure, confide?

Like J,ohn, upon thy breast recline

And feel thy heart make mine divine?

Items Concerning the Society.

The American Friend's India Famine Relief Fund
has nearly reached the sum of three thousand five

hundred dollars.

" The Plea on Behalf of Peace " adopted by Phila-
delphia Yearly Meeting has now been issued by its

Meeting for Sufferings, and may be had at 304
Arch Street, and found in our present number.

Several Friends from Philadelphia and its neigh-
borhood having visited the scene of Theophilus
Waldmeir's labor in Palestine some two months
since, we are now in receipt of a letter acknowl-
edging his lively comfort and satisfaction in seeing
them. The opening of the Asylum, towards which
many Friends have contributed, was awaiting the
arrival of the specialist physician, who had been
taken sick on the way; and also of the European
nursing staff.

Notes from Others.

The Trinity Church (New York) year book just

issued, shows that contributions are given to twenty-
eight churches, charitable and missionary insti-

tutions and funds outside the parish, amounting
to $30,140; while collections and contributions

throughout the parish amounted to $78,636.

A recent writer takes the view that ritualism is

the natural expression of religious devotion and
that the use of incense, candles, etc., has a rational

basis in the demand of the sentimental nature for

objects to fix the attention. There may be truth

in the general statement, for it has been noticed

that the older a denomination becomes, the more it

is inclined toward a show in various directions.

This elaboration, has, however, but one result, the
substitution of the form for the substance, and when
this change is completed, the result is almost cer-

tain to be a decadent spirituality.— .S7. Louis Chris-

in Advocate.

Not a Hireling Minister.— Stephen S. Wise is
|

about to leave his congregation in New York city i

for a poorer charge in Portland, Oregon. In his

farewell last First-day, he said: "Thinli you that I

could sever the thou.sand endearing ties that link

me to you, and to the even dearer few of my own
home; that I could abandon the associations of a

lifetime; that caprice or ambition could induce me
to go away—at what a cost you will never know

—

to begin life anew among a stranger people, did I

not hear the commanding call to carry the word of

God to a part of our country, in which—add your

prayers to mine—it may be given to me to help

build shrines for public worship, to form circles for

sacred study, and to vitalize the word of God by
making it live in men, women and children, to bring

dignity, purpose and power to the life of Israel?

The call has sounded in my heart. Eagerly do I

follow it, grasping the opportunity to cause God's
word to flourish in surpassing beauty."

What is a Lady?—There are not a few people

who rebel against the terms lady and gentleman.
They think man and woman are the most ex-

pressive and the most comprehensive designations,

and even go so far as to say that the others savor
of vulgarity. In the International.Journal of Ethics

a writer has endeavored to make it clear when
we should say lady and when gentleman, and, in

brief, he very strongly defends the employment
of the two words. Perhaps of the two the term
lady is more diffidently used. Somehow we would
all rather say woman than lady in speaking, let us

say, of Helen Gould, or the Baroness Burdett Coutts,

or any other philanthropist. It seems almost un-

dignified otherwise to describe them. But it is

said that we are all wrong. We ought to dift'er-

entiate between women, we are told, according to

the degree in which intelligence, and, above all,

good will have found expression in the detailed be-

havior of body and of mind. So that when we call

this one a lady, we should, if we rightly used the
term, be referring to some one of sterling worth,
and thus a lady is higher than a mere woman,
though she may have no social distinction what-
ever. As the writer of the article in the magazine
referred to points out, there must always be the
danger that the term is brought into ridicule by
the sham claimants to the title. But that cannot
be helped; no marked type can exist without its

caricature. The point is that we should insist upon
using the term in its best sense, and possibly its

true significance will then come to be understood.

For our own part we incline to the Lewis Carroll

axiom, that if you take care of the sound, the sense

will take care of itself, and there is a good, sound,

sterling ring about the term man and woman that

falls pleasantly enough on the ear. A careful se-

lection of adjectives will make it abundantly clear

whether in either the one or the other " humanity
is perfectly achieved."

—

Ledger.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—The monthlystatement of the receipts

and expenditures of the United States shows that during
Fifth Month, 1900, the receipts aggregated $4.5,166,053,

and the expenditures $40,351,525, leaving a surplus for
the month of $4,814,528. The surplus for the eleven
months of the fiscal year is $63,335,000.

The House of Representatives, by a vote of 127 to 75,
has agreed to the Senate amendment to the Sundry Civil

bill, appropriating $5,000,000 for the Louisiana Purchase
Exposition at St. Louis.

Ex-Governor Murphy J. Foster has been elected, and
Samuel D. McEnery re-elected to represent Louisiana in

the U. S. Senate. They are both Democrats.
A despatch from Havana, dated Sixth Month 4th, says :

' Director of Posts Bristow "to-day inquired as to the
amount of postal funds taken by C. F. W. Neely in Fifth
Month, 1899, and ascertained that it was $31,312.95.
Neely's monthly average was about $17,0(iO. His system
of bookkeeping was simplicity itself. Apparently he
merely divided the amounts received, taking one-half for
himself and accounting for the other. This morning the
examination of Estes G. Rathbone, former Director of
Posts, was continued. The most stiirtling fact developed
was that on Fifth Month 26th of last year Rathbone
ordered Special Agents Leatherer and Sullivan to ex-
amine the accounts. They found a shortage, but it was
not thought that anything had gone wrong. They re-

ported, however, that there was no check upon the Bu-
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reau of Finance, and they recommended that certain

blank forms be made such, as all postmasters use when

makiuK their reports to the Department monthly. May-

nard endorsed the recommendation, and forwarded it to

Rathbone. The latter approved it, and sent it to Auditor

Reeves, who initialed and forwarded it to Neely. After

be had initialed it, instead of putting the scheme into op-

eration, he quietly pigeonholed it. Bristow says he is

almost sure that the extent of the steal will amount to

something between $80,000 and $100,000, but that this

will not touch the item of surcharge stamps, which is

$411,000. As to how many of these were burned and

how many sold it is impossible to obtain definite infor-

mation. As many have been traced, it is known posi-

tively that not all were destroyed, but if Neely sold $100-

000 worth it would not be surprising, Bristow thinks, to

find them scattered all over the world. The Postal In-

spectors say it is astonishing that a system so rotten

could have been concealed beyond the first month. Every

d»y only adds to the surprises."

The receipts of the Porto Rican Treasurer for Fourth

Month, 1900, were $105,869.18. The total payments
for the month wore 186,510.77, which shows a deficit

for the month of $80,641.59.

On the 4th inst. Secretray Root made answer to the

Senate resolution inquiring as to the number of Filipinos

killed and wounded and the number of prisoners taken

since the insurrection began. Having no detailed infor-

mation on the subject, the Secretary cabled the inquiry

to General McArthur, commanding at Manila, and received

the following response, which was submitted to Congress :

" Manila, June 4, 1900.—Adjutant General, Washington :

With reference to your telegram of 22d ultimo : Filipinos

killed, 10,780 ; wounded, 2104 ; captured and surrendered,

10,425 ; number prisoners in our possession, about 2000.

No systematic record Filipino casualties these headquar-

ters. Foregoing, compiled from large number reports

made immediately after engagements, is as close an ap-

proximation as now possible, owing to wide distribution

of troops. More accurate report would take weeks to

prepare. Number reported killed probably in e.xcess of

accurate figures ; number reported wounded probably

much less, as Filipinos managed to remove most wounded
from field, and comparatively few fell into our hands.

Officers high rank and dangerous suspicious men have

been retained as prisoners ; most other men discharged

on field as soon as disarmed. Propose to release all but

very few prisoners at early date. MacArthur."
The transport Hancock arrived at Manila on the 3rd

inst. with the members of the Philippines Commission.
The latter were formally welcomed by the military and
naval authorities and by the members of the Filipino Su-

preme Court.

A despatch has been received at Washington, dated

Vignan, Luzon, Fourth Month 2d, via Manila, Fourth
Month 3d, as follows : Major March, with his detachment
of the Thirty-third Regiment, overtook what is believed

to have been Aguinaldo's party on Fifth Month 19th at

Lagpt, about one hundred miles northeast of Vignan.

The Americans killed or wounded an officer, supposed to

be Aguinaldo, whose body was removed by his followers.

The horse ridden by the officer was captured, and the sad-

dle bag contained Aguinaldo's diary and some private pa-

pers, including proclamations. One of these was ad-

dressed, " To the civilized nations." It protested against

the American occupation of the Philippines.

The exact number of census enumerators now at work
is 52,631. Pennsylvania leads the list, with 4676 ; New
York comes next, with 4492. Alaska has only two, and

Nevada 53 ; New Jersey, 1107, and Delaware 1U3.

In the past six months the Joplin (Mo.) district has
sent over $15,000,000 worth of zinc to the market.

Provision must be made annually in the Boston public

schools for 2000 additional pupils.

Some temperance people of Boston are considering the

feasibility of establishing a hospital in Boston in which

no alcoholic medicines shall be used. They say that the

Temperance Hospital of London, established in 1873, and
the Temperance Hospital of Chicago, established in 1884,
have been Successful in their treatment of patients, and
their death-rate is lower than that of the ordinary hospi-

tals.

A despatch dated Denver, Col., Fifth Month 28th says :

While Professor H. A. Howe was waiting early this morn-
ing in the Chamberlain Observatory for the sun to rise

and the eclipse to begin he made one of the most Impor-

tant observations of the year, the rediscovery of the

planet Eros. This tiny planet, which was discovered only

two years ago at the Berlin Observatory, has been looked

for since last Ninth Month, the time when, according to

calculations, it should emerge from behind the sun. As-
tronomers all over the world have been scanning the skies

for It, but without success. Professor Howe discovered

the planet near the first point of Aries.

Respecting the N. Y. City water problem, the Ledger
correspondent writes : Water Supply Commissioner Dal-

ton continues to emphasize the necessity for an Increased

water supply for this city. In a report made public, and
covering the first quarter of the year, he says :

" At the

present rate of Increase in consumption we will reach the

maximum capacity of the Croton, Bronx and Byram water
sheds In 1906, and exceed it before the close of that year,

"n ton years more the excess of demand and consumption

over the capacity of these water sheds will be 395,000,-

000 gallons. Supposing that at this date all the prelimi-

naries of detailed surveys of new water sheds, etc., were
all accomplished, and we were in the position of begin-

ning the work of construction to-morrow, we would still

need all of the time till the close of I'JOO, all the execu-

tive energy and ability that could be commanded, and the

exceptional good fortune of placing the work in the hands

of none other than contractors of the highest class, to

build works of 395,000,000 gallons daily capacity. But
re not in that position. We are as far from it as we

have been at any time since Greater New York was es-

tablished. Can the people and government of this city

afford to remain passive in the face of this situation, and

continue to temporize with this all-Important subject,

wasting time in fruitless discussions of propositions and
plans advanced In an Immature state or shape from va-

rious quarters ?
"

Over 1700 trees have been planted in New York city

during the past year by the New York Tree Planting As-

sociation, of which former Mayor William L. Strong is

president. Nearly all the planting was done along the

river front and in residence streets. But It is now in-

tended to extend the work to the tenement house district,

both for sanitary and aesthetic reasons.

Telegraph wires are better conductors on Second-day

than on Third-day, on account of their First-day rest, and

rest of three weeks adds ten per cent, to the con-

ductivity of a wire.

Buckwheat cakes are losing favor in this country. The
amount of buckwheat raised Is only about one-half of

hat it was thirty-five years ago, notwithstanding the In-

crease of population.

There were 419 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 5 less than the previous

week and 7 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 227 were males and 192 females; 51 died

of pneumonia ; 43 of consumption; 35 of heart diseases;

18 of inflammation of the biain; 17 of inflammation of the

stomach and bowels; 15 of measles ; 13 of nephritis; 13

of inanition; 13 of apople.xy; 12 from casualties; 11 of

cancer; 10 of typhoid fever ; 10 of septicaemia; 9 of old

age and 9 of diphtheria.

Markets, <6c.—U. S. 2's, 104 a 104J; old 2's, 99i a

100; 3's, 109J a 109|: 4'8, reg., 114J a 115i; coupon,

115J a 116J; new 4's, 134J a 135; 5's, 113i a 114.

Cotton was quiet but steady on a basis of OJc. per

pound for middling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.25 a $2.40 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.25 a $3.35; Western winter, straight,

$3.30 a $3.45; spring, straight, $3.25 a $3.50; city mills,

straight, $3.35 a $3.50. Rye Flour—$3.10 a $3.30 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 70 a 71c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 41J a 41ic.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29 a 29Jc.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5§ a 5ic.; good, 5J a 5Jc.; me-
dium, 41 a 5c.; common, 4g a 4|c.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 5 a SJc; good, 4J a 4ic.;

medium, 4 a 4Jc.; common, 2 a 3ic.; lambs, 4 a6Jc.;
spring lambs, 6J a 8Jc.

Hogs 7J a 7ic., for best Western, and 7J a 7Jc. for

others.

Foreign.—The British troops occupied Johannesberg
on Fifth Month 31st. The gold mines, that it was feared

would be blown up by the burghers, were found intact.

The Orange Free State was annexed to the British

Empire Fifth Month 28th by Lord Roberts, under procla-

mation, and It is to be known as the Orange River State.

It was officially announced In London that Lord Roberts

entered Pretoria, at 2 o'clock, P. M., on the 5th instant.

A despatch from London says: "It is officially an-

nounced that General Colvllle has arrived at Hellbrun,

northeast of Kroonstadt, in the Orange River Colony,

after meeting with great opposition."

A despatch from Mafeking says the casualties since the

commencement of the selge were 803. Out of 44 officers,

22 were killed, wounded or missing, and 190 men out of

975, privates, were killed, wounded or missing.

A statement made In the English House of Lords on

Fifth Month 25th by the Marquis of Lansdowne, Secretary

of State of War, explained that the War Office in the

first three months of the year transported to South Africa

from the United Kingdom a total of 88,000 men.
The beseiged British garrison at Kumassi, on the West

African gold coast, has either been relieved or abandone

and fears are expressed that the Governor's party may 1

cut off.

In twenty-four hours close upon 700 trains pass in ai

out of the New Street railway station, Birmingham, En
land.

The Important discovery has been made at the Hygien

Institute of the University of Wurzburg that bacteria c:

be destroyed with electric currents.

Southern Russia promises a large harvest of all sort*

grain during the present season. The reports from th

section of the Czar's domains are unusually favorable.

Cables from China tell of more massacres of Christia

by the Boxers. Excitement prevails at many points, a

foreign warships are landing troops to aid in protecti

legations. A royal edict has been Issued to suppress t

Boxers, but there Is no assurance that it will be enforc(

Recently the detachment of over 300 international bli

jackets has arrived at Pekin, and the situation is said

be improved.
" A West Australian exploring party that recently

rived at Oodnadata reported that there had not beoc

drop of rain for two years in the region traversed.

A despatch from Caracas, Venezuela, says Gene
Jose M. Hernandez, the revolutionary leader, has b<

captured by Government troops, and the revolution is

considered ended.

The citizens of Venezuela are rejoicing over the capt

of Hernandez, and French bankers have offered to

vance $10,000,000 to the Venezuelan Government.
The Government at Winnipeg introduced the Prohibit

bill on the 1st inst. It prohibits the sale of llq'

all kinds by retailers, and provides a fine of $200 and

exceeding $1,000 for the first offence, and three raon

Imprisonment, without option of fine, for the second

fence. Manufacturers and wholesalers will not be

mitted to sell in the province, but otherwise they will

be Interfered with.

Some of the greatest fishing grounds of the great la

are In the Georgian Bay district. From the cold,

and clear waters of Georgian Bay thousands and thonsa

of rocky islets rise.

The wheat crop in Manitoba Is expected to exceed

year's by 2,500,000 bushels, and the oat crop by 600,

NOTICES.

Wanted, by middle-aged woman Friend, positioi

care for invalid or aged person, with light hot

duties. Many years' experience. Apply
Elizabeth Mackenzie,

Box 278, Moorestown, 1

A YOUNG woman Friend wishes a- position of some '.

during the Summer months.

Address Z,

Office of The Friek

Married Friend, twenty-sLx years, bookkeeper,

«

and salesman, fair education, good character,

Improve condition by obtaining permanent profitable

ployment, where energy and ability will insure sue

and advancement. Address " T," Care of The FribNI

Contributions to Dukhobortsi Fund to P
Month 29th, 1900.

" M," Ohio, $1.00 ; A. 0., Iowa, $30.00; per

$100.00; F. P., New York, $4.00; J.McG., $2.50; "Ci

$100.00; E. Y., $6.00; per J. S. G., Mass., $50.00.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience of

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage will

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.1.7 and 8.19 a. m., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reque

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 r. ii., twen^

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, Sat

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications foilMi

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in regat*

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wii <<

F. WiCKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and "i-

munications in regard to business should be forward 1«

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, Tenth Month 11th, 1899, near Medfor.l,

Jersey, Joab Wills, In his sixty-second year; a nn

of Upper Evesham Monthly Meeting, N. J.

Correction.—In notice concerning F. Augusta Stainft

given last week, for "upper Province" read
'

Providence."

I
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Words and their Immortality.

•f the writers of the sixty-six books of the

le, scarcely two or three tell us explicitly

what authority they wrote those things

ch left their pen. It was not necessary

; they should. One does not have to bear

less of himself, when his service reaches

witness in man. The indefinable quality

ispiration carries an evidence to them that

spiritual, which requires to be helped out

loud affirmation of the prophet, or preach-

)r suppliant that what he presents is "in

name of the Lord."

east called-for of all would it be, to tell

?ery Inspirer of a prayer himself that it

made in his inspiration or name,

le foundation of prayer has this seal, that

Lord knoweth the prayers that are his.

men also, if they have not found out by

quality and savor of a prayer before it

hes its end, that it is in the name of Jesus,

be told of it in vain at its finish,

hen a man is used as a pen by an unseen

i, it is not for him always to know either

fimporary or the eternal purpose and scope

is WTiting, or for the thing formed to

to Him that forms it,
" Why hast thou

i me thus?" It was not necessary for the

icly moved men of old to know to what
mged use their wTitings were to be put,

hat they were to be gathered into the

ne of the book Of Holy Scripture. That

h was necessary to their best life was,

ly to indite what they felt inwardly moved
1 holy Power to write. They were simply

ing, as all simple builders in the Divine
' do, more wisely and more permanently

they knew. Luke went so far as to say,

ieemed good to me also to write unto thee,

excellent Theophilus." Mark could com-
;e with the words, "The beginning of the

3l of .Jesus Christ, the Son of God ;" but

her this beginning was the work of repen-

tance, John's baptism of which he immediately
begins to relate, or the beginning of his nar-

rative of the new dispensation, he states noth-
ing deeper as his impelling motive. John's

Apocalypse is indeed clearly pronounced in its

opening words: " The revelation of Jesus Christ

which God gave unto Him to show unto his

servants things which must shortly come to

pass. And He sent and signified it by his angel

unto his servant John: who bare record of the

word of God and of the testimony of Jesus
Christ." Paul in a few places calls attention

to his divine authority for writing. But mostly
the inspired writers seem to trust the Truth
to make its own way, observing that inspired

reticence which found it wise to say to the un-

discerning, " neither tell I you by what authori-

ty I do these things."

We do not wish that Paul had written dif-

ferently, for instance, when he dropped those
few words to Corinthians, " Let your women
keep silence in the churches." He elsewhere
shows plainly enough that this was to be no
prohibition of women's speaking or praying by
the prophetic gift and anointinf), and Friends'

principles would include male and female afike

in Paul's prohibition of speaking in the churches
on any lower authority. But had Paul known,
while in the act of writing as to a special church,

what an intense interest in those few words
was to be taken by future generations, or had
he known in any of his sentences that he was
writing a continuation of Holy Scripture, and
how every syllable would be weighed by men
afterwards, would he not have felt so much
appalled by a sense of the awful responsibility

as to have been disqualified for the undertak-

ing?

The Lord best knows how much blindness

and how much ignorance belongs to the due

proportion of faith for a special service. "Who
is blind, but my servant, or deaf as my mes-

senger that I send?" He who knows what
measure of knowledge is a help or a hindrance,

and where ignorance of some things is a quali-

fication for others, may be rejoiced in for the

saying, " What I do thou knowest not now,

but thou shalt know hereafter."

And should a further book of sacred Scrip-

ture be written, the unsuspecting servant who
is used to pen its words may as little know
what place it is to fill in the church, as did the

prophets and saints of a former day. His only

question will be, " Am I obedient to the heav-

enly vision? The Spirit helping our infirmities

will take care of the fruit of our faithfulness,

whether this be a Scripture for the generations
to come, or a word in season to him that is

weary.

The present-day message embraced in these

reflections has seemed to be, that no one of us
knows the immortal future of a little word that

may be uttered in the fear of the Lord, or of

a tract, or an epistle or a book prepared under
living obedience to the leadings of the Most
High. " Every wTiting given by inspiration of

God is profitable," and who, knows which one
of them will so permanently speak to men's
condition that men will not willingly let it die?

What if an immortal soul impressed, as all

sayings once heard or read must make their

impress, with the marks of a profitable or an
'

idle word, carries the register of that word in

its eternal being? Should it not stand as a
witness for or against the speaker; and theut-
terer thereof also carry the record of his ut-

terances on the tablets of his own character,

to be judged when " the books are opened?"
Truly we know not what we are doing, nor for
how long, when the words of our mouth, or the
meditation of our heart from which the mouth
speaketh, do despite unto the spirit of grace;
nor what other immortal Scripture we are writ-

ing, not with pen and ink but on the spiritual

tables of the heart, by every work of faith and
labor of love

; by words which are not sylla-

bled, but are spirit and life of Him with whom
we suffer or work or watch as men bought with
a price, and concerned to make all things ac-

cording to the pattern shown us in the mount.

Spreading the Truth.

The season of the year is approaching, when
many are looking toward a temporary absence
from home, seeking renewed health and vigor
in the country or mountain districts, or by the

seaside.

Nearly always, when thus away from home,
we come in contact with those who know little

or nothing of Friends' views, and occasionally

we meet those who have never heard of our
Society, nor seen any of its members.

In the large number of Tracts (180) now is-

sued by the Tract Association of Friends, there
are many which are valuable for the clear and
concise manner in which our doctrines and tes-

timonies are set forth, showing that the views
we hold are in accordance with the Holy Scrip-

tures, and giving the reasons why we do not
conform to some of the practices of other de-

nominations.
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Especially suitable to hand to inquirers, is

number 82,—" A Concise Account of the Re-

ligious Society of Friends,"—a pamphlet of 24

pages, that is just what its title implies,—

a

brief history of the Society, with a short ex-

planation of our distinguishing views. Numbers

60 and Tf), on Baptism ; number 154, on Com-

munion ; number 24, on Ministry ;
number 138.

—Heathen Names for Days and Months ; num-

ber 150, on Language, Dress, and Manners
;

are all of especial interest to those who want

to know about Friends and their doctrines.

Biographies, and narratives of impressive

and interesting occurrences, form no small part

of the publications of the Association, and it

would be an encouragement to the latter, if

more of our members would supply themselves

with Tracts, and accept the many openings

which present for their distribution, and thus

assist the Association in its work.

Catalogues will be mailed, by applying to the

Depository, No. 304 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

The " Plea in Behalf of Peace, Addressed to

Christian Professors of Every Name," is also

now to be had at the Book Store, and is a very

suitable pamphlet for distribution at the pres-

ent time. ^ W. C. C.

For "The Friend.''

Zionward.

As I walk down town of a morning through

city streets, lined on each side with rows of

tall houses, my eyes are cheered by the sight

of the crown" of a graceful elm, which, at a

certain stage of the journey, appears above

the housetops a quarter of a mile ahead. Sum-

mer and winter, it is a thing of beauty which,

outlined against the open sky, often directs

the mind for the time above the thought of

earthly cares. But by reason of a slight de-

clivity in the street, the tree as it is approached

more closely, disappears from view behind the

housetops. Then, although every step for-

ward, bears me yet nearer to it, it remains

hidden until an ascent in the street suddenly

brings me abreast of the large yard in which

the elm grows, and I pass beneath its shad-

lamp to his feet, he knows will not fail him in

the end, if he keeps to the faith of Jesus.

C. F. S.

So, in some measure, it seems to me, is the

Spiritual progress which is called the journey

Zionward. It is not, at least in those stages

which are best known to most of us, if we know

the way at all, a level road, lighted continually

by the radiance shed upon it by the haavenly city,

constantly beheld ; instead of that it is found

to be a way of ups and downs, of shadow as

well as of light.

If, then, after a time of spiritual gladness,

when the eye of the soul has been opened for

a season to the indubitable reality of heavenly

things, the vision fades and the pilgrim is again

shut in by the fogs and walls of this world,

there is not necessarily cause for discourage-

ment; the mark, though hid, is not necessarily

farther away, but may indeed be nearer. Such

experiences must in fact be expected so long

as there remains in the nature of men aught

of the dross of the earth. The faithful pilgrim

forward through the encircling gloom,

continued reliance upon his divine Lord,

whose Word, having been found hitherto as a

Wells and Springs.

The article in The Friend of the 2nd inst.,

under the same heading revives recollections

of incidents observed in course of years past

and gone. From a habit of thoughtfulness as

to matters unfolded to view, much interest has

oft been realized in tracing to probable causes

interesting phemomena which have at first

seemed enigmatical.

A friend had salt works on the sea coast of

Egg Harbor. There was a basin in the midst

of" large, flat sands, which was filled occasion-

ally by " spring tides." Being thus exposed to

evaporation, the sea-water became brine. A

shallow well in the side of the basin or pond,

gathered this, for pumping by a wind-mill into

an elevated shallow vat, from which it flowed

to a similar vat on which one edge of the first

rested, and so on down a slope to the twelfth

vat. As the sea water grew stronger by evapo-

ration, in about the sixth vat " glauber salts
"

crystallized, which, with other impurities, was

cast out. The brine flowed on and in the

eleventh, beautifully formed white crystals be-

gan to appear, and in the twelfth but little

remained in fluid state; the pure salt was shov-

eled out several times in the course of a day,

ready for the market. The point aimed at in

this description is the fact that the Second and

Third Months were usually the best of the year

for this process of salt making. Frequent

snows and rains in those months relieved the

atmosphere of its moisture to such a degree

that in clear weather evaporation went on very

rapidly.

Again. Being for many years engaged m
the leather business, and dealing chiefly in that

made of the largest, heaviest hides— in dress-

ing these they are hung up quite wet and

coated on both sides with grease, to dry -the

process usually requiring a week or more of

fairly good weather. But 1 had some such to

dry in two favorable days of the Second Month.

The most tedious drying was either in fair

weather, during protracted drouth, or in con-

tinued wet weather.

Again. The domestic laundress has often

found the clothes long drying on the line,

though in clear weather ; at some other times

they are found to dry very quickly.

Again. In regard to the interesting fact

that the farm soil in course of cultivation dur-

ing a dry spell is at times found to be moist-

ened on the surface, without apparent cause.

My apprehension is that if, in a region of

country, watered and not very distant from us,

dry weather prevailing there for considerable

time with little wind, the atmosphere of such

a region would be borne to us by gentle breezes,

highly charged with moisture and coming in

contact with cooler soil or stone, moisture

would be precipitated in degree proportioned

to the difi'erence of temperature in the two

districts. The effects of drouth may be miti-

gated by this natural process, that is charac-

teristic of the atmosphere in which we live

and move and have our being. The beautiful

phenomenon is, I doubt not, oftener realized

than observed by tillers of the soil.

Breezes from the desert region west of Kan-

sas come at times, hot and dry, upon fair cro]

of corn, destroying them and much other vegi

tation in a few hours. Could that desert r^

gion be plentifully irrigated by the meltt

snows from the mountains adjoining on tl

west, breezes might come eastward less heati

and laden with moisture. This is a subjti

touched upon with a measure of awe, for tnil

" God made the country," and our blessings

its make-up, wonderful and manifold, are mo

than is generally appreciated.

In regard to the appearance of moisture

a dusty road in time of drouth, I have supposi

that in protracted dry weather the ground f

hillsides may become dry to considerable dep

—that certain strata of soil, becoming dr

might liberate water that moist earth hi

pent up, which, oozing out, would causej!

moist spots. E. R.

Extracts from the Life of Sarah Grubb (178

Though there is a peculiar people and

royal priesthood in that Monthly Meeting, y

as" the number in a very different spirit

great, the pure life is prevented from circ

lating and purifying the temple—so that t

prospect amongst the youth especially is e

ceedingly discouraging. Dissipation or gild

corruptions of human nature having po

ion, and, like the strong man armed, keepi:

the house and all the goods thereof in pea(

and until a stronger than he, by the spirit

judgment and of burning dislodges him of 1

hold, casts him out and spoils all his gooi

there is but little room to expect such to de

onstrate to others, by the liveliness of tb

spirits, the circumspection of their condu

and a rightly seasoned conversation, thattb

are acquainted with the efiicacious virtue

true religion.

I went to Ackworth to meet my compani

that had gone the day before.

We staid there on First-day and found soi

close and necessary labor, not only in pub

but in private opportunities, among the M.-

ter's mistresses and servants severally, fori

enemy of all good hath proved himself bi

in endeavoring to sow tares amongst the gc

seed of this Institution and family; and unli

those on whom the weight and care of it mi

devolves keep in view the necessity of attei

ing more to the holy oracle in their movemei

than to the strength of their own wisdom 8

understanding, it will lose the lustre tl

Truth would put upon it, and become a nurs(

of a worldly spirit, though disguised with

appearance of religious form.

There is in that family a suffering wre

ling seed, an exercised remnant, whi

though small, is a means under the Div

Blessing of keeping open the spring of li

and if such keep their places there will

more added to their number, and through I

influence of their example the Truth in its

simplicity gain ground, instead of the disguii

spirit of Error.

GUACHARO Butter.—" The Indians ev|

year descend into the cave, furnished WB

poles to destroy the nests. Many thousap

of birds are killed, and the old ones, as if P

protect their broods, hover over the heads!!

the Indians;, uttering the most dreadful shriel.

The young that fall to the ground are imii-

diately ripped open to procure a sort of unci-
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as or fatty substance with which they are
laded. This is called the oil harvest, and
16 Indians at this time construct little habita-

ons of palm leaves close to the opening, and
ren in the mouth of the cavern. Here the
rease of the young bird is melted over a

•e, and poured into a pot of white clay. It is

lown as Guacharo butter, is semi-liquid,

ansparent and without smell, and so pure
lat it may be kept a twelvemonth without
scoming rancid. At a neighboring convent
) oil but that of the cavern was used in the
onk's kitchen, and it was never found to im-

irt a disagreeable taste or smell.

—

Ex.

For "The Friend."

ape of Archibald Bonner from the Inquisi-

tion.

Being much interested when a lad in this

count, I feel like reproducing it in substance,
•chibald Bonner, author of " The Lives of the
ipes," was of Scotch parentage, but, being
it an orphan at five years of age, was adop-

i by an uncle residing in Italy, a Roman Cath-
c by profession. He displayed such aptitude
learning as to become eventually a professor
a college at Marurita. In this city there is

office of the Inquisition, consisting of an
luisitor general, with twelve assistants, each
whom has a salary of about £200 sterling.

ich honor and many great privileges are ac-

rded them, besides certainty of preferments,
lien anyone is accused—offences against the
th and practices of the church alone claim-

f
their care—the matter is brought before

3se, and anyone has a right to object to the
idence, and if as many as four refuse to

lotion the proceedings, the case must be
egated to the high court at Rome.
A. detailed account was here given of the
ithods of procedure, as well as of the differ-

t tortures inflicted, which is too long, as well

too horrible to be rehearsed. While professor
the college the inquisitor general contracted
freat intimacy with him, and, one day while
familiar conversation, said, " Mr. Bonner, I

ve a design upon you." Such a speech, not-

;hstanding his professed friendship, caused
ne anxiety, but he soon explained that one
the assistants, being deceased, he had se-

ted Bonner for the honor of being his suc-

isor, and, kissing and embracing him, said,

fou are now one of us." After taking the
)h of secrecy, a book called the Directory,

itaining rules for the conduct of the inqui-

ions, was given him. Bonner was much
ased with his supposed good fortune, soon
himself to peruse his book, desiring to be-

ne acquainted with the nature of his new
ployraent. But what was his concern and
onishment to find it consist of rules more
•barous and inhuman than could be conceived
rules, however, which he thought could not

carried out in practice ; but he soon found
; to his horror that they were carried out to

) letter, and in them he was obliged to take
•t. Soon after his admission, a poor man
s brought to the office, whose case was thus:

i only daughter was ill, and he had prayed
the Virgin. " Holy mother of God, com-
nd thy Son that my daughter may recover !

"

e daughter died, consequently the Virgin
i not heard him, and, being grieved to the
irt, he threw away a medal of hers he was
id to wearing. In the tortures, consequent

upon this flagrant act of disrespect, Bonner
was obliged to take part. It is not possible to
express what he felt on this occasion and con-
tinued to feel while he enforced attendance.
It being his turn to sit by and take down any
confession the victim might make, he chanced
to look upon the sufferer's countenance, and,
thinking he saw death in its distortions, he
fainted away and was carried to his chair at
the council board. When he recovered the in-

quisitor general exclaimed, "Now, Bonner,
take your place. You do not reflect that what
is done to the body is for the good of the soul,

or you would not faint thus
!

" Bonner
replied that it was the weakness of nature, and
he could not help it. " Nature ! you must con-
quer nature by grace." Bonner answered
that he would endeavor to do so. It is extra-
ordinary that the violent emotions which, not-

withstanding his utmost eft'orts to suppress,

would manifest themselves, did not yive his

companions cause to suspect his lack of sym-
pathy with them, especially as one day, a case
being debated, the inquisitor said with some
warmth, striking the council board, " Mr. Bon-
ner, you always object." Bonner now pro-

jected his escape and revolved in his mind every
possible method of effecting it, but when he
reflected upon the almost insuperable difficul-

ties attending and the fatal consequences if

he failed, the painful circumstances in which
he was placed seemed scarcely supportable.

At length a circumstance occurred, which fixed

his wavering resolutions.

A person was accused for remarking to a
companion on meeting some Carthusian friars,
" What fools are these to think they shall gain
heaven by going bare-foot and dressing so !

They might as well marry and do as we do," etc.

This individual was a nobleman, the most
intimate friend he had ; he was recently married,

and, walking in his garden with his wife, had ex-

pressed his surprise that anyone should be so

infatuated as to suppose that a particular dress

would be meritorious, etc. Unhappily, he was
overheard by the friars, who reported him.

All Archibald Bonner's compassion was excited

when the case came up, for he knew it would
be considered as a serious offense against the

church. But how great was his distress when
the name was given as that of his dearest, his

only friend, and how much more when it was
,
" And you, Mr. Bonner, I order you to

arrest him and bring him here between two and
three this morning." He faltered out, "My lord,

you know the connection." " What, talk of

connection when the holy faith is concerned !

"

What should he do? To refuse going would
be fatal to himself without in the least bene-

fiting his friend. To give him notice was im-

possible, for the guards were waiting without.

What passed in his breast during the time

—

about an hour—ere he was required to set out

or how he felt upon approaching that house,

which he had so often entered in endearing
friendship, cannot be conveyed by any language.

Proceeding to the chamber where he was
peacefully sleeping, on being awakened he

lifted his hands in astonishment. " Mr. Bon-
ner," he said, and that was all. No wonder
the latter was obliged to turn his face from
him in delivering his message lest the feelings

of his mind should betray him to his associates,

nor during the dreadful scenes in the torture

chamber did he dare once to look toward him.

Upon delivering the key to the inquisitor and
announcing the arrest, it was said, " This is

done like one who is at least desirous to over-

come the weakness of nature." The nobleman
underwent what is called the " queen of tor-

tures," and was released by death three days
after the infliction. Oh, that it had been pos-

sible for Bonner to have communicated his

feelings ! Let us hope they were understood
in another state of existence.

It may well be believed that Bonner was now
fully determined on an adventure, " the most
desperate that man ever undertook." The man-
ner of executing it only remained for consid-

eration. Four hundred miles from the north-
ern border of Italy. How should he get there?
There is a noted shrine, that of " Our Lady of
Loretto," and it occurred to him that by ask-

ing permission to visit this he could gain a few
days' absence unsuspected, and several times he
waited upon his superior to ask leave, but,

fearing his emotions might betray him, he
could not bring himself to the point. At length,

being in familiar conversation, he one day ven-
tured to say, " My lord, it is long since I was
at Loretto ; will your holiness give me leave

to go there? " This was at once assented to

and preparation immediately made. His valu-

able papers, including his directory, were con-
cealed in the lining of his coat and a horse

hired for the excursion, but as it was no part
of his design to ride it back, he asked, and
paid its price, remarking to the livery man he
was but a poor horseman and might not be able

to manage him. After riding some ten miles,

he came to where the roads forked, one lead-

ing to Loretto and the other towards Switzer-

land, and here the dangers which beset the

country, to him utterly unknown, so overcame
him that he was even now half inclined to

abandon the attempt, but the thought of the

horrors in which he must otherwise continue

to take part decided him, and he pushed into

the road leading towards the north. For a
few days he could travel openly, but soon he
knew that night and the most unfrequented
ways could alone insure safety. For the mo-
ment it was suspected that he would not re-

turn, every possible effort would be made to

capture him. After seventeen days of wander-
ing and more than half famished, he concluded
to risk the public road and procure a good
meal and feed for his poor horse. Accordingly
he approached a tavern, and, entering boldly,

the first thing he saw was an exact description

of himself posted on the wall, with a large re-

ward offered for his arrest. He endeavored
to avoid detection by blowing his nose and
looking out at a window, till one of several

persons in the room, remarking, " This gentle-

man doesn't care to be known." He felt that

to brave it out was the best way, so he said to

the speaker, " Look at me, you scoundrel, what
have I done to be afraid of?"

The men nodded to one another and went
out. He felt that was no place for him, and
so, ordering a dinner, he remarked, "

I will go
and see how my horse is doing." Hastening
to the stable he saw these men consulting to-

gether. It was evident they had recognized
him by the description given, but, fortunately,
they wanted resolution to attack. He was
fully armed and as fully resolved not to be
taken alive, knowing only too well the horrible
fate that would involve. Mounting, he im-
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mediately set forward, and now lie must de-

pend again upon nij^ht wandering. At length

he had reason to judge that he must be clear

of Italy, and venturing in the daj'-time on to

an eminence he saw a cont^iderable city in the

distance, and, finding a peasant, inquired what

place it was. " Lucerne." This is a Catholic

canton and the seat of the pope's legate.

This not suiting his views, he soon again left

the highway. Struggling along thus one night,

he saw a light proceeding from the hut of a

peasant, and, approaching, aroused the inmates.
" What do you want? " was demanded. " I am
a stranger and have lost my way." " Why !

how can that be, when there is no way here to

lose? " " Can you tell me where I am? " " In

the Canton of Berne." " Thank God that I am
in the Canton of Kerne." " Thank God you

are." "Have you heard anything of a Mr.

Bonner who escaped from the Inquisition?"
" Heard of him ! We have all heard of him,

after so many were sent after him. God grant

that he may escape their cruel hands !
" Bon-

ner now felt that he was among friends, and
said, " I am the man." The peasant was over-

joyed, came down and received him, called his

wife, who dressed herself in her best, and pro-

ceeded to furnish her guest with a humble but

most welcome repast, for, perhaps, the first

time in their lives regretting it was no better,

and in this humble but safe retreat he enjoyed

a comfortable rest. In the morning he secured

directions to the residence of the pastor, but,

before going, the peasant insisted on his re-

turning some distance over the path he had
traversed in the night. This, Bonner in haste

to get on, was quite indisposed to do, but it was
explained that he only wished to strengthen
his faith in an overruling providence by show-
ing him what a most dangerous path he had
been preserved in passing over in the dark. On
parting, the peasant, notwithstanding his ex-

treme poverty, utterly refused to accept any
remuneration for his hospitality, accounting
himself amply repaid by having opportunity to

aid. At the pastor's he received an equally

warm welcome, with the addition of more
sumptuous entertainment.

Bonner was advised to leave Switzerland at

once, for though secure from public arrest, he
was not from secret assassination. He now
went forward to Basle, which, being on the
Rhine, he was advised to disguise himself as a
peasant, and take passage on a boat, which
carried a miscellaneous collection of passen-
gers. Something yet weighed upon the mind
of our friend, the parting from the faithful

horse, who had shared so many hardships and
dangers. Desirous he should have a good home,
he was given to the preacher at Basle, who
promised it should never be ridden by anyone
save himself, and, when old, be comfortably
cared for. So inseparable are tenderness and
humanity from true greatness of soul that Bon-
ner shed tears at parting from the companion
of so many dangers and hardships.

Disgusting as was the company on the boat
it was with regret that on the Second-day he
was obliged to leave it (on account of an acci-

dent), at Strasburgh. Here leaving his shabby
dress under the bed of his room, he took pas-
sage in a stage coach for Calais, and as during
the last day or two he had heard nothing of
himself, was in hopes the news of his escape
had not reached France. But in this he was

disappointed, as on nearing the city, it was in

every one's mouth. On arriving he hastened

to the quay to inciuire for a packet for Dover

but found to his dismay that none sailed for two

days. Upon this he turned to a fisherman,

and asked to be taken in an open boat, but was

refused, the boatnian being astonished at the

rashness of the design. This he soon found

was a false move, and caused people to inquire

who and what kind of person he could be, evi-

dently a great criminal or one bearing extra-

ordinary dispatches. He must leave the shore

quickly, but where should he go? By water he

could not escape, and to get through the gates

he must pass the guards, doubtless prepared to

intercept him. He feared being able even to

reach the hotel where the stage had stopped,

imagining every one he met would seize him,

and it seemed so hard to perish now after so

many dangers were passed. Reaching the

tavern, he heard voices in a tongue foreign to

him. Concluding, therefore, that the party

were English, and recollecting the face of Lord

Baltimore, whom he had seen at Rome, he de-

sired a few words with him in private. The
surprise occasioned by his sudden appearance,

a pistol in one hand and another protruding

from his coat sleeve, with the desperation

pictured on his countenance, was increased by

his request. Now the English are not cow-

ardly, but this was an extreme case. How-
ever, Lord B. said that if he would lay aside

his weapons, he would go with him. This he

instantly did, apologizing for his unthoughtful-

ness. On being informed who he was, Lord
Baltimore exclaimed: " Mr. Bonner, you are un-

done, and I cannot protect you; they are above,

searching your room." But a happy thought
occurring he instantly returned to his company
and proposed that they should rise up and tak-

ing him in their midst, try to cover him till

they got to his lordship's boat, which happily

was not far off. The plan succeeded, for they

got to it unharmed, and all jumping in, they

rowed with four pair of oars to his yacht, which
lay not far off, and from which the party had
come to drink a bottle of French wine. And
here under the broad ensign of England the

power and hates of the inquisition were of no
avail. Thus happily terminated a most dan-

gerous undertaking, presenting a comforting

assurance that a Protecting Providence will

aid those who truly seek for it.

This is but a sketch, but I believe it conveys
the main substance of the account as I have
read it. It just occurs that if this Lord Balti-

more was either of the Calverts of that name
who were engaged in the settlement of Mary-
land, he must have been himself a Catholic;

and yet I suppose that if he were so, an Eng-
lishman could scarcely fail to respond warmly
to an appeal made under such circumstances.

LK.

Every boy must have his own bridle, and
every girl must have hers; they must learn

to check and govern themselves. Self-gov-

ernment is the most difficult and the most
important government in the world. It be-

comes easier every day if you practice it with

a steady and resolute will. It is the cutting

and pruning which make the noble and vigor-

ous tree of character. " Keep thou the door
of thy lips." " Watch and pray lest ye enter

into temptation."

—

Selected.

"NOTHING TO DO."
" Nothing to do!" in this world of ours,

Where weeds grow up with the faire.st Howera

Where smiles have only a fitful play.

Where hearts are breaking every day,

" Nothing to do!" thou Christian soul,

Wrapping thee round in thy selfish stole;

Off with the garments of sloth and sin,

Christ, thy Lord, hath a kingdom to win.

" Nothing to do!" There are prayers 'to lay

On the altar of incense, day by day
;

There are foes to meet within and without.

There is error to conquer, strong and stout.

"Nothing to do!" There are minds to teach

The simplest form of Christian speech;

There are hearts to lure with loving wile.

From the grimest haunts of sin's defile.

" Nothing to do!" There are lambs to feed,

The precious hopes of the church's need;

Strength to be borne to the weak and faint.

Vigils to keep with the doubting saint.

" Nothing to do!" and thy Saviour said,

" Follow thou me in the path I tread."

Lord, lend thy help the journey through,

Lest, faint, we cry, "So much to do!"

Our Warfare Against Christian Charade:

Under the title of " Our True Foreign Pc

cy," Tlw Political Nursery has an article whi

we give nearly as summarized by City a

State. It takes for its text a question st

posed to be asked by expansionists of the i

perialistic type, " disciples of selfishness,"

to the rights the Puritans had to displace t

Indians, or the Boers to oust the Kaffirs; or t

right of the Americans to be in Texas or t

English in India. This is considered to be p

as a poser. For constrained to admit t\

good came out of "all these conquests, i

nexations, and bloody crimes," the objector

at once told sneeringly by the imperiali
" Your mouth is shut. There is no more b'

torn to your morality than there is to ou

You are a skeptic like the rest of us—onlyy

think less clearly and have a tinge of hypt

risy." This, indeed, as said, is an attempt

shut off all discussion " by demanding an

planation of history which nothing short

omniscience could give," and it is contend

that no answer can possibly be given to the

who ask a question of that sort, inasmuch

to them " the truth looks complex, and tl:

have not the patience to study it." The e

tor further says:
" I do not believe that any good came out

the selfishness of the Puritans, nor out of t

selfishness of the English. Had they gone
foreign nations as the Apostles went to forei

nations or as Christ appealed to mankind tl

and their institutions would have done oi

good. But I see nothing in the outcome
justify any evil they have done,—any lai

grabbing, oppression, or intolerance. Wh
ever there has been of these things undou
edly diminished the good done by the invadei

and, in a sense, cursed the lands they touch

But I have no power so to present this vi

of truth that it can be seen by a cynic,

demands of me not only that I shall profess

understand the relation between good a

on the great scale in history, but that I si

solve the question in the form in which

puts it.
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)w I am so in the dark about the good
il in the world that, even in little local,

s occurrences, all I can observe is that

od about me flows from the good part
it the selfish part of people's conduct.

:ut do you contend,' it is asked, ' that it

have been better if the United States

iver taken Mexico, nor England financed
?' ' That is not the question,' it is re-
' the question is, Would it have been bet-

i no selfish motive entered into the con-

)f the citizens in either country?' If

id been the case, perhaps the English

e Americans would never have moved
•d into Texas and Egypt. We can not be
But one thing we are sure of—the

would, in that event, have been a better

than it is. And so this grand paradox
ipeal to history put forward by men who
3 justify the crimes of the past by the

ses of the present, turns out to be clap-

It does not stand analysis."

are then asked to turn from the past to

ture, and the point, in the fresh, full

hus gained at once, is thus expressed:

it be true," it is said, ""that progress
the spread of enlightened self-interest,

ctrine should be admitted at once. If

, true doctrine, then the world will take

lendous stride forward by the proclama-
: it: since doctrine will be identified with

for the first time in the Christian era.

all have an end of all casuistry and pre-

At last we shall have reached the

and we shall have only to march hon-

forward, conquering and blessing the

Christianity will have been exposed as

ibug. But to-day our imperialists are

d to the profession of it. They say,

re the most unselfish race that ever ex-

therefore, we shall do good to the world
tter how selfish we are.' They can carry

,ge of Christ in their procession, although
lenounce the image as a mere lunacy

it appears in any other procession than
)wn. For turn where you will you can-

it rid of the belief that the institutions,

, customs of any people, their commer-
political life, are valuable to the world

1 proportion that they are unselfish or

to spread unselfishness. If this is a
rooted mistake or illusion, it ought not

encouraged ; it does harm; it is an ene-

progress; and the appeal to it is an ap-

3 prejudice which will weaken our situa-

ad unfit men for the battle of life. The
ir conviction as to the true nature of

3SS is so deep that the world is always
hed with men who give their whole lives

pressing it, and so widespread that no
iian can make a ten-minute speech with-

ming phrases to meet it. Before we can
on it at the dictates of men who use it

elves as the basis of their arguments,
examine it to see whether some explana-
li good and evil in the past, and some
ace for national conduct in the future,

lot perhaps be drawn out of it."

i historical examination here entered
is commended to the reader's attention.

:es not many words to present it, but
is a force in it which no one can pos.sibly

e or ignore:

^e look back into history and see nation

ering nation. Spain seizes Mexico and

rules it. We see England possess herself of

India and rule it. The mere fact of a con-

quest gives us no inkling of its utility. If we
are to have any emotions whatever about these

conquests we must get them from the conduct
of the conquerors. If England has shown jus-

tice and self-control, she is admired for them.
There is no dift'erence of opinion about this.

Every human being is in accord as to what is

admirable in the conduct of a conquering na-

tion. Not by bloodshed and ruthlessness, but

in spite of bloodshed and ruthlessness, has the

world received everything it values. The Eng-
lish deny that they have ever been harsh and
bloodthirsty. The Spanish deny that they have
ever been harsh or bloodthirsty. Why is this?

It is because everybody concedes the evil in

such qualities. Now, what are the conse-

quences of harshness and bloodthirstiness? The
answer is plain. More harshness and blood-

thirstiness ; so that unless a nation's conquests

are more than counterbalanced by the opposite

qualities of justice and mercy the nation be-

comes a nuisance and a horror. No matter
how just and how tenderhearted a nation is,

it is made less so by wars of conquest, and

will gradually grow callous and cruel unless

extraordinary circumstances keep calling out

the compensating influences. It is impossible

not to see in English drawing-rooms to-day

the effect of Kitchener's mowing down of old

men armed with spears on the Soudan last

summer. It is impossible not to see in the

speech of every American citizen the efliect of

the shooting now going on in the Philippines.

Both the English and the Americans are be-

coming brutalized. This is the point of view
from which all national conduct, indeed all

conduct, must be viewed— its effect upon the

actors themselves. Here we have a basis for

the philosophy of history which is simple

enough, near and domestic enough, to be ex-

amined closely. We need not ask foolish ques-

tions as to what would have happened if the

English had not taken India or if the slave

trade had never been introduced into America.

We do not know what might have happened.

But we have a partial glimpse of what has hap-

pened, and we see the great English nation

crazed with a desire to exterminate two little

republics, and we meet our own college gradu-

ates as they return from, Manila full of brag

about the Filipinos they have shot. The rul-

ing of men by force brutalizes the ruler. It

gradually changes him and makes him a beast.

This we can see written in large letters on the

continents of the old world and of the new."

In this is indicated the point of the discus-

sion, but a paragraph or two must be added to

show its development:
" If we are to face the future with any

policy that is worth the name, we must take

account of the fact that character is changed

by conduct. This is one eternal and absolutely

certain fact about life. The changes that come
over the spirit of nations are always uncon-

scious. I have not met a single Englishman

who is aware that within six months he has

become many shades more heartless than he

ever was before. 1 have not met an Ameri-

can who knows that he is undergoing any

change. And yet from the date of the Maine's

destruction we are .so much changed that we
seem like a people with a new set of ideas.

We are grappling with a new set of thoughts.

Our horizon is enlarged, if you will: but our

passions are inflamed. Every man has a hand-

ful of new theories about history, destiny, and

progress. That the great mass of our people

throbbed with a noble emotion at the outbreak

of the Spanish war is indubitable. But that

this fact will save us from all the evil effects

of the war— the greatest evil being a prece-

dent for more war—is inconceivable. If we
had come into possession of the Philippines in

any way except by conquest, we should not

have war there to-day. The American people

would not have permitted the bloodshed to go
forward under the plea that we have no other

means of convincing the natives that we do not

desire to shed blood. Every day that the war
goes forward a damage is being done to the

spirit of five million school-children which some
influence must counteract if the character of

our civilization is not to undergo degradation.

It is to ourselves that we must look if we de-

sire so much to benefit the world and spread

the light of Anglo-Saxon institutions. Who
is then left to preserve the tradition of clem-

ency or the belief in human nature if these

things are to die out in the United States ?"

Britain is having a taste of blood, and we
are seeing every day what eft"ect it is having

upon her and her people, but rightly it is said:
" Americans are not safe from this disease.

They are particularly exposed to it and are

catching it daily. The scrofula is not yet bred

into our bones, but it is in our manners and
talk—there is a gleam of savagery in our

eyes. We have had a taste of blood. You
must at every instant think of the nation at

large—not other nations, but your own nation,

—if you would have a comprehensible foreign

policy for the American people."

For "Thb Friend."

MY PRAYER.
My God, I ask of Thee
That Thou my Guide wilt be.

I'm blind and cannot see.

But give my hand to Thee.

The way's unknown to me;
The choice remains with Thee.

Then let me leave to Thee
The things concerning me.

ANSWER.

To-day's enough for thee;

To-morrow cannot be.

Thy cares are left with me

—

The captive bound is free.

Sixth Month 7th, 1900.

To take thy yoke? It is to walk
Forever with the Lord; to talk

With Him in converse sweet and pure
;

To know the path of life is .sure

Beneath my feet; to let Him bear

The whole, not half, my load of care;

To be held steady, lest I slip;

To have his hand dash from the lip

Each dangerous draught; with Him to work.
And so keep fair through all the murk
And sin of this bad world; his friend

To be, and He mine to the end
;

And then to walk with Him in white
Worthy to tread the halls of light.

Thine ea.sy yoke? I humbly kneel

—

Let me Thy fastening fingers feel;

Then let me ri.se, henceforth to be

.\ true yoke-fellow, Lord, with Thee!—Helen A. Hawley.
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Seasonable Literature.

To the Editors of the Friend:—
I have been desirous that more persons of

religious experience in the Society of Friends

might feel it a sense of duty laid upon them
to wield the pen under the direction of the Di-

vine hand for the defense of Truth ; and have

wondered why there were so few contributors

to the pages of The Friend. I am unable to

search out the cause of this delinquency, but

surely there is indifference and neglect of duty

somewhere. Let each one who is qualified for

this important service examine themselves with

the light afforded and put the searching query:

Is it I who is shirking? While the writings of

ancient Friends are valuable to be read and
copied and should be held in high esteem, yet

there are innovations, doctrines and practices

adopted in mode of worship which were not in

existence when those were written. These new
developments claim the thought, attention and
careful comparison of writers of the present

time and also exposure by modern journalism.

Hence our religious literature is not complete
unless both the former and the latter concerns
are included in the publications.

Some of us who are isolated, deprived of

congenial society or attending meetings of our
kind, realize that we are living in perilous times,

when we observe the desolating influence of a

superficial system of religion practised by an
organization professing to be Friends

; yet

amid all these surroundings the promises of a

compassionate Saviour in whom alone there is

life, remains for edification and comfort, whom
we can approach and with whom we can com-
mune, independent of any organization or of
priestly intervention.

" If any man will do my will he shall know
the doctrine." This, like many other precious

promises of the gospel, is revived for our en-

couragement. Instead of criticising those who
are not wholly responsible, let us rather

strengthen the things that remain and look to

Him who doeth all things well.

And may the editors of this periodical keep
an eye single unto Him who has said, "

I will

never leave thee nor forsake thee, and be en-

larged in their eff'orts for the spread of right-

eousness in the earth !
" Sakah .Jones.

Pleasant Plain, Iowa, Sixth Month 1st, 1900.

So he went to the one he had wronged and
confessed his fault frankly, and the result was
that the two boys were better friends than be-

fore, and his comrade- had a greater respect

for him, because he had been brave enough to

do a disagreeable thing when it was presented

to him in the light of a duty.

My boys, remember that there's quite as

much bravery in doing right for right's sake
as there is in the performance of grand and
heroic deeds that the world will hear about.

To Do Right is Noble.—In the heat of pas-
sion Robert had done something that he was
ashamed of and sorry for after the excitement
had passed away.

"
I wish I hadn't let my temper get away

with my good sense," he said, "but it's done,
and what's done can't be undone."

" But isn't there a way to overcome the ef-

fect of wrong-doing to a great extent?" asked
a voice in his heart.

" How?" asked Robert.
" By owning to one's blame in the matter,"

answered the voice. " Confessing one's fault

does much to set wrong right. Try it."

Now, Robert was very much like all the rest

of us—he hated to admit that he was in the
fault. "I'm wrong—forgive me," is a hard
thing to say. But the more he thought the
matter over, the more he felt that he ought
to say just that.

" It's the right thing to do," he told him-
self. " If I know what is right and don't do
it, I'm a moral coward. I'll do it."

George Withy.

[At the desire of an esteemed Friend we re-

print the following account from a publication

of Friends' Tract Association, believing it will

be interesting to not a few readers who have
not yet met with it.

—

Ed.]

George Withy was the son of an ale-house

keeper in Bristol, England, who was a dissipated

man, but his wife was a religious woman and
much concerned for the welfare of her children.

Thomas Carrington, a minister of the Society

of Friends, from Pennsylvania, while on a re-

ligious visit to England, felt a concern to visit

the ale-house keepers of Bristol.

Among others was the father of George
Withy; the latter being thirteen years of i

was engaged in carrying round the ale to his

father's customers, and having a remarkably
sweet voice, he was often asked to sing. The
exposure to which he was subjected was cause
of great cdncern to his pious mother, which
she had expressed to Thomas Carrington. Be-

fore the interview closed, George Withy came
in. T. C. looked attentively at him for a while,

then placing his hand on his head, remarked
to his mother—thou need feel no concern for

the lad, for he will be met in a narrow place,

he will become convinced of the principles of

the Society of which I am a member, and will

have to visit my native land in the love of the

Gospel. George mentally resolved he would
never become a Quaker, never become a min-
ister, and he would certainly never visit Amer-
ica.

In reference to this period of his life, he
writes: "I often felt the secret convictions

of something within that I was convinced would,

if fully obeyed, have led me into the paths of

virtue; yet I did violence thereto, and often

eluded the gentle intimations of God's Holy
Spirit thus striving with me. I found that I

had a corrupt heart, from which no good fruit

could be produced, and that I never could be

brought to the enjoyment of the peace of God's

children, but as my evil heart became renewed
by the operation of the one saving baptism of

which John's was a figure." He frequented

for some time the meetings of various religious

denominations. At length he had an alarming
attack of sickness, during which he was waited

upon by his anxious mother, whose exercises

on his account were very great. He was in-

deed met in a narrow place, and became con-

vinced of the principles of Friends. While re-

lating this circumstance to Thomas Evans, he
said: "When I left my sick room, I appeared
in the garb thou now see'st me in."

He was received into membership about the

twenty-second year of his age, and first ap-

peared as a minister in his twenty-fifth year.

After his marriage he and his wife settled

several miles from Bristol, and were in the

practice of regularly attending the meeting

twice in the week, and having no conve]

were obliged to walk, which they continu
do, until they had six children old enouj

walk with them; never omitting a meetin
cepting in case of sickne.ss, and always ti

the children along with them.
He removed in the year 1805, to reside v

the compass of PVenchay Meeting. Some
after this, feeling a religious concern to

America, which he long resisted, reasoninj

he could not leave his dependent famil

aged mother, who was then about eighty-

years old, he was brought to a state of,

mission by a remarkable circumstance,

was lying on his bed one afternoon with (

eyes, under a feeling of deep distress o

count of this prospect, it appeared t(

that two men entered the room, each cai

a stool, such as are used at funerals, an
them at the foot of his bed, they then le

room. Soon afterward they returned bri

in a cofiin, which they placed on the t

Observing a plate on the lid, he read tl

scription: "George Withy, died Ninth J

30th, 1822, aged fifty-nine years." Th
creased his distress, when he heard in his i

ear the language: "If thou wilt be fs

and yield to my requiring, thy family sh

cared for in thy absence, and I will add i

years to thy life, and thou shalt return t(

thy mother's eyes in death."

At one time when travelling alone, pa
religious visit in Wales, having been at a
ing in the morning and was going to ai

to be held in the afternoon; as he was
along, he felt a sudden impression that it

be right to turn around and go directly M
So unexpected and sudden an impression (M

some hesitation, and he stopped and w r"-

the thing in the best manner he could

result was that he must go home, and as i

as he could. He did so, and travelled all

reaching home in the morning. Here In

that his niece had been drowned about ti

that the impression was made on his mim, r

wife had the care of their children, a I 1

presence and assistance were almost in()p«

sable.

The visit to America was performed in 1

and while in this country, George Wit
quently had Thomas Evans of Philadel])

his travelling companion. One day
seemed thoughtful, and was evidently

]

through religious exercise. He intVir

Evans that this was the day that he h;

on the plate of the coffin should be the

his death. He feared that he had noma
sufiiciently faithful, and that his death her

fore, would really occur. This, howe\f. i

not prove to be the case. Thomas Evr-
"'

vately made a note of this date at thi

and on hearing of (leorge Withy's death

occurred in England, he found on refer Mg'

the note, that it was exactly fifteen yearjft*

ward, to a day.

Cx. W. and T. E. visited Washington
the sessions of Congress, and G. W. wis|ng

hold a public meeting, T. E. consulte(

persons of prominence, who encouragecjt

proposed to have it announced by ban

which were accordingly posted in d erei

parts of the city.

On their way to attend the meetii

Friends observed a large number of ^M
collected in the neighborhood of the Hpi"

bill
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ght of which almost overwhelmed George

f, who remarked to his companion that

ired he had made a mistake; the latter

raged him to believe that this was not

3n arriving at the door of the House of
isentatives, so large a crowd had assem-
that way had to be made through it for

to reach the seats it was intended they
1 occupy.

a stand before them were a Bible and a

of water, which, at their request, were
ed. For, while he highly prized the Holy
;ures, he felt that his dependence in the

;ry of the Gospel must be immediately
the Lord alone,

er sitting some time in silence, George
arose with the text: " For ye see your

J,
brethren: how that not many wise men

the flesh, not many mighty, not many
are called: But God hath chosen the

1 things of the world to confound the

and God hath chosen the weak things

3 world to confound the things which
ighty; And base things of the world,

lings which are despised, hath God chos-

a, and things which are not, to bring
ught things that are ; That no flesh

. glory in his presence." Upon this he
:ed in a remarkable manner, the audience
much impressed and efl'ected. Old men
hite hair, and women dressed as dowagers,
squally broken under his baptizing minis-

.6 tears streaming down their faces, so

io use the language of Thomas Evans:
floor was literally strewed with tears,

was one of the most remai'kable meet-
had ever attended."

3r the meeting, the people crowded up
ik to G. W., expressing their satisfaction

iproval of the sentiments delivered. As
! descending the steps of the Capitol, a
'terian minister embraced him, saying:

y dear brother, you have preached the
. this day."

n returning to his native land, he found
omise verified : his family had been cared

id his mother was still living. She de-

soon after, being about ninety years of

some years previous to his decease he
luch afliicted with painful disease, and
1 the last his sufferings were often ex-

ting. Yet through the power of Divine

he was preserved in patient resignation

will of the Lord, and though deprived
irly all power of voluntary motion, yet

'as the peaceful tranquillity and holy joy

covered his spirit, that he could say, it

16 happiest period of his life, and that he
not willingly exchange situations with
in perfect health. At one time he ro-

ll: "I have not language to express the

ations I feel. Death has lost his sting.

JS be to God, which giveth us the victory

;h our Lord Jesus Christ.' " Again he

'My prospect is all cheerful; I have not

Ion my path." On the thirtieth of Ninth

, 1837, he quietly departed, aged seventy-

Jars; a minister of the Gospel forty-nine

; us compare this with the death bed of

eptic Thomas Paine, described in No. 27
present volume of The Friend. A phy-
attending him being inquired of said he
never seen such a suffering object; but

he tells me to-day that his bodily
nothing to that of his mind."—E. R.]

Concerning the Doukhobortsi.

May 28th, 1900.

Village Terpenie.

Dear Brothers mid Sisters

:

— We received
your letters, which gave great pleasure and
comfort. We reciprocally greet you all heartily

with our brotherly greeting. We are thank-
ing our Heavenly Father for the preservation of
your lives. We thank you with all our hearts
for your kind remembrance of us.

We consider it our duty to answer you, may
God bless you for your love to us. We are not
in a position to repay you for all you are doing
for us.

We extend you an invitation to come see us
and be our guests, we are gradually improving.
We raised cattle to a certain extent, built

dwellings and sowed crops. The crops and
vegetables are promising very well and the
further development we are leaving to the will

of God. The winter was not a cold one, but
one we could easily stand.

We kindly beg your pardon for our long
silence and delay in replying.

We remain your brothers and sisters of the
Christian community of the Universal Brother-
hood of the village Terpenie (Karshi). The
village consists of two hundred and fifty per
sons. We are all living together. We are alsc

all well. We will await your kind reply impa-
tiently.

For a long time but little information has
come to the committee through Commissioner
McCreary, presumably, owing to his being much
occupied with the duties of his office. We are
however, just in receipt of the welcome intelli-

gence that the crops in the settlements near
Yorkton seem at present very promising, timely
rains having fallen. In some places the grass
on the prairies is so forward that the Doukho-
bors were getting ready to cut it. Sixty-five

men have gone from the Yorkton districts to
work on the Kaiuy River road. Jas. S. Crerar
writes, under date of Sixth Month 3ra, that

he had, that day, sent Leonhardt, the inter-

preter, to select one hundred men from the

thirteen villages of the Cyprus colony, to re-

port for work at Swan River

A Long Delayed Publication.

Gov. Bradford's famous " History of Ply-

mouth Plantation," sometimes erroneously

styled "The Log of the Mayflower," which is

now proudly sheltered by Boston's gilded dome,
is, despite its age and wanderings, clear and
legible as print, and, withal, much of it is so

fine that no type of ordinary size will repro-

duce it line for line.

Since the days of printing, probably no

author has waited longer for a publisher than

did Gov. Bradford, or furnished more legible,

precise and accurate copy when the allotted

time came. Twenty-five years were devoted by
him to writing this history, w^hich, although

well known at the time, and used and quoted

from by several historians, mysteriously dis-

appeared at the time of the American Revolu-

tion, and was believed to be as irrecoverable

as the lost books of Livy. In 184G, however.

Bishop Wilberforce, of Oxford, made quota-

tions from a manuscript said by him to be in

the library of the Lord Bishop of London, at

Fulham Palace. These were recognized some
years later by an American scholar as proba-
bly of Bradford's authorship, and subsequent
investigation identified the manuscript, which
was for the first time printed in 1856, more
than two centuries after it left the author's
hands.

This important manuscript consists of 280
large folio pages, written on one side of the
paper only, the whole strongly bound in vel-

lum; it was recently restored to the custody
of the State of Massachusetts by the Bishop
of London.

—

Selected.

Married Him to Reform Him,— I knew a
young lady who had everything which utterly

constitutes the happiness of those who have
not yet climbed the golden stairs of matri-
monial paradise. Her age was twenty; she was
a brunette, of graceful figure, with a pecu-
liarly animated expression of countenance. Her
complexion was rich and warm, her large gray
eyes were merry, and her features would pass
muster among sculptors. At receptions held
in the armory of the Twenty-third Regiment,
she was always observed with admirable in-

terest. Well, at length she came to a decision,

and I heard of her marriage. I knew the young
man whom she chose, and was startled.

"
That

was five years ago. A year ago I was riding
up-town in a car. The car was crowded, and
I stood by the front door reading. I heard my
name pronounced, and looked down, but did

not at first recognize the face, which was
faintly smiling at me. It was wierdly pale and
wrinkled and careworn. I looked puzzled for
a few moments, and then it dawned on me that
this was the wreck of one of the prettiest girls

in Brooklyn. I accompanied her as far as the
door of her house. It was a tenement-house.
"I won't invite you in to-day," she said, "my
rooms are somewhat disordered." I said noth-
ing, but I understood. It was pitiful to see
her try to keep up the pretense of being high-
hearted, happy and prosperous. A week ago
I heard her husband was in a lunatic asylum
anH her baby dead. Now she has gone home
to begin hte over cvgain. She had married a
man to reform him.

—

Brooklyn £;«;/?«.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.
United States—Congress adjourned sine die, on the

7th inst., at 5 o'clock P. M.
The appropriations made by the first session of the Fif-

ty-sixth Congress reach the enormous total of $709,729,-
476. This includes the sum of $131,247,155, estimated
to be incidental to the war with Spain, leaving $578,482,-
321, or what may be designated as the ordinary appro-
priations made during this session for the support of the
Government during the fiscal year ending Sixth Month
30th, 1901. This is an increase of .$49,747,242 over the
appropriations for the year 1898, which immediately pre-

ceded the Spanish-American war, and an increase of $62,-
636,127 over the appropriations for 1897. Included in

the outgo for the next year is the new and large item of
$9,000,000 for the census. The principal increases in the
old items of expenditure over those of the year 1898 are:
Navy, $7,081,916 ; pensions, $3,991,350

;
postal service,

exclusive of recently acquired island possessions, $17,-
782,900.

Out of 17,000,000 pieces of registered mail handled
annually in the United States, total loss has been one-
thousandth of 1 per cent., and in the transmission of or-

dinary letters the loss is but seven-thousandth of 1 per
cent.

The situation in China was considered at a cabinet meet-
ing on the 8th inst. Secretary Hay read a cablegram
from Minister Conger, at Pekin, in which he stated that
there was no improvement in the situation, and asked for
instructions. The Secretary stated later that a reply
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would be sent to the Minister, reaffirming the one sent re-

cently, that he will be expected to do whatever is neces-

sary to protect the lives of Americans and their property,

and to maintain the dignity of this Government. He will

be instructed to form no alliance with any Government.

It is understood that the representatives of the Powers

in Pekin will call on the Dowager Empress, and present

the necessity of her taking immediate and vigorous action

to suppress the rioters.

The Fourth Month Summary of Commerce and Finance,

just issued by the Treasury Bureau of Statistics, shows

that in the ten months ending with Fourth Month, our im-

ports of tropical products have been over $300,000,000

in value, thus averaging fully a million dollars a day and

indicating that for the full year they will reach 365,000,-

000. The importation of raw materials for use in manu-
facturing has increased steadily and now forms more than

one-third of our total imports, and the large proportion

of this comes from the tropics. Of India rubber alone

the imports of the ten months amount to more than $27,-

000,000 ; of fibres, to $20,000,000 ; of unmanufactured

silk, $40,000,000 ; of cotton, over $7,000,000 ; of gums,

more than, $5,000,000, while cabinet woods, dye woods,

indigo and ivory also aggregate several millions.

The troubles of Estes G. Rathbone, former Director of

Posts, in Havana, seems to be increasing. The Auditor's

Department has thrown out $15,000 worth of vouchers,

including $8000 worth of bills, which have been paid

twice, most of them at Muncie, Ind. The Fidelity Com-
pany in that place has been notified that it will be held

responsible on Rathbone's bond.

General Otis, recently returned from the Philippines, is

in Washington. In speaking of the condition of the Is-

landers, the General made one statement in particular,

which came as a distinct surprise, in view of the fact that

he has spent a year and a half in fighting the Filipinos,

for he declared that these same Filipinos were, without

question, the very best of any of the Asiatic races living

on the Pacific coast and islands. He paid a high tribute

to their acquisitiveness, saying that young and old were
alike anxious to learn from the Americans, and quick to

do so if given any opportunity. The demand for schools

on the American plan was insatiable. It had not been

possible to secure a sufficient supply of Spanish-American

text-books, the market having been denuded of such.

When the book-hungry Filipinos were told this, they

begged for American school books, and declared that their

children could learn from them even without the Spanish

text and translations. General Otis found to his aston-

ishment that such was the case, and says that in the

course of a very few months the Filipino children pick up
a very fair knowledge of English. Even the old natives

con the text-books, in the effort to fix English phrases in

their minds. There was a dearth of teachers, too. Gen-
eral Otis often had recourse to the soldiers in his ranks

who knew a little Spanish, and so were suitable for detail

as teachers. General Otis said he looked upon this edu-

cational movement as the only solution of the Philippine

problem, and was confident that the spread of American
ideas throughout the Filipino schools would '» "'« end

make good citizens of the Piiipjuos.

The Rnso!"" o^nQicate, headed by Count Charles Beg-
jenovitch, to prospect the Siberian coast for gold, sailed

from San Francisco Sixth Month 10th, on the steamer
Samoa.

Complete returns from the city of Portland, Oregon,
show that Rowe (Rep.) is elected Mayor by 1073 plurality

in a total vote of 11,870- There were three candidates.

The two Republican members of Congress also were elected

in the State.

A. A. Putnam, an electrical engineer, of Rochester, made
an oral will recently by talking into a phonograph. He
signed his name on the wax roll of the machine with a
hot copper wire, and the witnesses did likewise. Legal
authorities say that the will is valid.

The output of oil in California has increased from 1,-

245,339 barrels in 1895 to 2,292,123 barrels in 1899.
The output for 1900 will be much larger.

Catching butterflies is not usually regarded as a lucra-

tive employment ; but a clever English girl, Mary Yeo-
mans, originated the idea, and continues to make a good
income from the sale of these insects. Before going to

California she had collected butterflies for her own amuse-
ment, and realized that many of the rarest varieties were
to be found in California. The first butterflies she found
proved to be of a species seldom to be met with except
in the higher Alps ; and, on sending them to England, she
was paid $25 each for them. Encouraged by this success
she steadily increased her stock, and is now doing a large
business, and thereby making handsome profits.

Recent tests in European manufactories have demon-
strated conclusively that the hard wheat of Northern
Texas is particularly available for making macaroni and
other so-called " pastes."

There is a servant girl famine in St. Louis. The State

Employment Bureau, which is looked on as a last resort

by most housekeepers, is more than 200 applications be-

hind with this kind of help.

There were 409 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 10 less than the previous

week and 69 less than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 205 were males and 204 females; 41 died

of consumption; 41 of pneumonia ; 38 of heart diseases;

17 of cancer; 21 of nephritis; 15 of diphtheria; 15 of con-

vulsions ; 13 of inflammation of the biain; 13 of ursemia;

11 of measles ; 10 of marasmus; 9 of typhoid fever, and

9 of apople.\y.

Markets, &C.—V. S. 2's, 100; 3's, 1081 a 109J; 4's,

reg., 114 a 114J; coupon, 115 a 115i; new 4's, 134 a

135; 5-s, 1134 a llSf.

Cotton closed on a basis of 9ic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.35 a $2.50 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.30 a $3.40; Western winter, straight,

$3.35 a $3..50; spring, straight, $3.35 a $3.60; city mills,

straight, $3.40 a $3.60. Rye Flour—$3.15 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 73i a 74Jc.

No. 2 mixed corn, 44| a 45c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29 a 29Jc.
' Beep Cattle.—Extra, 5J a 5§c.; good, 5J a 5ic.; me-

dium, 5 a 5Jc.; common, 4| a 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs—Extra, 5 a 5Jc.; good, 4J a 4ic.;

medium, 4 a 4ic.; common, 2 a Sic; lambs, 5 a 6Jc.;

spring lambs, 6J a 8|c.

Hogs 7^ a 7ic., for best Western, and 74 a 7ic. for

other grades.

Foreign.—The highest court of appeal in Great Britain

has sustained the decision that a circulating library can

be held pecuniarily responsible for libelous statements

contained in any of the volumes which it circulates.

Lord Roberts has wired that ho liberated 151 British

officers and 3,500 of the rank and file at Pretoria. The
Boers, consequently, only took nine hundred prisoners

with them.

Belated reports of the casualties when the Yeomanry
Battalion was captured last week show them to have been

more serious than had been expected, including the kill-

ing of a British baronet and the wounding of an earl.

General Kelly-Konny, at Bloemfontein, reports that the

telegraph has been cut at Roodeval, Sixth Month 7th,

north of Kroonstad, by a body of Boers estimated to be

2,000 strong, with six field guns.

It was not made public in London until the 11th that

when the Boers cut Lord Robert's line of railway com-

munication at Roodwal, an entire British battalion, ex-

cept six men, were either killed, wounded or captured.

Seventeen officers and men were killed and seventy-two

wounded.
General Buller has cabled the War Office that he has

had a fight in the Free State with Boers, and " hnpoo ho

has obtained a position from which he can render Laing's

Nek .mtonablc."

Machadodorp has been officially proclaimed the capital

of the Transvaal. The village has swollen into a small

city, the majority of the inhabitants living in tents.

An interesting calculation has recently been made by

an English statistician, in which he shows that when the

electric light has entirely displaced gas, oil lamps and

candles in the United Kingdom, there will be 40,000 less

deaths annually, these illuminants being so much more
unhealthful than electricity.

Great Britain last year imported nearly 2,000,000,000

eggs, having a value of $24,550,000.

A man walking ten miles a day would require nine

years to cover all the streets of London.

Despatches from Manila dated Sixth Month 9th state

that General Pio del Pilar, the Filipino leader, has been

captured near Manila by the Filipino police.

As a result of last week's operations in the Philippines

more than 200 Filipinos were killed and 160 captured.

The American loss was 9 killed, 23 wounded, and one

taken prisoner.

It is the humidity more than the heat, in the Philip-

pines, that hurts people from Europe and America. The
thermometer, in the shade, rarely ranges above eighty

degrees. Humidity does the rest—saps vitality and ren-

ders men extremely susceptible to disease.

Dr. Studt, Prussian Minister of Education, has instructed

the Statistical Bureau to collect material regarding the

disastrous effects of alcoholism upon the nation.

In Iceland men and women are in every respect political

equals. The nation, which numbers about 70,000 people,

is governed by representatives elected by men and women
together.

In a letter to the Lord Mayor of London Lord Curzon

says: "Fifteen per cent, of the population of India are

now supported by the Government. If the famine con-

tinues until December it is estimated that the Governtt

will have spent £9,250,000."

The hostile attitude of the Boxers and their adhen
in China towards all foreigners continues, and the foi

of the world's Powers, gathering at Tien Tsin, are mak
preparations to move on Pekin for the purpose of res

ing peace and affording protection to missionaries

other foreigners. Minister Conger has instruction!

continue to safeguard American interests, and to ai

any act that may bring the United States into compl

tions of an international character that may arise.

A cablegram from London Sixth Month 11th .says

the foreign Admirals at Taku, acting in concert, art

pairing the damaged railway line between Tien Tsin

Pekin, and armored trains, with troops, may start for

Chinese capital that day. If necessary, 10,000 sole

will be sent to Pekin, to enforce the demands of

Powers, or, if necesary to suppress the Boxers. Mob
prevails at many places, and at Tien Tsin Russian tr

were fired upon.

A special cablegram from London says grave appre

sions are expressed in financial circles that the corap

tions in China may lead to a war between Japan

Russia.

There are only fifty- six Chinese newspapers in Chi

Twenty-three deaths from the bubonic plague are

cially reported from Rockhampton, Queensland.

Quebracho, a hard wood growing extensively in 1

guay, yields a high percentage of tannin, used for tan

leather, and the export of this product is a growing

A bill prohibiting the manufacture or sale of intox

ing liquors in Prince Edward Island has been passe

the Legislature of that province.

NOTICES.

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience (

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., and

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when reque

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twent;

cents each way. To reach the school by telegraph,

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, St

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo-

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wn
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, i

munications in regard to business should be forwaw
Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Friends' Library, 142 N. Sixteenth St., P
Open on week-days from 11.30 a. m. to 2 P. M. a

3 p. M. to C p. M.

New books have been added as follows :

Ball, C. J.—Light from the East.

Blanchan, Neltje.—Nature's Garden.

Carey, R. N.—Twelve Notable Women.
Coler, C. S.—Character Building.

Harland, Marion (pseud).—William Cowper.

Lounsberry, Alice.—Guide to the Trees.

Marden, 0. S.—Secret of Achievement.
Meldrum, D. S.—Holland and the Hollanders.

Shoemaker, M. M.—Quaint Corners of Ancient I

WiNSHip, A. E.—Great American Educators.

Arrangements may be made at the Library, wb

borrowers may have the time limit extended durit

summer months.

Died, at his residence in Chadd's Ford, Delawai

Pa., Fourth Month 24th, 1900, Amos W. House, i

eighty-second year of his age ; a member of Ki

Monthly Meeting of Friends.

, at Haddonfield, N. J., Fourth Month 20tb,

John I. Glover, in the eighty-third year of his age

was a member and elder of Haddonfield Monthly M
of Friends ; a humble and devout Christian, and a

i

ous contributor to the wants of the poor and many

itable objects.

, at Media, Pa., Fourth Month 9th, 1900,.

BETH Rhoads, in the seventy-fifth year of her age-

was a member and elder of Chester Monthly Meeti

Friends, and much beloved by them as a devoted fo

of the Redeemer and a cheerful servant of the chm

, at her home in Harrisville, 0., Eeulah A. Tl

wife of the late Elwood Thomas, in her ninetieth y
member of Short Creek Monthly Meeting of Frienfc

dear Friend bore a long continued and very suffer;

ness without a murmur. Her friends and relative

the consoling belief that she has gone to occupy'

the many mansions prepared for them that love Hi
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de Literary and the Laboratory Culture.

ow and then a youth is found at school

'hom books and letters appear well nigh

ningless. His mind does not seem to be

onstituted as to gather conceptions with-

hard difficulty from a printed page. Also

3 spoken language, given forth to impart

vledge, falls upon his ears as tedious sound.

to our attempts at instruction the too

,1 dose of denunciation, or a show of im-

3nce over stupidity, and to his lack of per-

ion we add a lack of heart in him to learn

11. So he stoically endures the reputation

dullard, because he does not take to books,

we notice that when occasions for action

i, as on the play-ground, in the shop, or

xecute some practical business, he seems

e in his element.

ears afterwards we wonder if we see that

I a failure in the school-room has now be-

e a leading man of affairs in the commu-

,
or a prominent civil engineer, or inven-

or in command of the political situation,

university professor in some special branch

has engaged his interest. And where

:s have been needed for success in his vo-

m, he shows now a mastery of their con-

s. In intercourse at the table or in society

, those of the literary culture, these prac-

lly cultured men may not suffer by corn-

son in evincing the fruits of a liberal edu-

m. They have received, indeed, a liberal

iation by what we have sometimes chosen

all the laboratory method, as others differ-

y constituted have received theirs by the

ary method.

he process has run somewhat as follows :

espair of book-learning he, being put into

itical life, some day discovers an interest in

ecial line or article of industry. There-

a his mind becomes alert to learn all the

& and bearings of his subject of work,

only does he practice his favorite pursuit

ctly, but a time comes when he has re-

course to reading all he can about it. Through

his experimental interest he begins to become

book-taught also on the subject. And so from

book to book treating on the art, and from

science to science elucidating his specialty, a

literary culture is ensured along with his prac-

tical work. This has in some cases carried a

man over varied fields of letters and made him

a scholar.

An extreme instance has come under the

writer's personal acquaintance. A shoemaker

who was out of health was directed by his

physician to bring home from the fields a new
flower every morning. This allured him into

the study of botany. He found one day a

flower which his book did not describe. He
was referred to some fuller botanical works in

Latin. This set him to learning Latin, with

the usual success of a man of purpose. Other

investigations led him to need a knowledge of

German, and German he studied and learned.

So not only from language to language was he

carried by the laboratory interest, but from

science to science, including mathematics to

the extent of making in advance the calcula-

tions of an almanac for a certain year.

So it is that he that will do, shall learn ; and

the Master taught this new education when

He said, " He that will do the will of God, shall

know the doctrine." His Scriptures teach that

the only true knowledge of Divine truth is ex-

perimental, and not in the letter only. Schools

are now earnestly advancing in the principle

of teaching theory by practice, and opening

the intelligence of books by manual and ex-

perimental work. We are relieved of much

of the expression we had been of late desiring

to bring out on this line by the article follow-

ing this, which we will now use by preference:

We would, however, warn the dull boy whose

listlessness comes from sloth and idleness, to

take no comfort in shirking his book-lessons

by any prospect of his becoming an educated

man through business. For the slothfulness

of the school-shirk is a habit preparing for the

same sloth in any other business ; and that

which makes such a boy a failure in the method

of letters will, unless overcome, make him the

same failure in the laboratory of life. Those

cases of success that we have referred to were

not born of minds wilfully indolent.

THE LABOKATOKY METHOD.

It is doing, not thinking, that keeps people

in touch with reality. Thinking has its place

and work in the world, but when it does not

resolve itself into action it becomes morbid or

fantastic. This is especially true of the spirit-

ual life which we are called to live in Jesus

Christ. " If ye know these things, happy are

ye if ye do them." Indeed, the truest knowing
begins with doing, and grows with doing, and
cannot be obtained without it. It is when we
are living the life of Christ through the Spirit

that we know Him and the power of his res-

urrection. It is not by merely thinking about
Him, and wondering at Him, that we come into

the circle of those who have his secret. It is

by obeying Him.
A young man once applied for admission to

an advanced class in one of our universities,

and was required to pass an examination in

chemistry. It appeared that he had commit-
ted a standard text-book of the subject to

memory. He had never heard a lecture or seen

an experiment, nor had he even handled any
but the most common of the substances of

which chemistry treats. But he could describe

all the experiments mentioned in the text-book,

tell the color of every element and its leading

compounds, state their specific heat and other

qualities. It was a remarkable feat of mem-
ory, but, if the world had to depend on such
knowledge as this for its applications of chem-
istry to the arts, it would not advance very
fast.

A little better was the method of teaching

the subject which prevailed in the universities

forty years ago. The student provided him-

self with a note-book and a pencil, and sat pa-

tiently and passively under the lectures of a
professor, who illustrated his statements by
experiments, and examined the note-books at

the end of the term, or asked questions on his

lectures. The student never, or rarely, touched
any of the substances which the lectures dis-

cussed. He scarcely ever tested for himself

any of the statements he heard from the

teacher. He had a certain amount of chemical
fact pumped into him, to do as he pleased with
it. This was a good deal better than commit-
ting a text-book to memory, but still very in-

adequate. Masses of undigested fact are not

stimulative to mental growth, nor likely to

prove very useful in actual life. Such work
is neither educative nor practical in a high
degree, unless it be a preparation for some-
thing more active. Students thus trained

hardly could carry on the work of the world
of chemical progress and application.

To-day chemistry is taught—as are nearly

all branches of science—by setting the student
at work. Lectures and experiments may come
first, but some excellent teachers avoid even
this, and send their students into the labora-

tory first. As "the smith learns his trade at

the anvil," so the chemist learns his science

by practicing analysis and combination at the
working-table. He has his use for chemical
text-books and for the living voice of the
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teacher. These, indeed, are much more to him

than when he was passively accepting them as

authorities which required no verification at

his hands. He hears and reads with a vivid

sense of what is written or said, such as he

never could have had if he were not working

out the problems for himself. The wide gap

which might have existed between him and the

lecturer or the writer of the text-book is daily

narrowed as he does the work of investigation

for himself, and thus approximates to their

experience. He knows because he does.

There is a joy in knowledge taken by itself,

but there is a deeper joy in knowledge we have

reduced to practice and made a part of our-

selves. The truth lived is more to us than the

truth merely known. Our Divine Master calls

to that higher joy. To know Him as Lord, and

even to call Him such, avails nothing. It may

puff us up. as Paul says, but it cannot build us

up (1 Cor. 8 : 1). It was the temptation of

the religious class of Paul's time, and it has

been the temptation of that class in every age

since, to put knowing into the place of obey-

ing, and to suppose that the habit of saying
" Lord ! Lord ! " has something about it more

worthy of God's blessing than plain attention

to duty. But nothing is worth having that is

out of relation to obedience, that does not en-

list the will into a willingness to do the will of

God. For the spiritual element in our nature

is not the intellect or even the emotions ; it is

the will. Knowledge and emotion are worth

having only as they lead us to will to do the

will of the Father, and then they lead us on

to still truer emotion and still worthier know-

ledge. When the doing of that will is the

leading purpose of our lives, then we come to

know as we could not in any other state of

mind and heart. Then the Bible seems to draw

near to us, and to read as if it were written

just for us. Then we understand the story of

God's fighters against evil, when we are fight-

ing that battle ourselves. Then we feel the

nearness and reality of the Son of God, when

we are growing to be sons of God through the

ability he gives his brethren (John 1 : 12).

It is out of Christian living that we come to

know the truth of the gospel, the truth of the

Bible, the truth of all that it befits us to know.

We need no longer the crutches men call evi-

dences. When we are acting under the inspi-

ration of the Holy Spirit ourselves, we recog-

nize his voice in the holy men who were moved

to speak worthily of the things of God and of

the spiritual life.

And then we are brought into true fellow-

ship with those whom we see to be willing to

do the will of God as we ourselves are. No-

tional religion, got from books and talk, leaves

us solitary and selfish. The boy who commit-

ted the text-book to memory acquired no

friends by the process. Even those who sat

side by side on the benches of the lecture-

room, watching experiments and hearing lec-

tures, did not get very near each other. The

boy who works alongside others in the labora-

tory acquires a fellow-feeling for his comrades

engaged in the same labors, facing the same

difficulties, puzzled by the same problems. A
comradeship naturally springs up between

them, and embraces their teacher also, if he

be a teacher worthy of the name.

For the true teacher feels the difiiculties,

rejoices in the victory over them, and cheers

his students by his sympathy. He has lived

through all that, and is able to guide, encour-

age, and inspire them. And so the great

Teacher takes us into his great laboratory, and

bids us do that we may understand.— to live

the life of service and sacrifice that we may

come to the vision of his glory.

—

S. S. Times.

Out of Christ While Living in Sin.

You will say, perhaps, that though you are

sinners, and live in daily commission of sin,

and are not sanctified, yet you have faith in

Christ who has borne the curse for you, and

in Him you are complete by faith, his right-

eousness being imputed to you.

But, my friends, let me entreat you not to

deceive yourselves in so important a point as

that of your immortal souls. If you have true

faith in Christ your faith will make you clean;

it will sanctify you; for the saints' faith was

their victory of old, by this they overcame sin

within, and sinful men without. And if thou

art in Christ, thou walkest not after the flesh,

but after the Spirit, whose fruits are mani-

fest. Yea, thou art a new creature, new

made, new fashioned, after God's will and

mould. Old things are done away with, and

behold all things are become new, new love,

desire, will, affections and practices. It is

not any longer thou that livest; thou disobe-

dient, carnal, worldly one; but it is Christ that

liveth in thee; and to live is Christ, and to di

is thy eternal gain: because thou art assured

that thy corruptible shall put on incorruption,

and thy mortal, immortality; and that thou

hast a glorious house, eternal in the heavens,

that will never wax old or pass away. All

this follows being in Christ, as heat follows

fire, and light the sun.

Therefore have a care how you presume to

rely upon such a notion, as that you are in

Christ whilst in your old fallen nature. " For

what communion hath light with darkness, or

Christ with Belial?" Hear what the beloved

disciple tells you: "If we say we have fellow-

ship with God, and walk in darkness, we lie

and do not the truth." That is, if we go on in

a sinful way, are captivated by our carnal af-

fections, and are not converted to God, we

walk in darkness, and cannot possibly, in that

state, have any fellowship with God. Christ

clothes those with his righteousness who re-

ceive his grace in their hearts.—Selected.

From the Journal of Isaac Martin,

Printed 1779:—"In the twenty-first year of

my age I returned to New York, and found it

necessary to enter into some business. And

herein I was brought under great trial. Being

by trade a hatter, and not having freedom in

my mind to make fashionable hats, and deco-

rate them with ribbons, lace and feathers, as

was then the custom of the times, under this

exercise I very much relinquished the thought

of following my trade, and was minded to go

on Long Island and hire myself to some honest

Friend, and work at the farming business for

a maintenance. But while under these con-

siderations, as I was one day walking the

streets, it came into my mind, with a degree of

living faith, that I might follow my trade, and

sell plain hats. As this intimation, which I

believed was a Divine intelligence, ran through

my mind, I had a hope that a way would be

provided for my support, and the event proved

the certainty thereof, although, to the out

ward eye, it appeared very doubtful.

"
I have found, by experience, that it is bes

to attend to the inward Guide, even in my out

ward occupation and business, and to bewan

of the merchandise of Babylon. For, as tha

faith which overcometh the world is abode in

a way is cast up where there appeared to b

no way, and the mind learns contentment wit!

a little, because He who feedeth the raven

and clotheth the lilies is mindful of his humbU

depending children.

Sensationalism in the Pulpit.

In Logansport there seems to be a rivalr

among the preachers to attract large congrt

gations, and it is said that they have adopte

means to this end, among them the selectio

of a series of " catching" topics. In thisjwa'

one clergyman has announced a sermon "fcj

men only." He will then have a service " foj

women only!" The obvious resemblance of th:^

kind of notice to things of less sweetness an

light need only be alluded to. With full cred

for the purity of purpose that animates preacl

ers in using this kind of announcement to a

tract popular attention, we cannot help hr

feel that there is something of the kind of ze;

in it that eats one up. We can hardly imagir

the Master doing so.

Without meaning to speak as one havin,

authority, it seems to us that a fine test f(^

modern instances might be a reference to thj

high standard, or to put it in the way in whic,

Sheldon has put it in his books, which hay

become so popular, " What would Jesus do'|

under such circumstances. It may appear tbi^

if the preachers would be convinced of the fai

that the question of attracting the people ;

their sermons is not the main question, the

might more readily get at the main questio

which is, to induce in those that come a co'

dition of heart and mind, a state of soul ai

spirit that would constrain them toward a be

terment of conduct for themselves and for i

the world. If a minister have only a score '

people to hear him, let him seek to implant

those few a burning desire to exemplify tl

standard of the Master in their lives, so th.

they shall become missionaries, not merely 1

word, but by deed, in all the demands of ever

day life.

If ministers will forget that they are not

the pulpit to attract audiences or to enterta

those whom they may attract, but are the

to convey to those who hear them the pow

of the gospel " as it is in Jesus Christ," whii

means the state of salvation that cleaves

things that are of good report; that is full

charity for failure to carry out the high idei

that burns with an unquenchable desire st

to strive toward this ideal; in short, if mini

ters will forget everything but the one pi

pose that they are to tell the " good newf

which is the interpretation of the life of tl

day, so that the golden rule may be applied

it as a living principle, they will not need

resort to anything. " The common people w

hear them gladly," and the question will so

be a place large enough to accommodate t

people and not a question of people to fil

place. The application is not to Loganspo:

although Logansport furnishes the text,

fits almost any city in this broad land in tl

day.

—

Editorial in Logansport paper.
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For " Thb Friend."

A Conference on Arbitration.

le sixth annual Lake Mohonk Conference
[iternational Arbitration met by invitation

Ibert Smiley, on Sixth Month 6th, and its

lerations lasted until the evening of Sixth
th 8th. The gathering includes many men
women of many minds on the question of
e and war, in the abstract, but all united
.rnestly desiring to secure the substitution
bitration for war in the settlement of in-

itional disputes, and a strong effort is

) to limit the scope of the discussion as
,s possible to the practical application of
national arbitration, avoiding allied ques-
of imperialism, peace from special stand-

is, etc.

was interesting to note, however, that a
: pioportion of all the speakers approxi-
d very closely the Quaker position on the
ict. At the first session of the confer-
Frederick W. HoUs, of New York, one of
lelegates from the United States to the
le Conference, rehearsed the work of that
irence which resulted in the submission to
jovernments represented of a peace con
on, since adopted by the twenty-six powers
Darticipated in the conference,

is convention provides for a permanent
lational court of arbitration with head-
ers at the Hague. This court will proba-
3 constituted and ready for work in little

than a month from this time. To this

ment tribunal may be referred any dispute
1 shall arise between any of the twenty-six
tory Powers. It will be observed, how-
that this court has jurisdiction in those

,
in which the two nations, having a dis-

agree to refer their differences to it.

•theless the establishment of a permanent
with a settled method of judicial pro-

e, makes arbitration easier, and it is hoped
3nd to strengthen an international senti-

which will make war more abhorrent to

led nations, the world over,

friends of Peace, the success which at-

d the deliberations of the Czar's confer-

in some measure offsets the feeling of
iragement resulting from the wars in

the two great English speaking nations

our own. Prof. Adeler has had prepared for
use among school children historical informa-
tion concerning some nations and races whose
stars are not now in ascendancy, e. g., infor-
mation relating to the early progress in civili-

zation in China, and the debt which Europe
owes to the ancient Irish monasteries and the
missionaries who went out from them. A third
great obstacle to the adoption of arbitration
Prof. Adeler finds in the fact that ethical
standards now applied to individuals are not
applied between nations. He said that not
many months since a leading congressman had
said that the moral law did not apply between
nations as between men, and a prominent uni-

versity professor had attempted to justify him
in his position.

Where, asked Prof. Adeler, is the Christianity

of the Christian nations ? And then he spoke
of " the priceless idea of Christianity " that we
shall regard every human being as potentially
our equal, not because he actually is so, but
because we believe that under favorable condi-
tions he may become so.

The speaker then spoke of the necessity of
a force to compel nations to resort to judicial

means of deciding disputes, to forbid the ven-
detta between nations as it is forbidden be-

tween individuals and families. He thought
that the force of organized public opinion
would accomplish this result, but distinguished
between public opinion and public sentiment,
the former being the result of calm delibera-

tion, the latter of sudden impulse or passion,

He complained that there is great need es-

pecially in a democracy, for new organs of
public opinion. The newspapers in general re-

spond to public sentiment rather than lead

public opinion. The pulpit, the pamphlet, the
platform, and the influence of the intellectual

and moral classes are at present our reliance

in seeking to educate and form a sound public
opinion.

Several speakers emphasized the thought
that women can do as much to inculcate right

standards of courage and to form sound public

opinion by influencing children and others.

At its final session the conference adopted a
declaration expressing its feeling of satisfac-

tion at the results of the Hague conference
and calling upon our government to endeavor
to secure treaties with other powers making
resort to the new tribunal obligatory instead

of simply permissive.

Regret was expressed that the Olney-Paunce-
fote treaty should have failed of ratification by
our Senate, and on the other hand Italy and
Argentine were congratulated upon having
successfully negotiated a permanent obligatory

treaty providing for the arbitration of any dis-

putes which may arise between them. A com-
mittee was appointed to wait upon President

McKinley and present the recommendations
contained in the declaration and a second com-
mittee was appointed to attend, if possible, the

Congress of American Republics which meets
in the City of Mexico this year and urge the

negotiation of permanent arbitration treaties

between the nations of the New World.
Edward G. Rhoads.

vould be impracticable to give abstracts

e numerous addresses made during the
ns of the Mohonk Conference just closed,

h several of them deserve special re-

Several speakers referred to the im-
nce of correctly educating our children,

IS far as possible, our whole population
rrect ethical standards. Among these

Felix Adeler of New York gave a most
etive address. He thought that two ob-

8 to the growth of sentiment against war
)r arbitration, were first, a false and fas-

ng ideal of military glory. This he would
it by outspoken condemnation of unjust
among which he classed the Mexican and
hllippine wars, and by drawing attention

! heroism displayed by others than mili-

nen, in the work of the life-saving crews,
iomotive engineers, and by such mission-
as Dr. Livingstone.

lecond obstacle is the disesteem of foreign " There is much said in a carping way which
IS which has prevailed among Americans, is far more calculated to arouse the feelings

ed by a habit of self-laudation and by a
|

of the natural man and irritate him, than to

•f acquaintance with other countries than reach the sure witness in his soul."

A Short Account of Rachel Wilson.

She was born in Kendel, in Westmoreland,
England, about the year 1721, and received a re-

ligiously guarded education. Her parents were
valuable Friends, and their example, together
with the instructive company of many sound
and exemplary Friends, who visited them whilst
traveling in the service of the Gospel, appeared
to be blessed to her. The visitations of Divine
love were early extended to her, and being
submitted to, she was much redeemed from
the love of earthly pleasures, and those amuse-
ments in which the young so commonly delight.

She was led in solitude and secret retirement
before the Lord, and having passed through
the necessary baptism, she was called to the
work of the ministry about the eighteenth year
of her age. Her friends say " she labored
much among those not in profession with us,

who fiocked to her testimony in the course of
her travels, and was eminently qualified for
that service, by explaining the way of life and
salvation, in a manner that reached the Wit-
ness in the hearts of the hearers, whereby
many were brought to an acknowledgment of
the Truth."

Whilst in this country, her ministry was
greatly admired, and she was much followed
by those who were not of our religious society,

because of the beauty and correctness of the
language she made use of. There was, how-
ever, something better than eloquence in her
public communications and the plain, simple,

honest-hearted Christian travellers felt her to

be, and owned her as, a sound and baptizing
minister of the Gospel of Christ.

At Buck's (Pennsylvania) Quarterly Meeting
of Ministers and Elders, held at Falls, Eighth
Month 30th, 1769, she had a large and lively

communication. She was first drawn in an af-

fectionate address to the ministers, exhorting
them to watch for the right time, in rising to
exercise their gifts. In illustration she used
the familiar saying, " Strike whilst the iron is

hot
;

" and adverted to the useless labor of the
blacksmith if he delayed striking till his iron

was cold. She then addressed those young in

the ministry. She knew when elder Friends
were present, they often attempted to smother
their exercises. She said her way had often
been opened by a few words dropped in the
simplicity, in the forepart of the meeting.
There were those, who, when they apprehend
they have something given them to deliver,

keep it long to themselves. They chew it, and
chew it, until they have taken all the substance
out, and then, perhaps, just at the close of a
meeting, find themselves uneasy with having
let the right time pass by, stand up, and as it

were, spit it out, when it is no use to anyone.
At the same meeting in addressing the eld-

ers, she compared them to snuffers, and the
ministers to the lamps. She said under the
law the command was that the snuffers should
be made of the same beaten gold as the lamps.
She then enlarged on the use of the snuffers.

She said without them the tallow, the life of
the candle, would be in danger of wasting

;

that they were of great service when skilfully

used to take off superfluous matter. The lamp
or candle burned much brighter when the op-
eration was performed with judgment. Yet
she had a caution against their too frequent
application. She had seen evil effects result
therefrom ; and some people seemed seldora
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they were snuffing. In the Yearly

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, held at Phil-

adelphia in the succeeding month, she was led

in the same line, adding, some are so fond of

snuffing, they at length waste the life of the

candle, and sometimes put it out. It is much
easier to take away the light than to give it.

She said for the encouragement of the young,

she had been comforted by every communica-

tion in the several meetings, which had been

in the line of the Truth. None had been in her

way that had been in the Life.

An Ideal in the Education of Women.

It must always be remembered that men and

women are not a ditt'erent order of beings.

They tind their fullest and completest develop-

ment together. The order of nature does not

change, yet Nature's law is growth, and with

that growth the position of women has

changed, and with that change the cultivation

of the individual becomes more important.

The problem is not simply that of bringing

children into the world, but what kind of chil-

dren shall be born, what kind of a mother shall

be educated, or, if the highest development of

motherhood is denied her, how shall she take

her place in the world, a useful and honored

member of the community, having children of

her spirit? For I take it the eternal feminine

is simply this. It is the power of love which
has its throne in a good woman's heart. Call

it altruism, if you like; call it the mother sea,

found a philosophy or a system of speculation

upon it— it is simply this endless capacity of

love and devotion which Mary of Bethany
showed when she sat at Jesus' feet

" The soul is the supreme power always.

To enlarge its kingdom, to bring warring ele-

ments under its control—this is the supreme
task of education. Intellectual knowledge is

so much dead matter until it is vitalized by a

union with the soul's wisdom. . . .

"It is because I believe with all my heart in

the holiness of life that I stand here to-day. I

believe that women have an increasingly im-

portant part to play in that life. With en-

larged opportunities come increased responsi-

bilities—responsibilities as yet unadjusted to

unaccustomed shoulders. It is to cast my
mite into the treasury of the world's experi-

ence that I come. It is because I believe in

divine life among men, in the direct and per-

sonal connection of each soul with its Maker,
that I dare to take up the great work you are

committing to my care. Humanity without
divinity is of the dust that perishes. Human-
ity joined to divinity can compass the humanly
impossible. Therefore, on this day, at this

solemn hour of accepting a trust, I speak
not of knowledge, wide and profitable as is

that great field, but I speak of wisdom, the

gift of heaven, which must descend like gentle
rain to fructify and fertilize, or there can be
no harvest fit for the nourishment of man."

—

Inaugural Address ofPresident Caroline Hazard
(author of " Narragansett Friends' Meeting".)

We cannot choose happiness either for our-

selves or others, for we cannot tell where it

will lie. We can only choose whether we will

indulge ourselves in the present moment or

whether we will renounce that for the sake of
obeying the Divine voice within us. — The
Watchman.

Views on Civil Government.

The representatives of the Yearly Meeting

of the Society of Friends for New England [in

1840], being impressed with the importance of

dirtusing among their own members and in the

Christian community, correct information on

some points of our faith and practice, have

believed it right for them at this time to issue

this Address, to the end that the principles that

we have ever maintamed in relation thereto,

since our origin as a people, may be faithfully

supported by us, and clearly understood by

others.

It is a time of much excitement in civil and
religious society, and we are earnestly desirous

that our members may individually seek to

manifest on all occasions, a meek and quiet

spirit, ever demeaning themselves as good citi-

zens, prompt in the support of right order, and

in all things adorning the doctrines we profess.

This has at all times been the concern of our

Society—acknowledging God as the alone Su-

preme Ruler of the conscience, they have been

ever ready cheerfully to submit to all the laws

and ordinances of men that did not conflict

therewith, and to contribute to the support of

well-ordered civil government.

We do indeed believe that war and fighting

are contrary to the Divine will, and unlawful

for us as christians, and we cannot, therefore,

in any way, countenance or contribute to mili-

tary operations.

We believe that under the government of

the Prince of Peace, swords are to be beaten

into ploughshares, and spears into pruning-

hooks, and men are to learn war no more. The
nature of the Christian dispensation, in con-

trast with the fierce passions of man, is beau-

tifully portrayed by the evangelical prophet—
" Every battle of the warrior is with con-

fused noise, and garments rolled in blood; but

this shall be with burning and fuel of fire. For
unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given;

and the government shall be upon his shoulder;

and his name shall be called Wonderful, Coun-
sellor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father,

the Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his

government and peace there shall be no end
"

(Isaiah ix : 5, 6, 7).

When our Saviour walked among men, He
inculcated the principles of peace in clear and
emphatic language, and by his own shining

example
—

" Ye have heard that it hath been
said, an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth

—but I say unto you, that ye resist not evil."
" Ye have heard that it hath been said, thou
shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine enemy
—but I say unto you, love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, do good to them that

hate you, and pray for them that despitefully

use you and persecute you, that ye may be the

children of your Father which is in Heaven."
And in his own example, when He could have
summoned twelve legions of angels to his res-

cue. He quietly submitted to his persecutors,

and in the end offered the intercession, " Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they

do." The apostle James, in allusion to this

subject queries, " From whence come wars and
fightings amongst you? Come they not hence,

even of your lusts that war in your members?"
Pjelieving, then, that under the Christian

dispensation, which was ushered in with the

annunciation of " Peace on earth, good will

toward men," we cannot in any way be engaged

in war or contribute to its support; every fai

ful member of our body has felt bound consci

tiously to abstain from all participation in

and in our earlier existence as a people, bef

our principles were well understood, we w
subjected to the spoiling of goods, impris

ment and much suffering, on account of

religious scruples in this respect—but we d

not in the Divine sight do otherwise than ste

fastly maintain our testimony, based as it is

the precepts of Him who was emphatically

Prince of Peace, and consonant with the d

trines and practice of his apostles and ea

followers.

Nor can we for conscience sake agree
any commutations for military requisitio

for hereby should we be consenting to the ji

ness and propriety of the exaction. And
this we trust that those who view this subj

differently from us, will discover no disposit

to screen ourselves from onerous duties,

will do us the justice to believe that it is

the answer of a pure conscience unto G
which is dearer to us than our natural li\

And for the sincerity of our motives, we b

appeal to the history of our Society, in wh
no instance will be found where a consist

member has ever borne arms, or voluntai

paid a fine or tax as an equivalent; but

chosen rather patiently to suffer whate
might be inflicted upon him for the support

his religious belief.

Within the limits of New England, our sc

pies as to bearing arms have generally recei'

the favorable consideration of the differ

State legislatures, and we trust that our mi

bers will continue to act so consistently w

their Christian profession as that they r

still be deemed worthy of the immunity wt
has been heretofore extended. \

But while we have thus felt bound unc

promisingly to maintain our belief of the pei

able nature of the Christian dispensation,

have ever acknowledged the propriety and

cessity of human government in conduci

the affairs of men; and have since our ori

from time to time, declared our views in

respect, manifesting our fidelity to whait

government an overruling Providence

place us under. Nor do we believe that in

way our peaceful principles are at all infrir

upon.

We find in the New Testament clear ;

deniable evidence that civil government
fully recognized by Christ himself

apostles; and we have ever considered it 1

essential to the preservation of good
and the promotion of the happiness of mi

nor have we as a Society any unity with

views of those who deny the necessity of hr

governments.

When the apostle Peter was inquiret

"Does not your master pay tribute?" h(

plied in the affirmative, and Christ upoi

occasion wrought a miracle to obtain

to pay for himself and the apostle. Her
authority of civil government in exa
tribute is acknowledged by our Lord, and

tically complied with; and in no instane

we find that he refused to conform to il

expressly commanded to " render unto (

the things that are Caesar's."

We may now introduce several injunc

and conclusions of the apostles respecting'

ernments in their own words. " Let ever;
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bject unto the higher powers ; for there
power but of God. The powers that be
rdained of God: whosoever, therefore, re-

;h the power, resisteth the ordinance of

for rulers are not a terror to good works,

the evil. Wilt thou, then, not be afraid

e power? do that which is good, and thou
have praise of the same; for he is the

ter of God to thee for good. But if thou
at which is evil, be afraid; for he beareth
lie sword in vain; for he is the minister of

a revenger to execute wrath upon him
ioeth evil. Wherefore ye must needs be
ct, not only for wrath, but also for con-

ze' sake: For, for this cause pay ye tribute

for they are God's ministers, attending

lually upon this very thing " (Rom. xiii: 1

" Submit yourselves to every ordinance

m for the Lord's sake; whether it be to

ing as supreme, or unto governors as unto
that are sent by him for the punishment

il doers, and for the praise of them that

ill; For so is the will of God, that with

ioing ye may put to silence the ignorance
olish men (Peter, 1st Epistle ii: 13, 15.

them in mind to be subject to principali-

md powers, to obey magistrates, to be

to every good work" (Titus iii : 1). The
le Paul acknowledges and practically sub-

to the authority of human governments,
he declared unto Festus that if he had
imitted anything worthy of death, he re-

not to die," and then appealed unto
r to be judged by him.

ise citations from Holy Scripture we think

iently establish the position that civil gov-

3nt was recognized and sustained by the
ir of Christianity and his apostles, and we
iroceed to show that the Society of Friends

Iways acknowledged its authority and con-

ned to its support; and to prove this, we
quote from various writers of standard
irity in the Society. And, firstly, we ad-

the testimony of George Fox on this

to Charles II. from the prison

)rcester, he asserts that " the spirit which
people from all manner of sin and evil, is

rith the magistrates' power and with the

30US law ; for the law being added be-

of transgression, so the spirit which leads

I transgression is the good spirit of Christ,

3 one with the magistrates in the higher

rs and owns it and them;" and he expressly

res that he and his Friends "are not

st, but stand for all good government."
sometimes called upon the civil authority

;erpose its sheltering power to protect his

n, and in an epistle to Friends in some of

i^est India islands, when the Governor had
3d them to take a part in keeping up a

1 to protect from incursions, and had
:ed them the privilege of doing so without
ing arms, he enters into an argument to

the propriety of their complying; and
ns them faithfully to perform this ser-

and report to the magistrates all cases of

:e that they may discover, in order that

fender may be arrested in his course and
hed—and thus proceeds :

" For rulers are

D be a terror to the good workers, but to

vil ; and wilt thou, then, not be afraid of

ower? do that which is good and thou

have praise of the same; for he is a min-
of God to thee for good, for he should

keep down the evil; but if thou doest that
which is evil, be afraid ; for he beareth not the
sword* in vain; for he is a minister of God to

revenge and execute wrath upon him that doeth
evil. So he is the revenger and executioner of

the wrath of the evil doer, as God hath placed
him— on him that steals, or kills, or bears false

witness," etc. " And to that power that exe-

cutes the revenge, and brings the sword* upon
the murderer, thief, false witness and other
evil doers, we must be subject to that power,
and own that power, not only for wrath, but
for conscience' sake; which is for the punish-

ment of the evil doers, and the praise of them
that do well."

In his letter to Charles II., George Fox thus
addresses him: " Thoucamest not into this na-

tion by sword, or victory of war ; but by the

power of the Lord ; now, if thou dost not live

in it, thou wilt not prosper."
(To be continued.)

The Virtue of Sincerity.

Sincerity is a virtue whether in Christian or

heathen, and the vice of hypocrisy loses none
of its hatefulness, when exhibited by those

who call themselves saints. Most readers will

recall the story of the new minister who was
advised by the deacons of his church to deal

gently with the liquor question because a mem-
ber of the congregation was a brewer who con-

tributed fifty dollars a year to the church.
" Take fifty dollars a year off my salary,"

was the answer; "I want a shot at that pew."
The shot was delivered, with the result that

the brewer increased his contribution to one
hundred dollars; though whether this was
done out of admiration of the preacher's sin-

cerity or to ease his own conscience is not re-

corded.

Every man, however he may squirm under
the attack, admires honesty of purpose and
sincerity of speech in an opponent. " What
makes you go to hear that man preach ?" said

a gentleman to a friend ;
" you don't believe

in what he says."
" No, but he does," was the answer, " and I

like in these days to hear a man who has some
convictions."

Sir Algernon West, in his Recollections,

tells of the rebuke given to the Norwich Bible

Society by Lord Oxford. The gentlemen com-
posing the Bible Society, probably in the hope
of deriving some financial benefit from their

action, had chosen him as president, although

his character was well known to be not in keep-

ing with the position. Whatever vices his

lordship may have possessed he seems to have
had the virtue of sincerity, as the following

extract from his reply will show :

"... I have long been addicted to the

gaming table. I have lately taken to the turf.

I fear I frequently blaspheme. But I have

never distributed religious tracts. All this

was known to you and your society, notwith-

standing which you think me a fit person to be

your president. God forgive your hypocrisy."— The Armory.

Long ago we remember a celebrated pro-

fessor telling his class that no one knows any-

thing unless he can state it clearly and with

sufficient fullness to make it understood by

others.

* The term sword, is used by Friends figuratively, as

emblematical of the power vested in the civil magistrate.

A Right Word.
" A word fitly spoken is like apples of gold

in pictures of silver."

We cannot always estimate the value of a
word fitly spoken.

A Friend whom the love of Christ constrained

for the salvation of souls to visit the sick

and afflicted, and who spent much of a period

in her life in visiting prisons and hospitals, in

one of her rounds in Bellevue Hospital, about
the year 1866, one day in passing through a
ward containing several that were of her spe-

cial interest, saw that a new patient had been
brought in. She had been placed beside the

cot where a good old Christian woman lay,

who, through much suffering, was cheerful and
magnifying the goodness of her Father in

heaven for the mercy extended toward her.

This day she was sadly mourning over the

new patient, fearing her soul would be lost.

She said, " See, Mrs.— , there is a poor creature

that cannot live. She will not heed anything
that is said to her." There is a person kneel-

ing beside her reading to her. Her eyes are
closed, and she will not pay any attention to

him.

When he left, the Friend went and stood
beside her, saying gently, " Thou art very
sick." When the first word was spoken, she

opened her eyes and looked at her with such a

sorrowful look, mingled with gratification, as

can not be described. When she saw the dress

corresponded with the language, she exclaimed,
" Ah, you are a Quaker ! The Quakers are the

best people in the world." Renewed strength
was given her, as she told a little of her his-

tory. She said :
" My father and mother were

Friends and excellent people, and wanted to

bring me up in a Christian way, shielding and
protecting me from what they believed wrong.
But I rebelled, and was induced to" privately

leave my good home in pursuit of wordly pleas-

ures, and wandered away from my Heavenly
Father's house step by step. I plunged deeper
and deeper in sin, and here I am without hope
dying in this hospital."

The agony of grief as she related her down-
ward course was pitiful to witness. She was
pointed to the Lamb of God that taketh away
the sin of the world. For a time her lamen-
tations could not be soothed. She feared it

was past the eleventh hour with her. and how
could she hope for mercy? The Friend knelt

by her in earnest, fervent prayer. The poor
sufferer's heart was touched, and in penitential

strains joined in the prayer, sometimes with
groans that could not be uttered. There was
a pleading for her life to be spared until she
should receive pardon. In this resting state

the Friend left her. The next day she found
her longing for peace

; yet a ray of hope began
to dawn as she realized one of her father's and
mother's people had come to her with messages
of love for her soul, and with this dawn of a
little faith she took hold of the promises re-

peated to her, wherein our holy Redeemer said,
" Him that cometh unto me I will in no wise
cast out." Still further, " Come, now, let us
reason together, saith the Lord ; though your
sins may be as scarlet, they shall be white as
snow ; though they be red like crimson, they
shall be as wool." And she was assured that
she was cared for; it was the Holy Spirit that
was striving with her.

Again the Friend knelt by her. A quiet
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came over her as she felt she was indeed left

in her Heavenly Father's hands.

Early the next morning the Friend was again

with her. Now was a time of thanksgiving

and praise. She was rejoicing in the forgive-

ness of her sins, and said, " My Saviour came

to me in the night and said He would take me

to live with Him in heaven. He looked so lovely.

I am sure I shall know Him when I get there."

There remains no doubt that in this happy

state her redeemed spirit returned to God, who

gave it. The Friend was favored to see her

peaceful close, and, with other Friends, had

her respectably buried, accompanying her re-

mains to the New York Friends' burial ground.

'' Spelling-Book Webster."

Noah Webster, whom we sophisticated mod-

erns call " the lexicographer," but whom our

grandfathers spoke of as " spellin' book Web-

ster," is to have a monument—as if the dic-

tionary itself were not monumentum acre pe-

rennius. He was born in 1758, in that part of

Hartford, Conn., since set off as the town of

West Hartford. He lived to the age of 84,

and he has been dead more than half a century.

A charter has been granted to the Noah Web-

ster Memorial Association, organized for the

purpose of raising money for a library in mem-

ory of the great literary worker, and to erect

in the place of his birth a building which shall

be worthy of his name and fame. The co-ope-

ration of the public is desired in this under-

taking, and there are some good grounds for

the claim upon national support for the pro-

ject. " According to Webster" was for a

generation, before the flood of the voluminous

modern dictionaries, the ultimatum for the

American in all matters relating to^ spelling,

pronunciation and definition, and " Webster

On-a-bridge," as the old lady called it, has been

the arbiter of many hot disputes. But it is

to Webster's spelling-book that our orthogra-

phy owes its greatest debt. In our years of

national expansion, when the westward rush of

population outran schools and schoolmasters,

the speller was one of the two or three books

which was sure to find its way to the new set-

tlements. Webster's spelling-book and the

Bible were the entire educational equipment

of many a frontier community, and very re-

spectable corner-stones they proved them-

selves. There were decades when the speller

was in such common use that it seemed to

have become a staple American article like

ham and flour, and the reported sale amounted

to millions, far surpassing the circulation of

other books printed in America, always ex

cepting the Bible. Webster's memory deserves

to be perpetuated, for under enormous dis-

couragements he accomplished, singlehanded,

a work in lexicography which must always in-

spire the respect of the learned, but in our

opinion Webster's chief claim to the gratitude

of his countrymen is not the bulky quarto, but

the little blue-covered volume in which the

young democracy learned its A B C.

—

The

Ckautauquan.

" Mother," said a child, " I have found God."
" Where have you found him ?" asked her

mother. " In heaven," said the little girl in

reply. Her elder sister laughed at her, and

said: "Well, Phebe, have you been to heaven?"

"No," the child said, "but the kingdom of

heaven has come to me."

Sermon by Robert Barclay.
|

My Fuiends, This is the testimony that was

borne of old, and it is also borne this day, that

there may be an agreement between the mem-

bers and the head, the word and the power,

the notion and the substance: He that hath the

Son hath life, and he that hath nut the Son hath

not life. So that in this the substance is

known, whereby men are redeemed to life unto

God, and to life for God, and to glorify Him.

This is the end of the testimony of the gospel

of our Lord and Saviour Christ .Jesus, that we

may all come to partake of his life, and that

by partaking of it we may live upon it ; and

being made alive to Him we will then be made

able to serve Him, then shall we be enabled to

worship Him, to glorify Him, and to declare of

his glory and of his power, and of his wisdom,

and of his goodness, to those that are strang-

ers to Him, and to invite all to be partakers

thereof. Let all your eyes this day be to-

wards Him, and to the enjoyment of his life,

that you may be sensible, and that you may be

witnesses of his life.

And this life is not to be obtained but by

death ; there is a dying before there is a liv-

ing. Every plant, seed, or grain that is placed

in the earth dies before it grows up ; there is

a dying before there is a living. Those that

come to the life of the Son of God, they come

to it through death ; for it was through dying

that He obtained this life : it was necessary

that the Son of God, the Prince of Life, should

die, that He should be crucified, else He could

not finish the work of our salvation, and make

way for the revelation and the sowing of that

seed, and the dispensation of that grace where-

by we might come to have a share with Him in

that eternal life He obtained for us. They

that come to the life of the Son of God they

must obey Him, for they must receive the sen-

tence of death to that life which they derive

from Adam, that cursed, that corrupt life of

unrighteousness, that life of ungodliness, that

life wherein self and the will of man delights,

wherein the natural man, the animal man, hath

a life. We must die, and by dying come to be

partakers of the life of Jesus. He communi-

cates himself to us ; and by our receiving Him

we receive life : He that hath the Son hath life,

and he that hath not the Son hath not life ; and

the consequence is he that hath not this life

hath not the Son of God.

This is the true way for every one to try and

examine themselves by, and to make a true

judgment of themselves, that they may know

whether they have the Son of God or not,

whether they have Christ or not. If they have

Christ they have the benefits of his death and

of his blood and sufferings. They that have

this life in them they are in the faith, they are

partakers of justification and sanctification,

and adoption ; and all those that are under the

dispensation of the Gospel, that have the bene-

fits of Christ's death, to those He giveth him-

self; and to those to whom He giveth himself

He giveth this life. This is not the life of

Adam, a life of unrighteousness, but a life that

springs from the heavenly incorruptible seed.

Such as partake of it are born again of the

Word of the Lord, that remains forever. This

is a life that comes from the Lord from

Heaven, the quickening Spirit ; and this life

tends heavenward ; it looks heavenward ; it

carries the affections towards the things that

are above ; it dwells not in them that hi

their pleasure in this world; it looks not tol

things of this world ; it comes from heav

and tends to heaven again; it raiseth the S'l

that is quickened by it. They that are b(

of it are made heavenly by it ; it makes

heavenly that are quickened by it. By this'

mni/ know that we have the Son of God ; by t

we have an understanding of Him, and i!

brought into Him that is true.
j

And this is the living manifestation

Christ, whereby He cometh into thy soul, r

into my soul. This is the gift of God : we
1

ceive God's gift that we may receive life frj

and by Him, that we may live this life. T

is that which make the yoke of Christ easy i\

his burden light, and his commandments

grievous to us. The life of Christ doth

work of Christ naturally. Those that are]

the flesh mind the things of the flesh ; thi

that live a carnal life they mind the works i

the flesh; it is their joy, their delight and t\\

pleasure, that which their hearts are carrj

after. They rise early and lie down late, i\

all for this end, it is that which their heaj

run after the day long. What is the reasot

it ? they are in the flesh, in the life of lu

that life moves them, and acts them, and g

ems them. That life useth and employeth

their faculties, their understandings, wills,

fections, and imaginations : and it useth all

members of their bodies to please the fit

fulfill the lusts thereof ; these are the coi

quences of a life of unrighteousness in th

things that are unrighteous.

But those that have received the Spirit

God, they have received Jesus Christ the 1

of God ; and this is the consequence, they

become dead to the life of unrighteousm

All that are dead in sin and trespasses He h

quickened. Now when you have received

Son of God you have received a new life,

other life ; then your affections are set u

things that are above, and you are come tc

in heavenly places in Christ Jesus. You sil

more in the earthly place, nor live an earl

life, but in the heavenly place where the he

enly life abounds. For this end the Etei

Son of God came into the world, that we m.

have life, and that we might have it more ah

dantly ; that we might abound in the lift

Jesus, and in the abundance of it. This ist

which is recommended to us, that we might

ceive the Son of God into our souls ; and

receiving Him, partake of his life ; and t

let this life produce its actions : Let the u

of God dwell richly in you, in all those thi

that are Divine, in all those consequences 1

it brings forth amongst the children of Go

For it is not the things of the earth thai

are to remember, and to have dwelling in

but the Word of God ; and that which
]

ceeds from the life of the Son of God.

words and testimonies, preachings, pra

exhortation, and spiritual counsel, if it be

from the life of the Son of God, it edifies

the body of the Lord Jesus Christ in love,

us receive that which comes from the lift

the Son of God ; which is manifest amoi

us, and shed abroad in our hearts. Let

watch and take care and watch that wha

ever is not of this life may not appear,

not be manifest and made known among

And this life which we receive from the So

God is that which will stand us in stead in



e life, He is well pleased with them; and
empter, the wicked one, cannot touch
at all, nor reach them, nor hurt them,
s is my testimony unto you from the life

d, which to the glory and praise of his

hath risen into my soul, in some measure,
the desire, and labor, and travail of my
hat you may be inwardly gathered into

leavenly life, that all my dear brethren
sters who are of the household of faith

e inward in this life ; that the fruit there-

y be manifest ; that the notice thereof,

und thereof, the language thereof, may
ard in this assembly at all times ; that

ord our God may be made known to us
;h this Word of Life in our hearts, to the

, honor and renown of his name, who
is worthy. To Him be glory for ever
fer. Amen.

;ad Upon the Waters.—The reward of

erous deed seldom comes more oppor-
than it did in an instance reported by
iveland Leader. It appears that a promin-
evelander named Cole, who has recently

ras forced to leave Cornell University at

ose of his sophomore year, for lack of

ivent to New York, and began
cantile houses and offices, in search of

,ion. Among many others, he visited the

of a produce merchant, who seemed
7 taken with his personality. The result

interview was that the merchant said :

rang man, go back and finish your col-

)urse, and I will foot the bill."

;^ole accepted the offer, completed his

with credit to himself and his strangely
friend, and at once entered upon a busi-

ireer. It was not long before he pros-

n a business venture, and found himself
repay the sum advanced for his educa-
He went to New York, sought out the
if his friend, and stepping up to his desk,

wn seven hundred dollars.

. Cole," said the old merchant, " if it

ot for this money my credit would have
ishonored to-day. Maturing obligations

bave gone to protest. You have saved

needed alterations, and to adopt them in such away ' root (?) of Quaker belief. There has probably
as to preserve the underlying principle intact, been no Discipline of that Church which has not
Sometimes there has been an impatience of restraint contained a positive declaration as to the unright-
which has tended to sweep away, along with that i eousness of all war. The Quaker position on this
,„i,;„i, !,„„ „„n:..„j :* r.., .i.._ .!.:___ r__

suijjggt ig historic and consistent. In their social

and political life, however, Friends are subject to

influences tending to weaken their testimony upon
this question. J. B. Garret, of Philadelphia, one of

the principal speakers, pleaded with his hearers to

be firm in their adherence to the principles of peace.
' The spirit of the Gospel,' he said, ' from first to
last is peace and love and all that tends to unity.
Study the fruits of the spirit as given by the apostle
in the Epistle to the Galatians. How can you and
I accept the trend of the Gospel and yet justify
war in any way?' He declared that Friends should
ask themselves these questions: (1) Is the spirit of
peace in our hearts? (2) Do we manifest it in our
family, business and social life? (3) Are we in-

fluencing public opinion in governmental afl'airs as
we are called upon to do?—for public opinion is

responsible for clash of arms and for the mainten-
ance of warlike measures. Referring to affairs at
Peking, he added: 'The Chinese have a right to an
undivided empire, and it is the duty of Christian
nations to go to them with the Gospel of Christ.
No man or nation is justified in taking human life,

even that civilization may follow. It is never right
to do evil that good may come.' A later speaker
remarked that the beatitude of to-day does not
sound like the old beatitudes; that of to-day is,

'Blessed be war, for it extends the Gospel of
Christ'—but brute force is not the force Christ
chose to promulgate his Gospel. Another popular
beatitude is, 'Blessed are the expansionists, for
they shall inherit the earth,' but this is not in full

accord with what we have been taught of the Gos-
pel of Christ. In reply it might be said that all

expansionism is not the deification of brute force."

Items Concerning the Society.

her visit to the Doukhobors in Manitoba is

leing entered upon by Joseph S. Elkinton,
rted for that country last Second-day after-

ith Jonathan E. Rhoads as his companion
visit.

lend in this city conveys to us a letter

id out of our present number) from the edi-

11 Amiga, the Havana " Friend,"' saying that
ication is suspended for lack of means. He
aid and subscriptions to resume it. Through
hings eleven Catholic priests have asked ad-
to the association bearing the name of

iustoms and methods of Friends are more
sre customs, which may or may not be fol-

A careful study of them will, in a large
ion of cases, show that they are not matters
erence, and that there is an underlying rea-

them, which makes them valuable when
waning is understood. Changes in method
me with continued life and activity, but if

once clearly grasp the reason and force of

which has outlived its usefulness, other things far
too valuable to be lost—things that are not im-
pediments, but instruments for effective service.

—

The Interchange.

" It is not a good omen for the republic," says
the Springfield Republican, that "the Society of

Friends continues to decrease in numbers, even in

Philadelphia, where it should still be strong. It is,

indeed, still strong in that city, and in Baltimore,
in the personal representation it has in every ex-

cellent cause, national or local — in the moral
strength it gives through the men and women of the
meeting who are engaged in humanitarian work.
Note the membership and the official list of un-
paid service in important causes—of the red man,
of the negro, of public charities, of the purification

of the civil service; wherever there is even a small
body of Friends, there will be found the Quaker
element strongly in evidence. The time has come
for a vigorous proselytization, like that of George
Fox, though adapted with judgment and prudence
to the conditions of the day—to renew and magnify
the Quaker spirit, which is always in behalf of the
finest and noblest life. Now more than ever the decla-

ration against war should be emphasized. What
thing more refreshing is there in the current news
of the day than the refusal of a Quaker business
firm to accept a government contract for articles

to be used in warships? More of this adhesion to

lofty principle, removed from the cheap surrender
of the day, is wanted in this republic, if it is to

remain a republic, and not to abandon its past for

an imperial"future."

Haddonfield Quarterly Meeting, held at Mount
Laurel, N. J., on the 14th instant, was believed to

be owned as an edifying occasion. The meeting at
Merchantville was again authorized to be continued
under a committee for six months, and Cyrus
Cooper, from West Grove Monthly Meeting, Pa.,

having a minute for religious service in the limits

of Haddonfield and Burlington Quarterly Meetings,
was encouraged to pursue his prospect.

Some years ago, when educated Japanese began
to make the acquaintance of Friends in Philadel-

phia, the doctrine of Friends was pronounced by
some of them to be peculiarly adapted to gain
ground among the larger part of the Japanese
people, particularly those who were imbued with
the doctrine of Shintoism. We are now reminded
of this by a letter in which Inazo Nitobe states
that the original teaching of Shintoism was Mono-
theistic and spiritual; that the Supreme Deity
" who appears first in the ' Ancient Record '

" as the
very creating power, has never had even a temple
erected for worship; for an ancient formula makes
distinction of two kinds of worship. One of sup-
plication—asking for favors; the other of thanks-
giving—gratitude for favors received or for good
deeds done. Now, it says the first kind (supplica-

tion) is to be addressed only to the Supreme Deity,

and the precept said expressly, "This kind of
prayer is to be made to a Spirit in (by) Spirit.

" The other kind (thanksgiving) is to be made to

the individual powers, agencies or men, that con-
ferred the good.

" It is curious that in the imperial palace, where,
of course, the ancient traditions are kept intact

and sacred, there is no shrine for this Arch-deity,

who is to be worshipped in spirit as to a Spirit,

whereas the lesser deities, so to speak (namely)
powers or agencies, have their places of worship."

According to a New York weekly paper, " The
most interesting feature of the annual meeting

toms that our principles have naturally of Friends or Quakers, which has just occurred
d, we shall be in a position to welcome in New York City, was the reaffirmation of the

Notes from Others.

Professor Edward A. Park called the " Nestor of
Orthodoxy," who recently died at Andover, Mass.,
at the age of ninety, held that a sermon, every
time it is repeated " must be born again."

Notwithstanding the disturbed condition of the
Chinese Empire, seventeen out of forty missionaries,
newly appointed by the Presbyterian Board of
Foreign Missions, will start at once for China.
Ten of the number are women. They will not wait
to learn of the outcome of the present troubles.

A writer in the San Francisco Examiner invents
a fable to rebuke B. Fay Mills' impious challenge
to the Almighty—given during a public lecture in

the Metropolitan Temple—" to reveal Himself to
him then."

"And the temple did not fall upon his head, nor
did the speaker fall dead where he stood. The next
day Mr. Mills was out upon the Oakland hills, gaz-
ing at the Golden Gate and the incoming waves,
musing upon the wonderful works of his unknown
god, who rules the universe without intelligence
and revolves the world by the uncreated law of
evolution. He stepped unconsciously upon a colony
of industrious ants, and crushed nine hundred and
forty-seven by subsequent actual count ; where-
upon, after the ceremony of interment in the ant
cemetery had been held and the unfortunate vic-
tims of apparent cruel destruction of an unknown
cause had been laid at rest, a meeting was held in
the great ant heap (Mr. Mills still being within two
feet of the massive pile), to di.scuss the mighty
question of the cause of the awful catastrophe.
Many philosophers were present, and many theo-
ries were advanced, all based upon the absorbing
question of whether or not there is such a power
as Man.

" At last a particularly eloquent and philosophic
ant arose and said; 'I challenge Man now to reveal
himself to me, or forever after hold his peace,'
whereupon he was loudly applauded by all the
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bald-headed ants in the heap. But Mr. Mills did

not reveal himself to the ants, perhaps because the

ants could not comprehend his revelation."

We would adopt no more than the moral of the

above fable, and disown the unjust parallel between

a destructive man and our Heavenly Father; and

would add that as He is not subject to men's chal-

lenges for special revelations of himself, the same
folly on man's part appears in the use of an oath,

which is an arbitrary challenge to the Almighty to

be obedient to a man's call for a curse.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—Nothing has been received at Wash-

ington from any official source to confirm the alarming

reports of the destruction of the Embassies and Lega-

tions in Pekin, and the Government is not able to open

communication with the scene of the troubles. The U.

S. gunboat Concord has been despatched from Manila,

under sealed orders, presumably for Tien Tsin, and the

Ninth Regiment has been ordered to Manila, whence it

will proceed to China.

The commerce of the U. S. in the fiscal year which ends

with this month, will by far exceed that of any preceding

year; its exports will surpass those of any earlier year by

more than $150,000,000, and its exports of manufactur-

ers will exceed those of any preceding year by more than

$75,000,000. Its imports, owing to the demands of the

manufacturers of the country for foreign raw material

for use in their industries, will also be large, Raw silk,

unmanufactured fibres, crude rubber, hides and skins, pig

tin for use in tinplate establishments, cabinet woods and

the finer grades of cotton and the coarser grades of wool,

all show a large increase as compared with preceding

years. It is on the export side, however, that the year

makes its greatest record- The total exports for the

eleven months of the year amount to $1,286,214,534, and

should the figures this month prove as large as those

of last, it would bring the total up to $1,400,000,000, or

$173,000,000 greater than the year 1899.

The controversy between St. Louis Transit Company
and its striking employes has developed into a struggle

between capital and labor along the lines of a boycott.

This situation is the result of the refusal of the Transit

Company to submit to arbitration the question of rein-

statement of the striking employes, as proposed by the

Federation of Labor.

Judge Belcher, of California, has filed an opinion that

marriages of persons divorced in that State consummated
within twelve months after the decree of divorce has been

made, are invalid, and that in the eyes of the law such

persons are unmarried persons.

The dangerous work of coal mining is approximately a

third as fatal as the battlefield, for every 1000 miners

23.2 are killed every year in the performance of their

work.

Judge Townsend, in a recent decision in reference to

the application of tariff laws in Porto Rico says, the mean-
ing of the treaty of Paris is that Porto Rico is "acquired,

but not incorporated," and the uniformity clause of the

Constitution does not apply. In its relation to foreign

countries Porto Rico, under the decision, is a part of the

United States, but the island is a foreign country in its

relation to the United States, " and within the meaning of

the tariff acts,'' as they stood at the time of the cession.

Another decision of the lower Federal Courts lays down
the doctrine that Porto Rico is an integral part of the U.

S., and that upon the cession all the provisions of the

Constitution in respect to personal and property rights

became applicable to the island. A discussion of the Su-

preme Court of the United States is necessary to deter-

mine the status of Porto Rico.

Jesse K. Cope, of Chester county, has been appointed

Dairy and Food Commissioner by Governor Stone.

In the Circuit Court at St. Louis Judge Thayer, in the

case of the American School of Magnetic Healing, has de-

cided that the direction given by the Postmaster General

to withhold mail sent to the school and return it to the

senders marked "fraudulent" is legal.

A despatch of the 17th from Vancouver,B. C, says : The
steamer Alpha, the first treasure boat to arrive from the

American gold land of Nome, arrived in Vancouver this

evening. She had but four passengers on board, who had
between them $300,000 in gold. There were 3000 peo-

ple at Nome when the steamer left, who had staked every

creek in the country, and wherever a hole had been sunk
pay dirt was brought up. During the winter at Nome
coal was selling at $200, wood $60 a cord and shovels $25
each.

A hound was purchased in Missouri and shipped in a
closed express car to a ranch in Kansas. In a day or

two it was missing. Investigation proved that it had gone

back to its Missouri home, over a distance of 500 miles,

on a road entirely unknown to the dog.

It is claimed that the American public school system is

meeting with great and unexpected success in the Philippine

Islands. In Manila alone, it is reported, there are now
more than 5000 children in regular attendance.

In the neighborhood of New York City the house boat
as a summer home is often seen. It is a more comfort-

able house than any summer boarding-house, and very

much cheaper. One of the largest expenses in running

a houseboat is the cost of towing from one place to an-

other. Various types have become popular in these craft.

The expenditures authorized by the late Congress for

the army, navy, fortifications, pensions, and deficiencies

on account of the army and navy amount to $343,000,000,
or about one half the total expenses of the Government.

The President has issued a proclamation formally an-

nouncing the establishment of a reciprocity agreement
with Portugal.

The scientists of the Department of Agriculture, aware
of the heavy losses that occur in the United States, and
especially in the South every year from parasites in sheep,

have undertaken extensive experiments, and have discov-

ered that the parasite, not only in the alimentary canal,

but also in the lungs, and the grubs in the head, can be

completely eradicated by light doses of gasoline.

The five civilized tribes of Indian Territory— the Creeks,

the Chickasaws, the Choctaws, the Cherokees and the

Seminoles—are no longer a savage race. It is said that

they have an excellent system of schools, and are eager

for education.

The Board of Education, in Philadelphia, by a unanimous
vote adopted at its last meeting a resolution " that all

new school-houses shall be provided with stone, brick or

iron tower fire escapes." This provides for the continu-

ance of the use of the tower fire escape. This device

superseded the outside open iron fire escape several years

ago, because of its obvious superiority in many particu-

lars. It affords an entirely secure means of escape for

children, which the outside open iron fire escape does not

do.

A large number of delegates and others have come to

Philadelphia to attend the National Republican Conven-

tion convening on the 19th inst.

Markets, &C.— V. S. 2's, 100; 3's, 109 a lOSJ; 4's,

reg., 114 a 114J; coupon, 115 a 115J; new 4's, 134 a

135; 5-s, 113 a IISJ.

Cotton closed on a basis of 9rV,c. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.50 a $2.75 ; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.50 a $3.65; Western winter, straight,

$3.60 a $3.80; spring, straight, $3.75 a $4.00; city mills,

straight, $3.75 a $3.90. R-i-E Flour—$3.20 a $3.40 per

barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 77 a 78c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 45i a 45§c.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 29J a 30c.

Foreign.—London advices from Shanghai state that a

move is in progress there to restore the Chinese Emperor
to power, and the United States, Great Britain and Japan,

it is said, may support the project.

Chinese advices tell of an attack by the international

forces, led by the British, at Tien Tsin, in which a large

number of Boxers were routed after heavy losses in killed

and wounded. About 100 Americans were in the line of

attack.

Late cable advices from China received in London state

that the City of Pekin is closely guarded by imperial

troops and that armed opposition will be made to the ad-

vancing relief column, which is still halted on the road.

A perilous condition of affairs prevails in the Chinese

capital, and the anti-foreign sentiment is intense.

The St. Petersburg correspondent of the London Times
says :

" In competent political circles there is no wish or

trace of intention to act in China other than with the

great Powers. At the same time there is no desire to

establish a European concert. Russia, like the United

States, reserves to herself independence of action."

The murder of the Japanese Chancellor of Legation at

Pekin by the Chinese imperial troops has aroused keen
feeling in Japan. Warships have been summoned to carry

Japanese troops.

A despatch from Shanghai of the 18th says: "Shortly

after midnight of the 16th, the forts at Taku opened

fire. The British, French, German, Russian and Japanese

warships replied. Two of the forts were blown up, and
the rest were carried by assault. Two British, one Ameri-
can and five Chinese warships are in Che-Foo harbor." The
London papers consider that state of war practically ex-

ists, and that the issue is between Western and Eastern
civilization. The Times says that the latest news in-

finitely increases a situation already sufficiently serious.

A recent cablegram from London says the indications

are that Lord Roberts considers the end of the struggle

in South 'Africa not far distant. A suggestion of

armament proposed by Lord Roberts has been decline

the Boers.

It is officially announced in London that General B
reports that Almonds Nek, in Natal Colony, has

forced.

Lord Methuen, General Rundle and General Braban
reported to have 35,000 men and 50 guns engaged li

closing the Boers in the eastern part of the Orange I

Colony.

The British War Office casualty returns up to i

Month 9th aggregated 23,664, besides 792 ofiicors

12,355 men sent home as invalids, but not includinj

South African hospitals.

Catharine Gladstone, widow of William E. Gladsl

the English statesman, died on the 14th at her resid

at Hawarden, aged 78 years. During her husband's

cial life she was almost as much in the public eye a

was himself. She was almost always with him whe
a journey, and, indeed, everywhere e.xcept in the co'

chamber or in Parliament. She not only looked afte

physical well being with true wifely solicitude, bu
also enjoyed his confidence in the treatment of p
affairs, and, it is believed, often helped him with her

gestions.

A despatch of the 14th from Simla says : "Ove
000,000 persons are now receiving relief. In suppo
this vast number until next Twelfth Month, whicl

pears to be the earliest time at which relief throug
harvests can be looked for, the Government will

expended about $46,000,000.
Abbe Mareux, the astronomer, has discovered,

sketched a remarkable spot on the sun, forming a pji

an extensive group and having a diameter of nearly

kilometers. This spot, he says, will remain for ;

days and become visible to the naked eye. He pn
the appearance of other spots in the Seventh, Eight

Ninth Months, inferring that the heat during those i

will be very great.

The number of emigrants to Siberia in the last

years has averaged 150,000 a year.

The hay fever season in North Germany is said I

from Fifth Month 27th to Sixth Month 3rd; in Soutl

many from Fifth Month 20 to Fifth Month 25th.

Cremation of human bodies is making greater pn
in France than in any other country. While on thi

tinent it is slightly advancing in favor, there is i

rence to this manner of disposing of the dead th;

likely to linger for several generations to come.
The British colony on the Gold coast of West Af

now engaged in a war with the Ashantirace, near I

sie, where a garrison of native troops is located

British control. A despatch of the 12th from I

states :
" The march for the relief of Kumassie

met by great numbers of rebels, who have const)

stockades and put impediments in the way, such as

There are also stockades surrounding Kumassie,
the rebels good shelter. The rebels have places bv

in trees, and have used them to open fire from. Th<

of the health of Kumassie is good, but 3000 pers'

the native cummunity are in a state of destitution

mediate assistance is required. Heavy losses to th

ish are reported.

NOTICES.

Contributions to Douktiobortsi Fund to I

Month 19th, 1900.
Per C. T. P., Iowa, $2.68 ; W. C, $5.00 ; Per

$27.20 ; Per A. W. G., $3.00.

Acknowledgments of receipts for this fund,

future, be made direct to the donor.

Wm. Evans, Treasurer, 252 S. Front St., P

Westtown Boarding School.—For convenience

sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil

trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 a.

and 4.32 P. M. Other trains are met when req

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., twe:

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85
Edward G. Smedley, i

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications
admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re

instruction and discipline should be addressed to V
F. Wickersham, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, ai

munications in regard to business should be forw!

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.
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Tongue-Sinning and Conduct-Sinning.

\l said, I will take heed unto my ways that

I not with my tongue." Here the axe is

at the root of tongue-sinning, and not at

act only. We have been in the habit of

ling this as if it said, "1 will take heed

ly tongue that 1 sin not with it." But in

T not to sin with the tongue we are in-

cted to cleanse our " ways,"—the ways of

heart from which the mouth speaks. Keep
fountain sweet and the stream of our lan-

;e will be sweet. " A good man, out of the

i treasure of his heart, bringeth forth that

;h is good; and an evil man, out of the

treasure of his heart, bringeth forth that

!h is evil : for of the abundance of the

t his mouth speaketh."

a take heed unto our ways, then, is to take

I unto the purity of our heart. To cleanse

ways is to take heed unto them according

lie Divine word (Ps. cxix : 9). This inspeak-

monitor will check the ways and motions in

rhich are about to produce an evil fruit of

Is or acts, and will approve the outgoing

he fruit of Christ's spirit. In this way
,
by his true and holy witness and word in

will bring every work to judgment," as it

bout to issue into outward act, " with

y secret thing, whether it be good or

bher it be evil." Happy will it be for us

cipient evil ways thus go so far before

I to judgment as not to be committed.

lis cleansing word is a sanctifying word.

leanses only as it is heeded and obeyed.

notify them through thy truth," said the

our. " Thy word is truth." " Now are

lean through the word which I have spoken

' you " (John XV : .3).
" That He might

tify and cleanse it by the washing of water
he word " (Eph. v: 26).

» the holy word of God would touch our

Is before they are uttered, to cleanse

1. So would He cleanse our ways by cre-

g in us a clean heart and renewing a right

spirit within us. Herein will stand our ex-

emption from tongue-sinning
;
provided also

we do not seek to rest in our own exemption,

but are obedient to the Word which cleanses

us to " teach transgressors his ways." We are

called not merely to repose in the light, but to
" walk in the light, as He is in the light," so as

to " have fellowship one with another " in har-

monious labor for the honor of Truth, and

"the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us

from all sin." " Much more being reconciled

by his death shall we be saved by his life."

Through his pierced side appears not only "the

washing of water by the word," but the cleans-

ing blood, that life might be given to love as
" the fulfilling of the law " of his sanctifying

word.

If the security against sinning with our tongue

is a cleansing of our ways by the purifying of

their source, are we thus excused from all

heed to the tongue itself,—to its words and

syllables ? A true concern to draw pure water

will be the same care over the stream and the

hydrant as over the spring. Our words will

need watching from the heart to their last lip

else they are not safe. There may be slips of

the tongue which were not slips of the heart,

but their harm is often the same. Besides, the

very exercise of concern to have each word a

pure word, is an exercise in and unto pureness

of heart. " Hold fast the/arm of sound words,

in faith and love which is in Christ Jesus."

This ought we to do, and not to leave the other

undone. The reflex action of our words (like

other outward acts) upon the condition of our

heart cannot be overestimated. The heart

cannot long remain under a godly concern for

truth and holiness, where heed is not given to

the tongue itself to shape its words as having

their foundation in truth and their source in

purity. What a preserving effect upon the

character of members of the Society of Friends

the observance of its testimonies for truth in

speech and address has been! We doubt that

those who now abjure the testimonies would be

taking the pride in their Quaker ancestry

which they now exhibit had that ancestry been

the same balkers of the testimonies that their

admiring and recreant descendants prefer to

be. It remains to be seen how far our poster-

ity also will rise up to call us blessed, for the

moral and spiritual fibre of characters not so

braced up by testimonies for truth of tongue,

in uprightness before worldly conformity, and

by walking in simplicity with the Word.

While these thoughts were seeking utterance

the following contributions came in by mail,

which we welcome as an instance of " harmo-
nious labor :"

CARE OF MY TONGUE.

1st. When I am angry I will never speak till

I have taken as much time for reflection as
Athenodorus prescribed to Csesar.

2d. I will never talk to an angry man.
3d. I will not talk to a man intoxicated

with strong drink.

4th. I will receive admonition from my
friends with candor and thankfulness, and will

be careful not to make a peevish reply to any
one who gives me advice, though it be ofiicious

or even impertinent.

5th. That I may be kept from speaking
amiss of my Christian brethren or others, I

will pray for them.

6th. With the exception of cases in which
Christian prudence requires secrecy, I will con-
sider it sinful to say anything of others pri-
vately^ which I would not say openly. In general,
I will deal in secrets as little as possible.

" Always repeat the twenty-four letters of
the Greek alphabet before you give way to the
impulse of anger."

—

E. Porter.

BRIDLING THE TONGUE.

St. James says :
" If any man among you

seem to be religious and bridleth not his

tongue, but deceiveth his own heart, this man's
religion is vain." True religion, therefore,

controls the tongue as we control a horse with
a bridle; and he whose tongue is like an un-
tamed and untrained horse gives evidence that
his religion is defective, whatever he may pro-
fess, and however devoted he may appear.
A bridle is used for two purposes—first, to

restrain, and secondly, to guide the animal on
which it is used. This explains what the
Scripture means by bridling the tongue. First,

it means to hold it in check, to control it, so
as not to allow it to speak untruthfully, un-
charitably, unrighteously or in any evil way.
Second, to bridle the tongue is to guide its

use aright. It is a great thing to know when
to speak and when to be silent, what to say
and what not to say. The Lord says :

" To
him that ordereth his conversation aright will

I show the salvation of God."
And again it is written, " If any man offend

not in word, the same is a perfect man, and
able also to bridle the whole body."
The tongue is just as correct an indicator

moral and religious as it is of physical condi-
tions. Naturally, however, it is " an unruly
member, full of deadly poison ;" and it is writ-
ten, " The tongue can no man tame." The
grace of God can tame and sanctify it, how-
ever, until its words, fitly spoken, will be like
" apples of gold in pictures of silver."

—

Free
Methodist,
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STICK TO THE PLAIN LANGUAGE.

A Methodist clergyman was heard to say, in

conversation recently, in a public dining hall,

" I wish the Quakers would stick to the plain

language wherever they go. It is so beauti-

ful, and it designates them as a separate peo-

ple, or community whom the world can trust."
" I wish so, too," answered the other. These
men had both passed the meridian of life and
had both filled important stations in the

Church of their adoption, being at this time
presiding elders.

This much in favor of continuing the use of

the language of the fathers, the language of

the BMe—Selected.

For "The Friend."

Instructive Incidents and Selections.

J. P. related that, in early life, she lived a
near neighbor to a family of Friends named
C . They were exceedingly kind and hos-

pitable neighbors, bringing up their family in

much simplicity, but, being in humble circum-
stances, had given way to the temptation of

neglecting meetings, in order to get through
with more work. This so grew upon the par-

ents that neither they nor their children were
often seen at a place of worship.

Many years after J. P. had married and re-

moved to Philadelphia she visited her early

home, and had a great desire to see these old

neighbors, from whom she had received much
kindness in childhood. She went to their house,

but was told the aged mother of the family was
now a widow, and the victim of a high degree
of insanity, which made it unfit for her to be
seen. J. P. was grieved at this intelligence,

but learning that her chamber window opened
upon a long piazza fronting the house, she
walked out on it, hoping to catch a glimpse of
her. Finding the room window was raised, she
walked toward it. The insane woman was stand-
ing near it, with disheveled hair and distracted
countenance, but, seeing her, she quietly said,
" Is this J. P!" Having answered, " Yes," she
continued to speak in a clear, calm tone. "I
remember thee well. Thy aunt, M. Dickinson,
was a preacher, and when I was a young house-
keeper she paid a religious visit at our house,
and warned me against a worldly, covetous
spirit, which was eating out our religion, and
keeping us and our children from attending
religious meetings, saying, if we persisted in

this course of living, a grievous calamity would
overtake me, in which I would end my days

—

and this is it." She then walked away, return-
ing to her previous condition, in which she
died.

SARAH WILSON.

Sarah Wilson was the wife of Edward Wil-
son, a shipping merchant of Philadelphia, of
great wealth. She was born in England, and
her early years were spent in much privation.

The writer of this heard her allude to this cir-

cumstance in a large Yearly Meeting in Phila-

delphia.

Endeavoring to extend the language of sym-
pathetic encouragement to those in humble
circumstances, she said she had been a bound
servant, and was her master's shoe-black, and
that she had sometimes walked forty miles to

attend her Quarterly Meeting.

Notwithstanding all the abundance, conve-

nience and luxury which surrounded her, after

marriage, she ever retained a Gospel humility

and simplicity, which prosperity had not power
to mar.

She was a living minister, and about the

year 1816 felt it required of her to visit the

Southern States and the Yearly Meeting of

North Carolina on a religious visit, but had
mentioned the prospect to no one. About the

same time, J. P., a worthy elder, had felt an im-

pression of mind that she should be called away
from her family, either by death or absence,

the evidence becoming so clear that, for about
three months, she was engaged in " setting her

house in order," both secretly and openly, hav-
ing a family of young children. When Sarah
Wilson opened her prospect to her friends, J.

P. saw, for the first time, in what way she was
to be led, and embraced the call to accompany
her.

As an evidence of the ever-present and watch-
ful care of the Unslumbering Shepherd over
those whose whole trust is in Him and who eye
Him in all things, it may be profitable to re-

late a circumstance which occurred during this

journey.

They were attending a meeting at Richmond,
Va. Soon after it became settled, J. P. felt a
clear intimation that no public service would
be required of Sarah Wilson that day, but it

was not long before she knelt in supplication,

during which the belief that it was unauthor-
ized by the Head of the Church remained on
the mind of J. P. After meeting they pro-

ceeded to a public house to dine. Sarah, pro-

ceeding somewhat in advance, was shown into

a private chamber. When J. P. joined her she
found Sarah leaning her head on her hand,
agitated and distressed. She said, " Oh, Jane,

I have disobeyed my Heavenly Father, and his

favor is turned away from me," with much
more, expressive of grief and penitence. After
communing a while, during which J. P. endeav-
ored to console her friend with the plenteous
mercy which is in Christ Jesus, the subject

passed over.

About two weeks after, as they rode by the
way, Sarah Wilson remarked to her compan-
ion, " I have never had that near access to my
Master since I made that mistake at Richmond
that I had before."

A solemn and instructive lesson to all who de-

sire to cleave closely to their Heavenly Leader
and to move only at his bidding.

Sarah Wilson died about the year 1820. Rich-
ard Jordan was present at the time of her de-

parture. An awful solemnity prevailed for

some time, during which he appeared in suppli-

cation, sayini; that he saw the heavenly spirits

come to accompany her soul to its glorious

home. P. H.

The crowded meeting, the eloquent speech,
the fervent appeal, the hearty music, are very
enjoyable, but they are not without their perils.

The Shepherd's voice may perchance be lost in

the excitement of human feeling. To go out
of hearing of that voice is fatal to our follow-

ing Him, but even when we keep within hearing
we must be on our guard, lest in the confusion
and mixture of other sounds, the one dear
Voice should lose all its power and sweetness.
For there is but one voice that the flock needs
to hear continually. Whatever, then, dulls that

voice or divides its influence, is injury I

which we dare not trifle. H. Bona

Mahlon Hocket, a minister among Fri<|i

residing in North Carolina, had a neighbor
^

was in the practice of neglecting weeli^

meetings. He had built a new house, andj
fixed on meeting-day to remove thence. Ii b

morning one of the children came to Mah
i'

on an errand. Mahlon said to the child, "
i

thy father be at meeting?" "No," saidh

child, " we are going to move." He then id

"Tell thy father "he must go to meeting, a i

he does not go to meeting to-day, before 1 1

he will have no house to move to—and tel ii

Mahlon Hocket says so."

The child delivered the message, butb

father stayed from meeting. A load of g jd

was taken to the new house, and two ol h

children with it. While the father weni'o

the second load the children had lighted ; j

to some straw near the house. This spre t

the building, and it was consumed, being

blaze when he returned with his load.

P.

Read the manner in which such men as u

Luther and Paschal passed through the i

of life, not easily and complacently, but t

fears within and fighting without, and yoi i

see how God made them grow such men as e

became—and though we are far distant )i

that mark, very humble plants in the gard la

God beside those great trees of righteous jai

yet, if we are to rise in anything, it mus h

in the same way, not by soft, indulgent a

ture, but by endurance of hardships and p a
ing on against repulse. It is very sore t d

at all times, sorest of all when the coU '=

and repulse are from God. " Wherefore h -

thou thy face and boldest me for thine ene; .

But it is then that the soul's strength

most conspicuous and becomes, through (ji

grace, competent to struggle with God
self. "Though He slay me, yet will I trull

Him." It is to this issue God wishes to Ip

it, and then He gladly gives way.

John Ki]

A Chinaman's Teaching.—The Chinese

dener, who brought fresh vegetables to

door every morning in the year, had conta

usual for orders. "I guess we'll have
tomatoes this morning, John," said the la

the house, after a moment's reflection.

"Oh, no, mamma!" cried the daughter,

that easy petulance which may not mean n

but which is not admirable, nevertheless,

don't want tomatoes. Get asparagus—or

'

Perhaps he has green corn."

The bland smile with which John ordinft

awaited his orders had vanished. He bli

violently and the displeasure of his mood
unmistakable. The girl looked at him in

der, but as her mother stepped into the

room John uttered a few words which we:

once an explanation and a reproach.
" Me got what ole lady say," he decl: id

" not what you say." Then, with mingled { iv

ity and gentleness, he added, " She die

by. You be sorry."

—

Young People's Wet^.

"The first lesson of life which all neejt^

learn, is how to safely guard the door oip
mind and heart, through which both thejvi

and the good enter."
J
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For "The Friend."

! Temptation and Trials.

jj.wise king and lawgiver would make laws

)iliis subjects, attaching severe penalties to

^breaking of them and then persuade his

ibcts to break them. Nor is it possible

i^God whose very name is Love, could entice

i^hildren to break his law, which act is sin,

\i which invariably draws down his displeas-

rf So the apostle says, "Let no man say

Wi he is tempted. I am tempted of God;
ir-rod cannot be tempted with evil, neither

iiliteth he any man; but every man is tempted

31
he is drawn away of his own lust and en-

l" (James i: 13, 14). But God suffered

din whom He had found in his own image to

iempted. True, but the temptation came
'4. without, and had Adam proved faithful

('od in resisting the temptation he would

»] glorified God in himself God's handiwork.

I ke manner God tried the faith of Abraham,
I Id whether Abraham loved God above all,

Kin obedience he proved faithful, and ob-

iipd God's blessing. Even his only begotten

i(;well beloved Son Christ Jesus, who was
aj in all points like unto his brethren, was.

will of God, led up into the

ihrness, there to undergo "the most severe

stations that the enemy of souls could de-

8 Yet was Christ Jesus without sin, made
prate from sinners. The enemy was van-

ned; the fiery darts of the wicked one
a:ed from his heavenly armor, leaving Jesus
ruched, unsullied by sin. God gave of his

U to the conqueror, anointing him with the

c Spirit, for the completion of that work
hlh whilst yet on earth, God gave him to do.

i'laining this victory, " the angels came and
ijstered to him. Henceforth, his ministry

^accompanied by sorrow, trials and suffer-

I
yet he fainted not, till he had vanquished

lb, hell and the grave, spoiled them of their

fcrs to the children of men, and rose tri-

Ihant over all the power of the evil one,

lascended gloriously on high, opening wide
iiens' door to those who, truly repenting of

r sin, and turning therefrom, believe and
t in Him, and follow in his footsteps,whither-
iier He by his Spirit leads.

then it pleased the Father to permit the

UTS of evil thus to harass his well beloved

»1 that He might, .touched with a feeling of

II infirmities, be made perfect as a sympa-
mg High Priest and Saviour, for " in all

»: afflictions he was afilicted," need we be

ifrised or feel disheartened when the like

^gs come near to us? Rather, let us bear
;|ind that "the like afflictions are accom-
jied in the brethren, " that they are but the

(asary fire to humble us before the Lord,

:|Urify the heart from dross, and strengthen

ifaith. Christ, by his presence is there, too,

(iigh all unseen to those who suffer; present,

!j[e was with the three faithful children in

jluchadnezzar's fiery furnace, and though the

ny would bind them in the bondage of sin,

are tllfey freemen in Christ. By the light

is presence we see the evil thoughts, the

a of the wicked one, we loathe them, we
' to Jesus, the author and finisher of the

ts' faith, and find Him to be a refuge in

7 time of need, " a strong tower into which
righteous run and are safe." As we thus

loathe and resist the evil, and give no
ie to the evil thoughts presented, examining

our own heart to see if its accusations are true
as regards ourself, thus watchfully drawing
nigh to God, the enemy will soon flee apace,
and peace and rejoicing be ours for the victory
over sin, not in our power or strength, but the
Lord's, to whom our gratitude and all the glory
are due.

The enemy of souls, the accuser of the
brethren, at times directly, and at other times
through those in whom Christ by his Spirit

does not bear rule, assaults the poor pilgrims

and causes them to walk mournfully on their

way. At one time when David, outlawed by
Saul, his own father-in-law, returned to Ziklag,

he found that the Amalekites had been there,

sacked the city and carried away captive the

wives and families of David and his men. And
even David's own men took council to kill

David. Then it was when every earthly helper

failed he betook himself to prayer. " He en-

couraged himself in the Lord," and David's

God early turned his adversity into a joyful

victory, recovering more than he had lost. In

after years, when glory and honor were his,

ofttimes did he revert to these sad days,

wherein God had proved him, strengthened
his faith and prepared him for the office of a

king over God's Israel, to which he had al-

ready been anointed by Samuel. "Lord, re-

member David and all his afflictions;" "God is

our refuge and strength, a very present help

in every time of trouble," were lessons God
himself had taught David, in this school of the

cross.

And now in these gospel days, when David's

greater Son, whom he in spirit calls Lord, is

not only king over Israel, but the teacher of

his people, for " they shall be all taught of

God," the Lord uses the same means, this

school of adversity, as a training school for

those whom He calls to serve Him, and more
especially is this the case with those whom He
would appoint to more prominent positions in

the church militant.
" Seek not," said Jeremiah the prophet to

Baruch, his scribe—" Seek not great things

for thyself." For Christ's servants, as soldiers

of the cross, are called to suffer. To patiently

endure hardships is the necessary virtue of

every one called to warfare, and it is not less

so, to those who are called to this spiritual

warfare against wickedness in high places.

Rather let the Lord choose thy lot, and place

thee where He will, for all his people are taught

and loved by Him, and the Lord liath ordained

happiness as the lot of all. A call to more
active ministry is often accompanied by greater

trials of faith. Jeremiah's lot was indeed de-

plorable, when cast into the dark, filthy dun-

geon, and knowing that the king's courtiers

conspired to take his life. The Liord said to

Ananias on sending him to Saul of Tarsus, "I

will show him how great things he must suffer

for my name's sake" (Acts ix: 16), and Paul

subsequently recounts some of the great suf-

ferings he endured for Christ's sake.

But should thou in thy watchful, close walk

with God, hear his call to thee for more public

service, shouldst thou perceive these trials of

faith, and God inclining thee to speak to others

of his marvellous works and ways, which He
hath in a measure revealed to thy understand-

ing, would it be right to withhold what is his

due? Is thy faith not yet strong enough to

believe that He who has begun this good work

in thee will carry it on to his own glory and
thy salvation? Wouldst thou rather choose
thy own walk and thus prefer ease to service?

If so, couldst thou expect an equal blessing?

Zion's ways may languish for want of laborers.

It is known to thee, and yet where is thy hand?
The unfaithfulness of others is no excuse to

thee, nor in the last day of account will it be
accepted as such, rather will it be said to

those whom the Great Shepherd calls to water
the flock and the service is left undone: " In-

asmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of

these, my brethren, ye did it not to me." Thy
unfaithfulness may prove a stumbling block
to others, for, as members of Christ, if one
member suffer, all suffer with it. The Lord
asks for a willing people in the day of the

putting forth of his power. By such Deborah
and Barak overcame the hosts of Sisera, and
Gideon and his three hundred men those of the

Midianites.

Chosen and faithful are those who continue
on the Lord's side. Tried and tempted they
may be—through honor and dishonor; through
evil report and good report, seeking above all

to please Him who has called them. Jerusalem
and the things of Jerusalem must hold the
first place in their affections; then shall all

blessings bestowed be a hundredfold sweeter.

Wisdom, above that of men, will he bestowed.
Christ's promised peace, which neither the

world nor the things of the world can give,

shall be thine—a glorious hope of immortality,

growing brighter as thy eyes grow dim, and
the eternal reward of blessedness hereafter.

Why not then count the cost, lay these things

in the balance of the sanctuary, and give to

each its proper place in thy heart. The Lord
will abundantly bless thee in all thy works and
labor of love, which He calls for at thy hand.

The work is not thine, but the Lord's.

Thou art but a day laborer. Leave then the

issues to Him, for his blessing and power alone

makes the seed to grow. Withhold not then
thy hand when He fills it to scatter seed.

Thine it may be to sow, another to water and
the third to reap. But when the harvest comes
both sower and reaper will rejoice together.

Paul, a wise and experienced laborer and
"master builder" (1 Cor. iii: 10), says, "I
would have you without carefulness" (i.e.,

anxiety), for duty done, is all that is required

of us to do. We pass away, He abideth for-

ever. The work goes on and will till the

corner-stone is laid, a fit temple for the Lord
God to dwell in. God in his grace gave the
Lord Jesus as the foundation stone, by the
power of his grace He fashions each stone and
puts it in its place; and Christ Jesus again be-

comes the headstone of the corner, a precious
corner-stone, the strength and glory of the
whole. How can we then ever forget, "We
are nothing, Christ is all." To Him and Him
alone be all the grace and glory.

Remember, every one has his own peculiar

trials. Every heart knows its own sore. These
troubles incline the soul to seek help from
above. God pours out the spirit of prayer
and supplication, giving to each one a sense of
his special need. He delights to answer the
prayer of the humble and contrite ones. Access
to God in prayer is itself a choice blessing.

"Weeping may endure for a night, but joy
Cometh in the morning," Thy mourning and
prayers will be changed into joyfulness, praise
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and gratitude. Now may we see how the

apostle enjoins us to "Count it all joy when

ye fall into divers temptations " for if patiently

borne they are invariably but a prelude to

greater blessings, a cleansing of the pot, before

putting incense therein.
^ ^ W. W. B.

Selected.

THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN.
ON THE GREAT EXHIBITION, 1851.

BY HORATIUS BONAR.

Ha! yon burst of crystal splendor,

Sunlight, starlight, blent in one;

Starlight set in arctic azure.

Sunlight from the burning zone!

Gold and silver, gems and marble,

All creation's jewelry;

Earth's uncovered waste of riches,

Treasures of the ancient sea.

Heir of glory,

What is that to thee and me?

Iris and Aurora braided

—

How the woven colors shine!

Snow-gleams from an Alpine summit,

Torchlight from a spar-roofed mine.

Like Arabia's matchless palace,

Child of magic's strong decree.

One vast globe of living sapphire,

Floor, walls, columns, canopy.

Heir of glory,

What is that to thee and me?

Forms of beauty, shapes of wonder.

Trophies of triumphant toil;

Never Athens, Rome, Palmyra,

Gazed on such a costly spoil.

Dazzling the bewildered vision.

More than princely pomp we see;

What the blaze of the Alhambra,

Dome of emerald, to thee?

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me?

Farthest cities pour their riches.

Farthest empires muster here,

Art her jubilee proclaiming

To the nations far and near.

From the crowd in wonder gazing,

Science claims the prostrate knee;

This her temple, diamond-blazing,

Shrine of her idolatry.

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me?

Listen to her tale of wonder.

Of her plastic, potent spell;

'Tis a big and braggart story.

Yet she tells it fair and well.

She the gifted, gay magician.

Mistress of earth, air and sea;

This majestic apparition.

Offspring of her sorcery.

Heir of glory.

What is that to thee and me?

What to that for which we're waiting,

Is this glittering earthly toy?

Heavenly glory, holy splendor.

Sum of grandeur, sum of joy.

Not the gems that time can tarnish.

Not the hues that dim and die,

Not the glow that cheats the lover,

Shaded with mortality.

Heir of glory.

That shall be for thee and me!

Not the light that leaves us darker.

Not the gleams that come and go,

Not the mirth whose end is madness,

Not the joy whose fruit is woe;

Not the notes that die at sunset,

Not the fashion of a day;

But the everlasting beauty,

And the endless melody.

Heir of glory,

That shall be for thee and me!

City of the pearl-bright portal;

City of the jasper wall;

City of the golden pavement;

Seat of endless festival.

City of Jehovah, Salem,

City of eternity,

To thy bridal-hall of gladness,

From this prison would I flee.

Heir of glory,

That shall be for thee and me!

Ah! with such strange spells around me.

Fairest of what earth calls fair,

How I need thy fairer image,

To undo the syren snare?

Lest the subtle serpent-tempter

Lure me with his radiant lie;

As if sin were sin no longer.

Life were no more vanity.

Heir of glory,

What is that to thee and me?

Yes, I need thee, heavenly city,

My low spirit to upbear:

Yes, I need thee—earth's enchantments

So beguile me by their glare.

Let me see thee, then these fetters

Break asunder ; I am free ;

Then this pomp no longer chains me;

Faith has won the victory.

Heir of glory.

That shall be for thee and me!

Soon where earthly beauty blinds not.

No excess of brilliance palls,

Salem, city of the holy.

We shall be within thy walls!

There, beside yon crystal river.

There, beneath life's wondrous tree,

There, with naught to cloud or sever-
Ever with the Lamb to be!

Heir of glory.

That shall be for thee and me!

Bergmann has also rendered the New T

tament into Yiddish. The four Gospels.

Acts of the Apostles, the Epistles to the

mans, Galatians and Hebrews, have each b

separately published and circulated. Of

Epistle to the Hebrews, 47,000 copies li

been distributed among Jews. Now the c

plete New Testament has been issued.

It has been computed that there are 8>

six or seven million Jews who do not

stand the Hebrew Bible, so that the editioi

10,000 copies of the Yiddish version is

from meeting the whole need. Through

Russian Ambassador in London, the Empei

permission has been received for the free <

culation of this version among the million

Jews in Russia.

—

Episcopal Recorder.

A Yiddish Bible.

Yiddish is the vernacular of the Jews of

Eastern and Northern Europe. It is a jargon

composed of German and Hebrew, with an ad-

mixture of words from other languages. Though

all Jews learn to read the Hebrew characters

and to pronounce the words correctly, and

though also their prayer books are in Hebrew,

yet only few really understand the language.

Yiddish is the language they actually under-

stand and speak. The Old Testament as usually

printed for Jews by their own press contains

the Hebrew text, together with a large mass

of commentary from the Talmud. It is costly,

being in many volumes, and quite beyond the

reach of poor Jews, and it is, besides, quite

unintelligible to them. Millions of Jews thus

grow up in the utmost ignorance of their sa-

cred Scriptures. What they need is a copy of

the Old Testament in the familiar Yiddish

tongue, printed without note or comment. Such

a Bible has been prepared for them by Marcus

S. Bergmann, of the London City Mission.

Though Yiddish has a number of dialects, M.

S. Bergmann has succeeded by a careful selec-

tion of language, in producing a Bible which

will be intelligible to all. Of this version of the

Old Testament 10,000 copies have been printed,

and are being circulated in all parts of the

world.

Samples of the Sayings of Confucius.

" The scholar who cherishes the lev*

comfort is not to be deemed a scholar."
" When you know a thing, to hold that

know it, and when you do not know a thinj

allow that you do not know it—this is kn

edge."
" When you have faults do not fear to a

don them."
" See what a man does, mark his mot

examine in what he rests; how can a man
ceal his character."

"What truly is within will be man:

without."
" By nature men are nearly alike ; by i

tice they get wide apart."
" If a man takes no thought about whi

distant he will find sorrow in store."

"Learning without thought is labor 1

thought without learning is perilous."
" Wealth gotten by improper ways will

its departure in the same way."
" What is the good of being ready witl

tongue? They who meet men with smart fS

of speech for the most part procure for t in

selves hatred."
" To see what is right and not to do if

want of courage."
" Benevolence is to love all men—knowl g<

is to know all men." i

" Men of principle are sure to be bold

those who are bold may not always be m«

principle."
" The rolling of thought among uncer

ties is worse than useless."
" The superior man has dignified ease '

out pride ; the mean man has pride wit

dignified ease."
" He who speaks without modesty will

it difficult to make his words good."
" The ways of heaven and earth may be

pletely declared in one sentence. The;il

without any doubleness, and so they proW

things in a manner that is unfathomable,
j

"
I will not be afflicted at men's not kjl

ingme (personally). I will be afflicted tjt

do not know men."
"

I am not concerned that I am not kn fi

I seek to be worthy to be known."

"At 15 I had my mind bent on learW

At 30 I stood firm. At 40 I had no d.jb

At 50 I knew the decree of heaven.

my ear was an obedient organ for the

tion of the truth. At 70 I could follow

my heart desired without transgressing

was right."
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Views on Civil Government.
(Concluded from page 389.)

Dbert Barclay, in his letter addressed to

iht ambassadors of the Christian States, as-

leiDled at Nimeguen, in the year 1677, to

loiult the peace of Christendom, exhorts

ho " not to be unwilling to hear one that ap-

leJed among them for the interest of Christ,

lisKing and Master—not as if thereby he

leied the just authority of sovereign princes

refused to acknowledge the subjection him-

elowes to his lawful prince and superior, or

Ki in any ways inclined to favor the dreams

ifjiuch as, under the pretence of crying up

[ij Jesus and the kingdom of Christ, either

let? or seek to overturn all civil government
-ly, not at all, but I am one who do reve-

eje and honor magistrates and acknowledge
u'ection due unto them by their respective

ie)le in all things just and lawful, knowing
ih|i magistracy is an ordinance of God and

h, magistrates are his ministers who bear

10 the sword* in vain."

!/hen Edward Pyott, William Salt and George
h were imprisoned in the jail at Lancaster,

tti656, on account of their religious profes-

iJ, the former addressed a remonstrance to

'da Glyn, Chief Justice of England, on behalf

ifiimself and his companions, in which their

lerence to the authority of magistracy is

uy exhibited by their appealing to the law

d"the one common guard or defence to

irperty, liberty and life;" as being estab-

ised for the protection of those rights, " so

u. and so equal," and which, as to the out-

vd, are of "the highest importance to the

fl-being of man." He adds, " the law seeks

If for causes whereby to make the innocent

11 er, but helpeth him to right who suffers

v^ng, relieveth the oppressed and searcheth

n the matter, whether that of which a man
itids accused be so or no; seeking judgment
II hastening righteousness."

;dward Burrough, a contemporary of Fox
u. an eminent minister in our Society, when
ressing Richard Oomwell, " The Protector

ihe Commonwealth," expressly declares that,

3 for the magistracy, it was ordained of God,

be a dread and terror and limit to evil

Its, and to be a defense and praise to all

t do well ; to condemn the guilty and jus-

rthe guiltless"—and in a book which he

Jished in 1661 he says that, where any
q's "heresy do extend further than only

linst God and his own soul, even to outward
5 or evils or violence or visible mischiefs

inmitted to the injury of others, then he for-

is not punishment to be inflicted upon the

li'son and estate of such a man."
in a conversation between Charles II. and

shard Hubberthorn, the respect of Friends

civil government is plainly declared.

'Question by the king: " How do you own
igistrates or magistracy?" Answer: " Thus
' do own magistrates—whosoever is set up
3 God, whether king as supreme, or any set

(authority by him, who are for the punish-

;nt of evil doers and the praise of them that

i well, such we shall submit unto and assist

(righteous and civil things, both by body and

j;ate; and if any magistrates do that which

iunrighteous we must declare against it; only

jbmit under it by a patient suffering, and not

!*The term sword, is used by Friends figuratively, as

(blematical of the power vested in the civil magistrate.

rebel against any by insurrections, plots and con-
trivances." To wliich the king replied, " That
is enough."

Again, in an address to the king, entitled
" The humble address of the people commonly
called Quakers," the following language is used,
" 0, king, we do further declare that God Al-

mighty hath taught and engaged us to acknowl-
edge and actually to obey magistracy as his

ordinance in all things not repugnant to his

law and light in our consciences, which is cer-

tainly agreeable to the Holy Scriptures," etc.

On the restoration of peace they adclressed

an acknowledgment to William HI. over Eng-
land, &c., king, after this manner, " May it

please the king, seeing the Most High God,
who ruleth in the kingdoms of men and ap-

pointeth over them whomsoever he will, hath

by his overruling power and Providence placed

thee in dominion and dignity over these realms,

and by his Divine favor hath signally preservetj

and delivered thee from many great and immi-

nent dangers, and graciously turned the calam-

ity of war into the desired mercy of peace."

On the accession to the throne of Queen
Anne, the people called Quakers thought them-
selves no less obliged than others to express

to the queen their condolence on account of

the king's death, and to testify their affection

and fidelity to her, and therefore drew up an
address, in which they declare " their sorrow
and sense of great loss sustained in the death

of their late king, William HI., whom God
made the instrument of much good to these

nations," and assure the queen of their loyalty

to her government. "We sincerely declare

that with the assistance of the grace of God,

we will always, according to our Christian duty,

demonstrate our good affection, truth and fi-

delity to the queen and her government, and

heartily pray that his wisdom may direct and
his blessings be upon the queen and her great

councils to the suppressing of vice and immo-
rality and the promoting of piety, peace and
charity, to the glory of God and the benefit of

these nations. May the King of kings make
thy reign long and glorious, to which temporal

blessings we shall pray for thy eternal happi-

ness."

Were it necessary to our purpose, these ex-

tracts from the writings of Friends might be

greatly extended, but we think that sufficient

has been adduced to show that they did not

view civil government as an evil, but as an or-

dinance of God ; nor on account of its malad-

ministration were they willing to throw off its

salutary restraints. On the contrary, they

availed themselves of legal assistance for the

redress of wrongs. It is stated on unquestion-

able authority that, " during the height of the

persecution which Friends suffered when the

prisons were crowded and many illegally ar-

rested, it was found necessary to make fre-

quent application to persons in authority for

the redress of grievances. Though Friends

cheerfully endured the penalty of the laws

rather than violate their consciences, yet they

promptly availed themselves of the means of

relief which the illegality of the proceedings

against them offered. Many of these cases in-

volved legal questions of intricacy and moment,

requiring the advice of the most experienced

and judicious Friends, and not unfrequently

the judgment of able counsel was necessary to

guard them from injury." The more effectually

to attain this end, certain Friends in the city

of London were appointed, who met weekly,
" to whom the accounts of sufferings could be

forwarded for examination and proper arrange-

ment, and on whom the duty of applications to

the different branches of the government might
devolve, as well as that of advising country
meetings in difficult and important cases."

If we trace the history of the Society, we
shall find that, whenever a change in the ruling

sovereign of England has taken place. Friends

have ever been ready to acknowledge the au-

thority of the government and to declare their

fealty to the throne. And in our own country,

when a change of government was effected by
the war of the Revolution, we find Friends,

on the restoration of peace, manifesting their

allegiance to the government then established.

Nor can we omit to refer to the example of

William Penn, who, as Governor of Pennsylva-

nia, in the aclministration of the laws and in

his treaties and dealings with the natives, illus-

trated the truth, which we firmly believe, that

civil government may be efficiently administered

without the aid of military power

—

moral inflow-

ence being, as we apprehend, that which mainly

supports the fabric of civil order, its " great
bulwarks resting on a firmer foundation than

any outward visible means of defence."

It being then undeniable, from what we have
cited and from abundant other testimony that

might be given, that our forefathers in relig-

ious profession and their successors to the

present day have respected and supported hu-

man governments as essential to the peace, the

safety and the happiness of communities, we
would earnestly exliort every individual bearing

our name to be careful that the speculative

views advanced by some at the present time

do not lead him off from the substantial and
practical ground which our Society has hith-

erto maintained in relation thereto.

May it be remembered by us as a warning,

that, among the first evidences of defection

manifested by George Keith, who early departed
from the faith of the Society, was the imbibing

of " notions subversive of all social order,

which led him to conduct himself with great
disrespect towards the civil authorities in the

State, and rendered him dissatisfied also with

those wholesome restraints which the Society,

in its church discipline, enjoins upon its mem-
bers."

—

Diary of Alexander Jaffray by John
Barclay.

Believing that the minds of our early Friends

were divinely illuminated to understand the

teachings of Christ and his apostles—that

they were led to discover the Truth and to

walk in it—we cannot safely attempt to find

for ourselves any other way. The Truth is

immutable, it changeth not, it is the same
yesterday, to-day and forever, and hazardous,

we are persuaded, will it be for him who, con-

fiding in some supposed greater illumination

which he has received, ventures to call in ques-

tion the plain practical doctrines of Holy
Scripture and the practices of those who acted
in conformity to them. Rather let us, in hu-

mility and meekness and with that help which
may be graciously afforded us, seek to imitate

the virtues and walk in the footsteps of those

who, having fought the good fight and kept the

faith, have finished their course, and, through
adorable mercy, have been permitted to enter
into everlasting rest.
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Signed on behalf and by direction of a meet-

injr of the representatives aforesaid, held at

Providence, Rhode Island, the third of Third

Month, 1840. Thomas Howland, Clerk.

Carrying Liquor to the Philippines.

Theodore L. Cuyler, of Brooklyn, New York,

speaking before the Ecumenical Conference,

said:

"This conference has worked on many of

the problems of the advancement of the king-

dom of Christ, but there is, another problem,

very important, on which I have been asked to

address you to-night, and, although it is not

allowed to present resolutions to this confer

ence, if I were to do so I would phrase one
something like this, ' Whereas, one of the most
serious obstacles to the spread of the Gospel

among many native races is the importation of

alcoholic liquors by Christian nations; Resolved,

That our Christianity needs a little more Chris-

tianizing at the core.' And I am sure that our

beloved and honored Christian statesman, ex-

President Harrison, would second this resolu-

tion.
" For how many years have ships from Chris-

tian ports carried missionaries in the cabin and
rum and firearms and opium in the hold! Even
Britain and America have held out to the hea-

then races the Bible in one hand and the bottle

in the other, and the bottle has sent ten to

perdition where the Bible has brought one to

Jesus Christ. Four years ago the Christian

chief of Bechuanaland went to London on an
extraordinary mission. He went there to tell

that he had made a prohibitive law for his

tempted subjects, who are negroes, and he said

that the principal difficulty he had with it was
the smuggling in of liquor by British subjects,

and he implored her majesty to second his ef-

forts to make prohibition successful. Think
of it! A converted African savage on his knees
before a Christian queen imploring her people
not to poison his own nation!

" We have something nearer home than that.

Of all the honored heads of mission work who
have been here upon this platform, none has

been looked upon with more reverence than
John G. Baton, of the New Hebrides. No one
since Livingstone went from his knees to God's
throne in Africa has been more reverenced
than he. My old friend Paton came here a
few years ago. What for? To implore the
American Government—yours and mine—to

prohibit the importation of whisky and firearms

among the new Christians of the New Hebrides.

The cross had saved them from cannibalism,

but the question was. Could they be saved from
the importations of Christian America?

" I am coming home closer than that. All

political subjects are, properly, quarantined in

this conference, and you may be certain that I

am not going to handle the hot-potato Philippine

problem in any of its political aspects. But
whatever the future rulers of our country shall

be to those multitudes of human beings, we
are, now, before God and before man, respon-
sible for their condition as much as any mother
in that gallery is for the child that she kissed
good-night in the crib.

" If there is anything a true American adores
next to his Bible, it is the blessed old Stars
and Stripes. But, mark ye! It is a most ter-

rible truth that that flag," ' Old Glory,' as it is

called here, floats to-night over about four

hundred American drinking dens—slaughter-

houses of body and soul—in the town of Ma-
nila. (Cries of ' Shame !') Yes, shame, shame!"
repeated Dr. Cuyler, as he continued. " Then,
for heaven's sake, hang it at half-mast.

"What is to be done? Abraham Lincoln

once, by a single stroke of his pen, swept away
the darkest blot on our national e.scutcheon

That same pen can be found to-day in the

President's mansion, and our honored Presi-

dent, with the same dashing stroke, should
extinguish this terrible stigma on our charac-
ter and our Christianity. If he does we will

give him a shout that will make the ovation
he received on this platform appear but the
murmur of a zephyr. Let this great confer-

ence send a protest to all Christian peoples,

imploring them to prohibit the importation of
alcoholic intoxicants among these temptable
native races of the earth.

" Eight years ago, sixteen nations, our own
among them, I am happy to say, enacted a
treaty forbidding the introduction of alcoholic

drinks in the Congo country of Africa. All

right. That established a principle. Now, what
we want to do is to make an enlargement of it.

This conference should ask, should implore, the
Christian nations of the earth, in the name of
a common humanity, out of pity for the weak
races God has bidden us to treat as our breth-
ren, for the principles of Christianity and glory
of God, to pass such legislation as shall sweep
out of existence this terrible curse of human-
ity, this destruction of God's children."

For "Thk Friend."

" And all of the trees of the field shall know
that I, the Lord, have brought down the high
tree, have exalted the low tree, have dried up
the green tree and have made the dry tree to

flourish: I, the Lord, have spoken and have
done it" (Ezekiel xvii: 24).

Whilst at Plymouth, England (in the year
1844), Sarah Emlen says in her diary, " I was
at a meeting where a woman Friend appeared
in supplication with her bonnet on. Oh, how
painful this is! At the close of the meeting
I said to her that I thought, if she would
remove her bonnet on such solemn occasions,

she would have her reward. She came after-

ward to where we took tea, and we had some
further conversation on the subject. I told

her it was a practice that had obtained of late

years, and I believed it was a branch of the
' green tree' that was to be dried up, for that
the ' dry tree' must ever flourish."

It is marvelous to me to see, and to be made
sensible of a Spirit that is very active in try-

ing to persuade us that this small thing is not
necessary and the other small thing is not
necessary to show forth the principles of our
profession—that faith is the one thing that is

necessary and essential, and so it would fritter

away all practical obedience to the Word of

Life sown in the heart, and centre us in safety

if we can only say that " We do believe in the
Lord Jesus, who bought us;" "that now we
need take no further trouble about ourselves,

for we are safe." Oh, what dark doctrine, for,

however precious a belief in our dear Lord is

and that faith in Him, the Lamb of God, that

taketh away the sin of the world, yet I feel

myself no longer safe than while I am on my
watch-tower; that when I am not watching
unto prayer I am liable to fall into temptation

It would seem

into the kingdi
" I am the w;

any man will

himself, take
;" and again,

'

unto me, ' Lo
the kingdom
the will of

and lose the savor of life,

very easy way of climbing up
of God, but Christ hath said,

the Truth and the Life;" "If
my disciple let him first deny
his cross daily and follow me
is not every one that saith

Lord!' that shall enter into

heaven, but he that doeth
Father which is in heaven."

War and Peace Notes.

The British Friends sent to Lord Salisbury?

Lord Lansdown the following protest agai

the bill introduced into Parliament to am(
the long disused Militia Ballot Act:

This representative meeting of the Society

Friends views with grave concern the introduct;

into Parliament of a bill to amend the long disui

Militia Ballot Act. It cannot but regard sac:

measure, taken in conjunction with stateme

made by members of tlie government, as prel

inary to the enforcement of compulsory milit

service in this country. The Society of Erie

has ever held that war is contrary to the ap

and teaching of Christ; and, believing that his ci

mands are those that claim allegiance above
others, they desire to record their protest aga;

any extension of that militarism which is the

creasingly recognized cause of so much evil. T
hold that any attempt to enforce compulsory n

tary service is an infringement of the libertj

conscience which we have so long enjoyed,

which is one of the greatest privileges of citij

ship in this country. They therefore earnei

desire that no portion of these advantages she

be withdrawn, and, farther, that the Militia Ba
Act should be repealed and not

;

So long as men are unenlightened as

real nature of war, and love it more than t

do peace, so long as the soldier is the

hero, we shall have war, arbitration cour)«

the contrary notwithstanding. Recent ev€ ^

in many parts of the world show that the 1 e

of war and of its pomp and circumstance is il

dead or even asleep. There is an evident t-

crudescence of the love of fighting, of the ; i-

bition for martial glory; a powerful impulsi c

test the tremendous destructiveness of the i w

implements of death. Society is still at e

mercy of waves of war excitement, bei'e

which none of the barriers of civilization h 3.

The loathsome immoralities of army life, d ^•

onstrated anew in recent campaigns, move i«

public conscience, or even the Christian (
i-

science, very little. The most senseless d

irrational military adventures find defender ,n

the most unexpected quarters. Not a !W

Christian pulpits are still scornful toward le

principles of peace; others are weak and dub.

War education still goes on in state, in chu;li,

in family.
|

In view of all this, our peace movement u
reached the critical stage, when the most 9-

rious, intelligent and heroic work mustW
done. Enough has been accomplished to n(fe

and encourage every friend of the caip;

enough remains unaccomplished to tax le

faith and the perseverence of the most t:Mi

and devoted.

—

Advocate of Peace.

The new battleship Kearsarge when fly

equipped has cost five millions of dollars.

It is this military enslavement of the na )ii

to the army which makes possible the piti;lle
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ctacle of a naturally great and noble people

oping to such depths of iniquity as are found

;he Dreyfus infamy.

—

Advocate of Peace.

f statesmen fail to keep their country out

war, the direst of all calamities, they have
ed as statesmen.

—

Herald of Peace.

,ord Lytton, once viceroy of India, told the

3gow students that between nations the

d " morality " has no place. Lord Wolse-
in his " Soldier's Pocket Book " has written

t to succeed on spy duty a soldier must
;et that " honesty is the best policy." We
not without distress contemplate the fact

t in a large part of our national life we are

ected to forget that Jesus Christ is king
:ings and Lord of lords.

—

A. Mackennal, in
' Council, Boston.

'F
" Great Price" to God.—Our active ser-

I may or may not be pleasing to the Lord,

jrding to what is the motive behind it, but

e would cultivate something that can never

to please Him, we will seek to have always

;
" meek and quiet spirit which is in the

it of God of great price." Stop and think

i moment what an inestimable privilege it is

18 able to offer to the Lord something that

f
" great price" to Him, and see if we shall

be stirred up to cultivate more and more
his inward quietness of spirit that knows no
iety and no hurry.

—

HaimahWhitall Smith.

Items Concerning the Society.

Many persons know the Society of Friends only

ugh attendance at the interment of some well-

vn member. It is important that these times
Id be used in the power of the gospel of Christ.

m a great part of the time is wasted in lauda-

on the deceased."

—

London Friend.

ith all the injunctions to individual faithful-

,
it is evident that human spirits are liable, on

sions when many are assembled, to believe

iselves called to utter far more than it is pos-

: for any one meeting to receive; and our most
id ministers have need to consider others as

as themselves in the limitations that are neces-

. It seems as though there were often ten or

ve basketfuls of fragments taken away for

ih there was no room at the feast.

—

Ibid.

irther information concerning the present visit

)seph S. Elkinton and Jonathan E. Rhoads to the
Jhobors, is to the effect that it will be for about
months. "They will help the settlers where
can, in the purchase of cows and chickens,

i being believed now to be of the greatest use
hem." The crops planted appear to promise

le letter from Francisco G. Cala, alluded to in

last number, contains the following notice:

> the Friends of Philadelphia :— Francisco G.

, a minister of the gospel and editor of the
)dical, El Amiga, of Havana, asks his friends
lat city and the State of Pensylvania, that they
lim in the work of acquiring a printing press

which to publish gospel tracts. The amounts
be sent by money order to

F. G. Cala,
Teneriffe .52, Havana, Cuba.

1 speaking of his periodical he says: "Said
•r labors with great difficulties for its publica-
on account of the little money that the Cubans

', because they are very poor after a war so
t as the last. I hope to receive some money
I the United States to buy a printing press

which to print treatises, pamphlets and paper.

"I know that there are in Philadelphia good
Christians that do not belong to the American
Friend Board. My paper had no connection with
the American Friend Board. It is a private con-

cern, founded by me alone. In consequence I pray
you tell the Philadelphia Friends that may desire

to aid me in the work of printing."

We may rejoice in the extent to which F. G.

Cala has been instrumental in opening the eyes and
hearts of Cubans to evangelical and Protestant
Christianity, a number of priests also being con-

cerned to be obedient to the faith of the gospel, as

opened to them through the periodical and tracts

of this devoted laborer.

Whether our conception of the principles of the
Society of Friends is becoming realized or not in

the modes of this movement, so new to such a

people, we can consistently bid god-speed to a sin-

cerely evangelical opening among them under what-
ever name.

from Otliers.

It is stated that Charles M. Sheldon received

$5,000 for his share of the profits of the Christian

newspaper venture for one week, at Topeka. He
immediately gave $1,000 of it to aid the suffering

in India, and the rest to various charities.

The ark of the covenant rests no longer upon
the shoulders of men. God's spirit is the custodian

of his revelation. The words that Jesus said were
recalled to the memory of his apostles by the Spirit

himself. He has become the Guardian of all in-

spiration. The words of Christ cannot pass away.
They are more enduring than the earth or the stars.

Herald of Truth.

Count Leo Tolstoy has been excommunicated
from the Orthodox Russian church. This action

was sought for long since, but the synod " feared

the wrath of the Russian masses, with whom Tol

stoy is very popular. Immediate provocation for

his excommunication was found in his latest novel,

entitled "Resurrection," in which he openly at-

tacked the Russian Church.

A Christian man, after travelling three years
through the Middle and Eastern States, writes to

the Christian Intelligencer of New York: "I have
not heard a dozen allusions to the sacrifice made
on the cross, and not one sermon given to an ex-

hibition of the atoning grace of God in Christ. I

have li-stened to so-called preparative lectures, and
sat at communion tables where not the remotest
hint was uttered that the blood of Jesus Christ

cleanseth from all sin. I have heard beautiful and
eloquent discourses, ranging through almost every
field of Christian literature save one, and that the

one which exhibits the religion of Jesus as a gospel

to sinful men." Here is the secret of empty churches,

forsaken prayer-meetings, worldly church-members,
and moral indifference and moral laziness on the

part of the world. Nothing but Christ and Him
crucified, preached " with the Holy Spirit sent down
from heaven " is the wisdom and the power of God
unto salvation. If men will not use this instru-

ment, they are on a natural plane and can only

expect natural results. To preach Christ in his

fulness as the crucified and risen Saviour puts us

into connection with supernatural power, securing
supernatural results.— Watchword and Truth.

Declaration of the Mohonk Lake Arbitra-
tion Conference (Adopted Sixth Mo. 8th, 1900).

—

The year has been a checkered one in the history

of peace. The war with Spain was concluded with
the Treaty of Paris, but even yet the fighting drags
on in the Philippines. A still more bloody and
bitter war has been carried on in South Africa.

These conflicts sadden the hearts of all who love

the principles which this conference advocates.

Yet friends of peace need not be discouraged. Theiie

wars have given to the world a sad lesson of the

folly and of the danger to States of submitting to

the arbitrament of force such differences as might
be settled by the arbitrament of reason.

On the other hand, the friends of peace have
occasion to exult in the accomplishment of a work
unparalled in human history, by which nearly all

the nations of the world have become associated in

a declared purpose to avoid war. By the labors of

the distinguished members of the Peace Conference

at the Hague, in which the representatives of this

country had so honorable a part, there has been
provided an august permanent tribunal, before

which every nation can bring its differences with
other powers, assured of an impartial decision.

This conference rejoices to know that twenty-six

nations have ratified the treaty constituting this

international court, the United States being the

first power to act. It also rejoices to be informed
that the permanent organization of this great tri-

bunal will be soon accomplished, so that it will be
ready to do the work assigned to it. This union of

the nations of the earth is an event of the first

historic importance, fitly rounding out a great cen-

tury, and giving promise of immeasurable good for

the centuries to come.
This wonderful event, achieved during the past

year, imperatively settles the next step which the
friends of peace should take, namely, to induce

this Government to enter into separate treaties

with all other powers, under which all such diffi-

culties with them as cannot be settled by the usual

diplomatic negotiations shall be referred to the

international tribunal at the Hague. The reference

of disputes to that tribunal is, under the provision

of the treaty, now only permissive. This was as

much as that conference could well devise and
recommend. What is now permissive should, as
far as this country is concerned, be made obligatory.

This can be accomplished by new and brief treaties

with the other powers, under the terms of which
all disputes which may arise, of whatever nature,

not settled by ordinary diplomatic methods, shall

be referred for final decision to this permanent
court of the nations. To this end this conference
hereby petitions the President of the United States

that he enter into negotiations with other powers
for such treaties ; and it further appeals to the
people of the United States that they create such a
public opinion that such treaties shall be promptly
ratified by the Senate of the United States.

To the end that such a public opinion in favor
of peace and arbitration may be attained, this

conference recommends that public meetings be
held for this purpose in the larger and smaller
centers of population; and it especially urges that
the blessings of peace, rather than the glories of
war, be emphasized in our common and higher
schools; and it particularly requests that teachers
of religion shall in their ministrations, and espec-

ially at the Christmas season, urge upon their

people the obligation to use all influence in their

power to bring to the earth the rule of that spirit

of peace and charity which sees in every race or

nation brothers for whose welfare this nation has
a duty as well as for its own.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A cablegram from Admiral Kempff,
received by Secretary Long, gave definite news of an am-
buscade by Chinese near Tien-Tsin on the 2l8t, and the
killing of four and wounding of seven of the American
troops. The President, upon receiving the information,
took steps promptly to expedite the work of strengthen-
ing the American forces in the Orient.

The Chinese Minister, at Washington, has asked an ar-
mistice in the sending of American troops to China, based
on the assurances of Chinese Viceroys that they can main-
tain order. President McKinley, while acknowledging his
gratification at these assurances, has made it known to
the minister that the United States cannot relax its ef-
forts to get troops to points where its officials are con-
sidered in danger. Cable advices from China received in

London this morning say that Pekin is guarded by an
army of Chinese 360,000 strong, armed with modem weap-
ons, but three-fourths of the men badly drilled.
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A despatch of the 25th from Atlanta, Ga., says : Re-

ports received here from many points in Georgia and por-

tions of Alabama and South Carolina show that the recent

heavy rains have inundated a vast territory, and caused

enormous damage to bridges and farming property. Crops,

including cotton, corn and especially fruit which was near-

ing maturity when the wet season began, have been

greatly injured, and caused a loss of a vast amount to the

fanners of the Southern States. The rainfall has been

unprecedented. The lowlands have been devastated, and

only the higher farming lands are untouched. Indications

are for a cessation of the rain, which will cause the

streams to fall rapidly.

A despatch from Seattle, Wash., says : Captain Heck-

man, of the steamship Queen, just in from Alaska, says

that the earthquake in Alaska in the Tenth Month com-
pletely destroyed the sea end of the Muir Glacier. The
Queen sailed through fragments and icebergs for five

miles, but failed to see anything of the old formation.

A Boston despatch says: At Blue Hill a kite used in the

e.Tploration of the air was sent to the height of 14,000

feet, which exceeds the greatest height previously at-

tained there by 1440 feet. The temperature of this

height was 15 degrees below the freezing point, the wind

velocity was about twenty-five miles an hour from the

northeast, and the air was extremely dry, although clouds

floated above and below that level. The total weight

lifted into the air including wire, instruments and kites,

was about 130 pounds.

In a postal guide for the Philadelphia Post Office, lately

issued, the Postmaster, Thomas L. Hicks, speaks thus

of those faithful men whom the public never see, the

clerks who so faithfully handle the hundreds of thousands

of missives passing through the office daily. He says :

"
I venture the assertion that in no branch of business,

whether it be private or public, are better results obtained

on the whole than are accomplished by the men who are

seldom heard from, rarely seen in the performance of

their duty, and whose work receives comparatively little

consideration or appreciation from the public."

Cars are now being run in St. Louis in the day-time,

and on some of the lines at night. Several business firms

have been boycotted. This action is declared to be un-

merited and unjust.

A despatch from Manila of the 21st says : Two hun-

dred Filipinos met this morning in Manila to determine

honorable and decorous methods for securing peace. The
results were submitted this evening to General MacAr-
thur, who accepted them. The leaders of the meeting

will use their influence to induce Aguinaldo to accept the

arrangement. If they are successful, as they hope to be,

they believe Aguinaldo will issue orders in conjunction

with the American authorities for the cessation of hos-

tilities.

William McKinley, of Ohio, and Theodore Roosevelt, of

New York, were respectively nominated on the 21st by

the National Republican Convention for President and

Vice President of the United States. Delegates from Ha-

waii were among those present. Among other declara-

tions the party is pledged to the preservation of a cur-

rency system based on the existing gold standard, and to

a policy of justice and wisdom in the administration of the

new territorial possessions won from Spain.

The authorities of Hamburg, Pa., are enforcing an old

law, which imposes a fine of sixty-seven cents for every
profane word uttered. In default the offenders are sent

to jail-

A mining industry has quietly grown up at Joplin, Mo.,

which fairly overshadows in production of zinc and lead

ores that of any other section of the globe.

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has held that a

bill of sale of an original stamped package of oleomar-
garine, containing a description of the package and the

name of the purchaser, and executed at the factory by

the manufacturers and sent from there to the purchaser,

completes the sale and constructive delivery of the oleo-

margarine at the factory, and the subsequent actual de-

livery of the package elsewhere to the purchaser does not

necessitate the payment of special tax at the latter place.

Governor Stephens, of Missouri, has issued a proclama-
tion shutting out the cattle from a number of States,

in which he says tuberculosis exists. Among the States

are Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and the

Dominion of Canada.

It is stated that smallpox was practically stamped out
in this country before the Spanish war. Now, principally

because of oflicial carelessness, there have been 7267
cases, with 402 deaths from the disease in the United
States during the past three months and a half.

The population of Porto Rico as shown by the census
taken in the Tenth Month last was 953,243. There are
in the island fifty-seven towns having a population of 1000

or more, the total urban population numbering 203,793,

or 21.4 per cent, of the whole.

A large party of representative business men, includ-

ing officials of the Pennsylvania and Reading Railroads

systems and steamship companies, architects, representa-

tives of chemical plants, contractors and builders from
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Wilmington and else-

where, gathered at the yards of the New York Ship Build-

ing plant, in South Camden, on the 19th, to witness a

practical test of the merits of wood fire-proofed by the

Ferrell process. Among other successful tests a large

quantity of oil-soaked shavings and wood were piled around

a fire-proofed box, made of ash, and burned furiously for

twenty-three minutes, when the box was pulled out, some-

what charred and blackened, and was then opened and

the contents, consisting of 200 pamphlets, entirely unin-

injured, were distributed to the guests.

A despatch from Washington of the 21st says: " The
War Department has made public the following notice of

amnesty, which was issued by General MacArthur to-day

at Manila: " By direction of the President of the United

States, the undersigned announces amnesty with complete

immunity for the past and absolute liberty of action for

the future to all persons who are now or at any time

since February 4, 1899, have been in insurrection against

the United States in either a military or a civil capacity,

and who shall within a period of ninety days from the

date hereof formally renounce ail connection with such

insurrection, and subscribe to a declaration acknowledging
and accepting the sovereignty and authority of the United

States in and over the Philippine Islands. The privilege

herewith published is extended to all concerned without

any reservation whatever, excepting that persons who
have violated the laws of war during the period of active

hostilities are not embraced within the scope of this am-
nesty." Provision is made in this proclamation for the sur-

render of arms, etc., and it is signed by Arthur MacArthur,

Major General and Military Governor.

There were 380 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 75 less than the previous

week and 1 less than the corresponding week of 1899. Of
the foregoing 201 were males and 179 females: 42 died

of consumption; 33 of inflammation of the lungs and sur-

rounding membranes; 13 of apoplexy; 12 of cancer. There
were 85 new cases of diphtheria, with 20 deaths, and 40
typhoid fever cases, with 5 deaths.

Markets, &c. — V. S. 2's, 102i to 103i; 3's, lOSf to

109J; 4's, reg., 114 to 114J; coupon, 115 to 115i; new
4-8, 134 to 134i; 5-3, 113 to 113J.
Cotton closed on a basis of 5isC. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.85 to $3.00; Pennsylvania,

roller, straight, $3.90 to $4.10; Western winter, straight,

$4.00 to $4.25; spring, straight, $4.35 to $4.70; city mills,

straight, $4.15 to $4.35. Rye Flour—$3.30 to $3.50
per barrel, as to quality, the latter for fancy patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 85 to 86c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 46J to 46Jc.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5| to 5|c.; good 4J to4ic.; me-
dium, 4 to 4ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 5 to 5Jc.; good, 4i to 4fc.;

medium, 4 to 4ic.; common, 2 to Sfc; lambs, 5J to GJc;
spring lambs, 6 to 8.

Hogs.—7J to 7|c. for best Western and 7i to 7Jc. for

other grades.

Foreign.—The latest cables from China received in

London picture the condition of affairs in the Empire as

one of increased gravity. Among the reports are that

the foreign settlement at Tien-Tsin has been destroyed,

300 troops of the international forces slain and a British

commander killed; and there are rumors of massacres

and incendiarism in the Chinese capital. The Chinese

forces are developing unexpected strength, and their

men are armed with modern weapons.
A cablegram from London says: " United States Ambas-

sador Choate in a conference with Lord Salisbury is un-

derstood to have found that the governments of the

United States and of Great Britain are generally in agree-

ment as to their views regarding the Chinese situation,

and the two Governments will probably be found following

the same broad lines of policy in the far East."

A special despatch from Vienna says: " Li Hung Chang
has wired the various Chinese legations in Europe, directs

ing them to inform the governments to which they are

accredited that he is called to Pekin by the Empress to

act as an intermediary between China and the Powers to

negotiate a settlement of the points at issue, and he in-

structs them to beg the powers to facilitate his mission

by ceasing to send troops to China."

At the present time the Boxers are said to be composed
of rowdies, farmers and boys. They are only armed with

swords, spears and bows and arrows. They have robbed

heathen and Christian alike, but they are very bitter

against the Christians, to whom it is generally bel

that much persecution is sure to come.

London cables tell of the arrival at Pekin of the :

national relief column, under Admiral Seymour, aft

arduous march and hard fighting, during which abou
Chinese were killed. The safety of the foreign legt

is believed to be assured.

No state of war is yet recognized by the Amt
Government as existing between the United State

China, and it is stated at Washington that should a

come for making war, Congress must be called tog

to act as the war-making power.

The German Foreign Office announces that the P
are agreed as to three points only—the relief of

Tsin and Pekin, adequate satisfaction for the seve

juries European interests have sustained and the 1

lishment of guarantees against the repetition of sucii

rages. Beyond this the attitude of the powers will li
|

depend upon what has really happened in Pekin, wl
still unknown in Europe. !

A despatch from St. Petersburg of the 21st mei
j

the sudden death of the Russian Minister of Foreig

fairs. Count Mura Vieff. The Peace Conference 1
1

Hague was assembled under his supervision.
j

Lord Roberts reports that over 2,000 stand of

have been given up at Pretoria since the occupat
the capital.

According to a Pretoria despatch received in Lc

General Botha possesses full powers to conclude
]

and it is reiterated that he is willing to surrender;'

seems. President Kruger remains obdurate. The
now available to President Kruger is officially esti

at from 15,000 to 20,000.

More than 10,000 deaths occurred from choler.

week in Bombay, and the famine situation it

mains unaltered.

The latest reports from the election in Cuba shoi

there was not a single disturbance at the polls

part of the island, and that nearly the entire regist

voted. The lessons to te drawn from this, are

trary to early reports, the people took a lively intei

the elections, and that they are more nearly rea

absolute independence than some suppose.

The unusually heavy rains that have been
throughout Cuba have caused yellow fever in places

it had been unknown for several years.

A despatch of the 24th from Santiago de Cuba
" The transport McPkerson left Santiago de Cub
morning, carrying 125 Cuban teachers bound for 1

to take advantage of the summer school educatioi

cilities offered by Harvard University. Nearly all

teachers are young women. Some parents declii

allow their daughters to go, but hundreds of applic

had to be refused. A priest accompanies the part;

RECEIPTS.

Received from David Brinton,Pa., $3, to end of v ^

tlS"Remitlrinces received after Third-day noon 1 1

appear in the Receipts until the following week.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Duri t

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be 1

Second and Fifth-day afternoons from 3 P. M. to 6 1 1.

Westtown Boarding School.—t'or convenience f
sons coming to Westtown School, the stage wil W
trains leaving Philadelphia 7.17 and 8.19 A. M., ar^.

and 4.32 p. M. Other trains are met when req lt<

Stage fare, fifteen cents; after 7.30 P. M., tweijJ

cents each way. To reach the school by telegrap *i

Westtown Station or West Chester, Phone 85.

Edward G. Smedley, S%

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications lit

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in re((d

instruction and discipline should be addressed to WJJi

F. Wickersham, Principal.
\

Payments on account of board and tuition, anW
munications in regard to business should be forwa|d

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent. 1

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa. I

Died, in Philadelphia, at the home of her dstH

Fourth Month 29th, 1900, Rebecca H. Taylor, wiw
the late J. Gardiner Taylor, in the seventy -sixth ;

V
her age; a beloved member of Westfield PrepSti'

Meeting, N. J. Her unselfish life and her great k |d«

in ministering to the needs and wants of those arou
|

ht

make the words of our Saviour seem applicable
1

h

when He said, " Inasmuch as ye have done it untoW
the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it nn |«n
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An Editorial Letter.

, Cambridge, Mass., Sixth Month 28th, 1900.

ojourning for the summer so near the scene

ormer studies and of the annual reunion of

fellow-students, one feels sometimes more
a a permission to run up hither of a morn-

; and witness that " feast of reason and

of soul," and renew those reminders of

youthful aspirations, which he has before

wn on a Harvard Commencement day.

jriving in old Cambridge in time to see the

t, procession moving through the college

1, it was pleasant, when the portion con-

ing graduates of the year 1862 came in

it, to hear one's name called out and him-

invited to join them. The revived com-

ionship was pleasant enough to feel sweet,

small enough to feel lonesome, by contrast

1 that of thirty-eight years ago. For then

vere walking as a class ninety-five in num-
and now there were but three of us. Yet
irned that some sixty of those ninety-five

e still on earth, though it was the class

3h lost the most heavily in the Civil War.
h soon came to where the nine hundred

eighty gowned candidates for graduation

id, having divided into two lines, to be as a

on either side of us, and the rest of the

;ession was passing through, with all hats,

i a drab one, lifted.

nthin the hall all appeared as in our last

; two years ago—the predominance of sum-

dresses throughout the sides and galleries,

call to order by a military man pounding

floor with his sword, the offering of prayer

3lemn tones by the university preacher—of

3h these words are remembered, " Sancti-

g themselves for others' sake, may they

their own power and peace and joy;" then

the calling for "A Latin Oration—By Bauer."

Though a salutatory of the regulation type, it

bore a freshness of its own. It was new to hear

at the very start the old Roman priests' com-
mand for the opening of a sacrifice, " Observe

favor all ye with your tongues" (that is, keep

them silent), a confession from some gleam of

the Truth that silence must be the condition

of the higher ministration in worship. When
the different authorities had been addressed,

from the president and the State Governor

down to professors and tutors, the orator

turned towards Lord Pauncefote, the British

ambassador to this country, welcoming him as

Queen Victoria's distinguished legate, " whom
when we salute, we salute that noble queen

whose affairs among us thou so happily dis-

chargest. May the years be many wherein she

shall rule a people joined with us in the bonds,

both tender and firm, of love." The usual por-

tion for the assembled maidens contained the

charge that they had come " not only for the

sake of hearing the dissertations, but in order

to see and be seen. Then he addressed himself

to his main topic, as follows:

" But there are others whom, though not

present, I would wish this day to salute, for,

as is well known, two thousand teachers trans-

ported from the island of Cuba, are, within a

few days to be gathered upon these premises.

For what reason ? Because since, by the for-

tune of war, it has come to pass that our peo-

ple must instruct and train the Cubans until

they are in a condition to institute for them-

selves liberty, laws and education, now all

Americans ought to strive, according to our

several ability, as soon as that people can be

supplied with equal laws and good ofiices of

government, to restore to them the liberty

which we have taken from them for the sole

purpose of handing it back to them enlarged

and improved. For no other cause has this

university invited those teachers hither than

that they may be qualified the better to prepare

their countrymen for the right use of liberty.

" It is especially befitting that this concern

should be undertaken by this university. For

where is there a home of more numerous illus-

trious men? Where better may one learn the

virtue and glory of antiquity? How many re-

minders of a former age do we everywhere

behold? What is this building? Nay, what is

this university itself, but a temple dedicated to

the higher culture, the virtue and the piety of

men of worth? And no one, on seeing these

things, can fail to be affected with a zeal for

emulating them. May the memory and the

emulation of them long live among the Cubans,

and that people acquire not less enlightenment

of civilization than this has already gained.

Finally, may this university be to them not

only a fostering mother, but also, as for us, a
light of all citizens. Her work is to train, not

only learned, but good citizens. In former

years she has often sent sons to war, but now
she has proved that she stands ready to dis-

charge her whole duty to our country not less

in time of peace than in war. But in this she

does nothing new nor wonderful, for it is but

a continuation of her zeal to study the highest

good of this people. Which high concern,

Alma Mater, I pray give to us, thy sons, every

one."

We render this to our readers as a fair sample

of the Harvard spirit and savor pervading the

alumni speeches of yesterday and to-day and
every year, and to note the expectancy with

which Cambridge is preparing to entertain the

teachers from Cuba. The men are to lodge in

the college dormitories, the women in private

houses opened to them among the citizens,

where we already see cards printed in Spanish

to be posted in rooms, to the effect that gas
flames must be turned off and not blown out,

etc. Publications in Spanish are in evidence

at the book stores. Many who can use the

Spanish language in help or instruction (and
there is a scarcity of them) are summoned
hither. A classmate at my side said he was going
to take all these Cubans on an excursion of one
hundred and twenty miles to his home on the

Connecticut River. Seventy thousand dollars

is asked for in contributions from all over the

country to carry out this enterprise. It was
about half that amount, or five dollars for each
immigrant, that was collected by Philadelphia

Friends to tide the Doukhobors over their ten

months of destitution—fifty cents a month to

keep each soul in its body! Yet but for that

many would probably have died. How many
are each one of us letting die in India? But a

commencement is not the only meeting where
thoughts will wander. We turn our attention

to " The Pilgrim as He Was," as held up to

view by the next speaker.

Speaking of the evidence of things not seen
in which the Pilgrims were sustained, when the

winter struck down half their number and they
watched the sails of the departing Mayflower,
he quoted the words: "No ideal achievement
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has ever been attained for which its author

was not made to suffer." The religion of the

Pilgrim Fathers is best summoned up in the

parting injunction to them from John Robin-

son, bidding them, " if God should reveal any-

thing to them by any other instrument of his,

to be ready to receive it as ever they were

ready to receive any truth by his ministry, for

he was very confident that the Lord had more

truth and light yet to break forth out of his

holy word." This reminds us of a recorded

prophecy of our Friend Hannah Gibbons; and

also that the truth and light which soon ivas

offered to break out among Pilgrims and Puri-

tans was suppressed by the latter, and some of

its missionaries hanged. Yet truth and light

in various ways has continued to reassert itself

in these parts, and its advance apparent in

many expressions valiant for the Truth, espec-

ially on this day, has been cheering. " The

Pilgrim," said the speaker, " ought not to be

conceived of as a grim, uncompromising Puri-

tan. His life was hard and earnest. He was

persecuted, was obliged to toil ceaselessly, and

had to undergo the hardships of hunger, dis-

ease and war. Throughout all, he prayed and

searched for 'more truth and light,' and at

last, I am persuaded, received an answer to his

petition. In a trackless wilderness, separated

by the width of an ocean from temple and

altar, he heard a voice speaking to him in his

own heart. The message may have been the

same that came to the prophet of old: 'Be-

hold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will

make a new covenant with you: And this shall

be the covenant that I will make with you : /

will put my law in your inward parts, and write

it in your hearts, and will be your God, and you

shall be my people.'
"

The declaration of this principle was re-

ceived with genuine relish, as men looked their

satisfaction at each other, and nodded it with

their heads, reinforced by voices and hands.

Then " Commencement Past and Present" was

pictured by Murray Seasongood, who said :

" What made those first commencements pos-

sible, despite poverty and danger, is evident

from a note like this :
' Just as morn exercise

ended, Mr. Cotton Mather's child dies, yet he

preaches at Charlestown in the afternoon.'

Such purpose and power to endure, engendered

freedom of thought, and the strength to speak

one's belief. . . . Large-mindedness showed

itself even in religious disputation. Harvard

was founded as a school of Divinity, yet at its

first Commencement not one of the fifty-seven

questions discussed had to do with matters of

faith. Later, ... we smile at serious argu-

ment purporting to show that ' Samson did not

commit suicide in the temple of the Philis-

tines,' or that, ' When Baalam's ass spoke

there was no change in its organs '—but in

such an age, from the midst of a narrow Puri-

tanism, what a doctrine is this: 'That the

toleration of every religion promotes true re-

ligion.' ... A minister from Boston, shocked,

another time, . . . turned his back, left the

house, and penned to the President a long pro-

test ' against young men sharpening their Wits

on their Maker.' President Holyoke replied

' he was pleased to see one so jealous for the

Divine Honor, but could not believe young men

less religious than they had been in his corre-

spondent's day.' ... In the exercises English

began at length to crowd on Greek, Latin, and

the Bible. Holmes read an English poem. In

the 'thirties a candidate for the Master's de-

gree spoke on Transcendentalism, which John

Pierce ' supposed captivating to a few irregu-

lar geniuses, but which to him was like the

tale of an idiot, full of sound and fury, signi-

fying nothing.'

"

In an oration on Hawthorne occurred the

words, "Relief from the sordid, the petty, the

mean, the commonplace—in fiction as in life

—

cannot be permanently attained by running

away from the actual and the present, but by

beautifying them,"—we would say " with sal-

vation;" he in choosing other terms might at

heart mean the same. He spoke of finding

" in the life around us the romantic and the

beautiful divinely imminent there. They are

not easy to discover,"—except, let us add, in

the life within us the true and the beautiful

are found divinely imminent there.

Then came a very entertaining account of

"James Howell,—a Journalist before the Time

of Journalism," for whose vicissitudes in a bril-

liant and tribuiated life we have not space to

spare.

The liveliest curiosity of the day usually

centres in President Eliot's giving out of the

unexpected,—the degrees that are out of ordi-

nary course. When the nine hundred and

eighty- nine degrees for all the departments

had been conferred among those whose names

he pronounced and who rose in their turn

As honorary Master of Arts:
—

" Hugh Henry

Hanna, the mainspring of the business men's

movement to declare gold the standard of the

national currency—a well-tempered spring, in-

tent, assiduous and effective.

"Doctors of Divinity"
—

"Gyorgy Boros,

dean of the theological college at Kolozsvar,

Hungary, professor, editor and author, mem-
ber of the Kolozsvar town council and of the

consistory of the Hungarian Unitarian church;

like all his people, a representative of free-

dom of thought.

" HoUis Burke Frissell, principal of Hamp-
ton Institute, Armstrong's worthy successor

in teaching the negro and the Indian that the

prime means of civilization are faithful family

life, habits of forethought and thrift and steady

manual labor.

Doctors of Laws:— "Le Baron Russell

Briggs, the well-beloved dean of Harvard Col-

lege, patient, tender, discerning, candid, just

and cheering because convinced of the overwhe

inq predominance of good in the student worl

[No announcement was cheered with Ion

or more repeated applause than this as all

timonial to dean Briggs' gift of administer

the discipline by justice and love. Severa

us Friend teachers who heard his discourse

Trenton last autumn on the dangerous tra

tion period in young men's lives cannot mai

at the demonstration now given, when they

member his practically Christ-like concert

spirit concerning young men.]
" Benjamin Ide Wheeler,—president of

University of California, a New Engl

scholar in the classics, of large experiencj

academic affairs, lately transplanted to

university which looks hopefully out to

portentious Pacific through the beaut

Golden Gate!

"Julian Pauncefote,—first Baron Pau:

fote, of Preston, English ambassador, welc

representative of the country from w!

America has received its best stock, its n

serviceable habits of thought and its

public liberty and public justice."

The spontaneous ovation here accorded

second only to that given to the beloved d

Then the alumni repaired to their dinner. S

tor George P. Hoar presided. When the

titude again arose at the call for a pra

thoughts would arise that where one cannc

rising subscribe to the principle of pra

made to order, does not his seated attitude

tify to others of a seeming irrevere

Doubts as to the heartfelt testimony of ot

in standing were, however, quickly dispelk

an impatient whispering about keeping 1

standing in hot weather,—some minis

" lack of terminal facilities," or words of

import. And when the audience sat d

though the language for prayer had set

especially solemn, there was an instantan

bursting into conversation by way of re

" The religious part ought to be kept shoi

such times as this!" etc. It ought to be

on as long as the meal lasts, was am
thought. " Whether ye eat or drink or v

ever ye do, do all to the glory of God."

then, they meant the ceremonial part,—

w

indeed we could shorten.to nothing, exce;

wait for the Master's own putting fori

words. It is this praying-to-order that

public prayer of so much of its life ant

spect. A little of this feeling seemed h

at by Senator Hoar in his opening speec

attempting to translate Virgil's conten

Elysium: "'Here are soldiers woundec

their country, and the reverend clergy

preached as long as flesh and blood could i

it. And here are authors of religious polljl

and those who made life better by their iie*

tions.' In short, everybody worth any inn

comes up here in due time to get an horn

degree."

The governor of the State, Winthro *
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le, a very young-looking man, received

ist the heartiest applause of the hour for

ing his neat little speech about one minute

)rd Pauncefote, an elderly Englishman of

teous dignity, during his acceptable re-

ts said: " The term of my office as ambas-

r to this country is drawing to a close, and

raid be very ungracious were I not to seize

opportunity—and, indeed, to seize every

rtunity that presents itself—to express

(rofound gratitude to the American peo-

for the kindness and the consideration

h I have received during nearly three

nistrations from all classes of the commu-
and from all those with whom I have been

lation, officially, politically and socially."

'esident Eliot spoke of gifts amounting to

hundred thousand dollars having been

3 to the Institution in the past year.

e of the family of Louis Agassiz had given

bundred thousand dollars for the univer-

museum. This makes nine hundred thou-

doUars in money which children of Agassiz,

and last, have bestowed,—children of a

who said, " '
I have had no time to make

iy.' But from the trained brains of his

;ren have come out great resources."

Iveral must be passed by to reach one of

ast speakers, the aged James C- Carter,

ew York, responding for his class which

aated half a century ago. His deliverance

led the deepest degree of solemnity and

lighest of eloquence, at its conclusion

;ing the audience to their feet. It was an

ng sacrifice and prophetic warning con-

ng the dangers which he believed threat-

us, concluding nearly in these words: "I

il to you to see to it that when Truth has

exiled from the market place, from the

b, and from the halls of legislation, it

find an abiding home and a sanctuary

Here let truth, faith and justice be held

Srlasting honor and supremacy over the

rial world."

i would like to linger at length over the

snsely interesting performance, from

snd's standpoint of the week—the Phi

Kappa oration delivered the next day by

un Everett, son of Edward Everett, who

ty-six years ago delivered his oration be-

!;he same Society. The deliverance of to-

ras a most ardent and forcible arraign-

of the prevailing popular notions on Pa-

3m, of the impious maxim, " My country

or wrong," and a most unsparing dis-

1 of the crime of war,—war wrong, wrong

last, and always. Without overt refer-

ito Scripture, he condemned war from the

ipoint of the witness for truth in the

i:;and whatever they may have thought of

jf
!>inion, the hearers were carried with him

:t
I

approval of his boldness of speech and

for the truth. It was felt after our dis-

if 1 to be a time to express to William Ev-

erett a hearty approbation of the stand he had

taken. He answered " Yes, the Quakers are

right; they have always been right in this mat-

ter. They believe in the inward light!"

For " The Friend.''

A Railway Incident.

[On looking over a bundle of my Friend pa-

pers, I discovered one bearing date of Twelfth

Month 14th, 1878. The circumstances were
witnessed by J. M. Dash, a minister of the United

Brethren Church, a sincere Christian, with
whom I was intimately acquainted. I request

that it may be republished.—F. D. Smith.]

In traveling we often meet with persons of

different nationalities and languages. We also

meet with incidents of various characters, some
sorrowful, others joyful and instructive. One
of the latter character I witnessed recently,

while traveling upon the cars. The train was
going West, and the time was evening. At a

station a little girl about eight years old came
aboard, carrying a little budget under her arm.

She came into the car and deliberately took a

seat. She then commenced an eager scrutiny

of faces, but all were strange to her. She
appeared weary, and placing the budget for a

pillow, she prepared to try to secure a little

sleep. Soon the conductor came along, col-

lecting tickets and fare. Observing him, she

asked if she might lie there. The gentlemanly

conductor replied that she might, and then

kindly asked for her ticket. She informed him
that she had none, when the following conver-

sation ensued

:

Said the conductor, " Where are you going ?"

She answered, " I am going to heaven."

He asked again, " Who pays your bill?"

She then said, " Mister, does this railroad

lead to heaven, and does Jesus travel on it?"

He answered, " I think not. Why did you

think so?"
" Why, sir, before my ma died she used to

sing to me of a heavenly railroad, and you

looked so nice and kind I thought this was the

road. My ma used to sing of Jesus on the

heavenly railroad, and that He paid the fare for

everybody, and that the train stopped at every

station to take people on board, but my ma
don't sing now, and I thought I'd take the cars

and go to ma. Mister, do you sing to your

little girl about the railroad that goes to

heaven? You have a little girl, haven't you?"

He replied, weeping, " No, my little dear. I

have no little girl now. I had one once, but

she died some time ago, and went to heaven."

Again she asked, " Did she go over this rail-

road, and are you going to see her now?"

By this time all persons in the coach were

upon their feet, and most of them were weep-

ing. An attempt to describe what I witnessed

is almost futile. Some said, " God bless the

little girl."

Hearing some person say that she was an

angel, the little girl earnestly replied

:

" Yes, my ma used to say I would be an angel

some time."

Addressing herself once more to the conduc-

tor, she asked him:
" Do you love Jesus? / do; and if you love

Him He will let you ride to heaven on his rail-

road. I am going there, and I wish you would

go with me. I know Jesus will let me into

heaven when I get there, and He will let you

in, too, and everybody that will ride on his rail-

all these people. Wouldn't you

heaven and Jesus and your little

road,

like to

girl?"

These words, innocently and pathetically ut-

tered, brought a great gush of tears from all

eyes, but most profusely from the eyes of the

conductor. Some who were traveling on the

heavenly railroad shouted aloud for joy.

She now asked the conductor, " Mister, may
I lie here till we get to heaven?"

He answered, " Yes, dear, yes."

She then asked, " Will you wake me up then,

so that I may see my ma, your little girl and

Jesus? For I do so much want to see them
all!"

The answer came in broken accents, but in

words very tenderly spoken:
" Yes, dear angel eyes. God bless you!"

"Amen!" was sobbed by more than a score

of voices.

Turning her eyes again upon the conductor,

she interrogated him:
" What shall I tell your little girl when I

see her? Shall I say to her that I saw her pa
on Jesus' railroad? Shall I?"

This brought a fresh flood of tears from all

present, and the conductor knelt by her side,

and embracing her, wept the reply he could

not utter. At this juncture the brakeman
called out: "H s!" The conductor arose

and requested him to attend to his (the con-

ductor's) duty at the station, for he was en-

gaged.

That was a precious place. I thank God that

I was a witness to this scene, but I was sorry

that at this point I was obliged to leave the

train.

A few months after the above occurrence

the writer of the narrative received a letter

from the conductor, acknowledging that the

circumstance had been a blessing to him spir-

itually, and giving some additional information

respecting the little girl. The letter says:

"I had proposed adopting her in the place

of my little daughter, who is now in heaven.

With this intention I took her to C B
,

and on my return I took her to S n, where
she left the cars. In consultation with my wife

in regard to adopting her, she replied:

"Yes, certainly, and immediately, too, for

there is a Divine providence in this. Oh," said

she, " I never could refuse to take under my
charge the instrument of my husband's salva-

tion."

I made inquiry for the child at S n, and
learned that in three days after her return she

died suddenly, without any apparent disease,

and her happy soul had gone to dwell with her

ma, my little girl and the angels in heaven.

He who would return hatred for injury lives

a miserable life indeed, but one who sets him-

self to lay siege to hatred with love you cannot

deny to be a safe and happy warrior. With
equal ease he faces a single foe or a host, and
asks no aid from fortune. Yes, and those whom
he conquers yield to him with joy, not with

beaten but augmented strength.

—

Spinoza.

Possibly we shall all revise our opinions

somewhat on our arrival in another world. At
all events we should all have breadth and grace

enough in this world to recognize and appreciate

greatness, goodness and usefulness wherever

we find it, even in those who differ from us

most widely in matters of opinion or belief.
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Jolm Yeardley and His Travels.
(Continued from p.igc 2?).

" We must pass over many incidents of

travel through Southern Russia, and glance a

moment at John Yeardley's experiences in the

Crimea. Here he and his companion found

themselves in the heart of the Tartar country,

beyond the verge of civilized life.
"

' The Tartar villages, says John Yeardley,

are the meanest possible, consisting sometimes

of mere holes dug in the earth, or huts stand-

ing a little above the ground. The men wear

wide drawers with the pink shirt over them
;

the women have a chemise reaching to the

calf of the leg, dirty and coarse, an apron

round the waist, sometimes so scanty or so

ragged that it will not meet, and a handker-

chief tied in a slovenly manner on the head.

In these three articles of dress they drive the

horses and oxen ; the sun burns them to a

dark brown, almost black. The children we
saw were quite naked. Various attempts have

been made to civilize and instruct them, but

without success. One missionary pursued the

work so far as to feed and clothe the children,

and collect them for instruction, which they

received for a while, but all at once and with

one consent it was at an end. When I see the

Tartar galloping over the steppe as if riding

on the wind, it constantly makes me think of

the wild Arabs. When we are anxious to find

a well of water where we may take our meal,

and when we see travellers assembled to water

their cattle and flocks, and the camels running

loose on the steppes—which they do till

autumn, when they are sought up for work,

—

all reminds us of the customs of the East.'
" This evening they halted at a Tartar vil-

lage, where the occupant of the traktir, or

house of entertainment, persuaded the driver

to take out his horses for the night. The con-

duct of this man and his companions was sus-

picious ; they eagerly examined the mattresses

of the travellers, which were of a superior

quality; and when William Rasche came to

make the tea, which he did by the moonlight

outside the hut, the boiling water which he

poured in to rinse the teapot came out into

the tumblers a white liquid; and after the tea

was put in the innkeeper held up the pot

against the moon, and looked curiously into it.

Instead of retiring early, as the Tartars always

do. the men in the hut kept a watch upon the

travellers; and the suspicions even of the driver

were awakened, when one of them came to him,

as he was lying by his horses, to borrow his

knife. His horses, however, were so weary,

and he himself so unwilling to move, that the

travellers contented themselves with harness-

ing the horses and making ready to depart in

case of necessity. Soon after midnight, find-

ing they were still watched by the Tartars,

and apprehending that these waited only till

they should all be asleep, to carry otf their

horses or to rob their persons, they de-

cided to make the best of their way out of

their hands. The driver being slow to move,

W. R. jumped into his place, seized the reins,

and drove quickly oflf, thankful to have effected

a safe escape. It is very common for the

Tartars to prowl about in the night, and steal

the horses and wagons of their more settled

and thrifty neighbors.
" After about three hours' driving, the moon

shining so bright that they could see to read

by it, they arrived at another village of a less

suspicious character."
" ' Eighth Month, 26th.—This morning I felt

more sweet union with my God in spirit than

for a long time; and a strong desire has arisen

to live in closer communion with Jesus, the

beloved of my soul, the only access to the

Father—the only place of rest, safety, and

true peace. I long more than ever not to be

troubled with cross occurrences over which I

have no control, and which have too long per-

plexed me and disturbed my inward peace. I

long more than ever to spend my few remain-

ing days on earth as with my God in heaven,

to refer everything to him, and to pray more
earnestly and diligently for his grace to pre-

serve me near to himself under all circum-

stances, until He shall have prepared me to be

taken to heaven, to join the happy company
there in a blissful eternity. ' Thou wilt keep him

in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on thee,

because he trusteth in thee'" (Isa. xxxi: 3).

"On the 1st of the Ninth Month they sailed

to Odessa, where they had to remain eight

days. In this city they received a visit from

a pastor, who conversed with them on the work
of the heavenly kingdom then going on in the

East, especially in Constantinople and Asia

Minor.
"

' The Saviour's kingdom, writes John Yeard-

ley, in allusion to this conversation, is spread-

ing, and many instruments are being raised up

in various nations to help forward the great

work. The kingdom of Satan is in danger; he

sees it, and stirs up the jealousy of men, set-

ting them against one another, and, by their

seeking through party-spirit to exalt their own
particular religion, hindering the Lord's

work.'
"

" From Odessa to Constantinople they had a

quick and safe passage. At Constantinople

John Y^eardley was deeply interested in the in-

stitutions which the American missionaries

have founded for the religious and temporal

improvement of the Armenians. He visited

two of these, the high school at Bebek and the

girls' seminary at Has-keui, both beautifully

situated on the shores of the Bosphorus. In

the former they found forty-eight young men,

—sixteen Greek and thirty-two Armenian.

The industrial part of the education was par-

ticularly gratifying to him.
" 'Cyrus Hamlin, he says, who has the super-

intendence of their studies and labor, is won-
derfully adapted for his vocation. He is as-

sisted only by native teachers. The young men
looked serious: some of their countenances
were peculiarly impressive, indicating that

they had been with Jesus. I saw them assem-
bled in the school-room, and addressed them
for some time; and C. Hamlin most willingly

interpreted into Armenian what I said. It

was a sweet and memorable time. The Arme-
nian teacher would scarcely let go my hand
after the meeting, he had been so touched
with the power of Divine love. In the girls'

boarding-school we found twenty-five girls, all

Armenians, with the exception of two or three

(jreeks. It was a lovely sight to see so many
of this class under a course of religious and
useful instruction. Many of the countenances
were marked and pleasing, and were fixed on
me, with a great apparent seriousness while I

addressed them, along with some of the neigh-

bors.'
"

" John Y'eardley describes Constantinopli
" 'Built entirely on the hills which slope fi

a considerable eminence down to the Bospl

ous. The trees towering among the houi

the high spires and gilded domes, have a n
imposing effect; but what is the astonishra

of the traveller when he commences his asc

up steep, narrow, clumsily-pitched streets,

could only compare them to the worst-c

structed bridle-roads in England which
packhorses traversed centuries ago.

'

three days we were in the city I only saw
or two carriages,—the most curious vehic

indeed, there is scarcely a street in which
carriages can pass. Donkeys are the cl

carriers. As to the dogs, they are born

bred in the streets and are the property of

town, and in the day-time lie by dozens in

streets, young and old, are always under

feet of the traveller, and he must consta:

poke them out of the way with his stick;

night they are furious. 'The shops preset

jumble of all kinds of ware; and the Turks

cross-legged in the window, or work at tl

trade inside.'

" They left Constantinople on the 15th,

on the 17th went on shore at Smyrna, wh
at the house of the American missionary Li

they met with another missionary, nai

Stacking, returning with his family from Pei

where he had labored sixteen years among
Nestorians. The account which he gave J

Y'eardley of the creed and condition of

Nestorian Church, and of the schools wl

had been opened in Persia, aroused his d

sympathy and produced an abiding impresi

on his mind.
" Smyrna, like the other Turkish cities w'

they saw, vividly impressed the travellers'

its Oriental character.
" 'Like Constantinople,' says J. Y., 'it

town of all nations. The streets are nar

with a run of dirty water down the mi(

We met docile camels in great number, bi

ing figs from the interior. In the fig-ma

were thousands of boxes being prepared

packed for exportation. It is a sight o

terest to see Turks, Greeks, etc., huddlec

gether, walking, talking, or sitting c

legged and smoking their long pipes,

took donkeys and ascended the hill, whei

obtained a good view of the town, and ,<

examined the ruins where the ancient it

stood, and saw the place where the rw\%

from Heaven was received by the angel c li

church of Smyrna. The church of Pol; if

stood not far from that of John the P;

After a visit of peculiar interest, I retiii

the steamship and read the message .

church of Smyrna, which gave rise to t'l

reflections than I can here record.
" ' Steaming on the sea of Marmora (t( oi

tinue J. Y''s narrative of his homewani'U

ney), the Bosphorous and the Greek v ei

was very pleasing. We had a good si;: •

the walls of ancient Troas, where the :i

Paul received the message in vision fr'

man of Macedonia, to come over aii'

them.'

"

(To be continued.)

The man who is victorious througj

tory is a conqueror, but he who is

rious through defeat is more than conc|—A. J. Gordon.
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For " The Friend.'

LIGHT vs. DARKNESS.
When we look for the light

If we seek it aright,

It will make its appearance within;

But if sought for without,

We go groping about.

Because of the knowledge of sin.

True Light

We call night.

And the outward, the day,

Christ tells us the light

Comes the opposite way.

" Cast into outer darkness,"

Away from the iiiner light,

Departing from God in spirit

Because of the other light,

The kingdom of Saul

Thus met with its fall,

And disappeared in the night.

For the outward light

Is the real night,

Tho' to us it appeareth the day.
" And the wages of sin

Is death," from within.

By removing the spirit away,

bird Month 16th, 1900.

NTELLECTUAL Ants.—" There are a good

ly ants of different varieties on the lot at

country place near Covington," said a New
sans business man, " and last year I began

nake a systematic study of their habits. I

nd it a most fascinating pursuit and have

limed it with much enthusiasm during sev-

1 visits this year. A little investigation will

vince almost anybody, I think, that the

approaches nearer to man in point of in-

igence than any of the lower animals,

ne of the things I have seen are so marvellous

,t I would hesitate to speak of them if simi-

wonders had not been fully recorded by

ined scientists. Near one of my flower beds

I colony of small red ants that are extremely

ustrious in collecting food, and they fre-

jntly perform the most astonishing engi-

;ring feats in transporting heavy burdens to

iir home.
" Not long ago I watched a party of about

iozen, who had found the body of a small

der and were dragging it toward the nest.

e spider had hairy legs, which stuck out in

ivy direction and caught on obstacles, greatly

iarding progress. For several minutes the

ts toiled away with their awkward booty and

3n stopped and seemed to hold a council. A
nute fragment of dry leaf was lying on the

ound, and presently they all laid hold and

lied the spider on top of it. They seized the

ges and slid it along without difficulty.

" On another occasion I saw a large body of

ese same ants start out for a raid on another

lony. They marched like an army, with

outs thrown out at the sides, and, when sev-

al feet distant from the nest, divided into

.'0 parties. One kept straight on and was

on engaged in fierce combat with the other

ibe, while the second detachment made a de-

ur and fell upon the hill from the rear. The

isult was a great victory for the invaders,

nybody who feels interested in the subject

id who will put in a little time at close study

ill be certain to witness exploits fully as as-

mishing as those I have described. I doubt

hether there is any line of scientific re^search

I attractive to the amateur."-

imes Democrat.

The Origin of the Society of Friends in

France.

Joseph Fox, of Falmouth, had a share in two

cutters with other owners, who, outvoting his

objection, at the commencement of hostilities

with France in 1778, armed these vessels under

letters of marque, in order to capture French

merchantmen. The enterprise was successful,

and some valuable ships were taken. His part-

ners then endeavored to keep him from his

share in the profits, but he insisted upon it, and

lodged the amounts in the British funds, keep-

ing the circumstance secret even from his fam-

ily, and dealing with the money as not his own.

His object was to restore it as soon as possible

to the rightful owners. In 1783, on the restora-

tion of peace, the opportunity occurred, and

he then commissioned his son, Dr. E. L. Fox,

to proceed to Paris, where he first communi-

cated the matter to him by letter. Much diffi-

culty and delay intervened, ofl:"ering a good ex-

cuse, had he desired one, to abandon the attempt

as hopeless. While it was yet in progress Jo-

seph Fox died. But his son had received the

duty as a solemn trust which he was not to

quit until the restitution was made. He had a

notice printed in the Gazette de France of Sec-

ond Month, 1785, in pursuance of which four-

teen hundred and seventy pounds were restored.

The sufferers thus reimbursed made an ac-

knowledgment in the Gazette. A small balance

still remained in Dr. Fox's hands, which he

could not assign, especially as the Revolution-

ary War had now broken out. In 1818, when

it had reached six hundred pounds, he was able

again to venture abroad, and going again to

Paris inquired how he could best appropriate

it, and ultimately placed it in the treasury of

the " Invalid Seamen of France" for the relief

of the non-combatants of the merchant service.

The advertisement above noticed drew forth an

address from a little body of Christians in and

near Congenies, near Calvisson, Card, who also

felt the iniquity and wickedness of war. This

was followed by a visit to our Yearly Meeting

of Friends by one of their community named

De Marsillac. He was one of the old French

aristocracy, and he informed English Friends

that they were descended from the Camisards

or Protestants of the Cevennes Mountains, and

that for sixty or seventy years there had ex-

isted in that district a Christian Church of

about one hundred persons, which, besides its

testimony against war, held spiritual views re-

garding worship and ministry identical with

those of Friends.

Thus commenced the Christian intercourse be-

tween Friends in England and those in France.

At the close of the Napoleonic war a committee

of English Friends was appointed to visit them,

in 1817. Thus originated the "Continental

Committee" for corresponding with Friends,

both in France and (Jermany. Many visits have

been paid by English Friends to those little

companies, who still hold their meetings for

worship at Congenies and at Fontaines.

tralian Friend.

Aus-

A GOOD book, whether of fiction or not, is one

that leaves you farther on than when you took

it up. If, when you drop it, it drops you down

in the same old spot, with no finer outlook, no

clearer vision, no stimulated desire for that

New Orleans \
which is better and higher, it is in no sense a

good book.

—

Anna Warner.

Tiie Bank Clerk and Infidel Principles.

Some years ago a clerk in one of the banks

in Virginia was entrusted with a package of

bank notes, of the value of a hundred thou-

sand dollars, to carry into the adjoining state

of Kentucky. A part of the country through

which he was obliged to pass, was but little in-

habited, and highway robberies, and even mur-

ders were said to be frequent. The young'

man was courageous, and of fine talents, but

was the leader of an infidel club, and had ap-

parently nearly succeeded in banishing from

his mind those religious principles which the

care of a pious mother had taught him in

early youth. The dangerous portion of his

route iie had planned to pass in the day time,

but having taken a wrong road, he lost his

way, and after riding a long time in the dark-

ness and chilliness of a starless autumn night,

he anxiously sought a place of shelter.

At length he saw a dim light and pushed

forward until he came to a poor, wretched-

looking log cabin. It was now near ten o'clock.

He knocked, and was admitted by a woman,

who told him she and her children were alone

—her husband having gone hunting; but she

was certain he would return, as he always

came according to promise. The young man's •

feelings may well be imagined. Here he was

with a large sum of money, alone, and per-

haps in the house of one of those robbers

whose name was the terror of the country.

He could go no further—what was to be done?

The woman gave him supper and proposed his

retiring. But no, he could not think of per-

mitting himself thus easily to fall into the

hands of robbers. He took out his pistols, ex-

amined them, and determined to sell his life as

dearly as possible. In the meantime the man
of the house returned; he was rather a fierce,

uncouth-looking hunter; he had on a deer-

skin hunting shirt and bear-skin cap, and

seemed to be much fatigued, and in no talka-

tive mood, all of which appeared to bode no

good to the young infidel. He asked the

stranger if he did not wish to retire; he told

him no; he would sit by the fire all night.

The man of the house urged him. But no; he

could not think of such a thing. He was

greatly alarmed, and expected that this would

be his last night on earth. His infidel princi-

ples gave him little comfort. What was to be

done?
At length the rough backwoodsman rose up,

and reaching over the stranger's head to a lit-

tle shelf, took down an old book, and said:

" Well, stranger, if you won't go to bed, I

will; but it is my custom always to read a

chapter of Holy Scripture before I go to bed."

A load was at once removed from him.

Though avowing himself an infidel, he now had

full confidence in the Bible; he was at once

safe. He felt that the man who kept an old

Bible in his house, and read it, and bent his

knees before his Maker, would do hira no

harm. He dismissed his fears and lay down
in that rude cabin and slept as calmly as he

did under his father's roof. From that day

he ceased to revile the Bible. He became a

Christian, and often related these facts to

show that no man can be an infidel from prin-

ciple.

—

Selected.

A one eyed religion sees Christ as a Saviour,

but ignores Him as a sanctifier.

—

A. J. Gordon.
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MOTHERS ROOM.
I'm awfull}' 3orry for poor Jack Roe;

He'3 that boy that lives with his aunt, you know,

.\nd he says his house is filled with gloom
Because it has got no " mother's room."

I tell you what, it is fine enough
To talk of " boudoirs " and such fancy stuff.

But the room of rooms that seems best to me,

The room where I'd always rather be,

Is mother's room, where a fellow can rest.

And talk of the things his heart loves best.

What if I do get dirt about,

.\nd sometimes startle my aunt with a shout?

It is mother's room, and if she don't mind.

To the hints of others I'm always blind.

Maybe I lose my things—what then?

In mother's room I find them again.

And I've never denied that I litter the floor

With marbles and tops and many things more;

But I tell you, for boys with a tired head

It is jolly to rest on mother's bed.

Now, poor Jack Roe, when he visits me,

I take him to mother's room, you see,

Because its the nicest place to go
When a fellow's spirits are getting low

And mother, she's always kind and sweet,

.\nd there's always a smile poor Jack to greet.

And somehow the sunbeams seem to glow
More brightly in mother's room, I know,
Than anywhere else, and you'll never find gloom
Or any old shadow in mother's room.

_

—Exchange.

The Cultiv.\tion of Music—I look upon
the great predominance of music in female

education to be the source of more mischief

than is suspected, from its being such a gulf

of time aa really to leave little room for solid

acquisition. The monstrous proportion, or

rather disproportion, of life which it swallows
up, even in many religious families, has con-

verted it into a positive sin. I question if

many gay men devote more hours in a day to

idle purposes than the daughters of many
pious parents spend in this amusement. All

these hours the mind lies fallow, improvement
is at a stand-still, if even it does not retro-

grade. Nor is it the shreds and scraps of time

stolen in the intervals of better things, that is

so devoted, but it is the morning, the prime,

the active hours, when the mind is vigorous,

the spirits high, the intellect awake and fresh,

and the whole being wound up by refreshing

sleep, and animated by the return of light and
life, for nobler services. The reading of a cul-

tivated woman commonly occupies less time
than the music of a musical woman, or the

idleness of an indolent woman, or the dress of

a vain woman, or the dissipation of a flut-

tering woman. She is likely, therefore, to

have more leisure for her duties, as well as

more inclination, and a sounder judgment for

performing them. But, pray observe, that I

assume my reading woman to be a religious

woman ; and I will not answer for the effects

of a literary vanity, more than that of any
other vanity, in a mind not habitually discip-

lined by Christian principles, the only safe and
infallible antidote for knowledge of any kind.—Hannah Moore.

"If a minister determines to regard God,
he will grow into fuller and fuller knowledge
of God's Truth and into all that Truth will do
to illumine and empower the soul. If he yields

to temptation to regard men, he will more and
more come into oneness with them in concep-
tions and living."

Medical Instincts of Animals.

.\o instinct is more marked than that of self-

preservation. Even in animals it is so strongly

developed that it often simulates medical knowl-

edge, or perhaps, in some instances, is actually

a substitute for it. An interesting article on
this subject is contributed to the Denver iWerfi-

(•((/ Times by Dr. James Weir, of Owensboro,
Ky. Ur. Weir begins by telling us about the

therapeutic instincts of the honey-bee. When
attacked by diarrhcea (a disease to which, un-

der certain conditions, it is very prone), the

bee, he says, will immediately begin to suck
astringent pieces of the dogwood, poplar, wild

cherry or hickory, and will soon effect a cure.

Indeed, in winter, when bees become sick with
this disease, they will readily drink a decoction

of wild-cherry bark if it be placed in the hive.

Bees seem to know that filth is a source of

disease; hence, when ill in winter, they select

a spot, as far from the combs as possible, at

which all of the sick members of the hive de-

posit their dejecta. As soon as warm weather
arrives the accumulated filth is removed and
the spot carefully cleansed. In summer all

e.xcrementitious matter is deposited without
the hive. About the common crayfish Dr.
Weir notes the following facts:

" Crayfish are frequently the hosts of innu'

merable little parasitic leeches {histriobdellcE)

which, strange to .say, only become parasites

and thus harmful to their hosts, when their

number has increased to such an extent that

they can no longer live natural lives. As long
as they are few in number they are of distinct

benefit to their host, the crayfish, for they eat

the unimpregnated eggs and dead embryos,
thus keeping the other eggs and embryos in a
healthy state. But as soon as their number
becomes so great that the decomposing eggs
and embryos are no longer a sufficient food sup-

ply, the mutualists become parasites—they
begin to devour the healthy eggs and embryos.
The crayfish, which carries her eggs beneath
her tail, can tell at once when this state of

affairs exists, and will straightway set in mo-
tion very effective measures for freeing herself

from her harmful visitors."

Dr. Weir believes that many of the higher
animals have discovered and use a materia med-
ica that is not recognized by human physicians.

Thus, he says:

Dogs will seek out and devour the long,

lanceolate blades of couch grass (triticum re-

pens) when they are constipated; horses and
mules will eat clay when they have 'scours ;'

cattle with the ' scratches' have been seen by
me to plaster hoof and joint with mud, and
then to stand still until the protecting and
healing coating dried out and became firm. I

saw a cow not long ago break the thin ice on
a pond and treat her itching joints to a mud
poultice. Several travelers and hunters of big

game declare that they have seen elephants in

the act of plugging shot-holes with moistened
clay! Cats will go miles when they are feeling

under the weather' for a dose of catnip (ne-

peta). A gentleman recently informed me that,

a short time ago, after a severe snow-storm,
he was hunting rabbits, when he saw his house-

cat plowing through the deep snow some dis-

tance in advance of him. He thought at first

that she was out on the same business as him-
self, I. e., rabbit hunting, but soon concluded
that something of much greater importance

had impelled her to abandon the warm ki

chen on such a cold and inclement day. h
resolved to follow her, and this he did for thr«

miles, until she entered a neighbor's gardei

where, after scratching in the snow, she soo

uncovered a bunch of catnip. This she at one

proceeded to devour. Surely a great and abi<

ing faith in medicine must have dwelt in th

bosom of this animal!
" The saliva of animals, with the single ej

ception of man, seems to have a distinct cun
five action. Of course much of the benefieii

results following the continual licking of wound
by animals is due to the resulting cleanlinesi

yet, beyond the mere matter of cleanlinesi

there is an undoubtedly curative property i

their saliva. Dogs, cats, cattle, rodents, moi
keys, et. al., lick their wounds when they get a

them, and soon effect cures.
" It sometimes happens that animals con

tract wounds on their bodies which they them
selves cannot get at. Then, as I have frequent!;

observed, some good Samaritan in the shape o

a fellow dog, cat or monkey, will step in am
treat the wounds as though they were per

sonal."

Dr. Weir tells us that the monkey, in a 3tat<

of nature, when surrounded by an inexhaust

ible materia medica with which, as the authoi

believes, it is intelligently acquainted, ver]

often treats with success the various ills t(

which it is subject. Even in captivity, whei

handicapped by its surroundings, it is able t(

combat certain diseases intelligently, or sao

cessfully to treat an injury. Dr. Weir closei

with the following anecdote, which is one ol

many that confirm his belief in this respect:
" In 1882 there was on exhibition at tbj

St. Louis fair grounds a magnificent specimer

of the dog-faced ape, or chacma. This ani-

mal was very large and powerful and at all

times treacherous, deceitful and ' possessed of

the devil,' as his keeper often declared. His

malignant disposition caused him to be confined

in a strong cage and separated from the other

monkeys. There was a strong board partition

between his cage and that of a number of

smaller monkeys of various genera and species,

which dwelt together in amity and peaceful-|

ness—a 'happy family.'

"The chacma discovered a small crack ii,

the board partition, and, by diligent use of hii

sharp teeth and powerful fingers, had enlarge(,

it until he could thrust his hand through. Af

ter he had severely injured one of the smallei

monkeys, which he had caught by darting od'

of his paws through this opening, the attendan

stopped the hole by nailing a piece of board ove,

it on the small monkey's side of the partition
" One of the nails came entirely through th

boards and protruded an eighth of an inch int

the chacma's cage. One day, while this last:

mentioned creature was dashing about his de

in one of his unaccountable fits of rage, hera

against this nail and scratched his shoulde)

He stopped at once and began to examine tli

hurt with his fingers. He then went to a coi

ner of his cage where there was a box of clea

sawdust, and, seizing a handful, pressed it c

the bleeding scratch. In a few moments it

bleeding ceased, and, when the blood drie

there remained over the wound a coating

sawdust and dried blood which effectually
]

tected it against the attacks of :

quently it soon healed."

Irie
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Doukhobor Notes.

jr friends, Joseph S. Elkinton and Jon. E.
ids, started from Philadelphia, Sixth Month
,_to visit the settlements of the Doukho-
in Canada. In Montreal they called upon
aintances, and learned some matters of
est. An uneasiness was expressed in one
i with efforts being made by different de-
nations to establish missionary work among
Russians.

Ottawa our friends visited the Experi-
al Farm, and saw the superintendent,
ders, who, with William B. Harvey, had
ted seeds for the vegetable gardens. He
a hopeful view of the ultimate success of
xiles. He suggested that our committee
d furnish each village with a disc harrow,
1 he thought was needed. After J. S. e!
pent a short time in the Dominion Par-
nt during a debate, he encountered Frank
y, the Chief Commissioner of Immigra-
and had an interesting talk with him and
s.

»rief inspection was made of the sad scene
3 burnt district, where, it is estimated,
rty to the extent of seventeen millions
lars was wiped out by the flames. The
on of some substantial buildings has been
, and a number of temporary wooden
ures are occupied, including the ticket
of the C. P. R. R.
les S. Smart being absent from Ottawa,
lends failed to see him, but got informa-
nt the Dominion Government had inter-
itself on behalf of the Doukhobors who
banishment in Siberia, and had forwarded
3f their names, with a petition for their
i and for the rejoining of their relatives
lends in Canada. The government con-
tofeel a kindly interest for the welfare
3e in the Northwestern Territory,
nipeg was reached Sixth Month 22nd, the
ir being warm, and interviews were had
ommissioner McCreary and Rose M. Os-
The latter has been indefatigable in her
to help the Doukhobors in very many
J. E. R. addressed a company of Russian
1 the Immigration Building, on the im-
36 of not losing their hold on religion.
Commissioner dictated a telegram to his
it Yorkton to see that our friends were
;d with " a team, tent, provisions for an
3d visit through the colonies, a cook-
nd a driver who could cook." They will

accompanied throughout by Fred Leon-
is interpreter, probably the best man in
antry for the purpose, all things con-

' It is in the times of cruel persecution and
worldly weakness that the diviner elements in
the Church of Christ shines out most unmis-
takably; in the days of power it is other-
wise. No sooner had Christianity emerged vic-
toriously from decadal chastisement than
Christian (?) prelates and monks, and even (so-
called) saints, lent their sanction and some-
times active assistance to the unrighteous
anti-pagan crusade, in which nothing was re-
spected, not even the consciences of those
who differed from them. The aforetime pagan
dictum in respect of the Christians, ' Non licet
esse vos

'
[' You are not permitted to exist'],

now became adopted by professing Christians
themselves. Wholesale destruction of tem-
ples, statuary and literature, confiscation of
property, penal disabilities, and physical torture
were employed. Pagan martyrdoms, though
rare, were not unknown. 'In short, it may
fairly be said that whatever traces of pity and
consideration are found in the treatment of
paganism were due, not to the influence of
the Christian clergy, but to the prudence or
benevolence of the emperors.' Even great
churchmen like Augustine, Ambrose and Chry-
sostom, betray a vacillating disposition; their
ethical teaching is not always consistent, nor
does their practise always tally with their
theory. Augustine, perhaps, from his defi-
ciencies as an exegete, defends in one place the
principle of coercion on his interpretation of
Our Lord's words, ' Compel them to come in,

that my house may be filled.' There was a de-
cided tendency to eradicate the distinction
between unbelief and unbelievers, to exalt ob-
jective truth at the expense of subjective
truth and the inviolable rights of individual
conscience. As afterward with heresy, so
then with unbelief. Hesitancy to accept
Christianity was habitually traced to personal
vice, or bad faith and unworthy motives, with
little or no taking into account of radical dif-
ferences of temperament, mental constitution,
the abiding influences of education, and the
like. In gross attachment to the letter of
Christ's sayings they missed the spirit of his
teaching, to whom and to whose Father heart-
homage alone is pleasing; and in forcibly re-
pressing idolaters they let loose a legion of
pestilential hypocrites upon the church."

upon me as I had by the hand of that African.'
He was sent out to a university in Indiana to
be educated, for he could not speak English
very well. Every student that came into his
room he would ask to read a chapter from the
Bible. One time he asked a young man to
read a chapter from the Bible, and the young
man said, '

I don't believe in that book. I am
not a Christian.' The African said, ' What!
Your Father speak to you and you not know
Him? I pray for you.' And down on his knees
he went to pray, and that American became
a Christian.

It was the purpose of this poor African boy
to prepare himself in this country for the work
of a missionary among his own people, but
Cod used him in a marked manner in America
to rebuke the lukewarmness of professing
Christians and to bring unbelievers to a knowl-
edge of salvation and then bade the brave
young soldier to lay aside his armor and to
enter into rest.

One Aim

Use of Force by the Early Church.
new work entitled "Christianity andm in the Fourth and Fifth Centuries,"
ist N. Bennett, fellow and lecturer of
d College, Oxford, a side of church
is treated not very familiar to the gen-
ider, especially one who has forgotten
)on and Milman The religion of Islam
lonly spoken of as a religion propagated
sword; but the fact that force, blood-
id wholesale coercion formed a very
nt part of the professedly Christian
inda in establishing itself over the Ro-
ipire is less familiar. In a review of
re-mentioned work, the London Weekly
(Roman Catholic) says :

One Love.'

In a recent Presbyterian assembly a speaker
said, " One of the most remarkable scenes that
ever occurred in this city, one that attracted
the attention of heaven if not of men, occurred
in a carriage crossing the city, between a na-
tive African and a native American. The
American invited this boy to go with him, in-
tending to show him the great buildings. But
finally the African turned to him and said, '

It
will be well to pray in a carriage?' ' Yes,' the
American replied; ' I have had communion with
God many a time in a carriage.' ' Then,' said
the African, ' let us pray.' Putting his hand
upon the American he turned him around upon
his knees and said, ' I came from Africa to ask
this man to tell me about Thee, and he is tell-
ing me about the buildings. I don't want to
know about the buildings. I want to know
about Thee. Teach him to tell me about Thee,
about Thy Spirit.' The American, narrating
this, said, 'I have had the hands of bishops
put upon me, but I never had such grace come

)

SUMMARY OP EVENTS.
United States—The National Prohibition Party met in

convention in Chicago .Sixth Month 27th and 28th. Thir-
ty-seven States were represented. Among its declara-
tions are the following : We submit that the Democratic
and Republican parties are alike insincere in their assumed
policy to trusts and monoplies. They dare not and do not
attack the most dangerous of them all, the liquor power.
We propose as a first step in the financial problems of the
nation to save more than a billion of dollars every year
now annually expended to support the liquor traffic and
to demoralize our people. We face with sorrow, shame
and fear the awful fact that this liquor traffic has a grip
on our Government, municipal, State and national, through
the revenue system and saloon sovereignty, which no
other party dares to dispute. The Convention nominated
John G. Woolley, of Illinois, for President, and Henry B
Metcalf, of Rhode Island, for Vice-President.
A despatch of the Twenty-seventh of Sixth Month from

Washington states: Colonel James H. Randlett, agent
for the Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Indians of Okla-
homa, is in Washington conferring with the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior in re-
gard to ejecting intruders upon the reservation recently
ceded to the United States. Colonel Randlett said to-day
that these trespassers number about 3000 and exceeded
the Indian population. Orders will be issued at once to
compel the intruders to leave the ceded lands. If they
fail to do this within ten days the military forces at Fort
.Sill, Oklahoma, will be called upon for aid. Colonel Rand-
lett does not believe the order can be put into effect with-
out the aid of troops. The whites began pouring in upon
the ceded lands as soon as the act was passed ratifying
the treaty, and have continued to arrive since that time.
The first cargo of coal sold by the Chesapeake & Ohio

R. R. Co. to the Russian Government, left Newport News
on Twenty-ninth of Sixth Month forCronstadt. The con-
tract is for 600,000 tons.

A cloudburst occurred in Mobile, Ala., on the Twenty-
sixth of Sixth Month. All streets were submerged, in
some places to a depth of five feet. A heavy rain con-
tinued falling throughout the morning. The rainfall from
5 A. M. to noon was 12.7 inches. The heavy rains through-
out the State continue to work havoc. The Black War-
rior River has overflowed its banks in Walker county, and
hundreds of acres of cotton and corn lands are inundated.
Many cattle have been drowned and great damage wrought.
In the neighborhood of Macon, Ga., the Ocmulgee is at
the highest point in many years. Crops in the river
swamps are ruined, and many fields are filling with sand.

The great building trades' strike in Chicago is broken
It IS now only a question of a short time when the 50,000
workmen who have been idle for many months will be ar-
ranging agreements for their return to work.

Pennsylvania has more national banks within her bor-
ders than any other State. The number is 436. New
York has 327.

A despatch of the 27th nit. from St. Louis, Mo., repre-
sents that the strike of the St. Louis Transit Company's
employees is now nearly over. Cars are in operation on
all the lines without hindrance and are well patronized,
except on those running north and south, where many
thousand persons, because of the boycott and through
sympathy for the strikers, patronize wagons.

The Citizens' Permanent Relief Committee, of Philadel-
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phia, following the action taken by similar committees in

New York, Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Chicago and

San Francisco, has determined to make an effort to raise

funds for the relief of the sufferers by famine in India.

Efforts will be made to raise funds as quickly as possible,

and it is requested that the same be sent to Drexel & Co,,

Treasurers, Fifth and Chestnut Streets. The committee

has made arrangements to have all funds contributed im-

mediately cabled to India, without e.xpense, and the pub-

lic is assured that there will be no outlay or delay in dis-

tribution.

The Supreme Court of Illinois has just decided by a

unanimous vote that hard cider is an intcxicating drink.

A St. Paul despatch says that the existing drought will

mean a loss of millions of dollars to the dairy and butter

industries of Minnesota.

Director of the Mint Roberts has just completed a pre-

liminary estimate of the gold production of the world for

the calendar year 1899. Subject to corrections when all

the official figures have been received, it shows a total

production of $315,000,000.

An appalling disaster occurred at Hoboken, New Jer-

sey, on the 30th ult., when the docks of the North Ger-

man Lloyd Steamship Company were burned, together

with a number of steamships, barges and canal boats,

causing a loss of life of probably 200 persons and a prop-

erty loss that will reach $10,000,000. The flames started

among a large pile of cotton bales on the pier of the

steamship company and spread with such remarkable ra-

pidity that in fifteen minutes the entire property of the

company, taking in over a third of a mile of water front,

and consisting of three great piers, was completely en-

veloped in a huge blaze. The flames started so suddenly

and gained such headway that many people on the piers

and on the numerous vessels docked were unable to reach

the street. There were great gangs of workmen on the

piers, and these, together with a number of people who

were at the docks on business and visiting the ships, scat-

tered in all directions. Those nearest the shore end of

the piers, of course, escaped, but with many others all

means of exit were cut off by the flames, and they were

forced to jump overboard. Great numbers were drowned.

The steamships Saale, Bremen and Main, were destroyed.

The Phoenicia, of the Hamburg-American Line, was badly

damaged, while the monster Kaiser Wilhelm der Grossc

was towed into midstream, badly damaged.

The surplus of receipts over expenditures during the fis-

cal year which ended Sixth Month 30th, will exceed $80,-

000,000, or twice the estimated amount.

An American is said to spend on an average of $50 a

year for food ; a Frenchman, $48; a German, $45; a Span-

iard, $33 ; an Italian, $24, and a Russian, $40.

The Chicago Railway Age says the total railway mileage

of the nation is about 193,000, and that construction on

fully 300 roads is in progress. The track laid from First

Month 1st to Sixth Month 30th will be about 1654 miles.

To-day, there are forty-six American locomotives either

in use or ordered by the Egyptian railway administration;

371 cars are in use, and orders for 400 more cars have

been placed. The superiority of American engines and

cars, as well as of all other railway equipment and sup-

plies, is conceded by railway officials and experts.

The most signal incident of the eclipse work thus far

chronicled is the detection and registration of the heat

radiation of the corona. The bolometer, an instrument

employing an almost infinitesimal metallic film so sensi-

tive to heat as to distinctly express the millionth of a cen-

tigrade degree, was successfully brought into service by

the Smithsonian observers, under the direction of Dr.

Abbot, and indicated for the corona, as compared with

the moon, a most minute but sensible radiation.

At the Cabinet meeting in Washington, on the 30th

ult., it was decided that war does not officially exist. Not-

withstanding the killing of United States soldiers with

Admiral Seymour's force by Chinese soldiers, the State De-

partment takes the ground that unless the act was en-

dorsed by the imperial authorities no ground exists for

assuming that a state of war exists. The indefinite char,

acter of the news from China regarding the condition of

the foreign Legations in Pekin continues a source of per-

plexity to the Administration officials.

There were 497 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 117 more than the previous

week and 77 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 253 were males and 244 females: 51 died

of consumption; 25 of inflammation of the lungs and sur-

rounding membranes; 22 of apoplexy; 21 of cancer, and 15

of diphtheria.

Markets, &c.— \!. S. 2's, 103i to 103}; 3'3, 109 to

109J; 4's, reg., 114 to 114i; coupon, 115 to 115J; new
4's, 134 to 134J; 5'3, 113 to 113^.

Cotton closed on a basis of lOic. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.70 to $2.80; Pennsylvania,

roller, straight, $3.65 to $3.90; Western winter, straight,

$3.85 to $4.10; spring, straight, $4.25 to $4.50; city mills,

straight, $3.90 to $4.25. Rye Flour—$3.30 to $3.60

per bbl., as to quality, the latter for fancy Western patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 80i to 81c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 47J to 47ic.
No. 2 white oats, clipped, 32c.

Beef Cattle.—Extra, 5§ to 5ic.; good 51 to5Jc.; me-

dium, 5J to 5ic.

Sheep and Lambs.—Extra, 4J to 4|c.; good, 4 to 4ic.;

common, 3 to 3Jc.; spring lambs, 4 to 6c.

Hogs.—7 J to 7Sc. for best Western; others, 7i to 74c.

Foreign.— Dispatches from China represent that a

fresh phase of the ebullition in China is the probability

of immediate outbreaks in the great southern provincial

centres. The populace there is daily assuming a more
hostile attitude toward foreigners, and the latter perceive

symptoms of a general rising, especially at Nankin. The

unrest at Canton is described as dangerous. The Canton

population reaches 2,000,000, in addition to 250,000 living

on junks and sampans (flat bottomed boats). Most of

these people are disaffected and incendiary proclamations

are increasing the number of the virulent.

A despatch of the 25th ult. from Canton says: " It is

feared that we are on the eve of a scene of bloodshed

and anarchy in the two Quangs only paralled in history

by the Tai-Ping rebellion. The signs of a murderous

uprising by the Boxers, pirates and other bloodthirsty

wretches, have become so manifest that wealthy Chinese

are hurrying away from its vicinity, taking with them

their wives, families and valuables." The missionaries are

leaving Canton hurriedly-

The six Viceroys of China, acting through the Chinese

Minister at Washington, on the 26th ult. renewed their

efforts to have foreign troops kept out of China. The

request was a formal document, signed by the Viceroys,

including Li Hung Chang, and the answer of the American

Government amounted to a declination.

The Chinese Legation at Berlin declares that there is

every reason to believe that the Powers are willing to un-

dertake negotiations with Li Hung Chang.

Cablegrams from China state that Admiral Seymour's

relief has returned to Tien-Tsin after a desperate fight on

the road to Pekin, in which 62 men were killed and more

than 300 wounded. He brings no news of the fate of the

foreign Legations.

Sixteen thousand troops of the allied forces have been

landed at Taku.

One hundred and thirty pirates and Boxers were be-

headed at Canton by Li Hung Chang's order, to terrorize

lawbreakers. Li is to remain at Canton, by order of the

Empress.

The members of the Russian Embassy resent bitterly

the disposition to assume that Russia is using the present

disorder in China to increase her hold in the empire, and,

if possible, secure territory there to the exclusion of

other European Powers.

A despatch from London of the 30th ult. says: "Lord

Wolseley, in an interview, says, ' China possesses every

requisite for overrunning the world. She has a popula-

tion of 400,000,000, all speaking the same language or

dialect, readily understood from one end of the Empire to

the other. She has enormously developed wealth and still

more enormous natural wealth awaiting development.

Her men, if properly drilled and led, are admirable sol-

diers. Moreover, they are absolutely fearless of death.

Begin with the foundation of millions upon millions of

such soldiers as these men are capable of being made,

and tell me, if you can, where the end will be.'"

It is said that the work of the Presbyterian Board in

China is larger than that of any other Board in the world

except that of the China Inland Mission. It has 194

foreign missionaries, 594 native laborers, 92 organized

churches, 11,214 communicants, 217 schools and colleges,

2 printing presses, the one at Shanghai being the largest

mission press in the world, employing 135 workmen. It

has also 16 hospitals and 13 dispensaries in operation,

where 143,491 patients were treated last year. The

chief present danger effects the Pekin and East and West
Shantung missionaries.

Cable advices from Shanghai confirm the reported mur-

der of the German Minister at Pekin on Sixth Mo. 18th,

and the destruction of all the foreign Legations except

three. The Emperor and the Dowager Empress had been

seized, and Prince Tuan was exercising supreme power.

A large force of Chinese is moving on Tien-Tsin, and the

whole situation is regarded as perilous.

The insufficient accommodations for the sick and wounded

British soldiers in South Africa have been inquired into

by the War Office in London. Lord Roberts stated on

the 25th of Sixth Month that there had been an abnormal

number of sick at Bloemfontein, due to the exhausting

nature of the march and the terribly unsanitary condition

of the camp at Paardeburg, where the only water availa-

ble for drinking flowed from the Boer camp, higher i

here the river was crowded with decomposing anima

nd also with a considerable number of wounded. To i

proviso accommodations at Bloemfontoin for such a nu

ber, which had become 2,000 before he left Bloemfunte

was no easy task. No tents were carried and the pub
buildings had to be turned into hospitals. In thi

months there had been 6,309 admissions to the hospi

of patients suffering from enteric fever, while the deal

numbered 1,370, about 21 per cent.

The Lorenzo Marquez correspondent of the Loni
Times says " Both the burghers and the foreigners w
are arriving here profess a strong belief that it will ta

from three to six months to subdue the Boers."

The newest and most important underground electrii

railroad running from the Bank of England to the West*

suburbs, beneath the central portion of London, »

opened on the 27th ult. The cars are similar to those

use on the New York elevated railroads, and there is

elaborate elevator service, from the streets to the stati

platforms, eighty feet underground.

Louis Klopsch, proprietor of the Chrislian Herald,

New York, who has lately returned from India, repo]

that the mortality during the wet season in India was ji

commencing, and must assume stupendous proporlio

outnumbering the total of the deaths during the pasti

months from all causes. Unless 20,000,000 blanketsi

quickly provided, the monsoon, India's greatest blessii

will prove appallingly disastrous, and the mortality «

exceed 2,000,000. He further asserted that ninety
]

cent, of the cattle in the richest farming districts hi

perished.

A despatch from Seattle of the 27th ult. says an i

rising of the natives has occurred in Baratonga, a Pac

island under the British flag in the South Seas. It is s

an appeal will be made to Great Britain for assistan

The rebellion is an uprising against the traders, but I

trouble was largely caused by the natives growing e

picious of the missionaries, owing to the latter chang

the First-day of the week to conform with the 180th

gree of longitude, where the days are twenty-four ho

earlier.

The crusade against tuberculosis is now being pus

with determined zeal in almost every province of Cans

The two leading cities, Montreal and Toronto, have

ganizations for the propagation of information regare

the prevention and treatment of the disease.

Vienna's Academy of Sciences has decided to col

phonographic records and store them in one of the Vie]

libraries. The collection will include specimens of i

European language and dialect, to which will be a

later all non-European languages. The Academy is tr

to find some more durable material than is now empli

to take the impression of the sounds and is experimen

with various metals.

The Government of Hayti has adopted the gi

ard, and made the American gold dollar the unit of v(

An engagement has taken place on the gold coas

Africa between Brit'sh troops, near Kiwassa, and

Asharitis. These, it was estimated, numbered 10,

one half of whom had muskets.

The Second Chamber, at The Hague, has approved

Convention's Peace Conference relating to applicatio

the Geneva Convention to naval warfare and to the

and usages of war on land.

A despatch from Valparaiso, Chile, says that the

gellan Straits will be connected by wireless telegr

with the rest of the Chilean Republic.

NOTICES.

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Durini

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be (

Second and Fifth-day afternoons from 3 r. M. to 6 P.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fo:

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in rega

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wll

F. WicKERSHAM, Principal.

Payments on account of board and tuition, and

munications in regard to business should be forwarc

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Died, at his residence in Philadelphia, Sixth Month

1900, Edward Maris, M. D., in the sixty-ninth year

age ; a member of the Monthly Meeting of Frien

Philadelphia.

, at Bradley Beach, New Jersey, Sixth Month

1900, John M. Rudolph, aged forty years ; a meml

the Monthly Meeting of Friends of Philadelphia.

ILLIAM H. PILE'S -SONS, PRINTERS,
No. 422 Walnut Street.
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. hearing lately the desire expressed within

svalls of a venerable institution of learning

when, under the covetous and world-wide

ping spirit of our times, " Truth has been

id from the market-place, from the pulpit,

I the political field, and from the halls of

ilation, may she find an abiding home and

ictuary here"—a hope was raised that there

at least one other repository for truth on

h, which would be found to hold to that

1 even more tenaciously—namely, the pre-

ed remnant of the ancient and true Society

riends.

heresoever gathered or wheresoever dis-

ed within larger and smaller bodies, a seed

lins of those to whom our ancient title

igs, the " Friends of Truth." He who said,

lave called you friends," because of the

ness of communication of the Divine word
'een Him and them, declared, " He that is

le truth heareth my voice." As waiting

Dbeying regarders of the word of Him who
e Truth speaking to our condition, may we
be preserved and enlarged as an habita-

of the Truth, the whole Truth and nothing

t from the Truth, " builded together for

abitation of God through the Spirit."

it was a resting place for truth offered in

seat of learning only as a resting-place

—

as a museum for the storage and study of

i specimens, once having life, but now re-

usly preserved on the shelf ? The Word
5od is not so bound. The truth which

BS free must itself be free. Having free

se through its disciples' openness and obe-

ce, thus only is it glorified. An institution

society may be a depository for Truth as

story or an antiquity, but cannot be a

" sanctuary" of the Truth save as through it,

as a living energy, men are becoming sancti-

fied. "Sanctify them through thy truth. Thy
word is truth." So the true cherishing is not

of a truth as a specimen, but of a truth as a

seed. " The seed is the word," and " the sow-

er soweth the word." Truth finds in a faithful

man, in a faithful society, or in a faithful institu-

tion, a home and a sanctuary only to issue forth

therefrom in its right times for its own living

testimony and work among men; where, though

crushed to earth, it may rise again; though

exiled from the market, it may be brought back

through faithful hands as the law of business;

though divorced from the commerce of the

pulpit, it may return with new vigor through the

mouth of its servants and prophets, who hav-

ing " freely received, freely give" it, in demon-
stration of the Spirit and of power; though

banished from laws, courts and campaigns, it

may return with fresh standard-bearers to

claim that " The Lord is our judge, the Lord

is our lawgiver, the Lord is our king. He will

save us."

It is one gain for the cause of peace that its

advocates can command respectful attention of

minds trained to the approval of war. Not
more remarkable seemed to us the earnest ar-

raignment of spurious patriotism and war by

William Everett than the toleration, nay, the

approving enthusiasm with which it seemed to

be received by an audience of cultured men.

Though its professed standpoint was philosophi-

cal, and might have been made more Christian,

yet, such as it is, we give a large portion of it

to our readers, devoid, however, of the most

effective part, the power of its living delivery.

What is Worship?—It is daily more and
more evident that the duty of public worship
is falling out of view. People have come to

think that unless they " enjoy " the service of

the sanctuary, it is useless to go there ; and
instead of seeking the cause of their lack of
" enjoyment " in their own plentiful lack of a

spirit of worship, they are prone to assume
that the service or the sermon is at fault.

Hence it is that sums of money out of all pro-

portion to the means of a congregation are

lavishly spent for viusic, or other ornament,

not to please God, but to minister enjoyment
to undevout and undutiful people. For a like

cause, the sermon, whatever else it is, inust be
" entertaining," because, unless it is so, no-

body can be expected to listen to it. It must
be confessed that preachers submit to this de-

mand with altogether too much facility, and
the consequence is that many sermons, if they

are entertaining, are, at least, not edifying.

The preacher whose first object is to please

his Master's servants, disobeys his Master and
their's, and by wasting talents and opportuni-
ties, at once denies and displeases Him.

—

The
Churchman.

An Examination of Patriotism and War.

BY WILLIAM EVERETT.

From an oration delivered in Cambridge, Sixth Montli
28th, 1900.

It behooves the speaker to-day to be candid.

No elegant or inflated commonplaces, conceal-

ing one's real sentiments by the excuse of

academic dignity or courtesy, ought to sully

the honesty with which brethren speak to each
other. The first, the only aim of every uni-

versity, is the investigation and propagation
of truth—truth in the convictions and truth
in the utterance

Patriotism—love of country—devotion to

the land that bore us—is pressed upon us now
as paramount to every other notion in its

claims on head, hand and heart. It is pictured
to us not merely as an amiable and inspiring

emotion, but as a paramount duty, which is to

sweep every other out of the way. The thought
cannot be put in loftier or more comprehen-
sive words than by Cicero, " Cari sunt paren-
tes, cari liberi, cari familiares, propinqui; sed
omnes ominum caritates una patria complexa
est."

" Dear are parents, dear are children, dear
are friends and relations; but all affections to
all men are embraced in country alone." The
Greek, the Roman, the Frenchman, the Ger-
man, talks about " fatherland," and we are be-
ginning to copy them; though to my ear the
English " mother country " is far more tender
and true.

Cicero follows up his words by saying that
for her no true son would if need be hesitate
to die. And his words themselves an echo of
what the poets and orators whose heir he was
had repeated again and again, have been re-

echoed and reiterated in many ages since
he bowed his neck to the sword of his coun-
try's enemy.

But to give life for their country is the least
part of what men have been willing to do for
her. Human life has often seemed a very tri-

fling possession to be exposed cheaply in all

sorts of useless risks and feuds. It has been
the cheerful sacrifice of the things that make
life worth living, the eager endurance of things
far worse than death, which show the mighty
power which love of country holds over the
entire being of men. Wealth that Croesus
might have envied has been poured at the feet
of our mother and sacrifices taken up which
St. Francis never knew—ease and luxury, re-
fined company and cultivated employment
have been rejected for the hardships and suf-
fering of the camp—the sympathy and idola-
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try of home have been abandoned for the ten-

fold hardships and sufferings of a political ca-

reer; and at the age when we can offer neither

life nor living as of any value to one's country,

those children and grandchildren which were

to have been the old man's and the old woman's

solace are freely sent forth in the cause of the

country which will send back nothing but a

sword and cap to be hung on the wall and

never be worn by living man again.

Such are the sacrifices men have cheerfully

made for the existence, the honor, the pros-

perity of their country. But perhaps the

power of patriotism is shown more strongly in

what it makes them do than in what it makes
them give up. You know how many men have

been, as it were, born again by the thought

that they might illustrate the name and swell

the force of their country, achieving what
they never would have aroused themselves to

do for themselves alone. I do not mean the

feats of military courage and strategy which

are generally talked of as the sum of patriotic

endeavor. I recollect in our war being told

of a very well-known soldier who is now a

very well-known civilian, that it was conceited

for me or any other man to think in time of

war he could serve his country in any way but

in the ranks. But in fact every art and every

science has won triumphs under the stress of

patriotism that it has hardly known in less en-

thusiastic days.

Not all this enthusiasm has succeeded; there

have been patriotic blunders as well as patri-

otic triumphs, but still it stands true that men
are spurred on to make the best of themselves

in the days when love of country glowed
strongest in their hearts.

.... We are told now that patriotism is

not merely a generous and laudable emotion,

but a paramount and overwhelming duty, to

which everything else which men have called

duties must give way. If a monarch, a states-

man, a soldier stands forth pre-eminent in ex-

alting the name or spreading the bounds of

his country, he is a patriot—and that is enough.

Such a leader may be as perjured and blas-

phemous as Frederic, or as brutal and stupid

as his father; he may be as faithless and mean
as Marlborough, or as dissolute and bloody as

Julius Cffisar; he may trample on every right

of independent natives and drive his country-

men to the shambles like Napoleon; he may be

as corrupt as Walpole and as wayward as Chat-

ham; he may be destitute of every spark of

culture, or may prostitute the gifts of the

Muses to the basest ends; he may have, in

short, all manner of vices, curses or defects

;

but if he is true to his country; if he is her

faithful standard-bearer, if he strives to set

and keep her high above her rivals, he is

right, a worthy patriot. And if he seems
lukewarm in her cause, if, however wise and
good and accomplished he may be in all other

relations, he fails to work with all his heart

and soul to maintain her position among the

nations, he must be stamped with failure if

not with curse.

For the plain citizen who does not claim to

be a leader in peace or war, the duty is still

clearer. He must stand by his country, ac-

cording to what those who have her destiny

in their control decide is her proper course.

In war, or in peace, he is to have but one

watchword. In peace, indeed, his patriotic

duty will chiefly be shown by obeying existing

laws, wherever they may strike, even as

Socrates rejected all thought of evading the

unjust, stupid and malignant sentence that

took his life. But it is not thought inconsist-

ent with that true love of country to let one's

opinions be known about those laws, and about

the good of the country in general, in time of

peace. In a free land like ours every citizen

is expected to be ready with voice and vote to

do his part in correcting what is amiss in pro-

testing against bad laws, and, as far as he

may, defeating bad men whom he believes to

be seeking his country's ruin. Nay, a citizen

of a free country who did not so criticise

would be held to be derelict to that highest

duty which free lands, differing from slavish

despotisms, impose upon their sons.

I)Ut in time of war we are told that all this

is changed. As soon as our country is arrayed

against another under arms every loyal son

has nothing to do but to support her armies to

victory ; he may desire peace, but it must be
" peace with honor," whatever that phrase of

the greatest charlatan of modern times may
mean. He must not question the justice or

the expediency of the war; he must either fight

himself or encourage others to fight. Criti-

cism, of the management of the war may be

allowable; of the fact of the war, it is treason.

And the word for the patriot is,
" Our coun-

try, right or wrong."
Right here, then, as I conceive it, philoso-

.phy raises her warning finger before the pas-

sionate enthusiast and says: "Hold!" In the

name of higher thought, of deeper law, of

more serious principle, to which every man
here is bound to listen. Philosophy says

"Hold!" with the terror of the voice within,

with the majesty of the voice from above to

Americans now, and with the spirit of Socrates

returning to earth, it bids them know what
they mean by the words they use, or they may
be crowning as a lofty emotion that which is

only an unreasoning passion, and clothing v\ith

the robes of duty what is only a superstition.

This love of country, this patriotic ardor of

ours must submit to have philosophy investi-

gate her claims, to rule above all other emo-
tions, not in the interest of any less generous

emotions, not to make men more sordid or sel-

fish, but simply because there is a rule called

truth, and a measure called right, by which
every human action is bound to be gauged.

What is this country—this mother country,

this fatherland that we are bidden to love and
serve and stand by at any risk and sacrifice?

Is it the soil? the land? the plains and moun-
tains and rivers? the fields, and forests, and

mines? No doubt there is inspiration from
this very earth— from that part of the globe

which one nation holds and which we call our

country. Poets and orators have dwelt again

and again on the undying attractions to our

own land, no matter what it is like. The
Dutch marshes, the Swiss mountains, soft Italy

and stern Spain equally clutching on the hearts

of their people with a resistless chain. But a

land is nothing without the men. The very

same countries, whose scenery, tame or bold,

charming or awful, has been the inspiration to

gallant generations, may as the wheel of time

turns fall to indolent savages, listless slaves or

sordid money-getters.

It is the nation, not the land, which makes

the patriot; if the nation degenerate, the

becomes only a monument, not a dwelling-

the nation arouse itself and the country
be a palace and a temple once more.

But who are the men that made the nat

Are they the whole of the population or a

only? are they one party only among the

pie, which is ready perhaps to regard

other party not as countrymen, but as ali

Are the country the men who govern her

control her destinies, the king, the nobles,

popular representatives, the delegates to w

power is transmitted when the people re

it? Once the king was the nation, with

haps a few counsellors; patriotism meant
alty to the sovereign; every man who on

pretext arrayed himself against the crown

a disloyal rebel, an unpatriotic traitor; unt

length Charles the First was against the p<

of England. When after years of civil

and twice as many years of hollow peace,

five times as many years when discussion

stifled or put aside, the world came to re

nize that loyalty to one's king and love to (

country are as different in their nature

light of a lamp and the light of the sun.

And, yet if a king understands the spirit

heart of his nation, he may lead it so tru

peace or in war that love of country shal

inseparable from devotion to the sovereig

In 1846 the President of the United SI

and his counsellors hurried us into a needle

bullying, a wicked war. Fully a quarter of

country felt it was an outrage and nothing

But appeals were made to stand by the i

ernment, against which our own merciless

tirist directed the lines which must have

ever tingled in the ears and the conscienci

the men who supported what they knew
irretrievably wicked.
" The side of our country must alius be took,

And President Polk, you know, he is our (

try;

And the angel who writes all our sins in a b

Puts the debit to him and to us the percon

No, brethren! no President, no prime a
ter, no cabinet, no congress or parliamen

deftly organized representative or execi

body is or can be our country. To pay th'

patriot's afl'ectionate allegiance is as illo

as loyalty to James II. or to the French

tional Convention. Mere obedience to law'

duly enacted is one thing; Socrates may (i

the hemlock rather than run away fronr

doom to which a court of his native citj

consigned him; but when the tribunals of

country perpetrated such a mockery of ju!

Plato and Xenophon were right in cherii

to their dying day a poignant sense of out

an implacable grudge against such

mother as blood-stained .Athens.

But sometimes the voice of the whole p
speak unmistakably; its ruler is the truei

and representative of a united and deterr

people; the will of the nation is unquesti

who are you, who am I, that we should

it, and think ourselves wiser and better

all our countrymen? Is not the whole r

the mother, whom to disobey is the highes

No! the particular set of men who make i

nation at any time will die.

In 1854 Emperor Nicholas, whose the

were never far from Constantinople, pickM

unintelligible quarrel with the sultan of Tip

The unprincipled adventurer who contriv i
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lew stains to the name of Napoleon Bona-
) saw his chance to win glory for the Gallic

;; he plunged into war, and entrapped
and into it with him. The wise old states-

who was at the head of the English Gov-
ent knew the war was needless and wrong;
d his utmost to stop it; but his country-
preferred to listen to the reckless Palmers-

md they lashed first themselves and then

deen into war. The whole nation went
John Bright told them the philosophic,

lolitical, the Christian truth, and Palmers-
nsulted him on the floor of the House of

rions. Two years were consumed in the

y and pestilential siege of Sebastopol; a

w peace was patched up, of which the only

[icant article was after a short interval im-

itly broken by Russia ; the unspeakable Turk
given another thirty years' lease of life,

now I do not believe there is one grown
in England among the sons and grandsons

ose who fought in the Crimean war who
not believe Aberdeen and Bright were

, that Palmerston and England were

g; and that the war was a national blun-

1 national sin, a national crime. When
Bright stood almost against the whole

n, he was neither self-conceited nor un-

atic, but a great and good man speaking

e prophet of God.

s, a whole people may be wrong, and de-

at best the pity of a real patriot rather

his active love. Our country is something
than the single procession which passes

s its borders in one generation; it means
md with all its people in all their periods;

mcestors whose exertions made us what
•e, and whose memory is precious to us;

osterity to whom we are to transmit what
•ize, unstained as we received it; and he

loves his country truly and serves her

ly must act and speak not for the present

•ation alone, but for all that rightly live,

event in whose history is inseparable from
other. If we pray, as does the seal of

in, that " God will be to us as He was to

ithers," then we must be to God what our

rs were.

t after philosophy has forced the vocifer-

•atriot to define what he means by his

,ry, she has yet a more searching question

i: What will you do and what will you
• for this country you love? How shall

love be shown? There is one of the old

c maxims which says in four words of that

e language what a modern tongue can

ely stammer in four times four: "Sparta
ine allotted home; make her a home of
' and beauty." Whatever our country

I to make her perfect, that she calls on us

. I have run over to you some of the

; sacrifices and great exertions which pa-

1 have made to make their dear home per-

md themselves perfect for her sake. But

thing done or renounced to make her per-

must recognize that she is not perfect yet;

phat our country chiefly calls on us for is

nighty exertions and sacrifices, but those

cular ones, small or great, which shall do

eal good and not harm. That her com-
e should whiten every sea; that her soil

d yield freely vegetable and mineral

ih; that she should be dotted with peace-

lomes, the abode of virtue and love; that

Jities should be adorned with all that is

glorious in art; that famine and poverty and
plague and crime should be fought with all

the united energy of head, hand and heart;

that historians and poets and orators should

continue to make her high achievements and
mighty aims known to all her children and to

the world; that the oppressed of every land

may find a refuge within her borders; that she

may stand before her sister nations indeed a

sister, loved and honored; these are the com-
monplaces, tedious, if noble to recount, of what
patriotism has sought to do in many ages.

Yet every one of these things when actually

achieved has had a worm at the core of the

showy fruit, which has made their mighty au-

thors but little better than magnificent traitors.

For every one of these has been achieved at

the expense of other nations, as ancient, as

glorious, as dear to their own children, as

worthy of patriotic love as their triumphant

antagonist; and every one has been achieved

at the still worse price of corruption and tyr-

anny at home. Every country has in times

mistaken material for moral wealth, and has

grown corrupt as she grew great; and every

country in time has fancied that she could not

be great and honored while her sisters were
great and honored too; and has gone to war
with them hoping to enlarge her borders at

their expense, and to gain by their loss. It is

here, again, at this very point, that the phil-

osopher calls upon the patriot to say what he

means by his cry, " Our country, right or

wrong," the maxim of one who threw away an

illustrious life in that worst of wicked en-

counters, a duel. If there are such words as

right and wrong, and those words stand for

eternal realities, why shall not a nation, why
shall not her loving sons be made to bow to the

same law, the utterance of God in history and

in the heart? Can a king, can a president, can

a congress, can a whole nation, by its pride or

its passions turn wrong into right; or what au-

thority have they to trifle or shuffle with either?

We are told that if we ever find ourselves at

war with another country, no matter how that

war was brought on, no matter what folly or

wickedness broke the peace, no matter how
completely we might oppose and deprecate it

up to the moment of its outbreak, no matter

how as truthful historians we may condemn it

after it is over, no matter how iniquitous or

tyrannical our sense and our conscience tells

us are the terms on which peace has been ob-

tained, we ought, during the war, to be heartily

and avowedly for it.
" We must not desert

the flag." Patriotism demands that we should

always stand by our country as against every

other.

And what are the patriots in our rival country

to be doing the while? Are they to support

the war against us whether they think it right

or wrong? Are they cheerfully to pay all

taxes ? Are they to volunteer for every battle ?

Are they to carry on war to the knife, or the

last ditch? Is their love for their country to

be as unreasoning, as purely a matter of emo-

tion as ours? Certainly, if the doctrine of in-

discriminate patriotism, " our country, right or

wrong," is the true one. If France and Ger-

many fight, no matter what the cause, every

Frenchman must desire to see ( Jermany humili-

ated, and every German to see France brought

to her knees, and it is absolutely their duty to

have all cognizance of right and wTong swal-

lowed up in passionate loyalty. Lord Aberdeen
and John Bright were right in deprecating the

Crimean War up to the moment of its declara-

tion ; history says they were right now, but

while the war lasted it was their duty to sac-

rifice their sense of right to help the Govern-

ment aims. Webster and Clay were right in

pouring out their most scathing eloquence

against the Mexican War ; General Grant was
right in recording in his memoirs that he be-

lieved it unjust and unnecessary
;
yet Webster

and Clay only fulfilled patriotic duty in sending

their sons to die one by the sword and one by
the fever, in the same army where Grant did his

duty by fighting against his conception of right.

Brethren, I call this sentimental nonsense.

It cannot be patriotic duty to say up to 1846
that our country will be wrong if she fights, to

say after 1849 that she was wrong in fight-

ing, but to hold one's tongue, and maintain her

so-called cause in 1847 and 1848 though we
know it is wrong all along. And, observe,

these patriots make no distinction between
wars offensive and defensive, wars for aggres-

sion and conquest and wars for national exist-

ence. In any war, in all wars in which our

country gets engaged, we must support her
;

her honor demands that we shall not back out.

Oh, Honor! that terrible word, the very op-

posite of duty ; unknown in that sense to the

soldiers, the statesmen, the patriots of Greece
and Rome ; honor, the invention of the Gothic

barbarians,which more than any other one thing

has reduced poor Spain to her present low es-

tate. There was a time when individual men
talked about their honor, and stood up to be

stabbed and shot at, whether right or wrong,
to vindicate it. That infernal fiction, the honor
of the duel, was on the point sixty years ago
of drawing Macaulay into the field in defence
of a few sarcastic paragraphs in a review which
he admitted himself were not to be justified.

It was very shortly after that that Prince Al-

bert came to England with his earnest, simple,

modest character ; he used all his influence to

stop the practice and the very idea of duel-

ling ; and now all England recognizes that any
and every duel is a sin, a crime and a folly, and
that the code of honor has no defence before

God or man. When shall the day come when
the nations feel the same about public war?
When shall the words of our own poet find their

true and deserved acceptance, not as a poetical

rhapsody, but as practical truth?

" Were half the power that fills the world with
terror.

Were half the wealth bestowed on camp and
courts.

Given to redeem the human mind from error,

There were no need of arsenals and forts.

The warrior's name should be a name abhorred,
And every nation that should lift again

Its hand against its brother ; on its forehead
Should bear forevermore the curse of Cain."

Brethren, if there is anything of which phil-

osophy must say it is wrong that thing is war.
I do not mean any particular school of philoso-

phy, ancient or modern. But I mean if anyone
studies the nature of God and man in the light

of history, with a view to draw from that study
rules of sound thought, and maxims of right

action, he must say war is wrong, an antiquated,

blundering, criminal means of solving a national

doubt by accepting the certainty of misery. I

began my address with Cicero's definition of
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patriotism. I now recall to you his sentence

wTung from the heart of a man who had baz-

oned with his eloquence the fame of many great

soldiers, and was not even himself without a

spark of military ambition :
" Ego sic judico,

inquissimam pacem justissimo bello esse ante-

ferendam." " This is my judgment, that the

most unfair peace is preferable to the justest

war." Granting—as I do not—that war is

sometimes necessary ; so cutting off a man's

leg, or extirpating an organ may be necessary
;

but it is always a horrible thing all the same,

and just as the conservative surgery of our

age is at work day and night to avoid these de-

structive operations, so the statesmanship of

the day ought to be at work, not specifically

to secure arbitration, as if that was anything

more than a possible method, but to stop war,

as an eternal shame. And granting war is

sometimes necessary, if it is ever engaged in

for any cause less than necessary, it is wrong ;

and the country is wrong that engages in it.

A doubtful war, a war about which opinions

are divided, is for that very reason not doubt-

fully evil, and the country that makes it is

wTong. Yes, brethren, a nation may be in the

wrong, in every war one nation must be in the

wrong, and generally both are ; and if any
country, your's or mine, is in the wrong,
it is our duty as patriots to say so, and not

support the country we love in a wrong because
our countrymen have involved her in it. In

the war of our Revolution, when Lord North
had the king and virtually the country with

him, Pox lamented that Howe had won the bat-

tle of Long Island and wished he had lost it.

What! an Englishman wish an English army to

be defeated? Yes, because England was wrong,
and Fox knew it and said so.

But there is a theory lately started, or rather

an old one revived, that war is a good thing in

itself ; that it does a nation good to be fighting

and killing the patriot sons of another nation,

who love their country as we do ours. We are

told that every strenuous man's life is a battle

of one kind, and that the virile character de-

mands some physical belligerency. Yes, every
man's life must be to a great extent a fight

;

but this preposterous doctrine would make
every man a prize fighter.

They say war elicits acts of heroism and self-

sacrifice that the country does not know in the

lethargy of peace. Heroism and self-sacrifice!

There are more heroic and sacrificial acts going
on in the works of peace than the brazen throat

of war could proclaim in a twelve-month. The
track of every practising physician is marked
by heroic disregard of life that Napoleon's old

guard might env.y. Every fire like that of Chi-

cago, every flood like that of .Johnstown, every
plague and famine like that of India, are fields

carpeted with the flowers of heroic self-sacri-

fice ; they spring up from the very graves and
ashes. And these flowers do not have grow up
beside them the poisoned weeds of self-seeking

or corruption which are sure to precede, to at-

tend, to follow every war. The dove of peace
that brings the leaves of healing does not have
trooping at her wings the vultures that treat

their living soldiers like carrion. When Lucan
has seen throughout the catalogue of the na-

tional miseries that followed the quarrel of

Csesar and Pompey, he winds them all up in the
terrible words, " multis utile bellum," " war
profitable to many men."

There is now much questioning of the pro

priety of capital punishment; it is strongly

urged that the State has no right to take the

life even of a hardened criminal, whose career

has showTi no trace of humanity or usefulness

and has put the capstone of murder on every

other crime. And yet we are told it is per^

fectly right to take a young man of the highest

promise, a blessing to all who knew him, the

very man to live for his country and send him
to be cut down by a bullet or by dysentery in

cause he cannot approve.

But there is a still newer theory come up
about war as applied to ourselves. It seems
that we share with a very few other peoples

in the world a civilization so high, and institu

tions so divine, that it is our duty and ourdes
tiny to go about the globe swallowing up in

ferior peoples, and bestowing on them, whether
they will or not, the blessings of the American
—Constitution? Well, no! Not of the Ameri
can Constitution, but of the American domin-
ion—and that when we are once started on
this work of absorption, they are rebels who
do not accept the blessings. Now if this pre^

cious doctrine were true, it utterly annihilates

the old notion of patriotism and love of country;

for that notion called upon every nation, how
ever small or weak or backward, to maintain

to the death its independence against any other,

however great or strong or progressive. Ac-

cording to this Mohammedan doctrine, this
" death or the Koran " doctrine, the Finns and
Poles are not patriots because they object to

being absorbed by Russia, and the Hamburgers
are rebels for not accepting the beneficent in-

corporation into France graciously proffered

to them by Marshal Davoust.

But I will not enlarge upon this delicate sub-

ject by modern Americanism. It is bad enough
for the nations we threaten to absorb. It is

worse for us, the absorbers. I will ask you to

remember what befell a noble nation which
took up the work of benevolently absorbing
the world.

When Xerxes had been driven back in tears

to Persia, his rout released scores of Greek
islands and cities, in the loveliest of lands and
seas, and inhabited by the highest and wisest

of men. There is nothing in art or literature

or science or government that did not take its

rise from them. Their tyrant gone, they looked
around for a protector. They saw that Athens
was mighty on the sea, and they heard that

she was just and generous to all who sought
her citadel. And they put themselves, their

ships and treasure in the power of Athens, to

use them as she would for the common de-

fence. And the league was scarcely formed,
the Persian was but just crushed, when the
islands began to find that protection meant
subjection. They could not bear to think that

they had only changed masters even if Aristides

himself assigned their tribute; and some re-

volted. The rebellion was cut down, Athens
went on expanding, she made her subject is-

lands pay money instead of ships, she trans-

ferred the treasury to her own citadel; she
spent the money of her allies in those marvel-
lous adornments that have made her the crown
of beauty for the world forever. Wider and
wider did the empire of the Athenian democracy
extend. Five armies fought her battles in a

single year in five lands; Persia and Egypt, as

well as Sparta, feeling the valor of her sol-

diers. And the heart of Athens got drui

with silory, and the brain of Athens got craz(

with power, and the roar of his boasting roi

up to heaven, joined with the wail of her di

ceived and trampled subjects. And one 1

one they turned and fell from her, and joini

their arms to her rival, who promised them i

dependence; and every fond and mad endeavi

to retain her empire only sucked her deep
into the eddy of ruin; and at length she w<

brought to her knees before her rival, and h
victorious fleet and her impregnable walls we
destroyed with the cry that now began tl

freedom of Greece.

It was only the beginning of new slavei

enslaved by the faithless Sparta, who sold hi

the cities back to Persia. Patching up on

more a hollow alliance with Athens, enslav

by Macedonia, enslaved by Rome, enslaved

the Turks, poor (ireece holds at last what s

calls her independence, under the protection

the great civilizing nations who let her 1;

because they cannot agree how to cut up 1:

carcass if they slay her.

Brethren, even as Athens began by prob!

tion and passed into tyranny and then ii

ruin, so shall every nation be who interpn

patriotism to mean that it is the only nat;

in the world and that every other which stai

in the way of what it chooses to call dest

must be crushed. Love your country, hoi

her, if necessary die for her. but remem
that whatever you would call right or \\t(

in another country is right and wrong for

and for you; that right and truth and love

man and allegiance to God are above all

triotism; and that every citizen who sustf

his country in her sins is responsible to

manity, to history, to philosophy, and to I

to whom all nations are as a drop in the bucl

and the small dust in the balance.

Selected for " The Frien

Daily Strength for Daily Needs.

"the quiet hour."

This word has a pleasant look and sound

the weary one. Do we appreciate all tha

may be made to mean to us?

We are compassed about with many dist;

tions and many infirmities, our heart

strengthening.
" They that wait upon the Lord shall re

their strength." " Wait thou upon God,

He shall strengthen thine heart."

For this in its fulness we need the q
hour. If we can so arrange, perhaps by ri;

a little earlier, as to secure a season of re'

nient alone each day, to turn our hearts tc

Lord, waiting before Him in the silence oJ

flesh, bringing our sins beforehand to jS
ment, seeking strength and guidance for m
coming day, we shall realize the Divine I *
ence helping and strengthening us to pres

a conscience void of offense toward Ciod

man. Dear brother or sister, try it.

A MAN going from his house to the s1j)l»

one snowy morning heard a voice behind in,

"I'm coming along, too, papa," and lookin;

hind, saw his little son lifting his little fee

planting them carefully in his father's I

steps. So the children imitate. " No 'ai

liveth unto himself." Our children walk irfor

footsteps, so let us take heed how we wal'-~

Sdeded.
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Jolm Yeardley and His Travels.
(Continued from page 404).

After his return to Europe he went into

hern France. At Nismes he occupied him-
with holding meetings in many places in

neighborhood. In some meetings which
.ttended in the city he had for fellow-la-

rs Eli and Sybil Jones, from the United
es, with their companions. Amongst the

ence at one of these meetings were three

ers, who, with two others, had been awak-
at Lyons, and who manifested the pro-

s they had made in Christian doctrine by
sing to kneel before the procession of the

;. Their officer, observing their disregard

lis required practice, held his sword over
neck of one of them, saying he would
;e off his head if he did not bow down,
man was firm in his refusal, and was sent

ison. To encourage one another in their

profession these men were accustomed to

I religious meetings. They were in conse-

ice accused of sedition, and when they as-

3d the simply religious character of their

iings, one of them was required to swear
he truth of his statement; he refused to

an oath, pleading that the New Testa-

t commanded him not to swear. A second
then called upon in the same way; he also

sed ; and their steadfastness was reported

16 commanding officer as an act of contu-

j. The officer happened to be a Protest-

of an enlightened and pious disposition;

lid that soldiers were called upon to vin-

te the innocence of their companions, not

irocure their condemnation, and that if

did not choose to give evidence the law
,d not compel them. Two of the five re-

;d their discharge from the army; the rest

i removed to Nismes. John Yeardley had
) conversation with these three after the

ting, with which he was well satisfied.

told him that when they were awakened
• wrote and received so many letters that

:cited suspicion, and that the police who
(lined the letters took the texts of Scrip-

, or rather the figures that referred to the

iter and verses, for a secret language,

to deceive their vigilance:

On the 8th of the Eleventh Month, J.

:dley and W. Rasche, accompanied by
3 Paradon, went to Valence, and visited

ram Combe, at Pialoux, where they re-

led a few days. B. C. had fitted up a com-
ious room adjoining his own dwelling,

•e he held meetings regularly :

' And where,' says J. Y., ' we had several

nn and edifying occasions; and as our

g there became more known the attend-

increased, so that the last gathering was
3 a large one, and peculiarly quiet and sat-

itory. Among some meetings which we
linted in the neighborhood two were held

le temple of the Protestant Church, which
a mark of great liberality; these two oc-

)ns were peculiarly favored. In the latter

. alluded to the persecution he had had to

ire on account of the disuse of the Supper
Baptism. He boldly avowed the convic-

he felt as to the non-use of these things,

that the preaching of the gospel ought to

free. I have seldom been in a district

re there is more openness for the gospel

iage in its simplicity than in this mountain

" From Valence, John Yeardley returned
direct to England, only stopping at Friedrichs-

dorf, where he visited the boarding-school.
" ' I reached my home,' he says, ' on the 24th

of the Eleventh Month, with a thankful heart
to my Heavenly Father for his merciful pre-

servation.'

"John Yeardley had scarcely returned to

England before war was declared with Russia.

The confirmation he received from this lamen-
table event, that his journey had been made at

the opportune time, filled his heart with grati-

tude. The work he had been able to do ha(l been
small, but he had the satisfaction of knowing
that it had been accomplished at the only
juncture in which it would have been practi-

cable."

"In making a brief note of the Yearly
Meeting of 1854, John Yeardley takes occa-
sion to record his sentiments on a subject
which then, as now, strongly engaged the at-

tention of the Society.

The Yearly Meeting has been a precious

time; it has strengthened the bond of love and
unity. There is, under all discouragements, a

love to the Society manifested in the young
people of both sexes. It is true there is a

great want of bearing of the cross, and many
are seeking for excuses to persuade themselves
that many of those things that have long dis-

tinguished our Society are now no longer of

use. But I still think there is more religion

in many of our young members than their out-

ward appearance would authorize us to believe.

I love to cleave to the good, and to hold out a

helping hand to encourage the tender budding
of grace, and for the good to overcome the

evil. I want them to be brought to convic-

tion, and to be told that they are not required

to wear plain clothes, and to use plain speech,

because our Friends have done so, but because
Christianity leads into simplicity, and the lan-

guage of Scripture is that of truthfulness, and
to follow the changing fashions of the world

is too low for the notice of the Christian

whose heart is placed on heavenly things, and
whose time is too precious to be spent on
trifles. There is no peace to the regenerated

heart equal to a devotedness of life in promot-
ing the extension of the Saviour's kingdom
upon earth.'

"

" In the summer of 1855 he repeated his

visit to Minden, and hired a lodging at the

Klause. A reflection in one of the letters

which he wrote from this retreat affords a

pleasing glimpse of his mind:
" ' I sometimes think that a large portion of

comfort and joy are allowed to those who
really love the Lord; and how chastened are

the pleasures of the humble Christian! They
abide with us long after the causes of them are

passed away; and the more our permitted

pleasures are enjoyed under a grateful sense

of the goodness of the bountiful Giver, the

longer they may be permitted to us.'

" In the Ninth Month he attended the Two-
months' Meeting at Pyrmont. It was not with-

out emotion that he visited once more the

place which had been so familiar to him in

earlier days. The hopes he had then con-

ceived, and which, as we have seen, he had so

fondly cherished, with regr.rd to the Society of

Friends in that part, had been disappointed;

the little company had dwindled in numbers

and declined in religious influence; and when

he took leave of Pyrmont for the last time it

was with a sorrowful heart.'

"

" John Yeardley went to Neuveville with the

intention of passing the winter in Switzerland.

After remaining a month, however, he returned

to England; and this change of mind was the

result of a remarkable circumstance. He be-

came silent and reserved, with the air and
manners of one who is not at peace with him-
self; until one night, when he was heard to cry

out in a loud tone, as though speaking to some
one. The next morning at breakfast he ap-

peared subdued and full of tenderness; and on
his young friend inquiring what had made him
cry out in the night, he told her that he must
return home, for there was more work for him
to do. He said that a prospect of service in

the gospel had latterly opened before him, and
that as he had greatly desired to remain in

Switzerland, he had striven against the sense

of duty and refused to yield; but that during
the night he had had a vision, in which he
heard the command repeated to return home
and enter again upon his labor, and that he
felt, as he thought, the touch of the heavenly

messenger's hand. This caused him to call

out; and when he awoke he found that willing-

ness of spirit had taken the place of his former
obstinacy. Thus turned from his own purpose,

he set about to accomplish the will of his gra-

cious Master with his usual resolution, and
they made the best of their way back to Eng-
land. The nature of the service which he saw
before him is touched upon in the following

passage from a letter dated Neuveville, the

14th of the Tenth Month:
" ' My home duties press heavily upon me.

. . . . Very long have I thought about the

young men, and the younger part of our So-
ciety; and I have a hope the way will be made
for my finding access to them, in a religious

and social point of view. Should it be per-

mitted, the LorJ grant that it may tend to

mutual comfort.'

"

OxLY Half a Point.—A man crossing the
English Channel stood near to the helmsman.
It was a calm and pleasant evening, and no
one dreamed of a possible danger to their

good ship, but a sudden flapping of a sail, as if

the wind had shifted, caught the ear of the
officer on watch, and he sprang at once to the
wheel, examining closer the compass.

" You are half a point off the course," he
said sharply to the man at the wheel. The
deviation was corrected, and the officer re-

turned to his post.
" You must steer very accurately," said the

looker-on, " when only half a.point is so much
thought of."

"Ah! half a point in many places might
bring us directly on the rocks," he said.

So it is in life. Half a point from strict

truthfulness strands us upon the rocks of false-

hood. Half a point from perfect honesty, and
we are steering for the rocks of crime. And
so of all kindred vices. The beginnings are
always small. No one climbs to the summit
at one bound, but goes the one little step at a
time. Children think lightly of what they call

small things. These rocks do not look so fear-

ful to them.

—

Siiilor'g Magazine.

All private service, rightly conducted, is

public service.

—

Pres. Thicker.
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PSALM LXXVIII.
Give ear, ye children, to 1113' law.

Devout attention lend,

Let the instructions of my mouth
Deep in your hearts descend.

My tongue, by inspiration taught,

Shall parables unfold:

Dark oracles, but understood.

And owned for truths of old,

Which we from sacred registers

Of ancient times have known,
And our forefathers' pious care

To us has handed down.

Let children learn the mighty deeds

Which God performed of old,

Which, in our younger years, we saw,
.\nd which our fathers told.

Our lips shall tell them to our sons,

And they again to theirs,

—

That generations yet unborn
May teach them to their heirs.

The Reservation of Pity.

The New York Observer calls attention to

"The Reservation of Pity," and concludes:

"The world would be far happier if there
were among men less reservation of pity.

Whether this withholding of the expression of
the active sentiments of compassion be due to

a constitutional reserve, to selfishness, or to

pure contrariness, it is alike inexcusable. There
is enough sorrow in the world calling for sym-
pathy, did we but know it, to break any heart.

Perhaps it is as well that we none of us realize

it all. But every truly royal nature must carry
its burden of sympathy for others. Not the
reservation, but the expression of a Divine
pity, redeems life from a pagan barbarity, and
relates it to the skies.

" It is always a delightful task to record in-

stances where pity has been expressed, not
reserved, and such illustrations of compassion
are often witnessed incidentally even in bloody
wars. A story comes to us from the campaign
before Ladysmith, which affords another proof
that pity has not perished from the human
breast. A truce was declared, and the British

were invited by the Boers to bury the subjects
of the queen who had fallen in the fight just
before. The Boers stood by, silently, sympa-
thetically. Then, when the British major had
finished reading the burial service, a Boer, of
his own accord, advanced and said a short
prayer in memory of the men who shortly be-
fore had been firing at him and his comrades.
Then some manly Boer voice started the tune
of a familiar hymn, which was sung in Dutch,
while the stern J3ritish soldiers standing by
were deeply moved. As an English medical
oflficer put it, ' Our fellows were very much cut
up and could hardly speak for some time.' Many
would call this the one touch of nature which
makes all the world akin. We would rather
like to think of it as a touch of grace which
had temporarily, at least, softened the hearts
of foes into a tender pity for the victims of
their cruel warring.

" Life is short, life is hard while it lasts.

Its hurts are many. Its cries may be half-

stified, but the agony is there. It remains,
therefore, for the tender-hearted, touched with
a Christ-like pity, to give without reservation
of their best thought, their tenderest sympa-
thy, their truest words, their precious time, if

perchance some of the hurts may be healed,

some of the burdens lightened, and some of

the strong cryings turned to laughter and joy,

before all sufferers and sympathizers alike go
hence and are no more."

BETAKE THYSELF TO PRAYER.
When bitter winds of trouble blow.

And thou art tossing to and fro.

When waves are rolling mountain high.

And clouds obscure the steadfast sky.

Fear not, my soul; thy Lord is there.

Betake thyself, my soul, to prayer.

When in the dull routine of life

Thou yearnest half for pain and strife.

So w-eary of the commonplace,
Of days that wear the self-same face,

Think softly, soul; thy Lord is there.

And then betake thyself to prayer.

When brims thy cup with sparkling joy.

When happy tasks the hours employ.
When men with praise and sweet acclaim
Upon the highway speak thy name,
Then, soul, I bid thee have a care;

Seek oft thy Lord in fervent prayer.

If standing where two pathways meet.
Each beckoning thy pilgrim feet,

Thou art in doubt which road to take.

Look up, and say: "For thy dear sake

—

Master! show thy footprints fair

—

I'd follow thee." Christ answers prayer.

The tempter oft, with wily toil.

Seeks thee, my soul, as precious spoil;

His weapons never lose their edge.

But thou art heaven's peculiar pledge.

Though Satan rage, thy Lord is there

—

Dear soul, betake thyself to prayer.—Religious Herald.

For"THH Friend."

Importance of Distinguishing Between True

and False Conversions.

Excellent treatises have been wTitten, from
time to time, with a view to enable us to dis-

tinguish between the wheat and the chaff in

conversions and religious experiences, and peo-
ple at large, or many of them, are concerned
in obtaining information on this interesting

subject, for every one who has arrived at an
age of religious understanding has a soul which
must be forever lost, except it be created after

the image of God, in righteousness and true

holiness.

In the outset, let us lay this to heart, that
deception about our religious experience is

possible. The Apostle intimates that a man
may think himself to be something when he is

nothing, and so deceive himself. He may de
ceive himself, but he cannot deceive God. " The
heart is deceitful above all things." It is said

in Scripture that " the hope of the hypocrite
shall perish," which supp )ses that some hypo-
crites are self-deceived, else they would have
no hope to lose. Five of the ten virgins had
lamps without oil, that is, they had hopes and
profession without grace.

In the parable of the sower, the seed which
fell on stony places, and which sprang up with-

out taking root, represents a defective conver-
sion. Fjom the Scriptures we learn that there

are those who trust in themselves that they
are righteous, and, from a conceit of their own
superior goodness, despise others, whD, never-

theless, will in no case enter into the kingdom
of heaven. " There is a generation that are

pure in their own eyes, and yet is not washe
from their filthiness" (Prov. xxx : 12). Let a

be entreated to let this thought be fixed deepl

in their minds, that none may be deceived abov

the state of their own heart. Therefore ej

amine thyself whether thou art in the faitl

yea or nay.

To be deceived with a false hope is a dece)

tion which will prove ruinous to those who aj

laboring under it.- It proved ruinous to thefi\

foolish virgins, wlio seem to have supposf

that they had oil in their vessels. Have wen(
reason to expect that those who are the moi

deceived about their religion will be the lea

apt to suspect themselves to be in this cond

tion? As a means to prevent being deceiv<

about their conversion, none should rest in tl

good opinion which others may have of their a
1

tainments in that direction, but "let eve:

man prove his own work, then shall he ha'

rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another

There is none but the Searcher of hearts, ai

each individual, can know the state of tl

heart. After Peter had called Silvanua

faithful brother, he adds this qualifying claue
" as I suppose." By this we are taught th

even an apostle did not pretend to know t'

hearts of others with an infallible certainty.

It will be unsafe to judge of the genuin

ness of our religion by its agreement with th

of others, for they who "measure themselv
by themselves and compare themselves among
themselves are not wise" (2 Cor. x : 12).

"

us suppose this to be the way in which t

stony-ground hearers made trial of their cc

versions. One heard another relate his expe
ences, and they agreed with his own, a ' "

led him to conclude his own were good, becau

they were similar to his neighbors'. It is tr

they were similar, but what did this avail, 8«

ing their similarity consisted in their

shallow experiences, having no root to suppc

them? In this way many may be led to bee

ceived in those seasons where numbers a

professedly converted, under much religio

excitement about the same time. At su

times many are apt to entertain confide

hopes of their regeneration who have broug

their feelings and views to no higher standa

than that of the experiences which they hj

heard related by their neighbors. It is an 1

fecting thought that there should be those w
are full of hopes of heaven merely becai

they have felt as others have, they have b

such distress of mind as they have heard othi

tell of, and they have been filled with such jc

as others have experienced.

The only sure means to prevent deceptioD

this matter is to try all our experiences by t

alone true standard, the Word of God in J

heart. This is like silver seven times purifi'

It is everlasting Truth. It will determine wl

is right and what is wrong in our expe

ences and practices. " The word which I spe

unto you," said the Saviour, " the same sh

judge you in the last day." It requires

work of the Holy Spiiit dwelling in us,

vincing and reproving, moving us away fr

all self-righteousness and dependence upon 1

experiences of others for our faith. We nil

the repentance which needeth not to be

pented of, a godly sorrow for sin. The
whose heart is changed by the in-dwelling

the Holy Spirit departs from iniquity.

watches, prays and strives against it, and
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,en led to cry out, " Oh, wretched man that

m, who shall deliver me from the body of

s death?" (5 Romans vii: 24).
''
It is the work of the Spirit, not only to

ivince of sin, but also of righteousness."

Dse who are truly taught by the teachings

the Holy Spirit, are first convinced they are

ners. They see that the tears of repentance

not alone atone for their sins. They see

it no works of righteousness they can do in

lir own strength can avail them anything,

rhe religion taught by Christ's Sermon on the

unt must be felt and practised by us, or we
I on the sand, and our building will fall. It

poorness of spirit, mourning for sin, hunger-

;
and thirsting after righteousness, shining

lights in the world, loving and forgiving our

jmies, praying and giving alms. This is the

igion taught by that noted sermon—yes, and
all Christ's sermons.

[t is not intimated in any of the sayings of

rist that, if a man has a text of Scripture

ich contains a promise suggested to his mind,

delivers words in his own strength, be they

rer so religious, it will prove him to be born

God. Christ has furnished us with many
dences of grace, which are overlooked, many
les, in our zeal to believe we are his chil-

sn, or the endeavor to have others think so.

ere is a religion which is solid and substan-

1, one which " changes all the heart" and

kes it the residence of the sweet graces of

i Spirit and the principle of holy action

'oughout our lives.

Dne who is born of God, however feeble his

ength, has all the members of a living child,

he begin a good work in us, he will perform

3ven unto the day of Jesus Christ. If we
e those who are of the household of faith,

will also love our enemies. If we love God,

cm we have not seen, we shall love our

ither whom we have seen. If our zeal is the

lit of the Spirit, we will, by the operation of

i same Spirit, also be clothed with humility,

[f God prepares our hearts to pray. He will

prepare us to every good word and work,

therefore, we do not endure to the end, we
k an essential mark of a gracious state. Yea,

our conversion is the work of God's Holy

irit, our religion will not be stationary, it

1 advance; we shall go from strength to

ength until we appear before God in Zion.

rhe command is, "look diligently, lest any

,n fail of the grace of God." Let us, dear

ends, in conclusion, seek to know of a stand-

; on the sure foundation of true conversion,

it Rock which followed the children of Is-

il in the wilderness, and that Rock was
rist; and as we abide in Him, love and serve

m with the whole heart, He will do mightily
• us, which will, indeed, seem marvelous in

r eyes. B. L. H.

Philadelphia, Fifth Month 28th, 1900.

For "The Friend."

The Same Spirit Continues the Same
:ading.—Several letters are preserved

long Christopher Healy's papers from differ-

t Friends, expressive of their interest and

ity with him in his services during his relig-

is visit to Great Britain in 1832.

At a Monthly Meeting where he was present,

spoke pretty fully on the dangers which

tended Friends joining with persons of other

ligious denominations in associations for

promoting benevolent objects ; using such

texts as " Strangers have devoured his

strength and he knoweth it not." The clerk of

the Monthly Meeting was a youngish man, of

great natural abilities.

After meeting he requested an interview

with Christopher, saying, their views were not

alike on some points. At this interview he

proceeded at some length, and with much elo-

quence, to set forth the public benefits and the

opportunities of disseminating Friends' doc-

trines, etc., that would arise from the course

some were pursuing. When he had finished,

Christopher asked him a few questions: " Are

the views and practices of the Episcopalians

the same now as they were in the days of

George Fox and our early Friends?" "They
are." "Dost thou believe that George Pox
and our early Friends were led out from these

things by the Spirit of Truth? " " Yes, I do."
" Dost thou believe the same Spirit of Truth

would lead us into that, now, out of which it

formerly led us?

"

The man's head drooped, and he sat without

answering.

They parted pleasantly, and after Christo-

pher Healy's return to this country, he re-

ceived a letter from the clerk, stating that the

few words uttered by him at that interview,

were the first thing that had opened his eyes

and led to a change in his views.

The Offering Most Pleasing to the Lord.

Having been under deep baptisms and pov-

erty of spirit, as I quietly rode along, the

Lord was pleased in mercy to break in upon

my mind by his life-giving presence and power;

and it became the language of my soul, " Speak,

Lord, and thy servant will hear." After which,

many things were divinely opened to me,wherein

I greatly rejoiced, and was thankful to the

Lord, my God. Then I found a sudden, but

gentle rebuke, and heard, as it were, a voice

that said in the secret of my soul: " These dis-

pensations thou most delightest in, are least

pleasing to me, and not so beneficial to thy

soul, as that pure poverty of spirit, brokenness

and contrition of heart, which brings into hu-

mility of mind: and the reason why this is so

little desired, and so unpleasant to the crea-

ture, is because it can have no part therein,

but is wholly and entirely excluded and set at

naught, can discover no beauty or excellence

in it. And this is the reason I love the offer-

ing of a broken heart and contrite spirit, as it

is most pure, and without any mixture of the

creature. For, whether there be prophecies,

Divine openings, revelations, consolations, joy-

ings or rejoicings in the Holy Spirit, gifts of

healing or tongues or utterance, in all these

self can rejoice and have a share, being obvi-

ous to it and bringing it honor. Then said I,

" Lord, dispense to me what is most pleasing

unto Thee and best for my soul, so long as my
weak faith and patience can endure it; but

when I am ready to faint, give me a little of

the wine well refined on the lees, that my soul

may rejoice in Thee, the God of my salvation."

Maky Peisley.

If we stand in the openings of the present

moment, with all the length and breadth of our

faculties unselfishly adjusted to what it reveals,

we are in the best condition to receive what

God is always ready to communicate

—

Upham.

Items Concerning the Society.

. .
" Friends have no function for self-adver-

tisement, they have no prerogative of virtue, but

through the grace of God there is happily still

found among us in common with other Christian

communities as the Times beautifully expresses it,

much of ' that simplicity of character, moderation

of speech, and discipline of soul, which meets ad-

versity or prosperity without abasement or pertur-

bation.'
"

Says the London Fri'e/irf: "It is also true that

from Nonconformist communities, owing to social

and aesthetic causes, there is a natural drift of the

children of wealthier families to the national Church.

The beautiful cathedral service, the rapturous an-

them, the skilful and well-ordered sermon, are un-

doubted attractions. Yet we believe our young
people to-day are more fully persuaded in their own
minds than were their fathers a generation ago as

to their preference for the simpler and more direct

intercourse in worship between the eternal Father

and their own souls. Our younger members to-day

exhibit a sober probity and right-mindedness in

their lives, that will, we believe, contrast favora-

bly with their cotemporaries in other Christian

communities."

The Boston Transcript says: " The Quakers, or

Friends, have ever been well disposed toward edu-

cation, and before public support in advanced forms

were as common as it has now become, they were

in many places pioneers in the spread of practical

and substantial culture. It was hoped to make ex-

Speaker Thomas B. Reed the guest of honor for the

occasion [of the reunion of Friends' School at Provi-

dence]. He was prevented from attending, but he

sent a response to the principal, in which he said:
' Although it does not seem a good time just now
to so prophesy, yet the faith remains with many of

us who are still of the world's people, that the

principles which gave the Friends their name will

finally bring to the earth a reign of peace.' But
the school, which is an institution of over eighty

years' standing, did not lack prominent speakers to

congratulate it in person. Among these was Presi-

dent Faunce of Brown University, who said to the

officers of the school: 'Your work is not yet done.

It is said that your spirit has so diffused itself

through the world that your work is nearly done.

I do not believe this. Just so long as England has

men like Cecil Rhodes, just so long will she need

men like John Bright. Just so long as we have
singers like Rudyard Kipling—and I yield to no one

in admiration for his virility—just so long will we
need men like John G. Whittier.' This is high testi-

mony from two distinguished sources. The leaven

of influence sent out by this sect, which for three

hundred years has been hostile only to strife, has

been a quiet one, but has exerted a mighty power,

none the less."

Notes from Others.
" I have long since ceased to pray, ' Lord Jesus,

have compassion upon a lost world.' I remember
the day and the hour when I sfeemed to hear the

Lord rebuking me for making such a prayer. He
seemed to say to me— ' I have had compassion on a
lost world, and it is time for you to have compas-
sion.'

"

—

A. J. Gordon.

The class of sermons which I think is most needed

is the class which offended Lord Melbourne long

ago. Lord Melbourne was seen one day coming
from church in the country in a mighty fume.

Finding a friend, he exclaimed, "It is too bad! I

have always been a supporter of the church, and I

have always upheld the clergy. But it is really too

bad to have to listen to a sermon like that we have
had this morning. Why, the preacher actually in-

sisted upon applying rebgion to a man's private

life!" But that is the kind of preaching which I

like best, the kind of preaching which men need
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most; but it is also the kind of which they get the

least.— 117// 10m E. Gladstone.

It has become the fashion at political conven-

tions to applaud the prayer of the officiating min-

ister. The late Republican gathering was no ex-

ception. Whatever may be the origin of, or the

occasion for, this abominable custom, good people

not only regret it, but resent it. It is both unbe-

coming and irreverent. It is no compliment to the

minister who officiates, and it certainly is an of-

fense to the God, whose guidance and blessing are

invoked. Neither He nor his servant are partisans

to be applauded. The minister may be eloquent

and apt in his supplication, but that does not call

for noisy demonstration at the close. He and the

delegates have been in serious and devout relations

if they have been honest in their reverential atti-

tude, and the result should not be spoiled by be-

littling conduct. God's guiding hand is needed in

their deliberations, but they show a mockery of

prayer when they applaud it as they would a par-

tisan harangue.

—

Presbyterian.

The reception of the Scriptures by the Filipinos

has been with an eagerness on every hand that is

only to be explained by the preparation and power

of the Holy Spirit. They are not satisfied with

buying and reading the Bible, but keep asking for

books on Bible study, and choose Bibles with refer-

ences and maps. They are thoroughly prepared for

the Word and buy readily. The people who are

here from other islands and other parts of Luzon

are anxious to have copies to send to their friends

and relatives, and will often sacrifice in order to

purchase them. We have only in a few cases met

the work of the priests in poisoning the minds of

the people against the protestant Bible, and com

pelling their burning under threat of ex-communi

cation. It is not common, and we hope that as the

government of the islands becomes settled, all per-

secution will disappear.

—

Southern Presbyterian.

SUMMARY OF EVENTS.

United States—A despatch of the 4th from Washing-

ton states that a formal notification of the attitude of the

United States with respect to China has been given to

Powers by Secretary Hay. It is stated by high authority

that the position assumed by this Government embod;

these points : The United States does not recognize the

existence of a state of war. The United States has no

sent troops and ships to China to make war upon her

they are sent there to look out for Americans and their

Interests ; they are there to assist the legal government

in establishing and maintaining order. Finally, the United

Ststes will withdraw when peace is restored. This is un-

derstood to imply that the United States Government does

not favor the dismemberment of China. Orders have

been issued for additional troops to be sent to China from

this country, which upon their arrival in the Ninth Month,

as expected, will make the number of American soldiers

there 8000, exclusive of marines.

As a result of the celebration of Independence Day with

firearms, toy cannon, giant crackers and other forms of

explosives, thirty persons were killed and 1325 were in-

jured, according to reports received by the Chicago Tri-

bune from 125 cities. A loss of $123,325 was caused by

the fireworks, in addition to the injury to human life.

lu rerereuCB tu ihe instruction of Cuban teachers at

Harvard, it is reported that Spanish is to be the language

of instruction, and the course of instruction aims wisely

at thoroughness in simple branches. All will receive sys-

tematic instruction in the English language, and American

history will be taught by lectures in the Spanish language,

illustrated with the stereopticon. The 1400 teachers

come from 120 of the 129 cities and towns of Cuba, and

there has rarely been such a representative body of edu-

cated Cubans got together.

The legality of compulsory vaccination in the public

schools of Pennsylvania has been upheld by a recent judi-

cial decision.

By a lease of the Allegheny Valley and Western New
Yorit and Pennsylvania Railroads, the Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company has added 829 miles to its system.

Hereafter members of the Wesleyan Methodist Society

will not be permitted to use tobacco in any form.

Judge Hubbard, of the Superior Court of California, has

decided that the marriage of persons in Nevada who had

been divorced in this State within one year is valid. This

decision is diametrically opposed to the one made by Judge

Belcher a month ago.

The Democratic National Convention, held last week in

Kansas City, nominated William J. Bryan for President

and Adlai E. Stevenson for Vice President. Its declara-

tion of principles includes the free and unlimited coinage

of silver and gold at the present legal ratio of 16 to 1;

condemns the law enacted by Congress in reference to

Porto Rico as imposing upon the people of that island " a

government without their consent and taxation without

representation;" condemns and denounces the Philippine

policy of the present administration; opposes imperialism

as the paramount issue before the American people; op-

poses militarism; condemns trusts, monopolies, and the

Dingley tariff law. The attitude of this convention in

reference to silver is the same as that of 1896. The

Populist Convention lately held at Sioux Falls and the

Convention of Silver Republicans held in Kansas City last

week have also nominated William J. Bryan as their can-

didate for the Presidency.

It was only a very few years ago that an export trade

in corn of three to four per cent, of the domestic produc-

tion was considered all that could be reckoned on. Corn

has, of late years, become more of an export article

than ever before, the first real advance in this particular

taking place in 1896, when 4.7 per cent of the domestic

product was exported. In 1898, 11.14 per cent, was ex-

ported, or 212,055,543 bushels. This was exceeded slightly

by the exports of 1899-1900. An unusually large quantity

went to Cuba and to South Africa, but the chief demand

came from European countries.

The Commissioner of Patents says that the past fiscal

year has been a most prosperous one for the Patent Office.

The cash receipts have been $1,358,228.35, a larger sum

than received in any previous fiscal year. The number of

patents issued is also the largest in the history of the of-

fice, numbering 26,540.

There were 544 deaths in this city last week, reported

to the Board of Health. This is 47 more than the previous

week and 109 more than the corresponding week of 1899.

Of the foregoing 279 were males and 265 females: 35 died

of consumption; 35 of inflammation of the lungs and sur-

rounding membranes; 22 of apoplexy, 18 of diphtheria, and

9 of cancer—187 of the above were of infants under one

year of age, attributed to the effects of the heat.

Markets, &c.— \i. S. 2's, 103 to 103|; 3's, 108J to

109; 4's, reg., 114 to 114f; coupon, 114i to 114S; new
4's, 1331 to 134J; 5's, 113i to 114.

Cotton closed on a basis of lOJc. per pound for mid-

dling uplands.

Flour.—Winter, super., $2.60 to $2.75; Pennsylvania

roller, straight, $3.75 to $3.90; Western winter, straight,

$3.85 to $4.10; spring, straight, $4.10 to $4.30; city mills,

straight, $3.85 to $4.10. Rye Flour—$3.30 to $3.60

per bbl., as to quality, the latter for fancy Western patent.

Grain—No. 2 red wheat, 78|c.

No. 2 mixed corn, 48Jc.

No. 2 white oats, clipped, 31c.

Foreign—Information has been received in Berlin of

the murder of the German minister. Baron von Ketteler,

at Pekin, Sixth Month 20th, by Chinese soldiers. This

event has induced the German emperor to announce to a

detachment of marines :
"

I will not rest until the Ger-

man flag, joined to those of the other Powers, floats tri-

umphantly over China's flag, and until it has been planted

on the walls of Pekin, to dictate peace to the Chinese.

This is not, however, understood to be an official declara-

tion of war against China by Germany.
The Boxer hosts at Pekin practically commenced their

work of destruction at the capital, according to the cor-

respondents, on Sixth Month Uth, when a mob burned

summer houses of the Ministers, the race course and for-

eign cemetery at Sihshan. On the following days thou-

sands gathered outside the city with banners. Then,

owing to the terror that reigned among the refugees and

the foreigners, the Ministers ordered all to gather in the

British and American Legations, which had been barri-

caded.

The Consuls at Shanghai report that the Pekin Legations

were safe on Seventh Month 4th, and that the Chinese had

ceased their attacks. The only fear now felt, according

to the report, was regarding the food supply.

An official despatch received by the Japanese Legation

in Washington announced that the Japanese Government

had decided to send to China a mixed division of troops

to reinforce the Japanese force already there. This will

make an aggregate of22,Q0D jMMese troops in China.

The ShangBij|oi^poStl*t 5^e London Standard

says reports fi^fcranysi^^om^hinese sources, say a

great battle ifljfciSrplace, in which the Chinese lost

heavily. The allies at Tien-Tsin are short of provisions.

The disorders in the provinces appear to be increasing

in violence. A Chinese army is within forty miles of New

Chwang, and the foreigners are preparing to aban

their homes. The southern part of the province is sw

by raiders, destroying all works of the white man, exc

n spots garrisoned by Russians. Proclamations h

been posted in all villages near Che-Foo, calling upon

loyal Chinese to rise and expel the foreigners for in

ducing among the pious Chinese an immoral religion.

A despatch from St. Petersburg of the 3rd says :

official Messenger to-day publishes an imperial ukase
)

viding in a large measure for the abolition of banishn

beria. In 1899, the Czar commissioned the Mini,

of Justice to draw up a law abolishing such banishm

The Minister's draft, as finally sanctioned by the Cou

of the Empire, has now been signed by the Czar, and

law is now gazetted.

A despatch of the 2nd from Berlin says : Count

Zeppelin's aerial ship made an ascent at Friedrichsha

this evening. It had five occupants and travelled sa

to Iramenstadt, a distance of thirty-five miles.

In Geneva glass refuse is pressed in paving blocks ui

a new invention that has recently been put into operal

Several streets have already been paved with this

contrivance, and give great satisfaction, but only in

pearance, but also in durability. Several other citie

Europe have adopted the invention.

Last year Canadians consumed but 3.9 gallons of

per head, as compared with a consumption of 12.60

ions per capita in the United States.

Systematic deep sea dredging has demonstrated

organic life is to be found in the lowest depths of

ocean.

The returns state that in the month from Sixth M
5th to Seventh Month 5th, the British casualties in S

Africa were more than 3,000, including 1,200 deaths

though there was no battle of importance during that t

Statistics show that six times as many British sole

have died of disease or have been sent home sick as

been killed or died from wounds.

The Times' Lorenzo Marquez correspondent says, u

date of Seventh Month 7th: " A general movement of :

settlers into Gazaland, Portuguese territory, seems t

in contemplation. Already large herds have been di

across the border. The Portuguese welcome the movem
The American consul at Funchal, Madeira, says ;

over five million eggs were exported from Madeirl

South Africa during 1899. Eggs are taken from Ce i

Russia to South Africa, arriving there in good condi

;

Eggs sell in the market at Madeira at $3 per hundrec

A despatch from Manila states that fighting has ]

going on during the past week in different places, re

ing in the killing of 160 Filipinos and a small numb-:

American soldiers, also that the natives are slowlj i

cepting the amnesty provisions.

A despatch from Fumso, Ashanti, on the West coa i

Africa, states that British troops had attacked Koku :

the 3rd instant, but had failed to take it. About 3(

'

Ashantis were awaiting their approach to Kumassi.

RECEIPTS.
Unless otherwise speolfled, two dollars have lieen •

eelved from each person, paying for vol. 74. :

Henry B. Leeds, agent. New Jersey, for Dr. J( p
Stokes ; Edward S. Lowry, Philadelphia ; Caleb ^ ><

Philadelphia ; Benjamin C. Reeve, New Jersey ;
Wr F

Terrell, Virginia; Ezra Engle, New Jersey; Alva J. S tl

agent, Kansas, for Abel R. Hiatt ; Sarah T. House n

for Lena H. Sharpless, Pa. ; Samuel H. Headley, Pa.
"

Shoemaker, Phila. ; P. L. Webster, Pa., for 2 vols.

ard Ashbridge, Pa. ; Phebe Ann Hazard, Pa.

e^' Remittances received after Tliird-day noon c

appear in the Receipts until tlie foltowing weelc.

NOTICES.

A YOUNG woman Friend desires a position as te le

of the elementary branches in a private or family S' "•

Address P.,

Toughkenamon,

Box 54, Chester Co., .

Friends' Library, 142 N. 16th St., Phila.—Durir fb

Seventh and Eighth Months the Library will be op jo

Second and Fifth-day afternoons from 3 P. M. to 6 r

.

Westtown Boarding School.—Applications fctt

admission of pupils to the school, and letters in reg:l

'

instruction and discipline should be addressed to Wl f*

F. Wickersham, Principal.
,

Payments on account of board and tuition, andM

munications in regard to business should be forwan 1

1

Edward G. Smedley, Superintendent.

Address, Westtown P. 0., Chester Co., Pa.

Married, Sixth Month 6th,' 1900, at Twelfth

Meeting-house, NATHAN KITE to ANNA Margaret
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